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INDEX TO VOL. 13, FOX 1855.

PLANTATION ECONOMY AND MISCELLANY.

"[For suggestions respecting the lesdirg articles pn

this department, see, also, “ Worh foT' ifie in each

number—and various articles under E lito rial head,]

Agricultube,

S

outhern, what shall be done for?..Page 9
“ Terrell Professorship of “ 18
“ Profits and Wastes of “ 41
“ in Tennessee “ 49
“ Probable effects of War on “ 82
“ in our Schools and Colleges “ 115
“ in America “ 123
“ eacouragemeut “ j26
“ What shall we do for ? “ 202

Critical study of “ 283
“ in ilichigan “ 305

Agriculture., “ 100
Agsicultceal Faff, list ot Premiuips, &c “ 15

‘‘ Society, fftter of Dr. Terrell “ 46
“ Society, Southern Central—Fair of

1855 “ 48
“ Faff, complete list of entries (.1854) “ 58
“ Societies “ 95
“ Society, Southern Centra.', Premium

List for 1855 “ 110
“ Society, Southern Central, Tench

Fair of 1885 “ 235
“ Papers, value of “ 23

Sa 7vev3 of the several districts, &c “ 93
“

'Text Books “ 166
“ Progress in England “ 148
“ Enyineerine—irrigfction “ 2ol
“ Writing and reading “ 205
“ Educa ion, aPiea for “ 266
“ Prospects South, the crops, &c “ 803
“ Education “

Animals and Trees, vermin on “ 836
Animal 3, ffp-fning “ 12
Aiabama, Crops ir “ 301

“ K^rth, Crocs in “ 307
“ Micemls 0 ^ “ 156
“ Fine Wool irom 223

Arable Land -ord Watrr “ 169
Alarm Clock for Plantuiion'^ “ 212
Atmosphere*, Wenders of “ 252
Arkansas, Crops ’n “ 802
Bees, novel ocG ’rroned with “ 22o
Black Leg and Murrain “ 14
Butter, Devonshire mode of making “ 158
Buffer a' d Lard “ 47
Ball’s Ring, the (liiustratsd) “ 58
Book Keep! '^g, i^arm “ 54
Barn Yard Manure, xs G-uano “ 74
Berk8hires(iliu3tr8tsd) “ 77
Bots killing Horses, don’t believe it “ 323
Border work for the Plantation “ 80
Bot question Bga’n “ 92
Bots in Horses, once more “ 176

“ —correcTon “ 248
Bots or no Bots, again “ 273
Bermuda Grass “ 116
Bee Keeping “ 174
Bee Hiv?s, to keep Worms out “ 96
Buck Eye, that “ 188

“ remedy for Piles “ 208
Blind Staggers in Horses, a cure Pages 239, 241

Blind Staggers in Horses—correction Page 301

Book-Farmer, wo-ds of encouragement from». . . . “ 242

Barley, California *' 252
“ Rescue Grass. Grapes, &c “ 300

“ and Rve lor Winter Pasturage “ 804

“ 287

Blue Stone, or Blue Vitriol “ 205

Cotton, Rust in “ 84

“ CuKure, st stem and rotation in “ 43
“ Piaut' rs, something for “ 84

“ its value a d importance “ 85

“ Seed, fee-Ung Sheep on “ 92

“ SeedMesher “ 100
“ what does a pound cost ? “ 108
“ Planter, Randall’s “ 126
u <4 “ “ 209

“ Topping “ 182
“ Ratted, en important invention “ 212
“ Combustion of “ 242

“ Sea Island “ 244
“ E gging for ships “ 245
“ Planters, io “ 279

" Sea Is'and in Taxes, &c , &c “ 286
44 “ itscu'ture, (fee “ 298
“ CuUnrso^—select on of seed “ 340
“ the Dry Rot in “ 843
“ Crop of the United States, for 1854 “ 352
“ Sea Island.. “ 100
» less, and m-^re Provisions “ 151
“ the Co:t of Raising “ 366
» Dry Rot in “ 371

rSae, also, various hints on Colton in “Work for the

i
Month ”]

' Corn, Bud Worm in Page 34

“ Lime on “ 80

“ the Culture of. .. . “ 108
“ Chemical examination of the Cob of. “ 119

“ Dodger “ 178

“ Culture in Texas.... “ 244
“ and Cob Meal for Horses “ 278
“ Securing Corn Fodder and “ 302
“ from Africa “ 306

[Corn, Corn Fodder for Hay and “Soiling,” cfec.—see

“Work tor the Month,” under Horticultural head,

monthly.]
Clover, growing at the South Page 14

“ and Grasses of the South “ 234

Cow, the B?noer milk “ 23

Cows, Spaying “ 20

Cow3, indicaticnof good “ 34

Cow, a priceless “ 95

Cows, serving, so as to produce male cr female

calves “ 151

Cows, Garget, or Sore Teats in “ 374

Cow Peas, will they kill Hogs ? “ 289

Compost, Mr. Parlin’s “ 77
Compost, a valuable ' “ 212

Cellars, cemented “ 100

Cottage, a cheap “ 125

Cabbages and Cauliflowers, heading « 116

Cattle, Lice on “ 118
“ Hollow Horn in “ 190
44 Murrain in “ 823

J

» Madagascar, or Brahmin “ 878
Cement Tubes and Lead Pipes “ 161

I

Cashmere Goats’ Wool “ 116

1 Cheese, the production of “ 14L
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Caimrieys. a wcrd about Page 181

Clay or Mud, f ir Buruirg “ 18 >

Cans and Jars for Prese viQg FiUit, “ 189

Clo-k, ahrm lor Planta'.iocs “ 2'.2

Cauru, d^uble-sc iog “ 218

C: ops in Henry County, Ga “ 21?>

“ in J'ifferson County, Ca “ 262
“ in Mi'S S ippi Pages 270, 285
“ in Wbitlield County, G^; Page 273
“ INorth A ab:una “ 866

Cholera in Poultry “ 23
Children, how to have them wotikly “ 254
Country, hemes for the people in “ 256
Ca'.ifornia, letter f-om “ 285
Caeat “ 287
Crataegus Pyracantha, for Hodg-s “ 3Ul
Circular to the Planters, Farmers and Horiicullur-

istsoftheSmth ‘‘ 829
C rbon of Plants . Pages 383, 879
Ditching low land* Pago 50
‘‘Ditch Digger,” Pratt’s “ 85
“Death in the Pot,” “ 78
Dbodth, deep plowing jn.Pag(s i75, 229, 240, 213, 275, 3?8
Depth of Soil, &3 Pave 193
Deep Plowing Pages 204 277, 215
Devons for t :o S u.h. Page 209
Davon Cow, “Birthdav,” (iliustrated) “ 278
Devon Bull, “Frank Qaartly,” (illusirated) “ 80'4

Drains, guar.], or H li-Side Ditches “ 211
Dogs, she. p killing “ 212
D>sp.ps'a, over eating Pages 223, 288
Domestic Life Pago 2?7
Evergreens, transp aut jg “ 50
Eggs, how shall we pr.s rve? “ 127
Erysipelas, the Cranberry Cure for “ 874
Es^ravagance, a short ietle on “ 375
Fish, transpoiting eggs of.... “ 159
Fowl, tne Shanghai “ n
Farming in Tesas, irrigaoon, &c .'

. . . “ 22
Farm Machinery “ ]8
Furniture, cheap, and ornaments lor roems “ 47
I'or«st Trees, rotation of “ 62
Fencing Plautaione, the c st 01 “ 73
Fence, what does it cost? Pages 101, 155
Farmer, a good one ,...Pag.9 273
Farmer’s Stock, the preg- esdve “ 116
Farming, profits and ploasuies of “ 125
Farmers, Meteorology for, &3 “ 299
Farm irs, for—one acre of Land “ 3.7
Fish Pond-'. “ 82
“ Breeding “ 87
“ Ponds in South Carolina “ 271

Fish, a chapter on—F sh Ponds and Artificial

Breeding of “ 862
Facta atont, the United S ales “ 98
Fistnla in Ho ses, to cure Pages 126, 188
Food, necessity of mixed “ 1B9
Foo:l, rutritive qua'ilies of “ 168
Fair, our late Georgia “ 336
Feirs, suggestions about “ 258
Fodder Pulling Defended “ 2c7

“ its eff -Cts on the Crop i “
Grain?, nutrition in vadous “ 10
Geclcgj—Dr. Kersb “ 207
Gecicgieal Text Book • “ 49
“Green Horn” wax.th hyper critical, & “ 270
Good, some, everywhere “ 126
Goato, Cashmere Pagps 116, ib6, 188, 344, 348
Gala vn the Se moard, September, 1854 Ptige 54
Gi'ls, adviec to “ 159
Gi ls, Working “ 292
Geass, R ‘SOU".” r-. ply to Algernon “ 78
“ T xts Oat, .s,lias ‘E.-seue.” Eve, & ... Paye-i 98 109
“ “R-i.snnfi.” Pfvfyp.s 107 . 149. 100 9.0,7 RdO
“ Bermuda.., P ge 116
“ Wiid, ot Col. S anford, (&c Psg sli8,24o
“ a New Page 210
“ Means “ 243

Grasses for t‘pe S.-iath, “Guine; and Means Grass. “ 83
Gaano, Plowing in “ 93

“ Mexi'ftn..., “ 2'

4

“ an' Wine “ 22»
Galls and Guili *.?— Washing of Hi 1 Sides, Hor a ju-

tal Dhoh'ng. &; “ 204
Guard Drains—Horizontal Tillage* &c “ 211

Gates, P antition Pages 227, SdO
“ Woodruff 8 Pa .eut Self ae ing (illust ated).. “ 2 2
“ Latches « 249

Grsz'.rr, the Logan (poetry) “ 246

Gripes Page 800
Grading Instrument (illustrated) “ 808
Guinea Fowls vs. Rats “ 885
Georg a Fair, Premiums for 1855 “ 841
Human Life “ 12
Hog?, small for' the South “ IS
H 'g, the largest “ 23
Hogs, dieeasein Pages 218, 244, 287, 288
Hog Ranges “ 805
Hogs, fattening on Peas and Potatoes “ 3t8

Hogs Rooting “ 369
Herd Book, Short Horn, 2d volume—Circular “ 94
Hens’ Nests “ 61
Harmony of Colors “ 55
Home, (poetry) Pages 81,278
Bydrophobia in a Horse Page 1C9
Hay, Pea Vine, ro make 124
Hsppy, how to be “ 128
Horses and Mules for the South “ 2'

6

“ “ economy in feeding “ 18d
Horse, to work the worst spoiled “ 126
Horse, the, a Lteture by Hon. Zidoc Pratt “ 143
Horses, warts on “ 209

“ Scratches in, cure for it “ 247
“ C ire of..... “ 256
“ Worni,sio .Page 257, 801
“ Poll Evil, in the, cure for “ 27l
“ B iu-d Staggers in “ 376

HoUow Horn P^ges 168, 2.9, 210, 285
Horns, to cure when broken Page 3c0
Horizontal Tiiisge, Guard Drams, Hih Side Ditch

es, &3 “ 241
Humbug, a plea for a « 242
Hydraphobia, bow to use Poke Boot, as cure “ 876

“ a fsc about “ 343
Ice Houses for Planters Pages 210, 241
Inqu'ry Page 12T
Insects, his.cry of, &c? “ 244
Ins.etPasts, can they be destroyed? Pages 3^1, 850
Implement, a new Page 323
Lan !, prairie, treatment of “ 277
Land, save your “ 117
L:g8, the way to transport, or carry (illustrated). “ 21
Ladies, harmony of colors for the “ 55
Lime on Corn . “ 80
“ Sunerphosphaie of “ 247

Labor, North and South....... » 64
Lecture, Dr. Lee’s Introductory “ 137
Leo, Prof “ 159
Lead Pipe and Cement Tubes “ 157
Leaves, the use of “ 257
Locusts, a chapter on Pages 215, 274, 289
Lucerne, culture of

' “ 288
Lampas in Horses “ 323
Lady Horsemanship—E.ding andD'-iving Matches

at the Northern and Western Fails Pages 354-5
“Kettleweil’s E-movator” “ 28
Mules, tl e best kind of » n
Mule?, Large, % word for “ 268
Murrain and B ackleg Page 14, 323
Miik, solidified Page 84
Meat, Eating “ 23
Meat, Saltpetre for earing “ 76
Manures, varieties and properties of “ 55
fianure, Poultry “ 327

“ Heaps, mansgemant of Pages 212, 885
Martin, the Page 116
Minerals ofAlabama “ 166
Manual Labor Schools, &3. Pages 243 823
'•A eans Gr . S3 Page 243
Me'ocro'cgy, Kara— ‘Sun Drawing Water.” “ 363
N:^ht Soil, suve it “ 76
Nursery—a model “ £9
Negroes, mansgpmmt of Page^ 171, 262
N gm "Wool nd W iteH ir Page 126
N gmas, Tasks for “ 182
New York and Gao'-aia “ 848
0.it, Texas, abas “Rescue Grass,” “ 32
Oats, Eryntiau “ 276
0 ts, Poland, and Moxican Wild Potato “ 369
Gah, Post, G’ada Lmd “ 80
) d Age, provi e for it “ lol
Overseers refid this !

“ 153
Oat Dcor Eierc'se “ 159
01 i Way. th'-y still continue in “ 207
Ouiens, Nutriment of “ 219
Or^figfi Orange to? Hedging “ S T
Obciterica, a novel op;: ration in “ 863
Patent Office Circular “ 21
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Plowing in time of Drouth, philoscphically con-

sidered. Pages 175, 239, 243 275.277, 802
Plowing, deep and shallow Page 219

Plowing in time of Drouth phil.sophically con-
sidered “ 867

Plow, Steam, “ 22
“ for Doep Tillage “ 277

Pleasure, intelleetua' “ 159
Poultry Cholera “ 23
“ Houses “ 61
“ Importance of to the United SLates “ 81

Peach Tree Insects, to destroy “ 63
Plantation, system on the—Latter from Mr. Affleck “ 75
Philosophy, true “ 95
Pea Vine Hay, to make “ 124
Pina Trees, California “ 124
Pillow, Dangers of a high oce “ 125
Provis one, more, and less Cotton “ 151
Paeumonia, Colds, • “ 151
Pod bearing Vegetables “ 375
Phys'eing Land “ 192
Peas as a preparat on for Wheat “ 2C8
“ and Sweet Potatoes ftr H:gs “ 8(^8

“ Ground “ i(>7

Posture, winter “ 2'

9

Planting in Mississippi “ 219
Press, the (poetry) “ 228
Preserving Cans, for Fruit, Vegetables, &o., Ar-

thur’s Patent (Ulusiri'ed). . . « 189
Pots' o, Mexican Wild, and Poland Oa s “ 369
Precision, want o'", Censurid—Science in Agr cnl-

tnre 869
Potatoes, SwLe‘ “ 374
Phosphoric Acid in the older R cks, i. ... “ 876
Piow Sleek, Forman’s Patent Iron (illustrated). . . “ 375
Pipe, the good of a “ 875
Planting in J’effer^cn—loiter from Maj Do gliss. “ 874
Quinces, salt for “ 55
Reasons why Farmers should pursue their business

as a Science “ 19
Remprijable “ 82
Rheumatism, cure for Page^ 51, 215
Rice, two crops in one season Page 5

Rice—its Culture, &c “ 874
Rice Weevil “ 125
Rabbits, L p Eared Madagasetr “ 118
R ngbone, cure for “ 119
Recipes, valuable.. “ 227
Roses, Mr. R.jbert Nelson’s “ 257
Rye, find Barley for Winter P alurage “ 8 4
Rats, Guinea Fowls, : “ 335
Residences, Country, des g 1 for Improving (ill.). . “ 870
Sheep, S'uih Down, (illuiitratad) Psgse, 18, 179
“ Leicester “ “ 83
“ S agg. rs in “ I88
“ H isbandry P ges 178, 183

Soil, depth and meliowne s 0 Pages 20, 198
Soil, the renovation of Pae-e 179
“Sneez' Weed”— a poison to Cattle P.vges 63, 99
Strychnine, antidote lor Page 63
Salt, Medical use of “ 77
Sugar Trade of the United S.ates “ 96
Sugar in L aisians Pages 127, 2E6
Swine, E s X (illustrated) Pa^e 157
S ock ng K I’tJ g Machine ‘‘ I59
S:a Island Pasturage “ 182
Sweet Potatoes, planting in L'vei Ground. .Pi gee 121 1S8
Sab&oiling ifg
Stock, rcunomy in f-ading “ I83
Showman Farmer, &c “ 192
Slavery as it is “ gi2
Smut in Wheat—eif^ctsof B.ne Stone Pages 227, 2 9
Surface Culture—Post Oak Land Page 215
Scnppercong Wine “ 2^8
Season in Missies' ppi 254
Scours in Co'ts u 276
Syrup vs. Baxter ii

27 9
Snake Bite 2®8
Sandy Soil t< 175
Sulphur u
Sheep Skins, to Care, with the Wool 00, &c “ 370
Trees and P’.ants, oripiu of various “ go?
Test B ok, Geological P.iges 49, 166
Turpentine Product of the South P^ga 79
T il little and that little well (poetry) “ {>^

Turnips as feed “ 179
Tanning «. y26
Terrell Professorship “ 214
Trees, Bloes God for (po.try) 214

Turpentine Page 263
Vineyards in the Scu'h “ 44
Virtue the friend of Health “ 256
Vermin on Trees, &c “ 886
Wine trade of 1 ranee—Southern Vineyards “ 86
Why the Farmer should give heed to the man of

Science “ 87
Weevils, to get rid of “ lOO
Wheat culture in the Sjutbern States “ 287
Wheat, Peas as a preparation for “ 203
Wheat in America Page 127, 305
Wheat growing in Louisiana, * “ 206
W heat, Troy and Chili “ 240
Wheat, product of in Missiassippi “ 285
Wives, economy in “ 127
Wsgoa, the “ 183
Wha*: shall we eat? “ 190
Wool, fine, from Alabama “ 228
Vomen, sickly “ 821

Zinc, a new use for, its preservative properliss, &c. “ 837

I EDITORIAL.

JANUARY

:

A Hip-y N3w Year.
Excl aoge Papers.

The December (1854) Agricultural Fair.

Answers to I quiries.

A ckoowlcdgment-}.
Longworth’s American Wine.
Southern Central Agi-icultural Society.

An Appreciative Subscriber.
Public Documents.
To Correspondents.
Lottery of Improved Live Stock,Farming Implements,&c.
Artificia'. Sock and Hurdle Fence.
Transactions of theN. Y. State Agricultural Society, &?.

[Pages 24 to 86.

FEBRUARY;
Answers to Inquiries.

Southern Central Agricultural Society.

Agricultural Scciety of Alabama.
Clubbing.
S . Mary’s Bank.
To Correspondents, &c ....Pages 56 to 58,

MARCH:
Answers to Ir quiries.

The Nex' Fair.

Mulberries for Hogs.
“The Horiicuiturist.”

P. Barry, E q.

Randall’s Co'ton Planter, ifec. &c.
Analysis of Water,

Small Hogs for the South.
Da' y’s Devon Herd Book.
When and how to Sow Clover Seed.

Osaae O’-anee Hedges.
Diseased Meat Pages 88 to 92.

IPEIL

:

Aosweis to Inquiries.

Uniied States Agricultural Scciety.

“Can’t, got along without it.”

Planting Sweet Potatoes on Level Ground.
Making TurpeDline.
The Carolina Culiivator, &c,, &c.
Southern Central Agricultural Society—Premium List

—

Fair of 1855.

How to use B ines,

The Fair ot 1855— Official Notice.

East Tennessee F ir.

inaocuraev of Atiricultural Statements.

Afii (k’s P an ation Record "ud Account Book.

A P.anfer oi the right stamp Pages 120 to 123.

MAY

;

Answi^rs to Inquiries, &3.
New Pjstage Law.
The Saeson.
Arthur’s Saif-Sealieg, Air-Tight Cans.
New PublicatioriR.

Letter from Dr. Kersh—correction, &c.
M X can Goaco.
Grass C .Itare at the S^ulb.
Leg.slative aid to Atrricullare.

Aq Awful Condition !

Devons “Around Cape Horn.”. ^8gesl62 to 155.
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JUNE:
Answers to Inquiries.
The Growing Crops.
“E^scne Grass.”
Cure for Hydrophobia,
Groating, Mulching and Watering.
The Good Time Coming—death blow to Hard Times.
Georgia Cashmere Wool.
National Baby Show.
Eating Horse F fsh.

Planters’ and Farmers’ Library.
Death of a distinguished Agriculturist.
Plant and Sow—’tis not too late Pages 186 to 188.

JULY:
Answers to Inquiries.
Alabama State Agricultural Society.

Crops in South Western Georgia.
Physalis Edulis.
The Season.
Misplaced Credits.

Our Book Table, &.Q Pages 216 to 219.

AUGUST:
Answers to Inquiries.

To Correspondents.
Brief Notes on Strawberries.
The Atlanta Fair.

Tue Season tnd the Crons.
Dav>’- Devon Hard BcolJ,

Tne Grape K ;t.

The September Fair—Premium List.

Dea'^^h of Dr. Wil iam Terrell.

Grasses for Hay and Grazing Pages 243 to 251

.

SEPTE^IBER:
Answers to Inquiries.

Books, Pamphlets, <fee., received at this office.

To C .rrespondenls.

Noah Warlick’s Improved Patent Plow, &c.
Southern Agricultural Societies.

Cotton Piai'ter^’ Couvention.
Domestic Economy.
P ckied F gs.

state Agric dtnral Shows for 1855.
Fair Lidies and Ladies at the F ur.

The Fair—E /lining and Night Sessions. .Page 280 to 235.

OCTOBER:
Tenth Annual Fair of the Southern Central Agricultural

Society.
PlantiQi/ in Jefferson and R chmond—Birbecue, &c.
Agricaltu’-nl Faij-s.

Mr. Axt’ Grapes—G^orsria Vineyard.®—Southern Wine
Uai’ed S’ures AgriciiSrura! S ’Ciety—Exnibitiou for 1855
Planters’ Club or Hatc^ck County.
Georgia Wine.
Yeas Book o’ Agrieulrurc—T'^t- Vmboca.
Fruit Trees, Shrubs, R/scs, dc:.

Grasses.
Crops iti Cherok''®, Ga.
New York State Fair.

American Linen.
rennesse^ Wufat.
Pioitrv Cho'era or Distemper.
West Tennessee, Culture of Grapes. . .Pages 314 to 817.

NOVEMBER:
Answers to Correspondents.
Cashmere Go“.'s.

The Season—Drouth, & c.

Na^' Advertisements.
Forman’.** Patent P ew
Grading I''strup-.er t, &c.
Alabama S h-o Fiir—P tstponement.
Seltina: nut O'chards— Transplanting Fruit ano Orname: -

tal Trees.
The Wheat Crop of 1855, &c ,

&3.
S’ate Avricuitur. 1 Society otSouta Carolina.
Water Maadon's and Irrigation generally.

[Pages 844 to 848.

DECEMBER:
Close of the Volurhe.
Renew your Suoscriptions.

To our valued Contributors.
Georgia Catawba Wine.
Late Peaches.
Southern Central Agricultural Soeiety.
The Rains.

The Rural ^ nnual and Horticultural Directory.
Ohio Sta^e Fair.

Fish Ponds and Fish Breeding.
The Alabama Fair.

The General Index for present Volume.
Large Applet Pages 372 to 378.

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.

[See, also, “ Worlcfor ike Month,'' and Editorial, for vari-

ous Horticultural articles.]

Apples, Southern Seedling, (ill.) Pages 32, 65, 180, 131, 164
“ North American Crab Page 99
“ Hubardston Nonsuch (illustrated) “ 164
“ Red Warrior “ 196
“ Southern Fruit Page 221, 2?9
“ and Pears, fine Page 318

Alabama, Vine Growing in “ 81
America, Wine Making in 132
Artichoke, Jerusalem “ 182
Bananas in Texas “ 98
Blackberry, Now Rochefie Mammoth “ 129
Borer, Peach, how to kill “ 85
Beaus, Lima, shortening in “ 163
B?con ai’d Greens “ 195
Cnevry, Black Tartarinu, (illustrate ) “ 35
Cherry, culi,iv«tioa on tie Mahaieb Stock “ 98
Corn, Canada Prohfi’. 182
Crop, an enormous “ 181
Cru se^us Pyraeantha, or Ever^/r'^eu Tnorn for

Hedging » 224
Cutlirg*!, Peaches from “ 330
Df^seore.a Japonica, or J^pauese Yam Pages 129, 162
Fktjit Culture in the Sourh Pages 29, 66

Fnuts and their culture North and South Pfigc ’ 31

Fruit, Southern vs. Northern “ 65
‘‘ the Preservation ot “ 69

Fruit Trees, treatment of “ 161
Fruits for the South (Pe‘*che&) “ 194
Fruit from Augusta, lu Charleston “ 195
“ T'uesana Locusts “ 223

Fruit®, North Carolina “ 379

Fruits, fine, and their culture “ 223
Fruits and Vegetable cniture “ 224
“ Report of Commitiee on “ 319

Florida—its soil, climate and productions “ 162
Flowers, the odor of “ 225
“ in Texas “ 292

Gkape. the Concord “ 28
“ Domestic culture of The “ 99

growing in th** South, “ 260

Grape®. Wine from NaTve or Ma®c dines “ 260
“ Native—Letter Ti-r-m Dr. M'’DmnaId “ 318
“ the Warren and Hmbemont Madeira “ 3’^1

Grape culture in Sout*^' (Jarolina “ 836
[Soe, alsn, article® on Grape Culture lu Georgia & 3 ., under

Elite-rial bead,]

Guano lor -M “ 98
‘‘ “ I nsec s “ 132

Gr.^ens and B eon “ 195

Girden snd O'charc, I ir'ect Pasts in “ 850
Q.rno«, ‘•'R<i*seue” “ 225

Heeges, Osage 0 auge Pai/es 181, 161
“ “ mode of culture Page 850

H>dcfo Plants. Crrsefgus Pyraeantha &t 224, 290
11 'rticultural N veity “ 224
Ds®cts. guano f^r “ 132

lO'Cct P%stsin the GarOen and Orchard, and now
to dest^^^y them “ 350

Lettuce, Frrneh, Salad ‘‘ 132

M'Hew, destroying “ 1^*0

Mahaler- st''ck for C erry “ 93

vinH.'S'Ty, the Hick®, or E/erbeariug “ 181

Mushrooms “ 1^2

Miion, historv of th“ ‘‘ 99

Necthvi' e, the Stanwick (illustrated) “ 378
“ Guano for “ 98

0®a7e O'^ange, for Ht dg rg Pages 131, 161, 350

Peach Borer, to kill Pi’gs 35

Paac’ups, August and Septemhei—Note from Dr.
Philips.. “ 225

Peaches from (hi'tii gs “ 330
Pear, Flemish Beauty (illustrated) “ 70
Pears and fine Apples “ 318

Physaii® Edn'is “ 194
Patent OflBce Novelties—rare Plants and Trees. .. . “ 291

Plants in a Bed Room 292
Rhododendron, a new variety of “ 819

Southern Seedling Apples Pages 32, 65, 180, 131, 164
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Snmscb, the Pa?e 33
Sugar Cano, the Comes^, a no?? piant. . . Psges 18U. 162, 377
Strawberry, Jenny L ud Ptige 224

[See. also, “Work for tho Moctha.”]
Seeds, dop’d cf planting, &3 Pago IPS
Trees, packing for transport^iiou “ 25

“ transplanting Fruit, Eoses, Shrubs, &o “ 33
“ training of..,- “ 83o

Tomato, the “ 83)
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WHAT SHALL BE DONE pOR SOUTHERN
AGRICULTURE I

At the commencement of the Thirteenth Volume of the

Se^Uher7l Cultivator we desire to raise the question ; What
shall be done for Southern Agriculture 1 Is it really worth

while to attempt any new enterprize for the advancement

of this great interest'? If it be said that something more

ought to be undertaken by the friends of substantial pro-

gress, it is pertinent to inquire what that something shall

be I We can comprehend a state of public opinion, in

which a fair majority is in favor ofsome action to develop

tie true principles of tillage and husbandry, but owing to

a disagreement as to the best plan of operations, or how
to attain the ends sought, all elfective action is prevented.

If it were possible to unite all the friends of agriculture in

a comnto" effort for its elevation at the South, it is plain to

our mind that its profits and honors would soon be double

what they now are. But how to unite the owners and

cultivators of the soil in any measure whatever for their

mutual benefit is a social and political problem which no

one has hitherto been able to solve. A thousand and one

schemes have been devised by fertile intellects to improve

society, that utterly failed, either from some inherent de-

fect, or because the people preferred to remain in their old

ways, and su xessfully resisted all efforts to ameliorate

their condition. The vis inertia, or dead weight of agri-

cultural traditions that ever oppose all changes, is an ele-

me It too little considered by many earnest advocates of

agricultural reforms. Little energy is witnessed in the

popular mind in behalf of rural arts and sciences, simply

because no one is able to reach its living sensibilities.

The human understanding can only act as it is acted upon
;

and it is by no means an easy task to compel a torpid

brain to think on any subject. This labor of provoking

thought is often the most thankless imaginable; and yet

without it, the first step toward a better system of agricul-

ture would never be taken. Southern public opinion has

about half opened one eye to the growing evil of taking

millions of tons ofcrops out of the bosom of Mother Earth

while giving her little or nothing in return to recuperate

her exhausted energies. Had one eye been wide awake
for the last twelve years in which this journal has been

published, the people would now be ready to consider the

grand question : How they can best feed the land that

feeds them. But never having thought of the real wants

of an advancing civilization; nor believed human progress

practicable, they are profoundly ignorant of the require-

ments of the Planting interest, and are no more prepared
to remedy existing defects than a Wind man is to teach the

beauties and combinations of colors.

It is true that the best informed in the community admit
that something should be done to change for the better the

general character and results of Southern tillage; but they
are by no means agreed as to what that something shall

be. Propose what you will to increase your professional

knowledge, and to communicate the information to the

masses, and ten years labor will barely suffice to command
the popular suffrage for ever so good a measure. This
tardiness, however, of popular appreciation, ought not to

prevent the true friends of agriculture from proposing such
plans for its improvement as shall appear to be wise and
proper.

If nothing is proposed nor attempted, it is plain that

nothing whatever will be done, and the impoveri.shment of

Southern soil must go on increasing from year to year as

rapidly as our field laborers increase. That such is our

present practice admits of no reasonable doubt. Not one
acre in a thousand under the plow receives a fair return

in manure for the crops it yields, take ten or twenty years

together. Restitution for all the cotton grown and sent to

distant markets, is a matter which the planting States have
yet to take into consideration for the first time. Indeed,

the very raw material of crops—the things out of which
all agricultural plants are formed—have yet to be known
to millions of farmers and planters. Until the cultivator

sees the elements that really make the staples which he

sells and knows whence they are derived, he can hardly

begin to husband his resources aright.

Reading farmers need not to be told that ammonia and

potash are the two most expensive constituents of grain

and cotton. Nevertheless, additional experiments are

needed to ascertain the best w;iy.s and means to accumu-

late these valuable alkalies on t!ie farm for agricultural

purposes. Deeply sensisble of our lack of knowledge on

this and many kindred subjects, the writer has long urged

the necessity of having a few well-conducted experiment-

al farm in this country to test by practice all the best

suggestions of science. Now, science and practice rarely

come near enough to speak to each other. They should

be friends, and work cordially together in the same field.

By the munificence ofa patriotic and distinguished farm

er, provision has been made for cultivating and teaching

the science of agriculture in the University of Georgia,

Appliances to demonstrate in a satisfactory manner on
broad acres the principles of the most advanced farm econ-

omy, are still wanting. No more verbal instructions, no
chemical manipulations within the four walls of a labora-

tory, will satisfy plain, out-door farmers. They natur-

K
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ally, and we think rightfully, expect results in com
mon agriculture to justify all that is stated in the lecture

room In a word, theory is valueless beyond what ex-

perience fully sustains in practice. To cultivate rural arts

as well as rural sciences, successfully, requires not a little

care, study and patient devotion to one purpose. Any
one who will undertake to answ'er the question, why ag

riculture has made so little progress in five thousand

years can hardly fail to see many impediments in the way
of its improvement. Tillage for any .length of time could

never inform a man as to the nature of the substances

taken out of the earth to make any plant which

he might chance to cultivate. Hence, without the aid

of analytical chemistry he could never have known what

are the elements of simple water, of carbonic acid gas, of

the atmosphere, nor of the soil, or its products. With the

light of chemistry, geology, physiology, and other natur-

al sciences, the practical man may now modify his farm-

ing in a thousand ways to his advantage. He is, how-

ever, often in doubt what changes to make.

These doubts can only be removed by wisely conduct-

ed experiments. Instead of requiring a million farmers

to try, each for himself, any experiments that may be need

ed to settle a point in tillage or husbandry, it would be

vastly more economical and satisfactory, to give a few re-

liable men all the necessary, facilities for making the re-

quired experiments, which they could execute for the

equal benefit of the whole agricultural community. The
fact should never be overlooked that valuable experiments

in agriculture are generally expensive
;
and hence, where

funds are not provided for that purpose, and much pains

taken to avoid error, experiments are either not reliable,

or not instructive.

Substantial advancement in any calling implies the de-

velopment of new truths, and of unquestioned additions to

the aggregate stock of knowledge. If we can add nothing

to our present mental capital in our profession, then our

whole capacity for improvement is exhausted. Such an

assumption would be as discreditable to our intellects, as

prejudicial to our pecuniary interests. There is a way in

which man’s capacity for improvements may be indefin-

itely expanded in agricultural knov/Iedge, as in that of

other honorable and useful callings. The happy union of

art and science, of mental culture with field culture, will

alone attain this noble result. Rural sciences cannot ad-

vance without the assistance of rural arts. Believing these

views to be sound, we are anxious to persuade the public

to make provision for combining researches in the ele-

ments of agricultural practice and sciences at the same

educational institution. Such researches may be expect

ed, not only to elucidate all the more important facts now
known in our profession but to extend our knowledge in-

to unexplored regions, and bring to light new truths of

great importance. Once on th« right track, our progress

will be that of railroad speed compared with the slow

motion of the old-fashioned ox-cart.

We cannot but regard it as a misfortune that the masses

are so slow to discover the propriety of studying the

scientific principles of agriculture in connection with their

practice. From the lack of populai sympathy no legisla-

ture in this country has founded an agricultural school

;

nor has the experiment of such an institution ever been

fairly tried in this Republic. Public opinion is every-

* where against the scheme, acting on the wrong principle

of condemning a purely educational idea without a trial.

Coming generations will not be so hostile to agricultural

science, but foster it with the most anxious solicitude for its

invaluable fruits.

Applying science to every pursuit in civilized commu-
nities, no art will be left to grope its way in the dark,

as the art of agriculture now does; but all will en-

joy the benefits of sound, well tested principles to guide

their operations.

A ll useful arts will flourish when based on nature’s laws'

and cultivated for the improvement of society. Now, the

leading end aimed at is not so much to serve and elevate

mankind, as to gratify an idle love of riches for useless dis-

play and mischievous vanity. A taste for science has to

be created before its union with agricultural and mechani-
cal labor can be general. Slowly, but certainly such a

taste is growing up in the popular understanding. Per-

haps nothing better can be done at this time to promote
she culture of this taste than to extend the circulation of
this journal. It aims to diffuse as much science among
agriculturists as will be acceptable to its readers. As a

medium through which thousands in several States may
constantly teach one another, it is rendering the public an
invaluable service

;
while at the same time, it is working

an auspicious change in public opinion in favor of agri-

cultural literature, text-books, schools, experimental farms
and plantations. Our agricultural societies are also

worthy of generous support as a means of improvement.
All tfie great achievements of the age in which we live

have been wrought by wise co-operative efforts; and the

principle of association is yet to confer infinitely greater

benefits on the study and practice of rural economy. As
an isolated farmer, the advantages of each are small indeed

for high professional advancement, and intellectual cul-

ture. To enlarge and improve these too narrow advan-
tages is the hope and the wish of our heart. It is tlie ob-

ject to the attainment of which our humble life is devoted.

L.

NUTRITION IN VARIOUS GRAINS.

Wheat is one of the most important of all crops. The
grain contains from 50 to 70 per cent, of starch, from 10

to 20 per cent, of gluten, and from 3 to 5 per cent, of fatty

matter. The proportion of gluten is said to be the largest

in the grain of quite warm countries.

It is a singular flict that, in all the seed of wheat and
other grains, the principal part of the oil lies near or in

the skin, as also does a large portion of gluten. The bran

owes to this much of its nutritive and fattening qualities'

Thus, in refining our flour to the utmost possible extent,

we diminish somewhat its value for food. The phosphates

of the ash also lie, to a great degree, in the skin. The best

fine flour contains about 70 pounds of starch to each hun-
dred. The residue of the hundred pounds consists of 10 or

12 pounds of gluten, 6 to 8 pounds of sugar and gum, and
10 to 14 pounds of water, with a little oil.

Rye flour more nearly resembles wheaten flour in its

composition, than any other
;

it has, however, more of

certain gummy and sugary substances, which make it

tenacious, and also impart a sweetish taste. In baking all

grains and roots which have much starch in them, a cer-

tain change takes place in their chemical composition. By
baking flour becomes more nutritious, and more easily

dijrested, because more soluble.

Barley contains rather less starch than wheat, also less

sugar and gum. There is little gluten, but a substance

somewhat like it, and containing about the same amount
of nitrogen

Oat meal is little used as food in this country, but it is

equal, if not superior, in its nutritious qualities, to flour

from any of the other grains
;
superior, I have no doubt,

to most of the fine wheaten flour of the northern latitudes.

It contains from 10 to 18 per cent, of a body having about

the same amount of nitrogen or gluten. Besides this-

there is a considerable quantity of sugar and gum, and
from 5 to (> per cent of oil or fatty matter, which may be

obtained in the form of a clear, fragrant liquid. Oatmeal
cakes owe their peculiar agreeable taste and smell to this

oil. Oat meal, then, has not only an abundance of sub-

stance containing nitrogen, but is also quite fattening. It

is, in, fact, an excellent food for working animals, and, as
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has been abundantly proved in Scotland, for working men
also.

Buckwheat is less nutritious than the other grains which

we have noticed. Its flour has from 6 to 10 per cent, of

nitrogenous compounds, about 50 per cent, of starch, and

from 5 to 8 per cent, of sugar and gum. In speaking of

buckwheat or of oats, we of course mean without

husks. ^
B ice was formerly supposed to contain little nitrogen;

but recent examinations have shown that there is a con-

siderable portion, some 6 or 8 per cent., of a substance

like gluten. The per centage of fatty matter and of sugar

is quite small, but that of starch much larger than any

grain yet mentioned, being between 80 and 90 per cent.;

usually about 82 per cent.

Indian corn is the last of the gi'ains that we shall notice.

This contains about 60 per cent, of starch, nearly the

same as in oats. The proportion of oil and gum is large

—about 10 per cent; this explains the fettening properties

of Indian meal, so well known to practical men. There

is, besides, a good portion of sugar. The nitrogenous

substances are also considerable in quantity—some 12 or

16 per cent. All these statements are from the prize essay

of IMr. J. H. Salisbury, published by the New York State

Agricultural Society. They show that the results of

European chemists have probably been obtained by the

examination of varieties inferior to ours
;
they have not

placed Indian corn much above the level of buckwheat or

rice, whereas, from the above, it is seen to be “ in most re-

spects superior to any other grian.”

Sweet corn differs from all other varieties, containing

only about 18 per cent, of starch. Amount of sugar is of

course very large
;
the nitrogenous substances amount to

the very large proportion of 20 per cent.; of gum, to 13

or 14, and of oil, to about 11. This, from the above

results, is one of the most nourishing crops grown. If

it can be made to yield as much per acre as the hardier

varieties, it is well worth a trial on a large scale.

—

Prof.

Neicton.

TB^: BEST KIND OE MULES.

At this time when the best class of mules will sell at

S300 per pair, the following from the Farm and Shop,

published at Indianapolis, may be read with profit:

The mule is the great field laborer in the commanding
staples of the South—cotton, sugar and rice— and as he is

one of the annual exports of Tennessee, and as he will

continue to be so, he is destined to hold even a higher

position than heretofore among the live stock of the State.

Mules of excessive heavy bone, or improper pampering,

are generally lazy, or soon become so by labor, and be-

-come very slow; their driver may force them on, but in a

few steps they take their slow natural steps again. Such
mules are therefore almost worthless, and should not be

bred if it can be avoided. The most perfect are not to be

expected from the excessively large, coarse- boned jacks,

or excessive high feeding, but from the laws of nature

carried out to the greatest perfection by skilful breeding

and feeding.

An error has existed for many years, and still exists,

concerning the size of mules. Size has been made a

measure of value in the mule, almost regardless of form

and spirit, and so it has been in their sire, the jack.

I have been employing mule teams for twenty-five years

in the cultivation of cotton in Mississippi, and my team
now numbers one hundred. In this time, I have used
every variety of the mule (except the most inferior kind)
that has ever been grown.
Af the commencment of planting operations, I adopted

the prevalent error, that size was the measure of value, and
pursued it for many years, much to my prejudice. By

long trial, and by comparing the relative performances
and lastingness of the large team which I have used, aided
by observation and reflection, I am fully satisfied that the

medium sized mule, full of spirit and action, with a neat
firm leg and a round body, with his leavers set right for

easy motion, his head and ears up, ready to move at the

word, is the animal of most value of this kind.

The laws of nature cannot be violated with impunity.
The jack when grown within scope of these laws, is a
small animal. The mule a medium between the jack and
horse. Both the jack and mule by a hot-bed growth may
be forced to be large animals. But in this forcing process,

now more extensively pursued by Kentucky than any
other State, what has been gained, and what lost?

They have gained large bone, coarse animals of large

size, and at an early age full of defects, and soon ready to

decay, because subject to disease, and large consumers of
food.

They lost symmetry, spirit, action, lasting endurance,

and permanent value.

The error that I especially aim at, is the abandonment
of almost everything else for size. The best combination

of the requisite qualities in the mule is not found in the

production of a hot-bed policy, which by constant feeding

with everything that will hasten growth, brings out a
large, coarse, forced, overgrown, awkward animal, who
decays as fast as he has grown. When he is designed for

the valleys of the Southern rivers, where his service is ac-

tive and his rations not very select, he wants more game,
more spirit and action, more symmetry, and not too much
size. Hence, our Tennessee mules, the produce of spirit-

ed jacks are really more valuable to the Southern planters

than the produce of Kentucky under her present system.

This, no doubt, to some extent, is the fault of the pur-

chasers South, who have not generally discovered their

error. They demand large sizes, and pay in proportion

to size; and this in part explainsthe policy of Kentucky.

My opinion is, that size in a mule is nothing after they

reach fifteen hands high, and that many under that height

come up to the standard value, fitted for cotton planta-

tions.

When compared to the blood horse, the mule is unfit

for the saddle, pleasure, carriage, or any harness requiring

rapid motion. His sire is an animal of slothful tendencies,

of slow motion generally, and hence the necessity of im-

proving this quality in the jack. Give him spirit and ac-

tion, and stamina rather than great height. One conforms

to the laws of nature, and the other violates them.

The Spanish and Maltese jacks have spirit generally,

and for that reason are valuable as a cross
;
but they came

to us without stamina, and with a contracted chest.

These faulst must be remedied by proper crossing, before

they will produce the mule best suited for us.

What I have learned upon this subject is not from hear-

say. 1 have purchased and grown all the mules which I

have driven for 25 years in Missis.sippi. I have had an

opportunity of knowing what they have done, and these

opinions are the result of experience. This knowledge

would have been of service to me in the commencement

ofmy business, and I communicate it for the benefit of

those who may adopt my opinion hereafter.

Mark Cockerill.

Nashville, Penn., 1854.

The Shanghai Fowl.—This most gigantic of all fowls

is at length universally admitted to be a native of that part

of the Celestial Empire, called Shanghai, but owing to the

circumstance of Cochin China having been the place

whence it was imported into England first, the name of

Cochin China has attached itself to the variety with a
familiarity somewhat improper, it must be allowed.

—

Pnrga&m on Poultry.
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FATTENING ANIMALS.

There ai-e certain principles which apply to the feed-

ing of all animals which we will shortly notice :

1. The breed is of great importance. A well bred ani-

mal not only affords less waste, but has the meat in the

right places, the fibre is tenaer and juicy, and the fat is

put on just where it is wanted. Compare the hind leg of

a full blooded Durham ox, and a common one. The bone

at the base of the tail extends much further in the former,

affording more room for flesh, and the tliigh swells out of

convex or circular shape
;
while in the common ox it falls

in, dishing and hollow. Now the ‘h'ound” is the most

valuable cut, and is only found in perfection in high-bred

stock. The same is the case over the whole body. So

well do eastern butchers undei-stand this, that their prices

are regulated by the breed, even where two animals are

equally fat. They know’ that in a Durham or Hereford

ox, not only will there be less offal in proportion to weight,

but the greatest quantity ofmeat will be where it brings the

highest price when retailed, and will be of a richer flavor

and more tender fibre. The same is the case with hogs. A
large hog may chance to make more meat on a given

quantity of food than a small one, but the meat ofthe first

will be coarse and tasteless compared wdth the other
;
and

in the east, flavor and tenderness greatly regulate prices.

Consequently, moderate sized, short-legged, small headed

hogs, always, in the long run, beat large breeds out of

flavor. In preparing for market, “fashion and taste” must

be as much considered by the farmer as by the tailor. This

one fact is at present revolutionizing the English breed of

sheep. The aristocracy always paid high for small Welch
and Scotch mutton

;
but the great consumers, the mechan-

ics preferred large fat joints. The taste is now changed.

In Manchester and other such cities, these large joints

have become unsaleable; and all the efforts of the breeder

are now turned towards small breeds maturing early, wdth

comparatively little fat. According to late writers, the

large Leicester and Cotswolds are going quite out of

fashion. When we give ^3,000 for a Durham bull it is

not that his progeny are “intrinsically” more valuable to

that amount, but the increased value and the fashion to-

gether make up the difference. And it is thus, that while

Durhams and Herefords are preferred for ships and pack-

ing, Devons are high in repute for private families. The
joints are smaller, but the meat has a peculiar richness,

probably found in no other kind of stock; and the pro-

portionate waste is said to be less than in an^^ other breed.

Thus in the London market, the Scotch KyJoes, and then

the Devons, (the former even smaller than the' latter,)

bring the highest price, because preferred by the aristroc-

racy. So in Dublin, spayed heifers are sought for. But

the breed also regulates the profit. There is nothing more

certain than that one kind of animal will fatten to a given

point on much less food than another, and as fattening

our stock is only another mode of selling our grain and

grass, those animals are to be preferred which come to

maturity soonest, and fatten on the least food. The dif

ference in hogs is very great and important. While some
breeds must be fed for two or even three winters, others

are full grown and fattened at ten months old
;
and the dif

ference in profit is enormous. We cannot go into particu-

lars, but the following rules may be considered as apply-

to all : An animal may be expected to fatten easily when
it has fine bone, and fine soft elastic skin, w^th thin or

silky hair
;
the head and legs short, the “barrel” large,

but chest and lungs small
;
and when it is quiet, sleepy,

and easy in temper. An unquiet, restless, quick-temper-

ed animal is generally a bad feeder, and unprofitable.

2. Much depends in fattening on outward and mechani-

cal management. Fat is carbon^ or the coal which sup-

j)lies the body with heat. If we are exposed to cold, it is

burnt up in our lungs as fast as it is deposited by the

blood
;
but if we are kept warm, by shelter or clothing, it

is deposited throughout the body, as a supply on hand
when needed. "Warm stables and pens are a great assist-

ance in fattening, and should never be neglected. So,

also, quiet and peacefulness are important. Every ex-

cited action consumes some part of the body which has

to be supplied by the food, and detracts from the fat. In

the climate of^Michigan, warm stables, regular feeding at

fixed hours, and kind treatment, with perfect cleanliness,

save many a bushel of grain. Animals fed at irregular

times are always uneasy and fretting.

3. Ground and cooked food fatten much more profitably

than raw food. Mr. Ellsworth found that hogs made as

much flesh on one pound of corn ground and boiled to

mush, as two pounds raw unground
;
though the first did

not fatten quite as rapidly, as they could not consume as

much food in the 24 hours. By grinding and soaking,

ten hogs will each gain 100 pounds in weight, on the

same food that five would do if it were raw.

4. A change of food helps in fattening. Thus an ox
fed entirely on corn and hay will not fatten as fast, or as

well, as one which has roots, pumpkins, ground oats or

buckwheat, &c
,
fed to it at regular periods. The latter

may contain intrinsically less nourishing matter than the

corn, but the change produces some unknown effect on
the stomach and system, that adds to the capability of de-

positing fat. The best feeders change the food very fre-

quently, and find that they make a decided profit by so-

doing. Salt should be given with every meal to cattle-—

say an ounce a day. It preserves the appetite and pre-

vents torpor of the liver, to which all fattening animals are

subject. This torpor, or disease, is, to a cei'tain extent,

conducive to fat; but carried too far the animal sinks un-
der it.

5. In cattle the skin should be particularly attended to.

A fat animal is in an unatural state, and consequently

easily subject to disease. Taking no exercise, it has not

its usual power of throwing off poisons out of the system
;

and if the skin is foul, the whole labor is thrown on the

kidneys. It is found by experience that, oxen, regularly

curried and cleaned daily, fatten better and faster than

when left to themselves
;
and if the legs are pasted with

dung, as is too often the case, it seriously injures the ani-

mal.

6. Too much rich food is injurious. The stomach can

only assimilate a certain quantity at once. Thus an ox
will prosper better on 30 lbs., of corn and 30 lbs of cob

ground together daily, than on 40 lbs. of ground corn..

These mixtures are also valuable and saving of cost for

hogs when first put in the pen. If an animal loses its ap-

petite, the food should at once be changed, and if possible

roots, pumpkins, or steamed hay may be given.

7. Oxen will fatten better ifthe hay or stalks are cut for

them, but care must be taken not to cut too shoi’t. An
inch in length is about the right size for oxen, half or

three-quarters of an inch for horses.

—

Farmer’’s Com. and
Horticultural Gazette.

Human Life.—Ah! this beautiful world. Indeed. I

know not what to think of it. Sometimes it is all glad-

ness and sunshine, and heaven is not far off; and then it

changes suddenly, and it is dark and sorrowful, and the

clouds shut out the sky. In the lives of the saddest of

us, there a: e bright days like this, when we feel as if we
could take this great world in our arms. Then come the

gloomy hours, when the fire will neither burn in our

hearts or on our hearths, and all within is dismal, cold and

dark. Believe, every heart has its secret sorrows^ which

the world knows not
;
and oftentimes we call a man cold

when he is only sad.

—

Longfellow.
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SOUTH DOWN SHEEP.

SOUTH DOWN BaCK.

The South Down Breed is derived from the chalky hills of Sussex, on the British Channel. It is to be classed

amongst the Down and Forrest Breeds, but it has been made to surpass them all by the effects of breeding and careful

culture. It has been widely spread over all the south-eastern counties of England, and has passed into districts be-

yond the countries of the Chalk, taking the place of the pre-existing breeds of the downs and commons. The sheep

of this breed are destitute of horns, have dark-colored faces and limbs, and produce a short felting wool fitted for pre-

paration by the card. Their size varies with the locality, and the taste and opinions of the breeders
;
but they are of

SOUTH DOWN EWE.

greater weight, and bear heavier fleeces than the older sheep of the Sussex Downs. They are adapted to a lower
range of pastures than the Black-faced Sheep and Cheviot breeds, and are better fitted for a dry and temperate climate
than for a cold and moist one.

—

People's Jour.

Very superior samples of this breed of Sheep were shown at our late Fair, by R. Peters, Esq., of Atlanta, who
has been at much pains and expense to procure stock from some of the most noted breeders of the North and ofEng-
land. He speaks very highly of 'theix adaptation to the climate and general hardiness, of which his success thus for

is sufficient evidence.—Eds.
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MUBEAIN AND BLACK-LEG.

These diseases are the common pest among cattle at

the west, particularly in malarious districts. Mr. J. D.

Hall, of Champaigne county, informs us that he cures it

so far without fail by the use of spirits ofturpentine. After

bleeding the animal by cutting off the end of the tail, he

-
gives for a dose to a grown steer one pint of the article

and to a yearling one-half a pint. He has treated desper-

ate cases v/ith success in this way. An application of cold

water is also made to the loins as a part of the treatment.

A neighbor of his has been successful in the same dis-

' eases with an article called “Perry Davis’ Pain Killer,”

•which may very likely be composed of spirits of turpen-

tine chiefly—though we do not know of the fact. Of this

article he gives a fifty cent bottle at a dose.

The spirits of turpentine is probably the cheaper medi-

cine and it has the advantage of being known as to its

composition. Very likely a much smaller dose would

•answer every purpose.

—

Prairie Farmer.

GEOWING CLOVEE AT THE SOUTH.

If it be practicable to grow profitable crops of red clover

at the South, the fact ought to be generally known. Mr.

Croom, of Greensboro, Alabama, makes the following

statements on this subject in the November number of the

Soil of the South: “ A gentleman living in the neighbor-

hood ofmy plantation, Mr. Geo. Minge, made last year

a bale of cotton of 500 lbs. to the acre on a lot which had

been in clover several years, and which had been regu-

larly mown and grazed, while the adjoining land of simi-

lar quality without the benefit of clover yielded not more

than 500 lbs. of seed cotton. I have had the present year

275 fattening hogs besides my other stock on clover pas-

ture. The grazing is fine at this time. 1 am sure that

besides what is grazed, enough fell and dried up on the

ground to make 80 tons of clover hay. There is one

field of 35 acres not grazed at all, where the ground is

covered one and a half to two inches deep with the dry

-stalks, and a fine second crop now out
;
and this field

was sown in February last. The clover and stock busi-

ness does not at all interfere with a full crop of cotton,

corn, potatoes, and every other crop usually grown on the

farm. There can be no doubt that the now ascertained

fact of our lime lands being adapted to the growth of Red
Clover appreciates their value lOU per cent. It is admit-

ted to be true of the lands in Virginia, Tennessee and other

States
;
and it is equally or more so in South Alabama.”

We are inclined to believe that Mr. Croom is correct in

his suggestions and opinions in reference to the adapta-

tion of calcareous soils to the economical production of

clover. Certain it is that the limestone lands of Western
New York greatly excel all the freestone and granitic soils

in that State, or any other known to us, in the luxuriant

growth of this valuable plant. We still doubt whether
the climate of “ South Alabama” is as favorable to red

clover as that of more Northern States
;
but the experience

of Mr. Croom and of his neighbors affords valuable en-

couragement for others to try the experiment of cultivating

this renovating crop. For dairy purposes, for grazing
mules, horses, swine and sheep, clover has many advan-
tages. Timothy hay, and that formed from other English

- grasses, as well as similar indigenous grasses at the South,

contains too little organized nitrogen to be equal to clover

In the production of flesh in domestic animals, cheese in

milk, and other protien compounds. A careful experi-

ment made in the city of Washington by a dairyman in

feeding cut clover and cut timothy to a herd of cows giv-

ing milk, proved the superiority of the former for yielding

milk—an article of almost universal consumption. This
rSXperiment decided the doubt with us whether to make
-on our own farm in the District of Columbia a meadow

of timothy or one of clover, in lavor of the latter. But our

land, like that of a large majority of our readers, lacks

lime, and is therefore not naturally adapted to the produc-

tion of this plant. Will the addition of lime alone to a
freestone soil make it in all respects equal to a natural

calcareous one'? From much observation and some
analyses, we venture to answer the above question in the

negative. Calcareous earths are formed under peculiar

circumstances which give them other important elements

of fertility besides lime. Nevertheless, the application of

lime to all lands that lack this mineral is good practice,

although perchance other fertilizers may be needed. On
many soils, lime alone appears to work wonders in devel-

oping agricultural resources never before known to exist.

In calling public attention to the value of clover and
lime, it would not be difficult to adduce strong corrobora-

tive testimony to that of Mr. Croom, if we deemed it

necessary to our purpose. Take lime and clover from the

soil of Monroe county, in the Valley of the Genesee, and
it would no longer yield, as it now does, a million and a
half bushels of wheat a year

;
and a halt million bushels

more than any other county in the United States. Like
the calcareous lands in South Alabama, Tennessee and
Kentucky, these wheat and clover soils of Western New
York have steadily advanced in price for thirty years.

They are now worth about SlOO an acre, and pay a high

interest at that, with wheat at two dollars a bushel in

Rochester, as it is at this time.

For some reason, which we do not understand, the men
who control the numerous railroads in Georgia do not en-

courage the transportation of lime for agricultural pur-

poses, as v/isdom would seem to dictate. The so-called

improved lands of the State would give them twice the

freight in cotton, grain and provisions, in groceries, Jiard-

ware, salt and dry goods, and in travel, if these lands

were properly limed. The soil supports the inhabitants

of all the States, and they support the railroads. To im-

prove the soil, therefore, is to enrich the owners of rail-

roads as well as the owners of cultivated lands. And
yet, railroad companies virtually prohibit the transporta-

tion of lime for agricultural purposes, over their roads

!

This short-sighted policy will not stand the test of criti-

cism. It depreciates the value of railroad stock by keep-

ing both the land and its cultivators too poor for high

production.

If the hot summers of the South do not burn up clover

plants
;

if they will increase the yield of cotton from 500

lbs. of lint in the seed to 500 lbs. of clean staple in the

bag, per acre; and if “ the lime lands of South Alabama
have appreciated 100 per cent.” because they are proved

to be adapted to the growth of red clover, then there is no

good reason why lime should not be as freely used in

South Carolina and Georgia as it is in Delaware and
Maryland. We do not condemn the cultivation of peas

as a renovating ci’op, nor as a forage plant, by pointing

out some of the advantages of growing clover for grazing

purposes. Every farmer needs a plenty of rich pasturage

at times when his pea- fields are not available. Such clo-

ver pastures as Mr. Croom speaks of are almost invalua-

ble in making meat, mules, cows, and other stock. All

poor land must be enriched before clover will flourish

therein, either South or North. On many soils, particu-

larly the red clays, lime alone will suffice
;
on others gyp-

sum will do tlie needful
;
while on some, bones are required

to meet the wants of clover, as of turnips and wheat. By
adding lime and guano to poor land, we hope to get a fair

return in clover. Manure of all kinds operates best on
land that has a plenty of lime in it. This is a fact ofgreat

importance in the long run of farming. Manure rarely, if

ever, fails to secure large clover, where the seed is good

:

and well put in
;
but manure is a scarce article on many

plantations. Guano is the best substitute for stable manure
known to the writer. L,
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LIST OF PREMIUMS.

Premlams Awarded by the Soatlicrn Centra! Agri-

TicuUuiral Soclecv, ot the Ninth Annual Fair, hehi, at

Augusta, Ga., during the week, commencing on the Uh

of December, 1854.

[O^dal Report.]

FIELD CHOPS.
T. J. Sraithj Hancock co

,
be-?.t 20 baPa Up’and Cotton,

T. J. Smith, Hancock Co., fortho best 10 balos Upb.ud
Cotton, 15

"W. W. Stone, Columbia Co., tor the bast 5 bales Up
land Cotton, lb

A. Pope, WilVea co., forthe best 1 hale Up’and Cotton,
_

5

Judges.—T. S. Metcalf, D. L. Adams, Antoine PouDain,

A. Russol!.

Midleton Seago, Richmond co., for the la’-ffcst crop of

S'Aeet E’otatf es grown per acre, &c.. 740 bushe's, $ 20

W. A. Lenoir, Tennessee, for the largest crop of Oats
grown on an acre, 4t\% bushels, 20

John DImon, viuscogee co
,

for the largest crop of

Ground Peas per acre, 104 bushels 10

T. P. Janes, Green co., for the larpect and best crop of

Colton produced on two ao^es of U pland. 4,1 ?9 lbs , 50

CROPS BY BOY.S UnDKIt SIXTEEN TEARS OP AGE
Y. H. Wynn, Habersham Co., for the largest quantity

of Corn firrown on one acre 103 bushels 9 quarts,

.
a Paten'! Lever Watch, in va'uc, $ 26

Judges.—E. H. Wingfield, J. L. Whitten.

SAMPLES OF FIELD CROPS.
^

John M. Turner, Augusta, Ga., for the best variety of

Bread Corn, with two bushels ss sample, $ 10

R. C. Daniel, Oglethorpe Co., for the best bushel of

Wheat, lb

G. M. Magruder, Columbia co., for the best Bushel of

O.U8, f

J. Dimon, Muscogee co., for the bestbu^hn' of Barley, 6

W. W. Sbme, , fir the bes*^ bushel of Field Peas, 10

Dr. G. Battey, Rome, Ga., io' the best bushel Irish Po-

tatoes, (a native Seediinsr) exbib 'ted,
_

6

A. Griffith, Oglethorpe Co., for the best variety of Sweet
Potatoes, two bushels exhibit d, 10

A. Volger, Augusta, for the best box of ohewiug To-
bacco, 6

A. Volger, A-^gnsta, for the best box Segars, 6

A. Volgoi, Augusta, for the best box Smoking To-
bacco, 5

Judges—J. W. Moody, J. R. Stanford, J. H. MeWhor
tor, Jacob Phinizy.

C 4. J. W. Watts, Cassville, for the best Longwool
F eo'es, $10

Judges—James Cn sw'ell, Chairman.

HOGS.
FirST glass ' SUTEOLKS.

<'’01. A. G. Summer, S C
,
tor th" best Boar, $10

R. Peters. Atlanta, for thf- best Sow, 10
K. Pete*s, Atlanta, for the 2d best Row, &

SEC 'ND CLASS— GRAZIERS.
R. Peters, Atlanta, n)r the best Bo) r, 10
R Peters, Atlanta, for t’ o 2d beat B 'er, 5
R Peter.s, At'auta, ^or the host t-ow, lo
P Peters, Atlanta, for the 2d best Sow, 5
R. Peters, Atlofita, for the best lot of Pigs, (not less

than three) 10
THIRD CLASS—BERKSniRES.

Floyd Thomas, A;igu ta, for the best Sow, 10

POUimi CL ASS—NATIVES AND GRADES,
W. E. Dearit's, Augusta, f r the best Sow, 10
W E Dear' I r- A ugusta, for the 2d best Sow, 5'

Fitih class— Fat H^gs— no entries.

SIXTH CLASS.

Phineas Bitlor, Augusta, for the best and largest

fat ho?. 10
R. G. But’er, Augusta, for the 2d best and largest

fat hog, 5

SEVENTH GLASS—LARGEST AND BEST HOG, GEORGIA RAISED.
W. E. Dearin?, A igusta, for the largest and best lat

hog, Georpi.'i raised, $10
W. E. Deariner. A -gn fa, forthe 2d largest and best fat

hofir. Geo gia raised, 5
JuDGia—John W. Moody, S. D. McLendon, Thomas

Johnson, of Ky., Edward Parsons.

CATTLE.
FIRST CLAPS— DETONS.

Dr. M. M. Anderson, Cass co., Ga., for the best Devon
Bull, 8 years old, $20'

Col. Jas. W. Watts, Cass co ,
for the best Devon Bull

between 2 and 8 yeire old, IS
R. Pete -6, Atlanta, Ga., for th e bestDevon Bull, “Spring-

field,’' bef-^reen 1 and 2 years old, 10
R. Peter'', Atlanta, for best Devon Cow, “ Splendid,”

8 years old, 10
R. Peters, AGsrAa, forthe best Devon Bull-calf, (No. 4,

9 <nonthR old,) &
R. Peters, Allan' .a, for beat Devon Heifer, “JjOad-

stone,” between 2 f nd 3 ye-ars old, 10
Oil. A G. Summer Alston, S. C , for best Devon

Heifer, “Alice,” between 1 and 2 years old, 8
K. P'-'ters, Atlanta, for besi Devon Heifer Calf, “ Jenny

Lind,” 6 months old, 5
SHEEP.

FIRST CLASS - MERINOS.

Col. J. W. Watts, Cassville, Ga
,
for the best pen of

Mcrinm*, $20
Col. J. W. Watts, Cassville, Ga., for the second be-t pen

of Merinos, 10

Col. J- W. Watts, Ca=»8vil e, Ga
,
for the best pen of

Merinos owned in Georgia, (twelve exhibited,) 10

Second class, no entries.

THIRD GLASS—MCTTON SHEEP—BOUTUIXIWNS.
E. Peters, At'anta, Ga., for the best ppn, $2o

R. Peters, Atlanta, Ga
,
for the sec md bo t pen, lo

FOURTH CLASS— IAING WOOLS.
Col. J. W. Watts, Ca.jsvillo, for the best pen New Ox*

foi'd'^hire, 2
Col. J. W. Watts, C*B5villo, for the second best pen

new Oxfordshire, 1(

FIFTH CLASS —NATIVES AND GRADES
Col. J. W. Wa t'*, Cassvilip, he t p n ot lucks and

ewes, Marinos and Bikewells, exbi' iied, 20
Col. J. W. Watts, Cassv lie, second he^t pe i of bucks

and ewes. Broadtails and NaMve -, 1"

STOOND CL\FS—DURHAMS.
Albert S Lenoir, Londo.u, East Tenn., for the best Bull,

8 I ears old, or Dpwsr Js, $20
Col. Jas. W- Waits, Cartcrsville, Ga., forthe best Ball,

“John,” betv^een 1 «u ' 2 yeirs old, 10

THIRD OLA8S—ATR8H1BE8
A Griflfifh, Brookline, Ga,, tor the best Boll, $20
R. Peters, AtlanUq Ga., for best Cow, “Janet,” 10

GRADES.
Aaron Rnff, Calhoun, Ga,, for best Milking Cow of

mixed bi-eid, $20
Wm. J. Eve, Richmond, co., for the best Native

Milch Cow. 26
Phir ea«i BuGer, Angnsia. for 2d best Native Milch Cow, 10

WORKING OXEN.
Geo. W. L. Tw’ggs, R ohmond co., Ga., for the best

yoke of Oxen, $20
Gee W L Tw iggs for the best fat Steer, 5
A. 8 Lenoir, Loudon Tencoa'^e. tor best fat Heifer, 6
JuDGhH —John D. Williams, Robert C. Daniel, Jas. M,.

fflayne.

HORSES.
SIXTH CLASS - FAT MCTTON.

Col. J. W. Watts, CasBvilie, for the best pen of Fat
Mutton,

CASHMERE, THIBET OR PER'^IAN GOATS.

Dr. J. B. Davi-i, Co'umbia, 8 C
,
tor 'hebcsi buck and

ewe, (Cashmere)
Dr. J B. Diivis, Colntnbia, 8. C., for the scond best book

and ewe grades, (Oashme''e)

FLEECES OF WOOL.
Col. J. W. Watts, Caasviile, for the four best Merino

Fleeces,

R. Peters, Atlanta, for best Southdown Fleeces

10

20

lo

10

10

FtBi^T CLASS-nOKSES OF ALL WORK.
Alexander M. Bnmn, Mo’gan Co. Ga., for the best

Stallion ovo' 4 leam old,

Wm. H Richmond Co. Ga., for second best
?-tallion over 4 *eftrs,

Wm H Harris, Richmond Co. Ga.,for the best horse
c-oh,

lavfB Mlilican, Jitckson co., Ga., for best Brood Mare
w th co!t by her side,

G-'o. M. Miigriider, Co’umbia Co., Qa., for 2d beet
Brood Mare and Co’t,

M Bovit Fon, Greene Co
,
Ga., best Mare 4

years old and over,

$2f>

10

5

SO

10

10
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Jno. L. Hurst, Athens, EastTenn., for the best Mare,

4 years old and over,
^

$5
James MUlican, Jackson Co., Ga., for best Filly, 3

years old, 8

B, Thornton, Jackson co., Ga., for best Filiy2 years old, 5

"W. J. Thompson, for best Filly 1 year old, 5
JuDOEs.—E. E. Ware; J. B. Carlton; Jas. A. Price;

John Dean.

SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES—HEAVY DBAET ANDBLOOD HORSES.

T. G. Bacon, for the best Thorough bred Stallion, 4
years old and upwards, (bay horse, “ Gamble,”) $20

T. G. Bacon, for the 2d best Stallion, 4 years old and
upwards, (bay horse “ Zinc,”) 10

Geo. Elliott, Tennessee, for the best Thorough-bred
Stallion, “Invincible,” 3 years old, 10

T. W. E. Beale, Eichmond County, for best Thorough
bred brood Mare, “ Elizabeth McNairy,” with colt

by her side, 20

To the same, for 2d best Thorough bred broodMare, 1

0

J . C. Hill, for best thorough bred Filly 2 years old, 5

Geo. W. Elliott, Tennessee, for the best thorough bred
Filly, “ Ees Eogan,” 1 year old, 5

There were no Morgan, Canadian or Imported Horses
offered for inspection or entered.

Judges.—Stuart Anderson; Wm. E. Hearing; E.M.
Orme, Sen.

;
Wm. r. White.

FOURTH CLASS.—MORGAN, CANADIAN AND IMPORTED
HORSES, no entries,

FIFTH CLASS—MATCHED AND SINGLE HORSES.

Jas. A. Price, Clark co., for the best pair of Georgia
raised match horses, (greys) $25

M. E. Heggie, Atlanta, for best single harness 'horse,

Georgia raised, 15

Jas. P. Mayne, Clark co. Ga., for the best saddle horse,

Georgia raised, 15

Wm. J. Eve, Eichmond co. Ga., for the best draft

horse, Georgia raised, 15

Benj. Eobinson, Kentucky, for the best pair of match
horses, Southern raised, 15

W, A. Mott, Milledgeville, for the best single harness

horse, Southern raised, 10

Geo. T. Allman, (known as “Little Eed,”) for the best

saddle horse, Southern raised,
^

10

John H. Tripp, Eichmond co. Ga., for the best pair of

match horses, open to the world, 20

Judges.—E. H. Eamsay, N. C. Trowbridge, Turnbr
Clanton.

JACKS AND JENNETTES.
SOUTHERN RAISED.

Shaw & Curry, Edgefield, S. C., for the best Southern
raised Jack, “Tippecanoe,” $20

There were no Imported Jacks or Jennettes on exhibition.

Judges.—Joseph L. Moultrie, N.B. Powell, A. S. Le-
noir, Isaac Eamsay.

MULES.
GEORGIA RAISED.

A. Griffith, Oglethorpe co. Ga., for the best pair of
Georgia raised Mules, $20

SOUTHERN RAISED.

D. N. Heath, Danville, Ky., for the best pair of South-
ern raised Mules, $15

Orme & Alexander, Atlanta, for the 2d best pair of
Southern raised Mules, 10

Judges.—Joseph L. Moultrie, N. B. Powell, A. S. Le-
noir, Isaac Eamsay.

POULTEY.
D. Eedmond, Augusta, Ga., for the best pair ofBrahma

Pootra Fowls, $5
W. J. Mims, Eichmond Co., for best pair of Shanghai

Fowls, 5
V. LaTaste, Augusta, Ga., for best pair of Cochin China

Fowls, 5
Col. A. G. Summer, Alston, S. C., for best pair of

Southern raised Dorkings, 5
Floyd Thomas, Augusta, Ga., for best pair of Grey

Chittagongs, 6
D. Eedmond, Augusta, Ga., for best pair of Game

Fowls, (Sumatra) 5
D. Redmond, Augusta, for best pair of Bantams, (Af-

rican) 6
Mrs. Emily Ford, Augusta, Ga., beet pair of Wild

Turkevs, 5
Dr. Jas. B. Davis, Columbia, S. C., for best pair of

Wild Geese, 8

Col. A. G. Summer, Alston, S. C., for best pair of Hong
Kong Geese, 6

D.‘ Eedmond, Augusta, Ga., for best pair of Chinese
Geese, $5

Wm. Schley, Eichmond Co., Ga., for best pair of Musk
Ducks, 8

D. Eedmond, Augusta, Ga., for the largest and best va-
riety of barn-yard or domesticated Fowls, owned
and exhibited by one person, (12 varieties) 25

PIGEONS.
Master Joseph S. Dawson, Chatham co., Ga., for the

finest variety (40 pairs) of Fancy Pigeons, $10

BEES.
V, LaTaste, Augusta, Gs., for the best Bee Hive, $10

JuDGis.—Geo. Battey, Richard Johnson, T. F. Bulkeley.

PORK, BACON, AND BEEF.
Mrs. Lenoir, Tenn., for best Bacon Ham, $5
Mrs. Lenoir, “ “ “ doz. Bacon Hams , 6
Mrs. Lenoir, “ “ “ “ Bacon Sides 5

Judge, J. M. Watts, Chairman.

DAIRY AND HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT.
Mrs. W . A. Lenoir, Ecane co., Tenn., for the best Fir-

ken of Butter, $10
Mrs. E. W. Sproull, Cass co., for the best fresh Butter, 10
Mrs. T. J . Lamar, Augusta, for best Jar of Leaf Lard, 5
Mrs. MeAlpin, Upson co., for the best Box Hard Soap, 5
Mrs. P. C. Eve, Richmond co., for the best Soft Soap, 3
Mrs. P. C. Eve, Eichmond County, for the [best Loaf

L’ght Bread, 2
Louisa Jackson, Athens, for the best Sponge Cake, 2
Mrs. E. Harris, Columbia, County, for the best Ham,

boiled with skin on, 2
Mrs. A. J. Bane, Hancock County, for the best samples

of Jellies, Preserves, Pickles, Catsups, Syrups, Cor-
dials, fifty varieties, with directions for making. 2

Mrs. T. J. Smith of Hancock, for the la»-gest and best
exhibition of Jellies, Syrups, Pickles, Cordials, &c.
made and exhibited by one individual, 15

Eev. E* J ohnson, A tlanta, for the best jar of pickled
Olives, 5

Mrs. B. L., Tenn., for the best bushel of Dried Apples, 5
Mrs. Flournoy, Augusta, for the best Dried Figs, 3
Mrs. Means, Oxford, for the best Pickles, 3
Mrs. Simri Rose, Macon, for the best and largest col-

lection of domestic Wines made by one person, 15
Judges—Wm. Duncan, Thos. Stocks, Benjamin Stiies,

J. S. Thomas, J. S. Linton, A. G. Lane, J.G. Ryals, J. L.
Rowland.

BABY PREMIUMS.
[Fund contributed by several citizens of Augusta.]

Mrs. Jackson Turpin, for the handsomest and finest

Baby over 2 and under 8 years of sge, $50
Mrs. Gerald McLaughlin, for the handsomest and finest

Baby over 1 and under 2 years of age, 25
Mrs. D. B. Plumb, for the handsomest and finest Baby

over 6 months and under 1 year, 10
Judges.—Mrs. E. Bustin, Mrs. T. W. Miller, Dr. Wm.

S. Jones.

SOUTHERN DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
Mrs. Clark, for the best pair of Cotton Socks, $ 1
Mrs. Rowland, of Cass, for the best pair of Woolen

Socks, 1
Mrs. J. L. Tarwater, of Penfield, for best wove Quilt or

Coverlet, 5
Mrs. J. Asher,' of Murray, for 5 best Woolen Blankets, 10
Mrs. Eberhart, of Madison co., best Figured Coverlet, 5
Mrs. Rowland, for the best piece of Domestic Diaper, 5
To the same, for best piece of N egro Cloth, 6
To “ “ “ “ “ Rag Carpet, 5
Miss Eliza M. Sproull, for best Domestic Jeans, 6

Mrs. Horton, for best samples of Plaid and Cotton
Homespun, 5

Judges.—Alex. Pope, sen.. Dr. Wm. D. Conyors, Mrs.
Wm. J. Eve, Mrs. Thos. W. Battey, Mrs. C. C. Taliaferro.

NEEDLE, SHELL AND FANCY WORK.
Mrs. J. W. Stokes, for the best Patch Work Quilt in

Cotton, $10
Mrs. Wm. Greggs for best Silk Patch Work Quilt, 10
Mrs. Rutherford, for best Marseilles Quilt, 10
Mrs. Sbyck for the best Raised Work Quilt, 10
A Lady of Burke Co., for best Netted Purse, 1

The same for best Thread Mats, 2
Mrs. Wm. J. Eve for best pair ofCambric Undersleeves, 3
Miss E. Rae for best specimen ofWax Work, in flowers, 5
Miss E. K. Brett for best Wax Work, in fruit, 5
Miss Mary A. W. Service, Zebulon, Pike Co., for best

pair of Shell Knit Hose, 5
H. L, Deans, Chairman.
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FKENCH NEEDLEWORK, CROCHET, SILKS, AMER-
ICAN NEEDLEWORK, cfec.

Miss Conner, Macon, best Collar and Chemisette in

Crochet, $5
A Lady of Burke Co., for the best Tidy in Crochet, 3

Mrs. E. L. Cain, Sparta, for the best French Needle-
worked Handkerchief, 8

Miss Thomas, Milledgeville, for best French Needle-
worked Undersleeves, 8

Mrs. Farrar, Rome, for the best Lady’s Dress, worked
in French Embroidery, 5

Mrs. E. R. Sanford, Hancock, for best Knitted Counter-
pane, 10

FRAMED TAPESTRY—RAISED WORSTED WORK,
EMBROIDERY, KNITTING, NETTING,

CROCHET, SILK, &c., &o.
BAISED WOBK

Mrs. Brady, Piano Cover, $10
Mrs. Ray, Table Cover, 5

Mrs. J. W. Stovall, 2 Divans, 5

Miss Kebris, 1 Ottoman Cover, 8

Miss J ulia Baudry, 2 Sofa Ru^, 5

The same, a Fire-Screen, “Prayer,” 3

Mrs. Charles Taylor, Lamp Mat, 2

EKBBOIDEBT IN SILK.

Mrs. D’Antignac, for best Talma, $5
Mrs. Bowdre, for best Mantle, 5

Mrs. Evens, for best Child’s Dre^, 8

Mrs. Schley, for best Child’s Sack, 8

Mrs. J. W. Stovall, for best Child’s Cloak, 5

Judges.—

C

ol. A. G. Summer, Chairman, Mrs. M. E.
Ware, Mrs. M. G. Clark, Mrs. A. A. Orme.

Mrs. Cook, Athens, for the handcomest knitted child’s

socks, 1

Mrs. Bro.sdever, Augusta, for best knitted Cradle (iuilt,

Miss Winn, for child’s hat, made &t down, 8

Mrs. Clarke, Social Circle, for home knittedsilk Hose, 2

Miss Thomas, Milledgeville, for best specimen ofAmer-
ican Needlework, a handkerchief 8

Miss Conner, Macon, for best Collar in American Nee-
dlework, 2

Mrs. Wm. J. Eve, best American worked undorsleeves, 3

Mrs. Nafew, Richmond co., best child’s dress, American
work, 2

Miss E. Smith, Tatnal for 10 yards of domestic silk, 5

[She spun the warp from Sea Island Cotton, raised the

Worms, wound the silk and wove thefcloth; 13 years of age ]

MANUFACTURING IN THE SOUTH.
Athens Manufacturing Co., beat bale of Osnaburgs |10
Granite ville Manufacturing Co., best bale of Shirting, 10
Macon Manufacturing Co., for best Bale of Sheeting, 10
Athens Manulacturing Co., best Bale of Kerseys, 10
The same, for best Bale of Stripes, 10
Geo. Schley, for best Bale of Plains, 10
Athenp Manufacturing Co., for best Bale ofBed Ticking, 5

Geo. Walker, for best coil of Hemp Rope, 10
Athens Manufacturing Co., for best Bale of Cotton

Sacking, 5
Hancock Manufacturing Co., for host Bale of Cotton

Yarns, all No’s., 10
E. Denmead, for best barrel of Flour, 10
Bath Paper Manufactuiing Co., for host sample of Print-

ing Paper, 10
Judges.—Asbury Hull, W.D. Conyers, John Cunning-

ham,
THE ORCHARD AND GARDEN.

EKUITS.

Rev. Richard Johnson, Atlanta, for the best basket of

Sweet Oranges, open culture, grown at the South, $5
Wm. H. Thurmond, Atlanta, for the best and largest

variety of Apples for the table,, 10

To the same, for the best and largest variety ofSouthern
Seedling Apples, labelled, 10

To the same, for the best late Seedling Apple (the

“Shock’ey”) 5

Rev. Henry L. Deane, GriflBn, Ga., for the best and
largest variety of Pears, 10

Mrs. F. Turner, Sparta, for a lot of beautiful Quinces, 5

FRUIT TREES.
Messrs. Summer & Crammood, Alston, S. C., for the

largest collection of Southern Seedling Apple Trees
34 in number, each variety labelled, $20

Wm. H. Thurmond, Atlanta, for the largest and best

collection of Poach Trees, 85 in number, 20

F. A. Munge, Augusta, for the best and largest collect’on
of Pear Trees, 84 in number, 20

D. Redmond, Augusta, for the greatest variety and best
collection of Strawberry Plants, (15 varieties) 5

D. Redmond, iorlhe best and greatest variety of Rasp-
berry Plants, $5

D. Redmond, Augusta, for the largest collection of
Osage Orange Plants, with the description of the
method of planting andpruning the hedge, 20

Judges.—Richard Johnson, V. La Taste, Jas.Camak.

FLORICULTURE.
J. W. Bessman, Augusta, best collection of Green House

plants, exhibited by one person, $25
F. A. Mauge, Augusta, for the finest and best collection

of Roses, 201 varieties, 10

HORTICULTURE.
Hugh Kennedy, Atlanta, for the largest variety of Gar-

den Vegetables raised by one individual, for ta-

ble use, $25
A. Pope, Washington, Ga., for the best and largest

collection of Garden-seed, grown and exhibited by
one person, 20

A. Pope, Washington, Ga., for a new and valuable
Garden Vegetable, (the Mangoe,) 5

Judges.—George N. Fish, James G. Rials, Simri Rose.

MECHANICAL PREMIUMS.
SOUTHERN FARMING IMPLEMENTS.

Carmichael & Bean, for the best side bill Flow, $10
Carmichael & Bean for be best double Mould board

Plow, 10
Carmichael & Bean for the best Cast Mould board Plow

for one horse, 10
Carmichael & Bean for the best Cast Mould board Plow

for two horses, 10

F. M. Allen for the best wrought iron one horse Mould
board Plow, 10

F. M. Allen, Burke Co., for the bast wrought iron two
horses Mould board Plow, 10

F. M. Allen, for the best Sweep, 5
N. B. Moore, Augusta, for the best wrought iron tooth

harrow, 5
A M. Fawset, Columbia Co., for the best Southern

road wagon, 10
A. M. Fawset, Columbia Co., for the best two horse

wagon, 10
F. M. Allen, Burke co., for the best Southern thresher, 10
N. Nuckols, Columbus, Ga., for the best Straw Cutter, 6
Randal & Mercer, Lee co., for the best set d planter, 5
J. Rowe, Florida, for the best Corn and Cob Crusher, 6
N. B. Moore, Augusta, for the best dump cart, 5
Carmichael & Bean, for the largest and beat collection

of Agricultural and Horticultural Implements, 20
F. M. AUen, Burke Co., for the mot-1 numerous and valu-

able collection of Plows—actually used by one
farmer in the cultivation of his crop, all to be new, 25

Judges.—T. P. Janes, Jonathan Miller, William Jones.

SOUTHERN MANUFACTURIES IN WOOD AND IRON.

W. H. Goodrich, Augusta, for the best Pannel Door, 6
W. H. Goodrich, Augusta, for the best Window Blinds, 5

W. H. Goodrich, Augusta, for the best Window Sash, 5

E. H. Rogers, Augusta, for the best Rifle Gun, 10

E. H. Rogers, Augusts, for the best Shot Gun, 10

Judges.-John P. Eve, W. H. Goodrich, Aaron Roff.

SOUTHERN MANUFAOTUEES OF LEATHER.
Hatch & Bigbie, Augusta, best and most useful Car-

nage Harness, $10
Hatch & Bigbie, Augusta, best and most useful Bug-

gy Harness, 5

Hatch & Bigbie, Augusta, best Saddle and Bridle, 5

Isaac Ramsey, Columbia Co., best dozen Bregans, 10

Marietta Manufacturing Company, largest ana best col-

lection of Southern Made Leather, 20

Marietta Manufacturing Cc., best Side Sole Leather, 2

Marietta Manufacturing Company, best Side Bridle

Leather, 2

Marietta Manufacturing Company, best half dozen Calf

Skins, 5

Marietta Manufacturing Company, best doson dressed

Sheep Skins, 5

Marietta Manufacturing Company, best dozen dressed

Goat Skins, 5

Sidney Smith, Marietta best side Harness Leather, 2

Judges.—E McWhorter, J. R. Stanford, H. Newton.

CHEMICAL MANUFACTURES.
OILS, CEMRNTS AND MINEP.ALS.

D. B. Plumb, Augusta, for the best case of pure Med-
icine, suitable for family use, $ 10

A.B. Sturges, Richmond Co., for four barrels Yellow
Ochre, m xed for use. 10

A. B. Sturges, Richmand Co., for best Bath Bric&, 3

Wm. Phillips, Augusta, Ga., collection Georgia Minerals, 10
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Brid i-el! <fe M!3C'><s Augastu i'or ' he best French Barr

Mill-Stone, Southern Manufacture, $10
J. M Di.-vidson, Woodvllle, (da., for the best Oil Stones, 1

JuDOEs.—A. Means, W. Baer, L. D. Ford.

Note-—In consequence of the hasty and very i- perfect

manner in which some of the Gcu:mir.t?o8 discharged their

duties, many of the raports ar‘-> meagre, and not as perfec.

as couid have been desired. Very many beautiful and use

fuiaTtieies in the various departs ents were exhibited, which

are ful'-y notiosd in the reports but omiited in the premium

list. These reports will be embodied in ! ho Sod^dy’.stran'i-

actionSjRnd published hi reaitar. Ac order la< t em ie tfor

the payment of such premiums as have been a^-sarded but

‘no'i delivered, at the store cf MiissiB. Clark & Co.>

Augusta.
JAMES CAMAK,

Sec. S. C. A. S.

Farm Machinery.—The Journal of the New York

State Agricultural Society states, that Roswell L. Colt, of

Patterson, employs on his farm a steam engine 13 horse

power, which performs the operation of threshing, cutting

stalks, straw and hay—steaming food, sawing firewood,

boards, timber, &c. The steaming apparatus for prepar-

ing food is very complete. The out-buildings are of the

most complete kind—the arrangements for horses, cows,

pigs, poultry, &c., are excellent—the stables are so con-

structed as to save ali the manure, both liquid and solid.

TEBRELL PROFESSOESHIP OF AGEICTJLTXrRE.

University of Georgia, )

Athens, Sept., 1854. )

At the recent session of the Board of Trustees of the

University of Georgia, the following communication was
receeived from Dr. William Terrell, ofHancock county

:

Sparta, July 27, 1854,

To ike Honorable,

The 'Trustees of the University of Georgia

;

Gentlemen :—From such observations as I have had an
opportunity to make, on the condition ofthe people in dif-

ferent parts of the world, I am quite satisfied that there

are none who are so abundantly supplied with all the ne-

cessaries and comforts of life, as our own; and that there

is no form of goverament so suitable to the intellectual

development of a people, or the resources of a country, a*

that of the United States.

To give perpetuity to the compact of these confederated

States, the principles of which have thrown so much light

on the social and political relations of man, and aided so

much in the advancement of civilization, and the means
ofindividual and national prosperity, is surely the duty of

every patriot. Education is doing much for this great ob-

ject in every department of knowledge, except in agricul-

ture; and in this, the most important of all, the United

States are far behind most ofthe States of Europe
;
and the

Southern, with the advantage of soil and climate, much
more so than the Eastern and Northern. The best form of

Government for a country where a system of agriculture

prevails that is con.stanlly tending to imnoverish the soil,

cannot long sustain a thrifty population, or be able to de-

fend itself. To avoid such a calamity, which there is rea-

son to fear will be ours at no very distant day, the people

of the Southern States must find the means of preserving

their lands from destruction by bad tillage, which is so

strikingly observable in every part of the country.

To aid in this great enterprise, if you will allow me to

call it such, I propose to your honorable body to give to

Franklin College, Bonds of the State to the amount of

twenty thousand dollars, the annual interest of which
shall be applied permanently as compensation for a Pro-

fessor, whose duty it shall be to deliver in the College, a

course of Lectures during its terms, on “ Agriculture as a
Science ; the practice and improvement of different people;

on Chemistry and Geology, so far as they may be useful

in Agriculture; on Manures, Analysis of Soils and on Do-

mestic Economy, particularly referring to the Southern

States;” the Lectures to be free.

If this proposition is acceptable to you, I shall ask the

privilege of recommending to your consideration for the

appointment ofthe first Professor, Dr. Daniel Lee, who has

spent twenty years of his life in the study and practice of

Agriculture, and who will bring to its duties all his skill

and a zeal that ought to ensure success.

With considerations of the highest respect,

I am your obedient servant,

Wm. Terrell.

It is due to the history ofAgriculture as a Science in this

country, that we record the fact that no other person in

this great Republic has given, for immediate use, to increase

and diffuse rural knowledge, more than one-fourth the sunt

donated by the patriotic and distinguished founder of the

first Professorship of Agriculture in the Southern States.

—

A similar Professorship was e-stablished a few years since

in Yale College, on the gift of S‘5 0^0 by Mr. Norton,

whose son was appointed to fill the new chair thus created.

No paternal or family tie has in any way been associated

with the munificence of Dr. Terrell. View the transao-

tion in whatever light we may, nothing is discovered but

the Y'ish and the effort of a noble mind to arrest that ten-

dency to impoverish the soil which forms so striking a fea-

ture ofAmerican Agriculture,

The task assigned is one of no ordinary character; and

however incompetent to its execution the person invited

to labor may feel himself to be, yet it is his purpose to do

all that in him lies to make this humble beginning in the

way of Agricultural education the starting point of a

higher and better system of study and practice in rural af-

fairs. How Agricultural Sciences can be best taught and

studied, are points not at all settled in the public mind;

and therefore a few suggestions on these topics may not

be out of place in this conneciien.

If we are not mu taken in the view we have token of

Agricultural education, the Terrell Professoriihip neods

both a museum and a library of strictly professional char-

acter for the use of those who may wish to study rural

arts and sciences in the University of Georgia. Such of

our readei-s as have visited the Agricultural Museum and

Library of the New York State Agricultural Society ia

Albany, must have been satisfied of the great advantages

which they afford to all who wish to extend their knowL
edge of Agriculture as an honorable profession, in that

place. A museum is even more important than a library,

for each pupil may, without great expense, provide him-

self with the most useful books needed; but he cannot

have all the specimens of grain, fruit, vegetables, cotton,

grass, and other plants, the investigation and production

of which can never cease to be of general interest To
understand all that is knowable of crops, soils, domestic

animals, and farm economy, one needs to study these va-

rious and often complex matters, with the subjects before

him. He must test ihern with the utmost care and circum-

spection in every desirable way, that he may wisely sep-

arate truth from error. Without a Museum, skilfully col-

lected and arranged, it will be impossible to illustrate any
popular lectures in a way to render them alike instructive

and interesting to the youthful mind. Museums have
done more to create a taste for the natural sciences than

perhaps all other appliances combined. Seeing is per-

formed with small effort, and often with immediate and
lasting pleasure. Talking, with no visible demonstra-

tions, is not the most improved plan of teaching science.

Some time must elapse before a new enterprise of this

kind can be got into a good working condition
;
and after

due consultation with the Prudential Committee of the

College, it was thought best not to commence the first
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course of lectures before the first of March and continue

them three months. Another course of the same length is

to be given in Autumn. To grow specimen agricultural

plants for a museum, seeds of all kinds adapted to the

purpose are wanted for planting and cultivation. It is

impossible to say how far ways and means may be pro-

vided to prosecute experiments in the improvement of

land, of staple crops and of domestic animals. I'hat there

is abundant room for improvement can not be reasonably
doubted

;
but how much can be done in the practical part

of farming, will depend mainly on the good opinion of
the public, and the action of the Legislature. Possibly
some one or more may give the funds required to pur-
chase and stock a farm for experimental purposes. A liv-

ing educational germ has been called into existence; and
every friend of Southern agriculture will rejoice to see it

become at once fruitful, and multiply its blessings till they
shall reach the whole community. By faithfully inculca-
ting sound principles, first a partial, and then a general
reform in the treatment of the soil will be effected. Refor-
mations make very unequal progress, being influenced by
a thousand adventitious circumstances. Where millions
are concerned, as they are in tillage and husbandry, many
thousands must co-operate in the work.
They alone can create that enlightened and salutary

public opinion which both demands and enforces agricul-

tural progress and the steady improvement of mankind.
Dr. Tkrrkll designates ‘‘the improvement of different
people" as one department of the instruction to be dis-

pensed from the Chair that bears his imperishable name.
" The improvement of the people” is indeed a grand de-

sideratum, and a subject that pre-eminently deserves the
profoundest thoughts of every philanthropic mind. By
improving a people, we improve alike their industry, their

professional skill, and their moral conduct. That the
•arnest study of agricultural phenomena, and of the laws
of nature which in a great degree govern the same, tends
to improve society, will hardly be questioned by any edu-
cated person. This field for the wise and successful culti-

vation of man himself is perfectly inexhaustible. The
capabilities of different combinations of soils, of vegetable
and animal vitality, of human thought and human action,

wielding any desirable amount of capital, are all unknown
powers whose development will continue to advance and
expand for indefinite ages.

The educational system of past ages, which has come
down to us, needs enlargement to meet all the wants of
the last half of the nineteenth century. The best interests

of Georgia demand for the use of her young men a Uni-
versity of the most improved and comprehensive character.

The people who are to rejuvenate every old field in this

large commonwealth, require educational advantages
commensurate with the objects to be attained. From some
central point the light of Science and the light of Practice

should radiate over the whole State. L,

SMALL HODS FOR THE SOUTH.

Messrs. Editors—I see a communication in the CnUi-
uito)-, from Jackson, Tennessee, in which the writer

makes some enquiry with regard to the best breed of Hogs
for the South, &c.; and as I like to have the opinion of

my brother farmers upon all matters pertaining to our

occupation, I will give your correspondent my views up-
on the hog and the breed that I think best adapted to this

portion ofthe South (32 degrees 30 minutes). I am fully

satisfied from over 20 years experience and close obser-

vation that a small hog is the best for the farmer, for seve-

Kll reasons

;

1st. He is easier raised and fattened (that is, it takes

less teed to do it;) he will fatten kindly at any age you
may wish

;
while my experience with the larger breeds is,

Ibey will not fatten well when young, say a year old.

And I am fully satisfied that I can raise and fatten more
pork from a given quantity of feed from the small than

the large breeds.

2nd. The meat is sweeter and easier saved in our warm
climate. What I would be understood to mean by a small

hog is one with small bone, that will weigh, at from one
to two years old, from 150 to 250 lbs. And such breeds

can be found in nearly every county and parish in the

Southern States. Whether they are natives or crosses

from improved breeds I am not able to say
;

neither

would I care if I was hunting a breed to raise from.

While, Messrs. Editors, I am aware there is a vast differ-

ence between the different breeds of hogs, there is still a
greater difference to be produced by treatment. And I

have no doubt your correspondent might profit by your
valuable hint, “that much depends upon the treatment.”

I am much inclined to the opinion that each section of

country has, to some extent, its peculiar stock
;

that is,

the climate and feed has its influence upon stock. For
instance, the cattle in the lower counties of Georgia are

not so large as they are in Western Texas, although they

may have as much of the wire grass, peculiar to that section

of the country, as they can consume
;
but it does not conr

tain as much nutritious matter, and, hence, stock raised

upon it will not grow as large as that raised upon the

rich prairies of Texas, and from that circumstance I infer

that stock raised upon grain grown on poor land will not

grow as large, however well fed, as if the grain was
raised upon rich land. If I am correct in this opinion,

we need not expect our stock to grow as large as it does

on the rich lands of the Northwestern States. I would^

like to have your opinion upon this subject. C. L.

Minden, La., 1854.

REASONS WHY EVERY FARMER SHOULD PURSUE
ms BUSINESS AS A SCIEKCE.

1. Because AgrieuUure is a Science

.

Every man who has pursued, even moderately, the

Science of Vegetable Physiology, understands perfectly

that almost all the modern improvements in fruit culture

have been made, because men have devoted themselves to

the study of the great facts in regard to the growth of

plants and trees
;
the circumstances in which they flour-

ish most; the chemical analysis of the elements which
compose them, and the modifications of which they are

susceptible, by proper care and cultivation. Just so in.

respect of the various soils which the farmer has to man-

age. If he knows the chemical elements which compose

them, and those which compose the various products he

wishes to grow, he will be able to adapt his crops to his soil,

and his manures to both, in a waywhich will prove to all

that Agriculture has its laws; and that acting in conform-

ity with them, is the basis of the only true art in farming.

For example: wheat contains gluten and starch in such

proportions that they compose together seventy-five per

centum of its entire substance.' Now, if the farmer under-

takes to raise wheat on a soil which does not contain the

elements of starch and gluten, he will fail. His soil will

not give that which it does not possess. His lost labor

and wasted capital will be the penalty of his ignorance of

the scientific condition of permanent success. On the

other hand, the knowledge of these conditions, and the ap-

plication of them in the exercise of caution, common sense

and reasonable skill, will bring an abundant reward.

Every department of the great business of farming is

full of the illustrations of the point that we are now on
;

namely, that Agriculture is a Science, and that its laws,

when known and applied, will secure results as certain as

any that attend the application of the laws of Hydraulics in

Machinery, or those of light and chemistry in the beauti-

ful productions of the Daguerrean art.
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2. Because Agriculture fursiied as a Science, loith the

needful caution and perseverance, is a source ofthe highest

and most constant pleasure.

No thinking, active mind is content with mere process-

es of muscidar effort. To such a mind, the tread-mill of a

farmer’s work, pursued from generation to generation, in

the same unvarying monotony, is tiresome enough. The
toil becomes doubly toilsome, because it is enlivened

by no living and inquiring thought. And the farmer him-
selfbecomes almost as stupid as the cattle he feeds, except

politics, or literature, or religion, shed at intervals, and
from afar, a beam of cheerful light on his mind. But let

every process have its well digested theory
;

let every

piece of work, while done in its time, and most efficiently-

performed, be an experiment which compares diffei’ent

inodes of manuring of cultivation
;

let every change be

made on sober thought, and with a full knowledge of the

objects to be gained, and of the best and cheapest means
of gaining them

;
in short, let the life of a true Science send

its healthy pulsations through the whole system of a

farmer’s work, and he feels a joy “uufelt before,” in every

work to which he sets his hand. His farm becomes his

laboratory. The pleasure felt by the Chemist or Artist,

as he communicates these discoveries which bring the

ends of the earth together, and revolutionize the social

condition of nations, is shared by the careful and labori-

ous student in Scientific Agriculture. For he is applying

similar principles, and his labors tend to a similar result.

Every crop is a study to him, for it has its own laws to

be studied. Every season has its charm for him, for its

changes and chances must be carefulty watched. He
must make suns, showers, and snows, and frost, and fire,

all to minister to his interests and work out his ends. And
in doing all this—and all this he will do, if he works with

open eye and careful hand—will he not find a pleasure so

constant as to enliven his heaviest toil, and so varied as

to strip of their charms the false attractions of city life,

and so purely intellectual and refined, as to place him in

dignity and aim side by side with the great brotherhood of

thinking men, whose hands have been busy, but whose
brains have been more busy still

;
and who have done

most for the wealth and comfort of the race, because they

have done most for its improvement in all solid and endur-

ing Science.

3. Because it wotdd be greatly to the pecuniary advant-

age of the farwer to pursue his vocation as a Science.

If he pursues his work simply because he has done so

before, or because his farther or his neighbors have done

so, he shuts out all improvement, of course. If he makes
changes blindly, he is much more likely to lose than to

gain. Besides, if he makes experiments at random, some
of his neighbors—and perhaps he himself—will set down
his failures to the account of Scientific farming

;
and be

the more confirmed in their old ways, because of his blind-

ness and blundering in a single case. But if he studies,

during his leisure, the results of former experiments in the

department he is enquiring about
;

if he converses with
intelligent men, who have been successful in the same
branch, and who understand and will explain to him the

the principles and pi’ocesses which they have adopted, he
will be safe in following their example. And thus proceed-

ing—with thought ever active, and making due account
of all differences between his experiment and theirs, he
will very probably be far more successful than in any
other way. A little example of the disadvantages of ig-

norance, on a single point, will illustrate this matter.

Within sight of the window by whose light the pi’esent

article is v/ritten, is a strawberry bed. Its owner pre-

pared the ground carefully, enriched it well, and planted

it with plants of a choice kind, in the very best manner.

He has hoed, and manured, and mulched, and watered

now for two full years. The plants have grown, and

spread, and flourished greatly. Every spring the ground
has been white with flowers

;
but no fruit has been ma-

tured. And the owner has just discovered that the kind
he planted was a pistillate kind. Ofcourse it could never

ripen its fruit. He has lost two year’s fruit from his ignor-

ance of this single fact. His neighbor, who lives but a

litile distance off, has had abundant supplies, from a bed
but little larger, and no better cultivated, because he
planted one row of Early Scarlets between every two or

three rows of his pistillate kinds. This is a single case.

Millions more might be gathered on a large scale as well as

on a small one, all over our land. But we must stop now.
We close with a single remark: The strictest Science is

the mother of the truest Art.— Ohio Farmer.

SPAYING COWS.

In “old times”—if you know when that was—the prac-

tice of spaying female animals of the farm, such as cows,
heifers, sows, &c., was very common, and was thought to

be profitable. The custom, however, went out of prac-

tice gi’adually, until at last no one could be found ac-

quainted with the mode of performing the operation.

This subject has been recently called to the notice of

farmers, by a writer over the signature of “A.” in the

Boston Cultivator. This writer recommends the practice

for various I'easons, but brings forward no cases to prove
the positions taken by him.

Since the appearance of “ A.’s ” communication, Mr.
Elijah Fletcher, of Tyngsboro’, communicates some inter-

esting facts, as the results of spaying three cows. We
abridge from his account the following

:

First cow was 11 years eld—was spayed 22d day of

May, 1851. After being fully healed, her milk increased

in quantity and quality
;
continues to give on an average

the year through, 7 quarts of milk per day—in winter

kept on hay alone
;
turned out to fatten this summer on

account of age.

Second cow, six years old, gave 8 quarts of milk per

day; spayed June 11th. A tumor being found near one

of the ovaries, it was not removed, and she consequently

manifests the sensual passions
;
she continues to give the

usual quantity of milk, but being predisposed to fatten

has been turned out to prepare for that purpose.

Third cow was 5 years old, gave ten quarts of milk

per day; Spayed June 11 th; continues to average this

quantity ever since
;
thinks that 8 quarts will make more

butter than 12 quarts of any other that he owns, that are

not spayed. Winter before last she made a pound of but-

ter per day, fed on hay only.

All these cows carry more flesh since being spayed

than before. Mr. Fletcher comes to the following con-

clusion :

“I am thus far perfectly satisfied with the experiment,

and recommend the operation, especially to those persons

keeping one cow, as they will have a continuance ofmilk

all the year round, and in quality for butter, at least 25 per

cent, better than that from cows not spayed.”

Depth and Mellowness op Soil.—Depth and mel-

lowness of soil may be considered the principal character-

istics of successful gardening. In our school boy days,

we have all read of the dying husbandman, who told his

son never to part with the vineyard, as there was a valu-

able treasure lying within a few inches of the surface.

This young man, in the ex'pectation of finding a bag of

money, carefully turned over the soil, but found nothing.

In the subsequent harvest, however, he was astonished at

the extraordinary luxuriance of his crops, and then under-

stood, for the first time, the enigmatical meaning of his

father’s words.

—

Boston Cult.
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THE WAY TO TEANSPOET LOGS-

One ofour con-espondents, Mr. W. S. Booth, of Litch-

^eld CO
,
Conn., has favored us - with the acccimpanying

shetches, illustrating, according to his experience, the best

manner of drawing timber from remote and difficult locali-

ties. In nearly all the easily accessible localities on the

Atlantic border, the forests have been cut down, and now
the supply must be taken from those points where great

difficulties in the way of transportation have to he over-

come, such as mountain-tops, precipices and ravines. The
method at present in general vogue, is to slide the logs

Fig. 1.

down by hand-spike for one or two hundred yards, or pull

them by team and log-chain. But there is great danger,

both to team and driver, by the latter mode, as the logs

acquire increasing velocity in proportion to the steepness

of the descent. Mr. Booth’s plan is to provide a simple

.pole of any flexible wood, say flve inches diameter and
ten feet long, and attach it firmly as a tongue to the log,

in the manner seen in Fig. I. The tongue is kept in

place by means of a notch in the log and a couple of pins,

between which the chain passes, as shown. The fixtures

for hitching on the team to the pole are made in the usual

manner.

Fig. 2.

In order to load your cart, place your axle on a gentle

slope, at right angles to, and about five feet from the third

part of the length of the log
;
remove the nearest wheel by

pulling out the fastening, and let it lie in a horizontal

position, with the end of the axle resting directly over the

middle of the hub of the wheel, in the manner shown in

Jig. 2. Then by means of a plank placed on the axle,

and extending over the wheel to the under side of the log,

roll on the log with a cant-hook, or team and chain. Fii -

ally, draw on the wheel with your team, which may be

done by fastening a chain around and over the spokes,

close to the hub of the wheel, as shown in jig. 2.

Fig. 3.

The log should rest on the axle at onethird distance from

the end. In draw ing timber thus trailing on the ground,

the greatest difficulty is that the log does not follow

the direct track of the wheels, but inclines to one side

or the other of the road, thus lying obliquely along the

road. To remedy this we use two chains, the one forming

a noose under the log forward, and as close to the axle as

it can be fastened; the other forming a noose some eight

or ten feet behind, and connecting the two together in

the mannner shown in fig. 3. This plan will effectu-

ally prevent the oblique trailing of the log. It will also

answer where two logs are fastened at a time.

—

People's

Journal.

PATENT OFFICE CIECULAE.

The following Circular has been issued from the Patent

Office. As the readiest way of meeting its object, we
copy it entire, with the expectation that there are those in

all sections where the Cultivator circulates who will an-

swer its questions

:

Washington, July 20, 1854.

Sir:—The collection of Statistics on Agriculture being

one of the duties of this office, your aid is respectfully so-

licited. For the sake of convenience, questions intended

for the various individuals in all portions of the country

are hereunto annexed, which are to serve rather as hints

or suggestions, than to be literally followed in the re-

plies.

As we seek no information that is not strictly reliable,

it is hoped that your answers will be limited to those mat-

ters with which you are connected, even although they

may relate only to a single subject. If, therefore, you can

communicate explicit and undoubted information on any
of the topics under investigation, you will confer a favor

by io doing. It is not expected that the reply of any in-

dividual will relate to all the subjects embraced in this

Circular, but only to those with which he is practically

familiar.

As another object to be attained by this office is the in-

troduction and dissemination of new or improved Ag-
ricultural products, we shall take pleasure in receiving

and distributing any packages or parcels which may be

committed to our charge whether they consist of the seeds

of cultivated plants, either of native or foreign growth, or

those of natural grasses, fruits, wild flowers, forest trees,

or of the cuttings or sets ofanything which may be deem-

ed worthy of cultivation.

With oureffiorts in this respect, it is hoped that the in-

terest you feel in agricultural subjects will induce you to

co-operate as far as you may find it convenient and agree-

able. Accurate statistics are desired as far as it is practi-

cable to obtain them
;
but all that we can reasonably ex-

pect, in most cases, is the nearest approach to the truth to

which your experience and judgment will lead you.

The subjoined inquiries are mainly intended to direct

your attention to certain points on which information is

desired. It is hoped, therefore, that the mention of

these will not exclude any other matters of general inter-

est that may suggest themselves. Your reply to those

you may feel willing to answer is solicited at as early a

date as practicable—not later, at all events, than the first

day of December next.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

I Charles Mason, Commissioner.

Domestic Animals.

What classes of animals can be raised to best advantage

in your section ? Cost of rearing, and value at various

ages'? Cost of tiansportating each to the Atlantic or

Gulf markets, also, by canal, railroad, or on foot '? What
breeds ai-e the most serviceable for labor, milk, flesh or

wool '? Have you any imported or blood animals in your

vicinity'? If so, state the number, breed, history and

1 pedigree, if known, and the effects of crossing, if any, on

I your common stock.
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Animal Products.

What is the cost of production and market value in

your vicinity, of wool, silk, wax, honey, cochineal, butter,

cheese, eggs, oeef, mutton, pork, hams, lard, oil, hides,

tallow, pelts, &C.'? What is the cost of transportation by

canal, railroad, or otherwise, to the Atlantic or Gulf mar-

kets '?

Manures.

What manures are most in use, and which the most

valuable for special crops % If guano, bone-dust, pou-

drette, super-phosphate, lime, gypsum, charcoal, ashes,

fish; muck or any other valuable fertilzer are employed in

your vicinity, state the cost, modes of application, and their

effects upon the respective crops to which they have been

applied. The result of any accurate experiments would

be desirable, especially as connected with any of our

great staples—cotton, tobacco, hemp, flax, wheat, oats,

rye, barley, rice, potatoes or Indian corn.

Agricultural Products.

What crops can be cultivated to best advantage in your

vicinity 1 The best modes of cultivation 1 The maxi-

mum and average yield of each, and the smallest yield

that pays expenses '? Have you any established rotation

of crops I What plants are cultivated for the purpose of

plowing under as a manure I Have you any remedies

against the diseases and insects which infest your crops I

What are your best modes of harvesting, storing and pre-

paration for market “? What is the cost of production and

market value, in your vicinity, of the various kinds of

grains, roots, hay and fodder, cotton, hemp, flax, hops,

sugar, tobacco, (S^.? What is the cost of transporting

each product by canal, railroad, or otherwise, to the At-

lantic or Gulf markets 1

Special interest is felt at the present time in those plants

which are employed in the manufacture of cordage, cloth-

ing, &c.—such as cotton, hemp and flax. Are any of

these crops profitably cultivated with you I If so have
you any improved varieties, new modes for market?

Market and Kitchen Gardening.

Please give the names of the best varieties of garden
vegetables, the usual times of sowing, periods of maturity,

and their market values. What vegetables are brought
into your vicinity from the North, South, East, West, or

from beyond sea; at what season, and at what prices?

PVuiis, WiTies, tf-c.

What varieties of summer, fall, and winter fruits are

cultivated with the best success in your section ? What
kinds are attacked by the blight, mildew, or insects par-

ticularly injurious to their growth ? If any, what reme-
dies have you against their attacks ? Have you any im-
proved modes of cultivating fruit, harvesting and prepar-

ing it for market ? What is the cost of transporting those

kinds not perishable, to the Atlantic and Gulf markets, by
canal, railroad, or otherwise? Is the grape cultivated with
you for table use, or with the object of making wine ? If

for either, can you communicate any information relative

to its history, cultivation, preservation, or the manufac-
ture, cost and market value of American wine? What
fiaiits are sold in your vicinity grown at the North, South,
East or West; at what seasons and at what prices ?

Note.—Please to treat of each subject under a distinct

head, after the manner of the arrangement of last year’s

Report
;
and, if convenient, leave one side of your manu-

script blank.

PARKING IN TEXAS—IRRIGATION, &C.

Messrs. Editors—I hoped to have heen able to give

you some interesting accounts of my agricultural and
horticultural operations in Texas, but, owing lo the late-

liess of the season and the unfavorable circumstances

under which I started, I have been so unsuccessful that I

have felt no inclination to communicate. My fruit trees-

and shrubbery (which were in great variety) that I received

from the North as well as from the West did not arrive

until April, and that in a perished condition, and, of

course, all died, though every means was used for restor-

ation. My Peach, Apple and Osage Orange seed arrived

at the same time, none of which, as yet, have vegetated,

although I cracked some of the peach stones and steeped

the other seeds in luke warm water. As for my flower

seeds I never sowed them at all, for experience had taught

me that it was useless to sow the like at that season, in

this clime. I took advantage of the margin of a small

stream and sowed Rhubarb, Tobacco, and Celery seed

and found, for about two feet from its brink, they all vege-

tated and grew beautifully, while over that distance none

grew at all. And again, about the last of July I sowed
Cabbage, Brocoli, Celery and other small seeds, and ex-

perienced the same result, although that sowed away
from the stream I shaded with green boughs and watered

freely, which convinces me that nothing but irrigation can

be depended on to produce humidity enough for gardening

purposes in this climate, the evaporation is so great. Now
to the question I wish to ask you : at the bottom of my
garden I have a never failing stream of water with a fall

of four feet in ten yards
;
in fifty yards I could get six

feet. In this creek I am anxious to put a hydraulic ram
by which I can raise the water 15 er 20 feet to answer the

purposes of irrigation, but of the nature and the man-
ner of the working of these rams Iknow very little, neither

am I acquainted with any one that does know anything

about them
;
therefore, if you can give me any information

respecting them I shall receive it as a favor, or if you can

send me any work on the subject I will pay the cost by
return of mail.

Our crops of Irish potatoes were never so good as this

year. Corn is fine. Wheat is excellent; we have been

using Texas made flour for some time
;

it is better than

imported. I saw wheat sown in March of as good quality

as ever I saw in any country. Oats in quality and quan-

tity, I never want better; and as for Millet, the quantity

raised per acre is incredible
;

it has superceded prairie

hay altogether. Yours respectfully, W. D.

Remark.—In the use of the Hydraulic Ram, we believe

one foot fall will give you ten feet rise. The Rams, of

different capacities and prices, may be had at most of ouv

large hardware stores, with pamphlets or circulars des-

cribing the method of fitting up and arranging.

—

Eds.

A Steam Plow.—Among the inventions of the day is a

plow to go by steam. Its construction is simple; a velo-

cipede on wheels sixteen feet high and eight feet apart,

with a governing wheel eight feet high. It may be con-

verted into a steam land locomotive, and on a smooth, firm

road, travel at the rate of twenty-five miles an hour. It

can be used for various purposes. It is the invention of

Mr. Henry Cowing, of Louisiana.

|^"It is estimated that 100 pounds white zinc paintwdll

cover, when applied in three coats on new work, as much
surface as 166 2-3 pounds pure white lead. The white

zincs, even when exposed to coal, gas, bilge water, and

sulphurous vapors, retain their original brilliancy and
whiteness. Apartments just painted with zinc paint, may
be slept in with impunity

;
whereas, according to the best

authority, rooms should not be used for sleeping apart-

ments for two or thi-ee months after being painted with

lead.

Nothing sets so wide a mark between a vulgar and
a noble soul, as the respect and reverential love paid to

woman kind.
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EATING MEAT.

The Americans are the greatest eaters of animal food.

The pork consumed in the United States is three times

the quantity consumed by the same number in Europe,

if statistical accounts are to be believed. Animal food is

very generally set on the table three times a day in the

western country. An Irishman writing home and extol-

ling the luxury of his condition in the new world, added,

by way of a clincher, that he commonly took meat twice

a day
;
upon which his employer asked him why he did

not state the whole truth. He replied, that if he had said

three times, all his friends would have believed that he

lied. This was going a little too far for common credulity.

But after all, the Americans are a spare, hungry- looking

people, not appearing as if well nourished. The inhabit-

ants of northern Europe and Asia are physically and

morally weak, though living mostly on fish ai^d flesh.

The Scotch and Irish, who eat but little meat, are strong,

capable of great labor and fatigue, and more able-bodied

men than the English, who are more addicted to animal

food. The strongest men in the world, of whom we have

any account, are the porters of Smyrna, w'ho never taste

flesh. The South Sea Islanders are very powerful men,
upon a diet mostly of vegetables and fruit. It is said that

the soldiers ofGreece and Rome seldom tasted meat, though

qualified by physical courage and endurance for the con-

•quest of the world. The suspicion is quite strong that

Jonathan would gain flesh and improve his general ap-

pearance, by the substitution of bread and vegetables as a

part of his diet for animal food.

POULTEY CaiOIJSEA~‘‘KITTLEWELL’S EENO-
VATOE,” &C.

An esteemed friend, at Beaufort, S. C., writes us as

follows

;

The “Cholera,” has carried off all my ducks and many
of my turkeys and fowls

;
but lately a friend trying the

spirits of turpentine for “gapes,” I wms induced to try it

for “cholera” also, and with unexpected success. I have

had it also tried upon my plantation, and it has proved de-

cidedly the beet remedy that I have tested as yet. The
oxyde of iron 1ms failed as a preventive, and the feather

in the neck, and doses of pepper and whiskey as a cure,

as far as I have tried them.

I tried this season “Kittlewell’s Renovator, or Agricul-

tural Salt,” largely, upon long-stapled cotton, and the re-

sults were very promising, until the tide during the late

gale overflowed all my cotton fields, and cut off two-thirds

or three-fourths of my crop. This manure has, in this

neighborhood, proved much better as well as cheaper for

cotton than Peruvian Guano, and the consumption of it,

•though already large, is likely to increase. It gives good

growth of W'eed, with proportionate fruitfulness, while

Guano fails in the latter respect. Guano I have tried upon

corn and cow-pe<ts and with very satisfactory results.

It was strewed, at the rate of one bag per acre, in the bot-

tom of a furrow turned out of the bottom of the row with

a two mule plow, and then two similar furrows thrown

back over it, for corn. The peas had four lurrows and a

rough bed, as the land w'as very weedy.

Yours respectfully, R. C.

Remark.—We have tried many remedies for the “Poul-

try Cholera,” but as yet do not claim to have discovered

a specific. Stimulants, like common table mustard, mixed

with water, (dose, a teaspoonful) and “ Radway's Ready
Relief” (half a teaspoonful) are very useful, and constant-

ly repeated, will often cure, ifadmiiiistered in time.

—

Eds.

The L.ArxGEST Hoo.—Martin Roberts, who resides on

the river some six miles below Madison, in Kentucky, has

a hog that weighs 1,900 pounds, which he has sold for $200.

THE BANNEE MILK COW,

“ WiLLOWAY Farm,” West of )

New Petersburg, O., Nev. 16, 1854. )

Thos. Brown, Rsq., Editor 0. Farmer ;—At your re-

quest, and in the fulfilment of promises made other ag-

ricultural friends of some half dozen States, I present you
for publication, the following statement of the Banner Milk
Cow of the Union ! honored with first premiums at our
State and National Fairs in October last.

“Madame Giantess” is a thorough bred cow, of the Pat-

ton and Short Horn cross, an orange red and white, vari-

gated with clusters of beautiful spots on the back, resem-
bling the English grape. Her horns are symmetrically
fine, with a slight inclination upward. Age, 7 years

;

weight in the last 15 months, owing to condition, from

1 ,600 to 2,000 pounds

!

MILK AND BUTTER RECORD.

In June, 1854, in ten successive days, Giantess gave
76S pounds of milk, (her calf then 4 1-2 months old ) 26
pounds, making a pound of butter. In May she gave on
nn average, being grain fed and left to grass, 88 pounds of

milk per day. On one occasion she produced 26 pounds
of milk in six hours !

GROSS BEEP RECORD.

Giantess has raised two calves this year, her own, a bull

calf, and an orphun, a heifer, he being calved January 30,

1854, she March 16, 1854. The weight of the calves on
the Isi of October was 1 ,425 pounds, his weight 925 lbs.

The calves, until the 1st of September, had not been fed

anything in the shape or of the nature of grain
;
reared

entirely upon milk produced by Giantess, with the grasa

found in their lot. I think I might challenge the world to

a compariaon

!

TREATMENT OP COW.

Since 1 purchased her in August, 1853, Giantess has
had plenty of grain feed when necessary, and in grass

season, a variety of the best grasses, with the liberty of

ranging over some three or four fields of about 50 acres, at

all seasons. I use no hay in winter
;
fodder, with plenty

of corn in it, is Madam’s principal diet during the winter

season.

If the above facts are worth a place in your excellent

paper, you are at liberty to publish them.

J. W. Brock.

We clip the above account of the “ Banner Cow ” from

the Okio Farmer of the 9ih of December last, mainly to

show how little is known at this time of the milking qual-

ities of cows of the very highest pretentions. Notwith-

.standing “Madame Giantess” took the first premiums at

the late State and National Cattle Shows in Oiiio as the

best milker, we suspect that she is little better than a mam-
moth humbug. Mr. Brock de-serves no premium nor

credit for his “ Giant” cow unless he can show that 100

pounds of grass, corn, fodder and corn meal yield in her

•system more milk, cheese and sugar than the same quan-

r.ity of food will yield in the system of a good common
cow. This important point, he and the societies to which

he alludes, have entirely overlooked. They have shown
nothing but the barren fact that a big cow, having all the

grain and other feed she can eat, gives some more milk

than a poorly kept little cow will give!

Value of Agricultural Papers.—A subscriber in

Connecticut, writing the Albany Cultivator^ says.—“I am

much indebted to the Cultivator for remedies which have

saved me two cows, thereby saving enough to pay for it a

life-time, besides the great amount of knowledge obtained

from it on all other subjects.”
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AUGUSTA, GA:

VOL. XIII, NO. 1. JARUABV, 1855.

A HAPPY NEW YEAE!

At the opening of 1855, and the beginning of our

Thirteenth Volume^ we most cordially tender to all our

subscribers and friends, old and new, the compliments of

the season
;
with the hope that our united efforts during

the present year may do much to advance the cause of

Southern Agriculture and rural improvement.

EXCHANGE PAPEKS,
Especially those of the South, are respectfully request-

ed to notice the beginning of our new volume, our terms

of subscription, the aims and objects of our journal, &c.

THE DECEMBER (1854) AGEICULTDRAL FAIR.

In accordance with previous announcement, the Ninth

Annual Fair of the ^'Southern Central Agricultural So-

ciety ” was held near this city, during the week, com-

mencing on Monday, 4th of December, 1 854,

The Fair had been twice postponed—a fatal pestilence

had lately raged in our own and neighboring cities, bear-

ing on its wings death and desolation, and spreading

fear and panic far and wide—the crops throughout the

country had yielded but a partial and meagre harvest

—

the year was far advanced into the “sere and yellow” of

winter, and the present unexampled stringency of the

money market was just beginning to press heavily on all

classes
;
and yet, in the face of all these discouragements

and drawbacks, it cannot be denied that the exhibition,

upon the whole, was highly creditable to the taste, skill,

industry and enterprise of Georgia and her sister States

—

many ofwhich deserve great praise for their liberal contri-

butions, and the large delegations of their worthy sons and

lovely daughters, who honored us with their presence.

The number of articles on exhibition was not as great

as on some former occasions, but we did not notice any
marked difference even of quantity in any of the more im-

portant departments. As regards the quality of most ofthe

contributions, we are pleased to state that the progressive

improvement of our Fairs during the past few years was
strikingly observable in the greater portion of the animals

and articles shown
;
and that the spirit and interest gener-

ally felt among the members of the Society, augurs much
for its permanent advancement and success.

The Premium List (which we publish elsewhere) may
be taken as a fair indication of the opinions of the Judges

on the merit of the articles submitted to their inspection

;

but as we do not feel disposed either to accept or reject

their awards in toto, we will give such a brief summary
of the exhibition as we were able to gather amid the

bustle and excitement incident to the occasion
j
aiming

to avoid all invidiousness or partiality toward exhibitors

or articles

:

Field Crops and Samples op Field Crops.—In this
department there were about 70 entries— the slight fall-

ing off in quantity from last year being clearly traceable
to the very unfavorable character of the late planting sea-
son. Fine samples were shown and good yields reported
of the different crops mentioned in the premium list.

Messrs. T, J. Smith,* T. P. Janes, W. W. Stone, R. J.
Willis, John Speer, George W. L. Twiggs, A. J. Lane, A*
Pope, Dr. J. S. Whitten and Henry P. Hampton, were the
principal exhibitors of Cotton, most of which was of good
quality, and some extra. Cnm.—The fine yield of 103
bushels and 9 quarts was reported by Y. H. Wynn, a
youth, of Habersham co.—41 bushels and 5 quarts by
another, and 20 bushels, 22 quarts, by another. Ex-
cellent samples of bread and stock Corn were shown
by Dr. J. M. Turner, M. M. Anderson, Y. H. Wynn,
A. W. Shaw, William J. Eve, J. W, Tench and others.
Sweet Potatoes of mammoth size and superior quality
were shown by Middleton Seago, W. W. Stone, E. T.,
Shepherd, A, Griffith, &jC. Wheat, of various kinds
byR. C. Daniel, C.T Shelman, J. E. Burch, the Cun-
ningham Mills, Barley, byR. Peters and Jno. Dimon— Oats, by W. A. Lenoir,. R. J. Butler, H. P. Hampton,.
G. M. Magruder, &c.—Pye, by John Bimon—Peas, by
W. W. Stone, W. J. Eve, M. Seago, &.c.-Irish Potatoes,
by Dr. Geo. Battey, and A. Pope— Ground Peas, by Jno.
Dimon and Dr. George Battey— Turnips, by Louis A. L.
Boisclair, A. Griffiith, &lc.—

T

obacco, hy 'SN. F. Butler
and G. Volger; and various articles of similar character by
other contributors.

^

Cattle.—The number of entries in this class were
about 50, though more animals were shown than these
figures indicate. In Devons and Ayrshires, R. Peters was,
as usual, the largest exhibitor

;
and all his stock wa&

of Its uniform and well known excellence. A fine Ayr-
shire Bull (imported) was exhibited by A. Griffith.
Cols. A. G. Summer, and J. W. Watts also presented
some very fine Devens. [We were informed that
the so-called Devon(I) Bull to which the first
premium was given is of more than doubtful pedi-
gree; but, of course, the Judges were (or ought to
have been) satisfied on this point before making their
awards.] Durhams.— A very good lot of thorough-
bred and grade Durhams were shown by Col. J. W. Watts,
A. S. Lenoir, Geo. W. L. Twiggs, Jon. M. Miller, W. j1

Eve, Dr. Whitten and others. Grades and Natives (many
of superior milking properties) were presented by Phineas
Butler, Aaron Roff, R. Peters, W. J. Eve, &c., &c.
W'orking Oxen and Fat Cattle were few in number, but
of fair merit. Wm. J. Eve, W. T. Lightfoot, George’ W.
L. Twiggs and A. S. Lenoir, were the principal exhibitors.
The show of Cattle, upon the whole, was excellent and
encouraging.

Horses. Considerable more than 100 animals were
shown in this department, ail the classes being fairly and
well re[)res<- d, except that of ^'Morgan, Canadian and
Imported Horses,''^ in which there were no entries. The
show of Horses of all Work, Blood Horses, Matched and
Single Horses, &c., &c., was very satisfactory

;
but as we

do not claim to possess great nicety ofjudgment in equine
matters, we dare not attempt to discriminate in regard to
the points of excellence or demerit presented by each ani-
mal. Nearly all were of good quality and many really

superior. We do not think this show of Horses has ever
been equalled or even approached at any of our previous
Fairs. The list of exhibitors of Horses, (too loiig for our
present limited space) will appear in our next.

Jacks and Jennettes.—We can say very little for this

* For residences of the contributors named, see Official List of
Prem urns in present number.
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department. There were only two or three entries, and

no animal of particular claims to attention among even

these.

Mules—We noticed a few good Mules on the ground,

rom A. J. Griffith, Orme & Alexander, R. J. Butlev, D. N.

Heath, W. B. Cheeseborough, G. M. Magruder and others;

but the show in this important class was far too meagre,

and we hope to see it amended hereafter.

Sheep.—The show of Sheep was very fair—the South

Downs of Mr. Peters, and Mennos of Col. Watts being

especially commendable. The latter gentleman presented

a number of grades
;
also a pen of the singular Broad

Tailed Sheep, which attracted much attention. Samples

of fat mutton Sheep were shown shown by J. C. Sproull,

and fine heavy fleeces of shorn Wool by Col. J. W. Watts

and R. Peters.

Cashmere and Thibet Goats.—Dr. Jas. B. Davis, the

original importer of these exceedingly rare and valuable

animals, presented a fine collection of the pure breeds and

their crosses upon the common variety. Ofthe pure Cash-

meres, we need only say that they have thus far proved

perfectly hardy and quite prolific in the South, and that

their fleece (which is very heavy and abundant) is used

in the manufacture of the finest cashmere shawls and

other costly fabrics of oriental looms. One of these shawls,

lately exhibited at the New York Crystal Palace, was
valued at ^2700; and S500 and SlOOO shawls are compar-

atively plenty among the metropolitan leaders of the

“ton.” We do not hazard much, therefore, in ranking

this importation of Cashmere and Thibet Shawl Goats

among the most important ofrecent Southern enterprises,

and predicting for the fortunate possessors of these valu-

able animals the most gratifying success. We learn that

Dr. Davis lately sold one pair to a Northern Company at

SlOOO, and that the remainder of his pure bred Cashmeres

have lately passed into the hands of a very successful and

competent breeder of domestic animals (Mr. R. Peters) of

our own State.

Swine.—The show ef Swine was not large, but the

samples were mostly of very good quality. The Suffolk,

Grazier and Essex Pigs of Mr. Peters were all fine, as

were also the specimens of other breeds shown by Jon.

M. Miller, Dr. W. E. Dearing, Floyd Thomas, Phincas

Butler, R. G. Butler and others. Col. A. G. Summer also

exhibited a very superior Suffolk Boar of the Morris im-

portation. With the exception of a small cage of fine

young Berkshires, (from Col. Summer) none of this old

and well known variety were on exhibition
;
but for the

satisfaction ofmany who once regarded them with favor,

we may state that there is every prospect of a new “Berk-

shire fever” and that they are now rapidly “coming into

fashion”—a fact, which we confess to regard with much
satisfaction

;
for we have always considered the Berkshire

as too valuable an animal (especially for crossing) to be

thrown wholly aside.

Poultry, Pigeons, Bees, &c.—The display of Poultry,

(good as it has been at the late Fairs of the Society) upon

this occasion far surpassed all previous exhibitions of the

kind in the South : and, so far as regards the large Chinese

and East Indian varieties, w’e feel quite certain that it has

never been equalled in the Union. As conclusive proof

of the hardiness and value of these varieties, we may ob-

serve that of the hundreds of samples presented, at least

four-fifths of the number were of the kinds known as

Brahvia Pootras, Chitla'iovgs, Shanghais and Cochin

Chinas, all of which resernl - each other in size and gener-

al quality, though diflering widely in color and outward

appearance. The competition in these classes was very

close and spirited, and the Judges were not a little puzzled

to make the proper awards
;
but we believe it was gener-

ally conceded that the Brahmas of D. Redmond and

Gjo.W. L. Twiggs, the Chittogongs ofFloyd Thomas, the

Shanghais of Wm. J. Mims, and the Cochin Chinas ofV.
La Taste, were entitled to the first rank in their respec-

tive classes. The largest variety of domesticated barn-

yard and aquatic fowls (12 kinds) was presented by D.
Redmond— fine Wild Turkeys by C. DeLaigle and IMrs.

Ford

—

Hong Kong Geese of superior quality by Col. Sum-
mer, Geo. A. Oates and D. Redmond— Geese by
Col. J. W.^ Watts and D. Redmond

—

Bremen Geese by
Geo. A. Oates and R. H. Gardiner

—

Game Fowls by R.
D. Glover, M. E. Heggie, James H. Carter, D. Redmond,
Col. J. W. Weftts and others

—

Crested Ducks by Geo. A.
Oates

—

Wild Geese a.\\^ Dorking Fowls by Col. A. G.

Summer

—

Top Knot Turkeys by G. A B. Walker and J.

Sistrunk, and many specimens of different grades of merit

by other contributors. Pigeons—a very superior show,
including some 40 fancy varieties, from Master Joseph S.

Dawson, of Chatham co., Ga. Bees—a fine Hive with
honey from V. LaTaste. Rabbits—some beautiful samples

of the Lop-Eared Madagascar Rabbits were shown by R.
Peters and Geo. A. Oates. These attractive little pets are

very easily and cheaply propagated, and deserve a place

in all collections of domestic animals, on account of the

amusement which they afford to the younger branches of

the household, and as an occasional resource for the table.

Of all colors, from pure white to a jet bhxk, they are (as

an experimental study for the breeder of larger animals,)

very highly prized in England and upon the continent of

Europe. They came originally from the Island of Mada-
gascar, and seem to thrive perfectly in the South.

Dairy and Household Uppaetment.—

T

his Department
was well and creditably filled : the principal contributors
being Mrs. Wm. J. Eve, Mtb.T. J. Smith, Mrs. Dr. Mean?,
Mrs. Lenoir and Mrs. A. J. Lane.
Hoeticultceal Department, including Fruits, Fruit

Ti'ees, Hedge Flan s, die.—The season was too far advanced
for a good display of Fruits, yet the fine collection of late-

keeping Apples frnm William H. Thurmond—the
beautiful Oranges (100) of Eev. R. Johnson, and the
luBcions Pears of Eev. B. L. renne, did much to sustain
tl e ii^ter'Bt of this departmer t. Very excellent sampPs of
Catawba Wine were presented by N. Lonsworth, of Ohio
—Scuppernong Wine, from Weller’s (N. C.) Vineyard, by
D. Redmond—GeDava(?) Wine, by Mrs, Flournoy—Black-
berry Wine, by Mrs. Lenoir—native Wine, by P.A. Sum-
mey—Senpperneng Wine, by Mrs. S. Rose, &c., &c. We
noticed, also, samples of the Sidonia (or Chinese) Quince,
and the “ Vejfetable Pear” {Sicyos Edvlis) from

.

T.
M. Turner—ajar of Dried Figs from Mm. Flournoy—Catav -

ba Grapes, from Mr. Chas. AXt—Apples fmm Geo. WsR-
er—dried Apples, from Mrs. Lenoir, &e., &c. Fruit Trees

—Messrs. Thurmond, Ven Burer, Summer & Crammond,
endMons.F. A. Mange, all exhibited fine and valuable

collections . Hedge Plants—samples of Osage Orange plants

were shown by D. Redmond—»1.‘‘0 cuttings of the Osier or
Basket Willow. Mr. Redmond also exhibited 15 choice

varieties of Sirawbor'y plsuto, two varieties of Black-

berry Planbs, and two of Raspberry Plants. Straw-

berry planP, (Hov y’s) in quantity, were also shown
by William Haines. Ercellent collections of Garden
Seeds (67 varielirs) ’vere shown hy A. Pope, and (40
varieties) by Mr?. V. LaTaste. Theverv boa’ tiful Orange
Trees of Messrs . F. A. Marg^, Mrs. V. La Toste, and
Geo. A. Oates, (loaded with golden fruit) were deservedly

admired. Oreen H>use Plants—Messrs. J.W. Bessman
and F. A. Mange were large contributors to this interesting

deparimei t; as wco also Jno. 0. Ca!mich»el, Geo. A .

Oates, Mr.<. Li Tas'e, rnd many others. VtgetalUs—Hugh
Kennedy (Gardener of R. Peters) me de a fine and ex'en dve
dir-p!ay, and many interesting contributions were also sent

in by others whosrj namt'.s we have forpotten.

[Had v.-o time .oDdr;a’e, we would gladly extend our

noie”, I nrerirg v-i’h pleasure over 'h'-. beautiful handiwork
of thelaJies. and the rare fe'cms ofaP, ta'-to and skill, in

their rrio-t attr.active department. The ‘B by Show”—
“Southern Domestic” and “othe’- Manufoctuips”— “SoiuK-
ern Farming Implements, ’ & &c

,
also deserve, at least, a

passing no'ice ;
but our pres- nL I mited room compels to

.close here
;
promising in our next is=u>' a fu'l and complete

list of all the tihrier:- made, n hi- h will convey to our di.stant

'.euder.s something like an adr^ualeidoa of the extent and
interest of the eytnb ti.-n .] ^

{I'^F'For other Editorial items, see page 86.
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ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES, &C.

A SoBSCRiBER, Ridgeway, S. C.—Your communication

was unintentionally overlooked. Awriterin the Boston

Cultivator gives the following as the result of his experi-

ence with Guano

:

“ I have made use of guano for many years, and in

various ways. I put it in the hill for corn, but it did not

fully answer my expectation, therefore, I thought I

would try a new mode. In the spring of the year 1853,

I took 400 pounds of Peruvian Guano and spread it

broadcast on a piece of river meadow land, that has been
cropped every year for probably more than fifty years,

and plowed it in as I shr)uld yard manure, and the re-

sult was wonderful; it paid me at least 100 per cent, on
the cost of guano. There was no other manure what-
ever put on the lot. I next took an old pasture lot as

poor as poverty, and in the last of July, I spread on
about 225 pounds to the acre and plowed it under, and
in the first part of September I sowed my rye and har-

rowed it in, and the result was 60 shocks of rye from

31 acres, which will probably yield as many bushels.

For oats, I use about 250 pounds to the acre, and for

mowing-land about the same sowed on after the grass

^as well started. For turnips, I use 3 pounds to the

square rod, harrowing it in
;
for buckwheat, from 80 to

iOO pounds per acre.’'

W. E. B., Craw'ford, Ala.—We do not consider the

^‘Mexican” at all equal to the genuine Peruvian Guano,
and cannot recommend its use to our readers.

W. F. N., of Hernando, Miss., desires the address of

the manufacture of a portable saw-mill styled the “King
of the Woods.'’ Can any of our readers enlighten him ?

A. N. B., Baton Rouge, La.—You can obtain Mustard
Mills from the Agricultural Warehouse of R. L. Allbk,
New York. For information respecting the manufacture
of Mustard, see Fanmrs Encyclopedia.

W. D. S. Mobile, Ala.—We regret that we cannot, at

present, find space for the rcpublication of the articles

you allude to; but you will find an excellent article on
Grape Growing and Wine Making in our October num-
ber of 1854, page 303.

“A. T. L.’'—The correspondent who contributed an
article to our November number, over the above signa-

ture, will confer a favor by sending his real name and
address to the editors, for the benefit of T. H., of Goshen
Hill, P. 0., Union District, S. 0.

F. L., Providence, Miss.—We really cannot undertake
to rtturn communications sent us for publication. If the

writers attach especial value to them, it would be well

to take copies before sending them. The article to which
our friend refers, has not l>€ea rejected^ but is awaiting
its turn among a mass of similar matter.

G. B. A., Milliken's Bend. La.—We do not know of a
^‘PwOtary Digging Machine” that we dare recommend

;

but have some hopes that Gibbs’ “Rotary Spade” may
prove valuable. As soon as the true merit of this new
invention is ascertained, we will give our readers full in-

formation.

S. M.. near Columbus, Ark.—We can send you bound
volumes j>er postage pciid^ at $1.80.

A. J. S., S.'^ndy P-idge, Ala.—Wood ashes, unleached
or leached, would certainly prove valuable for auch land
as you describe. If you have plenty, you may sow 40 or

50 busiiels to the acre, and plow it well in. We send
you, per mail, the rais.sing numbers. We c.anuot give
any information as to the Alabama agency of Stod-
dard's Shingle mi>.chine. Address T. P. Stovall, of this

city.

J. R. E., Wartrace Depot, Tenn.—The Beveridge
Willow (Osier) is yet very scarce. We were disappoint-

ed in procuring the true variety until the pre.sent fall.

When used a.s fence, the Wiiuds or osiers are bent down
horizontally and “plaitted'’ or interwoven together. It

can thus be made into a live hedge, that will flourish well
on moist soil and be quite ornamental, though, of course,

not very formidable ov protective.

L. S. P. Houston, Texas.—Have handed your inquiries

respecting Stoddard’s Shingle Machine to A. S. k A. D.

Hill, the Agents, in this city.

A. J. B. Whiteville, N. C.—We are unable to furnish

all the back numbers of our paper containing the ar-

ticles of the late Sidney Weller, on Grape Culture and

Wine Halving. We have had several requests to repub-

lish them, and would do so, had we sufficient space.

E. T. D., Jackson, Ala.—The Bermuda Grass may be

propagated by clumps of the roots. Set out in deeply

plowed and highly manured land, during moist weather

in winter or early spring, and it will soon spread and
cover the entire surface.

Rev. W. G. D., Oakland. Ala.—We will endeavor to

procure a supply of the Mulberry you desire, and for-

ward as you direct.

A subscriber wishes to know the price of the fol-

lowing articles :

A Wheat Drill.

A good Horse Power.
Rowe’s Corn and Cob Crusher.
He will see an advertisement of the Crusher in our pre-

sent number, and if dealers in Agricultural Implemeuts
would publish, in Agricultural papers, a priced list or

catalogue of their wares, their profits would be largely

increased, and we would be spared much labor in en-

deavoring to answer inquiries of this sort.

J. Dickenson & Co., Houston, Texas.—We never re-

ceived the money to which you allude. There must be
some mistake in the matter.

Other inquiries, received just as we were going
to press, will be answered in our next.

ACKKOWLEDGMENTS.

We arc under particular obligations to our friends for

many kind favors, the varied character of which may be

gathered from the following :

To the “ Agricultural Manufacturi.ng Company, of

Nashville, Te«n., (through A. W. Pctk^m, Agent) for 1

excellent Subsoil Plow, and one '•'No. 1 Peacock Earning
Plow,''' a particular description of both will be in give*

our next. (Carmichael & Bean, Agents.)

To. James Rowk, Esq., of Bainbridge, Ga., for 3 panels

or sections of his improved moveable Hurdle Fence.

(Robert Butler, Agent, Hjimburg, S. C.)

To W. A. Lsnoib, E«q
,
Lenoirs, East Tenn,, for a sack

of very superior (premium) dried Apples.

To Dr. Georok Battet, of Rome, Ga., for several sack#

of his noted Irish Potatoes for the South. To the same,

also, for samples of th« famous, “ Hunter Oats,” Mam-
moth Pindars, dec.

To R, Pktkrs, Esq., of Atlanta, for a sack, each, of

“Huntsville Barley,” and “Egyptian” or “ "White Winter

Oats.” Also, for a fine assortment of superior Garde*

Vegetables, &c

To J. Van Buren, Esq., of “Gloaming Nursery,” Clarks-

ville, Ga., for specimen trees of 30 varieties of his cele-

brated Southern Seedling Apples. Also, for a rooted vine

of the Muscat Grape, bulbs of the Japan Lilies (^Specio-

sum and Rubrum) dtc., dtc.

To Wm. H. Thurmond, Esq., of “ Downing Hill Nurs-

ery,” Atlanta, Ga
,
for rooted vines of the “ Thumumd

(native) Grape” &c. For a description of this very valu-

able Grape see Southern Cultivator for September, 1853,

page 274. To the same, also, for bearing trees of the

Dwarf Italian or Chinese Peach—an arboretica! curiosity.

To Thoma.s Afel.eck. Esq
,
Washington, Miss., for a

copy of his Plantaiion Record and Account Book, No. 1,*

This excellent work (of which we shall have more to say

hereafter) should be in the hands of every planter who
desires .'u/.'r/eTTi, order owdi good management on his planta-

tion. It will save 20 times its cost in one year (especially

to absentees) and we commend it to the attention of both

owners and overseers. It may be obtained per mail from

Mr. Affleck, or we will supply it to order. (See ad-

vertisement of Mr, A
,
for terms.)
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To Luther Tucker, Esq., Editor of “ The Cultivator,”

Albany, N, Y., for a copy of thelllustrated Annual Regis-

ter of Rural Affairs and Cultivator Almanac for 1855”—

a

veiy neat and useful little volume of 144 pages, and over

100 engravings. It - abounds in practical information for

the Farmer, the Stock Raiser, the Fruit Grower, the

Housewife, the Nui’seryman, the Rural Architect, the

Florist, &c., &c., all of whom should possess it. R-ice,

in paper, 25 cents—bound, 50 cents—sent, pre-paid. per

mail. Address Luther Tucker, Albany, New York.

To J.4.MES 0. Adams, Esq., Secretary of the “ New
Hampshire State Agricultural Society, for a copy of the

Transactions of said Society for the year 1853—a very

able and instructive volume of 400 pages, printed in su-

perior style, and copiously illustrated.

To Robert Nelson, Esq., of “Troup Hill Nursery,”

Macon, Ga., for half a dozen trees of “Baldwin’s Late ”

Peach—a splendid freestone variety, ripening about the

20th of October. This Peach originated with, or was first

introduced by that very zealous and intelligent horticul-

turist, Dr. Wm. 0. Baldwin, of Montgomery, Ala. Dr.

B. has exhibited fine and perfect specimens of this fruit

at our Fairs as late as the 23d of October, and we have no

hesitation in pronouncing it the very best late Peach that

we have any knowledge of. We understand that Mr.

Nelson is devoting especial attention to the Peach and ex-

pects soon to be able to supply a list of varieties ripening

from the middle of June to the first of November.

To Lewis G. Morris, Esq., of West Fordham, N. Y.,

for a plaster cast of his prize South Down Ram—a very

faithful and artistic model of a perfect specimen of this

well known breed—(for engravings and descriptions of

South Down Sheep, see present number.)

To Summer & Crammond, “Pomaria Nurseries,” Als-

ton, S. C., (through Col. A. G. Summer) for a bundle of

choice Apple trees, mostly Southern varieties, of their

own raising. It will be noticed that these gentlemen were
successful competitors at our late Fair for one of the prizes

in this class.

To Dr. J. B. Carleton, Athens, Ga., for a pair of choice

white Musk Ducks.

To Dr. Jab. Camak, Athens, for fruit of the Sicyos

EduUs, an edible vegetable, known in some sections as the

Mango or Vegetable Pear.

Many favors similar to the above—unacknowledged,

but not forgotten—might be added to this list; but we
think we have published enough of the “good deeds” of

our friends to prove that there are roses as well as thorns

in editorial life. That the former may plentifully strew

the paths of all our kind subscribers and readers, during

the year which is just about dawning upon us, and that the

glorious cause of Southern Improvement may receive from

us all a vigorous impulse and steady support, is our ear-

«est wish and prayer.

LOHGWORTH’S AMERICAN WINES.

N. Longworth, Esq., of Cincinnati, the great pioneer

in American Wine making, very kindly sent a sample of

the product of his vineyards to our late Fair. The follow-

ing brief note accompanied the Wine. It was addressed

to the Secretary of the Society, and will be read with in-

terest :

Cincinnati, Ohio, October 4, 1854.

Dear Sir—Fifty-three years since, I was a resident at

Savannah, and old recollections lead rnc to send you some
Sparkling Wine, from native Grapes, and request that

you will appoint a committee of Champaign Wine drink-

ers, and let them test its quality with the best champaign

wine of France.

Wine, (the pure juice of the grape), I believe, will do

more for the cause of Temperance, than all tlie Temper-

ance Laws passed can accomplish. I, this spring, put up
150,000 bottles ofSparkling Wine, and am now building

two more wine houses and cellars. I also have Still Ca-

tawba Wine, resembling Hock, the pure juice of the grape,

and Sweet Wine, to which some of the best loaf sugar is

added as it comes from the press. Yours truly,

N. Longworth.
•—«—»

SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Executive Committee of the Society will meet in

Atlanta, on Tuesday, Jan. 16, 1855, for the purpose of
arranging the Premium List for the present year, deter-

mining the location of the next Fair, and transacting such

other business as may come before them. We will en-

deavor to give the result of their deliberations in our next

(February) number. The following gentlemen constitute

the Board for 1855 :

executive committee.

President—Hon. Trios. Stocks, Greensboro’, Ga,

Vice Presidents—Hon. M. A. Cooper, Etowah, Cass
CO,, Ga.; Col. P. M. Nightingale, Albany, Ga,

Col. J. M. Davidson, Woodville, Georgia.

Wm. J. Eve, Esq., of Augusta, “

B. A. SoRSBY, Escjj, Columbus, “

Col J. S. Thomas, Milledgville, “

Col, Aug. S, Jones, Savannah, “

Maj J. S. Rowland, Cartersville, “

Dr. Jno. S. Linton, Athens, “

Richard Peters, Esq., Atlanta,

Benj. E. Stiles, Esq., Savannah, “

Wm. M. D’Antignac. Esq.. Treasurer, Augusta, Ga.

Dr. Jas, Camak, Secretary, Athens, Ga,

Papers friendly to the cause, throughout this and

the adjoining States, please copy.

AN APPRECIATIVE SUBSCRIBER.

Messrs. Editors—I write to inform yon that the Culti-

vator has been rather irregular in its visits this year, not-

withstanding it has always found a welcome in my house.

The January, May and October numbers have never come
to hand

;
and, as you have been kind enough to send

missing numbers to many of your subscribers, I feel en-

couraged te ask that favor for myself, for there is no paper

that I esteem above the CuUivaio-r. I never get a number

but I feel that I have received the worth of one dollar. So,

you see, I have lost three dollars worth of your paper

!

If I did not value your paper so much I would not

trouble your at this late day. I have been rending the

Cultivator 3 years, and have every number that I have

ever received, and would not part with them for SI per

number, if the back numbers could not be had. So you

will perceive that I am in for years to come, if life lasts

that long.

I intend to try to double my subscription for the year

to come by getting at least one new subscriber. How
many will double next year 1 Cannot o.U do so ? If the

paper is only shown to our friends, it will speak for itself.

Yours, respectfully, A. J. S.

Lowndes Co., Ala., 1854.

Remark.—We need scarcely remark that it always af-

fords us pleasure to send missing numbers of the Culti-

vator to our subscribers, when we have such numbers on

hand
;
which, however, is not always the case. A. J. S.

has our thanks for his good wishes, and w'e trust many
more ofour subscribers will emulate his example in add-

ing each one more to our list.

—

Eds.

Pltblig Documents.— Hon. Alex. H. Stephens will ac-

cept our thanks for various public documents ofvalue and

interest.
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Initiciiltttial lijiaitment.

WOEK FOR THE MONTE.

[January, (Latin, Januarvus) was so called by the Ro-

anans from, Janus, one of their superior deities, to whom
the first day of the year was sacred. It corresponds to

Sebat, (Zech. i. 7,) the fifth dvil and eleventh sacred

month of the Jews, The Anglo-Saxons called it Aftera-

Geola, that is, After-Christmas.']

THE PLANTATION.
Push yoxxt plowing vigorously, whenever the ground is

not too wet—turn under all vegetable matter, that it may
•decompose, and yield nutriment to the coming crops of

Cor7i and Colton. Plovo deep, and if you have no regular

subsoil plow, let your turning-plow be followed in the

•same furrow, by a bull tongue, or broad coulter, di’awn

by a stout team. This will loosen up the subsoil, and

bring into cultivation a portion of your land, which here-

tofore has been of no use to you. The old system of sur-

face scratching, to the depth of three or four inches, must

be abandoned. No planter in the South should pretend

to plant a crop of Corn or Cotton in less than 10 inches of

mellow and well-manured soil. Try deep plowing one

year, and you will need no urging hereafter,

A/h?iure should now be hauled out, distributed over the

ground, and plowed deeply under. Scatter it evenly, so

that all the plants may be fed.

Spread all trash, weeds, corn and cotton stalks, &c,and
turn them under with the plow. Haul leaf-mould from

j

the hollows of the woods, and compost it with barn yard

manure, lime and ashes, before you spread'it on your fields.

Fill up gullies with logs, brush, &c., and run ditches

horizontally along your hill sides, to prevent washing.

Deep plowing will also be found of great benenefit on hill

sides subject to wash.

Repair old buildings—erect new ones—look over and
repair your farm implements—take good care of your

stock, and keep all work animals in good condition for

the hard labor they will have to accomplish the coming
sesson.

Commence your farm operations this year, with the de-

termination to make lai’ger crops than heretofore— to prac-

tice a more thorough system of plantation and domestic

•economy— to avail yourselves of all the lights of agricul-

tural science—to improve your old worn-out fields— to

keep out of debt—and by your earnest and persevering ef-

forts to elevate the vocation of the Farmer to its rightful

position at the head of all other professions.

TEE GARDEN.
Sow early varieties of English Peas during the first

fortnight iiv January, and continue to sow a succession

•every week during the spring and early summer. Hoe
and earth them up in dry, warm weather, and set a row
of sticks to support the vines as soon as they require it.

Ccdjhage, hettuce, Radishes, Sahafy, Spina^e, Parsnips^

Beets

j

&c.,may now be sown on ground properly prepared

dhoosc a warm exposure—spade, manure and pulverize

your beds well, and do not plant your seed too deep.

Irish Polatocs may now be planted for an early crop.

Plant the sets 8 or 10 inches apart, on coarse litter, long

manure or straw, in the bottoms of deep trenches, three

feet apart. Put a handful of manure on each set, and cover

it with five or six inches of earth. Haul the earth well

about the stems as they advance in growth, but do not

eorer the tops wiih dirt.

Prepare ail your garden implements for use, this month
;

and get your groundspaded or plowed thoroughly, turn-

ing deeply under all the manure or vegetable matter tkat

you can obtain.

Hot Beds should be prepared the latter part of this

month, in order that you may have a good supply of Cu-

cumbers, Cabbage, Tomato, and other plants for spring

operations.

THE ORCITAED.

Plant out all the finest varieties of Apples, Pears, Peach-

es, Plums, Apricots, Nectarines, Quivccs, Pomegranates,

Figs, Grapes, &c., giving the preference in all cases, to

trees and vines propagated on Southern raised stocks.

Graft choice varieties of the Plums and Apricots, into

strong, healthy roots of the wild Chickasaw Plum. Pro-

pagate the Quince, the Pomegranate and the Fig largely

by cuttings, planted in deep, moist soil and mulched.

Graft choice varieties of the Pear 'into roots of the Angers

Quince for dwarfs. The Pear and the Apple will grow

from cutlmgs, but not very freely—try them, however,

using scions from choice varieties, See directions

for planting trees in present number.

Orchards that have been allowed to grow up in grass

and broomsedge during the Fall and Winter, should be

cross-plowed between the rows, leaving a space as far as

the branches extend to be stirred up with the grubbing

hoe. Be careful not to injure the roots by this working

—dig in some well -rotted manure, (muck, lime and ashes)

—cut away all suckers, and leave a space around the tr-ee

open and mellow. As soon as warm weather approaches,

this space must be mulched with saw-dust, pine-straw,

forest leaves, long manure, or any substance that will re-

tain moisture.

PACKING TREES FOR TRANSPORTATION.

Trees over three or four feet in height, should be made
into bundles for transportation. Small plants go best in

boxes, unless with large trees in the same bundle. Swamp
or pond moss is the material in which to pack the roots.

It holds moisture a long time, and is not liable to heat like

other vegetable matter. When for a distant destination or

subject to detention by the way, it is best to “puddle” the

roots of trees previous to packing
;
that is, dip them in a

thin mortar of clean sand and clay: and let it harden a

litile before packing
;
or what is better, dry the surface

by sifting over fine dry sand or soil, stored up for the pur-

pose. Rye straw is the best covering for the stems, and
to serve as a second envelope for the moss covered roots

—

the whole to be firmly bound with cords, (with a half-

hitch at each turn) or what is deemed preferable—good

of hickory— osier or native willow—or species of

cornus, very abundant in moist woods, and on stream

borders. For a fini.sh, envelope the bulb of roots (and

when thought best, the whole bundle,) in Russia matting,

or any broad sacking fabric, and with a curved needle and
stout twine, secure it in nlace

;
and then, rest assured that

your bundle will bear any reasonable amount of rough

handling
;
and if neither exposed to rain or frost will keep

a month and more in good condition .—Prairie Farmer.

THE CONCORD GRAPE.

At a meeting of the Concord Farmers’ Club, Oct. 5th,

the following gentlemen were appointed a Committee, to

examine and test the Concord Grape and make report to

the Club. Joseph Reynolds, W. W. Wheiklon, S. G.

Wheeler, Wm. D. .Brown, James P. Brown. The Com-
mittee made the report which I now send you.

The Committee upon the Concord Gape report that

they have attended to the agreeable duty assigned to them,

and that in their opinion the Concord grape possesses, in

a high degree, the e.ssential properties of a perfect grape,

beauty of form and color, richness of fragrance and flavor,

and abundant juiciness. Its skin is thin and remarkably
free from astringenc.y. The vine is a free grower, an
abundant bearer, and very hardy in its habits, and what
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renders it peculiarly valuable, in our Mew England climate,

is the fact that it ripens two or three weeks earlier than

any other good variety with which they are acquainted.

They congratulate Mr. Bull, the producer of this seedling

grape, upon the success which has resulted from his

patience, perseverance and skill, and they congi'atulate

the horticulturists of the country upon the addition of so

fine a variety to our native grapes. Your Committee have

partaken ofmore than one bottle of wine made from this

grape, but they assure the members of the Club that they

do not speak under the influence of wine when they say

that they know of no other grape in this country, as well

adapted to the production of wine, as the Concord grape.

In behalf of the Committee,

Joseph Reynolds, Chairman.

England Farmer.

The following very able series articles, from the

pen of Dr. Jenkins, of Mississippi, were originally pub-

lished in the Natchez Courier. They abound in valuable

information, and should be carefully perused by all fruit-

growers, horticulrurists, and land-owners in the South ;

FEUIT CULTURE IN THE SOUTH.

No. 1.

Messrs. Editors—Preliminary to some views I will

give upon the subject of fruit culture in the South, in a

subsequent number, I desire in the present communication

to call your attention to the entire range of horticulture,

and the bearing the subject presents to the Southern land-

holder as a source of wealth.

In times past, the products of the garden, but more es-

pecially of the orchard, received only a partial attention,

or were entirely neglected among us; but at the present

day, no one who reads the Southern periodicals devoted to

horticulture can have failed to perceive that this depart-

ment of our industrial resourcs has received a vast impulse

and that the opinion so generally entertained that the horti-

cultural productions of temperate latitudes could not be suc-

cessfully grown in the planting States, is entirely falaci-

ous.

The rapidity and facility of carriage by railroads converg-

ing to the sea-board ports of South Carolina and Georgia,

in connection with their weekly or semi- weekly lines of

steamships to the North, has enabled the planters of the

interior to supply the markets of the great Northern cities

with the smaller fruits and vegetables, before the frost and

snow have disappeared from the earth at the North. Tons
of early peas, of corn in roasting ears, of Irish potatoes, of

okra, of beans, and other table luxuries, are now annu.ally

raised for export to Northern consumers, and yield a

larger profit to the Southern grower than any crop he can

cultivate. Nor has the enterprise of the people of those

two States been confined to a single department of horti-

culture as a source of wealth. Flourishing nurseries have

been established : vast orchards of fruit trees have been

planted; varieties of fruit originated, better suited to tiie

climate than exortic sorts
;
and the test been fully made

that they can supply Northern markets with delicious

varieties of the apple and the pear, fully two months ear-

lier than similar fruits mature at the North.

Our own State not having as yet the facilities of access

to market enjoyed by our brethren on the Atlantic sea-

board jan hardly be expected to rival them in extent ofj

production
;
nevertheless our exports already are by n®

j

means inconsiderable. I have been unable to ascertain !

the value of our peach crop and garden produce sent to

the New Orleans market, but T have good authority for i

saying that one of our orchardists upon the low lands of
j

the river has this year realized from the sales of his fruit
\

in the New Orleans market fully eight hundred dollars to
j

the acre. When the great lines of railroad now under
contract are completed through the interior of our State, a

portion of the lands and the laborers upon its borders can
be most profitably diverted from the culture of cotton to

the products of the garden and the orchard, and the sup-
ply of both Southern and Northern markets will add great-

ly to the wealth of our State.

That we enjoy a soil and a climate adqiirably adapted to

the successful culture of the best marketable fruits, cannot
be doubted. A skillful and enterprising planter of War-
ren county has proved that the pear can be grown in his

locality, and yield on immense profit to the acre. Having
been favored with the perusal of a letter addressed by Col.

Hebron to one of my neigbors, I am enabled to state that

his present year’s crop has yielded him a profit of six hun-
dred dollars per acre, and when all his trees now planted

(about 10,000) come into bearing, I cannot doubt but his

sales will reach, if they do not exceed, S‘50,000 per annum.
I can also state that his trees are planted in the midst of

his cotton, (thus securing them a thorough cultivation,)

and that when at mature age, the loss to his cotton crop

from their shade, and the land they occupy, is about one-

half. Supposing, then, his entire cotton fields planted

with fruit trees, he raises still half a crop of cotton, and has

the large profit of SbOO per acre besides from bis fruit.

This profit will not appear surprising, when we take into

considerstion the fine quality of his fruit its rarity, and
consequently its high price at Southern markets.

Even at the North, where there is keen competition, the

profits of fruit growing have been larger than that of any
other crop. I see from the reports of the New York State

Agricultural Society, that the sales of the farmers in this

department have been generally as high as Si 00 per acre.

The famous Pelham orchard of Newtown pippin apples,

upon the Hudson river, so skillfully cultivated by suitable

rotation of manures as to be kept in bearing every year,

has yielded annually several hundred dollars to the acre

;

and although Mr. Pell has had numerous competitors, still

the price of his apples rose steadily in the London mar-
ket from nine to over twenty dollars per barrel. His gross

sales from 2000 bearing trees, by recent report, amounts

340,000 per annum. I could refer to many other orchard-

ists at the North, whose profits have been as large, but

deem it unnecessary. These results show how valuable

a return from the land the orchard is capable of producing

when science is called into requisition in the culture of

the trees, and when painstaking is hud in gathering and
shipping the fruit. It also shows how readily the planter

in the South (in many localities) may be able to add other

sources to his income in addition to his cotton crop. The
Northern farmer puts one part of his land in grass, anoth-

er part in oats, another in wheat, corn, potatoes, Oc.c.,and

these crops maturing in succession, guard him against the

heavy loss he might otherwise incur from disease, insects

or drouth, incase he confined him.self to the culture of a

single staple.

I will now refer to some statistics of importance in con-

nection with this subject ;

Ihe late Mr. Downing, in the second volume of the

H'lrticnllv.ri.^t, estimates from data furnisiied in the patent

office reports of Mr. Burke, that the value of the horticul-

tural products of the entire Union amounts to over S450,-

000,000. That its products are more than half as great as

those strictly agricultural ; almost as large as the whoie

inanuflicturing products of the country; and half as large

as the manufacturing and all other interests, excepting the

agricultural, coisbined.

In connection with the industrial resources of our coun-

try, so vast a source of wealth is just cause for national

pride—our products from the garden, the orchard and the

nursery far exceeding in value those of any other country.

France alone approximates near to rivalshijj with us. 1
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find in the Revue Hortieole, of Paris, that the yield of her

horticulture for 1846 (not including the vine) is estimated

at $120,000,000, and giving employment to two and a half

millions of laborers
;
and that the vine culture yields a

product annually worth $100,000,000, and gives employ-

ment to 5,000,000 of her population.

In an age so utilitarian as oui’s, the foregoing view of

the subject may invest it with stronger claims to atten-

tion than-any other. It strikes me, however, that there

are other and important considerations, especially worthy
of notice among the people of the South. As you well

know, the South has for years been throwing from ten to

twenty millions of dollars annually into the lap of the

North, in the excursions of her people for travel and plea-

sure during the summer months. Suppose one-half or a

third only of these millions had been annually devoted to

the advancement of rural architecture, to the embellish-

ment of our grounds in landscape gardening, to the culti-

vation of the choicest fruits and flowers among us
;
and

who can doubt but the Southerner would find his home
invested with more than oriental beauty, and opening a

source of enjoyment presenting far higher attractions

than the unsubstantial pleasures of the Northern tour I

In a country where lands are so cheap as in the South,

there is no one but who by thrift and industry may soon

become a landholder, and there is no occupation in rural

life whose agencies are greater in developing social,

moral, and intellectual refinement in a community, than

devotion to horticulture in all its departments. Its pursuit

adds elegance to comfort, and throws a new and magic
charm over country enjoyment, by refining its occupa-

tions into grace, and softening its aspect into beauty.

In the earliest history of our race, we read that the patri-

arch had attained the summit of earthly happiness, when
he could sit under the shadow of his own vine and fig

trees
;
and no higher, or sublimer tribute to the beautiful

was ever penned, than when the sacred writer exclaims,
“ Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow

;
they

toil not, neither do they spin
;
and yet even Solomon, in

all his glory, was not arrayed like one of these.”

No. 2.

In my last article, I called your attention to the open
field the pursuit of horticulture presents to the people of

tlie planting States, as a source of wealth, and also the well

ascertained fact, that the value of the horticultural pro-

ducts of our country amounts annually to over $400,000,-

000. This immense production, however, is confined

chiefly to the Northern, Middle and Western States. By
the census reports of 1850, I find that the value of the pro-

ducts of the orchard, (not including the garden,) of the

small State of Massachusetts, amounts to nearly as much
as the entire products of ooth gardens and orchards, in the

vast area covered by the planting States ofSouth Carolma,
Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas. If,

as I contend is the case, both the soil and the climate of

the planting States is better adapted to producing a larger

yield to the acre of these products than that of Massachu-
setts, why, you will ask, this general neglect in the South
of so important a branch of our industry I The answer,
it strikes me, is plain, and easy of solution; and it is, that

the South, until very recently, has been entirely dependent
upon the Northern nurserymen for their seeds and their

fruit trees. This is a matter of grave consideration with
us. I do not doubt but the planting States in the last 30
years have purchased from European and Northern nurs-

erymen to the extent of many millions of dollars
;
and the

almost universal failure in the growth, and indifferent

quality of the fruit from imported trees, has given rise to

the belief so prevalent, that the soil and climate of the

South was unsuited to the production and maturity of the

popular fruits.

I grant that the Peach may be transplanted from the

North to the South, and do well, and in some instances the

Apple, and that under a favorable combination of circum-

stances, such as the early lifting of the trees at the North

in the fall, short voyages out, and a propitious season for

transplanting, that even the Pear may have succeeded in

some hands
;
but where one has met with success, thou-

sands have made failures, and have erroniously deemed
the climate or soil of the South in fault.

I cannot better illustrate this point than by giving my
own experience. Some 15 years ago, I imported from

England 100 trees of the Pear dwarfed upon the Quince;

at that time a great novelty, and not to be procured from

Northern nurseries. The trees opened sound and healthy;

were carefully planted out, and as carefully mulched and
cultivated. Most of them, however, died the first summer

;

some few for years made feeble attempts at growth, and at

this day but two trees out of the whole shipment are liv-

ing, and these have never yet borne fruit; -while buds I

inserted from these trees into home-grown stocks, have
made trees of luxuriant growth, and borne fruit worthy
the gardens of the Hesperides.

Again—I imported from different Northern nurseries in

all about 1,000 trees
;
and finding in the first shipments

put up with matting in bundles, that rats had barked the

roots of most of them, I ordered subsequent shipments put
up in tight boxes; paid 50 cents per foot for freight by
steamers, but again met with loss and disappointment

;

for although the trees opened sound, and healthy-looking

externally, the black streak in the pith when the wood
was cut foretold too plainly their fate when planted.

Nearly all died, as they had undergone a heating or sweat-

ing process on the voyage through the Gulf, and out of

my whole importation, not one-third of the trees are now
living

;
and such even as have lived, have neither grown

so vigorously, nor borne specimens of fruit so large and
healthy, as I have raised from their scions grafted into

native seedlings. Pa- contra—wishing to procure some
Eutopean varieties of the Pear and the Apple of great

rarity, and knowing that Mr. Affleck, of this county, had
imported the genuine sorts from the famous English nur-

sery of “Rivers,” and propagated them upon native stocks,

I ordered fiom his nurseries 200 trees of the Pear, and 100

of the Apple, and out of this order I lost but a single tree

;

all grew off luxuriantly, and many of them have borne

fruit which may be equalled, but not excelled, in any
region of our country. In looking over the patent office

reports for the answers to the enquiries upon the subject

of fruit growing in the South, I find complaints of North-

ern trees noted in every volume.

Mr. Van Buren, of Georgia, states as follows:—“South-

ern raised trees succeed much better, come into bearing

sooner, and are more durable than those imported from

Northern nurseries.”

Mr. Morton, of Virginia, says:—“Northern trees, how-
ever fine tkeir fruit in their appropriate climate, seldom

yield good fruit here. I have 12 or 13 acres in fruit trees,

and while I do not believe I have lost one native tree by
the weather, several of Northern origin die annually

—

most of them die from the freezing of the sap, bursting

the bark from the wood, which happens in hard weather
after one of the warm spells in winter.”

Mr. Whitfield, of Hancock county, in our State, asserts

that $30,000 have been thrown away in that county in

the importation of fruit trees from the North. This view
of the subject is corroborated by Mr. Chisholm, of South

Carolina, and Mr. Harwell, of Alabama, and indeed by all

the horticulturists of any eminence in the Southern States,

whose opinions have been made public.

If it is so plain, then, that the want of succcess in the

South in fruit culture has been mainly owing to our de-

pendence on Northern nurseries, it is no less plain that
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the remedy will be the establishment and support of nur-

series in the South. The States of Georgia and Alabama
have several flourishing nurseries, and the public spirit of

such men as Mr. Affleck, and Col. Hebron, and Mr. Lam-
bert, and no doubt others unknown to me, has given to

our State a large supply of home grown trees
;
and al-

though these gentlemen may not reap the profits they de-

serve, still they will enjoy the grateful satisfaction of

knowing that they have been public benefactors.

In this connection, allow me to make a few remarks

upon the subject of acclimating fmiits in the SmUh. It is

well known that all our popular fruits originated in cli-

mates as warm as our own. The Peach, the Apricot, the

Cherry, the Pear, and the Apple, are all of them natives of

warm regions in Asia and Europe. It was the skill and

cultivation of the ancient Greek and Roman that first

subdued the harsh and sour crab into the mellow, crisp

and breaking apple
;
the bitter and austere mazzard into

the fleshy, luscious and nectared cherry. The Romans,
in their burning climate, two thousand years ago, success-

fully cultivated no less than thirty-six varieties of the

pear, twenty-two varieties of the apple, and eight kinds of

the cherry. Upon the overthrow of the Roman Empire,

and the advance of civilization into more temperate lati-

tudes, these fruits were gradually introduced, and in time

acclimated to colder regions.

In the animal kingdom, we find that when man or the

domestic animals are transported from a cold to a tropical

latitude, exercise is attended with extreme fatigue, and the

important functions of the body deranged
;
and it is not

until they undergo a period of seasoning, or acclimation,

as it is called, that they can brave the climate with im-

punity, or exert the prolonged strength of the native.

And so in the vegetable kingdom
;
a tree grown in the

cold regions of the North, with its dense woody fibre, and

contracted sap vessels, when transported and exposed to

our burning sun, is unable, from the texture of its wood
and circulatory system, to radiate through the leaves, and
effect through them those changes in the sap necssary to

the deposit of woody fibre.

Ifa section is taken from one of our forest trees, say the

sassafras or the locust, the annular rings will be found to

be twice the width, and the caliber of the sap doubly as

large, os in the same species sf the tree grown in a cold

climate. However, then, the philosophic may speculate

as to the cause, the fact is undeniable, that a tree grown
from the seed of an exotic fruit, or a bud from such tree

inserted into a native grown stock, will grow off more
luxuriantly, and bear fruit of a healthier character, than

any Northern tree transported to our climate. In support

of these views, I have noticed that the few varieties of the

pear and the apple which were introduced into this county

by the early Spanish colonists, and first grown from seed

and continued by repeated grafting in native stocks, arc

remarkable for the healthy and vigorous growth of their

wood; the exemption of their fruit from rot, and its hold-

ing on to the tree to full maturity, whicli is rarely the case

in trees not fully acclimated.

The late Mr. Downing, in a private correspondence

with the writer about ten years ago, upon the subject of

acclimation, and after learning the character of our cli-

mate and the mineral constituents of our soil, predicted

that our planting States would in time originate new vari-

eties of fruit rivaling those of temperate latitudes, and that

even exotic sorts would be found to improve by grafting

or budding the same variety tlirough successive genera-

tions upon native stocks. In confirmation of his opinion

the horticulturists of Georgia have described and brought
|

to light about twenty native varieties of the apple, many
of which have baen classed as “best ’ by the fruit conven-

tions at the South. In our State, I have learned of sever-

al excellent varieties of fruit cultivated in perfection fifty

years ago, but which, from change in ownership of pro-

perty, have died out, and been lost from want of attention

to propagating them
;
and in our own county, I have dis-

covered an early pear, ripening in May, of the highest

excellence, and no doubt a native seedling fruit.

Fearing I may be occupying too large a space in your

columns, I will defer to another number a notice of such

varieties of fruit as have succeeded best in my locality,

together with some practical remarks upon their culture.

Rcsticus.

[To be concluded.']

FRUITS AND THEIR CULTURE, NORTH AND SOUTH.

In allusion to the difference of opinion between Mr.

V.4N Buren (see Southern Cultivator August 1854, page

257,) and the senior editor, (May number, 1854, page

144,) as to the respective merits of Southern and Northern

fruits, a very competent and experienced correspondent

at Newburgh, N. Y., writes us as follow’S :

Messrs. Editors—I am much obliged for the number
of the Cultivator containing the account of Southern ap-

ples, &c. Dr. Lee and Mr. Vak Buren are both right

and both wrong in some point-s. New York State, as a

whole, nO doubt, can beat Georgia for apples in quantity

(per acre) in quality, and long keeping, (that is the same
kinds.) Apples grown in th-e Northern part of our Stata

keep much longer than those grown in the Southern parL

I can easily believe that peaches and melons are much bet-

ter with you than here, because they require the hot sun

to sweeten them; and it U possible that early Soulhera

apples may be
;
but I cannot think winter apples are, be-

eause with youthe sun ic too hot, and they ripen rather pre-

maturely. If they could continue to grow with you until

frost begins to appear, they might equal ours. As to w' hat

Mr. Johnson says about his eating apples in Philadelphia

and New York markets, it is no test at all. Occasionally,

you will find good fruit there, but net os a general thing.

He says our “Baldwin, Spitzenberg, &;c.,’’ cio not equal

their “Hall ;” but had he found the “Hall” in New York
market, grown in the same orchard with the “ Baldwin,

Spitzenberg, &c.,” he probably might not have known it.

I have my doubts if the “Hall” will do much here, or any
of the Southern apples, except a very few kinds

;
the

summer varieties' may
;

I have many of them on trial, and

will report, if my life is spared.

I can readily believe that your native apples, (that is,

seedlings grovrn in your section,

]

will be better with yoa

than our native varieties; and I think, ae a general rule,

that all kinds of fruits are better in the neighborhood, tvkere

they originated than elsewhere. There is a few exceptions

to this. I do not think the world can produce such ap-

ples as Our Newton Pippins, grown in New York Suite,

and yet I am told you cannot grow them South. Sweet

potatoes grow and produce well here, but they l ave not

the flavor of those grown South, and your Irish potatoes

cannot equal ours.

You make mention of the New Rochelle Blackberry. I

went to Mr. La-wton's on purpose to see the fruir, and I

can truly say I never saw blacklierries before. The fiuit

is large and sweet, and the crop enormous. C. D.

Vine Growing IN Alabama.— \V. D. Stone, Esq, of

Mobile, writes us that he has now “ iqiwards of 20 acres

o.** the Scuppernong Grape, and expects to have as many

more acres set in January and February,” We rejoice in

this evidence of the enterprise and taste of IMr. S., and

hope many of our readers will be induced to follow his

example.
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SOUTHERN SEEDLING APPLES— No. 6.

“ MANGUM" APPLE.
Said to be a native of Jackson county, Ga., and exhibited by Wm. H, Thurmond, Esq., of Atlanta, at the State

Fair of 1852. An excellent Apple, of medium size, and keeps well till March. Tree very prolific, and certain of a
<^fop. J. Van Buren.

Clarksville, Ga.

THE TEXAS OAT GEASS, ALIAS THE RESCUE.

Messrs. Editors:—As the origin of the so-called Res-
cue Grass is fully established by irrefragible testimony as
the Texas Oat Grass, we shall so consider it in the re-

marks which we are now about to submit.
When the advantage claimed for this grass over all

others as a winter pasture for stock was first urged upon
the attention of the public, we felt inclined, from the evi-

dence of things not seen, and in the absence of any re-

ported experiment, to test, at some future day, its relative

value with rye or barley, as green food. Accordingly, we
planted in drills, the 20th September past, on a well pre-
pared piece of ground, several short rows of the Texas
Oat, and alongside a few of rye, with the view of cutting
and feeding it to our milch cows, horses, &c., as had been
our custom.

On the iSth inst., the rye having attained to the height
of 6 to 8 inches, we proceeded to cut it, and obtained from
one row 15 lbs. The Texas Oat could not be cut, (a
sickle being used,) being only about three inches high

;

each germ or stem standing solitary and alone, with no
appearance of tillering out, In the meantime, one of our

horses had intruded upon the plat three or four hours at

two different times, and had cropped the rye quite low in

places, without seeming to observe that the oat grass was
there. !

It has usually been our practice to get three cuttings of

rye thus sov/n, during the winter and spring. But it still

remains to be seen which will yield the greatest amount
ofgreen food, and the product in hay, after the grasses are

left to seed.

As we propose a series of reports, we will reserve fur-

ther remarks for your February number.

Algernon.
December \9th, 1854.

Remarkable.—Messrs. Wells & Sturgeon of the Emi-
grant Ferry, have sent to this office a couple of hen’s eggs

I

about half the ordinary size, with the accompanying
note

:

“ On the first of May we bought six hens, and on the

second of July, our first chickens came from the shell
;
and

at this present date we have five eggs laid by the July

brood—their age being just two months and nine days

old .”—Shasta {Cal.) Courier.
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TEANSPLANTING FRinT TREES, ROSES, SHRUBS
AND EVERGREENS.

Messrs. Summer & Crammond, of the Pomaria (S. C.)

Nurseries, furnish the following excellent practical hints

and directions on this important subject. We quote from

the Columbia Scmth Carolinian of a recent date:

A tree should never be taken up whilst it will visibly

shrink upon removal. We have no criterion in the drop-

ping of the leaves of the forest trees, as the origin of forest

trees is so various, that many kinds require a certain de-

gree of cold to stop their growth. Young nursery trees,

too, being well cultivated, hold their leaves longer and

grow more luxuriantly than fruit- bearing trees in orch-

ards—so the proper time to transplant is, whenever the

juices of the tree become inactive. A dry summer, with

an extreme degree of heat, followed by a delightful and

seasonable autumn, prolonged into the heart of winter,

has, with us, added a third more wood of late growth to

trees, and has, at the same time, delayed the season for

transplanting.

In ISouth Carolina, we find no difficulty in transplanting

trees and shrubbery from November 25 to as late in the

spring as we can retard the leaves. Trees should never

be touched when the soil is frozen. The milder and drier

the weather in winter, the better the success will be had.

We dig our holes, after plowing the land, as deep as we
can

;
twelve inches deep, and at least five feet in diam-

eter. We half fill these holes with good, rich vegetable

compost, broken bones, &c., and then place the tree in its

proper position, the earth in the hole being a little more

elevated immediately under the trunk. We then place

the roots so that they are arranged in every part of the

hole, when it is filled up carefully with a similar compost.

The tree should not be planted more than one inch deeper

than it stood in the nursery. When the hole is about three

parts filled, we pour gently around the stem about five

gallons of water, after which the operation is finished by

completely filhng it up, and making a slight mound around

the trunk. We never pack in the earth around a tree, as

the watering will consolidate it sufficiently around the

roots to make it grow. This watering will be all the tree

will require, if it be properly mulched with leaves, straw,

saw-dust, or old tan-bark. If trees have been long out of

the ground, the roots should be well soaked six hours be-

fore planting, and we have frequently revived such as

were to all appearance dead, by burying them entirely in

the earth for ten days, after having restored vitality to

the bark by soaking them in water. The trunks of all

newly transplanted trees should be protected from the sun.

A bunch of broom sedge, so common everywhere in the

South, if properly tied around them, is the very best

means of doing so. We head in all trees severely, no

matter how fine the roots may be. Bearing trees should

be prepared for removal one year previously, by cutting

in both their heads and roots
;
but, at best, the removal of

large trees in the South is hazardous and unprofitable.

Stakes to trees are useless. When a tree will not stand

erect, it should be manured and cut in, till it acquires suf-

ficient vigor to stand alone. We would as soon think of

tying a baby to a stake to make it stand, as a tree. The

knife and food is all a tree requires to keep it erect and

vigorous. Until newly planted trees are firmly rooted,

they should be regularly inspected and straightened up.

When watering is necessary, the earth should be removed

for a few inches from the tree, and the water poured gently

around the trunk, till the earth in the vicinity of the

roots absorbs it. This should be done in the evening to

be effective, and the small hole made should be carefully

filled up the next morning by sunrise, with loose mellow

earth, after which the mulching should be placed around

the tree. When the buds of a newly planted tree are dor-

mant and late starting, we have frequently found that an
additional watering of the limbs and trunk immediately
roused them into active growth. In fact, by wrapping
the stem and limbs of a valuable pear tree, the roots of
which had been destroyed by rats on shipboard, with
rags, and regularly moistening them, we preserved the

variety, and induced the tree, which had not a vestige of

fibrous voots left, to live and flourish. It is now as vigo-

rous as need be, and its roots have spread as widely as

its top.

For transplanting roses, evergreens, and shrubbery, we
would advise the deep and thorough preparation of the

soil throughout the whole plat, and then plant much in the

same manner as dmected above for fruit trees. Roses and
deciduous shrubs, and such evergreens as do not belong to

the Conifera and cypress families, should have their heads

well cut in. The Pinaceoo, embracing the sub-orders

of Abietex and Oupressex^ and in which are comprised

the Firs, Cedars, Arborvitae, Cypresses, Larches and all

resinous evergreen trees, together with the yews, do not

require much pruning, when transplanted, as it must be

done when the trees are very small. The Holly, both na-

tive and foreign, and which under proper culture, is a

beautiful evergreen tree, requires great cutting in when
transplanted. All land, before planting trees should be

thoroughly drained.

We receive so many queries as to these things, that out

leisure will not permit us to answer each correspondent

separately, however m.uch we might be inclined to do so.

We therefoi’e hastily embody the above hints, and ask the

newspapers of the South to give them publicity, as matters

of general interest to their readei's.

THE SUMACH.

BY WM, R. PRINCE, FLUSHING, N. Y.

As a spirit seems now most appropriately awakening
toward the development of the natural resources of our

country, we may hope ere long to realize the noblest as-

pirations of the noblest man our country has produced,

carried out to a conclusive result by rendering our coun-

try independent of all foreign supplies of such commodi-
ties as may be readily produced from our own soil.

Sumach is one of the articles which we have hitherto

imported largely, and I therefore send you some explana-

tory remarks on the subject. The Sicilian Tanner'

Sumach is a rather tender shrub for any latitude north of

New York. It would succeed in New Jersey, and to tho

South of it.

With regard to our native Sumach, we have four, and

perhaps five, species that possess a sufficiency of tannin

to render them valuable for domestic use and for com-

merce. It will be requisite to test them all, in order to

select the preferable species foi extensive culture.

The species found so common in neglected fields and

along the road-sides, is the Rhus glabrum, producing

crimson berries in large clusters; and it is this which has

been already made use of, to some extent—more especial-

ly in Connecticut and other Eastern States. Its usual

height is about four and a half feet.

A taller growing species is also quite common, and is

the Rhus typhinum. It usually attains the height of ten

to twelve feet, or more, with small clusters of dingy red

berries.

A third species is Rhus copallmuvi, which is quite

common in dry woods and fields, more especially where

the soil is sandy. This species has more resemblance to

the Sicilian Sumach than any other American species, in

its foliage, and its gray bark and growth. It attains a

height of seven to eight feet, and produces dull reddish

berries, in small clusters. I should incline to the belief
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that this is the preferable native species for tanning
;
and

fortunately it is disseminated far to the south and west,

though seldom found north of New York. The Indians

of the Missisippi and Missouri make use of the leaves of

this species, as tobacco.

A fourth species is Rhus aromaticum, which is not

feund in this State, or to the north or east of it. Its most
northern limit is Pennsylvania, thence extending to Caro-

lina and Kentucky. This is a shrub of about four feet in

height, with trifoliate leaves, which distinguish it from all

Other species. It grows naturally in moist localities.

The leaves, when rubbed, emit a very strong odor.

The four species I have described all possess tannin to

a greater or less-extent.

A fifth species, in regard to which I have doubts, is tho

Rhus vermx^ or Poison Sumach tree. This is found usu-

ally in low grounds, and attains a height of eight to ten

feet. The leaves are pinnate, and resemble those of the

ash so much that it is often called Poison Ash. Its ber-

ries are white. Every pai't of this small tree is poisonous,

not only in the growing state, but, as I am assured by

those who have sulfei’ed from it, even when vegetation

has ceased and no sap is flowing.

Having now reviewed all the species which may be

applied to the object desired, I will refer to a Chinese spe-

cies, Rhus siiccedanum, from which the red lac is made,

and which might be introduced and cultivated here. It

is singular that so many useful and so many poisonous

shrubs should be comprised in one genus.

In addition to the poisonous species already described,

we have in plenty around us Rhiis toxicodendron

^

or poi-

son ivy—a vine which runs over so many fences and

climbs so many trees
;
and in Pennsylvania and Virginia

Rhus vindifioruvi, also very poisonous : and there is also

Rhus 'pumilum—a dwarf shrub, found most plentifully ia

Vermont and Lower Canada, and also said to grow in

Upper Canada, which is deemed the most poisonous of all.

In California they have the Yedra, or Rhus viride,

which abounds in the mining districts, growing under

the oak trees, and is the only plant there that looks green

and flourishing during the torrid heat of summer. Most
wofully have the miners suffered from this poisonous plant.

In the Island of Java there is a poisonous species, Rhus
Javanicum^ so celebrated for its deleterious properties

that it has been sometimes confused with the Bohon Upas
tree, of fabulous notoriety. There is another species

found at Macao, and one in Barbary, and above a dozen

species are natives of the region about the Cape of Good
Hope

;
but of these the pecuhar properties are unknown.

—

Hortictdturist.

BUST IN COTTON.-BUD WOBM IN COEN, 4C.

Messrs. Editors—I have been a subscriber to your

invaluable journal only for this year, but I find I have re-

ceived information already which I could not have gained

otherwise in years by my own judgment. I find in your
journal communications from many of the first farmers of

the South upon different subjects, but more about the im-

proving of lands that had long since ceased to be produc-

tive under the old plan of surface or skinning cultiva-

tion, which have proved to be of great use to me
;
but,

sirs, I have not noticed in any of your communications of

the best plan to prevent Rust in Cotton on sueh land as

we have here in the Prairie. Our soil is mostly sand,

mixed with clay, and is what might be called a sandy
loam. A few years back this same land was not surpass-

ed anywhere in the valley of Mississippi for its fertility,

but for several years cotton has been so severly attacked

by the Rust that it was entirely killed in the month of

August, and the yield has been very small. Would not

it benefit the land and prevent the rust to subsoil I Our

old, experienced farmers contend that it would destroy

the fertility that is even now there, to subsoil, but I think

different
5
fori have noticed in digging ditches through

the field, that at about the depth it had usually been plow-
ed there appeared to be a very hard streak about three

inches thick, indeed so very hai'd that it was with difficul-

ty that a spade could be forced through. This is my rea-

son for it : the water, air, or roots cannot penetrate

through this crust, and when it rains in August the water

stays on top and the roots being so very shallow the stalk

scalds and drops its forms and dies immediately after,

which it has done for several years past, after the first

heavy i-ain in August.

And the same reason, I think, is the cause of the

Bud Worms ruining our Corn every spring. They are

a small white worm with, apparently, a head at each
end, as they crawl, with ^qual facility, each way, and ap-

pear to eat both ways at once. They commence just

above the roots and eat through in the course of one
night.

I should like very much for you to publish this in the

Cultivator

,

and remark whether you think my opinions
are correct or not, and also for your correspondents to

give their opinions. Yours respectfully,

Gamaliel.
Prairie Mer Rouge

^
La., 1854.

Remark.—We have had no experience which will en-

able us to enlighten our correspondent; but shall be
pleased to hear from any of our readers upon the subject.

—Eds.

Indications of a Good Cow.—To the marks furnished

by the veins and the scutcheons, says Magne, are to be
added the following

:

“A homogenous, very voluminous but yielding udder,
sinking much by milking, covered with a thin skin and
fine hair; a good constitution, an ample chest, regular ap-
petite and great inclination to drink

;
flesh rather lean than

fat
;
a slender, supple skin

;
soft, short hair

;
a small head,

fine horns, quick eye, gentle look, feminine air, and fine

neck.

SOLIDIFIED tvttt.-r-
,

Some time since we noticed the discovery of a Mr.
Blatchford. of New York, of a process for solidifying milk,
by which it was converted into cakes and kept pore and
sweet for any lengtn ot time. The New York Academy of
Medicine, to which the process was submitted for investi-
gation, placed the subject in charge of a Committee, who,
at a late meeting, through their Chairman, Dr. Geisoom,
made a report which is summed up thus by aconespon-
dent of the N. O. Bulletin :

“The paper commenced by referring to the many methods
u«ed to preserve food for long voyages, etc., and particu-
larly upon the hitherto futile results of all attempts to pre-
serve milk without admixture- The committee have careful-
ly examined the whole process of manufacture, and have
traced the milk through every process, from the cow to the
consumer. The process of manufacture is simply that of con -

centrationby boiling. The milk is placed in shallow pans,
and after a mere trifle of carbonate of soda is added (a
drachm to ten gallons,) to neutralize any acid that may be
firmed by the first application of heat, it is then boiled
down to half its quantity, then some pure white sugar is

added and the evaporation is continued till it is left in
solid cakes like soap. In this state tbe chemical and
microscopical characteristics are lefc unchanged, the butter
globules remaining intact. One pound of this is worth
twenty-five cents, and is equivalent to five pints of milk.
To effect this change, it is to be dissolved in water, when
it is fresh country milk, scarcely distinguishable from the
best fresh milk, save that it is somewhat sweeter, and ca-
pable of being used for all culinary purposes, the same as
milk fresh from the cow.
“As at present manufactured, there is a very slight

empyreumatic flavor to it, which is expected to be entirely-

obviated by future changes now effecting in the imple-
ments used. The paper will shortly be published.”
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BLACK TARTARIAN CHERRY.

This splendid variety of the Cherry, which is also

known by the name of the Circassian Cherry, Superb

Circassian, Black Russian, Frazer’s Black Heart, and
Ronald’s Black Heart, it is said to be a native of Spain,

having been carried to Russia, thence to England. It is

also said to have been brought from Circassia to England,

by Mr, Ronald, in 1794. “It is distinguished for its large

obtuse-heart-shaped, shining purplish-black fruit, with an
uneven surface, containing a rich tender flesh, and hangs

in clusters. It is a cherry of great excellence, bears plen-

tifully, ripens early, and readily commands in the

market double the price of the ordinary kinds.” The tree

grows rapidly, is very ornamental, and is, on all accounts,

worthy of general cultivation.

The Cherry Tree {Pmnus Cc’-as^ts,') is said to have
been introduced into Italy from Pontus, in Asia, by the

Roman general, Lucullus. Cherries were hawked in the

streets of London in the beginning of the 15th century.

There are between two and three hundred varieties under
cultivation.

—

People's Journal.

The Cherry is rather uncertain in the South, especially

on the seaboard—it succeeds tolerably, however, in many
sections of the “up country,” and should receive increased

attention everywhere.

TO KILL THE PEACH BORER.

H, N. Longworhty, an experienced fruit-grower, of

Western New York, furnishes the following for Moore’s

Rural New Yorker

:

Your late correspondent, Mr. E. H. Prior, on the peach-

grub, manifestly writes with much practical knowledge
on the habits of the peach-grub or borer. His mode of

treatment, so far as it goes, to destroy the grub on a limit-

ed or small scale, is a very good one. Although the hot

water practice, as above alluded to would be n very con-

venient and safe remedy for a few trees about your dwell-

ing, yet for a more extended business, I would submit the

following mode of managing the peach-grub, which I have
practiced for the last fifteen or twenty years :—Some time

in April, when the ground has become dry, and the

weather mild, with a trowel or hoe remove the earth from

the tree sufficiently deep to reach the worms
;
then with

a regular pruning- knife (for no other instrument but a

hooked, pointed knife is so well adapted to the work,) re-

move all grubs that have imbedded themselves under the

bark of the tree
;
then return the earth to the tree. Also

heap up around the tree, four or five inches high, a small

quantity of leached or unleached ashes, or old lime
;

if 1

these cannot be obtained, earth will accomplish the same
object nearly as well. ITie after treatment is to remove

the mound from the tree, where you discover any appear-

1

ance of gum which will give opportunity to scrape off

with your knife all the young grubs that have commenced
their depredations. This latter process should be perform-

ed in the month of September, always keeping the mound
up around the trees.

French Wine Statistics.—Among the many bad things

swallowed by the American people, it is charged upon
them that they drink an imtt ense amount of bad wines
and liquors. For aught we know, this may *’11 be true;

butfiom the following statistics fuTni>hed the New_ Y"ork

Farmer’s Club, at a recent meeting of that body, it will

be seen that there is enough of the genuine article pro-

duced in and exported from the wine-growing regions to

quench a vast deal of thirst. The Maine law, in several of

the States of this Union, has not seemed to interfere with
the use of the article to such an extent as to keep prices

from advancing in consequence ol the great falling off in

production.
Nearly 5,000,000 acres of land are employed inthe culti-

vation of the vine in France, from which is made annually

900
,
000,000 gallons of wine. Theaverago value is 15 cents

a gallon. The French wines have doubled or trebled in

value within two past years. Average annual total value

of the wine crop, a fraction less than $100,000,000.

Exports.—50,000,000 gallons are annually exported. The
south-western and scuth eastern districts of France are the
most productive.

Brandy.—12,000,000 gallons of brandy are annually ex-
ported.
Excise.-The excise duty on wines and their distillations

in 1858 was $285,000.

LABOBBae,—The number of persons employed in the oulti-
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vation of the vine and maraifaeture ofwiai is a frac 'O!'

short of 2,000 000; and 240,000 persons a>-e ensraged a
selling wine. of the wine lands fre antiliabl

,
sterile

and hilly. The wine culture does not average a return

of raore than per cent annu’dly.

Disease. -The disciise of the vin^ is pretty genera]

throng! oat Fiance, though the southern secdon suffers

most. This disease has prevailed tor three or four years,

and threatens to destroy the business.

TO COESESrOHDElSTS.

tAs usual, we are obliged to defer the publication of

many favors from our kind and attentive correspondents

;

but all contributions of value and interest shall appear in

due season.

LOTTERY OF IMPROVED LIVE STOCK, FARMIKO
IMPLEMENTS, &G.

A CORRESPONDENT, of Enterprise, Avk., suggests that

some of our wealthy agriculturists should make up a Lot-

tery '‘scheme,” in which the prizes shall consist ofchoice

specimens of the finest breeds of Cattle, Horses, Sheep,

Swine, Poultry, &c.; also, rare and valuable seeds, agri-

cultural implements, books on agriculture, horticultural

and rural affairs, etc., with a view of disseminating these

different articles widely throughout the country.

We do not think the idea at all a bad one; and have no

doubt that it would result beneficially to the country at

large, if properly carried out. But in this, as in all other

similar enterprises, everything would depend upon the

management. Should this fall into the proper hands, we
stand ready to aid the project to the best of our ability.

Who will take the initiative step in the “Grand Southern

Agricultural Lottery P’

Artificial Rock and Hurdle Fence.—Among the

practical novelties of the late Fair, we noticed a speci-

men ofthe famous “Cotton Seed Rock” and Fire Proof

Cement for Roofs, from the Agent, Mr. John Cowan, of

Memphis, Tenn.; and several ingeniously constructed

panels of moveable Hurdle Fence, from James Rowe, of

Bainbridge, Ga. After a careful examination we were

very favorably impressed with all these articles, and hope

to see their value properly appreciated by the public.

Transactions of the New York State Agricultural

Society.—Hon. B. P. Johnson, (the very able Secretary

of the New York State Agricultural Society,) will accept

our thanks for a copy of the Transactions of 1853. This

volume, (which is the thirteenth issued by the Society) con -

tains 783 pages, with many appropriate illustrations. It

abounds in very valuable information On all subjects per-

taining to agriculture, horticulture, stock raising and gene-

ral farm economy
;
and we hope to present some of its

contents to our readers hereafter. A further notice is pre-

cluded by the fact that it only reached us as our paper

was going to press.

Sumach Lemonade.—Mr. D. R. W. Davis, of Cottage

Hill, has not been satisfied with his first experiment with

Sumach berries for punch and lem'^nade. He has recently

made a syrup from them, a^ sample of which he has left

with us. It possesses all the delicate flavors of the lemon

juice, but unluckily it has too much sugar in it. This de-

fect does not at all detract from the value of the discovery.

The fact is established that Sumach berries furnish an acid

every way equal to that obtained from lemons, which

may be used for all purposes for which the latter is em-

ployed, and procurable at the season when the lemon

is very scarce and high .—Alabama Planter.

|^°See article on the different varieties and qualities of

Sumach) in present number.

Babies and Poultry!—Barnum’s great NoXional

Poultry Show ” will be held at the American Museum,
New York, on the 15th inst., and the National Eahy
Shotoj" at the same place, on the 5th of June next.

Premiums to the amount of ©500 will be awarded to the

feathered bipeds, and ©1000 in prizes to the featherless

darlings. The happy possessors of fine chickens and

children are notified to be on hand with their best speci-

mens, in due season and good order.

Irrigation, Drainage, &c.—A friend of ours, who is a

very competent Civil Engineer, an accomplished draughts-

man, &c., wishes to make engagements with planters and
others for the laying off and construction of Hill Side

Ditches, Drains, Dykes, Embankments, Ponds, &c., &c.,

oh reasonable terms. Any person desiring his services

may address the editors of this journal (post paid.)

A Lady Farmer I—A fair subscriber, near Tuscumbia,
Ala

,
writes us as follows :

Messrs. Editors—Please find enclosed ©1, for which
send me your valuable journal the ensuing year. Many
thanks for titc pleasure and profit ofits perusal the current

year. Here I am with my saw-dust again. Is there no
way of composting the dust of oak, so as to convert it into

manure % Where can I get the Baden Corn I

Y’ours respectfully, A. M.

Remark.—Saw-dust is an excellent or top-dress-

ing for strawberry vines, fruit trees, &c., but we do not

think it would “pay” to use it in any other way. Who
can give us any information respecting the Baden Corn'l

—Eds.

Several interesting articles, original and selected^

are unavoidably laid over until our next.

iDiMBlit CcnEDtni unit IRtrijjeB.

Baked Beets.—A good housewife assures us that the

mode of cooking beets herein described, is preferable te

all others

:

“Beet root cannot be too much recommended to the

notice of mankind, as a cheap and salubrious substitute for

the now failing and diseased potato. Hitherto the red

kind has been only used in England as a pickle, or as a
garnish for salad

;
even the few who dress it, generally

boil it, by which process the rich juice is lost, and the root

consequently rendered less nutritious by the quantity of
water it imbibes, as well as by parting with the native

syrup, of which it is thus forcibly deprived
;

it is, tliere-

fore, strongly recommended to bake instead of boiling

them, when they will be found to afford a delicious and
wholesome food. This is not an untried novelty, for

both red and white beet root are extensively used on the

continent; in Italy, particularly, they are carried about
hot from the oven twice a day, and sold publicly in the

streets;
;
thus they are purchased by all classes of people,

and give to thousands, with bread, salt, pepper and but-

ter, a satisfactory meal. There are few purposes for

which baked, or even roasted or fried beet root, would
not be found preferable to boiled.”

Grease for Coarse Boots.—Take a coal made ol

pine, of the size of a hen’s egg, well burnt, pu’ver-

ize it finely, mix it with enough of clean melted tallow to

make it of the consistence of thick paste. Two or three

applications will make the leather soft, and will keep tire

water out.
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To Preserve Iron and Steel Knives from Rust.

Procure some melted virgin wax—the purer the better

and rub it thonm^hly over the blades of the knives. After

it has dried, warm the knives, and having carerully re
[

moved the wax from the surface, rub them bnsklj'^ with a

dry cloth until the original polish is fully restored. Tiiis

will fill all the pores with the unctuous and minute par-

ticles of the wax, which will adhere firmly, and prevent

the intrusion of water or moisture, which is the cause of

rust.

To Clean Window Glass.—Take finely pulverized

indigo, dip into it a linen rag moistened with vinegar, wine,

or water, and apply it briskly to the glass Wipe olf and

polish with a dry cloth. This method of cleansing Avin-

dow glass imparts a brilliant polish, and is far more ex-

peditiously accomplished than cleaning with soap suds or

whiting.

Batter Podding Without Eggs.— iNIix sixteaspoonsful

of flour with a little milk, a teaspoonful of salt, two tea-

spoonsful of beaten ginger, and two of the tincture of saf

fron. Mix it with nearly a quart of milk, and boil it an

hour.

Cough in Horses.— It is said that small twigs of cedar

chopped fine and mixed with their grain, will cure a cough

in horses, and that this has been used-^-’ith complete suc-

cess.

SiineitisOT-Ents.

ATKIN’S SELF RAKER
REAPER AIVD MOWER.

THFEE seasons use cf this ing nious, be''utiful an'i yet simple

Mac'"ine, furn * h convincing proof of practical worth. Three
hundred, scat' ered into 9difiF‘^re'-t States the past season, m-'stly

in inexperienc d hands, end nearly all giving good '-atisfaction, cut

ing from S’l to 6'tO acres, proves it not only strong and servicable, but

also i:nple and easily m naged It saves not only the hard work of

raking, but lays the grain in such good order as to save at least

another hand in binding.

It is war anted to he a good
,
durable Self-Raking Reaper, and I

have also succeeded in attaching a mow'ng bar, so that I also war-
rant i' as a Mower.
Fr ee at Chicago, of Reapers *170; of Mowing Bar, $30; Discount

on the Reaper, $ 5, and on the Mowing B^r, $5, for cash in advance
or cn delive- y. Fr ee of Mower, $190.

Famphlets giving all the objections 'nd dificulFes, as well as

commendations, sent free, on post-paid applications
Agents', suitably qualified, wanted in all sect om where there are

none. J S. WRIGHT,
Jan55—f^t “Frairie Farmer” Warehouse, Chicago.

ROWE’S UNR’VALLED FRTZE CRUSHER has had its patent
extended for seven ye rs from the 24th of April, 1854. It is

generally acceded t’ at this i« 'he on j’ Crusher worthy of the name.
It has never failed to take all the first Honors and Fremiums when-
ever exhibited, or b-ought in competition It may be truly said, it

has no rival It is the only mill n the world that crushes to powder
and mixes thoroughly. Corn, Cobsand Shucks or Straw; answering
the treble purpose of Mill, Crusher and 'traw Cutter It is unrival-

led for pulverizing Rock-pla- ter. Shells, Tar. -bark, &c
;
and will out-

last, in wear, ten of any other Crushers. For partic lars address
.TAMES UOAVE. Patentee, Bambridge, Decatur co.. Ga.

I will furnish ma hinery f r pulver zmg Quii t? and superintend
the e-ection for $ < < o. and warrant the mill to crush a ton pe'' hour
ofrunn ng time. This does not include t e engine belt or pulley on
the motive power. Any wanting Portable Fence, strictly practical,

address as above Jan55— 2t

AlRSeiRE HEIFERS FOR SALE

AT Slflfi EACH

Heifer, "PARAGDN,” one and a half years old, calved March,
18' 3; Dam " Princess Mary,” grand ^am imported "Mary

Queen of S nts;” 'ire, impo ted h'll “Robert Burns” “Princess
Mary ” ga' e 18 quT'.' per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of

30 qu rt ,

Heifer. "MARIE ’GUISE” one and a half years old, calvfd
March IF’P; dam ‘ M-uia Teresa,” y imported " Germantown,”
grand dam “Mary Q een of '“cots,” importi d fr Scotland

; sire,

imported bull “Robert Burns ” “Mar’a Teresa” gave 3 quarts per
cay, ".Mary Queen of Scots” gaveS q arts

Jaa55—tf RICHARD PJTERS, Atlanta, Ga.

DIPORIED CARDEN SEED, &c.

TH" Suhs.-'nber has on hand, a large and full assortment of the
best Ergliiih GARDEN t'EED of ev. ry var ety Also, M'h te

and Red CLOVER; Lucerne, lit ids, Blue and Timo'hv GRASS SE’ D;
White and Red ON ON l-TTS; OSAGE OKaNGE. uREGONi
PEaS; .'••arm KR’.S PLASTER; GUANO, &c., &c For sale, e ther
at"h lesa >• or retail, by W.M. HAINE'^, A gusta, Ga.
N B.—Ord'u's from t e country will receive prompt aiteuiion.
Janr5—3t

OSISH WILLOW.
^sxjTTlNGS of the Vimivalitt, the best Osie'- Willow culti-
' ' vated wi be furnished by the s bs r her at per lO'iO Tiiey
can be forwarded during the w nter or earl spring, to all parts of ihe
Union. Also, OSAGE ORANGE plants > t j>er dOO.
Jan55—4.* S. P. HOUGH, Albany, N.Y.

ACeiCl'LTLHAL W.lEEHOlu'E AN^ S^ED STORE,
(North East Corner of 7th and Market, Pjiladelphia.)

THE subscribers are now prepared to offer the Public, one of the
largest and best collection of AGRICULTURAL and HORTI-

CULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and FLOWER, FlILD and GARDEN
SE’-'DS, to be founil in the United State-'. Having taken over seventy
premiums for Implements at the Pennsylvania State Agricultural ex-
hibition, at Pliila.1elphia, the pres nt season they can recoinmend
the superior quality .'•nd variet' of their Implements and Maclvnes
with the greatest confidence, and will furnish to order auy thing for

the Farmer or Gardener or Fruit-Grower, by wholesale or retail. Gar-
den and Fmwer SEEDS tested in their i wn grounds, neatly put up
in b 'xes for de tiers to sell again. Fruit and Ornamental TREES
and SHRLi’ BEKY cf every descripti n, from their Nur.'erie.'- at West-
chester, near Philadelphia. Native and ft .re-gn GRASS rEI DS for

sale, as are adapted to our cl mate. They are, .also, agents for
SU'.'ER-PHOSPHATEUFLIME, GUANO, and other fertilizers; also,

for'most of the new and improved I.MPLEMENTS ’ately introduced.
Illustrated Implements, a so Nursery and Seed Catalogues forward-

ed by mjilto allpost-paid appplications.

paschall, morris & CO.,
Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Dec—3t Corner of 7th and Market, Philadelphia.

OREGON G1SDE\ ASD FIELD SEED.

The rapid and luxuriant growth of this new variety of Garden
or Field Pea, has induced the subscriber to procure some for

sale. One pint of the Seed, cultivated properly, has been known to
produce twenty-five bushels. They are useful both for the table and
or stock. A supply received via. New Orleans, and for sale by
Feb54-ti WM. HAINES. Augusta, Ga.

P-fiMASI.l NFRSEEIES—1854..’55;

WE offer for sale a choice collection of the most celebrated
and best varieties of PEACHES, PEARS, (both Standard and

Dwarfs, on Quinces,) PLUMS, CHERRIES, NECTARINf S, APRI-
rOTS, QUINCES, FIGS, STRAWBERRIES, and NATIVE GRAPE
VINES. Also, i0,'00 APPLE TREES, well grown, embracing >50
varieties of rare excellence. We offer those to the trade, or by the
hundred, at low rates. New and rare ROSUS of the finest kinds and
latest imnortations, FLOWERING SHRUBS, rare and beautiful
EVERGREENS, &c. Priced lists sent to all postpaid appli-
cants. Packages carefully sent by Railroad. Address
Dec—3t SUMMER & CRAMMOND, Alston, P.O., S. C.

AIGUSTA SEED STORE,

{Nearly opposite the United States and Globe Hotels.')

The Subscribers has received and will continue to receive through-
oui the season, his st''ck of Genuine and Fresh GARDEN SEEDS,

crop oflS54. The usual deductions made to Country Merchants.
J H.. ERVIOE.

N B. G'?-nt Asparagus Roots, White and Bed Onion Sets, White
aod ^ed Cover, Lucerne, Blue Grass, Timothy, Osag® ('range.

Or' gon Peas, Ac
,
Ac. Dec—5t

TROUP PILL NURSERY,
Macon, Georgia.

The subscriber offers for sale a large assortment of grafted Fruit
Trees of superior quality, containing many new Southern varie-

ties, not to be obtained in any other Nu^serJ^
The CO lection of ever-blooming Roses is uniivalled; the bushes

being strong, and all raised on their own roots (none budded or graft-

ed ) Also, a fine collection o^|he newest and finest Evergreens,
Bulbous Roots, etc.

Catalogues sent to applicants.
All persons who delight in horticulture, are invited to call and ex-

amine for themselves, and nobody, I hope, will ’eave my establish-

ment unsatisfied. [Dec—tf] ROBERT NELSON.

A.Gardelle,
I

Locis DeLaiglk.
GAKDELLE & DELAIGLE,

{formerly of Augusta., Ga.')

FAUTORJS AXD C^MMfgssfDlV MERCHAIVTg, Accom-
modation Wharf, Charleslon, S. C.

Reference.—Alessrs. Bustin k Walker, Augusta, Ga.; Doughty k
Beall. Augusta, Ga.; J. Fraser k Co., Charleston, S. C.

Liberal Advances made on consignments of Produce.
September—6t

%
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ONE DOLLAR AND TWENTY FIVE CENTS.

ELLIOT’S FRPIT BOOR;

OR, THE AMERICAN FRUIT GROWER’S GUIDE IN THE
ORCHARD AND GARDEN. Sent free tf postage

“ A large number of Western apples and other fruits are described

in this book, which are not found in other b oks of the kind?: and
the rem -rks on the selection of varieties for Western cultu e, propa-
gation, management, &c., as far as we have had time to examine
seem to us judicious and valuable. Every nurseryman and fruit

grower, especially in Ohio and the Western States, should procure a
copy.”—Ohio Gidtivator

.

“But the chief value of the book lies in its practical details—in its

classifications and specifications of the different methods of training

they require. This branch of the subject, which is v- ryfuil, is copi-

ously i lustrated by drawings.”— NoiHK Americ ii.

“It is a book (hat every farmer and fruit grower may profitably

read ”

—

Rochester Daily Aonei-ican.

“As Mr. Edict resides in C'evelandheis much better acquainted with
what fruits are adapted to the Central States than horticu'turists

who reside on or near the At antic seaboard. This fact gives the
work great additional value to those whi are engaged in cultivating

'fruit in the Mississippi Valley.”

—

Democratic Press, Chicago,

“ E liot’s Fruit Book is the most direct and practical of any treatise

that has fallen under our observation
;
clear and minute in its direc-

tions, both as to modes of ca;ture and qualities of the different kinds
and varieties of fruit. We recommend its purchase as an investment
that will speedily return many hundredfold.”

—

Binghampion Demo-
crat.

“It contains much matter of practical va-ue to fruit growers in the
new States.”

—

Rural Jfew Yorker.

“ The great mass of the matter is marked with correctness and
with much knowledge offruits, and the work will, of course, stand at

the head, so far as its descriptions of Western varieties are concerned;
and as such we strongly commend it to the fruit raising portion of

the community ”

—

Qov/utry GenUema/ti.

“ This work, from the examinati'm we have been able to make,
will probably be found one of the best works on Pomology yet pub-
lished. The author has had the aid of many of the best fruit grow-
ers of this country, and gives drawings of numerous varieties of each
class of fruit.”

—

Am. Farmer.

“Mr. E liott has long been known as a practical horticulturist, and
as an able writer on Pomology.”

—

Boston OiiMivator.

“It embodies all the latest important information pertaining to

fruit culture, and we can recommend it as a thorough and reliable

work—got up for its intrinsic worth, not for speculation.”

—

2Po> them
Farmei'.

“ Such a book cannot fall to secure a ready^ and extensive sale in

every part of the country ”

—

Oody's Lady's Book.

^“Mr. Elliott is definite in his descriptions, and a man of experience
in the culture of fruits in the orchard and garden, and favorably
-known.”

—

PracUcal Farmer.

The Modern Horse Doctor, by Dr. G. H. Dadd, is a manual of

genuine science, and ought to be owned and studied on the score of

humanity, as well as interest, by every man who owns a horse.

—

Bofston 0<’ngrega'ionuUst.

Dr. Dadd has had great experience in the cure of sick horses, and
explains the secret of his success in this volume.

—

N. Y. Tribune

The author of this work is well known as a most skilful veterinary
surgeon. His book is based on the soundest common sense, and as a
hand-book for practical use, we know of nothing to compare with it.— Yankee Blade. *

We know Dr Dadd well, and are satisfied that he possesses most
important qualifications for preparing such a book as this.

—

Neva
England, Fartner.

Messrs. Jewett & Co. have just published a very valuable work by
Dr. Dadd, a well known veterinary surgeon, on the causes, nature
and treatment of disease, and lameness in horses.

—

Farmer's Cabi-
net.

This is one of the most valuable treatises on the subject, ever pub-
lished

;
and no owner of that nobest of the animal race, the horse,

should be without it. Especially should it be in the hands of every
hotel and livery-stable keeper. To many a man would It be worth
hund eds of dollars every year,

—

Ind. Democrat, Concord.

By far the most learned and copious work on the horse and his
diseases we have ever seen.

—

F. Y. Evangelist.

One of the greatest and most commendabie qualities of this work,
is, it is p^^actical and plain to the comprehension of those farmers
and others f r whom it is mainly designed. The course of treat-
ment favors generally a more sanative and rational system of medi-
cation than that recommended in any previously existing works on
farriery. No farmer or owner of a horse should be without this
book Stable keepers, stage proprietors and hackmen, we believe,
would derive profit by having at least one copy hung up in their
stables for use and reference by their stable men.—Daily Nefws,
Philadelphia.

There is more common sense in this book than any of the kind we
have ever seen, and farmers and owners of horses would find it a
matter of economy to possess themselves of it. It will be of more
service than the counsel of a score of ordinary doctors.

—

Albatvy
Courier.

We deem this decidecly the best and most reliable work on the
“C.iuse, Nature and Treatment of Disease and Lameness in Horses,”
aver published.

—

Nantucket Enquirer.

What we have read of this book induces us to regard it as a very
sensible and valuable woi-k

;
and we learn that those much more

competent to judge of its value, have given it their unqualified ap-
proval —Ev, TrareU'^^r, Boston.

This book supplies a great desideratum which Skinner’s admirable
treatise on the Horse did not fill. Every rran may be his o-wn vete-
rinary surgeon, and with much greater safety to this noble animal,
than by trusting him to the treatment of the empirical itinerants
who infest the country. It is well illustrated, and should be pur-
chased by every man who owns a horse.

—

Eo. Mirror, N. Y.

“From what we have seen and read, we cannot hesitate in recom-
mending it as in many respects tlie most complete and valuable book
-of the kind in existeoce. The descriptions of fruit are full, clear, and
methodical

;
and the illustrations of the best order—not mere out-

lines—but full, or haif sectional figures, with cores, seeds, &c
,
as true

-to nature as we have ever seen. The book cannot fail of being use-
ful in a high degree.”

—

Prairie Farmer.
“ The author of this work now before us has given us a very valu-

able work on the cultivation of fruits. He was amply qualified to do
so, having been for ten years engaged in ‘ the nurturing of trees and
noting their products.’ ”

—

Michigan Farmer.

0. M. SAXTON, Publisher,
Nov—tf 152 Fulton st.,New York.

THE H^'RSE, 'IBS HORSe";

THE NOBLEST OF DOMESTIC ANIMALS,

And the one most frequently ill-treated, neglected and abused.
We have just published a book so valuable to every man who

owns a Horse, that no one should willingly be without it It is en-
titled, THE MODfi/RN HORSE DOCTOR, and is from the pen of

that celebrated English Veterinary Surgeon, Dr. Geo. H. Dadd, well
known for many years in this country, as one of the most success-

ful, scien ific and popular writers and lecturers in this branch of

medical and surgical science. The book which he now offers to the
public, is the result of many year’s study and practiced experience
which few have had.
From the numerous and strong commendations of distinguished

men and the newspaper press, the following

:

Extracts from a letter from John H. Clifford, Ex-Governor

qf MassacUdsetts.
New Bedford, May 11, 1854.

Dr. Dadd,—^Dear Sir :—I hope your new work on the noblest crea-
ture that man has ever been permitted to hold in subjection, (the
Horse,) will meet with that success which all your efforts in this di-

rection so well deserve. Your obedient servant,
John H. Clifford.

From Eon. Marshall P. Wilder.
Boston, May 13. 1864.

Dr. Dadd,—Mv Dear Sir :—I am greatly obliged to you for the
valuable treatise, the results of your own investigations, which you
have recently issued, hoping that it may meet with the patronage of

a discriminating community.
I remain yours with great regard,

Marshall P. Wilder.

This is a book that should be forthwith put into the hands of all who
own or drive horses, whether for the dray or gig, for the plow, omni-
bus or road, for hard service or pleasure —McMakin's Courier,
Philadelphia.

A good clearly written book, which sh'^uld be in the hands of every
man who has a horse whose ills his affection or his purse make it

worth while to cure—Bangor Mercury.

This is a scientific, thorough and complete treatise upon the dis-

eases to which one of the noblest of animals is subject, and the reme-
dies which they sevei-ally require —Troy Daily Budget.

It is a valuable book to those who have the care of Horses.

—

Hart-
ford Herald.

He is not worthy to have a horse in his care, who will not use such
a work to qualify himself for his duties to this animal.

—

C-mmon-
wealth, Boston.

Published by JOHN P. JEWETT & CO., Boston,
JEWETT, PROCTOR & WORTHINGTON,

Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by ^^ll Booksellers Sept—8'i

SiiFFOLR FIBS.

THE SUBSCRIBERS a’-e now prepared to receive orders
-•for pure SUFFOLK PIGS, bred ftom stock imported—:-in 1848 by the late Wrn. Stickney, and by the subscribers

in January, Also, an importation of 12 in October, l>-53. Address
JOSIAH STICKNEY, Watertown, Mass

,
or,

May—6t v ISAAC STICKNEY, Boston, Mass.

QIS^CE TREES FOR SALE.

A FEW hundred well rooted QUINCE BUSHES for sale (ap-
pie-shaped variety) at 25 cents each, or $20 per hundred.

Address
September—tf D REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

OSIER OR BASR^iT WIiLOVY CUTTINGS.

A FEW thousand choice and vigorous cuttings of one of the best
variet'es {Salix Forbiana) for sale at $8 to $10 per thousand—per single hundred, $1 50. Address D. REDMOND,

September— Augusta, Ga.

^GE Oit^ANGR. PLANTS FOR HEDGING.
A PINE lot of my own raising

;
growth of present season.

TJ^Also, Seed for fall and winter planting, with directions to insure
their growth. Address D. REDMOND,

September—tf Augusta, G«.
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EXTENSIVE COLLECTa©:? OF SELECTED SOSES AXD
SOUTaERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA SURSKUY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfullj’- inform the amateurs of
^

• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new
and rare varieties, which he wid be happy to supply to such
as may desire them His pr ces to Nurserymen will be as low as
those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
era'ly of a larger size. He has also in »de recent additions to his

stock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-

ing varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricois,

Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English Walnuts and Hazle-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonic^, Orange
and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy flowering aod Ornamental Shrubs.
Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders
from the country will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-

p aid letters. Address F. A M.AUGE.
Nov—tf Augusta, Ga.

m THE SOUTHERN NURSERIES, m
WASJimGTOIf, ADAJLS 0

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapted to the South,
of FRUIT TREI'S and SHRUBS, VINES, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
&c.; and of ROSES an 1 other ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and TREES,
EVERGREENS, &c ,

all of .southern growth, and of good size.

The packing is so carefully attended to, that Trees and Plants,
Roses, cuttings for hedging, <.tc

,
are sent to all pans ol the South,

with scarcely a chance of their being injured.
Catalogues will be sent on application.

Nov—tf. THOMAS AFFLECK.

AFFLECK’S
SOUTHERN RURAL ALMANAC,

A handsome little volurn^, full of useful and interesting hints on
RURAL, AFFAIRS Ii\ THK SOUTH,

WILL BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FIRST OF NOVEM-
BER. Price 10 cents.

AFFLECK’S COTTON PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOK—New Edition, now ready—No. 1, for forty hands or less,

$2 50. No. 2, for eighty hands or less, $8 09. No. 8, for one hun-
dred and twenty, hands or )e»!S, $3 50.

AFFLECK’S SUGAR PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOKS—No. 1, for 80 hands or less, ^8 00 No. 2, for 120 hands
or less, $3 50.

These Books are now in general use amongst Planters. They
will be sent by mail, prepaid and carefully enveloped at the above
prices, and when five copies are ordered by clubs, and remitted for,

an additional copy will be sent as commission to the individual mak-
ing up the Club. Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal-
ers, to whom a liberal discount will be made.

B. M. NORMAN, Pubhsher,
Nov—tf 14 Camp street, New Orleans.

NEW iXD WONDERFUL MACHINE,
WILLIAM STODDARD, Patestkb.

The SUBSCRIBERS having purchased the right of the STATE
OF LOUISIANA in the best Machine ever invented, for the

purpose of rifting and shaving SHINGLE ^ BARREL HEADING,
Ac., are now prepared to sell the Right <f the Parishes, at prices
sufficiently low to m'tke it an inducen ent to purchasers.
The Machine is simpl.e in its construction, and not liable to get out

of order, capable of splitting and shaving Two Thousand Shingles
per hour, better than made by hand. It is portable and can be
worked by water, steam, horse or hand power.
Large inducements are offered to persons wishing to purchase the

Right of seveial Parishes. We will have a Machine in the city of
New Orleans in a few weeks. A. S. A A. D. HILL.

Augusta, Qa ,
Nov, 1854. 4t

DOWNING HILL NURSERY, ATLANTA, GA.
“ (Jome ait your oxen Vine and Fig Tree."

jjHgb TWENTY THOUSAND Grafted and Budded FRUIT TREES
for sale, consisting of over 200 varieties, the most extensive

collection of selected Fruit Trees in the South
No attention nor expense has been spared in getting up a variety

of fruits adapted to our particular wants, .«oil and climate. I can
assure all who want goed Fruit, that I can furnish a collection equal
to any to be found North or South.
The numerous applicants who failed the last season to get Trees

from me in consequence of applying so late, can now be supplied, by
sending in their orders early
The numerous Rail Roa*ds diverging from this place in almost every

direction, afford great facilities for shipping packages.

Catalogues, on application, gratis. Send in your names for
Catalogues. Oct-tf WM. H. THURMOND.

ACCLIIHATED HOVEY’8 STRAWBERRY PLANTS.

1 n OHO variety ofSTRAWBERRY PLANTS—two
HIU years old, and warranted to bear well the next spring.

Price, 13 56 per hundred plants. Orders from the country executed
with promptness and despatch. Apply to WM. HAINES,

September—tf 217 Broad-et., Augusta, Ga.

CROIi&Ea & REES,
‘TTT'AREHOUSE A N D COMMISSION MERCII ANTS,FV\Y^
YT Jackson-street below and on the oiiposite side ol

Warren’s Range. Ti e undersigned would resijectluMy in-

form their friends and former patroii.s that th y p ill remove on the
I' t September next to the NEW AND SUBSTANTIA!. FIKE-PROOF
WAREHOUSE on JacKson-street, below and on the opposite side of
Warren’s Range.
We will give our personal attention to all business entrusted to our

cere, as heretofio'e and hope to merit a continuance of the favor of
form' r patrons We are prepared to make, at all limes, liberal cash
ad vances on Produce in store.

2^" Orde s for Bagging. Repe, and Family Supplies will be care-
fully filled, and at Hie lowest market price,

JOHN R. CROCKER.
Augusta. August, 1854—6t JOHN C. REKS.

STRUYB ^ RRY CULTURE.

V
COMPLETE MANUAL FOR THE CULTIVATION OP THE
STRAWBERRY, with a description of tlie rest vai ietiei. Also,

Notices of the Raspberry, B1 ckberry. Currant, Gooseberry, and
Grape, with directions for iheir Cultivation, and the s lection of the
best varieties. “ Every process here 1 ecommended has been proved,
the plans of others tri d, and the result is here given ” By R. G.
Pardee, with a valuable apendix, contain ng the observations and
experience of some of the most successful cu tivators of these fruits

in our country. Price 5i» cents, and sent free of postage Pub ished

by C. M. SAXTON, Agricultural Book Publisher,

Nov—tf No. 152 Fulton st
,
New York.

AUGUSTA FRENCH BURR MILL STONE MANl FACTORY.
THE SUBSCRIBER, thankful for

the kind patronage heretofore ex-
tended to the late firm of Schikmer
k WiGAND, would respectfully in-

form his friends and the public,

that he continues to execute orders
for his well known" Warranted
French BURR MILL STON ES,
of every desirable size, at the low-
est price a>td shortest notice. He
also furnishes
ESOPUS and COLOGNE STONES,
SMUT MACHINES, of various

patterns,
BOLTING CLOTHS, of 'the bes4

brand,
CEMENT, for Millers use.

And every other article neces ary in a Mill.
Also, for Planters, small GRI T MILLS to attach to Gin Gears.
All orders promptly attended to. WM. R. SCHIKMER,
jal-Cly Surviving partnej of Schirmer k Wigando-

WM. ALLSTON GOURDIN,
t‘. FACTOR AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

CORNER East Bay-Street a»d North Commercial Wharf, Charles-
ton, S. C., is prepared to make liberal advances on consignments

of COTTON, CORN, SUGAR, FLOUR, GRAIN, HAY, <fec.

Genuine Peruvian Gnano Depot I

FARMERS' PL \8^ER, CHARCOAL, BONE DUST, MINERAL
PHOSPHATE LIME, SUPER PHOSPHATE LIME. &c

Always on hand. Sepi. ’54 ly

CHEROKEE!
A VALUABLE f OT OF LAND FOR SALE.

b THE subscriber offers fbr sale a very attractive and vain-
*ablelotof LAND, situated betwten three and four miles

from the flourishing city of Rome, Ga.
The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-

land, well adapted to the growth of all the small Grams, Irish .'md
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Gras.«es, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-
ly suitable for FRUIT-GROWING, as it is situated on an elevated
plateau above the reach cf ordinary Dosls. A beautiful

NATURAL POl|^ OR L.4KELET
of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for

a Country Residence
;
as the supi^^ water never diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness, ^fcd by su bterratiean springs,,

and has no perceptible inlet qM^^HKThe tract is

heaviI^K^ered
with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, and is

within a mile and a quarter of two good SAW MILLS. It also con-
tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMr.STONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.
Tlte Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with
outbuildings—a well of good water, Ac., with twenty or thirty acres
under cultivation.W The att-ntion of Fruit-Growers, Stock RaLsers, and all desir-
ous of a delightful situation in a salubrions and healthy i-limate,.

within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the
above tract.

For terms, Ac., apply to the snbscriber, or to Col. J W. M.
BERRIEN, of Borne, Ga., who will take pleasure m pointing out the-
land. D. REDMOND,

Beptenaber— tf Augusta, Qa,
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To preserve Iron and Steel Knives from Rust
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SOUTH DOWIV SHEEP FOR SALE.
FOR sale, four South Down BUCK DAMBS, bred from

the best specimens of this breed that could be obtained
in the United States. They were lambed early in March

;

tare very large, and very perfect in form; will be ready
for shipment at the time of the Augus^Fair (.October 1854.) Price,

$20, each. RICHARD PETERS,
June—tf •

. Atlanta, Ga.

CHOICE POUL’

B S WELLER, of Nashvill
• lowing varieties of Souther

prices

:

Brahma Pootra Fowls,
Gray Shanghai “

Buff “ “

White “ “

Dominique Shanghai Fowls,
<k)Chin China Fowls,
Black Poland Top-knot Fowls,
Golden Hamburg “
Silver “ “

Wi'd India Game

m SALE.
offers for sale the fol-

oultry, at New York and

Fowls,Sumatra Game
White Chinese Game
African Bantam “

Bremen Geese,
Hong Kong Geese,
White Chinese Geese,
Poland Ducks,
Top-knot Ducks, .

Black Cayuga Ducks,
Improved SUFFOLK PIGS, Ac.

' The above fowls took yirsi Premiums at the late Pair in
Tencessaee, and are of superirr quabty.
Dec—3t Address B. S. WELLER, IfasTi/viUe, Tennessee,

1855! 1855!
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A MONTML-A J-OXJISNAI^,
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE

JSbHimlture, Stoch Breeding^ Pcndtry, Bees, General Farm
Economy, &c., &c.

Hliistrated with Muierous Elegant Engravings.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR IN ADVANCE
DANIEL LEE, M. D., Editor.

D. REDMO vD, Corresponding Editor.

Tlae Tliirteeiiili Voimme will commence in
Januiary, 1855.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming a
volume of 384 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day.

Valuable Original Contributions

from many of the most intelligent and practical Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS:
One Copt, one year $1 I Tw’^enty-Five Copies, one year.. $20
Six Copies “ “ .... 5

|
One Hundred “

.

“ “ .. 75
THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instance

will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money
remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

Address NVILLIAM S- JOIVES, Augusta, Ga.
Persons who will act as Agents, and obtain Subscribcrsf wiU

be furnished with the paper at club prices.

FRUIT TREES, HSDCE PLANTS, PilULTiV, ETC.

The Subscriber will supp y the following articles or ship them to

order, viz DWARF PEAR TREES.—The colie tion emb ae.'S

fuch kinds as “Ohaumont;),” “Belle de Brusfels,” Beurre de
Capiaumont,” “Du’hess de Angouleme, Madelaine,” “Pass Colmar,”
“St. Germain,”- “Bl^rre M'-cnifique,” “Vao Mons Leon le Gl-r.’,”

&c
,
&c

,
one apdtwo years from the bud. All grafted on the Quince

and suitable for Orchard or Garden culture, and immediate bearing.
Price, $40 per hundred or 50 cents C’-ch • .

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FOR BEDGING —50,000 strong and
well ro 'te i Plants of my own raising, crop of 1854, asso ted sizes

and different prices, from *5 to iSlU per thousand. ^p“ror direc-

tions^'espectingthe planting and culture of 0 a.ge Dr nge Hedge’',

see ^eldruary (1854) number o^ this journal. Tliese directions will be
furnished to all purchasers of plants, gratis.

sj,/vS<?*.GE ORANGE SEED. . .Pitkin’s best, at $1 per peund.
:<,SEW. ROCHELLE OR MAMMOTH BL* CKBEllRY.-Lawton
l^l'^ck>6t:Vy or Seaco Mam oth. A few rigorous and well rooted
’Plants of this famous Blackberry, for fall and winter planting.

For description of this unrivalled Fruit, metbo'’ of cult': re. &c„.
see July (18.54) number of this journal, and K'-rticvlluHst for Octo-
ber, 1854 Plants carefully packed and forwar-led to order at $1
each. It is rapi'ly increased by off ets from the roots. •

OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW —Cuttings of one of the best -Varie-

ties (Na^tat Yiminaliy), growth of 1854, will be furnished at $1 ..50 per
hundred or $8 per thousHn-l j^^E r cult re and usei ofthe Basket
Willow see page 86 of this journal for 1854.

'

QUINCE TREES,—A few hundred well rooted Quince Bushes for

sale (apple shaped variety) at 25 cents eacb, or $20 per hund'dred.
B JABMA BOOTRA FO vVLS— i few pair, very superior, ffro-u

Premium stc k of last an ’ present year. Also a variety of C^itta-

gongs, O ' Gray Shanghais ^^”t-ee e^gravi g .and decription of

“Pure Brahma Pootras” in July number of this jquraal, page 281.

All the above may be obtained by addressing
Dec—tf D RJIDMOND, Augusta, Ga

GRADE DEVON HEIFER CALF FOtt SALE.

A VERY well groi^ and superior GRADE DEVO.N
HEIFER CALF; 6 months old; sire. Judge Warren’s
New York Premium Bull “Keokuk;” dam, a very fine

Grade Durham Cow, of the Twiggs or Kentucky “ Pat-
ton” stock. [For Pedigree of “Keokuk,” see Soudiern K'vliirator of
September, 1 858, page 281 .]

D. REDMOND,
September—tf Augusta, Ga.

CHANDLER & CO.,

PORK PACKERS
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESS^:^,

Have on hand a large amount of BACONj^tell cure
, vid are

desirous of filling the orders of^iBlanters and Dealers. '

June—fit*

SEEDLING APPLE STOCKS WANTED.
THE advertiser desires to procure two or three thousand
SEEDLING APPLE STOCKS, of Southern growth, one or two

years old, to graft into, the coming winter Persons able to supply
them will please address the Editors of this journal, stating piice,

&c. Sept tf
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PROFITS AND WASTES OF AGRICULTURE.

Agriculture has no principles nor practices that better

deserve the most searching investigation than its profits

and its wastes. It is not an easy task to measure the pre-

cise profits svhich accrue from any given amount of capital

and labor employed in tillage or husbandry, but with due

preliminary care in keeping farm accounts, one may ap-

proximate exactness in this business pursuit as in all

others. The main difficulty lies in habits of carelessness

and indifference in matters of debt and credit as they af-

fect rural affairs. Where all the other elements of profit

an'd loss are fuly estimated, there still remains an unset-

tled account with the soil in point of loss or gain of the

raw material of crops, which is most difficult of adjust-

ment. Cultivated land often shows a temporary improve-

ment from deeper plowing, or finer tilth, yielding larger

harvests for afew years, to be followed by a more thorough

exhaustion in the end, from constant neglect to make ad-

equate restitution. Profits thus attained are exceedingly

deceptive
;
for they are realized in a large degree by the

perhaps unconscious consumption of capital in the soil.

The fact cannot be too often nor too earnestly pressed

upon public attention, that the cultivator never produces

a single plant of any kind from air and water alone. In

the growth of plants there are elements of an earthy na-

ture consumed and wasted away, which must be restored

again, to perpetuate Nature’s even balance between soil

and its fruits. If such were not the fact, then all manur-

ing would, obviously, be unnecessary, and the gradual

impoverishment of tilled land an impossibility. When a

railroad company or a bank m.akes large dividends and

apparent profits, either by borrowing money or infringing

in any other way upon its Cicpital, the transaction is

deemed disreputable, and sometimes punished as a fraud

upon creditors and innocent stockholders. It would be

wise to extend this high moral principle, so important to

.the rights of property and the good of the community, to

all our dealings with mother Earth. All her accountable

children have equal rights from generation to generation,

in and to her natural fertility. To deny this is to cancel

all obligations of man to his offspring— all chums of pos-

terity to plow, plant, and reap as fruitful fields as their

fathers did. If it be the order of Providence and a law' of

our race, to multiply and increase its numbers, then there

is a corresponding obligation to augi.ient the fertility of

land .that it may both feed and clothe this providential in-

crease of human beings. To diminish the fertility of

land, and at the same time augment the number of men,
women and children to subsist on its products, is amoral
defect as obvio^ as it is prevalent. We do not like, in

our editorial capacity, to pronounce any common practice

sinful
;
but our convictions on this point are so clear, and

our sense of its injustice so deep, that we hope to be par-

doned, if it be a little out of place to urge the wickedness
of seeking wealth by seizing and selling the natural ca-

pacity of the soil to support mankind. Where a man
creates fertility, he may rightfully sell it again as the le-

gitimate fruits of his industry. But the natural resources

ofarable lands cannot be innocently dried up, simply be-

cause the act is at wmr with the best and the highest inter-

ests of society. Profits thus attained are both ephemeral
and partial—sometimes shining, but always empty bub-
bles that float awhile upon the stream of time, and are gone
forever.

To prove beyond cavil that Providence 'punishes this

great wrong done to mankind, attention is invited to a
few statistics drawn from the practice of agriculture in

Massachusetts. In an address delivered before the

Housatonic Agricultural Society, by ex-Governor Bout-
well, last autumn, and published at length in the Decem-
ber number of Hunt's Merchant's Magazine

,

in w'hich

the statistics, profits and wastes of tillage and husbandry
in that State are discussed with uncommon talent, accura-

cy and power, he says, “Massachusetts is now more than

two hundred years old
;
in all her history, she has been

blest by an enterprising, industrious population
;

yet the

aggregate accumulation of these tw'o centuries of labor

and economy is only six hundred dollars for each person.

Three years of non-production would make her poorer

than she was the day the May Flower first gave herself

to the icy gales of our coast.”

That the surplus eai-nings of a most ingenious, intelli-

gent, money-saving people, drawing largely from their

fishing and commercial resources, as well as from manu-
factures and agriculture, should only be equal to three

years’ support after two hundred years’ labor and econo-

my, is a curious and pregnant fict. According to the

census of 1850, there were 55,0S'J farmers in that State,

who had an average of38 3--1 acres each in tillage, mead-

ows and pasturage. It would occupy more room than vve

I

can well spare, to enter at length into a critical analysis

of the official returns by which Gov. E. proves that the

profits of capital ar.d labor employed in agriculture in the

old Bay State :lo not exceed two per cent, per annum. His

“conclusion” is thus stated; “The conclusion from these

facts is, that Pie net income on the agricultural capital of

the S'ate docs not exceed two per cent. This is an un-

saiisfactory rcsuli, and if it is a necessary one, the so .ner

our young fanners emigrate, the better for them.”
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They do emigrate by thousands, carrying not a little of

the cream of the soil converted into land-office money with

them. Good home markets for all the products of agri-

culture and horticulture, aided by a perfect net-work of

railroads, do not suffice in Massachusetts either to improve
the land, or enrich the people who own and cultivate it.

There is a fundamental error in their system of farm

economy, and in their universal neglect of agricultural

education. We entirely agree with Mr. Boutwell when
he says: “ If the depression of which we have spoken is

unavoidable and permanent, then this interest is vnihout

hope in New England, and we must await the conclusion

w a process fraught with ruin, not only to agriculture, but

to other branches of industry.”

The ‘‘Wastes of Agriculture” in Massachusetts are not

unlike those in all t)^ other States; and as they are

pointed out with equal truthfulness and spirit in the ad-

dresss before us, we place so much of it on record in these

pages for future reference as relates to this topic

:

“I. Farmers Cultivate too much Land. This obser-

vation is old, for it is so true, and its truth is so apparent,

that it must needs be old. For the reasorUhat the manu-
facturer economizes his power of water or steam, or the

trader his capital by diminishing his credits, or the mer-

chant his voyages by increasing the speed of his vessels,

the farmer should bmit the amount of land in cultivation

as far as practicable. It is true to an extent much beyond

the common opinion, that the cost of a crop per ton or

per bushel is diminished as the aggregate per acre is in-

creased. That is to say, a bushel of corn at twenty per

acre costs more than a bushel at eighty. The same ob-

servation is true of every product of the land. The agri-

culture of Massachusetts from 1840 to 1850 was a process

of deterioration and exhaustion. It was altogether a ret-

rograde movement, and the lessening crop per acre, year

by year, was so serious as to threaten the existence of the

interest. It is to be hoped that the present decennial pe-

riod will show a better result. In the year 1850, we cul-

tivated 2,133,436 acres, aud allowing one acre for twenty

bushels of wheat, for fifteen bushels of rye, for sixty of

corn, for forty of oats, for one hundred and fifty of pota-

toes, for thirty of barley, for one and a half tons of hay,

for one hundred dollars’ worth of orchard products, for

two hundred dollars’ worth of garden products, and seven

acres for the pasturage of every horse, five acres for every

ox, four for every cow, two acres for each young cattle,

one acre for each sheep, and allowing liberally for other

- crops and uses, the product of that year ought to have

^been obtained from 1,772,581 acres, showing a loss of the

•use of360,855 acres, equal to about 17 per cent, of the land

in cultivation. This loss is obtained upon the aforegoing

calculation of crops, but as I shall have occesion to say

hereafter, the loss will appear much greater if compared

with the returns of 1840, when the actuahesults exceeded

the estimate I have now made.

“The first waste to be pointed out is the use of this large

quantity of land, which, ifallowed to run to wood merely,

would yield an annual average of one cord per acre, or

360,000 cords per annum. If this wood be estimated at

one dollar and fifty cents per cord, you have an annual

loss or waste of $540,000. In the next place, this great

quantity of land would be much benefitted by allowing it

to lie idle, for it is a general rule that nature yields a

growth and improves the land at the same time, while

what often passes for husbandry leaves the land poorer

than it finds it. Now, then, let this area of land rest for

forty years untouched by the hand of man, and it will

yield an aggregate of twenty millions of dollars, while its

productive power for the future will be greatly increased.

“II. As a consequence of this system, the farmers of

Massachusetts fence, plow, sow and mow six acres, when
they ought to fence, plow, sow and mow but five

j
and in

fine, they extend all their agricultural operations over 17
per cent, more land than is necessary to the result they
attain. Here is a manifest loss of labor—a waste where
there ought to be the strictest economy. It may not be
easy to estimate this waste accurately, but it is plain that

it materially diminishes the profits of this branch of in-

dustry. We have already estimated the entire cost of
our agricultural labor at sixteen anfti half millions of
dollars. It is moderate to say that one-eighth of this is

wasted in the cultivation of 17 per cent, more land than is

necessary to the crop
;
but to avoid any unreasonable cal-

culations, it may be well to put the loss at one-sixteenth,

or one million of dollars. Be it remembered that the gross
proceeds of agriculture do not exceed twenty millions of
dollars, and of this at least one million is wasted in the
misapplication of labor. Nor is this all. We shall have
occasion to say that this misapplication of labor is fol-

lowed by a more serious loss in the exhaustion ofthe land.

But what would be said of a manufacturer who should be
guilty of wasting one-twentieth of his whole product in
the application of his labor ? If his labors finally resulted

in bankruptcy, would he be entitled to public sympathy 1

Or would judicious men condemn the business because it

failed in such hands I It is a duty to economize labor.

Labor is the scarcest and dearest commodity in the mar-
ket, and so it is likely to continue.

“III. This waste of labor is followed by a waste of
land. When we cultivate more land than we ought for

the crop we get, the process of cultivation is necessarily

defective and bad, This was the character of our farm-
ing through the whole of the last decennial period. As
the land under bad cultivation loses heart and strength,

more and more is required to meet the demand we make.
So then, from 1840 to 1850 we not only cultivated more
land than we ought, but we actually consumed it at the

rate of many thousand acres a year. The produce of
1840 was much greater than that of 1850, yet we had
2,133,436 acres in cultivation at the latter period, and
only 1,875,211 acres at the former. The product of 1840,
at the rates before named, would have required 2,317,696
acres, while they were really produced from 1,875,211

acres, showing that my estimate of the capacity of our
soil under ordinary care was too low. If you take the

excess of the crop of 1840 over that of 1850, and accord-

ing to the rates before named, find the quantity of land
necessary to produce that excess, and add that quantity

to the acres in cultivation in 1850, and you have 2,507,-

353 acres, or 632,142 acres more than were cultivated in

1840. These statistics demonstrate two facts—one abso-

lutely and the other approximately. First, that during
the last decennial period, our lands continually deprecia-

ted in productive power
;
and secondly, that that depre-

ciation was equivalent to the annihilation of 63,000 acres

of land a year, or nearly three per cent, of the value of the

farms ofthe State, exclusive of buildings and woodland.

“In fine, it appears that in 1850 we were cultivating

632,142 acres more than we should have been, if the pro-

duction of 1840 had been sustained
;
360,855 acres more

than would have been necessary at the rates before as-

sumed
;
and also that the impoverishing culture from

1840 to 1850 was equal to an annual waste of 63,214
acres, which was apparent in the diminished total pro-

duct, and in the increased quantity of land in use. This
waste may be estimated with considerable accuracy. The
farms of the State were valued at $109,076,377. Two
and nine-tenths of 1 per cent, the exact proportion which
the annual waste bore to the quantity in cultivation, is

$3,163,145. But if you allow that one-half of the total

value of our farms is in woodland and buildings, the de-

preciation was $1,581,572 per annum. But whatever
may have been the exact depreciation, it is plain that our
culture from 1840 to 1850 was an exhausting one—the
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acres continually increasing and the production diminish-

ing. These facts demonstrate what it is unpleasant to be-

lieve, and yet more unpleasant to say, that the farmers of

Massachusetts, of that period, could not as a class be called

good farmers. Good culture benefits land—bad culture

exhausts it.

“During the ten years to which our statistics refer, the

culture of the State was bad. Land reclaimed from ihe

water and the forest was not used to increase production,

but its native fertility was required to supply those crops

which our exhausted and abused fields refused to furnish.

The process of our agriculture was that of a corporation

which uses its capital in dividends, or of a merchant who
lives beyond his means, and it tended to the same result

—

bankruptcy. The idea that ci’opping land necessarily

exhausts it is an erroneous one, and it is, moreover, a re-

flection upon the Creator, who has provided for the sup-

port of his children, and not for their extinction by the ex-

haustion of the powers of nature.

“I beg, in concluding this part of my address, to pre-

sent an aggregate of the wastes to which I have already

called your attention

;

1st. The annual income from the growth of

wood on 360,855 acres of land more than
was necessary to the crop of 1850 S 540,000

2d, Loss of labor in cultivating this excess of

land 1,000,000

3d. Loss of land per year by exhausting cul-

ture 1,581,572

Total $3,121,572

It has often been a theme of reproach to Southern agri-

cultural labor, that it impoverishes the soil on which it

operates; but we doubt whether the same number of

operatives south of Mason and Dixon’s line damage the

land over $3, 121 ,.572 a year. After carefully studying

this important question for years in both the slaveholding

and non-slaveholding States, we became satisfied that the

relations subsisting between employers and employed in

any quarter of the Union, had little or nothing to do with

it. Being mainly a scientific problem, the popular under-

standing, both North and South, will fail to solve it, and

act as wisdom dictates, so long as the scientific principles

of agriculture are disregarded in the common school edu-

cation of the sons and daughters of American farmers.

“ As the twig is bent the tree is inclined.”

One looks in vain into our most cherished institutions

of learning for a single text book, designed to teach the

true balance of Organic Nature, between cultivated plants

and cultivated animals, and between both and the land

that supports them. Nothing about the starving of plants

and animals by the exhaustion of fertility and the killing

of land, commands the patronage of Congress and oi

State Legislatures. Not one of these bodies has ever given

a dollar, to our knowledge, to found an agricultural school

of any kind. L,

SYSTEM AND ROTATION IN COTTON CTTLTirRE.

The object of this article is to show that some such

system as this, producing the same results, is essential

to the renovation of our already exhausted fields

—

to retain and improve the productive quality of our

new lands, and to secure at the same time the rais

ingat home of sufficient provisions, with planiutiim teams,

enabling us entirely within ourselves to carry fiirward the

prosperous production of our cotton. In every other sec-

tion of this country. North, East, and West, tlie proceeds

ofthe productive industry of the people, in the grand ag-

gregate, are retained at home, while we, tlie planters (tr

the South, producing annually, from a single one of our

crops, $150,000,000, pay out the grand aggregate to oth-

ers for bread, bacon and mules, all of which we may, under

a proper system of plantation economy, grow at home,
and thus we may retain at home also this large sum of

gold, the substance of our fields, to be expended in home
improvements.

It is an entirely fallacious political economy that sup-

poses for a moment, that we are to, make so much cotton

annually, at the sacrifice of our personal and national in-

terest; audit is as equally fallacious to argue, as many
do, that it is our true policy to buy bread, bacon and mules
of Olliers—though we may be able to raise them— that

they may be induced to buy our cotton. There are other

arguments for this ruinous policy too frivolous to detain,

you with.

Now, I insist upon it boldly, that this whole barter poli'»

cy is at fault. It is one of dependence and slavishness.

With a climate and soil peculiarly adapted to the produc-

tion of cotton, our country is also equally favorable to the

production of all the necessary cereals, and as remarkably

favorable to the perfect development of the animal econ-

omy, in fine horses, fine active mules, good milch cattle,

superior sheep, and fat hogs, and for fruit of every variety

(not tropical) it is eminently superior. If this condition

of things be fact, and T assert it to be such, why is it that

we find so many wealthy cotton planters, whose riches

consist entirely of their slaves and worn out plantations'?

I desii e to show', and I shall prove it in practice, that a

judiciously arranged system of plantation economy will

secure upon the plantation sufficient grain, bacon, and
mules to supply its wants

;
and a cotton crop, unencum-

bered by these absolute necessaries, that will realize a
handsome dividend upon the capital and labor of the

planter. In this cycle of rotation and shift of crops that

I practice, there is afforded, in the first place, every neces-

sary means for improving the fertility of the land. An-
other striking feature about it, and not the least recom-

mendatory of it, is the amount of rich pasturage that it af-

fords for stock, I regard this as among its highest re-

commendations. Stock cannot be raised successfully or

advantageously without pasturage in addition to well filled

cribs of grain. This crop should always belaid by early,

and peas, the common cow-pea, or some of its varieties,

sowed broadcast over the land and ploughed or harrowed

in, which adds very materially to the value of the pastur-

age, as well as improves the condition of the land. It is

argued by planters generally that grazing land injures it

more than the stock are benefitted by the jiasturage. The
argument is too often illegitimate. The land is first

ruined by the one-crop practice of cotton, cotton, &c.,

till the vegetable mould and inorganic salts of the surface

and plowed soil are exhausted, it is then turned out to

pasture. It soon runs together, of course, produces little

grass, an 1 sustains poor stock. The difficulty is not so

much ill the injury which the hungry stock did m grazing

die pasture, as the ruinous system of culture that prevent-

ed any pasture at all. Land under an improving system

of culture is not thus affected. Bich land, upon which wa-

ter is not permitted to run, whether naturally rich or made-

so by art, furnishes a wdlderness of grazing, when turned

to pastu'-age, which not only greatly improves the condi-

tion of the stock, but retains a sufficiency of refused vege-

table matter, which after the plow, keeps up the loose

and friable condition of the land. It is in this view of the

subject, that we see this a self sustaining system of plant-

ation economy. Undei' tliis system, or any one like it,

furnisliing the amount and value of par.: ,age that it

does, the raising and kecphig of stock, mules, hogs, and

cal tie necessary to suppi; the wants of 'he plantation,

become a source of alisolute profit—the land is made rich

and continues improving in the production of the ele-

mi-nts of fertility— the compost ma..ure is made valuable,

liecause it is trod up and mixed with the excrements of
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Stock kept tkt on rich pasturage. This rich compost ma-

nure, applied to the land once every four years, in quan-

tities sufficient to make a bale of cotton per acre, contin-

ues to improve the land, and thus increases annually the

grain crops and pasturage. All this is simple, plain and
practical.

It is objected to in this country by planters and others

taking their cue from them, on account of its “short bite”

and sterile pasturage, as they are pleased to call it. Nor
has there been a designed misrepresentation in this; it is the

result of observation, derived from the working of this

universally draining system of growing cotton. Now the

facts which my practice and observation under this sys-

tem have demonstrated, are these; that no country is

equal to this for good and “long nip” pasturage. Our cli-

mate is remarkably favorable to rich and luxuriant pastu-

rage. The red man of the forest, and the pioneer white

man that came here in advance of our “ scratching

plows,” tell us they found the wild oats and native

grasses waving thick, as high as a man’s head, and so

entwined with the wild pea vine as to make it difficult to

ride among it, all over this country. Every cotton plant-

er has heard of these fine primitive pastures, and many
have seen them. If the country or the climate has been

cursed in our appearance as planters here, it has been in

the wasting system that we introduced and continue to

practice. There is no grass, or a hay pasturage, superior

to our crab grass, a native to the “manor born.” Up by

the first of April, and continues green and growing (when
properly managed) throughout the summer and fall till

frost. The land once set with it never requires seeding

again. Our crow-foot is also a most invaluable summer
and fall grass. The short and extreme mildness of our

winters, with the various evergreen or winter grasses, in

connection with red clover, rye and barley for winter and

early spring grazing, enable us to keep stock throughout

the winter cheaper than farmers can in higher latitudes.

Under a system affording such facilities for grain in

abundance, rich and extensive pasturage, with fat, home
raised stock of every variety, and land improving annual-

ly in fertility, the culture ©f cotton becomes a process of

gardening, productive and remunerating. The land may
always be wrought to the best advantage, without injury

at any time to either crop or soil.

Again : Cotton thus treated matures earlier, feeds and

fruits more rapidly, being strong and healthy, and less

affected by insects, lice, rust, or the worm. Of course,

then, it opens earlier, and may be gathered to better ad-

vantage and in better order. It also affords a greater de-

gree ofcertainty for a fair crop, both to the land and hand.

This is the result of causes both legitimate and philosoph-

ical
;

first, the land is provided with the food in proper

form and quantity which the cotton plant requires to bring

it early to maturity
;
again, there is time and opportunity

afforded to prepare the land for the reception of the seed,

and the mode of seeding also requires a stand, perfect,

regular and uniform throughout
;
by perfect, I mean the

mathematical arrangement by v/hich the hills or stalks of

cotton are so placed on the land as to feed equally, grow
uniformly, and at maturity fill up the land completely.

Dr. Cloud.

VINEYASDS rU THE SOUTH—“A WOSD TO THE
WISE.”

Messrs. Editors—The almost daily accounts we re-

ceive of the destruction of wine crops in Europe, and of

the partial, and, in many instances, total annihilation of

the vineyards by an exterminating disease, cannot fixil to

suggest many serious thoughts as to the influence this

may have upon society in this and other countries. The
supply bids fair to be diminished fifty or a hundred per

cent., while the demand has been increasing latterly at an

almost equal ratio. The consequences will, of course, be
much higher prices, greater adulteration, and greater con-
sumption of spirituous liquors. What the ill effects of the
two last consequences will be, I leave to Physicians and
to Moralists to discuss and to combat as well as they
can.

To us belongs the first of the three evils which may in-

deed be considered as the immediate cause or parent of
the others. It is the business of the owners of the soil te>

grapple it, and in combatting it to benefit themselves,
their country and the world at large

;
in other words tc?

turn the evil itself into a source of good.
Let us speak plainly, first to the Farmer and Ilanter

and then to other classes ot Society.

Cultivators of the land, (would we say.) what are you
toiling for I For the comfort of yourselves and family t
For comfort you raise hogs, chickens, cows, vegetables,
etc., all of which require a certain amount of labor and
trouble

;
most ofyou even have a few fruit trees; and then

you plant vast fields of corn and cotton, to enable you t&
enjoy comforts or luxuries which you cannot raise at
home. All this is very well

;
but let me request you to

lay aside the poorest corner of your corn or cotton field

(provided it be dry land.) Procure cuttings or roots of
some approved vines, and plant yourself out a vineyard.
After it is planted, it will give youVery little more trouble
than an acre of corn or cotton; and only think of the
amount of enjoyment it will afford you

;
an abundance of

delicious and wholesome fruit will grace your table, and
the charming bright juice will give pleasure and health to

your little ones and your “better half;” for be sure they
will enjoy it after a while. And do not forget that if once
your boys learn to love good wine they will never take to

whiskey—they will despise it

!

Many of you are, perhaps, deterred from the experi-
ment by some fancied ideas of great difficulties in the way.
Let me assure that vine culture is the easiest thing in the
world; any of your sons, or your field negroes will
“take to it” in one season

;
the pruning can be learned in

ten minutes
;
the working is simply hoeing, light plowing

and tying of branches. The making of the wine and its

subsequent management require some attention. (Can
you make good bacon without care and attention 7) All
this can and will be explained to your satisfaction. Only
do not let the fear of difficulties prevent you from making
the experiment on one acre

;
the outlay is not as much as

you v/ould give for a milch cow or a second-hand buggy

!

An acre should yield, at the very least, 300 gallons of
wine, which, at the lowest price, is worth Si . 25 or S2 per
gallon

;
say Si (to be within the mark.) One hand can

attend five acres
;
here you have SlfiOO for that onb hand.

You may say that this is all “paper calculation;” it certain-

ly is
;
but experience proves that many have realized

more than that amount— it has been made, and it can be
made. Have the energy to try it.

Now, to merchants and other men of business in cities,

I would say : You spend, every summer, vast sums of
money in search of health and pleasure for yourselves and
families. You go North where you lavish your money
among men who hate you, who insult you, who would

(but let us not indulge in politics.) Finally, you
travel all summer, undergo great fatigue, experience many
provocations, enjoy very little pleasure, (if the truth be
told,) and have spent more than you had anticipated. All
this is of yearly occurrence, and I doubt not, many would
be rejoiced to find some more rational mode of passing
time, and of improving their health v/ith less expense. I
here propose another plan, which, I hope, will be viewed
in a fkvorable light, and acted upon by some. In one of
the, most healthy regions of the world, extending along the
line of the South Carolina Railroad, from Williston, (105
miles from Charleston) to the Graniteville Station, a few
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miles further than Aiken, lies a considerable extent of

Taroken land, the principal growth of wWoh is the noble

Pine, intermixed witli the stunted Scrub Oak and Black-

iack, with occasionally some Hickory and other trees. I

Vill speak at present only of that narrow strip h’orn fifteen

to twenty miles in length, most easily accessible from the

Railroad. It is apart of a vast plateau, extending over a

portion of our Slate, and I believe of Georgia, at an eleva-

tion of from 500 to 800 feet above the level of the sea; be-

ing just at that particular height where the miasma and

the damp and heavy atmosphere of the lower country, so

fatal to health and so destructive to the lungs, can notpos-

sibly ascend, and where the air has not yet acquired that

degree ofrarefaction and that keenness, fatal to those hav-

ing already the germ of consumption. I need say nothing

more of its climate
;

it is of world-wide celebrity. This

plateau is, in many places, very much broken
;

it is in-

tersected and crossed by valleys (formerly the beds of

deep rivers) varying in depth and in width
;
sometimes

with high, steep and rugged embankments, often crowned

with huge masses of Granite or Burr Stone thrown up,

and then rent asunder by some terrible convulsion of Na-

ture, and threatening destruction to all beneath, and at

other times gradually sloping to the bottom, where a gentle

rivulet wends its quiet and shaded way to some mightier

stream.

The quality of the soil there varies as much as its sur-

face
;
the bottom of the valley is often very rich, and when

well cultivated will yield abundant crops of grain, pota-

toes, etc. The unbroken lands or levels are of a very fair

quality; and all who have ever tried the experiment will

certify to the fact that they improve very rapidly by pro-

per management and a free use of manure, the good effects

of which they will retain for several years.

Now, Mr. Merchant, go and purchase a small form, say

from 1 00 to 200 acres, even smaller if your means are

limited
;
you can buy land for from S2. 50 to S5 per acre

;

build yourself a comfortable cottage (lumber is cheap and

plentiful.) Put on your farm an old negro to plant your

vegetables and gather your fruit; his wife to raise your

chickens and your pigs, and to take care of your dairy
;

his son to attend to your vineyard, and some little ones to

run about. This will form the capital you are to invest.

You generally wish to get your children out ofthe heat-

edand dusty city by the middle of July. Take them up

to your farm
;
give them a run in your orchards in search

of fruit and rosy cheeks
;
buy you a season ticket on the

Ruilroa.d, and come up every week to enjoy their innocent

pleasures and improvement. The trip will be an im-

men.se benefit to you, and with renewed health and

strength you will resume your winter business with more

energy, and they their studies with more pleasure and

success, i our orchard and garden will supply your table

and your friend's table with choice fruit and vegetables;

and your investment will not be dead capital on your

hands.

A vineyard of six acres will yield you, at the end of 3

or 4 years, an interest of 50 or 100 percent. Be not scep-

tical as to the quality of the wine. This is no more a prob-

lem ! it is pi'actically proved that v/ine of first quality can

be made in large quantities; keeps as well as Madeira,

and this without the addition of spirits. Why, this is the

finest country in the world for wine ! and should the grape

disease continue its ravages in the old countries as there

is every reason to suppose it will, we shall have to supply

.not only America, but Europe also. Good, pure, whole-

some juice of the grape will always command a fair price

;

-we need not dread competition, for the more of us will be-

come wine-growers, the more will we improve in the

manufactory, and the greater will be the demand for home
consumption.

It docs not require at great stretch of imagination to

fancy our piney woods transformed into vineyards, and
this entire section studded with neat cottages (if not

chateaux) each sending to mraket from 50 to 100 barrels of

their own particular and renowned brand, dry, sweet or

sparkling. We have all in our favor
;
everything to en-

courage us in this enterprise
;

it promotes morality and
temperance more than any other measure yet suggested

;

it improves and enriches the country; it conduces to

health and comfort; is a highly profitable and an agree-

able employment for any man
;
requires but a very small

outlay, and would ruin no one, even should tlie experi-

ment be a failure.

Why not try it I

Tell me not that your business would not allow you to

devote sufficient time to it ! Six weeks in summei when
there is nothing doing in your cities, will more than suf-

fice to gather and press your fruit; one week in winter to

draw your wine, and occasionally a visit to see that all is

going on right.

I again repeat, try it, and you will never repent.

A. C.

Sauth Carolina, 1855.

Remarks.—We thank the author for the foregoing

very suggestive article, and fully endorse his views of the

ultimate profit of Vine Culture in th« South. If grape-

growing can be made remunerative at the North and
West, it surely must prove doubly so in our more genial

clime. A correspondent of the Country QcnHeman,
from Naples, Ontario county. New York, gives a case ofan
acre of ground planted with Isabella Grapes, which in the

season of 1853, yielded to the value ot $800 worth by
actual sales. During the season of 1854, the product was
ten tons of fruit, which, at six cents per pound, would
amount to $1200. The cost of tending and picking, he
estimates at not more than $400, which would leave a

clean profit of $800, for one acre of land. The vinery is

situated at the base of a hill, in a valley sheltered from

winds, has a sandy, gravely soil, and is highly manured.

Between the rows of the grapes, potatoes and ©the® vege-

tables are usually planted.

The Ohio Farmer, of a late date, also gives us the fol-

lowing ;

" Large Yield op Grapes.— Charles Carpenter, of

Kelley’s Island, one of the most successful cultivators of

grapes in this country, from a single acre of his own
growing, last season, expressed SOO gallons ofjuice, mak-

700 gallons of wine. Besides this he sold $100 worth of

grapes, and his family and some fifteen hands ate all they

chose during the season. This single acre yielded at least

$1200, and it was the poorest season they have ever had

at the Island for grapes.”

And a letter from a Kentucliy wine-grower is published

in the last number of PutnarruS Magazine, in wnich the

writer states

:

“W^ine can be made in Kentucky as cheap as in Ger-

many or in France
;

it can be made as cheap as cider,

and at 15 cents a gallon it will pay better than any of our

staple productions—and now for the proof. Say that an

acre of vines will average 400 .gallons; 400 gallons of wine

at 15 cents is $60,

“An acre of our land in hemp will average GOO weight,

which at $5 per hundred is $30, leaving a ballpnce in

favor of the vineyard of $30, or ICO per cent.

“One acre of corn will average 50 bushels, say at 30

cents per bushel, $15—leaving a balance of $45, ©r 150

per cent in favor of the vineyard,

“The expenses of establishing a vineyard will be bal-

anced by the cost of seeds of hemp and corn sown annual-

ly, making all things equal in that respect. The tillage of

,

the vineyard and making wine is not so laborious or ex-
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pensive as that of corn or hemp. If we couW get $1 per

gallon for wine ready for market, or 50 cents at the p’ ess,

what a source of wealth it would be. Only think of 100

acres in vineyard, the products at 50 cents per gallon,

amounts to S20,000 per annum. A man having five acres,

which he could manure himself, would find them more
profitable than a Kentucky farm of 200 acres, with three

negroes to cultivate it.”

All this is very conclusive as to the profits of Grape

Culture, and here we rest the question for the present.

—

Eds. So. Cult.

LETTER FROM RR. TERRELL, TO THE EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE OF THE SOUTHERN CENTRAL

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

[PublLsbed by order of the Society.]

Gentlemen :—As my health is so very bad that it is

not possible for me to meet you at the Fair, and as I fear

it is not likely to be any better, I think it my duty to offer

you my resignation as a member of your body.

Gentlemen, I pray you never to give up the earnest

prosecution ofyour noble enterprise—“The Improvemrnt

of Southern Agriculture.” There are not seven millions

of people who live, or ever did live, that may exert such

an influence on the affairs of the world, by peaceful means,

as the inhabitants of the Southern States. The labor of

their work-people produces an annual surplus of one

hundred and twenty millions worth of exchangeable pro-

ducts, which furnishes the means of the great commercial

operations of the United States.

It is your interest, it is your duty, and ought to be your

pride, to take care of such a patrimony as that left you by

your revolutionary ancestors. Then, let the Southern peo-

ple, as one great family, never halt in this common enter-

prise, until they have not only put their lands in a condi-

tion to be preserved, but improved by cultivation. The
above address being directed to the Southern States, might

seem to be of a sectional character, and intended to dis-

turb the harmony of the Union
;
such, however, is not the

fact, but directly the contrary. If the Cotton, Rice, and

Tobacco-growing States should so improve the present

cultivated lands, as to increase their products even ten

per cent., will it not be perceived by everybody that the

resources of the country will be, to that extent increased,

and that the means of Commerce, Agriculture, and all the

Industrial Arts, which constitute the wealth of natiocis,

will equally share the benefit; and so in proporuon as you

increase your surplus exportable products will your wealth

and power increase.

A political economist, who may attempt to give direc-

tion to the leading policy of a nation, and who fails to un-

derstand the permanent sources of its wealth, whether ag-

ricultural, manufacturing, or commercial, cannot possi-

bly succeed in giving it its greatest security, or the best

means to its inhabitants of providing for their necessities

and comforts.

That we may understand something of the position

which the Uuited States occupy, in regard to the perma-

nent sources of her wealth, we will refer in a general way
to the five leading powers of Europe, probably the most

stable, and certainly the most powerful. In France the

sources of permanent wealth are wine, silk, oil, wheat

and other grains. England, the productions of her cotton,

linen, wool and iron manufactories. Austria, chiefly ag-

ricultural. Prussia, agricultural. Russia, all descriptions

of agricultural products—wheat and other grains, hemp,

flax, &c. In the United States, besides Indian Corn and

other breadstuffs, we have, as before observed, one hun-

dred and twenty millions worth of products available for

exporter exchange; and here, let it be remembered, once

for all, that the single article of Cotton, of which it is be-

lieved that three millions of bales will be required by the

markets of the world, to be furnished from the United

States, cannot be obtained anywhere else. This single

article, and the business connected with its manufacture,

furnish the means of life to many thousands in England
and other parts of Europe, who would otherwise perish.

But we are charged with producing these articles, cot-

ton, rice, and tobacco, (ofsuch great value and indispen-

sable importance to an advancing civilization,) by slave

labor.

We admit it to be in part true, for notwithstanding the

three millions of slaves, much white labor is appropriated

to the production of cotton and tobacco. But the great

charge of compulsory labor, against the institution of

American Slavery, upon which our foreign and domestic

enemies delight to dwell, we do not attempt to palliate

;

but, indeed, boast, that with the descendants of a race of

barbarians, whom the English bought with rum and cali-

co, on the coast of Africa, or captured by armed bands
and brought as slaves to their (then) colonies, or which
were obtained by the same means, in the same country,

and sold to us by the people ofSalem, Boston, Providence,

New Fork and Philadelphia, after the revolution—we
have made good laborers and good Christians

;
a race

whose ancestors, for twenty-five centuries, were barbarians

and contributed nothing to the promotion of civilization

or Christianity, But we are told that since their labor

is so valuable, we should set them free without lands, or

houses, or food, and pay them for their labor; this is all

absurd—the African man does not voluntarily work
steadily or continuously at anything, nor ever did, as is

proven by his present barbarous condition and the histo-

ry of his race for twenty-five centuries.

But we are moreover told that free is cheaper than

slave labor
;

let us inquire, for a moment, how the case

stands between the free labor of Europe and slave labor

of the Southern States, and whether it is not that the slave

is better paid for his labor, than the free laborer in Europe.

The price of labor in Europe in the different currencies,

differs a good deal, but the result is about the same.

From the daily wages of the laborer, he must save enough

to buy his clothes—he must have something like bedding

—a place to lodge—and he must have his clothes washed
and mended, which leav^es him enough, and only enough

to buy him from a pound to a pound and a-half of bread

a day, and sometimes a mug of ale; this is all he expects,

and as a rule, all he receives. Now the slave must have,

at least, half a pound of meat a day, and a pound and a

half of bread, to which may be added sweet potatoes, peas,,

turnips, collards and milk; he must have his house, his

clothes, bedding, fire-wood, physician and nurse in case

of sickness, sugar, coffee, &c., while sick; he must have

a small allotment of land to make something for himself,

or instead his master makes him a gratuity in money at

the end of the year. Pie would, indeed, be a costly labor-

er, if the things he consumes were bought in market, but

the slaves, besides the staple crop, make their own bread

and meat, and whatever vegetables may be needed.

The slaveholder has been so constantly misrepresented

and so grossly abused, that it is bejieved it may be useful

to give a minute statement of the general condition of

slaves, that ignorance may no longer be an excuse for

misrepresentation. It is often asked, by way of reproach,

do you mean to perpetuate slavery in the United States'?

This is a question upon which we can make no sensible

answer, and have nothing to say. We mean at present

to keep them in a state of servitude, and to provide for

their wants. Whenever the time comes that their labor is

not needed, or may be superseded by other labor. He who
permitted their introduction among us will provide for

their removal, and use the ways and means best suited to

His great purpose. The populations in all Europe are
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disposed to heap abuse on American slavery, and to boast
j

that they have no such thing as slavery. Let us inquire
j

for a moment if this is true. In passing through the
|

towns in England, you will, in different streets or sta-
j

tions, observe a soldier with a musket or bayonet, stand-
|

ing, or walking a few steps" to and fro, day and night
; |

now this is only one of fifty thousand, whose duty it is to

obey orders as a slave obeys them, without being allowed

the least discretion or liberty.

He cannot leave his post or barrack, or be absent on the

most urgent occasion, without permission. There are

many laborers, mechanics and manufacturers, who think

they do not receive a just compensation for their labor.

This man of the bayonet informs them by his presence

that they had better be quiet and earn their wages; this

man is not only a slave himself all his life, to a despotic

law administered by a despotic officer of almost unlimited

power, but is willingly employed to suppress every act

ofthe people that indicates liberty and freedom of opinion.

Let it be remembered here, that the labor of every man
and woman who earns bread, is required to furnish the

means of his subsistence and clothing. Now, whatever is

true in England of the military surveillance of the people,

is especially true in France, xlustria, Prussia and Russia;

we will therefore inquire how many of these defenders of

liberty and the people’s rights each of the five powers own.

We will set down England at 50,000 for the island; 500,-

000 India and the colonies
;

France, 500,000; Austria

500,000; Prussia, 121,000 and Russia, 700,000. Added to

gether you thus have a standing army of 2,370,000 slaves,

who are not only absolute slaves themselves, but willing

to keep others in the same condition.

But if the Southern States require anything to stimu-

late them in their great enterprise, let them look at Spain.

Two or three centuries ago, the most wealthy and power-

ful nation in Europe; her agriculture neglected, she has

now no surplus to send abroad, save a little wine and

fruit. Let them look at Turkey. At one time so power-

ful as to threaten the overthrow of Western Europe; now
so poor as to have no resources for the defence of her na-

tional existence. Her fields are exhausted and worn out

by neglect and bad tillage
;
she has nothing to export but

figs, some fruits and oil, and some of the light wines of

the islands of the Grecian archipelago. To conclude this

most unsatisfactory address, let the Southern people keep

before their eyes the fact that there are no worn out lands

in England, France, Prussia, Belgium. Holland or Switzer-

land, and that these are the strong and stable nations of

Europe. I am, gentlemen, most respectfully,

your friend and servant,

Wm. Terrell.

Sparta, Ga., Dec., 1854.

BUITEE AND LARD.

Some very fine samples of Butter and Lard were exhibit-

ed at our late Fair, by a lady friend of Tennessee, whose

husband has obligingly furnished us with the following

directions for making these indispensable household ar-

j

tides

:

“ The butter is six months old. It was churned as it is

usually done
;
the milk washed out of it, then salted and

, set away in the spring house until the next day, when,

!
with a wooden paddle, all the water is worked out

;
set it

' in the spring house again for several days, when it is

[again worked, and one ounce* of pulverized loaf sugar is

1 added to each pound of butter; then put into a stone jar,

1 laying a cloth over it, and salt on the cloth, and set in the

i spring-house, where it may be kept through the summer.

The Lard was soaked for twelve hours in water and

then thoroughly washed in tepid (warm) water
;

it is then

rendered by cooking it until the cracklins are beginning
to brown

;
It is then nicely strained and set away in a

cool cellar.”

Remarks.—One-half or one-quarter of an ounce of the

sugar would, we think, be sufficient. It should be rubbed
up or intimately mixed with the salt before using. The
sample sent by our friend v/as, in all respects, superior;

only that the taste of the sugar was too perceptible. The
Lard was equal to any we have ever seen. We have, also,

just received from New York the following recipe for

making the somewhat famous '‘Hutch Butter,” said to

possess great richness and to keep one or two years. It

is held as a secret and the recipe sold, but it will be seen

that it differs very little from the plan pursued by Mrs.
Lenoir. Both are worth trying;

TO MAKE DUTCH BUTTER.

1st. Be sure to work out all the butter-milk.

2d. To each table-spoonful of salt, put a leaspoonful of

powdered sugar, and to every 5 lbs. put a teaspoonful of

I

rose watar, and work then all thoroughly through the but-

ter.

3d. Use the best and finest salt, and not too much, as

the sugar takes its place in a measure.

4th. Look well to your packages [tubs, firkins, kegs or

jars] and let them be well scalded and soaked [in brine 1]

for a couple of days before using.

We see nothing especially new in the foregoing, except

the rose water, but our readers have it for what it is worth.

—Eds.

CHEAP FURNITURE AND ORNAMENTS FOR ROOMS.

V'ctXXy windov^ seats, ottomans,
,
are easily made by

taking a box of suitable size and shape, turning it bottom

up, cushioning with cotton, hair, moss, hay or old wool-

en rags, and covering it with remnants of carpeting or

cloth to suit the other furniture. Almost every family has

some boxes that miglU be turned to good account, making
inexpensive seats that the family will greatly prefer to

chairs, and giving an air of comfort and competence that

will make home much more attractive. Do not make the

seats too high or narrow or the cushions too hard, and if

for common use cover with some modest color that will

not show dirt readily. The boxes can be made with lids

and hinges to hold wood, clothes, or other articles, if de-

sired.

Mrs. Cutler and others have from time to time given des-

criptions of ornamental articles that could be made at home
easily; to these we have a few to add. At the exhibition

of the American Institute in New York, last fall, was a

very beautiful centre table—home made. A thick plank

was cut into a circle of the required size and mounted up-

on a standard terminating in three feet. This was entirely

covered with split acorns, put on in various faiic.ful de-

signs, laid in glue, paint or utlier cement, and the whole

covered with two or three coats of varnish. The effect

i

was very beautiful indeed. We have seen old picture

j

frames fitted up in the same style, that were really elegant,

i An equally pretty and more delicate mode of ornament

j

is made from the fresh cones of the pitch pine. Separate

j

the scales and put on as you would acorns, overlujiping

the scales as they are in nature. Pretty flower-vases,

picture frames, &c., can be cut from pasteboard, then,

if the cones are soaked in warm water, the scales can be

sowed on with stout thread, ilien let the whole U var-

nished before the cones bec<ime shrivtlletl, ano tliey will

appear more plump permanent iy — O .io Cult.

Sting of a Bee.—

A

pply suleracms v et. It is an excel-

lent cure. This fact should be remembered when the

stinging season comes on.
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The following prizes for themore important staple crops

to be shown at the Fair of present year, were adopted by
the Executive Committee at their late meeting in Atlanta.

Those who wish to compete, should be '‘up and doing” at

once. We will endeavor to give the remainder of the list

in our next

:

FIELD CROPS.

10

10

1. For the largest crop of Cotton produced upon two
acres of with the mods of cultivation, the
amount and kind of manure used, the period of
planting, che number of times plowed and hoed,

Jcind o’ OoUon—the land to be measured and
the Cotton weighed in the presence of three disin-

terested and reliable witnesses, with certificate

from them, pitcher, $50
2. For the largest crop of Cotton produced upon two

acres of low land, (the same requisition as upon
two acres of upland,) 50

Z. ForthelargestcropofPea Vine Hay, raised on two
acres, one bale to be sent as a sample, with a certif-

icate of quantity made, silver cup, 10
4. For the largest crop of Native Grass Hay, raised

on 2 acres, the same as above,
6. For the largest crop of Foreign Grass Hay, raised

on 2 acres, the same as above,
6. For the largest crop of Corn grown upon 2 acres of

upland; the period of planting, the mode of cul-

tivation, kind of corn, times plowed and hoed,
the amount and kind of manure applied -the land
and corn measured in the presence of three dis-

interested and reliable witnesses, with their certifi-

cates—a silver pitcher worth
7. For the largest crop of Corn grown upon two acres

ofloio land, (requisition as upon upland Corn)
8. For the iargestcrop of Wheat (drilled orbroadcast)

grown upon two acres of land, not under 60 pounds
per bushel; the land and Wheat to be measured,
and under the same requisition in all things as

above,
9. For the largest crop of low land Rice, on one acre, 25

10. For the largest crop of Oats, kind, &c
,
raised per

acre, 20
11. For the largest crop of Rye, kind, &c., raised per

acre,
^

10
12. For the largest crop ofBarley, kind, &c., raised per

acre, 10
18. For the largest crop of Sweet Pctatoaa raised per

acre, one-eighth of an acre to be dug, and certifi-

cates of the yield by disinterested persons fur-

nished, 20
14. For the largest crop of Irish Potatoes raised per

acre, 20
15. For the Iargestcrop of Turnips raised per acre, 10
16. For the largest crop of Ground Peas, or Pindars,

per acre, 10
17. For the Iargestcrop of Field Peas raised per acre, 10

j

50 6. Best variety of upland
ple.s,

60 7. Best v-iricty of Sea Isk
as sami les.

8. Bost bushel ofR’ce,
9. a “ Oats,

10. (4 “ Rye,
25 11. Ci “ Birley,

18. Best box of Chewing Tobacco, Georgia raised, fS*
19. Best box of Cigars from Georg'^a raised Tobacco, 5-

20. Best sample ot Georgia raised bmoking Tobacco, 5
21. For the greatest quantity of Corn produced on an

acre of land by irrigation,, with the mode of culti

vation, time of planting, irrigation, tfec., 25
Exhibitors of all the above crops must state in writing, in

fall, to the Secretary, all the requisitions as laid down for
Corn, Cotton, &c.j as above, when the articles are entered
upon his books for exhibition

;
with the witnesses’ certifi-

cates for the measurement of lands and pounds, and bushels
per acre; without which the Judges will bo required to with-
hold their swards, and exhibitors not complying with these
requisitions will not be allowed to compete for the Premiums
of the Society.

CROPS BY BOYS'TINDER SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE.
1. For the largest, quantity of Indian Corn grown by

any white boy under 16 years of age, upon an acre
ofland, a patent lever silver Watch, 25

The rules in relation to field crops to be complied with.
2. For the largest quantity of Cotton produced by any

white boy under 16 years of age upon an acre of
laud—patent lever silver Watch, 25

The rules of field crops to be complied with.

SAMPLES OE FIELD CROPS.
1. The best variety of Bread Corn, with two bushela

as sample, $18
2. Bs.st variety of Corn for stock, two bushels as sam-

ples—tested by weight,
8. Best variety of Wheat, with a bushel of grain as

sample,
4. For the best variety of Sweet Potato, sample oftwo

. bushels,

5. For the best variety of Field Peas, sample of one

Id

12. Best bushel of Irish Potntocs,

13. Best variety of gras.s seeas adapted to the South for
Hay cr Gr.-zing, IQ

Exhibitors ot crops, must give in w^/itingto the Secretary
afull account of eac i cron offered— its adaptation for profi-

table cultivaiion, Ac. Exhibitors of Hay, must give th'

'

mode of cultivating, curing, harvesti' g &e.
COTTON BALES.''

For the best 20 bales of Upland t’otton,

10

g (( a 5 <( u u ((

4. a “1 “ ‘‘ “ “

5 “ “5 “ “ Sea Island Cotton,

6 Best bale of (400lbs.) Sealsland or Black Seed Cc
raised on upland,

The Cotton must be on the Fair Ground during the Ex«
hibition, to claim the premium.



GEOLOGICAL TEXT BOOKS -AGRICULTURE m
TERHSSSEE.

D. Lee, M.D,, Dear Sir:—There is a disposition in this

Ticinity to get up a Geological Club, and v/e want suc i

books as will suit plain farmers. I know none as well

calculated as yourself to advise us in this respect. You

will, therefore, indulge me in calling on you for the de-

sii'ed information. We want the plainest and least techni-

cal books; such as will give the principles and theories of

the science, and the most practical instruction.

For myself I know too little of that important science,

though I have devoted, for years, much thought to nearly

all the other natural sciences
;
and for half an age Agri-

culture has interested me more than any other subject

;

but it is certain that it can not be well understood with-

out Geology. I am, therefore, at this late age (.50) forced

•to become a student of that science.

While writing, permit me to give you an account of our

Agricultural Society in this (Smith) county. In February

last our Legislature passed a law creating an Agricultural

Bureau, and providing for an organization of County So-

cieties. During the last week in July a dinner was pre-

pared in a grove of this vicinity, at which speeches were

made on various subjects, and I made an extemporaneous

talk on Agriculture. I assunaed three positions :

1st. That Fanners, as a mass, are not respectable, so far

as influence is concerned, and it is their own fault.

2nd. That not one farmer in our county plows deep

onough.

3rd. The plan of farming, so as to wear out our lands

and waste our timber, fs a sin of great magnitude, of

which our whole farming population are guilty before

God.

Contrary to my expectations, nearly every person pres-

ent (about 500) admitted the truth of all these positions.

On the last Saturday in October, we had a meeting in

Rome of about 100 persons; at which two short discours-

es were made on Agriculture, by Esq. Montgomery and

my self At the close, 52 men became members of an Ag-

ricultural Society.

On the 4th of this month we adopted a Constitution,

and on the 20th enacted By-Laws. At the last meeting

we had 92 members
;
65 are life members, who paid $10

in advance, and 27 are annual members, who pay $2 per

annum. Thus, you see, we have $704 to begin with, and

shall soon double the amount and the number of members.

You will be better prepared to appreciate our Society

by a few extracts from our Constitution and By-Laws.

“Articles. This Society shall he ycrpetual \ dispens-

ing benefits not only to its existing members and the pres-

ent generation, but also to future members and generations

for indefinite ages.

“ Article 4. Sec. 6. This Society shall vest all money
received for membership in some way, so as to yield at least

6 per cent, interest per annum
;
in all cases the invest-

ments shall be so made as to have real estate bound for the

sum or sums invested, so that there shall be no possibility

of loss

;

and oil money so received and invested shall be a

perpetualfund ; the Society having no power to use it so

as to diminish the principal.

“Sec. 9. Any money or property which may be donat-

ted to this Society shall be added to the perpetual fund,
^ * unless otherwise directed by the donor.”

BY-LAW*.

“Article 6. Section 1. Should any donation be made
<0 this Society, so as to make a permanent fund

;
said fund

shall be forever called by the name of the donor.

“Sec. 2. * * * * but should any donor fail to

specify the objects of his gift, then this Society shall lay

out the interest or profits of the donation, annually, bienni-

ally, or otherwise, in awarding premiums for Essays upon

selected branches of production or the education of the

laboring classes-

“Sec, 3. In all cases where a series of Essays shall be

called forth by a donation, the series shall be forever call-

ed by the nam.e of the donor.”

From these extracts you may learn the spirit of our

Society. Our Fairs will be held at Rome, a small town
on the Cumberland River.

I think that we may rightly claim that our Csnstitution

is multum inparvo. What will be our permanent fund

20 years hence, we cannot guess, but it will be large, and
must increase indefinitely.

There are at least four important features in our so-

ciety :

1st. It is perpetual. It will last for centuries.

2nd. It never can be bankrupt, because it never ean go
in debt, and real estate will always be bound for the per-

manent fund.

3rd. The Society must ultimately possess a very large

fund, because every new member and every donatiorr, for

ages, will increase the fund. ,

4th. Should we be fortunate in receiving donaUone, the

best tolent of the Union will be employed annually, for

ages, in getting up and publishing to l4re world Essays

upon Agriculture and the Education of producers.

Our members have the right spirit
;
we all confess our

ignorance, and hence are ready to learn. Our eonarauni-

ty, old and young, will soon make a large class of stu-

dents of Agriculture. I hope all the counties in the State

will do likewise. Then will Education become general^

thorough and. practical.

Disjointed as this letter is, I know it will be aecepfcable

to you. Some of us, in this section, read the Southern

Cultivator, and know what exertions you have beert mak-
ing for years, to instruct, elevate, and ameliorate the pro-

ductive classes; and you may regard some of the spiitit and
senbments of our society as having emanated from your-

self.

Could the docte'ines you have so long and s© forcibly

urged upon the renovation of land and the diversity oi
products, be generally understood and praetieed, what
would soon be the wealth and strength ot this Republic'?

And could our farmers and planters rightly understand

their interest, they would soon respond to your calls, and
speak out at the ballot box in tones not to b® misunder-

stood in the halls of Congress. Our aspiring polilacians,

who, on the stump, have such large love for. the dear

people, and in the councils of the nation know and ©are

so little for their true interest, would receiv® an uwnoia-

takcable hint.

The business of stimulating and informing th® prpdwcem
of our country is as arduous as it is noble. Th® stmnbling

stone is the want of proper information, and how a requis-

ite amount of information can be disseminated is the puzzle.

I hope your school will be a centre from which many in-

structive rays will radiate, and many teachers will be sent

forth to teach Scientific Agriculture,

And I hope, too, that we shall soon get up a» Agricul-

tural School in Tennessee. We tried it 16 ywrs ag© and
failed, but there is more correct thinldng among us now
than then. Respectfully,

F. H. Goi^ow, M.D.

Sugartree Fevrm, {near Rome, Tenn.,) Nov., 1854.

Remarks.—Absence from tke Slate prevented the letter

of our esteemed correspondent reseiving earlier aUention,

The enterprising farmers of J'ennessae are deterring of aH
commendation for having constrained the Legislature to

establish an Agricultural Bureau at the seat ©fGovernment,

and divide the State into several districts, Uie better to ad-

vance its great farming interest. The thorough organiza-

ations of Societies after the plan given by Dr. Gordon, or

something similar to it, cannot fail to render the most im-
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portant service to the country. A few energetic men in

a county to take the lead, are sufficient to establish and

maintain an association of a most useful character. Fre-

quent discussions between neighbors pursuing the same

occupation prompts them to read and think much m'ore

than they would without incentives. Useful experiments

will be tried, and additional pains taken to confirm or re-

fute the favorite theories of differing members of the so-

ciety. They will soon feel the want of a good profession-

al library, and wisely unite their contributions to pur-

chase the same.

In reference to geology in its connection with agricul-

ture, tne small work of Dr. Hitchcock, President of Am-
herst College, is best adapted to popular use. Its retail

price is, we believe, but a dollar. Lyell’s Elements of

Geology is a larger and more elaborate work which may
be read with equal interest and profit. A first class text-

book on Agricultural Geology has yet to be written in the

English language
;
nor have geological phenomena been

investigated in their bearing on the soil and subsoil, as

extensively and critically as the importance of the subject

deraeinds. All superficial investigations are nearly value-

less. L-

DITCHING LOW, WET BOTTOM LANDS.

LETTER FROM MR. GRANT,

Messrs. Editors—-I see in the June [1854] number of

the Southern Cultivator a letter from Mr. John Farrar, of

Atlanta, Ga., recommending the bringing into cultivation

creek bottoms and branch lands, which I am attempting

to do and not having been accustomed to doing such work

it would be of great advantage if I could, through your

valuable paper or by letter from the gentleman himself,

get his views in full on the subject of ditching and drain-

ing low or bottom lands. As he remarked in his letter he

could write a good deal more, I would be glad to have a

full detail on the subject of draining bottom land.

Yours respectfully, W, N, Grant.

Jasper Co. Texas, 1854.

Messrs, Editors—The letter of Mr. Grant, of Texas,

to you, requesting information on the subject of ditching

creek and branch bottoms is received. I suppose you for-

warded his request to me, mainly on account of his mak-

ing mention ofme and of my letter in the June number of

the Cultivator. Could I give Mr. Grant such informa-

tion as he desires it would afford me pleasure. To give

general instructions on this subject would be an easy mat-

ter in some men’s hands—such as have ideas and words

suited to express their theory and practice in such matters.

I consider myself but little favored with such gifts, I will,

in the first place, say to Mr. Grant that by close observa-

tion and a little practice he will be better informed on this

subject than he will be by any instructions I can give him

in writing. If I were on his lands and could take a sur-

vey of his bottoms, I could give him more information and

advance ideas that he would better understand in one hour

than I can by a half dozen written communications. The
most important consideration on the subject ofditching is,

first, a proper location
;

next, a proper width and depth

for each ditch, always having an eye to the quantity of

water that may be expected at any time. In nine cases

out of ten it is the surest plan to run the main ditch in the

lowest part of the bottom. In many bottoms there will be

springy wet places after the main diteh is made. In such

cases there must be drain ditches made, running into the

main one, and these should be made what is called blind

ditches. This is done by cutting them of sufficient depth,

say two and a half to three feet deep, and one and a half to

two feet wide. The cheapest and quickest plan for mak-

ing the drain where poles can be had plenty, is to get

them of proper size, place one QP each side on the bottom

of the ditch and place the third pole on top of those two; if

the poles be of the right size there will be cavity or space

sufficient to drain all the water that will come into the

ditch. This being done, take small brush, &c., put it on

the poles, chop it so as to make it lie close, then fill up
the ditch with the dirt that was taken out and you have a

blind ditch
;
the land can then be cultivated as well as if

the ditches were not there.

It requires a great deal of ditching to dry some spots of

land so as to make them productive. I have known 400

yards of blind ditch on a half acre before it could be

thoroughly drained
;
but this is running an expense for

improvement higher than is advisable in most cases. In

many bottoms after the main ditch is made on the lowest

part there must be a ditch made on each side at the lower

edge of the hill to keep the hill side water from the bottom

;

and for another purpose, they cut off the drainings of

springy, wet places which are frequently found at the

edge of hills. The word is, when a man undertakes to re-

claim bottom land and put it in a profitable state of culti-

vation, he must not stop before he puts in as many ditches-

as may be required
;
he then may, with some propriety,

expect to be rewarded for his labor. The size of a ditch de-.

pends not a little on the fall it may have—a ditch where
there can be but little fall obtained must be wider in pro-

portion to the less fall it may have. Where there is con-

siderable fall for a ditch there need be be no great concern

how it is made, if it be straight
;
for if the roots and other

obstructions be kept cleaned out of the way it will not be

a great while before it will be as large as the owner will

wish it. In laying out a location for a ditch it should be

as straight as circumstances will admit—avoid sudden,

curves or crooks.

To give an idea of the size of a ditch, I have one now in

progress 8 feet wide and wish to get it near 4 feet deep, if

the fall will admit of that much. The surplus rain water

that falls on some 200 acres of land, and but little broken,

will have to pass off by this ditch. I am one that does

not hire Irishmen or any other hands to ditch. Any fel-

low that can use a hoe or an axe can be learned to ditch

in a few hours. First stick stakes in a line for the ditch,

then a line 15 or 20 yards long with a peg to eacii end \

peg down the line tight on the line with the stakes
;
mark

this down with the spade; then measure the width you
wish the ditch from each peg line down on that side

;
then

put the line out of the "^ay, and there is no further use for

it before this part of the ditch is made and you are ready

to lay off another length of line, A spade, a long or a
short handled shovel, an axe and a mattock are all the

tools that are wanted for ditching. A long handled shovel

is preferable to the short—they work with more ease and
a hand can do more with them. The spade and shovel

should be of the best kind—these are much the cheapest

in the end. Ames’ best shovel (steel) are the best I am
acquainted with. The spade should be No. 3, of the best

pattern. I am in fiivor of the best tools in all cases for

plantation purposes, and I know from experience that

there is nothing lost, notwithstanding they cost a little

more at first.

I have written as much, Messrs. Editors, as I can think

of on this subject, that will be of any interest to the readers

of your paper. Yours very respectfully,

John Farrar.

Atlanta, Ga., 1854.

Transplanting Evergreens.—The roots, while out of

the ground, should be kept moist, and they should never j

for a moment even, become dried during the process of

transplanting. Hence, a rainy day is recommended, in,

all cases, especially where the roots are denuded.
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POULTRY HOUSES, HEHS’ NESTS, &C , &C.

Messrs. Editors—However excellent the plan of a

“Poultry House” recommended by yourselves in the August

number of the Cultivator, the expense of such a building

is greater than most of your readers are likely to incur. I

therefore take the liberty of suggesting the following,

which is probably as cheap as any plan on which a con-

venient poultry house can be built:

Let the diagram represent the ground floor of a building

20 by 30 feet, with walls 9 feet to plates. The frame,

common 3 by 4 inch scantling, with the lower ends stand-

ing on brick, rock, or in the absence of either, on small

pieces of heart plank. The boarding to consist of one
plank 12 inches wide at the base, the balance 1 by 3 inch

slats nailed on horizontally. If the situation is subject to

depredations by minks or pole-cats, the spaces between
the slats should not exceed 1 1-4 inches : but if not so ex-

posed, the cracks had b^est be 2 inches wide. Let 1 be

front door
; 2, partition door, and 3 and 4 small passways

for poultry, to be closed at night by slides. A, front room
8 by 20 feet, for hens with young chicks to roost before

weaning their broods. B, Nest room 20 by 22 feet, with

a floor over head, with sleepers 6 feet above ground. 5,

six partitions 6 feet high. Room A being open over head

to roof. 3, winding stairway for ascent of poultry to

roost. The roosts 1 by 3 inch slats with one or two up-

right supports of the same material, to give them the ne

cessary strength; the roosts not to be more than 12 or 15

inches above upper floor. The object of the floor over B
is to catch the droppings of the poultry, so as to keep the

nest room at all times clean
;

it being much cheaper to

put a floor than to build a separate room for roosting. For
stairway take thick plank, say 2 1-4 by 12 inches wide,

and at intervals of 3 inches cut in with a saw 1-4 inch deep

and chip out from above. Poultry will go up and down
such a gangway much more readily than if the upper sur-

face were smooth or narrow. Nail some slats obliquely

to the inside of studs and it will brace ih#* building just as

well as if let in with mortice and tenons. The whole to

be under a good roof

By making the hens with young chicks roost in the

front room they will not only be protected from bad

weather, but when the young broods are weaned they

will be already trained to go into the house at night

;

where seeing the older ones going up to roost, and the

gangv/ay being of easy ascent, there will be no difficulty

in learning them to follow.

If a separate room be desired for setting, run another

partition across B, so as to cut off 8 feet at the back end,

leaving said partition open from ground up to about 18

inches and place the nest boxes so as to close up said

opening. When a hen wishes to set, slip the next box
with the hen in it, gently through the opening into the set-

ting room and put another laying nest in its place so as

to close up the opening.

Where a separate room i.s used for setting, it will be

necessary to have an opening from the same into a separ-

ate yard (according to your plan in the Cultivator) so as

to prevent the hen from returning through the front into

the laying room, or she will be apt to abandon her own
nest and take possession ofsome other in the laying room.

If a hen be left shut up and not allowed to go out to feed

she is apt to take to eating her eggs.

To make the best nest boxes will require plank of two
widths—the pieces for front and back being 10 or 12 inches

wide and 12 inches long. The front sawed from upper
corners about halfway down and a little to each side of

the centre so as to leave room for the hen to step, when
getting in and out.

long. By sawing obliquely as from 1 to 2 you have the

sides—the two longest edges being turned in front when
put together. This will give a nest box 12 by 13 inches

in the clear, 12 inches high at the back and 18 in front.

Fourteen inches of the wide plank will make the floor

and 18 inches the top—in all 5 feet 2 inches in length of

wide plank and 2 feet of 12 inch plank
;
being a cost of

less than 10 cents to the nest box, besides your labor in

putting it together. Tattler.
Sleepy Hollow, Aug., 1854.

CURE FOR RHEUMATISM, 4C.

Messrs. Editors;—In the November number of the

Cultivator of 1854, you were pleased to insert an article

over the signature ofA. T. L
,
(it should have been A. T. J.,

and Cadaretta P. 0.,) which I was induced to write, not

as an aspirant for fame, but to the end that public senti-

ment in relation to a topic fraught with so much interest,

should not be misled; nor that erroneous theories (the

butterflies of the day) ever should supplant true ones. In

said article, the 22d line from the top, for “reputation”

read refutation. It was foreign from my intention to ac-

cuse W. P. W. of struggling for renown—though his arti-

cle was replete v/ith everything necessary to betray a high

state ofmental culture. I call not in question the motives

of its author. Pie doubtless is honest and candid, as we
all should be. But his theory was wrong, and hence the

erroneous deductions therefrom. My present purpose,

however, is not to try to vindicate my position, nor fire an

additional pop-gun at his. Public opinion, the great Sul-

tan of the land, will seive, filter and digest the diversified

productions of the day, and drive every vestige of error

from the domain of science. But to my purpose.

In the close ofmy article referred to, I gave the public

what I conceived to be a sovereign remedy for Sciatic and

Rheumatic pains, and remarked thar I would correspond

with any wishing to try the remedy privately. This

pledge, if I redeem, will prove an arduous task. For I

have received letters of enquiry from divers parts of the

States; and I should like to answer them by the whole-

sale, through the medium of your journal, if you can

sympathize with one who has inadvertently got into such

a dilemma. They all wish a more miuute description of

the vine, with further directions, whether or not it will

cure cases of long standing, and whether it has invariably

to be applied to the feet, no matter what part of the sys-

tem is attacked, &c. &c. These and various other inqui-
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ries are being made by the many who are the unfortunate

victims of these painful diseases, and since it does not

grow in these diggin’s, there are many who wish to be

referred to some one where it does grow, who could show

or send a specimen by mail. If I do so, and those to

whom I refer should consider it assuming, or an intrusion,

I beg pardon. It has been near fifteen years since I have

seen ^ growing. I have travelled 300 miles N. E,, and

near 600 S. W. from here, and have frequently looked for

it, and never saw any, though it was in the winter sea-

son, when I Would be the less likely to see it than in sum-

mer. I never have heard of any being seen west ofWe-
turapka, Ala. I presume it can be found almost any
where east of the Coosa river. I know it grows abundant-

ly on and near some streams in Randolph and Chambers
counties, Ala., particularly on the Weadka Creek, which

empties into the Chattahoochee river between Vernon and

West Point. It also grows in Heard, Troup, Bibb, Mon-

roe and Jones counties, in Georgia. Wm. C. Williamson,

of Louino, Randolph county, Geo., or John McLain, of

Fredania, Chambers county, Alabama,could show it

to any person, or if requested, could next summer forward

a specimen to the Cultivator Office, which could be ex-

hibited engraved. Here I will inform one inquirer, who
wished to have some sent to him—my experience is it

must be applied fresh. I once brought some here in

liquor from Alabama, a distance of 300 miles, when it be-

came so much impaired it would not draw a blister at all.

And to the sufferer who sues for relief in this way, let me
say, you would do well to summon up all the fortitude

you can rake and scrape, as it v/ill doubtless jDe taxed

much beyond your anticipation. I knew a negro woman
whose owners would or could not control her, who had

it applied to both her feet; she became so inveterate she

took it off and put her feet in cold water. Fortunately for

her, the blisters came after awhile, and she was cured

;

but I regarded that as almost accidental, as the directions

were not complied with. I do not talk thus to deter any,

but there are many v/ho are so chicken-hearted, and pos-

sess such a peculiar temperament that it becomes necessa-

ry for them to screw themselves up to the sticking point,

in order to meet the crisis, Caesar-like. Tell it not in Gath.

It is almost like standing on fire all the time it is drawing.

It should stay on from six to twelve hours, and then take

off, when it will be perhaps twelve hours more, or longer,

before the blister will be ready to clip
;
up to this time it

will be painful. Then treat it as any other blister.

This vine is not confined to low lands, but grows most
abundant near streams, delighting to run along fences,

sometimes perhaps several yards
;

it will also run up
bushes upwards of ten feet, and cluster and twdne about

them similar to a grape vine. I never saw any run up a

tree. A recent bloom shows a lively and beautiful ap-

pearance, and when dry in the fall presents a fuzzy,

brown appearance, near the shape and size of a pine burr,

which contains the seed, similar to rhubarb seed. The
leaves are broad, oblong, smooth on the surface and edge.

Stem of an old, thrifty vine at the ground perhaps as

large as your finger. The roots are fev/, white, running
straight downward very deep, generally as large near the

surface as a goose-quill, resembling nothing so much as

the Sampson snake-root.

Dire<^ns .—Take of the bruised root a small quaatity,

and put it on a piece of leather or colewort leaf, about the

size of a half dollar, and let it remain from six to twelve

hours. Dampen it a little when it becomes dry, but not

enough to make it run, as it will take all the skin ofl

where it goes. It should invariably be put on the feet, no
matter what part is affected. If only one side is attacked,

apply only to one foot
;

otherwise to both. I assert,

from the history ofmy experience in the matter, it will

sure both recent and cases of long standing, chronic and in-

flammatory, where it is not the consequence of poisoning

drugs. Were it not for protracting this article, to the ex-

clusion ofsomething more interesting to the many, I would
give the outlines of a fev.'’ cases

;
but propriety forbids.

One may suffice. About the year 18*25, my father then

living in Bibb co., Geo., had a valuable young negro man
taken with rheumatic pains, which in a few months af-

fected him so bad, and he was in so mucfi pain continual-

ly, that he never pretended to leave his cabin. He from
the first had the best medical attendance that could be

procured. His sufferings became intensely severe, and
he was almost reduced to despair. At length father heard

of an old man going about, at that time operating in an
adjacent county, who professed to cure such cases, and
made no other pretensions. He cured for $25, and had
nothing if he failed. He v/as sent for and engaged upon;
those terms. He went out on father’s land and procured the

roots, and made the application, and no less remarkable-

than true, the boy was enabled to go to plowing before

he could walk barefoot upon his blistered feet. He has

ever remained healthy, and he is still in the family, and
perfectly sound, so far as pains are concerned. The ap-

plication should be moistened with vinegar. I apprehend
cattle destroy this vine where they eat out the range.

One enquirer informs me his is a complicated case of five

years standing, of neuralgia and rheumatism, occasioned

by taking mercury during a protracted spell of sickness.

The voice of suffering humanity verging on despair is

importunate, and very loth to “give up the ship”—hoping
perchance there may be some “balm in Gilead.” I would
recommend him to try this remedy, and repeat the appli-

cation twice, or even thrice, il relief is not sooner obtained.

A. T. P.

Cadaretta P. O. January, 1855.

Remarks.—Our journal is scarcely the proper medium
for communications of this character—yet, as considera-

ble interest has been manifested in the specific of our cor-

respondent, and as we v/ould not willingly neglect an.

opportunity of benefitting suffering humanity, we cheer-

fully give it place. We were, however, obliged to omit
the onslaught of our friend upon the mercurial remedies

of “old school” physicians; for the obvious reason that it

would, if published, give rise to an endless amount of

discussion on a subject with which we, as agriculturists,

have no concern.

—

Eds.

EOTATIOH OF FOREST TRESS.

There are millions of acres of pine forests which pre-

sent an even surface for tillage, whose improvem.ent for

continued and profitable cultivation, is a matter of great

moment. If their virgin soils do not exhibit an acid re-

action, they at least possess too little of alkaline ingredi-

ents for high agricultural productiveness. We have been

astonished at the benefits that accrued from theapplication

of marl and shell lime to these virgin earths in which
there was no lack of organic substances. V/here potash

came from that existed in such large crops of wheat and
corn, appeared a mystery. Lime seemed to bring it out

from its before insoluble silicates. Indeed, wc can ac-

count for the natural fertility in the Southern peninsula of

Maryland and those districts of Virginia and Georgia

where marl abounds, which we have visited, in no other

way. In an acre of wheat or corn there is five times

more potash than lime
;
while the amount of soluble pot-

ash in natural pine-bearing soils is exceedingly small. A
pine tree when burnt yields but little ashes, and they are

not rich in potash. Pine leaves, however, yield pound for

pound, twelve times more ashes than pine wood
;
and it

is mainly the annual fall of leaves on the surface of the-

ground, giving alkalies drawn from the deep subsoil,,

as well as organized carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, that-
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enriches the land. By adding a little lime to this natural

source of fruitfulness, the owner of pine lands will great-

ly enhance their value. They can be changed permanent-

ly from the production of coniferous plants to that of cere-

als—a difference as wide as that from a loaf of bread made

of pine sawdust to one made of wheat flour.

The difference in a soil that will yield pine wood

abundantly, but wheat and maize very sparingly, is the

pivot of plant rotation, to which the reader’s attention is

particularly invited. The volatile alkali called ammonia,

which abounds in Peruvian Guano, works this change in

piney woods land for one or tv/o crops, in a remarkable

degree. Wood ashes also produce signal effects on such

soils, being far more lasting than guano. Alkalies in some

form appear to be necessary to change a pine-growing soil

into one adapted to the cheap and permanent production of

oaks, hickory and grain.

Numerous facts similar in purport to those above stated

are well knov/n to every observing farmer
;
but the rea-

sons suggested by Professor Johnston and others, why
pine trees succeed oak forests, and the latter, or beech, or

other hard deciduous trees succeed pines, do not appear

to us entirely satisfactory. On the rich lands of the West-

ern States, and in Western New York, when beech and

maple, or oak-bearing soils are left to grow up a second

time in forests, they do not, like the comparatively poor

land of New Jersey, Delav/are, Maryland, Virginia, North

and South Carolina and Georgia, produce a crop of old-

field pines, but a second growth of the trees of the primi-

tive forest. Coniferous plants never supersede those of a

higher order and more complex development where the

latter can flourish.

If pines drive out oaks and poplars, it is because the lat-

ter find an uncongenial soil, made so not by nature, but

by the labor of man. Nature never rotates her vegetable

productions from a higher to a lower order of organism,

if her developments are not molested. The deeply des-

cending tap-root of pine, its light wind-driven seed, and its

abundant foliage, fit it, in an eminent degree, to recuperate

impoverished old fields, and prepare tlie surface of the

ground to bear a crop of oaks, or corn or cotton. The
growth of pines does not, however, necessarily induce the

growth of oaks or beeches; for there is no reason to sup-

pose that the pine forests of North and South Carolina and
Georgia have not flourished on the same surface for

twenty successive generations of trees. There is no evi-

dence of a natural system of a rotation of plants from

pine to oak, and oak to pine. L.'

To DnsTuoY Pf.ach Tree Insects.—A very intelligent

writer in the London Gardeners Magazine, who had tried

many experiments to preserve the peach tree in health,

gives the following as the best composition for this pur-

pose;

“Take half a peck ef unslacked lime, a quarter of a

peck of soot, two pounds of soft soap and one pound of

sulphur. Upon these warm water is poured, till the whole
mass becomes of a creamy consistency. This composition

is applied to the whole tree—trunk and branches, with a

cloth or sponge, as hot as the hand can bear it. The pro-

per time of using this wash is immediately after pruning

in the spring.

THE BULL’S BING.

0ns mode of making rings for bull's noses, consists of

two semi- circles, constituting a circle or ring, joined to-

gether at one end, a, w'lth a rivet passed through the ends

lapping over each other, after each end is redu'^ed to half

the thickness of the ring, and acting as a hinge
;
and the

other two ends, b, also lap, and are fastened together with

two countersunk screws. The ring is opened, as shown
in fig. 1, before it is passed through the hole in the bull’s

nose. Fig. 2 shows the ring screwed together as it hangs

in the bull’s nose; the joint, a, closed, and the lapped ends,

b, also closed with the two countersunk screws, all flush

with the surface of the ring. The ring is formed of quar-

ter inch rod-iron, and its di-

ameter over all is two and a 1)

half inches. T h e surface

should be very smoothly filed,

and it cannot be too highly

polished with sand paper.

The ring is put into the

young bull’s nose in this man-
ner ;—Let the person who
puts the ring into the bull’s

nose, be provided with an

iron rod about a foot long, the bull’s ring.

tapering to the point, and

rather thicker than the rod of the ring. Let a fire be near

to heat the point of this rod. He should also be provided

with a small screw-driver. Let a long, stout cart-rope be

provided with a noose hitched upon the middle, just large

enough to take in the bull’s neck like a collar. Put the

bull into any out- housed; that has a window sufficiently

low to allow his head to reach through it,though it is safer for

his knees to press against his counter a stout bar of wood.

Slip the top of the loop of the rope over his head down to

the counter, bring his breast against the window or bar,

pass the rope from the lowest part of his neck along the

ribs on each side round his buttocks, like a breeching, and
bring an end through the window or over the bar on eacL

side of the bull, where let a stout man hold on at each end
of the rope, and prevent the bull retreating backwards
from the window or bar. A man stands on each side of

the bull’s buttock, to prevent him shifungfrom one side or

the other. A man also stands on each side of the bull’s

head, holding on by the horn, or by the ear if he is horn-

less, with one hand, and keeping out the nose by support-

ing the jaws with the other. The operator having the

iron rod given him by an assistant, heated in the fire just

red enough to see the point in dayliglit, he takes the bull

by the nose, with his left hand, and feeling inwardly wnth

his fingers, past the softpart of the nostrils, until he reach-

es the cartilage or septum of the nose, he distends the ori-

fice of the nostrils, so that the hot iron may pierce clear

through the septum without touching the skin of the nos-

trils or his own fingers, taking care to pass the iron in a

direction exactly parallel to the front of the nose, other-

wise the hole will be pierced ob-

(^Fig. 2.) liquely. Immediately after t h e

tapering rod has been passed as far

as to make the hole sufficiently

large for the ring, and the wound
seared enough, the operator then

taltcs the ring opened (still holding

by the bull’s nose w’ith his left hand)

passes one end of it gently through

the hole, and, on bringing the two
endstogeteher, lets go the nose with

the left hand, and taking hold of

tlie ring w'ith same, still to command
the bull, puts one screw' in after

another, and secures each firmly with the screw driver.

He then turns the ring round in the hole, to feel that it

moves easily, and to see that it hangs evenly, after all

which the bull is released. The ring should not be used

until the wound of the nose is completely healed
;
though

it is nothing uncommon to see the ringing of a bull delayed,

until the lime arrives that he must be led by it for some
particular purpose, such as the exhibition fora premium at

a show, when, in '.he attempt to accustom him to be led

THE BULL 3 RING .4S F.iS

PENED in his xNOSE.
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about by the ring immediately after the operation, every

part of the nose being still tender and sensitive, the poor

animal is tormented. So alarmed do some bulls become by

this operation, that they hang back from the rein-rope in the

ring with such force as to tear the ring through the nose
;

but this is an abuse of the use of the rope, which should

be slackened, and the animal relieved from pain, as often

and until he learns to yield to the slightest motion of the

rope. On first trying to lead the bull by the ring, the

person who has charge of him should not endeavor to pull

the animal along after him^ but allow him to walk on while

he remains at his side, or goes behind him, with the rope

in his hand. While so following, to relieve the animal as

much as practicable of the weight of the rope upon the

nose, the drover should throw the middle of the rope over

the bull's back, and retain a hold of its end. Should the

bull offer to step backwards, a slight tap on the shank

with a stick will prevent him
;
and should he attempt to

run forward, a mere check by the rope will cause him to

slacken his pace. On no account should the drover at-

tempt to struggle with the bull on the first occasion
;
on

the contrary, he should soothe and pacify him, and en-

deavor to inspire him with confidence in himself and the

rope, and to show him that he will recive no hurt if he will

but walk quietly along. A bull soon learns what is in-

tended for him when he is properly dealt with
;
but if tor-

mented merely that the drover may show his power over

him, it may be a long time, if ever, before he will learn to

behave quietly when led.

—

People's Journal.

FARM BOOK-KEEPING.

In almost every other business, regular accounts are

deemed necessary to the proper conducting of its affairs.

The manufacturer might get along in the same guess-

work way as farmers usually do, but at what rate he was
making profits or losses he could not satisfy himself A
similar satisfaction in the.farmer’s business is one of the

reasons why he should keep regular accounts with his

crops and field, as much as the merchant and manufactur-

er do in their departments of business. Without accurate

accounts no farmer can tell, save by a guess-work, which
may be very wide of the reality, what crops, what fields,

or what system of management are paying the best or

yielding the most net profits. One of our British contem-

poraries has lately been directing the attention of its read-

ers to the importance of farm book-keeping. It asks the

question, Why are agriculturists an exception to others in

^e details of book-keeping I and in reply observes that

there is no more essential branch of a farmer’s education

than that of being taught book-keeping, and that not only

as to the every-day mercantile transactions of buying and

selling, but also as to the noting the amount of produce of

different fields, or the results of different systems of man-
agement, manuring, &c. It is essential more especially,

to obtaining all the knowledge possible from any experi-

ment, that every expenditure made on account of the crop,

together with interest of land, should be noted down on
one side, while on the other is put down every particle of

produce of any value which the field or crop produced,

By strict attention to details, the writer of the article re-

ferred to says, “his experience as a cultivator would prove

the most formidable foe to prejudices which militate

against his interest,—prejudices and errors in practice

being almost invariably fortified from rough guesses, the

necessary result of the absence of regular details
;
and this

at least is one reason for the backwardness of agricul-

ture.”

In order to render farm accounts clear and accurate, i

one ofthe first things to be done is to make a plan or map
ofthe farm, with the size of the fields marked upon it, &c.
A field or crop may then have a folio to itselfand all labor,

manure, seed, &c., debited to it on one side, and all tliat

it produces credited to it on the other. In addition to the

pecuniary advantage which would result from knowing
what kinds of crops or modes of management prove to be

the most profitable, there would be a satisfaction in be-

ing able to keep accurate accounts and in knovnng in-

instead of guessing as to profits, which would be enough

to compensate any farmer for his trouble.

—

Country

Gentleman.

SEPTEMBER (1854) GALE ON THE SEABOARD.

Messrs. Editors—When I wrote you in August last,

our staple crops ofrice and cotton were everywhere fine and
promising, in fact never was there a promise of more
abundant harvest held cut to both the rice and cotton

planter of the seaboard.

We had an unusually hot summer, and the rains were
so few that there was very little danger of either a freshet

on the rice, or of casting in the cotton. The cutting of

the rice, and the picking of cotton commenced the latter

part of August, under the most glorious auspices
;
every

one expecting that his barns would crack and groan un-

der the accumulating produce ! But alas ! like Jon.4H'’s

gourd, our inflated hopes were soon withering on the

ground! On the 8th of September, a most terrific hurri-

cane ravaged our whole line of sea coast, from Charleston

to Savannah especially, and extending into the interior

beyond the head of tide-water. Great damage was neces’

sarily inflicted on rice, cotton, corn, peas and slips, by
the combined agency of wind and water (fresh and salt.)

On exposed situations, the cotton stalks were stripped al-

most bare of fruit and foliage, besides what was killed by
the actual invasion of the salt water. A great deal of rice

that was cut and ricked in the fields was inundated and
floated off, whilst standing rice was in a great many places

thi'own down head foremost into the water. Corn fields

were completely tangled up, from the stalks being pitch-

ed and thrown in every direction across one another, with

many of the ears lying down upon the wet earth. Slips

were, in many instances, innundated and killed by the

salt tides
;

also, many pea crops, and what peas were not

killed by salt water, were blasted by the ferocious wind!

A great deal of Long Cotton that will be sent to market

this winter, will be but half ripe loool and the damaged
rice on Savannah River is producing moi teZzfy among man
and animals. Only yesterday I understood that the verit-

able Asiatic Cholera has broken out on certain river

plantations, from the free use of the damaged grain ! For-

tunately, there was but little loss of life or limb on that

dreadful day, and miraculously, but few ships lost. It

really seemed, as if the fearful wind-god had but one

mission to attend to, and but one object to execute; viz,

the destruction of our crops. For this storm could not

have happened at a more critical time, and strange to re-

late, it was the semi-centennial aniversary of the great

seaboard hurricane of September 8th, 1804—exactly 50

years to the very hour !

!

We put oui loss down in both cotton and rice to

A(zZ/ as an average, as some did not lose quite one-half,

whilst others lost more. In spite, though, of all this de-

struction, neither Long Cotton nor Rice are yet bringing a

remunerative price to the suffering planter. We all thought

just the contrary, and that prices would rule very high,

but it seems not. It is really too bad. The whole thing

is reduced to this—tli^t the Cotton Planter of the South

will either have to go to the cities and seize the cotton

buyer by X\\ei throat, or that he will have io -fld^wiless cotton

'Awdi more provisions. It has thus been quitA a disastrous

year with us, especially when taken in conjunction with

yellowfever. However,

“Hope tefips immortal from the Jirouad

And heavenward springs with fiery hound.”

Therefore, animated by this divine impulse, we are
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about, again, to put the plow-share in the ground, and our

shoulder to the wheel, doing all that man may do; and

content to rest the issue with Him, who briddleth the wind

and rideth upon the whirlwind.

Yours respectfully, J. St. J. G.

Blxoffton, S. C., Dec., 1854.

FOR THE LADIES—HARMOHY OF COLORS.

Red Drapery.—Rose-red cannot be put in contact with

the rosiest complexions without causing them to lose

some of their freshness. Dark red is less objectionable for

certain complexions than rose-red, because being higher

than the latter, it tends to impart whiteness to them in

consequence of contrast of tone.

Green Drapery .—A delicate green is, on the contrary,

favorable to all fair complexions which are deficient in

rose, and which may have more imparted to them without

inconvenience. But it is not as favorable to complexions

that are more red than rosy, nor to those that have a tint

of orange mixed with the brown, because the red they add

to this tint will be of brick red hue. In the latter case a

green will be less objectionable than a delicate green.

Yelloio Drapery .—Yellow imparts violet to a fair skin,

and in this view it is less favorable than the delicate

green. To those skins which are more yellow than orange

it imparts white
;
but this combination is very dull and

heavy for a fair complexion. When the skin is tinted

more with orange than yellow, we can make it roseate by
neutralising the yellow. It produces this effect upon the

black-haired type, and it is thus that it suits brunettes.

Violet Drapery.—Violet, the complimentary of yellow,

produces contrary effects
;
thus it imparts some greenish-

yellow to fair complexions. It augments the yellow tint

of yellow and orange skins. The little blue there may be

in a complexion it makes green. Violet, then, is one of

the least favon ble colors to the skin, at least, when it is

sufficiently deep to whiten it by contrast of tone.

Blue Drapery .—Blue imparts orange, which is suscep-

tible of allying itselffavorably to white and light flesh tints

offair complexions, which have already a more or less de-

termined tint of this color. Blue is, then, suitable to most
blondes, and in this case justifies its reputation. It will

not suit brunettes, since they have already too much of

tlie orange.

Orange Drapery .—Orange is top brilliant to be elegant

;

it makes fair complexions blue, whitens those which have
an orange tint, and gives a green hue to those of a yellow

tint.

White Drapery .—Drapery of a lustreless white, such as

cambric muslin, assorts well with a fresh complexion, of

which it relieves the rose color; but it is unsuitable to

complexions which have a disagreeable tint, because white

always exalts all colors by raising their tone
;
consequent-

ly it is unsuitable to those skins which, without having

this disagreeable tint, very nearly approach it. Very light

white draperies, such as muslin plaited or point lace, have
an entirely different aspect.

Black Drapery.—Black draperies, lowering the tone of

the colors with which they are in juxtaposition, whitten

the skin, but if the Vermillion or rosy parts are to a certain

point distant from the drapery it will follow that, although

lowered in tone, they appear relatively to the white parts

of the skin contiguous to the same drapery, redder than if

the contiguity of the black did not exist.

VARIETIES AND PRO^RTIES OF MANURES.

The manures in, general use in gardens are numerous,
but I shall only notice those which I consider the most
useful

;
and of these, the dung of horses, if not the best,

is certainly the most general in use.

Next to the dung of horses, that of oxen and cattle is in

the greatest request; and if slightly fermented, is an ex-

cellent manure for light, hot soils. It is also well calcu-

lated for soils of a dry, absorbent nature, as it I'etains its

moisture for a greater length of time than most others.

Green vegetable matter is an excellent manure, but less

attended to than it ought to be. Instead of collecting all

useless vegetables, &c., in a garden into one heap, let the

following simple mode be adopted : When a piece of

ground is to be dug, go around and collect all the decaying

vegetables, and immediately dig them in. The sweepings
of grass walks and lawns are also of as much use as vege-

table manure
;
and on being brought into the garden they

should be dug in before fermentation commences
;
but it

must be observed that they should not be buried at too

great a depth, otherwise fermentation will be prevented

by compression and the exclusion of air.

Sea weeds, when they can be procured, make excellent

manure for most vegetables, but particularly for Sea Kale,

Artichokes, and Asparagus. This manure, however, is

very transient in its effects, and does not last more than

for a single crop, which is accounted for by its containing

a large portion of water, or the elements thereof.

The dung of birds, either wild or domesticated, affords

a powerful manure, particularly that of the former.

Pigeon’s dung is in great repute, but it should only be

used as a compound
;

or, if used as a simple mannre, the

greatest care must be observed in the distribution of it. It

is a good manure for Strawberries and Raspberries
;
also

the Fuchsia, Pelargonium, Coxcomb, Balsam, and it is

indeed a rich manure for all potted plants that will bear

rich feeding.

The dung of sheep affords good manure, but is seldona

used in gardens.

Soot is a very powerful manure, and ought to be used in

a dry state, and thrown on the surface of the ground. It

is advantageously used in crops of Onions. It is sown
at all times with good effect, and where it has been sown
no maggot has appeared.

The ashes of wood, if not too much burnt, is a lasting

manure, particularly for the Grape Vine and Pear
;
and

if sown among Turnips, it is of great use to protect them
from the fly.

Of all mineral manures, lime is most known and gene-

rally used. It should, however, never be applied with

animal manures, unless they be too rich, or for the purpose

of preventing noxious effluvia. It is injurious when
mixed with any common manure.

Manures, whether animal or mineral, are of such im-

portance to vegetation, that all possible diligence should

be used in the collecting and preparing them for the dif-

ferent purposes for which they may be required. By a

proper application of them, and by a rotation of cropping

founded on just principles, the worst garden ground may
be not only improved, but rendered fit for the productions

of every vegetable that is usually cultivated in the different

localities of this country.

Alfred Chamberlain,

Gardener to Delaney Kane, Newport, Rhode Island.

[Horticulturist.

Salt for Quinces.—

I

f you wish your Quince bushel

to bear plentiful crops of large and golden fruit, train them

with a single trunk and a low bushy head, leaving no

shoots or suckers to draw their nourishment from the main
stem. Then dig up the ground well in spring or early

summer, and scatter from two to four quarts of salt over

the surface as far as the roots extend
;
after which, spread

a thick layer of straw or forest leaves around them, and
they will take care of themselves until the fruit harvest,

when you will be amply repaid for all your trouble. It

may be necessary, however, when the fruit is well set on

the branches, to thin it out somewhat, leaving only the

fairest and best formed specimens evenly distributed, to

prevent the limbs from breaking down with their burden
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ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES, &C.

I. T. L., Sweetwater, Tenn.—Will gire your business

immediate attention.

W. N. W., Athens, Ga.—Our fish-ponds in this vicin-

ity are generally stocked with Bream; but there is no
reason why Gold Fish and many other varieties should
not be extensively propagated in our mild climate. If

you desire Bream, they can be obtained here, and Gold
Fish may be ordered fromNew York. A fish-pond, to be
perfect, should be fed by a bold, clear spring.

A. 0. A., Jackson, Miss.—The seeds were duly received,

Boaked in hot water and planted. Hope to grow some
of the plants. Are they evergreen or deciduous ? Many
thanks for your kindness. Missing numbers sent.

L. S. G., Glaytonville, N. 0.—Your inquiries in regard
to seeds, grafts, fee., were answered by mail. The miss-

ing numbers have been sent you.
N. E. P., Franklin, Tenn.—A handful of Plaster or

leached Ashes scattered around each stalk of Corn when
8 or lO inches high, would be of great benefit to your
crop. The number you desire was sent you per ma,il.

J. B., Talbotton, Ga.—Guano has been used with
much success for Cotton, on such land as you describe.

Sow 300 pounds per acre broadcast, and plow in well.

M. W., Pa,ss Christian, Miss.—Thanks for your kind
expressions of good will and approval. Your request

has been complied with.

E. M., Shongalo, Miss.—It may be that “ kissing often

goes by favor but not in the instance to which you al-

lude. We had not the articles you desired ,• nor could we
obtain them without trouble and expense. If you knew
how much of our precious time is wasted in the vain en-

deavor to supply the various wants of our subscribers,

you would give us credit for some desire to accommo-
date. We shall, hereafter, either be obliged to charge
commission for out-door services or refuse to fill any or-

ders not immediately pertaining to our own business. One
Dollar per year buys the Cultivator.^ but not the exclu-
sive time and leisure of its editors. We hope this mat-
ter will henceforth be more clearly understood by many
of our friends.

J. I., Ingleside, Yazoo Co., Miss., desires particular'in-

formation respecting RandaWs Cotton Planter.'^ Will
Borne of our readers respond to his wishes ?

K.
,

Homesville, La.—Trees of the true Tinley (or

Tinsley) Peach may be obtained from Robt. Nslson, of
Macon, Ga. There are two varieties, the red and the
yellow—both excellent.

B., Montgomery, Ala.—The location of our next Fair
is not yet determined : and will not be until the Execu-
tive Committee meeting in March. As a permanent lo-

cality, it seems to us that Atlanta holds out the strongest
inducements of any place in Georgia.

B. S., Lynchburg, S. C.—You will find a statement of
the effects of KittlewelV s Salts in our January num-
ber, page 23.

Mrs. Minerva M., Galveston Bay, Texas.—Your kind
favor received, and enquiries referred to a friend on the

coast, who will, doubtless take much pleasure in reply-

ing.

D:^ Will J. D. F. Williams, Esq., of Alabama send
his Postoffice address to W. J. Bingham. Esq., of Oaks,
Orange Co., North Carolina?
W. D. G., Longsbridge, Ga.—We will publieh a full

account of the new Ditching Machine in our next.

“CroskilFs Patent Clod Crusher” is an English invention
that has not been introduced to any extent in this coun-
try, so far as we know. The inventor of the Plow you
speak of is Jas. H. Forman, of Sharon, Chambers Go.,

Ala. Your other inquiries were answered per mail.

H. S., Red Boiling Spring, Tenn.—Y"ou can obtain
Guano from Poullain, Jennings & Co., of this nity.

Other enquiries and requests will receive atten-
tion when we find leisure from more pressing duties.

SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The Executive Committee of the “ Southern Central

Agricultural Society” met in Atlanta on the IGth ult,,for

the purpose ofamending and improving the Premium List

for the present year, locating the next Fair, &c. There
was a very full attendance of the members, the following

gentlemen being present

;

Col. Aug. S. Jones, Savannah; Col. J. M. Davison,

Woodville; Dr. Jno. S. Linton, Athens
;
Benj. E. Stiles,

Esq., Macon; Wm, J. Eve, Esq., Augusta; Richarb
Peters, Esq.

,
Atlanta

;
Maj. J. S. Rowland, Cartersville,

and Dr. Jas, Camak, {Secretary) Athens, Ga.

Much business ofimportance was transacted, and the

Premium List for present year very carefully revised and
amended. We give the prizes for Field Crops in another

portion of our journal.

The location of the next Fair is not yet determined, but

an adjourned meeting of the Committee to arrange this

and other important matters, will be held in this city on

Tuesday, March 6, at which time the various propositions

will be finally acted upon.

Plows and Plowing.—We have lately tested the Michi-

gan Double Plow, No. 8, and find it in all respects a most
admirable implement. For burying up trash, grass,

weeds, &c
,
and for width and depth of furrow, combined

with remarkable easy draft, we have never seen its equal.

The “ Peacock Plow, No. 1,” and the SnbsoU Plow of

the “Nashville (Tenn.) Manufacturing C^'inpany,” are

also reiy superior. The “Peacock,” however, has such a
decided tendency to run deep, that, in heavy soils, it re-

quires two very good mules to pull it. We regard this

matter of “running into the ground” as an advantage in

this land of “surface scratching,” and hope to see more of

the “Peacocks” in use. The Subsoil Plow of the Nash-

ville Company is far beyond anything of the kind that we
ever used, and as a drouth-preventive is invaluable. Both

of the latter may be ordered from Carmichael & Bean,

of this city
;
and the Michigan Plow, from Longett &

Geiffing, New York City.

Increase op Subscribers.—While we would return oi;^

unfeigned thanks to the many kind friends who have ex-

erted themselves so successfully to add to our subscrip-

tion list, of late; we would respectfully ask the assistance

and co-operation of those who, as yet have given us no

such assistance. Will not each subscriber add at least one

more name and forward it to us with his own I This

will double our list for the present year, and greatly in-

crease our means of usefulness. It can easily be accom-

plished if each will make a slight effort. Be “ up and do-

ing,” friends 1 and let us hear from you promptly.
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AGEICULTFEAI SDCIETT OF AIABAMA

We are pleased to learn that a State Agricultural Society

was organised in Montgomery on the lOtii ult., and will

hold its first Fair some time next t'lll. There is nothing

so well calculated to advance the interest and promote the

cause of Agriculture, as the formation of Agricultural So-

cieties and the exhibition of the products ef the soil and

farm yard. These exhibitions beget a laudable spirit of

emulation, and their ultimate tendency is to improve and

advance the interest and conditions of the planting and
stock-raising cfmmunity wherever they are held.

Below we give a notice of its organization and a list of

its officers

:

“ The Agricultural meeting for the organization of a

State Agricultural Society, convened in the Court House
on tlte 10th ult., as per previous notice. After the usual

temporary organization of the meeting, a Committee was
appointed to draft a Constitution for the Society, which
was done and adopted by the Society. Under the Con-
stitution, as adopted, the following named gentlemen were
elected officers of the Society:

“President—Col. Isaac C room. Secretary—N. B.

Cloud. Treasurer—Col. C. T. Pollars.

^‘VicE Presidents—Dr. B N. Pow'ell, Macon; John
Goldthwaite, Coosa; Judge B. S. Bibb, Montgomery;
Dr. Wm. S Price, Marengo

;
Absolom Jackson, Autauga;

T. B. Betha, Mobile, and Gov. H. W. Collier, Tuscaloosa.

“Executive Committee.—E. A. Holt, Chairman; R.

F. Ligon, Dr. C. Bellinger, R. P. Powell, John M. Cheney,
E. F. Montague, CoL Lewis Owen, M. A. Baldwin, P. P.

Graves.
“ After making the preliminary arrangements for a

State Fair in the fall, the Society adjourned to its annual

meeting to be held during the Fair.”

PEEPARmG LAIH) FOB CORK.

r
As the time for planting this most important crop is

rapidly approaching, a few hints on the proper prepara-

tion of the soil may not be inappropriate. The warfare

now' raging in Europe, w'ith the excessive drouths we have

had in the last few years, the certainty of an increased de-

mand at high figitres, all combine to draw, from every

farmer, increased attention to itiis subject. In making
preparations for a new crop of corn, we would suggest to

our readers that they cannot commence their operations

too soon, nor push them toofast when they do commence.

The first grand prerequisite necessary is a team and plow,

not a mere excuse by which, with hard pushing, the land

may possibly be scratched to the depth of three or four

inches, but a plow that will not only break your land but

break it thoroughly. Land that is only half broken will

never more than half produce under the best system of

tillage of a seasonable year, while the product of such

land, of a dry season, is certainly anything but encourag

ing. It is to the interest of every planter that his corn

land be deep and thoroughly broken. Not a furrow ever

should be run short of a depth of ten inches, while even

fourteen inches would not be too much. The advantiige-

of deep plowing are so many and so plain to be seen, thai

we deem it useless to dwell upon them at length. Corn

growing upon land broke ten or fourteen inches deep

derives a greater benefit, in any season, by being better

able to expand its roots to a larger extent of soil, and thu-

gather increased strength and sustenance, than it does from

land not broke so deep, in which the roots are nccessaril)

contracted and are forced to occupy a small space, or forct

their way through a firm and unbroken soil. But in i-

dry season the advantage of deep plowing are incalcul

able. Then it is that the great advantages of this principk

are to be seen wherever put in practice. Land deep and

thoroughly broke never suffers for the want of rain, even

in our warm climate. By breaking our land deep, tl.e

roots of the corn penetrate to a greater depth than in shal-

low broke land, and by this means are enabled to draw a

sufficient supply of moisture, from its increased dejith, in-

dependent of rain. Nor is this all; for, should the season

prove wet, the surface moisture sinks down to the bottom

of the deeply plowed land, and is theie stored away as in

a reservoir, upon which tVe roots can draw for sustenance

ad. libitum. Mnnurs well— Plow deer and plant early!

if you desire corn to “sell and to keep.”

Clubbing—The Horticulturist and Cultivator.

—

There was a mistake in our notice respecting the terras of

our journal and the Horticulhiii^t

,

in the December num-

ber of 1854. The price should have been 25 instead

of S2 per year. But all who remit S'2 prior to the first of

February, shall receive both in accordance with our notice.

After the 1st-., we shall be obliged, in justice to ourselves,

to charge S2.25; at which rate they are “cheap enough,”

in all reason.

ST. MAEY^S BANK

Our subscrilaers are respectfully notified that we ne

longer continue to take Bills of i!ie above bank in pay-

ment for subscriptions. The issues of all other solvent

specie paying Banks in the Southern States will be taken

at par, as usuaL

To Correspondents.—“Quinati E. J., of Horse Pen,

Ala.; J. T., of Hancock co., Ga., and many others will

appear in our next.

TO KEEP BEANS, ENGLISH PEAS, ^C., FOB SEED.

Messrs. Editors—After drying them thoroughly, put

them in glass bottles, or, if in large qucinthies, in jugs o-f

earthen or stone ware
;
add to a common quart bottle a

teaspoonful of spirits of turpentine—a gallon jug does not

require much more. Keep it tightly corked and the atmos-

phere within is fatal to all insects. A lump of gum cam-

phor is as good as the spirits of turpentine.

Wm. N. White.

Athens, Ga., Jan., 1855.

^^Dr. Eben Wight, of Boston, will accept our thanks

for

“ Reports of the ConimiUees of 18.54, of the Masso.-

chiisetts Horticultural Society, with the Schedule oj Pricres

for 1855.”

Hon. Aarok T. Brown, ofTennessee, has our thanks,

also, for an “ A^ricultiirat Addre.'^s'’ delivered at Knox-

ville, last October.. It is a very imciesting and eloquect

production, and has been widely read and admired.

THE NATIONAL POULTRY SHOW-

The second Annual Fair of the National Society

for the Improvement of Domestic Poultry, was opened at

the American Museum in this city yesterday. Over 6CO

coops have already arrived, and tins number will be in-

creased to-day, it is thought, to at least 1000. The as^oit-

inent of poultry is very large niKl ricli, and embraces al-

most every known species. The Mandarin Ducks im-

ported by Mr. Giles, of Connecticut, are particularly at-

tractive. This show will be far superior to the previous

one, and indeed to anything of tlie kind ever before held

in this country, and will no doubt attract a largo tiutu.bcr

of visitors .—New York Times, of January 1C.
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IMPOBTED DEVON CATTLE.

By the steamship Washington, one Devon bull and three

Devon cows arrived at this port last week, for Mr. Richard

Peters, of Atlanta, Georgia. These animals were selected

for Mr. Peters, in England, by Mr; Davy, and are choice

specimens of the breed. They were chosen more par-

ticularly for great milking qualities, Mr. Peters preferring

such only as have proved their superiority at the pail. He
thinks these animals will rank among the best in that

respect ever imported into this conntry.

These Devons are very fine in all their points, of good

size and constitution, and will unquestionably prove a

great acquisition to the improved stock of Georgia. They
were forwarded, in excellent condition, to Mr. Peters, by
the steamship James Adger, for Chaleston, on Saturday

last.

—

Am. Agriculturist.

We had the pleasure of inspecting the above animals

on a recent visit to Atlanta, and cannot but regard them

in all “points” as very superior. They were selected by

one of the very best judges of Devons in England (himself

a noted breeder of prize stock)
;
and, added to the fine

herd previously owned by Mr. Peters, constitute the most

Valuable collection of millcins Devons in America. We
speak advisedly in claiming this high merit for our

model Georgia herd, being fully cognizant of the rigorous

taste which has governed all the purchases of Mr. Petbrs.

for the last five or six years. Acting upon the true prin-

ciples that beef and milk do not go together, he has in all

cases given the latter the preference, and the result is, un-

questionably, such as we have stated, viz : that he has

succeeded in building up a herd of the purest North

Devons, superior in point of uniform milking properties

to any on this side of the Atlantic, For this service he

deserves well of his country, and of the South especially,

and should receive the thanks and generous support of all

lovers of improvement.

—

Eds.

Agriculture in Liberty County, Ga.—The Commit-
tee on Premiums of the Liberty County Agricultural

Society suggest that a Silver Pitcher and Goblet,

value fifty dollars (S50), be offered to the Planter who
makes the most per hand, of Cotton, Corn, and Rice, valu-

ing the cotton at 20 cents per pound, and the corn and

rice at 80 cents per bushel. The quantity sent to market

to be testified by account sales, and that of balance kept at

home, by measurement, under the supervision of a Com-
mittee, as heretofore. That a prize of seventy-five dollars

(S75), be offered for the discovery of a useful and practi-

cable preventive to the depredations of the Heart Wormf
{pmophron labiatum,) to be tested by a trial of three con-

secutive years. That for this purpose the sum of S25 be
annually reserved until the whole amount is obtained.

DEVON CATTLE.

The following statement of Lewis G. Morris, Esq.,

of Mount Fordham, Westchester co,. New York, is from

the Report of the Commissioner of Patents. It may be

proper to remark that Mr, Morris, and most of the North-

ern breeders, have, in their late importations, drawn quite

heavily on the English “ beef Devon ” herds, which,

though of faultless symmetry, are, of course, not noted

for their performance at the milk pail

:

“The Devons, in color, are invariably red, with the hp
of the tail white, and have long horns. They are peculi-

arly adapted for working oxen, as their temper, and
sprightliness of action, if properly broken, will perform
any farm work as quick as horses. Asa dairy stock, I

do not think they rank very high
;
but there are always

exceptions to a general rule, and I have seen very good

-dairy stock among them. For beefing qualities, they

lack early maturity
;
but the quality of the beef is far su-

perior to the short-horn, and they may be kept in almost

any climate, and will stand a poor farm and carelessness of

treatment as well as any breed I know. If obliged to

roam over a large tract of land to collect their pasture,

their agility enables them to do so without worrying off

their flesh. They are a pure and distinct breed, but were

not a Herd-Book animal before 1851.”

I^^In order that all exhibitors at the late Fair, success-

ful and unsuccessful, may receive due credit for their valu-

able contributions, we publish the following

:

COMPLETE LIST OF ENTRIES
Of all articles in every Department of the Ninth
Annual Fair of the Southern Central Agricultural

Society
y
held in Augusta, Ga., during the week, com-

mencing on Monday, December 1854.

[Copied, by permission, from the Books of the Sodety,]

FIELD CROPS.
Lewis A. L. Boisclair, Richmond co., Ga., for largest-

variety and largest Turnips and largest yield.

T. P. Jones, Green co., Ga., for largest crop Cotton pro-
duced from 2 acres ofUpland.

Davis, Kolb & Fanning, Augusta, Ga., 1 box Gaston <fe

Gordon’s Virgin Leaf Chewing Tobacco.
J. E. Burch, Richmond co., Ga., for largest yield Australia

W. F. Butler, Locust Hill, N. C., two }>£ boxes Chewing
Tobacco (natural) Engine brand; one 3^ b x Chewing To-
bacco, G. A. Smith’s brand

;
one box Chewing Tobac-

co, S. B. Jennings’ brand.
Middleton Se^o, Richmond co., Ga., for 1 acre largest

yield Sweet Potatoes, certificate deposited
;
1 acre variety

Sweet Potatoes.
Dr. E. R. Ware, Athens, 1 bale Pea Vine Hay.
Washington W. Stone, Columbia co,, Ga., 2 bushels

best variety Sweet Potatoes
;
1 bushel variety Peas

; 1 peck
Grass Nuts.
R. J. Butler, Hamburg, 1 bushel Oats.
W. A. Lenoir, Lenoiiv,T€nn., 1 bushel Oats.
Henry P. Hampton, Columbia co., 1 acre owaet Potatoes,

yams
; 1 bushel black winter Oats

.

W. A. Lenoir, Roane co,, Tcnn,, 1 scro largest yield Oats.
R. C. Daniel, Oglethorpe coun’y, Ga., 1 bushel quality

White May Wheat; ^ oushel quality White bearded May
Whe^^ , short; 1 bushel quality Red May Whe&f j, bushel
quality late Australia Wheat.
R. Peters, Atlanva, Ga., 1 bushel nepaub or bearded

Barley; 1 buBnel Huntsville or Winter Barley; 1 bushel
Winter Oats.
James Bass, Hancock, 1 bushel Wheat.
Edward ^

. rihepherd, Muscogee, 1 acre of Sweet Potatoes,
with a certificate.

A, Grifiith, Oglethorpe, Ga,, 1 acre Sweet Potatoes, with
a certificate.

Ji.0. Dimon, Muscogee co., 1 acre Ground Peas.
BOYS CROPS.

Young H. Wynn, Haberisham co., lacre Corn, 108 bush-
els and 9 quarts.
Alfred W. Shaw, Richmond co., 1 acre of Corn, 20 bush-

els and 22 quarbs.
Geo. P.Harrbon, Chatham CO., 1 acre Com, 41 bushels

and 5 quarts.

SAMPLES OF FIELD CROPS.
Dr. .John M. Turner, Augusta, Qa., 1 sack Bread Corn

;
1

sack Stock Corn.
C.T.Shelman, Stilesboro, Cass co., Ga., 1 bushel white,

Wheat, by Beall & Stovall, Augusta, Ga.
G, M. Magruder, Columbia co., Ga., 1 bushel Oats.
M. M. Anderson, Gordan co., specimen one sack Corn in-

ears.

Cunningham Mills, Augusta,[half bushel Tuhman Wheat;,
half bushel Chili Wheat; talf bushel white Wheat; half
bushel Red May.
John W. Tench, Paris, Coweta eo., Ga., 1 bushel stock

Corn.
A. Pope, Sr., Washington, Wilkes co.,1 bushel Carter oi
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Mercer Irish Potatoes
;
6 Mangoes, a new vegetable

;
1 lot

of seed for Garden Vt gatables,

A. Griffith, Oglethorpe eo., 2 bashels Tarnips
;
2 bushels

Sweet Potatoes.

G. Volger, Augusta, G a., 2 boxes Tobacco; half barrel

Tobacco
;
1 roil Smoking Tobacco

;
1 box line cut Tobacco

;

2 canisters Tobacco
;
24 papers Smoking Tobacco

;
4 boxes

Segars.
Wm. J. Eve, Kichmond county, Ga-, 1 bushel ground

Peas
;
1 bushel Bread Coin.

Dr. Geo. Battey, Borne, Ga., 1 bushel best Irish Potatoes,

Southern raised.

Geo. W. L. Twiggs, Kichmond eo., Ga., 2 bushels Bread
Corn.
Young H. Wynn, Habersham co., 2 bushels Bread Corn.

Alfred W. Shaw, Columbia co., 2 bushels Bread Corn.

John Dimon, M.Jscogee county, 1 bushel Eye.
John Dimon, Muscogee county, 1 bushel Barley.

Middleton Sengo, Kichmond co., 1 bushel’ field Peas, as

largest yield and best variety.

David Dixon, Covington, Ga., 80 Cotton Stalks, Boyd’s

Extra Prolific.

COTTON BALES.
A. Pope, Sr., Wilkes, co., 20 bales Upland Cotton; 10

bales Upland Cotton
;
Shales Upland Cotton; 1 bale Up-

land Cotton.
W. W. Stone, Columbia co., 5 bales Upland Cotton; 1 bale

Upland Cotton.
D’Antignac, Evans & Co., f^r Henry P. Hampton, Col-

umbia co.,1 bale Upland Cotton, imported Petit Gulf Cot-

ton Seed
;
5 bales Upland Cotton, imported Gulf Petit Cot

ton Seed.
Dr. J. 8. Wbit'in, Hancock co., 20 bales Cotton.

A. J. Lane, Warrenton, Gu., 9 bales UplandCotton;
.20 bales UplandCotton; lu bales Upland Cotton; 5 bales

Upland Cotton.
Dr. T. P. Janes, Green co., Ga., 20 bales Upland Cotton

;

10 bales Upland Cotton; 5 bales Upland Cotloa
;
1 bale

Upland Cotton.
K. J. Willis, Green co., Ga,, 20 bales Upland Cotton; 5

bales Upland Cotton.

Jno. Speer, Abbeville, S. C., 5 bales Upland Cotton.

Geo. W, L. Twiggs, Kichmond co., Ga., 5 bales Upland
Cotton

;
1 bale Upland Cotton.

T. J. Smith, Hancock co., 20 bales Cotton.
CATTLE.

FIRST GLASS.—PEVONS.

-

M. M. Anderson, Gordon oo., 1 Devon Bull, Calhoun,
2 to 3 years old.

J. W. Watts, Cass co., 1 Devon Bull, 2 years old.

M. M. Anderson, Adairsville, Cass co., 1 Blooced Bull, 2

years old.

Col. A. G. Summer, Alston, S. C., 1 Devon Heifer,

Alice, years old, bred by K. Peters.

E. Peters, Atlanta, entered the allowing:—Bull, Eclipse,

23^ years old, calved April, 1852; Bull, Springfield, 13^
years old, calved May, 1853; Cow, Splendid, S3^ years old,

calved May, 1851 ; Cow, Loadstone, 8 years old, calved

December, 1851 ;
Heifer, Mary, 13>^ years old, calved Feb.,

1858; Heifer, Lizzy 3rd, 1 year and 8 months old, called
April, 1858

;
Heifer Calf, Jenny Lind 2nd, 9 months old,

calved March, 1854; Bull Calf No. 1, 1 year old, calved

Dec. 3, 1858; Bull Calf No. 2, 10 mos. old
;
Bull Calf No

3, 10 months old, calved Feb., 1854; Bull Calf No. 4^ 9 mos

.

old, calved March, 1854; Bull Calf No. 5, 8 months old,

•calved April, 1854
;
Bull Calf No. 6, 8 months old, calved

April, 1854
;
Bull Calf No. 7, 7 mouths old, calved May,

1854; Bull Calf No. 8, 7 months old, calved May.
SECOND OLASa —DUBHAMS.

J. W. Watts, Cass co., 1 Durham Bull, 1 year old.

A. S. Lenoir, Loudon, Tenn., 1 Durham Cow, 10 years

old; 1 Durham Calf, 6 months old
;

1 Durham Bull, 8 yea.s

old.

Dr. Whittin, Hancock co., 1 Durham Bull, 8 yrs. old.

THIRD CLASS.—ATB8H1BE3.

K. Peters, Atlanta, entered the folio viug:—Cow, Minie,

83^ years old, calved June, 1851; Cow, Janet, 33^ years

old, calved June, 1851; Heifer, Snow Drop, 2 years and
11 months old, cslved Jan., 1852; Heifer, Bessie, 2 years

and 10 months old
;
oelved Jan., 1852

;
Heifer, Paragon, 1)^

years old, calved Mareh. 1853 ;
Heifer, Marie Louite, 13^

years o:d, calved March, 1853, Bull, Sir Waller, 1 year
•old, oalvcd Nov., 1853.

A. Griffith, Oglethorpe, co., 1 Bull, 6 years old.

GRADES.
Aaron Koff, Calhoun, Ga., 1 Milch Cow, mixed breed;

1 Milch Cow, 2 years old
;
1 Heifer, mixed breed, 9 months

old; 1 Heifer, mixed breed 6 months old.

E. Peters, Atlanta, Heifer Calf, 10 months old, dam a

Washborn grade Devon; sire Baltimore; BuU Ca f, 10 mos.
old, dam Nicey, half Devon, 3^ Durham and Ayrshire, a

great milker, giving over 20 quarts par day on grass pas-

ture
;
sire Baltimore.

Phineas Butler, Augusta, 1 Mih.ing Cow (native) named
Tacker

;
2 Milking Cow (native) named Pink.

Wm. J. Eve, Richmond co., 1 Cow with twin Calves.

WORKING OXEN AND FAT CArM.
W. T. Lightfoot, Macon, Ga., 1 yoke Working Oxen, 6

years old, Georgia raised. Native stock.

A. S. Lenier, Loudon, Tenn., 2 fat Heifers, grass fed.

HORSES.
HORSES OE ALL WOJtE.

W. H. Harris, RichKiond oo., 1 Stallion, E-clips-'?.

Alexander M. Brown, Morgan co., 1 Stallion, Herman.
John Dowse, of Buike co.. Ga., 1 Stallion, horse of all

work.
W. H. Harris, of Kichmond co., 1 Horse Colt, 1 year old,

called Charles May.
John C. Hill, Lawrence Dis., S. C., 1 Filly, Syears old

;

1 Horse Colt, 1 year old.

James Millican, Jackson co., Ga., 1 Chestnut Sorrel Colt,

8 years old
;
1 Bay Horse Stallion.

A. S. Lenoir, Tennessee, 1 Mare, 8 years old;l Filly, 8

years old.

J. L. Hurst, Athens, Tenn., 1 Bay Mare, 4 years old
;
1

Bay Filly, 2 years old.

W. H. Harris, Richmond co., 1 Stallicu, 6 years old
;

1

Colt, 1 year old.

J. M. Davidson, Woodville, Ga., 1 Filly, 4 years old, sired

by Groundhog.
M. M. Anderson, of Gordon co., 1 Brood Mare and Colt

;

1 Filly, 1 year old.

H. B. Houck, Cass co., 2 Brood Mares
;
1 one year old;

1 Saddle Horse.
James Millican, Jackson eo., 1 Brood Mare witha Colt by

hor side.

S. Welbauk, Jackson co., Ga., Harmony Grove, 1 Har-
ness Horse.
K. S. Taylor, Oglethorp co , 1 one year old Colt.

J. C. Lumpkin, Newna ,
1 Single Harness Horse.

James S. Morris, Marietta, 1 pair of Horses, and 4 Single

Horses.
S. Clark, S. C., 1 Stallion over 4 years old.

James Millican, Jackson co., Ga., 1 Black Mareand Colt.

J. V. Martin, Kichmond co., Augusta, Ga., 1 Harness
Horse.
Georg* T. Anderson, Newnsn co., Ga., 1 Harness Horse.

G. M. Magruder, Columbia co., Berzelm, 1 Brood Mare
and Colt.

William Brown, McBcau, P. O., 1 Brood Mare and Mule
Colt oy her side.

H. T. Thompson, Colt, 1 year old.

B. Thornton, Jackson co., 2 year old Filly.

E. G. Tomlin, Cass co., 2 year old Filly.

SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES —ESAVT DBAl’f AND BLCOD HOBSXS.

Thos. W. E. Beall, one pair M-ntched Horses.
Benjamin Eobertsen, Kentucky, do do.

George T. Allman, Ccruersville, Tenn., one pair Matched
Horses.

BLOOD H BSES.

J. Still, Walton co., one Stallion, tew years chi.

L. 3. Hays, Walton co., onti Sullicn, 5 years old.

J. W. Henderson, Cass co., cue Stallion, 8 yoMrs old.

Samuel L. Heald, Gwinnett, G«., one Herso Colt, 2 years

old.

A. C. Hawthorn, Abbeville, S. C., one Stallion, 5 years

old

.

H. J. Thompson, Morgan oo
,
one Marc Colt, 1)-^ year

old.

J.B. Sorrels, Walton CO., onsStallion, "years old.

Thos. W. E. Beall, K chmoud co., Ef z»belii McNairy,
brood mare and colt; Thcter, 1)T00(’ mare and colt.

C. Y. Wilkerson, vVrightsboro, t.'olun.bia uo., one Colt.

J. W. Dabney J
Tallahi-'‘.sce, Fla., oi e Stallion, DeLonn.

Thomas G. Bacon, E^lgeliold C. H., N. (h, one bay Horse,

Gamble; one hay Hnr-c, Jirn; one bay .Mure, Helen

Young J. Long, Cev-eta do., one b.coded Filly,

3 years old.

Eoben Hambright, Br-'dley co., Tenn., one Stullior, 6 yrs.

o d, named Peacock
;
one Stallion, 2 yours old.

W. H. Wellerby, 13rudley co., Tenn., one hilly, 2 years

old.

W. C. Jones, Richmond co.. one sorrel Gelding.
Aquila Miles, Edgefield, S. C., ere ( olt.

G. W. Lamar, Augusta, onerorre) Filly, 2 years old.

Col. George Elliott, Tonn., one bay Filly, 1 year old
;
one

chesnut Filly, 1 year old; one Colt, 2 years old; cue Horse
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Colt, 3 years old
;
one Mare, 5 years old

;
one Colt, 2 years

eld.

B. Thornton, Harmony Grove, Jackson co., one 2 year

old Filly.

Thomas G. Hester, Clark co, Ga., one bay Colt, 8 years

old, saddle horse.

Power & Peacock, Cartersville, Cass oo, Ga., one pair

Horses; one single harness Horse, Southern raised
;
two

Saddle Horses, Southern raised.

u H. B, Houck, Cass co., one brood Mare
;
one Filly, 8 yrs.

old.

George T. Anderson, Newnan, Coweta co.,one bay Mare.
Carson Warren, Edgefield Di3t.,S. C., one blood Horse, 2

years old.

BVUBTH CLASS,—MOEGAN. OAT'TADIAN AND IMPOETED EOBSSS.
(No entries.)

FIITH CLASS.—MATOUED AND SIKSLE HOBSES.
Houthem Raised Eorses,

Benjamin Kobinson, Ky., one pair of matched horses.

K. G. Tomlin, Cass co., one harness horse.

Benjamin Kobinson, Ky., one single harness horse.

Alexander A. C ingam, Bradley co., Tenn., one bay geld

tng, 8 years old
;
one do 4 years old.

Cnl. George Elliott, Tenn., one pacing celt, 8 years old

.

William H. Bonner, Hancock co., one pair of matched
horses

;
one single horse.

Joseph M. W iliiams, Clark co., Ga., one harness horse,

mngle.
1). W. K. Peacock, Cartersville Ga., one single harness

horse
;
one saddle do.

D. Damarest, Atlanta, one single harness horse.

William G. Kice, Waterboro, S. C., one single harness
horse.
W. A. Mott, MiHedgeville, one sn gle harnes horse.
George W. L. Twiggs, Kichmond co., one single harness

horse.
Geurge T. Allman, Tenn. hordes.

Georgia Raised Hou ses.

E. G. Tomlin, Cass co., one filly.

W. Tumlin, Cass co., one horse eoil, 2 years old.

James A. Price, Cla»k co one pair matched horses, iron
greys

;
one do biacKs.

M. E. Reggie, Atlanta Ga., one harness horse.
W. M. Dorman, Gordon co., one harness horse.
W. A. Mott, Mil.actgcvilie, one single harnesss horse,

Southern liaised.

M. H. Ear en, Cass go., pair matched horces.
D. W, K. Peacock, Cartersville, Ga

,
one pair matched

horses; one saddle horse.
A'. At. Verdery, Jefferson co., one saddle horse.
<Vm. J. Eve, Eichmond co

,
one stallion colt, years

old
;
one horse eoit, geidieg, 8 years eld.

Jas. P. Wynn, Clark c saddle cheat, filly.

M. Manir, RiehmoDd co., oheatnnt horse.
William H. Bonner, Hancock co., one pair of matched

horses, open to the world.
John H. Tripp, Augusts, Ga., one pair matched horses,

open to the world.

JA KB Af5D .lENNEfTES.
David Crockett, Public Square, Green co., one Jack,

Georgia raised.

8h.«.w & Carry, Edgefield Dist,, S. C., Jack, Tippecanoe.
Mat hew Eeeae, Warrsn co., one Jack, Sy’rsold'.

MULES.
Georgia an<t, noaikern Rais'd.

W. E. Che seberough, Burka co., one Mule Colt, 8 months
old.

G. M. Magruder, Berz'ffia, Columb's co., one Georgia
raised Mule.
O'me & A’exander, AtUnla, two pair Mules; one single

Mule.
D. N. Hoatb, Danville, Ky., one pair Mules, Southern

raised.

E. J. Butler, Edgefield Dist, S. C., four young Mules,
rasied in Carolina.
A. Griffiih, Oglethorpe oo., one pair Mules.

SHEEP.
FIBS? CLASS —MEBINOS.

J. W. Watts, Cass co., pen ot Merino Sheep; pen of
Merino Sheep; third largest lot or pen owned in Georgia.

SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.
E. Peters, A lanta, entered :

Lo- No. 1.—Buck three years old
;
bred by L. G. Morris,

from imported stock.
E« 0 2 years old

;
bred by C. Haight, ofNew York.

Lamb 9 mouths old, bred by Richard peters.
Lot No. 2.—Back 1 year old'

;
bred by Eichard Peters.

Ewe 2 years old, bred by C. Haight, of New York,

Lamb 7 months o'd, bred by Richard Peters.

Lot No. 3.—Lot of buck Lambs, 9 to 10 mo’s old.

Three Fleeces Southdown Wool.
FIFTH CLASS.—NATIVE AND 6BADES.

J. W. Watts, Cass, Pen consisting Earn, Ewe and Lambo
J. W. Watts, Cass co., 1 pen of Broad tailed Sheep.
J. W. Watts, of Cass co., 1 French Merino Buck.
J. W. Watts, Cass co., 8 fieeces Merino Wool

;
8 half Me-

rino Wool.
FAT MUTTON.

J. C. Sproull, Cass co., Pen of Fat Mutton.
CASHMEKE, THIBET, OE PERSIAN GOATS.

Dr. J. B. Davis, Columbia, S. C., one Cashmere Buck, 4
years old

;
one do 2 years old

;
one do lyear old

;
one do

43^^ months old; one Ram native crossed on Cashmere, 6
mos.; one do 5 mos.; one Ewe do 7 mos. cld.

J. E. Burch, Eichmond co., two pairs common goats.

SWINE.
FIB8T CLASS.- SUFFOLKB.

E. Peters, Atlanta, Ga., Lot No. 1, Sow 20 mos. old, bred
by L. G. Morris, of Fordhsm, N. Y., from his imported
stock of Windsor Suffoiks

;
Lot No. 2, Sow 10 months old,

bred by R. Peters, from the L. G. Morris stock
;
Lot No. 3,

Sow 8 months old, bred by R Peters, from the L. G. Mor-
ris stock

;
Lot No. 4, 8 Pigs 2)4 months old, bred by K.

Peters, from the Morris stock.

SECOND CLASS.- GEiZIEBS.
E. Peters Atlanta, Ga., Lot No. 1, Boar 4 months old, bred

by E. Peters; Lot No. 2, Boar 4 months oid, bred byE.
Pesers

;
Lot No, 3, Sow years old, bred by E. Peters

;

Lot No. 4, Sow 1 year old, bred by E. Peters
;
Lot No. 5,

Sow 6 months old, bred by E. Peters
;
Lot No. 6, 6 Pigs B-

mos. old, bred by E. Peters.
BLACK ESSEX.

E. Peters, Atlanta, Ga., Lot No. 1, Boar 1 year old, bred
byL. G. Morris; Lot No. 2, Boar 7 mos. old, bred by E.
Peters

;
Lot No. 3, Sow 1 year old, bred by L. G. Morris

;

LotNo. 4, Sow? mos. old, bred by E. Peters; Lot No. 6*

Sow 7 months old, bred by K. Peters.
THIED CLASS.— BEBKSHIBES.

[No entries.]

FOUBTH CLASS —NATIVES AND GRADES.

D. Kirkpatrick, -Sr., Augusta, one fat hog, and onesow^
John Berdge, Cobbico., Ga., one ftt hog.
Floyd Thomas, Augusta, Ga., one fat hog, 6 mos. old;

one do 18 mos. old.

Dr. W. E. Dearing, Augusta, Ga,, la’gest and fattest hcg,.

for age, Georgia raised
;
one sow and pigs, grade

;
one sow,

grade; one boar, Welborn and Grazier, 13 mos. old.

Floyd Thomas, Eichmond co., Ga., one Berkshire sow,
14 mos. old.

E. Y. Butler, Edgefield Dist., S. C., one large young hcg.
Phinneas Butler, Augusta, Ga., one pig, 11 mos. old, 882

pounds weight.
Col. A. G. Summer, Alston, S. C., 1 Suffolk Boar, Morris

Stock.

Wm. E. Dearing. Augusta, Ga., one large hog.
POULTRY, PIGEOBS AND BEES.

W. H. Thurmond, AUanta, 20 coops Brahma Poo'.ra
Fowls.
D. Kedmand, Augusta, 45 coops Bralma PootraFowls

;

aleo, Cochin Ciiina, Grey Ohittageng, and Game Fowls,
African or Hong Kong Geese, Chinese Geese.
For the largest an s be^t variety of barn yerdand demes-

licated Fowls owned and exhibited by ore person, D. Etd-
'nond offered the following:—Brahma Pooira, Grey Ch't-
lagongs, C ch'n Chinas, Shanghai, Georgia Gr me, Earl of
Derbj Game, Irish Grey o'r Shawl Neck Game, African Ban-
t'Jtus, Java Bantems, end Sumatra Game Fowls; Hong
Kong Geese, Chinese Geese.

Mr. Carlos DeLaigle, Eicbmoiid co., Ga., 1 pair Wild
Tu keys.
Robert G’over, Eichmond co., Ga., Game Cock.
Floyd Thomas, Kichmond co., 1 pair Chittagong Fowls;

1 pair Shanghai Fowls
; 1 pmr Br hma Pootra

;
1 Gam*

Cock and Hen
; 1 pair Black Java Fowls.

J. Pervia, Richmond co., 1 pair Chivalric.
J.E. Burch, Richmond oo., 1 pair Docks, and 1 Game

Cook and 8 Hens.
Master Joseph S. Dawson, Chatham co., 40 pair of Fancy

Pigeons.
Jas. H. Carter, Gordon co., several pairs Sumatra Game

Fowls.
J. W. Watts, Cass co., 1 pair Mexican Game Fowls.
J. W. Watts, Cass co., 1 pair Chinese Geese.
J. C. Sproull,(^Co8sco., 1 pair Great Chinese Geese.
V. LaTaste, Augusta, Ga., Cochin China Fowls.
V. LaTsste, Augusta, Ga., 1 lot Brahma Pootia Fowls,
Beveily Welker, Eichmond co., Piney Woods Turkey,
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W. J. Mims, Richmond CO., Shanghai Cocks and H'jng.

W. J. Mims, Richmond co., Shanghai Fowls, 1 Cock at d
2 Pullats.

G. W. Hall, Richmond co., 1 pair Cochin China Fowls.
Jacob Sistrunk, Richmond co., 1 Turkey.
W. J. Mims, Richmond co., 1 coop Shanghai Chickens,

1 Cock and 2 Hens.
R. H. Gardiner, Jr., Richmond co., 4 Bremen Geese, 1

Gander and 8 Geese.
G. W. L. Twiggs, Richmond co., several coops Brahma

Pootra Chickens.
M. E. Heggie, Atlanta, Ga.,1 pair White Game Chickens,

Cherokee.
G. Renkle, Augusta, 8 Shanghai Fowls, 1 coop.
Geo. A. Oates, Au^sta, Ga., 6 Poland Ducks

;
1 lot of

Lop Eared Rabbits
;
2 Hong Kong Geese

;
2 BremenGeese

;

1 Game Cock.
Richard Peters, Atlanta, Ga., 2 pair Madagascar or Lop

Eared Rabbits.
Phineas Butler, Augusta, Ga., 1 pair Grey Chittagong

Fowls
;
1 coop mixed Fowls.

Col. A. G. Summer, Alston, S. C., 1 pair Hong Kong
Geese

;
1 pair Wild Gees®

;
1 pair Bantam Fowls

;
1 coop

Southern raised Dorkings.
Mrs. Emily Ford, Augusta, 1 pair Wild Turkeys.
Mr. Wm. Schley, Augusta, one pair Muscovy Ducks.
Dr. J.B. Davis, So. Ca., 1 pair Turkeys, White.
D. Redmond, Augusta, Ga., largest, variety of Fowls.
V. LaTaste, Richmond co., 1 Hive and Bees.

PORK, BACON AND BEEF.
Mrs. Lenoir, Roane co., E. Tenn., 1 Bacon Ham; 6 Bacon

Hams
;
6 Bacon Sides.

Thos. P. Stovall, Augusta, Ga ,1 quarter of Bsof raised bj

M. A. Cooper of Etowah, Ga.
Mrs. P. A Suramey. Athens, 2 Bacon Hams.
DAIRY AND HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT.

Mrs. Ann E. Wynn, Habersham co., Ga., 1 jar Fresh
Butter, 10 lbs.

Mrs. I. T. Lenoir, Sweetwater, E. Tenn., 1 can Lard.
D R dmond, Augusta, Ga., 6 bottles Wine from the Wel-

ler Vineyard, N . C.

Mrs. A. J. Lane, Hancock oo., collection of Preserves,

Je’lies, Ca-sups, Pickles, &c.
Mrs. E. W. Spronll, Cass co., one kit of fresh Butter,

Mrs. Jos. MoAlpin, Upson eo., 20 lbs Hard Scap,
Rev, Richard Johnsou, Atlanta, one bottle S. C. Olives;

one bottle Orange Wine.
Mrs. Wm. J. Eve, Augusta, 1 jar of Soft Soap

;
1 tub of

Hard Soap; one jar ofLa’d; one loaf ot Bread
;
one glass

jar of Butter.

Mrs. E. Harris, Columbia co,, two cakes Hard Soap, 20
lbs.; one ooiled Ham, skin on.
Tnos. G. Lamar, Augusta, one jar of Lard.
Mrs. J. H. Anderson, Augusta, two Oiiomans.
J. M. Davidson, Woodville, for airs. Thomas J. Britton,

fine Soap, Southern made.
Mrs. T. J. Smith, Bnllah, Hancock co., 80 lbs Lard; 7

varieties Pickles; 5 Catsups; 5 varieties Cordials; 2
Syrups; 6 Jellies; 25 varieties Preserves and Jams.
Wm. J. Eve, Richmond co,,one bushel Meal; one bushel

(^rits.

Miss Sally Cide, E bert eo
,
6 jars Preserves; a jar ol

fine G'a.^s Melons.
Mrs. V. LaTaste, one bottle Vinegar.
Louisa Juck.son, one Sponge Cake.
Mrs. Edward R. Harden. Athens, one jar Mustard Pick].:.

Mrs. Dr. A. Me.nns, Oxf -rd, 3 jars Witer M Joa Pre-
serves; one jar Peach Pickle^

;
one jar M -^stard Pickles

;

one jar Green Pickles; one jar Cherry Pickles; onejai
sp'ced To ato Pickles; onejir blue Cabbage Pickles.

Mrs. John Turpin, Augusta, Preserves in showcase; col-

lection of Water Melon, Tomato, Glass Melon, May Apple,
&3 .

Mrs. B L
,
Roane CO., East Tern., one bushel of

D.dad Apples.
Mrs. Gen. Flournoy, Richmond co., Ga., one jar Dried

Figs; two bottles Geneva Wine.
BABIES.

[Fund for premiums contributed by several citizens o'"

Augusta.]
R. D. Glover, Augusta, Ga., one Daughter, 2 years old
Augustus M. Cox, M. D., Abbeville, B. C., one Sou, 1

year old.

Dr. W. E. Bearing, Augusta, Ga., one Son, two yean-
old on the 9th Dec. 1355.
John Livingston, Richmond co., one Son, 3 months old.

J.F. Turpin, Richmond co., one Daughter, 23^ year-
old.

W. V. Keener, Augusta, Ga., one Daughter, 1 year old.

Mrs. D. B. Plumb, Augusta, Ga., oneSon, 8 months old.

Gerald McLaughlin, Augusta, Ga., one Son, 15 months
old.

SOUTHERN DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
Mrs. Dimou, of Muscogee co., one pair Socks.
Mrs. E. M. Sproull, Cass co

, 113^ yards Jeans.
Mrs. Rebecca Sproull, Cass co., one pair Merino Stock-

ings.

Mrs. J. C. Sark, Hamburg, 8 . C., one Bed Quilt.

Mrs. J. W. Henderson, Cass co., one coverlet.
Gforge T. Allman, Corneraville, Tenn., 10 yards Woollen

Jeans.
Mrs. J. A. Clark, Social Circle, one Counterpane; two pair-

Stockings.
Mrs. Nancy Hackle, two quilts.

Mrs. Thomas Gardiner, Augusta, Ga., one Woollen
Coverlet.

Mrs. Rowland, Cass co., 14 yards Rag Carpeting; 1034’

yards Rag Carpeting
;
82 yards Cotton Draping, in three

pieces
; 2 green figured Coverlets

;
1 white figured cotton

Counterpane; 15^ yards black Woollen Jeans; 8% yards

brown Woolen Jeans; 12 yards brown Woolen Jeans
;
11

yards double and twist half wool Negro Cloth : I pair mix-
ed cotton Socks; 2 pair white cotton Socks; 1 dark figured,

woollen Cover ;
12 ark woollen Negro Cloths.

Miss E. Smith, Tatnall cc
,

.-ample of Silk Cloth.

Mrs. R. D. Glover, R "umond co
,
one raised work QuilL

J. K. Dukes, ADbeville, S. C., one Quilt.

T. H. Skinner, Richmond co., one Q'ult.

Mrs. Wright, Sweet Water, Tenn., one Qnilt.

Amelia Shryock, Sweet Water, Tenn., one Quilt.

Mrs. B. r*. O’Neil, Lincoln co., one Quilt.

Ann S. B own, Cobb co., two Cjuilts
;
two Counterpanes..

Mrs. J. H. Anderson, Augusta, one Quilt.

James T. Gray, Marietta, one Quilt.

Mrs. Thomas J. Asher, Hol'y Creek, Ga,, five Woolen
Blankets.
Mrs. Archer Griffith, Brookline, Ga., 13 yards Woollen.

Jeans, home made; one Woollen Coverlet, uome made.
P. A. Summey, Athens, Ga., 200 Bobbins, Quills, &c.^

for Factory use.

Mrs. Rowland, Cass co., Ga., one pair white Woollen
Socks.
Ladies’ Benevolent Society of Chattooga, near Summer^

viile, one laid-work Quilt.

Mis. H. S. Nott, McBsan, Richmond co,, three Quilts.

Mrs. V'fillhm Gregg, Charleston, S. C., one Silk Quilt.

Miss Rosa C. Gregg, Charleston, S. C., one Crotchett

Tidy.
Mies Martha A. Alfriend, White Plains, Greene co., twO'

Counterpanes.
Mrs. Samuel Glenn, Philomath, Ogiethorpe co., 7 Fly'

Brushes.
Mrs, Moody, Greene co., one pair Lamb’s Wool Socks.

Mrs. Thomas Flaming, August.!, one needle worked
Chair Cuver.
Mrs. E. Herlon, Augusta, one patch-work cotton Quilt;

one piece Homespun
;
one patch-work Quilt ; two Counter-

janes.

Mrs. Sallv Greene, Hancock co., one Nott Counterpane.
NEEDLE, SHELL AND FANCY WORK.

Miss Julia S. Baudry, Augusta, Ga., four pieces Embroid-
•ry,

Mr?. J. E. Whitcomb, near Hamburg, one patch work
oil on Quilt.

M Sally F. Lone, Washington, Ga., one Silk ManUe.
Mrs. Wingfield, Wilkes co., one i'mitalion Marseilles

!,.nlt.

Miss Lee, Wilkes co., one imitation Marseilles Quilt.

A rk "IT loc rtlr ! /o.-fV .vri An/vnctfl 1

Quilt.

Mrs. Hamilton Burge, Newton co., Ga., one Infant’s.

needle-work Cloak.
Mrs. M. P. Jones, Washington, Wilkes 00 ,, Ga., one in-

fant’s needle-work Dress.
Mrs. E. S. Andrews, Abbeville Dist., S. C., one wreath

of Hair Work.
Mrs. H. A. Line, Hancock co., one nett Counterpane.

Mary Br^tr, R chmoiid co.. one Shirt,

Mary E. HTokee, Scarf and Purse Crotchet.

Mrs. Mary E. Brady, Columbia, S. C., ono worsted Table
Cover.
Mrs. Neeson, Augusta, one Infant’s Dress.

Mrs. L. A. Shelton, Ogeechee P. 0., Scrivon co., one
-’do board Cover; one Chair Cover; one Wash-bo vl

’ov^r; one Cake Cover
;
one white Quilt; one rising-sun

Quilt; one large work Quilt,

Miss E. W. Graves, Newton co., one child’s Sack; one
ittle boy’s Cloak.
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Mr.-i. O. H. Lee, Augusta, one pair gentleman’s pumps;
one Ott ' can.

Mr,". E. s. Wallace, Gallatin, Tenn., one Silk Shawl,

from Silk grown by herself fr 'Hi the wild Mulberry.
Mrs. J. W. L. Stovall, tw'O Divans, designed and executed

by herself; om ease of Embroidery in silk and needle-

work—viz : one child’s Cloak
;
one Cap, Bonnet and Dress.

M’lle. A. Chausey, Macon, two Collars.

Mrs. A. G. Foster, Madison, Gc., one worked Drees.

Miss Sophia Sibiey, Augusta, Ga., one worked Co.lar.

Mrs. Preston E. Bowdree, Macm, Ga., one piece tapestry,

representing Kutb and Boaz, needle work; one piece. Sur-
render of Mary Q, xeen of Scots, needle work

;
one Silk

Mantle, white un .;er work.
Mrs. E. S. Sanford, Hancock co., 1 Knit Ciunterpane.
Mies Jane Seago, 1 qnilt.

MissThoma?, Mi'lecigvile, 1 pair Suspenders.
M gs Thomas, Milledgeville, one pair luniersleeves.

Mrs. R. D. Glover, Richmond to., 2 Chair Tidies.

Mrs. R. D. tilover, R chmond to
,
2 Pin Cushion Cover.

Miss Samuels, Edglie.d dist., S. C-, 1 handkerchief ana
scarf.

Mrs. Cook, Athens, 1 pair children’s soess.

Miss Thomas, Miliedgvilie, 1 undershirt.
Miss I'homfeS, Miiledgville, Handkerchief.
Mrs. Wray, Madison, Ga., ontelcpe c se.

Mrs. S. T. Wray, Madison, Ga
,
0 tjf'raan cover.

do. do. do. do. Tnb.e cover.

Miss M. A. W. Service, Z bulon, Ga., 1 pair shell knit

stockings.
Miss Sfirah A. Turner, Silverton, S. C

,
9 lamp Mats,

worsted; 1 pine burr basket; 9 card baskets, worsted, on
paper; 2 otton an covers in frarnesi.

Miss E. Roe, Burke c )., 1 ba-ket wa.x flowers.
Mi.ss Roe, Burke co., wax flowers.

Mrs. Gto W. Evans, embroidered dress for child.

Miss G/orgiu Coutiar, Maoon, G«., 1 needle worked collar;

i do. d Bov-^om, thre&d lace; 1 do, do. bi^g, ladie.®.

jMrs J. M. Brardman, Macon, 1 needle work lamp mat.
Miss Enzabeth Crawford, AtJ.ens, 1 pair ladies gaircis.

Miss Emma Long.stresf^ Augusta, 2 ladies ne- die work
collars; 1 pair imitaiiuu French t eedle Work undersleeves.

Mrs. Row.and, Ca^s Co,, 1 pair white woolen socks.
Mrs. Samuel kkriar, Eort;e, Ga., 2 needle work pocket

handkf refciefs; 2 ladies worked dress .skirt, one hasbody,
the other skir'

.

M’ss M. N. Wet!n,Eome, Ge., 1 'adics liat.

Wm. 8cb;« y, Augusts, Ga., 1 fanev piece of needle-work.
Mrs. Col, Rutherford, Ccllodon, G\., 1 imitation Mar-

sail ies quilt.

Miss ^alHe Ford, Augusta, ladies embroidered dress.
Mrs. E. L. Cain, bnarta, Ga., 1 French needle-work hand-

kerchief.
Mrs. Barftb H. Shiver, Sparta, Gt.

.. 1 worked dress.

SOUTHERN MANUFACTURES OTHER THAN DO
MBlSTiC.

James Rowe, Hillsborough, Florida, 1 Double Spring
Mattress.

Jacksons, MiJlsr Vordery, Auguste, Gs., for Hancock
Manufacturing Company, 1 bal^ O-suaburg.

E. Dennieud, Mirrietta_ (W, H. Stark, agent,) 1 barrel
Family Flour, Extr«.

Cunningham Milts, Augusta, 1 barrel Family Flour,
Extra.

R. C. Daniel, Oglethorpe co., Ge., 100 lbs. best quality
X'l':'nr,

Jjic^fsons, Miller tfe Vardery, Augusta, Ga,, for Hancock
ManntocTnsin<?Cc>mpaoy, 1 baie? BShirtings.
A.Sh«w, Mfi ison, Morgan oo., Rosewood Bedstewi.
Athens Manufacturing Company, 1 bale O.snaburgs;!

bale of Shining
;

1 brde of Stripes; 1 bale of Bo Ticking
;

1 hale Oi Kersey s
;

1 bale of Socking
; 1 bale of Yarn.

Maeon Maimfacturing Company, 1 bale Sheetings.
Bath Mri«, S. C., 8 bond ies Printing Paper,
Pioneer Mills. Go., 5 buiidleH Printing Paper.
Carolino A, Gr^y, Hamburg, S. C., 1 Quilt.
Mrs. E. G. Btoke«, Hamburg, turoe Quilts,
GrartitevillQ Mann facta ring Company, S. C., 1 Bale 7-8

ShirtJt)g; 1 balfj Sbestiug.
Geoive Walker, Pwlai-ki co., ,Gft., 1 coil Hemp Eope.
Mvs. Thoms',s Gardner, 1 Quiit and Pillow Slips.
Geo. Schley, Richmond co., Ga,, 5 bales Osnaburgs,

Stripes and Woolen.
JackHoas, Miller &, Yerdery, l bale Yarn, 5 to 1®.

FRUITS, FEUIT TREES & HEDGE PLANTS.
Geo. wiiiker, Pulaski co., 4 Apples, called Walker’s Yel-

low.
W. H. Thurmond, Atlanta, entered 100 varieties of Apple

trees, (800) shown for best collection
;
85 varieties of Pe: ch

tress (255) shown; 1 lot Seedling Apple trees (200)

shown; variety Shown for the best Native Seedling; 1 lot

of Seedling Apples, consisting of 6 varieties.

J. Yan Buren, Habersham co., 80 varieties Seedling Apple
Tree (named)

;
62 varieties Pear Trees (named).

D. Redmond, Augusta, Ga., entered, for the largest col-

lection of Osage Orange Hodge Plants (Georgia raised)

with a description of the best method of planting, trimming
and training the hedge, 1000 plants as a sample of 75,000,

raised the present season.

D. Redmond, Aug sta, collection of Osier or Basket
Willow, variety (Salix Viminalis) 1000 cuttings, as asample
of 5,000, raised this seaaon.

D. Redmond, Augusta, entered 15 varieties of Strawber-
ry plants, named, labelled and tested; 2 varieties of Rasp-
berries

;
2 varieties of Blackberries.

Miss E. K. Boeff, Puchmond co., 1 basket of Artificial

Fruit.

Sallie Cade, Elbert eo.. Glass mel'on Preserves.
Louisa Jackson, Athens,! Sponge Cake.
Mrs. Lenoir, Lenoirs, Tenn., Blackberry Wine.
Mrs. W. A. Lenoir, Lenoirs, Tenn., Blackberry Cordial.

Mrs. Lenoir, Lenoirs, Tenn., Apple Jelly.

Mrs. B. Lenoir, bushel Dried Apples.
Col, A. G. Summer, 1 lot Apple Trees

;
1 lot Southern

Seedling Apples.
Charles Axt, Wilkes co., Ga., Catawba Grapes.
Mrs. S. Rose, Macon, Ga., 6 bottles Scuppernong Wine.
P. A. Sumraey, Athens, Ga., 2 bottles Wine, 1 of Peach

Cordial, 1 of Blackberry.
Mrs. Geo. A. Oates, Augusta, 1 Orange Tree.
Rev. Richard Johnson, Atlanta, 100 Oranges.
Rev. Henry L. Deane, Griffin, basket of Pears, named

Vicar of vvinkfieldand Easter Eeurre.
Francis A. Mauge, Augusta, 85 varieties of Pear Trees,

named; 16 varieties Apple Trees, named: 8 varieties Apri-
cots, named; 3 varieties Cherries, named; 3 varieties Plums,
named.
W. H. Thurmond, Atlanta, 17 varieties of Seedling Peach

Trees, labelled and described.
Mrs. S. A. E. Means, Oxford, Ga., 1 jar mellon rind Pre-

serves.

Mrs. T. M. Turner, Sparta, Ga., 4 Sidonia Quinces
;
2

Vegetable Pears.

Mrs. G. Flournoy, Augusta, 2 bottles GenevaWine
;
1

j»r Dried Figs.

H. Camp, Covington, Ga., 1 box Apples, 12 varieties.

FLORICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.
J. W. By^^sman, Augusta, Green House Plants.

Mrs. V. LaTaste, Richmond co., Garden Seeds, 40 varie-

ties.

Mrs. Amboronghs, Columbia co., 1 Cactus.

Mr. Kennedy, (Gardener of R. Peters) Atlanta, Ga
,
lar-

gest variety of Garden Vegetables for table use, raised by
one individual.

Francis A. Mauge, Augusta, Ga., 1 large sweet Orange
Tree, with 7 do*, fruit; 8 Medium Sized Orange Trees,
with fruit; 7 Dwarf Orange Trees with fruit; 2 L.^rge

Lemon Trees with fruit; 201 Rose bushes, all labeilea and
in bloom.
Wm. Haines, Augnata, 2 bushels Strawberry Plants.
Mr. A. Pope, Sr., Washington, Wilkes co., 1 lot Garden

Seeds, 67 varietisa
;
half <ioz. Mangoez?, new vegetable.

Mrs. T. M. Turner, Sparta, Ga., 2 white Mangoes, new
vegetable, exhibited under name of Vegetable Pears.
Rev. Richard Johnson, Beaufort, S. 0., 100 large Sweet

Oranges.
OiUEiCN HOUSE PLXNTfl.

Mrs. V. LaTaste, vei^ iarge Orange tree, fine plant,
loaded with fruit.

J W. Bassti an, Augusta, large oollectiou of green
house plants.

Mrs. Geo. A. Oates, Augusta, large orange tree with large
and beautiful fruit.

Mr. John C. Carmichael, Augusta, collection of green
houEe plants, camelias, cactus and orange tree.
Mrs. Amboror.ghs, Columbia co., 1 cactus.

D. Redmond, Augusta, collection of Stravsbsrryplants, 15
varieties; 2 lota Osier or Basket Willow cutting?.
Wm. Haines, Auguste, largo basket of Strawberry plants,

Hovey’s Seedling.
Dr. George Battey, Rome, Ga., 1 bushel Mercer Polatoes,

very fine and large.

A. Pope, Sr., Washington, Wilkes co., 2bu8helfine largo
Irish Potatoes.

Dr. Powell, Alabama, lot large sweet potatoes
Mrs. Col. E. Powell, lot very large beets, onions and cab-

bage.
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Mrs. Carey, 1 very laige purple Egg Plant, 22 inches in
circumference.
Mrs. Carey, Chunennugee, Ala., lot very large Turnips

;

half dozen PomegraLates.
Col. J. Carter, Cbunennuggee, A!a., 2 large water melons

;

lot large beets.

Mr. Hugh J. Kenedy, Atlanta, variety of garden veget-
ables for table use.

J. S. Clarke, very large turnips.

W. W. Stone, 2 bushels sweet potatoes, Mexican variety,

Middleton Saa^.o, Jbiicnraond co., large lot sweet potatoes,
7 varieties

;
J bushel flat Dutch turnips

;
ot fine largo Nor-

folk turnips.

/^caer Griffith, Oglethorpe co., 1 lot large sweet potatoes,

yams, g^own, raised 812 bushe s the acretliis year
;
2 bush

els turnips, Nortclk and fl^t Dutch.
Louis A. L Boisclair, Kichmond co., 6 bushels turnips,

6 varieties, Ked Top, Russian, Fiat Dutch, Rata Baga,
large White Globe, and 1 not named.

E. V. Shepherd, Columbus, 1 lot very large sweet pota-
toes, yellow Spanish variety.

Rooert H. Gray, Miilen, Burke, co., lot turnips. Dally
and Hybrid, large and fine.

R. J. Butler, Edgefield dish, S. C., 8 very largo water
melons.

SOUTHERN FARMING IMPLEMENTS.
A. S. Langley, Nashville, Tenn. 2 corn mills and crusher.
James Rowe, Hillsborough, Flfl.,1 crushing mill

; 1 pea
vine plow

; 1 pair metalic cart wheels.
Moore & Dusanberry, Ray Town, Ga., 1 Cotton Gin.
H. Randall & Mercer, Lee oo., Gs., 1 cotton scad plant-

er.

N. B. Moore, Augusta, 1 four horse wagon.
James P. Wayne, Clark co., 1 two horse wagon.
J. T. Wait& Holland Bolton, Anderson dist., 8. C.,1

cotton planter.

A. Pope, Sr., Washington, Ga., 1 leveller.

A. B. Packard; 1 Cotton Press.

D. McComb, Memphis, Tenn., 1 cotton press, model.
J. L. Garlington, Newton co., 1 grain thrasher.
J. W. Faucett, & Son, Columbia county, 1 Road Wagon;

1 two horse Wagon
;

1 Coulter Plow.
P. A. Summoy, Athens, Ga.,2 bundles Carriage Spokes.
N. Wariick, LaFayette, Ala., 1 model of a newly invent-

ed Plow
;
a combination of Tongue and Shaft for vehicles

;

a plan for moving houses on three points only; 1 lot of im-
proved Garden Tools.

Thomas J. Cheoly, Hancock co., 1 Cotton Gin.
F. M. Allen, Burke co., 9 Plows; 1 Thrasher.
N. Nuckles, Columbus, Ga., 1 Straw Cutter.

SOUTHERN MADE MACHINERY.
C. J. Nesbitt, Claer Spring, Washington oo., Md., 1

Hominy Mill.

T. P. Stovall, Augu8tji?2 Sawing Machines, made at the
North

;
1 Shingle Machine.

Winter’s Iron Werks, Montgomery, Ala., by T. P. Sto-
vall, 1 model of Circular Saw Mills.

H. H. Camp, Cut Off, Walton co., 1 Churn; 1 Crank
Wheel for saw mill.

Thomas Wynn, Richmond co., Ga., 1 fire proof patent
breast Cotton Gin, Southern manufacture.

A. C. Keys, Kcossvillo Tenn., 1 Hand Loom.
T. P. Stovall, Augusta, 1 Shingle Machine.

MANUFACTURES OF LEATHER.
Sidney Smith, Marietta, Ga., 1 lot of Harness Leather

;

1 lot of Band Leather.

Isaac Ramsay, Colambia co., 1 box containing 2 doz. pairs

Shoos; 6 rolls Leather, upper and sole, ftouthern made; ]

roll Kip Leather'; 1 roll Russett leather.

George T. Allman, Corusrsville, Tennessee, 1 Gentle-
man’s Saddle.
George Elliott, Sumner co., Tonn., 1 Gentleman’s Saddle.

Marietta Tannery, 12 Sides Sole Leather; 12 Sides Var-
nished Leather; 12 Sides Bridle Leather; 6 Rusaott Leath-
er, upper; 6 Sides Buff Leather, upper; 6 Sides Wax
Leather, upper; 6 Wax Capes heavy upper Leather; 6

Wax Capos, light; 6 Calf SHr.s
;
half dor. Goat Shins

dressed; 1 dcz. Deer Skins, finished; 1 doz. and a halt

Deer Skins, unfinished; holf a d.-'zan Sheep Skins dressed
in wool; 1 doz. pair Russet Brogaus; 1 doz pair Black Bro
gans.
H:tch dcBagbie, Augusta, 1 set double Carriage Hsrness;

1 sot double Btrggy Harness; 1 sc-t single Buggy Harness.
Hatch & Begbie, Augusta, 1 Gentleman’s Saddle; 1

Ladies Saddle.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

George A. Oatsa & Bro., Augusta, one Rosewood Piano

Forte, pattern made by Bacon & Raven, New York—seven
octaves, Louis XIV style.

RECLAIMING LAND.
Middleton Seago, Richmond co., Ga., Essay upon the

best method ot restoring old lauds.

SOUTHERN Manufactures in wood and iron.
Watts & Roberson, one 4 wheel Carriage.
Stockton & Carey, one sot of Buggy W heels.
W. H. Goodrich, 2 Doors, 2 pair Blinds, 8 sett of Sash.
Archias & Grimand, Richmond co., 7 pieces Rustic

Furniture.
Wyman & Darrow, one Carriage, exhibition only; one

Trunk, exhibition only; one Valise, exhibition only; one
dozen Whips

;
one Lady’s Travelling Big.

E. H. Rogers, Augusta, Ga., odo

D

ouble barrelled Gun; 1
Rifle.

J. Johnson, Augusta, Ga., one Expanding Window Sash..

CHEMICAL MANUFACTURES, OILS, CEMENTS,
MINERALS, &?.

William Phillips, Augusta, Ga., one case of Georgia
Minerals.

D. B. Plumb, one fins Family Medicine Chest; one fine

Physician’s Chest.
A. B. Sturgis, Richmond co., Ga., 4 boxes Paint; one box

Tripoli
;
1 box Bath Brick

;
4 bbis Paint.

John Cowan, Mempnis, Tennessee, Artificial Cotton
Seed Rock, and Fire Proof Ecoting.

J. M. Davidson, W.iodville, Ga., ona box Oil Stones,,

from Oglethorpe county.
Wm. R. Schirmer, Augusta, one pair French Burr Mill-

stones, 2 feet in diameter
;
one pair French Burr Millstones,

3 fer t in diameter.
’ John H. Newton, Athens, one box Copper Ore, from
Georgia.

Bridwoll & McCue, Augusta, one pair French Burr
Millstones.

Jacob R. Davis, Dahlonega, Ga., two samples of Gold
Quartz.

CLOTHING.
R. Hawley, Charlesion, S. C... one case of Gent’s Hats.

Nora—In the hurry incident to all Agricultural Fairs, it

is quite possible that some articles upon exhibition were

not entered on the bool® oftbe Society, and do not there-

fore appear in the foregoing list. It is, however, believed

that the list is as near perfect as it is now possible to make
it; and that it presents the most complete account yet givert

of the extent, variety and attraction of the late Fair.

“SNEEZE WEED ’’--CATTLE POISONED.

To THE READERS OF THE SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR :

Having been informed of several well authenticated

cases of disease in stock, generated by eating of the plant

commonly known as “Sneeze weed,” by botanists called

HaLmium Autmmidle, I have thought the interests of agri-

culture and the cause of humanity might be advanced by

drawing the attention of the observant to the fact. Have
the readers of the Cultivator any information on the sub-

ject! If so, will they please let us have it ! And if not,

will they look out for it! From all I can learn the dis-

ease resembles, or perhaps is, the bh’nd staggers. The
cases reported to me have proved fatal to cows, horses and

mules. Perhaps some of the cases of mysterious mortal-

ity, frequently occurring among stock, might be traced to

the subtle poison of this plant. It will strike every ono

as worthy of investigation.

Garnett Andrews.

Washington, Ga., 1854.

Antidote for Strtch.nine.—Camphor has been dis-

covered to be an antidote for that terrible poison, strych-

nine. A man who hud been thrown into convulsions by

two doses of poison— one-sixtli of a grain each, adminis-

tered for the rlieumatism—was relieved by 20 grains of

camphor taken in six grains of alaiond mixture. Dr. Sud-

dock, in a letter to the London Lancet claims to have,

made the discovery.
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nrticultural lepitmeut*

WOEK FOR THE MONTH.

[February (Latin, Februarius) received its name from

Februalia, a feast of sacrifices and purifications held by

the Romans in this month, by which the people were sup-

posed to be cleansed from the sins of the whole year. Jt

corresponds to Adar, (Ezra vi. 15,) the sixth civil and

tvjelfth sacred month of the Jews. By the Saxons, it was
called Sol-monath, i. e. the Swn-month, from the evident

increase in the length of the days
]

THE PLANTATION.
Go on vigorously with your plowing for Com and

Cotton. Sow Spring Oats and plant Irish Potatoes .

—

Prepare your ground well for Corn—plow deep, manure
heavily, and plant the letter part of this month, or early

in March. Haul out and distribute manure over your

fields—fill up all old galls or gullies—plow your hill-sides

horizontally, and as deep as possible, to prevent washing.

Begin to prepare for Cotton planting.

Do not fail to put in a full crop of Corn, on your best

lands, even if you raise a little less cotton.

Hedges .—Set out boundary and dividing hedges of the

Osage Orange, the Cherokee Rose, the Cratagus Pyra-
cantha, or Evergreen Thorn, the Honey Locust, the Span-

ish Bayonet, or any other plant that has been proved to

succeed well in this climate,

THE VEGETABLE GARDEN.

The operations of the Gardener may now be said to

commence in good earnest. In order to secure a regular

and abundant supply of good vegetables, the garden must
be put in thorough condition at once—(see remarks under
this head last month.)

Cabbage and Lettuce may now be transplanted safely,

provided some means are adopted to protect them from

the frost. Sow Pens, Radishes, Cabbage, Beets, Carrots,

Lettuce, Salsafy, Spinaue,, Parsley, Poxsnips, Pot Herbs,

(pc. Plant a full crop of Irish Potatoes, early Corn,

&c. Prepare Hot Beds for the propagation of Tomatoes,

Pepper, Egg Plants, (pc. Dress Asparagus beds, using

salt liberally on the surface.

THE ORCHARD AND FEUir GARDEN.

Set out the Peach, the Plum, the Apple, the Pear, the

Q^idnce, the Phg, the Pomegranate, the Grape, the Straw-

berry, the Raspberry, and all other desirable kinds of fruit

and ornamental trees and shrubs. Examine Peach trees

for the worm and Apple trees for the borer, and dig those

depredators from their hiding places with the sharp end of

your knife. Heap leached ashes around your Peach trees

from the “collar” to the height of 3 or 4 inches above the
,

surface of the. ground. Work around your fruit trees, stir
'

ring the ground well as far as the branches extend, and

applying a good top dressing of manure. Cover the sur-

face with leaves, pine straw or loose manure, to the depth

of four or five inches, so that the roots may be protected

from drouth, and nourishment imparted to them during

the growing season.

Graft choice varieties of the Plum upon wild Chicka-
saw stock; “whip-graft.” the Peach, the Apricot and the

Nectarine upon the same, inserting the scion near the

ground. The Peach may also be successfully cleft-grafted

on its own root, by digging it up and cutting in the

tap root freely. Use as ligatures, strips of cloth, dip-

ped in grafting wax, and in planting, place the insertion of

the graft an inch or two below the surface.

Cuttings .—Many plants and fruit trees grow readily

from cuttings, and this is by far the simplest and easiest

jaetbod of propagation. Among fruit trees peculiarly

adapted to this climate, which strike freely from cuttings,

the Fhg, the Quince and the Pomegranate are deserving of

especial-attention. Nmo is the time io put them into the

ground, and the following method will in most cases suc-

ceed, perfectly ; Take your cuttings off just between the

young wood of 1854 and the old wood of 1853, or if,you

use young side shoots, preserve the collar of the shoot

when you cut them off close to the branch. Let your cut-

tings be from 12 to 1 8 inches long, and at least half an inch

in diameter—plant in 3 feet rows, 1 foot apart, in rich moist

soil, leaving but one or two buds above the surface—or

bend your cutting in the form of a half circle, and insert

both ends deeply, leaving only one bud in the middle ex-

posed—press the earth firmly around all parts of the cut-

tings, and as warm weather approaches, mulch around

them heavily with straw, dead leaves, or other litter. As
soon as the new buds begin to start on your cuttings, rub

off all but the strongest, which must be reserved to form

the future tree, and let this fcud or shoot remain during the

first year without pruning.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Plant-, at onee, all Bulbs, such as Hyacinths, Tulips,

Crown Imperials, Dahlias, &c., &e. Sow tender Annu-
als in hot beds, and prick ©ut into ground as soon as all

danger of frost is over. Dress Oind Ve\m borders

;

plant

edgings of Box
;
spread gravel on garden walks, and roll

the surface firmly
;
pkmt ornamental Hedges or screens

of Arbor Titss, "VTiid Olive, Holly, Privet, (Ste. Prune

Roses and other ornamental shrubs. Set out rooted plants

and cuttings of tire Rose, Cape Jessamine and other flow-

ering plants. Stake all newly planted and pliant shrubs.

Clear up all weeds and foul trash, and prepare your flow-

ers to “see company.” Prepare ground for lavms, by
plowing very deep (subsoiling 18 inches), manure highly

and sow a liberal allov/ance of mixed seed, such as Ken-

tucky Blue Grass, White Clover, Herds Grass, Texas Mus-
quit, Italian Ray, &c., &-c. When sown, roll smoothly

with a heavy cast iron or stone roller, and keep off all

fowls, pigs, cattle, (&c.

Ti'ansplant Evergresns, by digging a deep trench

around them, (if large trees,) and lifting a kirge ball of

earth with the roots. Prepare a wide and deep hole to

receive them—cut off smoothly with a sharp knife, all

broken or bruised roots
;
use an abundance of water

;
fill

in with fine, rich soil, pressed firmly around the roots

with the foot
;
leave u shallow basin or cavity around the

trunk t« hold water hereafter, and finish by staking se-

curely and mulching with a thick layer of leaves or straw,

over which sprinkle a few shovelsful of earth, to keep the

wind from blowing it away.

PRESERVING SV/EET POTATOES.

Messrs. Editors—A convenient mode of preserving

small quantities of Sweet Potatoes for family use is to

pack them in hogsheads or boxes with dry leaves, straw or

pine trash. They keep better if dug before the vines are

killed by frost. Those which are injured in digging by be-

ing bruised or cut should be used up first, as they will not

keep. Let the others dry a week in small piles under cov-

er, then put a layer of leaves at the bottom of your box,

then a layer of potatoes, and so on, alternately, until your

box is full, closing with a good coat of leaves. Keep the

boxes in a dry place and free from frost. In this manner

they keep perfectly well and are always accessible whe«

wanted. Wm. N. White.

Athens, Ga., Jan., 1866.
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SOUTHERN SEEDLING APPLES— No. 6.

THE “ QUEEN.”

J. * 1 name This apple is much superior to the Other, which is a sum»
Them are t^aro d.ss.nct

„,e quSty. and one of the most beautiful. It evidently be-

mer apple whtlst the aaove la a
pleasure in recommending it to the favor of the public, as

longs to the
J^ore coniXTform, and inferior to the above :] a beaud-

worthy ofgeneral cultivate
. stem three-quarters of an inch long; color, a fine golden yellow.

“orabi;r;:dTe'e;:"“ k^.^l1lfm l large.’ Exhibited by Z, R. Jones. Esq., of BeKalb county,^Ga,^and said

to have been introduced from Western Virginia.

Clarksville, Ga. t

SOTJTHERN VS. NOSTHESN FRTJIT—LETTER FROM
MR. VAN BTJREN.

Messrs. Editors;—In an article over the signature of

*‘C. D.,” in your January number, an opinion is expressed,

that the senior editor and ourself are ‘^both right and both

wrong, in some points,” relative to the merits of Southern

and Northern fruits.

We wish we could say the same ofhim. As to the quan-

tity per acre that can be raised at the South, time alone

can determine; as most of our orchards are at this time too

young to afford such a yield as would give a reliable indi-

cafon of what it will be when the trees arrive at more

XMi'ure age.

He says, "New York State, as a whole, can beat Ueorgia

for apples,’ in quantity, (per acre,) in quality, and long-

keepino-.” And as an evidence of the latter assertion

being a fiict, says that "those raised in the Northern por-

tion of the State keep longer than those raised in the

Southern portion.” Why 1 We say, because they prob-

ably originated in the Northern region, or the trees were

raised there. This is our doctrine precisely. Were they

removed still farther South, they would keep a shorter

time than they now do, showing entire unfitness for

Southern cultivation.

\^ain He says he can easily believe "that peaches and

ineyns are much better here than in New York, because

they require the hot sun to sweeten them
;
and it is possi-

ble that early Southern apples may be; but cannot think

winter apples are, because, with us fJie sun xs too hot, an^

they riperu rather ‘prematurely.^'

Mirabile dicin'. How do you know the sun is too hot,

and that they ripen prematurely '? You have hotter days

in New York than we do in Georgia, but not as many of

them. Yet you appear to have a suspicion that our early

apples may be as good, or perhaps better than yours.

Don't they ripen in our hottest months, say June, July,

and August I There is no doubt but they are better, and

from the fact ofgetting more heat and sunshine than yours.

How stands the question about late ripening varieties 'I

Your Newtown Pippin, Spitzenberg, Baldwin, &c., riperi

from the middle of September to the middle of October,

when the frost usually cuts down vegetation. Our Nick-

njack, Cullasaga, Berry, Buff, Limbertwig, and W'all,

with a dozen or more others, ripen when I Fiom the

middle of October to the last of November !

This is doubtless a startling fact you had never before

heard of. When the valley of the ^loliawk and Hudson

are wrapped in snow a foot deep, apples are just ripening

in Georgia. It is an indisputable fact—apples will grow

in Georgia, and good ones too; and that in spite of

Northern opinions.

"C. D.” further says, if they could grow here as they

do in New York, until frost begins to appear, they might

equal theirs. For IMr. D.’s especial information, we will

now say, they always do. And for further information,

will say, that all the winter varieties that have originated

to the South of us ripen at a still later period.

There is another iact connected with fruit culture at the

South, which has never been brought to public notice,

I

-hat 1 am aware of, which is, many varieties have a pro-

pensity to produce two crops in a season. The Carolina
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or Red June almost uniformly bears a second crop, and not

unfrequently of fair and medium size. The same with Eng-

lish Jargonelle and Belle Lucrative pears, together with

s@me of the cherries. Whilst Mr. Peabody has succeeded

in producing a continuous crop of strawberries, may we
not reasonably expect from existing facts, that even apples,

pears, and other fruits will be found ripening in the region

ofNew Orleans as late as January'? Dr. Baldwin, of

Montgomery, Ala., has succeeded in raising a peach,

which ripens as late as the first of November, and which

we are informed can be kept until Christmas. This is a

fact which those to the . South of us should bear in mind,

and at once begin raising seedlings of apples, pears,

cherries, and other fruits.

A short time since, we had presented to us by a friend

in Athens, Ga
,
some apples fresh from the county of

Delaware, New York State. Amongst them were our old

and particular favorites, the Spitzenberg, Rhode Island

Greening, Vandevere and others
;
these we have compared

side by side, and taste by taste, with our Nickajack and

Cullasaga, and in all points, even to size, have written

them down, wanting. What effect the climate and soil

ofNew York may have on our Southern seedling varie-

ties, we will not attempt to predict; neither does “C. D.”

know. Our winter varieties probably would not ripen

there any more than would our corn. Their season of

warm weather is too short. “C. D.” thinks the world

cannot produce such apples as their Newtown Pippin.

We too once thought so, but have found out there are such

places in the world as the Carolinas and Georgia, and

that there are such apples as Julien, Cuilasaga, and others,

equal in flavor, superior in size, and that will keep as

well as the Newtown Pippin, or any other.

“C. D.” can hardly be competent to judge of the relative

merits of Northern and Southern apples. From his own
showing, he knows little about the latter. We will run

the risk of saying he never saw or tasted one of the kinds

we have mentioned, nor probably any other seedling va-

riety originated at the South.

We speak advisedly, although we may err in taste and

judgment, as to their relative qualities. We have spent

thirty-six years of our life in New York, and fifteen years

in Georgia
;
and have had ample opportunity to compare

both Northern and Southern varieties together, and now
again reiterate what we have before said—we can beat

your best varieties
;
you to grow yours in New York,

we ours in Georgia
;
you to select your favorite varieties,

•and we to be allowed the same privilege. For the last

five or six years, we have maintained that we could not

.grow your Northern varieties successfully here, nor shall

we make an attempt to enter into competition in such a

futile project.

There now appears to be an attempt to create an im-

pression (by Northerners, or more particularly by some
living at the North,) that our climate is adverse to the pro-

duction of fine fruit. Why is this so "I If they can make
our people believe our climate is prejudicial to it, the en-

terprise of growing fruit here would then be at an end,

because the defect would be incurable, and we still, as

heretofore, dependent on them for our supply. Now
here we would take occasion to say, climate has very lit-

tle to do either with your success or failures. That our

soil is generally poorer than that of New York, we are

willing to allow
;
but that is a curable defect, and one

we are pleased to see is daily becoming more and more
appreciated.

The most material and palpable effect we can antici-

pate our climate to produce in contradistinction to a cold-

-er one, in the cultivation of fruit, is, that ours will be

more aromatic and saccharine than those of a higher lati-

tude It can hardly be otherwise, reasoniag from analogy,

that the land of Oranges, Lemons, Pine Apples and Spices,

should produce fruit superior rather than inferior to that of

Pumpkins and Irish Potatoes.

Before we make our adieu, we will take occasion to

say to the senior editor of the Southern Cidtivator, that

on taking a retrospective examination of our article in

the August number of that paper, we are unable to discover

the intimation of so great a chemical heresy, as to identify

the aromatic property or principle with that of the sacch-

arine. Forty years ago we might possibly have done so

;

but not since our Sophomore days.

J, Van Buren.
Clarksville, Ga., January, 1855.

Note.—Since writing the foregoing article, I have re-

ceived a letter from that ardent, enterpirsing, and success-

ful pomologist. Dr. W. 0. Baldwin, of Montgomery, Ala.,

giving the history of three seedling apples, which were
doubtless produced by the Creek Indians near that place.

One of these is nameless, or rather known by the name of

every man who has last cultivated it
;

the others are

known as the Red Warrior and the Carter apple. The
latter. Dr. Baldwin informs us, ripens and hangs upon
the tree until January

;
thus verifying our prediction be-

fore the ink had dried, which was, that varieties of apples

would be produced to the south of us, ripening as late as

the month of January. Although fruit cannot be kept,

after it is gathered, as long with us as in New York, from
the fact of our climate being warmer, and hastening fer-

mentation more rapidly than theirs, yet we can have ap-

ples more months in the year than in New York, taking

into account the time of our earliest ripening varieties, up
to that of our latest lipening varieties. And, moreover,

our apples liave no greater disposition to decay here than

those imported from New York. J. V. B.

FRUIT CULTURE IN THE SOUTH.

No. 3.

[Concludedfrom our last.l

Mr. Editor—In planting an orchard of fruit trees, the

importanee of deepening the soil by trench plowing is so

obvious, that no one should think of planting without this

preliminary step. Not less important, in event tlie land
has been long cropped, is to restore to the soil the mineral
manures so essential to success in fruit growing, viz : the

potash, phosphates and lime, which may have been taken
up in the cultivation of corn and cotton. Chemical analy-

sis has shown that phosphorus and potash, and lime,

enter largely into the ash of those last named plants; and
these being the mineral substances essential to the healthy

growth of the peach, the pear, and the apple, it follows, or

may be inferred, that any soil which will grow cotton or

corn in luxuriance, will be well adapted to the growth of

fruit trees. If the soil then is not naturally a rich one, it

should be made so by the compost heap. This compost
should have for its basis, muck or black mould, into which
stable manure, and ashes, and disolved or broken bones,

and charcoal, should enter largely
;

all to be thoroughly

intermixed and decomposed before putting it in the soil.

My plan in preparing for an orchard has been, first, to

select land that has been mellowed by root crops—next,

to enclose it with so substantial a fence as effectually to

exclude all domestic animals)—next, to spread the com-
post two inches in depth over the surface of the land—

•

next, to deepen the soil by trench plowing, (running the

plow twice in the same furrows)—followed by the sub-

soil plow—next, to plant only home grown trees, or those

from nurseries in the South, and until the trees grow large

enough to shade their own roots, to keep them well mulch-
ed with straw or leaves

;
and lastly, to keep the orchard in

cultivation, (root crops are best,) and annually enriched
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with suitable manures; for a plant can no moregrow and

bear healthy fruit without its appropriate food, than an ox

or a horse can be expected to thrive without a sufficiency

of corn and fodder. deem it unnecessary to enter into

minutia on this point, as the valuable almanac of Mr.

Affleck (accesssible to all) contains such explicit and prac-

tical directions in all that regards fruit growing, that any-

thing I could say would be superfluous.

I will pass by the smaller fruits, the strawberry and the

raspberry, so easily and successfully cultivated in the

South, and take up the Pear.

This fruit I have grown in perfection for many years—

even Northern and European varieties with me have

borne large fruit, and higher flavor, than in their native

localities. This fruit should never be allowed to ripen

upon the tree. The flavor is greatly improved by taking

off the specimens when hard on the tree, and ripening

them in the fruit room, I use for this purpose an inside

cellar—dark, but well ventilated, and having double walls.

The fi-uit shoidd be suspended by strings from the joists,

and not placed upon shelves. In case of dampness, a few

lumps of lime placed upon the floor will absorb it.

Another difficulty: The largest and heaviestpears are apt

to drop from the tree, especially during a period of drouth.

This 1 have obviated, by placing barrels filled with soap

suds over the roots of the tree, and allowing the liquid to

escape by drops from a small orifice near the bottom of

the barrel. The soap suds and a handful of Guano thrown

in, will increase the size of the fruit, and keep the tree in

good health during our hottest months. In regard to

gathering the fruit, I would observe that this is best learned

by experiment. If taken off too early, the specimens will

shrink and wither
;

if too late, they are more apt to rot,

from the fact that as the fruit approaches maturity it is

more liable to be stung by insects, and all such speci-

mens will rot before they ripen. As a general rule, it

will answer to ascertain the date of ripening of the differ-

varieties at the North, and in this latitude gather them six

weeks to two months earlier.

PEARS—EARLY VARIETIES.

Madeleine.—This pear is of French origin—bears well

with me, on both quince and standard—is the earliest

pear to ripen in Europe and the North—ripens here on

the 15th May in the cellar, and is in eating a week—not a

specimen has rotted—flesh juicy and melting—quality

very good,

Dmjenne d'Ete.
—

"With me a higher flavored pear than

the Madeleine—should be gathered so soon as specimens

begin to turn from green to yellow, and be ripened in the

house—ripe last of May. This pear is of French origin

and recently introduced.

Bloodgood.—One of the best of early pears—a slow

grower on quince—should be double worked—ripens here

early in June, and quality best.

Rostieze>-.—An early pear of German origin—on quince

H rapid grower, and bears heavily—though small in size,

no early pear surpasses it in flavor—ripens with me in the

cellar on the first of June.

Buerre Giffard.—One of the new European pears intro-

duced by Mr. Affleck—from the few specimens I had this

year from grafts in standard, it gives promise of the high-

est excellence —ripens in June, about the 10th.

Tyson.—A new Pennsylvania pear of great merit—

ripens with me in the latter part of June.

Griffith's Seedling.—A native pear which originated in

the grounds of the late John T. Griffith—though small in

size, it fully equals the flavor of any of the early exotic

sorts—ripe first week in June.

I have ripened a number of other early varieties des-

cribed in the works on pomology, but deem the foregoing

the most desirable for this region of our State.

PEARS—SUMMER VARIETIES.

Julienne.—This pear I think a most desirable variety,

either for the orchardist or for general cultivation— grows
and bears better on quince than on standard—comes early

into bearing—my dwarfs, now eight years old, have borne

fruit several years past—had this year to trim out, leaving

about 300 specimens on each tree—will ripen in the house

a month before they are ripe upon the tree—in eating dur-

ing all July and early part of August—changes in the

fruit celler from green to a beautiful lemon yellov —skin

waxy, shining, and looking as if varnished— flesh melting,

buttery, and delicately flavored. As the Julienne has

been condemned by the congress of fruit-growers at the

North as unworthy of cultivation, I requested a number of

gentlemen in this county, who are good judges of fruit, to

give me their opinions as to its merits— all pronounced it

a pear of the highest excellence here, and some few as the

best pear they had ever eaten. North or South.

Bartlett.—Grows well on either quince or standard—

a

profitable pear to the orchardist in the South—has the

desirable quality of ripening in the cellar long before ma-
turity upon the tree—in this locality is in eating from the

middle of July to the 20th of August—-in quality ranks

best.

Beurrc Diet.—Succeeds here on either quince or stand-

ard—an abundant bearer—had to thin out my dwarfs to

150 specimens to a tree— the fruit attains a much larger

size here than at the North, some of ray specimens weigh-

ing one and a half pounds, and few less than one pound

—

ripens finely in the cellar, changing from green to a rich

orange color—flesh rich, sugary and melting—quality best

—ripe in July and August,

Duchesse d' Angouleme.—This noble pear, of French ori-

gin, in our rich, warm soil and burning climate, attains

its highest perfection—grows finely on quince, and comes
early into bearing. Its large size, excellent flavor and
fine keeping qualities, will make it most desirable for mar-
ket culture—flesh buttery, vei’y juicy, with a rich, agree-

able flavor—ripe from the middle of July to the 15th Sep-

tember. I have taken this pear from trees toward the end
ofJuly, together with Beurre Diels, Barletts, Beurre Bil-

boas and others, and carried them by steam from Natchez
to New York, where they opened sound, and most of
them ripe on the 14th of August. Although not esteemed

as a desert pear at the North, with u^ there are few better

or more desirable pears for general cultivation. As you
have tasted this fruit, Mr. Editor, be so good as to give your
opinion of its quality.

[A finer, richer, more luscious pear we have never eaten'

than those of the above variety from the luxurious orchard

ofour friend, the writer of the above. They grow to great

size, are delightfully flavored and possess the rare quality

of perfectly dissolving in the mouth. A better pear for

table could hardly be cultivated.

—

Ed. Natchez Courier.

No, 4.

Golden Beurre of Bilboa.—This pear does well upon
both quince and standard—my standard tree has borne

heavy crops for ten years past— fruit large, buttery, melt-

ing, and having a rich vinous flavor—in eating last of

July and early in August.

Beurre d' Amalis .—On standard—fruit very large—not

unlike the Beurre Diel in size and shape—flesh melting

and buttery, but inferior in flavor to the Diel, having

sometimes a slight astringency—in eating during August,

and ripens finely in the cellar.

Beurre Bose.—Double worked on quince— this pear is

one that does not grow freely upon quince—by first graft-

ing on the quince a free growing sort, as the Julienne or
D’Angouleme, and then grafting the wood of the latter

with the Bose, it grows rapidly—it is a tardy bearer on
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standard, and not a heavy bearer on quince, but is a most

delicious pear—ripe here in August.

Doyemie White.—Some 30 to 40 years ago, this was
the most popular pear grown east of the Alleghany Moun-
tains; well known as the Butter Pear in Pennsylvania,

and the Virgalieu in New York. Of late years, upon the

Atlantic sea-board, it has cracked so badly, and the fruit

is so indilferent, as to cause it to be rejected, as unwcrthy

of cultivation,, and regarded as a variety that had “run

nut.” This theory, that there is a limit to the healthy dura-

tion of all varieties of Iruit, (and even other plants, as the

potato, the cotton plant, &c.,) after which they become so

mortally diseased as to be unworthy of culture, has found

many advocates. Unfortunately for these thorists, the

White Doyenne, in the virgin soils of the West, has re-

gained all its pristine health and beauty and excellence.

In this locality, it bears most abundantly on either quince

nr standard, and the fruit is without a defect; inferior,

however, with me to its cousin germain the Julienne.

Ripe in August and first part of September.

Beurre Gaubault.—This is one of the new varieties so

extolled in Europe—introduced here by Mr. Affleck.

With me, upon the quince, it surpasses even the Seckel in

•delicacy offlavor—every specimen of the fruit perfect, and

vnot one rotted—may be ripened in the cellar from the mid-

dle to the latter part of July—fruit medium sized, and re-

tains its green color when ripe. I think this pear a great

-acquisition.

Fondante d'Autumn.—Bears well on both quince and

standard here, and no pear surpasses it in its season for

high aromatic flavor—ripens in the latter part of August

and to the middle o( September.

Vert Longue.—Upon standard, a desirable fruit, as it

'bears heavy crops, and not a specimen rots—very long,

pyriform in shape, and retains its blueish green color when
.ripe, which occurs here the latter part of July.

Seckel.— I have tested this fruit both on quince and
standard, and although it sustains its high reputation for

flavor, it has the defect of rotting considerably. With me,

the Ott, a seedling from the Seckel, is a more desirable

fruit—ripens in August.

There are a number more of summer varieties I have

ripened, worthy the amateur’s attention in this climate,

such as the Louise Bonne de Jersey, Von Mons Leon le

Clerc, Flemish Beauty, Leech, Kingscssirig, Doyenne, Dix,

Brandytome, Marie Louise; and among new sorts of
|

European origin, Beurre d' Anjou, Doyenne GauhauU,
Vicompte de Spoelberch and Triowph de Jodoiyne. For

varieties ripening in the fall, I can recommend Winter

.Nclis, Chaumontel, Passe Colmar and St. Germain.

A selection of a few of the foregoing kinds will keep a

large family abundantly supplied with this delicious fruit

from the middle of May to the end of November. Why
the pear has been so generally neglected in the South, I

cannot imagine; as regards climate, we are much more

highly favored than the Northern or even the Middle States,

as we never experience such intensity of cold as some-

times destroys entir-e orchai'ds at the North. All that de-

ciduous fruit trees require, is a winter just cold enough to

give the trees a period of rest to recruit for another sum-

mer’s fruit-bearing
;
and next, a period of heat long enough

to mature the fruit
;
and all thi,s we have in perfection. As

regards soil, no land is richer in phosphates than the vir

.gin mould of the upland river counties of this State, while

the great underlaying loamy formation, of the same region

(filled in most localities with decomposed shells and the

bones of extinct orders of the mammalia) is no less rich in

the carbonate of lime.

In regard to the blight, I have never lost any grown-up
trees, but the limbs and vigorous grafts are sometimes
blighted. This blight is caused (as I think, with Mr.
Ernst, of Cincinnati,) by the powerful rays of a burning

sun followed by sudden showers of rain in summer. It

has been a striking coincidence that the very time this

blight has happened to limbs of trees, that animals and
negroes have been struck down with ccrup de soliel in the
fields. The frozen sap blight so destructive at the North
as to deter orchardists there from planting the pear exten-
sively, I have never seen in this region of the South. As
a preventive of sun blight, it is all important with us that
the trees should branch out low down, so as efifectually to
shade the trunk and the roots.

Before closing with the pear, I would remark that root
prunning, with the view of inducing early bearing, should
not be practised in this climate. I admit it will cause the
tree to set fruit buds in profusion, but not a fruit will hold
on, and the tree be retarded two years at least in bearing
again. I also desire to call the attention of amateurs to

the importance of originating new varieties adapted to our
climate, from the seed. The system so long pursued by
Van Mons, of sowing the seeds of hardy kinds, and con-
tinuing to sow until by the third or fourth generation he
procured fine fruit, has now been supplanted by the speedi-
er method of cross-breeding. By grafting one-half of a
standard tree with a large sized pear, as the D’Angouleme
and the other half with a smaller pear, but of higher fla-

vor, as the Beurre Gaubault, fruit from the seed of these

pears (the pollen having intermixed) would be found to

have the desirable qualities of both parents. In this way,
too, the South may procure pears which will keep during
winter, as already a variety has originated in Georgia
which is said to keep through winter until April.

APPLES.

This fruit has been grown generally with more success
in the South than the pear. The early and summer varie-

ties do better than the kinds known as winter apples at

the North, for the reason that these last are more apt to
rot or fall from the tree before maturity. The early sorts

ripening here in June or early in July axQ, Early Harvest,
Red Astn-achan, Benoni, Early Strawberry, Drap d’ Or,
Summer Rose, Early Chandler, Red Margaret, and Red
June. The Early Harvest is the highest flavored of all

with me but a rather shy bearer.

Among summer varieties, ripening here in July and
August, I can recommend, Bullock's Pippin, Cooper Ap-
ple, Fall Pippin, Maiden's Blush, Rambo, Gravenstein,

and Yellow NewUnon Pippin. These are all valuable
sorts

;
but out of a large number I have ripened in this

latitude, 1 find no apple to compare, either in size or flavor,

with an apple of the pippin family which was introduced
into this county by the early Spanish colonies. It is the

national apple of Spain, where it has been cultivated from
the highest antiquity and known there as the Camuesar.
This variety has become thoroughly acclimated, and bears

in ray grounds abundant crops of healihy fruit every year,

fruit very large, some specimens of monstrous size

—

roundish-oblong in shape—skin smooth, oily to the touch,

yellowish green to clear pale yellow, with sometimes a
blush of brownish red next the sun; flesh yellowish, crisp,

tender, and with a sugary and highly aromatic juice. Mr.
Affleck has propagated this variety under the name of
“ Elgin Pippin." A skillful orchardist in the South, by
planting iOO or more, acres with this fruit for the supply
of Southern and Western markets, would make a most
capital investment. It bears transportation well, as I have
sent it to New York in August with complete success. Is

in eating, if ripened in the house, the last ot July and all

of August.

1 think it highly probable that Southern Seedling Ap-
ples will soon displace all foreign sorts in the South.

Among the new varieties which have originated in

Georgia, the Shockley, Bacolinus, Buff, King, Calla.saga,

Wonder, Thnrnurnd, Berry, Summerour and Neverfad
app’es, a ea 1 high-y recommendel As my trees of these

varieties have not yet fruited, I cannot speak of their
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merits, but Northern Pomologists l^ave ranked several of

them in the highest class.

THE PEACH.

This fruit is so easily grown with success in our climate

that I will not dwell upon its culture. The Northern varie-

ties do well, and ripen in June, July, and August
;
for

later kinds Southern seedlings must be, and many excel-

lent ones already have been originated. I have known
several sorts of this fruit to reproduce themselves from

seed, and your venerable fellow-citizen, Mr. Carson, in-

forms me he has had many varieties to reproduce from

seed fruit of the highest excellence, and that he found no

<iifficulty in succeeding, provided the peaches for seed

were left upon the trees until, in common parlance, they

were dead ripe.

THE APRICOT,

Since planting my trees upon the north side of build-

ings, the Apricot has in some years borne heavy crops of

delicious fruit. Blooming as it does about the time we
have sharp frosts, it requires close watching to prevent its

loss. Smoke from a pile of cotton seed, or rotton logs,

>placed under trees when a frost threatens, will pi'otect the

blooms and secure the crop. This fruit ripens here in

May or the early part of June.

THE CHERRY.

Upon the Mahaleb stock, I have trees six years from

the bud, which last year bore large crops. The fruit in

size and flavor equalled any ever grown at the North. As
this fruit is cultivated in perfection at the present day in

both Italy and Spain, I see no reason why it should not

do equally wall in our climate. We may originate new
varieties from seed, if Northern sorts do not readily be-

come acclimated.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO FRUITS AND FRUIT TREES.

In a country where there are few if any old orchards,

insects injurious to trees are not likely to abound. The
apple-borer and canker worm are seldom met with

;
the

peach-borer (^geria exiciosa) is abundant, but its depre-

dations are easily checked. We have however an insect

which I have reason to believe is destructive to our fruits.

This is a small brown beetle, known as the carpnfagus, or

fruit-eater. This insect is not so large, neither is its punc-

ture at all like that of the curculio. They are especially

destructive to the peach and the nectarine, boring into the

fruit as it approaches maturity, and thus causing it to rot.

They also attack the pear and the apple, if these fruits are

-allowed to remain upon the tree until they become soft.

My attention was called to this insect only a few years

ago, when the peach first began to rot with me, and it

seems every year to become more numerous and destruc-

tive. I think it likely that this is the insect which causes

the rot in the cotton pod, of late years so prevalent. I

neither know, nor have I heard of any successful plan for

their extirpation. I have checked their ravages in some

degree in my orchard of peaches, by burning small torches

at night, when many fly into light and are thus destroyed.

I find, too, they avoid the poultry yard, where the peach

in a great measure escapes their attack.

In conclusion, allow me to hope, Mr. Editor, as there

must be many zealous horticulturists within the bounds

of our State, that they will ere long organize a State Asso-

ciation for the furtherance of horticulture
;
and if a Con-

gress of fruit-growers, embracing the entire planting States,

were annually or biennially to meet at some central point,

it would tend to throw a flood of light upon a subject as

yet in its infancy among us, but which I feel sure is des-

tined ere many years to add largely to the wealth and re-

sources of the South. Rusticus.

THE PEESEEVATION OF FRUIT.

From the address of Hon. M. P. Wilder, at the late

meeting of the American Pomological Society, we take the

following remarks :

There is but one other topic to which I will avert

—

tJ^e

presei-valion and ripening of frnit.

Much progress has been made in this art within a few
years, and important results have been attained. This
principle has been settled that the ripening process can
be controlled. Autumnal fruits have been kept and ex-
hibited the succeding spring. We have seen the Seckel,
Bartlett, and Louise bonne de Jersey pears, in perfection
in January, and even later. The maturity of fruits de-
pends on saccharine fermentation. This is followed by
other fermentations, as the vinous and acetous. To pre-
vent these, and preserve fruit in all its beauty, freshness
and flavor, the temperature must be uniform and kept
below the degree at which the fermtation or the ripening
process commences. Our remarks, like our experience
have special regard to the apple and the pear, though the
principle is doubtless susceptible of a more extensive ap-
plication. Fruits, designed to be kept for a considerable

time, should be gathered with great care some days before

the ripening process commences, especially summer pears.

A summer pear ripened on the tree is generally inferior.

In respect to the latter, Mr. Barry, Editor of the Horticv.l-

turisty has so aptly expressed my own sentiments, that I

use his language. “ The process of ripening on the tree,

which is the natural one, seems to act upon the fruit for

the benefit of the seed, as it tends to the formation of
woody fibre and farina. When the fruit is removed from
the tree, at the very commencement of ripening, and
placed in a still atmosphere, the natural process seems to

be counteracted, and sugar and juice are elaborated in-

stead of fibre and farina. Thus, pears which become
mealy and rot at the core when left on the tree to ripen,

become juicy, melting, and delicious when ripened in the

house.” Various fruit houses have been built both in this

country and in Europe
;
and experience shows that their

object can be attained only by a perfect control of the tem-

perature, moisture and light. Hence, they must be cool,

with non-conducting walls, or with exterior and interior

walls, or a room within a room. Thus the external at-

mosphere, which either starts the saebarine fermentation

or conveys the agents which produce it, can be admitted

or excluded at pleasure. It is posssible, however, to pre-

serve the temperature at so low a degree and for so long a

time as to destroy, especially with some varieties of the

pear, the vitality, and therefore all power ever to resume

the ripening process. Experience proves that for the

common varieties of the apple and pear, about forty de-

grees of Farenheit is the temperature best suited to hold

this process in equilibrium.

The proper moAurity of fruit thus preserved demands

skill and science. Different varieties requires different de-

grees of moisture and heat, according to the firmness of

the skin, the texture of the flesh, and the natural activity

of the juices Thus, some varieties of the pear will ripen

at a low temperature and in a comparatively dry atmos-

phere; while others, as the Easter Bcurre, are improved

by a warm and humid air.

Some varietie of the pear ripening w'ith difficulty, and

formerly esteemed only second rate, arc now pronounced

of excellent quality, becau.se the art of maturing them is

better understood.

But so many experiments have been tried, or are in pro-

gress, and so much has been written on this branch of our

subject, that I need not enlarge except to say that the art

of preserving and ripening fruit in perfection, involves so

much scientific knowledge as to require great attention

and care; and, until its laws are more fully developed,

must be attended with considerable difficulty, I therefore

commend it to your special attention, as .second in impor-

tance only to the raising of new varieties.
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The subject of our engraving, is a most excellent variety of the Pear. The fruit is large, the skin a little rough,^

pale yellow with marblings and patches of light russet
;
the sunny side reddish brown at maturity

;
flesh yellowish-

white; not very fine grain, but juicy, melting, very sweet and rich. Ripens the middle of August. The Flemish Beauty
is one of the most superb pears in this climate, sometimes measuring 12 inches in circumference. The tree is very
luxuriant, and bears early and abundantly. The fruit should be picked before it parts readily from the tree, and allowed
to ripen in the house, when it becomes very fine

;
but if allowed to remain on the tree until dead ripe it loses its flavor

and soon decays.

Samestit ®caiiBmq auit

LIME WATER IN MAKING BREAD.

In bread-making, the vineous fermentation sometimes

passes into the acid, thus rendering the bread sour and

disagreeable. Liebig has lately performed a series of ex-

periments to improve the preparation of bread, from

which he comes to the conclusion, that the only effective

and innoculous means of improving the qualities of wheat

and rye bread, is lime water. In making dough he ad-

vises one pint of clear lime water to be used for every five

pounds of flour. The lime water is first added to the

flour, after which a sufficient quantity of common water

is added to work the whole into good common dough—the

leaven being mixed with water can be prepared by stir-

ring some quick lime in a vessel containing pure cold wa-
ter, then allowing the sediment to settle. The clear is

then to be poured off, and kept in bottles for use. No care

is required respecting the quantity of lime to be stirred in

the water, as it will only take up a certain quantity of lime,

and no more. Those who use salerastus (bicarbonate of

soda) in the raising of bread, are recommended to jcease

its use, and employ pure baker’s yeast and a little lime-

water. Our bones are composed of the phosphate oflime,

and those who use fine flour require for their health a little

more lime than is contained in their food. Cream of tar-

tar and carbonate of soda are inferior to common yeast for

making healthy bread .—Scientific American.

To Stop Bleeding op the Nose.—Take as strong a
decoction- of white oak bark as you can conveniently

make, and saturate it well with sugar of lead, and with a

swab fastened to a small stick of four or six inches in

length, you can carry this liquid fully through from the

nostril to the top of the windpipe, and in doing which
you are sure of applying some of this liquid to the rup-

tured blood vessl, and if anything will stop the bleedings

this is sure to .—Rural Neio Yorker.

To Cure Earache.—Earache maybe relieved by drop-

ping a little sweet oil and laudnum, warm, into the ear,

and applying hot salt in flan el bags, so as to keep the

part constantly warm.

Wash for the Hair.—Olive oil, half an ounce
;

oil of

rosemary, one drachm
;
strong hartshorn, two drachms

j

rose-water, half a pint. Add the rose-water by degrees,

otherwise it will not amalgamate.
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CROCEER & REES,

WAREHOUSE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Jackson-street below and on the opposite side

'Warren’s Range. The undersigned would respectfully

form their friends and former patrons that th<.'y will remove on the

1st September next to the NEW AND SUBSTANTIAL FIRE-PROOF
WAREHOUSE on Jackson-street, below and on the opposite side of

Warren’s Range.
We will give our personal attention to all business entrusted to our

CBre, as heretofore and hope to merit a continuance of the favor of

former patrons. We are prepared to make, at all times, liberal cash
advances on Produce in store.

Orders for Bagging, Rope, and Family Supplies will be care-

fully filled, and at the lowest market price.

JOHN R. CROCKER.
Augusta. Angust, 1854—6t JOHN C. REES.

AEGESTA SEED STORE,

{Nearly opposite the United States and Globe Hotels.)

The Subscribers has received and will continue to receive through-
out the season, his stock of Genuine and Fresh GARDEN SEEDS,

•crop ofl854. The usual deductions made to Country Merchants.
J. H. SERVICE.

N, B.—Giant Asparagus Roots, White and Red Onion Sets, White
and Red Clover, Lucerne, Blue Grass, Timothy, Osage Orange,
Oregon Peas, Ac., &c. Dec—5t

A VALUABLE ^LOT OF ^AND FOR SALE.
THE subscriber oflers for sale a very attractive and valu-ij^^^able lot of LAND, situated between three and four milestY”

from the flourishing city of Rome, Ga.
The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-

land, well adapted to the growth of ali the small Grains, Irish and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-

ly suitable for FRUIT-GROWING, as it is situated on an elevated

plateau above the reach cf ordinary frosts. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELET

ATKIN’S SELF RAKER
REAPER AND MOWER.

Three seasons use of this ing-^nious, beautiful and yet simple
Machine, furnish convincing proof of practical worth. Three

hundred, sea* ered into"! 9 different States the past season, mostly
in inexperienced hands, and nearly all giving good satisfaction, cut-
ing from 50 to 600 acres, proves it not only strong and servicable, but
also simple and easily managed. It saves not only the hard work of
raking, but lays the grain in such good order as to save at least
another hand in binding.

It is warranted to be a good
,
durable Self-Raking Reaper, and I

have also succeeded in attaching a mowing bar, so that 1 also war-
rant it as a Mower.

Price at Chicago, of Reapers $170; of Mowing Bar, $30; Discount
on the Reaper, $15, and on the Mowing Bar, $5, for cash in advance
or on delivery. Price of Mower, $120.

Pamphlets giving all the objections and dificulties, as well as
commendations, sent free, on post-paid applications.
Agents, suitably qualified, wanted in all sect ons where there are

none. J. S. WRIGHT,
Jan65—5t “Prairie Farmer” Warehouse, Chicago.

ROWE’S UNRIVALLED PRIZE CRUSHER has had its

extended for seven years from the 24th of April, 1854. It is

generally acceded that this is the only Crusher worthy of the name.
It has never failed to take all the first Honors and Premiums when-
ever exhibited, or brought in competition. It may be truly said, it

has no rival. It is the only mill in the world that crushes to powder
and mixes thoroughly, Corn, Cobs and Shucks or Straw; answering
the treble purpose of Mill, Crusher and Straw Cutter. It is unrival-
led for pulverizing Rock-pla«ter, Shells, Tan-bark, &c

;
and will out-

last, in wear, ten of any other Crushers. For particulars address
JAMES ROWE, Patentee, Bainbridge, Decatur co., Ga.

I will furnish machinery for pulverizing Quartz and superintend
the erection for $1600, and warrant the mill to crush a ton per hour
of runn'ng time. This does not include t- e engine belt or pulley on
the motive power. Any wanting Portable Fence, strictly practical,

address as above. Jan55—2t

AYRSHIRE HEIFERS FOR SALE

•of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. 'The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for

a Country Residence
;
as the supply ef water never diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,

and has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY TIMBERED
with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, and is

within a mile and a quarter of two good SAW MILLS. It also con-

tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMESTONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.

The Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with
outbuildings—a well of good water, &c., with twenty or thirty acres

•under cultivation.

The attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all desir-

ous of a delightful situation in a salubrious and healthy climate,

within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the

above tract.

For terms, &c., apply to the subscriber, or to Col. J. W. M.
BERRIEN, of Rome, Ga., who will take pleasure in pointing out the

land. D. REDMOND,
September—tf Augusta, Ga.

EXTENSrVE COLLECTION OF SELECTED ROSES AND
SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA MURSKRY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of
^

• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new
and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His prices to Nurserymen will be as low as

those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also made recent additions to his

stock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-

ing varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, Enghsh Walnuts and Hazle-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Came’ia Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrubs.

Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders
from the country will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shimbs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-

p aid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE.
Nov—tf Augusta, Ga.

NEW AND WONDERFUL MACHINE,
WILLIAM STODDARD, Patexteb.

The SUBSCRIBERS having purchased the right of the STATE
OF LOUISIANA in the best Machine ever invented, for the

purpose of rifting and" shaving SHINGLE^, BARREL HEADING,
&c., are now prepared to sell the Right cf the Parishes, at prices

sufficiently low to make it an induceuent to purchasers.

The Machine is simple in its construction, and not liable to get out
of order, capable of splitting and shaving Two Thousand Shingles
per hour, better than made by hand. It is portable and can be
worked by water, steam, horse or hand power.
Large inducements are offered to persons wishing to purchase the

Right of several Parishes. We will have a Machine in the city of

New Orleans in a few weeks. A. S. A A. D. HILL.
Augusta, Ga ,

Nov. 1854. 4t

AT $100 EACH.

Heifer, “ PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,
1803; Dam “ Princess Mary,” grand dam imported “Mary

Queen of Scots;” sire, imported b'ril “Robert Burns.” “Princess
Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of
30 quarts.

Heifer, “ MARIE T OUISE,” one and a half years old, calved
March, 1858 ;

dam ‘ Maria Teresa,” > y imported “ Germantown,”
grand dam “Mary Queen of Scots,” imported from Scotland

;
sire,

imported bull “Robert Burns.” “Maria Teresa ” gave 21 quarts per
aay,“Mary Queen of Scots ” gave 3" quarts.

Jan55—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

ACULIMATED HOVEY’S STRAWBERRY PLANTS.

1A AAA noted variety ofSTRAWBERRY PLANTS—two
years old, and warranted to bear well the next spring.

Price, $2 50 per hundred plants. Orders from the country executed
with promptness and despatch. Apply to WM. HAINES,

September—tf 217 Broad-st., Aucrusta, Ga.

IMPORTED ARDEN SEED, &€.

The Subscriber has on hand, a large and full assortment of the

best English GARDEN SEED of every vai-iety. Also, IVliHe

and Red CLOVER; Lucerne, Herds, Blue and Timothy GRASS SERD

;

White and Red ONION SETTS; OSAGE ORANGE; OREGON
PEAS; PARMER’S PLASTER

;
GUANO, Ac., Ac. For sale, either

at wholesa'e or retail, by WM. HAINES, A' gusta, Ga.
N. B.—Orders from tbe country will receive prompt attention.

Jan55—3t

OSIER WILLOW.

CUTTINGS of the Viminalis, the best Osier Willow culti-

vated, will be furnished by the subscr her at $3 per lOoO They
can be forwarded during the winter or earl-^ spring, to all parts of the

Union. Also, OSAGE ORANGE plants at $6 per lUUO.

Jau56—4l* S. P. HCUGH, Albany, N. Y.

Agricultural warehouse and seed stor
(North East Corker ofTth and Market, Piiladelphia.)

The subscribers are now prepared to offer the Public, one of the

largest and best collection of AGRICULTURAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and FLOWER, FIELD and GARDEN
SEEDS, to be found in the United States. Haying taken over seventy

premiums for Implements at the Pennsylvania State Agricultural ex-

hibition, at Philadelphia, the pres nt season, they can recommend
the superior qualitv and variety of their Implements and Machines

with the greatest confidence, and will furnish to order any thing for

tbe Farmer or Gardener or Fruit-Grower, by wholesale or retail. Gar-

den and Flower SEEDS, tested in their own grounds, neatly put up
in boxes for dealers to sell again. Fruit and Ornamental TREES
and SHRUBBERY cf every description, from their Nurseries at West-

chester, near Philadelphia. Native and foreign GRASS SEEDS for

sale, as are adapted to our climate. They are, also, agents for

SUPER- PHOSPHATE OF LIME, GUANO, and other fertilizers; also,

for most of the new and improved IMPLEMENTS lately introduced.

Illustrated Implements, also Nursery and Seed Catalogues forward-

ed by mail to allpost-paid appplications.

paschall, morris* CO.,
Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Dec—3t Corner of 7th and Market, Philadelphia.
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DEM CDTTOJIf I

This new varety cf C'tton in this section, not only makes a very
fair yield, bu i- very superior in point of staple, as is te tified

by a written report of General Williamson, Judge Harris, and others
Planters w^'-r raise large crops of Cotton would do well to plant a
large portion of thtir crop with this Cotton, as it will wait much long-
ger on the picker, without falling out; yet it v.icks easy, and he bolls

are very large. It is peculiarly adapted to thirs:y land, as the roots
sink deep into the earth. It should be planted one-fourth wider in

the rows than orher cot on. Price of seed per jjeck, $1.50; price of
.seed per bushel, $5.

TESTIMONY IN ITS FAVOR.
The Houston Telegraph, (Texas > speaking of this new variety of

cotton, sajs : ‘'-All who have cultivated the Dean Cotton, so far as we
are apprised, are delighted with their success, and are determioed to

extend its cultivation. The quality of this cotton so far from deteri-
orating, has steadily improved, and the demand 'or it in the market
steadily increased.”

E.xtract from a. letter from Messrs Dean & Cramer, Commission
Merchants at Galveston, Texas ;

'G:dver4on, Teim\ March 19, 1853.

Mr. D. Dickscn—Dear Sir:— There has been About five hundred
bales ean Cott n sold in Galveston this season. It usually sells

fi-o-a 85 to 40 p-rr cent, more t) an the common kinds of similar classs-

ificat’on. A lot of one hundi-fd bales shipped to Bos-on sold for 15
cents. We could readily sell the first part of Mr. Geo. Dean’s crop
for 15 cent', but 1 eld t for a better price. DEAN & CRAMER ”

Coving’on, G'ar., tici. 3, 1853.
We have examined the growth of the Dean Cotton, introduced in

thissectionb D. Dickson, of Covington. Its yield is about equal to

our e m n-n Cotton the bolls re very large, and the staple superior
to any Upland Cotton we ever saw.

Edw. f . Thomas, Jho. N. Williamson,
M. L, KaNNON, John Harris.

Covingtem. Ga Oct. 5, 1853,
I planted, on the I4th d y of May last, of the Dean Cotton, on red

thirsty la -'d
;
the stalks arelar;e, and the bolls are numerous and

large, and the best Upland .staple I ever saw, being more than an
in jh larger. Horace J. Bates.

[?rom the Poutheru Sec '“der of the 26th Decemb' r, 1854 :]

A lot of 'fte n c-a es Pern C-aton gired on P»r' hurst roler G’n.
W-ap sold i -. New Orha s. O'' the'’llh, by M-'ssrs. May, Vank ok k
Co ,

at the high pri - o'" eix .'en cents per p -uud. It v as grown
on the plrntati n rf John .M. TuttrE Wi cox Co., Alaboma
Agents,—A few refd' rupy be had f'om J. J. Pkakce; Th''MAs

groTA’ L ft Co.; M. P. Stov ll 4: L. r-TnpKi:ts, Aufrus a, Ga.; 5 n'''MAS

^roct &Co.,<''har’estcr>, O.; O. Morse. Forsyth, Ga
;
A. M. Allen,

ColamhuSt Qa.; J, M. Etaneord & Co., gparta, Ga.
D. DTCFPON.

Cnvington, Ga., Jan, ISih, 1£55. Feb55—tf

HIGHLY IMPROVED COTTON!
BOYD’S EXTB BOLIFIC!

This new and valuable varety of Cotton, far excels at y Cotton
we fvar had m th‘s section for yield, as is pr-^ven by a writtan

report of Gen. Williamson, Capt. Bass, Matthew Whitfield, and osh-
er good planters, who have. t“sted the merit of this Cotton the prte-
entyear. Every Cotton planter living in a short cl rawte ah^ uld
plant of this Cotton, as it produces a crop of squa-'-es and b ills in
near half the time of the ordinary Citton, ch eking ihe growth of
the weed and going cn to maturity. It should be topped about the
20ih of July, and if planted oa strong land, the side branches shoull
also be topped. Much is lostny p'anters fo* the want rf carefu: ce*
Lotion cf highly improved Seeds, not only of Cotton, but Corn,
Whea*^. Ac. Planters wanting Seed had best apply early.*

Pries of the Sesd per bushel—$5.
Ooyington, Nekton co., Ga., 1854. D. DICKSON.

CERTIFICATES.
Covington, Ga., Sept. 26, 1 8"4.—We planted this year ‘'Boyd’g

Extra Pi olifis Cotton,” introduced by D. Dickson, of Ccvingtr.n,
which has proved far tee most productive Cottm we ever planted.
It is no humbug, but a very Irgbly improved variety oi Cotton
which «*e can recommend to our friends with great confidence.

.loHN Frakslin, Alfred Ievingston, David Cook, Henry Gai-
ther, M . C. Fulton, J< seph B. Dlack. Wm. Cox, of Mo’-gan ounty,
'i HOMAS W. 81MS, 'Dhomas Wyatt of Jasper Counry, T 'awson B. I anb
of Morgan Counsy, Thomas Hammonds of Morgan Ctu ty, Matthew
Whitfield ofJasper County, John B. Crim o< Chattooga County.
Covington, Ga,, S pt 27, 1654.—We plant-d this year ‘Boyd’s

Extra Prolific Cotton,” by the sideofour other Cot’on, r 0 difference
in the land or cultivation

;
Bovd’s will make at least o’- e tni rt more

than the other. John N. Williamson,. John W, Hinton.
Covington. Ga., Sept. 59, 1654.—We plf n'cd this year ‘ Boyd’s

Extra Prolific Cotton” by the sice of our other Co ton, no difference
in the land or cultivation ; Boyd's will douVL the ot' er in produc-
ticn. John Pass. Reuben i'oodruff,

Johns Weaver, John Fay of Cowe’* co.
Houston Co

, Ga , Oct. 16, 1854.—I planted, on the s me half-acre
the present year, for an experlmtnt, the seed of some half d z n cf
the best improved varieties of Cotton knov'n in this rcuntry, all

having the same chance in ev> ry respect. I fet 1 confide nt in ‘eyinp
that “Boyd’s Extra Prolific” excel ed in production either ol the va-
rieties, at least one-third, and some muco more than that. It ii the
most prolific and closely bearing Cotton I have ever cultivat' d.

J. A. Miller.
Covington, Ga., Oct. 7, 1854.—At the request of Mr. Dickson, we

examine s a patch of “Bovd’s Extra Prolific Cottr-n,” pl*.nted on the
17th of May, on first and second quality of land, without mar ui-e.

It is decidedly the heaviest boiled Cotton we ever saw to the f ge of
it, notwithstanding the severe drought we had. We emnted sixti-
eight grown boll? on a stalk only twcuty-one inches high, and 102
grown holla on a stalk cnly threefeet high, besides a number of small
ones. We know rf no other variefv i f Cotton that would have pro-
duce.! such a crop of bolls in so s'^ ort a time.
ffcKiNDiiEw Tucker, Lewes Za^hby, .Ichn B, Hendricks, Predh-

RiCK ( ox of WhitfisjKl County, James Thomas of Spurta, Permedius-
Heynolds, Colcmeds D Pace, Bennett h Conyebs of Cass t-< u ity.

Jasper Co , Ga., Jan. 17, 1S55.—
!
planted, last spring, onereck of

‘‘Boyd’s F/Xtra Prolifi ; Cotton kecd.” on a h ilf-acre cf oranch hot om
lano, with' ut manure, w' ich made over three thousand pfuno’s of
Beed Oo ten per acre. I had he “Pomegranate” by the side cf the
“Boyd,” on xs goo i 1 ind, and as well cultivated, which only made
two thousao d pounds per ace. The ‘“Boyd” be’ng a very e^r'y Cot-
ton, matu'-ed nearly everv bo’l. George W. Cornwell.
Jasper Co., Ga., Jan. 17, 1S55.—I pUntedone and thrte-qu.'.rter

seres of “Bcyc ’i Extra Prolific Corion” last pprin?. I got on y twe-
thiids cf a stand, yet it msd^ 1578 p:u-ds ginneri Cotton.

Benjamin Persons.
AGENTS.— A few seed may b-j obtained fr'-m J J earce Thos,

Stovall & C-o., M. P Stovall & L. Hopkins, Augusta, Ga.; J
Eigh, Madison, Ga.; C. C Norton, Giee^sboro, Ga

;
F orrow &

Fenidey, Mon-oe, Ga.; J. M. St/nford * Co
,
Spartu

,
Ga.; 'I . A J,

Hightower, White Plains, Ga. w s & j C. Turner Athsn*, Ga.;
Charles H. Jllen, Abbevihe, South Caro iua: C. Person, Eatonton,
Georgia; W. J. Anderson, FortVilley, Georgia, Jonfs Phillips
•ft < 0 ,

Griffir, Georgia; W. M. Root, Mirieitp, Gto gia; A M.
Allen, Columbus, Georgia; Grenville A Samples, chattan oga,.

Ten .; 0. Morse, Fovrytti, Ga
;
H. Brswster,, Nennan, Ga

;
Sloan

•ft Haw'kiss. R'. me, Ga
;
C B. elborn La'tou, Ga ; W. H. Cooper,

L Grange, Ga
;
J A <& SS Frwin Cartersvi le, Ga

; J F Brooke,
Chatta^'oopa, t'enn

;
Samuel Donald, Dnra’dsville, SC; . M.

Alexandar, Cr'-'wford3v)l!e, Ga.; bWANSON & Conner, MoDticello Ga 7
I HOMAS Trout & Co.. Charle.l n, S C.
Any p?rsnc enclosing meat Coviigton,^Ga., one dollar. I will send

them 5i' 00 Seed, e-ther “Boyds’ Fxtra Prolific,” or the “Dean”
Cotlon, ‘y mai', and pay the postage.
_F£h5^'f D. DICKSON.

P. McCreery,
j

R. M. Hooke,
Charleston.

|
Chattanooga.

ill cCRPERY & HOOKP],

COTTON F.ACTORS, A'D FORWARD-
ING MKBCsiANT-, Brawn’s Wharf, Charleston, S.

Strict attentioi given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to ihs re. eiving and forwarding of Freig t, and to the
filling of order® in th's nmikei. Kebb-o—C’y

CATAWM «UAPE
GOT ED VINES of three years ‘ Id, raised by Mr. Charles Axt,
may beobtaimdby Addressing D. REDMOND,

Feb55— tf Augusta, (la.
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THE COST OF FENCING PLANTATIONS.

There is scarcely a planter or farmer in the United

States who has not seen and felt the heavy tax to which

American agriculture is subjected by reason of that earl}'

colonial system of compelling every cultivator to fence his

crops, instead of requiring every owner of live stock to

keep them out of his neighbor’s cultivated fields. We will

not say that our forefathers did wrong at a time when the

area under tillage was comparatively small, fencing tim-

ber abundant, and a wide common range for hogs, neat

cattle, and other domestic animals, was very desirable, in

a new country. Lhider such circumstances, they might

wisely and properly dispense with the ancient common
law principle that a man’s premises are not to be invaded

by another man, nor by another man’s stock, as a right

belonging to the latter, fence or no fence. A moment’s re-

flection will satisfy any one that to give one man’s cattle

the privilege to graze upon, and occupy another man’s

land, is an invasion of the rights of property only to be

justified by the clear attain.men t of a liigher public good.

In all civilized communities, private interests and person-

al rights aremoi'e or less yielded up, and sacrificed for the

better security of such rights and interests as are retain-

ed and enjoyed by each member of the community.

Not to consume time on what will appear to most read-

ers as mere truisms, we proceed at once to discuss the

question whether in a State or District, where Tillage is

the great common interest, it is wise to compel the fencing

of all crops against hogs and cattle, for the small advant-

ages that accrue from their licened range over forests and

old fields'? That this wide range in almost every county

in Georgia, (to the circumstances of which our remarks

are intended to apply) is worth something to the owners of

stock, is not denied. But is it really worth a tithe of the

cost of fences in the best planting regions'? That the

first cost ofa mile of good fence is very considerable
;
and

that it will soon need expensive repairs, is always liable

to be consumed by fire, and must at the best be followed

by another, and another, if the field be cultivated, and at

a continually increasing expense as timber becomes scarce

and scarcer, are facts too well known by sad experience.

We shall not now enter into any estimate in dollars of the

amount of this enormous tax upon Southern agriculture,

because fencing materials are much more abundant in

some districts than in others, and we have not the data at

hand to make a fair average. This journal has many
readers who are far better qualified by long residence and

large experience, than the writer, to make a trustworthy

estimate
;
and we hope some one will deem (he subject of

sufficient importance to tell the public through (he medium of

the Soulhem CvUivatcr what is the probable cost of de-

fending the crops in a forty or fifty acre field, which a man
owns, from the invasion of hogs and other stock

;
and

wluit is the probable amount of this tax upon a County
and a State. An intelligent, thoughtful gentleman, \vho

has called our attention to this matter, says that all the

hogs kept in several counties in middle Georgia, sold at a

fair price, would not pay for the fences made and support-

ted mainly to keep them out of growing crops.

Such as have woods in which mast for hogs, or cane-

brake for larger stock, or other forage abounds, can afford

to fence in their woodhmd, and thu.s enjoy the exclusive

benefit of (heir property. In the District of Columbia
hogs are not free-commoners, but cattle are

;
and by keep-

ing up hogs, and only fencing against r.eat cattle, the ex-

pense of fencing is reduced about one-half. In time, the

community will see the folly of fencing against cattle
;
for

rails are now w'orth there from sixty to seventy dollars a
thousand.

In a purely economical point of view, we are opposed
to allowing live stock to run at large without a shophcnl
or herdsman, to bring the animals home to be yarded or

folded, and thereby enrich the home fann or plantatit a by
their manure. Under the daily care of a keeper, stock

may range for miles without depredating on any cultivat-

ed crops, and enrich their owner and the State by their

products. In this way they will enrich arable fields by
their droppings at night, and trespass on no man’s rights

of property. They will promote civilization and augment
wealth, instead of retarding the one and damaging the

other.

Stock -Husbandry is regarded by us with no inconsider-

able favor wlnm right managed. The Creator of the ani-

mal kingdom called into existence “the beasts of the field’*

for a wise and useful purpose. They sustain cfi tain na-

tural relations to plants, which no culiivatior of the soil

should fail to study and understand Our present system
of fencing against live stock, of turning them out to shirk

for themselves, and too often steal their living or starve,

is bad every way
;
and it belongs, legitimately, to the

dark ages of semi-savage life. It virtually excludes them
from plantation economy, and makes them enemies and
trespassers where they ought to be friends and profitable

occupants. Under a wise system of rural economy, culti-

vated plants and cultivated animals harmonize admirably,

as do the vegetable and animal kingdoms everywhere
;
but

let our stock be fenced in, rather than our coin and cotton.

I'hese and otlier c.'-ops will never travel off their owner’s

land to injure others. As much cannot be said of hogs,

sheep, cattle and horsea. Why should not the owner of
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these be bound to take care that they do no damage be-

yond their legitimate range"? Why protect bylaw an

hundred dollars worth of property in hogs at a cost of one

thousand dollars worth of fence in the precint or district"?

Such practice is based neither on right, nor on common

sense Ten thousand dollars in grain and cotton should

not be jeoparded, if not fenced, that one thousand dollars

-in stock may live very much as wild beasts subsist. We.

>.respectfully urge the principle that, after a community

ihas made considerable advancement in civilization, and

wisely desires to make still farther progress, this colonial

system of keeping stock should be discontinued, simply

because it has ceased to be adapted to the condition, and

to the wants of society. The garments that fit and be-

come a child in infancy cannot be worn after it is an adult.

It is time the planters of Georgia put off their pin-a-fores,

and prepare themselves to do at once and successfully

whatever their present circumstances demand, regardless

ofpreiudices and traditions which had their origin under

an entirely different state of things. Relieve the great

planting interest of Georgia of the oppressive tax of fenc-

ing crops, and the latter will soon be doubled in value for

the almost equal benefit of the whole population of the

State. The varied fruits of tillage feed all and clothe all

;

and all should unite to render Tillage productive in the

hi^^hest degree. It should not be burdened with unneces-

sary taxes of any kind
;
and if the labor and money now

expended on frail and rapidly decaying fences, were wise-

ly applied to the production and purchase of manure, hill-

side ditching, reclaiming swamps, and deeper Rowing,

the benefits that would result are incalculable. The cul-

tivators of the soil constitute a large majority of the voters,

and may easily dispense with the tax of fencing against

hogs in a part of the State, as an experiment, if they see

fit so to instruct their law-makers at the next session of

the Legislature. No harm that we can discover is likely

to arise from the free discussion of this Fence question;

and in case nothing is done to lessen this grievous tax,

then we shall suggest the propriety of cultivating a few

acres ofblack or yellow locust, on every farm for fencing

purposes. The writer has had some experience with this

very durable tree, as fence posts and bars
;
and regards it

as the cheapest timber that can be grown m Georgia for

the uses indicated. It grows readily from the seed
;
and

a grove often or twenty acres will yield, in a few years,

much rail timber, and trees large enough for railroad ties,

fence posts and bars. Late years, we have ceased makirig

zig-zag worm fence, preferring posts and bars in a straight

line, on many accounts. We use chestnut posts when

-neither cedar or locust can be had.

population. To meet this growing demand, land-holders

should save all valuable forest trees from waste in needless

fencing, and from destruction in many other ways, L.

BARN YARD MANURE VS. GUANO.

Messrs. Editors—It is gratifying to an amateur of his

profession to see a spirit ofprogression pervade the ranks

of his brethren
;
and whilst it is to be regretted that the

tillers of the soil have been the last to see and feel the im-

portance of departing from the old beaten track the last

to avail themselves of the improvements of the age and

the advantages of scientific research it is gi’atifying to

see that they too are becoming alive to the importance of

a change in their farm economy.

One of the important means of improvement is in re-

turning to the soil, in some form, a little more of the fer-

tilizing elements annually than are consumed in the pro-

duction of the crop tilled. How to do this in the most

economical manner, is the great desideratum to be attained

by the practical Agriculturist.

That much is being effected by the use of the various

concentrated and other manures, is a fact known to all in-

telligent men. Never having used any manure but of

home manufactory, I cannot speak experimentally
;
but

from what I have seen of the experiments of others, and

have been able to gather from various sources, I have been

impressed with the importance of using a while longer a

home manufactured article.

If it be true that Guano does not produce but one crop,

it is very questionable with me whether it will p^y be-

yond the garden, orchard, or turnip lot, at present prices,

with the high freights many localities have to pay.

One thing we do know, that stable and lot manure, well

saved and sheltered, pays well for the labor bestowed,

when properly distributed. The manuring system in the

planting States is in its infancy, and is neither understood

nor appreciated as it should be. But the time is near at

hand when the making of manure upon every well regu-

lated farm will be a “fixed fact,” and the planter or over-

seer who neglects it must sooner or later pay the penalty

annexed, w^e believe, to the violation of a moral obligation.

If, we, as republicans and philanthropists, are bound to

transmit to posterity a good government, are we not under

still greater obligations to our children and families, to

leave them a homestead improved and beautified, which

shall be to them a rallying point, around which will cluster

many pleasing reminiscences and associations of early

life, and may be the means of restraining and bringing

back the prodigal son to the home of his youth, where

the kind admonitions offriends may yet reach and reclaim

By growing locust for posts and making straight

fence and using only three bars to a pannel to turn cattle,

Ynot fencing against hogs) the expense ol maintaining an

adequate protection against stock is greatly reduced. Any

reduction of cost in this matter v/ill be acceptable to ap-

•culturists ;
and the way to diminish taxation in this line

is to provide in advance a fair supply of the most durable

fencing timber. It is not likely that all fences will ever

be dispensed with, and good materials should be grown

on every plantation where they do not already exist.

Chestnut trees grow with uncommon rapidity, and are

easily split into rails. The nuts or seeas should be plant-

ed before they become dry, and soon after they are iipe.

A dry seed rarely, if ever, germinates.

Forrest-culture, as well as the cost of fencing improved

land, has been too much neglected in this ^ountij. A

aittle care and timely labor may save thousands ofdollars

40 the next and succeeding generations. Not only our

-fences, but our wooden dwellings, stables, and out houses,

dast only a few years, and must be renewed or abandon-

,€d. The annual consumption of timber and lumoer is

,enormous, and constantly increasing with the increase of

him"?
. ^

You will please pardon me for digressing from tne

subject. It was not my intention to write a moral lec-

ture, but simply to pen a few thoughts upon practical Ag-

riculture.
^

,

The saving of manure is so simple and easy, that it

would not seem necessary to give any plan. And yet

how few take the time and trouble to make as much as

they can distribute on their farms annually. We should

have regard to the quality as well as the quantity we

make. It does not pay to haul to a distance manure that

has been exposed to the leaching rains of winter, and any

one who will take the trouble to save and shelter the ma-

nure from their stables alone, one winter, will, not, we be-

lieve, be found leaving it exposed again to the weather.

It would be economy, even in hauling, which would be a

minor advantage, compared with its value as a fertilizer.

The writer has found, by using leaves and 6traw freely

in and about the stalls and lot, that it contributes greatly

to the comfort ofstock, whilst it preserves their droppings,

and if taken up as soon as well saturated, and another

layer of the same material spread, will make a quantity
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of manure tliat will burpi^se any one during the winter.

We believe the qn. -.ntity of manure saved alone daring

the wifiter, wnulJ be a fir coni pen satioii fer providing

and feeding catdc we ll, it is neces.sary to giw; them a

variety, but we find turnips a cheap and most excellent

food, cooked or otherwise.

During the sampler, it is better to ]^en on lots where

you wish to raise turnips, small grain, or winter grasses.,

and turn under occcasionaliy six or eight iiiclies doejx T

should like to say much more, but I am already making
j

this article quite too long.

Allow me to make a quotation from an eminent Euro-

pean writer, (Johnston,) and I have done with this sub-

ject.

“ The practical farmer who uses every effort to collect

and preserve the manure which nature puts within his

reach, is deserving of praise when be expends his money
in the purchase of manui-es from a distance, of whatever

kind they may be
;
but he on the other hand, is only open

to censure who puts forward the purchase of foreign ma-

nnres, as an excuse for the neglect of those which are

running to waste around him.”

Ill the July number of your paper, in giving my plan

of putting up the Swoe* Potato, you make me say three or

four boards on the top of the hill. It should be three or

four feet boards. I prefer havii.g at. least one-t' -l:d of the

hill well sheltered.

Tiiose who planted on the little ‘'patch” plan this year,

did not have a large crop to save in this region of country.

To ensure a good crop of potatoes, as of corn, we
should always cultivate land enough to make plenty,

should the season be unfavorable or “a bad crop year.”

\ie may by this course sometimes make a surplus, but

we seldom hear a man complain of having made too much

;

and his chances for another crop are always better, with a

fat team and well filled baim.

Enclosed I send the subscription fee; at the risk of being

styled a “book farmer,” I wish to read another volume of

the Southern Cultivator.

Wi.'-hing you a pleasant New Year, and that success

which your distinguished efforts, in the noble cause you
have espoused entitle you.

I remain very respectfully yours, &c.,

J, R. Jackson.

Clinton, ha., Dec., 1854.

SYSTEM ON THE PLANTATIOH-LETTEE FROM
MS. AFFLECK.

To
,
jEiV:

Dear Sir—The remark in yours of the 18th inst., sur-

prises me no little—that “for myself I have no hope of

ever getting an overseer who will or can keep such a

book” as my “Plantation Record and Account Book.”

And that you are now “trying to teach one—perhaps my
best —who has 100 workers under him, to write, and to

read my svriting
!”

j

An overseer unable to write, and yet entrusted with the

i management of a property worth, I presume, from

000 to 3180,000 ;
and the lia}ipiness, to a very great de-

gree, of some 150 souls! In wluu other bu.sines.s would
such a risk be run 1 /Vnd yet it is by no means an un-

common state of things. Bull, in your co.se, 1 v/as well

aware that if men really competent for suedi an employ-

ment and position could be had, you would liave them.

And hence, infer that your overseers, as a class, arc thus

ignorant.

Here, it is not so. There are many orer.s< ers 1 ere who
are men well educated and fully ceenpi tent :.o the respon

Bible charge of large pkoitation , — in nta a fe.v in-.t;inces,

mu'*h more compeljni than their en-ployers. They ate

able to keep a id do keep their Plantation Buok.s in u satis-

factory mamu.r.

When I first commenced cotton-jd.anting, iiaving been

I

trained in Scotland to the strictest business habits, I was
astonished beyond nieasuie to find that it was almost im-

possible to find an overseer who would ever li.sfen to an
idea of the kind—as to keeping a plantation book. They
would note ilie daily pdclting of cotton and the w eights of
the bales as seat ofi— but nothing else. 'That would not
suffice for me. 1 looked ar. i-.nd amongst my neighbors
and found some few who had Jrept regular jdantatioii books

j

for many years. I examined these, and gained many
valuable hints. But tiie great difficulty was, the entire

want of uniformity, orof anything bite a general system of
management recognized by all. During my first year’s
planting, I prepared two books v:lik Ike pen, almost iden-

tical with that now published for the cotton plantation, and
gave one to each of my next year’s overseers, making it

a part of my contract v:ith them, that these books were to

be correctly kept and returned to me at the end of the

year. And, with a little assistance and encouragement,
it was done. And what a satisfaction it was to me ! Soon
after that, at the suggestion of a New Orleans Publisher,

I prepared him a transcript of the plan for publication, and
the books were published. For years, they went off

slowly, hxLt surely. Now, as I mentioned, the edition of
•2,000 for the present year will all be sold.

Already a vast improvement in the overseers themselves
is observable, and certainly in the system of plantation

management and discipline. Think of the advantage to

both planters and overseers, of even 1 ,000 books of written
from day- to-day- experience, scattered over the country!
At first, overseers were strongly opposed to any such

evidence of a strict responsibility to their employers
;
and

to the trouble of a daily entry of what occurred upon the
place; a quarterly inventory of stock, tools, &c., &c.
But they had no alternative— it was made a part ot their

contract, and must be done and done well. The eflbri was
made, and the task found to be not so very serious a one
after all. It even helped to while away an hour of an
evening; and the retrospect passed many a w’et day off

pleasanily. The hand-v/riting improved. Business.habits

were induced, and everything moved along more smooth-
ly. Overseers found that their assurance that they had
“been in the habit of keeping one of Affleck's Plantation
Books” was no small recommendation to desirable situ-

ations. They found, too, that, in fact, their responsibility

was lessened rather than increased. “Here are my writ-

ten orders— there is the proof that they were carried out—for the result I am not alone responsible.” Then, again,
an able and intelligent manager, who leaves his corn cribs-

full; stock increased in number and in fine order; the
negroes comfortably housed, fed and cared for; imple-
ments made at home; sundry improvements carrhaj out
on the place; and withal a very fair crop of cotton made
and sent to market in good time and fine order

;
is follow-

ed, perhaps, by one who has e.'-tablished for himself a repu-

tation with many employers, by making an enormous crop
of cotton !

“ I made, last year, for Mr. , upen ids

worn place, with so and so hands, so and .'lo liak s of' cot-

ton.’ Ah! he iso. manager!—ten— twelve b.des to the

hand ! Net a word of the active, healthy, not over worked
hands; tiic full corn cribs; abundance of fodder, peas,

potatoes, &c.; the hogs killed and meal cuied; the fine

te.am.S; good fences, poor spots manured, wet place.s diicti-

ed. road.s well worked, gin house, scafl'nl.f.v, &.(;
,
in fine

order, wldi which he commenced t!ic
)

< ar— all tin- work
of hi.s predecessor, ^o|• of the condii ion of things then

upon the plav;t— tin ex .ci I'evcrse of all this. Hi., lii:^ crop
proving io bo a seiions loss to I' e employoi, in tin ( iid.

To those manaj^iog estates as Kx'cuiur.':, Gu.adi.'Ois,

(fee.; ihe.se hooks .'rf! invaluable. A pri'inineni Ivi.wv Or-
leans fi.ctor gratified me not a little rein inly, hy n marking
that he has littlo ^leOtation in advancing to or arccpiing

f)r u Planter v/ho kept his Plantation Record and Account

1
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Book correctly, requiring the same of his overseer—“such

planters knew what they were about, and, in fact, rarely

asked for advances.” Instances have already occurred in

the Courts, in which the overseer’s daily entry in his

Plantation Book was received as evidence, in the same
manner as the entry of a Merchant’s clerk in his Day-
Book.

But I have spun out my letter far beyond what I intend-

ed when I sat down to reply to yours.

Many thanks for the blank leaf from your own Planta-

tion Book. It suggests a vast improvement to mine,

which I shall make in my next editions. Pray favor me
with a copy of your Plantation Buies. Some one in Rich-

mond, Vh’ginia, I believe, has published an almost literal

reprint of my books
;
but with^the part of Hamlet omitted

!

Most shabbily gotten up, and some of the most important

records left out.

We think it, here, indispensable that the cotton picked

by each hand each day should be recorded. If for no other

purpose than to compel a uniform and invariable system on

the part of the overseer. Thei’e should be no omissions. I

have not time to point out all the advantages
;
but they are

many.
I have been compelled to omit many things I should

like to have included, to avoid complication. The plan-

ter himself should keep records of each field, &c. My
plan is, a skeleton map of the plantation, cut out of Bristol

boards leaving a net work of the board, for the boundaries

of the fields, &c., of about a quarter ofan inch wide, upon
which the Nos. of the fields are noted, their contents, when
cleared, &c. This is laid over a blank sheet, and sketched

around with a pen, leaving a copy ofthe skeleton. In the

space marked out for each field, notes of the crops are

made, &c., &c. But I must close.

Yours very respectfully,

Thomas Affleck.

Washington, Miss., Jan., 1855.

SAVE YOUR NIGHT SOIL.

The following, from the Edgefield Advertiser, contains

more “truth” and good sense “than poetry.” That the

most valuable of all manures [human ordure] should re-

ceive so little attention, while our ships are scouring dis-

tant seas in search of the “far fetched and dear bought”

guano, is one of those inconsistencies that to us seems en-

tirely unaccountable. False delicacy and silly squeamish-

ness should not prevent us from availing ourselves of a

fertilizer so valuable and accessible

:

Messrs. Editors—I congratulate your readers on the

•agricultural arrangements of your paper and have but

few remarks to make. Why do farmers save their stable

and cow, and hog-pen manures I Because their daddys

did before them. N^if sed about chemico-meteoroligical

modus operandi of their application to corn, wheat and

cotton lands. But just ask them why not save night soil,

and a laugh is the reply.

Well, now for our new way of making old bacon and

old corn. One negro will consume in 12 months 144 lbs.

of bacon at 10 cents S14.44
13 bushels corn at $1 per bush 13.00

S27.44
Now, the same negro will p'roduce “in liquid and solid

excrements on an average 1 1-2 lbs. daily (54 lb. of urine

and 1-4 lb. fceces,) and that both taken together contains 3

per cent, of nitrogen
;
then in one year they will amount

to 547 lbs., which contain 16.41 of nitrogen, a quantity suf-

ficient to yield the nitrogen of 800 lbs. of wheat, rye, oats,

or of 900 lbs. of barley.”

This 547 lbs. oi domestic African Guano, vfiih. 100 lbs.

of pulverised charcoal and 200 lbs. of gypsum or plaster

to fix it, costing about S3, and worth as much as Peruvian
Guano, say S25, will manure 4 acres of wheat (on land
producing without manure 6 bushels,) and produce 20
bushels of good wheat per acre.

Then 80 bushels wheat at $1 S80.00
Deduct 24 bushels at SI 24.00

S56.00 .

A little more than clear gain enough to pay for the old

bacon and corn consumed by the same negro, in the 12
preceeding months, and leave a balance, to pay for the

interest and trouble of making the calculation. This is

what a young American farmer would tell an old fogy to

be a new way of making old corn and old bacon.

Try It.

SALTPETRE FOR CURING MEAT.

A FEW years since, upon the occasion of a large fire in

New York City, considerable discussion arose upon the

question, “ Will Saltpetre explode ?” We are not aware

that the public mind has ever been fully satisfied upon

this subject, nor do we now propose to bring it up again.

Our object is simply to call the attention of our readers to

the too frequent use of this dangerous article in curing

meat, and to suggest its discontinuance. The Dollar

Newspaper^ correspondent, “Doctor,” gives us his views

upon the matter, as follows :

A few days ago, perusing the Albany Cultivator for

1846, I was not a little surprised to find the following re-

cipe for preparing meat for salting for long sea voyages : •

“Take half a pound of black pepper, halfpound of red

or Cayenne peper, half a pound of the best saltpetre
;

all

beat or ground very fine
;
mix these three articles well to-

gether, then mix them with three quarts of very fine salt.”

[Signed] Noyes Darling, New Haven.

And after detailing the manner of applying it and salt-

ing beef, he says : “Provisions salted in this manner will

keep during the longest voyages, and are more wholesome
and palatable than any other,” But I imagine if the gentle-

man would take the trouble to consult medical authors, or

observe more carefully the effects ofmeat thus cured by a
compound containing saltpetre, he would sooner become
a Grahamite [vegetarian] than hazard his life by using it,

when cured by his own process.

On inquiry, I find that many ofmy neighbors are mak-
ing daily use of meat and butter wherein a small quantity

of this deadly drug is infused, and imagine it renders the

meat more tender, and easier of digestion and more whole- i

some, and are not sensible of any deleterious effects from ^

its use. But there are instances recorded by medical au-

thors, where arsenic and other poisons, by beginning with

small portions, have been used, and the quantity increased

moderately for years, without any aparentbad effect. But ^

the patients died suddenly, and on a post mortem exami-

nation it was found that the delicate fibres of the stomach

were entirely destroyed, and may not this be the case

when saltpetre is used %

Thatcher’s Dispensatory says :
“ This powerful salt,

'

when inadvertently taken in too large doses, is one of the

most fatal poisons.”

Cox’s Dispensatory says :
—“ In large doses, such as an

||

ounce, taken at one time, it produces the most dreadful
,

symptoms—constant vomiting, purging, convulsions and
j

death.”

Dr. Tompson’s New Guide to Health says :
“ I have

found by a series of experiments for many years, that salt-

petre has the most certain and deadly effect upon the hu-

man system of any medicine known.”
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“ LADY BURKE.” “ SIR ROBERT.”

BERKSHIRES,
THE PROPERTY OF L. G. MORRIS, MOUNT FORDHAM, N. Y.

“Sir Robert” was winner of the 1st prize in his class, as large breed, at the New York State Show, in 1854.

*‘Lady Burke” was on exhibition, with ten pigs, and received commendation from the Committee. The Berkshire

Swine, such as I hare imported, are as large a breed as this or any country should desire; possessing great length,

and rotundity of body; very prolific, and a skin and hair well calculated to stand any climate; very hardy, and easy

keepers, and will weigh when matured (in proportion to keep) from 400 to 600 pounds. L G. Morris.

MEDICAL USE OF SALT.

In many cases of disordered stomach, a teaspoonful of

salt is a certain cure. In the violent internal aching,

termed cholic, take a teaspoonful of salt and a pint of cold

water—drink it and go to bed— it is one of the speediest

remedies known. The same will revive a person almost

dead from receiving a very heavy fall, &c.

In an appoplectic fit, no time should be lost in pouring

down salt and water, if sufficient sensibility remains to

allow swallowing
;

if not, the head must be sponged with

cold water until the sense return, wffien salt will complete-

ly restore the patient from the lethargy.

In a fit, the feet should be placed in warm water, with

mustard added, and the legs briskly rubbed, all bandages

removed from thfe neck, and a cool apartment procured if

possible. In many cases of severe bleeding at the lungs,

and when other remedies failed, Dr. Rush found that two
teaspoonsful of salt completely stayed the blood.

In case of a bite from a mad dog, wash the part with

strong brine for an hour, then bind on some salt with a

rag.

In toothache, warm salt and watei- held to the part, and
|

renewed two or three times, will relieve in most cases. If

the gums be afifected, wash the mouth with brine; if the

teeth be covered with tartar, wash them twice a day with
salt and water.

In swelled neck, wash the part with brine, and drink it

twice a day until cured.

Salt will expel worms, if used in food at a moderate de-

gree, and aids digestion
;
but salt meat is injurious if used

much .—Scientific American.

Never half do anything
;
you may thus lose more

in one day than a month can restore.

MS. PASLLN’S COMPOST.

Mr. Horace Parlin, of Massachusetts, made the fol-

lowing statement, in December, to the State Society, of

his mode of manufacturing manure

:

“In making my statement, it may be well to give the

construction ofmy stable and manure shed. My manure
shed is 46 by 16 feet, covering the heaps from the stable

windows, and also a space before the stable door 12 feet

wide. The bottom of the shed and the whole cattle yard
is clay, watertight. My lean-to floor is in the usual form,

a double floor where the cattle stand, with a space behind
them lower by the thickness of the second floor. My cat-

tle are stabled every night, summer as well aswdnter.

“The material used is muck, dug a year before using

and decomposed v/ith lime slaked in brine strong as can
be made, four bushels lime to a cord of muck. A quan-
tity of this muck is thrown behind the cattle at niglit to

take up the urine, and throu n out in the morning with

their manure. About once a week we shovel these heaps
to the back of the shed and rover it with muck, when it

heats and in a short time is fully prepared for use. If it

remains too long in the heap it will fire-fang.

“I have also a space under my stable floor about three

feet deep, which we fill with muck and exchange it once
a year. The urine I consider of equal value with the solid

excrement.

“By this method I made, from two oxen and three cows,
forty-five loads of about thirty- five bushels each, from
about the first of June to the first of November, of compost
equal, I think, to stable manure.”

Often inspect your stock and keep a sharp look ou t

for disease and accidents.
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“DEATH IH THE POT”

Messrs. Editors—''Death in the pot” has long been a

common expression among all classes of society. When,

or under what circumstances it originated, is a matter of

no consequence to my present purpose. There is doubt-

less as much truth in the expression at the present day as

at any former time— far more, indeed than is generally

thought of. There is disease and death in nearly every

pot ! And yet how few of those who complain of “bad

health” ever look in that dii’ection for the cause of their

Bufferings—how few ever once think of the fact that the

many ailments of which they are continually complaining,

proceed from disordered digestion, brought on, in a vast

number of cases, by the silly practice of saturating their

food with alkaline componnds.

The fearful increase of that “familiar complaint,” Dis-

pepsia, within the last fifteen or twenty years, calls aloud

for reform. And who that values bis own health and that

of his family can be indifferent upon this subject'? Many i

ignorant people, however, do not know that the alkalies,

such as they use every day in their food, possess any
poisonous or other mischievious property at all. Physicians

understand this matte:’, and they are everywhere agreed

as to the pernicious r.ffecLs of the long continued use of

alkaline compounos. Some of these I will enumerate.

They are : aphthse and ulcers in the mouth
;
tender gums •,

early decay of the teeth
;

feetid breath ! dimculty of breath

ing; sallowness of the countenance
;
weariness; functional

derangement of the liver : impaired digestion; dyspepsia,

with its innuvierable concomitmds.

Alkalies were formerly used only in making dour

bread, and to a limited extent. Now they are indiscrimi-

nately and lavishly used in all sorts of bread, as well as

all sorts of pies, tarts, puddings, saikds, meats, and near-

ly everything else ! Is it any wonder that so many peo-

ple complain of hurting" in their stomachs'? Is it

any wonder they have “go/, a misery" in tlieir sides, and

frequently become alarmed with the notion that they are

Lg take the breast complaint 7" 0, ye dyspeptics,

ye lean bypocdoriacs, and ye melancholy, look to your

pots and tables, for it is here, and only here, that the

source of all your misery is to be discovered. Take care

what you eat. There is death in the pot.

Reason, experience, observation, all teach us that these

corroding and highly offensive alkaline substances were

never designed (except as medicine) for the stomach of

of any living creature. Besides tlieir corroding and irri-

tating qualities, they are chemically incompoiiuLe with the

healthy secretions of the stomach upon which digestion

mainly depends, and will necessarily always weaken that

process exactly in the proportion that they weaken or alter

the healthy acid of the stomach. If the alkali is sufficient

to neutralize, perfectly, this natural secretion of the stom-

ach, of course digestion cannot fake place at all. The
same thing happens from over-eating. The result in either

case is the same—indigestion, and here Is the whole secret

of that very common and much dreaded complaint, dys-

pepsia. It is brought on by the improper use of alkalies,

over-eating and indolence. Tire remedy is too obvious to

need me ntion.

But wiiy do people use alkalies in their food 1 I con-

fess my total inability to solve this question
;
to me, it is

a perfect mystery. Surely no one will pretend that any
article of food is in any way improved by the addition of

these things. On the contrary, they always spoil it. It is

well known that bread made up with any alkaline sub-

stance always loses its natural sweetness and relish;

and if butter or lard be added, it acquires a strong disa-

greeable odor, as ci' nevo soap. And here I would suggest

to such as are deiermlned to continue the practice of spoil

ing. their bread, that when soda or sa'ceratus is not at hand,

a little soft soap will answer the purpose pretty well.

In conclusion, good flour bread can only be made at

the expense of much kneading. With corn bread it is

different, it only requires to be made up with simple wa-
ter (better without salt) and to be w^ell baked.

Quinati,

Mississippi, 1854.

“RESCIJE GEASS”-»-EEPLY TO “ALGERNON.”

Messrs. Editors—A friend has just placed in my
hands your excellent paper for January, 1855. I find in

it a communication signed “Algernon,” in which that

writer takes the liberty to assert “ That the origin of the

so called Rescue Grass is fully established by irrefragible

testimony as the Texas Oat Grass.” I have seen and read

several letters of late publislied in your very able journal

under different assumed names, all making the above posi-

tive assertion
;

I have good rccisons for knowing that all of

these letters are from one and the some source. If am not

mistaken as to the author, I must confess to some surprise

at these continued assertions. With the author of two or

three of them I have, since their publication, had several

friendly conversations, in which 1 fully gave him positive

and reliable evidence that he wms wrong in his statement

about the identity of the grass. If he is the “Algernon”’in
your January number, then I must believe his motive is

unfriendly either to me, personally, or
.
to the excellent

Winter Grass which I have endeavored to introduce.

W^hat irrefragible testimony this v/riter may have for his

bold assertions, I find he takes good care to keep to him-
self. I call upon “Algernon” to produce this irrefragible

testimony.

Assertion, and assertion alone, no matter how often re-

peated amounts to nothing. There is a way (and it is the

correct way) to determine w’hat the Rescue Grass, or pro-

perly “The Ceratochloa Breviaristal
a"

really is. Let
specimens be submitted to Professars Torrey and Grat
or to any other eminent Botanist, and if they, or any one
of them shall say that the “Rescue Grass” is the “Texas
Oat Grass,” or any other “oat grass,” or any kin of the
“ Avena,”then I will yield, but not until then. This pro-

position to submit the Rescue Grass to the ablest Botanist

of the country for examination and classification, is cer-

tainly fair, and every way the proper course If “Alger-
non” refuses or rejects it, then his motive will appear
plain to everyone. As to the test he speaks of betweeri

his patch of Rye and the Rescue, I have nothing to say.

I do not know, indeed, whether “Algernon" planted seeds

of the Rescue Grass or not. I will say, however, that the

fall and winter, so far. have been entirely too dry for it. As
an evidence of this I find my grass now not over 20 inches

high, while at the same period last year it was over 30
inches, in tiie same ground. I am well satisfied “Alger-

non” will yet admit before i\Tay next thajL the Rescue (if

in truth he has it) is the most valuable wu’nter grass he
ever planted. I am sure of it when be comes to give it a
tail' trial and the season sliall be more propitious. He
will find, in time, tiiat his stock of all kinds will eat it in

preference to Barley itself, which, we all know, is a greater

favorite with them than Rye.
I will now, Messrs. Editors, make an assertion about

the Rescue Grass (so called by me,' but whose proper
name is '’Ceratochloa Brcv.iaristaia'') whicli has irrefrog-

ihle testimony to support it. I say lli^it it is not an oat,

never was nor, indeed, ever will be. 1 say it is a distinct

variety of grass and ever w'ill remain so. 1 will give high
and reliable authority, irrefragible testimony, against

wliich. the mere “ipse dixit” of “Algernon,” unaccom-
panied Muth proof, cannot, and ought not to weigh a fath-
er. In the m.mth of May, 1853, 1 got iny friend, Dr,

Hugh NEisi.;:n, of7\.la
,
(of very considerable rejaitation

as a Botanist, but who was unable tos;:y wliat the. grass

was) to write Professor Torrey, of New Ycrk, accompau-
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ied with specimens of the grass, then in seed, to define it

for us. The day alter the reception of Dr, Nkislk.r’s let-

ter containing the specimens Prof. T. replied to us that it

was the Ceraloclilna Breviarislaia"—\n English, “'Short

awn Horn Grass,” from the resem'olance of the points on

the heads to the horns of cattle. Tliat it is a distinct vari-

ety of grass, having the largest seed of any known grass

of equal nutrition. That it is a native of the Pacific coast,,

and if climatized, it would be exceedingly valuable for

grazing stock, for making hay, and as a fertilizer. It is

proper for me to say, that up to the time of the reception

of Prof. Torrey’s letter I thought this grass was the wild

oat of California, and it was so called. In order to be

satisfied upon this point I got Dr. Neiseer to inform Prof.

T. of this opinion. He assured us it was not an oat nor

any kin of the oat family, and he proved it by sending us

specimens of the wild oat of California, to show the differ-

ence. He wrote us that he had specimens already of the

Ceratnchloa Breviaristaia ” (the same as sent by Dr.

Neisler) in his Herbarium, and referred us to Hooker’s

late Botanical work for a full and true discription of the

same. Prof T. says (which is no doubt true) that the

wild oat of California and Texas is a true “Avena” and

nothing else, and was introduced by Catholic Padres at

the time of the establishment of Missions in those countries.

Now, Gentlemen, I take the above to he good and irrefrag-

ible testimony. Certainly it is more reliable than the windy
declarations of Tom, Dick or Harry. Prof Torrey has

made Botany a profession and study of life, and surely he

ought to be as well posted up on all plants—their right

name, class, native place, properties, &c., &c.—as “Alger-

non,” or Mr, anybody else.

Your obedient servant,

B. V. Iverson.

Colnmhus, Ga., 1855.

TURPENTINE PRODUCT OF THE SOUTH.

The following is the report of a committee appointed

on the part of the turpentine producers of Alabama, in

December last

:

The committee to whom was referred the resolution of

Colonel James, upon the subject of the cultivation of tur-

pentine, (fcc., beg leave to make the following report;

That the character of the soil best adapted to the produc-

tion of the turpentine pine should be of light and porous

nature, with a subsoil of clay, capable of retaining mois-

ture. The pine should be of an extended low-growing
top, with thick bark and sap- wood— the trees not to stand

so thickly upon the land as to be too much shaded by the

overgrowing foliage. The numljer of boxes to be cut in a

tree should begoveri'.ed by the size of the same. Asa
general rule for cutting boxes, the committee recommend
the following standard : The box to be thirteen inches rn

horizontal width, three and a half inphes in horizontal

depth, and seven inches in perpendicular depth. This

will produce a box of the capacity of one and a quarter

quarts, which, after a few year’s use, will be reduced to u

box capable of containing a full quart only; which, from

experience, your committee bchc.ve to be the most profit-

able size. Taking a tree capable of sustaining two boxes,

they would recommend that the boxes be cut side by side,

with a life-streak of bark of four in'dies intervening be-

tween them, in preference to cnttitig them opposite to

each other, and that one-third or more of the bark should

be left for the support of the tree, the boxes to be cut just

at tlie bulge of tree near the root of the same. The corn-

ers of the boxes should be cut out with the inclination of

the face of the box, and to extend in a line perpendicular

to the outer corners of the same, co as to show a line hori-

zontal and the top of the box— the object of chipping be-

ing to expose a new surface of the pores for the exudation

of the turpentine. The cut of the hacker should extend a

half inch in depth into the tree, and one-fourth in altitude,

and the chipping shoulel be renewed once a week. The
best instrument for the, purpose is the hacker with a small

bowl, to be kept exceedingly sharp, and the best instru-

ment for sharpening the same is the stone known as the

Siam hone or .slip.

Your committee have nothing new to suggest or recom-

mend as to the best mode of dipping, or the best instru-

ment for that purpose
;
but in reference to the scrape or

hard turpentine, they would advise the use of cloths in-

stead of the old-fashioned box for receiving the same. The
committee would recommend the light iron axle two- horse

wagon as the most expeditious and economical for hauling

turpentine. The frame for the barrels should be made of

4 by 6 inch scantling, with segments of circles cut therein,

one-half across the upper face of the same to receive the

ends of the barrels, v/ith two interior parallel rails, so that

when either end of a barrel is removed from the concave

which it occupies, it can be rolled from the wagon on a

smooth surface. The committee would recommend that

when the distiller can avail himself of a hill side, the

simplest plan to elevate turpentine to the still is to extend

a railway from the top of the hill to the platform. If upon
a level plain, the use of the machine employed by flour

mills to elevate their sacks and barrels to the upper stories

of the mill, the said machine being a platform, with four

upright posts, with a roller at the end of each, two ropes

from the roof of the still -house, passing beneath said roll-

ers, (one on each side,) thence through sheave blocks and
around a cylinder turned by a crank from below. In re-

gard to preparing the turpentine for distillation, we refer

you to the explanation made by a member of the commit-

tee, as to the style best adapted to making the best article

of rosin.

The experience of your committee would lead them to

decide in favor of a small size still, or with a flat and
greatly extended surface. The committee would recom-

mend that in distilling, the still should be charged to only

two-thirds its capacity, to allow for the expansion of the

material during ebullition. The amount of water to be

supplied should be equivalent to the amount condensed

in the still-worm, and kept in the same ratio so long us the

spirit comes over, and should the still have a tendency to

boil over, an increased amount of fuel is to be supplied

until the excessive ebullition ceases; the heat is then to

be diminished, and the still run regularly as before. Your
committee deem it unnecessary to enlarge on this point,

as they presume that in all cases of new beginners a prac-

tical distiller will be employed.

Your committee recommend that in addition to the usual

mode of glueing the spirit casks, that the casks, being

partially drained after eacl; gluing, be placed upon a hori-

zontal plane, each head alternately placed upon said plane,

and would further recommend the use of the Scotch glue,

in all cases in wiiich the di.stiiler is unable to manufacture

his own glue from good sound hides. The committee

would recommend that in malting barrels and casks, the

staves and heading should be fully dressed, ready for the

tru.ss-hoop, and be permitted to remain some time pre-

vious to being made into barrels, for the purpose of allow-

ing the staves, &c., to shrink. By adoptii'g this course

the barrels are less liable to leakage. The staves for tur-

pentine barrels should be htJ inches in length, the head to

be worked in a 20411011 truss-hoop. The spirit cask

should contain 45 gallons, and, in case oak headirig can-

not be obtained, would recommend the substitution of

poplar instead.

Never be dependent. Eat your crust honestly

earned. Look the -world in the face; smile at its frowns

and laugh at its malice. Use energy. Strive and still

strive, and if all Is lost strive again. Never say die.
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BOEDER WORK FOR THE PLANTATION.

Messrs. Editors—Much has been said in former num-

bers of the Southern Cultivator about ditching, wire fences

and hedging, for the purpose of turning stock from the

plantation, and but little about the common rail fence. All

this is expedient and right, particularly where timber is

scarce, but where rail timber can be had rail fences will

be made, as everybody can make them free of expense as

to hiring. I therefore propose giving the readers of your

journal my views about the latter kind of fence, and I

give as my reason our large acquisition of fertile Territory

now rapidly coming into cultivation. This necessarily

will be the means of keeping up that kind of fence for a

great number of years to come
;
therefore, should we not

economise with our timber whilst we have it % it being too

late to commence after it is exhausted. I presume it will

hardly be necessary for me to say that the usual length

of rails are 10 1-2 feet, and sufficient crook given in the

W'orm to make a steady fence
;
but most persons are of

opinion that large rails are preferable. This I think a

mistake. There should be no more large rails made than

to give weight sufficient to steady the fence, say the two

top courses. And why should a small rail last longer than

a large one "I Because when a small rail gets wet it dries

through before decay takes place; whilst a large one,

when thoroughly wet through, never gets dry, and, of

course, must decay. Some may say that small rails will

wash away sooner by the rains. Well, I have had them

washed by the rains fourteen years, whilst large ones have

rotted in seven. This is from experience. Still all rails

will rot by suffering green timber or bushes to hang over

the fence. This can be easily remedied and made a mat-

ter of great convenience at the same time, by clearing a

road, say 20 feet wide, on the outside, taking every tree

out. Ifthis is done when a field is first cleared, all the

rail timber taken from the road can be used in the fence,

and not a good tree be lost. This will also let the sun to

the fence, and by keeping the corners clean, wtiich every

good farmer will do, causes it to last twice as long as

otherwise, and will alone pay for making the road. It

will also pay for itself in the convenience of getting

around the plantation to reset the fence when needed (for

all old fences should be reset every third year). It will

more than pay for the making in the produce of the farm

;

for who can make corn or cotton under trees 1 And it

will pay for itself in keeping squirrels off your corn
;

for

they are not near so likely to cross a road to get to it. A
road is also a great safe-guard in keeping off fire. 1 have

known some persons to have their fences clogged up with

briars and bushes so thick that in time of fire many parts

could not be reached in time to save it. They may not

have fought fire as long, but I have known them to fight

it as hard as Gen. Taylor did the Mexicans at the battle

of Buena Vista and lose their fence at last-—all for the

want of a road, which should be cleared around large

plantations, for the convenience of the neighbors, if for no

other purpose.

The above plan of keeping up rail fences, Messrs. Edi-

tors, I think is economizing instead of doing useless labor.

I have tried it and invite others to do likewise, and to bear

in mind that small rails will last twice as long as large

ones. Some make their rails so large that they have to be

notched down, like a cabin, to keep hogs out—there is no

necessity for all this labor, when the rails are made small.

It is also a saving of timber when made small
;
therefore,

small rails with the fence corners kept clean and a road

on the outside, saves timber, time, and money, and also

makes it much more pleasant in getting around the plan-

tation. As usual, yours, E. Jinkins.

Horse Pen^ Choctaw Co., Mi&s., Dec., 1854.

Lime should be accessible to poultry.

POST OAK GLADE LAND, AGAIN.

Messrs. Editors—I find in the October number of the-

Southern Cultivator inquiries made of you, by “A Sub-

scriber,” dated Clinton, Texas, 1854, as to “Po.st Oak Glade

Land in T exas.” He says : “I want to know whether or
not there is any method of reclaiming what we call ‘Post

Oak Glade’ which is a wet land of whitish or ashy color,

most of the growth being Post Oak, with a few scattering

Pines.” He further says ; “Such lands are apt to bake
after heavy rains.” I think your advice to “A Subscri-

ber” is somewhat injudicious, and hence this communica-
tion. “A Subscriber” seems to be a young or new farmer

You remark, “Post Oak Glade land is generally better

adapted to grass than any other crop.” In this I think you
are wrong. I take it, this quality of land is better adapt-

ed to cotton than any other crop. I suppose it has too

many silicates already without the use of lime.

Will “A Subscriber” try 10 acres on my plan 1 It wilt

cost him nothing. Bed up the land in the spring, 5 inches-

deep, and that is very deep, (though I do not suppose ho
will think it deejD until he puts the rule to it) elevating

his bed as high as a “dagon” plow of this depth wilt

do; plant on the top of the bed, covering shallow.

In this county, I would not plant his land before the 1st of

May
;
with him I advise him to plant at least one month

after other planters. In cultivation, never go more than
I 1-2 inches below the surface, and in the latter part of
cultivation, below 1 inch from the surface; cultivate either

with a cultivator or with a sweep, cutting as deep at the-

outside of the wungs as the point.

I am mistaken if “A Subscriber” will justly pursue this

plan, if he does not gather from 1000 to 3000 pounds per

acre. I am also mistaken from his description of his “Post

Oak Glade Land in Texas” if it is not the very best cotton-

land in Texas. If I am right in the character of his land,,

it is a cold land, one on which, by ordinary culture, a
good stand of cotton cannot be obtained. “A Subscriber’^

must not plant this land until hot weather has set in, and
then only by elevating the plant above the level, and as;

far above as he can with 5 inches depth of bedding. I do

not write to come in contact with your opinions, for I do-

testify I have been much benefitted by them. I only hope
to benefit a brother planter, which I look on as my neigh-

bor, although living in Texas.

Very respectfully your friend,

Jas. Thomas.
Lancaster, Hancock Co., {near Sparta) Nov., 1854.

Lime on Corn.—I have just concluded an experiment

with lime on a field of corn, which may be worthy of no-

tice. As the corn was coming up, I applied about half a

Dint of slaked lime to each hill, with the exception offour

rows near the middle of the field, which were left that I

might see whether or no liming in the hill was beneficial

to the crop. The after treatment was the same during the

season.

Harvested separately the four rows unlimed, and also

adjoining them four that were limed, (soil and situation

being precisely the same) and the result was an increase

of a little over one-eighth in the amount of corn in favor

of that which was limed. R. F. Bingham.

Els^vorth, Mahonmg Co., Ohio.

Rain W.4ter a Prevestine of Choler.a.—Mr. John
Lea, of Cincinnati, in a long communication to the

Gazette, states, as a fact, that “ cholera never becomes

epidemic in any district, or city, where rain or pure soft

water is used;” and supports his statements by many im-

portant facts. He also states that, during five years past,,

not one well authenticated fatal case of cholera has occured

where rain water was excIusiTely used.
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HOME.

Home 1 in that word how many hopes are hidden,

How many hours of joy serene and fair

;

How many golden visions rise unbidden,

And blend their views into a rainbow there !

Round Home what images of beauty cluster,

—

Links that unite the Living with the Dead,

—

Glimpses of scenes of most surpassing lustre,

—

Echoes of melody whose voice is fled !

Home is the place where we have ever blended

Our hopes and happiness, our tears and sighs!

'Whence our united worship hath ascended.

As grateful incense to the listening skies.

"Where we have nourished bright thoughts while behold-

ing

Some sun-eyed flower, the centre of our love;

And while we watched its gradual unfolding,

The angels came and carried it above.

Mankind, however faltered and benighted.

Howe’er oppressed by penury and care.

Have their existence by one beacon lighted

—

Have still one bliss which all may freely share.

Home ! cries the world-sick wanderer, as he wendeth,

With baffled footsteps, o’er his weary way
;

Home ! sighs the wretched outcast as he sendeth

A longing look whence once he longed to stray.

Home I says the toil-wmrn rustic, when returning

From daily labor at the fall of night

;

H«me ! sings the emancipated soul, as, spurning

This world of wo, it plumes its wings for flight.

Home, like the burning lens, collects together

Into one point affection’s scattered rays.

And in the sternest storm, the wildest weather,

—

Kindles a bright and spirit-cheering blaze.

Home is the watch -word, firing with emotion

The patriot’s heart, and nerving him to fight;

Horae is the pole-star, o’er the storm-swept ocean,

Guiding the sailor through the stormy night.

Home is a boon to erring mortals given,

To knit us closer in the bonds of love

;

To lead our spirits gently up to heaven
;

To shadow forth the brighter home above.

IMPORTANCE OF POULTRY TO THE UNITED STATES.

WE have often looked over the pages of our agricultural

journals to find interesting matters of information about

poultry, but generally in vain. There is veiy little said or

written on this subject, which is really becoming one of

great national importance. The value of poultry in the

United States in 1840, was estimated at over Sl2,000,000.

The great improvement in quality and augmentation in

numbers realized within the last 15 years, must carry it

considerably beyond $25,000,000 at the present time. It

is much to be regretted that our modern Solons at Wash-
ington, did not think the subject of any attention in

taking the last or any preceding census and statis-

tics, as we are quite certain the aggregate value in

1850, must nearly equal that of sheep. We take this

early opportunity ofsuggesting this item for the next cen-

sus, and trust our future members of Congress, and our

then Executive may afford us all necessary data on this

interesting head in i860.

Yet the estimate we make, however large it may seem to

the uninitiated, represents but a small part of their annual

value. Nothing else that breathes in the service of man
has such power of self multiplication or productiveness as

fowls. A choice young hen has been known to lay over

200 eggs in a year, and nearly all hens, with proper se-

lections, attention, &c., may be young and choice. This

is more than four times the value of the bird, and after de-

ducting economical feed and attention, is more than double

her value that may be realized per annum, in nett profit.

Will one of our political economists please to indicate in

what branch of rural or other industry an equal return can

be made for capital and labor.

Nor does this represent the full value ofour poultry. It

is neither the capitalist nor most intelligent of our popula-

tion, (who least need these large returns,) that generally

reap the benefit of them. Happily for the poor and ignor-

ant, this is just the kind of domestic stock which any of

them can buy, and feed, and rear, however humble their

mental capacity and pecuniary means may be. The
young, the feeble, the halt and the invalid, can look after

the poultry yard as well as the strongest, and some of the

most successful of the devotees to this object, have been

those whose physical disabilities have prevented their em-

ployment in more important avocations.

Great advantages follows the general rearing of poultry

in another respect. The hen and duck are ommiverous,

and to a great extent also are the turkey and the goose.

Every species of grain, edible grass and vegetable
;

flesh,

fish, insect and garbage are greedily devoured by the

whole tribe ofdomestic bipeds. The pig, gourmand and
cosmopolite as he is, is not more indiscriminate in his

food than the subjects of our notice. What is everywhere

produced, in everybody’s way, and if not removed, would
become offensive and injurious to the whole community,

are by these incessant foragers, picked up, and at once

converted into nutritious flesh, or wholesome eggs. And
more than this, like the feathered tenants of the trees,

they are often of incalculable service in thinning off or ex-

terminating the insect pests of the farm and garden.

Thus, what may become to the growing crop a most

destructive brood of insects, may be transferred into a

wholesome, useful, merchantable article. What myriads of

grasshoppers are annually devoured by clutches of young
turkeys, and how many acres ofgrass, oats, &c., are saved

to the farmer by these and his other fowls. A friend in-

forms us that his chickens, which are kept among his

meadows during the summer, on an average of seasons,

do much more benefit to his crops by the destruction of

insects, than the entire cost of their feed and attention.

Some look with regret upon the recent poultry mania,

which originated in New England, where most of our

new notions are hatched. But we regard it as a down-

right blessing to the country. It has set people to think-

ing, to comparing, and finally to importing
;
and we have

thereby greatly improved the quality of our poultry, and

advantageously and largely augmented their numbers

—

the direct and inevitable consequence of this excitement.

Others equally object to the importation of the larger

breeds of fowls, the Asiatics, with their stalwart forms

and awkward gait. Though no favorites of ours, in their

most enlarged and ungainly proportions, we still differ,

even in this, from objectors. We have no doubt they are

destined to work a decided improvement in many poultry

yards. They are great layers. The experience of nearly

all who have tried them is unanimous in this. They be-

gin to lay early, when five and a half to eight months old,

and lay pretty steadily ever afterwards. The breeders

generally agree, that they and the cross breeds are the only

fowls to be relied on for winter eggs. These are also al-

leged to be particularly rich, and one friend assures us that

two Shanghai eggs are worth three of the Black Spanish,

though the latter are the largest. Their flesh, too, is fine

,

in the chickens, and it is not good in any other family of

older fowls, unless Capons. They require a good deal to
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fill their craws, ’tis true, but it is not always the largest

bodies that require the most food
;
on the contrary, the

fattest men frequently are the smallest eaters
;
and we all

know that the Short Horn cattle, the Leicester sheep, and
the Suffolk and China pigs yield a good deal more flesh

for the food consumed than smaller sizes of the unimproved
animals.

There is a physical organization that determines for a

particular style of animal life, (whether it be individuals

or classes of animals and birds,) what is the relative pro-

portions of the food consumed, they will retain in their

carcass. The wolf, the catamount, the weasel
;
the eagle,

the owl and the crane, each make a poor return in flesh

for the food they devour, however large the quantity, or

rich the quality; -and contrasted with the useful quadru-

ped and biped, they show the wonderful difference in nu-

tritive, assimilating powers. We claim no superiority in

the fattening powers of the Asiatic fowls, we barely con-

cede the possibility of it, but are willing to yield credence

to well tested, long-tried, reliable experiments, when pro-

perly presented. But this much we do know, that they

are no flyers, indifferent walkers, and when fully supplied

with food, are disposed to sit quietly on their haunches

and chew their cuds in dignified ease, not caring to busy

themselves in the adjoining fields and gardens, hen-hussy-

ing about, gadding and tattling among their neighbors.

They are certainly domestic birds, whatever else may be

said against them
;
and to this trait of character, in an

eminent degree, is attached thrift and economical feeding.

We believe they may be bred to smaller size and greatly

improved form, and some species thus improved we have

seen, that would do credit to any poultry yard.

So, too, of the games, which have been almost entirely

discarded from our economical yards. The larger breeds,

of compact forms, and short legs, full body, &c., are some-

times found to be essential in restoring character and giv-

ing tone and stamina to the ailing or effete birds of other

choice breeds. The whole subject ofcrossing fowls is one

of great interest and importance, and may challenge the

attention of the most intelligent and discerning.

There is another important matter connected with this

poultry subject, not to be estimated by dollars and cents,

but of far more consequence than either. It is the social

and moral influence they exert, especially on the junior

members of our families. The flower and vegetable gar-

dens, the ornainentallawns and useful fields are all attract-

ive, with their varied products of beauty and utility
:
yet

they fail to enlist that sympathy and feeling which attrac-

tive animal life affords. How very much more of interest

the pet horse, or cow, or lamb excites among the little

ones, or even among the seniors, than the choicest among
the frees, or shrubs, or flowers. 'And as we descend in the

scale of size to certain limits, we intensify the interest of

our children in the domestic pets. The tenants of our

poultry yards, with their youngling broods are, of all oth-

er things, what earliest catch and rivet their attention,

and determine their devotion to rural life. By thus with-

drawing their thoughts from frivolous games, vicious

sports, and indulgences, or idle, worthless habits, a great

point is gained towards developing and maturing the fu-

ture useful members of society. Comparatively few who
have not the advantage of an extended farm, can indulge

in the luxury of improved flocks, and extensive herds
;

but almost every one, not closely hemmed in by the brick

walls of a city, can gratify their own taste, and excite that

of their children, by keeping a few choice fowls. They
are far preferable to the usual pets—dogs, cats and singing

birds; there is less danger from disease from them, much
more variety, more scope for ingenuity in rearing and at-

tending, and we need not add on which side the profit is

likely to be. If for no other reason then, than to interest

the children in a useful, attractive pursuit, we would say

to any person who has the room, by all means keep some
select poultry.

We shall not pursue this subject further at this time,

and our sole motive now has been to invite attention and

correspondence from experienced and observing breeders,

as to the best variety, mode of feeding, reaiing, &c. Let

every person express his preferences, if he will give but a

substantial reason for them. We ask for the fullest dis-

cussion consistent with the capacity of our pages, only

let it be sensible and to the point. We shall cheapen beef,

mutton, and pork, and largely too, by giving every family

a fine flock of poultry, to which they can resort when neces-

sary, instead of depending solely on the butchers, when
they choose to put up choice pieces to 18 and 25 cents

per pound. This result has already been measurably felt

the past two seasons, as is shown by the incredible quan-

tity of poultry forwarded by railroad to the Atlantic mar-

kets, whenever the temperature admitted of their trans-

mission. We hope to see this field of enterprize extended,

till all who have the means for doing so can participate in

the luxury and profit of a choice and varied poultry yard.

—American Agriculturist.

PEOBABLE EFFECTS OF THE
,
WAE ON AGEICXJL-

TUBE.

A correspondent of the Richmond, Enquirer^ writing

from Liverpool, on the war, says the spirit of the English

is united in favor of the war, and that men and money will

be voted for its continuance, by Parliament. He adds

:

“ Yet when drained of her men, when so many thou-

sands now engaged in peacelul pursuits are taken awmy,.

and the labor of the country thus manifestly lessened, who,

I pray, are to furnish meat and bread for these vast armies,

and the population that yet remain at home I There is

not a mouth less to feed, and many less left to produce the

necessary food for all at home or abroad. Bussia will

send nothing from the Baltic, and the great wheat grow-

ing country on the Danube, and that which is w’atered by

the many rivers entering the Black Sea, is ravaged by

desolating war
;
and all that the people of that vast and

rich country has for years sent abroad, and to England,

especially, will find for its diminished production consum-

ers at home. Already are these considerations pressing

on the English wheat and flour market, and keep up the

prices even after a good crop, which has been secured in

most admirable condition. Wheat sells now at rather

higher prices than it did one year ago, and our own coun-

try can now but insufficiently supply either England or

France. But let our people make less tobacco and less^

cotton the next year and the year after, I tell you, and

millions of wealth will be drawn hence to us, if for

these now staple articles, corn, wheat and provis-

ions be substituted. Clear up your lands, and put the

utmost breadth of them in everything necessary for the

food of man
;
and every particle that is produced will find

an admirable market the next year. True, our wheat crop

is already in the ground and its quantity cannot now be

increased. But our corn crop may—and that is an article

which will pay much better next year than either tobacco

or cotton.

Fish Ponds.—On the farm of the late Gideon Lee, near

Geneva, New York, is a fish pond of about two or three

acres, nine feet deep, made by running an embankment
across a small valley, and covering a marsh. Trees line

it, water- grasses grow in it, and cattle are not allowed to

disturb it. Some seven years ago, a dozen or two of

trout were placed in it, since w'hich lime at least two
thousand large and fine fish have been taken from it for

the use of the family. A running stream prevents stag--

nancy.
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LEICESTER SHEEP.

I^IOBSTKB EWB.

provement of agriculture. Of the several varieties, the New Leicester Breed occupi»s the first class- with respect to

form and the aptitude to fatten readily. The larger Lincolnshire, the Romney Marsh, the Cotswold,. and the im-

proved Devonshire breeds, have each properties which render their cultivation profitable under particular circum-

stances. The Irish varieties have not yet generally attained to the perfection at which the others have arrivedL

LEICESTER BUCK.

The Long-Wooled Sheep comprehend, first, the pure New Leicester Breed; and, secondly, the varieties more or

less intermixed with it in blood, of which the principal are : 1st, the larger class of Lincolnshire Sheep
;
2d, the Rom-

ney Marsh Breed
;
3d, the Cotswold Breed

;
4th, the Devonshire Notts

;
5th, the Long-Wooled Irish varieties. All

these Sheep are oflarge size, are destitute of horns in both sexes, and bear long wool, unsuited for preparation by the
card, but eminently fitted for preparation by the comb, and the manufacture of stuffs termed worsted. They are the

Idnds ofsheep more especially adapted to the plains, and to districta where artificial food can be reared in the neces-
sary quantity. They have been continually increasing in numbers with the extension of tillage and the general im-
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LABOR, NORTH AND SOUTH.

An all-prevailing argument in favor of our reviled sys-

tem of domestic servitude is to be found in the fact, that it

has, thus far, been steadily and closely accompanied by

thrift and prosperity in every department of home indus-

try. In spite of the most oppressive injustice, in the form

of unequal exactions, favoriteism in the disimbursement

of revenue, &c., our half of the Union has gone on increas-

ing in all the elements of wealth and greatness, until at

length we stand, confessedly, a chosen people, upon whose
exertions a benignant Providence has thought good to pour

forth one continued stream of approval and remuneration.

The blight and mildew which were to cover our “accursed

section” as a pall, where now is it to be found 1 Let our

agricultural advances, our factories, our institutions of

learning, our churches and our railroads answer the ques-

tion. Last, but not least, let the futile imputation, which

that question would convey, be branded as it deserves by

the notorious contrast, at this very time afforded, between

the value and protection of labor North, and its value and

protection South. From every Northern city of any con-

sequence, we receive intelligence, almost daily, to the pur-

port that the wages of labor are falling while provisions

continue to rise. Such is also the case in many, if not all,

of the manufacturing towns
;
and we may reasonably sup-

pose these to be very fair exponents of the the rural dis-

trists. In the city of New York, three thousand me-

chanics were thrown out of employment a few tveeks

since, all in a single Ward. Another statement is that

there cannot be less than seventeen thousand able-bodied

working men at this very time, in the great American
Metropolis, as it is called, who neither have employment
nor a prospect of it. The determination of employers to

reduce the prices of compensation still lower, renders it

next to impossible for those who have work to help those

who have not. Rents, too, continue high, while the abil-

ity to meet them is thus growing daily less. The end of

this is melancholy to contemplate. Rags and wretched-

ness, disease and crime, make up a fearful prospective

for the unfortunate men and w'omen who have the severe

ordeal to undergo.

Now turn to the South. Go to New Orleans, Charles-

ton, Savannah, Mobile, Richmond, Norfolk, Raleigh,

Columbia, Augusta, Macon, Knoxville, Montgomery and

Galveston. Go into every village within our borders.

Search through the barrenest hills and ridges of our sec-

tion. You will see nothing approximating to this con-

dition of things anywhere. You will find a sleek, well-

fed, wai'mly-clad, lightly-tasked negro population to do

the bulk of our agricultural labor. That they are produc-

tive of wealth to their owners is not for a moment contra-

dicted. It is this that keeps all right. But, in return, they

are protected, from youth to old age, as a part of one’s

home and family. They are nursed in sickness, worked
in health and preached to upon the Sabbath. The master’s

right arm is ever ready to be up-lifted in defence of his

mal-treated slave. The slave knows this and feels it. He
has that best ingredient ot comfortable security, the assur-

ance that he will ever be well cared for in life and decent-

ly interred in death. Hence his characteristic mirthful-

ness.

“ From toil he wins his spirit light,

From busy day the quiet night;

Rich, from the very want of wealth,

In Heaven’s best ti’easures, peace and health.”

There is no class on earth, to whom these four lines of

Gray are more correctly applicable, than to the Southern

negro. But it is not alone in their own happy condition

that we find much to congratulate ourselves upon here.

The general prosperity of our section, based (as it unde-

niably is) upon our institution of African slavery^ is al-

ways directly conducive to the well-being of mechanics
and tradesmen of every kind amongst us. Because we
have in this way an occasional superfluity of wealth as it

were. We are not continually pinched and pinching.

Most Southern farmers have at some one season of the

year (generally about the time their cotton-bags begin to

roll to market) fully distended old pocket-books, a little

greasy looking at times perhaps, but none the worse for

that. Their contents, put to work by a prompt and cheer-

ful payment ofthe various bills and accounts liberally con-

tracted with our merchants, lawyers, printers, carpenters,

brick-layers, &c
,

is what enables every citizen in any
Southern community yet heard of, to thrive and even
grow rich with ordinary care.

From reflections like the foregoing we deduce a single

proposition, which we hope to impress more fully upon
our readers at another time, and it is this ; That the insti-

tution of African slavery, as existent in the Southern States

is blessed of Heaven to the well being of all who use it

aright, and especially to the ease, comfort and security of
the poor white laborers of our section .—Edfiefield Adver-

tiser.

SOMETHING FOR COTTON PLANTERS.

We have had on our table for some weeks, but we have
been prevented from using it sooner by the pressure of
other matter, a description in the Nashville Farmer's Ban-
ner anew invention, called the “Cotton Leaf Cleaner and
Boll Picker.” The inventor has obtained a patent for it.

He is a cotton planter of Alabama, and is said to be a

gentleman of fine education and general information. He
is making alterations in the machine, and will soon have

his models ready for examination and trial. The object

aimed at by him is to bring into use an instrument for

picking cotton, and to improve its value by removing the

leaf and dirt, and thus send it clean to th^ gin.

Speaking of this invention, a correspondent of the Ban-
ner says

:

“It comes, a welcome ally, to aid the great army of cot-

ton-pickers, whose labors ai*e tedious and severe. It

brings iron fingers and mule muscles to do the work now
done by human fingers, and thus accomplishes in three

days what now requires six. It can be worked by any
power that will work a gin, A portable horse-power set

up in the field will be convenient, and can be extensively

used in October and November, when the seasons are dry.

The cotton bolls are to be gathered with as little care as

you would corn, and taken to the machine, either in the

field or under shelter, as the case may be. Then the ma-
chine and the mules take out the bolls, leaf, dirt, and

everything-, and the cotton comes through the gin as mid-

dling to good middling in quality.

“Such a machine, to the cotton growers of the United

States, is worth millions, provided it can be made to do

what is intended by the inventor. The object to be ac-

complished is not without difficulties, and if the first ma-

chine, which will soon be presented to the public for in-

spection, makes an approach to the end aiVnedat, we may
feel confident that the defects will soon be remedies by the-

genius of American talent, and that cotton will be picked

by iron fingers instead of human, which will be equal to

doubling the field force during the gathering of the crop.

“A planter who cultivates with fifty hands, may, by
the aid of this machine, have what is equivalent to one

hundred hands in gathering, and that without the expense

of feeding them. He is thus enabled to save all that he

can make, though he may cultivate the best bottom lands

of Mississippi, Yazoo, Arkansas, or Old Caney. The
hands can be kept out of the dew and their health pre-

served. More lands may be opened, and larger quanti-

ties cultivated, by driving two mules with sweeps and.
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harrows thirty-six inches wide. That is, on bottom lands,

where the rows are five or six feet apart.

“In the cleaning process, a small per centage may be

lost, but you save the loss occasioned by standing in the

field till February, exposed to winds and rains; and also

much of the loss in the spinning-room, which is now ten

per cent, from dirt, dust, leaf, etc.

“We shall look with much interest to the operations of

this invention. Should it prove successful, it may, in

truth, be characterized as a machine which will mark a

more important epoch in the progress of the growth and

manufacture of the great Southern staple, than any inven-

tion since the construction of the gin .

—

Jackson Mississr})-

pian.

answer to the inquiry of W. D. G., of Longs-

bridge, Ga., (Feb. number, page 56, Southern Cultivator')

we give the following from one of our Northern ex-

changes ;

PRATT’S DITCH DIGGER.

Mr. R. C. Pratt, of Canandaigua, New York, patented

in July, 1853, a machine for digging ditches, which proved

one of the best things exhibited at the late State Fair. By
its aid, one man and two horses have frequently dug 150

rods of ditch three feet deep in one day, and from 50 to

150 (according to the nature of the soil) is considered a

day’s work. The machine consists substantially of a

scoop and revolving wheel—the scoop scraping and the

wheel carrying up the dirt until at a sufficient height it is

tumbled out upon the sides, at a little distance from the

ditch. Several repetitions of the operations are required be-

fore the ditch is sunk to sufficient depth.

The specimen exhibited at the late Fair was all wrought
iron, and weighed between 700 and 800 pounds. Tlie

diameter of the main wheel was 5 feet, and the breadth of

the diggers or lifters fixed thereon, and that of the scoop

or curved channel in which they rise, is about 9 inches.

Although the lifting apparatus is thus narrow, it is practi-

cable, and indeed desirable, to make the small plows or

cutters which pare the side cuts somewhat wider, so that

a ditch of any width, from 9 to 15 inches may be excavated

by the same machine.

The weight of the dirt which is being lifted, the curved

channel, and in fact of the whole machine, rests on the

diggers, which, like the floats of a paddle-wheel, project

from the perphery of the main wheel. As the machine is

drawn forward by the horses, the diggers are successfully

forced into the earth, and compel the wheel to rotate—thus

carrying up and discharging from the top, all the earth

caught by the scoop, which is in immediate contact be-

hind. On the extreme rear of the whole is adjusted two
cutters or small plows, which pare the sides and tear the

earth to a suitable distance below, ready for the next pas-

sage of the machine, so that after the first passage the dig-

gers are always pressed down into the ground already

loosened, to a depth of from two to ten inches, which loos-

ening may be supposed to regulate the depth to which
they will be likely to sink. The Avheel and its accompani-

ments being of considerable weight, great muscular exer-

tion would be required of the attendant to prevent its fall-

ing on one side, but for a simple and very effectual pro-

vision for its support. The stout iron shaft on which the

main wheel freely revolves, is prolonged some two or three

feet on each side and provided with a light carrying wheel
mounted loose, as in a common carriage axle, to run upon
the ground. These wheels are to maintain the upright

position of this machine
;
but the weight must at all times,

when in operation, be allowed to rest on the diggers. In

short, the main wheel and the whole machine must be

allowed to sink down into a ditch or rise to the surface,

while the carrying wheels simply run lightly on the sur-

face at the sides. The end is accomplished by bending

the axle into the form of a large crank at each side and re-

leasing it from all connection with the machine, except

that of passing loosely through the centre. A catch is

provided by which the attendant (who is supposed to be

grasping a pair of handles in the rear) may make the con-

nection a fixed one at pleasure, and when desiring ta

leave the field and travel the road the weight may, by this

means, be thrown entirely upon the carrying wheels.

COTTON~ITS VALUE AND IMPORTANCE.

We quote the following eloquent remarks from the late

speech of Hon. A. H. Stephens, of Georgia, in reply to

an onslaught upon the South, by one of the Representa-

tives from Ohio :

“But, Mr. Chairman, my time is nearly out. There are

many other matters, I did wish to allude to, which I must

pass over and omit. I wanted to say something about

the present condition of things in some of the Northern

States, particularly in the City of New York, where it is

now found that there is, after all, something in life worse

than being required, or even made, to work. 'I his is the

great evil the negro in the South is subjected to, in the

opinion of those who rail so much against our social sys-

tem. But that greater evil which is now felt in New Fork

is the want ofwork to do, by which means may be earned

to keep from starving. ‘Hunger is a sharp thorn’ was, a

few days ago, the banner motto borne by thousands in

that great mercantile metropolis. Under our system, sir,

we never have such scenes. We have, it is true, our af-

flictions of disease, and epidemics, and disasters of drouth,

floods, and hurricanes
;
but the wail of thousands crying

for bread, has never yet, under the blessings of Heaven,

been heard in our land of sunshine and plenty, ^cursed,
^

though it be, with slavery! We have a ‘Special Provi-

dence,’ to use a late very appropriate designation given

by the New York Tribune, which prevents all this. A
system by which capital, accumulated in the years of

plenty, is required to sustain labor in the years of want.

These matters I wished to go somewhat into, but I cannot.

But enough has been said to show a development, wheth-

er considered physically, morally, socially, or intellectu-

ally, quite sufficient to place Georgia (with domestic insti-

tutions as much abused as they are by those who know
so little about them; fully along side of Ohio, ‘ the giant of

the West.’ or any other State of this Union. That was my
proposition, and! think I have made it good.

“ I want, in conclusion, however, to say a few things,

Mr. Chairman, about one of our great staples. I omitted

it in its proper place, but it will do, perhaps, just as well

here. 1 mean the article of cotton; and I wish to say

what I do on that subject, from the fact that I have seen it

stated that the Ohio hay crop was equal to the Georgia

cotton crop, and that the hay crop of the United States

annually is quite equal in importance, as an agricultural

product, to this great Southern, or, I should rather say,

National staple. Those who thus think, or talk, or argue,

take a very narrow, imperfect, and unphilosophical, as well

as unstatesmanlike view of the subject. As to the mere

money value of this article, or its excess in value over the

other, it is not my purpose to speak
;
that—great as, in

fact, it is— is a small matter, infinitely small when placed

by the side of other larger and more comprehensive con-

siderations of the question. Some things have values ex-

trinsic as well as intrinsic Cotton is eminently one of

these. Gold and silver are not so much entitled to be

placed on the list of such things as it is. The extrinsic

value of these metals ari.ses from their agency as the adopt-

ed representatives of all values. With their displacements,

however, many substitutes could be obtained. But what

substitute could be procured for the agency of cotton 1
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‘‘Let us look, for a a moment—and I have but a mo-

ment or two left—into some of the relations of the world.

To illustrate, I will state simple facts. These facts are

collected from the very able report I hold in my hand. It

is Ex. Doc. No. 136, 1st sess. 32d Cong. Full credit,

therefore, may be given to the facts. They come with

the stamp of the highest authority. From the document

it appears that the cotton crop of this country gives em-

ployment to at least 120,000 tons of inland steam tonnage,

and 7,000 persons in transporting it to points for ship

ment. It gives employment to 50,000 American seamen,

and 1,000,000 of American tonnage in its coastwise ship-

ment. It gives employment to 800,000 tons of American

shipping, and 40,000 American seamen in its foreign ship-

mem. Twenty-five thousand other persons, at least are

engaged in receiving and shipping it. It gives employ-

ment to at least 100,000 operators in American factories,

whose annual wages are over ^17,000.000. In these fac-

tories there are invested $'80,000,000 of American capital,

which turn out, annually, at least $70,000,000 worth of

products! With these facts before him, the writer of the

report uses this language. I ask the attention of the com-

mittee to it, because it is no less graphic than truthful

:

“ ‘Every interest throughout the land—at the North and

the South, in the East and the West, in the interior, and

on the Pacific as well as the Atlantic coast—receives fi-om

it (cotton) active and material aid. It promotes, essential-

ly, the agricultural interests in those States where cotton

is not produced. It is the main source of the prosperity

of the mechanic, the artisan, and other laboring classes,

as well as that of the merchant, and manufacturer in every

section of the Union. Every where it has laid, broad,

and deep, and permanent, the foundations of the wealth

and strength of the United States, and of their indepen-

dence of foreign nations, even the most powerful, depen-

dent on the United States of America. More than any
other article, nay, more than all other agricultural pro-

ducts united, has cotton advanced the navigating and

commercial interests of the Eastern Atlantic States, and

ofthe whole Union. It, more than any other agricultural

product, has cherished and sustained those interests, not

merely by its direct contribution, but by awakening com-

merce ^n other countries, from vrhich they have received

profitable employment. Neither the whale fisheries, nor

the mackerel and cod fisheries have been of the same im-

portance and value to those interests as the annual cotton

crop of the United States, since the war of 1812, has been

for its transportation coastwise and exportation to foreign

countries. Like the light and heat of the sun, the genial

effects of this inesstimable blessing which Providence has

bestowed upon his favored people, reach every portion ot

the land. They extend to every city, and town, and vil-

lage, and hamlet, and farmhouse—to the ship, to the

steamboat, to the canal barge, and to the railroad.’

“Yes, sir, throughout the length and breadth of this

vast Confederation of States, there is not a tenement,

whether cabin or palace, where the life-giving and

life-sustaining influence of this Southern product is

not felt and realized. And besides this, it may be added

that the same article gives employment, and the means of

supporting human life, to at least 3,000,000 of persons in

Europe, and^the investment of at least three hundred mil-

lions of their capital I Figures almost fail, sir, to calculate

the extent of the influence of this article upon the comfort,

the happiness and well-being of mankind. The one-sixth

at least ofall these results is due to that portion of this pro-

duct contributed by Georgia. This sketch gives us but a

slight glance at some of the extrinsic values of cotton, to

which the money value, to the grower, great as it is, is

but a drop in the ocean. But who, in the face of these

facts and these grand results, can be bold enough to main-
tain that this product ofthe South, in value and inaporUince

is to be put in the balance and weighed down by thj hay
crop of the North I Or, that the cotton crop of Georgia,

that cOntribute.s one-sixth of all these results, is, in like

manner, to be put in the scales against the hay crop of

Ohio I The dried grass, the cow food, that sustains life

for a season in their herds of cattle
;
though they were

countless in number 1 The subjects hardly allow a con-

trast, much less a comparison
;
and whoever attempts it,

does injustice, not only to his own intelligence as a states-

man, if he has a spark of it about him, but he does gross

injustice to one of the most important elements of his

country’s greatness ! To adopt the figure of the author of

the report 1 have just read from, we might much better

compare the lard lamps, or wmod fires, or whatever else

lights up the dwellings of the nineteen hundred thousand

inhabitants of that State every night to the full blaze of

the ‘glorious King of day’ at noon shedding abroad not

only light, but heat, animation, and life upon a smiling

world around us.”

THE WIIcE TEADE OF FEAIICS—SOTJTHEEN VINE-
YAEDS.

In further corroboration of the soundness of the views

of our correspondent, “A. C.,” (February number, page

44) we subjoin the following letter from Dr. Good-

rich, U. S. Consul at Lyons, France. It appeared in the

Merchant'i Magazine for February

:

“The most productive wine districts of France are the

South and Southwestern, and the least productive is the

Northwestern. The vine grows not only on the level and
undulating lands, but also on the hill-sides and mountain

summits. These lands are mostly stony, sandy and ster-

ile, worn out and unfit for wheat growing. During the

last three or four years, a destructive disease has attacked

the vine, not only in France but in Italy, Spain and Portu-

gal. This malady is of a fungoid character, and its pre-

ventive or remedy has hitherto eluded the vigilance and
researches of the chemist and naturalist.

In the statistics I shall give you—-and they will be

official—I will for brevity avoid the smallest numerals, as

my object can be attained without them. I'he number of

acres of land under vine culture in France differs but little

from 5,009,000. There are about 2,000,000 of persons

(mostly females) employed in the cultivation of the vine

and the manufacture of wine, exclusive of 250,000 engaged

in the transportation and sale of wine. The annual aver-

age product is a little more than 800,000,000 gallons—for

obvious reasons I give you American rather than French

terms. 37ie domestic or home value varies, of course,

with the supply and demand, say from ten to twenty cts.

a gallon. For the last two years, owing to the “disease,’’

the price has augmented from one to two hundred per

cent, on former prices. The annual value may be set

down in round numbers at $109,000,000.

In the year 1849, which is probably the best in several

years, the number of acres under cultivation was 5,500,-

000, producing 925,000,000 gallons of wine. This was
an increase of 115,000,000 over that of the last decade,

1839. Nearly 50,000,000 gallons are annually exported

as French wines. In 1849, 41,000,000 were exported; in

1850,42,000,000; in 1851,49,500,000; in 1852, 53,200,-

000; in 1853, 43,500,000. Ninety millions ofgallons are

annually distilled into brandy, although for the ensuing

year, owing to Government restrictions, there will be but

little French brandy exported to the United States except

that made from American whiskey imported into France,

One-seventh, or about 133,000,000 gallons of wine, are an-

nually exported from France either as wine or its distill-

atons. The duty on wine and its products paid into the

French Exchequer during the past year was $22,800,000,
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This includes the ordlhary excise, as also the “Octroi,” or
j

city duty. There are by estimate, 220,000,000 gallons of

wine manufactured into spirits, exclusive of the 90,000,-

000 made into brandy. This leaves more than 700,000,-

000 gallons of wine for home consumption, or about

twenty-one gallons for each inhabitant for the year.

Wine, as a beverage, is universally used here by all

classes. The stronger liquors are chiefly for exportation

;

hence, you see but very little drunkenness in la belle

Prance.

The disease of the vine in France has for the last two

years been very destructive, and it has greatly diminished

the production of wine. This is on the increase, and fears

are entertained that it may totally destroy the vine. Under
|

this apprehension, may not the subject of vine culture
|

legitimately and appropriately attract the attention of our

Southern and Southwestern planters'? Many of our

Southern lands; I opine, are peculiarly adapted to the

vine, and from natural sterility or other causes are unsuit-

ed to products requiring richer and stronger soils. The

lands of Southern Europe employed by the vine are light

and sterile, unsuited to wheat and other grains.

PISCICULTTJEE-FISH BEEEDING.

The New York correspondent of the Charleston Mer-

cury (“Lorris”) gives us the following sketch of a very

useful little volume which may be obtained per mail from

Wm. N. White, Esq., Athens, Ga. We have perused it

with much interest, and would commend it to the atten-

tion of all who desire information upon the subject of

which it treats

;

“The other volume to which I invite your attention, is

one which should especially attract the notice of your

wealthy planters, who have fine estates, susceptible of im-

provement. It is from the press of the Appletons, also.

This is A Complete Treatise on Artificial Fish-Breeding.

It is partly a translation from the French, in which coun-

try they have carried this art to great perfection. It in-

cludes the Reports on the subject, made to the French

Academy and the French Government, and reports the

particulars of the discovery, and the progress which has

taken place in England, also, in respect to the artificial

breeding of fish. With these reports, it combines an ad-

mirable manual, in which you learn all the processes—are

shown your way, step by step, in the prosecution of an

art which is delicate, but not difficult; and, though seem-

ingly of much intricacy, is, in fact, exceedingly simple;

requiring nothing more tlian care, cleanliness, and dexter-

ity. It is really a beautiful art, which I could wish that .

some of your practical naturalists, (who better than Prof.

Holmes, ofyour Charleston College, who is a born natur-

alist, and loves his labors '?) would teach, as an aside, to

your planting gentry. Really, I am serious in desiring

that you should make all your planters, having leisure and

large estates, familiar with his beautiful practice, in which

Art proves herself, emphatically, to be the handmaid ofNa-

ture. To him who knows what your lordly old estates

were, along the banks of the Ashley, the Cooper, the

Ashepoo, &c.,—who knows what their tastes and refine-

ments were; who can, even now, penetrate the thickets

and show the ancient artificial fisheries
;
who knows what

wonderful natural p-eserves there are, all along the swamp-
j

girdled rivers of Carolina; who feels that every j^S/^-AoZe
j

in the swamps may be converted into a treasury and nurs-

ery
;
who knows that the luxuries, comforts, profits, of a

plantation—such as a gentleman would care to own

—

would be multiplied indefinitely, by the artificial breeding

of fish so as to form an inexhaustible supply
;
who knows

also, that our planters have a sufficient leisure, and great

passion for out- door exercises, in the fields and along the

rivers—with gun and fishing-rod
;
and who believes that

they are beginning to awaken, and be watchful of all im-

provements
;
to him who knows all this, it seems that a

study like the one which this book unfolds, would be of

inestimable value. I suppose that Holbrook, Holmes,

Bachman, and others among you—Porcher and Ravenel

—

have already looked somewhat into the matter; but I

could wish to see them egging their neighbors on, and
showing the planters how the thing may and ought to be

done. There may be largerforeign books on the subject,

but this before me seems an excellent manual, made as

clear as possible, and which will suffice to open the way
I should rejoice, next spring, to visit William Elliott—the

Devil-King—and look into his artificial fish-pond !”

WHY THE FARMER SHOULD GIVE HEED TO THE
MAH- OF SCIEKCE.

The following judicious remarks form the conclusion

of an able lecture by Prof. Tuomey, upon chemistry as

applied to agriculture

:

In conclusion, allow me to say one word upon the ap-

parent indifference with which agriculturists, as a body,

listen to the teachings of science.

Rural pursuits are far less favorable to speculative states

of mind than those of the manufacturer, and hence whilst

the latter has pressed chemistry into his service, the culti-

vator of the soil is too often contented to pursue his own
chance-directed processes unaided by the light of science.

This unnatural divorcement of science and agriculture

has often arisen from not distinguishing between agricul-

ture as a science and agriculture as an art. The man of

science investigates one department, and the cultivator of

the soil practices the other. Odium is often brought upon
what is called scientific farming by the failure of men of

science when they attempt the practice of agriculture.

Now, I believe that, in general, it will be found that it was
not the science but the common sense of such men that

was at fault. The practice requires a different training,

and however sound his principles, the mere man of science

fails for want of it when he attempts to try his own prin-

ciples practically. Liebig, I apprehend, would make but

a sorry plowman, yet the worM has listened to his teach-

ings. In all the arts of civilization this division of labor

is recognized. The anatomist points out, from his know-
ledge, of the hoof, the best mode of shoeing horses, but no
one would think of employing him to put his own prin-

ciples in practice. The chemist informs the tanner of

those substances that contain the largest amount of tannin,

and explains the rationale of all his processes, yet the

chemist is rarely expected to be able to produce leather

from the raw hide, nor is the utility of knowledge called

in question on this account.

Now, let this but be properly understood amongst us,

and there will be an end to the sneers at “book-farming,”

nor shall there be any longer cause to complain of the pro-

verbial tardiness with which practical agriculturists avail

themselves of the discoveries of chemical science.

It only remains for me, in conclusion, gentlemen, to bid

you God-speed in the great work that you have com-

menced, of constructing for the South a Southern system

of agriculture
;
everything around you calls for it

—

your

climate, not less than your staple productions, calls for it.

You can scarcely apply to your soils the experience of

any other conntry. You must conduct experimental re-

searches for yourselves, and upon those, guided by the

willing hand of science, you may erect a system that will

elevate the agricultuie of our country to the position that

nature has plainly indicated the South should occupy.

Always take one or more agricultural papers, for

every number will give you information which will bene-

fit you in dollars.
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AUGUSTA, GA:

VOL. xm, NO. 3... MAECSI, 1855.

ANSWEKS TO INQUIEIES, &C.

r O R. B., Florence, Ala.—Your request was complied
with, per mail, on the 9th ofFebruary.

W. G. D., Oakland, Ala.—Replied to yours of the 29th
©f January, per mail.

W. L. R., Emory, Miss.—The work you desire will be
gent you per mail for 87 cents, by addressing Fowlers &
Wells, New York City. We have only one copy, for our
own library.

J. A. G., P. M., Sharon, Tenn.—R. L. Allen, 189
Water street, New York City, can furnish the Italian Rye
Grass Seed, we suppose, it is a very valuable variety

for some sections, but has not been extensively tested in

this neighborhood, or by ourselves.

S. R, C., Nashville, Tenn.—An experienced planting
friend speaks very highly of Bullock’s Press for packing
cotton. An account ofyour “Cotton Picker” will be found
in present numbex’, under the head of “Something for

Cotton Planters.” We have instituted an inquiry for

the manufacturer of “Randall’s Cotton Plantei*.”

Strange ! that men who depend on the planting commu-
nity for their support should be ignorant of the advan-
tages of properly advertising their wares through the

agricultural press. We have had various inquiries for

this and other newly-introduced machines and imple-
ments, but we are often unable to give satisfactory re-

sponses to our querists. We truly wish you success in

your important enterprise. Keep us advised of its pro-
gressive improvement.

H. J. A., Woodville, Tenn.—See answer to J. A. G.,

P. M., above.

J. C. W., Perry’s Bridge, La.—Address B. V. Iverson,
Columbus, Ga., for “Rescue Grass” seed, and see his ar-

ticle in present number. Can send you Peas per mail,

but cannot obtain the Corn you desire.

J. R. S., Clarksville. Ga.—Your communication reach-
ed us too late for the present, but will appear in our
next number, divested in a slight degree of its pungent
personality. We shall be obliged for the hints to which
you allude, in your private note to the publisher. We
fully agree with you in I’egard to the size of the type

;

which, by the way, is “Brevier on Bourgeois body.”
“Long Primer” would be moi*e to our taste, with “lead-
ed Brevier” Yor the editorials, &c.

J. C. R., Prattville, Ala.—Your corn is certainly valu-
able, if it will, in the hands of others, do as well as with
you. We shall be obliged to you for the sample you
speak of, for experiment. It may be safely sent per
mail.

A. T. R., Vicksburg, Miss.—We consider the Brahma
Pootras, the Dorkings and the Games all desirable. The
Dorkings are somewhat deficient in constitution, but
when crossed with the Game, Brahma or Shanghai (of

medium size and fine form) they produce a very superior
|
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fowl for the table. We do not know of but 2 or 3 pairs

of really superior Dorkings in Georgia, and these are net
for sale. Address Francis Rotch, Esq., Morris, Otsego
Co., New York. See an excellent article on Poultry,

(from the American Horticulturist) in our present num-
ber.

J. D., Zero, Miss.—We will supply all the Strawberry
Plants you may desire in the fall of 1855. At present,

the kinds you name are scarce and difficult to procure.

S. D,, P. M., Kosciusko, Miss—The foregoing will also

serve as a reply to your friend, Mr. Jennings. It would
be useless to send him seed ofthe Strawberry, even if we
had it; as it “sports” very wildly; or, in other words,
does not reproduce itself truly* Will obtain plants Ibr

him next fall. It is now getting too late to ship them to

a distance for transplanting.

J. M. B., Coletto, Texas,—You allude to the “Battey
Potato.” It is planted here in June or July, ripens in

the fall, and will keep good.again until planting time, or

longer. J. A. Ansley. of this city, may be able to sup-
ply a small quantity for seed. We do not know any early

Potato of good keeping quality.

J. H. R., of “Apple Grove,” Ala., desires particular in-

formation in regard to the “best method of stabling,

lotting, feeding and grazing” a fine young ‘‘ JacA:,” he
has recently purchased. Will some of our experienced
mule-raisers come to his aid in this matter ?

T. H. Washington, Ai’k.—The name of your grass is

entirely new to us. Can you oblige us with a few the seeds,

per mail ?

S. H. G., Prattville, Ala.—The book you desire may
be obtained from John P. Jewett & Co., Boston, Mass.,

for $1 or SI -25. We can send you a package of seed,

post paid, at $1.

Mrs. C. S., Columbus, Ga.—Miner’s “ American Bee-

Keeper's Manual ” is a good work. It may be obtained
here, or perhaps at the bookstores in your city. Address
V. LaTaste, Esq., of this place, for information on Bees.

Bee Hives, &c.

F. E. T., Springfield, Ga.—We do not know of a work
exclusively devoted to Sugar making. It any of our
subscribers have such an one, they will oblige us by giv-

ing its title, price, &c., and informing us where it may be
obtained.

F. M., Marlin, Falls Co., Texas.—If you will specify

the particular book you desire Ave will send it to you.
You can probably procure Holmes’ “Southern Gardener”
in New Orleans—also Affleck’s “Rural Almanac,’’ an ex-

cellent little annual, may be obtained from B. M. Nor-
man, of the same city.

J. H. W., Leake’s Store, Ark.—We sent you per mail
the pamphlet you desired; but cannot supply the miss-
ing number. We will inquire in regard to the Mulberry.

J. W. B., Woodville, Miss.—Your letter was duly re-

ceived, but the two gold dollars dropped out en route

or were abstracted. In enclosing this slippery little

coin, the best way is to paste a thin strip of paper entire-

ly over it. Wafers crack and peel off, and are very un-
certain. We send you the Cultivator^ thus sharing the
loss. The '•'‘Horticulturist’^ is a distinct concern

;
and,

of course, we cannot be expected to pay out for it,

money which we have never received.

M. B. C., Vicksburg.—It is possible that you might
succeed with the Cranberry on the moist land you speak
of. The trial we gave the plant was scarcely a fair one,

on account of late planting and the extremely dry season
that followed.

D. B.—The Yucca, or “Spanish Bayonet,” properly

trained would make a most formidable hedge. It may
be propagated by seed, suckers, or pieces of the stem.

Try it, by all means.

H L.—It is said that if a small portion of Gas Tar,

(which may be obtained in all our large cities)

sprinkled through the manure or compost used for Corn
it will prevent the attacks of the Wire Worm. The ex-

periment can be cheaply made.

J. W. M.—The vegetable you aUude to is undoubted-
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ly the Dioscorea Japonica. It is, we believe, from China

;

and a few specimens have been brought to this country,

to be tried as a substitute for the Irish Potato, which, of

late, has rotted badly in many sections. A French pa-

per {Galignani) gives us the following account of it:

—

‘‘This plant, says the writer of a paper sent to the Cen-
tral Agricultural Society, may. by its size, weight and
hardy character, became exceedingly valuable in France,
as it will serve as a substitue for the potato. Its tu-

bers, like those of the Jerusalem Artichoke, resist in

the open air the severest winter, without sustaining any
injury. Several specimens of these roots, of very large

size, were presented in 1852 totlie Society, one of which,
of cylindrical form, was three feet in length : another
presented in 1853, weighed three pounds

;
the former

having been in earth 20 months, and the latter 10. The
flavor of this vegetable is more delicate than that of the

potato.”

L. T. P., Milledgeville, Ga.—See advertisements of

Madagascar Rabbits in present number. They are wmrth
from $10 to $15 per pair—the former price for fair young
specimens of 4 to 6 months old.

W. B. J. Mount Comfort, Tenn.—You can obtain a
Clover Seed Huller or Cleaner, from E. Whitman & Co.,

of Baltimore, Md. It is hard to say which is the best
Mower and Reaper combined.’' “Atkins’ Automaton
Self-Raker,” would be our first choice : but Allen’s,

Manny’s. Ketchum’s, Hussey’s and McCormick’s are all

highly spoken of. We have not sufficient knowledge of
fcheir relative merits, to decide for you.

THE NEXT FAIR—THE PEEMITJM LIST.

The remainder of the Premium List did not reach us in

time for present number, but will appear in our next. The
location of the Fair is not yet settled

;
it now stands be-

tween Atlanta and Macon, with, perhaps the strongest

leaning toward the former city. The Executive Committee
will meet here on the 6th of this month, for the purpose of

definitely arranging this and other matters. Should any-

thing worthy of note transpire at the meeting, it shall be
made known in our April number.

MULBERRIES FOR HOGS.

V A Subscriber ” wishes to obtain some information

in regard to the “Hicks Mulberry,” of which much has

been said in former volumes of this journal. Any of our

readers who possess the genuine continuous bearing vari-

ety, will confer a favor by furnishing us a plain and
truthful statement of its merits, for publication; or, if

averse to appearing in print, they may address the Editors

privately. If the Hicks Mulberrif is really as valuable

as some aver, no time should be lost in disseminating it

more widely throughout the country. We hope those

who possess a familiar knowledge of it, will promptly re-

spond to “A Subscriber’s” (and our owm) call for infor-

mation.

P. Barry, Esq., the practical and tasteful editor of

The Horticulturist,'” of Rochester, N. Y., will accept

our thanks for a copy of the “ Proceedings of the Third
Session of the American Pomological Societyf held in

Boston on the 13th, 14th and 15th of September, 1854.

|^°The “Journal op Agriculture” is the title of
' a new monthly of 32 pages, just started at Washington

\ City, by J. D, B. DeBow. Terms—SI per annum in ad-

I
vance.

Randall’s Cotton Planter.—If the patentee or manu-
facturer of this implement will address S. R. Cockrili.,

Esq
,
Nashville, Tenn., he may “hear of something to his

advantage.” Can any person tell us anything respecting

the merits of this -‘Planter,”, its cost, or where it may be

obtained!

“ Arthur’s Home Magazine is, in all respects, one

of our very best litei'ary exchanges. It is what its name
imports, a “Home Magazine,” well calculated to instruct

and amuse both th§ young and old members of the family

circle. Terms—$2 per year, in advance. Specimen

numbers sent free. Address, T. S. Arthur & Co., 107

Walnut street, Philadelphia.

High Prices for Negroes.—The Columbia (S. C.)

Tniies of the 2d of January, says
;
The stringency of the

money market, and the cry of “hard times,” does not ap-

pear to have had any effect upon the value of negroes.

Messrs. March & Sharp sold a lot yesterday at the follow-

ing prices.

2 old negroes, of 80 years of age, each. . . .S285
1 old man, of 80 years of age lOO

1 old man, of 100 years of age 41

1 old woman, of 90 years of age 115

1 woman, 25 years of age, and 5 children . . 1 ,950

1 fellow, 28 years ofage 700

1 fellow, 17 years of age 870

1 woman, 28 years of age, and 2 children.. 810

1 girl, 13 years of age 510

A man, 26
;
a woman, 23, and an infant. . 1,750

1 fellow, 20 years old 970

1 fellow, 18 years old 1,020

1 woman and child 735

A man, wife and two children 1,515

1 fellow, 20 years 1 ,050

Woman and three children 1 ,120

Others were sold at prices ranging from $‘575 toSSlh.

Bread.—Wheat divested of ah its bran does not con-

tain enough of the health-giving ingredients, particularly

of phosphate of lime, to satisfy the demands of nature.

Bread should be more thoroughly baked than it is usual-

ly, and not eaten warm from the oven.

Dry bread should never be thrown away. By soaking

and re-converting it into dough, it can be again baked in-

to excellent bread. It is of such materials that the de-

licious tea rusk are made. Bread of fine flour is too much
eaten.

We recommend farmers to have their wheat ground

more coarsely, and only take out a portion of the bran.

They may also add corn or rye meal, with advantage to

economy and health. It will be also economical in the

country to add potatoes.

Childre.n—

E

aTiNG AND SLEEPING.—A Well informed

medical writer says that immediately alter eating, if chil-

dren incline to sleep, they should be indulged in that pro-

i

pensity. The stomach makes large demands on the circu-

lation of the blood for the purposes of digestion
;
and as it

and the brain are like two mills on one stream
;
when the

one is engaged to the full extent, the other must suspend

its operations. Very much of the dyspepsia and bowel

complaints that prevail among business men is attributable

to the violation of thi.s law. Afier eating a full dinner they

keep the brain at work, and let the stomach take care of

itselL At evening new matters are added to the half di-

gested contents, and if a turn of cholera morbus does not

clean out the offending matter, they may accumulate to a

bilious colic or pass gradually away, making a dyspepsia.

The Horticulturist.—The club of subscribers to this

valuable monthly, are informed that our February list

was kept open until a few days since, when it was
sent on to the publisher. The back numbers will be soon

forthcoming, and regularly forwarded hereafter. We
make this brief explanation in answer to several letters of

inquiry.
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ANALYSIS OF WATER, &C,

Messrs. Editors—I have, until now, neglected to send

on my dollar, but, I suppose, “better late than never,” and,

in the language of one of your contributors, I am glad you
have adopted the rule of “no dollar no Cultivator-,'^ so en-

closed please find one dollar for the Cultivator.

Enclosed I send to Dr. Lee (knowing him to be a good
chemist) the analysis of a well of water on my place, form-

ing a fine bold stream. I respectfully ask your opinion of

it, and for what diseases you think it would be good.

ANALYSIS.

Temperature, 60 4-5 degrees—specific gravity, 138^^^!

—

reaction decidedly acid.

1. Carbonic Acid.

2. Free Sulphuric Acid.

3. Proto. Sulphate Ii’on.

4. Sulphate Lime.

5. Chloride Magnesium.
6. Sulphate Alumina.

7. Iodide Potassium.

By complying with the above you will greatly oblige a

friend and subscriber. W. L. R.

Remarks.—Were the quantity of carbonic and free sul-

phuric acids given, and that of the Iodide ofPotassium. in

a pint or quart of water, we could judge better of its

medicinal virtues. Iodine is a powerful medicine, and is

used to remove obstructions in glands, and cure other

chronic affections. Regarded as a whole, the water is a

to'uic—its free acids will tend to prevent all biliary concre-

tions, and its iron be, perhaps, of some service. Sulphate

of lime or gypsum, we regard as unwholesome, if taken

in quantities into the stomach. It prevails to an injurious

extent in many limestone regions
;
and to avoid it, we

have long used filtered rain-water for making tea and cof-

fee. L.

SHALL HOGS FOR THE SOUTH.

The attentive readers of this journal must have noticed

a very sensible article under the above heading on page

19 of the January (1855) number, from the pen of “C.L.,”

Minden, La., which concludes by desiring the opinion of

the conductors of the Cultivator on the subject. It is one

deserving of consideration; and as the writer has recently

purchased some six hundred acres of land near Athens,

partly for experiments in stock-growing, sheep and dairy

husbandry, he is anxious to collect the best judgment and

opinions of Southern men in reference to size, kinds and

varieties of different races of Live Stock. Free and friend-

ly discussion will doubtless bring out the results of years

of valuable experiencein this department ofrural industry

;

and from this record of actual practice with the peculiar

soils, plants, climates and domesticated animals of the

Southern States, much useful instruction may be derived

for the benefit of ail reading farmers.

In regard to a small breed of hogs in preference to a

large one, our views coincide with those of “C. L.,” and

mainly for similar reasons. We have had but little ex-

perience in curing meat at the South, but that little has

served to convince us that it is a more difficult operation

than at the North. In cutting up a small hog that weighed

a little over 200 pounds in January, when it was warm
enough for the large blowing flies to be on the wing buz-

zing about, anxious to lay their eggs, we were thankful

that the hams and shoulder pieces were no thicker, for

when very thick, as they are in large, well fattened ani-

mals, they are extremely liable to taint near the central

bones. As we pickle all the flesh of hogs, neat cattle and

sheep, not eaten fresh, our practice is not to cut in over-

large pieces, but to give the dry salt first, and the brine

that soon follows a fair opportunity to penetrate to the

centre of every piece. We never saw finer pickled pork

at the North than we now have at our first trial in Georgia.
While smoke, or pyroligneous acid, is a powerful antisep*-

tic, and preservative of meat, it is also nearly equally re-

sistive of those changes in the stomach which constitute

digestion
;
and on that account smoked hams, shoulders

and sides of hogs are less digestible than they would be if

not smoked. Excessive smoking should be avoided; a
little is nearly or quite harmless to most stomachs.

On all thin lands where food for swine is scarce, a
small breed of hogs should be preferred,.because two small
hogs will pick up a comfortable subsistence where one
large one would nearly starve. The two small animals
having eight legs to carry them over nearly barren old
fields and forests to hunt their living, while the one large

animal has but four, it is obvious that the former can gath-
er twice as much food in a day as the latter, and at the

same time each small animal needs only about half the
quantity to serve the natural wants ofhis little body. Do-
mestic animals require daily nutriment in proportion to

their weight; and it is on this principle that nature kindly
diminishes the size by stunting them, ofall young animals
where their proper aliment is scarce. She wisely attempts

to accommodate the volume and wants of their bodies to

the circumstances which surround them.

On our very poor land, we had rather keep two small
horses than one large one

;
and we shall act on the same

rule in the purchase of working steers, milk-cows, and
sheep for producing wool and mutton. Had we 600 acres

of rich land, our practice would be different; for large

animals have their advantages as well as small ones.

These advantages, however, are a little over-estimated by
Boussingault, and some English breeders, although

fashion in France and England favors mammoth horses,

cattle, sheep and swine. Small animals are said to waste
a little more food in respiration according to their weight,

than large ones, on the principle that a pound of lead run
into 16 ounce balls would cool sooner than if run into one
large ball. In the former case, the surface for the radiation

of heat is many times larger than in the latter
;
so the

skins of three cows that will weigh 2,000 pounds have a
larger surface than that of an ox that weighs as much as

the three cows. Boussingault asserts, and doubtless

truly, that large animals are cheapest kept when soiled or

stall-fed, according to weight. In a warm, quiet pen, or

stable, the loss of food from action, or walking (which
quickens respiration, and consumes both fat and muscles)

is reduced to its minimum. In the Southern States soiling

and stabling common stock are little practiced
;
and most

animals are left to seek their means of subsistence where
little is to be found.

Having decided in favor of small races, our next care

should be to keep no larger number of hogs, cattle, mules,

sheep or poultry than we can maintain in a growing, or

in a fattening condition. This is a point in animal phy-

siology and farm economy of great importance. We do
not say that the rule never has an exception

;
for such

rules are scarce. But the miserable economy of having

vastly more mouths to feed than food to supply them, meets

us in our every-day walks and rides. It were better

economy to kill half the live stock m the State at once

;

make their carcasses into rich manure, and with this raise

plants to feed and fatten the moiety that was kept for fu-

ture service. Dead animals make excellent manure; and
in the interior where Peruvian guano is worth from sixty

to seventy dollars a ton, mean cattle might be put to a

worse use than to be fed to hungry agricnltural plants.

The feeding of the latter on poor land, at a profitable rate,

is a hard problem to solve; and where one has no corn

for his hogs, and they are too poor for meat, why may he

not reduce their number by feeding a part to young and

needy corn plants 'I They have as good a right to eat

hogs, as hogs have to eat corn.
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All that we contend for is the maintaining of the trne

balance between the plants and animals kept, reared and

improved, (not deteriorated) on a farm. One may have

too few animals for the highest pront, as well as too matiy.

Extremes in either direction are to be avoided; while the

unknown latent resources of the soil are to be studied with

all po.ssible care. These may happily enable us to grow,

and bring to full maturity, far more of our most profimble

crops. The subsoil may have hidden treasures in store for

us, and for our live stock that will make both rejoice in

the fatness of the land. Well directed industry and sound

economy rarely fail to receive a liberal reward, even where

the soil is not of the most promising character. By cherish-

ing moderate expectations, and working up to the line of

duty in the management of all kinds of stock—in saving

their manure and producing feed for them—few will be

disappointed. L.

Davy’s Devon Herd Book.—The second volnme of

this work is just published, and now ready for distribution

at the New York State Agricultural Rooms, Albany. By
enclosing R. P. Johnson (Corresponding Secretary)

Si. 50, he will forward the book to any address desired.

The liberality in registering animals of American breed-

ers, giving them equal advantages with those of the lo-

cation where the breed originated, deserves the good feel-

ing and patronage of this country.

WHEN AND EOW TO SOW CLOVER SEED.

Messrs. Editors—I see you recommend Red Clover

to be used at the South. I am particularly fond ofraising

stock and wish to have the best pastures I can procure.

You say Red Clover grews well in South Alabama
;

I am
anxious to try it on my farm. I wish the information as

to the best time of the year to sow the Clover seeds, and

how to prepare the ground '? Whether to sow it with

Oats or Rye 1 or whether to put anything on the ground

but the Clover seed at the time the seed is sown or the

same season 1 Very respectfully yours, &c.,

Oakley, La., 1855. C. Lewis.

In the Northern wheat-growing districts, clover is gene-

rally sown in March on snow and before the frost is out

of the ground, and upon land seeded with wheat in Sep-

tember The snow enables one to scatter clean fine clover

seed more evenly over the whole surface than can be done
,

without it as a guide. As the snow melts and the frost
|

leaves the ground, the seed sinks into the moist earth,

soon germinates, and gives an even stand of young plants.

At the South, we should sow clover seed either in De-

cember, January or February, preferring the first named
month, upon land rich enough to bring a good crop of

wheat, that had been recently plowed and harrowed. For

covering clover seed, and all grass seeds, we prefer a

bush, or light tree-top to any other means; and mainly be-

cause it covers none of the seed too deeply, and leaves

little or none naked, and at the same time the surface is

smoother than it would have been had the seed been

covered with a harrow or plow. As a general rule it is

best to roll the ground after the seed is bushed in or har-

rowed in.

We doubt whether it is wise to sow rye, wheat, oats or

barley with clover seed with a view to protect the young

plants from* a Southern sun
;
and we weuld prefer

to try clover seed alone. On comparatively poor land,

there is danger of robbing the soil of its fertility by the

growing cereals, to the serious injury of clover
;
and if the

latter can endure the climate at all, give its deep tap-root

rich earth in which to grow, and the plant will need no

other plant to shelter it. According to our experience,

step-mother plants are bad nurses
j
they consume more

nutriment than they pay for in shade, or any other bene-

fit to the main crop.

From eight to twelve pounds of clean clover seed are

usually sown upon an acre : when sown in chaff (as is

done by most men who raise their seed) each farmer is

governed b)'’ his judgment us to the quantity to be given to

any given area. It is better to put on too much seed than

too little, for the excess does no harm. L.

Durham and Devo.'; Catti.e, Shekp, Swine, &c.—See
advertisement of L. G. Morris, Esq

,
in present number.

Mr. M. is one of our most reliable breeders and importers

of fine stock, and those who send him orders can depend,

upon having them satisfactorily filled.

OSAGE ORANGE HEDGES.

Messrs. McGrew, Leas iL Co., of Dayton, Ohio, give us

the following directions for propagating, planting and

training Osage Orange Hedge Plants. We have been

quite successful in sprouting the seed as follows : enclose

it in a strong cotton bag of open texture, and soak it five

or six days in running water; then mix with sand, and

manage as directed below. We lost great quantities of

seed by attempting to soak it in warm water, and never

succeeded till we tried Mr. Pitkin’s plan of steeping

several days in a running stream. The proper time to do

this is from the 20th of February to the 1st of April (in

the South.) In other respects the subjoined directions are

judicious and practical

:

directions to grow plants SETTING AND MATURING
THE FENCE.

Soak the seed in warm water from 30 to 40 hours, mix it

with an equal quantity of clean sand
;
put it into a shal-

low box not more than 4 or 5 inches deep; keep it in a

warm place and wet it two or three times a day, stirring

it up well each time, 'i'hus attended, it will sprout in 10

or 15 days. The ground should be new, fertile, and as

free as possible from weeds
;
deeply and thoroughly culti-

vated, it may then be planted in rows of from one to two

feet wide, at the rate of one quart to 3 or 4 square rods, it

should be covered from one to two inches deep. They
must be kept clear of grass and weed.s, and be well culti-

vated during the summer.

SETTING the PLANTS IN HEDGE ROW.

The ground should be thoroughly broken up, to the

depth of 12 or 14 inches, and from 8 to 10 feet wide, well

prepared. It is then necessary to stake off the row, and

draw a line to work by. The hole for inserting the plants

should be made with a steel dibUe of proper size. Plants

to beset G to 8 inches in the single line, and well put in
;

the soil on both sides of the hedge wants thorough cultiva-

tion each season until a fence is matured. No stock should

be allowed in the enclosure when the hedge is set, until

after harvest, and it is better to have none in until fall.

The next spring it must be cut off just above the surface

of the ground. If a vigorous growth is obtained by the

last of June it may then be cut within 4 inches of the first

cutting, if not the second should lie deferred until the

•spring, thereafter twice a year, in the spring and mid-

summer, each cutting to be from 4 to G inches above the

former. The cutting should be simply square off, letting

the side branches .grow until a height of 12 to 15 inches is

obtained, after which it should be rounded, so as to have

a fence, when matured, 4 or 5 feet wide at the base.

Be admonished that a stitch in time saves nine, for

the laying up one rail or nailing one board may save the

ninth repetition and unruly stock.
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DISEASED MEAT.

Messrs. Editors—Ir killing mv hogs I found that the

meat of two, that were to all appearances just as healthy,

hearty and thrifty as the others, were full (4 or 5 to every

inch) of small globules, not exactly round, but inclined to

be long. The outside of these globules was a very thin

skin, containing water, in the centre was a white sub-

stance like matter ov pus-, there was nothing offensive in

it at all. The meat was much softer and more flabby

than that of the other hogs. The heart and liver ©f these

two hogs, in fact all the meat, heads shoulders, sides and
hams, were full of it. I would be glad to have this

phenomenon explained, as it is entirely new to me.

, Yours truly, Wm. H, Ray.
Greenville, Ala., 1855.

Remarks.—The only explanation of which the singular

case admits, is the fact that the cellular tissues of the ani-

mals were generally diseased, and the inflammatory ac-

tion took the form above indicated. Hogs are not very

subject to maladies, especially in the few first years of

their existence; and they are seldom allowed to live long

enough to suffer from the ills incident to old age, and a

worn out constitution. The sudden transition from low
feeding to high feeding sometimes vitiates the blood, and
causes a morbid action in the cellular system not unlike the

cases described. Less nutritious food, and that contain-

ing a little accidity, like sour milk, or fermenting slops,

will operate as a preventive of such complaints, L.

FEEDING SHEEP ON COTTON SEED. •

Messrs. Editors—Experience and observation has

prepared me to believe that sheep which are fed on cotton

seed are more subject to the rot and other diseases than when
fed on other food. For the last eight years my sheep

were wintered entirely on cotton seed, during the most of

that time they were affected with a most distressing

cough and running at the nose, which foretold their con-

dition
;
and after they were turned to grass in die spring,

running at large, they continued to eough and run at the

nose, and when the weather became warm, would sickea

and die in large numbers. This season I have fed entire-

ly on fodder and oat straw, which they eat kindly, and in

keeping them in this way I find they are now healthy and

sound, free from cough and as clean abeut the nose as a

goat.

Now, Messrs. Editors, if cotton seed feed produces the

above stated facts, cannot some of your numerous corres-

pondents, or Dr. Lee, enlighten the readers of the Cultiva-

tor on the subject.

lam, with respect, yours, &c.,

Aaron W, Grier,

Ttaytov-n, Ga., Feb., 1855.

THE EOT QUESTION, AGAIN!

Messrs. Editors—From some cause or other the Sep-

tember ( 1854) number of the Cultivator, containing the

piece of “W, P. W,” upon the subject heading this article

did not reach me until I had read the reply of “A. T. L,,”

in the November number. Although you are crowded,

(as I learn from the contents of the Cultivator,') with con-

tributions from your numerous correspondents, still I hope

you will find room to insert a short article by way of re-

ply, especially as it was my article which called forth the

lengthy reply of “ W. P. W.”
Whatever be the opinion of my unknown friend, “A. T.

L.” as to the cause inducing “W, P. W.” to write, whether
for reputation or to advance the cause of truth, my opinion

is, it is a very well written production; calculated to de-

ceive those who have not been eye witnesses of the plain

matter of fact, that Bots do kill horses. I am free to ad-

mit I have not gone into an analytical or microscopical ex-

amination of the subject, and if I were to do so I would be

incompetent to determine whether the stomach of the grub
was capable of digesting chyle or flesh and blood; nor do
I consider it at all necessary, with the truth before us that

such is the case. The theory advocated by “W. P. W.”
I have, formerly, wished to entertain. The “father of the

wish” was the simple fact that there was no remedy for

the disease, known as a specific. Nothing but such facts

as plain as common sense could not controvert, has forced

upon me the theory which I now entertain
;
just such

facts as I doubt not would change the views of “W. P. W.’^

or any other living man, claiming a moderate share of

acuteness and observation. I mean no reflections by the

use of these terms
;
indeed, I have a high regard for all

the writer.s of the Cultivn.tor, and look upon them as a

band of noble brothers, giving their experience and obser-

vation to each other for the interest of the whole. Let me
here doff my cap to “A. T, L.” for coming so timely to

contribute his aid to advance the cause of truth. But like

myself he can only assert a fact that has passed under his

observation. The bare assertion of which, I do not think

likely to change the views of “W. P. W,,” or any of his

adherents. This is not at all strange; evidence of this

character and at so great a distance, cannot be received

by the mind in the habit of solving its own difficulties and
forming its own theories, especially when supported by
the learned M. D.’s who have contributed the weight of

their learning and investigation in making up the theoiy.

I shall reserve the right to “A. L. L.” to preach the funer-

al of “W. P. W.’s” theory, when he, the Editors, and “W.
P. W.” shall think most proper to do so

;
and will give

him one single instance, the last which passed under my
observation, for his text on that occasion:

I had a good horse some 10 years old, (getting towards

the age when they are generally more quiet upon the ap-

proaches of the fly to deposit their eggs, which breeds the

bots) at work very leisurely in the field
;
he came and ate

his dinner as usual, and returned to the plow without any
symptoms of distress. About the middle of the evening,

the plowman brought the horse to the house and reported

him indisposed. I looked at him and thought him
but slightly afflicted, and could not judge from any symp-
toms the nature of the disease, as he stood still, except a
little trembling

;
evinced no desire to lie down, and only

moved when forced to do so. As is my habit, we used

some external remedies only. The trembling continued to-

increase till it could be heard at considerable distance, the

horse still standing. After some time he laid down, and
without any other effort worthy of note commenced strain-

ing; his straining was so great the rectum came out some
10 inches, J suppose, and I began to think probable the

whole intestines were coming out. Until then we enter-

tained hopes of his recovery, and this unnatural straining

and internal derangement was about the the first evidence

we had of bots. I was then certain the food got in an un-

natural channel. He soon died, and curiosity led me to

have him cut open and examined. The servant attending

the operation in search of the grub, for some time kept re-

porting the maw as sound. I made him take out the in-

trails and turn it over, when the cause of the horse’s death

was plain before my eyes—while one side was sound, the

other was almost entirely eat up, in great round holes,

large enough for an egg to pass through without any diffi-

culty. These holes killed the horse, and they killed him
about as soon as he would have died had they been mus-
ket balls.

Such is my incredulity, that the bare theory of no liv-

ing man can make me disbelieve a fact seen with mine
own eyes. Had “W. P. W.” been there to apply his mi-

croscopical investigation to the bots which had done the

work, he would have found them filled with flesh and
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blood. I am sure such an investigation as this would

have convinced him. I am equally certain nothing less

•will. I am more certain of this, than I am that it is a

worm which gives gapes to a chicken and kills it, although

I have frequently twisted them out of their throat. While

evidence of this character cannot fail to change a theory,

however firmly fixed in the mind it may be
;
yet, as there

are so many constructions and different ways of account-

ing for things to which w'e are not eye witnesses, it is al-

most impossible to get the assent of the mind to receive it

as truth.

I will put a question to “ W. P. W.” which I should

like to hear him answer. Can no combination of circum-

stances arise by which the hoi'se might retain the bot too

long in the stomach after reaching maturity 1

I cannot, in justice, quit the subject without one pass-

ing remark in reply to what he has said about the instinc

tive dread of the horse to the approach of the fly. That

the horse dreads the gad fly is a conceded point. I hold

it is an instinctive dread, and he contends it is from pain

inflicted by the hooks or claws of the fly. I must be per-

mitted to put one or two more questions to him for solu-

tion. Can there be pain inflicted upon any animal with-

out so;-ne sign, either of blood or a swelling of the parts

disturbed 1 If a pain corresponding with the hatred the

horse bears the gad fly, were so often applied to the same
places on the horse, as they are in the habit of making
their applications, would not these parts be very much
swolen or there be a gore of blood such as your hated flies

produce ] Come, my friend, “W. P. W.,” speak out plain,

and to the point
;
you say I claim a good deal for the

* horse’s instinct, and, inasmuch as it is not sufficient to

keep him from getting the egg in his mouth, you will not

allow him any at all. I answer, had Nature not been dis-

cordant in her work, much of pain and suffering would

have been avoided ; and were each of the eggs of this fly

turnished with the sam.e buzzing note which the fly has,

his instinct, or if you please, his brain would have kept

them out of his mouth. While I claim instinct f@r the

horse I claim just as much for the fly. Perhaps my friend

would prefer the term brain. I shall not dispute that

point, but will say it is the same sort of brain as that

which marks the bee, the prince of mechanics. Instinct

or brain, the fly will be certain to make the deposit at the

right place. It (the fly) must be a very sound reasoner to

know the horse would never find it on the hindleg; it

must calculate well to know if put under the throat, where
the horse’s mouth can never get, that he will be certain to

rub it off in his manger, or if placed upon the withers,

horses are in the habit of licking and biting each other

upon that part. So it is, and their instincts keep up a

constant warfare—all to give man trouble, upon the same
principles and for the same reasons that thorns and

thistles grow. As to the hooks in the leg of the fly, 1

have never yet been able to detect their formidable charac-

ter. I have never examined with a microscope, though I

have frequently handled them in my naked hand, and re-

gard them about the same as a butterfly’s. Neither the

advice of my friend, ‘‘A. T. L.,” or the theory of “W. P,

W.” have yet changed my views about the necessity and
importance of greasing the egg, as I conceive that to be

the only state in which the bot can be managed. It is

said that the warm breath blown upon the nit for a few
minutes will hatch the young bot. If the greased one will

hatch as readily as the one not greased, I will quit the

practice and try some other remedy. If it will not hatch

at all (and 1 have never succeeded in hatching one) why
not continue it I It is a simple and I regard it as a safe

remedy. I must confess, however, I have not proved it in

all its aspects. Let us adopt it and exterminate the bots

entirely from the land. J. A. T,

Xear Brownsville^ Tenn., Jan.^ 1855.

Plowing in Gu.ano.—A correspondent of the Country

Gentleman^ to an inquiry as to the best method of apply-

ing guano to clay lands, says :

“ I have tried it on clay land that had been in grass for

tive years. On one half the field I plowed it to the depth

ofseven inches, and on the other half harrowed in, planted

it all in corn, and staked off an equal number of hills from

each part. It all came up equally well, but by the early

part of summer there was an marked difference of the field,

which continued throughout the season; and upon husk-

ing, that which had been plowed in [and staked off upon
planting,] produced nine bushels, while that which had

been harrowed in produced but five bushels, showing the

advantage of plowing it in, even in heavy clay soil. The
soil was a slate and the amount used was about 200 lbs.

to the acre,”

AGRICmTURAL SURVEYS OF THE SEVERAL DIS-

TRICTS AND COUNTRIES.

The following programme is marked out by Edmund

Ruffin, the distinguished agriculturist of Virginia, for con-

ducting agricultural surveys. Though intended for his

own State, the principles, wdth slight modification, may be

adapted to any other State

;

GENERAL PLAN AND ARRANGEMENT, AND SOME OF THE
PARTICULAR SUBJECTS, SUGGESTED FOR A REPORT OP AN

AGRICULTURAL SURVEY OP A COUNTY, OR ANY OTHER

AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT.

I. General features and character of the country., in the

following respects :

1. Situation, extent, and natural physical characters and

divisions, illustrated, by a map of small size.

2. Surface and face of the country, and diversities of

elevation and exposure.

3. Climate, and especially any peculiarities thereof, and

the causes.

4. Geological characters of different parts, so far as

known.
5. Useful minerals, and especially such as are, or may

be, valuable as manures.

6. Water, in reference to uses of navigation, irrigation,

propelling machinery, &c.

7. Market, towns, and manner of, or facilities for trans-

portation of products.

II. General description and management of lands.

1. Classes and kinds of soil, and of subsoil, to be desig-

nated (when extensive) on the map.

2. Quantities of arable land, or meadow, (not subjected

to ordinary tillage, or rotation of crops,) of land, swamp,

or marsh, and other waste or unproductive lands.

3. Sizes of farms, usual or unusual.

4. The usual crops, of large and of small culture.

5. Rotation of crops.

6. Manner and depth of plowing, and preparation for

and tillage, and genei’al management of crops.

7. Expense of cultivation.

8. Agricultural products proper to be made in the local-

ity, and which are brought from other places, and the ex-

tent of such supplies.

III. General market prices ofla.nds, past and present,

and causes of rise or fall in prices. Rates of rent.

IV. Drainage a nd embankments.

1. Of tide marshes and swamps.

2‘ Of swamp or otlier low and wet lands, higher than

the tide.

3. Drainage of arable, or high and firm lands, for either

surface water or springs, and by either open or covered

drains.
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V. ItnplevKfnts and macJimes fur agricultural operations.

VI. Fencing and enclosing.

1. Kinds and costs of fencing.

2. Advantages and disadvantages of the separate en-

closing of each field, or each farm, compared to dispens-

ing with either or both
;
and instead, confining live stock

to enclosed pastures, or herding them, especially in refer-

ence to hogs,

VII. Grass, Jmisha7idry, grazing, and g7'een or vegetable

manuring crops.

1. Natural meadows on moist ground.

2. Artificial (or sown) grasses on permanent meadows
or pastures.

3. Artificial grasses, peas, or other green or forage

crops, alternated with tillage crops on arable land.

4. Mowing and hay,

5. Crops of grass, peas, or weeds, left to manure the

land on which they grew.
VIIT. Live stock.

1. Teams, or animals for labor.

2. Animals reared and kept for their products, or fat-

tened for sale or home consumption, and their manage-
ment.

3. Animals purchased from abroad, and general cost

thereof.

4. Comparative profits of hogs confined to enclosed pas-

tures, of to styes, and those ranging at large,

IX. Dairy management a nd products.

1. Products consumed or sold.

2. Supplies of butter and cheese from abroad.

X. Manures.
1. Cow-yard and stable manure, and other stock sup-

plies. Collection and choice of material—preparation,

and effects. Fermented and unfermented manures.
2. Straw, leaves, or other unmixed vegetable matters,

unrotted when applied.

3. Peat, marsh, or swamp mud as manure.
4. Fossil shells or marl.

5. Lime.

6. Any supply of carbonate of lime from other sources.

7. Wood ashes—coal ashes.

7. Bone dust, or phosphate of lime in other materials,

8. Gypsum.
9. Guano.

11. Any earths containing fertilizing ingredients, and
fit for manures.

12. Any other neutral salts, or materials containing

them, useful for manuring.
13. Composts of different manuring materials,

XI. Orchards and their products, vineyards, vegetable

gardens supplying products for sale generally and exten-

sively.

- Xil. Woodland.

1. General description of the growth of different kinds
of lands.

2. Uses and value of timber and other products.

3. Proportion of farms necessary to be kept under
wood.

4. Disadvantages and cost of excess of wood-land to

agriculture.

XIII. Old and bad, practices, and new or recently intro-

duced processes or improved practices in agriculture.

XIV. Notices or suggestions of new or neglected resources

for agricultural improvement.
XV. Obstacles to agricultural improvement and profit.

1 . Obstacles opposed by natural and unavoidable cir-

cumstances.

2. Obstacles caused by erroneous governmental policy,

or by omission of proper legislation.

3. Obstacles caused by individual action or neglect.

XVI. Unhealthiness of reddents, caused by climate and
condition of the country and its agriculture.

CULTIVATOE.

1. Local sources of malaria, tlieir extent, operation, and
degrees of malignity—such as rapid streams sometimes

overflowing the bordering land— tide-water marshes, fresh

or salt—swamps, whether in their natural state or when
under culture—mill-ponds, atid the passage of transient

and irregular floods of fresh water over salt marshes.

2. Accumulation of putrifying matters, animal and
vegetable, in towns, their injurious effects on health, and
the means of rendering them innoxious, and useful as

materials for manure.
3. Increase or decrease, and greater or less extent and

virulence of malarious diseases, in past time and now,
and the supposed causes of change.

4. Means of removing or dimini.shingthe cause.s ofsuch

diseases, within the reach of individual proprietors, and
such means as cannot be used without governmental inter-

position, and compulsory direction.

XVII. Any other subjects not here indicated, width may
be connected with the agriculture or economy of the county

or other locality treated of, aaid of which the discus.don

vrould be useful in aid of improvement.

THE TEXAS OAT GRASS ALIAS THE EESCTJE—EX-
PERIMENT WITH RYE.

Messrs. Editors—Owing to the continued dry weather

which followed my January report in the Cultivator, I

I did not cut my rye, or the grass, during that month,

and hence my omission to furnish you with an article

for the February number
;

and in this report I regret to

say I cannot be as accurate as I desire. The servant ac-

customed to cutting the rye was not aware that I intend-

ed to weigh each cutting, and therefore repeated this ope-

ration without my knowledge. He says, however, that it

did not fall short of the first cutting more than one-third,

which weighed, as reported, fifteen pounds.

The grass, since that time, seems not to have grown one

inch in height, but is beginning to enlarge its dimensions,

somewhat, latitudinally. Algernon.
February, 1655.

CIRCTJLAR-HERD BOOK.

Dear Sir—During the past year, I have been inquired

of, by several Short Horn Cattle breeders, when I intend-

ed to issue a second volume of the American Herd Book.

My reply has been, “not until the Short Horn breeders

would come forward in sufficient number to patronize the

work, by furnishing the pedigrees of their stock, and to

buy the book to an extent sufficient to warrant the expense

of its publication.” The first volume of the American
j

Herd Book, which I published in 1846, is still indebted to

me in the cost of the book itself, throwing in the time and

labor I spent upon it.

At the late “National Cattle Show,” held at Springfield,

Ohio, a large number of Short Horn breeders were as-

sembled, from ten or twelve States, and the Canadas. The
subject of a continuance of the publication of an American

Herd Book was fully discussed by them. It was agreed

that, with so large a number of Short Horn Cattle as are

now owned and bred in the United States, and the Cana-

das, a Herd Book, devoted to the registry of American

Cattle was imperatively demanded. The expense and

trouble of transmitting their pedigrees to England, and

the purchase of the voluminous English Herd Book, now
costing at least S200, is no longer necessary

;
and that as

the breeding of pure Short Horn blood must depend much
upon having a domestic record at hand, when the requis-

ite information can be obtained, and that of a reliable

character, a Herd Book is indispensable.

In pursuance of the unanimous request of the gentle-

men engaged in breeding Short Horns, above alluded to,

together witli many individual solicitations which I have
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received from other breeders during the past year, I have

concluded to issue this, my prospectus for a second volume

of The American Herd Book, and to request you, if you

feel an interest in the work, to inform me at your earliest

convenience, whether you wdll aid in its publication by

sending a record of your animals for registry, and to

designate the number of volumes of the book you will take.

The size of the work will, of course, depend upon the

number of animals registered, which, if this opportunity

is embraced by the breeders generally, will be several

hundred pages, octavo, and illustrated v/ith portraits of

such animals, properly engraved, as the owners may be

desirous to have inserted, they furnishing the cuts for the

purpose.

I shall also give an account of all the recent importa-

tions into the United States. A copy of the Catalogue of

each separate herd will be given, whenever they can be

obtained, together with the account of their sales, the

prices at which they were sold, purchaser's names, &c.

In short, every matter of interest in relation to them, so

far as it can be obtained, will be given.

All papers relative to such information will be thankful-

ly received, sent in my Post Office address at Black Rock,

New York.

As it is necessary that I get to work by the first of this

month, you will oblige me by replying immediately, and

informing me whether you will have your cattle recorded,

and if so, what the probable number will be, and the num-
ber ot volumes you will take. The recording fee for each

animal will be fifty cents
;
the price of the book five dol-

lars. The recording fees, will be expected to be remitted

in advance, when the pedigrees of the cattle are forwarded,

and the book paid for on delivery.

If, bij any casualty, the book shovld tiot be issued, the ad-

vance money tcill be promptly reftended.

That there may be as little uncertainty as possible, I

wish that the reply to this may be as prompt as con-

venient, that 1 may know whether T shall be justified in

undertaking the work
;

if so, I will give you notice of the

fact as early as the first of March, 1855, on receiving

which, your pedigrees and insertion fees will be required

to be sent immediately.

Very respectfully yours,

Lbwis F. Allen.

Buffalo, Black Rock Post Office, N. Y., Dec., 1st, 185-1.

P. 8.—As I cannot be presumed to know the name and

address of every Short Plorn breeder in the country, you
will oblige me by sending one of these circulars to every

breeder wdth whom yon are acquaintsd, or to whom you

have sold “Herd Book” animals, and give me a list of

others, that I may send them a circular, so as to give as

extensive information as possible on the subject.

L. F. A.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

Of the benefit and importance of associated effort in ag-

riculture, the Cheraw (S. C.) Gazette thus discourses:

“Recently, we very briefly called the attention of our

planter friends to the importance of organizations to pro-

mote the success of agriculture among them. And in

view of the importance of the subject we now take the

liberty of referring to it again. Experience everywhere

most conclusively demonstrates the value of such organi

zations. Even in old England, where the lights of a

thousand year’s experience, are at the command of the

planter. Agricultural Associations are still the order of the

day—are still the cherished means of diffusing knowledge

among their members. We have not yet arrived

fection in any of the Arts or Sciences, nor until we do so,

can we safely dispense with the practical results of the ex-

perience of our fellow laborers. Precept without example,.

is like faith without works—it is dead and valueless.

“Suppose that A., (and our readers can at a moment’s

warning point to many such,) enters upon his profession

(planting) with moderate means, and in the course of his

life, by industry, economy aad untiring perseverance, ac-

cumulates a reasonable fortune. Now, isolated as most

of our planters are, we would like to know what use he

has been to his neighbors and to the State, save in the

amount of taxes he has eontributed to the support of the

government '? Every beneficial result of his experience is

locked up in his bosom, and will descend into the same
grave with his body. And this is owing to no peculiar

fault of his; but it is the natui*al result of isolation. Can,

our planters be desirous of winning such an inglorious

distinction 1 We know they are not. But if they were
animated by no higher motive, by no nobler desire, than

the mere accumulation of wealth, then the very best

means to promote that object, would be to profit by the ex-

perience and example of others, which are most easily at-

tainable through Agricultural Associations. These Asso-

ciations afford the means of comparing the actual results

of the experience of their members, attainable in no other

way.”

A Priceless Cow.—The Mobile Tribune, has the fol-

lowing notice of a Devon cow

:

“We have occasionally observed in the agricultural pa-

pers notices of fine milking cows, but we think Mobile, in

one case at least, can surpass them all. A gentleman in

this vicinity—who is too modest to have his name men-

tioned—has a Devon cow, six years old, running at large

on the commons every day, but kept up at night and well

fed on bran, hay, vegetables, &c., which gave the past

year 1,620 gallon.s of milk. The dairy-woman’s memor-
andum is as follows

:

First three months, average, G gallons of milk and 12

pounds ofbutter.

Second three months, 5 gallons of milk and 10 pounds

ofbutter.

Third three months, 4 gallons of milk and 8 pounds of

butter.

Fourth three months, 3 gallons of milk and 6 pounds of

butter.

The milk at 40 cents per gallon, which is the common
price here, would amount to S648. This shows the im-

portance of having a full blooded cow. In the present in-

stance the cost of keeping is no more than an ordinary

country cow, and yet the value of milk for one year is

nearly $C50.

True Philosophy.—An old man was toiling through

the burden and heat of the day, in cultivating his field

with his own hand, and depositing the promising seeds

into the fruitful lap of the yielding earth. Suddenly there

stood before him under the shadow of a huge linden tree,

a vision. The old man was struck v/ith astonishment.

“I am Solomon,” spoke the phantom, in a friendly voice.

“What are you doing here, old man 1”

“If you are Solomon,” replied the venerable laborer,

“how can you ask this 1 In my youth you sent me to the

ant; I saw its occupation, and learned from that insect to

be industrious and to gather. What I have learned I have

followed out to this hour.”

“You have only learned half your lesson,” resumed the

spirit. “Go again to the ant, and learn from that insect to

rest in the winter of your life, and to enjoy what you have

gathered up .”

—

German AUepnry.

Early fruit trees ^should be protected from the frost

by spreading straw around the roots, which will preveuit

the buds from starting.
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TILL LITTLE AND THAT LITTLE WELL. PACTS ABOUT THE Ul^ITED STATES,

’Tis folly in the extreme to till

Extensive fields and till them ill.

The farmer, pleased, may boast aloud

His bushels sown, his acres plowed,

And, pleased, indulge the cheerless hope
That time will bring a plenteous crop.

Shrewd common sense sits laughing by.

And sees his hopes abortive die
;

For when maturing seasons smile,

Thin sheaves shall disappoint his toil.

Advised, this empty pride expel

;

Till little and that little well.

Of taxing, fencing, toil, no more
Your ground requires when rich than poor;

And more one fertile acre yields

Than the huge breadth of barren fields.

SUGAE TKADE OF THE UNITED STATES.

The N. Y. Shipping List has prepared valuable statements
and tables exhibi ing the sugar trade of the United States,

from which we learn that the total receipt of foreign unre-
fined Sugar into the United States for ihe year ending Dec.
81, 1854, was .165,924 tons, .against receipt'^ of 212,746 tons
in ’ 853, and the qnantitv taken for consumption in 1854 wf s

15'^,855 tons, against 2't0.610 tons consumption in 1853,
196,553 tons in 1852, 181,047 tons in 1851, and '43,015 m
1859^being a decresse in the consop’ion of 1854, as compared
with 1853, of49,756 tons, or over 24 per eent., while the
tota[ consumption of 1354, (assuming the stock of domes
tic Ist Jan’" ary each year 'o be eq^el,) was 835,298 tors,

against 372,989 tons in 1853, or an increase of nearly 8)^
per cent.

The -"ery large filling off in the quantity of foreign taker,
as attributable chiefly to the unprecedented crop of Loui-
siana, which was 449,824 bhds., and the low price at which
it was offa’^edjthe yie'd being by fir the largest ever gather
ed in that S ate, though produced from a smf^l’er number
of plantations, some growers having abandoned tue cul

tureof the cane and substituted cotton, the returns obtain-
ed not being considered remunerative. The increase in
the consumption for some years has been at the rate of
2al0 par cent., but the past years it has only been a iittle

over 3 per cent., owing to the stagnation that has porvad
ed the channels of trade, and the emb sTra sment and de-
pression that has existed almost throughout its entire

course.
The quantity of Sugar made from Molasses the past year

shows a considerable diminution when compared with the
quantity so piodnced in 1853; it is estimated at 12,628
tons, or 50,000 hhds., 53,000 yielding 500 lbs. each, and
8,000 of Concentrated 600 lb. each, against 66 500 hhds.
<(14,977 tons) in 1858; the estimate given is believ 'd to be
rather over than under the actual amount; th a tailing efi"

is owing, in a great mosBure, to the low prices that have
ruled for raw Sugar, and the high rates which Molasses hss
commanded, thus diminishing the profits and production,
and rendering the busine-ss unremunerative. If to the
’abovee figures we now add the yield o- the Mapie tree, say

12,300 tons, and the estimated consumption of California

.and Oregon, 4,700 tons, would give n total conrumi Um
in the United States of 414,931 'one —Balt-more American.

To Keep Worms out of Bee Hives.—I use common
"box bee-hives, and no other. I set them on small round

stones, one under each corner of the hive, from one-half

to one inch in diameter. This gives the bees room, and

they will driue off the millers, which lay their eggs in

small crevices. I have never been troubled with them
since I adopted this method.

Richard Willet, Cambria, N. Y.

[Germantown Tel.

1^* A gentleman at the North caught in his garden last

summer with 24 wide mouthed bottles, partly filled with
molasses and vinegar, three bushels of flies ^

^igs, millers,

(^c. The bottles were hung upoft the garden fence. Dur-
ing the first seven days, the amount of flies, &c., caught,

was 42 solid quarts.

The United States is composed of 32 States and 9 Terri-

tories.

They contain a population of 25,000,000, of whom 21,-

000,000 are white.

The extent of sea coast 1 2,009 miles.

The length of its ten large rivers is 20,000 miles.

The number of miles of railway in operation is 20,000,

which cost $000,000,000.

The length of canals is 5,000 miles.

It contains the longest railway on the globe—the Illinois

Central—which is 734 miles.

The annual value of its agricultural production is $200,-

000
,
000 .

The most valuable production is Indian corn which

yields annually 400,000,000 bushels.

The amount of registered and enrolled tonnage is 5,407,-

010 tons.

The amount of capital invested in manufacture is $600,-

000
,
000 .

The amount of foreign imports in 1853 was $267,978,-

947, and of its exports, $230,971,167.

The annual value of the products of labor (other than

agricultural) is $1,500,000,000.

The annual value of the income of their inhabitants is

$1,009,000,000.

The value of its farms and live stock is $500,000,000.

Its mines of gold, copper, lead, and iron are among the

richest in the world.

The value ofgold produced is $100,000,000.

The surface of its coal fields is 138,131 square acres.

Its receipts for customs, t&c., &c., in 1852, was $51,472,-

274, and its expenditures $43,543,263.

Within her borders are 80,000 schools
;
6,000 academies

;

234 colleges, and 3,800 churches.

A MODEL NURSERY.

A travelling corespondent of the Louisrdlk Jov.rnal,

gives us the following sketch of the extensive Nurseries of

Messrs. Elwanger & Barry, near Rochester, New York.

We hope the day is not far distant when we may have

many such in this fair Southern land—the true and na-

tural home of the choicest gifts of Pomona, the fruit god-

dess:

“ While at Rochester I spent an hour or two at the

Mount Hope Nurseries of Messrs. Elwanger & Barry.

This is probably the most extensive commercial establish-

ment of the kind in the United States, occupying 250 acres

of land, closely set in nursery trees and plants, embraeing

almost every variety that has been introduced into our

country. The sales amount to about $70,000 annually.

The benefits derived from such establishments, in widely

disseminating all the choicest fruits can hardly be esti-

mated. Each succeeding year adds to the constantly in-

creasing taste for their cultivation.

“Trees and plants in the Mount Hope Nursery now
[September] pr«sent as thrifty and vigorous appearance as

is usual in the most favored season, which I suppose is

the result of artificial watering. I asked Mr. Elwanger

whether he had not adopted some plan for irrigation His

reply was that he had no need ofthat, but when there was

an appearance of dry weather they employed an extra

number of hands, to keep the surface of the soil constantly

mellow by the use of the cultivator. This, if applied in

time and repeated, is the great and sure remedy for drouth,

whether in the nursery or the corn field.

“Specimen grounds ofpears, plumsanfl cherries occupy

about six acres, mostly of dwarf trees. Although the

trees are young, many of them were literally loaded with

the most luscious fruit. It is wonderful to witness with
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what profusion these miniature trees will produce under

the care and management of intelligent cultivators. The

cherries, of course, and the earlier varieties of pear and

plum were out of season, but of a great number which

were still in full fruit, I remember some of the leading

varieties were the White Doyenne, (the celebrated Virga-

lieu, of New York market) Louis, Bonne d’ Jersey, Easter

Beurree, Yicar of Winkneld, Napoleon, Bartlett, Oswego

Beurre, Glout Morceau, Winter Nelis, &c., &c. Among
the great variety of plums in full fruit, worthy of mention,

was the Jefferson, a most saperb sort. Duane’s Purple,

though not of the best quality, yet its dark purple, covered

with its rich bloom, presented a most tempting appearance.

Pound’s Seedling, a newly imported variety, is one of rare

excellence and beauty. The Green Gage, the prince of

plums, was seen in its greatest perfection. It is worthy of

remark that while the fruit of this variety is the best of the

entire catalogue, the tree is one of the most ill-shaped and

poorest growers, while the numerous seedlings from it are

among the best proportioned and most vigorous trees. I

inquired what course had been adopted for the protection

of this fruit from the ravages of the curculio, and was in-

formed that although the insect appeared in their grounds

in the greatest numbers, yet they had been completely

successful in protecting the fruit, by the most simple

method of shaking the trees once a day over sheets, upon

which the insects fell, and from which they were picked

up and destroyed.”

fUaiticiiltiiul Sfptliiitiit.

WORK FOR THE MONTH.

[March (Latin, Martins) was so named by the Romans
in honor of Mars, their god of war, and the suppesed

father of Romulus, in whose arrangement of the year it

was the first month. It answers the Jewish Nisan or

Abid, (Nell. ii. 1.) the seventh of their civil and the first of

their soxred year. By the Saxons it was named Hlyd-

monath the loud or tuniullnous month
;
and also Lenet-

monath, i. e. Lensth-mo^itk, from the length of the days

then beginning to exceed that of the nights.]

THE PLANTATION.
We have always counseled the raising of an abundant

supply of provision and provender for man and beast, up-

on the plantation
;
and now earnestly repeat our admo-

nitions upon this subject. The war in Europe still con-

tinues, and there is no immediate prospect of a decline in

the price of breadstuffs or any other of the necessaries ©f

life. Every planter, gifted with proper foresight, will

make the abundant production offood his first study. The
entire “force” of the plantation should no^o be set vigorous-

ly at work preparing for and putting in full crops of Corn,

Irish and Sweet Potatoes, Spring Oats, early Cow Peas,

Millet, Doura and common Corn (broadcast and in the

drill, for fodder) Lucerne in the drill, &c., &c.

In preparing for your regular crop, do not forget

our advice of last month (page 57.) Plow or subsoil your

land 10 or 12 inches deep (15 inches would be far better!)

manure heavily, and plant early. Do not lose a moment,
after the danger of late frost is over.

As soon as you have finished the planting of Corn, and
other provision crops, prepare for Cotton planting—but
not till then. The remarks of one of our contemporaries

upon this subject, are worth quoting. He says ;

“It is to be hoped that cotton planters will not be be-

trayed by the present lovv prices of cotton and their want
of money, to commit the folly of planting a larger crop

than usual, in order to make up the required sum by in-

creased quantity. Increase of production but aggravates
j

the evils under which the planters suffer; for too many
strain all their energies to make Cotton, to the neglect

comparatively, of supplies of provisions and other articles

which every plantation needs, and of which a surplus can

always find a ready market. This is especially true now,
for while cotton is unusually low, almost every other

article usually made on a cotton plantatiou is unusually

high, and likely to remain so. Corn especially bears a

very high price, with no prospect of an abatement. Corn
is now a regular article of shipment to Europe, where it is

yearly coming more into use. This country will also con-

tinue to have a large market abroad for all the flour,

bacon, beef, and every other transportable article of food.

“Let not the prospect of an early peace deceive the-

planters into the belief that prices of cotton will necessari-

ly, in that event, greatly rise, or prices of provisions great-

ly fall. Though the war should terminate to-morrow, it

would be a long time before a material change could be

effected in the causes now regulating prices.

“To diminish the production of cotton and raise an in-

creased quantity of provisions would, at all events, be a

safe policy.”

So say we
;
and v/e cannot but repeat our formerly ex-

pressed opinion, that it is disgraceful that planters who-
own hundreds (often thousands) of broad and fertile acres,

and hands to cultivate them properly, should pay constant

tribute to the North and West for the common necessaries

of life. Shake off this galling yoke, at once, and stand

forth on your own soil, free and independent of all renOte
and unfriendly sections

!

Sivect Potatoes should now be bedded out, and a certain,

provision made for an abundant supply of “draws.”
No crop cultivated in the South is more worthy of atten-

tion than the Sweet Potato. It is one of the most valuable

crop for man or beast, and no planter should fail to have
full “banks” at the setting in of winter, even ifhe does not

make a “big crop” of Cotton. The Hayti (white) Yams,
the Yellow) Yams, and the large Red Negro Killers'' (so

called) are all fine and productive varieties.

Irish Potatoes should be planted in drills 3 feet apart,

and covered with a thick layer of pine-straw or leaves, as-

heretofore directed.

Milet and Doura Corn should also be sown plentifully,,

during the present and the next two rwonths. Also, Lu-
cerne, or “Chilian Clover.” We prefer the drill system

—

land deep and rich—for these crops.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Sow Carrot, Beet, Parsnip, Cabbage, Lettuce, Radish,

Salsafy, Tomatoe, Pepper, Spinase, Cuctunber and all

other desirable varieties of seed, for a succession, to follow

your earlier crops. Plant Peas ^nd Beans. Set out Cab-

bages. Transplant from the hot-bed. Tomatoes, Egg,
Plants, <pc., (^c. Dip the roots in a thin batter formed of
muck and water, and set out the plants towards sunset,

carefully guarding against frost, if the nights are cold.

Dress your Asparagus beds, il neglected last month.

Strawberry beds will also need attention. Pass over them

with the hoe, cutting down all grass and weeds—spade,

or plow under a thick layer of leaf-mould and leached

ashes, and cover the space between the rows, with 3 or 4

inches olbroomsedge, pinc-straxv or sav>dvst, as a mulch.

The broomsedge, from its length, and the ease with which
it can be gathered on most plantations, will be found very

convenient to spread along the Strawberry rows, close to

the plants. It will serve as a wm/cA, and also keep the

fruit clean, and free from the grit and earth with which it

is often injured, when left without any protection.

THE OPvCHARD.

The Peach Borer should be scalded out of his hiding-

place with hot water, or dug out with the sharp point of a

thin-bladed knife. Be careful not to girdle the tree, or

injure the bark, in hunting for him. After destroying all
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you can find, in this manner, scrape away all gum and

wood dust from the trunk, and fill in around it with fresh

earth taken from between the rows. Heap this earth up

around the tree in the form of a mound, 4 or 5 inches

above the surface, and let it remain until fall, when it must

be levelled down, the borers, if any, killed and the trunk

and “collar” of the tree left exposed all winter. The Cur-

cidio, or Plum Weevil, so destructive to Nectarines, Plums,

&c
,
will next claim our attention. In the meantime, do

not neglect your young and growing trees—work around

and manure them, and haul from the woods dead leaves

and pine straw, to apply in the form of a mulch for the

roots next month, and during the coming summer.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Clean up your borders, and sow the seeds of hardy

Annuals. Sow the seeds of tender annuals in a hot-bed,

and prick them out afterwards as soon as the season will

admit. Plant cuttings of Roses and other shrubs in a

shady situation, and when the weather becomes warmer,

mulch and v/ater them. Bulbs may yet be planted, though

it is rather late. Go over your garden walks with the hoe

and rake, cutting down the up- springing grass and w^eeds

—spread on them a layer of gravel, and roll compactly,

leaving them convex, or highest in the cehtre, so that the

water may run off. Dahlias may be started in pots, to

be transplanted into the open air as soon as all danger of

frost is over. Trim up, and tie neatly to stakes, all Roses,

climbers and drooping plants, and remove all dead twigs,

branches, sticks, &c., from the surface, leaving it clean,

open and inviting.

HOTES ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE CHEERY
UPON THE MAHALEB STOCK.

Owing to the greatly increased attention which horti-

cultural pursuits have commanded within the past few

years, many trials and experiments have been made by

zealous cultivators with the difierent varieties of fruits,

and testing the various kinds of stocks, by subjecting them

to different influences, and applying the same to the wants

of the public and to the various sections of the country.

It is folly to presume that one variety of fruit, or a tree

grown upon a particular kind of stock, or in a certain

form, will succeed equally well in the many sections of our

land, which embraces so great an expense of territory,

such a diversity of climates, and an almost endless vari-

‘•ety of soils. To make the proper classification or assign-

ment for fruits, so that one to a certainty can say that this

will succeed admirably in this locality and fail in that,

will require much labor and patient study for years. The

^•8s^l]^s of some are already known, and it is this fact

which has given horticulture such an astonishing impetus

unexampled in any age.

Cultivating the Pear upon the Quince in the dwarf,

pyramidal and half-standard form, is extensively practiced;

also the Apple find Clierry, though not so largely
;
and in

some degree the Peach and Plum.

Dwarf and pyramidal Cherries, which are produced by

grafting or budding the different varieties of this fruit upon

the Mahaleb stock, promise to be invaluable, more particu-

larly to the Southwest and West. Standard . Cherries,

which are grown upon the Mazzard stock, in our natur-

ally over rich Western soils, produce such a great amount

of wood as to bear little or no fruit
;
and owing most pro-

bably to the ver)'- imperfect ripening of the wood, the

trunk of the tree splits upon the approach of winter and

soon perishes. The hot and long continued dry weather

-during the summer months, in the Southern parts of Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, prevailing at about the time of the ripen-

ing of the fruit, is a serious drawback.

Those cultivated upon the Mahaleb stock, as experience

proves, are much less affected by the extremes of wet and

dry weather, thereby insuring a good crop of fruit; the

wood, too, is better ripened, so as to withstand most suc-

cessively the winter. The habit of the tree assunies natur-

ally a pyramidal shape. The lower branches commence
to form near the ground, and the future limbs shoot out at

regular distance.s, as the leader of the plant rises. The
tree being low, is well adapted to withstand the high winds
that prevail upon the prairies, and more or less in all level

countries
;
and the trunk or body of the plant is well pro-

tected from the destructive influence of the sun. Its most
peculiar and promising characteristics are its great pro-

ductiveness, and the early stage at which it bears fruit.

'Frequently mere bushes, only two or three years old from
the bud, are literally laden with the choicest cherries.

Upon clayey or very dry, poor chalky soils, it thrives

finely where the Mazzard would not flourish.

Cherries of the Duke and Morelia classes would attain

the height of ten or twelve feet, if desired. With a little

pruning once or twice a year, principally cutting back the

extremities of the shoots, they can be made to assume a
pyramidal shape or bush form, which, while it detracts

nothing from their fruitfulness, well adapts them for gar-

dens and places affording but little room.

The more free and rapid growing sorts, comprised in

the Heart and Bigarreau classes, would grow 14 to 16
feet, but they ought to be kept within less bounds by
pruning. They are well adapted for gardens and orchards
in rather sterile localities, where a little more space should
be allotted them than is required for the Dukes and Moiel-
los .— Geniessee Farmer.

BANANAS IN TEXAS.

A Texas contemporary says :—With many of our most
experienced horticulturists there seems to be a doubt as to

whether the Banana can be cultivated to that degree of

perfection in this State as in the West Indies; but I have
always entertained a very different opinion. The follow-

ing, which I have taken from a recent number of the Vic-

toria Advocate, settles the question in my mind, beyond
the possibiliity of a doubt

;
and I trust that some of our

horticulturists will make.an effort to introduce this most
delicious of all of the tropical fruits into our county :

“Bananas.—There can be no longer a doubt that this

fruit will ripen in this climate. A fine bunch of bananas
has come to maturity in the garden of J. A. Moody, Esq.,

of this town. They are as large and perfect, in all re-

spects, as those brought from the West India Islands.

This fruit ripened al.^o this season in the gardens of Judge
Cunningham and Mr. E. Linn. The trees thrive as in

their native latitude. My plants, which were too young
to produce fi uit in the proper season, are now in bloom,

or contain fruit too late to ripen. The trees grow in the

West Indies 15 or 20 feet high; and they will probably

attain that height here, as many in our gardens, although

but two or three years old, are now six or eight inches in

diameter, and ten or twelve feet high.”

Guano for Melons.—One of our exchanges says :

—

We had a very fine melon patch which was well uigh

desfroyed by the striped bug. The vines had just com-

menced running, and in two or three days the bugs had

stripped nearly every leaf. As a desperate remedy, we

applied a handful of guano on top of the hill as far as the

vines had run, taking care that it did not fall on the leaf.

In twenty-four hours not a bug was to be seen
;
the vines

had assumed a healthy and vigorous appearance, and are

now loaded with fruit. This experiment was not on one

vine only, but hundreds.
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THE NORTH AMERICAN CRAR-APPLE.

I This fruit is peculiar to this country. It is indigenous in the Western and Middle States, but is entirely distinct

' from tlie common apple generally cultivated. It is quite an interesting tree in the garden, as it is distinguished

by dwarfish habits. It has beautiful rose-colored flowers, diffusing a very pleasant odor around. Its fruit is green

and fragrant, small and very sour, but capable of being made into good preserves by the addition of sugar. It can

be propagated from seed, or by budding, or by grafting upon the stock of ihe common apple-tree. The Siberian

Crab (of which w'e have several varieties) is a beautiful and ornamer tal tree ofmedium size and a pendulous or droop-

ing habit. The fruit is valuable for preserving. Many kinds of Crab Apple, as Hugh's Virginia, ^-Chapman," and
others, are also very desirable for the making of cider.

HISTOSY OF THE MELOH.

Th£ history of the watermelon, so much esteemed for its

sweet, delicious and cooling juice, as well as that of the

mnskmehn, or cantelovp, which is equally prized for its

rich aromatic pulp, may be traced back to remote anti-

quity. The former, which is generally considered as the

melon of the Jews, mentionad in various places in the

Bible, is believed to have originated in Egypt, or South-

ern India, where it has been cultivated fi’om time imme-

morial. It would appear that it was unknown to the

ancient Greeks and Romans, ns no definite information

respecting it can be gleaned from their authors. The
muskmelon, which is represented to have been a native of

Asia, was known to the Greek and Roman physicians,

and its properties and uses described by them at length.

The kind of muskmelon most esteemed among amateurs

in various parts of Europe, and dc.scriiicd, i.s the ‘ Cante-

loup," so called from a place al-out fourteen miles from

Rome, the country seat of the Pope, where this fruit has

long been cultivated. Tins variety stated to have been

brought thitiher from that part of Armenia whicli borders

on Persia, where it grows in the greatest perfeciion and

abundance. The flesh of this melon, when fully matured

is delicious, and may be eaten with safity, without injury

to the d) speptic or those of the weakest stomachs. The

form of the canteloups is generally roum'ish, with a rough,

warty, or netted outer rind, or sk n The.size of the plant

is rather small, and the flesh for the most part of a yellow-

ish color, though with some it is green .— Patent OJicc

Report.

The Domestic Culture op the Grape.—The Charles-

ton Mercury states that Mr. McDonald, residing near
Aiken, S.C., has devoted himself to the culture' of the

grape with a success that promises to naturalize that

branch of agriculture in the State. He has an extensive-

vineyard, in which may be found the best varieties of
foreign and native vines. He has made considerable quan-
tities of wine.

“SKEED WEED ’’-ITS FATAL EFFELTiS.

Messrs. Editors—In reply to Judge Andrews I would
say that I understand Sneeze Weed is as flital to horses

or mules as strychnine is to cats and dogs.

We have a .great deal of it in Edgefield on Horns’ Creek
and Stephens' Creek, and it is regarded as highly poison-

ous to stock.

One ofmy muhs, while plowing, took a mouthful of the

weed and was immediately taken witli general tremors,

profuse perspiration, succeeded by convu! si.nns and d-.ath

in 40 minutes. A tobacconist camped in the same neigh-

borhood av. mid day and turned hi.s two hoi.ses loose to

graze: they were both taken Aery sick, and die wagoner
went about a quarter of a n.'ite. for k rd to drem.-li them and
on his return they were dead—from ea.ting sneeze weed.

I have it in my par- ure, and horses and mules,

when at i.irge, will n -teafil. T l ave ru'liced that, occa-

sionally, it is cropped ff, I thii.k, by cattle, hut am not

certain that it wilikill cuttle, at hast in liomoeparhic doses.

STEKNUL.4TOr;.

Edgrfidd, C. II., S, C., I \b., 185J.
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Destroying Mildew.—Marshal P. Wilder, in a com-

munication to the Journal of Agriculture, speaking of mil-

dew on grapes, greenhouse plants, and elsewhere, says;

“We have, for more than fifteen years, used sulphur for

this purpose, and in no instance has it failed to effect a

speedy cure. We have known instances where mildew,

in the space of a few days, would spread its sporules over

a large rose-house, destroying nearly all the foliage or the

plants, but by the use of sulphur spread on the walks and

over the plants, it was extirpated in a very short period.’.

To Get Rid of Grain Weevils.—Tlj,e agriculturist

who wishes to get rid ofweevils has nothing to do but, as

soon as he is aware of their presence, to pitch the surface

of some old boards and place them in his granaries; the

pitch must, of course, be renewed several times in the year

in order to keep the insects away. The mere fumes of the

pitch are disagreeable to the weevils and will prove fatal

if long inhaled.

Agriculture.—Agriculture as a science is just begin-

ning to assume and occupy that position to which it is

justly entitled in the estimation of the world, that is, the

most important. It was ordained by the Great Creator,

“that man should live by the sweat of the brow,” or in

other words by tillage of the ground, and that wise econ-

omy by which we are enabled to produce the most of the

sustenanceoflife, with the least labor, is no doubt ap-

proved ofby Him, when the same is done in the honest

oxercise of the wits, with which we have been blessed by

His Providence.

—

Jacksonville Sunny South.

Cotton Seed Masher.—Mr. Thomas Dixon, of Han-

cock county, (carrying out the suggestion of Dr. Lee, if we

mistake not, in the Southern Cultivator') has appended

two cylinders to his gin through which all the seed passes

^is it falls from the lint, and is cracked so as to prevent

germination. This (as is clear from chemical as well as

practical tests) makes it a much more valuable fertilizer,

because much is lost in going through the process of heat-

in o-. After mashing, we v/ould suggest that the seed be

kept under shelter in a cool, dry place, and not in too

large a bulk, or with poles runnind through them to pre-

vent heating. Mr. D. is one of our best practical farmers

.and has shown his good sense in taking the lead in this

moXX^x.— Central Georgian.

Cemented Cellars.—Frequent inquiries are made on

this subject. Cellars plastered at the sides and on the

bottom with hydraulic cement will keep out the water

without a drain, and will exclude rats, provided the work

has been done in the best manner. Imperfectly executed,

the water will leak in
;
and if the coat is too thin or too

soft, rats will excavate beneath it, and then crack it off by

piecemeal. It is unnecessary to inform our readers that

the very best material is to be used
;
but some are not

enough aware of the importance of giving it sufficient

thickness. On dry and hard gravel, it may do well to ap-

ply the mortar at once to the excavated face of earth; but

usually it is much better to cover the cellar bottom with

paving stones, and where rather inclined to dampness,

with two or three successive layers, the last of which

may be quite small, or even coarse gravel will do. The

mortar, made rather thin, is then spread smoothly over.

In a few months, the whole will assume a flinty hard-

ness, through which no rat, with all the cunning of a poli-

tician, can ever make his way. It will be as dry as a

floor, and fruit, vegetables, and other articles, may be

placed directly upon it without fear of dampness. It will

not very soon wear out nor decay.

—

Genessee Farmer.

CULTIVATOR.

Sea Island Cotton.—One of the most respectable firms

in Liverpool, whose dealings in Sea Island Cotton are

among the largest, thus writes to its correspondent in

Savannah

:

“The French Colony of Algiers, in Africa, is likely to

compete with the United States in the production of fine

Sea Islands. Two years ago, 10 bags were grown; last

year, 140, and this year it is stated that 2,000 bags will

be produced. This cotton, so far, has been sent to Havre,

and the prices realized were from 2s. 4d. (58c.) to 4s. ($1)

per pound. We communicate this to you, thinking it may-

be interesting
”

Inrawtic Ccaimraij flnii

Wash for Porous and other Walls.—B. Barrett, of

Ipswich, England, patentee. Take one bushel of lime-

stone and dissolve it in 12 gallons of water
;

to this add

12 pounds of alum, dissolved in half a gallon of warm
water, also half a gallon of beer grounds, and a quarter of

a gallon of ox gall. This mixture may be colored with

any suitable mineral color. It is laid on the surface of the

wall, while luke-warm, with a brush. It soon becomes

hard, and is very durable.

—

Scientific American.

How TO keep Butter Fresh.—A gentleman of our ac*

quaintance has succeeded in preserving butter perfectly

fresh, by putting it away in tin vessels and sealing it per-

fectly tight, so as to exclude the air. The butter requires

no other preparation than is given to fit it for the table,

and is packed in the vessel without any other substance.

With proper care this plan is certain to succeed.— Texan

Mercury.

To MAKE Lemon Wine.—To every gallon ofwater add

four pounds of sugar and the juice of ten lemons. Pare

the lemons very thin; and half the peel being put in the

tub, the sugar and water are boiled and poured over it

;

when cold, the juice is added. If the fermentation does

not begin in the course of a few days, it is to be promoted

by the addition of a toast of bread covered with yeast
;
the

peel is then taken out, and the liquor put into the cask,

which must be bunged up when the fermentation ceases

A Disco veryl—A Paris paper states that Dr. Griseler, a

French gentleman, has discoversd that by adding a few

drops of nitric ether to the most rancid oils all the dis-

agreeable smell is removed, and that by afterwards warm-

ins: the oil, lo sepcirate the spirit from it, it becomes as

clear and as limpid as though it had never been otherwise

than sweet. He says that a few drops of ether in a bottle

of oil will prevent it from ever becoming rancid.

Preparation for Boots and Shoes,—To one pound

of tallow, and half a pound ofrosin, melt and add about

half an ounce of lamp-black. If the leather is new and

dry, moisten it, and apply the mixture as hot as you can

bear your finger in it. When the leather once becomes

saturated it will be impervious to water and very durable.

Chloroform Counteracted.—Dr. Tobert de Lambelle,

a distinguished physician of Paris, announces that a shock

of electricity given to a patient dying from the effects of

chloroform, immediately counteracts its influence, and re-

turns the sufferer to life. The fact is worth knowing, if it

be a fact.

1^* Feeding red pepper to the hogs with their food, is

said to be good for the kidney worm.
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What does it Cost to Fence'?—The amount of capi-

tal employed in the construction and repair of the wooden
fences in the United States, would be deemed fabulous,

were not the estimates founded on statistical facts, which
admit of no dispute. Burknap, a well known agricultural

writer, says : “Strange as it may seem, the greatest invest-

ment in this country, the most costly production of hu-

man industry, is the common fences, which divide the

-fields from the highways, and separate them from each

other. No man dreams that when compared with the out-

lay for these unpretending monuments of art, our cities and
our towns, with all their wealth, are left far behind. You
will scarcely believe me when I say that the fences of this

-country cost more than twenty times the amount ofspecie

that is in it.”

Provide for Old Age.— It is not well that a man should

always labor. His temporal as well as spiritual interests

demand a cessation in the decline of life. Some years of

-quiet and reflection are necessary after a life of industry

and activity. There is more to concern him in life than

incessant occupation, and its product, wealth. He who
has been a slave all his days to one monotonous mechani-

cal pursuit, can hardly be fit for another world. The re-

lease from toil in old age most men have the prospective

pleasure of; and in reality it is as pleasing as it is useful

and salutary to the mind. Such advantages, however,

can only be gained by prudence and economy in youth
;

we must save like the ant, before we can hope to have

any rest in the winter of our days.— Book of Symbols.

SluintisemtEts.

PURE BRED ASIMALS AT PRIVATE SALE.

At Mount i<'ordham, Westchester county, Nevj- York, eleven

milesfrom City Hall, N. Y.,by Harlem
Railroad Cars.

Having completed the sale of animals advertised in Catalogue
of 1854 (except Short Horned Bull “Balco,” 9918) at prices

•highly remunerative, for which pa ronage I feel grateful, not only
to the people of almost every State in our Union, but to the Can-
adas, Cuba and the Sandwich Islands. I will issue, on or about the

1st of March, a Catalogue for 1855, of Short Horned Bulls and Bull

Calves, (some of which be ongto my friend and part associate, Mr.
N. J. Becar. North Devon hTILLS and Bull HALVES, South Down
RAMS; Suffolk, Berkshire and Essex SWINE, of almost all ages and
both sex, are now ready for delivery. This Catalogue will be illus-

trated with port aits of my prize animals.
Most of the original animals of my breeding establishment were

selected by me, in person, in England, strictly in reference to quality,

an my judgmunt, best adapted to the use of this country.
March55—It L. G. MORRIS.

FANCY LOP-EARSD RABBITS.

A FEW pair of beautiful Lop Eared MADAGASCAR RABBITS
may be obtained by addressing the subscriber.

Marcb55--tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 P. M. and (Sundays excepted) at 6 A.
M.

Arrive at Augusta daily at 4.30 A. M. and (Sundays excepted) at

5 P M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 6.30 P. M and (Sundays excepted) at 4.30

A.M.
Arrive at Atlanfadailvat4 A M. and (Sundays excepted) at 6 P. M.

CON.NECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 11. 30

MUTH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Leaving Gumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 1 .00 P M.
Arriving at “ “ “ “ 9.80 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 6.30 A. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 4.00 P. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND LAGRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta, dai'y at 4.30 A. M.
Arriving at “ “ 6 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILBOAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 6.00 A. M.
Arriving at “ 6.00 P.M.

March65—tf GEO. YONGE, General Superinteodeut,

FRllT TBEES, EEDCE PLANTS, POULTRY, ’ ETC.

The Subscriber will supp y the following articles or ship them to

order, viz;—DWARF PEAR TREES,—The colle tion emb?a(e s

fuch kinds as “ChaumonteJ,” ‘'Belle de Brus-els,” Beurre de
Capiaumont,” *‘Du'hess de Angouleme, Madelaine,” “Passe Colmar,”
“St. Germain,” “Beurre M ignifique,” “Vao Mons Leon le Clerc,”
&c ,

&c
,
one and two years from the bud. All grafted on the Quince

and suitable for Orchard or Garden culture, and immediate bearing.
Price, $40 per hundred or f O cents e'-ich

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FOR HEDGING —5t>,0r0 strong and
well roete i Plants of my own raising, crop of 1854, asso-'ted sizes

and different prices, from *5 to silO per thousand. J^^^For direc-
tions respecting the planting and culture of G age Or nge Iledgei,

see February (1854) number of this journal. These directions will be
furnished to all purchasers of plants, gratis.

(.'SAGE ORANGE SEED.. .Pitkin’s best, at $1 per pound.
NEW ROCHELLE OR MAMMOTH BLACKBERRY.—Lawton

Blackbery or Seaco ’a Mam-voth. A few ' igorous and well rooted
Plants of this famous Blackberry, for fall and winter planting.

For description of this unrivalled Fruit, method of culture, &c„
see July (1854) number of this journal, and RnriiculturUt for Octo-
ber, 1854 Plants carefully packed and forwan'ed to order at $1
each. It is rapidly increased by off ets from the roots.

OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW.—Cuttings of one of the best varie-
tiestSalix Femmaf-i#),.growth of 1854, will be furnished at .$1.50 per
hundred or $8 per thousand F r cult . re and uses of the Basket
WiUowsee page 86 of this journal for 1854.

QUINCE TREES,—A few hundred well rooted Quince Bushes for
sale (apple shaped variety) at 25 cents each, or $20 per hunddred.
B8ABMA BOOTRA FOWLS —A few pair, very superior, from

Premium stc k of last and present year. Also a variety of Cbitta-
gongs, o*- Gray Shanghais .‘•ee egravi'-g and decription of
“Pure Brahma Pootras” in July number of this journal, page 231.

8:Wa 11 the above may be obtained by addressing
Dec—tf D REDMOND, Augusta, Ga

SOUTH DOWN SHEEP FOR SALE.
FOR sale, four South Down BUCK LAMBS, bred from

the best specimens of this breed that could be obtained
in the United States. They were lambed early in March

;

are very large, and very perfect in form
;

will be ready
for shipment at the time of the Augusta Fair (October 18-54.) Price,
$20, each. RICHARD PETERS,
June—tf Atlanta, Ga.

B
Fowls,

CHOICE POULTRY FOR SALE.
S WELLER, of Nashville, Tennessee, offers for sale the fol-

• lowing varieties of Southern raised Poultry, at New Y^ork and
prices :

Sumatra Game
White Chinese Game
African Bantam
Bremen Geese,
Hong Kong Geese,
While Chinese Geese,
Poland Ducks,
Top-knot Ducks,
Black Cayuga Ducks,
Improved SUFFOLK PIGS, &c.

Brahma Pootra Fowls,
Gray Shanghai “

Buff “ “

White “ “

Dominique Shanghai Fowls,
Cochin China Fowls,
Black Poland Top-knot Fowls,
Golden Hamburg “

Silver “ “

Wild India Game “

The above fowls took first Premiums at the late Fair in
Ten' esssee, and are of superirr qual ty.

Dec—3t Address B. S WELLER, jPasTi/rUle, Tennessee.

P4ifflARIA NURSERIES—18.54- ’55:

WE offer for sale a choice collection of the most celebrated
^^and best varieties of PEACHES, PEARS, (both Standard and
Dwarfs, on Quinces,) PLUMS, CHERRIES, NECTARINES, APRI-
COTS, QUINCES, FIGS, STRAWBERRIES, and NATIVE GRAPE
VINES. Also, 10,000 APPLE TREES, well grown, embracing 150
varieties ofrare excellence. W'e offer those to the trade, or by the
hundred, at low rates. New and rare ROSES of the finest kinds and
latest importations, FLOWERING SHRUBS, rare and beautiful

EVERGREENS, &c. Priced list-, sent to all post paid appli-

cants. Packages carefully sent by Railroad. Address
Dec—3t SUMMER & CRAM.MOND. Alston, P.O., S. C.

DOWNING HILL SlKSEliy, ATLANTA, GA.
“ Come sit under yott,r own V-me and Fig Tree."
TWENTY THOUSAND Grafted and Budded FRUIT TREES

for sale, consisting of over 200 varieties, the most extensive
collection of selected Fruit Trees in the South
No attention nor expense has been spared in getting up a variety

of fruits adapted to our particular wants, soil and climate. lean
assure all who want good Fruit, that I can furnish a collection equal
to any to be found North or South.

The numerous applicants who failed the last season to get Trees
from me in consequence of apidying so late, can now be supplied, by
sending in their orders early.

The numerous Rail Roads diverging from this place in almost every
direction, afford great facilities for shipping packages.

yg?** Catalogues, on application, gratis. Send in your names for
Catalogues. Oct-tf WM. H. THURMOND.

SEEDLING APPLE STOCKS WANTED.
rfat THE advertiser desires to procure two or three thousand
V K* SEEDLING APPLE STOCKS, cf Southern growth, one or two
years old, to graft into, the coming winter Persons able to supply
chem will please address the Editors of this journal, stating price,
&c. Septtf
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HIGHLY IMPROVED CQTTOH

!

RAID’S EXTiia IMlOfiSFICI
aev valii'^cl.^ v:.r etv of <^ottoD, fai eKctls any Cottar^

A we'vgrhjjfi a i h-:a aoct' » for as is p^'^v^n hy a wriUen
rc-port of <4er., WiH a:nson, ’Vfatt'ieJi' Wbitn-adj and oih
er good pi ri'i- o/, ha«' • t ste l ibe merit of this Co- 'on the pV' ?-

ent ’^'fiar. S-rery Ootton p'Hn'or ’iving in a short ol mste s'u uid

plant ot this Oot'.ou, 4!’ it pro ’ucps a crop of Fq'ia''ea aod b''ns ’’n

near half the tict.e of the oriiimirv C tt m, cb ckiog 'he growth of

the weed and go' eg ot to mslurit". T.t should he toppl'd about the
20 h of Jul r, F n ’ if planted o i strong Ucd, the side b. anches shoul
also be topped. Mu di i;'. 1 st y o ant -rs 'o the '-rant ( f carefn ' re-

hc'.i :n s'f highly 'm rove i &-eds, not only of Cmton, but Corn,
Whea*-. Planters wantir g Seed had best apply early.

Price of the Se id per hnsh^I

—

tS.
Oovifigioa, hfetttonce,, G-a., 1854. B. DICKSON.

CE^^TIPICATES.
Covington, G a., Sept, 20, :8 4,—We planted this year “Boyd’s

Extra frohfle Crtton,” introduced by I), Tickson, of i ovingten,

which has proved far tne most p-odaot'v r Co't >u wg ever planted.

It is ro humbug, butave’^v h gal y impro’^ecl variety o’ Colton
V/hieh r'e can recommend to our frieuds with great confi 'ence,

.Toun Frak-;lin. Alfred i kvingstos. David ^'ook, Henry -'ai-

THER, *4. 0. FuL-ON, h SISPII B LACK, W vl. OoX, of M ) TH ? ounty,

Thomas W. Pims, Thomas 'A'yatt -d ,) vsp-,r <^ouaiy, awson B. ' ane
of Morgan Gown ,.v, Tho.mas Hammonds f Morgjin 'Vu t , Matthew
Whitfield of Jasper County, -'ohm B. Orim o Chattooga County.

Covington, Ga., S p'. 27, 1851— Ve plant d this ye-r ‘Boyd’s

Extra Pro' fic Cotton,” by the side of onr other Cotton, -.o d^lTererce

in the land or c dt vatioa
;
B 'vd’swiU make at le' st o'-e toi d mere

tha.i the other. John 'J. W illiamson John W. Hinton.

Covington, Ga,, ^ept.SB, 1^54.—We ptented this year ‘ bo (f*a

Extra Prolific Cotton” by ihe sioe of eu- other Codon, no diJTer- nce

in the land or cultivation . Boyd will don’ll the ot er in produc-

tion. John I'ass Kedben ‘^oodruff,
John 8 Weaver, .Iohn eay of Coweta eo.

Houston On
,
Ga ,

Oct. 16,1354.— ' i>l nteo. oa the s me half-acr**

the p a seat ye-ar, for an exprr mi nt, the seed of some half <t z n ' f

the b-st improved varieties of Oott m known in this ocuntry. a l

heving he same chance in ev ry respect Ifetlronfi l ntin eying

that “B tyd’s Extra Pmiific” ex oi 1 e 1 in production ei'ber o) the va-

rieties, at least, oQ '-third, an t some rDUCo more than tba'. Ir is the

most prolific aad closely bearing Cotton I have e ver cu t vat d
J. A. M'ller.

Covington, Ga ,
Oct 7, 1354.—At (berfq if st of Mr. T’ickson wc

examine a patch of “Bo ui’a Kxrra Prolific Cott n,”pl nteo on th >

17th of Ma.v. on first &' d .second q'lahty oi land, without raanu e

It is decidedly t 'C heaviest boUed Cotton we ever saw to the ; ge of

i»,no',withstend'rg the severe dronghk we had. Weo ontedsixt -

eight crown bo Is on a ftfal r. oily 'w ncy-one ir ches high, end 102

grown bobs on a stalA mly three fe thigh beddesanumberofsma'
ones. We know rf no othe- varie"’ f C tton that would have p. o-

ducft i such a crop of bolls ' ^ so s" ort a, time.

ffcKlNDHEW ' UCKEK, LeWES Za HiiY, .IOHN B HeNDRICKS, FREDE-

RICK VOX of vyh^’fi^ <1 Countv. James ' uomas of Sp'ri.a, Permepids

Reynolds. ColumdusD Page, BENNErr h eoNYEssof C ss Cm
Jasper Co ,

Ga.. Jan. '7 ISIS.— ' plant d, la -r, soring, one Feck of

‘‘Boyd’s lUxtra Prolifi ^ Cotton , eni ” on a h li-’c e rf r 'i?ch hot om
land, with ut manure, w ’C made over three thouv>nd ncuo^'s of

gee,] oo bc nper ^crc. I had he ‘Ponegranau ” by the side of th-r

“.Foyd,” on -s goo i 1 -nd, nr,d as well ;uiti vat-'.d, wh'ch only made
tw > thoesa- d pounds per ac e. The ‘‘Boya” be'^'g a ver e r’-y Co’.-

ton, rr atu ed nearly evrv bo'l. George . Cornwi<ll

Jasper Co., Gr,, Jan. 17, 1855.—I plTntedoue nd thr t-quarter

acres of '‘Bey ’j lixa-a Prolific Gofo ” last -p-n?. I g't en y twe-

thirds cf a stand, yet it mad j 1578 p unds gmne • Ootvm
Benjamin Persons.

AGTINTS.— A few seed may b“ obtained from J J karge Tuos.

Stovall ft Co,, M. P Stovall & L. Hopkins, Augusta, Ga.; J >.

High, Madison, Ga.; C. C Norton, G ee sooro, Ca.
;
Vorrow &

Fenidey, Mon oe, Ga ;
.7. M. Istanfor;) ft Go

,
^paFtt*, Ga.; T ft .7

Hightower, While flams, Ga. 8 ftJ 0 ''urner Athin
,
Ga,.;

Charles -I Allen, A''>b»'dl e, South Caro ina C. Person, Eatonton,

Georgia;'^. J Anderson, P r , V 'ley, 'eorgia Jones Phillips

A Ho, Hriffi I. Geor.gia
;
W. '“G R'>ct, M rie i

,
Gtogia. A M

Allen, Colvmbn,^, Georgia; Grenville ft '^a.mples, C'u'ttan ogs.

Ten Mouse P.n.-yp', Ga ;
'

. Mrewster, Newasn, <ia
;
-^loan

& Hawkins K- me Ga ; C B. elbor,n i a 'on,Ga; W H.Cooper
LuG'aoge Ga.; J A & -s ‘'rwin Cariersvi l^. Ga

;
J F Brooke,

Ch.o.tt«moo‘ra, '('enn ;
S.amdil Ponald, D i' aM^.ville SC; . M.

Alfxandar, fGnwf I'-dN^iiie Ga ; cwanson & Connisr Monticel'oQa.;

Tho.mas I'kout ft Co . r.h ode.t n, 8 C,

Any prs>' erc'osing meat Goifi •gt.on,^Ga., one db’lar. I wiP send

fche'a'v.
'00 S?ed. cher “B<'y'’s’ ‘‘'xtra Prolific,” or the ‘Dean”

Got' on, ' y mai', :.nd pay the postage.

F b55_-f D DTCKROW.

BEM eOTT^DIil

This newvar ety f 0 tton in this section, not only makf-e a very
fair yield, bu i very .superior in point of staple, as is te t fied

by a written rep i t of General Williairn-ou, Juoge H rris, and others.

PlAiiter.s w' raise large cri'Ti.s of Cotton nonid m well o plan's
large portion oi th. ir crop w Ih this Cotton, as it v.il wait much 1 ng-
gor on the picker, w tnout fal ing out

; y t it icks easy, and he bolls

are very large. It is p-, cu iur y ada])ttd to thirs y land, a* the roots
sink deep into the earth. It should ‘ c f l.inte i one-fourth wider in

the rows than o her cot on. Price of seed per peck, $t.5e
;
price of

seed p^r bushel, $5.

TESriMONY IN ITS FAVOR.
The Houston Telegraph, (Texas > speaking of this new variety .of

cotton, sa . s : ‘-Ail who have cultivated the Dean Cott n, so far as we
ar appilsed are delighted witli their success, and ' retletermi- ed to

extend its cultivation. The qaali'y of ihis c'- tton so far from deteri-

orating, has steadily improved, and the demr^nd or it in the narket
st adily increased ”

Extrac' f' om a let" er from Messrs Dean & Cramer, Commission
Merchants at Galveston, Texas :

‘ G'dveiton, Texa \ March 19, 1853.

Mr. D. Dickson—

D

ear Sir :

—

' here has been about five hundred
bales ean Cott n sold m Ga veston this season. It usuahy sella

fro FI 35 to 4l> p- r cent, more t an the cr.nimon k nds of similar classs-

iheaPon. Alotofone hundr d hales shipped to Bos on sold f.ir 15
cents We could readily sell the tirst part cf Mr. Geo. Dean’s crop
for 15 cent', but i.elJ t for a better price DEAN & CRAMER ”

Covi’TiQ'on, G Oct. 3,1853.
We have examined the growth of the Dean Cotton, introduced in

thi.s section b D. Dickson, of Covington. Its yield is about equal to

our c m m n Cotton the hods re very large, and the staple superior

to any Upland Cotton we ever saw.
Edw . 5-. Thomas, Jno. N. Willumson,
M. L. Kennon, John Harris.

Covw-fftr-n, Ga Oct. 5, 1353.

I planted, on the '4th d y of May last, of ihe Dean Cotton, on red
thirsty la d ;

the stalks are ’ar e, mid the bolls are numerous and
large, and the best Upland staple I ever saw, being in re than aa
inch larger. , Horace J Bates.

[from the Southern Recirderof th826th Decemb* r,I854 :]

Alofcoftfte n ba es Dem Ccton gi^ed od P»r 'hur: t roUu- Gin,
wan sold i . New Orleans, on the 71th, by M ssrs. May, Vank ok ti

To
,
at the h g^i pri o" o' Fix'eeH cents per p'und. It was grown

on th-‘ plnntati ncf.IoHN .M. Eukf.K: 'Wi cox Co., Alabama
Agents.—Afewseid riKy be h.nd fi-om J. J. Pkaecb; Thomas

Ptova l 3r- Co.; M. F. Stov ll ft L. Hopkins, AugU8‘.a, Ga
;
Ohomas

' ROUT ft Co.. Char'es' -n, H. i; ; f>. Morse, Forsyth, Ga
;
A, M. Allen,

Columbus, Ga.; J. M. Stanford & ‘Jo., Spam, Ga.
D. DTC^^'ON.

Civii-gton, Ga., Jan, '8th, 18557 ' Feb55—tf

A.Gardelle,
I

Louis DeLaigle.
GAEDELLE tis DELAIGLE,

{former y of Atigvsta, Ga.)

Factors AIVO C MSRCHAKTS, Accom-
modation 'Wharf, Charleston, S. C.

Reference.—

M

essrs Bustin & Walker, Augusta, Ga.; Doughty &
Beall, Augusta, Ga.; J- Fraser & Co., Charleston, S. C.

Liberal Advances made on consignments of Produce.
September—fit

P, McCrkbry,
j

R. M. Hooke,
Charleston.

|
Chattanooga.

McCill':.ER¥ & HOOK!';

0 OTTG'?»if P^n’;0 ' J-*, CO.liIiW A”!)
iY«; ART'

, Ur.iwn’s Wharf, Charleston, 8. ’.

8tri t attentior. given to the sale ‘ f all Country Pr duceaml
Manufactures, to the re elvmg and fonvardiug of Freig t. and to 'he
filling of order.'' in ties rna ’kei. Keh5‘i—C’y

cATiwRi^i citi 4^.45 nmi.
OO'.' ED VlNt S <f hvee.'ears Id, raised by Mr Ohavles Axt,

JA) may beol'tai.ncdiby Addiesslng D, REDMOND,
Feb5D— tf Augusta, -Ga.

DE¥ON HSSFFil CALF F0& SALE.
A VERY- well grown and superior GRADE DEVON

HEIFER CALF, 6 month,s old; si le, Judge Warren’s
New York Premium Bull “Keokuk;” dam, a very fine

Grade Durham Cow, of the Twiggs or Kentucky “ Pat-
ton” stock. [For Pedigree of ^^Kcokukf see tiauth-ern Oultirator ot
Sep ember, *-53, page ’.'Si.] D. REDMOND,

September— tf A.ugusta, Ga.

TEEE8 wm SALE.

^ A FEW hundred well rooted QUINCE BU-'iHES for sale (ap-

‘-JlC pie-shaped variety) at 25 cents each, or $20 per hundred.
Address
September—tf D REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

(7SIESI Oil WI'LOW CilTmOS.

A FEW thousand choice and vigorous cutt'ngs of one of the best
variet es {Sdl'ix F'rhiana) for sale at $.‘' to $!(' per thousand

—per single hundred, $1 5 ). Address D. REDMOND,
September— Augusta, Ga.

OSAgITi^M^E plants for HEDGrft

A FI.NE lot of my own raising; growth of present season.
~7|,^Al.':o, Seed for fall and winter planting, with directions to insure
their grow'h. Audress D. REDMOND,

Sejitemher— tf Auguita, Ga.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE,

{Nearly opposif.e the United States and Globe Hotels.')

^|''HE Sub-scribers has received and will cont'nueto receive through-
JL oui the. season, hit- st ck of Genuine and Fresh GACDEN 8EEbS,
crop of 1854. The usual deductions made to Country Merchants ,

J IE .'E« VICE.
N B G o-’t .'s‘ arag's White and Red Oni m -i-is, WoltJ

ad ' e' Cover, Luceiine, Blue Gras-, Tiaiothy, Osag'* ‘ range,

Oregon Peas, Ac., ftc. Dec—fit
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CHEROKEE!
A VALUABLE LOT OF LAAD FOR SALE.

THE subscriber oCTers for sale a very attractive and valu- rfIRi

^f^ able lot of LAND, situated between three and four miles

from the flourishing city of Rome, Ga.

The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-

land, well adapted to the growth of all the small Grains, Irish and

Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-

4y suitable for PRUIT-GROWlNtf, as it is situated on an elevated

plateau above the reach of ordinary frosts. A beautiful

_ NATURAL POND OR LAKELET

of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for

a Country Residence ;
as the supply of water never diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,

and has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY TIMBERED

with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, and is

within a mile and a quarter of two good SAW MILLS. It also con-

tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMESTONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.

The Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with
outbuildings—a well of good water, &c., wich twenty or thirty acres

under cultivation.

The attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all desir-

ous of a delightful situation in a salubrious and healthy climate,

within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the

above tract.

For terms, Ac., apply to the .subscriber, or to Col. J. W. M.
BERRIEN, of Rome, Ga., who will take pleasure in pointing out the

land, D. REDMOND,
September—tf Augusta, Ga.

EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF SELECTED ROSES AND
SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA MUR8KHY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of
^

• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new
and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His pr ees to Nurserymen will be as low as

those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also made recent additions to his

stock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-

ing varieties: Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English Walnuts and Hazle-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camera Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, Ac., and hardy flowering aud Ornamental Shrubs.

Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders
from the country will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-

p aid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE.
Nov—tf Augusta, Ga.

NEW AND WONDERFUL MACHLNE,
WILLIAM STODDARD, Patestkb.

The SUBSCRIBERS having purchased the right of the STATE
OF LOUISIANA in the beat Machine ever invented, for the

purpose of rifoing and shaving SHINGLES, BARREL HEADING,
Ac ,

are now prepared to sell the Right (f the Parishes, at prices
suflBciently low to naake it an induce''- ent to purchasers.
The Machine is simple in its construction, and not liable to get out

of order, capable of splitting aod shaving Two Thousand Shingles
per hour, better than made by hand. It is portable aad can be
worked by water, steam, horse or hand power.
Large inducement;! are offered to pu-sons wishing to purchase the

Right of several Parishes. We will have a blachme in tb“city of
New Orleans in a few weeas. A. S. & A. D. HiLL.

Augttsta, Ga ,
Nov. 1854. 4t

CROCKER & I^EES,

WAREHOUSE AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS,!^ '

. A
Jackson-street below and on the opposite side

Warren’s Range. The undersigned would respectfuliy

form their friends and former patrons that th -y will remove on the
l.st September next to the NEW AND SUBSTANTIAL FIRE-PROOF
WAPJEHOU3E on Jackson-street, below and on the opposite side of

Warren’s Range.
AVe will give our personal attention to all business entrusted to our

cBre, as heretofore and hope to merit a continuance of the favor of

former patrons. We are prepared to make, at all times, liberal cash
advances on Produce in store.

Shafer- Orders for Bagging, Rope, and Family Supplies will be care-
fully filled, and at the lowest market price.

JOHN R. CROCKER.
Augusta. Angnst, 1854—6t JOHN C. REES.

DIPORTED GARDEN SEED, &c.

The Subscriberhas on hand, a large and full assortment of the
best English GARDEN SEED of every varety Also, AVh te

and Red CLOVER; Lucerne, Herds, Blue and Timothy GRASS SE’?!);
White and Red ONTON ^ETTS

;
OSAGE ORaNGE; OREGON

PEAS; FARMER’S PLASTER; GUANO, Ac., Ac. For sale, either

at wholesa e or retail, by WM. HAINES, Augusta, Ga.
N. B.—Orders from the country will receive prompt attention.

Jan56—8t

ATKIN S SELF RAKER
REAPER AND MOWER.

Three seasons use of this ing niou?, be''utiful and yet simple
Maci'ine, furn"-!! convincing i^roof o' practical worth. Three

hundred, scattered into 9 difl'-re.r t States the past season, mtstly
in inexperienc d hands, and nearly all giving good sati.-faciion, cut-
ing from 50 to 600 acres, proves it not only strong and servicable, but
also fimple and easily in-.naged It saves not only the hard work of
raking, but lays the grain in such good order as to save at least
another hand in binding.

It is warranted to be a good
,
durable Self-Raking Reaper, and I

have also succeeded in attaching a mowing bar, so that I also war-
rant it as a Mower.
Pree at Chicago, of Reapers $170; ofMowing Bar, $30; Discount

on the Reaper, $‘5, and on the Mowing Bar, $5, for cash in advance
or on delivery. Price of Mower, $120.

Pamphlets giving all the objections and dificultiee, as well as
commendations, sent free, on post-paid applications

Agents, suitably qualified, wanted in all sect ons where there are
none. j. s. AVRIGHT,
JiinSS—5t “Prairie Farmer” AVarehmsc, Chicago.

ATRSRIRE UEiFERS FOR SALE
AT $100 EACH.

Heifer, “ PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,
1853; Dam “ Princess Mary,” grand dam imported “Mary

Queen of Scots;” fire, imported bull “Robert Burns ” “Princess
Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of
80 qu^rts.

Heifer, “MARIE IODISE,” one and a half years old, calved
March, 1858 ;

dam ‘ Maria Teresa,” t y imported “ Germantown,”
grand dam “Mary Q’leen of Scots,” imported from Scotland; sire,

imported bull “Robert Burns.” “Maria Teresa ” gave 2 .' quarts per
uay, “Mary Queen of Scots” gave 3'' quarts.

.Tan55—tf RICHARD PETERS. Atlanta, Ga.

ACCLIMATED HOVEl’S STRAWBERRT PLANTS.

t n (inn variety ofSTRAWBERRY PLANTS—two
I" 7^!, ft fU years old, and warranted to bear well the next spring.
Price, $2 59 per hundred plants. Orders from the country executed
with promptness and despatch. Apply to WM. HAINES,

September—tf 217 Broad-st., .Augusta, Ga.

liGRICULTURAL WASEHOUi^E ANtt SEED STORE.
(North East Corner of 7th and Market, Phladelphia.)

The subscribers are now prepared to offer the Public, one of the
largest and best collection of AGRICULTUR.AL and HORTI-

CULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and FLOWER, FIELD and GARDEN
SEEDS, to be found in the United States. Having taken over seventy
premiums for Implements at the Pennsylvania State Agricultural ex-
hibition, at Philadelphia, the pres nt season they can recommend
the superior quality and variety of their Implements and Machines
with the greatest confidence, and will furnish to order any thing for
tbe Farmer or Gard-ner or Fruit-Grower, by wholesale or retail. Gar-
den and Flower SEEDS, tested in their own grounds, neatly put up
in boxes for dealers to sell again. Fruit and Ornamental TREES
and SHRUBBERY cf every description, from their Nurseries at "West-
chester, near Philadelphia. Native and foreign GRASS ^E^ DS for
sale, as are adapted to our climate. They are, also, agents for
SUPER-PHOSPHATSOF LIME, GUANO, and other fertilizers; also,
for most of the new and improved IMPLEMENTS lately introduced.

Illustrated Implements, aiso Nursery and Seed Catalogues forward-
ed by mail to all post-paid appplications.

PASCHALL, MORniS& CO.,
Agricultural Wareliouse and Seed Store,

Dec

—

3t Corner of 7th and .^Iarket. Philadelphia.

ROWE’S UNRIVALLED PRIZE CRUSHER has had its pltent
extended for seven ye rs from the 24th of April, 1t-.54. It ia

generally acceded t'at this is 'he on’y Crusher worihy of the name.
It has never failed to take all the fir.st Honors and Premium.-, when-
ever e.xhibited, or brought in competition. It may be truly said, it

has no rival. It is the only mill ’n the world that crushes to powder
and mixes thoroughly. Corn, Cobs and Shucks or Straw; answering
the treble purpose of Mill, Crusher and Straw Cutter It is unrival-
led for pulverizing Rock-pla ter, Sliells, Tai.-t ark, Ac

;
nid will out-

last, in wear, ten of any other Crushers. For partin Jars address
JAMES ROWE, Patentee, Bainbridge, Dec.’urco., Ga.

I will furnish ma' hinery f r pulverzirig Qu i ts and superintend
the erection for $ < 00, and.warrant the mill to cru>h a ton per hour
of runn ng time. This does not include t e engine belt or pulley on
the motive power. Any wanting Portable Fence, stric ly in acticaL,

address as a bove .lan.5.5— 2t

WM, A . bTD.\ GDcUDn,
FACTOR AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

CORNER East Bay S'reet and N< rth Commercial Wharf, Charles-
ton, S. C., is prepared to make lihera) advances on consignments

of COTTON, CORN, SUGAR, II.OLR, GRAIN, HAY, &c.

GeDiiinc Peruvian Giiano DeyeS

!

FARMERS’ PLaS ER, CHARCOAL, RONE DUbT, .MINERAL
PHOSPHATE LIME, .'UPER PHOSPHATE LI.ME, Ac

Alwops on haod
^ ly

tohHR WILLOW.

CUTTINGS of the Naffer rOwO/afi*, the best Osier Willow culti-
vated wi be lurni.-ihed by the subscr ber at $8 per lOt'P They

can be forwarded during the w nter or earl- spring, to all parts of ibe
Union. Also, OSAGEORANGE plants ati."^ per ,UO0.
Jan55—4i* S, P. HtUGH, Albany, N. Y.
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CRASSERRY PLANTS,

THE kind most known and be t adapted to all k'nds of soil is the
Bel' or Egg-shaped variety. They are great bearers and keep

a lung time if r roperly gathered. They can be raised on poor
swampy land, where nothing else will grow, and often produce from
200 to 300 bushels per acre C vcular re ating to the culture, price,

&c., w ill be forwarded, gratis, to applicants. For s ' le by
F. TROIVBRIDGE, New Haven, Conn ,

March55—tf Dealer in Trees, Plants, ka.

A MONTMIilZ JOUMNAF.,
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPIIOVEIIENT OF SOUTHERX AGRICULTUEB'

Horticulture, StocJc Breeding, Poultry, Bees, General Farm
Economy, tfcc., &c.

ONE DOLLAR A TEAR IN ADVANCE
DANIEL LEeTm. D., an^B. REDMOND, Editors.

TSie Tlnirteemtli Voliyme wiii commence iaa
.I a-aniaary? 18 55.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming a
volume of 384 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount,
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day,

Yalua^!© Original Contributions
from many of the most intelligent and practical Planters, Farmers,,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS:
One Copt, one year $1 I Twenty-Five Copies, one year . . $20
Six Copies, “ “ 6

j
One Hundred “ “ “ 75

THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instancer
will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money
remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

Address t^VILlLIAM S. JOl^ES, Augusta, Ga.
Persons who (vill act as Agents, and obtain Subscribers, will

be furnished with the pape?- a t club prices.

m THE SOUTHERN NURSERIES, m
WASEimTON, ADAMS CO ,MISS.,

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapted to the South,
of FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS, VINES, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
Ac.; and of ROSES and other ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and TREES,
EVERGREENS, Ac

,
all of Southern growth, and of good size.

The packing is so carefully attended to, that Trees and Plants,
Roses, cuttings for hedging, &c., are sent to all parts of the South,
with scarcely a chance of their being injured.
Catalogues will be sent on application.
Nov— tf. THOMAS AFFLECK.

AFFLECK’S

STRAWBERRY CULTURE.

A COMPLETE MANUAL FOR THE CULTIVATION OF THE
STRAWBERRY, with a description of the best varieties. Also,

Notices of the Raspberry, Blickberry, Currant, Gooseberry, and
Grape, with directions for their Cultivation, and the selection of the
best varieties. “ Every process here recommended has been proved,
the plans of others tri-d, and the result is here given.” By R. G.
Pardee, with a valuable apendix, cootaining the observations and
experience of some of the most successful cultivators of these fruits

in our country. Price 50 cents, and sent free of postage. Pub ished
by C. M. SAXTON, Agricultural Book Publisher,
Nov—tf No. 152 Fulton st., New York.

””
TROUP lILL SURSERY,

~~
Macon, Georgia.

The subscriber offers for sale a large assortment of grafted Fruit
Trees of superior quality, containing many new Southern varie-

ties, not to be obtained in any other Nursery.
The collection of ever-blooming Roses is unrivalled

;
the bushes

being strong, and all raised on their own roots (none budded or graft-
ed ) Also, a fine collection of the newest and finest Evergreens,
Bulbous Roots, etc.

Catalogues sent to applicants.
‘ All persons who delight in horticulture, are invited to call and ex-
amine for themselves, and nobody, I hope, will leave my establish.-

TOent unsatisfied. [Dec—tf] ROBERT NELSON.

SEaistratefil wRiJ limseroriss EHegaat Engravings.

SOUTHERN RURAL ALMANAC,
A handsome little volume, full of useful and interesting hints on

K-UBAIL AFPASaS IN TliK SOUTH,
WILL BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FIRST OP NOVEM-
BER. Price 10 cents.

AFFLECK’S COTTON PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOK—New Edition, now ready—No. 1, for forty hands or less,

$2 50. No. 2, for eighty hands or less, $3 00. No. 8, for one hun-
dred and twenty, hands or lers, $3 50.

AFFLECK’S SUGAR PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOKS—No. 1, for 80 hands or less, $3 00 No. 2, for 120 hand*
or less, $3 50.

These Books are now in general use amongst Planters. They
will be sent by mail, prepaid and carefully enveloped at the above
prices, and when five copies are ordered by clubs, and remitted for,
an additional copy will be sent as commission to the individual mak-
ing up the Club. Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal-
ers, to whom a liberal discount will be made,

B. M. NORMAN, Publisher,
Nov—tf 14 Camp street, New Orleans,
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TWO CROPS OF RICE IN ONE SEASON.

The Columbia Carolinian publishes a letter from

Signor Germano Lattis, of Egypt, (introduced by anothei-

from Edwin DeLeon, American Consul at Alexandria,)

in which said Lattis expatiates upon a method which he

has discovered, ©f making two crops of rice on the same
ground in one year. Fora consideration, the Signor pro-

poses to introduce his system into the United States.

Mr. DeLeon says the result of his inquiries and in-

spection has been the conviction that a great discovery

has been made by Signor Lattis, through which he is en-

abled to produce two crops of rice in five months from the

same seed and an increase on the usual yield of at least

thirty per cent,

—

Sav. Cour.

Whether this arises from some chemical preparation of

the seed, or from his peculiar treatment of the plant, is his

secret. 1 incline to the former opinion. But the tacts are

authenticated by witnesses of the most irreproachable

character, and the experiments have been made on the

land and under the eye of Mustapha Pacha, one of the

royal family, who was educated at Paris, and is a man of

shrewdness and intelligence.

Signor Lattis thus writes to the American Consul;—“My
rice fields yield, as you know from personal examination,

two successive crops from a single sowing, and within a

period of about five months, provided that the tempera
ture remains constantly above tne mean of 20 degrees

Reaumur 1 think, therefore, that every country capable

of growing cotton is fit for the cultivation office after my
method. This cultivation is not effected by the usual

method of irrigation by submersion, the water being al

lowed to flow on the rice fields only at stated periods.

The straw, especially that of the first crop, furnishes an

excellent pasturage for cattle, while that left after the

usual mode is good for nothing.

The practical knowledge and attention necessary are
extremely simple, and within the rapacity of minds the

most ordinary, so as easily to render their adoption pos
sible by every planter in jour country.

The chemical means by which I stimulate the vitality of

the rice, and which serves to determine in it an increase ni

heat, are very cheap. They are more than sufficient tc

repair the loss of productive capacity whichthesoil would
endure in furnishing a double crop.

You are aware, sir, that far from impairing the value of

land, science has proved rice to be a plant which actually

improves the soil that produces it.

It remains for me now to add as to the sum I wouM de-

mand for the introduction of my system in America, aL
though it would be very difficult for me to state it at this

moment, yet I am convinced that this could offer no ob-

stacles to the enterprise. America is too powerful and
too generous to hesitate in obtaining what she recognizes

to be of great utility, and I, in my turn, should be too

happy to place my humble services at her disposal. It is^,

therefore, in my opinion, beyond a doubt, that as soon as
you may be authorized to make me an offer, we may
easily come to an understanding.

The above reminds us of Mr. Co.mstock’s “Terra Cvl-

—a humbug that has been pressed upon public at-

tention as a secret worthy of the patronage of Congress
and State Legislatures, by the purchase (fthe same.

If Signor Germano L\ttis wished to sell \\\s nostrwm
to the American Government through Mr. DeLeon, Con-
sul at Alexandria, he should have avoided writing any
such letter as the above, or at least, its publication in the

United States. He says: The clic'mical means by
which I stimulate the vitality of the rice, and which
serves to determine in it an increase of heat. -

ax-q very

cheap. They are more than sufficient to repair the loss of

productive rapacity which the soil would endure in fur-

nishing a double crop.'’

The secret appears to consist in knowing some “cheap-

chemical means” which will evolve “heat” in the tissues

of rice plants; which “heat,” it is falsely assumed, is so

much belter, and more agreeable to vegetable growth, than

solar heat, that the [dant will organize as mueli of its food,

whether present or not. in two months as it would in three

without the aid of this super-natural chemical stimulant I

Tills simple statement sliows that Signor Germ a,no Lattis

knows liiile or noiliing of vegetable physiology in its pre-

sent advanced condition. Two crofis of rice may be

grown in a year in Egypt as two of corn are grown in

Texas; but in luiiher case is the result attained by any
“increase of heal” generated by “chemical means” arti-

ficially applied. Any such pretence is a fraud, and it can

only 1)6 successful to the extent of popular credulity and

ignorance of chemistry, and the way in whicli all plants

iiiow. Let us siipfjose, for illusiration and comparison,

that it Wire emirely practical permanently to laise the

mmperatnre of ilie soil of a rice field, waier and atmos-

phere, (fur the two latter would certainly cool the growing
|)lants if not wairned) during the whole time ihat. inter-

vene.s from the sowing or (ilaniing of the seed, to the ma-
turity of ihe crop. V\'ill tins virinal change of climate

roin a cooler to a warmer, condition, shorten the time m
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which a tropical cereal will perlorm all its vital func-

tions '? Our common maize or corn is a tropical or semi-

tropical plant, in a state of nature ; and in that respect re-

sambles rice. Take corn from Lower Canada where it

develops a ripe crop in from 70 to 90 days, to the hottest

part ofLouisiana. Will the warmer soil, and atmosphere

of the “Sunny South” permit one to expect that Canada
corn planted in a sugar-cane climate will be ready to har-

vest in 35 or 45 days after the seed is put into the ground 1

Will any acclimation of Northern seed corn at the South

fbring it to maturity in a less time than it is grown in

Canada, where it is said to ripen sometimes in two
months from the time of planting 7

We know not what influence Canada winters may
liave on maize and other plants

;
but the transition from

severe cold in winter to the warmth of spring appears to

have a remarkable elFect on the germination of seeds and

the growth of plants—quickening all their vital process-

es, as though nature was in a hurry to bring her veget-

able offspring to the earliest possible maturity, before the

return of Frost and Ice in early autumn. Where winter

is unknown in its common Northern aspects, and where

the warmth of a Northern summer extends through nine

^r ten months in a year, nature is in no such hurry to

drive vegetation at a rapid rate
;
and Canada corn, instead

of ripening in 70 days from the planting of the seed, soon

learns to take 140 days in Louisiana to accomplish that

object.

Conceding, as all must, that both vegetable vitality and
animal life adapt themselves, more or less, to changes in

soil and climate, they yield, nevertheless, very little to any
quack nostrums designed to stimulate “vitality” without

adequate feeding. Manuring cereals and all other grasses

is the true way to strengthen and hasten their growth; and
this is no secret. But the idea of getting two crops of rice

by the evolved from any mineral or vegetable ma-
nure, needs the confirmation of repeated experiments in

this country before its soundness can be admitted. Signor
Germano Lattis says:— “You are aware, sir, that far

from impairing the value of land, science has proved rice

be a plant which actually improves the soil that pro-

duces it.”

If such were the fact in reference to rice, experience in

its cultivation, not science, could alone prove the truth of

the statement. Land cultivated in rice and irrigated in

some way with fertilizing water, may gain from this

source more of the elements of crops than it parts with,

and thus increase in fruitfulness. But the statement as

made above, without qualification, is obviously an error.

L.

GEOLOGICAL AKD AGEICTLTGEAL TEXT-BOOKS.

Daniel Lee, M. D.:

Dear Sir—You are aware that numbers of your readers

look with great interest to your recommendation of Geo-
logical Text-Books, in the February number of the Cul-
tivator. I endorse your recommendation of Dr. Hitch-
cock’s work, as well as the great works of Sir Charles
Lyell—“Manual of Elementary Geology,” and his Prin-

ciples of Geology. I thought, however, that I would call

your attention to the concluding remark made by an able

^reviewerof Toumby’s Geology of South Carolina, to the
Boston Natural History Society. “Upon the whole, I do
not know where the same amount of Valuable practical in-

formation can be obtained in the same compass.” I quote
from memory

;
the Review was published in the American

.Journal of Science and Art, about five years ago. One
ought scarcely pass over this subject without alluding to
ithe amount of information contained in the voluminous
•Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, con-
ducted by Owen, very recently published.

But the great and the only way of mastering the sub.

ject of Agricultural Geology, I have found to be this;

Take first, say Prof, Shepard’s Mineralogy, and obtain

a correct knowledge of the chemical constitution of

Mineral substances—Quartz, Felspar, Mica, Hornblende,

Talc, &c. The number of Minerals most deeply interest-

ed in giving character to soil is not very great
;
nor is it

very difficult to learn to distinguish them by their physical

appearances. These are indispensables in a practical

point of view. Now it becomes easy to learn how these

different minerals are united in the different Geological

formations. Quartz, Felspar and Mica in the Granite,

Felspar and Hornblende in Trap soils. Talc, &c., in Pro-

togin e, &c.

And it is very plain, recognizing the Mineralogical and
Geological origin of the various soils, their chemical con-

stitution is known at once, and the various changes they

undergo, and characters they assume readily understood;

their various characters, necessities and adaptations, re-

cognized at a glance. If Albite takes the place of Felspar

in any formation, we know at once we have soda instead

ofpotash in the soil.

These remarks are so generally and practically true as

regards all the various Hypogene and fosiliferious strati-

fied formations and soils, that the number of soils that

really need an analysis to understand them is very limited

indeed
;
and happily so, for their characters vary so often

even in the same field, that the latter method becomes
quite impracticable. The great concern of agriculture is

this proper understanding of the characters of the various

soils, and the most, and often the only profitable mode of

improving them
;
for improved land bears the same rela-

tion to the success of agriculture, that improved machin-

ery does to profits of manufacturing. There is a general

truth that all soils originally fertile may be improved readi-

ly
;
those originally poor are improved with difficulty.

Nature shows, without liability to error, what effect the

salts or other elements of soils have upon them. Calcari-

ous soils of fair physical properties destitute of organic mat-

ter, by denudation, or exhausted from cultivation, if rest-

ed, improve much more rapidly than those destitute of

lime. Lime, if the soil is allowed repose during summer,
generates vegetable matter. Lime never can be. brought, in

our climate, to decompose vegetable matter. If applied in

the condition of oxide or quick lime, it remains in that

condition but a few moments. It cannot be preserved in

the condition of an alkali in any soil. If it does act as an
alkali, it does that much harm to the soil.

The generally small amount of vegetable matters exist-

ing in all the soils of warm climates is too speedily ex-

hausted by the decomposing agencies of heat and mois-

ture. But the subject of using lime or other substance to

generate vegetable matter is a very different affair, and all

the failures that have resulted from the application of cal-

carious manures, in warm climates, have resulted from a

misconception of the subject. On the very same Geolo-

gical or chemical soil farther North, where peat-moss and
other cryptogamic vegetables are disposed to obtrude, the

applications would have been successful. There are cer-

tain formations rich in lime, potash and other inorganic

and organic elements, but from position, the condition in

which the elements exist, and the physical properties of

the soils they are worthless. I only mention those sub-

jects to show that by observing formations, and the effects

of salts or other substances derived from minerals, and
contained in soils, we obtain a knowledge of their proper-

ties, immensely valuable, and to be obtained from no
other source. Very respectfully, &c.,

Wm. D. Kersh, M. D.

Winsboro, S. C., Feb., 1855.

P. S.—Those acquainted with the Trap formations of
this State, or, indeed, with the purely retentive soils any-

where, will understand to what I refer. Wherever Nature
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threw the surface of these formations into undulations, or

sank the vjaler-table clhexwise, these are the very best of

soils. Here, again, Nature throws light on the subject.

It indicates not bnly tlie only means that leill succeed at all,

but the only means necessary to a perfect restoration ; and

I refer to this case as being one in which one of the best of

agriculturists, employed by this State as an agricultural

surveyor, gave his advice that liming, &ic., was the best

means of restoring those soils—not knowing the identity

of formation and chemical constitution, he failed to per-

ceive the true cause of evil. VV. D. Iv.

Remarks.—Dr. K. has our thanks for the above equally

instructive and suggestive letter, He would render agri-

cultural science an essential service by contributing a

series of papers to the pages of the Cultivator on the rela-

tions which subsist between different soils and the geo-

logic.al formations from which they are derived. That a

reasonable amount of lime in a soil greatly favors the lux-

uriant growth of plants, and thereby rapidly augments

vegetable matter on the ground, by the annual decay of

said plants, is a fact to which public attention cannot be

too often, nor too earnestly called. Before any land can

be rich in sound and fruitful mould, there are certain con-

ditions precedent of a mineral and geological character,
'

which every farmer and planter ought to understand.

These conditions are often wanting
;
and therefore the best

kind of mould is extremely scarce. If any reader desires

to know what kind of mould we esteem the best for agri-

cultural purposes, he is informed that it is such as a mass

of rotten cotton seed, or of decaying wheat, will form. Pea

vines, and Clover yields a rich mould, but not so fertiliz-

ing as theUfrom the seeds of cereals. Wild plants, including

forest trees, produce organic matter of very unequal value;

but in tracing forest trees and smaller plants back to their

parent soils and subsoils, and these back to their true geo-

logical age and strata, it is not always clear where the

loose earth that forms our hills, valleys and plains came
from. The debris of adjacent rocks some times furnishes

all, or nealy all ofthe earthy materials present; but it may
happen that the earthy matters have been transported from

a great and unknown distance, as “Drift,” and deposited

above all local rocks and their fragments, however, com-
minuted. In such cases, no analysis of the lower rocks

and minerals in the neighborhood, nor knowledge of the

chemical constitution of felspar, mica, hornblende and al-

bite, as suggested by Dr. Kersh, will give an index of the

natural resources of the soil. It belongs to another and a

distant geological epoch, and one more nearly allied to

the flora fauna of our own time than those of the old-

er fossiliferous rocks.

It is only by a critical knowledge of fossils that geolo-

gists determine the age and origin of the earthy strata ex-

posed to the surface of the ground. If there are no fossils,

one can usually ascertain, to his own satisfaction, whether

the soil is formed mainly of the debris of rocks in situ, or

from rocks that exist at a great distance. The transporting

eigencies by which so much earthy matter has been con-

veyed hundreds and thousands of miles, are water in primi-

tive oceans, lakes, rivers and glaciers. Icebergs now
floating from the North Atlantic into a Southern latitude,

bring, imbedded in them, huge rocks and their fragments,

besides mud and gravel, which fall to the bottom of the sea

when the ice melts. Suppose an island or continent to be

elevated from the bottom of the Atlantic by volcanic ac-

tion, the new earth thus brought up to the genial warmth
and light of the sun would be covered with such drift de-

posits as floating icebergs had brought from the North
! Sea. The elevation and depression of the earth’s crust by
i volcanic action, co-oper.iting with water, frost, atmospher-

I

ic gases, electricity, vegetable and animal vitality, have

I

produced mighty revolutions in our planet.

1
Physical geography and meteorology are intimately

connected with agricultural geology and chemistry. It is

impossible to give due weight, in the study of soils, to any
set of facts, unless we balance them against other facts that
have an equal bearing on the subject under consideration.

As yet, our data are quiie limited, and we should labor
to collect more facts before attempting to generalize them
into a matured theory. The South presents an interesting

field for geological researches undertaken with a view to
develop the latent agricultural resources of the planting
States. Whoever sliall contribute to this result will ren-
der the public an essential service. We must make a
well considered effort to increase our professional know-
ledge, and turn it at once to a practical account

;
and we

trust that Dr. Kersh and others will lend a helping hand
to keep this matter constantly before the readers of tins

journal. L.

'‘SESCUE GEASS”

Messrs. Editors—I see a controversy going on re-

specting the Rescue Grass. I tried it last fall, and so far,

notwithstanding the unfavorable season, it has performed
well. In growth, I am told by one of my neighbors, it re-

sembles his Musquit Grass, but from his description the
seed differs in toto—ihen in the first growth there must be
a great difference—the Musquit is thin and weakly. The
Rescue comes up with a strong spear of a purplish hue;
very much like Rye

;
to which family 1 am inclined

(though no botanist) to believe it belongs. I have but
little of it, thinking that at the price it was sold, if a hum-
bug, a gallon was as much as I ought to swallow at a
time; but am now inclined to believe it was a good
draught. Mine has accidently been twice depastured by
a very self-willed ox

;
yet, is now of a beautiful dark

green, (and has so been through the whole of this dry,
cold winter) and from eight to nine inches high. I give
you my experience in the matter, which, compared with
that of others, may decide the merits of the Grass.
Whether mine will fully come up to Mr. Iverson’s ex-
perience, remains yet to be developed.

Respectfully, your ob’t servant,

Andrew C. Armstrong.
New Jackson, Miss. March, 1855.

Rescue Grass.—Messrs. Editors—The “Rescue Grass,”

for the seed of which I paid S5 per peck, is not as tall as

the pen I write with—planted in September in very rick

land. My Yellow Clover, cold and dry as has been the

winter, is a deep dense carpet of verdure, utterly over-

whelming the Coco grass which occupies the same ground
with it, and it fully and faithfully keeps it down as leng

as it lives— till May. J. W. B.

Woodville, Miss., 1855.

Ground Peas.—A gentleman residing near this place,

informs us tnat he has dug and measured a sufficient quan»
tity of ground peas to ascertain that they will average

105 bushels to the acre ! The land planted is ordinary

pine land, on which was put a little manure. The labor

bestowed was not more than would be necessary to plant

and attend the same ground in cotton.

The nutritious qualities of the ground peas are general-

ly known. They are said by those who have made the

experiment, to be superior to corn for fattening hogs, and
for that purpose they are raised and fed with less trouble

than any other crop. They need not be gathered, but re-

main good in the ground until March or April. Du ing six

months from the first of October to the first of Apr 1, hogs

may be turned into the field of ground peas and kept as

fat as though they had free access to a crib of corn. What
farmer in Georgia will hereafter buy Western pork I

—

bany Patriot.
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'Mbrsrs. Editors—1 propqse, whh your permission

,

submitting To your readers a method of cnUivaUng corn,

the chief merit of which (if there be any) is a saving of

tiRnecessary work.

Premising that before this reaches the eye of planters,

thek cora will be in the ground, perhaps already up, 1

now give the modus operandi, viz :

ist To put the bar of a good turning plow as near as

'^possible to the plant and keeping deep, throw the earth

./rnwi'J dll you go over the Crop. This leaves a bed 8 to

JO inches wide, into which the sun will penetrate and

'wastm'theofoots
;

if there be rain it will be readily absorbed

where most needed.

2d. Having run but one furrow, at the end of 10 or 15

^SayB ipjt a coulter, or bull tongue plow in the bottom of it,

keeping the horse in the furrow, pass over the entire field.

Tliis iprocess will have loosened the earth at least awe foot

-slightly moulded the corn, and left the ground mel-

low, as far as the roots need for a fortnight more, when it

will be a foot high, and ready for the

3d "‘running round,” with the mould board to the corn,

which will invert 'the mellow &o\\,^x\dmould it 'well, goin^

th.is time two furrows
;
about ten days later plant your

peas, and break the middle out thoroughly, whiefc, in a

&.k season, will give as a good crop, as the land will

bear.

Ofeourse, it is impossible to give directions for all and

mexy kind of soils, and seasons —every planter will reject

dn/y usage differing from his own best judgment.

I have found the foregoing to answer well, on a flat

surface, clay loam, and if the suggestions benefit a brother

farmer, my object will have been accomplished.

Respectfully, M.

Michmond Co., Ga., March, 1855.

WHAT DOES A POUND OF COTTON C0ST1

The profits of cotton .planting are, in our estimation,

lagely over estimated. At 8 cents a pound, which may,

perhaps, be taken as the average price of cutton, it is a

fa(r business—nothing more. There are individual in-

stances of planters who make a large, profit at that price,

but for every such instance another can be found, who on

the other hand, barely makes a living at the same rate.

The lawS'-which govern money-making are the same in

cotton planting as' in every other legitimate business.

Close economy, strict attention to his business, prudence

and industry, will, in the end, make a man rich, whether

ho makes cotton bags or sells calico, whether he tills the

earth or plows the ocean, and without these elements he

can no more prosper in the one than in the other. There

are more fortunes made at planting than at any other

.buriness^ very' probably ;
but this result is attributable noi

to .As 'supposed. fact that there is more money made at the

Easiness than any other, but because planters are, as a

<ckss, more eco,nomical, and live more at home than any

other. It isnotto be denied, that our vocation has de

.eidecj.ad 5rantages over many other pursuits -its independ-

^eaee. its stabifity and its security for instance
;
but it will

.be found, the world over, that just in proportion as these

advantages are sacrificed in any pursuit, no matter what,

just in that proportion are the anticipated profits enhanced.

l'h®.shipping business, for instance, has to encounter more

msks, and is proportionally more uncertain than planting,

but when its adventures are fortunate, they yield a much

fbwger return than the same amount would if invested in

ilanti ana, negroes. So ofbanking, so ofmining, so of mer-

( ibao'dking, so of every other moneyed pursuit. After all,

5fc'ill be found a surprising uniformity characterizing

profit and loss account of the various legitimate avoca-

itea of life. The advantages and disadvantages, esti-

mated with reference to their profitableness, are very even-
ly balanced, and a choice between them is a matter to be
regulated by tastes and talents.

We set out, hov/ever, with the assertion that the profits

of cotton planting were largely over-estimated, and we
return to the question, what does it cost to produce a
pound of cotton 1 There are difficulties in the way of an
exact answer to this question, and our estimates will be ne-

cessarily approximative, but we think not far out of the

way. We shall, of course, represent no one isolated in-

stance, but will' base our calculations upon the ordinary

operations of the cotton plantation. We shall assume that

the average value of a full hand is S900, and that the un-

available negro property on the plantation, in the shape of

young and old negroes, amounts to 33 1-2 per cent, upon
this

;
that is to say, on a plantation where the negro pro-

perty amounts to Sf2,000, the value of the available force

will be only S9,000. in calculating the interest, there-

fore, upon the value' of each hand, we shall add to it 33 1-9

per cent, for the value of the inefficient negroes, because

it is a necessary part of the cost of a cotton plantation con-

ducted on the general plan. We shall allow thirty-five

acres of land to each hand, twenty five for cultivation,

and ten in the Tvoods. The allov.?ance of land, we know,
is below the fact generally, for there are few who own less,

and a large number own twice or three times as much.
We think, how'ever, that the crop should not be charged

with a larger proportion of wood land, inasmuch as it is

in no way indispensable to its culture. We have taken

ten acres of wood land to the hand as sufficient to afford

wood, timber and privilege to the plantation. By the re-

turns of last census, the average cash value of farms

In South Carolina was $5 08 per acre.

In Georgia 4 19 “

In Alabama 5 30 “

In Mississippi .... 5 22 “

In Louisiana 13 71 “

making an average in these five States of S6 70 per acre.

The average of cotton lands in Louisana is not, probably,

so high as the figures in the above table, but the average

in the other States, we are satisfied, is a low estimate.

The usual rule on cotton plantations is to allow one

mule for two hands, and result of our observation is that

the average duration of good service that may be expected

of a mule, with ordinary plantation treatment, is five years.

We shall, therefore, charge the crop with interest on the

prime cost of the mule, and 20 per cent, for his wear and
lear. In estimating the cost of clothing, hats, blankets,

&c
,
v/e shall charge each hand with his own customary

allowance, and 50 per cent, additional fpr the inefficient

negroes on the plantation. The balance sheet will then

stand for each hand :

Dr.

To int. on 35 acres land a per acre $16 41

“ on negro property 84 00
“

-^on one-half cost of mule $150 5 35

To wear of same 15 00

To clothing. &c 8 00

To 50 per cent, on do. for unavailable negroes 4 00

To expense of overseeer — 15 00

To salt 1 OO

To iron and blacksmith work 3 50

To bagging and rope.... 5 00

To annual expense for tools, wagons, gear, 3 00

$160 16

Cr. By 2,000 lbs. ginned cotton.

According to the foregoing estimate, the cotton would

costa fraction over 8 cents per lb. It willsbe perceived

thet we imke no charge for corn and bacon, which, ac-

cording to the foregoing calculation, is to be raised at home.

Thus it is seen that takiag, the attsaga prodttalia]| «f tih
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country to be 2,000 pounds of ginned cotton, or four

Georgia bales to tbe liand, and estimating tliat by a pru-

dent cconqmy the planter produces all his own supplies.

It actually costs liini 8 cents for every pound of cotton he

makes.—S nl of /he Soutit

TEXA.S OAT, ALIA-', HESGUE GRASS.—EXPEEIMEITT
WITH RYE.

Mkssrs. EotTORs—The unprecedented cold and dry

Wf'ather has so retarded the growth ot my Rye that I have

thought it advisable not to apply the sickle to it again un

til it i'.ttained its growth or matured its seed; and shall not,

therefore, trouble you with anotljer article upon the sub-

ject until that period arrives.

I will remark, however, that at present the Rye is from

4 to 10 irn-hes high, and would probably yield 10 lbs. (the

row). The grass (-‘Rescue”) is not yet sufficiently high

for the grazing of hor.^es or cattle, but would do very well i

for sheep. The chickens, I find, are beginning to show

some partiality for it, it being evidently much more deli-

cate and tender than the Rye ever was, and is probably
|

more nutritious.
;

In the last number of your CnUivaior, I find an article
;

from Mr B. Y. Ivkrso.v, the vender of the so called Res
j

cue Grass seed, in reply to my first communication upon
;

that subject— intending principally to set me aright as to 1

the legitimate or classical name of the grass in question—
and calling upon me for the testimony in support of the

name which 1 there choose to give it—•The 7 exas Oat.”

As there is no virtue in a name, 1 feel as though I should

be trespassing upon the columns of your journal as well

-as the patience of its readers, were 1 to occupy more than

! a moinentina reply—made necessary from considerations

i
of courtesy, and in doing so shall bring Mr. 1. first upon

the stand. In the history of this grass, as given us by Mr.

I
JvKRSON, in several of his pulilished communications, he

I

has informed us that Capt. Morga.v Smith, of Lowndes

1 county, Alabama, first introduced the seed into this coun

; try, and that from him he indirectly obtained his—and

I

that he called it the “Texas Oat,” (see his reply to “Tat

I tier,” November ( 1854) number of ihe Soil of the S u.h,

i oage o‘24,) but does not give its history in Capt S ’s word^

anyfuriher, r7S fo Us origin; although he says: “I have

: heard Capt. S. state how he received his first start of

ii’M)
That its origin is traceable to Texas, when taken in

connection with this history, is clear fiom the testimony :

of the Hon. W. L. Yancy, of Ala., “Agricola” and “'J’at-
j

tier”

In the Farmer and PZcTi/^r, (November (1 854) number,

!

page 298,7 vv, L Y. suites, “That several years since, one

i
of Capt S.mith’s neighliors removed to 4’exas, and that

! Capt S dropped into the hand of the emignnt's son, who

!

wa* named a<ter him, a twenty-dollar gold piece. In a

; short time afterwards, however, there came a letter from

' the young Te.Kan, containing a few seed, wliich resemliled

I

our oat .-eed, in all liut size.
’ ‘"Agricola ’ says, (Noveni-

j

ber
(
!8.')4) numlmr of ihe Southern CulUvoU r, jiage 3 7,)

I

‘ Mr. Gii.mkr, of Red hiver. (who is a nephew of Capt

I

S’s wife) l.rought the oat fiom 4Vxas and gave it to his

: uncle.” In the Ociober ( 18.54) number of the ,S

South, page g9.5, “Tatler” says, -The seed w ere sent from

' Texas as the Texas Oat to Capt. M. Smith, of Lowndes

I

county Alabama.”

The only discrepancy in these stateme-its is as to its de-

\

li erv—certainly not m-iierial. The seed, therefore, be-

yond a doubt, otme from Texas and was called by Capt.

' Smith, “Texas Oats.” This evidence, may not be con

cl isi ve to Mr. I vkrbon
;
but it is something beyond the

I

mere “ipsedixit” which he taunts me with,

i

In explanation of Mr. l.’s surmises, noted in his reply,

1 aa lo who 1 am, I will relieve his suspicions by informing

him that tiuit communication was the first article I ever

wrote touching this grass, and that I am not “unfriendly

either to him, personally, or his grass.” But was actuated

from the be.<t of motives in making the experiment—
loLinded upon his own laudations of its merits—some few
of which I will quote. In tlie August (1854) number of
the Soil of the South, page b'24', he says ; “It is never in-

jured by our severest cold
;
which stands our summer’s

licat; which is neither injured nor retarded by heavy
rains, overflow's or ordinary drouths; and will do well in

any kind of soil in the South,” &c., 6cc. Again, in the

September (1851) number of the same journal, page G49.

“I do, in all candor, state, once for all, that every word I

s lid about it is true.” In another sentence— “It outgrows
7lil!et orLnceine; it will (if sowed in the lastofSeptem-

ter) be ready to graze horses mules, cattle, sheep, goats,

hogs and chickens, from November to June; it will then

(stock being w'ithdraw’n and the ground rich) yield as

much h ly, per acre, as the best Northern article, in quan-

titv, quality and weight, &c
,
&c., &c.”

But, to return to his reply to my article,/he says : “I will

say, however, that the fall and winter, so far, has been en-

tirely too dry for it; as an evidence of this, I find my grass

now not over 20 inches high, while, at the same period

last year it wms over 30 inches in the same ground.” In

reply to this statement, I have only to remark that it must
be grown in a garden, or on some other rich plat of

i^rouiid.

The soil in which mine is planted (and they are genu-

ine seed, unless he sold a spurious article, which opinion I

will not entertain) would grow, with ordinary seasons,

irom 18 to 20 busJiels corn per acre, being certainly the

best soil for testing its \aloe as a. renovator (also claimed

for it) of poor land.

As lointer food for stock it has been entirely worthless

to me; and it now remains to be seen what is its relative

value to Rye, in yield of hay, or green matter for turning

in as a fertilizer.

I sowed down (in drills) a square in my garden—say

30 by 30 feet square— in Rye, about the first of September

list, which has furnished a daily supply of iO to 15 lbs. of

green food to one cow ever since the first of December,

and promises to last at Iea:;t two weeks longer. ^^[mdriUs

are about 6 inches wide, and rows about 18 inches apart.

Barly is more nutritious than Rye.

A.LGt:RNON.

March, 1855.

Hydrophobia ix a Horse.—A correspondent of the

Mark Lane E.tpress, dating from Whetstone, relates the

following case :

Six or seven weeks ago I had a valuable cart mare bit-

ten by a strange dog. My man was in the chaff house,

and he was aroused by a sudden rearing, plunging, and

unusual noise; he immediately entered the stable, and

thought he saw a small dog jump out of the manger and,

leave the stable; he thought tin's must have frightened the

animal, as it was dusk. 1 told liim to bring it out to the

light, when we observed three or four long scratches or

incisions just deep enough to draw blood; an uneasy

thought crossed my mind at the moment, but it was soon

forgotten, and it was only last week that I was pleasing

myself that the mare was improving in condition. On
Monday last she appeared to have a sore throat. I sent

for the fierrier, who administered some remedy, and order-

ed fomentation, which was very frequently applied. She

appeared something better on Thursday, morning, but

towards evening became worse, and eventually quite

rabid—starting and shivering at the sound of water, and

snapping at everything within reach; and at last wa
found it necesfiary to kill her.
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PREMIUM LIST FOR THE TENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OF THE

SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
BE HELD N ATLANTA, GA

On tine lOtli, lItJbi, 14tli and. IStli days of September, 1855.

FIELD CKOPS.

1. For tlie largest crop of Cotton produced npon two

acres oi upland^ with the mode ot cultivation, the

amount and kind of manure used, the pepod ot

planting, the number of times plowed and hoed,

the Tcind of Cotton—the land to be measured and

the Cotton weighed in the presence of three disin-

terested and reliable witnesses, with certihcate

from them, pitcher,

2. For the largest crop of Cotton produced upon two

acres of low land^ (the same req^uisition as upon

two acres of upland,)
, „ . ^ ^

8 . ForthelargesteropofFea Vino Hay, raised on two

acres, one bale to be sent as a sample, with a certii-

icate of quantity made, silver cup,
. .

4. For the largest crop of Native Grass Hay, raised

on 2 acres, the same as above,
.

5. For the largest crop of Foreign Grass Hay, raised

on 2 acres, the same as above, d"

6 . For the largest crop of Corn grown upon 2 acres of

upland
;
the period of planting, the mode of cub

tivation, kind of corn, times plowed and hoed,

the amount and kind of manure applied—the land'

and corn measured in the presence of three dis-

interested and reliable witnesses, with their certifi-

cates—a silver pitcher worth

7. For the largest crop of Corn grown upon two acres

of low land, (requisition as upon upland Corn) 50

8. For the largestcrop of Wheat (drilled or broadcast)

grown upon two acres of land, not under 60 pounds

per bushel
j

the land and Wheat to be measured,

and under the same requisition in all things as

above, ‘

9. For the largest crop of low land Kice, on one acre, 25

10.

* For the largest crop of Oats, kind, &g., raised per

acre,
. i

11. For the largest crop of Eye, kind, &c., raised per

acre,

12. For the largest crop ofBarley,kind, &c., raised per

acre, 10

18. For the largestcrop of Sweet Potatoes raised per

acre, one eighth of an acre to be dug, and certifi-

cates of the yield by disinterested persons fur-

nished,
^

20

14. For the largest crop of Irish Potatoes raised per

acre, 20

15. For the largestcrop of Turnips raised per acre, 10

16. For the largest crop of Ground Peas, or Pindars,

per acre, 10

17. For the largestcrop of Field Peas raised per acre, 10

18. Best box of Chewing Tobacco, Georgia raised, $5
19. Best box of Cigars from Georgia raised Tobacco, 5

20. Best sample of Georgia raised Smoking Tobacco, 5

21. For the greatest quantity of Corn produced on an
acre of land by irrigation, with the mode of culti-

vation, time of planting, irrigation, &o.,
_ ^

25

Exhibitors of all the above crops m.Vi'&tstate in writing, in

full, to the Secretary, all the requisitions as laid down for

Corn, Cotton, &c., as above, when the articles are entered

upon his books for exhibition
;
with the witnesses’ certifi-

cates for the measurement of lands and pounds, and bushels
per acre; without which the J udges will be required to with
hold their awards, and exhibitors not complying with these
requisitions will not be allowed to compete for the Premiums
of the Society. j

$50

CEOPS BY BOYS UNDEE SIXTEEN YEAES OF AGE.
1. For the largest quantity of Indian Corn grown by

any white boy under 16 years of age, upon an acre
ofland, a patent lever silver Watch, 25

The rules in relation to field crops to be complied with.
2 . For the largest quantity of Cotton produced by any

white boy under 16 years of age upon an acre of
land—patent lever silver Wa' ch, 25

The rules of field crops to be complied with.

SAMPLES OF FIELD CEOPS.
1 . The best variety of Bread Corn, with two bushels

as sample, ' fl®
2. Best variety of Corn for stock, two bushels as sam-

ples—tested by weight, 1®
8 . Best variety of Wheat, with a bushel of grain as

sample, 5
4. For the best variety ofSweet Potato, sample oftwo

bushels, 5
5. For the best variety of Field Peas, sample of one

bushel, 5
6 . Best variety of upland Cotton, two stalks as sam-

ples, 5
7. Best variety of Sea Island Cotton, with two stalks

as samples, 5
I

8 . Best bushel of Eice, 5
9. “ “ “ Oats, 5

! 10. “ “ “ Eye, 5
11 .

“ “ “ Barley, 5
12. Best bushel of Irish Potatoes, 5
13. Best variety of grass seeds adapted to the South for

Hay or Grazing, 10
Exhibitors ot crops, must give in writing to the Secretary

a full account of eacn croo offered—its adaptation for profi-
table cultivationj <kc. Exhibitors of Hay, must give the
mode of cultivating, curing, harvesting, &c.

COTTON BALES.
1 For the best 20 bales of Upland Cotton, $20
2 “ “ 10 “ “ “ “ 15
3 “ “5 “ “ “ “ 10
4 “ “1 “ “ “ “ 5
5 “ “5 “ “ Sea Island Cotton, 20
6 Best bal e of (400 lbs.) Sea Island or Black Seed Cotton

raised on upland, 20

^

The Cotton must be on the Fair Ground during the Ex-
hibition, to claim the premium.

CATTLE.
riEST CLASS.—DEVONS.

[In all cases, purity of blood, in both sire and dam, as
traced back to the herds of established English or Ameri-
can breeders, or as found in the Herd Book for North
Devons, and without this an animal cannot compete in this
clfis.]

1. For the best Bull 3 years old, or upwards,
“ 2nd best Bull 8 years oM,or upwards,

‘I

best Bull 2 to 8 years old,

$20
Medal

$10
5

10
Medal

$5
S

Bull 1 to 2 years old,
“ Cow 8 years old, or upwards,

6 .
“ “ 2d best Cow 3 years old, or upwards,

7. “ beat Heifer 2 to 8 years old,
8

.

“ “ “ “ 1 to 2 years old,

9. “ “ “ Bull Calf 6 months old, or upwards, Medal
10. “ “ “ Heifer Calf 6 mos. old, or upwards. Medal

SECOND CLASS.—DCEHA MS, OK SHOKT HOSNS-
[In all cases purity of blood in both sire and dam, as

traced back to the Herds of established English or Ameii-
can breeders, or as found in the English or American
Herd E Doks for Short Horns, and without this an animal
cannot compete in this c f'^s.]

1. For the best Bull 3 years old, or upwards,
2d beat Bull 8 years old, or upwards
best Bull 2 to 3 years old,
“ ' Bull 1 to 2 years old,
“ Cow 8 years old, or upwards,
2d beat Cow 8 years old, or upwards,
best Heifer 2 to 8 years old,
“ Bull 1 to 2 years old,
“ Bull Calf 6 months cld,
“ Heifer Calf 6 months old.

THiaD CLASS.—AYEESHIKB8.
1. For the best Bull,
2. For the best Cow,

FOUETH CLASS.—ALDEKNEYS,
1. For the best Bull,

2. For the best Cow,

7.

8 .

9.

10.

$20
Medal

$10
5

10
Medft'

$5
8

Medal
Medal

$19
5

$10
5
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riFlH CLA3.'.—KEEBY,

1. For the best Bui!,

t. For the bef»t Cow,
SIXTH CLASS —GEADE3 OE MIXED BLOOD.

1. For the bett milkinffCow 3 years old, or upwards,

2.
“ “ “ Beifer 2 to 8 years old,

ft “ “ “ Heifer 1 to 2 years old.

6

$10
6

5

4. “ ** “ Heifer Calf 6 mouths old, Meda
SEVENTH fIASS.— HATIVE CATTLE.

1. For the best miikiug Cow 3 years old, or upwards, $10

2. “ “ ‘ Heifer 2 to 3 years old, • 6

3. « “ “ Heifer 1 to 2 years old, 6

4. “ Heifer Calf 6 months old, Medai
IMP'ETED CATTLE.

[In all cases where the word imported is used, it is

understood the animal must be brought from beyond the

United States ]

1. For the best imported Bull of any breed, $20

2. “ “ “ “ Cow “ “ 10
woBiiNO oxen:.

1, For the best single yoke, working qualities to bo
tested on the Fair Ground, $20

EAT CATTLE.

1. For the best lot of fat Steers (not less than five), $10

2.
“ “ “ single fat Steer, 5

8,
“ “ “ fat Cow, Medal

4.
“ “ “ spayed Heifer, or Cow, $5

EOESES.
JfOUBTH CLASS.—MOBGAN, CANADIAN AND IMPOBTED HOBSES.

1. For the best Morgan Stallion^ with- pedigree, and
certificate of his on the side of sire and dam,
where and by whom raised

:
[If his history and $20

oertificates are not entirely satis ft ctory, the prem-
ium will not be awarded, and the judges required

to reject him.]

JACKS AND JENNETTES.
Imported.

1. For the larcest and hast imported Jack, with certifi-

cates, approved by the Society, $20

2. For th« 21 best imported Jack, Medal

8.
“ “ best imported Jenneite, with [certificates

approved by the Society, $10

4. For the 2d best imported Jennette, Medal
Southern Jiaiaed.

1. For the best and largest Jack, $20
2. “ “ “ “ Jennette, 10
* “ “ “ “ Jennette, with eolt by her

•ide (Georgia raised),

MULES.
0(07 gia Raiaed.

1. For the best pair of Man s,

2.
“ “ second best pair of Mules,

8.
“ “ best single Mule,

4 .
“ “ second best single Mule,

5. “ “ best Mule 2 years old,
n y “

Southern Eaiaed.

1. For the best pair of jaules,

2. “ “ second best pair of Mules,

10

$20
Meoal

$lo
Meda!

$5
5

$10
Medal

SHEEP.
EIEST CLASS.—MEEINOS.

1. For the best pen, consisting ol Buck, Ewe and lamb
or lambs, $10

2. For the second best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe
and lamb or lanb^. Medal

' SECOND CLASS.—MCTTCN SHEEP, SOUTH DOWNS.
1. For ihe best pen, consisting ol Buck, Ewe and iamb

or lambs, $10
2. For the second best pen, consisting of Back, Ewe

and lamb cr lambs, Medal
THIBD CLASS.—LONG WCOL8.

1. For the best pen, consisting ot Buck, Ewe and lamb
or lambs, $10

2. For the second befit pen, consisting of Buck Ewe
and lamb or lambs. Medal

EOUBTH CLASS.—NATIVES AND GEADES.

1. For the bestpen,conBistiLgof Buck, Ewe and lamb
or lambs, $10

2. For the second best pen, consisting of Buck, Ewe
and Iamb or lambs. Medal

8. For the best samples of Wool on each of the above
classes, not less than 3 fleeces in one package, $5

SIXTH c I ASS.— FAT MUTTON.
1. For the best pen of Fat Muiton, not less than five, $5
$. For the second best pen of Fat Mutton, not less

than five, Meda|

CASHMERE, THf BET, OR PEKSIA.N GOATS.
1. For the best Buck and Ewe, (tnoruugh bred), $10
2. “ “ best Buck an- 1 Ewe, (trades), 6

SHEPHERD’S DOG.
1. For the best Dog, with evidence of training, $5
2.

“ “ Slut, “ “ “ 6

SWTNE.
FIBST CLASS.— GEAZIKEfi.

1. For tne bes’ Boar, $5
2. For the best Sow, 5

SECOND CLASS.— BERJKSHIBEfi.

1. F ir the best Bour, $6
2. F r the best Sow, 8

THIBD CLASS.—BLACK ESSEX.

1 . For the best Boar, $5
2. For the bes: Sow, $

FOUBTH CLASS.—JAT HCGB.

1. Fcrthe best pen of Fat Hogs, of e;ther of the above
classes, not less than five in a pen, $5

2. For the largest and fattest Hog, (Georgia raised), $
Exhibitors ot Cattle, Sheep and Swine will be reqniied,

under a rule of the Sc ciety, in alt cases, to deposit wi'b the
Secre* ary, when the animal is entered for exhibition, a full

written statement of the history of the breed and age of hie
animal, when practicable

;
the system of feeding and fat-

tening; the food '•DnBumed,in quality, quantity and value;
date when the feeding commenced

;
the weight of the ani-

mal when entered for feeding, and its increased weight up
to tne day sent for exhibition.

POULTRY.
1. For the largest and best variety of Barn Yard or

Domesticated Fowls of all kinds, exhibited by
one person, $20

PORK, BACON AND BEEF.
1. For the best half-barrel Pickled or Mess Pork,
2 .

“ -

8 .
“

4.
“

5.
“

6 .
“

7. “

$5
5
5
5
6
5
5

Beef,
Bacon Ham, regardless of age,
half doz. Bacon Hams regardless ofage,
half doz. Sides “ “

“ Shoulders, ** “
“ cured Mutton Hams,

Exhibitors must state in full to the Secretary the mode of
picRling the Pork and Beef, and curing and preserving the
Bacon.

DAIRY.
1. For the best jar of fresh Butter, Georgia made, not

less than 10 lbs.,

2. For the best firkin of Butter, 6 months old, not less
than 20 lbs., 5

3. For the best new Cheese, Southern made, 5
4. “ “ “ “ “ 12moB. old, 6
The process of making and preserving the butter and

cheese to be given in full, by the exhibitor, to the Secretary
as before-mentioned.

11 .

14.

HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT.
For the best jar of leaf Lard, 30 lbs., $5

“ “ box of Hard Soup, home-made, 20 lbs, 5
“ “ lOlba.ofSoft “ « 8
“ “ box of Bar “ Southern made, 6

“ box of Toilet Soap, 5
“ “ box Tallow Candies, dipped, (not less

than 10 lbs), 6
For the bast box Tallow Candles, mould, (not less

than 10 lbs.), 6
For the best loaf light wheat Bread, 2

“ “ “ Corn Bread, $
“ “ half bushel dried Apples, Pears and
Qn’nces, each 8

Foi the best drum of Dried Figs, Southern raised,

and sample of preserved Dates and pickled Olives,

each, 8
For the best sample of Southern made Olive Oil, 5
“ “ “ and largest exhibition of Jellies, Pre-
serves, Pickles, Jam.«, Catsups, Syrups, Cordials,

&c., 7nade and exhibited by the same individual, 10
For the best box Soda, Lemon, Butter, Sugar and

"Wine Biscuit, manufacluied from Southern
flour, each, %

SOUTHERN' DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
For the best pair Woolen Blankets, $10
“ “ “ Cot' on “ 10
“ “ ]0 yards (negro) Woolen Cloth, 5
“ “ lu yards “ Carpeting, 10
“ “ Hearth Rug “ $
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Fcr the b j Sag Carp li g,
“ “ lo yards lair Carpet'ng,
“ CoveCut of wool or m'xeri.
“ “ Cotton C'>'nlcrtH for negro-s,'
“ “ p ir ( f Woo ea boeira or buckings,
“ “ 10 y-’.rds Jeans, wof 1 n,
“ “ 10 yards home-made L nen Shirting,
“ “ “ “ “ Diaper,
“ “ “ “ Jeans, cotlor,
“ “ Coverlet of ct iton, or m'xed,
'* Socks or Stockings, cf lint n,
“ “ “ fcf cotton,

“ pc and of linen Sewing Thread,
It it tt it

qqI; qq i<

“ “ 10 yards Fiarnel,
“ “ “ Georgiamade Gingham,
» “ “ « Plaid “

jRaised Werstfd Wcrh—F/amfd Tapestry Work, d:c.

For the best Pi no Cover (raised work), Medal
Table do

,

Of air do.,

O toman Cover,
Footstool do..

Hearth Kug,
prir of Fire Screens
Lamp or Vase Mat

IVDdal

Medal
Medal
Medal
M daJ

Medal
Medal

11. For the 1 e.t in ioV. Hbi or Cap, la
1 2;.

“ CLilci’s Spc! cer or Sac"*, 2
13. “ (1 woven Conn erpane fCou.'gia made), 5
14. “ (( Cradle Quilt, 5
15. “ ti Reiicuk, 2
16. “ it Purse, 1
17. ‘• ti C'ovaii, 2
18. “ ti Ho: e, lorg or short. &
19. » It C- ild's S cks, 1
20. “ It L-mp or Viu e Mat, 2

Spanish and American Needlework.
1. For thle teal i char ^nd Chemisaite, Medal
2. “ Undel^lfceves. Medal
3. “ ti Handkerohief, Medal
4. ‘‘ it Berthe Gape, Medal
5. “ it Child’s Drets, Medal

Straw or similar Fairies.

1. For the best BoHuets, H?,ts cr Caps, each. Medal
Wax and Shell Work.

1. For the besit Wax Work in fruit and flowers. Medal
2. “ it epecimen oi Shell Work. Medal

Fmbroid ry in Silk Floss, (Jhain-Silich or Braid.
For tne best Lady’s Dress,

Shawl,
Mantle,
Scarf or Neck Tie,
Apron,
Vest,

Child’s Drets,
“ Sack or Spenser,

Cloak,
Lady’s Reticule,
Fire Screens,

“ “ Portfolio, (embroidered)
Knitting, Netting or Crotchet in Crewel or Silk.

For the best Piano Cover.
“ “ Table do.,
“

‘V Ottoman Cover,

Medal
Medal
Medal
Medal
Medal
Medal
Medal
Medal
Medal
Medal
Meda
Medal

$10
6
8

SILK.
1. For the best specimen of Sewing Silk,

2. of Reeled'
“ ha f bushel of Cocoons,]

Stocking or half hote,
Handkerchief or Shawl,
specimen ol Silk and Wool Cloth, 3 yds,

“ “ Cotton “ “

NEEDLE, SHELL AND FANCY WORK.
Knitting Nitting and Crotchet in Tkrtad.

1. For the best Collar and Chemisette, Medal
2. “ (t Uudertleeves, Medal
8. “ .c Handkerchief, Mec al

4. “ ({ Morning Cap, Medal
5. ‘‘ (( Infant’s Cap, Me al

6. “ ({ Infant’s Waist, Meda’
7. “ (( Child’s Hat, Medal
8. “ (( Child’s 8ocks, Medal
9. “ (t Ciadle yuilt. Medal

10. « {( Counterpane, Medal
11. “ (( Fringe and Lace, Medal
12. » (C “Tidy,” Medal
18. S

li ’Bonnet, Medal
14. “ tt Cape (Berthe), Medal
15. “ tt Shawl,

French Needlework.

Medal

1. For the most beautiful Colia and Chemisette,
2. “ “ Uodersleeves,
3* “ “ Handkerchief,
4. “ “ Morning Cap,
5. “ “ Shawl,
6. “ “ Mantle,

Medal
Med! j

Meda
Medal
Medal
Medal

Pa^ch Work in Cuiton, c&c.

1. Fcr the best patch worn Quilt in Cotton,
« - u u .. u s.lk,

“ raised work QuiP,
“ imitation of Marsailles,
** Counterpane,

Cloak and Mantle,
“ Shawl,
“ Scarf for neck,
“ Pair of Uuderfcleeves,
« Head Dress,

15

10,

fio.
10
10 .

10
10
10
5

SOUTHERN MANUFACTURES OTHER THAN EQ.
MESTIC.

1. For best bale O'^nabuigs, 8 ounces to the yard,
2. “ “ Shirting,

8. “ “ Sheeting,
4. “ “ Kersejs,

“ “ Sttipes,
« “ PI ins,
“ “ Bed Ticking,
“ best double Cotton Mattress,
“ Shuck “
“ “ M' ss “
“ » Hair «
“ best coil Hemp Rope, Southern manufacture,
“ “ Cotton ** “
“ “ B ar Crass Rope “
“ “ Plow Lines,

best and greatest variety of Gotten Cordage,
' Wrappng Twine,

sample Colton Belting,
Cotton Sacking,

bale Cotton Yarn, comprising all the Numbers, 10
piece of Bagging, made of Cotton, KP

made of Long or Southern moss, 5
piece Cassimore, Southern manufacture,
“ Plains, “
“ Satinelts, “
“ Lindseys or Kerseys, Southern man-

ufacture,

27. For best piece Serge, Southern manufacture.
case of Bleached Cotton Goods,

29. “ piece of Plain Flannel, Southern manufact,,
3'». ‘‘ piece of Twilkd “ “

31. “ bale of Blankets, Southern wool and of
Southern manufacture,

82. For best piece of Broadcloth,
33. “ “ Carpeting,

MU.HCAL INSTRUMENTS.
1. Best Piano, Southern made, %
2. “ Violin, “

3. “ Fiuie‘ “

FRUITS.
For b<*st 100 Oranges, open culture, grown at the

South,
For best one dezsn Pine Apples,

Arpnhs.
Fcr b^st and largest variety of Table Apples,

“ “ collecticn of Southern Seedling
Apples, each variety named and labelled,

Foi best late Seedling Apple, for all purposes, with
description of ibe Tree, history of its origin,keep-
ing, efec., oredfzen Apples to be exhibited, (vari-
ety not btf.reexhibiikd,)

PE^ns.
For best and largest vaiiety of Pears, $10
For best aud largest collection ol Southern Seedlings, 5
For bast sii gle Seedling, for all purpose, with de-

seriptiqn of the Tret-, history, &c., half dozen
speci metis to be exhibited, (variety not before
exhibited), ' 5

PEACHES, GKAPES, &C.
For best collection Seedling or others, process of

keeping, &c., $1
For best co leciion of Quinces,

“ ‘‘ Native Crapes, with history
of keeping, preserving, &c.,
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4. i^'or best Foreign Q-rape lor table, $5
5 “ “ lor Wii e, 6

6. “ dozen specimens of the Lime, Lemon, or

other Soulheru fruits not m ined above, each, 5

FRUIT TREES, &G.

1. For the largest colioc.iou or tsouthern Seedling
Aople Trees, each variety labtllad, with speci-

mens of the fruit, ^10
5. For the largest and best collection of Peach Trees,

budded or grafted, each variety dcscribid and
labelled, 10

3. For the largest and best collection of Pears, de •

scribed and labelled as above, 10
4. For ihe greatest variety and best collection of

Strawberry Plants, 5
5. For the greatest variety and best collection of

Raspberry Plante, 5

6. For the best 2 dozen plants Rochelle B'ackberry, 5
HSD3E PL,4,NTS.

1. For the largest collection of O-age Orange, or other
Plants, (Georgia raised) with a description of
the best method of pianiing, trimming and train-

ing the hedge, $10
2. For the best collection of Osier or Basket Willow

Plants or Cuttings, 10
3. For the best ba-^ket ot Southern grown Osier Willow, 5

4. ForthebestBasket, Mat, or other work of VY ire Grass, 5

FLORICULTURE.
AMATEUR LIST.

1. For the best collection ot Green House Plants,
exhibited by one individual, $10

2. For finest collection of Dahlias, 5

8. “ best “ “ Roses, 6
4. “ “ “ “ Phloxes, 2
5. “ “ “ “ Verbenas, 2
6. “ “ “ “ Asters, 2
'7. “ largest “ “ Flowers, 2

•

HORTICULTURE.
1. For best and greatest variety of Garden Vegeta-

bles raised by one individual, (or in proportion
according to value,) $10

2. For a now and valuable variety of Vegetable, with
evidence of its excellence or utility, 8

3. For best and largostcollection of Garden Seeds, not
less than twenty approved vane' irs, raised and
exhibited by one individual, and b st for South-
ern Horticulture, a premium Cup worth, 10

4. For the best specimen of prepared Arrow Root, 5

MECHANICAL PREMIUMS.
SOUTHERN FARMING IMPLEMENTS.

1. For the best Si e Hill Plow, $10
2. (( “ Double mould board do., 10
1’ t( “ Cast mould b jard one horse do.. 10
4. {( “ “ “ two “ do.. 10
6. t( “ Wrought Iron one horse mould beard

Plow, 10
6. For beet Wrought Iron two horse mould board Plow, Ic
7. H “ Subsoil Plow, 10
8. ti “ Cotton Scraper Plow 6
9. n “ Sweep, 5

10. a “ Toothfd Harrow, 5
31. it Turning Plow on Rooter Stock, 10
12. i( one borse plow harness,consisting ofbridle

stuffed Collar, Tracer', back and belly Bauds, to
avoid hurting the buck, or shoulders; toJoe
awarded only after proof of efficacy. 10

18. Best Southern Road Wagon, 10
14. ii “ two horse Wagon, 10
1/5.

ti “ Dump Cart, one horse. 5

16. 41 “ Ox Cart, 6

17. 44 “ Ox Yoke, 2
18. 44 “ Farm Gate and Hinges, 6
19. 44 “ ^ moveable Horse Power, 10
20. 44 “ Thresher, 10
21. 44 “ Fan, 6
22. 44 “ Straw Cutter, 5
28. 44 “ Cern a od Cob Crusher, 6
'24. 44 “ Corn Sheller, 6
25. 44 “ Grain Cradle, 8
26. 44 “ Vegetable Cutter, 8
•27. Bast Cotton Gin, open to the world. 26
28. “ Cotton Preas, “ “ “ 20
29. “ Stocked Plow, offered by a slave, with certifi-

cates from his ma’^ter or overso'^r, 6
80. Bestan'd largestlot of Agricultural and Horticul-

tural Implements, (Georgia made). 29

31. Bobt Club Axe, $1
3Z. “ Broad Axo, 1
3”. “ Drawing Knife, 1
34. “ Manure Fork, 1
35. “ Portable W i. rk Bench, with fall sett of Planta-

tion Carpenter’s Tools, 10

CHEMICAL MANUFACTURES, OILS, CEMENTS,
minerals, &C.

1. Bast specimen coM pros ^ccl Castor Oil, $2
2. “ ‘‘ Linseed, Lard and Cotton seed Oil, each, 2
3. “ b'^g of Salt, 2
4. “ bbl. of Spirits of Turpentine, 5
5. “ “ Rosin, 8
6. “ “ Tar, 2
7. “ specimen of Lime, Gypsum, Water Cement,

and Pearl Ash, a barrel of etch, 10
8. Best SI ecimen of Southern made Paint, of Southern

materials, different colors, mixed, applied and
dry, 10

9. Best French Burr Mill Stones, Southern Manufact.y 10
10. “ OilStonn, ^ 1
11. “ bushel Bituminous and Anthracite Coal, each, 6
12. “ collection of Georgia Minerals, 10

MANUFAOTUP.iS OF STONE, MARBLE, &C.

1. Best marble Monument and MantJe Piece, each, $5
2. “ and largest exoit ition of Stone Ware, &
8. “ Windov/, Pla o and Hollow Glass, 5
4. ‘‘ specimens of Fire Brick, 3
5. “ Georgia Mill Rock for grinding Indian Corn, 10

RECLAIMING LAND.
1. For the best and most economical method, (based

on actual experiment) ot resucitating the worn-
out land ot the South, by a system of turning
under green crops, liming, Guano, Super-phos-
phate, or otherwise, $26

2. For the beet Essay on Agriculture, by a pupil of
any School or College in the State—Pitcher, 26

FINE ARTS.
1. For best historical Painting, (in oil) connected with

the history of Georgia. $20
2. For best specimen of Animal Painting (in oil) from

nature, 20
8. For bestspecimen of Southern Landscape Painting,

from nature, (in oil,) 20
4. For best epecimen of Fruit Painting, 6
5. “ “ Fancy “ 6
6. “ “ Wa'er Colors, 5
No premium will be awarded in this Department unless

the Bpeciments on exhibition are considered really meritori-
ous by comps '.ent judges.

SOUTHERN MADE MACHINERY.
1. Beat Steam Engine for Agricultural purposes, at

work on ground,
2. Best Improved Grist Mill,

3. “ Plantation Saw Mill, by steam, water or horse
power,

4. “ Railroad Bar Iron,
5. “ kegs of Nails, from No. 4 to No. 20, a keg of

each,
6. Best Fire Engine,
7. “ Lathe for Metal (Southern made,)
8. “ Luthe for Wood, (Southern made)
9. “ Bolt Cutting Machine,

10. “ Screw Plate for plantation use,
11. “ Giu Saw Filing Machine,
12. “ Steam Boiler,

18. “ Rope Twisting Machine, for Plantation use,

14. “ new improvement ia Gin Gearing, (this must
be new and an improvement, or the award is not
to he iriven),

$25
10

20
20

10
10
1#
5

1$
5
6
10
10

10
SOUTHXRK MANUFACTURES IN WOOD AND IRON,

1. Best Secretary ami Book Case, Southern wood,
2. “ 8ide-b.-ard and Bureau, “ “

8. “ Sofa, “ “

4. “ Bedstead, “ “

6. “ Sett fine Chairs, “ “

6. “ “ common Chairs, “ “

7. “ Invalid Chair, “ «

8. “ Dining Table, “ “

9. “ Tin or Wiie Safe, “ “

IP, “ Kitchen Table, with Shelves and Drawers,
11. “ Window Sash and Blinds, each,

12. “ Pannel Door,

18. “ DozenCedar,Cypr«s8, Juniper, and Pine Buc^
ets, each,
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14. “ D^zen Cedar, Cypress, Junipei, and Pine Tabs,
each, $2

15. “ Nt St of Ozier or Willow Baskets, 2

16. “ Dozen Broom Corn and Wire grass Brooms,
each, 2

17. “ Blacksmith’s Bellows, (Southern made) for
plautatioa use, 5

18. “ Eifl.9 Gun, (Soutl^ern make), 5

.19. Double barrelled Gun, or Fowling piece, do., 5
20. “ and argest exhibition of boot and shoe Lasts, 5
21. “ Pegs and Bristles, 6
22. “ Horn, bone and wooden Buttons, 5
28. close family Carriage, combining convenience,

safety, lightness, (Southern make), 20
24. “ Boggy, 10
25. “ and largest exhibition of Mechanics’ Tools,

(Southern made), 10
26. “ and largest exhibition of Iron Castings, 10

“ specimen of Bar and Kound Iron, 10
28. « Saw Mi'l Irons, 5
29. “ Grist, Mill Irons, 6
80. “ set Blacksmith’s Tools, 5

MANIJFACTUKES OF LEATHER.
1. Best and most useful Carriage Harness,
2.

“

3. “ “ Wagon “
4. “ “ Gentleman’s Saddle,
5. » “ Lady’s “

6 . Best dezen Brogans,
7. “ pair of Boots,
8 . half dozen pair gents’ Shoes,
9. » » “ ladies “

10 . “ Travelling Trunk and Valise, each,
11. Largest and best collection of Southern Tanned

Leather, consisting of Kip, Calf, Sole and Har-

$10
5
5
5

5
10
5
5

5
5

ness, 20
12 . Best Side Upper, Sole and Harness Leather, each, 2
18. “ half dozen Calf Skins, 5
14. “ side of oil dressed Whang Leather, 5
15. “ dozen dressed Sheep Skins, 5
16. “ » Goat “ 5
17. “ specimen of plantation Tanned Leather, for

plantation uses, 5

PLOWING MATCH.
1. For best Plowing by white man, S5
2.

“ “ slave, 5
3. “ “ white Doy, 13 to 16 years old, 5
4. “ “ negro “ “ “ “ 5

The Plowing Match will come off during the Fair.
Grounds wili be prepared lor the same and entrance open
to horses, mules and oxen.

Judges in this department will be governed in their
awards by the depth and width of the furrow-slice turned
by the plow of each competitor, and the time employed to
complete his work.
Plows mu-t be deposited at the Secretary’s office on the

first day of the Fair. Ihose of Southern invention and
mannfaoture, if of equal merit to have precc ience.

As ^maoy articles of merit in the various depart-
ments of labor, art, which are not specially provided for in
the Premium List, may be presented for exhibition and
premium : a committee on miscellaneous articles Vvi!! be
appointed to examine and report upon, and award premiums
upon all such articles worthy of premiums.
The Society have offered premiums to the amount of

f4 ,000, embracing nearly everything valuable in Agricui-J
tural and Mechanical Industry, Art, Science and Trste,
The Premium List will be furnished by application (post- 1

age paid) to the Secretary.

EEGULATIONS OP THE FATE OF 1855.

Children under twelve years of age will be admitted ai

half price.

The pupils of charitable institutions will be admitted

free.

All Editors in the Southern States are invited.

Other State Agricultural Societies and Institutes are

requested to send Delegates to the next Annual Fair

this Society, to be held at Atlanta, September l2th, l3th,

14th and 15th, 1855. Such Delegates will be presented

with a badge which will entitle them to the privilege of

the Grounds.

EULES FOE EXHIBITOES.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

All exhibitors at the Fair must pay $2 and have their

animals or articles entered at the Secretary’s office before

taking them into the enclosure. All who intend to com-
pete for the premiums of the Society, must have their

articles on the ground and entered at the Secretary’s

office, at or before 5 o’clock, on Saturday evening, the

8th of September, without fail
;
so that they may be ar-

ranged i.i their respective departments, and in readiness

for examination by the Judges on Tuesday morning, the

1

1

th of September, at ten o’clock. Animals may be entered

at any time previous to nine o’clock, on Tuesday morn-
ing.

The regulations of the Society must be strictly observed

by exhibiiors, otherwise the Society will not be respons-

ible for the omission of any article or animal not entered

under its rules.

No article or animal entered for a premium can be

removed or taken away before the close of the Exhibition.

No premium will be paid on animals or articles removed
in violation of this rule. All articles and animals entered

for exhibition must have cards attached, with the num-
ber as entered at the Secretaiy’s office; and exhibitors, iff

all cases, shall obtain their cards previous to placing

their articles or animals on the Fair Grounds,

All persons who intend to offer animals for sale during

the Fair, shall notify the Secretary of such intention at

the time ofentry

Special attention is required from competitors to the

requisitions of the Society upon Field Crops, Fat Cattle,

Hogs and Sheep, Dairy and Household Department, Pork,

Bacon, and Beef; for full written statements as required

under each department; as they are important to the

Judges in the several classes before their final decision.

The Executive Committee will take every precaution

in their power for the safe pi’eservation of all articles and

stock on exhibition, and will be responsible only for loss

or damage that may occur during the Fair. They desire

exhibitors to give attention to their articles, and at the

close of the Exhibition to attend to their removal.

INSTEUCTION TO THE JUDGES,
And the Superintendents of the Dif'erent Departments.

The Chairman of Committees selected for the next an

nual Fair are requested to report themselves to the Secre

tary upon the grounds of the Society, on Tuesday

morning, September 11th, 1855.

In no case must the Judges award a special or discretion

Individuals who wili pay twenty-five dollars shall be-
come life members of the Society, which entitles them,
with the immediate members of their families, to admis-
sion at all times to the Fair Grounds—to all future pub-
lications of the Society, and to compete for premiums
without charge.

Individuals paying two dollars shall be members for

one year, and exhibit articles without further charge, and
have free access to the Fair Grounds during Fair week.
On Tuesday and Wednesday of Fair week—the days

for examination by the Judges—the public will be ad-
mitted for SI

;
Thursday, 50 cents; Friday, 25 cents.

Tickets to be delivered to the gate-keeper on entering.

ary premium.

The Judges on animals will have regard to the symme-

try, early maturity, thorough breeding, and characteristics

of the breeds which they judge. They will make proper

allowances for the ageffeeding, and condition of the ani-

mals, especially in the breeding classes. They are required

not to give encouragement to over-fed animals.

No stock of inferior quality shall be admitted within the

Grounds; and if any shall by accident be admitted, a

committee shall be appointed to examine and rule out of

the Grounds all below a medium grade.

The animals to which premiums shall be awarded, shall

be led up for exhibition at the delivery of the premium ^
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and so with other articles as may be convenient, and after or

before the delivery of the premium, each animal which

: shall have taken a premium, shall be designated by , me
badge of distinction, and led into the ring and around it

;

for exhibition of its superiority and high quality to the

assembled crowd.

N. B, No person whatever will be allowed to interfere

i

with the Judges, during their adjudication
5
and any per-

i son who, by letter or otherwise, attempts an interference

: or bias from misrepresentations with the Judges, will be

excluded as an honorable competitor.

The Superintendents will give particular direction to

all articles in their respective departments, and see that all

I

are arranged as near as may be in numerical order, to les-

sen and facilitate the labors of the Judges in their exami-

nations.

: The Superintendents will attend each set of Judges in

I
their respective departments, and point out the different ar-

j

tides or animals to be exhibited
;
will attach prize cards to

I
the articles, or flags to the successful animals after the

Judges' reports shall have been made up and delivered to

1
the Secretary.

BEPOSTS OF JUDGES.
The Judges will be expected, in all cases, to withhold

premiums when the article or animal is not worthy, though

there be no competition. Blanks will be furnished the

Committee to £11 up in making their reports.

Animals having received premiums of the Society at

previous exhibitions, will not be allowed to compete for

prizes again in the same class.

FORAGE FOR STOCK.
There will be a Forage Master on the ground, who will

furnish grain and forage at market price, to the owners of

stock.

Stalls will not be furnished upon the Grounds of the

Society for unruly or dangerous animals.

AWARD OF PREMIUMS.
The premiums will be awarded from the' Executive

stand, at 10 o’clock on Friday morning.

SALES OF STOCK.

The Auction Sale of Live Stock will take place on

Thursday at 11 o’clock, A.M.; but the animals sold cannot

be removed from the grounds until the close of the Exhibi-

i
tion.

POLICE.

A well regulated Police of the Society, aided by that o^

I the city of Atlanta, will be on the grounds during the en

1
tire Exhibion, to preserve oider.

All persons having business with the Society, or wish-

l-ing information not here furnished, will address the Seer

j

tary at Athens till the first of September. After that time,

at Atlanta, Ga. James Camak, Secretary,

Athens, Ga,

I AGEICULTUBE IN OUB SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

Dear Cultivator— I have just read with much gratifi-

; cation, the intelligent letter of the magnanimous Dr. Ter-

!
RELL to the Trustees of the University of Georgia, donat-

j

ing S20,000 to establish an Agricultural Professorship

I

And not the least gratifying part of the letter, is that ex-

j

pressing a preference in favor of Dr. Lee, as the first

i
Professor. Apart from the interest which correct men feel

I for the education of farmers everywhere, self interest and

i State pride make me regard your noble beginning with

f much solicitude. The example ofyour State will have its

t; influence upon others, Tennessee among the rest. Your
Agricultural Professorship may be regarded as the begin-

!' ning of an era—a reformation, which will make a power-

It ful impress upon the character, intelligence, wealth and

future destiny of all the States. Our unskillful culture has

so far exhausted the natural agents which co-operate with

human effort for the support ofman, that an apalling fu-

ture awaits us
;
commanding the best talents to come to the

rescue. The agricultural professorship in your University

is exactly the beginning we need. Dr. Lee has an ardu-

ous task to perform
;
but no earthly situation could be so

much in accordance with his own doctrines and feelings,

or could so well admit of the exploration of the wide field

of almost unknown science before him. He. has to make
the beginning of a system of instruction, which is to as-

certain and illustrate the true nature of all the agents of

Heaven lent to man for the culture of the earth, and train

them into harmonious co-operation with labor. How vast

the undertaking—how inviting the field of science, and
how momentous will be the results.

His students will not all be boys of tender years. The
young man, the middle-aged and the philosopher of three

score years—farmers, scientific men and statesmen may
all learn much from his tuition. The magnanimity of Dr.

Terrell will likely be imitated by others
;
but if not, your

Legislature will certainly provide all the means necessary

to a Museum and Experimental Farm. These are abso-

lutely requisite
;
Dr, Lee cannot teach well without them

;

but with them, his instruction will be worthy of the great

cause of agricultural reformation so absolutely necessary.

And permit me to express the hope that the University

of Georgia will not stop short, and rest satisfied with an

agricultural department alone. Though this is by far the

most important to the country, yet in order to make a

great, prosperous and learned community, all classes must

be educated Persons in all the occupations ought to have

a school, where they can learn, scientifically and practi-

cally, all that will aid them in their pursuits. It is, there-

fore, hoped that your University will ultimately not only

teach agriculture, but will also teach the science and prac-

tice of all the manufacturing and mechanic arts
;
so that

students leaving the University will be at once qualified,

theoretically and practically for the trades they are to

ollow. Prudence, in this matter, is, of course, important,

and, therefore, I do not mean that all the trades of man
should be at once taught in your school; but a steady de-

termination to obtain the means,as fast as they can be had

and to establish additional professorships as you become

able, will certainly end in full succes in all. It will re-

quire a very large capital to furnish all the needful facili-

ties for teaching, practically, all the avocations of the

people
;
but whenever the people of your State can be

fully convinced that it is their true interest, they will vote

for legal measures to furnish the means. I know that

many obstacles will oppose so vast a system of education,

but time and patience and united mental effort will ulti-

mately surmount them all. The cause is worthy of the

best talents and strongest efforts.

The rapid increase of the human race demands enlighten-

ed improvements in all avocations, in order to keep even

pace with the necessities of man
;
and while it is plain

that agriculture is the greatest and most important pro-

fession in the United States
;

it is also evident, that much

of our prosperity depends upon our own manufactures and

the mechanic arts. In these avocations man can do

nothing without nature’s help. In truth, nature does near-

ly all the work for man, where he will only hand her the

tools. He must then understand natures’ ways (laws) of

doing in order to know what tools are needed, and how to

handle them rightly. It is, therefore, absolutely necessary

to full success, that every manufacturer and every me-

chanic shall well understand all the natural sciences which

will unfold all the natural laws and principles that are to

aid liim in his trade.

In all occupations, agricultural included, there is much
of natures’ ways of doing, and natures’ material, for us all

to learn, that we may be qualified to work in accordance
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with her laws and be successful. In all former times,

science has been too limited, embracing too little of the

wide field of the avocations of man. Therefore, we have

not suitable text books for teaching in such schools as 1

have here designated. But we must have such books, and

the Professor of each new department of the University

ought to write them. They will have better opportunities,

and can, therefore, make better books than any other per-

sons.

It may be objected (as many objections can be urged

against any useful thing) that at the beginning, qualified

professors cannot be found. This is true. But you ought

to select men of the best talents and best scientific attain-

ments that can be found, and then let them go to work and

educate themselves while they are teaching others. They
must avail themselves of such information as they can get

from the text books that exist, and let their own researches,

studies and experiments furnish the balance to make up
such text books as are needed. These books will neces-

sarily be quite imperfect at first, but every new edition

will give them wider scope of science, and every new pro--

lessor will add something valuable, till the whole range

of natures’ laws will be unfolded and practically taught to

students. And here let me request, in behalf of the agri-

cultural interest, that Dr. Lrk shall set about at once, and

write a text book on agriculture, adapted to schools. Such

a book is needed in the University, and will meet with

ready sale all over the country. He may thus do much
good for agriculture, while he will be able to improve
each new edition. F. H. Gordon, M.D.

Siigartree Farm.^ {near Rome, Tenn.,) Feb., 1855,

BEEMUDA GEASS.

OoR former remarks upon this grass, have elicited much
inquiry, more than has been agreeable, where each inquir-

er propounded querries enough to occupy a day in ans-

wering!

The grass known in Southern Mississippi under this

name, Bermuda Grass, is that knov/n to botanists as Cy-
nodon dact/ylon, and is undoubtedly the Dunb or Dopb
grass of the Hindoos, their sacred grass, and is a native

ofthe valley of the Ganges. How it acquired its present

local name, is not known, unless from having been intro-

duced to South Carolina from Bermuda at an early day,

ov supposed Xo \\^xve been derived thence. It never ma-
tures seed, so far as known, in any of these Southern
States; certainly not in these latitudes, but is propagated

solely by scraps of sod or of roots. These, when cut

thinly from a closely grazed pasture, may be tramped into

a barrel or box, and will carry safely to a great distance,

and go almost as far as ordinary grass seed in planting

cut. The ground should be put in thorough order; if for

meadow, harrowed quite smooth after deep plowing, and
rolled after planting if the soil is light. If for hill-side

pasture, plow into horizontal ridges, and protect with
guard -drains, and if very poor, apply a little manure in

the rows before planting. A very small scrap of sod, or

a few joints ofstem and root, planted shallow at short dis-

tances, say in squares of 2 to 3 feet, will quickly cover the

ground.

This grass is an abominable pest in the crops, yet its

value for meadow and for pasture is so vastly greater than
that o^any other, known as yet to us, for these latitudes,

that it richly repays all the risk and trouble. Devote a
piece ofrich bottom land to meadow and surround it with
a hedge of Cherokee Rose. It unit 7iot pass that hedge.
Shade destroys it. And for pasture, select your poorest,
worn, and washed hills

;
or nooks of creek bottom, occa-

sionally overflowed. A smothering crop of corn and
pnmpkins, or corn and peas, will so far check its growth on
tolerably good land or where a liberal application of guano
or cotton seed is made to the crop, as to admit ofa crop or

two of cotton being taken. But it compels, most exactmg-

ly, a rotation of crops. No known plant will improve

land so rapidly when only grazed and that not too close-

ly-

As a pasture grass, it far excels the famed Blue grass of

Kentucky or Musquit grass of Texas, four to one as a

summer pasture, and two to one as a winter pasture. But,

for the latter, nothing should be allowed to graze upon it

after the first of August, or even first of June would bo-

better.

For hay making, we unhesitatingly state that it will

yield more than double, if not quadruple, the return of

sound, nutritious hay, to any other grass yet known to

the farming world. And now that machinery or horse-

power can be applied to the entire process of mowing, ted-

ding, pressing, etc., no crop grown in this conntry will

equal or approach it in cash return to the acre or hand.

For this, however, the richest bottom land on a navigable

stream would be requisite, as also good annual top dress-

ings with guano, or rich and fine composts or waterings-

with a solution of guano, and occasional cutting and rolling,

being necessary.

Having been thus explicit, we trust inquirers will look,,

and try and judge for themselves
;
merely adding the as-

surance that we have stated what we know and believe.—

T. Affleck’s ^'Southern Rural Almanac,''^

THE MARTIN.

Messrs. Editors—I have ever been an admirer of the-

house martin, and hail with much pleasure his annual re-

turn to the little house I have provided for him, but for

which he is sometimes compelled to contest with much
spirit before its pre-occupant, the blue bird, will yield his-

right by possession. Plis friendly disposition, his clreer-

ful, peculiar twitter, to say nothing of his dislike for that

unwelcome visitor to our fowl -yards, the hawk, are some-

of the qualities that make his presence so interesting to

me; and I wish that all those mischievous boys about town
were all my sons just long enough to authorise me to give

them a severe dressing, for wantonly destroying the life of

this harmless bird. But j took my pen to call the atten-

tion of such of your readers as may not have remarked

the habits ofthe martin, to the regularity with which they

make their annual returns. In 1852 and 1853 his notes

were first heard on the tenth of March. Last year he

made his appearance on the twenty-seventh of February

and the present year, on the’ tenth of March. Some timer

since, the appearance of this bird, or the whip-poor-will,

could be taken as pretty good evidence that cold weather-

had bid us adieu; but not so now
;

for recently our sea-

sons have become almost as capricious as some coy maid-

en. Respectfully, V, L.

Cedar Green, {iicar Augusta,) March, 1855.

Cashmere Goats’ Wooi. —We have received from

Richard Peters, Esq., of Atlanta, Ga., a specimen of this

wool. It is fine, glossy and beautiful—of ten months’

growth, and about nine inches in length. Judging from

this sample. Cashmere gout’s wool is '-a good institution,”

and one which we trust will be chartered in this country.

Mr. P. remarks that he owns ‘ all of the ewes in the U,

States, except three”— and that “they are fast coming into

favor in this dog-loving, sheep-hating country, as they can

resist the attacks of <Sogsr—Rural New Yorker.

Heading of Cabbages and Cauliflow'ers.— It is stated

in some of the papers that cabbages and cauliflowers,

transplanted twice, with an interval of some two weeks-

between, will cause them to head much better than with-

out this treatment. It is easy enough of performance, and
may be worthy of trial; it is possibly true, that this may
be the result.
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THE PEOGEESSIVE FAEMEE’S STOCK.

Improved Stock, or rather the improvement of stock, is

not unfrequently a passion with the progressive farmer.

Its development, however, depends, in a greater or less de-

gree upon location and the adaptation of his farm to graz-

ing purposes. In this department he has an eye to beauty

and blood, as well as profit. He knows from experience

that it is nearly as easy and cheap to produce an animal

worth SlOO as it is to raise one v/hich will sell for only

half that amount
;
and, moreover, that in so doing his

cash dividends are not only handsome, but a just pride is

gratified, and his pleasure measurably enhanced. In the

line of horses, if his fancy turn in that direction, he is

usually provided with specimens v/hich possess such de-

sirable qualities as blood, beauty, spirit and endurance.

For farm purposes, however, he prefers strength and ca-

pacity for draft and other hard service. Of cattle he

breeds those best suited to his taste and location—combin-

ing pleasure and profit if possible. But whether Durhams,

Devons, Ayrshires, Herefords, their gardes, or natives, he

always endeavors to have the best of the kind, and

aims at improvement. If a Dairyman, he selects cows

from various sources—knowing that good, deep and rich

milkers are occasionally found in all breeds; some families

or strains of blood, in each, possessing extraordinary milk-

producing qualities. But if beef-making or working ani-

mals are leading objects, he selects and cultivates care-

fully from such families as possess, in an eminent degree,

the particular qualities and tendencies desired. Cause
and elFect, and ultimate profit, are studied, understood,

and their results demonstrated in the breeding and manag-
ment of all domestic animals. As a general rule, our

friend breedsfrom the best, whatever the expense in the

outset, and finds such course to result in his decided ad-

vantage.

Hence his Sheep and Swine are of the best breeds ob-

tainable, and always receive proper attention. If fine

wool is his principal object, he first procures the right

breed of sheep, and then by selection and improvement

annually increases the weight and value of both fleece and

carcass. And when he has once secured a good flock, he

retains it until convinced that a change will result in im-

provement, and that, too, notwithstanding the smooth yet

somewhat fabulous yarns of itinerant peddlers, who, dis

course mdfet eloquently about the strong constitutions,

hardiness, heavy fleeces and superiority in other respects,

ofsheep from eastern or foreign localities.

Concerning the points and qualities of the “Swinish mul-

titude,” our friend is not altogether ignorant. From sun

dry experiments, and other reliable sources of information,

he has become tolerably wellposted touching the real and so

called improved varieties cultivated in his own and distant

localities. FIc long sinceignored the slab-aided, long- nosed,

wind-splitting, thistle-digging, and decidedly racy speci-

mens of the genus Sus, so prevalent even at the present day
—and turned his attention to the introduction of .such

plump and weighty varieties as the Leicester, Essex, Berk-

shires. By fields, Chinese, Leincolnshires, Cheshires, and,

more recently, the Suffolk's. Concerning the last-named

he reports the discovery of some excellent and profitable

points, though not yet satisfied that he has obtained the

ne plus uUra^. But, notwithstanding bis attention to the

improvement of Swine, there is one breed with which he

is Tiot familiar. For reasons which he con.siders good and
sufficient he declines, and indeed utterly refuses, to even

experimeut with the—striped pig!

Though the progressive farmer was never severely at-

tacked with the “chicken fever,” so prevalent, if not ex-

pensive, of late years, he still keeps some very choice

Poultry. His annual war upon Turkey in America, gener-

ally about Christmas-time, is usually quite productive,

and fiur more satisfactory in its results than the recent pre-

datory incursions of the Czar of all the Russias into the
dominions of Turkey in Europe. The choice dishes com-
posed of Poultry or eggs, or requiring them as proaiinene

ingredients, are too easily and commonly produced at hisr

board to be esteemed as luxuries, or even duly appreci-

ated. Though he has some penchant for Asiatic and other

foreign varieties of rare fowls, our friend v/ould not pro-

bably travel as far to obtain a Shanghai chicken as John
Randolph declared he would to kick a Sheep!

But, whatever be the breed or kinds cultivated, our
friend bestows sufficient attention to the care and manage-
ment of his domestic animals to ensure their protectios^

and enhance his own pleasure and profit. He looks altke-

to beauty, productiveness and quality, and enjoys- di'e ap-
pearance and comfort of individual members of his flocks

and herds, even while he figures upon their pecuniary

•value. Keeping his stock in good condition through the

winter, he possesses a decided advantage over those who>
have hides for sole, or animals too weak or diseased for

either service or profitable sale in the spring. Indeed, our

friend keeps his stock in a progressive, and hence healthy

and profitable, condition at all seasons—sufficient feed and
proper shelter being always provided.— Grower.^

O—

•

*

SAVE YOUR LAND.

Among the subjects interesting to farmers, there is n&t
one of more vital importance, than the one suggested by
iheabove caption. The lands of our State have long beers-

ranked with those of the old, worn out countries; SBcl

hundreds of our people, so considering them, have emi-

grated to the far West, v/hile others have taken tbeir

places, and by their progressive skill in farming, witbia.

the last ten or fifteen years have caused a wonderful

provementto take place in the general aspect of ourcotia-

try. So great has been the improvement that our l-and-s.

have actually advanced 50 per cent, in value. If to ons

cause, more than to another, this advance in value, is at-

tributable, we are inclined to think it is that attention

which farmers have within the same period of time paid to

the saving of their lands, by the judicious use of gum'

d

drains or hill-side ditches, grading, &c. It is true that

much of this improvement may have been effected by s.

more liberal system of manuring, resiing, and rotation of

crops; yet v/e think that those latter agents have had

rather a tendency to increase the cr^ps than to save the

land. That guard drains and dravuing are the best

means of saving land from washing and wasting away
can no longer be doubled. And yet some of our farmers

are still murdering their lands by the old-fashioned up- and^

down hill culture
;
while such a thing as a guard drain is.

not to be seen on their premises. Tliis we consider ss

fully, near akin to that of killing the goose for the golden

egg. What is still more strange, some of these old land

pirates, are numbered amongst our most inttlhge-nt favror

ers. To such %ve say, save your land, and its increased

productiveness and value, will amply remunemte you for

the expense of grading and ditching.—Edgefield Adver-

tiser.

We would su.ggest to the South Carolina farmers refer-

red to in the above article, that they may rid their eid®

hills of the pernicious influence of resident water, arising

from local springs, which approach near the surface, by a

very simple method. Augers or borers arc made of two

inches in diameter, similar to those u.sed for boring the

soil for the insertion of telegraph posts, and if at spaces o-f

20 feet apart in each direction, they will boreholes in their

side hill soil, lifting out the earth to the depth of 3 feet,

they may then insert in each hole a common ceiling lath,

and the next day will be able to ascertain on which of

the laths the water has risen to the highest point. 3y fol-

lowing the line of those holes in which the water shall ap-

proach nearest to the surface, they may make a drsvia
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which will cut otF, and carry away, all the springs; where-

as if such drains be dug by guess, they may escape such

points as would effectually rid them of the excess of water.

— Working Farmer.

TEE “WILD GEASS” OF COL. STAMFOED-EEPLY
TO “AGEICOLA.”

'fo Agricola -y

My Dear Sir—I noticed your remarks upon the Wild
Grass in the last November number of the Cultivator, but

have been too busily engaged in matters of more import-

ance, to make my bow to you at an earher day, and hope
you will excuse the neglect.

You are incredulous as to the qualities of the grass of

which I gave a description, and volunteer the opinion that

it is Multicaulus,^' or a humbug, arid appear to be as-

tonished at the price. Permit me to inform you that I am
not disposed to sell it for less, (whatever I may chose to

do in the way of giving it to personal friends) because I

wish first to furnish seed for 20 or 30 acres on my own
plantation, and until I have done so, I consider it worth
more than the price asked.

After the three years experience I have had with this

grass, were all the seed lost, down to the thimble full I be-

gan with, I would cheerfully give one dollar for each in-

dividual seed of it
;
and as it is not my intention to supply

any one (in the coming season) with more than half a pint

of seed, no one can be ’'nmilticauluseF out of more than

one dollar, should it fail in his location. After the trouble

of putting up the seed neatly to go by mail, I do not be-

lieve this will be any very great speculation. No one is

obliged to buy it at the price, and if they do not, I may, in

lime, be able to sell the whole crop of 200 or 300 bushels

at ten dollars per husheV^ I think it will then pay better,

a»d you, or some “witty” friend of yours, may “buy it on
speculation.”

By the more respectful notice you take of the “Rescue
Grass,” many might well suppose that you had some inter-

est in the “cruy speculation at ten doUojrs per tusheV^ on
that grass, and from the description T have had of it,

each seed is about the size of a grain of oats; if so there

would be about ten times as much in a bushel wild grass

seed as in the ‘Rescue” and the price would, consequent-

ly, be nearly the same. The “Rescue” speculation would
then be upon hundreds of bushels, while mine would be

confined to a few halfpints
;
and this does really look like

a little sly side puffing of the “Rescue,” with a bold hit at

what is feared as a rival grass. But rest easy
;
I shall let

the grass do its own puffing
;
and if you cannot afford to

pay for the seed, write me, under your proper address,

and I will send you some free of cost, which you may sell

ifyou please, at ''one dollar the teaspoonfuV
But to leave off this waste of ammunition, by firing

in the bush at an invisible adversary, I am satisfied that

my wild grass is a perennial winter green and the best grass

that has ever been cultivated in this part of Georgia, (lati-

tude 34^^ 40') and am only anxious to ascertain whether it

will produce as well in a sandy soil and warmer climate,

it was for this reason that I offered seed in such small

quantities as could be sent by mail, before I was prepared
to dispose of any. The experiment may prove to be of
great advantage to the lower part of the State, and if it

fails it cannot seriously injure any one.
As to the Rescue Grass, I have no doubt it deserves

the high character the press has given it, but as it is ad-
mitted to be an annual grass, and therefore must be an-
nually sown, like wheat or oats, it certainly cannot, in
®conomy, compare with a perennial grass, unless it should
greatly excel in the weight of the crop or in nutritious
qualities; of the amount of crop it produces, I am not
informed, nor have I made any estimate of the weight
per acre of my wild grass. I can only say that it

grows thickly on the ground, from three to five and a
half feet high^ stands up well, and that it is as tender from

the stem end up to where it branches for seed, as Timothy
or Herds Grass; that it has produced equally good crops

on the same ground (without re-sowing) for the last three

years, and without manure ofany kind, and is now (Feb.

14) green, in good condition, and 6 inches high, notwith-

standing that it has been left to ripen its seed every year,

which is considered to be injurious to the growth of all

grasses. Respectfully, John R. Stanford.

Clarksville, Ga,, 1855.

LICE ON CATTLE.

Messrs. Editors—Having seen in the Cultivator

many articles on the subject of Lice on Cattle, and one in

particular from B. N, Andrews, Waterbury, Ct., I beg to

reply thereto. I am accustomed to purchase cattle from
droves in the fall for wintering, and have been greatly

troubled in this way
;
and having tried tobacco, oils of

various kinds, skimmings of the pot where pork had been
boiled, <fcc., and finding all very objectionable, rendering

the hair of the creatures rough and filthy, I resorted to

other means, and found them better. Having purchased a

pair of cattle with sore necks all covered with lice, some
one told me to bathe them with N. E. rum

;
I did so, and

it killed all the vermin that it came in contact with, and
healed their sores at the same time. It may be applied

most conveniently with a sponge
;

I have used it for three

years, and find it not only effectual but cheaper than any
other dressing

;
halfa pint, the cost of four cents, being

sufficient to kill the vermin of any ox cow
;
and I think

that tobacco, unguentum or grease need not be cheaper

;

besides which, it leaves the hair clean and smooth. It

may require to be used twice, as some nits of the vermin
may hatch after the first application. It is also an excel-

remedy for the sore shoulders or back ofgalled horses, as

well as lameness or hurts in all kinds of cattle, as also,

the sore or cracked teats of milk cows. It should be dis-

guised with camphor or other harmless article and be kept

in every barn, or under lock and key, as it may possibly

evavorate under some latitudes ! G. D. G.

[Boston CulUvatoT.

LOP-EAEED MADAGASCAE BABBITS.

Messrs. Editors—It is now many months since I took

advantage of the wide circulation of the Southern Culti-

vator to inform applicants that it was impossible for me to

furnish any more Rabbits till the numerous orders on hand
had been filled. This has now been done. My Rabbiiry

has been enlarged, and I now have some half dozen extra

pairs of fine, young Rabbits which I will dispose of as per

enclosed advertisement, which I will thank you to insert.

Since my article on the Rabbits, which I penned more
from my knowledge in England than my ex|.erience in

America, I find some things in relation to these little ani-

mals should be corrected. For instance, in this warm
climate the breeding hutch should net be less than four

feet long, two feet wide and sixteen inches high
;
the floor

should not have more than one inch of drip to the back, and
the opening there, for drainage, not wider than half an
inch.

The most thorough ventilation is necessary to the health

of the rabbits. Any taint from crowded hutches, and close

rooms, is ruinous.

In feeding, I would warn the Rabbit breeder against

the use of lettuce when going to seed, for then its narcotic

principle is too powerful
,
and will cause death,

I recommend a full supply of hay when roots only arc

used for green food, as it furnish the necessary bulk which
oats only would not do, excepting when fed in combina-

tion with succulent vegetables.

Notwithstanding water is so entirely interdicted by
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"T%e Fancy yet I have given it without any ill results.

Breeding from close affinities will soon destroy the best

stud of Rabbits
;

it is, therefore, necessary to introduce

fresh blood every year into a rabbitry
,
which, of course, is

most easily done through the male.

The climate of the South must be especially favorable

to the breeding of this little animal; and I should think

that it would become a great favorite with the negro, and,

consequently, be well attended to under his care.

I am, respectfully, yours, R.

Morris, Nev) York, Feb.-^ 1855,

CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF THE COB OF MAIZE,
OR INDIAN COEN.

BY J. H. SALISBURY, M.D,

It is well known that the manure of an animal varies in

•quality with the food which it eats; and that, generally,

manure is richer in nitrogen bodies, and less rich in non-
nitrogenized matter than the food consumed. Probably a

greater proportion (though I do not know' as this has actv

ally been demonstrated) of 100 lbs. of nitrogen bodies

would be assimilated by the system, if it were mixed with

500 lbs., of non- nitrogenized matter; and still more ifmixed
with 1000 lbs., than if taken into the system undiluted or

alone. It should be borne in mind that it is as essential for

food to contain bodies destitute of nitrogen, (such as starch,

sugar, oil, etc.,) or those that go to support animal heat and
respiration in the body, as it is to have nitrogen compounds
to nourish or supply the w'aste of the living tissues.

Hence, food suited best to sustain animal life, is that which
is made up of these two classes of bodies mixed in the pro-

per proportion. And a deficiency in the one is equally as

deleterious to the healthy existence of the animal, as a de-

ficiency of the other
;
therefore, we can hardly say that

one of these classes is in reality more essential to the main-
tenance of life than the other. They both seem to perform
equally important offices. If this view be taken, the cob

cannot be regarded as deficient in those bodies v/hich con-

tribute to respiration and nutrition. The following table

shows about the amount of the several proximate organic

bodies thrown away in rejecting the cob, calculated from
the analysis of the small white flint variety

;
1000 lbs. of

ears contain not far from 20G lbs. of cob and 800 lbs. of

grain. These contain the following bodies in the following

proportions, expressed in pounds and decimals of a

pound.
200 lbs. cob. SOO lbs grain. ICOO lbs. ears.

Sugar and extract... .13.582 115.320 128.002
Starch . .003 -487.384 487.387
Fibre 127.687 7.712 13.:.. 399
Oil 39.824 39.824
Zein

Matter separated by
31.856 31.856

potash from fibre . .

,

, 45.404 51.856 97.260
Albumen 1.518 37.136 38.654
Casein .288 .688 . 976
Dextrine, or gum 2.310 28.224 30.534
Resin 1.806 .... 1.806
Glutinous matter 7.402 7.402

destitute of those proximate principles which go to sup-

port respiration and sustain animal heat, and those which

are capable of being transformed into nerve, muscle, etc.,

and the phosphates which contribute so largely to the for-

mation of bone.

TURNIPS AS FEED.

While in attendance upon the late National Poultry

Show at Barnum’s IVIuseum, (says the Editor of ’The Plow,

the Loo771 ao.d the Aiivil') we spent a few minutes in the

“Lecture Room.” Our friend, Mr. Solon Robinson, was
making remarks upon the use of turnips as feed, as report-

ed in some of the journals of the day. He took the posi-

tion that they were good for nothing as nutriment, and
sustained himself by giving its analysis. This is all very

well, but unfortunately it is not in accordance with well-

known facts. We used to talk in the same way, but

were obliged to yield, not simply to a few doubtful experi-

ments, but to years of experience. This the speaker

seemed to feel, for he admitted that “in England it might

not be so.” But we suppose a turnip in England is very

much the same thing as a turnip in New York. He also

added that they should be fed by turning the cattle in up-

on them, as they are growing in the field. We can not see

the force or propriety of this distinction. Is it not the same
worthless thing before it is pulled, as afterwards % Must
the cattle or sheep pull it, or bite it off, to render it nu-

tritious 1 But even here there is no escape, for the Eng-
lish practice is, after the animal has bit off as much as is

practicable, the root remaining in the ground is then lifted

by a fork and left on the top of the ground, for the cattle

to eat at pleasure.

We are compelled to admit that there is something in

this foxt of nutrition, that no doctrine of chemistry or

physiology is able to explain. The fact is unquestionable

that turnips are excellent for fattening sheep and cattle,

whether we can explain why it is so or not. It is equally

true, as Mr. R. stated in the same speech, that about 97
per cent, of the flat turnip, as shown by a chemical analy-

sis, consists of water. These two facts, so apparently

contradictory, are entirely above and beyond contradition.

We subjoin the following, on this subject, which appears

in the Northern Farmer :

“The vegetable I wish to recommend as the best, all

things considered, for milk-cows in winter, is white flat

turnips. Some, perhaps, will object to the turnip, because

it will affect the taste of the milk and butter. So it does

if fed raw
;
this can be avoided by boiling. For each cow

boila half a bushel of turnips; while hot, add five or six

quarts of shorts
;
which will swell, and you will get the

full worth of it. A mess like this fed to a cow once a day,

will produce more milk of a good quality , than any other

feed at the same cost. Turnips fed in this way do not

‘lint either milk or butter. One thing in favor of turnips

as food for cows, is, that they can be sown in August, or

as late as the first of September. I sowed some as late as

September,, last year, which were very fine. Turnips are

also very profitable feed for pigs, when boiled in the same
way as for cows.”

200 lbs. 800 lbs. 1000 lbs.

In the above table, the inorganic matter is not separate-

ly considered, it being distributed among the several or-

ganic bodies. By rejecting the cobs of 1000 lbs. of dry
ears, about 200 lbs. of organic matter is lost, which con-

sists of 13 1-2 lbs of sugar, and extsact; 127 1 -2 lbs. of

fibre; 45 1-2 lbs. of matter, separated from fibre by a

weak solution of potash 11-2 lbs. ofalbumen, .288 of a
pound of casein, 2.31 ofgum or dextrine, 1 . 8 lbs. of resin,

and 7.4 lbs. of glutinous matter. Hence the cob, though

not rich in nutritive matter, can by no means be said to be

Remarks.—We have fairly tested the value of Turnips

the past winter, and must add our testimony to the above.

We do not know of any winter food for cattle in this cli-

mate so economical and valuable.

—

Eds.

Cure for Ringbone.—I noticed in the Cultivator for

May 15th, an inquiry for the cure of a ringbone in a colt,

and answer, take high wines of cider brandy, add salt-

petre as much as will disolve, and wash the ringbone two
or three times a day. One of my neighbors cured one of

three or four years st nding, by the application of this a
few times.

—

Boston Cultivator,
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ANSWEES TO IHQUIKIES, &C.

A. C. A., Jackson, Miss.—Thanks for the seed. The
mamber you desire is sent. Your suggestions are quite

pertinent, and your article on the ‘‘Kescue Grass'’ will

appear in our next.

Clinton, Arkansas.—Your desire shall be complied
with as soon as we can procure the article you allude to.

We -will publish your communication next month.

E M., Miss.—Our remarks had a general application,
&Ed were merely intended as a hint to a certain class of
readers, of whom (we ai-e happy to perceive) you claim
taot to be one. If taken in the proper spirit, they are
•entirely “void of offence.” We might retort upon the
-tfein-skinned sensitiveness of our correspondent,'but cui
konol We utterly repudiate anything like personal con-
troversy in the columns of this journal. Its object is to
^ improve the soil and the mind.”

J. W- H., Chulahoma, Miss.—Write to J. A. Ansley.
of this city, for the “ Battey Potato.” He may still be
able to supply you. A few small tubers might be sent
you per mail,- if you so desire.

B. M. P., Somerville, Tenn.—Wrote you per mail,
March 15th, returning $2. *

’

X N. H., Live Creek, Ala.—Address Messrs. Car-
mcEABL & Bean, of this city, in regard to the thresher.

S. E. C., Helena, Ark.—The new^spaper you speak of
lias not reached us, and we are, therefore, unable to pub-
lish the advertisement. Be kind enough to cut the scrap
out, and enclose it in a letter to us.

J. C. S.—Your request for an article on Cheese Mak-
mg will be complied with in a future number.

G. R. B.. Florence, Ala.—We have plenty of the Oats
yon forwarded us. It is a good winter variety, but br

me-r,Q pnnal to the Large White Winter, the “Hunter”
•m the Egyptian.

J-C.So, Blairsville, Ga.—The “Country Gentleman^’
pabiished weekly at Albany, H. Y., ($2 per annum) •

The ^'American Agriculturist.,'’^ weekly, New York City
($2 per year)

;
The ^'Pennsylvania Farm Journal ”

monthly, Philadelphia, ($1) ;
or the "New England Farrn-

monthly, Boston, Mass., ($1) ,
are all good and valu-

able journals, which you might read with pleasure and

A- £>. L., Hancock Co., Ga.—It is an old adage that
*^B.good horse cannot be of a bad color” yet there seems

be a prejudice among horsemen against white or
^Etocking feet.” We find the following, upon this sub-
lee^ in an exchange paper

“

Why are horses with
white legs and feet less valuable than those which have
thfi^mnot?—Because, even in a wet soil and climate
white hoofs are more liable to accident and lameness
'ms.n black ones, and in stony soil, white hoofs are much
sjnjor® liable to break and to contract than those of a dark
coior.” 't o wuich another editor replies

“

White feet

and a white face on a horse are indications of physiolo-
gical conditions not favorable for cndui ance, or any
other good quality. They are. in fact, ind. cations of a

scrofulous tendency. Hence the following, quoted by
horsemen from time iinmeihorial : .

'

.

One white foot-—buy him.

Two white feer— try him.

Three wliite feet—deny him.
Four white feet and a white nose

—

Take off his hide and feed him to the crows.”

Yf

.

L.—Broom Corn will grow well on any good, rich

bottom land. Its culture is quite similar to that of

common corn. The leaves are good fodder for stock, and
the seeds may be fed to fowls. We do not know of any
seed for sale in tins vicinity. We notice that Messrs.

Clement & Mays, of Muscogee Co. Ga.,haYe commenced
the manufacture of brooms out of Palmetto leaves, on an
extensive scale. The brooms are made upon the pattern

of the corn broom, and are said to last four times as

long. They furnish them, we believe, at about 30 cents

a piece.

B. C., Columbia, S. C.—The Flat Dutch is one of the

best early Turnips. After all danger of frost is over, they

may be sown in a highly manured and well pulverized

soil. Dust, with 5- parts of soot and 1 of sulphur, when,

the plants come up, and'as soon as they begin to bulb

or fill out thin them to a stand of 8 or 10 inches.

Planting Sweet Potatoes Level.—In answer to our
correspondent, "Lincolnf' we would state that the prize

Essay of Rev. Mr. Johnson has never been published It

is in the archives of the "Souther7i CentrA Agricxdturai

Societyf from which we hope to see it exhumed erelong.

See article on this subject in present number of this

journal.

UNITED STATES AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY.

The third snnual meeting of this Society was held at

Washington City, on the 28th of February last. Hon. M.

P. Wilder was re-elected President, and most of the chief

officers are the same as last year. Reports were read on

Chess in Wheat; on Agricultural History, by B. P. Poore;

on Glover’s Collection of Models of Fruits and Insects, by

Mr. Peck; and on Western Fruits, by Dr. Warder, of

Ohio. Papers were received from Dr. Morton on Alder-

ney Cattle, and from New York on the Potato Rot, Lec-

tures were delivered by Hon. G. P. Marsh on the Rur^

Economy of Continental Europe, and Dr. Warder on

Live Hedges. Resolutions were passed in opposition to

the Reciprocity Treaty, and calling a Convention of Dele-

gates from each State in the Union, to be held in Wash-

ton the first Friday after, the next annual meeting of the

Society, “in order that an agricultural platform may be es-

tablished, which will meet the views of, and be sustained

by the whole body of agriculturists as a profession."’

“CAN’T GET ALCNG WITECTIT ITr*

An old friend and subscriber, in Burke Co., Ga., writes

us as follows

:

“Editors Southern Cultivator Gentlemen :—

I

thought this year I would just try and get along without

my old friend, the Cultivator, but I find without it I am
like a ship at sea without a compass. The fact is, I would

not be without for it twenty times the price ofsubscription;

so just send it along and consider me a pei-peVuaL mk-

scriber.

“ Enclosed you will find the dollar.

“Very respectfully your obedient servant,

R. RG/
March, 1855.

Making Turpentine.— Will some of our readers en-

gaged in, or acquainted with the business of making Tup-

rentine, giveua a plain, practical account of the 8a»e, fcr

publication 1
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“ The Carolina Cultivator,” is the title of a new

monthly of3“3 pages, published at Ruljeigh, N. C., at per

annum, in advance. It is published and edited by V/m.

D. C('OKE, Esq,, aided by several gentlemen of talent and

experience. VVe wish it abundant success in its efforts to

improve the agriculture of the Old “North State.”

Randall’s Cotton Planter.—See advertisement and

notice of this machine in present number. The recom-

mendations are strong and to the point.

-PLART-nrS SWEET POTATOES IN LEVEL GROUND.

For the benefit of our correspondent, “ Lincoln , and

others, we republish the following, which was contributed

to one of the earlier volumes of this journal by Col. Wm.
.McKinley, of Lexington, Ga.:

Sir—The old method of planting sweet potatoes in hills

and ridges, in this dry climate, and on our hard upper

country lands, is all wrong. Potatoes must have moisture

and soft earth to do well. But they lack both in the com-
mon culture. Hills and ridges are the driest forms in

which you can put the soil. Flat culture is the only

right kind for potatoes, or anything else, in our burning

climate and on our clay uplands. Potatoes should be

planted as flat, and may, in that way, be planted as

easily, as corn.

First, break up the land well
;
then lay off rov/s 4 feet

wide with a shovel plow
;
run deep in the same track with

a rooter, and then, if you want it perfect, deeper still in

the same furrow with a common new-ground coulter.

Next, list upon both sides of this in the same Avay; that

is, with shovel, rooter and coulter—one right in the track

of the other. This makes deep work, and the deeper the

better. It is soon done. Your ground is now ready

—

deep, loose and moist, and will keep so all summer.

Now for planting and culture. With a rooter draw a

shallow furrow on the top of the list, just over the first

shovel track, to guide you in dropping. In this drop the

seed, cut roots, sprouts or vine-cuttings, twelve or fifteen

inches apart, and cover lightly. Plow them a few times,

just like corn, running close to the potatoes with a rooter,

and finish off each working with a cultivator, or some
other plow to keep the middles flat.

This mode of culture is not one-fourth as troublesome

as hills
;
the crop is wonderful. This is not theory, but

is my constant practice. By this mode the vines never

turn yellov/
;
the crop comes forward early in August,

and the owner has no chance to talk about “small pota-

toes.^’

COTTON AND ITS CULTUEE.

OtiR old friend and correspondent, ^^Broomsedgefl

writes to the Farmer Planter as follows :

We never could see the sense of throwing up, with

great care, a high bed for cotton, and immediately set all

hands to work to tear it down. We have tried various ex-

pedients, but never found out how to plant cotton until

List spring. For this we acknowledge our indebtedness

to Capt, Thomas Byrd, of Greenwood, from whom we re-

•eived an implement for smoothing and opening the cot-

ton bed, which does its work to perfection, a cover adapt-

precisely to follow in the wake of the opening, leaving

your beds nicely smoothed over and ready for the recep-

tion of the seed, and a scraper to do the first working

—

decidedly the best implements we have ever seen. This

forms a complete set ofimplements, adapted to cotton cul-

t ire, simple and cheap, which any good blacksmith and

plow Blocker can make easily. If Novice will try Capt.

Byrd’s implements, and not agree with us, we will ac-

knowledge the corn, and pay for them. Lei us be under-

stood, we are not puffing an implement manufacturer, but

offering an acknowledgement due to a public spirited

planter who took the' pains to set us tight. By the way,

while talking we may as well say that the best variety of

cotton we have ever planted, is called the “Calhoun Cot-

ton.” Where it originated, we are not able to say. Capt.

Byrd kindly sent us half a bushel of seed, from ivhich we-'

have picked 511 lbs. of very beautiful cotton. The over-

seer counted 70 bolls upon one stalk not over knee high.

It is no humbug— for we have selected our seed for years

from fancy stalks, and being side by side, we have been

compelled reluctantly to give it up. We trust that even

Broomsedge may be allowed to puff a home-made article.

Before closing we must dissent, however, from Novice’s

declaration. Twelve hunddred lbs. cotton per acre on

common land—stand or no stand—it is no common land

that will average 70 bolls of matured cotton per stalk.

Corn Fodder.—My cows have eaten, this winter, with-

out 20 lbs. waste, what came from an acre and one- fourth,

excepting what was cut and fed out green before Novem-

ber, I have bright clover, and English hay, red-top, &c.,

but nothing that is liked as well by cows giving milk, as

cow-corn. They eat it “all up clean,” and give more and

better milk than when fed on hay. My cow- corn, when
sowed, is the best white flat I can get, and from as far

south as Delaware, the farther South the better. Rows,

3 1-2 feet apart, from 40 to 60 kernels to a foot in the drill,

sowed with a machine of my own construction. The
fodder from one rod square, weighed 225 lbs. when taken

to the barn—a more perfect drying of the stalks would

have reduced the number of pounds some, how much I

know not.— Cor. Granite Fa'>mcr.

Plants Poisoned.—Dr. Salisbury, of Albany, recentlr

communicated to the American Scientific Association,

some experiments on plants, which illustrate the analogy

existing between animal and vegetable physiology. Dr.

S. extracted the poison ofa dead rattle-snake, a small por-

tion of which he inserted in the plants by moistening it

with the blade of a knife, with which he wounded a lilac,

a horse chestnut, a corn plant, and a sun flower. In sixty

hours after the infliction of the wound, they began to

manifest symptoms of poisoning, and in a few days all

the leaves above the wound were dead. In about fifteen

days, they manifested convalescence, and nearly all re-

covered from the injury.

Acorns and Cattle.—The Pennsylvanimi Farm Jowr-

nal gives an instance of cattle being killed by excessive

eating of acorns. The fatality occurred on the farm of

Richard Lamborn, near Westchester, Pa., who lost four-

teen head in the course of a few days. The cattle at firet

showed symptoms of illness by watery eyes, drooping

head and spiritless w'alk. ' The cows failed of their

milk, their carcasses were almost bloodless, and tb«

stomach and intestines exhibited every appearance of

suffering from powerful astringents. As acorns are

known to possess astringent properties to a considerable

degree, there can hardly be a doubt that they were the

cause of the difficulty. Some varieties of acorns are mucL
more astringent than others. The nuts in this case were

of White, Black and Chestnut Oak.

—

Am. AgricuUurisi,

Deadening Timber.

—

When the bark slips freely im

June, July, or August, is the best time to girdle trees.

the small growth three feet above the ground
;
the root#

not sprout, and the stumps arc more easily removed
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SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY-
PREMIUM LIST-FAIR OF 1855.

The next Fair of the Society will be held in Atlanta,

during the week commencing on the 10th of September.

We publish the Premium List in full in our present

issue, and trustthat all who desire to compete for the prizes

will give attention to the Rules, Regulations, &c. Much
of the dissatisfaction which has characterized former

Fairs, undoubtedly sprung from inattention on the

part of exhibitors to the Rules of the Society, The diffi-

culty—nay, almost impossibility—of obtaining Judges or

Committee men who are both competent and willing to

discharge their duties properly, has also been a very seri-

ous drawback upon the progress and usefulness of the

Society. To these two causes, more than to any want of

zeal and management by the Executive Committee and

other officers, may be attributed the waning interest of

the public in this and similar associations
;
and as the

remedy rests with the people themselves, we hope to see it

applied. It is very ungenerous and illiberal to expect the

managers of societies to devote their time, energies and

means to the building up of an institution pro hono publico,

without proper co-operation and support from the masses.

Many gentlemen who have sustained,and kept up the South-

ern Central Agricultural Society for years, have reaped

no other reward for their toil than the abuse and misre-

presentation of those whose intei’ests they were faithfully

endeavoring to subserve
;
and it is not at all to be won-

dered at if they should now feel disposed to “strike for high-

er wages,” and give over the management of the Society

into the hands of the cavilers and fault-finders. We con-

sider our Society, just now, at a critical point in its his-

tory
;

it may still be made productive of the most glorious

results to Georgia and the South
;
but to accomplish these

results, the officers must have the earnest, active and cor-

dial assistance of spirited, progressive agriculturists and
of the people at large. We cannot think that such assist-

ance will be withheld, as the present Board of Managers
is every way worthy of confidence and support.

Atlanta, as a location for the Fair, possesses many ad-

vantages. It has a very healthy and agreeable climate

—

is central; of easy access from all points; and affords

ample hotel accommodations for a multitude of people.

We think the interests of the Society would be greatly ad-

vanced w^ere the Fair “settled down” at Atlanta for the

next five years; provided that city is disposed to offer the

proper inducements.

HOW TO USE BONES.

Where the oil of vitriol is as expensive and difficult to

be had as it is in the interior of Georgia, and bone mills

are not in the country, one is at a loss how to use the

bones that may be collected in the course of a year, for

agricultural purposes. If phosphates were abundant in

the soil, the wasting of nearly all the bone earth taken out

of the surface of the ground by the feeding of stock, and
tillage, might not produce any immediate ill effects

;
but

unfortunately, the phosphate of lime exists only very

sparingly in most of the land under cultivation, and to

throw it away, as is now done, is a prominent defect in

modern agr' culture. Every cultivator can gather bones

and break them up into small pieces with an old axe or

sledge-hammer and cover them in a heap of fermenting

manure, where the c arbor ‘c acid and other solvent will

dissolve most of the n in a few months, I'cady for the

nourisnment of growing plants.

Bones boiled some time in a strong ley made from wood
ashes, crumble into a powder, because the alkali combines
with, and abstracts all their animal parts. Mixed with

dry loam, mould or compost, such ley and bone dust are

a durable and excellent fertilizer. In this way, the bone

earth is less soluble than when treated v/ith the oil of vit-

riol, because it is not a super phosphate, like the bone

earth of commerce, but the mineral remains as it existed

in the bones before they were boiled in ley. Where one

can obtain sulphuric acid at a moderate price, he had best

use from 35 to 40 pounds of vitriol, according to its

strength and cost, to 100 pounds of dry bones. The lat-

ter should be broken as fine as practicable; and the acid

should be mixed with four or five times its weight or bulk

of water before the bones are added. The half of a mo-
lasses hogshead, set in the ground in puddled clay, to be

sure that it will not leak, answers an excellent purpose for

making super- phosphate of lime. Some one ought to

manufacture the oil of vitriol in Georgia for all domestic

uses
;
as the sulphur can be imported vastly cheaper than

the corrosive acid. It is made in Baltimore. If this acid

were as cheap at the South as it is in England, it would
be worth millions to the cotton-growing States, for they

need, above all things, in a business point of view, cheap
fertilizers to aid in the production of their great staples.

Flour is now selling in Athens at six dollars per 100 Ibs.^

and meal proportionably high. Suchj)rices, in a small in-

land town in a grain-growing district, are calculated to

turn public attention to all concentrated manures
;
and

among them, bones are not the least important. The
growing consumption of imported super-phosphates and
Mexican guano, (which is mainly bone-earth) indicates

one of the most pressing wants of the soil. Men engaged
,in the manufacture of vitriolized bones, pay ^20 a ton,,

and often more, for those that they sell at a round profit.

As far as practicable, all the raw material of crops should

be drawn from our own home resources, and husbanded

at all times with perfect economy. After this shall have

been done, poor lands will still require imported manure
of some kind to obtain the hignest reward for rural indus-

try. Without the elements of crops in the soil, plowing,

planting and hoeing all go for nothing. Hence, the writ-

er is laboring to gather up all the ashes and bones within

his reach
;
and respectfully urges his readers to do like-

wise. When it is too wet to plow, some hands may be-

profitably set to raking up leaves into good szied heaps to

rot, and form a quasi-manure. The acids evolved in the

decay of such heaps will operate favorably on leached

ashes and pounded bones—rendering them more soluble,

and, therefore, more available food for growing plants. If

one cenld be sure to escape a dry summer, leaves, bones

and leached ashes plowed in early, would decompose suf-

fiiciently to enrich the land
;
some the first year, and more

the second. Decaying vegetable matter is natui-e’s means
for dissolving all the minerals needed to form her highest

classes of plants. This fact applies as well to silicates of

lime, potash, soda and magnesia, as to phosphates. L.

THE FAIR OF 1855.-OFFICIAL NOTICE.

Atlanta, March S, 1855.

Messrs. Editors—^The Executive Committee of the

Southern Central Agricultural Society assembled in this

place to consider the various propositions for holding the

next Annual Fair, have decided in favor of Atlanta, the

bid from that city being more favorable, and largely in ad-

vance of all others. The next Fair will be held during the

week commencing September lOth, 1855.

James Camak, Seci'etary S. C. A, S.

East Tennessee Fair.—The Fair of the Eastern Di-

vision of Tennessee, will be held at Loudon on the 23d,

24th and 25th ofOctober next. We have received a copy

of the Premium List, which is very well arranged. Letters

of inquiry respecting the Fair, may be addressed to Maj,

A, S. Lenoir, Loudon, East Tenn,
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INACCURACY OF AGRICULTURAL STATEMENTS.

No one who does not make agricultural facts and de-

ductions a professional study can have a true idea of the

amount of errors most industriously taught in books and

periodicals, including newpapers, relating to rural affairs.

We have sometimes thought that the more important the

subject under discussion, the greater the mistakes commit-

ted in stating its strong points. Take, as a sample, the

duty of saving nightsoil, which is now generally wasted,

in cities and villages, and few discuss the matter without

shocking all common sense by following wild theories.

In the March number of this journal a short article on this

subject is copied from the Edgefield Ad.veriiser,\n which

a calculation is gone into to prove that the manure to be

obtained from a single colored person on a plantation, in

a year, is worthji/hj-six dollars, with the aid of only three

dollars’ worth of charcoal and gypsum to fix the ammonia
and other volatile elements. Estimating corn at a dollar

a bushel, and bacon at ten cents a pound, as the writer

does, he still appears to consider the nightsoil formed by
this food worth twice as much as the the market price of

the bacon and corn consumed !

Had the gentleman, who very properly called public at-

tention to this ‘‘domestic African guano,” estimated the

fertilizer as worth only half as much as the food that made
it, his suggestions would have been far more likely to be

reduced to practice. If one could be certain of getting a

dollar a bushel for all the corn he may raise, he might

then safely pay fifty cents for a concentrated manure that

would give him an increase of a bushel of this grain
;
for

he would in that case have fifty cents for his labor and

profit.

In an article, headed “Facts about the United States,”

on page 96 of the same number of the Cidtivator, it is stated

as ayacf- that “The value of its farms and live stock is

five hundred million dollars.” This is an error of over

four thousand million dollars. Five years ago “The cash

value of farms” in the United States was returned to the

census office at S'3,266,925,537
;
and the live stock at

$543,82*2,711: making together nearly four thousand mil-

lion dollars. They are now worth not far from five bil-

lions.

In an extended essay on the “Improvement of the Do-
mesticated Animals of the United States,” written for the

forthcoming Patent Office Report, the writer had occasion

to examine the official and non-official data showing the

present number and value of live stock in the Republic.

The value is above seven hundred million dollars.

Among other fictions, miscalled “Facts about the United

Stales,” it is stated that the United States annually yield

four hundred thousand bushels ofcorn. Now, everybody
should know that the crop grown in 1849, as returned in

June, 1850, was 592,141,230 bushels; and, taking the in

crease from 1840 to 1850 as the basis of the calculation, it

is easy to see that a fair present average crop of corn is

over seven hundred million bushels, instead of four hun-

dred millions.

When we look into other agricultural papers, they seem
to abound in errors of a more injurious character

;
and it

is not difficult to discover the causes of a part at least of

the popular prejudices against “book-farming.” Howto
correct this evil, elevate and improve the rural literature

of the country, is a question of no inconsiderable moment.
Perhaps nothing better can be done at this time than to

criticise the statements published, as they come from the

pens of different writers. We have little taste or talent for

such a task
;
but it would please us much to see the able

and piquant pen of“Broomsedge” resume its labors in re-

viewing the current rural literature of the Southern States.

England owes much of her high rank in agricultural learn-

ing and science to the thoroughness with which all rub-

bish is swept away by capable and unsparing reviewers

In this country, nothing is pruned
;
thorns, briars, weeds

bushes all grow with our best crops, which have about

the least possible culture. How much longer ought

American writers on agriculture to be deprived of the great

advantages of plain and truthful criticism I In what other

way is it possible to separate clouds of worthless chaff

from genuine wheat'? Truth, Science, and Literature suf-

fer equally with agriculture itselffrom the carelessness and
crude assertions that rule the hour. L.

Affleck’s Plantation Record and Account Book—

-

No. \—for forty hands or under.—We can supply a few

ofthese excellent books at $2 50 each. The cost of send-

ing them per mail is only 30 cents. We will send them

and pre-pay the postage at $2 80.

A PLANTER OF THE RIGHT STAMP.

An intelligent and progressive agriculturist of Alabama,

in sending us a club of subscribers, remarks :

“Gentlemen— I settled fourteen years ago on an old

worn out farm
;
the land washed in most places to the

clay, and it did not pay for the cultivation. I saw that I

must move or do something for ray land. I sent, about 7

years ago, for the Southern Cultivator-, studied it, and from

its pages I was induced some years ago to ditch the worn
out hill sides and horizontalize the rows and to make and
apply all the manure I could get of every kind, from my
lot, the woods, the yard, all the ash piles, &c.; and my
old land is now in a condition that yields as good crops as

they did fifteen years ago, and improving every year. My
whole farm (some four hundred acres) is all horizontalized

and the hill-sides ditched, and all the result of taking and
reading the Cultivator. I have received information from

one single number which was worth more to me than all I

have paid you for the paper
;
and I have from the 5th to

the last volume, and would live on half allowance one

month rather than do without it one year.

Very respectfully, G. M. H.

AGRICULTURE IN AMERICA.

The Washington (D. C.) Sentinel indulges in the fol-

lowing reflections on the agricultural aspect ofour country,

at the present day :

It is pleasant to turn for a moment from the political de-

moralization of the country, the strifes of angry spoilsmen,

and the clamorous fanaticism of incendiaries and abolition-

ists, to contemplate the peaceful assemblages, fairs and ex-

hibitions, thatthe prevalent interest in agriculture is bring-

ing about throughout the country. Agriculture is, at last

acknowledged to be the basis of the wealth, the prosperity,

and the happiness of this country. For a long time neg-

lected, it is now attracting the attention and engaging the

zealous efforts of many of our most prominent men. This

newly-awakened zeal has spread from State to State
;
and

many who hitherto contended against each other, with

emulation, in the strife of politics, are now engaged in a

peaceful agricultural competition. There is a general

rivalry among firmers, as to which shall exhibit the best

ordered firm, and which shall raise the best stuck, cattle,

fowls, fruits and flowers. This is an incentive to agricultur-

al societies, and the exhibitions held under tliese auspices,

together with the premiums awarded by their committees,

have greatly reacted to increa.se the friendly competition.

Many of our first men— first in politics, first in letters,

and first in social standing—have caught the impulse, and
are directing their labors and their energies to make
agriculture the chief profession and the chief interest of the

country.

This is one of the best indications in favor of the de-

velopment of the wealth of the country. But, at the same
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time, we hope that the ambition to excel as agriculturists

will not degenerate into a base passion for money-making.

The hospitality ofAmerican farmers has been one of their

most attractive qualities, and we should lament any change

that would transform them into selfish, heartless, and hide-

bound hunters after the “almighty dollar.” Perhaps the

most marked tendency of our present race of men is to

money-making. It has become the absorbing passion of

many classes Our mechanics, our tradesmen, our law-

yers and doctors, and those engaged in the various de-

partments of traffic and commerce, vie with each other in

the pursuit of wealth. Foreigners speak of us as given up

to the worship of mammon. They accuse us of eating

fast, going to bed late, rising early, neglecting wholesome
recreations and needful exercise, in order to make the

most we can out of our business.

We hope the great agricultural class, who thus far have

escaped the general demoralization, political, social, and

business, and who have honored their country by making
American hospitalitality proverbial at home and abroad

—

we hope that they will not be drawn into the current of

that shining Pactolus, which, while it flows with gold, yet

tranforms into iron the hearts of all who plunge into its

sparkling waters.

TO MAKS PEA VIKE HAY.

Messrs. Editors—May I trouble you with an article

on the Pea Vine, as an article of great value to the South-

ern man, whether he be a farmer or planter! 1 have

never found any production yield at the South so abun-

dant a crop as the cow pea
;
and hoping it may throw

sovie light on your many patrons at a time when corn and

provender ofall kinds are scarce, is my reason for sending

you the following article on its culture and preservation;

Sow the cow peas in drills from two and a half to three

feet apart. Sow as soon as you consider the vine will

esc? pe the late spring frost. When the vine grows to, the

length of three or four feet, sow another row in the middle

of the former row, after which pull up the pea first

planted (putting them in convenient bundles for throwing

up in stacking. I do not mean to tie them.) During the

morning, and after they have wilted sufficiently to prevent

them from breaking, which will be in the afternoon, you

may commence to stack them in the following manner,

viz : Cut a pole ten feet long and four to six inches in di-

ameter, and with a blacking or chalk line, make a mark

from lop to bottom, then hall turn and make another, and

with a rule lay off' (with a scribe awl) points eight inches

apart, and at each point bore a hole with a tvro inch augur,

then half turn and between each of the other holes scribe

and bore other holes. Through each hole insert a long arm,

say four or G feet long, projecting 2 or 2 feet on either side,

then insert the large end of the pole into the ground at

least two feet, packing well the earth around the pole (like

a fodder-stack pole). Then ^commence and hang the

wilted pea vines on each arm, commencing at the lowest

arm and go regularly up, filling each arm well up to the

arm above, and so continue to the top. Place on the top

rye, wheat or fodder to cap it, to turn off the water;

and as soon as the vines have had time to dry, you will

find considerable space between the peg above and the

vines below, which will have shrunk in drying, and thus

air is admitted.

The advantages of thus saving the vines are that they

may be put up in wet weather; and, also, if the vines are

dried in the sun all the leaves will fall off in hauling and
stacking. I do not give this as original, but to let you
know that I have tried it and find it very valuable for

horses and cows. In this way two or three crops of vines

may be raised off of the same land the same year, and the

land be still as good or better than at first
j
and lands

which will bring little else, will produce you one or two
crops a year, and a grain crop in the winter.

Respectfully, Jas. L. Goreb.

South Bend, Ark., 1855.

CALITOENIA PINE TREES.

We often hear the big trees of California spoken of, and

we wonder and doubt if the stories be true, and the Cali-

fornia papers seem to be proud of their “tall” pines, and

to delight to make us “open our eyes” at their marvelous

dimensions. The Placer Times mentions a spruce pine

log, twenty-six feet long, which turned out 4,000 feet of

clear stuff, without knot or windshake. The tree made
13,000 feet clear lumber. Trees of other species are much
larger— for instance, the red-wood—some of which turn

out upwards of 100,000 feet. One such tree would build

two houses, each two stories high and fifty feet square,

furnishing all the square timber, planks, shingles, etc.

The following account of big trees seem almost incredible:

“One of the trees is named the ‘Father Pine.’ This i&

dead, and has fallen to the earth. Its dimensions are as
follows: length, 400 feet, circumference, 110 feet. The
trunk ofthis tree is hollow, which has been traced for a
distance of 250 feet. I'here is a little pond of water in the

centre of this cavity four feet in depth. The tree, 250 feet

from the stump, is no less than 12 feet in diameter.

The cluster, cahed the ‘Three Sisters,’ taken together, are

92 feet in circumference, and 300 feet in height. The
centre is bare of brunches for 200 feet above the ground.

The ‘Mother Tree’ is 91 1-2 feet in circumference, and
325 feet high. The ‘Mother and Son’ are 92 feet in cir*

cumference, and 300 feet in height, united at the base.

The ‘Twin Sisters,’ 100 feet in circumference, 300 feet in

height. The Pioneer’s Cabin’ is a remarkable curiosity.

This tree has been partially burned
;
the result of the

scorching is the dividing the trunk into several compart-

ments, which are known as ‘parlor, bed-room and kitch-

en.’ The hollow, which is 200 feet in height, is called the

‘Chimney;’ the tree is 85 feet in circumference. The
‘Siamese Twins,’ 95 feet in circumference, and 325 feet in.

height. ‘Guardian of the Times,” 85 feet in circumfer-

ence, and 325 feet in height. The ‘Old Bachelor,’ 81 feet

in circumference, and 275 in height. The ‘Old Maid,’ 76
feet in circumference, and 275 (ect in height. ‘Uncle

Tom’s Cabin,’ 84 feet in circumference, and 300 feet in

height. ‘Pride of the Forest,’ 87 feet in circumference,

and 300 feet in height. ‘Two Friends,’ 85 feet m circum-

ference, and 300 feet in height. These trees are all em-

braced in an area not exceeeding one-half mile in extent.”

WHEAT AND FLORE HI TEXAS.

The Houston Tdcgra^:h, speaking of the wheat-grov^-

ing capacities ofTexas, say s

:

The great wheat-growing region of Texas lies principal-

ly north of the 31st parallel of latitude, though very fine

and heavy wheat, with a yield of 30 bushels per acre, has

been grown south of it. The principal production is now
confined to the counties on Red River and the upper Trin-

ity, where a surplus is grown and extensive preparations

are making for flouring it and sending southward for a

market. On Pleasant Run, in Dallas county, 15 miles

south of the county seat, there are three flouring mills,

two of them having two run of stone each, and capable of

grinding about 1200 bushels in 24 hours. The present

price of wheat delivered at these mills is Si to Sl.25 per

bushel, while flour commands S13 to $\4 per barrel. At
these figures the profits from flouring will rapidly bring

into existence a sufficient number of mills to grind all the

wheat that can be produced, while the farmers at SI per

bushel, will make more money than in the cultivation of
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cotton. This is a most gratifying prospect not only to the

farmers in that section, but to the State at large. At pre-

sent our importations of flour are very heavy. Not less

than 300 barrellsare sold on the average per week, in this

market. At that rate, at present prices, about $‘110,000

per annum goes out of the State from this city alone, for

an article that can be produced so easily at home, and
with more profit than cotton.

PROFITS AND PLEASURES OF FARIillNG.

The Houston (Texas) Telegraph gives us the “bright

side” of farming, in this wise :

People living from hand to mouth in towns, working
the year round, spending half they earn in things that are

useless, ifnot injurious, have very little idea of the cheap-

ness of a good living and a thrifty homestead in the coun-

try. A mechanic will earn in town from S2 to $3 per day,

amounting to from $600 to $900 per year, but with a fami-

ly to feed and clothe, and children to educate, he must be

a very steady and frugal man to have a dime ahead, or

eveti to be out of debt, at the end of the year. All of this,

however, has nothing to do with the profits of corn plant-

ing except by contrast.

Good farming land can be brought within five miles of

this city at from $2 to $5 per acre. The following is a

fair estimate of the cost of a farm of fifty acres, including

cheap, but comfort able improvements,a small start ofteam.

utensils, cattle and provisions to last until a crop is made ;

Fifty acres land $5 per acre $150 00

Two yoke of oxen and cart 120 00

One horse 40 00

Five cows and calves and a supply of hogs and
poultry 100 00

Labor of extra hand in building log house 20 00
j

Lumber for flooring, doors, nails, &c 25 00

Labor and board of extra hand in getting out rails

for 25 acre field 60 00

Twenty-five bushels corn 25 00

Provisions for six months 150 00

Plows, axes, &c 25 00

Total outlay ..$715 00

CONTRA.

By 20 acres corn GOO bushels $1 $600 00

By 4 acres sweet potatoes 300 bushels 75 cents.. 225 00

By butter, eggs and poultry 100 00

$925 00

According to tlie above estimate, he has made $i25
over the entire expenditure and has besides accumulated

an available productive property to the value of $505. He
has now laid a foundation on whueh any industrious and
prudent man can easily and rapidly build an indepen-

dence for his funily. ills horses, cattle, hogs, poultry,

&c., are better investm.cnts than was ever made in goods,

houses or stocks of any sort. They will pay their own
expenses and yield a profit at the most moderate calcula-

tion of 20 per cent. per annum, compound interest, and
without any risk, such as attend other investments.

The above calcalation is for an industrious and econo-

mical man
;
a lazy one has no business in town or coun-

try and will do as well in one situation as an other, and
we don’t know of any way by which he could possibly

better his condition.

THE RICE WEEVILS.

This insect is the Curadio Oryzee of Linnaius. It is a

well known fact that the amount of injury done to stored

rice by this insect is such as to cause much loss by those

persons who have in their possession large quantities of
j

that article. The insect is coleopterous, or,^ in other
j
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words its wings are protected by elytra or sheaths. This

little depredator much resembles the Wheat weevil (Cur-

culio granarius, of Linnaeus,) and, indeed, it is sometimes

known to attack stored wheat. A well known writer on
American entomology has justly remarked, that il this in-

sect increases numerically m stored rice, all possible

means should be made use of to prevent its ravages. I

feel perfectly satisfied, from close observation, that it does

increase, and to such an extent, in some cases, as to

prove alarming in its character. There is a simple reme-

dy, however, and it is not merely thoretical, but practical

experiment has shown that it is entirely eftectual, which
will prevent their injurious effects. It is this:—To every

two bushels of rice, apply at the time of storing, one

pound of common salt (Chloride of Sodium,) and you need

have no fears in relation to the ravages of the Rice Weevil.

The same remarks apply, as a general thing to the storage

of wheat.

A CHEAP COTTAGE.

Mrs. SwissiiELM .gives us the following plan of a cot-

tage, to be built at a cost of not more than one hundred

dollars :

As many may doubt that a house can be built for so

little, let me give some description : When logs are plenty

and convenient, it is my impression a snug little house,

16 or 18 feet square, could be put up and made comfort-

able for less than one hundred dollars
;
but where they

are not to be had, ordinary laboring men can build a nice

little board house by placing four sleepers on stone rests
;

nail boards to these, upright, first at the corners; have

scantling of lengths to correspond to the sleepers
;

fix t nem
seven feet above by props until the top ends of the boards

I

are made fast to them, when the prime difficulty of the

building process is over. Side it up with boards running

up and down, nail strips over the cracks outside and in;

lath to the inner strips and put one coat of plaster as

smoothly as possible, which will make it close enough.

Let th^ front and back wall be seven feet high
;

fix cross

ties half way up the roof for the ceiling, and the room will

be be high enough for comfort and health. The cheapest

and most suitable roof is rough flooring boards, the grooves

Ailed with a mixture of two iliirds coal tar and one-third

linseed oil, giving the whole a thorough coating afler it is

put on, and sprinkling it thickly with sand. By having

the roofextend over one foot or eighteen inches, and pul-

ing brackets under, making a window and door in front, a

window in one gable with a hood over it, a chimney in

the other, a door at the other side with a little rough perch

over one or both doors, the outside witite washed and a

tree partly shading it, a house of sixteen or eighteen feet

square would be pretty and ;ittractive.

Dangers of a High Pillow.— It is often a question

among people who are unacquainted with ti:e anatomy

and phy.sic-logy of man, whether lying witli the head ex-

alted, or even with the body, be more wholesome. Most,
.

consulting their own ease on this point, argue in fav. r of

that which they prefer. Now, altliough many delight in

bolstering up their heads at night, and sleep soundly

v/ithout injury, yet we declare it to be a dangerous habit.

The vessels through which the blood passes from the heart

to the head are always lessened in their cavities when the

head is resting in bed higher than the body
;
therefore, in

all diseases attended with fever, the head should be pretty

nearly on a level with the body; and people ought to ac-

custom themselve.s to sleep thus, to avoid danger.

—

Ex-
change.

g;^’“The annual product of Plemp in Kentucky, is esti-

I

mated at fifteen thousand tons, and in Missouri at ten

thousand tons.
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EANDALL’S COTTON PLANTEE, &C. WHITE HAIE AND NEGKO WOOL.

Messrs. Editors—In the last Cultivator you ask for

information of Randall’s Cotton Planter. Mr. James
Watson, of Palmyra, Lee Co., Ga., was the Duilder of said

planter, and is now, I believe; if not, can give all the in-

formation needed.

You will greatly oblige me by answering the following;

Island injured by deadening the trees on it in the summer
or, as we say, when “the sap isupP’ The common
opinion and belief among planters is that it is. Agtiin,

would there be any difference, in deadening Pine and
Oak land in the summer '?

Will you answer in April number I

Truly, Rebek.
Hopehazy^ March, 1855,

Remarks.—We have no practical knowledge of the ef-

fect upon land of “girdling” or “deadening” trees. Will
some ofour experienced correspondents answer RebekI

—

Eds,

TO WOEK THE WOEST SPOILED HOESE.

Messrs, Editors—Place gear on the horse, the back-
hand as far back as his kidneys; the belly-band at iheusual
place. Have the traces short, that the singletree can only
pass the root ol the horses tail, and stop 6 or Sinches above
his hocks. The gear should be strong, and well .secured at
all points. It is best to have the horse secured in his stall

for a day or two before leading him out, that he may be-
come used to the gear, and less liable to kick. The beau-
ty of the thing is, the singletree binds so close to his hams,
that it prevents the play of his heels. When you discover
your horse will bear the touch of the singletree and gear,
you may then attach plow lines with gear and place a
drag, and practice him until he will bear the plow or
wagon.

I have adopted this plan for more than twenty years
without a single failure to gentle the worst runaway ani-
mals I fever knew, in fact, they cease to kick and become
gentleat once. Yours truly, Bird Safeoi.d,
Segum, Guadalupe Co., Texas, 1855,

TO CUEE FISTULA IN A HOESE.

Messrs. Editors Open the fistula as soon asthe sack of
matter has collected—the sooner the better. Take 48 grains
of corrosive sublimate, and dissolve it in 2 oz. of water,
which is all it will hold in solution. Soak a slack twisted
cotton string, just sucli as are used for country candle
wicks, 8 1-2 inches long, in the solution 24 hours, letting
6 1-2 inches of one end of the string be immersed in the
solution

;
then insert G or G I -2 inches of the saturated end

in the orifice and push it down with a blunt probe or stick,
letting 2 to 2 1-2 inches of the dry end hang out. Let it

remain in 24 hours, and put a fresh one in every 24 hours,
drawing away the old one. A new string should be put
in soak in the phial of solution as soon ns one is taken out.
Continue this until but little matter is di.scharged and that
little very thick. Grease the shoulders to let the matter
slide off.

I have never failed with the above remedy to accompli
all I could reasonably desire, and without leaving a sc

Mecki.enbcrg.
Como, Miss., Jan., 18.55

Encouragement of Agricui.ture.—A bill has passed
one blanch of the Missouri Legislature proposing, in order
to encourage the formation of Agricultural Societies, to
grant to each county forming such an association the sum
of SlOO for each S^OO subscribed by them, provided the
whole amount should not exceed S‘l6o in any one year.

At a recent trial in South Carolina, in which the point

in dispute—property in a mulatto girl—rested on a ques-

tion of race. Dr. Gibbs, an accomplished Ethnologist and

Physiologist, gave the following interesting evidence with

regard to the hair of different races :

He handled a negro skull and demonstrated clearly the

peculiarities, and showed, by comparison, the marked dif-

ference between them. He explained the prominent dif-

ference between the anatomical structure of different parts

of the body, and gave an exceedingly interesting account

of the distinction the hair of the Caucassia, Indian and
Negro races. He stated a very curious fact, as resulting

from microscopical observation, that in the mulatto cross

the hair of one or the other parent was present, and some-

times hairs of both, but never mongrel hair; that no amal-

gamated hair existed; that as often the mulatto had straight

hair as kinky. He stated the microscope revealed that the

hair of the white race was, when transversely divided,

oval, that ofthe Indian circular, and that of the negro ec-

centrically elliptical, with flattened edges, that of the negro

was not hair, but wool, and capable of being felted
;
that

the coloring matter of true hair was in an internal tube,

while in the negro it was the epidermis or scales covering

the shaft of the hair.

In corroboration of this statement that both white and

negro hair were sometimes found in the same head, a

singular case was mentioned by Dr. Gibbs. He stated

that he once attended a half-breed Indian and negro, who
had straight Indian hair. He was ill, and had his head

shaved and blistered. On his recovery, when his hair,

grew out, it was negro hair—crisped and wiry.

Tanning.—A process of tanning has been patented in

England by a Mr. Preller, which makes no use of bark
whatever.

The substance employed consists largely of starch, but-

ter-milk or grease, with salt or saltpetre. The skins are

smeared with these and then agitated in a revolving cylin-

der fora certain length of time, when they are ready for

the currier. Mr. Preller has erected a large factory at

Southwark, where he is carrying on the business oftann-?

ing by this method, and his leathers have already attained

a high reputation in the market. They are pronounced
greatly superior to those tanned in the usual ways for their

strength, flexibility, uniformity of texture, and durability.

I'he weight of the leather is greatly reduced, at the same
time that its strength is increased. This done to such a

degree that while oak tanned leather of three eighths of

an inch in thickness is incapable of a strain, which Prell-

er’s leather one-fourth of an inch in thickness w’ill bear

with constant working. A strap ot it a yard long and an
inch in width and one-eighth thick gave way with m
weight ofG cwt

,

2U lbs.; while ox hide, well tanned with

bark, of (he same dimensions, only bore a strain of 5 cwt.

It is said that sheep skins tanned in this become ot a

surprising strength, though as commonly prepared they

have scarcely more strength than good paper.

Tanning l)y this process only requires a short time

perfect it. The thickest ox hide is perfectly tanned in two
days and a half. The leather thus made is also more in>-

permeable to water than as commonly prepared. Thes*
statements are given by the Mechanics' Magazine, and, if

sustained by the (acts, will go far to change the relatioiw

of leather to society.

Some Good Everywhere.—Bayard Taylor, the travel-

ler, says that he prefers Mexicofor the beauty of its scene-

ry, Germany for its society, California especially for its

climate and the United States for its Government.
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WHEAT IN AMERICA.

Wheat was first sown in the American Colonies in

1692, on the Elizabeth Islands, in Massachusetts, by

Gosnold, at the time he explored that coast. That has

been just 262 years ago, and since that time so great has

been the increase of this ce»'ea], that in the 1849, accord-

ing to the census of 1850, the product amounted to lOO,-

503,899 bushels. Up to 1610, and perhaps later, England

supplied the colonies with the gi’eater part of their bread-

stuffs. How changed is it now ! All Europe is looking

to us for bread. The bread sent to the colonies in 1610

was not cast upon the waters never more to return. Two
hundred and forty years afterwards it rolls back in a con-

tinuous stream, to gladden the hearts of halffamished

millions in England, France and Belgium. The descend-

ants ofmen originally lashed and scourged from their

shores, and forced to make their future habitations be-

neath the uninviting sky—more humane than the task

masters of their father’s—are now striving to return good

for what was considered an evil, by suppying them with

bread.

POULTRY MANURE.

The horticulturist cannot value too highly the drop-

pings of poultry. For the past two or three years I have

tested fully its properties, and feel satisfied that one

bushel of poultry manure mi.xed with plaster, and used as

a top dressing, is equivalent to ten bushels stable manure
put into the ground in the usual manner. It is particu-

larly valuable for onion sets, as well as for almost every

other garden vegetable. My process for its use is this :—

I

dig and plant my seed, and in the course of a few days, or

about the time I think the seed is beginning to germinate, 1

I take the manure, previously mixed with a small portion

ofplasterand put upon the hills or beds containing the

seed. By the time the shoots come up the manure is in a

proper state for working, it having decomposed by losing

much ofits ammonia, and I find it' requires less labor to

keep the ground loose than when not used, to say nothing

of its effects upon vegetation, which are incalculable. The
season for saving this manure is now at hand, and' I feel

satisfied that if once tried will never be abondoned, if the

manure can be had.

I might also state in this connection that in consequence

of the attacks of the striped bug upon the cucumber plant

it has become almost an impossibility to cultivate that

much admired vegetable. By the use of air slacked linie^

sprinkled every few days over the plant, their ravages

may be checked, and the horticulturist find no difficulty ii?

raising any quantity of the vegetable. ' The same remedy
will apply to pumpkin and squash vines.

—

Pa,. Farm
Journal.

INQUIRY.

^Messrs. Editors—Can some of your numerous sub-

scribers tell us the causes and a remedy for the “Hollow-

Horn” in cattle'? I know some will say it.is the hollow

belly, or want of attention and care; but with such I

must differ, for I had four work steers that had it last year,

and I always keep my oxen in good order, well fed, and
not abused, to which my neighbors will testify. A pre

ventive and remedy is anxiously sought after by
i

A ScBSCRIBER.
I

HayneviLle, Ga., 1855.
|

Sugar in Louisiana.—The Plaquemine Gazette of

j

March 3, say§ : I

The prospect of the next sugar crop in this State, is i

anything but promising. We have conversed with a

number ofthe best Planters in this District, who are of the

opinion, that the crop of 1855, will be a short one. From
the Point Coupee Echo it will be seen that this is not the

only Parish in the State that has lost seed cane. The Echo
says :

The plant cane is, we regret to say, seriously injured in

this parish. If the dry weather continues two or three

weeks longer, it will be impossible to plant half the sugar

lands of the parish.

1^” We republish the following, by request of a fair

housewife of our acquaintance:

HOW SHALL WE PRESERVE EGGS1

This is the ^‘grand question.'^ We have, in the course

of our life, tried nearly all the expedients that have been
recommended, and sometimes succeeded, and sometimes
failed—from which results you will say it is no more than

foir to conclude that none of the methods are infallible.

We have learned one fact by these experiments. Eggs
should be perfectly fresh when you begin to preserve

them. Ifan egg has commenced, even but a very slight

decomposition, it is difficult arresting it
;
indeed, we are

inclined to think nothing short of freezing will do it. The
following very simple plan we have never tried, and
know nothing practically whether it be effectual or not.

We found it in the Farm Journal, quoted from the Eng-
lish Agricultural Gazette. We pass it over to our readers

for their consideration :

Take a half incli board of any convenient length and
breadth, and pierce it as full of holes (each one and a half

inches diameter) as you can. I find that a board two feet

and six inches in length, and one foot wide, has five dozen
in it, say twelve rows of five each.

Then take four strips two inches broad, and nail them
together edgewise into a rectangular frame of the same
size as your other board. Nail this board upon the frame
and the work is done, unless you chose to nail a beading
around the top.

Put your eggs in this board as they come from the poul-

try house, the small end down, and they will keep good
for six months, if you take the following precautions:

—

Take care that the eggs do not get wet, either in the nest

or afterwards. (In summer hens are fond of laying among
the weeds or grass, and any eggs taken from such nests in

wet weather, should be put away for immediate use.) Keep
them in a cool room in summer, and out of the I’each of

frost in winter. If two boards be kept, one can be fill-

ing while the other is emptying.

The writer accounts for the preservation of eggs in this

way by suppo.'^ing that the yolk floats more equally in the

white, and has less tendency to sink down against the

shell, than when the egg is laid on one side— certainly, if

the yolk touches the shell it spoils immediately.

—

Maine
Farmer.

Econo:,lY in Wives.—A young married woman, who
has not had the opportunity of profiting by the advice

and example of a good mother, will find some difficulty at

first in spending her money to the best advantage; for

there is really on art in spending money, though it is get-

ting rid of it. Some women will keep house respectably

and plentifully on one-third less money than will be re-

quired by others, or without even meanness or illiberal

dealing. But to do this, judgment, forethought and ex-

perience are necessary. One woman shall be able to tell

you how much her housekeeping costs toashilling, while
another cannot guess within ten. The former has method,
rule, regularity, and a certain sum assigned to her; with
the latter it is all hazard— it comes and it goes, she neither

knows how, nor cares. And this is almost sure to be the

case if the money is doled out by her husband in a few
shillings at a time.
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How TO BK Happy.—la my apprehension, the best way
to be useful and happy in this lile is to cultivate domestic

affections— to love home, and at the same time to be tem-

perate and just— to pursue lawful business whjjtever it

may be, with diligence, firmness and integrity of purpose,

and in the peifect belief that honesty is equally as bind-

ing in the discharge of public as private trusts
;

for when
public morals are destroyed, public liberty cannot sur-

vive.

lurticEltEral leprtraent.

WQBX FOE THE MOUTH.

[ApRtr,, (Latin, Aprilis) is so called from aperio, “to

open,” in allusion to the opening of the young buds of

trees or flowers, and the general development of vegetation

at this season. Thisds the only month whose .present

name seems to have reference to the season in which it oc-

curs. It corresponds to the Jewish, Z'f ov Ziv, (1 Kings

VI, 1,) the of their ewiZ and seco7id of their sacred

year. Its Saxon name was Eoster, or Ostor-monath

;

“Osd’ signifying East, and the winds, by ancient observa-

tion, being found in this month most commonly to blow
from the East.]

THE PLANTATION.
Provisions of all kinds still continue scarce and dear,

and as it is likely that vast quantities of grain will be

needed for exportation, we repeat urgently our advice of

last month, viz; to plant heavily of Corn, Sweet Potatoes,

Cow Peas, [See article on curing Pea Vines, in present

number,] &c,, &c. It is probable that most of our readers

have already planted Corn, but if planting has been de-

layed by any untoward circumstances, lose not a moment
now in getting a large crop into the ground. Ploio deep

and manure heawily—plant the earliest and heaviest seed

you can obtain, and as soon as the young plants have

made sufficient growth, thin, out to the proper “stand” and

give the ground a thorough working. A great deal de-

pends upon the after-culture of Cwn. (supposing it to have

been properly planted at first) and, in this connection, w'e

would call attention to the suggestions ofour practical and
intelligent correspondent, “M ,” on page 108.

Having fully finished the planting of your Corn ci'op,

take hold and complete, without delay, the planting of

Cotton. We would urae upon our readers the necessity

of deeper and cleaner culture than they generally give this

all important staple. Unfortunately,
' every man thinks

his own system of “making cotton” the best known, and

is seldom willing to profit by the example of even his

more successful neighbor. The problem -of making, year

after year, a paying crop of cotton, without greatly im-

poverishing the land that produces it, is one that very few

have yet solved. That it can be dcnie, we have not the

least doubt; but until the generation of anti- progres-

sionists passes away, we have no hope of seeing it.

Ultimately it must come, or Cotton culture will have to be

abandoned
;
for with the vast yearly increase of our popu-

lation, it will not take long to exluiust and w'ear out all

the available new lands in the Union. We would say,

then :—Do not try to “cover too much surface” with this

crop, hut do well whatever you attempt. Better 40 or 50
acres well cultivated, than 2 or 3 hundred merely “scratch-

ed” over. Plant only the “improved” varieties, and re-

member that one bale of fine, long staple, caiefully handled
and properly ginned, will bring as much money as two
bales of indifferent, specked and foul “dog tail.”

Continue to set out Sweet Potatoes— both “sets” and
“draws.” Ridges for sweet Potatoes should not be thrown
up until you are ready to plant. Plow the ground deep

and well, and harrow finel^g before ridging up. Plant

Melons, Pumpkins, Squashes, &c. Sow Millet, Doura,

and common Corn for fodder, in drills, once every fort-

night or three weeks, until late in the summer-you can-

not make the ground too rich for these forage crops, so do

not be afraid to put on the manure.

TEE VEGETABLE G-AEDEN.

Whatever you have been prevented from doing last

month by unfavorable weather, or other causes, must now
be attended to promptly, or it will be too late.' The young
weeds, “nutgrass,’, “joint grass,” &c., &c., will now be-

gin to dispute possession of the ground with your early

vegetables, and unless you attack them vigorously,

and keep them under, they vrili be sure to get the start of

your crop.

Set out early Cabbages, Peppers, Tomatoes, Egg Plants,

&c. Transplant Lettuce. Force your young vegetables

into vigorous and rapid growth, by repeated applications

of liquid manure— to prepare which, use 4 quarts of well

rotted stable manure
; 4 quarts of hen-house manure

;
3

gallons of chamber-ley, and 2 quarts of finely pulverized

guano, to one barrel of rain-water, keeping the barrel

covered, and the liquid well stirred up. Saturate the earth

around your plants occasionally with this compound from

the rose of a watering-pot, early in the morning, or late in

the afternoon, not allowing the liquid to fall on the plants.

Plant Watermelons, Music Melons, Cucumbers, Squashes,,

&c., &c. Plant pole Beans, such as the Lima, or “butter

bean,” &c., four feet apart each way. Also, bush or

dwarf Beans, may be planted now, dropping them from

two to four inches apart in the drill. Sow a full crop of

Okra in a rich, well drained spot, in beds or ridges

four feet apart—dropping four or five seeds in each hill,

and three feet apart on the ridges. "When well up, thia

out to a single plant, leaving the most thrifty. Keep the

earth around them well worked, and haul a little soil

around the stems of the plant from time to time. The
“ Dwarf” or Prolific Okra is the finest variety w^e know.
It needs no “topping,” and often produces over 100 pods

on one stalk. Sow Red Cabbage, for pickling. Sow
Cavltflmvers and Brocoli early this month, for a full crop.

Sow, also, in warm borders, in the open ground, Tomatoes^

Peppers, &c. Skiw Radishes, in a deep, light soil, every

three weeks, for a succession. Sow Citron Melons and

the small Glass for preserves. Cultivate these as

you would the Water or Musk Melon. Plant Gherkins

in the middle of this month, and cultivate like Cucumbers,

Plant an abundance of the the different culinary herb^

such as Parsley, Savory, Marjorum. Fennel, &.c.

THE OECHAED.
Examine your Peach trees closely, and if any borera

yet remain under the bark, just below the surface, remove

the earth and dig them but carefully with a thin, sharp-

pointed knife or a piece of iron wire; then apply to the

excoriated bark (with a white-wash or large paint brushj)

a mixture composed of 10 parts of lime; 5 of ashes; 2 of

salt, and 2 of coal or gas tar. Let all these ingredients

(except the,tar) be mixed with water until the wash is of

the thickness of cream—then stir in the gae tar, and ap-

ply the mixture with a liberal hand, from the top or moia

roots to the height of 10 or 12 inches above the surface.

When the wash dries and hardens, fill the cavity or basia

around the tree with fresh earth and heap it up around

the trunk 8 or 10 inches above the surface. Work or

loosen the earth around your fruit trees—apply a good

of well rotted manure—destroy all suckers—cut out dead

wood, &c., &c. Caitcrpillar nests will now begin to b«

distinctly visible
;
and noiv is the time to destroy myriads of

them. Take a long, light pole—drive into one end of it

crosswise, (a quarter of an inch apart, and on all sides,) 8

or 10 large nails. Let a boy pas along the rows of fruit

trees, pole in hand, and wheneverhe espies a nest, a thrust
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of the pole and a downward twist will bi ui^ the nest and

its inmates to his feet, when they can easily be crushed

and prevented from spreading. Budded trees of last year,

should now be headed down to the bud, and all shoots

below the latter removed, so that it may have the full

strength of the stock. Cuttings the Quince, Fig, Pome-

granate, &c,, should be treated in a similar manner, viz;

all buds but the strongest, or leading one rubbed off with

the fingers—the ground kept loose and mellow, and

mulched with straw or leaves, during the summer
months,

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.
Sow seeds ofhardy Annuals in borders, and tliin out to

proper distances, when sufficiently grown. Dahlias that

have been started in pots, may now be set out in the open

ground; 'and tender annuals may now be pricked out

from the hot-bed, the latter part of this month. Evergreens

of all kinds, may now be transplanted; in doing which
lift a good ball of earth with the roots, apply water copi-

ously when planting, and keep the ground around their

stems well mulched with pine straw or other leaves.

Water frequently afterwards. *

THE DI0300SEA JAPOMCA, OR JAPANESE YAM.

The introduction of this excellent vegetable into France

and the United States, and the cultivation of it as far as

known, is worthy the attention of all. The Dioscorea is

destined by its delicious taste and great productiveness, to

replace, in a great measure, the potato. It is a native of

Japan, and is cultivated there and in the north of China,

in great quantities, and feasted upon by rich and poor, all

the year round. This i*emarkable vegetable was intro-

duced into France in the year 1849, by M. Mautreprey,

then Consul of France in China. It was given him by a

missionary. Mr. M. sent it to the Jardin des Plantes,

where it remained unnoticed (as it did not flower,) until

his return to France in 1853, when he was perfectly as-

tonished to find so invaluable an article still uncultivated

and in all the markets of France.

A friend of mine, M. Palliet, (whoby the way is a regu-

lar wide-awake horticulturist,) being acquainted with Mr.

M., and hearing him describe its great merit, set to work
in earnest, and propagated between 50,000, and 60,000

the first year; and is preparing to cultivate it in all the

different departments of France. Some of the roots were

sent, last June to the great Horticultural Exhibition in

Paris, and gained for Mr. P. the award for the introduc

tion of the most useful plant, beside which, the “Ministre

de Agriculture,” presented him with 3000 francs. Some
of the roots weighing two and a halfpounds a piece, were

presented to his Majesty, the Emperor
;
they were eaten

by the Emperor and Court, and pronounced excellent;

after which Mr. P. received an order for 40,000 to be distri-

buted throughout France.

The cultivation of the Dioscorea is very simple, not re-

quiring as much labor as the potato. Itiwill do well in

any soil, but light or sandy is preferred, as they will be

more mealy than when raised in heavy bottomed land.

The roots are cut about 2 inches long, and planted 10 or

12 inches apart—in rows, and kept clear of weeds until

ready to dig, which will be in October and November. If

left in the ground two years, it will go on increasing, and

the root .will improve in quality. If kept dry, they will

keep 8 and 10 months out of the ground, which will be a

great advantage, especially for shipping purposes. It is

estimated that the Dioscorea will exceed any other pro-

duce.

It may be remarked here that the inner part of the root

is a fine white, very mealy—very agreeable to the taste,

resembling the arrow-root, and can becookedinlO min-

utes. Its growth and outward appearance, resemble the

sweet potato, and there is no doubt it will be cukivitted

more extensively than that excellent vegetable, as it pos-

sess the advantage of being ha'dy, and of being kc f't a

much longer time. 1 have a drawing, and will have a few

plants, which can be seen at my establishment. It is un-

necessary to say any more at present, as M. Palhel is

about publishing a treatise upon the subject, for the Oficn-

ing of the Paris Industrial fxhibition in May next, wliich

any person can obtain a copy of, by applying tome.

When in Paris last summer, 1 had the pleasure of see-

the Dioscorea under cuHivation. D Boi.r,,

Broadway and 50th street. New York.

[
Corniry GeuLlcman.

NEW ROCHELLE MAMMOTH BLACKBERRY.

F. Trowbridge thus speaks of this valuable new

Blackberry, in the March number of the New England

Farmer :

I noticed some remarks in the January number of the

N. E. Farmer, in regard to the price of the New Rochelle

Blackberry. The price at which they are sold is by no
means extravagant, as they are only propagatad by shoots

from the roots, which, ail must be aware, is a slow pro-

cess. The only two persons who raise them for sale—Mr.
Lawton, of New Rochelle, and George Seymour & Co.,

of Norwalk, Ct.—are trying to raise for their own trans-

planting; for, after the first or second years’ transplanting,

each plant will raise more than a dollars’ worth of fruit,

and the demand for the fruit is greater than the supply,

and will be for years to come.

I exhibited last season, in New Haven, from Messrs. Geo.

Seymour & Co
,
at our Florticultural Exhibition, very fine

specimens. One of the berries measured four by three

and a half inches in circumference, the size of a pullet’s

egg. Some of the specimens were taken from a plant in

a Mr. Smith’s private garden in Norwalk. I think it had
been planted out three or four years, and should judge it

had on it nearer one-half a bushel than a peck of berries
;

so that a dollar a plant cannot be a very great price under

these circumstances.

Mr. Wm. Lawton also gives us the following account ot

this Blackberry

:

“ This variety of the Blackberry is entirely new, dif-

fering in shape, size and quality, from any of which we
have any account. As far as my experience extends, it

will endure our severest wintei's without protection, and

requires no particular care in the cultivation. The fruit is

delicious, having few seeds in proporiion to its size;—and

in any locality, in good soil, the flower, leaf, stalk and

fruit, will grow of mammoth proportions; and in addition

to all, is an abundant bearer

Nature of the Plant.— It delights in moist soil and

shade, and in such situations will continue longest in

bearing. Like the raspberry, it produces from the roots,

during the summer, a plentiful supply of shoots forbear-

ing the ensuing season
;
while the old sho

son advances, gradually cease to elaborat

frequently before all the fruit upon them ha

fruiting season continues from five to eight

Management in the spring.—y\govous

with numerous laterals will be found ming.

dead— remove the latter as early as possible, and shorten

the leading shoots one-quarter or one third their length,

and where the latter are loo long, clip them also. Ifjudici-

ously pruned, they will require no support, and not being

entangled they can be better approached to gather the

fruit.

Making Plantations.—They may be planted in the

spring or fall— in all cases let the plants he four or five

feel apart; if in rows, separate the rows twice that dis-

tance.
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SOUTHERN SEEDLING APPLES— No. 7.

CULLASAGA APPLE.

This Apple was raised from the seed of a Horse Apple, by Miss Ann Bryson, of N, C. It is an apple of first rate

quality
;
ofa pleasant sub-acid flavor, and highly aromatic—fully as inuch so as the Spitzenberg or Newtown Pippin.

It is of good sir^e, frequently large
;
keeps well, and is recommended by a Committee of the Southern Central Agri-

cultural Society, as first-rate, and worthy ofthe attention o" every fruit-grower,

J. Van Buren.
jg. ClarJcsville

,
Ga., 1855.

A NEW PLANT—CHINESE SUGAE CANE.

A PLANT, bearing a close resemblance to Indian corn, has

been introduced into France from the north of China. It

is called Holcus saccharatus, or Chinese Sugar Cane. Ex-

periments made in France indicate, it is said, that it will

yield more sugar, to the same extent of land, than the

sugar beet. It is there attracting great attention from dis-

tillers. We are not aware that it has been tried in this

country, but it would, doubtless, succeed well in the

Southern States, and deserves to be tested, if only for fod-

‘-anici Farm Journal gives us the follow-

exchanges advise us of a new plant under

!, being introduced into France from the

,
which promises to be of considerable

value. A pamphlet has been published on the subject by
M. Louis Vilmorin, of Paris, who is considered high au-

thority, from which it appears that the juice of the Holcus
furnishes three important products, sugar, alcohol and a

fermented liquor analogous to cider; and that it may be pro-

fitably cultivated for sugar in any region between where
the sugar cane ceases to thrive and the forty-fourth de-

gree of latitude, and that elsewhere it will be profitably

cultivated for its alcoholic products.

“He obtained from stems, from which the peel had been

I

stripped, at the rate of fifty-five to sixty per cent, ofjuice.

I The upper joints and spikes were only cut off, but by cut-

j

ting off more and subjecting the stems to a better process

1
of crushing, he thinks that seventy per cent, of juice

could be obtained. The quantity of stems employed,
large and small together, was 553 lbs., giving twenty-three

gallons ofjuice of the density of 1,052, The quantity, of

sugar from the Holcus is estimated higher than fi'om the

beet root, but involves more labor and expense to extract,

and the quantity of spirit exceeds that from beetroot by
about sixty gallons per acre. The amount ofjuice yielded

from an acre is about 1207 gallons.

“The refuse also consists of excellent fibre, easily ex-

tracted and easily bleached, and worth at least SSO per

ton to the paper makers, and probably much more.

“A more detailed account of the process of cultivation

in France is about to be published.”

Good Advice.—The Albany (N. Y.) Knickerbocker'^

says:

“The best cure for hard times is economy. A shilling’s

worth of white beans will do as much feeding at fifty cfs'

worth of potatoes
;
while six cents’ worth of Indian meal

will make as much breed as fourteen cents worth of flour.

Besides this, it is twice as wholesome. Almost every

family in town could cut down their expenses one-halfif

they only chose to do so.”
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SOUTHEKlf SEEDLING APPLES.

Willis M. Lea, Esq., of Holly Springs, Miss., writes

us as follows. We shall be happy to hear from Mr. L
,

at greater length hereafter, upon this interesting subject:

“At a future day, I may be tempted to say a word about

some fine Southern Seedling Apples, especially if Mr.

Van Buren continues to stimulate inquiries in this line by

Ms valuable contributions. lam convinced that we al

ready have varieties sufficiently numerous and valuable

to furnish us with superior fruits all the season. I have

repeatedly furnished our friends with the May Apple and

Red Astrachan, &c., on the same waiter with the win-

ter Apples of the previous year—the ‘Hall Seedling,’

•Stephenson’s Seedling,’ &c. And I am fully convinced

from experience, that additions to the winter varieties are

only to be expected, from the region in which we omselves

live, or, at most, from those similar in climate and not too

dissimilar in soil, &c. But I have not the purpose to

write at any length at present
;
so adieu.

OSAGE ORANGE HEDGES.

Mr. H. P. Byram, the agricultural editor of the Louis-

tille Journal, writes to that paper from Dayton, Ohio,

under date Sept. 9, 1854:

“In the vicinity of this city, I saw some of the most per-

fect specimens of the Osage Orange hedge that I have ever

before met with—more perfect, indeed, than I supposed na-

ture could produce, even with all the aid that art and in-

dustry could lend her. The plants seem to withstand the

blighting effects of this unusually dry season, better than

any other species of vegetation. The leaves still present

the same rich glossy green that characterises this plant in

our most favorable seasons.

“From a somewhat extensive acquaintance with the

character of the Osage Orange plant, I have often pro-

nounced it the hedge plant of America, but I had no idea

of the degree of perfection to which I find it susceptible of

being trained in the hedge. The oldest of the hedges here

now is about four years. It is four feet high and three

feet broad at the base, and as dense, compact and uniform

from the ground to the top, as if it had been moulded by

hand from some plastic material. My attendant remarked

that it was ‘so close at the bottom, tha* a snake could not

find its way through it.’ There were several other speci-

mens in the same vicinity, from one to two years old, all

presenting the same beautiful appearance.

“The great and only secret in producing this living

' "’prican prairie fence is, dean culture forfour years, and
W sheanng, from the period of setting

and then to maintain

As I have written this much, I would like (by your
leave) to say a few words about Dr Lee’s article on Plan-

tation fences, &c. The Dr. has given us an excellent

ra'ticle upon the subject, and his advice should be followed

even by those having abundance of rail timber. I agree

with him heartily abou* straight fences—cheap, simple,

durable, beautiful. I have a plan, however, which I think

he will like better than hewed or sawed posts, even out of

cedar, locast or chestnut. It is to use the Mimosa as liv-

ing posts in lieu of dead ones. The plank to be let into

the trees and nailed, the bark growing over them, will

hold them securely when the nails give way. 1 he bot-

tom plank to be 12 inches wide, out of heart timber, and
those above it 6 inches, with the spaces between each

widening as you ascend. This tree (Mimosa) has a great

deal to recommend it for the above purpose

:

1st. It will grow any where.

2d. It is a very rapid grower.

3d. It will live for centuries.

4th. It propagates from its seeds only—never putting up
shoots.

5th. It can be trained to grow as straight as a post.

6th. It can be topped and trimmed so as to cast scarcely

any shade.

7th. It is not subject to be blown down by storms.

8th. Stock will not bark it.

9th. One tree furnishes seeds enough in a year to set a

plantation.

lOth. It adorns and beautifies the farm.

By your leave, further, I wish to say to Dr. Lee that

his article on the renovation of worn out fields in the

South, is replete with good sense. But, alas ! it is not the

remedy. To effect this great object he must
1st. Point out to us a manure which shall cost nothing,

and which shall be already out on the field.

2d. He must show that this manure will make the field

produce more cotton than it ever did, and that for ages to

come.

3d. He must show that the cotton gathered from this

field will command a higher price than from any other on
the plantation.

The hook must be baited with the “almighty dollar” to

induce the farmers and planters of the South to take these

poor, old fields into consideration. The above is not an
impossibility. Who can reveal the secret'?

Respectfully, &c., B. V. Iverson.

Columbus, Ga., 1855.

FRENCH LETTTJCE-SALAD--MUSHROOMS, &C.

Messrs. Editors—I am raising, successfully, this win-

ter, a beautiful white, small headed Lettuce, which I re-

ceived from Paris as “Z %r ae Goite lenle a monterf and
with which I am so much pleased that I intend to save
--ort distribution. The heads are so small that there is

' at all when put into the salad dish,
- :>i^tead of so much

of the ,

ed from Capt. Wm. Brooks, v..

and all who may order. Those wishing tins

can address Capt. Brooks (post paid) and he will furnish'

young grafted trees, with mode of planting, culture, price,

&c.,&c. There is springing up in this section quite a

demand for this tree
;
and, judging from the statements of

reliable gentlemen who have tried them, 1 have no doubt

they afford excellent food for sows and pigs, and for all

kinds of poultry. They furnish the first ripe fruit in the

spring and continue to yield successive crops of ripe ber-

ries until stopped by frost. I have never cultivated it, and

therefore, can only speak of the experience of others
;
but

|

every reliance can be placed on their statements.
j

little by little at hrsi, n.v...

then adding the vinegar last to suit tasic.

I send you a method of raising Mushrooms, by whicn i

have very unintentionally succeeded in producing an
abundance each spring for the past three years, and some-
timcs during the winter and fall

;
even this winter. Fence

in a spot; strew litter or trash from the woods in it, say 1

or 2 inches thick, and shut up stock cattle in it every
night for a week or two any time between January and
June. Let the manure remain untouched ,* and in the fall
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Oi- winter, if the weather proves mild, an abundance of

mushrooms will be produced, which may be eaten vvithoui

any fear, as only edible ones will grow. 1 can give you

simple directions for cooking them as weli as proving them

safe, if you wish; but I suppose ymu know all about it.

Yours respectluliy, K. C.

Beaufort, S. C., 1855.

Kem.^rks.—Our “better half” prepares salad-dressing

nearly in all respects as above directed. It is excellent!

Will “R. C.” give us his method of cooking mushrooms^'

We know several w^ays, but his may be better than any

of them,

—

Eds.
• O—•

Canada Prolific Corn.—Mr. J. C. Richards, of Pratt-

ville, Ala., has sent us a small package of the above vari-

ety of Corn, which he describes as follows:

“It is a handsome white corn and produces from three

to eight stalks from each grain, each stalk bearing tv/o to

three ears of corn, and the suckers are as prolific as the

original stalks; bearing an equal number of ears. 1 his is

not the sucker corn that shoots at every joint. This vari

ety is as late as the common Indian corn, and will grow

as tall.”

Mr. R. will dispose of the seed at the rate of per hun-

dred grains. He says

:

“That is what I gave, and if I had given ten dollars 1

should not begrudge the money. I am confident that any

person who tries it whll be perfectly satisfied with it.” *

Persons desiring seed may address .Mr. R., as above

We shall give it a fair trial and report on its merits.

Rather too much is claimed for it at the outset, however.

Jerusalem Artichoke.— Finding that this delicious

vegetable when propagated from suckers, as it is and has

been in this region, fora great length of time, was trouble-

some to cultivate, from each plant becoming a thicket of

suckers; and that, moreover, flower-heads, the parts used

were small, late in appearing and lasting but a short time

in season, we determined to try what could be done with

seedlings. Small lots of seed were procured from three

different sources—one lot from France, another from Eng-

laiid,and the third were seeds saved here. They were all

sowed at once; but a small portion of each came up.

about one hundred in all. These were planted in good

soil, the fall after; andihe following spring bloomed, show

,ing great, div'^rsity in period of blooming, size, appear

ance, and flavor. A few, which proved inferior, were re-

moved
;
and from the rest we have had splendid heads in

use three weeks earlier than from the old stock, and con-

tinuing three weeks longer in season.

...iiiiaiL

... insects, parasites, or

tne grape may here be cultivated at

- lorge profit, even when the wine is reduced to fifty cents

per gallon. But such is the demand for pure Catawba

wine, and such is the consumption of wine in the country,

that it is safe to say that in full thirty years to come wine

cannot be reduced to fifty cents a gallon. In all that time

the good cultivators must realize heavy profits.

The Record thinks that there must be five millions of

acres planted in vines before the price can be reduced to a

minimum in the United States! This fact is enough to

insure cultivators against any hazzard of an overstocked

market. There will probably be 600,000 gallons of Ca-

tawba wine raised in the Ohio Va'ley in 18 j5 ;
but this is

nothing to the demand. If it were doubled (which can-

'.-.ot be) every year for five years to come, the market

would not be overstocked.

Guano for Insects.—A correspondent of the Horticul-

turist says

:

“Some time last summer, while budding some young
peaches, I found that ants had taken possession of some
ten feet in one row. They very earnestly resisted my at-

tempts toinnoculate the trees, inflicting many unpleasant

wounds on my hands and arms. In order to disperse the

warlike little nation, I sprinkled near a pint of fine guano
along the little ridges. This threw them into immediate

consternation. I noticed little collections of winged ants,

huddled close together, and seeming to be quiet, while

those without wings ran about in great agitation. The
following day not a single insect could be found where
the day previous they appeared to be innumerable.”

•Inmtstit C'CDitDinij nnli 3Rtti|it3.

CURE FOR BOTS.

Messrs. Editors—Allow me to give you a sure and
speedy cure for the Bots :—From 40 to 50 grains of

quinine in one pint of brandy, then add one pint of water.

My experience in horses has been censiderable of late, and

1 have seen a goodly number taken with the bots. I have

also given the above remedy and in no case failed to

cure. Respectfully yours, Wm. H, Dawson.
Dardanelle, Ark

,
FY6.,il855.

Gapes in Chickens.—A subscriber in Harrisonburg,

La., gives us the following remedy for this very common

disease. We may mention, en passant, however; that the

Shanghais and other large Asiatic fowls are much less li-

able to this and other chicken maladies than the common

fowls of the country

:

“Last spring, rny woman, who attends to the chicken

department, found several with the g.apes. Siie caught

them, and from her Indigo or blueing rag, dropped a drop

of Indigo into each one’s throat, and they invariably re-

covered. I believe it to be a remedy for the disease, and

have constantly practiced it since with sucf‘«-"

Your obedient sp'-”;';-
'

..;.o vy pouring,

...i application of wet clothes.

- .o ueing done, prepare warm water, and im-

merse the feet in it. This gives relief in a short lime,

when the child should be put quietly to rest, with a jug

of warm water to the feet, when perspiration and sleep

soon follow.

Any one can follow these directions immediately, and

it is a complaint which is soon fatal, unless checked in the

early stages, and many precious lives are lost because a

physician is not at hand, until too late to save from suffo-

cation.

I have often tried this, and never failed to give relief in

one hour, often in half that lime. E. Marks^
in Country €hnt.
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STAGGEES IN SHEEP.

MKSSRf?. Editors— I saw a remedy for a disease wliich

has prevailed amongst my sheep, and do not recollect

where I saw it. I first thought I saw it in the CuUivaLor,

but could not find it in the back numbers. The sheep’t.

head seems to be drawn to one side, and keep going

around in a circle. If it attempts to run, it will still turn

around and around as it goes. If you or any of your sub-

scribers can give a remedy, please publish it.

Respectfully, &c, D. E. B.

Clinl-on. Ga.^ March, 1855,

1^" Will such of our readers as possess information on

this subject, respond through our columns ]

—

Eds.
*-^0—•

A Certain Cure for Scrofuda.—Nicholas Longworth,

the famous millionaire and wine grower of Cincinnati

publishes the following cure for Scrofula:

Put '2 oz of aquafortis on a plate, on which you have

two copper cents. Let it remain from 18 to 21 hours

Then add 4 oz. of clear, strong vinegar. Put cents and all

in a large mouthed bottle, and keep it corked, Begin by

putting 4 drops in a tea spoonful of rain water, and apply

it to the sore. Make the application three times a day,

with a soft hair pencil, or swab made of rags If very pain-

ful, put more water. As the sore heals apply it weaker.

1 request editors, in all parts of the Union, and abroad,

to copy this, and to republish it quarter yearly
;

it may
save many lives. N. Longworth.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov., 1855.

P. S.—Capt. Harkncss, ofour city the first person cured

by this remedy, applied it without water, and he informed

me that he thought it v/ould burn his leg off, but the next

day it was cured. His was a small sore, and had been at-

tended to for months by one of the best physicians, with-

out any benefit,

A Mixture used for Washi.ng Clothes.—Tn Berlin,

Prussia, the washer- women use a mixture of two ounces

of turpentine and a quarter of an ounce of spirits of sal

ammoniac, well mixed together. The mixture is put into

a bucketof warm w’ater, in which half a pound of soap has

been dissolved. Into this mixture the dirty clothes are im-

mersed during the night, and the next day washed.

The most dirty cloth is perfectly freed of all dirt, and

after two rinsings in fresh water, the cloth has not the

least srneil of turpentine. The cloth does not require so

much rubbing, and fine linen is much longer preserved by

t.

-rrr. Pir.Rs —Dear Sirs— I wa.s af
^ Inid
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remainder—keep the animal confined for two hours, then

give it all the water it will drink, and the treatment will

seldom need repeating.

Siiutrliiicmeiils.

ALBiNI ACIUCILTIR L WOKRS,

ON Ham’lto-
,
Liberty and Union streets; Warehouse and Seed

Store, removed to No. 52, Stale Ktreet, Albany, N. Y. The pro-
prietors i.f the above named establi.shment t)eing ilie sole owners and
manufacturers of EMERY’S 1* ^TE^’T HOUSE POWER, &c All
arrangements with ther parties for their manufaetuie liaving
e.xpired, have formed a new coparfnerchip under tlie lirm name of
Emery Brothers, and wih continue the manufactu e and sale of
AOKICULTURAL IMPLE.ME'TS AND MACHINERY, as hereto-
fore at the o d stand of Emery & Co. By tliis arrangement the
united efforts and interests of ;lie Bi otiiers, long known to tlie pub ic,

are secured, a d no exertions will be spared to meet 'he wislies of
tln se d alingin and using the class of implements they manufactu-e
tlieir lead ng branch being the m riufacnire of the ju-^tly celebrated
E.MERY’S PATENT t 11 >NOEaBLE GEERED RAILROAD HORSE
POWERS, with the Machines to be propelled by it, as Threshing
.Miicliines, Saw Mills and Machine y gerierall'-.

These Powershaving bean submitted • epeatedly to the most Severe
tests and tri Is to determine their relative merits and utility with
those of every known n anufacture

,
have, without exception, been

awarded the highest prizes for superiority—among which were the
Lllow ing :

N. Y. State Ag'l Society, 1854, 1-53, 1852, 1851, IBS'!
;
Ohio State

Boa' d of Agriculture, 4, U 53, 852, ''5'; Michigan State Agri-
cultural S.'Ci ty,l85'<, 8 2, U6'

;
In i na State Agricdtural Society,

853 Illinois State Agricultural Society, >-53; Pennsylvania state
Agricultural Society, 18 3 ;

Maryland State Agricultural Society,

S53
;
Missouri State Agiicu 'Ural Society, tf3; nierican Itistitute,

8 2, 1 5 ;
New Yoi r C ystal Pal ce, 853; Can, da Provincial

Society, 8*2, 8 1; Connecticut State Agr euh ura Pair, 1854
WARRANTY, capacity. PX'ONOMY, &c —The T«o Horse

Power and Thivsher, is capable with three or four men, of threshing
from 17 to 22 > tiushel.^ of wheat or rye, • n • the one horse power
fro '

7'' to 2 bushel' of wheat or rye; or both kinds of powers, & .,

are capable of threshing d ub e th t amount of o..ts, ba'ley or buck-
wheat, per day, of ordinary fair y eld. If the c ops be extraordi-
nary heavy oi light, greater or less results will follow.

These Powers, Threshers, & ., are warranted to be of the best
m.-iteri.*!-* and wor' nianship, and to operate as r presented by this
Circular, to the sati'faction of the purchasi rs, U geiher with a full

right of using them n any territory «.f t e Uniied Slates, suLj ct to
be returned within tliree months and home transportation and full

purchase money rt funded if not found acceptab e m purcha ers

The public may rest a-ssured the reputation heretofore earned for
^11 manufactures, hall be full sustained, by u ing none but the best
material and workmanship ; and by strict atteniioii to busii ess, they
hop- to merit and enjoy a continuance of trie patronage heretofore
so liberally bestowed, which we respe> tfully s licit

N B All articles bear the name of “Emery” in raised utters
upon the Cast iron parts, ar d howev'-r much others may resemble
them, none ai e getiuine with ut th s mark.

Full descriptive il ustratej price catalogues sent gratis on applica-
tion emery BROTH -ILS.

AU'anp. iY. Y, M'roh I*", 'SS*;. Ap ii 3m

MitlAGA CAR OR LOP-EACEI) RACISTS I

The Subscriber according to promise, made some time since,

when he adve tised apjilicants through this paptr) tha' he
could not possibly supply tliem with Rabbit-, till the orders on hand
weie nl ed, ould now inlorm them that h has a fe ' xira jiair.s of

I.OP-EARED RAB rrS,'f a suitable age for immrdiate breeding.

Til- y are in fine health and condition. Price 1 1' per jiaii, deivered
at t he zYrnericaii Exi ress office in I ’tica. FRaNCIS ROToH.

r tsf-i'o <•.(), N Y.. Fe''. 12, 1P.'.5. A[)iil—3l*

SA'/t- !

become u

site ariicle of commerce.

Remark.—We take the above, rum qranosalis. It don’t,

somehow, satisfy us, or ‘-stand to reason.”

—

Eds.

' Dry Murrain in Cattle.—D. D. Bess, of Du^way,

New York, communicates the following to the Noithern

Farmer, as specific for that disease:

First drench with 2 lbs. melted fresh butter
;
now half

fill a common junk bottle with coarse salt, then fill it with

hot water, not bailing hot, as it may break the bottle, and

as soon as it is cool enough, turn down all you can of

it, then fill with cold waw. Shake and turn down the
;

rf yea a, huh o.q

Te ms liberal. If desired, a
giv n \VM. »>.

A'finnn, O^., M'^r'h Ami-I— tf

OS!^R U II LOW.
BUTTINGS of the.ydDcr hegl Ogie- Willow culti-
' vated wi be furnished by the S' hs'-r her ;it p. r 10 "

'I hey
can be forwarded liuring the w nter or early spring, to all parts of 1L9
Union. Also, OSAGE ORANGE planti at per ikiO.

Jan 4 » S JL nCUGH. Albanr, N. Y.

FAMCY LOP-EARED RABBITS.

A F'^Wp ir of beautiful I»p Eared MADAGASCAR RABBIT&
may bt •»>%aiiied by aJdrtta og the gubgcriber.

MaraLW— IT D. REDMOND, Aagosta, Qa.
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RlIfDALL’S C0TT^>3^ PLANTER !

Palmyra, Lee County, Ga., »

March 12th, 1855. |

To Cotton Planters.

WB DBSiRB to call your attention to a Machine wh'ch webave
invented and patented for the PLANTIaG OP COTTON

_

Its

superiority over all others used for a similar purpose, consists in its

great simplicity, requiring no more experience for its use than for an

ordinary plow ;
the cheapness of construction, the great saving of

time and labor in the p-anting of the crop, but more especially in

the cultivation of it.

The certificates which we herew th presen '• to you are from some
of the most respectable and inte ligent planners in our country, who
have thoroughiy tested our Machines, and sustain us in the above

statement of the advantages it possesses. We are confident that

when presented to the Cotton Planters throughout the Southern

States, it will, in a short time, be universally used by them for

planting their crops
In brif ging these Machines before the public, we have taken every

precaution to free them frrm the liabilities of bemg associated with

the mass of patented inventions, which do not stand a practical test,

and we can assure all who will try them that they will frlly equal our

representations.
The Machines may be had of the following manufacturers :

—

Thomas J. Cheely, Augusta, Ga
;
Brown, Clemens & Co., Colum-

bus, Ga.; J. H. Watson, Lee co, Ga.
Wm W. Cheever, Esq., Albany, Ga., is our only Agent, who will

contract for us with parties wishing to manufacture the Machines in

any part of the united States. RANDALL & MERCER.
Charles Randall, |

Leonidas B. Mercer, i

Palmyra^ Lee co., Ga.^ Aug. 10, 18*4.

Gents :—Having planted your entire crops with our Cotton Drill,

please give us your candid opinion of the Machines, and particulars

as to the advantages to be derived from their use, and oblige.

Yours respectfully, RANDALL & MERCER.
To Messrs. S. D. McLendon, Wm. H. Owens, Roet, Lundy.

Palmyra, Lee co., Ga., Aug. 12, 1854.

Gents :—Your favor of August li' th, came duly to hand. In giving

you our opinion of your Drills, in the first p ace we would say, we
are pleased in every particular with their operation, and as to the

advantages to be derived from their use :—the first is the saving of

at least one hundred and fifty bushels of Cotton Seed, in planting

each hundred acres
;
second, a saving of labor in planting, of one

horse and hand, planting from eight to nine acres per day, the

Machine opening the furrow, dropping the seed and covering as it

moves over the ground
;
third, a more perfect stand may be obtain-

ed with your Diill than by planting in the common way
;

fourth, a
saving of at least one-third in the labor of chop ing out

;
fifth, the

seed being put in a line notone-half an inch in width, the chopping

out can be deferred, until the season for lice is passed, without injury

to the growth of the Cotton
;
and being in this narrow line with a

sweep or narrow rooter, you can side so close as to cover up the first

crop of grass in the Drill without injuring the stand of Cotton in the

least. By this close siding nearly all hoe work may be dispensed

with, after chopping out These we consider the principal advanta-
ges to be derived from the use of your Dr’Ts On a retrospect of our

last year's e’^perience we have no hesitation in saying that any person

with your Drills, can cultivate at least twenty five per cent, more
Cotton to each hand, with the same labor than can be cultivated in

the common way of planting. We put that at a jow figure so that no
one can say they have been deceived by ns. In the hope that these

Machines’may come into general use, we subscribe ourselves,
* Yours very truly, S D McLE n’DON,

WM. H 0 YENS,
ROBERT LUNDY.

Albany, Pauglm'ty go.. Geo. Aug, lUJi, 1854.

Gents :—Yours of August Mth, with enclosed is before^us In reply

we would state that we believe >-.ny person using your Cotton Seed
Drill wid realise every advantage Messrs. Metlendr.T^ ^

Lundy speak of; and we fully coincide wt+v. •’

preciatlon of your invev>*-'—

,
....sa CO., Aug. 10, 1854.

IX- iUERCER :—In reply to yours of the .*th inst.

.IX regard to the operation of your Cotton Seed Drill, I am happy to

say that after planting a portion of my crop in the old way, I was
enabled to obtain one of your Drills, with which I finished It is

what we have long wanted, and the beautiful work it perfor'is has
perhaps been attempted in a thousand different ways by intelligent

planters, but with only partial success
;

yours leaves nothing to be
desired

;
it deposites the seed uniformly, and constantly on a fine of

one to two seeds in width
;

saves about one-half of the labor in

planfng, and one-third of the hoe labor in cultivating. All must use
this drill in self defence

;
I shall, for one.

More cotton may be planted and cultivated, and if not the labor
saved, may be turned into other channels. Yours respectfully,

April—tf J. L. MERCER.

STPERIOE THOE lJ®e.BRSi> DfcVON CATTLE, ANI>

l-SSEi: PIES for SA^E!

The Subscriber having this day PU' chased from Dr. W P. Wain-
wright, his interest in the herd of D V N CATTLE, hitherto

owned conjointly y them, wil- ( ontinue to give hi^ strict alien htj to

the breeding and -aisii g of this inci easinglypop da .breed. Ha' ing

no'vaherdof over tw nfy head, bred entirely f.om animaL of bis

own importation, he is en .bled TO offer for sale a few young bulls

and heifers of very superior quality.

Also constantly on hand thorough bred EfSFX PIGS, descended
from the best impor'^id stock. For full particulars as to ase, price,

pedigree, &e., address C S. WaINWRIGHT,
April—8t Rhmebeck, Duchess C‘ UDty,N Y.

FOR SALE!
'

A SEA Island Cotton Plantation, containing 900 acres, of
which is cleared and ready for cuUivation; it is beautitepy

loca-te on the west end of Ski(tdaway Island, in Chatham county,
on a held salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and
the fa ility for manuring wi'h marsh and mud is unsuTpa^sab e the
land lying three s des on the >iver. The place is situated 1 miles
from Savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle, under proper culti-

vation, produces equal to any, in Cor or Sea Island Cotton. 'Ihis

place is situated eligibly to supply any quantity of fish and oysters

and for stock raising. Price $3,50 . Terms acc mnirdating.
Apply to S F DUPON, Savann h.

Isle of Ecpe March 9, 1855. Ap 11—

DEAN COTTON!

This new varety cf C tton in this section, not o’^ly mak’ s a very
fair yield, bu i very superior in point of staple, as is te t fied

by a written rep i't of Genera! Williamson, Jucge H rris, and others.

Planters who raise large cri ps of Cotton vrould o well o plan'

a

large portion of ihtir crop w th this Cotton, as it wil wait much 1 ng-
ger on the picker, w thout falling out

;
y* t it ' icks easy, and he bolls

are very large. It is ptcudar y adapted to thirsTy lano, as the roots
sink deep into the earth. It should t e }

lanted one-fourth wid- r in

the rows than o!her cot on. Price of seed per peck, $1.5t-
;
price ef

seed per bushel, $5.
TESTIMONY IN ITS FAVOR.

The Houston Telegraph, (Texas ) speaking of 'his new variety of
cotton, sa.\s : “Ail who have cultivated the Dean Cott n, so tar as we
ar-" apprised, are delighted with their success, and re determi ed to

extend its cultivation. The quality of this c< tton so far from det^^ri-

orating, has steadily improved, and the dem- nd or it in the r arket
steadily increased.”
Extract from a letter from Messrs Dean & Cramer, Commission

Merchants at Galveston, Texas :

^ Galveston, Texa^, Ma-(Li 19, 1853.

Mr. D. Dickson—Dear Sir ;— here has been about five hundred
bales ean Cott n sold >n Ga veston this season. It usual'.? sells

fro Tt 35 to 40 p”)- cent, more t an the common k nds of similar classs-

ification. A lot of one hundr d bales shipped to Bos on .^old f r 15
cents We could readily sell the first part if Mr. Geo. Dean’s crop
for 16 cents, but held t for a better price DEAN & CRAMER

Comvg'on, G Od

.

3,1853.

We have examined the growth of the Dean Cotton, introduced in

this section b D. Dickson, of Covington Its yield is about equal to

our c .'mm' n Cotton the bolls re very large, and the staple sUj.erior

to any Upland Cotton we ever saw.
Edw, t-. Thomas, Jho. N. Williamson,
M. L. Kennon, John Harris.

Coocingten, Ga Oct. F>, 1058,

I planted, on the ’4th d y of May last, of the Dean Cotton, on red
thirsty la’ d; the stalks are Jar e, and the bolls are numeious and
large, and the best Upland staple I ever saw, bting w-re than sn
inch larger. Horace .1 Bates.

[fi’roro the Southern Rec^rdprofthe26thDecniib r

A lot of tfte n bales Dean Cotton
was sold Itt New Orlea’'»s

•

Co , at ttr®
'

±t. M. Hooke,
.....teuton.

j
Chattanooga.

McCRKERY & HOOKE,

COTTOB? FAC'?^OF8,COMMJ8®fOV A D FapWABO-
MEBCH AWT', Brown’s Wharf, Charleston, S. 0,

Strict attention given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the receiviug and forwarding of Freig t. and to >he
filling of orders in this markel. Feb55—C y

IMPORTED GARDEN SEED, &c.

TH’i’ Subscriber has on hand, A large and full assor'ment of *he
best English GARDEN SEED of ev> ry var ety Also, Wh te

and Red CLOVER; Lucerne, Herds, Blue and Timothy GRASS FE ’>;

White and Red ON^ON SETTS; OSAGE ORaNGE aREGON
PEAS; PARMER’S PLASTER; GUANO, &c., &c. For sale, ether
at wholesa e or retail, by WM. HAINES, A gusta, Ga.
N. B.—Orders from the country will receive prompt attention.

Jan55—St
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DR. LEE’S INTRODUCTORY LECTURE.

University of Georgia, March 22, 1855.

Dear Sir—At a meeting of the citizens and n>embers of

the Senior Class, who are attending your very interesting

Lectures, the undersigned were, this day, appointed to so-

licit a copy ofyour Introductory Lecture, for publication

in the Agricultural joui'nals of the State, that the general

scope and design of the course may, in that way, be made
known to the public.

Your compliance with this request will oblige not only

the meeting we represent, but we doubt not the reading

public. With sentiments of great respect, we are

Your obedient servants,

Wm. L. Mitchell.
W. D. Wash, ' ^
D. Scott,

^S-Committee.

J. A. Stanley, J
Dr. Daniel Lee,

Terrell Professor of Agriculture, Athens, Ga.

Athens, Ga., March 24, 1855.

Gentlemen—I have your note of the 22d inst., request-

ing, in behalf of the citizens, and members of the Senior

C ’ass in the University of Georgia, who are attending my
1 ‘ures, a copy ofmy Introductory Lecture for publica-

i. 'n the Agricultural papers. It is herewith furnished

fc at purpose.

I am, with great respect, your obedient servant,

Daniel Lee.

To Messrs.:

W. L. Mitchell, Esq.,

W. D. Wash, 1 ^ ^
D Committee, &c.

J. A. Stanley, J

Gentlemen

—

The distinguished founder of the Terrell

Professorship of Agriculture in the University of Georgia

has designated the following subjects upon which lectures

are to be given

:

1st. Agriculture as a Science.

2d. The Practice and Improvement of different People.

3d. Chemistry and Geology, so far as they may be use-

ftil in Agriculture.

4th. Manures.

5th. Analysis of Soils.

6th. Domestic Economy, particularly inferring to the

Southern States,

No educational institution can devote a share of its at-

tention to studies of a more practical character than those

which have been named. It is my agreeable duty to in-

vestigate, elucidate, and commend to your favorable re-

gards, so far as I shall be able, the most important inter-

est of all civilized communities
;
an interest that deeply

affects the daily bread, the necessary clothing, the greatest

comforts and the sweetest luxuries of the human family.

•'•'Agriculture as a Science” embraces equally the Miner-
al, Vegetable, and Animal kingdoms, in its most com-
mon and legitimate researches. Neither the labor, nor
the life time of any one man is adequate to master all

the sciences and all the arts which constitute the learned

profession of Tillage and Husbandry. In the best agri-

cultural schools of Europe, the labor of teaching rural

sciences is divided between from twelve to fifteen profes-

sors. This 'fact indicates the wide range of collateral

studies there held to be necessary to the right understand-

ing and wise practice of agriculture. In this country, six

or seven professors are employed in a medical school to

teach the Healing Art, whose subjects to be investigated

are not so numerous as those that appropriately belong to

the several departments of rural literature and science.

These preliminary remarks are made that you may not

expect too much from a single Chair of Agriculture, and
be prepared to make due allowance for the want of suit-

able text books, of a museum for illustrating the matters

under consideration, and for many other impediments to

be encountered, and gradually overcome, in a new enter-

prise of this kind. Tirne is an indispensable element in

the growth and maturity of every natural science, and for

its most successful application to the industrial arts. Na-
ture is infinite in variety and in results; and whoever de-

votes his life to the labor of collecting and collating agri-

cultural facts will find reason to be cautious and slow in

their generalization, if he would avoid error, and attain

any useful ends. Small progress made with care and cer-

tainly is better than long strides in the dark, which com-
monly lead to disaster, if not disgrace. No one should

despise humble beginnings in agricultural literature and
science

;
but remember that the towering oak which has

braved the storms of centuries, had its origin in the living

germ, in a few microscopic cells, of a little acorn. Rural

sciences have this advantage even in infancy; they are

strong in vitality. They can no more die and be forgot-

ten than the achievements of the last fifty years can be
expunged from human records and remembrance.

As rural affairs embiace many arts as well as many
sciences, it is desirable to have a clear perception of the

difference between these two departments of the profes-

sion. Allow me to ask the question : What is the essen-

tial difference between an art and a science?
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y It ia (liis : An nrt is always soaieiiiing to

j

dime; a science is always soiiieihaig to be ttii wn.

by svav doin^ what ought to be done, and evef

what ought to be known, gradually, but certainly

jTrdace the one st-t of ernpioyinetits to arts, and liie oilier

sinences. The proper direc.tion of our [ihysicil an4i

iy<;reslectual noti vity, and the wise ctduire of our moral and

endowments, are cardinal points to direc.t both t!ie

^‘oraetice and ihe improvement of the peofile”—one of

tiss themes upon which I am expected to lecmre,

Ai^rlciilture has been practiced as an art since the time

'iffhett Cain was a tiller of the groutid, and Abko tollowed

sheep- husbandry for a livelihood. It is a curious fact in

t>he early history of the human family that the hrst born

of Ada.m should h.ave divided their occupation into

Ttibge and Husbandry. The cultivation of cereals, or

plants, is entirely distinct from the care of sheep,

l;©Tse,s
5

. neat ca file, swine and poultry; although sound

©cfvoanomy demands that stock-husbandry aiid field cul-

te-re be uniie 1 on the same firm, or plantation. There are

iSBMie exceptions to this genera! rule, but they do not im-

psir its v.due as a settled principle of agriculture. The

iaiina! and vegetable kingdoms sustain, in the perfect

©3® lomy of Nature., peculiar and important relations to

other; and the mutual dependence of agricultural

plvmts and domesiicateti animals is demonstrated in the

©!«.aresl manner under the wise practice of wliat Knglish

awl German authors cal! a ‘‘Mixed system of Tillage and

Kosbandry.” If we push tillage too far, and neglect stock-

Ssisbandry. we destroy the balance of organic nature, liy

<f^pnving our growing crops of manure, and our soil

af Use elements of fertility. Such practice violates a law

itiire
;
and if we do not desist from it, sooner or later,

will smite our abused fields with liarrenness. As the

of nature are in trutli the laws of God, we are able to

^aee the principles of scientific tillage and husbandry

Back ra the unalterable economy of the Creator of both

eaMh and the living beings that inhabit it. A tr.o-

merits reflection will satisfy you that every product of

:iirm industry is in part, or wholly, the offspring of veget-

®Bk,or animal Life. Life is a productive power of iiies-

tissalde value; and however much one may neglect other

'branches of knowledge, he shnuld not fail to study Agri-

e«‘!jural Physiology. The planter, the husbandman, the

}!is?dener and the orchardist, alike have to do with tlieac-

gfiidve agency of vegetable and animal vitality. In myri-

aid® ©fin sects, it appears as an enemy: and in the growth

cf pestiferous weeds. it is hardly less injurious to the cul-

fitvafor of the sod How he can best control and Lse this

ATstal/power, whether in plants or animfds, will be eiabor

g;5ely di.scussed in the course of lectures of which the pre-

Siigj.U is lutr-o uctory, and a brief oui line.

Chemistry has done more for every department of rural

^Bdustry than I'.ny oAlier science. Indeed, all the industrial

sshi «ye largely indebted to ciiemical researches and plii-

Ibosophy for their present advanced condition. It has de-

'^.sinped many of the mo.st useful principles in almost

calling and proression known to civilized man. The

®,«rJi:?acy and delic.acy witli which it weighsand measures

.ail pon.derable bodies, are truly surprising. It was not

tliurVeHAPrAi, and Davy had brought the light of Chemi.s-

t%y to hear on agricultural affairs that farmers were able

to enderstand the exact relations that rocks hold to soils,

jKid soils to plants, and plants to animahs, and lioth atii

isiirds and plants to their parent soils and parent rocks

'^tvreen the Primary rocks which appear to form the

sS:6!ston of the planet and man. the last crowning work of

©^salive energy, there intervenes an indefinite number of

S@?ontlary, Testiary. and more recent strata, in which are

«as«®TObed the remains of an extinct Paurui and FU ro, and

jaiiiei’als of equal interest and value in scientific agricul-

Geologists and Naturalists have co-operated with

Cheini.'ts in tracing the natural history td'the F,ai til's crust

itriii inhabitants from an early geological age to ilie pre.-

seritlime.. These sciences are irufjoitaiit in an ag iciil-

th'ral point of view, because tiipy explain bnih the origin

ahd the genera! characier of all sods, whatever their qual-

ity. It isliardiy too much to say that chemistry and ge-

(ji^i(s>gy foi-ni jAe basis ofagricuhure as a .scietice; aUhnugli

meteorology, pfivsica! geography, maiheniatics, botany,

coiiiparative anatomy, eritonioiogv and rnaiq/ o’her scien*

ces lend assistance to the educated pianier. Sciences, like

Arts, and like, the niemfiers of a cuitivated and wise com-
munity, gretilly aid t nc.h ot her

;
and while other learned

piiifessions, and particularly those of divini'y, law and
medicine, have done much to create a popular taste for

agricultural literature and refinement, in turn, the profes-

sion nl agriculture liy fixing a higher standard of general

intelligence, elevates and [iurifies every other calling. We
are all alike amenable to pulilic opinion

;
and if this be

low in its moral tone and feeling, rude in iis social, and
uncultivated in its mental faculties, the professions of

Medicine, Law and Divinity, and tae Pres.s, must come
down corresspondingiy to a lower level. By striving to

raise up agriculture, and other industrial pttrsuits to a
more honored and improved' condition, we detract from
the dignity and usefulness of no mere professional calling;

,
but we give each a higher basis, and a sounder founda-

lion on which to build a more enduring and lofty struc-

tuie.

Art, literature and science are integral parts one system
and so run into each other in their natural growth, and
reciprotviely impart both strength and beauty, that neithei*

can be asstiiled without jeoparding the safety of the others.

What is true ofart, literature, and science in general, is

emphatically true of the literature, and the several arts and
sciences which make agrlculmre and those that practice it,

precisely what they tire. The masses who follow tillage

and husbandry do not cherish that cordial friendship for

the infant literature and youtliful science of their occupa-

tion wliich their own best interests demand. '! hey are

apt to regard the ideas of science and literature, in connec-

tion with plowing, planting, hoeing, harvesting, fencing

and stock husbandry, as incongruous and out of place.

To many, the words are new, and appear far fetched,

high-sounding and something like a guilde.d humbug, de-

signed to cheat honest, old fashioned Industry out of his

mother wit, or perhaps, his money. A world of prejudice

has to be met and overcome; and some years must elapse

before agricultural knnwledji'e, as recorded and taught in

hooks by the mn.st successful farmers in all civilized na-

tions, will be estimated at its tme value. Although the

history of agriculture has been little studied, and cultivated

but by a very lew, yet it is a niagnificent field, and one

that presents almost a virgin soil covered with richfiuits

ready for the harvest.

No intelligent gentleman is ignorant of the fict that our

countrymen have long been in the practice of sending to

England and paying extravagant ly high pnees fur blood-

ed stock of a!! kinds About (our years since one of the

most disiinsuislied i mpvovers of Short Horn cattle in the

kingdom (Thomas Batks, Esq ,)died, and his entire lierd

was sold at public auction. Such was the world -wide re-

putation of the neat stock of Mr Batks, and his fame, as

a breeder, that his executors advertised the sale of his

famous Short Hornsin the United States, France, Belirium.

Prussia, Austria and other countries, as well as in Great

Britain. About five thousand men, and mostly breeders,

attended the sale
;
and almost every nation in which rural

knowledi e is cultivated at all had its representatives there

to hid for the prizes. I need not say that this herd sold

at faliulous prices, taking not recent, but previous sales, for

comparison.

In studying the probable causes of this gentleman’s
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sucr.e^^s, I, Nil- Ilf. Vvfiiti iiiure nre iiiiiiiiii ili.iii any itiiiff airiii

jri tiflns tun.;) 1 wus lurcii.ly inijtrr.^.sfd \vi;!i

tlie fai't liiaL lie \v is educ if i ioi' liif fuM' tiCf u!- I.iv'.'-, ii..i

husbandry, or iiihiiif. Tiie point vv’.iion I uri;e i n- con

sidffiuion is tills; 'i'he most inadligfnt .liiisi)..M inien in id!

nuioiis [):iy a’liliiiit tr.bute to thf -skill in tiieir p! oti; rsii n

of a ti’.ni, who was, fortnnatciy, exonipl honi all a;^ricul

tuiMl If i.dition.s, in.i looked to uio iem scicii. e alone fur

direction. He drained, many ye.if-s ayo-), nearly 800 acres

of wet land and had several hundreil in tillage, not to

riiune Ins ex'eaisive meadows ;ind p istnres for keepin:^

stock Milking a -signal failure in early life with the too

free nse of swainf) muck as a manure, lie went to Kdin

buTijIi e.xpressly to study Cdteinisiry befire agrieuUural

Chemistry had a name; and subsequently, by mixing

marl and burnt lime with the rich vegetable matter in

swamps, he not only corrected the acid sa'is of iron which

had poisoned his crops for years, but obtaiueil both gyp
Burn and bone earth, in a way I shall heieafier fully ex

pi lin. Many problems in chemistry and agriculture now
appear easy and simple which forty years ago were un-

solved by the wisest of living men.

Perhiips no man ever did more to develop the true prac

tice of tillage than Jkthko Tut.n, the inventor of drill-

husbandry. He lived a century and a iialf ago and was

educated a lawyer, not a farmer. Whoever consults tlie

literature of cigriculture as it exists in the Knglish, French,

Germ.ui, Latin and Italian lanjjuages, will find that other

professions, sometimes llie military, as in the best days ot

Rome, with its m.isterly civil engineers; sometimes the

clergy, ever distiiiguislied for their learning and love of

rural pursuits, and at otlie r.s, educated physicians, judges,

lawyers, naturalists, poets, historians, editors, chemists

and geolo^jists, have in turn, or jointly, contributed most

to the advanc.emetit of agricultural knowledge. More

recently, men trained to thoroug!) busin ss habits as mer-

chants, manuficturers, an i mechanics, carrying their

energy and methodical actions into agriculture, with no

trailiiional errors to warp their better ju Igemeiil, have

done mu.-h to infuse new. life, more system, and greater

econo ny of labor into all firming oper-Ations. Agricul

tural progress is largely indebted to inventors ofimproved

implemenis and machines— to such men as WriiTNKY,

Fcu.to.v, McCormick, Arkwright, and others, who have

augmented the mechanical power of human muscles a

thousand told. So uunierous and extetisive are agricul

tural machines, and so many keen intellecus are constant

Iv engaged in making new inventions, and improvements

on old ones, that it rt quires no inconsiderable study to

keep pace with the machinery, implement, and tool de

partmeiii of our profession. Having had charge of the

Agricultural Defiartment of the Patent Office four year.s,

iTiy opportunities of knowing' something ofihe progress of

inventions in this line have been ample.

Mdimres have for ages I'een so unwisely managed that

their loss in contamin.ating the atuiospliere, and olFending

the nostrils of persons, has brought them into bad odor for

popular discussion. Regarded as tlie natural food ofplanis

and as a part ofihe wise, economy of Providence, there is

nothing offensive in their nature, when rightly u.sed, or

properly considered More may be done for Southern

agriculture in this department than in any other; for it is

now generally and sadly neglected. It open.s up a wide

field fir experiment and research. When one raises ten

barrels nr fifty buslie.ls of corn upon an acre, how much
ol the .sub.--ia lice of tlie soil is nece.-'sarily consumed in the

growth of such a croi,' ? If the soil lo.>,es nothing of its

elem -Mts .of corn plant.s in tlieir gro>vth then manure
woiil l seliiom, ifev'er, lie required. All experience goes

to prove iliat tdla^^e and the prodncuon of ciO[>s, taken

from die Ian I, mipiir its friiitl'.iltie>s
;
mid diat the appli-

cation of manure reiio vales tlie land again.

Farmers are al mgi-tlier indebted to chrin;>ts fur wbaC
they Kii"V/ (.fcfc, cii.isniuent ehciu iits of mamiie., ami of

l:m rtlad e V .!;ic of caci> eon-iitiient. The fir.st used'nl

laci brought to light i.y cl'M-mieal miaiysis, is the large per

c. in ig!- ot .'•im.de water in all st ii.ie amJ common yard
mmmre Fn i.u 75 to rd) per <'eiit of -stuiile manure is

nothing but water, as it ts usu My hauled into fields. sC'

that a tanner who applies five lo.ios of nominal manure te

his Ifind. really gives it (bur loads of simple water and one
of solids. It ihe.se. sohd.s he examined c.heinicaliy. nearly

one half tfieir weight turns out to be ecthing but the ede

inent-s of water, or pure oxygen and iiydrogen in an or-

ganize. 1 condition. Ofthe other half of the load of solid

manure, about four fifths are simple carlton, or the sub-
stance that appears as coal when wood, straw, or grain is

slowly charred with the atmosphere mostly excluded ia.

the process.

While water, the elements of water, and carbon are large

and indispens ible constituents in the growth of all plants,

abimdaHt experiments prove them not to have a high mar-
ket value as manure. It a farmer had to purchase water
and carbon to make hi.s crops, they would cost him, at leas£

five tinie.s more ilian they riow do
;
and one reason why se

few acres cultivated iu cotton, corn and other small graitts,

are artificially fertilized, is the V‘ealc7iess of the fertilizing

power ofa ton o^’home made manure. It is sold at die

livery stables in Atnens at fifty cents a load
;
and I dcHtbC

whetlier it would pay a belter profit to give sixty doilars

tor 120 tons of ibis domestic article to lie hauled three

miles and over, (the distance ofmy land fiom this place)

tlian to pay sixty dollars for a single ton ol’ the best Pi-ru-

vi.m gurno. Why a ton of one kind ofmrinure is worth,

from fifty to one hundred times more than a like weight
(if another kind is an irnportanf agricultural problem which
will beiullyand sarLfictorily explained hereafter.

It is well to consider a jilantation in the character ofa
factory, where cerrain raw materials are consumed in the

production of staples of great domestic and commercial
value. No planter, nor otheT person, has the power t<s

create a single atom of matter for any purpose whattvetg
In studying the growth of plants and animabs, it is impor-
tant to keep this fact constantly in mind; for every par-

ticle of matter that forms the whole weight and substance
of every living being, whetlier animal or vegetable, has an.

existence i*elore its organization. Something is newer
made or grown from nothing; and to secure the wonder'
ful uniformity in different races and families of plants and.

animals, without impairing their infinite diversity, it k
oiivious that all tliese organized beings are governed by
immutable laws. Their systems cari neither add to, nor
diminish the elements out of wfiich their bodies are fbim-

ed
;
nor can they transform one elementary sulistance,

like carbon or oxygen, into another, like nitrogen, or

phosphorus. Hence the presence of any one, two, or

three of the necessary ingredients to firm the most lux-

uriant crops avails nothing so long as the oilier equally

iiidisfiensable elements are absent from the soil Although,

tlie analysis of soils as hitherto generally practiced, has
not disclosed so much knowledge that could be turned to

an immediate practical account, as some sanguine persona

have expected, yet the subject is by no means exhausted.

To be of great practical advantage, analyses should be as

prolonged from month to month, as plants as are in grow-
ing, and as nature is in feeding them. She takes centurieE

to separate from their mineral compounds, the potash,

soda, magnesia and lime found in the ashes offorest trees.

'I’liese ashes never all existed, in an available condition,

at any one time in the soil. They were gradually separ-

ated from their before insoluble silicates and rendered sc-

Inble as needed from year to year, to perpetuate the annu-
al growth of ihe giants of the vegetable kingdom. Soiie

should be iuvestigated with equal patience and minutenesc^^
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if we would learn their utmost latent resources for the

support of plants and animals. Instead of operating on

one or two hundred grains, their agricultural value may
be much better ascertained by extending our researches to

several pounds, especially if we would learn the amount

of available elements of fertility in any given quantity of

earth. A hill of corn planted in rows four feet apart one

way, and five the other, has twenty cubic feet of earth,

and more than a ton in weight, from which to extract its

earthy constituents. These constituents may not exceed

a dram in weight, and the plant or plants be four or five

months in the hottest part of the year in taking them

from the ground. Let the chemist, with his analytical

art, take an equal mass of earth and equal time for the

operation of atmospheric and solar influences, and for

washing and leaching the soil with rain-water as it drops

from the clouds, and he tpo may find every substance in

the soil extracted by the plant from the first sprouting of

the germ to the full maturity of the crop.

The value of soil- analyses has been the subject of much
discussion. Had the disputants devoted their time to the

adt^ancement of chemical manipulations in these research-

es they would have been better employed. Men who find

-most fault with Science for its alleged short- comings, are

innocent of any effort to increase its usefulness. A scien-

tific truth may be exceedingly valuable to one farmer, and

worthless to a dozen others, from their inability to appre-

ciate its bearings on the results which they labor to attain.

Many facts and truths lie dormant and unproductive for

years, when some lucky accident, or per chance small

discovery, renders them of universal significance and
value. Some of the facts established by soil analyses are

of this character; being links in an unfinished chain

whose strength should not be prejudged before the work
is completed. Very few scientific men in this country are

cultivating agricultural chemistry, and no reasonable man
will expect it to make rapid progress. It has had more of

the frowns than the smiles of Public Opinion
;
and some

of its friends have grown gray while waiting for popular

appreciation c*f this branch of human knowledge.

Domestic Economy is named by the munificent founder

of this new Professorship as worthy of our deliberate

,^tudy
;
and all thoughtful persons will see the propriety

of(Cultivating and improving this pleasant home feature in

rura’i life. It is possible for one’s home not to be so plea-

, sant-as it ought to be
;
and in nine cases out of ten where

. such isthe fact, some defect in domestic economy will lie

.. at the bottom of the difficulty. There are a thousand

ways in which bad household economy leads to bad plan-

1, tation management, inducing pecuniary embarrassments,

-ana not a little untold unhappiness.

Domestic ecohbffiy is not penuriousness, nor the

abridgment of any comfort for the purpose of accumulat-

ing property. On the contrary, it has for its object an in-

crease of domestic enjoyment by a more judicious use of

whatever means one may appropriate for the support of

himself and family. It is an old and common remark,

'“that one half of mankind know not how the other half

live-” and it must be confessed that the art and science of

living well have received less public discussion, and been

more neglected than many other subjects of almost in-

finitely less importance. Wise economy in the use of

fuel for warming dwellings, making them really comfort-

able at the minimum expense, is alone worthy of more

than one public lecture. Many families contrive to burn

a great deal of wood without making their rooms comfort-

able owing to defects in doors, windows, floors, ceilings

.and chimneys, which let out all heated air, and let in all

ithat is colder from without with the utmost freedom of

(motion. The cost of cutting and hauling firewood is not

diminished by those that suffer most from cold in such

poor apologies for houses. They appear to be constructed

with a view to compel a prodigious waste of fuel and to

receive the least possible benefit from its combustion.

Fire-places and chimneys in common use are rarely

made on any sound principles of economy, either for

health, comfort, or the pocket. Let a housekeeper make
as large openings though the sides of his dwelling as
those out of all his fire-places, through his chimneys, and
keep them open in the cold of winter as well as in the
heat of summer, and the folly of such an act will be ap-
parent to all. But custom renders common observers
thoughtless of evils and discomforts of no inconsiderable
magnitude, which, if not familiar and long endured, would
appear perfectly intolerable. Careful experiments in the
construction of fire-places and chimneys have led to great
improvements, by which both economy of fuel and an
agreeable warmth are obtained. All the seientific prin-

ciples and mechanical arrangements involved in this econ-
omical problem will be hereafter elucidated.

Every family needs pure water for purposes of drink-
ing, cooking, ablution, washing cloths, and other indis-
pensable uses

;
and it is an economical question of great

moment, in the course ofa life time, how a full supply of
soft wholsome water can be best obtained at afimiily resi-

dence. In this place, something over a ton of water falls

in rain on every square yard in the course of a year. At
this estimate, an area of twenty yards square would yield
four hundred tons in twelve months. To filter awd pre-

serve pure, so much of this water as one may need for

every day consumption, are points in domestic economy
worthy of our best consideration.

No one who has not made it the subject of special in-

quiry would credit the statement showing the losses and
vexations that arise from bad economy in the management
of water.

The putting up, curing and keeping of all kinds ofmeat
is an art susceptible ofmuch improvement. It is not less a
chemical than an economical question, and should be
studied as a branch of organic chemistry. Intimately as-

sociated with the keeping of meat is the question of mak-
ing sweet, delicious butter, and of preserving it free from
rancidity, and other defects, the year round. All sensible

persons will admit the general lack of knowledge and
care in this branch of domestic economy. Indeed, the

more closely we examine common things in domestic af-

fairs, the more glaring do their errors appear. Our edu-

cational system overlooks those branches of knowledge
which have a direct bearing on our comfort and happiness

every day of our lives, while it cultivates ornamental litera-

ture and ornamental arts designed for show rather than

use. I would not condemn anything truly ornamental,

whether in art or literature, but urge the study of domestic

economy as a science. It deeply concerns all that we eat,

all that we drink, our sleep at night, our clothing by day,

and our health and comfort at all times, from the cradle to

the end of our existence in this world. Man is by nature

a social being; and the wise cultivation of his social facul-

ties and. domestic habits, gradually transforms the wild

brutal savage, whose hand, like that of Cain, is sfained

with the blood of his murdered brother, into a civilized,

humanized, member of the most advanced community.

Human elevation from primeval darkness, ignorance,

crime and suffering, so far as it depends on the efforts of

man himself, may be reduced to fixed principles, and a le-

gitimate science. Educational efforts in this direction

neither reject, nor claim to supersede the advantages of

Christianity. On the contrary, those who have done most

to improve society by the increase and diffusion of useful

knowledge through the medium of books and periodi-

cals, and by founding instiuutions of learning and
science, have both recognized and felt the enobling influ-

ence of the divine teachings of the Bible. The day has

happily gone by when a conflict between Science and the
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Bible was seriously apprehended by many educated men

who took a hasty and superficial view of what appeared

contradictory, or incompatible. It is not my puipose to

discuss this feature of science
;
while I have thought it

not amiss at the commencement of my first course of lec-

tures to indicate in the fewest words possible my profound

regard for the Christian religion. In teaching geology in i

connection with agriculture, I have occasionally met with

pious men who feared that the acknowledged truths of this

science in reference to the age of our planet, and of the

many extinct genera of living beings which have inhabit-

ed it, might weaken the popular behei in the account Oi

the creation as given in the first cnapters of Genesis. I

need hardly say that it is the Interpretation, not the Text,

that fails to harmonize with geology.

Horticulture, Frivit-cuUnrc, and Landsccqyc Gardening

are branches of rural affairs upon which something should

be said in a comprehensive survey of our profession.—

Each is worthy of a separate professorship
;
and horticul-

ture is sometimes divided and subdivided until the florist

who cultivates roses is not expected to have any profes-

sional knowledge of dahlias, japonicas, or other flowering

plants. All I can hope to do is to state clearly and cor-

rectly the principles which ought to govern operations of

this character, and name the best authors who have writ-

ten on these subjects. As practical reformers, gardeners

and fruit growers have rendered mankind an invaluable

service by showing how much excellent food may be rais-

ed on a single acre of ground. This has encouraged

farmers to till less land, and manure and cultivate it much

better than they formerly did. As population increases,

and a community attains -to the age of centuries, forest-

culture and landscape gardening become not less useful

than fashionable. In a country where the natural forests

are attacked and destroyed with perfect recklessness, the

planting and culture of trees for timber, as well as for

shade, ornaments and their fruits, will sooner force them-

selves upon public attention. Where land is so abundant

and cheap as it is in this great State, forest- culture and the

formation of beautiful parks, lawns, and lovely groves,

-ought to be encouraged by general applause and the prem-

ums of all agricultural societies.

Georgia has every natural advantage, wealth and popu-

lation enough, to be made into something like a paradise

to live in. Its agricultural and horticultural resources

have never been investigated with that degree of care,

caution and patience which equally avoids exaggeration

on the one hand, and a hasty underestimate on the other.

Tacts are sober realities
;
and they should be soberly con-

sidered by all who would understand their true mean-

ing.

It is desirable to collect specimens of different soils,

marls, greensand, rocks and other minerals, from different

parts of the State, and the South, for analysis, and to form

a Museum in connection with the Terrell Professorship in

the University
;
and I respectfully solicit the assistance of

all who may attend these Lectures in procuring fair sam-

ples of earths, fertilizers, agricultural plants, fruits and

keds for the use of this new Department. Until a suit-

able Text Book (on which I have spent some years) can

be corrected for the press and printed, we shall have to

use Prof Johnston’s Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry

and Geology as the least objectionable of any in the Eng-

lish languuge. Boussingault's Rural Economy, Nor-

ton’s Elements of Scientific Agriculture, and Hitchcock s

‘ Geology, are works of an elementary character, which

may be studied with profit. The College Library, I am
pleased to know, contains many of the latest and most

reliable authorities in the natural sciences, suen as Lyell’s

Principles of Geology, Owen’s Comparative Anatomy,

Mulder’s Chemistry of Vegetable and Animal Physiolo-

gy, Rose’s Chemical Manipulations, and others, to whose

teachings I shall often have occasion to refer. By making
a wise and successful use of the means of improvement

which we already possess, we may reasonably hope that

the Legislature, or some noble friend of agriculture, will

give to the University of Georgia funds sufficient to pur-

chase stock and equip a farm for experimental purposes,

that Practice and Science may together develop and de-

monstrate the best system of Rural Economy for the Plant-

ing States.

THE PRODUCTION OE CHEESE.

Having been reared on a dairy farm, the I’ememberance

of sweet, delicious curds, and the practice of the ai*t and
mysteries of cheese-making, render the themes pleasant to

the writer, if not inviting to the reader. All the nobler

animals which God has created on this planet belong to

the grand Mammalia family
;
and the words mamma, and

mammalia suggest the pecular importance of Milk in the

economy of nature. Science teaches us that cheese in

milk is liquified flesh
;
and as such, it is an exceedingly

valuable product, and one that deserves far more attention

than it receives from those who ought to study and un-

derstand every principle of domestic economy. Casein,

curd, or cheese, is soluble in water, and in milk, which is

seven-eights water, by the aid of soda, or some other alka-

li. So soon as lactic acid is formed in recently drawn
milk, it neutralizes the soda that renders cheese soluble;

and thus the fluid is changed into curds and vohey. When
a child, calf or pig takes new milk into its stomach, the

gastric juice, which has an acid reaction, and in which
muriatic acid is often detected, soon coagulates the dis-

solved curd preparatory for its digestion. Observing this

phenomenon in the stomachs of all animals, the keepers

of milch kine, and other domesticated animals giving

milk, were early led to use the stomachs of young calves

and pigs to separate the curds known to exist in this copi-

ous secretion from its watery part. The Mosaic Law,
however, regai'ds rennet as meat

;
and the Jews were for-

bidden to mingle meat with their milk. As all vegetable

acids will neutralize soda
;
the Hebrews were able to

make cheese without rennets of any kind. They used a

plant called “ladies bedstraw” ( for the pur-

pose indicated. “Butter-wort”, {Pinguicula vulgaris) also

yields an acid juice, much used in some countries for

cheese-making. In Holland milk is now generally coagu-

lated by muriatic acid in preference to the use of rennet,

which is there well understood; because the acid imparts a

sharp and agreeable taste to the cheese, which is not at-

tainable by any other known means. The variety of

tastes, and of cheeses is almost infinite; and a volume
might be written on the subject without exhausting it.

To produce cheese of the very best quality, one needs,

1st, the right kind of soil and climate; 2nd, the right sort

of grass and other food for cows, from which alone the

best milk is elaborated
;
3rd, good rennctswh.\d\ are made

only by those who are familiar with their preparation;

4th, skill in all the manipulations of keeping, warming,

and coagulating milk, cutting and breaking up the curd,

dipping off the whey, pressing, turning, and oiling the

cheese, and of keeping the cheese-room sweet, clean, and
free from blowing flies, as well as all utensils perfectly ex-

empt from impurities, which will not fail to injure both

the reputation and the cheese of the dairy-maid.

In his “Rural Economy of Norfolk” (where excellent

cheese is manufactured) Marshal says that rennets are

prepared as follows : “Take a calf’s bag, maw, or stom-

ach; and having taken out the curd contained therein,

wash it clean, and salt it thoroughly inside and out, leav-.

ing a white coat of salt over every part of it. Put it into

an earthen jar, or other vessel and let it stand threie or

four days
;
in which time it will have formed the^.salt and

its own natural juice into a pickle^ Take 4
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jar aiul liiiiii^ !1 Oji till- Ivvo oi’ ilireu (lays to let the j)irkte

jiraiM iVo »i It, Re biili it, ami [)l.ice ii H^iiniri the
j

r.

cover It tight down with a. jiai;. r jiierced with a larjie |>iu,

and 111 this slate let it u rviain nil wanted liir use. in tins

state it oii^ht to he kept iwidve luonihs; it may, how-

ever, in case oi' necessity he used in a few days after it has

received s<diini;
;
hut it will not l)e so strong as if kept ti

longer time. In order to [nepare 'Jits rennet for use, take

a handlni of the leaves of the svveel briar, the same quan

tiiy of the leaves of the dog-iose, and the like quantity of

branilile leaves; boil them in a gallon of water, with three

or four handfuls of salt, atiout a quarter of an hour; strain

off the liquor, and having let it statiil till perfectly cool,

pul it into an earthen vessel, and add to it the niaw (ren-

net) prepared as above. 'I'o this is added a good sounii

lemon, stuck round with about a quarter of an ounce of

cloves, which gives the rennet an agreeable flavor.
’

The decoction oftlie leaves ofsweet briar, dog-rose, and

bramble may bedispensed with; but the use ofthe lemon

and cloves is commended. The strength of the gastric

juice thus provided for coagulatit g milk, will depend

partly on the age of the rennet, and partly on the tempera-

ture or climate where it is kept.

Experience in its use can alone decide the exac^ amount

which will yield the most satisfactory results. In the

best dairy districts of England, about a third of a wine

pint ofthe liquid above describes suffices for fifty gallons

of milk. In small dairies in this country it is a common

error to put in too oiuch rennet, whicli always renders the

cheese strong and unfileasant. The least that will answer

fully to coagulate the milk, is the quantify netded. Cold,

sweet milk coagulates with considerable difficulty; and

the warming of the whole mass— none too much, and

none too little— is a point of importance in cheese making.

Something near hlood beat, or the temperature ot the

stomach of a sucking child, in which new milk coagu

lates so readily, is the rightdegree foi the adding of liquid

rennet. Formerly it was not uncommon to heat a purl of

the milk in a large iron pot or kettle nearly to the bui ing

point, and mix this with cooler milk in the cheese tub;

but in this way one is almost certain to scorch a little

milk on the sides ofthe iron vessel, which is sure to dam-

age the cheese. To avoid this, milk was first warmed in

large litt buckets let down into boiling water— the milk

being stirred constantly to warm it all equally. In the

large cheese making establishments in the State of New
York, milk is warmed in vats either by steam or hot water

conveyed through pipes in the bottom of the vat. Pro-

fessor Johnston says that 95° Fhar. is the right tempera-

ture (or setting milk
;
but some dairymen prefer 85, or at

most 9U° of heat When milk is raised to u high tempera-

ture, it bursts the small, microscopic vessicles which sur-

round the particles of butter, and the latter run together

like oil, and flow out of the curd when it is pressed, with

the whey. Many cheese makers who are too wise in

their own conceit to study the elementary principles of

their business, contrive, by dint of hard scalding and hard

pressing, to extract neatly all the butler from the cheese

which they manufacture, and feed it to their hogs or calves

in whey. It would be quite as well for the consumers of

such cheese, it they made them exclusively of skim-milk,

and sold their butter as such in the market.

After milk is set, the timeduringwhich the curd stands

is important. It should be cut and broken up as soon as

the milk is fully coagttlated. The longer the curd stands

after this, the harder and tougher it will become, Most

dairymen in New York follow the Cheshire and Ayrshire

practice of cutting curd with a knife; but it should be

used gently, ami the curd ought to be slowly pressed,

wlieilier by the ham) or other means, until it is dry

enough to be chopped fine. In ntaking the rich Stilton

cheesCj the curd is not cut nor broken at all
j

it is hung

up ill a cloth for the whey to o’raiti out. The leading oh-

j
cl heing to l etaiii all the hut ter in the cunl. Chee.-e in-

lended Cor a di.-staiit marki-ts .should he pretty well pressed;

l)ut Cor home cotisiimpiiori, litile is gaiimd hy this opera-

lion; while soinethiMg is lost vvhere one’s curd is ricl-in

ituiler. Some scedd newcuid with liotwaitror whey for

15 rniiHiies alter nearly all the whey has heen dipped and
pressed out. J'his renders the cheese fimier, and less

liahle to heave or crack. In salting cheese .ind bu<ter, the

quantity used (iept lids soinewbat on the time and man-
ner oCapplying the same IVIuchoC it may be worked
out again in the whey, or butter-milk. Experience is the

best guide in salting anything.

Annatto is now generally used to impart a rich golden

colar to cheese made for market, and bi the proportion of

nearly halfan ounce to a cheese of 60 pounds.

For some reason, the dairy business has never prosper-

ed at the South. Either the climate is too hot, grass is

too scarce, or our rural population have no taste for the

production of cheese, and therefore, none, or next to none,

IS manufai'iured. The importation of so much butter and
cheese is not so creditable to Southern industry and econ-

omy as would be the home production of these important

articles. The same milk that will yield 100 pounds of

butter will make 200 pounds of good cheese. Some times

the difference is more than this; for large dairies in Herki-

mer county, N. Y
,
have turned out over 650 pounds of

cheese a per cow in year. L.

EESCUE GKASS.

A correspondent and subsciilicr requests us to give our

opinion ofthe Rescue Grass, which as many ofour readers

know, is a grass newly introduced into this country,

whence is doubtful, and patronized by a Mr. Iverson, of

Georgia, who has given it the name it bears, because he
asserts it to be a remedy for nearly all the ills that land

is heir to, first rate for hay in summer and grazing in win-

ter, and the greatest dis- overy yet made for improving

good land and renovating exliausted soil. We give our

opinion reluctantly, because it is almost a personal matter

with Mr. Iverson to dispute the merits of his grass, and
because we fear we offended him, or came near it, in declin-

ing an agency for the sale of it, about ayear ago. And really

it is unpleasant to fight the battles of the public with

every individual who has an enthusiastic admiration for

his own slock, grass, grain, pea, machine, implement or

invention. Still we must try and do our duty, which is in

this instance to say we attacli no peculiar value to the

Ceratnekloa BieviaHstata, or Rescue Grass, of Mr. B, V.

Iverson, Columbus, Ga.

The price of the seed, S5 per peck, with an obligation

on the part of the purchaser to raise none for sale, is too

much to pay, and it creates a monopoly to which we
object decidedly, and which no farmer should desire, if

really anxious for “every farmer in the South to possess

and cultivate” it.

“Four years” is time enough to establish, by disin-

terested testimony, some of the merits of this grass, and
though a diligent reader of the Soil of the South, the

Southei'n Cultivator and the Alabama Cotton Planter, we
have seen no testimony of the kind, so that the “experi-

ence” of others seems not to have endorsed Mr. Iverson.

The grass is an annual
;
and we hold that none of

IhM family ofgrasses can be invaluable, or very valuable

even, as the seed have to be sown every year, or have to

seed themselves, in the first case, rye is as good a grass

as we can get, (or oats further South), and will grow
quite as luxuriantly, on similar soil, as Rescue Grass, and
corn sown for soiling must be infinitely better, and cap-

able of producing more green meat on inferior soil. Wheat
is well known to be among our most hardy winter plants,

and to grow as rapidly, in favorable seasons, as any other.
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Ic iirtkes vt'i'v i^'X) i p istiire ii>r anti e-lvps, air

vrlie i vaiy rnik in ijrow’tli, ami i!ia land is tini liaitia a

pnacli (mm tile- trea'iniir ol iieavy cattle, il is snmetinie.v

im[nnve(i liy wrazin^ litem on it. But nnitn iy expe.et.s i

t" iifO'.v 'kts fa'-t as millet nr lucerne,” .tnd il" the Ixe.'.r.n

Grass does, we cainint .^ee linw “in very rich «mnnn
^mwime ‘'in the fall, winter anil sprint, ’

it .•'hall rtach;

lieij^ht uf' only ‘three nr liiiir (let” If it dues no mn •

tlnn th t, rye will t natch it. ala cost nf 8U c.enl.s per ! u-'liei

ainJ nnlv the ltdtnr of sowiiije the .'ced, for it may he pn

in with the last wnrkimi of the corn, acaiiist §'2U jiei

biishel for the Rescue Grass.

Even Cheat nr Chess, ijrowins: spontariPOUsly on ^nn<

liind, will make lair hiiy. ami under favnrahle cin um
Stiuices Htt.iins as j^reiil height ;ind liixuriance in nnr laii

luile as Mr Iversim's ur.tss reaclie.s in tiie warmer ;in

earlier (dimaie of Geuiijia. In tlie sectmd ctise, il'leit i»

seed itself it cannot he grazed, nr cut fnr hay, in smnmei

beciuise if it is, it will iiwtke im seeil. and so we lose tin

advantiiije of the p isttnam i r the hay.

Thfii it svill yield from fliur to si.x, on tin average five,

tons nfe.xcellent hay [ler acre, tifier the stock have h* ei

withdrawn the first of June, will hardly he creilited h\

tiiose who know how slowly any of nnr v ilnalile tirassf.-

or grains reach ;i goml heig-ht ai’ier liaviii:^ l•een grazed i<

that penoil If any a'-e sncrednlnus, we, he>£ them to look

at this siatem'-lil ; I he straw of wheril wei:ihs ahont tv ict

a.s mncii as the grain,* ami a maximum croji fiir <01 acn

may l)e safely assumed at 40 Inisltels or *2,4(>l) I is
,

tin

Straw of which would lie 4,'^00 Ins
,
and five feel high fo

that, to say nothing o! the smhhle But 5 tons are I
1 ,25(

Ihs
,
or *2 1-3 times more, and fml I 1-2 times niore than

grain and sir.aw comhined ! A pie.iiy ihir yield, when w.

rememher that the stock had been only taken off f e fiisi

of J c’le, and that this grass grows in the fall, winiM’an

spring w/^7/ ” .ssuming June to he a summer month 11

Georgia, (which we know it w ns once, fnr we tried 11
,

aiiO

assuming that .Mr Iveison cuts hay in July, it Inllnws

that tne Rescue Gra.ss has one curious prop* ny not siatei

in the cir niar, viz: that it will m dte 5 tons per acre and

reach ix height of four feet in a month wnlmut growing ai

ail !

Mr, Iverson's assertions prove too much, ami until tin

laws of Vegetable growth are changed, as in the case o'

Jonah’s gourd, we canrmi iielieve. ih i any annual plam

will keep cattle, wel', .'Uiiimer and Winter, improve, tli

land, ami seed itself J he hlue iirasS so s of Kenin-k\
caniioldoil. Wedotmi mean to say that .Mr Iver-'Oi

tines not helieveail he inters almnt hisgrass; 1-e may h.

an ei.tliiisiasi, and em hiisiasis iieln ve every thing alum

their i lea of the moment But we mean to .say tliat /C'i ih

not Iielieve one leiuh oj what l.e Ims told the [Uihlic. S'

niueh we have a rii^iil to declare, wu'lumt jnst e.rinse o

offeticp, and wiiliont being emi'rimd 'o mack any one

Veracity. It isceri.iinly fair to a l'>vv .Mr Ivii-miii to speak

for liiniself. as wm. have done tiy p'l'ili.sliing Ids circular >.

the head ol onr siricimest

For all [an po'es that we conceive nnr correspond» tit t-

have in view, we lieli- ve ilim r; e sowed m iln- early ti'i

or pr> ferahly. ai the tune ol l.iyiuu oy tin- corn land tli

is notdeslii.ed for Wheat, will ans’.vr-r a heiif r pU' pose; an

We do not lie-itaie to advise luni and every om* else, a

sow a qnaiiiitv of it pi oporiione l m lus occasions tor win
ter and -[iring grazingami for simmmr soiling, ihan wliiei

IcUter, nothing will better pay innsl of lair Virginia farm

ers.

P. S.

—

Since writing the above, we have seen Mr J C
Gates, ol Chesterfii Id. vyho honght last IMI one

(
eck o

British Husbandry, vol. 2. p. 154.

tWe have, he etofore, published the same, pr (t simi-
lar circular.—EDa. So. Cotr.

b->cue Gi iss ami seede.i it aiioiu liie mi<iuie of Septem-
!er. on him! ot me' iiim quality, guanoed with 200 ll)S.

good Peruvian, [ler acre. He s. ys that now, the '4tli day
1 M lrlll, the glass, whieii lias m ver been grcZe.if, is as
ligli ..s his fingt r! 'I'liis .statement is made liy las author-

ity'.— Southern Hhi » Ir c.

'IHE HeSSi..
V LEOrURE BRFOUR TllE iMKt'll.vNl JS’ INS^'iTUTE, BY HON,

ZAbUCK PRATT, M.A.1 C'.l bTli, 1SD5.

Wdltavi Miter, Erg
,
Par/dent cf the lasLiiuie in the

Chair.

Etiends and Fellow Citizens:

Mk Pkk.sidkn r

—

III accepting your invitation toadfirc.ss

you this evening, I have selected, as liie subject of riiy re-

iiarks, that noble animal, 'i'HK Hoksk.
It Is often said, that as woman holds the first place in

the affections of man. the (mrse, holds the .second
;
a;id so

pi't !y is his estiniaiion bestowed, tiiat beanuful woman,
so f(r tiom resi niing this rivalry, joins with man in al-

low ng the horse a high rank in tier own esteem
We cannot wonder at diis when we reiuember the im-

mense amount uf benefit vv Inch has lieeti deiivt dfif m tins

v'almude animal A gl nice at history assures ns that im-
provement in the luee-l of horses has kept even paee wilK
I he march < f ci viliz ilion ; and until the, various qualities of
file Imr.-e were made availalde for the wants of man, Imt
I tile [irogress wmis made in the elevation of barbarous
iriii*-' to tile iirqioitance ofciviiized nations.

If the horse has ifien exerci'.ed such an inflnenre upon
mankind in general, fie. is cer'aiiily worthy of your atieri-

ion tills evening
;
and I have tlie additional assurance of

'merest, in the fn i that he I'H' never before been made the
subject ofa lectnre. to my knowledge.

Ill the course ofa long and active life, which has now
exti tided over the s[)aee of three score years allotted to

nan, I have worn out more than a thousand lioises in my
s rvice. and a strong love, for the siihj- ct h.is induced me
ogive It more, than ordinary attention. My remarks,
th. i-f fois-, will [irineipally tie the residt of my own experi-

.m.'e and oli.servation. with tfie exception of a few general
acts leiatirig to the origin ainl charactei istics of the horse,
(o which I will fir.st invite your atteniion

I he horse family is disiiiiguislied fri'rn all other animals
ly having an undivided fmof, h simple stomacli, and from
me fiositmn of the teats ol'tiie female

!i IS divided into two classes : the common horse, with
.Is Varieties of woi k horse, carriage. I ter. and race

'Oi-'c; fill of which li.ive import ml fiec.uliarities, which I

liali mention; find iliat cl.is.s, ttie, type, of wliie.li is the

•om.uoii jac.kii'S, and whi'-li iticlu.ies the, qiiagga firnl

'.ehra. not Ihuiid in this country, and, 1 may say, not
vamed either

.M itiy coiifi'cting opinions have been la id, as to the

•onniry in which this Vfiliiahlc finimal originated, and two
mw ti.-ive nifiny adlien iit<, idl < tlu rs having been given
i[) I liese two are rfdiia ami Icgypt. For my own
lart. I am im lined 10 think hat Fgyot is iiii'lmd tedly en-

ilie.l (o ilie palm, and fdl in vestigaiimi only confirnis trie

m the belief VViihoui l.iking nf> your time witli the

irgiimeiii'. on eiiher side, ( will only sf.y ihit t!ie

'acieil v'scrqim res, in describing the efirly st -ges of tfie

imrid, mention the i.nrse fis being used in Fg\ pt. while,

II nuic.ti mure moilerii times, when M.iliomet fought his

latiles ill Arfdda, there was not a single horse in the

iiiup, proving iheir extreme scarcity, if nut (heir total ab-
-ieuce, in the cuuiilry.

'Phe horse is undoulite.IIy the most useful and manage-
able of all animals known to man. In gracefulness of
carriage, dignity of motion, and in obedience to the will of
bjs master, he is superior to every other quadruped. Live-
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ly, and full of high spirits, he is yet gentle and tractable.

Keen and ardent, he is more firm and persevering than

any other animal, and all these qualities especially fit him

for the purposes to which man has applied him. He works

patiently and steadily at the plow, or in drawing the load-

ed carriage
;
he deports himself with pride while whirling

along the light pleasure vehicle, or jingling the inerry bells

of the quick moving sleigh. He sometimes dances with

delight as he prances along with his martial rider on his

back, and he enters upon the race with as keen a zest as

his owner, seemingly to exult in success, or, with down-
cast head, to experience shame in defeat. Whilst minis-

tering to so many multiplied wants of man during life, his

remains are applied to many important branches of manu-

facture, and, though civilized nations make no use of his

flesh, it is an important item in the food of many barbari-

an tribes, where it is considered a delicacy, and a spirituous

liquor is made from the milk of the mare, which is as

eagerly sought after, as is the intoxicating wine by us.

And now let me give you my idea of a good horse.

He should be about fifteen and a half hands high
;
the

head light, and clean made
;
wide between the nostrils,

and the nostrils themselves large, transparent, and open

;

broad in the forehead; ’eyes, prominent, clear and spark-

ling; ears, small, and neatly set on; neck, rather short,

and well set up
;
large arm or shoulder, well thrown back

and high
;
withers, arched and high

;
legs, fine, flat, thin

and small boned
;
body, round, and rather light, though

sufficiently large to afford substance when it is needed;

full chest, affording ample play for the lungs
;
back, short

with the hind quarters set on rather obliquely. Any one

possessing a horse of this make and appearance and weigh-

ing eleven or twelve hundred pounds, may rest assured

that they have a horse of all work, and a bargain which is

well worth getting hold of.

I will now cal! your attention to different varieties of

horses in foreign countries, and in our own.

The Egyptian horse is generally known by the name of

th-e African barb. He exceeds the Arabian in stature, and

is principally remarkable for the fulness and height of his

shoulders, and the drooping of his haunches. The most

remarkable specimens of this tribe are the celebrated

“ drinkers of the wind.” They are wiry and fleshless,

and shaped something like the greyhound. It is related

of one of these horses, that he. once performed a journey

of sixty miles, in the hottest period ofa burning African

day, without the rider’s drawing bridle, or allowing him
to relax his speed a single instant, until the journey was
completed. The little African kingdom of Donkala is

celebrated for a breed of horses of large size, which some
have considered as the handsomest in the world. Every
attempt to introduce them into any other country has

failed, however. The celebrated Egyptian horses were

also ridden by the prophet Mahomet and his four com-

panions, on the night of their memorable flight from Mec-

ca, in the year 622, and now known as the Hegira.

The Arabian horses are small, only averaging between

thirteen and fourteen hands high, rather inclined to be

lean, and in travelling they rise higher from the ground

than other blood horses, and gather more quickly. They
are generally of a dappled gray, or dark brown color,

with a short black tail and mane. They usually run wild

and even in that condition, they possess the greatest mild-

ness and generosity of disposition. After they are do-

mesticated, they are played with by the children, have the

most favored corner of the tent, and occupy a deservedly
high place in the affections of the family. This affection

seems to be returned with more than ordinary sagacity,

for it is authenticated that, the master being in danger, the

horse has put forth every power to the utmost, and so

strained his endurance that on reaching a place of safety

he has instantly yielded his life. They are usually cap-

tured by snares, hidden in the sand, by which the feet

become entangled, and the terrified animal falling to the
ground, is made an easy pi'ey. Their amazing speed
renders this the only method by which they can be
taken.

The Persian horse resemble those of Arabian general

appearance, though somewhat larger. They are esteemed
less highly than the Arabian, though I think they have
some points of superiority.

The hoi’ses of Tartary are exceedingly swift, even out-

stripping the antelope
;
though here their resemblance to

favorite breeds ceases entirely. They are large and heavy
headed, very low in the shoulder, awkwardly made, and'
very ill looking. When feeding, one of their number is

placed on an eminence as a sentinel, and on the approach
of danger, he starts off, the rest following like the wind..
The fabled flight of Mazeppa, lashed to the back of a
wild horse, is supposed to be among the wild herds of
Tartary.

In Turkey, horses are held in the highest esteem, which
they well deserve, being of the most docile and affection-

ate disposition. They are the result of a cross between
the African and Arabian, and are full of fire and life, with
a light make, splendid head, and great powers of endur-
ance. The tail of the horse is considered an emblem of'

dignity in Turkey, from the fact that a Turkish army once-
lost its standard in a battle, when the leader, to inspire the
drooping courage of his men, cut off the tail of a horse,

hoisted it on the end of a spear, and rallied his forces to

victory. As a reward he received military promotion,
the emblem of which was a horse’s tail. The rank of the
owner is known by the number of the tails he is allowed,

the highest being three, and theofiicers are called ‘'pachas

of three tails.”

The genuine East Indian horse is of small value, owing
to the unsuitable climate, which seems to be highly un-
favorable to his improvement

;
and the pure native breed

is small, ugly and ill made, being equally deficient in
form, spirit and endurance. By judicious and repeated
crossings, and the utmost care in obtaining healthy stock,,

a species ofa horse has been introduced into the country,
which will compare favorably with any other. The great-

est and most continued pains are necessary, however, or
they will soon degenerate.

The European horses will next engage our attention.

One of the most beautiful is the Spanish, or Andalusian,,

which originated from the Barbary horse, the only fault-

being that the head is large in proportioh.^ to the body

;

the mane is thick, long and graceful, the'ears long, and
the eyes very animated. The Italian horses are very large

and finely shaped
;
they were once highly esteemed, but

are now principally used for carriage horses, and heavy
cavalry. Danish and Swedish horses are stout and well
built, but slow and inelegant. The Dutch and German
horse is preferred throughout Europe as a draught horse.

The Russian horse is large limbed and powerful, with
long, stiff hair standing out from the body, and is not very
highly esteemed. The French horses differ much accord-
ing to the portion of the country from whence they come;
and the same may be said of the English and American,
to which I shall now invite your attention.

I can find no mention made of horses in England, prior
to the Roman invasion by Julius Caesar; and they are-

spoken of in his commentaries, in terms of high praise.

In fact he esteemed them so highly, that he carried several

specimens back to Rome, where they and their progeny
were in great repute for many years. I think that the

first horses known in England, were of a kind similar to

thorough shelties ofScotland, and the mountain ponies of
Wales and Cornwall, though they were of a larger size,

probably owing to the more suitable climate of England,
and the better quality of the grazing fields. It is known
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that the little hardy, shaggy Scotch pony, with poor fare

and rigorous weather, will now increase much in size and

appearance under more favorable circumstances. This

original stock did not, however, pi'oduce the present race

of horses in England, they having sprung from foreign

horses, first introduced from Europe and Asia about the

time of the crusade of King Richard the Lion-Hearted, and

then by several succeeding generation of English sover-

eigns.

It is a matter of historical fact, that the old Norman
chivalry, after the conquest ofEngland, always rode the

horse, and never the mare; and churchmen, even of the

highest dignity, always rode the mare as a mark of their

humility.

The native English horses, even in the seventeeth

century, were very small, though serviceable, and only

commanding low prices. The best were only valued at

about sixty shillings, or some fifteen dollars ofour money.
In ‘'an ancient document, issued some time in the

eleventh century, I have seen the legal remuneration in

eases of loss of life by negligence, not only of horses, but

of other animals, and of men. It is worth repeating. The
owner of a native horse, under such circumstances, could

claim thirty shillings; fora mare or colt, twenty shillings;

for a mule or jackass, twelve shillings
;

for an ox, thirty

pence, or about sixty cents of our money
;
for a cow,

twenty pence
;
a pig, eight pence

;
and if a man lost his

life through negligence, his heirs could recover twenty

shillings. It is a strange thing in the relative value of life,

that though a horse was then esteemed at the low rate of

only fifteen dollars, a man was held at a third lower, only

about ten dollars. Though horses and men have both

advanced in intrinsic value since that day, I am gratified,

as an evidence of the intelligence of the present century,

that the value of the human life has increased rather fast-

er and farther than that of the horse.

After that time, in the seventeenth century, the breed of

horses most in demand was the Spanish Jennet, and they

were imported for all purposes of pageantry or war. The
aristrocracy had their coaches drawn by the gray Flem-

ish mares, which were thought to trot with peculiar

grace, and which endured, better than any others, the

labor of drawing the lumbei'ing and heavy vehicles of that

period, over the then rugged and unpaved streets of Lon-

don. The very common proverb of ‘'the gray mare is

•the better horse,” applied to those families where the wife

is supposed to rule the house, is said to have arisen from

the great preference given to these gray Flemish mares,

over the best horses of England. It may interest some of

my agricultural friends to know that a law was enacted

in the twelfth century, prohibiting the use of horses in the

plow
;
and, though it has been a dead letter for a long

•time, I think it has never been repealed. The celebrated

English hunter is supposed to derive its origin from a cross

between the race horse and some heavy Spanish charger's,

brought into England in the reign ofEdward the Third, and

they have ever since formed a distinct class. It was dur-

ing the reign of this king, that horses were first classified,

giving us reliable data to trace them down. Up to the

period ofhis rule, one circumstance had operated to keepup
the large size and strength of the horse, without reference

to his improvement in other respects. This was the im-

mense weight of armour worn by the riders in the time of

battle
;
and the objection could not be removed until

j

the discovery of gunpowder. After tliis time, the breed I

of English horses steadily improved
;
though, long since;

then, the progenitors of the gigantic horses of the present i

day were brought from the marshes of Walcheren,and the
|

ancestors of Eclipse and Flying Childers were imported'

from the sands of Arabia. !

Even then, the Duke of Newcastle, considered the best

!

authority in the kingdom, said, that the meanest hack of
j

foreign extraction, could produce a better progeny than

the finest sire of a native breed
;
and no one was able to

foretel that the time would come when the princes and

nobles of other lands would be as eager to obtain English

horses, at an exorbitant price, as the English ever were

to procure those of foreign extraction.

Before leaving this branch ofmy subject, for the Ameri-

can horses, it may interest you to hear some of the strin-

gent laws made to secure the improvement of the breed in

England.

That stern and despotic old king, Henry the Eighth,

paid particular attention to the matter, and he did not hesi-

tate to enforce the most arbitrary provisions to attain his

end. One was, that no brood mare should be allowed un-

less she was at least fourteen hands high, and to this cir-

cumstances we may attribute, in a great measure, the al-

most total extinction of the small breed of Scotch and
Welsh horses. Also, every archbishop and duke were
obliged to keep seven stud horses, each above three years

old, and not less than fourteen hands high. Every clergy-

man, whose income equalled five hundred dollars per an-

num, and every layman, whose wife wore a French, or im-

ported hood or bonnet, must keep one such horse. Any
failure to do this, was punished by heavy fines and penal-

ties. Though the rule was so strict upon the nobility and
persons of wealth, (for five hundred dollars per annnm
was then an income of more actual value than ten times

the amount at the present day) the common people might

keep any mares or horses that they thought proper
;
the

greater expense of the breeding horses inducing the king

to render their keeping obligatory only upon the better

classes. While upon this subject, I am reminded of the

oi'igin of the term “hobby,” applied to any particular idea

a man may take up, and we frequently hear the expres-

sion, he has got on his hobby horse. The term was first

used in this way : the Irish horses are small, and of a pecu-

liar appearance, and at one time weremuch sought after by
the whole English nation. They were termed hobbies,

and the name of the horse finally became fastened upon
those who sought after them so eagerly, and the remark,

he has got his hobby at last, came to be used with refer-

ence to any other thing which occupied a large share of

the thoughts of any one.

Queen Elizabeth repealed most of these enactments of her

father, to give greater facilities for the possession of horses

suitable for carriages,those articles of luxury being first in-

troduced in her reign. Up to that time, a queen herself

possessed no better mode of conveyance than to ride on

horse-back, on a pillion behind a gentleman, and in the

imposing coronation ceremony, as at other times, the

queens did ride in that manner. The necessity of obtain-

ing good horses for so many carriages gave rise to a large-

ly increased demand, which did much to improve the

breed, though the number employed excited considerable

alarm at one time, so much so, that a bill was brought

before the House of Lords “to restrain the excessive and

superfluous use of coaches.” Fortunately it was not pass-

ed, though it is an evidence of the simplicity of our fore-

fathers in that age.

I will only mention one other English horse, before pro-

ceeding to another topic. It is “Flying Childers;” the

first native born English race horse, and the progenitor of

the now unequalled English horse for the race-course. He
was the immediate descendant of an Arabian horse, ob-

tained from Aleppo, and as he was the first, so he was the

fastest race horse ever in England. He ran over a race-

course, three miles, six furlongs, and ninety-three yards,

in six minutes and forty seconds. At another time, he
ran four miles in seven minutes, and in one single minute

he x'an within a small fraction of a single mile. This

speed has never been quite equalled in this country, the

fastest horse being Fashion, and the quickest time being
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spvi'i) minutes niui tliiiiy-iwo seeoiuls, over a course f.iiir

miles in len^ili * The i^reai dou’ le race, hetvveeti F.clipse

ninJ Sir Hettry, lius oiien been sf)oken of, as on<* of the

best contested and niost rcniarkalile. I think that Sir

Henry was ll'e best horse, and, in the firsi race, he beat

Fclipse l)y twenty two feet. In the-econd trial, however,

he was beaten by Eclipse, liy eleven feet, and victory was
undoulitedly ijaineti by the superior manaiteinent of his

rider. I rei'er to the facias eviiience of the necessity of

having good riders, and those who ihorouithly understand

the. animal, us well as to have a good horse itself

Though I arn not an advoc-aie of horse racing I con-

sider it tin innocent and beneficial amusement, when com-

pared with many others, and I believe the day is not far

distant when America may invite every other nation to a

trial ofhorses, and beat them with ease

With regard to the horses of America, we learn that

large tiumiiers were hroiighi over hy the early Spanish

and English discoverers The first were imported hy

Columbus, <m his second voyage, in 1493 'I'he fii^t

brought to any territory now belotiiiing to the United

Sates, were landed in Florida, in l.b27, by Cabaca De
Vaca They were allowed to run loose during the dissen-

sions that followed, anti multiplied to an almost incredi’de

extent, especially in South Ameriea Ahhough the

climate in South America would seem to be suitable

for the proper development of the horse, as it is for

cattle, yet he has never a'tained more than secondtiry

importance. In large wild lienJs they roam about ac.ting

in admirable concert to o[i[)o.se the attacks of wild hearts,

which share the vast wilderness with them Men have

fallen victims to their temmity in a[ifiroaching them, iuid

travellers have frequently louncl their own hor&es shake

off their liurdens, lireak away iVom restraint and dash olV

to meet a body of their iree corniianions, if they hafipen to

meet them. The natives take them with the lasso, and

only ride the /w/sc.';, leaving the mares to run wild. 'Fliey

make no attempts to breed, but catch a horse when they

need him, ami lireak him to their use by the most violent

measures. They never bring them to market, and it is

said that a foreigner, who was once riiling a viare was so

hooted at and pehed by the natives that he narrowly es-

caped with liis life.

The wild horses found in North America when the West

was first explored, vvere more hardy; they were of Span-

ish exiraction, and had been broui;lu into use by the na

lives to a grealexteiit, ihougli m my wild herds nf immense
numbers still roam freely over the prairies ol'our Western

territories.

The race of horses which originated those now used in

this country, and in -Caiiads, were imported fiom various

nations

In l()09, one hr.rse and six mares were brnucht to Vir-

ginia, fnim England. In' 1

a

fevv Diitcli Imr.-^es Irom

Holland, were itn[>oried into New Netherlands, now
t!ie Slate of N'ew York. In ICOI, M. L. Escabot brought

the first horse into Canada and Nova Scotia, then known
by the Indian name of Acadia. Tlie first jiorse brought

into Massachusetts was from England, atid was im-

ported by Francis Higginson, in IG29. In 1678, they

existed in considerable numbers in Loui.siana. The Indi

anson Red River, in Tex.<s, used them in 1690. The early

French settlers in Illinois, liad them in considerable num-
bers in 1750.

The same vessels brought over the first importations

of cattle, sheep and swine, and they have increased so as

to form a most astonishing portion of the wealth of the

country,

*Mr. Pratt must have forgotten the time of Lecompte,
7m. 264.: since which Lexmgion has made the same dis-

tance (4 miles) in 7m 19 Js.; both on the Metairie Course,
at New Orleans.—Ena. So. Cult.

in the present year. Itt55, the number of Imrses m.t y be

set down at five, nnllioiis, worth on an average, sixty dol-

lars a piece, and valued in all at ihree liumired millions of

dollars 3'lie whole immix rof homed cattle is estimated,

at twenty millions, averaging twenty dollars, and valued

at fimr hundred millions (>t dollars.

I'he number of slieep is twenty three million, at two
dollar.s, equaling forty six million ofdollars.

'Fhe present e.siimated value of swine, is one hundred

and sixty millions of dollars, b'^ing tliiriy two niiiliort

head, worth on the average five dollars a pi'-ce.

From thesmall liegitmitigs 1 have mentioned, the whole

Value to this country is now the immense sum of nine

hundred millions of dollars, and the value of the land used

for agiiculiural purposes is three billion and live hundred

million of (ioll.irs, the whole covering an area of about

three Immired and five million of acres.

The West India horses may properly he classed with
those of Atmrica, and tliey generally exhiiiit ihe eharac-

lerizing marks of the nation to which the islatid may be-

hmg
The Cana'lian horses are of French origin, and to this

stock are we irulnbied for niiKSt of the iroiting horses in

the United Stales. It is a marked peenlianiy of the Ca-

ll idi.ui horse that he ahvays trots, as the Araliian horse

always canters. Other breeds exhibit all the peculiarities

of movement, including the trot, canter, and amble
;

tmt

the Arabian Imr.^e never trots, and the Canadian rarely

canters. Besides the trotting horse, we are indebted to

Canada for many of the most serviceable specimens of

the cart and dray liorse, of their size, and in the northern

part of this State, in Vermont, and other sections on the

Canada line, they are met with in great abundance.

Tlie United Slates do not, as I have nieniioned, possess

anything which can beetdied a mitive stock, but many of

tha horses found here, are superior to anv others, owing
to judgment in cros-'iug breeds, care in raising, and by a

close observance of all circumstances which will inqirctve

good qualities and coi reel dt f cts, so that! may say, witli-

mu he.Miation, and after long observation, that they com-
bine all the excellencies of other nations. It was sup-

posed that the Imrseseiit from Morocco id Gen. Jackson,

and the Muscat horses sent to President I'yler, would om-

teric^lly iiiqirove the American race, tmt they were small

though justly made, and I think the country has derived

no benefit from their possessimi.

Mncli of this excellence is obtained by clianging a horse

from one section to another, provided the cliange of cli-

mate is not one which will have a deleterious effect, 'i’hus

a hor.-e breiighl I’roin the Western firairies to the seaside,

soon gains in weight power oi’ endurance, and value;

and the, s<one is observed wheti an Eastern horse is car-

ried West. A horse with the heaves taken Irom New
York to Illinois will bccured of the disease, and I have

noticed many other fevorable clianges. Still there is al-

ways tnoi e or less necessity for acclimation, hut a judici-

ous eoiiVse < f management will result in much good to

the horse. The change, however, will be injurious, if the

new climate is not healthy. Thus, a horse taken from

here to South Carolina, soon depreciates and becomes of

less value. A horse taken to Mi'xico, feels the change of

climate at first, very sensibly, but the purity of the air,

and the excellence of the feed, soon adds largely to his

usefulness and value, and he is much more higldy esti-

nivitcd than the native Mexican mustang, which pai takes

of the uncertain and flighty character of the people who
raise him. A horse brought from Kentucky or the West-

ern States, or from Canada, requires about a year to be-

come acclitnaled to our section. Our own horses, when
taken West, ate deemed far superior to any others. (>n a

tn|:) to Kentucky, 1 was riding on a stage and asked the-

driver where he obtained his horses. He replied that they
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Cfim° iVom Noril'ifi'n jNVw Yoi'k
;
tliat iliey ware l)r(iU'4 !ii

OUl lliert; l y some parties who laid u mail (.•mifr'iCt, ami

were likeil so well tliat tliey always ke[>t tlum. I’lieii

own, he said, atrived at inaiiiriiy eat lier, hut did not la>i

ladfas that the New York horses (hr exceeded them

in endurance, 'lid that there was no sucli ihin^^ as drivin^t

tlieiii off I he true, k. The Kentucky and I'ciinessee horse.-

are ^ood for the saddle, hut not for the collar* in liici

custom is everything, atui thouyh it will sometimes do

rmieh towards training a horse for uses to which lie is

naturally unfit, yet any horse accustomed to the harness

can rarely lie niiide serviceal'Ie for tlie saddle, am) a good

saddle horse is sooti spoiled if the collar is put upon him

As the (xod of nature lias not endowed any one man wiili

all knowledge, so he seems to have distributed the quali

ficaiions of animals, in sucii a manner that juiJicious man
agement will make each superior in a different and dis

tinct sphere. 1 was once in Boston lookingat the immi nse

truck horses, and enquired where they came from. I was
told that they were obtained from the highlands of New
Hampshire and Vermont 1 hey were better for that pur

pose than any others, while for the lighter spring carts

of this section, the heavy eastern horse is not so suitable

The slow Canastoga horse of Pennsylvania was former

3y used in teaming over the Alleghanies; they weighed

from fourteen to sixteen hundred pounds; and I have

found from experience, that they had not the endurance to

labor as the horses of our section.

Once the custom was to esteem the Narraganset pacer

as the best horse in the country
;
but that was prior to the

Revolution, and before my time, though I well recollect I

several fine specimens of the breed.

The horses of Carolina, Georgia, and other Southern

States, cannot work as well as those of a more temperate

climate. In fact, I have frecluently observed that the horse

attained a higher degree of excellence in a temperate

section, while mules and the darkey were fitted fur the

South.

No horse can endure labor all the time. A few months

in the pasture, after being high fed, and worked tor sever

al years, will renew his energies, as stated periods of rest

and recreation will preserve the vital energies of man un-

impaired tlu'ougli a long life; and by a wise law ofPio-

vidence, which is as beneficial to the beast as to the man.
a horse will do more labor in the six days than if he were
worked the whole seven.

Tn reference to the peculiar excellence of the horses of

this State, I might say that 1 have driven a pair two liun

dred and forty miles in three days, or eighty miles per

day, without injury. Amongst the many liundreds and

perhaps tliousands of drivers and teamsters in my em
ploy, I had a slow-moulded man by the name of Dana
Brovvn, who drove for me some ten years, and alway.s

drew the largest loads in the same time, and with less

fatigue to his horses, than any other driver 1 ever Icnew

His horses would look better on the same feed than those of

any other, and they always appeared in good condition,

while those in charge of others gave unmistakable evi-

dence of improper usage. Forty, fifty, and even sixty

hundred weight has he drawn over the Catskill mountains

with one pair of horses, and I am only doing him an act

of justice, to say that he never wore out a lash, and hard-

ly a snapper in the whole time. Whilst other teamsters

had sick horses, his were always in good condition. The
whole number of teams I had in one year, averaged in

*V>'e regard this as altogether dependant upon the
training of the animal; but fully ngveo with the lecture.r

in bis subsequent remarks re.speccing the iuiport.-ince of
keeping saddle horses for the saddle and hr.ruess horsc.s

exclusively for tiie shafts. Tlie so-called ‘"horse of all

work’' is generally like the “jack of all trades”—perfect
in nothing.—Eos. So. Cult.

every iliiee wnrkiiiir days, 2,()(ib fxiiuid.s !o Pr.ni ville,

iiiui o.UU'd pf>umis to Ccitsk 1 II, fi (iisiimce. of 111) miles, ma-

king idimit two and a imif miihoti.s of p''unds in all. I

ineni inn tfese ftcts, as illn.-tiaiing the j^reat benefit of

good manageineiil of liorses. and of good roads.

In feeding a horse, it .siiould be rememliered that corn

has a tendency to make him slow, as may lip. witnessed in

the slow movinir on, fpd Imr.-e of Oliio. Outs .are more
iuitable to develop all iiis qualities, and from twelve to

.-.ixieen quarts i)er<lay should be given.

With regard to iU e, 'tuit.nral longevity of a horse, noth-

ing can he said with certainty. They have iieen kno.vn

to live tliii ty nr forty, and in some rare instances, even

.-ixiy years; but ill usage frequently destroys tliem before

ihey are nine or ten. I think that under ordinary circum-

stances, fourteen years wouk! be a fair average

'loo much inqiortance cannot be placed upon the judi-

c ous breaking and management of this noble animal. It

should be like that of a child. By no other means can he

be reduced to a cheerful and ready obedience. A sullen

and dogged submission will result, it is true, from cruel

and brutal treatment, but a prompt and eager response to

the wi-'.h of the rider can only lie obtained by patient

kindness. I think there are few horses baulky by nature,

and I believe most are made so by drivers who arebifssed

with far less brains than the horse himself has. History

has brought down to us the beautiful story of Alexander

and his horse Bucephalus. It is probably familiar to all,

but as an eminent illustration of my meaning, it will

bear repetition.

King Philip, of Macedon, had a noble horse sent from

Thessaly. The price charged was about twelve thousand

dollars of our money. The king went into the plain,

attended by his court, in order to make a trial of him, but

he appeared so very fierce, and reared so when any one

approached, that no one dared to mount, or go near him.

King Philip, angry that such a furious and ungovernable

animal had been sent him, ordered him to be returned.

Alexander, who was present, exclaimed, what a noble

animal they are going to los'?, f<r want of boldness and ad-

dress to back liim. Phillip at first considered the words
the effect of folly and rashness, so common among young
men. But as Alexander insisted upon what lie said, and
was very much vexed to see such a noble animal sent

away, his father gave him permission to see what he could

Jo. The young prince, overjoyed al the permission, took

hold of the bridle, and turned his head to the sun, having

ab.served that Ids shadow was the principal thing that

frightened him, he seeing it dance about, and sink down,

as he moved. He, therefore, first stroked him gently with

his hand, and soothed him with his voice, then, seeing

Ids fierceness abate, and artfully taking his opportunity,

he let fall his cloak, and sjiringing swiftly on Ids back,

first slackened the bridle without startling or vexing him,

and when he perceived his fire was cooled, and thiit he

was no longer furious, or violent, and only wanted to

move forward, he gave him the rein, and spurring him
with great vigor, animated him v/ith his voice to the full

extent of his speed. While this was doing, the king and
ids whole court trembled, with fear, and did not once open
their lips; but when the prince, after having run his first

heat, returned with joy and pride, at liaving broken and
subdued a horse which was considered absolutely un-

governalile, all the courtiers endeavored to outvie each

other in congratulations and applause, and we are told

that the king, his farther, absolutely siied tears ofjoy, and
embraced Alex.aniler after he alighted, and kissing his

head, said to him, rny son, seek a kingdom more worthy
of you than tins, for iM.iccdon is below your merits.

Phis fact was the beginning of that ca.reer of unexampled
.'uccess which only ended when Alexander the Great

wept because tine re were no more world.s for him to con-

quer.
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On the subject of the diseases of the horse, and other

points concerning him, as nearly every one is his own
doctor, I will get over that point very quickly.

There is one thing to be remembered, however, in ob-

taining good horses, which must receive attention, or the

stock will inevitably depreciate. It is, that the same stud

horse should never remain in the same locality more than

three or five years at the farthest. The constant mingling

together of the same blood in the human family leads to

both physical and mental depreciation, as is peculiarly il-

lustrated in some of the old crowned heads and aristocracy

of Europe. Owing to their prejudices against other class-

es of society, they have intermarried with each other,

until they have become so closely related, that they are

far inferior to the common people. It is a fact well known
that the lower branches of the European legislatures pos-

sess far more intellectual ability than is found in the aris-

tocratic branches, and it is from this cause. The superior-

ity of the American race is mainly owing to its freedom

from prejudices of rank, so that marriages are made with-

out reference to absolute high social position. The same

rule holds good Vv^ith all inferior animals. There is hard-

ly any farmer who is not familiar with the fact, as applied

to his poultry yard
;
and, as I said before, it is of immense

importance in keeping up the good equalities of the horse

;

so much so, that great disappointment will surely result,

if it is forgotten.

In conclusion, I desire to say that the history of the

horse, can hardly be entered into, without obtaining a

general knowledge of the various epochs in the history of

the world, and in that point of view alone, it may be con-

sidered a matter of no secondary importance. Though
apparently only a research into one branch of natural his-

tory, it opens a field of examination into the manners and
customs of different ages, and exhibits the gradual, but

sure march of intellect and intelligence, from one gener-

ation to another.

In the management of the animal itself, a profound

moral is exemplified for the culture and progress of the

human mind
;
and, like Alexander, he who has the judg-

ment and natural force of will, to render subservient the

noble and untamed horse, has the power to wield no
mean influence upon the age and country in which his

lot is cast.

It is impossible to do justice to the subject in a single

lecture, but if I have called your attention to it in such a

manner that you will pursue it in all the various branches

to which it will lead, my end will have been attained.

Oftentimes the most simple subject will lead to great re-

sults. I have frequently felt that any position attained by
myself, has resulted, next to the favor of my fellow-citi-

zens, from a habit of studying the most apparently insig-

nificant things presented to me, until I learned whether
they contained a moral or not. The great object of living

is to be useful, and an earnest investigation of^ whatever
subject is presented, a patient development of truth, and
its application to our own lives, and to those around, us,

•will develop a large and extended philanthropy, and will

surely lead to a bright and genial old age, radiating hap-

piness and usefulness all around; and the evening of our
lives will exhibit the effects of our exertions and labors,

till night shall have blotted our forms from sight, and
nothing is left, but the intangible, though ever present, in-

fluence of our course through the world.

At the conclusion of the lecture, Charles H- Detman,

Esq., Chairman of the Lecture Committee and Corres-

ponding Secretary, proposed a vote of thanks to Col.

Pratt for his able and eloquent address, which was passed

unanimously.

AGEICULTURAL PROGRESS IN ENGLAND.

We know not what better heading can be given to the

following highly interesting and instructive address be-

fore the London Farmers’ Club than the one above selected.

No living man has done more than Mr. Mechi to promote

agricultural progress in England
;
for he practices at Tip-

tree (his country seat) all that he preaches in London,

where he is a shop-keeper, or merchant. He irrigates

170 acres by steam power, conveying liquified manure to

every acre in iron pipes not unlike those used in Ameri-

can cities for the distribution of illuminating gas. Parti-

cular attention is invited to the statement that ‘‘tvjelve

parts in thirteen of all the manure made by human beings

escape as liquid; only one thirteenth part being solid.”

This is given on the authority of recent researches made-

by Prof May, chemist to the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, and unquestioned authority. He means
exclusive ofwater contained in fecal matters. Three-fourths

of these are simple water, on an average.

Such of our readers as question the economy of irriga-

ting crops in the planting States, should pause and re-

flect when they come to these words:—“Those who
doubt the cheapness at which water can be raised may be

assured by visiting the Croyden Water-works, where

650,000 gallons are forced to the distance of a mile, and
elevated 150 feet, at a cost of 13 1-2 cwt. of dust coa.1 pen

diem of24 hours.”

By reducing these “cwt.” to pounds, it will be seen thaf

1502 pounds of coal dust, (refuse coal) force 650,000 gal-

lons of water a mile and raise it all 150 feet high. On
most plantations, two field hands will cut and haul to a.

steam engine, wood equivalent to 1502 pounds of coal. in-

ten hours. Allow a gallon of water to w^eigh 8 lbs., and
multiply 650,000 by 8, and it gives 5,200,000 lbs. of water

forced, as above stated, by 1502 lbs. of coal; making a
pound of coal lift 3455 pounds of water 150 feet and over, ,

high. It is worth a visit to Croydon Water-works to see

a pound of coal lift thirty four hundred and fifty-five

pounds of water one hundred and fifty feet into the air, by
any machinery whatever. The Edinburgh dairymen who
pay £21 a year, or about 0100 rent per acre for irrigated

grass land, sell milk just half its price in Augusta and'

Athens

:

“Mr. Mechi, who, on rising, was received with cheers,

spoke as follows :—One hundred years hence, which is-

not long in the history of a country, our successoi's will

scarcely believe that a nation wanting annually manv
millions of quarters of grain to fill up its own inadequate

production of food, should waste the only means by which
such deficiency might be made good. I mean the produc-

tions of the land when they have fulfilled their office of

nutrition to man and beast. Every one now at all conver-^

sant with the theory of modern agricultural chemistry

must know that our agricultural produce loses little by
such a process, and that the bulk of its elements ai'e re-

turned to us in the shape of excretec if we take the trouble

to collect them. I am aware that the practicability of do-

ing so has been questioned
;
but I purpose this evening to

show that there is no difficulty in the matter, except what
exists in the brain of man. The same power that brings

your water into London will take it out again
;
for accord-

ing to Prof Way and other chemists, 2,500,000 inhabi-

tants will only add 3760 tons in solid and fluids to the

quantity of water,
“ If agriculturists studied attentively Prof Way’s able

paper on Town Sewage (see Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal, vol. 15, part I, page 135), it would teach them a.

great and profitable lesson. They would learn that of all

the manure made by human being (and I have no doubt
by animals) 12 parts out of 13 in weight escape as urine,

only 1-I3th part being solid! Well may farmers love the-
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sheep-fold, and well may they deplore yard feeding, where

the rains from the untroughed roofs may, in too many
instances, thus take away nearly all their manure, ilr.

Way, v/ith his usual care and exactness, has found that,

taking the average of men, women, and children, each in-

dividual of the population will, in the course of 24 hours

contribute to the sewage of a town one-quarter of a pound
of solid and three pounds of liquid excrement. A know-
ledge of these facts shows us how trivial is the question of

solid manure, for at a quarter of a pound each daily the

total solid manure of 2,500,000 people in this metropolis

will only weigh 279 tons.

“ According to Mr. "Way, the excrement of each person

is diluted with or distributed through 20 gallons or 1400

times its own weight of water. Tt must appear singular to a

disinterested observer that whilst farmers seek eagerly

after every new manure, and are subjected to much im-

position in such purchases, they appear to be apathetic on
the question of town sewage.

I think much of this neglect must arise from the fact of

its being in a fluid state, for to the distance of 100 miles

from London the solid manure of the metropolis is pur-

chased by agriculturists at an expense of from 4s. Gd. to

Gs. per ton, one-half of this cost being, of course, for

freightage, and then another 30 to 50 per cent* must be

added for cartage to the fields, with a further charge for

turning over, spreading, plowing in, cfcc. Omitting the

sanitary consideration, there can be no class so deeply

interested in the question of town sewage as the British

farmer. Those sewers carry av/ay to our rivers all the

products which he has at so much care and cost produced

for the food of the people. To repair the exhaustions caus-

ed by these supplies, he rushes to Peru for birds dung, at

an expense of some millions, whilst the very grave-yards

of foreign nations are taxed to supply bones for his Tur-

nips. The rapid increase of water closets and new sewers,

with a more abundant water supply, are daily lessening

the supply of human excretes in a solid form, diminishing,

in fact, tanto, the ordinary channel of supply, so that

shortly we may expect that only the stable manure and
ashes of London will be available for agricultural purposes,

whilst the weekly supply of 6000 or 7000 bullocks, 40,-

000 sheep, and all the other vast solid and fluid consume-
ables of the metropolis, from tea to turtle, will be floating

down the sewers unheeded and unsolicited.

“This cruel neglect can only arise from a disbelief of

the value of such manure, or from a doubt of the possibil-

ity ofapplying it economically. I purpose therefore this

evening to go into statistical details with a view to venti-

late the question, and to prove how easily such an opera-

tion may be successfully carried out Vvith individual and
general benefits. Water alone is manure : who can doubt

this 1 Look to the costly water-meadows in various parts

of the kingdom, and what farmer who hasa water meadow
does not appreciate its great value to him, as producing

early, late, and most abundant vegetation'? My own ex-

perience, with two miles of pipes on my farm of 170 acres,

has proved that fluid applications of manure are far the

most profitable, and that their influence is quite as impor-

tant and advantageous to cereal us to other crops. In

proof of this I have threshed some fields of AVheat, produc-

ing 6 quartei-s per imperial acre;* Oats, 13 quarters, and
Barley, 8 quarters, which latter is 1 quarter more than I

estimated in my balance sheet. Now, such productions

as these on a naturally wretched soil, prove more than

volumes of argument, and I have no hesitation in saying

that had my neighbors to pay £2 per acre annually in in-

terest for improvements over and above their present rent,

* The '‘quarter” of English agriculturists is eight bush-

els: so that the yield of wheat was 4S bushels per im-
perial acre of 4 rods, each 46 perches or rods.—

E

ds. So.

Cult.

I to obtain similar results, they would be considerable gain-

i ers. If it answers my purpose to lay down pipes, erect

an engine, make tanks, erect pumps, and so on, for the

in a fluid state with a large supply of water from my mere

I purpose of applying the manure made on my farm spring,

j

surely it must equally and more certainly pay a farmer to

receive back his corn, bullocks, sheep and other productions

after they are done with at a very much smaller cost
;
for

their very essence will return to him accompanied by all

the good things that metropolitan luxury can command
from every foreign part. If we go into a statistical in-

quiry of the v/eekly supply of London in ten, coffee, and
sugar; wine, spirits, and beer; fish, flesh, and fowl

(foreign and British); the tons of soap, and the thousand

and one refuses of our manufacturers, gas-works, &c., one

j
becomes amazed at the fructifying power involved in such

^ a consideration. The alkaline and granited solutions of

our London pavement by trituration and abrasion, the

smiits from our smoke, have all a considerable value.

“ The mere wear and tear of shoe-leather has its value,

as it grinds down the pavement into hollows. I appre-

hend that the daily cost of feeding each individual in this

metropolis, taking the average t)f rich and poor, young
and old, would not be less than lOd. per day, or 37 1-2

millions sterling per annum. Now in parts of Lincoln-

shire it is the custom to value the manure at half the cost

of the oil- cake consumed. On this principle, wdiich ap-

pears to be a sound one, the agricultural value of the ma-
nure from this 3714 millions of food ought to be some-
thing very considerable, to say nothing of the food con-

sumed by the animals of the metropolis. The rubbing,

washing, and agitating which the solid excrement receives

in passing through miles of tortuous sewers, cause it to be
dissolved and pass away in a fluid state, which we may
any day prove by an examination of the sewers’ mouths
at low water. I think farmers cannot be aware that all

the solid and liquid manure of men and animals is liqui-

fiable by solution or suspension, and can be applied in a

shower, sinking deeply into the subsoil of drained land.

Perhaps I may be here permitted to explain why I con-

sider this mode of application far superior to the solid

form. If you make a transverse cut or opening in the

soil, you will find that the British agricultural pie-crust is

only 5 to 8 inches thick. The slips and railway cuttings

plainly reveal this humiliating fact. Below this thin crust

we see a primitive soil, bearing most unmistakeable evi-

dence of antiquity and unalterability. The dark shades

of the cultivated and manured surface have not been com-

municated to the pale subsoil
;
and we have evident proof

thatsolid manure plowed in, in the ordinary way, exercises

little influence on the subsoil. Nor can this be wondered

at, when the plow sole has been polishing and solidifying

tile floor at the same depth lor the last few centuries. Now,
when I apply liquified manure (which means all the solid

and liquid excrements of the farm animals mixed with

water), it soaks deeply into the subsoil to the depth of

the drains, which I have seen, on the very strongest clays,

discharging the liquified manure at a depth of 4 and 5

feet. Here, then, is the secret of my great crops on a

miserable soil. The manure vitalises, warms, and chem-

ically changes the miserable subsoil; the roots of the

growing crops know this, and send down their fibres or

mouths to appropriate and elaborate the subterranean

treasures now for the first time placed at their disposal in

an available condition. I could show you 20 loads of rich

oil-cake bullock pudding, or manure
;

I would mix it with

water, apply it in a shower, and you should search the

surface in vain for any proof of its whereabout. It has

gone down to do its work. I will not drag you through

all the details of the modus operandi of this method of

manuring
;
you may see it all any day you choose on my

farm, or on any of those of others who are practising the

same process. What I want you to believe is, that town
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IS hunid tiUiiiii), ri|ijH!ca!ile lo every soil ciini every

erojj. juid woiihy ut your ulinosl attenuoii. !tis true that

ynd rained land, requ'.rmi: drainage, such as heavy clays

jsod spridii soil, must undergo that O|ieniiion before iliey

can dei'ive the benefit of such an apjdication
;
but theie.

are extensive tracts of cliitlks, sands, atid lioi gravels,

ahuos! j!rayitli^ to oe fertilised by the sewage of our towns
Aiihough 1 apply my liquified manure on the surface,

1 tun quite convinced that during the summer season and
amojigst the gi'ovving erojis, it wott.d be far more a ivajt-

•Ingeous to apply it subtei-ivineously, as tffeeied by IVlr.

Wjtkins last year at VVokisigham, and tins ye.ir at Read-

ing. By this means, tlie openness and lilhtge of the sur-

face is undistuilied
;
the rays of heat and light are em-

ployed in warming the earth, and evaporating from the

weaves, the suijterraneun supply of fluids wiiich the plants

absorb by their roots, and which arise to them by ca[)i!ar-

?ty. The question is a large <me, involving considerations

f>f cost, but most certainly production is vastly increased

,aiid stimulated by the new method.

"'One important reason for the superiority of liquified

0V£r solid manures, is, that water is the great arrester and

loonveyance of ammonia, that invisible and truant spirit

which is ever escaping unseen from reeking dung heaps.

Jt is this ammonia which dissolves the siltcia of the soil,

snd makes the kernel of our Wheat, and the lean of our

iSesh
;
and it is for this ammonia theit we so affectionately

prize unwashed Peruvian guano, or bird’s dung When
jotj have learned to apply fluid manure to the soil, you
will find your crops yield as much as they do after the

sheepfold, and you will get corn as well as straw, that is,

:jf you do not sow too much seed.

You must give up all hopes of obtaining town sewage

is a solid form, for Professor Way’s able paper (which
©very agriculturist .should read), in the Royal Agricuku-

jsi Society’s Journal, and other evidences, are conclusive

that point. I understand upon good authority iliat the

©ommissioner of sewers have decided that a main tunnel

<&n the south side of the Thames shall receive the sewage
©f 1,200,000 people, convey it to Plumstead marshes,

whence it will be pumped in a reservoir, and at high tide

pass av/ay with the flood water of the Timmes, that is il

Sriiish agriculture is insane enough to permit such a

©ruel waste.

"‘The question will arise who is to undertake this?

I?ow, in railroad undertakings we find landed proprietors

and other interested parties joining with town capitalists,

and afTording them every iriducement and opportunity to

(Spen up a country with general benefit. Let the same be

done with sewage. Depend upon it, without this co-op

©ration no town capitalists will be so miscalculating as to

picice tlieir capital at the mercy of local prejudice or neg-

Itect. It tlierefore remains with agriculture itself to deier-

SiiBe whether this interesting question shall receive its

proper solution. But supposing that the new company
lias laid down its main line of pipes for the country dis-

Sribution, where will you find the £3 per acre for the net-

work of iron pipes, &c. requisite on every farm. It ap-

pears to me that where the capital is required it may be

readily obtained from the Lands Improvement Company
m Land Drainage Company, and that the annual charge

which v/ould liquidate principal and interest in a few

years would leave a large margin of advantage for both

Itandlord and tenant. To those who desire to see the

mode of applying town sewage may be quoted the in-

stance of G. H. Walker, Esq
,
who takes the town of Rug-

hj &c.;—Wovsley, Esq., of Rusholme Park, near Man-
©hester, who uses the sewage of a neighbouring district.

In both these cases, steam power is applied, although I

t>hink Mr. Walker’s pipes of 3-inch diarriCter are hardly
itarge enough for the diameter of his pumps.

’' Of course if the London sewage is used, I apprehend

it wdiHit be puitij-ed ti> elevateb (ii>tfi{ t t e.sc! voirs, whence
It would flow Irom mein pifies connected with Mnailer

ones on llie various fin ims, so tiuit they woulb be always

cliarj^ed with a snlfic.ient pres.siire to cau.-e a jet; this

Would render umiccess.oy any sieatn engine or tank on

the fanu. A register oi quantity like a gas meter would

euiible the com[)fmy to make tin ir periodical cliarge. £

annex the following .--tali.^fical accouiit with wbich I have

been fiivored by Edwin Chadwick, Esq
,
C.B., our great-

est authoiity in such matters:

“
‘ I'he gross daily quantity of wafer pumped into the

metropolis was in the year l85d, 4-1 m ilion gallops. It

may have, been inerea>ed sonawlnU since that time, bull

should expect thtd it would still be within 5(1 millinji gal-

lons per diem.
1
proved at that time that about tliree-

filihs ot the quantity T)uiriped in was wasted on account

of the intermittent metliods of distribution. The actual

quantity consumed for domestic purpose.s, or that you
could estimate for sewage as containing house refuse, or

house manure in suspension or solution at limes when
there is no rain applicable as manure, would not e more
than 20 million gallons per diem. I say house manure,

because rain and storm waters bring as surface washings,

dung from the streets and soot and birds dung from the

roofs of houses. You may judge of the daily.quantity vis-

ibly by the fact, that 45 million gallons would be delivered

in 24 hours by a brook 9 feel wide and 3 feet deep, running

at the rate of3 feet per second, or a little more than 2 miles

per hour, and 3 sewers, of 3 leet diameter, and ofa proper

fall will suffice for the removal (for distribution) of the

same volume of refuse or soil water. The total weight of

this annual supply of water is nearly 72 millions of tons.

The daily cost of raising the whole supply by engine-

power lOO feet high (for dislriliuiion) would be about X25,

or £9,000 per annum. Supposing the supply were equally

distributed, i. e., the 44 millions, it would be about 50

pails lull for each house, and would weigh about 13 cwt.'

“Those who doubt the cheapness at which water can

be raised may be assured by visiting the Croydon Water-

works, where 050,000 gallons are forced to a mile distant,

and elevated 150 feet, at a cost of 1 3 !-2 cwt. of dust coal

per diem of 24 hours. With regard to the mode of egti-

veyance, it appears to me that our railv/ay lines might be

availed of to lay down lines of pipes, but of course all

such questions would be easily arranged by competent

engineering authorities. Perhaps it will be as well to

state, that 15 yards of 3-inch iron pipe per acre, will be all

that is required, or about 5 1-2 cwt of iron per acre: this

is the quantity on rny farm
;

I have 170 acres piped.

Amongst numerous papers that I have written on this

sulqect. 1 beg to refer to one under the head Sewage, in

Blackie^s Cydopoidia of ApricuUnre. The value of Lon-

don sewage has been variously estimated
;
but Professor

Way, in his usual careful way, has calculated it by its

animonia at two millions sterling. He has made no valu-

ation of the water alone; I apprehend that 50 million of

gallons daily, or 224,000 tons would have, even when un-

mixed with manure, a considerable irrigating value.

“ In order to ascertain whether this application of sew-

age will pay the farmer a profit and leave a sufficient in-

terest for the capital invested by. a company, let us calcu-

late 72 million tons of sewage at one penny per ton,

would, be £300,000. Now, take the pumping or raising

this quantity at the exaggerated sum of £50,000 annually,

there would remain £250,000 as interest on the capital in

vested, which, at six per cent., would be also the exag-

gerated sum of £4,000,000 sterling.

“ I have assumed the sum of one penny per ton as re-

presenting that which would leave the farmer and land-

lord a very large profit on their pipe investment. I can

confirm this by ray own practical experience. But ii must

be obvious to any one who reasons, that as 100 tons of
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water per acre represents a rain iall of '24 hours, iliis

aloiie, without the saturation of manure, must l^e worth

one penny per ion, or 3s. 6d. per acre, and indeed in di
)

weather for Grass crops very much more. As to the

quantity required per acre, Mr. lelter. of Canning Park.

Ayr, tells me that he app'ies 500 tons of water per Scotch

acre at five dressings to his kalian Rye- Gra.ss, with five

cwt. of Guano at ea. h dressing, making a total annual ap-

plication of -25 cwt of Guano per Scotch acre (one-foorth

larger than the English acre). This is in a naturally

moist climate, therefore, we may estimate the water ah

sorbing power of the barren sandy wastes in the neigh

borhooti of the metropolis far more considerable. That

those wastes would be rendered highly productive after

the application of town sewaj^e cannot be doubted.

“The experiments of Mr. Wilkins. wl ogrew two crops

of Eemp and Flax in one season at Wokingham last yeai

settle the question. Now, ifyou apply 500 tons per acre

you will only require 152,000 acres to absorb your 70

millions of tons. As 640 acres are a square mile, you

would at that rate require 237 square miles, or a squan

area whose diameter would l>e about 15 miles. I have

a strong cofiviction that a very niurh larger quantity o!

sewage say 1000 tons per acre, at least, may be pro/itabl\

applied to our sandy, gravelly, and chalky wastes. This

would aifird a great economy in distance and expense.

On the E-iinimrgh meadows as much as 6000 tons p^^r

Scotch acre are applied
;
but that appears to me hardly a

necessary quantity. Mill, if such large quantities could

be applied to so limited an area, it is clear iliat instead o*'

one fienny per ton the cost need not much exceed one

farthing. Six thousand tons at one farthing per ton would

be £3 os per acre. This would pay; for the average let

ting of the F/Jinburgh meadows to the cow-keepers was.

lam informed, last year £21 per acre—a pretty good evi-

dence of the beneficial effects of town sewage on waste

lands that were, a few years since, worililess and barren,

“I apprehend no one will doubt the ecotiomy of trans-

mission of fluids by tubes, seeing that by roail carriage

the charge of carting near the metropolis would be at least

8d. per ton, fter mile. There is no fear of oifr being over-

whelmed with cheap hay or supper abundant milk by this

process, for our metropolitan wants become annually

more and more gig intic
;
but I do know, from extended

and minute observation, that the infants and juveniles ol

this metropolis would present a very different muscui.'U

atid general development if this seneme were carried out;

for now the wretched wrecks of noble short horned cows,

obser7al)le on every green patch around the metropolis,

speak volumes of the thin sky-blue [i.nilk] winch is vainly

expected by fond parents to form the bone and flesh of their

dear children. Tlteir pallid laces and feeble limbs present

infallilile evidence of defective nutrition. In conclusion, •

do ho[)e that this club of practical agriculturists will, by

their resolution this evening, stamp their opinion of ihi

necessity for this great national economy. (Hear, hear,

and cheers.)”

MOEE PEOVISIONS AND LESS COTTON.

A Correspondent of the '"’ewberry (S. C.) M rror, thus

orges our oft-uitered advice to our planting friends:

“This suggests the propriety of growing more Corn

than will be necessary for plantation purposes— theri

must be some for sale. And if it should not be wanteo

at the close of the season, just turn it into meat— this will

save the trouijie of purchasing at a high price, and send

ing your cotton mon'^y out of theSl.ue; which at present

generally needs it. It might be well to set off utiuiUallj

large lots for the growth of the Sweet Foiaioe, which

always yield.s well when there is a medium, or a wet sea

Bon. Should more be grown than is v,'anied for the table

m
— let them go to the stock lot--they are fine for hogs mid
liorses. Peas ton, the Cow Pea of course, always gives e.

itood return for the planting, and planting is nearly aR
the trouble. One. of the best articles for good milk and
luitier in the winter, is the pea ground with corn, abotfi

half and half. Let those who have not tried it, go in ftMT

the luxury.

4'hose who have small pieces of wet land would <fe

well to level them for meadows, or plant them in Rice,

either will give a good return for the labor. Rice growls

w(dl in this climate, has done exceedingly well on Tyger
River, in Spartariliurg District. It can be thieshed ouC

like oats, utid sold for a good price in the CkarLcshn, nc.S

to say, in tae Newberry Market. This country is going

a little loo much to Cotton; this isa fine marketa!-le ar-

ticle ’tis true; but it is besfto have every thing else which
can be raised on the faint, it is so convenient. Indeed it

is best to be <i little in advance; to be full, then the pinch

of a dry summer, or long winter, could be endured muck
belter. There is a luxu'-y in a well stocked plantation—

•

there is life and beauty in it. Tlie of the horse, live

iiiW of the cow, the bt-eat of the sheep, the grunt of the

hog, \[\& gobble of the turkey, the c/v/?/; of tl.e cock, tlte

^rabble [he jabber of the duck, the chaUer

the guinea hen, and the scream, of the pea fiiwt. Let

them all raise their chorus, and there’s life for you!

Then full cribs of corn, barns full of liav, fodder oats, peas,

wheat and rye, there’s independence for you! But fiasr

lank everythitig looks where all iscoiion, corn criblved ia

a small pen, wheal in a goods box ! O.its ditto, peas dit-

to, potatoes none at all ! lodder stacked round a few poles

in the field ! The coitoii is sold for six or eight cents, amd
.1 good deal of it laid cut for provisions—almost every'

thing to be bought, and cotton is the fiurchaser!

Wemld it not lie best, just to grow all these things Off.

the farm, and what cotton is made over that, let it be tite

extra % Certainly it would—every body says so. Cot-

ton, Cotton, Colton ! Making it the prime crop, atiC

every tiling else suiinrdinate. is not best for the farmet:.

and it is not best for tlie country. Certnm pete

PNEUMONIA, COLDS, &C.

Editors Southkrn Cui.tiv-xtor— Gentlemen—k% ihh
is the season uir taking cold, which often results in pneti-

inoiiia, pleurisy, &c., and frequently leaves the snfierfic

with a hacking couith which eventually termitiate.s in

•onsuniption. To prevent all this 1 wiM send you &
recipe. For a grown person use the following:

] lablespooniul of castor oil,

20 drops of spirits of lurpeniine,

1 teaspoon ful of [varagoric,

2 rirachm.s ol'.--.ntimonial wine,

2 te 'Spoonfuls of nitre,

1 tablespoonful of honey.

Drink warm when about reiiiingfor the night.

Yours respectfully,

from an old subscriber, E,

Hxvanna, Ala
,
April, 1855.

Serving Cows so as to Skcurk M.aee or Female
Cat-vks —

I

t will be recollected that a French gent leincn,

Count de Gouvey, had tried the experiment in France,

cutting the bull to the cow before milking, and he secured,

a large proportion of heifer calves; and by fiuttingthe bui!

milkitig, he secured a large proportion of bull c.afv€So

B. Y. Frenc't, Esq,, of Braintree, Mass., wiites us, Feb
i :

—“1 to-day, have examined my acc<iunt, where [ was
certain of impregnation of cows: 3 with empty bags

brougtit 3 bull calves. 27 with full bags brought 18 heif-

ers and 9 Inill calves So the choice is in favor of heifer

calves, when impregnated with a full hag, hut not so muck
us expected. I shall continue this method fora while longer.”
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ANSWEKS TO INQUIEIES, &C.

Millet.—L. E. B.—:One bushel per acre will be plen-

ty. Sow In drills on your veiy richest land.

Agricultural Fairs.

—

C. P.—Your remarks and
strictures are to the point

;
but something similar has

been published in our journal, not long since. The
Georgia Fair of the present year is to be held in Atlanta
during the week, beginning on the 10th of September.
We sent you a paper containing the Premium List, per

mail.

Hedges.—A. M. P., of Ala.—Yes ! we do believe as

strong as ever in the Osage Orange: but to make satis-

factory growth, the strip of land on which your hedge is

planted must be either naturally rich or made so by the

use of a compost of good stable manure and leaf mould.
A single row of plants, ten inches apart, is all-sufficient.

Follow our previously published directions in regard to

after-culture, trimming, &c. Especially, do not be afraid

to use the knife freely, during the first year or two.
A hedge, to be of any practical value, must be so close

at the bottom that a rabbit cannot get through. We
have some faith in the ‘'’Spanish Bayonet”

(
Yit^cca gloriosa

or Y. OLnifoliol) or “Adam’s Needle,” as a defensive hedge
plant; though our friend, Thos. Afpleck, of Miss., (good
authority) says it will not do. One of our correspon-
dents (vol 11, for 1853, p. 121) intimates that it may be
kept close at the ground by the repeated cutting down
of the trunk with a long-handled saw. Has any one
given it a fair trial ? Mr. Affleck speaks very highly
of the CratcBgios [Mespilus ?] Pyracantha or “Evergreen
Thorn,” both for ornament and defence. This is an
evergreen^ quite thorny, and will grow from cuttings

;
all

of which are good points
;
but we still continue to “pin

(mr faith” on the Osage Orange, while holding ourselves

open to conviction. You remark truly, that “hedges we
must have sooner or later, as rail timber is rapidly wast-
ing away; and ordinary rail or plank fences are no pro-
tection against thieves or fire

;
to say nothing of their

speedy decay and need of continual repair.”

The Japan Pea.—R. L. 0., Burke Co.—This Pea is

not the “Java” (Cow) Pea. The former has a strong,

upright stalk, heavily laden with pods, each of which
contains two very beautiful cream or ivory colored Peas.
They are good to eat

;
but it is slow work to shell them.

The stalk may be good for fodder. We have not tried

it. It is rather a handsome plant—a little like the
Windsor Bean in its habit. We can send you seed in

the fall.

Strawberries.—A. J. S.—See directions in Work for
the Month. We have now over 30 distinct kinds in our
specimen beds, besides large “patches” of Hovey's, Early
Scarlet., McAvoyh Superior., &c., &c. Will supply you
with plants in October. Mr. Peabody’s general system
is an excellent one; but we have little faith in the ex-

pediency of attempting to produce this fruit more than

3 or 4 months in the year. Between August and the
following April you may, by mulching, constant water-
ing, &c., raise “here and there” a berry; but to look for

a full, “paying” crop of fruit during the latter part of
summer or the cold and changing weather of fall, winter
and earh" spring, is altogether unreasonable. See Pat.

Office Report for 1853, page 314, for the article of Mr.
Peabody. Also, our journal for October, November and
December, 1854, for a series of articles on this subject.

Essex Pigs.—H. R. W., Macon Co., Ala.—This breed
is a jet black, of medium size, rotund form, excellent
fattening properties, and, we believe quite hardy and
prolific. See engraving on page 157 of present number.
They may be ordered from the following gentlemen :

South—R. Peters, Altanta, Ga. North—C. S. Wain-
WRiGHT, Rhinebeck

;
and Lewis G. Morris, Mount Ford-

ham N. Y.
“Rescue Grass,” &c.—T. P. L.—See article from the

Southern Planter, in present number. Your favor will
appear in our next.

Tinley Peach.—G. R. K., Holmesville, Ala.—We
answered your inquiry respecting this really fine fruit, in
a former number. Robt. Nelson, of Macon, Ga., can
supply you trees next fall.

Clover in the South.—J. C., Ala.—We will cheerful-
ly copy the article alluded to in the June or July number,
and feel obliged to you for directing our attention to it.

Blind Staggers in Horses.—E. C. C., Tuscaloosa.
Ala—Can any of our readers furnish us a specific ? If
so, W'e will gladly publish it.

Hollow Horn— Homespwiv '—Your article will ap-
pear in our next—also an answer to your enquiries.
Stoddard’s Shingle Machine.—A. B. E., Washing-

ton, Texas.—Address A. S. & A. D. Hill, of this city,

respecting the right in Louisiana and Texas.

Correspondents writing to us on their ownhusi-

ness, will bear in mind that we have to pre-pay the letters

replying to them. As the expense will be very heavy, if

we have to pay the postage on all such letters, we must

ask our correspondents to envelope us in every instance

a stamp, if an answer is expected.

New Postage Law.—From the first of last month

(April) no letter will be sent through the Post Office unless

the postage is pre paid. Postmasters are directed to retain

all letters not pre-paid, and post a list of the same in the

Post Office, and' if not paid within one month, they will

be sent on to the Dead Letter office. Letter writers should

notice this regulation.

THE SEASON,

Thus far, has been most unfavorable for all agricultural

and horticultural operations. From the 27th to 31st of
March, we were visited with an almost unprecedented
“spell” of cold weather—the mercury, on one or two
occasions, in this vicinity, dropping down to 18° and 20°

above zero, accompanied with a fierce, bitter and blight-

ing wind from the northwest. The peach, nectarine and
plum trees were either in full bloom, or had formed fruit

half the size of a pea. All in the latter stage, were entire-

ly destroyed
;
but a very few of the undeveloped buds es-

caped. Btrawberries were blooming and in fruit, and the

first crop of these was utterly cut off; as were most of the

earliest Apples and Pears. All Corn, above the ground,
was, of course, cut down

;
and in many cases, the sprouts

under the surface, were killed, with the grain itself.

Wheat, winter Oats and other small grains, were very
severely injured

;
Sweet Potatoes, planted in the open

ground, rotted badly; and all tender garden vegetables

were involved in the common ruin. So far as we can
learn from our exchanges, and letters of friends and cor-

respondents in different parts of the South, this generai
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destruction has spread far and wide; and we only hear

of a few sections in this and the adjoining States, where

even half a crop of fruit may be expected.

Since the frost (now nearly a month) we have had but

one good rain
;
and, at the present writing (April 19th)

j

the growing crops are wilted, drooping, almost dying,

from the long drouth. The mercury in our thermometer

now (3 P. M.) stands at 92° in the shade, and the slight

breeze that is stirring is forcibly suggestive of the simoon,

or the fiery breath of a furnace ! We are no “croakers”

or alarmists : but we hazard little in predicting “ short

crops,” (so far as our immediate section is concerned)

unless the weather soon takes a more favorable turn.

AETHTJE’S SELE-SEALING, AIE-TIGHT PEESEEVING
CANS.

We are indebted to the proprietors for several samples

of this newly-invented patent Can, for the preservation of

fresh Pruits, Vegetables, Preserves, &c., &c. It is alto-

gether the most convenient and economical article of the

kind that we have yet seen, and bids fair to be of great

value and utility. We intend to give it a fair trial, the

present season, and shall repoi't upon its merits. The
Cans, of assorted sizes, from a pint to a gallon, may be

ordered through D. B. Plumb & Co., of this city, or from

the proprietors, Arthur, Burnham & Co., Philadelphia,

Pa. We will furnish a more particular description of

tliese cans, hereafter.

» NEW PUBLICATIONS.

^ipHS Arator, is the title of a new agricultural monthly,

0^ .32 pages, the first number of which was issued last

i^th at Raleigh, North Carolina, by Thos. J. Lemay,

Esq., Editor and Proprietor. It presents evidences of in-

dustry and zeal, and will, doubtless be an efficient co-

worker of the Co.rolina Cultivo.tor, which we noticed

last month. The nap of Rip Van Winkle” may be

considered fairly broken, if these two journals receive

the support they deserve from the farmers and planters

of North Carolina.

The Horticulturist, for April, is an excellent num-

ber. The following are the leading articles:—“Is Pear

Culture Profitable I” by the Editor
;
“Biographical sketch

of Thomas Hogg, Sen.;” “Osband’s Summer Pear; “Jen-

ny Lind Seedling Strawberry;” “Evergreen Shrubs;”

“Green Houses and their hlanagement ;” “ Curculio

Remedies ;” “Village Cemeteries ;” “An Italian Cottage ;”

Editors Table, &.C., &c. Published monthly at Rochester,

N. Y., by James Vick, Jr. Plain edition, S‘2 per year;

colored, 35. P- Barry, Editor.

The Relation OF Chemistry to Agriculture, and the

Agricultural Experiments of Mr. J, B. Laaves. By
Justus V. Liebig. Translated by Samuel W. Johnson,

at the author’s request. Albany, N. Y.: Luther

Tucker, Publisher. 1855.

This excellent little treatise will be welcomed as an

important addition to our rural literature. It may be re-

garded as a hand-book of Agricultural Chemistry
;
and as

it corrects many errors into which careless experimental-

ists have fallen, it will be found worthy of general atten-

tion.

It may be obtained per mail for 25 cents, by addressing

Luther Tucker, Albany, N. Y.

The New York Quarterly. Devoted to Science, Phi-

losophy, Literature, and the Interests of our United

Country. Vol. 4, No. 1, April, h 55. New York:

James G. Reed, Publisher, 348 Broadway.

The present telegraphic and daily-newspaper age is

rather too “fast” for the ponderous and stately “ Quarter-

ly-,” and yet we confess to a great liking for the “sober

second thought,” the chastened fancy and the thorough
scholarship, which characterizes many of these journals.

I

“ The New York Quarterly” claims to be entirely free

from “sectional and sectarian prejudices,” and as it is a
work of high literary merit, we can safely commend it to

the favorable notice of our readers. The leading papers
of the present number are “Post Office Improvements ;”

Taste in New York;” “Washington Irving—his Home
and his Works;” “Lunar Influences;” “The Modern
Architecture of New York; “The Hawiian or Sandwich
Islands;” “Contemporaneous Literature, &c., &c. Terms
—33 per annum. Address James G. Reed, as above.

LETTER FROM DR. KERSH—CORRECTION.

Editors Southern Cultivator.—Oblige me by cor-

recting one error in printing one word in my letter to

you in the last (April) number of the Cultivator. I

wrote thus ;
“ Lime never can be bought, in our climate,

to decompose vegetable matter;” the word I wrote
bought is printed “ brought,” and it alters or expresses

a sentiment that I feel ashamed to go before the eye of an-

intelligent community. However strong I might advocate

any scientific theory of the yiodus operandi of mineral
manure—a very great and practical subject, and one, the

modus operandi of which must be correctly understood, if

agriculture wishes to rise high in the successful o.pplication

of thosefundimental fertilizers. I never like to express
anything but the true inductions of science.

You will find in the EoArfield Herald, another letter

published
;
addressed, through that paper, to Dr. Lee, by

myself. Read it, and if worth a place, I will be happy
to see it, also, in the Cultivator. It is a second letter

rendering more explicit some points I touched on in my
first letter to Dr. Lee. Very respectfully,

Wm. D. Kersh, M.D.
Winnsboro, S. C., April, 1855.

TO DESTROY RED ANTS.

We find the following in a late number of the Dollar

Newspaper. The remedy seems feasible, and should be

tested

:

Messrs. Editors—Would you give place, in your valu-

able paper, to a sufferer from a small, but troublesome

animall I mean the little red ant. The neighborhood in

which I reside is infested with them to such an extent,

that nothing is safe from their depredations. We are

obliged to keep some of our provisions surrounded with

water, and some on hanging shelves, withthe ropes tarred,

and I have tried all the advertised remedies, but without

any sensible effect. Perhaps some of your numerous
readers who ai'e possessed of a knowledge of chemistry,

could mention some article which would be efficient in

bringing about their destruction, and thereby benefitting

not only my neighborhood, but many others, who may
be sufierers from these troublesome little “varmints.” By
giving this an insertion you will much oblige

Anti-Ant.

A correspondent sends us the following in answer:—
We give you a sure remedy—procure a large sjtonge,

wash it well; press it very dry
;
by so doing it will leave

the small cells open—lay it on the shell' where they are

most troublesome, sprinkle some fine, white suitar on the

sponge—(lightly over it); two or three times a d;iy,takea

bucket of hot w:iter to where the sponge is, carefully dro]>

the sponge in the scalding water, and you will .slay them

by tlie thousands, and soon rid the house of those trouble-

some insects. Yours truly, J. J.

P. S.—^Vheri you sqeeze the sponge, you will be as-

tonished at the number that had gone in the cells.
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MEXiCAN GTJANJ.

Wk are requested to write an article descriptive of thf

properties and value of Mexican guano, as compared with

kruvian guano, winch is so.d at much higher price. 1 he

latter is better known to the public, having been longei

used in this country and in F.ngland, and found to yieh.

large and jprofitable returns in favorable years. As an

ardcF ofdoinraerce, Mexican guano is only beginning to

establish a reput, ition ;
and purchasers have to rely mam

ly on its analysis by reputable chemists to wan-ant tnem

inu.dngitto any extent as a fertilizer. Judging of its

value from its alleged composition, it is worth nearly, per

haps quite, as much per ton as ground bones, t le phos-

phate of lime constituting more than halt its weight. It

four or five times richer in phosphoric acid than Peruvian

guano; while it contains not more than one fourth or fitti'

as much ammonia. It is the absence, or comparative ao

sence,ofthis volatile alkali, (which is worth Irom ten 0

twelve dollars per 100 lbs. for agricultural puiqmses,) tha.

makes Mexican so much cheaper than Peruvian guano

The l.itier is formed in a reg on where rains are almost un

known: so that the excrements of birds, seals and rep

tiles, which have accumulated in vast qu mtities m tv

present and past ages, on a few islands lying near the

coast of Pei u, have never been washed or leached
,
to the

seiious injury of the manure. That which exists on

islands in the Gulf of Mexico, or on the main land near U

has not been exempt from this deteriorating process
;
so

that much of the soluiile elements of fertility, (salts of

ammonia, potash, soda and magnesia) have been washed

away. Bones, which will lie for years exposed to the

weather on our fit'lJs without dissolving, are the giand

staple of Mexican guano; and it ought to be bought in

Charleston and Savannah at > bout ^2.5 a ton to be prohi

able to the planter or farmer. Although its durability i

an advantage in one view of the question, yet in anothe

view, it is a disadvantage, for it proves the manure to be

very sparingly soluble in t!ie soil and equally unavailable

as food for and needy crops. Salts of ammom?

last only for one m- two crops
;
but they tell powerful ot

suen as really imbibe the fert lizer. If a concentrated

manure lasts five or ten years in the soil, no one crop can

obtain more than a mei e taste of it.

Both the art and science of feeding agricultural plants

are little ; tiidied, and less understood. If we were able to

purchase Pt-ruvian and Mexican guano at fair prices, we

should prefer to mix them in equal parts fora common

manure, to applying eilhei* separate; and ?impiv Oecaio

the first named is defective in phosphates, and the last

named in ammonia. For turnips and grass, the Mexican

would doubtless give a better return on the investmeni

than the Peruvian guano; but we doulit whether on corn,

wheat and cotton any itaiiv would be realized by giving

a preference to bone-earth over ammonia. The true inerii>

of both kinds of commercial manure can only be decided

at the South, and for the South, liy careful experimeni.-

made by competent persons, for the express purpose of

learning the value and powers of Mexican guano and Pe-

ruvian guano Sooner or laier, all sensible cultivators wili

see the importance of having experimental farms to de-

termine tbe practical value of every constituent used by

man and nature to build up those living structures which

form, in some way, both the food and clothing of all civil-

ized nations. Knowledge is what we all lack
;
and alas,

how little are we all doing to increase our present stock

into rural economy 1

As a commercial fertilizer that has been' washed bv

rains is worth only half as much per iOO lbs. as one llv<i

has escaped such washing, does not this fact strikingly

illustrate llie folly of allowing our stable and yard manure

to be exposed to the leaching influence of many rains be-

fore it is applied to the soil 1 On a fair average such

manure is worih something less than half price. 1 he

same principle that makes a piece of meat rot sooner than

a piece of wood, induces the nitrogenous parts of the

droppings ofal! animals first to escape, unless such drop-

pings are placed under peculiarly favorable circumstances.

Itis'^mainly this liability to loss that renders ammonia

worth seven times more per pound than phosphate of

lime, or bone- earth.

GKASS CULTUSE AT THE SOUTH-

Judging from the letters which we have received on the

subject, and the earnestness with which it is discussed

in-agricultural prints. Grass Culture commands no incon-

siderable attention even in the best planting districts of

the South. This is on encouraging indication, for it

ihows that sensible men begin to appreciate the import-

ance of diversifying the agricultural industry ot the plant-

ing States. They see the value of good stock, and the

necessity of an abundance of grass or other forage for

their improvement, and highest profit. An esteemed cor-

respondent writing from Pickinsviiie, Ala
,
says : “Iain

just from Tennessee, and have brought tome Blue grass

Herds and Orchard grass seed, but have no experience in

raising grass, and de.sire advice from some one familiar

with the busine.ss, as to soil, and whether the grasses

named wiii do well this far South 1”

If the soil in Pickins county is naturally fertile and not

deficient in lime. Blue and Herds grass may flouri.di there,

Having failed in our experiment with Orchard grass, and

never having seen it succeed in the hands of others at the-

South, the balance of evidence known to the writei

against it. Wiih better treatment in other districts it

lave given satislactory results. We have seen capital

made of Southern grown Herd’s grass
;
and on rich l|||^

toms and intervales in Upper Georgia, 'nothing appears

easier than to grow large crops of it for hay or grazing.

Blue grass is also grown, but mainly for pasturage. Like

.all English, and most indigenous plants of this numerous

family (one distinguished European botanist lias enumer-

ated nearly forty thousand species) Blue grass requires a

rich calcareous soil to develop its highest capabilities. So

far as we are able to judge of the land in the vicinity of

Athens, Gd., it is too poor for the cheap production of

the best forage plants. It will jirobably give a better re-

turn in Bermuda grass for the keeping of stock, il'not tor

making hay to be pressed into bales, and sold in compe-

dtion \kth Northern bay in all Southern markets. To

drive imported hay out of the Soutli by the production of

a cheaper and better article at home, is an ol jecl not un-

worthy of Southern agriculture. A liiile well directed

enterprise will stion attain this end, and raise a suiplus

for export to the Wb,'St India Lslands. I he f-umeis of

Ohio send lar>^e quantities of hay to New Orleans, Texas,

Cuba and other distant parts. If the writer could obtain

lime at a moderate price, he would have a nfidence in an

attempt to transform an old field of poor upland into a

valuable and profitable meadow ;
but without lime, and

with guano at SbO a ton, nothing but a fair setting with

Bermuda grass appears worthy of trial. To sirengihen

the -natural resources of poor land, especially the red clay

of Central Georgia, we know nothing better for the cost

than deep fill plowing, that frost and atmospheric influ-

ences may develop tlie latent powers of the subsoil. A
crop ofpeas and a dose of Mexican guano still farther to

improve the land, will prepare it for any grass seed that

one may prefer. The soil should be as thoroughly pre-

pared for the seed as it ever is for wheat, or cotton. Cul-

tivated in this way. grass will yield crops worth having,

lut not otherwise, on poor land. Mexican guano can be

iinnght for about half the cos^ of Peruvian, and usually

contains more than twice as much ofphosphates, although

much less ammonia. We prefer the Mexican lor glass,
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and llie Penivi.'Ui lor wliefit. We shall test bf'th on

corn this year, in a e('>in[).ira!ire trial of cost and yield

Corn is a cere li ^rass hard to beat, wiiere the land is ricli

enough for it to do its l)est. L-

LEGISLATlYiZ AID TO AGAICDLTuEE.

We cominend the following to die earnest attention of

the people of Georgia and her sister States of the South,

Let not the example of Michigan be lost upon them,

when they come to express their sentiments through the

ballot-box. Our law making servants should be fully ap-

prized of the fact that in no other way can they so well

advance the interests of the country as in an enlightenpd

and liberal support of the best system of agriculture. We
should begin the work of reform at once, and hope our

next Legislature will appropriate at least $20,000 to start

the good work

:

Michigak State Agriccltcral School,—W'e are

pleased to learn that this young and enterprising State

has, at the late session of its Legislature, passed an act

establi>hing a State Agricultural School.

The provisions of the Michigan law authorise the Exe-

cutive Committee of the State Agricultural Society to se-

Ject a farm of not less than 500 acres, nor more than 1000

fecres, within ten miles of Lansing, thecapitalof the State,

^bject to the approval of the Board of Education. Twenty-
two sections of salt spring lands, or the moneys arising

from the sale, are appropriated for the pay of the purchase,

the erections, furniture, library, &c.. The School is to be

under the direction of the State Board of Education. From
$5,000 to $6,000 per year appropriated to pay the teach-

ers. Tuition to be forever free to the pupils from the

State.

AN AWFUL CONDITION!

A scEscRiBEPv in South Western Georgia writes us as

follows. We need not say that we flew to his relief at

once, by dispatching him a package of Cultivators. Should

any other agricultural gentlemen find themselves in a

similar “fix,” it will afioid us pleasure to apply the same

remedy. But to the extract:

Editors Soctherx Cultivator— Gentlemen—T am be-

hind in plan'ing. Everything in a st-ne of “'wild con-

fusion."’ Horses getting and ?/.gZ7/, cows dying with

the hollow horn, hogs .'/aggcrzbig sheep a/iY///,

and all, all for the want of the Cultiralur. I cannot do

without it, and did not know that you had stopped it till

I found the “dollar” still in wig pocket. You will, there-

fore, please make the exchange again and take the dollar

and send the paper. Respectfully yours, etc.,

H. F. W.
Tkomasrille. Ga.., March, 1655.

DEYONS “AROUND CAPE RORN.”

The first attempt to import pure breed Devon stock

from the United States to the Sandwich Island.s, has result-

ed in the most perfect success. By the ship Vancouver,

from Boston, a fine cow, called “Edith,” not yet three

years old, and a bull, ten months old, named “Young

Herod,” have just come safe to land. A bull calfwa.s add-

ed to the list on the Gth of .Jariuarv, wldcli it is presumed
will receive the mme of “Vancouver,” from the ship on

board of which it was calved on the passage out. The
blood of these animals is of the purest kind, and their

pedigree is on record for the assurance of those who have

an iiiu rest in ihnn. Tliey wt re inipoiu-d by .llie R(i} al

Haw.iiati .•\gricultiir;il Si'ci( ly, wliich oxvns olie-iinltin-

t^ ivst in tliem, J Mo.xtuo.mkhy, who ow ns oiie-quMiter,

and Dr R. VV. Wnoo, who nu ns the i eiiiaining tjnai ter.

“Edith” cost, in W<-stchester county, Yew York, .$550,

and “Young Herod” $150. The expenses ol their jour-

ney to Bosron, iuiy, grain, and water for ilie voyage, and

hou.'e (or their iiceontmodotion, &c., bring up tiie entire

cost to aliout $765, l.mded at Honolulu. Besides this,

there was much gratuitous labor bestowed upon them, in

selectiirg. &.e.,aiid through the liberality of the owners of

the ship, nofreight has been ebarged.

COST OF FENCING.

Mr. Editoi'—The appearance in your issue of the 17ih

ult
,
ofan article on tlie “cost of fencing plantations,” was

at this particular time most apropos. Not a reader ofyour

journal in the District, nay,iu)t even in the State, but that

feels most sensibly the truths contained in that article.

The writer, (whom we suppose to be one of the editors of

the Southe'u. CvMivator from his signature,) fully under-

stands the immense expense, but does not know the prime

coat of enclosing a field for cultivation. Ask the farmers

and planters of our District what it costs to keep their

several plantations well fenced against the intrusion of

their own and other owners’ stock, most of which are

turned out to hunt their food or die of starvation, and we
venture, not one of them could tell within half what it

costs. Southern planters generally maul their rails and
build fences at a time when many of them suppose nothing

else could be done. The cotton crop being picked and
packed, and the corn housed, a “new ground” must be

cleared from ancestral custom; in clearing this the rails

are made, and the fences built with no loss but time, and
time to such men is of no value. Were this same tract

of woodland allowed to remain, and its surface well

scraped and cleared of its trash to make manure, thou-

s.inds of impoverished acres might be reclaimed, and our

beautiful forests left standing as pasture ground for the

owners, stock.

As fences are built during the winter season, when
planters do not tiiink it profitable to keep their plows, and
those too of the subsoil kind, running, and many of thi in

are altogether ignorant of tlie method and value of mak-
ing manure—clearing lands and mauling rails is a tiec.es-

sary ulternatiue to employ the hands on a plantation:

hence its cost is regarded inconsiderable. But when after

such a dry winter as we have had, there happens so uni-

versal and destructive a fire as has lately^ visited our State

and almost the entire South, and this, too, in the very be-

ginning of tile planting season, each land owner will ap-

preciate fully the following summary which we suggest

as the prime cost of fencing a field for caliivation.

IVe will select a square field of 36 acres, 6 acres on

either side. The length of a fence to enclose sucli a field

would be 5040 feet, or nearly one mile. Now, a rail fence

seven rails higlr (which is too low to be certain jiroiection)

will average about one rail to tlie foot, hence it will re-

quire 50 10 rails to build the fence. A hand that will maul
125 rails one day with another is worth 75 cents a day,

finding himself, ft will require him 40 days work to maul
tlie rails, or an expense of $3(1 The rails, if worth any-

tliing, should sell fur at least $2.50 per Imndred, or $!26,
for llie 5040. H.-iuling the rails and building the lence,

we suppose, would be worth $20. Hcnee the entire cost

of cutting tlie timber mattling the rails and finishing the

fence would be .$176. VVe consider this e.stimate a fair

one, and believe tlie fence the most expensive that can be
bu’lt.

Air. Editor, a system of fence is beintr adopted about
ynur town, which to us appear much neater, far more dur-

able, and withal, less,expensive. We allude to the ditch
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and bank, post and board fence. Let us see if we can

calculate the prime cost of enclosing the same 36 acre

field after this manner, as we have done for the common
worm fence.

First, then, a ditch 3 1-2 feet broad, 2 1-2 feet deep and
5010 feet long is to be dug. We will begin with five negro

men. Their task daily will be 15 rods, they will finish it

then, in 20 days. Their daily cost will be $4. Hence
the ditch will cost $80. The posts can be set in the

ground 7 feet apart, hence it will require 720 posts. They
can be mauled out in 4 days by any able hand, hence the

mauling expense will be $3. The cost per hundred just

half that of the rails, as they need to be but four and a

half feet long. The 720 posts then will be worth $0.

Hauling the same, $3. Four hands can dig the holes and
set up, easily, 50 posts a day. Hence it would require 15

days at $3 per day, or $45 to set the posts. The plank,

14 or 21 feet long, 6 inches broad, would cost $50. The
nails, $5, and the plank could be nailed on in 4 days by
2 hands, 75 cents each per day, or $6. By adding up the

above difterent costs, you will find the cost of such a fence

to be $201.

Now, as. to their durability; if the common fence lasts

ten years, the post and board fence is good for twenty,

hence the latter would be the cheaper fence if it cost

double the former; inasmuch as nothing would be ex-

pended in repairs, or re-building for double the length of

time. If the ditch bank be set out with the Cherokee rose,

or Scotch bramble, or some other prickly evergreen, the

ditch will be impassible for years after the decay of the

fence.

In building the post and board fence, it is said to be ad-

visable to char the ends of the posts sunk in the ground.

Of this, we cannot speak with certainty, further than that

we have always observed among old rails, if any of them
had a burnt end, it was surely more sound and solid than

the end unburnt. We have seen it also recommended to

invert the posts, so that in the fence they would stand up
side down to what they were in the tree. Of this, also,

we are unable to speak knowingly, but have sufficient

reasons to believe it to be the proper method of planting

posts.

Mr. Editor, for one, we are opposed to either of the

above fences around our cultivated lands, and firmly be-

lieve it should be required of every owner of stock to pas

ture them upon his enclosed, while his cultivated lands

were left entirely open. To enclose hogs, some sort of

close fence wo\ild be required, but let each hog-raiser se-

lect that for himself To enclose cattle or horses, nothing

is required more than a row of posts from 12 to 15 feet

apart, with 2 or 3 courses of strong wire running through

them. The worm fence, as well as the ditch and bank
fence, are furthermore extensive, because tliey occupy
about one acre of every forty which they enclose. We
trust our Legislature will, before they build many more
State Houses, turn their attention to this necessary want
of the larger portion of the State.

Yours respectfully, Monticello.

P. S.—We selected the 36 acre field merely as an aver-

age in size among our fields, believing that where there

are 10 larger, there are 15 smaller, and hence more, ex-

pensive to enclose. M.

[ Winchester Herald.

I^^^Thb modest maiden, the prudent wife or the care-

ful matron, are much more serviceable in life than petti-

coated philosophers, blustering heroines, or virago queens.

She who makes her husband happy, and reclaims him
from vice, is a much greater character than ladies described

in romance, whose whole occupation is to murder man-
kind with shafts from the quiver of their eyes.— Gold-

srnith.

MINERALS OF ALABAMA.

The following list (from an exchange paper) shows the

mineral wealth of our sister State in a most favorable

light. Georgia, Tennessee and many other States are

equally rich in valuable marbles, ores, &c., but thus far

little has been done to make them practically avaible

:

Mr. Editor :—Dear Sir—I have observed that you oc-

casionally publish lists of the minerals of the State, which

leads me to suppose that a revised list may be acceptable

to you, and interesting to your readers. The following

may be considered as correct up to this date, at least, so

far as the survey has proceeded :

Actinolite, Tallapoosa, Chambers,

Albite, Randolph,

Alum slate, Blount, etc,

Asbeshis, Chambers,
Beryl, Randolph,

Coal, Bihiminous, Tuscaloosa, Walker, etC;

Cannel, Walker,

Brown lignite Clarke, Greene, etc,

Dolomite, Benton, Jefferson, etc,

Fluor Spar, Benton,

Garnets, Randolph,

Graphite, Tallapoosa, Benton, etc.

Gold, native,
) Randolph, Tallapoosa,

5 Coosa, Talladega,

Gypsum, Limestone, ^
Heavy Spar, Benton, Bibb, Jefferson, .

Cyanite, Tallapoosa, Randoph,

Hornblende, Chambers, Randolph, etc^

Limestone, Marble, Talladega, Bibb, etc.

Magnesia, sulj)hate, Tuscaloosa, DeKalb,

Mica, Chambers, Randolph, etc,

Qiiartz crystal, Randolph, etc.

L'ourmaline,

Serpentine, 1
Chambers, Tallapoosa,

Soapstone, Tallapoosa,

Strontianite, Blount, etc.

Talc, Tallapoosa.

ORES.

Copper, Pyrites, Randolph, Talladega,

Carbonate, St. Clair, etc.

Cobalt, Randolph,

Iron
,
Pyrites, Tallapoosa, etc,

Arcenical, Talladega,

Ore, Magnetic, Chambers,

Specular, Jefferson, Cherokee,.

• Brown hematite, Shelby, Jefferson, etc,

Carbonate, Tuscaloosa, Walker,

Bog, Chambers, etc.

Manganese, black oxide

Lead, Sidphuret,

Benton, Randolph, etc.

Cadbonede, V Benton,

Zinc, Blende, )

It will be perceived that-we have now all the workable

ores of iron
;
the extent of some of the beds is not yet de-

termined. All the localities where these minerals occur,

are not given, nor could I notice all, without extending

this communication to an unreasonable length, the build-

ing materials, and other rocks and minerals of the State.

Very respectfully,

M. Toumey,

University of Aloiam a, Eeb.., 1855.

“Pl.^nt a tree— train a vine—deposit a flower seed

and nurture its blossom—paint the fence—slick up the

yard—fix the sidewalk—erect a tool-house—prune the

oi'chard—make a hen-coop—in short, give heed to neatness

and to the little tilings that constitute the grand aggregate

of health and public beauty.”
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‘'aunt CilLUi:/’ “ TOPSEY,

ESSEX SWINE,
PROPERTY OF L. G MORRIS, OF MOU.YT

•• Auxt Ciieoe” and Fisher Hobbs” were winners of the 1st prize in

held at Saratoga in 1853.

LEAD TUBES AND CEMENT TUBES.

Lead is very extensively used for aqueducts, and yet

many who wish to have water conveyed to their dwell-

ings and out-buildings, are afraid to use it. Its durability

—the ease with which it is bent into any direction to ac-

commodate curvatures, render it valuable for this purpose,

and perhaps, in a mechanical point of view, nothings bet-

ter could be obtained. The great drawback to its use is

the danger which accompanies it, of its becoming corrod-

ed or dissolved by the water, and thus poisoning the

water conveyed in it, and rendering it unfit for use. Al-

though pure water v/ould not act on lead, and render it

poisonous, (for all the solutions of lead are more or less

poisonous^, yet every fountain is liable to become impure,

to have some kind of saline matters incorporated with it,

and thereby give it the power of acting on the lead, and

causing the water to become deleterious to health. For

this reason, other material has been sought for from which

to manufacture tubes, or piping as it is sometimes called,

for this purpose.

Gutta Percha has been adopted in many instances for

this purpose, and found to answer very well, but its dura-

bility is yet a matter of experiment. Hydraulic cement

has been tried, and although not so easily manufactured

and bent as lead, can nevertheless be made cheaper, will

be very durable, and is not poisonous in any way. Vari-

ous plans and methods have been adopted and recom-

mended for the purpose of making piping of this kind.

The most recent plan that has come to our knowledge,

is a patent taken cut by iMessrs. T. B. & W. F. Poague,

of Fancy Hill, near Rockbridge, Va. The Fcu vicr's J'jU’'-

nal has some remarks upon this invention, by which
piping is made of Hydraulic cement, and states that

this pipe has been found by trial in that neghborhood

to be very superior. The writer says that after the ditch

is dug, the- piping is laid down with great rapidity, as it

is made from the mortar.

Where the perpendicular pressure is not great, it can

be used at once, and in all cases, after hardening a few

weeks. The piping, of course, gets harder and stronger

with age, until it becomes as hard as rock itself

One bushel of cement will make six yards of piping, of

one and a lialf inch bore.

The advantages of this piping are enumerated as follows :

1. Its superior durability, lasting forever, while others

rustor wear out in a few years.

“2. In conveying the water perfectly pure, without

poisoning it like lead, or discoloring it like iron.

3. Its greater cheapness, ordinary piping not costing

half as much as that of iron, or lead. It is even cheaper

than wooden pipes.

We think that the above advantages are very important

ones, and we should like to see a trial of the invention

made in i\laine .

—Maine Former.

Yeelow Feint Corn.—iMany expedients have been re-

sorted to by our fanners to prevent the injury or destruc-

tion of their corn during the winter and spring by weevils
;

all of which, so far as we ran learn, have failed. It is

probalily impossible to protect the common gourd seed,

and other soft kinds of corn usually planted in tliis coun-

try from the depredations of this destructive insect. Then
why not plant a kind that it is impossible for them to in-

jure ^ The yellow flint, of ten or twelve rows, makes
much better bread, is heavier, comes to maturity earlier,

vields as much, is in every respect as profitable to cultivate

as common kinds, and above all, it is proof against the

attacks of weevils. It has been thorouglily tested in this

county, and the results have been invariably as above*’

stated. Every farmer should try it for himself— Ttxum
Advf.ratc,
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V\ K till 1 thu f.illowirjij ill n l.ue ii .iiiiher iif our spicy

cnutemponiry
,
tiie Elg-'‘Jiel(! (S C

)
A lveriisci\ uiid would

coiniMc.iiii lUo eXiirnple of Col. Fu.izikr to oilier uuisters

and emjiloyeis :

0?EIl3EEE^ EEAD THIS!

Tt will he remernliored !>y the Overseers of Ed^rfieid.

thiit (oil M. Frtizier Im.s offered a fine, watc.h, as a reward

to the Over.seer
i workmz not less ihau ten hands) who

wili report ihe best rnaiia^ed fann. iaroest crop per hand
ofCoitoo, (ilorn, VVlieaiatid Pork, for the present year.

Co! Fi-azier has just returned from tlie Xorth and l.iid

befirc tis this eleiiaHt prize. It is a fine Fn^lish Lever

Watch, encased in a- heavy silver Huntiiii^ Case, u'lon the

hack of which is heautiiully erii^raved, ‘•Pi'esentcd by M
Frazier, F icefield, S C

,
as a reward of merit.”

VVe assure those who are contestants for this valuable

prize, that it is eminently worthy of the donor, anrl cal-

culated to call forth all the energy and skill of which the

tlie candidates may be possessed. Reraemlier then, that

the prize is now fiirly upon the stake, and that the “long

est pole knocks down the persirnon.” Whip! Whip!
Hurrah

!

DEVONSHIEE MODE OF MAKING BETTES,

A Lady conespondent of the Boston Cultivator, recom-

mends the method of making butter practised in Devon
shire atid some other northern counties of England, with

what is called cream. She says it is adapted for

all seasons of the year, and assures those who will try it,

“the butter shall be superior in quality and greater in

quantity than obtained l>y any other process, and what is

equal in importance, bring a higher price in the market

;

of a richer color and finer flavor; not so hard in winter or

soft in summer. This butter must not be washed or

covered with wet cloths, as that would destroy' i>oth the

color and the fine fragrance, arising from the article when
made according to the directions. It needs not to be salt

ed more than for fresh summer butter at any season of the

year, to cause it to keep any length of time, it ho.viag been

cooked.’’^

We doMbt whether this lady has had much experience

3n this metiiod ofmaking butter, especially “at all sea-sons,”

and we do not suppose that all who may try it wili fully

agree with her in regard to the quality of the article when
made, ihougli some persons may fimcy it. 'J'his method
has long been well known in Englanrl, jind several times

pu!)!ished in this country, without finding general favor,

Tfie following directions from an Fnglish work, says the

O'da Cultivator, are more reliable than those of the Boston

paper:

“The milk while warm from the cow is .strained into

either shallow brass pans, well tinned, or earthen ones,

holding from two to five gallons, in whicli there should-be

a small quantity of cold water. This is thought to prevent

the milk from burning, and to cause the cream to be more
completely separated and thrown to the top, *

“ Tlie morning meal 'of milk stands till about the middle

of the day; the evening meal until the next morning.

The pans are now steadily carried to, and placed over a

clear, slow fire of charcoal, or over a stove. ^ Tlie heat

should best) managed as not to suffer tlie rriilk to boil, or.

as they provinciaily* term it ho heave;' as tiiat would in

jure the cream. The criterion of its being suiTiciently

scalded is a very nice point; tlie earthen pan, having its

bottom much smaller than the ton allows this point to be
more easily ascertained; because when the millt is sufil

eieiuly scalded, the pan throws up the form of its bottom
on the suvfjce ol the cream.

“ Tlie bras.s.pan, if almost as big at the liottom as at the

top, gives no criterion to judge by, but the appearance

and texture of the .surface uf ihe cream, ihe wriukif-s uiion

wliii'h lieiunne sniHlIci fim! ihe textine somewhtu leathery.

In summer, it must be observed, the pruce-^s of scalding

ought to he quicker thmi in the winter, as in verv hot

weat.hi“r, if the milk should he kept over toO slow a fire, it

would oe tiptto run or curdle.

“This process being finished, the pans are returned to

the riairv
;
and should it lie the summer season, they are

placed in the coolest situation; but should it be the winter

season, the heat should railier be retained, by putting a

slight covpfing over the pans, as cooling too suddenly

causes the cream to be thin, and cnnstquently y^ield les.9

butter
;
the mode of making which is tliis: The cream

should, in hot weather, be made into butter the next day’;

hut in winter it is thought better to let the cream remain

one day longer on the milk. The cream, being collected

from the pans, is put into wooden bowls, which should be

first rinsed with scalding, then with cold water. It is now
briskly stirred round one way.wfith a nicely cleaned hand

which must also have been washed in hot and tiien in

cold water, for these alternate warm and cold ablutions of

bowl and hand are not only for the sake of cleanliness, but

to prevent the butter from sticking to either.

“The cream being thus agitated, quickly assumes the

consistence of butter, the milky part now readily separ-

ates, and being poured off, the butter is washed and press-

ed in several cold waters
;
a little salt is added to season

it; and then it is well beaten on a wmoden trencher until

the milky and watery parts are separated, when it is fin- »
ally formed into prints for the market.”

HOLLOW HOSN—STAGGEES IN SHEEP.

Editors Southf.rn Cultivator—I see in the fourth

number of the Southern Cultivator, page 127, an inquiry

from “A Subscrfbkr” for the cause and remedy of the

“Hollow Horn” in Cattle; he says, “I know some will say

it is the hollow belly or want of attention.” He further

.says, “1 always keep my oxen in good order, well fed

and not abused.” This last I cannot deny, but I do
say to “A Subscribkr,” that it is the hollow belly, and
nothing else. A fat ox or cow never has the “Hollow
Horn,” the disease is somewhere else; I think in the

brain. Some two years ago, one cf my neiglibors had a

very fine fat cow down on the lift. He with others thought

it the “Hi/!low Horn.” He bored a gimlet hole on the

under side of each horn, about middle way, and put in

some salt and water, (which is the only remedy I know
or ever heard of

)
In a few minutes slie got up, walked

olf some twenty yards and fell dead. He cut her head
open ( he says) and examined her brain and found very

offensive matter all around the brains, and this I verily

liehtve was the disease of “A Subscriber's” oxen, if they

were in good order, which he says they were.

There is another disease that cattle are subject to, both

fat and poor ones
;
that is the “Hollow Tail,” and will

kill if not attended to immediately. To find out if a cow
has the “Hollow Tail if the end of the tail feels soft and
cold, then she has got what is called the “Iloliow Tail.”

For a cure, cut it off with a sharp knife or axe, about ten

or twelve inches from the lower end.

I also see in the same number, page 1.13, “D. E. B.”

wishes a remedy for staggersin sheep. This is a disease

in sheep tliat i.s very easily cured if attended to in time.

Let “D, E. E.,” as soon as he finds a sheep has the

staggers, bleed it by cutting some of its tail off and some
off cf both ears; put it in a close pen and feed it

well with fodder, cotton seed, a little corn and some salt;

let them be sheltered if bad weather, and they will soon
get, as well as ever. Vi

.

E. J.

J’fi'irson Co., Ca., 1855,
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PEOF LEE.

For the l ist few weeks, we have listened with much

interest to Dr. Lee’s Lectures on the Scieij^e of Agricul-

ture His Lectures prove him to he well versed in Bot.my

Geology and Chemistry —the three sciences most inti-

mately connected with Agriculture—an accurate know-

ledge of which is indispensable to success in farming on

scietiiiiic piinciples.

Dr. Lee has consented for his introductory lecture to he

published in the agricultural papers, so that the public

may have an idea of the objects of the Profe.ssnrship. In

this Leciure will be found a statement of facts, which are

to be thoroughly examined, enlarged and commented

upon, in future lectures. The State of ^lississippi is cn-

deavoringto establi.sh an Aai’icultural Prcft ssoiship in its

Universit)^. VVe hope it will; and that Agriculture, the

p irentand most useful of all occupations, under the digni-

fied title of a science, will we stu'lied with more interest

and attention.— G'nrsin- University M'frazine.

STOCKING KNITTING MACHINE.

A Stocki.vg Knitting Machine is among the latest novel

ties in New York. It was patented in 1851, but with the

exception of a few in Connecticut, has not been practical-

ly tested. The New York ^lirror says :

A gill ten years old can knit half a dozen pairs rf

stockinofs in a day, working the machine by hand or toot

In a factory, with motive power, one person can manage
a dozen machines. The stocking is entirely made Iiy llie

machine, from top to toe, and no nimble fingers of indns

trious elderly maiden, sitting by the hearth corner, could

“widen,” or ‘narrow,” or “heel,” or “toe” more perfectly

The invention is in tho hands of a stock company, wim
are about to apply it in a large factory in this city, and

who efier fur sale rii^hfs to use the machines.

I.vvKt.LKCTU.AL Pi.K.A-suRG.—'i'he culture of the mind

increases itidefinitely \.\\& smirces of its enjiiyrnevt. Itele

vales their character
;
and not less does it increase their

amount. There is pleasure in knowledge itself, in being

able to traverse fields of thought, converse with science,

and read the wonders whi.-h are written for the instructed

eye on all works c.f the Creator. There is a pleasure in

books, in communion with gifted mi.'.ds of every age in the

graceful walks of literature. There is a pleasure in th''

indulgence of cultivated taste, in the exercise of traineti

and disciplined powers of reasoning. It is, indeed, im
possible for the igoorant to appreciate erijoymenls like

these, ijut they are, nevertheless, real. And tney have,

too, this p.trticular merit, that their very enjoyment con

duces to the improvement of the mind Sensual plea jure

tends ’o deb-.sement. It blunts the nicer sensibilities of

the soul
;

it vitiates the tastes, degrades the desires, and

prostrates to the level of the animal. But the pleasures ol

the soul while they are et joyed benefit in turn the soul

itself; elevatitig and refining it, atid making it more cap-

able to enjoy, and more keen to relish the pure, the beauti-

ful and the good.

Advickto thk Giri.s.— Dr. Beeswax, in his admirable

“Essay on Domestic Economy,” talks to young ladies

after this fashion : “Girls, do you want to get married—and

do you want good husbands'? If so, cease to act likefool.s.

Don't take a pride in saying you never did house-work
—never cooked a pair of chiclcens—never made a bed.

and so on Don’t turn up your pretty noses iit honest in

dustry—never tell your friends that you are not oljhged

to work. When you go shopping never take your mother

with you to carry the Inmdle. Don’t be ufr.nd to be seen

In the kitchen cooking steak.”

Ncckssity op Mixkd Food.— If I only bend my arm or

move my finger, there is a certain portion of the tissues

destmyed whiedi rnu.st be supplied liy my food; the more

work that a man performs the more of those nitrogenous

suiistances he requires. 8o far as supfilying the waste of

the tissues, it ia a matter of indifFercne.e whether we give

an animal food containing gluten or aUnmien
;
Imi it ex-

ercises a consideraide influei-ce on the character of the

animal. Take, for exanqile, a !nint,ai which we have an

omnivorous animal, man, riding on a gramiiivornus ani-

mal, a horse, accompanied by a carnivorous animal, a dog,

following an heriiivorous animal, a hare. Even the char-

atuer ofnaiions is very materially affected indeed l-y their

fond. The other class of food serves a very important, hut

totally different, purpose— nf*m ly, that of sufqdying ani-

mal heat. The lemperainre of our bodies is, in it-infier-

aie climetes at leabt, higher than the .'-urrounding air.

Now, in order to keep up this tenifierature, a coinliu^tiori

goes on similar to that of an ordinary fire. The same, pro-

fiucts—carbonic acid, water and ammonia-are evolved

from the mouth of ilie furnace of the body and the mouth

of a comiiinion cliiirmey. In cold weather, a certain por-

tion of heat is gradually abstracted from our body, which

must be supplied Iiy the combustion of our food or of the

matter of our bodies; the colder the cliraaie, therefore, the

more heat-giving maieiials must be supplied in the food,

— Professi r Lyoo Plnvf'rir

OtTT-DooR Exi-mcnsK.— It is owing mainly, to their de-

lightin out-door exercise, that the elevated classes in Eng-

land reach a patriarchal age, notwithstanding their halms

of higli living, of late hours, of wine drinking, and many
other healfli destroying agencies

;
the death of their gener-

als, their lords, their earls and their dt.kes, are cliroiiicled

almost eveiy week, at 7<', 8U and 9J years
;

it is because

they will be on horse back, the most elegant, rational and
accomplished of all forms of mere exercise, both tiir sons

daughters. But the whole credit of longevity to these

classes, must not be given to their love of field sports; it

must lie divided with the other not les.s charactfriNiic traits

ofan English, nobleman— he will take the world easy !

And could we, as a people, persuade ouivelves to do the

same thing, habitually, it would arid ten years to the

average of human life, and save many a liroken fortune

and broken constinnion — H'V'r J 'vrnml nf H.nUh.

Transporting Eggs opFisuks — In the last sitting of

the French Siciele Znnlof'iqve a''Accliviotian, M Millet

detailed a series ofexfierimems he Imd lately made in con-

vey ing fecunfli. led eggs. 'I’he result was, he said, liiat

rl-.e eggs, when vvrajiped up in wet cloths and placed in

boxes wiili moss, to prevent them from becomoig dry and

iieing jolted may safely be conveyed not only during 20

to 3f), but for even more tlian (JO days, either l>y water,

; railway, or diligence. He added, liial he had now in his

possession eggs about to be hatched, which have lieen

111 ought from the most distant pari.s of Sc.oiland and Ger-

rn oty, and even from America. -M. Millet stated a fact

which was much more curious—namely, that fecundated

I eggs ol (litferent descriptions of salmon and trout do not

j

peri.sli, even, when the cloths and itmss in wh’di they are

I

wrapped become frozen. ‘‘He had even been able, ’ he

j

said, “to observe, by means of a rnicrnsco[ie, that a fish

I ju-t i.'-suing from the egg, and of which the heart was seen

j

to beat, was not inconvenienced by being completely

frozi n up. This he explained liy the fict that the animal

j

heat of the fish, even in the embryo state, is snfliinent to

I
preserve around itacertam quantity of moisnire.”

This is a very important addition to the science

zoology.

There is noilnng hKe a fixed, steady aim, with an

hrnorable purpose. It dignifies your naiurcj and insures

you success.
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What wise man would expect to find in a cow the

agility and speed of the horse
;
or in a horse the milky

fruitfulness of the cow ? And yet, in looking at mankind

we are often as unreasonable in our expectations; whilst,

for want of considering the peculiar nature and character

of each individual, we seek to find qualities in him which

his nature and character do not admit of, and which form

his properand distinguishing excellence.

lartitnltuifll Sejiailnitiit.

WOEK FOE THE MONTH.

[May (Latin, Mains) is so denominated from Maia, the

most beautitul of the Pleiades, and the mother of Mer-

cury, one of the fabled deities. The corresponding Jew-

ish month was Slvan (Esther viii. 9,) the ninth of their

'Civil and third of their sacred year. The Saxons called

it the Tir-milch-monath, or Three-milk-month, because

cows were now milked thrice a day.]

THE PLANTATION.
This is one of the most important months of the year,

to the planter, and his most vigorous exertions will be

needed in pushing forward his operations.

Cmi should receive a thorough working immediately,

with both plow and hoe, thinning it out, also, to a proper

‘'stand.” If your crop was planted very early, and if

it escaped the late frosts, you may, perhaps, have already

thinned and given it the first working. If so, work it again

as soon as possible; and keep the ground stirred as often

as once in ten or fifteen days, until your crop is ready to

lay by. Remember! that shallow surface culture js alone

admissable for Corn, after it fairly begins to throw out its

lateral roots. If the grouud was deeply plowed bejore

planting, it will now only be necessary to keep the sur-

face open, free from weeds and thoroughly ‘pulverized. If

it was not properly plowed and prepared, we fear no
after-culture can remedy the matter

;
but would recom-

mend a trial of the method described by our correspon-

dent "M.,” on page 108, April number, as likely to bring

out a backward and badly “put in” ci'op.

Cotton must also be carefully scraped and moulded,

without delay. Let the moulding be done immediately

after scraping, as great injury is often done to the young
plants by exposure of their roots to the scorching and
drying rays of the sun.

Oats, Rye and perhaps Wheat, may be cut, the latter

part of this month. After cutting your Oats and other

small grain, plow up the stubble land deeply, and plant

in Sioeet Potatoes on the level system, described in oui'

April number, page 121.

Peas may also be sown, or drilled on stubble land, and

if a slight coating of manure is added, will make a fine

crop. Oats, Pea Vine Hanj, Siveet Potato Vines, Oregon

Pea Vines, &c., &c., should all be plentifully made and
carefully saved for the fall and winter feeding of horses,

mules and cattle.

Plant a large crop of Sweet Potatoes, in hills, ridges, or

on the level, as you may deem best. Select a cloudy or

rainy day, or the cool of the evening, for setting your
j

“draws”—dip the roots in a tliin batter ofmuck and water, i

make a hole with a large “dibble” (or pointed stick)—set

the “draws” quite keep into the ground, and press the

earth firmly around them.

Sow abundantly in drills for fodder; also Millet,

Doura Corn, &c. Make the ground very deep and rich,

as heretofore directed.

The, Oregon Pea m&.Y he, worthy of further trial, as a
forage crop. Have any of our readers tested it fairly for

hay I If so we shall be glad to hear from them.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Continue to plant Okra, Squashes, Melons of the differ-

ent varieties. Cucumbers, Lima Beans, Siceet Corn, &c.

Transplant from the hot-bed and warm border, the To-

mato, Pepper, Cabbage, Cauliflower
,
Celery, &c. Plant,

also Snap Beans, Radishes, Carrots, Beets, Salsafy,

Parnips, &c., for a succession.

Work all your vegetables thoroughly, but be careful

not to go too near them with the hoe. Stir the soil also

around your young trees and grafts; and rub off superflu-

ous buds and shoots.

If the weather sets in dry and warm, mulch (with leaves,

&c.) and water your vegetables. In watering, remove a

little of the earth from around the plant, at the surface,

pour on the water, and replace the earth immediately,

leaving no moist, or wet surface exposed to the drying and
baking action of the hot sun. If the plants are mulched
with forest leaves or other litter, the water may be poured

on, through the mulching, without injury. Rain water is

the best for all plants; but, if obliged to use well or spring

water, let it stand exposed to the sun and air for several

hours before you apply it.

The Strawberry patch should now receive a careful

working. The weeding-hoe may be used between the

rows, keeping, at least, 6 inches fiom the plants, to avoid

injury to the lateral or surface roots. This will leave a

space of a foot, which it is our custom to work with a

prong-hoe of two tines, G inches long and 3 inches

apart
;
any blacksmith can make it. After loosening up

the earth around the plants with this or a similar imple-

ment, and destroying the weeds, spread a coat of partially

decomposed leaves or saw dust underneath and around

your plants, to keep the earth moist and the fruit clean.

This belt ofmulching may occupy all the space between

the rows, ifyou are cultivating solely for fruit; but ifyou
desire new plants, it need only extend 8 or 10 inches, on
each side of the row of plants, leaving a space of ground

in the middle for runners to strike root. This space should

be kept open, mellow, and entirely free from weeds. Any
mulch, to be ot service, must be at least 3 or 4 inches

thick. By the method herein directed, and the use of

plenty of water, in dry weather. Strawberries may be
plentifully enjoyed for several months. The runners of

staminate and hermaqdiro elite varieties should be cut off as

fast as they appear; The pistillates, generally, are not so

prone to the production of runners.

Weeds will now need particular attention. Cut them
down—rake them off, and totally exterminate them by
rotting in the manure pile, or by fire.

THE OECHAED.
Destroy Caterpillars as directed last month—plow up

the strips of vacant land between your trees and sow Cow
Peas, broadcast, to turn under as a manure. Try the ef-

fect of lime, ashes or sulphur dusting over the leaves of

Plum trees, when the dew is on, as a preventive to the

ravages of the Curculio—sAso, try thickly of stable manure
spread around their roots—apply the wash recommended
last month as a lemedy for the Peach Borer, and renew
the application, during this and the two following months.

If any of our readers are fortunate enougli to have fruit

tVis year, let them see to it that their trees do not over-

bear. A careful thinning will add much to the size and
quality of the fruit left, and prevent injury to the tree. As
for ourselves, the frost, elsewhere mentioned, has saved

us all trouble in thinning, for this year, at least.

THE ELOWEE GARDEN.
Cultivate, shade, weed,- mulch and water your flowers,

and observe the general directions for last month.

Use hard soap to wash your clothes, sud soft t .>

wash vour floors. Soft soap is so slippery that it wastes
a good deal in washing clothes.
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TREATMENT OF FRUIT TREES.

A CORRESPONDENT of the GerMcintown Telegraph writes

as follows. He is speaking particularly of the Peach and

Plum

:

The following treatment of fruit trees was communicat-

ed to me, by a lover of good fruit, who has taken great

pains to have plenty of fruit, and that which is good. In

the beginning of the month of April, [February, in the

Southftake a handful of rock salt, and put around the

roots, close to the trunk of the trees. Then leave the trees

until the first of May, [March] when a good coat of lime

should be applied to the bodies of the trees.* At the same

time make a strong decoction of hickoiy wood ashes and

water, by boiling them together, and apply this plentifully

to the roots of the trees, by pouring it around them while

in a boiling state. This will kill the worms and insects,

or prevent them from injuring the trees. After trees have

been acted on a few times in this manner, the bark be-

comes smoother, and the knots of young trees, which are

found particularly on the plum, will disappear. The trees

grow more thriftily
,
and bear double the quantity of fruit

they would without the application.

It is often a complaint among many farmers, that their

peach and plum trees will not do any good, but if they

will try this simple application, their complaints will cease.

One of my neighbors who had several plum and peach

trees, and who had tried various ways to make them bear,

without effect, determined on cutting them down
;
but af-

ter some persuasion, last spring, he was induced to give

this mode a fair trial. The result was that his trees were

loaded with good fruit, and instead of having to buy, he

had considerable to sell.

Let each of your readers try it, and see if it does not

produce the desired effect. Arborist.

^Remarks.—We are not informed how the lime is to be

applied, whether as a liquid wash, or rubbed dry. Such

directions are too common in agricultural papers, and too

vague, to be of any use.

—

Eds.

THE OSAGE ORANGE.

The following history of the first introduction of this well

known hedge and ornamental plant, will be read with

interest. It is from the pen of David Landreth, the seeds-

man, of Philadelphia, and was published in the German-

tovm Telegraph:

In the report of the last meeting of our Agricultural So-

ciety, it is stated I expressed the opinion that the Madura
or Osage Orange, pruned with the severity recommended

by Dr. Warder, of Cincinnati, in his address on that occa-

sion, would not be long-lived. My opinion, founded on

the experience of many years, is precisely the reverse
;

I

believe it to be in a remarkable degree, adapted to hedg-

ing purposes—perhaps more so than any other plant. The

doubt I did express, imperfectly heard by the reporter,

was whether the Honey Locust was of similar value, and

I do very much doubt its adaptation to hedges, to which

it has been applied
;
while on the contrary the Madura

has every good quality to commend it—hardiness, vigor-

ous growth, endurance of the shears without disease or

morbid growth being induced, acrid juice which protects

it against the attacks of insects, pungent spines, and dis-

position to branch when “cut in”—these and other quali-

ties indicate it as a plant which, it might almost be said,

nature had designed for protecting the labors of the hus-

bandman.

While on this subject, will you indulge me with space

for a few incidental remarks, on the original application

of the Madura to hedging purposes ? During the admin-

istration of Mr. Jefferson, the Western Exploring Expe-

dition, known historically as Lewis & Clark’s, was made,

and resulted, among other things then considered vastly

more importance, in the discovery of this tree, in the

Osage country, which from its use by the Indians, they

named bow-U'ood—a few seeds collected by them reached

Philadelphia, and from one of those seeds was produced

the noble specimen, still standing in the rear of my father’s

old homestead, on Federal street. Its pendant branches,

and deep green, glossy foliage, which no insect would
approach, was for many years the admiration of all

who visited the nurseries. For some considerable time

the only mode of its increase was by cuttings of the root,

placed in pots under glass, and in that way some thou-

sands were produced, which from their great rarity were
deemed of sufficient importance to be exported to Europe
in charge of a special agent sent out by the late D. & C»

Landreth, who disposed of them in London, and they now
doubtless decorate the pleasure grounds of our aristocratic

cousins. The parent tree in course of time flowered and
produced abundance of fruit, which, from the circum-

stance of the specimen being pistiliferous, was imperfect.

At a later period, another tree of similar origin, planted at

the seed grounds on Fifth street, produced staminiferoiis

flowers, which as an experiment, were cut off with

branches attached, carefully wrapped in sheets, and con-

veyed to the female tree, a distance of two miles, when,
greatly to the delight of all made acquainted with the fact,,

many bushels of “oranges,” each with perfect seed, was
the result !

’ About the same time, trees at M’Mahon’s
nursery, also produced seed, and the supply of plants

rapidly increased, faster than the demand for ornamental

purposes, to which they had hitherto been solely devoted..

My father, perceiving the promise of the Madura as a
hedge plant, used some hundreds of surplus ones, to fill

open spaces in hedges of English hawthorn, which he had
set out, in accordance with his early tastes, many years
previously. As he had anticipated, they formed an im-

penetrable mass, and established it in his opinion, as the

best of all plants for hedges. Many thousands were pro-

duced with a view to their sale for that purpose, and at-

tention was called to them in various ways, among others

I (then a youth,) wrote several articles on the subject,

which were widely republished, especially in the West,,

where the means ofenclosing prairie lands were of primary
interest. This may have been about 1828.

Since then the Madura has been slowly gaining in

popular favor, and the seeds and plants have become ar-

ticles of considerable trade. The former are now annual-

ly collected in Arkansas and Texas, to the extent, it is

said, of thousands of bushels, and from reliable statements

it is supposed two hundred thousand dollars are yearly ex-

pended in this country, principally in the West, for the

seed alone. The plants are also raised in large quanti-

ties, and set out and trained at a stipulated sum per rod,

by parties who travel from farm to farm. The attention

of Europeans is also directed to it, and it is presumed for

the same purpose, as within a few weeks I have filled an
order from the “continent,” for a considerable quantity of

seed.

Thus, Mr. Editor, from an accidental circumstance has

important results ensued, and we may in reference to it,

apply one of the early lessons,

“Big oaks from little acorns grow.”

David Landreth.

Bloomsdale, March, 1855.

An Enormous Crop.—Elijah Moore, a Virginia farm-

er, who removed to Iowa, took the premium for corn at

the Washington county fair. He raised one hundred and
twenty bushels to- the acre.
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Thk DmsC'iRKA JvPoN’iCA.— Oftliis new Japanese or

Cliiiipse eNCiilftil root, {D'n^corea Baiains) it is isaid to

l\ave lieeii piove‘i by rfppiJed « xperioictits ofFrencli r-t!!-

tivators that u'li^n foo!<;-(l in iha ordinary maniiar, fVorn

the lai'ii'e. amount of (aritiaceous properries it contains, it

can never liei-otne waxy, as is iceneraliy the case witii the

potaro. Its flavor resembles in delicacy the nsh-leaved

kidney potato, and when dried !>nd reduced to powder it is

equal to the Itesr arrow root; or mixed in the pmportioti

of one third witii two thirds wheaten flour, it makes an

exceediruily li^thtand wholesome bread, as well as a very

superior pastry.

CHINESE SUGAH CANE.

Wk are indebted to Messrs. Parker, Whtte &
Gannett, seedsmen and agricultural agents, Boston,

Mass
,

for the following ititeresting article on the new

plant described in our April number, page 130.

In a note to the Editors of this journal, one of the firnr

writes as follows :

Editors Southern Cultivator—The following is a

copy of an extract from a communication from our cor-

respondent at Paris, M Louis Vu.morin', a Chemist, and

one of the leading Aitriculiurists of France. You will see

that he. makes his comparison with the Sugar Beet, that

beitiiT the source of their present supply of .sugar.

Whether the quantity of saccharine matter is increased

or ditninished by growing in our climate, can only be

known fiy experiment.

It is reasonable to suppose, however, that in ^mur more
sunny and warm climate of the South, there will be an

increase ol the product of sugar.

Yours respectfully,

Geo. E. White.
Bostnn, Mass

,
April, 1855.

CHINESE SUGAE CANE-<HGLCUS SACCHARATirS.)

The plant which I have presented to the Society of Ag-
riculture in the name ofour correspondent, M Rantonnkt,
of Hyeres, is called Hulcus Saccharatus— St-rgho Sucre.

It was known in Italy in the beginning of the century,

but either uecaiise the nroc.ess of extraction known at that

time was not brouijht to suflicieni perfectiun fur it to lie

manained to advaniaije, or because the stock whicli they

posse.ssed of it was less rich, its culture vvas abandoned.

Four year.s ago, M dk Mo.ni'igney, French Consular

Shanghai, China, sent to the Ge.ographical Society a col-

lection of seeds, amang which was found a packet laliel-

led ‘‘Sugar Cane from the North of China ” These seeds

were largely di>iriimtcd by the Geographical .Society and

I have this year culr.iv;tted a small lot that I have recived

from one of my coiTes|H)ndents of Champagne, M. Pon-

s\RD, nfOiiiey Tliis plant is the same botanically as the

“Holcus S iccharatiis” funuerly cidtivated by L Ardulx'o,

and the letter of M. Rantonnkt who requested me to pre

sent it in his name in the Agricultiiral Society, has put

me in the way of the origin of this new introduction.

You will see that ilie experimtnts to which I have sub-

jected the, plants are very limited. A stalk weigliing 450

gtammes (a gramme, is equal to 19 grains) gave me at

the first trial m olcj Oct l3tli, 150 grammes ofjuice, clear,

limpid, and with tlie flavor of sweetened water. The juice

proceeding irom the entire stalk gave me 10.8 for 100, of

its weight, of sugar. Another trial of the Saccharimetre

made Nov 28th, gave figures varying from 14.6 to l3.8

for ’00 of sugar. I have in«>reover observed that the pro-

pouion of sugar decreases in thesuccessive spaces between
the joints, in proportion as they rise. Those in the lower
ipart and middle of the stalk being the sweetest.

I have under cultivation some superficial metres of our

Sorgho in a garden plat not rich, and in the neighlmi hnod

ofrrccs which would injure its develofiiTienf. In the state

in which it was,, t lie plant offered by the .‘-qnare metieto*

wai’i's 20 stcdlcs of sufficient strengtli to extract the juice.

Tibs produced 3 kiiogrummes of juice by the ^quare metre,

and 30,OOt! kilogrammes l-y the hectare—two and a lialf

acres. Estimating the rendition of the juices os 10 to 100,

this woul.i be SOOtt kiiogramrnes of sugar to the hectare.

From these first figures, tiiere is siune probaldliiy that

we will prefer the plant which we describe to i he Sugar

Beet, but it will, witliout doubt, require several years of

study before we can be sure that its introduction should

be regarded as a nindnstrial event. At any rate, it will be

valuable to furnish, alinndantly, alcohol dejirived of a dis-

agreeable taste, anil as a rival of the beet in the produc-
tion of sugar. This pi. mf is cultivated in the same way
as Maize, to which it bears some resemblance.

Remarks.—Weave testing this plant, on a small scale,

in the hope that it may prove valuable for fin-age. Ifit

will grow luxuriantly and stand our long drfiuihs, the

large amount of sacharine matter which it ccHiairs will

make it useful as fodder for stock, leaving the production

of sugar and alcohol out of the question. Seed may be
obtained from Messrs. Parker, VVhite & Gannett, Bos-
ton.

—

Eds.

FLORIDA—ITS SOIL, CLIMATE AND PEOLDCTIONS.

The Orange —This tree, at one time, furnished the

leading export of Florida. Previous to the great frost in

1833, it IS said that there were over two millions shipped

annually from St. A ugu.stiiie alone. I'lie orange of Florida

is very largo and fine flavored, and commands t.he highest

price of any in the market, having been sold in ihegnive
as high as SIO per thousand. It has been remarked tliat

the fruits of the tropics, generally, grow to the greatest

perfection near its verge. This i*s certainly true in re-

gard to the orange and banana, which, in the nortlnrn-

most Bahama Islands, arc much supt rior to those of Cuba,
St. Domingo, and localities still nearer to the tquator.

From the shores of the Atlantic to the Mississppi, the

great frost of 1833 completely ruined tlie orange groves.

I'he effect was proiiably nowhere so severely felt as in

Floritia, where they furnished the staple crop of the coun-
try. The effect upon the city of Sc. Augustine, which
was one vast orange bower, is thus described by Wil-
liams:

•' All kinds of fruit trees were killed to the ground, and
m-riny of these m-ver agfiin started from the roots. Tlie

wild groves suffered equally with the cultivated ones.

The orange had become the staple of our commerce,
several millions being annually exporteil. Nuiiierous

groves had juat been planted, and extensive nurseries

could scarcely supjiiy the demand fur yoimg trees

“Some ()f the groves, the previous autumn, had brought

their owners one, two and tliree thousand dolkars; and the

increasing demand for the fruit opened prospects of mines
of wealth to tlie iibnabitants,

‘Then came a frost, a chilling frost.’

Some of the orange grnve.s estimated to be worth SlOTOO
were at once rendered worthless. A portion of the popu-
'ation of St. Augustine who had been accustomed to I^ok

to their orange groves for the purchase of luxuries and of

neces.sities, were left suddenly without resource. The
town of St Augu-tine, that heretofore appeared like a
rustic village, its white houses peeping from the clustering

boughs, and golden fruit of ifs favorite tree, beneatf. whose
shade the foreign invalid cooled his fevered limits, and
imbibed health from the forest tree, how is she fallen!

Dry, unsightly poles, with rugged bark, sti< k up around
her dwellings, and where the mocking bird delighted to

build her nest, and tune her lovely songs, owls now hoot
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al und -'.it-iiUi wiihld tlimiiiih llie leudesb

Lr.niciit^s. Nt-ve.r was a placr. more desolaie.’

Years passed nn. A new i^rowth Isad, in a measure,

redeemed iliis desolation, when a new cala-airy was ex

perienced, not as suiden, hut eveniii illy as desiiaiciive tts

the !Vo>t. Tliis was tlie visitation of the insect, agaiii>t

wliose ravciyes nnthini^ w’as tonnd to avail, (tiovc after

grove became itliglued, yet. as some localities were sp;ired

for sever,.! years, it was lioped the destruction wouhi not

be universal. 'I’he in.'Cct first made its appearance at

Mandarine, a flourishing village on the banks of the St

Joints. It was thought by some to have been imported

on u couple of trees brought from China and planted here

Its true origin is, hovveve.r, as little k nown, as its remedy

Like the weevil in the Northern and Western whe .l fields,

nothing can stop its progress until it htis run its appoint-

ed cycle, and it will probably disappear as mysteriously as

it cttme. Twice, during the last hundred \ ears, has the

orange in the Mediterranean and South Europe been

similarly attacked. And the Hope that here, as in Eurojie,

the insect will pass away, still continues to cheer the

Florida orange grower, and he awaits the happy mo-

ment to renew his operations with renewed vigor.

Had it not been tor this calamity, the beautiful banks of

the St. Johns, now mostly a wilderness, would probaldy,

by this time, have been studded wtlli villas, and fringed

•with orange groves, and thus they will be when the

orange can again be successfully cultivated. With the

extraordinary facilities for a market which Florida will

soon possess, there can be little danger of the supply ex

ceeding the dematid.

An orange grove of common sized trees will produce

from 500 to 2.500 oranges per tree, worth $'), and

$25, per tree. One humired trees or more can be plant-

ed upon an acre. Very little labor is required to keep a

grove in good condition. The sour orange, which grows

spontaneously all over the peninsula, may be budded with

the sweet orange, and will bear in three years In many
places the banks of lakes and streams are lined with wild

groves of orange, some of them great in extent. These du

not seem to regard the insect to any great extent, and

continue to hang their golden clusters amid the green. On
the upper waters of the St. Johns, and also on the At-

lantic coast near New Smyrna, fine oranges are now pro-

duced
;
these from the groves of Mr. Shelden and Dr.

Speer being of peculiarly large size and delicious flavor.

Lemons and Limes gn)w very thickly in Florida, and

are abundant in a wild slate. The Sicily lemon, trans-

planted in Florida, is much improved from the original

;

the writer of this has seen a specimen which measured

eleven inches in circumference.

The pine-apple, guava, banana, plaintain, sappadillo,

tamarind, cocoa, sour sop, shad-dock, grape-fruit, f)r-

bidden fruit, inamce-apple, mango, sugar apple, citron,

cassav.i, arrow root, &c. &c
,

are also productions *jf

Florida, and will be mentioned at greater length hereafter.

The Fig attains perfection in Florida. There are several

varieties of this fruit, those of a dark purple color and

about the size of a hen’s egg, being preferred for the de-

sert. A branch cut from a bearing tree, and merely stuck

in the ground, will produce fruit in two years. No at-

tempt has been made to preserve dried figs in Florida,

but it is evident that some method to do this could be de-

vised; in which case New Smyrna of Florida might rival

the Asifuic Smyrna in her export of the delicious li uir.

Tiie Hiwey is a miniature Fig, growing upon a large

beautiful tree in Southern Florida. The fruit is about ilie

the size of a hazel nut, and grows from the limb of the tree

wiihout any apparent blossom. It is of a dark brown
color, an 1 resembling the fig in taste.

The Persimmon is a delicious fruit, when fully ripe

In fact, when it is in perfection, there are few tropical

%

iVmis that can rival it in li. inifs-,; wln-n gio-.n it li is a

I’ra^rani asiriiiitenc y only eipiale.il !'v die prick lev-a.-li or

die wild Inriiip. 'The ii.uives nt Flori.la used die. dried

rier-^iaimnn exien^ivelv as an ariide *.f fund
_
and we read

in die lists ofslnres and prnvi-sinns. liirnislied liy lln-ni to

iheold Spanish expeditinns, of cakes of dried persinminii.

[
F'londa News.

SflORTrNING-IN LiMA BkaN.S aNU SQ,U A STI US.— Cl! p piOg

the shoots of Lima beans, when about six f. et high, pro-

duces an abundant crop, the beans ripening sooner.

Squashes, the vines of which are iii|iped nfier two nr three

squashes had formed, are larger and ripened lieiier By
cutting out the early bearing Itrancht s a succession of

squashes are obtained through the summer. Tomatoes
which grow on an excessively rich piece of ground are

benefiued by shortening, new and more vij/ornns shoots

successfully pushing out in place of those which are

clipped.

Dkpth of Pla.nti.ng t>KKDs.— We find the following

from a foreign author, among the papers read before the

Farmer's Club of the American Institute:

Seed buried 1 2 inch deep, iq) in 1 1 days, 7-8ths of them;

1 inch deep, in 12 days, all
;
2 inches tleep, iti 18 days,

7 8lhs; 3 inches deep, in 20 days, 3 4ih
;
4 inches deep,

in 21 days, 1-2; 5 inches deep, in 22 days, 3-8ihs
;
G

inche.s deep. 23 days, only one came np.

I'lie rays of the sun furnish light— tho.-e nearest the yel-

low are remarkable for impeding the heat-giving rays are

favorable to it, if plenty of water ispnsctit; while the

blue rays, or these concerned in chemical action or actim-

sin. (from the Greek aclim,a ray,) accelerate tlie process

and cause a rapid growth His experiments were., making
the light pass through colored glasses upon the vegetable.

He thinks that a blue glass will prevent scorching of

leaves, and that red glass will increase the heat. He says

that a pale green glass made with oxide of copper, is best^

fitted for conservatories—green being a compound of the

yellow or luminous rays with the blue or cfiemical rays.

A delicate emerald green glass has, at his suggestion, been

used in glazing the large Pall flotme at Kew.

Tastr op Tornips in Buttkr.— A correspondent at

Philadelphia writes us that he had abandoned the use of

turnips as feed for milch cows on account of the tli.sagree-

alile taste imparted to the milk and butter. He met with

the following easy method of removing this objection,

and has practiced it for five years with perfect success,

botli with common flat turnips and with ruia bagas : Sli<-e

the. turnips 12 hours' before they are wanted, pnt them in

a heap or basket and sprinkle over them a slight coating

of fine salt. After they have lain in the heap 12 hours,

mix them well together and give to the cows — Counli-y

Gentleman.

An Editor’s Ranchk —A letter trtjm New Braunfels,

Texas, to the Galveston News, dated February 2id, says:

I paid a visit yesterday to the. ranche of G W Kendall, .

E.sq
,
of the New '^’rleans Picayune, and found him luisily

making improvements on the beautiful site iie has selected

for his future home. He has already built a good sub-

stantial stone house, commanding a fine view r.f the.

surrounding cout;iry. which extends for miles through a

romantic region, interspersed with wild seen* ry of the

finest character. His cliief Htteniinn has been directed to

the rai.siug of sheep, in which he haa su ceeeded well

sine,'* his remuval to the valley of the Com il His stork

is tlie finest I have seen in Tex i.s, being composed mostly

of [inre iilooded .Merinoes, which produce tiie finest and.

most cosily wool.
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SOUTHERN SEEDLING APPLES— No. 8.

NICKAJACK APPLE.

Tnisapple originated with the Cherokee Indians in Macon county, North Carolina, and takes its name from a creek

-of the same name. It was brought into notice and is extensively cultivated by that enthusiastic and liberal gentle-

man and pomologist, Silas McDowell, Esq., of Franklin, North Carolina, It is one of the finest winter Apples, and
a delicious fruit withal

;
of a brisk acid, and fully first rate—ripens late, and keeps well until May. Recommended

for general cultivation. Size from medium to large. J. Van Buren.
Clarksville, Ga., 1855.

SnmtBlic dDtannm^ aitit IRtrijits.

A MODE OF IMPROVING BREAD.

BY PROF. LIEBIG.

It is known that the vegetable gluten of the various

kinds of grain undergoes a change when moist
;
in a fresh

condition it is soft, elastic, and insoluble in water, but in

contact with water it loses these properties. If kept a

few days under water its volume is gradually increased

until it dissolves, forming a thick mucilaginous fluid,

which will no longer form a dough with starch. The

ability of flour to form a dough is essentially lessened by

the property of vegetable gluten to hold water, and to

place it in the state, for example, in which it is contained

in animal tissues, in meat and in coagulated white of egg,

in which the absorbed water does not moisten dry bodies.

The gluten of grain, in flour not recently ground, under-

goes a change similar to that which it suffers when in a

wet state, for the flour absorbs moisture from the air—be-

ing in a very high degree, a water-absorbing substance

;

gradually the property ofthe flour of forming dough is

lessened, and the quality of the bread made therefrom in-

jured. It is only by artificial drying and keeping from
the air that this deterioration is prevented. In rye flour,

this change occurs as soon perhaps sooner than in wheat
'flour.

About twenty-four years ago, the Belgian bakers com-
menced the use of a remedy, by means of which bread

equal to that made frOm the freshest, best flour, was
manufactured from flour, which, by itself, would give only

damp, heavy bread. This remedy consisted of an addition

ofalum, or of sulphate ofcopper, to the flour.

The effect of both these substances in the preparation

of bread rests upon the fact that when warm theyfox-m a
chemical combination with the gluten, (previously made
soluble in water, and changed thereby,) which I’estoi’es to

it all its lost pi’operties
;

it is again insoluble, and capable

ofholding water.

The relations of vegetable gluten to caseine, with which
it has so many properties in common, induced me to make
some experiments, whose object was to replace both of

the substances (sulphate of copper and alum) so deleteri-

i ous to health and to the nutritious properties of bx'ead, by
some substance having the same effect, (as regai’ds the

I

gluten,) but devoid of injurious qualities.

This substance is pure cold-saturated lime-watei'. If

the lime water be mixed with the flour intended for dough,

and then the yeast or leaven added thereto, fermentation

progx’esses in the s|Lme manner as in the absence of lime

water. If at proper time more flour be added to the

“risen,” or fermented dough, and the whole formed into

loaves, and baked as usual, a sweet beautiful, fine grained,

elastic bread is obtained, of exquisite taste, which is pre-

ferred by all who have eaten it any length of time, to any
other.

The proportion of flour to lime-water is 19.5; that is,

for 100 lbs. flour, take 26 to 27 lbs. or pints oflime-water.

This quantity of lime water does not sujlice for mixing the

. '. *
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bread, and of course common water must be added, as

much as is requisite.*

As the sour taste of bread is lost, much more salt may
be used to give it a palatable quality.

As to the amount of lime in the bread, 1 lb. of lime is

sufficient for 600 lbs. of lime-water. In bread prepared

as above, there is nearly the same amount of lime as is

found in an equal weight of leguminous seeds—(peas and

beans.)

It may yet be established as a physiological truth, by

investigation and experiment, that the flour of the cereal

grain is wanting in the property of complete nutrition,

and from what we know thereof, the cause would seem to

lie in its deficiency in the lime necessary for the formation

of the bones. The cereal grains contain phosphoric acid

in abundance, but they contain far less lime than the le-

guminous seeds. This fact may explain many of the

phenomena of diseases observed among children in the

country, or in prisons, if the food consists principally of

bread
;
and in this connection the use of lime-water by

physicians merits attention.

The amount of bread produced from a given quantity of

flour, is probably increased in consequence of an increas-

ed water-compound. From 19 lbs. of flour, without lime-

water, seldom more than 24 1-2 lbs. ofbread were obtain-

ed in ray house; the same quantity of flour, baked with

5 lbs., oflime-water, gave 26 lbs. 6 oz. to 26 lbs. 10 oz. of

good, well baked bread. Now, since, according to Heer-

en’s determinations, the same quantity ot flour gives only

25 lbs. 1 3-5 oz. the increase of weight, in consequence of

the use of lime-water, appears to me indubitable.

Cake Yeast.—Take a spoonful or two of brewer’s or

distiller’s yeast, or if it can be had, a yeast cake left from

a previous supply, which should then be thoroughly dis-

solved in a little water. Stir this into a pretty thick

sponge of flour and wai-m water, and let it stand till night.

Boil a handful of hops down strong and strain, stir in

flour while boiling hot, till you have a stiff batter, let this

cool to blood heat, then stir in the sponge and let it stand

till perfectly light, when Indian meal should be added,

enough to make a stiff dough. R-oll it out, cut into cakes

half an inch thick, and lay them on a board and dry about

ten days, in the shade, turning them each morning. Keep

them hung up in a close bag and they will remain good

for years. A little boiled potato impro7es the sponge.

—

Ohio Cultivator.

To Keep Away Ants.—Spirits of turpentine placed in

their way, or placed around sweetmeats, will effectually

intercept these troublesome insects—it must be kept up

for two or three days. It will also remove the striped bug

from vines, by wetting a string and placing is around the

hill.

Johnny Cake.— 1 pint of sour milk, 1 egg, 1 spoonful

of molasses, 2 spoonfuls of wheat flour, Indian meal suf-

ficient to make a light batter, 1 teaspoonful of salertetus,

dissolved in warm water.

* As many persons may not be familiar with the pro-

cess of preparing lime-water a recipe for the same is add-

ed

:

Take/owr OMwees of lime and one gallon of distilled,

water. First, pour a little of the water upon the lime,

to slake it; then add the remainder ofthe water and stir

well together
;
cover the vessel immediately, and set it :

aside for three hours. Keep the solution, together with

the undissolved lime, in stoppered glass bottles, and pour

off the liquid when it is wanted for use. Water free

from saline or other obvious impurity may be employed
in this process without distilling.—rmns.

Slhutiseinratr!.

AMERICAN EDITION.

DATT’S HERD BOOK OF DEVON CATTLE.
EDITED 3Y AMDROSE STEVENS.

C M. SAXTON & CO., 152 Pulton St
,
Nev York, jiropose to re-

• print, from the English Edition, “DAVY'S DEVON HERD
BOOK.” This work was published in England at $2.7.5, and would
cost here if imported, $3.50. It is comprised in two volumes, the first

of which is not » ow to be obtained, being out of print. It will be
republished at a price not exceeding $1 . The publishers do not pro-
pose this undertaking for pecuniary advantage to themselves, as the
cost will equal the price of the book

;
but as they confine their atten-

tion to the publication and sale of Agricultu- al Books, and this work
being in their line, they wish to meet the wants of the public in this

respect. It contains “the Pedigrees of some thousands of Devon
Cattle,” both of Engl.and and America. The pedigrees of American
Herds contained in the English edition will be corrected and extend-
ed, where -the editor has, from knowledge, the means, or where
breeders and owners will furnish the means to do so.

AN APPRNDIX will be added, containing authentic pedigrees of
American Devon Cattle, not included in the English edition, Mo this

end, we request the co-operation of breeders and owners, by for-

warding their pedigrees ’mmediately, ijostage p-aid, to C M. SAX-
TON & CO. New York. Those who will furnish cuts of portraits of
their animals, and pay the cost of paper and priuting, can have them
inserted.

This work is i’' dispensable to every breeder of Devon Cattle in
America, and must be possessed by them if they would understaud-
ingly pursue their business. Breeders can afford to take a large
number of copies to distribute to their customers and the public, as
advertisements of their herds The American edition will be edited
by Hon. A.mi;kose Stevens, editor of “Y'ouatt and Martin on Cattle,”
“Y’ouatt and Martin on the Hogg,” &c

,
&c. Subscribers will for-

ward their names to the unders gned.
C.3I SAXTON & CO.,

May55—It 152 Fulton street, New York.

ALBANY AGKIClLTLRiL WORKS,

ON Hamilton, Liberty and Union streets
;
Warehouse and Seed

Store, removed to No. 52, State street, Albany, N. Y. The pro-
prietors of the above named establishment being ihe sole owners and
manufacturers of EMERY’S PATENT HORSE POWER, &c. All
arrangements with otlier parties for their manufacture having
expired, have formed a new copartnership, under the firm name of
Emerv Brothers, and will continue the manufacture and sale of
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY, as hereto-
fore, at the old stands of Emery & Co. By this arrangement the
united efforts and interests of the Brothers, long known to the public,
are secured, and no exertions will be spared to meet the wishes of
those dealing in and using the class of implements they manufacture
their lead ng branch being the manufacture of the justly celebrated
EMERY’S PATENT CHANGEABLE GEERED R.AILROAD HORSE
POWERS, with the Machines to be propelled by it, as Threshing
Machines, Saw Mills, and Machinery generally.
These Powers having been submitted repeatedly to the most severe

tests and trials to determine their relative merits and utility with
those of every known manufacturer, have, without exception, been
awarded the highest prizes for superiority—among which were the
following

:

N. Y. State Ag'l Society, 1854, 1?53, 1852, 1851, 1850
;
Ohio State

Board of Agriculture, 1854, 1853, 1852, 1851
;
Michigan State Agri-

cultural Society, 1853, ’852,1851
;
Indiana State Agricultural Society,

1853
;
Illinois State Agricultural Society, 1853

;
Pennsylvania State

Agricultural Society, 1853
;
Maryland State Agricultural Society,

1853
;
Missouri State Agricu tural Society, 1853

;
American Institute,

1852, 1S5
;
New York Crystal Palace, ‘'853; Canada Provincial

Society, 1852, 1851 : Connecticut State Agr'cultural Fair, 1854.

WARRANTY, CAPACITY, ECONOMY, &c.—The Two Horse
Power and Thresher, is capable with three or four men, of threshing
from 175 to 225 bushels of wheat or rye, and the one horse power
from 75 to 125 bushels of wheat or rye

;
or both kinds of jiowers, &c.,

are capable of threshing doub e that amount of oats, barley or buck-
wheat, per day, of ordinary fair yield. If the crops be extraordi-
nary heavy or light, greater or less results will follow.

These Powers, Threshers, &c., are warranted to be of the best
materials and worlimansliip, and to operate at represented by this
Circular, to the satisfaction of the purchasers, together with a full

right of using them m any territory of tbe United States, subject to

be returned witliin three months, and home transortation and full

purchase money refunded if not found acceptable to purchasers.
The public may rest assured the reputation heretofore earned for

our manufactures, shall be fully sustained, by using none but the best
material and workmanship

;
and by strict attention to business, they

hope to merit and enjoy a continuance of the patronage heretofore
so liberally bestowed, which we respectfully solicit.

N. B. All articles bear the name of “Emery” in raised letters

upon the cast iron parts, and however much others may resemble
them, none are genuine without this mark.

Full descriptive illustrated price catalogues sent gratis on applica-

tion. EMERY BROTHERS.
Albany, N. Y., March 15, 1S5.5. April—3m

FANCY LOP-EARED RABBITS.

A FEW pair of beautiful Lop-Eared MADAGASCAR EABBIT3
may be obtained by addressing the subscriber.

March55—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
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HSW Y'MUi STVIE jUJ«I€|j 'fi}* k‘. VVOLlikS,

T>Y ‘WIIEKLRH, iSIEi.TCK & CO, ALBANY, N. Y.

P
'N'OUIl’iGEH by ilie efice w hich as been given to our

j M;icbiii'"s wherever llie.v lia ve been iiti oilu'-ed, «’<' ',,K-e [.leas-

lire in anniemc ng to t!:e !''a; iners a d Blaiiters • f li'e United des,

;in I 'n Oealers in Agri nltu al M ichines geiio ally, t at our ananve-
inents for ttie ear S ti, are on a sca'e 'ii.fficieiu y e.xtriisive to eti-

able ns to (ill oui- 'nerea ir g o' d -rs with |>vi.nii)!;nesp ai.d des).at )i.

tt’e -iia I o>.jitMiue to ahopt e erj' a'terat on iliat experi' noe sog-

pests, and thorongli te-t iir- ves 'o l)e valuable Ou/ inaiitf ctur iig

facil ties, ineliKliot; steatii iabo -s V ng inai liine'.y end tools avenn-
eqiiadeo in -xtent :ind coinp!eten-"ss, by a y siniil r establisl nieut

in itie world ;
tind ea -h b-aneb—iron wood lonndin w rk, and finish-

ing—is undei- 1 lie itnme i ite superi t' ndr oce of a competetit =- nd ex-

perienced partner wlio, p- rsonaly inspects materials nd wurktii n

shit). We emiiloy co tipeteiit wor men. and have no job or jiiece-

•work done. In our 1 ng experience; our determin ton to mak“
each artic e the be.-t of ts kind ; in our uperior manufacturing fa ili

ties
;
in tlie » gulai ly mcreasing popularity <.f our Mactcues wheieier

they are used, and m our unre triet d warranty, we trust the pub-

Jic will cont nue to find the strongest guaranty that can be given,

that our Machine- are u''equalle'l in the qual ty of their work, dura-

bility. convenience and cLe ipness.

A ''‘edal was awarded to WHEELER’S POWER AND
T IRkPHER at the recent Crystal Palace Exhibition in the City of

New York.

WHEIL^RS PATENT E'^'PLE T-CHAIN RAILWAY
JIOR^'E PO WElt.

These Horse P wers are unrivalled for driving all kinds of Farm-

ers’, Planters’ and other Machinery, which admits of being dr ven

by Horse Power. They are made for either one or two Worses, and
their superior merit®, in point f durabil ty and ease of running, are

fully established ;
wh le their compactness and simplicity, lightn s=,

andg eater length and width, of Treading Floor and Stall, giv

t ein advantag sever other Powers, whi h are highly appreciated

by those who have t-'ed them. Sevr ral hou-ands are in u e, some
of vh'ch h ve threshed ov r ’t’l', df b* shels, and though our p es-

ent Powers are much improved over the old nes of the same kind,

yet the latter are still good. Over I n of them were sold by us and
our agents, tbe past season, (-a a raer number than in any p eviuus

year ) thus proving the r increasing popula ity.

WUEELBE'S PATENT ^^MB^NED THRESHER AND
WINNO WElt.

This Machine is a late invention It was got out three years ago,

after a long series of experiments resutt'ng in a machiue wh ch per-

forms the three ooerations f f Threshing, Separating and Winnowing,
with as much di-pa ch, and as few hands and hor-'CS as are r* qnirud

ti thresh and seiiarate onlv with other muchi es, and although
' designed 'or so c- mplicated work it is yet a model of simplic ty and

compactness. The entire runivng parts are driven t>y the main belt

.
and one sma’l band. We have no doubt it is tbe most perfect ma-

. -.chine in use for Threshing and Winnowing Driven by two horses,

bdil c e n from 150 to 2 0 bushels of wheat, or twice that

. Y'Vr-^jua it tv of oats per day
i— We give a notice of it from the V lle'> Frrm^, published at St

Louis, Mo., and also two letters from gentlemen, who have the ma
chines in u‘e, showing he estimation in which they are held, pre-

mising that these two are about an average of many other similar

letters, which we cm show.

{E o'^' the VaZ'ey Farmer of Angus*., 1853 ]

“WHEELEU’S COMBIN D THRESHER AND 'WUNSOWER ”

I

c'line is (hijited to ii-sderate siz-d faim.^.-an i as liie S n-le P- .vvi-r

I
S' dicieiit for s-awiijy wiind, cliiii n ng I-Ii'tiiig .staiks st ;; w , &c ,

and *

I
drivlnv a'm si hv. y kiii<i f macbuic u-eil b' fa in r^.JidjB ; ), i,ie

by ci'aMgiiig bor.ses aiul 'devatii-g le Lower, )ii op i '.v, i f line-ling '<

iiiucii tfisertlian u p staled al-ove. it i- avtiy ji< fiiiiar nou l -a.- in

si-ir c scciions "> would ai-' cade iicciai aii-uiioi. lo oui C'li vt-r

Hiilleis, I’ortable ?aw Mil s HI d .'talk aid 8tr-w (utie .s, ciib r of
whcli a e adapted to boili our D-ad'le : nd 8 nglc I’owu-- v
fj^“All our Mscliines are Wakrant u to give e tire .sati.-f dion,

’

or they may be ret rned at theexpir ton oi a reasonable lilue for i

trial.

VRirES:
For Double or Two Horse Power Thresher and Separator,

incliHli-'g belt®, « ienches, and oil cans, lompl te $1'’b 00
Double • owei alone, ncludinic belt '20 O')

Do. with lit belt 115*0
Doub e Thresher and Separa or, a ne 4 00
i-iiiglr', or One Ho- se Po.ver, Thresher nd Separator, includ-

ing be ts, • il cans acd wrenches, comjdete 12S 00
Single Power, lone, ini-ludirg be t 9''0 “

Ho. without belt 85 l 0
Single Thresher and Sep..rator, al ne P8 0 ) V
Ch'ver Hu lers fY 00 J

St'-aw and Stalk Cutte >• f-ir Hmse Po > er 82 «'0 J
Circular Saw Mill, with 24 inch aw 38 0) ^
ne Ho se Lower, without band wbee 8 i oO g?]

Churn Gearing ) 0)
RandUhe-l 5 (0 d

Band f.r Power 6 00 A
Uoubl» Power, with Combined Thresher and Winnower,

including belts, wrenches, &c 24'' 00
Combi ed Thresher and VVBnnower, alone 125 00 4

idnrs are solicitea and will be promptlv filled.

Address WHEELER, MELLICK & PO,
.

’

May55— t Albany, N Y.
^

SIPEKIOE THOROlCK.BRtD m\^i^ CAITLE, AKD l

ESSEX PIGS FOR SAI E !

The Subscriber having this day pu’ch-ised from Dr. W P. Wain-
Wright, bis interest in the her I of D V N Ca'ITLE, hitherto

owned conjointly y them, wil ont-nue to give his strict aHen'h.n to
the breeding and ' aisii g of this inci easing-y pop- la breed. Having
now a herd I f over tw ufy head, bred mt.rely f om animal.' of his

wn im|)ortatii.n, he is en..bled to offer for sale a few young bulls
and heifers of very superior quality.

'

A'so con^taIltIy on hand thorough bred ESSFX PIGS, descended
j

from the best m ported stock. Fur full par' iculars as to aee, price,
’

pedigree, &e., address C S WAlNWRIGHT, i

April— 3t Rh'nebeok, Duchess c uniy, N Y. )

FGR SALE
! ^

A SEA Island Cotton Plantati' n, containirg 9^^ acres. 4co ©f
whir-h is cleared an I ready f ^r c Itivation

;
it is beaiitifc] y

locate on the west end of Skidd-iway I.'iand, m Chatham county,
on a bold salt water river, the health of wh eh isunqu- stionable, and
the fa iiiiy lo* manuring wi h marsh and mud is unsurpassah e the
land lying three s des on the i'> er. The pi ce i® situated 1 miles
fro'ii .-av -nnah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle, under ju'i.per culti-

vation, produces equal to any, in Cor or Sea I-land Cotton. This
place is situated eligibly to supply any quantity offish ; nd oysters '

and for stock raising. Price $3,f0 , Terra.® acc nmn dating..

Apply to S F DUPON, Savann h
Ptfi / /• JJope M •ro'^ 9, 1 8*11' Ap il- ff

F. McCreery,
I

R. M. Hooke,
Charleston. Chattanooga. ^

RicCKt FRY & HCOKK,

COTTOIV FAC O 8. COMM’RPfO^i A'D PORWARD-
MKRCHaI^T-, Brown’s AVharf, Charleston, S. G

Stri' t attentio! given to the sale c-f all Country Produce and
Manufactures to the re- eiving and forwarding of Freig t. and to ’he
filling of order® in this mat ke(. • FebS.*'—Cy

ATKINS SELF EAKER
REAPER AIVD MOWER.

Three seasons u®e d this ing nious, be utiful and yet simple
Mac’^ ine, furn h con vir cing proof c practical worth Three

hundred, scat ered into 9 rtifif-rei t States the past .«ea.'< n, m stly

in inexperienc d hands. > nd nearly allgivinji good lati- faction out-
ing from 5" to 6')0 acres, proves it not only strong and servicable, but
also simple and easily m nagtd It saves rot o )y the hard work of
raking, but lays the grain in s- ch good older as to save at least

another hand in binding.
It is war anted lo be a good, durable Seif-Raking Reaper, and I

have also succee''ed in attaching a mow ng bar, so that 1 also war-
rant! as a Mower.
Pr ce at Chicago, of Reapers f170; Mowing Bar, $3^; Di-cornt

on the Reaper, $ 5, and on the MowingB r, tb, for cash in advonce
orindelivey. Pree of Mower. tfU'i'.

Pamphlets g'ving all the otjections "nd d'ficulfes, as well as
commendations, sent free, '-n post-paid applic >t <ins

|

Aaents, suitably qualified, wanted mall sect on * where th-re ate '

none. J S. WK'GHT
J:in\5—

‘

Prairie Farmer” Wareh iu.®e, C ii aco.
i

CATAim GKiiPE VStEa
'

ROOIFD VIN^ S of 'hree year Id, raised by Mr Charles Axt,
may he obtained by Addressing D. REDMOND,

Feb55—tr Augusta, Ga«

'
' We take ' leasure in laying before our read-rs the following ex-

tract from a letter just receive-1 by us from j, very r spectable indi-

vidual in Cape (jirardeau Count' , Mo ,
to whom we sold me of these

machines abo t a week a o, w th the unde standing that if it rtid not

work to his sati.- faction he could return it to 8 1 Louis at o r expense
It will 'e recollected that the manufacturers warra t these ma hines

to thre'h and e’ean from 50 to 200 bushels of wheat per day, or

twice that quantity of oats:”

“ Apple Creek Mo., July 18, 1853.
** M<'.E Ahhott,—DearSr—I have tried my Thresher and Win-

nower, and it has given entire sati- faction. I have moved the ma-
chine on mile, set it up, and threshed 24i bushels of wheat in one
day, and have threihed 4<- bus! els >n hour. It w* rks finely and is

couside ed the best machine to hresh and save grain in South-Eaot

M ssouri.
“ *It e :i-At go hack to S*. Lo7tis ’

“I think I shall thresh from 8,' 60 to 10,000 bushels of wheat this

season Yours truly, James F. Colyer.”

Another gentleman, to whom we sold our Double Power andCom-
bined Thresher and Winnower, writing to us from Orange c unty,

N. Y., under date of Dec. 9 th, 1853, says:

“I have receiv d the machine, and used it, and it gives the very
best of satisfaction that could be expected. Yours truly,

Henry J. Howe.”

Having sold between 800 and 400 of the Winnowers during the

past season, we could, if space permitted, give many other testimoni-

als to their ut lity, but the above must suflSce.

WHEELER'S OVERSHOT THRESHER WITH VIBRATING
SEPARATOR.

This Machine is also our own invention, and has been in use ‘8 or

14 ye i.rs, and its many advantages are appreciated b^ other manu-
facturers, as well as the farming public. Driven by our Doub e P> w
er, it threshes and separates from the straw from I5it to 2i«> but-hels

of wheat, or twice much oats, per day. For f'e Sinjrle or One
Horse Power wrt make a smaller Thresher and S parator, which
threthes from 75 to iUO bushel of heat per day. The smaller ma-
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lliNDALL’i €iJTIO.V PLiNTLIl

!

Paljivha, Lee Conrsfy, Ha.,
f

March I2ih, 615. f

7^0 Cotton Planters.

to call your jittentinn ton Machine wh'ch weh'v.-
''

iiiven erl an'^i putenreil for the I’LANTl G OF Oi TT()\ Its

£uperiorit\ ovc all otbci'S used for a similav pu po-e, consists in its

great >iiiip i' ity, tviiuh- ng no more exiierience for i .s use than for mi

orriinarv |» inv
;
the cheapness of construction, the great sjiviug of

time ml 1 .1) .r the p anting of «he crop, hut more especially in

the cnlti'. a -on of it.

The certificates w Inch c-e herew th p-esen to you are f om '-ome

of the ra^st respectable and in’e ligent ph.nteisin our country, who
have tho'ouirhiy t- stcd our .Machines, and su-tain us in the above

Statement of the advantages it possesses We are confidi-nt that

when presmred t > the Gotton Planters throughout the Sou'hern

States, it will, in a short time, be uuiversally used by iliem far

planting their crops

In hri ging these Machines befo’e the pub ic, we ’'ave taken evc y
p-eeaution to free them fr m the li >l>ilities of be ng associateil with

the mass of patent-^d invention-, wh ch do nor stand a • ractieal test,

and we can a sureal uho will try them tliatthey wi I ful y eciuat our
reiiresenraiions

The Machines may be had of the fo'lowing manu'acturers

Tho.mjs .1. Chkely, Augusta, Ga
;
Brown, Cle.mexs & Co Colum-

bu-. Ga; J H. Watson 'e <•.,

W?.i W. Cheeper, d'sq., A bany, Ga . is our only Agent, who wil'

contract for us with parties Wi&hing to mam f icture tlie Mach nes in

any part f the united States. RaNDALL & MERCER.
Ch^m.es Handall,

I

Leonid 4S B. Mercer. 1

Pabnyrn, Le& co., G'i..Juq. Id, 18'4

Gents;—Having planted your entire cojis wth our Cotton Drd],

please give us your candiii op n on of the a bines, .Ttid parfculars

as to the advf tage- to be derived from then- u-e, and o' I ge,

Yours re-p-ctfully, R.\NUALL & MERGER.
To Messrs. S. D. McLendon, Wm. H. Owens, Robt. Lundv

P dm->rrn^ Leecn., Gn
,
A^'g. 12 '’S'''.

Gents Your favor of August 1 th, c -me du'y to hand In giving

you our opin'oi^ of your Bii' s, in th first p ac* we w uld say, we
are pleased in every pa ticul ir '• irh their operation, and as to the

atlvantages to he derived frotii f eir use :
—the first is the saving <f

at least one bun 'red and hfty bushels ol Cottoo Feed, in planting

e 'Cti liundred acr-s; second, a saving of labor in planting, of one
horse anti hand, p'c.ntii g from eigtit t • nine acr^s per day, the

Machine opening the furrow, drruipiug the s ed ami covering as it

moves over the ground ; thi d, a more per tct stand " ay he obtain-

ed with your Dii 1 than by planting in the common wa\
;

fourth, a
saving of at least one-third in ihelibori'f chop ing out; fifh. the

seed being put in a 'iiie no' one half an inch io width, he chopping
out can be doferrt-d unti' the -eason for is passed, without injury

to the growth of the Cott >ti
;
and bni-ig in this narrow li- e with a

sweep or narrow rooter, you can side so close asto ever up the fir t

crop of grass in the Did 1 without i' juri' g 'h- stand of Co ton in the
leist Bv thi- clos-* silling nearly all h 'e work may be d spensed
with, after ch"Pi>ingout These we consider the principal advanta-
ges to he derivetl fr< m. the u.-e of your Dr Is On a retrospect of our
last year'- e peiience we ha ve no hesitation in -'aying that any person
with your Dri Is, ca'i cultivate at least twen'y five per cent m"re
Cotton to each hand, with .he same 1 ihor than can he enl ivated In

the common wav of pi-mtiug put that at a low figure so ttia' tio

one can say they have ' c p, deceived hy n-. In the hope that these
Machines may co'im into geueral use, we subsi rdir- our elve-.

Yours very truly, S D McLE DON,
. WM. H 0 E.\F,

RUBEKT LUNDY

jl/i'.'WV, c'' , G'o Arg 16^^, 18''4.

Gevt.s :—Yours of August 4 th, wTh enc.Io-ed is before us In reply

we wou'd state tha' wr- helie' e ny pers n u-iiigynu'* Cotton F..-e<l

Drill wi’l realis.- ev-ry adv nuiee Messrs. Me lendon, Owens &
Lund^ speak of; .and we ''lly cuuicide with th-m in their hi h ap-
preciation of your invention. Y< urs re«|.ectfull.v,

J IT IV.Vr.<Os. L. eco.
DWIF P.\CE,- Doiigheiiv co.

W.M I! Me KM ON, Randolph CO.

B B DxMrLS. I ce CO
Y'. G BUST Doughertv co,

J MCS CUE K I ee Co

JEKEMlAli illLLSMAN, Lee co.

To Messrs Randall I: Mercer.

P •Ztrtt/m, Lee (o , A-ug. Id, U".'"4.

Messrs Randall & Mercer In reply to ynu-sof the 'th 'rst.

in rrgird to the oi erat on of your Cotton Feed D il
,

I am hai>py to

say that after planting a poi tmu "f my croi> in the nbi way, I was'
enabbd to ebuin one of your Drills, with which I finl-tied It i.s

what we avel ng w nte and the beau'iful work ic perfor s tas
peih ps been attempted in a thousand different ways by intelligent
ji'anters. but with only

1 artial .-ucce-s
;
jom s le v^s nothieg to be

desi ed
;

it dejtosites the seed uniformly, and constantly on a fine of
©oe to two seeds in width

;
saves ah ut one-half of the labor n

plant r.g, and one-th rd of the hoe labor in cultivat ng. All must use
this drill in seB oefence

;
1 shall, fi r one.

More cotton may b-- p anted and cultivated, and 1^ not the labor
aaved, may be torced iato other channele. Yours respectfully,

April—tf J. L. MKRCER,

It,It I LHC AD.

S'M
PASSENGER TRAINS.

r
EAA'E Augusta, da.ly at li B. M. and (Sundays exccp ed) at G A.

^ M.
.Airiv; at Augusta dai y ut 4.3'' A M t nd (nnday- txcepled) at

5 V M.
Leave Ath'.nta daily at G.3'> P. M and (?unday3 e.xcepted) at 4.30

A M.
A rive a* Atlanta dallv at A M .and(.F rirlavscx ep’td) atG P. M.

CUNM GTING WITH A'IiENFBBxm II.

Arriving and leaving: Union Poi td il,\
(
uu mys excepted) at 11 .SO

A M.
WITH AVAStllNGTEN BR’NCII

L aving Cumm’ng dai y (' undays e. ceiited) at ' n P M.
Arriving at “ “ “ 9.;''P M.

AVI 'll -OUTH CA’^f LI ' A TU 'INS.
Letiving Augu.-tn. daily atfi.S'* A M.
Airiviiigat ugusia daily at 4.'" P.

WITH aTLA'TA / ND L GRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving At at ’-a, dai y at 4.3 A. fti.

Arriv ng at “ “ (> '
. M

WITH WE'TERN AND ATL.aNTI RAILFOAD.
Leavin' Atlanta daily at A. >.

Ar. iViDg at “ fi P. .

MA’cb.'’5-if GEO. YOngE, Oeneial Superintendent.

€OL{.fcCTi«% OF si LKiT; D UObfci AA2>

SOUTHERN RAISE!) FRUIT 'lllEEj.

At »"'rA Ki;it»K»<Y.

F a. MAUGE would Tesp-ctfully inform lheamate”rs of

• Roses, t'l.it he has now a supeib collection of new '

and rare v ine'ies. wh’ch he wi 1 be I api y to supply tosuc'i

as may de.-ire tnera llisprces to Nurserymen wil be as

those of any Nursery at the North, am* his Ko-e Hush-s wi I he gen-
era ly of H larger size, lie has also m de recent addifons to h'S

.-locK of F Uir ' REES, and can now .-unp y fine sorts <)f the (o i' w-
ing varieties

: Pi'les, Pears, Quinces, Peaclies, Nectarines, Apri<-o s,

Plums, berries, coft bhelleil A monds, Engli::h Vv'a!nut:> and llaz e-

nuts.

Also. GREiilNHOUSE PLANTS, such as Came ia Japonic , Orange
anti l.emon Trees <5tc., ami hardy flowering a “I Oruaineuta 1 ^luubs.
Also, Gb varieties i f the mo-t rare and beautiful DA H MAS. OrdeiS
from the country will i>ep empty attended to. aud Trees aud bliruLs
carefu ly packed and d reeled.

Catalogue of R ses and Fruit Trees will be smt gratis to all post-
paid letters. Address F A MaUGK.
Nov—tf .Aogu-t<.Ga.

Rica COTT'^N L*ri\I>S FO*i SA'.«'

!

The Subscriber offers for sale F rty Thousand A res of the m'st
productive CO TON LAND, n the Font e- n couniiy, s ti ated

in theconnti s of Lee, D.iughei ty and Baktr, in bo« ie- <I five hun-
dred and two thoutand Acres rach, apa.tof wlikh .s parually im-
proved.

For (/‘rta'viy of crops and durohi Uy theso ' ar ds are ut cqu -Upd
in the Southern States imil rlamls con'iguo s in ct Itivaiion, are
yielding an average of seven bales Cotioit, jier hand, for <t

of yea S, and eight en to twenty- Ve bustims C' rn jier acre.

Te ms liberal. If desired, a cieoit of one to five yeai> will be
giv n A\M. W. GHE' V. R.

A'Ajon^, G -., M-'r<h 'P>. ’FS'. A. r 1-if

m THK SOUTHERN' iMRSEKiES, ^
ir.is///ivero.v, a da 3/s o miss.,

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapteil 'O the Fnntb,
of FRUIT TliEtS an 1 SHRUBS, VINES, S'l'RA W IIH.RR t PI, AM’.',
&c.; amlofRoSESan other ' R \ A.M KNTA L Sll RUBS and THKEF,
K VEkGRKEN'.', &c , al of outh-rtt growth, at d of good -ize.

The p ickiitg I- S') caiefdlly atten- e i to, that Tree.- and P ants,
P.oses, cuttings for hedg ng, Ac

,
arc sent to all pans of the S.-utli,

with scarcely a ch itce-'f tlnir heii.u injured,
tiat iluguea will be seut oil appiicatmn.
Nov-tf. THOMAS AFFLECK.

AFFJiECK’S
SOUTHERN RURAL ALMAN/VC,

A hand'ome little voliime, full if u.-eful ami inteip-iing hints on
StIJKM,. in r »- “Gi'l’ii,

WILL BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FlhSI OF NOVEM-
B'‘iK Pr ce cents.

AFFLEUK’S COTTON Pl.ANTATION RECORD AND A COUNT
B'lOK— N’ w Edition, now ready— No 1 lor finty hands or le.-s,

$2 .mi No 2, for eighty hands or e s $3 u . No. 3, lor one hun-
dreil and twenty, hands or e s, 4 3 h"

AFFLE' K’s SUGAR I'LA.NTATlt.N RECORD AND' ACCOUNT
BOOKS

—

.No. 1, for SO hamls or leas, .,8 00 No. 2, for iZd hainis
or less, 43 5H.

These Books arc now in general use amongst Planter-. They
Iwi liteseut by luml, prepaid and carefully enveloped al the aimve
pr -eo, ..t„d when bv- rnp'. s ar nrde* ed by c ub-, and re-i tiled U r,

: n ad I iona' copy will be sent ascotnniis.-iun U) the indiviflual ni k-
ng up he C ub Orders solicited from Bo . kseUers and othtr deal-
ers, to Yhom a liberal discount will be ma' e.

B. M. NORMAN, Publisher,
Not—tf 14 Cump street, New Orleans.
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PURE DEVON AND GRADE CALVES FOE SALE

!

ONE very beautiful thorough-bred NORTH DEVON
HEIFER CALF, 5 months old—sire, “Keokuk;” dam.
“Lively Dame ”—for pedigrees of which see September
.number (1853) Southern OulUrator.

Also, a number of grade or half blood heifer and bull CALVES, of

1854, various ages—all from good native cows, and sired by premium
bull “Keokuk.” purchased from the Messrs. Wainright by Judge
Warrbx. For particulars, &c., Address D. REDMOND,
May55—tf Augusta, Ga.

MADAGASCAR OR LOP-EARED RABBITS

!

The Subscriber, according to promise, made some time since,

when he advertised applicants (through this paper,) that be

could not possibly supply them with Rabbits, till the orders on hand
were filled, would now inform them that he has a few extra pairs of

LOP-EARED RABBITS, of a suitable age for immediate breeding.

They are in fine health and condition. Price $15 per pair, delivered

at the American Express office in Utica. FRANCIS ROTCH.
Morris, Otsego co., M. Y., Feb. 12, 1855. April—3t*

WM. ALLSTON GOURDIN,
FACTOR AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

CORNER East Bay-Street a»d North Commercial Wharf, Charles-

ton, S. C., is prepared to make liberal advances on consignments

of COTTON, CORN, SUGAR, FLOUR, GRAIN, HAY, &c.

Genuine Peruvian Guano Depot!
FARMERS’ PLASTER, CHARCOAL, BONE DUST, MINERAL

PHOSPHATE LIMB, SUPER PHOSPHATE LIME, &c

AIways on hand. Sept. ’54 ly

1855 !

SOUTHERN CULTIVITOB,
A MONTMiiT' J-OtlKNAI.,

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE

SorUciCU/are, Stock Breeding, Po^dtry, Bees, General Farm
EcoToomy, &c., &e.

lilustrated with lumerous Efiegant Engravingg.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR IN Al^VANCE

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. KEDMOND:,, Editors.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

Dealers in hardware, cutlery and agricultural
IMPLEMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

We are, also, Agents for the following articles:—SALAMANDER
SAFES, made by Stearns & Marvin, New York

;
LITTLE GIANT

CORN AND COB MILLS ;
Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING

and HOSE, made by Boston Belting Company; ATKINS’ SELF
RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made by Hoe & Co., and
Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS

;
FAN MILLS, THRESHERS

and SMUT MACHINES. CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
April55—Cly Augusta, Ga,

The Thirteenth Volume will coinfuteitfeej isa

January, 1S55.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming a
volume of 384 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day.

Valuable Original Contributions

from many of the must intelligent practical Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS:
One Copy, one year $1 I Twenty-Five Copies, one year .. $29
Six Copies “ “ 5

1
One Hundred “ “ “ .. 75

THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instance
will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money-
remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of'the Publisher.

Advertiaemento

Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion r

One square per annum Ten Dollars.
Address WILLIAM S. JONES, Angnata, Ga.

Persons -who will act as Agents, and obtain Subscribers, -will

be furnished with the paper at club prices.

AVRSHIRE HEIFERS FOB SALE
AT $100 EACH.

HEIFER, “ PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,
1858; Dam “ Princess Mary,” grand dam imported “Mary

Queen of Scots;” sire, imported bull “Robert Burns.” “Princess
Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of
30 quarts.

Heifer, “ MARIE T GUISE,” one and a half years old, calved
March, 1858 ;

dam ‘ Maria Teresa,” by imported “ Germantown,”
grand dam “Mary Queen of Scots,” imported from Scotland

;
sire,

imported bull “Robert Burns.” “Maria Teresa ” gave 20 quarts per
day, “Mary Queen of Scots ” gave 30 quarts.

Jan55—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

CHEROKEE!
A VALUABLE LOT OF LAND FOR SALE.
THE subscriber offers for sale a very attractive and vala-dB|fe

able lot of LAND, situated between three and four milesSK
from the flourishing city of Rome, Ga.
The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-

land, well adapted to the growth of ali the small Grains, Irish and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-
ly suitable for FRUIT-GROWING, as it is situated on an elevated
plateau above the reach of ordinary frosts. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELET
of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for
a Country Residence

;
as the supply ©f water never diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,
and has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY TIMBERED
with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, and is

within a mile and a quarter of two good SAW MILLS. It also con-
tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMESTONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.
The Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with
outbuildings—a well of good water, &c., with twenty or thirty acres
under cultivation.

gW” The attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all.desir-
ous of a delightful situation in a salubrious and healthy climate,
within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited, to? the.

above tract.

*** For terms, &c., apply to the subscriber, or to Col. J. W. M.
BERRIEN, of Rome, Ga., who will take pleasure in pointing out the
land. D. REDMOND,

September—tf Augusta, Ga.

SCOTT’S LITT E GIANT CORN AND COB MILL.

No. 3, warranted to grind 15 bushels p=r hour with one horse,

price $65 all comp.'ete, ready to attach the horse. No, 4,
grinds 23 bushels per hoUE’ with two horses

;
price $75.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
April55—-Cly Augusta, Ga,
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ARABLE LAND, AND WATER.

A CORRESPONDENT, writing from Montgomery, Ala.,

over the signature of B. F. A. desires information as to the

nature and effects of capillary attraction in soils
;
and also

the probable influence of the protracted hot, dry weather

of last summer on the cultivated lands of the South, As
the subject is one of general interest, we deem il not

amiss to enlarge upon it, and call public attention to one

of the most interesting and useful properties in all soils,

without which fruitfulness would be impossible.

Ifwe understand the substance of our friend’s first in-

quiry, it is this: What is the capacity of a fair common
soil to draw moisture from the mass of earth beneath, by
what is called capillary attraction "? This capacity is not a

fixed power, or an unvarying function, but depends on the

mechanical condition, and porousness of the earth, If it

did not pai'take pretty largely of the character of a sponge,

it could not imbibe so much water, and give rise to so many
large and durable springs, not to name the unknown quan
tity only partially revealed by means of common and ar-

tesian wells. Although natural springs bring to the surface

aprodigious amountof water in the courseoftwelve months
in all parts of the United States, as any onemay satisfy him-

self who will measure the flow of any two or three large

springs for a day, yet this quantity is doubtless S7)iall in

comparison with that which comes up out of the ground

through the porous roots, stems, and leaves of living plants

and evaporates into the atmosphere. Springs represent

not the aggregate of water, that descends into the earth,

but probably a little less than the surplus not drawn from

the ground by capillary force of vegetation, and the con-

stant vaporization of water from the surface of the naked

earth. It is only when rains are small, or few and far

between, that this excess of water which finds its way in-

to springs, branches, creeks, rivers and the ocean, is

seriously needed for the growth of agricultural plants.

Let the common supply of this indispensable element be

withheld for a few weeks, not to say months and all

thoughtful men naturally regret the loss of water which
flows off the surface of fields in damaging torrents, and
which cannot sink into the earth either to feed springs or

nourish vegetation. We regard tlie injury done by sur-

face washing, large as it is, as not a tithe of that sustained

by the lack in the soil, and in the earth below if, of this

very surface, water, so much needed to vitalize (so to

speak) every capillary -water-course beneath the planter’s

parched crops. Blood-vessels, whether veins or arteries,

no matter how perfectly formed, signify nothing unless

the heart supplies the sanguineous fluid
;
and equally

valueless is the nicest possible capillary apparatus at and
near the surface of the earth, without water both to as-

cend and descend through the soil around the roots of

plants. Wherever rains fail, irrigation by artificial means
is the only known, if not the only possible remedy. Nor
do we regard it as wise to wait for a total cessation of rain

before any serious effort is made to augment the

quantity of water in cultivated land by irrigation,

bo long as it may be had by digging, boring, and from
springs and brunches, we should at least count the

cost and profit of watering our crops, where water is

within I'each. In former volumes of this and other agri-

cidtural journals, the writer has often commended the

great importance of Agricultural Engineering; and point-

ed out the folly of permitting so much surface water to

run off one’s plantation. If deep and thorough plowing
had nothing more to recommend it than the inei-eased ca-

pacity which it imparts to the earth of imbibing rain-

water, that alone is sufficient to secure its general adop-

tion. But just so certain as the boring through the upper
crust ofimpervious rocks in making an artesian well, gives

a new fountain of living water, does the breaking of the

upper .crust of the subsoil by the plow, allow the capillary

fountaihs below to send up the vivifying liquid and re-

lieve the urgent wants of the cultivator s crops. If his

soil is like a bad mince pie, v/hich has a thick upper-

crust, and very little meat between, woe to his grain ia

dry weather, or in tcet. Such land needs doctoring as

much as a sick horse, before it is fit to work. It is con-

stitiuionally weak, and otherwise defective, so that the

fine particles of sand and clay run together at the first

rain after plowing, and bal's sometliing like sun-burnt

brick, in the first few hot days after a “season,” or .shower.

Tliere is a great deal of such land as this in the South-

ern States
;
and especially in all districts where the loose

earth is derived from rocks sUu. We speak under-

standingly, and after notu littie, close and extended obser-

vation, when we say that Southern planters and Southern

institutions are often blamed for evils which are less agri-

cultun .l or socia l than geDlogii;al in their nature. Every
part of the land al)ove the sea’ is not well adapted to tillage

nor husbandry. It has natural defects wliich impair its

capillarity, promoting Siiif.ice washiiig. and den/ agri-

cu tural plains alike both mineral and organic food, and
water for conveying the Siune through their vascular and

cellu'ar tissues. Wheat, corn and cotton plants have not,

like animals, the power of lo .omotion; their a! ment

must come to them, enter their porous roots and I- ..ves,
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and freely circulate through every living cell, or their

growth is impossible.

Having a clear perception of the wants of vegetation,

and of the defective capillarity of the soil and subsoil,

we come to the consideration of the ivayssinA means with-

in our reach to prevent the running together of plowed

earth, by which it becomes hard, crusty, and largely im-

pervious to air and water. First avoid stirring such soils

when wet. The most compact brick are made by simply

stirring and mixing pure clay and sand in a moist con-

dition, Solid earthen and stone-ware is prepared by a

similar process. All land that inclines to bake in a hot

sun ought never to be moved by the implements of tillage

when wet. Secondly, give to such land an increased

quantity of vegetable mould to mix with the too adhesive

clay, separate its particles, and thereby render the mass

more porous and friable. Fields long cultivated are more

liable to bake than fresh lands, because the organic part,

or mould, has been mainly worked out of the former, and

not out of the latter. These are facts of great practical

significance
;
and although we have dwelt much upon

them in former years, yet it seems to be necessary often to

repeat the suggestion that mould is consumed by tillage,

and the land nominally worn out. The plow and the hoe

must not go over so large a surface. This practice is a

lamentable mistake, and one as fundamental as it is com-

mon. Thirdly, mould can only be given to a soil that

needs it by carting on forest leaves, growing plants on the

land explessly to decay and form mould, and by liberal

manuring. If Southern notions of planting economy em-

braced the idea of having well set pastures to be grazed

by valuable stock, Nature’s economy in grasses, and grass-

eating animals, would soon happily ameliorate Southern

plantations, A thick covering of grass keeps rain-water-

long enough on the surface where it falls for most of it to

sink into the soil—a point of vast agricultural import-

ance. A carpet of pine straw, or forest leaves, equally

tends to prevent washing, and to augment the aggregate

of water that penetrates the surface of the earth. But as

old-field pines yield little or no income, we propose to

change them into good pastures for rearing mules, neat

cattle, sheep, swine and the keeping of dairy cows. Sup-

pose one had six large fields, five of which might be ever

devoted, in rotation, to stock-husbandry and one sum-

mer-fallowed (with peas) to rot the thick sod, freeze the

clay, and finely commingle both into a friable loam, be-

fore planting corn, or cotton, or seeding with wheat, bar-

ley or oats. It is more profitable to till but one large rich

field, and till it first-rate, than to cultivate four or five oi

the same size, which are poor in heart, poorly worked,

and yield a miserable return for the labor expended.

Judging humbly from all the lights of modern science,

we feel warranted in saying that Providence prepared this

planet for the habitation of man by creating long in ad-

vance of his advent into the world, both Grasses and

Graminivorous animals, by nature adapted to domestica-

tion and human service
;
and that it is our duty to avail

ourselves of these means to improve both the soil and

mankind. We do not reject other plants than grasses,

nor other animals than herbivorous ones, but merely

invite attention to the historical facts, that the Camel is so

emphatically the servant and companion of man, as not to

have existed any where on the globe, in a wild state, dur-

ing the historical era
;
while the Elephant, the Ox, the

Ass, the Horse, the Sheep, and the Goat, everywhere own

Man as their master. An all-wise Creator, not only

made man their natural head and protector, but He adapt-

ed the food of these useful quadrupeds, and their very

droppings, (not to name their flesh, milk, wool, hair and

skins,) to the most pressing wants of the human family.

It is profitable to revert, occasionally, to first principles,

and study Nature’s plan for irrigating whole islands and

continents, and clothing them with the most luxuriant

herbage. In her plan, one looks in vain for anything like

a piece of wood shod with iron, having a mule tied to

one end, and a negro holding the other. To idolize such

a contrivance, and virtually repudiate all real husbandry,

is to overlook one of the grand, primary sources of en-

during agricultural prosperity.

Our esteemed Montgomery correspondent -writes:—

^

“Our farms look unusually poor and lifeless.” Such, too,

is the appearance of the arated fields of Hall county, Ga,,

where this article is written. But little rain has fallen in

several months, and much of that little ran off the surface

into branches and rivers, leaving many a plantation with
scarcely moisture enough to bring up corn, cotton and
potatoes

;
while oats, rye and wheat are suffering badly

from drouth.

Although the mean temperature of the spring, summer
and autumn of last year were above an average, yet we do
not suppose that solar heat injured the soil at the South in

an unusual degree, as suggested by the inquiry. But as

prolonged dry weather impairs, or destroys vegetation,

and increases the nakedness of the land, so that the heat

of the sun consolidates it to a greater depth, that circum-

stance may operate somewhat against farming operations

this spring. We have thought the ground appeared un-

commonly hard, without ascribing it to any special cause.

Frequent rains, in which a half inch of water will be ten

hours in falling from the clouds, would soon soften the

crust of the earth, and set vegetation all right again. We
trust long before this matter meets the eye of the reader, a

favorable change in the weather will have taken place,

and a generous harvest of wheat and other crops be close

at hand.

Where wdieat, rye, barley, oats or peas are grown and
early harvested, if the land be not seeded, it is miserable

economy to allow the ground to lie naked for months to

the scorching rays of the sun, say from the middle of

June till the middle of October. The nakedness of the

land is to be avoided by every practical means
;

for it

tends to lessen its capacity to take in both air and water,

and thereby diminishes those important chemical changes

which extract the food of plants from rocks, stones, gravel,

sand, clay, iron and other minerals. A soil rich enough
to bear wheat, will not unfi-equently, at the South, yield a

fair crop of “crow-foot” or “crab-grass,” by merely plow-
ing it soon after the grain is cut. An after-crop of this

kind, if allowed to rot on the field, will increase its fertil-

ity and lessen its liability to wash
;
and if cured for hay,

it will furnish, pro tanto, valuable manure. On really

good land, nothing will pay better at the South than to

sow grain stubble with corn and peas for forage, having

first plowed the ground handsomely. If one has a roller,

let it pass over the surface after the seed is harrowed in

;

especially if the weather is dry.

There is needed far more hay, or a good substitute, in

the planting States. After a full supply of food for do-

mestic animals is provided, then greater skill in feeding it,

so as to make every pound yield the maximum of nutri-

ment, and at the same time never lose any part of the

solid or liquid excrements of the stock that consumes such

food. This su’oject, however, will be discussed at another

time.

As the quality aud condition of a soil regulate its hy-

groscopic power, or its capacity of holding water, the

reader will see that everything of any practical value in

the premises depends on the wisdom or folly of the culti-

vator. A good friable loam will take up over 40 pounds

of water to the cubic foot
;
so that a hill of corn having 16

square feet allotted to it, might have within 2 feet of the

surface, 32 times 40 pounds of water, or 1280 pounds in

all. In a porous soil, placed in a large glass tube, water

has been seen to rise 18 feet by capillary attraction ;
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and the water that evaporates from the leaves of forest

trees and agricultural plants, doubtless, often rises

from a much greater depth, by a similar force or law. We
have purposely taken a practical rather than a scientihc

view of this question. At another time we will look in

at the bottom of artesian wells, and see if we can discover

where the water comes from. L.

MANAGE3![ENT of NEGFvOSS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As the proper man-

at^ement of our negroes is a subject not second in im-

portance to any discussed in your columns, I hope it will

not be deemed amiss if, in giving my views, I enter

somewhat into detail. That on some points I shall be

found to differ in opinion from some of -your readers and

correspondents, is to be expected. I shall not, however,

object to any one’s expressing his dissent, provided it be

done in the spirit of kindness.

Our first obligation is undoubtedly to provide them

with suitable food and clothing. Here the question arises

—what is sufficient food? For, as there is a difference in

practice, there must be also in opinion among owners.

The most common practice is to allow each hand that

labors, whether man, woman or child, (for a boy or girl

ten years old or over, who is healthy, and growing rapid-

ly, will eat quite as much as a full-grown man or woman,)

3 1-2 lbs. bacon, if middling, or 4 lbs. if shoulder, per

week, and bread at will
;
or if allowanced in this also, a

peck of meal is usually thought sufficient. With plenty of

vegetables, this allowance is quite sufficient
;
but if con-

fined to meat and breads negroes who work hard will eat a

peck and a half of meal per week.

As I live on the farm and occasionally inspect the cook-

ing for the negioes, I see that they have enough, but no-

thing to waste; and I speak from personal observation,

when I state that, if without vegetables, they will eat this

quantity.

With very little trouble we can always, during spring

and summer, have plenty ofcabbage, kale or mustard for

greens, also squashes, Irish potatoes and beans. In fall

and winter, sweet potatoes, turnips, pumpkins and peas,

I believe there is no labor devoted to a provision crop,

that pays equal to that bestowed on a plain kitchen gar-

den. As there is no vegetable of which negroes are more

fond than of the common field pea, it is well to save

enough of them in the fall to have them frequently during

the spring and summer. They are very nutritious
;
and

if cooked perfectly done^ and well seasoned with red pepper,

are quite healthy. If occasionally a little molasses be

added to the allowance, the cost will be but a trifle, while

the negro will esteem it as a great luxury. As most per-

sons feel a great reluctance at paying out money for little

luxuries for negroes, I would suggest the propriety of

sowing a small patch of wheat for their benefit. The

time and labor will never be missed. Many persons are

in the habit of giving out the allowance to their negroes

once a week, and requiring them to do their own cooking.

This plan is objectionable on various accounts. Unless

better provided for taking care of their provisions than is

common among negroes, some will steal the meat from

others, and the loser is compelled for the remainder of the

week to live on bread, or the master must give him an ad-

ditional allowance. The master cannot expect full work

fi-om one who is but partially fed
;
while on the other

hand, if he will give the loser an additional supply, the

negroes soon learn to impose upon his kindness, by being

intentionally careless, or by trading off their meat and

pretending it has been stolen. Another objection is, that

some are improvident, and will get through with their

whole allowance of meat before the week is gone, and,

consequently, are a part of their time without any.

To making the negroes do their own cooking, the objec-

tions are still more weighty. It encroaches upon the rest

they should have, both at noon and at night. The cook-

ing being done in a hurry, is badly done; being usually

burnt outside while it is raw within; and, consequently,

is unhealthy. However abundant may be the supply of

vegetables, the hands have no time to cook them, and con-

sequently are badly fed, and have not ihe.strength to do
as much labor as they could otherwise perform with com-
fort.

The plan pursued by the writer is, to weigh out a cer-

tain amount of meat for each day
;
a portion of which is

given to the cook everj^ morning, to be boiled for dinner,

and with it are cooked as many vegetables and as much
bread as the negroes will eat

;
all of which is usually di-

vided among them by the Foreman In the evening,

enough is cooked for both supper and breakfast
;
so that

by the time we are done feeding stock, supper is ready,

and the hands have only to eat and they are ready for bed.

When the nights are long, the meat for supper and break-

fast is sometimes divided without cooking. In addition

to the above, the negroes, during spring and summer,
usually get plenty of milk once a day. During fall and
winter, the quantity of milk is more limited, and, what
molasses they get, they are made to win by picking

cotton.

To make one negro cook for all, is a saving of time. If

there be but ten hands, and these are allowed two hours at

noon, one of which is employed in cooking their dinner,

for all purposes of rest that hour had as well be spent in

plowing or hoeing; and would be equal to ten hours’ work
of one hand: whereas the fourth of that time would be
sufficient for one to cook for all. As there are usually a

number of negro children to take care of, the cook can

attend to these, and see that the nurses do their duty. I

would add that besides occasional personal inspection, it is

made obligatory on the Overseer, frequently to examine
the cooking and see that it is properly done.

One of your correspondents has endeavored to prove

that lean meat is more nutritious than fat. It is, how-
ever, a well known fact that the more exhausting the

labor, the fatter the meat which the negro’s appetite

craves, and it agrees well with him. This I regard as one

of the instincts of nature
;
and think experience is op-

posed to your correspondent’s theory.

As to clothing, less than three suits a year of every day

clothes will not keep a negro decent, and many of them

require more. Children, particularly boys, are worse

than grown persons on their clothes, and, consequently,

require more of them. I have never been able to keep a

a boy, from ten to sixteen years of age, decently clothed

with less than four suits a year; nrtr would that answer,

if some of the women were not compelled to do their

mending. It is also important that women who work
out should in addition to their usual clothing, have a

change of drawers for wdnter.

As no article of water-proof, suitable for an outer gar-

ment, and sufficiently cheap for plantation use, is to be

had in the stores, the writer would suggest the propriety

of having for each hand, a long apron with sleeves, made
of cotton osnaburgs, and coated with well boiled linseed

oil. In the fall, when picking cotton, this apron may bo

worn early in the morning until the dew dries off, then

laid aside. By making it sufficiently loose across the

breast, it can be used as an over-coat at any time that the

negro is necessarily exposed to rain.

Patching may be done by the women on w’et days,

when they are compelled to be in (he house. Or when
a breeding woman gets too heavy to go to the field, she

may be made to do a general patching for all the hands.

In furnishing negroes with bed clothes, it is folly to buy
the common blankets, such as sell for a dollar or a dollar

and a quarter. They have but little waimih or durabii-
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aty. One that will cost double the money will do more
than four times the service.

Besides whole clothes, negroes should have clean

•clothes: and in order to do this, they should have a little

lime allowed them to do their washing. As it is not con-

'Tenient for all. hands to wash at the same time, they may
be divided into companies, and a certain evening assigned

to each company. Those whose time it is to wash should

be let off from the field earlier than the rest of the hands,

and on that night should be free from all attention to feed-

ing stock The rule works equal
;
for those who have to

do extra feeding on one night are in their turn exempt. It

should, however, be an invariable rule not to allow any
of them to wash on Saturday night, for they will be dirty

on the Sabbath, and render as an excuse that their clothes

are wet. On some large plantations, it is the daily busi-

ness of one hand to wash and mend for the rest.

In building houses for negroes, it is important to set

them well up, (say 2 1-2 or 3 feet from the ground to the

sills) so as to be conveniently swept underneath. When
thus elevated, if there should be any filth under them, the

master or overseer, in passing can see it, and have it re-

moved. The houses should be neat and comfortable
;
and

as far as circumstances will allow, it looks best to have

them of uniform size and appearance
;
16 by 18 feet is a

convenient size for a small family. If there be many chil-

dren in a family a larger house will be necessary.

Many persons, in building negro houses, in order to get

clay convenient for filling the hearth, and for mortar, dig

a hole under the floor. As such excavations uniformly

become a common receptacle for filth, which generates

disease, they should, by no means, be allowed. In soils

where the clay will make brick, the saving of fuel, and
the greater security against fire, render it a matter of

economy to build brick chimneys. In all cases, the chim-

neys should be extended fully two feet above the roof,

that there may be less danger in discharging sparks. They
are also less liable to smoke. In consequence of negro

houses being but one story high, the lowness of the chim-

neys renders them very liable to smoke from currents of

wind driving down the flue. This may be eftectually pre-

vented by the following- simple precaution: Around the

top of the chimney throw out a base some 8 or 10 inches

wide, and from the outer edge of this draw in the cap at

an angle of 35 or 40 degrees with the horizon, until true

with the flue. No matter in what direction the wind
blows, on striking this inclined plain the current will

glance upwards and pass the chimney, without the pos-

sibility of blowing down it. On page 454 of Reports of

Commissioner of Patents for 1844, will be found plates

illustrative of my meaning. The wings of the angles,

as explained in the Reports, are, however, unneces-

sary, as the remedy is effectual without them, though

they evidently increase the draft. A coat of white-wash,

inside and out, every summer, adds very much to

the neat and comfortable appearance of the buildings, and
is also, by its cleansing and purifying effect, conducive to

health. The cost is almost nothing, as one barrel of good

lime will whitewash a dozen common-sized negro houses,

and any negro can put it on.

If there be not natural shades sufficient to keep the

houses comfortable, a row of Mulberries, or such otlier

shades as may suit the owner’s fancy, should, by all

means, be planted in front, and so as to protect the houses
on the south and southwest.

The negroes should be required to keep their houses
and yards clean

;
and in case of neglect should receive

such punishment as will be likely to insure moi'e cleanly

habits in future. •

In no case should two families be allowed to occupy the

same house. The crowding a number into one house is

unhealthy. It breeds contention
;

is destructive of deli-

cacy of feeling, and it promotes immorality between the

sexes.

In affdition to their dwellings, where there are a num-
ber of negroes, they should be provided with a suitable

number of properly located water closets. These may
contribute an income much greater than their cost, by en-

abling the owner to prepare poudrette
;
while they serve

the much more important purpose of cultivating feelings

of delicacy.

There should, at all times, be plenty of wood hauled.

Surely no man of any pretentions to humanity, would re-

quire a negro, after having done a heavy day’s work, to

toil for a quarter or a half mile under a load of wood be-
fore he can have a fire. An economical way of supplying
them with wood is to haul logs instead of small wood.
This may be most conveniently done with a cart and pair
of hooks, such as are used for hauling stocks to a saw-mill.

Such hooks will often come in use, and the greater con-
venience and expedition of hooks instead of a chain, will

soon save more time than will pay for them.

The master should never establish any regulation

among his slaves until he is fully convinced of its pro-
priety and equity. Being thus convinced, and having
issued his orders, implicit obedience should be required
and rigidly enforced. Firmness of manner, and prompt-
ness to enforce obedience, will save much trouble, and be
the means of avoiding the necessity for much whipping.
The negi’o should feel that his master is his law-giver and
judge

;
and yet is his protector and friend, but so far

above him, as never to be approached save in the most
respectful manner. I'hat where he has just cause, he
may, with due deference, approach his master and lay be-

fore him his troubles and complaints
;
but not on false

pretexts or trivial occasions. If the master be a tyrant,

his negroes may be so much embarrassed by his presence
as to be incapable of doing their work properly when he
is near.

It is expected that servants should rise early enough to

be at work by the time it is light. In sections of country
that are sickly it will be found conducive to health in the

fall, to make the hands eat their breakfast before going
into the dew. In winter, as the days are short and nights

long, it will be no encroachment upon their necessary
rest to make them eat breakfast before daylight. One
properly taken care of, and supplied with good tools, is

certainly able to do more work than under other circum-
stances. While at work they should be brisk. If one is

called to you, or sent from you, and he does not move
briskly, chastise him at once. If this does not answer, re-

peat the dose and double the quantity. When at work I

have no objection to their whistling or singing some lively

tune, but no drawling tunes are allowed in the field, for

their motions are almost certain to keep time with the

music.

In winter a hand may be pressed all day, but not so
in summer. In the first of the spring a hand need not be
allowed any more time at noon than is sufficient to eat.

As the days get longer and warmer, a longer rest is

necessary. In May, from one and a half to two hours

;

in June, two and a half; in July and August, three hours
rest at noon. If the day is unusually sultry, a longer

time is better. When the weather is oppressive, it is best

for all hands to take a nap at noon. It is refreshing, and
they are better able to stand pressing, the balance of the

day. Hands, by being kept out of the sun during the

hottest of the day have better health, and can do more
work through the season than those who take what they
call a good steady gait, and work regularly from morning

till night. They will certainly last much longer.

If the corn for feeding is in the shuck, the husking

should be done at noon
;
and all corn for milling should,
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during summer, be shelled at noon, that as the nights are

short the hands may be ready for bed at an early hour.

If water be not convenient in the field where the hSnds

are at work, instead of having it brought from a distance

in buckets it will be found more convenient to have a bar-

rel fixed on wheels and carried full ot water to some con-

venient place, and let a small boy or girl, with a bucket,

supply the hands from the barrel. Some persons make
each negro carry a jug or large gourd full of water to the

field every morning and this has to serve for the day.

During fall and winter, hands may be made to pack at

night what cotton has been ginned in the day. ' The
women may be required to spin what little roping will

be necessary for plow lines, and to make some heavy bed

quilts for themselves. Besides this there is very little that

can properly be done of nights.

One of the most important regulations on a farm is to

see that the hands get plenty of sleep. They are thought-

less, and, if allowed to do so, will sit up late of nights.

Some of them will be up at all hours and others instead

of going to bed will sit on a stool or chair and nod or

sleep till morning. By half-past nine or ten o’clock, all

hands should be in bed, and unless in case of sickness or

where a woman has been up with her child, ifany one is

caught out of bed after that hour, they should be punish-

ed.

A large-sized cow-bell that could be heard two miles,

and would not cost more than three or four dollars, would
serve not only as a signal for bed-time, but also for getting

up of a morning, for ceasing work at noon and resuming

it after dinner. Where the distance to be heard is not

great, a common bar of cast steel hung up by passing a

wire through one end, may be struck with a hammer, and

will answer in place of a bell.

Most persons allow their negroes to cultivate a small

crop of their own. For a number of reasons the plan is a

bad one. It is next to impossible to keep them from

working their crops on Sabbaths. They labor of nights

when they should be at rest. There is no saving more
than to give them the same amount, for like all other ani-

mals he is only capable of doing a certain amount of

labor without injury. To this point he may be worked at

his regular task, and ’any labor beyond this is an injury to

both master and slave. They will pilfer to add to what
corn or cotton they may have made. If they sell their

crop and trade for themselves they are apt to be cheated

•out of a good portion of their labor. They will have
many things in their possession under color of purchase

which we know not whether they obtained honestly. As
far as possible it is best to place temptation out of their

reach. We have all their time and service, and can surely

afford to furnish them with such things as they ought to

have. Let us spend on them in extra presents as much as

their crop (if they had one) would yield. By this means
we may keep them from whiskey and supply them with

articles of service to a much greater extent than they

would get if allowed to trade for themselves, while we
avoid the objections above stated.

Believing that the strolling about ofnegroes for a week
at a time during what arc called Christmas Hollidays, is

productive of much evil, the writer has set his face against

the custom. Christmas is observed as a Sacred Festival.

On that day as good a dinner as the plantation will afford

is served for the negroes, and they all sit down to a com-
mon table, but the next day we go to work. From con-

siderations both ot morality and needful rest and recre-

ation to the negro, I much prefer giving a week in July,

when the crop is laid by, to giving three days at Christ-

mass.

On small farms where there are very few negroes, it

may be proper to allow them to visit to a limited extent,

but on large plantations there can be no want of society,

and consequently no excuse for visiting except among
themselves. If allowed to run about, they will rarely ever

take wives at home. The men wish an excuse for ab-

sence, that undef pretext of being at their wife’s house,

they may run about all over the neighborhood. Let it be

a settled principle that men and their wives must live to-

gether. That if they cannot be suited at home they must
live single, and there will be no further difficulty. If a

master has a servant and no suitable one ofthe other sex

for a companion, he had better give an extra price for

such an one as his would be willing to marry, than to

have one man owning the husband and another the wife,

ft frequently happens where husband and wife belong to

different persons that one owner sells out and wishes to

move. Neither is willing to part with his servant, or if

one will consent, -the other is not able to buy; consequent-

ly, the husband and wife must part. This is a sore evil,

surely much greater than restricting to the plantation in

making a selection.

In the infliction of punishment, it should ever be borne

in mind that the object is correction. It the negro is hum-
ble and appears duly sensible of the impropriety of his

conduct, a very moderate chastisement will answer better

than a severe one. If, however, he is stubborn or imper-

tinent or perseveres in what you knov) to be a falsehood, a

slight punishment will only make bad worse. The negro

should, however, see from your cool, yet determined man-
mer, that it is not in consequence of your excited temper,

but of his fault, and for his correction that he is punished.

As a general principle the legal maxim that “it is better

ninety and nine guilty persons should escape than one

innocent should suffer,” is correct. It, however, has its

exceptions. If, for instance, the negroes take to killing

your pigs or stealing your chickens and eggs, and you
cannot ascertain who are guilty, it is only necessary to

put the whole “crowd” on halfallowance of meat for a few

days and the evil will end. This remedy is better than a
perpetual fuss and suspicion of all.

In the intercourse of negroes among themselves, no
quarreling nor opprobious epithets, no swearing nor ob-

scene language, should ever be allowed. Children should

be required to be respectful to those who are grown, more
especially to the old, and the strong should never be al-

lowed to impose on the weak. Men should be taught

that it is disgraceful to abuse or impose on the weaker

sex, and ifa man should so far forget and disgrace him-

self as to strike a woman, the women should be made to

give him the hickory and ride him on a rail. The wife, how-

ever should never be required to strike her husband, for

fear of its unhappy influences over their future respect for

and kindness to each other.

The negroes should not be allowed to run about over

the neighborhood
;
they should be encouraged to attend

church, when it is -within convenient distance. Where
there are pious negroes on a plantation who are so dis-

posed, they should be allowed and encouraged to hold

prayer-meetings among themselves
;
and where the num-

ber is too great to be accommodated in one of the negro

houses, they should have a separate building for the pur-

poses of woi'ship. Where it can be done, the services of

a Minister should be procured for their special benefit. By
having the appointments for preaching at noon, during

summer, and at night during winter, the preacher could

consult his own convenience as to the day of the week,

without, in the least, interfering with the duties of the

farm.

A word to those who think and care but little about

their own soul or the soul of the negro, and yet desire a

good reputation for their children. Children are fond of

the company of negroes, not only because the deference

shown them makes them feel perfectly at ease, but the

subjects of conversation are on a level with their capacity.
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while the simple tales, and the witch and ghost stories so

common among negroes, excite the young imagination

and enlist the feelings. If in this association the child

becomes familiar with indelicate, vulgar, and lascivious

manners and conversation, an impression is made upon
the mind and heart, which lasts for years—perhaps for life.

Could we, in all cases, trace effects to their real causes, I

doubt not but many young men and women of respect-

able parentage and bright prospects who have made ship-

wreck of all their earthly hopes, have been led to the fatal

step by the seeds of corruption, *which, in the days of

childhood and youth, were sown in their hearts by the in-

delicate and lascivious manners and conversation of their

father’s negroes. If this opinion be correct, an effort to

cherish and cultivate the feelings and habits of delicacy

and morality among our negroes is forcibly urged upon

«s by a regard for the respectability of our children, to

say nothing of the prospects of both child and servant in

another world, and of our own responsibility when the

great Master shall require an account of our stewardship.

I have given you, Messrs. Editors, an outline ofmy own
management. If any of your correspondents will point

out a more excellent way, he will benefit your readers, and

much oblige your friend, Agricola.

QUEEN BEE. WORKING BEE.

BSE KEEPING.

Editors Southern Cultivator—If I have shown any
enthusiasm on the subject of bee keeping, it was because

I felt I was engaged in a good cause, actuated by the same
impulses that thrill the bosom of a patriot when he mounts
the stump for his country’s good

;
with this difference,

however, that I have gone a little further, desiring thatthe

people should have all that he contends for, with the ad-

dition of plenty of honey to boot. It has been a matter of

wonder with me, how farmers, otherwise wide awake to

their own interests, should be so blinded as to be without

this useful insect; for in whatever light you may consider

it, as a healthful article of domestic economy, honey has

not its superior
;
nor will it be necessary to allude to any

of the many uses to which it may be applied by the frugal

house wife
;
but as an article of commerce, I would refer

to it, and ask, why are we indebted to distant countries tor

a thing that we can so successfully make at home '? The
answer is to be found in the unwise determination of the

most of those w-ho keep bees in adhering to old customs.

Some of these contend that the only good management is

to set the gum in some out-of-the-way place, if under the

shade of a peach tree, all the better—others must place

their hives on the ground, and as much exposed to the

rays of the burning sun as possible—then there are those

who cannot be prevailed on to have a hive less than two
feet deep, and these must be placed in some obscure fence

corner, propped with a fence rail or two to guard against

blowing over—then again we have those who reject all

protection to the hive, believing with Dr. Eddy that an ex-

posure to all sorts of weather prevents an attack from the
bee moth. Thus, Messrs. Editors, from the beating of
tin pans in swarming season, to the lighting of rags and
torches preparatory to robbing the hive, every operation

is directed with such carelessness that a total loss is the

consequence, and then you hear tne comoion cry, ‘4 can’t

keep bees, the moth destroys them.” These gentlemen
will allow me to say that the injuries their hives sustain

from the bee moth, could be, in a great measure, prevent-

ed, if they would adopt a better system of management.
I once knew a man w'ho had very peculiar views about
the application of manures

;
he would haul out a large

number of loads which he would distribute all over his

fields in little heaps, giving them pretty much such an ap-
pearance as you might expect to see were they suffering

under a violent attack of small pox
;
and after these had

remained sufficiently long to lose every valuable property,

he would apply it to his crops, and in the end complain
that the manure v.'as good for nothing—I saw another put
out a row of trees, but which really looked more like a
mimic telegraph line than anything else I can think of,

(for they were nothing more than a row of poles) and this

same man complained that one- half of his trees died.

Now, had both of these men done their work properly,

there would have been no failure. So in the management
of bees, if you think all you have to do is to hive them,
and afterwards let them take care of themselves, you will

find that you have made a miscalculation. Your hive, as

I have before said, must be of a proper size, viz: twelve
inches in the clear—it must be made of good lumber, and
well painted, and when you put in your bees let them be
good swarms, these you will place under a shelter, and
you will have made a good commencement.
As to the style of hive to be used, that is altogether a

matter of taste. Miner’s cross-bar is certainly the best;

after that, the chamber and common box- hive, will answer
very well. (See Miner’s Manual for a description of the

different hives.) After the bee keeper has made a good
commencement, let him pay every attention to the wants
of his bees, by often going to them, to " brush away the

cobwebs that sometimes annoy them,” and remove all

dead bees, bits of wax, &c., as may collect about the

hive; in a word, let every thing in the Apiary be kept
clean, and you will be pleased to see how successful you
will be. If, at the distance of some thirty or forty yards
from your bee-house, you hear a sound not unlike that of

a train afar off, you may be sure your bees are doing
well; or, if while walking in your garden, the sound of

their wings over your head, as they pass to and from
their hives, brings to your imagination the poetical idea

connected with the “music of the spheres,” it may be taken
as evidence that your Apiary is in a prosperous condi-

tion.

It is in the commencement of bee keeping that you
have to exercise a great deal of caution. If possible

procure none but well filled hives, and these you must be
careful to place at some distance from where your Apiary
is to stand. After they have swarmed, and your bees

housed in yonr new hives, drive the bees from the old

into good hives, and burn the old. The operation of driv-

ing is quite simple. Turn the old hive upside down,
place the new one on top, wind a piece of cloth around
to stop the joint, and then rap the bottom hive pretty

soundly for some ten or fifteen minutes, which will cause
the bees to ascend in the new hive. If they show any
unwillingness to go up, blow in a little tobacco smoke
below them, and you will have no further trouble.

As regards the shelter for your hives, that, again, is a

matter of taste. I use, and would always recommend, a

house, which need not be more than five or six feet in

width, and as long as you may require, but let it be well

shingled. Under this, place your hives at some two feet

apart, and if you can have a separate stand lor each hive

it will be all the better, as the bees will lose much time

with visiting and idle gossip, when the hives stand too

close together.

Now, a word or two on that most interesting of all sea-
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sons, swarming—bees swarming! What a thrill of

pleasure these two words smid to the bosom of the enthu-

siastic bee-keeper. To approach your Apiary and hear

the hum of thousands of bees as they come pouring Ifom

the hive— to see them darting through the air, and hnally

cluster on the branch around their loving queen—to watch

them, like a living stream, running into the hive your

.fostering care has otfered them, are but a few of the

pleasing incidents connected with the issuing and hiving

of a swarm of bees. Sometimes, in the course of your

experience, you will find your swarms to come out with

every appearance of doing well, and after making an

unsuccessful attempt at clustering, return to the hive. I

would advise the bee-keeper when this happens to ex-

amine in the neighborhood of the Apiary, and he will be

apt to find the queen, unable to fly from some injury she

has sustained in the hive. The best course to pursue in

the premises is to destroy her, and let them proceed to

rear another, which they will do in a short time.

When your nees swarm make no fuss. All beating of

tin-pans, horse-shoes and triangles is quite useless. Do
nothing more than spread a sheet directly under the bulk,

upon this place your hive, raising it some four or five

inches in front to allow the bees to pass under, then tak-

ing hold of the branch give it a sudden jar, and you

have done all that you can do, except to give them an

occasional brushing to prevent them from crowding on

the outside of the hive, which they are apt to do if the

weather is very warm; on this account, too, it is some-

times necessary to shade the hive. If your bees cluster

on the body of the tree you will have to brush them off.

Never sprinkle your bees, except in very hot weather,

and then only when they show any reluctance in enter-

ing the hive. Remove the hive to its place as soon as the

bees have become quiet. For much useful information on

this branch of the subject I would again refer the reader

to Miner’s Manual.

Trusting that these few hints may subserve a good pur-

pose, I indulge the hope that the day is near at hand

when no farm will be without its Apiary.

Respectfully, V. La Taste.

Cedar-Green, near Augusta, May, 1855.

POD-EEAEING VEGETABLES.

Professor Burger, (high German authority) in his

‘‘Economy of Farming” thus commends the cultivation

of pod-bearing vegetables: “The pod-bearing vegetables

generally need less manure than plants of the grass kind

;

for in a given soil, and in a given time, they produce

more organic matter than do the latter
;
because they ab-

sorb a greater quantity of atmospheric and mineral sub-

stances. Plants can take so much the more moisture

from the air as the surface of their leaves is collectively

greater, or as they have more absorbing vessels, or hair

upon their surface. They dry less easily the thicker their

leaves are, and the moisture shut up between them is

more slimy, or viscous; and if the plants are connected

with many thick or strongly haired leaves, and roots

pressing deep into the soil, they all must draw a* great

part of their nourishment from the air, and resist dryness.

Pod-bearing plants have these properties in a higher de-

gree than the grasses.”

Our learned author describes peas, beans and lentils

as having comparatively small roots
;
while he speaks in

high praise of lucerne, and white lupins, (lupinas albus,

white horse bean,) as making a “luxuriant growth in a

poor and light soil, by means of their long tapering roots,
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and many large, thick and heavy leaves,” which protect

the plants Irom drying. Cactuses are remai’kable for col-

lecting and retaining moisture in a soil and atmosphere

so arid as to wither ajid kill most other plants. Lucerne

being perennial, and lasting many years, really deserves

general culture at the South. We have seen nothing this

spring in Georgia th^t looked finer or promised better than

a patch of Lucerne in a garden in Athens, owned by a

gentlemen who was born and reared in England. He gets

five cuttings in a' year
;
and we venture to suggest that

if he would irrigate the plants immediately after each cut-

ting, he might have seven in place of five, and a weightier

yield at each. One hundred tons, of 2,240 pounds each,

haVe been cut off a single acre, in eight months, of Italian

ryegrass, in England, by the aid of liquified manure. We
have no faith in the growth of large crops of any kind on
poor land, without both water and manure. Nevertheless,

some plants do much better than others on a short allow-

ance of manure and water
;
and from the time of Esau,

who sold his birth-right for a mess of lentils, or “pottage,”

to the present hour, the pod-bearing vegetables have fed

more people than the cereals, in the Old World. The great

armies of antiquity subsisted mainly on beans, peas, and
other leguminosaj

;
and the weight carried by a Roman

soldier attest at once the muscle and bone-sustaining ele-

ments in his daily food, and the justice of that popular

and profound regard for his fabian aliment.

Thaer, Veit, Korte and Burger, the four highest

German authorities, concur in stating that the pod-bearing

plants exhaust the soil less than any others. Prof Korte
says : “Annual pod -bearing plants with small roots, if

they are mown before the formation of the seeds, may be

i-egarded as equal to perennials for forage in the smallness

of their tax upon the soil.” L.

PLOWING IN TIME OF DROUTH, PHILOSOPHICALLY
CONSIDERED.

Editor.s Southern Cultivator—It is possible for a
person of limited experience to throw out some sugges-

tions, that may be of advantage to others in the very de-

partment that is the business of the latter. If my remarks
should be deemed worthy a place in your paper, I trust

they will be allowed to appear. They will probably be

too late to benefit any one during the present drouth but,

if they are based on sound philosophy, they will always
be of use,

I believe there are few cultivators of the soil who would
now question the impropriety of plowing a crop during

an excessive drouth. But I have not yet heard any one
assign, as the ground of his opinion, anything but his own
experience and observation. Now, nothing can be better

than the experience and observation of intelligent men.
Even those, however, can be made more worthy the con-

fidence of others, if they can see the reasonableness of

what is affirmed, notwithstanding their own observation

may not reach so far.

It seems to me that the true reason why the ground
should not be plowed while vegetation is suffering from

lack of moisture, is, that, by breaking the crust of the sur-

face, we remove an impediment that was checking, in

some measure, the evaporation of the moisture below—we
perform in the field wltat the chemist does in his labora-

tory whenever a pellicle forms on the surface of a solu-

tion thol is to be evaporated to dryness. The chemist breaks

it up, and so allows the vapor to escape more readily.

Now, if I am right in this, it would be injudicious to break

the surface to the depth of the moisture below, even
though the earth were not turned over at all. But as any
form of plow will, in some degree, mix the upfier and
lower soil, or the more and less dry portions, so the dry-

ing process is still further promoted.

It appears to me that, at such a time as the present, much
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jS,atfstake in the' coLitS'Bitx) ije; pursued. We have had

•

'the'^driest vvinteriafter a dry 'fiH\and dr.y Tho
BOTS IN HOBSES-ONCE MORE.

earth has^stored'-up blit little moisture,- ahd cannot afford

to have it wasted! If 'H^e 'could anticipaJt?e'ia'rain, no wiser

course could be pur&iedirthan to break/the surface before-

hand, that more of what falls may penetrate and less

may evaporate. In the absence of.ailsign of rain it would

be presumption to expect it soon.

My own course is, notto allow a plow tp entermy fields.

My neighbors are going on in their usual way. The ex-

traordinary season does not suggest to them a departure

from the ordinary mode of culture. Our corn is now of

about equal size, (say 4 or 5 inches high,) so that we can

compare results. And if there is any marked difference

in favor of either, I will communicate with you. I ought

to state, however, that after one of my fields was thorough-

ly subsoiled I was so fortunate as to have one fine rain.

This will give that field a decided advantage. The rest

ofmy land was not subsoiled at all. J.

Alabama, April, 1855.

Note.-—It might be .supposed, by those not acquainted

with vegetable philosophy, that the moisture contributed

to the atmosphere, by promoting evaporation from the

soil, compensates the loss sustained by the soil. The
structure of plants is such, however, that it is manifestly

not an indifferent matter whether the moisture is applied

to the leaves or the roots. The stomata of leaves, which

enable the plant to regulate the evaporation of its own
moisture, are so contrived as to open with an increase ot

moisture in the plant and to close with a diminution of it.

And the effect is the same whether the moisture is within

the plant, or externally applied to the leaves.

Any one who has a good microscope may test this by
actual experiment. And those who have not such an in-

strument need but call to mind what they cannot but have

observed (particularly in the case of the paper mulberry,)

that in a great drouth, one light sprinkle of rain, enough

to moisten the leaves without reaching the roots, will do

more injury than service. The stomata open and moisture

escapes more rapidly, while it is not supplied at the roots

in the same proportion. Similar is the effect of bringing

about this disproportion between the moisture of the air

and that of the soil, by promoting evaporation from the

latter. True a moist atmosphere opposes an impediment

to evaporation. But it will be evident that this is not to

be done at the expense ofthe very moisture that we aim at

preserving. J.

Remarks.—The theory of our respected correspondent

is directly at variance with the practice and teachings

of our most distinguished agriculturists; nearly all

of whom contend that the oftener the earth is stirred, and

the more finely its parts are pulverized, in dry weather,

the greater the amount of moisture it will attract from the

atmosphere, which always contains a quantity varying

only in degree. That plants are generally much benefit

ted by a judicious stirring and thorough pulverization of

the earth around their roots, we know from long experi-

ence
;
but that they may be greatly injured by improper

exposure and rupture, in plowing or hoeing, during a long

drouth, we also know as well. The question for us to de-

cide in reference to the theory of our correspondent is,

whether the amount of moisture evaporated from finely-

pulverized earth, during a drouth, is greater or less than
that which the same earth absorbs from the night dews,
vapors, &c., in a given time. We shall be glad to hear
the further experience of “J.” and all our practical and
observing readers on this highly important subject.

—

Eds,
<So, Cult.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am apprehensive

that the discussion of this subject which has already oc-

cupied your columns maybe uninteresting to many, and
hence lam somewhat reluctant again to address you. On
reflection, however, I know Ofno more useful theme for

the farmers of our country than the Diseases and Treat-

ment of Horses. Without these and the patient mule,

Agriculture would be valueless, emasculated of all its vir-

tue and worth. I shall here present but few of my own
speculations on this subject, having given them already

in extenso ; but think I can satisfy the most sceptical by
the adduction of standard authorities, (acknowledged be-

yond disputation as the best and most scientific in the

world on Veterinary science,) 51s “high as Olympus;” or

as “Ossa on Pelion”—if you choose—which establish

every particular of any moment in my articles of the

November, 1853, and September, 1854, numbers of your
valuable paper,

I am obliged to J. A. T, for the tone of his article. If

there be any pleasure in a paper discussion of any kind,

(which I have never felt, however,) it is only with fair

and courteous opponents. Any other, even in the politi-

cal arena, is not worthy of the lance of a true knight. It-

is an honor sometimes to be vanquished, if the cause be
just, and the motive be disinterested or benevolent.

I think, between us, there is but a penumbra of differ-

in our opinions on the subject; for Ae says: there is no
remedyfor this disease, known as a specific.''^ We coin-

cide here precisely. He recommends the “greasing of the

nit or fly once or twice a week during the fly season, to

prevent their hatching, which is the only state (he con-

ceives) in which the bot can be managed.” This, too, is

unobjectionable, certes, because innocuous

—

may be bene-
ficial, but cannot be injurious—and with many would
serve to negative the idea of the “bot sickness,” if the

horse should, perchance, at any time get sick, and con-

sequently contravene any necessity for the use of the

terrible drugs and compounds, so often and recklessly re-

sorted to. To this suggestion, therefoi-e, and for the pur-

pose above, I would not interpose a nay, but rather say,

“so let it be.” My object as first stated in my first article,

was to’ intercede for our most useful and faithful ally (the

horse) in pursuading some of your numerous readers to

“stay their medicines and drugs,” and thus have no par-

ticipation in resorting to such drastic poisons, called “bot

remedies,”' as unquestionably torture and destroy instead

of relieving the patient.

Another correspondent who has complacently clapped

a “refutation” on yowr “reputation,” (or the little office-

imps, called a “Printers Devil,” and you must decide

which, between you) also coincides with me precisely.

For he says: '•'•never indulge the sanguine hope that you

can drench and kill the hols and not endanger the horse

;

the idea is erroneous. And the reputed infallible remedies,

such as sage tea, mullen, fish brine, molasses and persim-

'mon, &c., &c., 1 endorse none of them, but reject the idea

oidrenching at all, except in extreme cases. In lieu of

which I bleed in the mouth freely,” &c., and adds: “al-

alvvays keep salt in your troughs and you will never hear

ofbots.”

Here again you perceive it would be splitting hairs,

“’twixt North and North-west side,” to make up an issue

between us. The bleeding in the mouth, is harmless and
beneficial in most ailments; and to the latter advice I sub-

scribe in toto, as a remedy for many more ills than bots

which “horse-flesh is heir to.” 1 attribute my good for-

tune with horses in a great measure to this uniform prac-

tice, adding a little fine sifted ashes to the salt. But when
this correspondent indirectly subscribes to the “talking,

rubbing and slapping” process, as remedies, I can only re-

ply “Credat Judeeus appella”—i. e., tell it to the marines!
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Bots of the 19th century don’t beheve in '• WBl o’ the Whis-

pers!” They are genuine “hard shells,” being deaf, blind

and insensible to any such “mbral.suasion,’‘ or influences

-of the “Tominy-come-tickle-m^’' order.

Another writer in'your paper'(W. F. P., I think} main-

tains that bots will kill hoi-ses, because “they mil and do

kill cattle by eating through thb skin into the loin and

along tile sides of the back-bone,” &c
;
and asks W.P. W.

why it is sol” and concludes (a non-sequitur, by the

bye) that the bot that is in the horse and in the cow’s

back, are identical.” Your correspondent is both right

and wrong, I humbly afiirm
;
relatively in homcepathic and

allopathic proportions, however. There are several kinds

of the (Estrus, among them the CEstrus cuticolens, differ-

ing in many particulars from CEstrus equi. They are often

found under the skin of the cow, and sometimes of the

horse also in some latitudes, but is, by no means, '‘identi-

cal” with that which is found in the stomach of the horse.

Whether they ever kill cattle deponent saith not, but I

'doubt it. They are more nearly “identical” with what
are commonly called “wolves” in cattle. These never kill

hoises and are easily removed.

I have thus answered, I trust, such inquiries as I could,

without lengthening this article too much. I fear I have

already taken up too much of your columns; and will

now proceed to give you the opinions of such authors as

must, or ought to he, conclusive, and which embrace all

that may appropriately be said to support my positions

before published.

Dr. Dadd, (Vet. Sur.), in a work recently issued, (The

Modern Horse Doctor) maintains “That bots, generally

speaking, are not so troublesome to horses as people think,

for it is very rare in making post mortem examinations,

that we do not find more or less of them in the stomach.

We have heard ivonderful stories” (and who has not, who
has read your CviCiffltor, Messrs. Editors'?) “related of

the bot burrowing through the v:alls of the stomach. This

we deny in toto, at least while the horse is olive. The little

creature is too comfortably located to attempt its exit into

a cavity where its destruction wmuld be inevitable. If it

be about to vacate its stronghold, instinct teaches it the

most safe and expeditious route, w'hich is the alimentary

canal.”

“We do not deny that bots are found in the abdominal

cavity, for the moment the horse dies the various organs

are subject, for the most part, to the laws of decomposition

Chemical action, w'hicli, during life, was regulated by the

vital ibrces, now assumes supremacy. Those pov^erful

solvents, termed the gaslric fluids, which hadpreviously dis-

solved nothing but food, now act on tlie stomach itself and

hasten its decomposition, and whathoA previously been good

foodfor bots now become their bane, omd they must them-

selves, in tnirn, be destroyed unless they esca.pefrom it. The

peristaltic motion of the alimentary canal, w’^hich, during

the existence of the horse, w-as so favorable to their exit,

by this channel; has ceased. They are too w’ell acquaint-

ed with this intricate, labyrynthian outlet (the usual route)

to attempt its passage. No, the same energies of the

fiternal mind
“ ‘ Pervading and instructing all that live,’

suggests the only mode of escape. Thestomach now offering

bill Utile opposiiion to them, being partly decomposed, they

burst ll^r prison-house, and hence are found in the

stomach.” Plence the “riddled” intestines, so often alluded

to. I hope the above may be particularly noticed, as it

satisfactorily explains and removes a very popular error,

far better than I have already been able to do.

Bui again Dr. D.\dd says :
“ We are frequently called

on to visit sick horses said, to have bots, when there is no

more connection between them and the disease, than there

is between the horse and the anvil on which his shoes v:cre

forged. It is all very well to say ‘the horse has the bots,’

and present some medicine for their expulsion, but there

is no practical advantage gained, neither is the horse bene-

fitted by such treatment; for mpst of the vermifuges would

kill the horse, while the former would not be injured in the

slightest degged.”

The above, sjrs, are precisely the opinions addressed

to you in my former articles. I can surely say that I am
fortified by excellent authority in the learned gentleman

quoted above. *

But again
;
Mr. Bracy Clark (who has axamined this

subject more closely than any other man perhaps) says

:

“The slowness of the growth of the bots and the purity of

the food, which is probably the chyle, must occasion what
they receive in a given time to be proportionably small

;

from which, perhaps, arises the extreme difficulty of des-

troying them by any medicine or poison thrown into

the stomach. After opium had been administered to a
horse laboring under lock-jaw for a week, in doses of 1 oz.

every day, bots loere found in the stomach perfectly alive.

Tobacco has been employed in much larger quantities in the

complaint and has also been continued without destroymg

them.”

Mr. White (another Vet. Sur.) also says : “While mak-
ing experiments on Glanders, I found living bots in the

stomoxh of a horse, though he had -been taking for many
days arsenic and corrosive sublimate.”

Mr. Bl.4IN, (Vet. Sur.) also, says: “That he has kept

them (bots) for days in olive oil, and in oil of turpentine,

and that even the nitrous and sulphuric acids do not im-

mediately kill, them.”

“It has been remarked that no effectual remedy for bots

has been ever discovered. Yet in nine cases out of ten, if

the animal be permitted to run a short time at grass, when
the bot has attained its full growth, and is capable of ex-

ercising an independent life it will detach itself from the

stomach-and pass off with the excrement.” As I have be-

fore written and maintained in the Southern Cultivator.

The author of Hippopathology (one of the very best

works extant) says: “It has been conjectured that bots

might prove sewiceabf,e to the animal by aiding the cuticu-

lar coat in the trituration of their food. That nature should

have created an animal, and designed it as an inhabitant

of, the stomach of another animal without some good, is,

I think, highly improbable and irreconcilable with her

beautiful and more readily explained operations. I am,

Imwever, unable to draw the curtain v/hich is here inter-

posed between fact and design. Supposing the bots in

some way or other do good rather than hurt, surely v:c

cannot be solicituous about removing them; for though we
ame unable to demonstrate the beneficjal influence, we may
from all the circumstances arrived at, at least assert thad

they, in general, are not injurious. Hov:beit we can't per-

suade the vhrld so, and therefore we must be prepared to

meet the cpmplaints of persons who come to us, at certain

seasons, and say tha’t their 'hnrsehaswormsf which must

be got rid of, with a remedy for the purpose. Should any
other malady exist at the time, no matter what, the origin

will commonly be t>accd to the presence of these mischievous

vermin. As fa.r as our experience goes v;e have no faith in

medicine to expel bots,” t^c. This writer, you perceive,

goes “all fours” with me, in every particular; and there

cannot be produced a better authority than this work on
Veterinary science.

Dr. Clark, (another Vet. Sur.) reasons thus : “We can,

it is true, force medicine down a horse’s throat, but wc
cannot afterwards get it into the throat of the bot, who is

placed, in his own element, and can repulse the food that

dwes not suit him.”

Dr. Dadd (Vet Sur.) further says : “Foreign bodies are

sometimes found in the stomachs of horses after death

which do not seem to occasion much inconvenience dur-

ing life
;

thxis many hundred bots have been found within
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the cavity without the subject being at all inconvenienced by

themy

An old number of the Medical Register (an extract of

which is before me) treats of the “bot remedies,” which

had become “quite extensively popularized through the

use and recommendations of empirical pretenders to veter-

inary skill,” and, repudiating them all, says : “In some

instances the bot, even ivhen exposed to the most concentrat-

ed and intensified action, remains wholly unaffected, or at

most, only slightly injured^'

Among other experiments, the following may be enu-

merated to attest their extraordinary tenacity of life : “Of

three of these insects (two of which were small and one of

mature size) immersed in corrosive sublimate, the first two

only were destroyed. Six hours after immersion the ma-

ture, or full grown insect, vjas removed from the fluid

without exhibiting even the slightest apparent dimi-

nution of its normal activity or sprightliness and to

all appearances, unharmed. Immersed in rum, they lived

10 hours; in a decoction of Tobacco, 11 hours; strong

elixir of vitriol, 2 hours and 18 minutes; essential oil of

mint, 2 hours and 5 minutes, &c. The following articles

•produced no effect : decoction of pink root, fish oil, brine,

solution of indigo, linseed oil, elixir camphor, though im-

mersed in each 10 hours.” 1 purposely enumerate the

liquids used for 10 hours, because each, I think, has been

published by some one in your paper as a “bot remedy.”

Now, sirs, are not the above experiments and extracts suf-

ficient to satisfy the most sceptical of the impracticability

of killing the bot 2 or the necessity of “doctoring” for them

at alll

But further, I will conclude this array of authorities by

extracting a few lines from the “History ofthe Horse,” an

excellent work, published by the London Society for the

Promotion of Useful Knowledge; at the head of which

was the great savan, Lord Brougham, and composed, as

Mr. Skinner says, “of men of the highest rejDUte in the

various departments of learning and industry.” This

work, after discussing the history and idiosyncrasy of the

CEstrus equi, or bots, says: “Grooms are sometimes alarm-

ed at the appearance of these insects. 'Flieir history is

curious and^ vnll dispel everyfear with regexd to themf

and adds : “There are several (among other) conclusions

from their histoi'y.” (Now, note them well, Messrs. Edi-

tors, if you please
;
as this subject is not an altogether

unimportant one, to a large class of your subscribers) i

“TAe bots eannot, while they inhabit the stomaxh of the

horse, give the animal oAvy pain,for they arefastened to the

cuticular and insensible coatl’’

“ They cannot be injurious to the horse, for he enjoys the

most perfect health, when the cuticular part of the stomach

isfilled with them, and their presence is not even suspected

until they appear al the anus:''

They cannot be removed by medicine, because they are

’not in thatpaH ofthe stomach to which medicine is usually

conveyed; and if they ivere, their mouth are too deeply im-

bedded in the mucus for any medicine thal can safely be

administered to reach them ; and lost of all, in due course of

time, they detoxh themxelves andpass away. Therefore, the

wise man vnll leave them to themselves, or content himself

with having them removed u'hen they collect under the tail

and annoy the animal.'''

Here, sirs, I dismiss the subject, thinking that I have
justified the “faith that is in me,” as indicated in this and
my crudely-expressed views heretofore kindly published

by you. If any one can give more orthodox, and uni-

versally acknowledged authorities than Messrs. Bracy,
Clark, Dadd, White, Blain, Youatt, Skinner, the

work on Hippopathology, and the “History of the Horse,”
and in fact, if there can be presented a single stomdard
modem work to advocate a thesis antagonistic to that

which I have endeavored to maintain, I should be glad to

see or learn of it.

So far as I am concerned, it is now left for your readers

to determine the question, as you put it, (not I) of “Bots

or no Bots,” and whether they will continue to kill or cure

with all the ‘infallible bot remedies," which seem to be as

common as blackberries, or thick as “leaves in Vallom-

brosa.” Still wishing you success in your goodly pur-

poses, Lam truly yours, W. P. W.
Isle of Hope, Ga., 18.55.

SANDY SOILS -SHEEP HUSBANDRY.

That sandy soil can be well and profitably cultivated

has been long known
;
witness the barren sand of Bel-

gium and the estate of Coke and Hatherton in England/

or, nearer home, the blowing sarid near Albany, and some
small portions of Long Island. Their adaptation, also,^

for sheep husbandry is well known
;
and yet, within a

few miles of this great city are thousands of acres every

way capable of supporting immense flecks, with not a

sheep on them. I have been led to make these observa-

tions from a recent trip on the Long Island Railroad,,

when, in the space of about fifty miles, I did not see that

number of sheep; and, as a friend with me observed, on

passing Hempstead plains, “here are the Downs, but where

are the South Downs'?” Certainly not there.

A great many sheep, I understand, are raised on the

north side of the island, and the stock is generally im-

proving; Mr. Becar, W. W. Mills and J. Smith "having,

some fine flocks. Still they are the exception, not the

rule, and it is the latter that we want. The growing taste

for mutton and the high price a good article will always

command, we think, should stimulate the farmers of Long
Island to push forward in what I consider a profitable

branch of husbandry
;
and instead of being satisfied with

raising from eight to ten bushels of rye to the acre, and
then carrying the straw off the farm, consume it on the

farm, and not rest satisfied till they can, from the same-

land, raise from five to six hundred bushels of turnips.

That this can be done, we will endeavor, at some future

time to show. L.,

[in Plough, Loom and Anvil.

COEN DODGER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—A dodger—what a

rich boon it is—what a luxury, a glorious commonalty.

It is the foundation stone—the very bone and sinew of alh

good living. Why don’t people have more dodger and
less ginger bread fixins'? They’d be the better for it.

There is plenty ofcorn meal, water and salt everywhere,

and that’s all you want. Don’t fumble it and chuck it

about, and daub it up with grease, salerestus, eggs, pump-
kins, and other outlandish flummigations—that aint dodg-

er. Just stir it up with clean water (and salt if you choose)

and bake it brown and crispy, as big as whole bricks, and
bring it along smoking, steaming hot—that’s a dodger^

And there’s nothing better. It’s good with anything—it’s

good without anything

—

It’s good when it’s hot, and its good when its cold

—

It’s good for the young, and it’s good for the old.

A dodger—O, it’s a glorious invention. It’s the most
wholesome diet that ever went down the throat of man.
It won’t give you the dyspepsia nor the rlieumatism. It

won’t give you the “blooes and you don’t have to take

pills and other “pizen stuff” to work it off. It’s the best

vermifuge ever invented for children. It fattens “little

niggers”—makes them grow—makes them strong and
healthy—try it. There's nothing ahead ofcorn dodger.

Omo.
Toccopola, AIiss., April, 1855.
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THREE SOUTH DOWN BUCK LAMBS,
Sired by the noted Buck, “Young York,” and owned by Lewhs G. Morris, Esq., of Mount Fordham, Westches-

ter Co., New York. These Lambs won the 1st prize at the New York State Fair in 1851.

TEE EENOVATIOE OE SOU, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As T have been a sub-

scriber to the Cultivator for the last five years, and expect

to continue so as long as I have a surplus dollar in my
purse, I hope I may be pardoned for troubling you with a

question or two, relative to the best mode of renovating

or rather keeping up the virgin fertility of my soil with

peas as the principal fertilizer. Is it best to sow them

broad-cast and turn under whilst green and in bunch] or

let them mature and rot on the ground] If best to turn

under whilst green, at what season ought they be sown ]

and how should land be treated after the peas have been

plowed under to protect it from the rays of the sun ]

This place is in latitude 33 1-2^. I am a young farmer;

have very little “book laming,” but have adopted “book
farming ” as preferable to going it blind. When I com-

menced farming, some six or seven years ago, I thought
|

it better to subscribe for one or two good agricultural jour-

nals, and to adopt the plans and opinions of others, as

given in those “books” than to consume time unnecessarily

in trying to find out for myself the same things, by a long

life of toil—to say nothing of the disappointments, vex-

ations and losses—to which I might possibly be subject-

ed ; and I have no cause ofTegret for sticking to my reso-

lution.

Tii,e quality of rny land is tolerably good it is callable

of producing 800 to 1,000 Lbs., of cotton per acre, and 20

to 25 bushels of corn. Soil, a fine, dark sand, with a deep-

yellow clay substratum. I cultivate but 12 acres to the

hand—8 acres in cotton, and 4 in corn—v/ith patches of

potatoes, pindars, \yater melons, pumpkins, and lastthough

not least, a vegetable garden which supplies an aban-

dance of vegetables for white and black. In ray garden

are two beds of strawberries, 12 Ijy 40 feet, which give

my white family (there are only five of us) a bountiful

supply of berries for five or six weeks
;
and a row of

|

raspberries GO yards long, which keeps up the supply of

berries on our table until wliordeberries and blackberries

come in, and then we feast on pies, until the apples are

ripe enough for dumplings. But I am probably taxing

your patience with what does not interest you, and must

desist. I beg an answer to my questions at your earliest

convenience through the columns of the Cultivator.

With much esteem, I am, respectfully,

J. B. R,

Luda^ Ouachita Co., Ark., April 9th, 1855.

Remarks.—As a general rule, it is better to have peas,

clover and manure rot in the ground than it
;
and

we should plow in peas to enrich land rather than let them
decay on the surface. When plants decompose on the

surface, much of their carbonic acid and ammonia escapes

directly into the atmosphere, and does not benefit the

soil.

The depth at which renovating crops ought to be turn-

ed uncer is a matter of some importance. Suppose the

present staple of the soil is four inches, and the owner
wishes to make it eight inches. How shall he operate ?

Having seen clover plowed in to recuperate wheat fields

for the last thirty years, and studied the point under con-

sideration with some care, experience teaches us to plow
in green crops on light sandy land eight inches at once

;

but on cold, heavy clay soils, plow at first only one inch

below the usual depth of plowing, and of course one inch

into the compact clay below the staple. The vdgetabla

matter rotting in cohtact with the subsoil, effects useful

chemical changes in its minerals, mingles valuable mould
with the same, and thus at once deepens and fructifies the

surface soil. The ntxt time one plows in a crop of peas,

\ let the turning iron run an inch deeper; and so on from

year to year, allowing a good coat of vegetation to an

inch of clay until the available staple is ei^it or ten inches

in depth, instead of four or five.

As to the time of sowing peas, that is the best which
promises b;^ rain and snnshin*e to giye the largest growth.

Weight of organized matter is what is sought; and the

cultivator should endeavor to so arrange and advance his

other operations as to put seed peas into* the ground

when his chances of a good crop are best. When the pods

begin to form is the right time to bury the plants in the

earth, to yield the maximum of gain to the land. If one

could purchase ground gypsum at two or three dollars a
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ton ,* as the clover and wheat-growers of New York do, we
should recommend the sowing of 100 pounds of this fer-

tilizer to the acre, with peas. The high price of all com-

mercial manures at the South is a serious hindrance to

agricultural progress and improvement
;
but the cheap-

ness of land greatly favors the home production of the food

of plants. We are disposed to labor in this direction, be-

lieving it to promise the most satisfactory results. L,

ECONOMY IN FEEDING HOESES AND MULES.

When corn sells at a dollar and a quarter a bushel, a

planter has pretty strong inducements to study economy

in feeding this grain to his horses and mules. The writer

has recently been experimenting a little in the way of test-

ing the relative value of boiled and dry corn for the nour-

ishment of a v/orking horse. The result is a gain by boil-

ing varying from 20 to 25 per cent. We had rather feed

four bushels of soaked and partly cooked corn than five

bushels of the grain dxy, particularly where one has very

little hay, straw, blades, or other “roughness,” to give with

the corn.

It is well worth while to heat water boiling hot, and

pour it over cut feed and ground grain to facilitate the ex-

traction of their alimentary properties in the stomachs of

working animals. It is not enough to fill the digestive ap-

paratus with coarse forage, or the seeds of cereals, if we
would secure the best attainable results for the food con-

sumed, It must be so prepared as to yield up its life-sus-

taining virtues in a speedy and perfect manner. As a

general thing, grain fed to horses is quite impej-fectly di-

gested
;
so much so, indeed, that not a few hogs and cows

in and near villages and cities, subsist mainly on the drop-

pings of horses that travel the streets.

Over 60 per cent, of coim is starch, which is insoluble in

cold water, and not very soluble in juices of the stomach.

By boiling or baking, starch is transformed into a kind

of gum which dissolves rf'adily in water, and is easy of

digestion. If grain keeps up to anything like its present

market price it will soon be as common to bake bread for

horses as for men. Unlike the ox, the horse has a small

single stomach
;
and there is not one argument in favor of

cooking food for persons that does not apply to its equal

preparation for horses. Scotch farmers have been some
years in the practice of baking bread for their plow teatns

when hard at work. It is soon eaten, agrees well with

the stomach, and gives a fatigued animal the maximum of

time to lie down on a good bed and rest. This kind of

feed, designed to make good blood, and a plenty of it, does

not supersede the necessity of cut hay, fodder or straw,

whose bulk is important for the due expansion, and vigor-

ous action of the digestive organs.

Our .practice is to boil corn some three or four hours,

and salt it about as much as for hominy or bread. It

swells to nearly twice its original volume, which is no
inconsiderable advantage. Horses fed mostly in green

rye, barley, corn, clover, or lucerne,, do best when a part

of the water in such succulent plants is dried out before

they are eaten. Even cows giving milk, like half cured

new hay better than perfectly green grass. A young corn

plant two feet or so in height, has about 90 parts of water

in 100 ot its stem and leaves. This fact does not prevent

its being nutritive at that early stage of its growth, for it

has very little wood, or woody fibre, which is indigestible

Dry matured plants yield their nutrient elements sparing-

ly to horses, as compared with oxen and other ruminants.
Corn alone is too heavy feed for both horses and oxen;

and among the thousand and one inventions for crushing

and grinding corn in the ear, we doubt whether there is

anything equal to the Little Giant Corn a/nd Cob Mills,

advertised by Messrs. Carmichael & Bean, in the

pages of this journal. Large experience in feeding corn

and cob meal has demonstrated its economical value. The
cobs do not yield any notable amount of positive susten-

ance ; but they serve to render all the nutritive elements

in the corn available for the support of animal life, and
where fodder is scarce as it now is, crushed cobs, ifsound

and not weathered, mix admirably with pure meal.

To work poor mules, oxen and horses, or waste their

expensive food, is bad economy
;
and one way to keep

teams poor is to use dull, worthless plows and harrows,

which require both man and beast to go three times oyer

a field to effect a degree of tillage which, with really good
implements, might have been better done at one plowing

or harrowing. Every step in agriculture ought to tell
;

but it can not, with bad tools, and badly kept working
cattle and servants, L,

BUENING CLAY, OE MUD!~THE “ EIEMAMENTUM.”

Many or most of our readers are, doubtless, aware that

some genius in New Orleans, claims to have suceeded in

making an excellent article of fuel from common clay, or

earth. We perceive, by the Nev) Orleans True Delta,

that an experiment has been made in the furnace of that

establishment testing the capacity of this material for rais-

ing steam. It is made into balls, which, on being thrown

into a common grate or furnace like common coal, can, it

is said, be easily ignited. The True Delta says

;

“From what we have seen of the Firmamentum, previ-

ous to the public test of yesterday, and viewing the latter,

as conclusive, we give it as our unbiassed and deliberate

opinion that it will answer all the purposes of coal, so far

as producing heat and generating steam are concerned,

and the only point,in our mind, at issue, is the simple one-
can it be furnished to consumers at such a price as will make
it an object for them to use it I The proprietors of the in-

vention say they can furnish the article—can deliver it at

any point, for twenty-five cents a barrel. If they are

rit^ht in their calculation, then the matter may be con-

sidered as settled, for it will be used in every case in pre-

ference to coal. It is infinitely preferable for use in pri-

vate dwellings and hotels, as it produces no smoke. For
locomotive purposes, we think it would be used, in pre-

ference to wood or coal, from the fact that however strong

the fire, no sparks are emitted from it. This feature alone,

of the Firmamentum, had it no other to recommend it,,

would bring it into general use for locomotive purposes.”

The New York Tibune (itself a promulgator of vagar-

ies and isms') thus quietly goes to work at the demolition

of the “clay fuel” enterprise:

The march of mind in our day is gi'eat, but the march
of gullibility would seem to be yet greater. The wonders

achieved in the last half century have prepared the public

mind for believing that almost anything is possible, and

hence there exists a readiness to accept the promises of

the wildest projectors, even when conflicting with prin-

ciples of philosophy usually recognized as true. But a

little while since Mr. Paine was enabled, by his plausible

statements, sofar to influence thepublic mind as material-

ly to affect the value of Delaware and Hudson stock, and

other coal property
;
and the accuracy of those statements

was certified by some of the most respectable names in

New England. Yet, all he taught was opposed to very

simple philosophical principles—a knowledge of which
would have saved many persons from heavy losses incur-

red in the effort to carry into effect the views of the cIku'-

latan by whom they were guided.
*It costs from ^14 to $17, delivered in Augusta.
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About the same time, another philosopher undertook to

show that, by adding to the machinery of the hydraulic

press, all the power could be gained without the loss of

speed
;
and, of course, by increasing to the necessary

extent the number of wheels, the hands ofa man could be

enabled to drive the train of a locomotive. It was perpetu-

al motion over again, and yet it received the certificates of

men of the highest standing in England.

Next, and but two years since, came a Cincinnati in-

ventor, who drove a grist mill at full speed with as many

wood shavings as he could carry in his hat, and promised

to take a steamboat of the largest size to New Orleans

with a bushel or two of coal
;
and this, too, was certified

by men of the highest respectability, who had seen the

machine in motion. The object of the inventor was, we
presume, accomplished, for from that day to this we have

heard no more of him or his engine.

Since then there have been others
;
but the latest scheme

is now being carried out in New Orleans, by which clay

is to be made to drive steamboats and locomotives, warm
houses, and, perhaps, to furnish light. Power-presses

have, as we are gravely assured, been driven by it, while

it can be furnished at twenty-five cents a barrel, and must

therefore, supersede coal as fuel. That it can be profit-

ably supplied at that price, few will doubt
;
and, if any of

the owners of clay deposits near New Orleans should be

enabled to make contracts for supplying it as fuel, they

will certainly be well paid for their land. They had bet-

ter, as we think, make their contracts early, as the*“ex

citement” produced by the new and wonderful discovery

may pass away.

Of all known substances, clay is among the most re-

markable, not only for incombustibility, but even for in-

fusibility., The glass-blower melts«his sand in crucibles

made of it. The furnace-master uses it for the construc-

tion of walls within which he melts coal, lime and iron-

ore, The chemist uses crucibles of clay when he sub-

jects to the action of the blow- pipe the most refractory

minerals—and yet this most incombustible substance, that

can with difficulty be even fused, is by help of some
hitherto undiscovered process to be resolved into thin air..

Then it is to be used in driving engines and emptying the

pockets of the credulous.

Clay is, as we are told by one of our chemical friends,

a peroxide, incapable of further oxidization or combustion

—but it may be mixed with bitumen, gas, or wood tar

and then the bituminous matter will burn, but clay

will not. All our readers know that this earthy matter

combined with coal remains unburned, and accumulates

in their grates in the form of ashes; and they know well

the intensity of the heat to which it has been subjected

If the carbon contained in the strongest anthracite is in

capable of burning the few earthy particles combined with

it, with what reason can we suppose that similar mattet

can elsewhere be made capable of burning itself, and giv

ing light, heat and power 1 The thing is an absurdity,

cooked up for the purpose of accomplishing an object.

A WOUD ABOTIT CHIMNEYS.

The London Qxiarterly Reviev) for January contains a

capital article on the subject of open fire-places, discus

sing, among other things pertinent to the theme, the sub

ject of smoking chimneys. As there doubtless are hun-

dreds, if not thousands, of our numerous readers, who an

afflicted with this household calamity, we shall be doin^

the public a service by giving the pith of the Quarterly'’:

remarks on this subject:

Smoke does not, as is popularly supposed, ascend ;

ebimney because it is lighter than air. Dr. Franklin

demonstrated, a century ago, that smoke is really heavier

than air. But the murky cloud of gases, acids and vapor,

which is called smoke, rises in the chimney, because,

mixed with the rarefied air which is ascending through

the same channel. When there is no fire, the draught of

the chimney is either small, or wanting altogether.

Hence it is that even good chimneys, if they have been,

long disused, often smoke for the first five or ten

minutes after a fire has been kindled, because until the

air in the chimney becomes rarefied, there is nothing

to draw the smoke upwards. It follows from this view
of the origin of the draught in the chimney, that if there

is an insufficient supply of air, as happens when all the

doors of a room are closed and the windows listed, that

the chimneys will smoke, because there being an insuf-

ficient supply of air to the fire, the coals only smoulder,

there is no air to be rarefied, the smoke cannot ascend,

and so the occupants ofthe apartment suffer.

It is as necessary, therefore, if we would not have

smoke to annoy us, to provide plenty of fresh air for the

fire, as it is to provide a chimney. Dr. Franklin found

by experiment, that an open fire, in a room of ordinary

size, required as much air as could be admitted through a

hole in the wall six inches square. But such a hole, or

even leaving a door open, produces a draught, and such

a draught gives person's cold who sit in it. As far back

as a century and a half ago, a Frenchman, named Gauger,

invented a fire-place in order to obviate this. He opened

a hole in the hearth, communicating with a channel which
passed under the floor, and finally ended at an eperture in

the wall of the house. Strange to say, this excellent plan

has never yet been generally adopted. It is only now
coming first into use in this country, as applied to sup-

plying hot air furnaces with air
;
while comparatively

few grates are furnished with air in this way, as they

should be, if those sitting around them wish to avoid cold

currents on their feet. Open fires are now left to be fed

by the air which they suck in, so to speak, under the

doors and through the crevices of the windows
;
and

hence the complaint that a grate-fire roasts the front of the

person, while the back is freezing. The having sufficient

air to feed a chimney is, indeed, the principal security

against a smoky room. There are few smoky chimneys

which cannot be cured by simply giving them plenty cf

air. And this rulevapplies as well to stoves, furnaces, or

other apparatus for heating, as to fires. What we have

said about preventing smoke, also refers to preventing

gas from anthracite fires.

It was an old notion that chimneys ought not to be

crooked, whereas a slight bend towards the top is bene-

ficial, for this prevents the sudden descent of wind or rain.

iVor is the form of the chimney material
;

it may be taper-

ing, or of equal bore
;

pyramidal or square; it is only

necessary that it be constructed so as to offer no consider-

able i-esistance to the ascending current, for otherwise the

dot air will be delayed in its ascent, and have time to

cool. A high chimney always makes the best draught,

ind hence well-built factories invariably have such chim-

neys. Dwelling houses do not require such enormously

high chimneys, but they must be high enough not to be

over-topped by contiguous buildlings else the wind, strik-

ng against the superincumbent wall, will be precipitated

lown the chimney, filling the room with smoke or gas.

Much of what we have said about smoky chimneys ap-

plies also to ventilation. The combustion of a fire,

)r of gas-lights, as well as our breathing, vitiates

(he air, so that every apartment ought to have an outlet

I'or carrying off the carbonized and deleterious atmosphere.

hole, opening into the chimney, just below the ceiling,

IS the best method of meeting this difficulty. Rooms,
Heated by properly constructed furnaces, which admit
fresh air raised to a temperature of 64'^. and supplied with
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such an opening, are the healthiest that can be had, unless

it is apartments warmed by grates, and fitted with such a

ventilator, the grates and room being fed with cold air in

such a way as to prevent draughts on persons.

SEA ISLAND PASTURAGE-TASKS FOR NEGROES, £C.

Editors Southern Cultivator— Gentlemen—I take

the liberty of addressing you, as I know that the very ob-

ject of your journal is utility—to give practical informa-

tion to planters. Can you, then, tell me the number of

acres required as pasture on our sea islands for a given

number of cattle ? 2d, Can you tell me the day’s task for

a negro in all the various kinds of work on a plantation 1

I understand that just such a schedule as I speak of was
published a few months back in the Charleston Mercury^

but I have no opportunity for getting at the files of that

journal. This information would be of great benefit to

many who, like myself, are just beginning to plant.

I am, gentlemen, very respectfully yours,

'Waring.

Savannah, April, 1855.

Threshing .—500 sheaves for a woman
;
GOO for a man.

In laying out fields into quarters or tasks, a man and

boy will do 40 acres

Getting task stakes .—500 to a hand.

Getting staves .—4 men to 800 staves.

Drawing staves .—500 each hand.

Getting barrel heading.—4 men to 300.

Hoop poles .—100 and brought home', if the distance is

short, or 120 if left in the woods.

Getting puncheons .—500 broad puncheons, 4 and 5 feet

in length, for 3 hands.

Squaring timber .—100 feet per day each carpenter.

Sawing pine.—100 feet; cypress, 120 feet.

Making loorm fences .—Rails on the spot, and every-

thing ready and place clear—a man and woman can put

up 100 pannels.

Splitting railp.—100 rails, 12 feet long and heavy.

Post and rail fence .—4 negroes can put up 30 or 40

pannels per day, dig the holes two and a half to three feet

deep, put down the posts, and rammed properly at 9 feet

apart from each other.

Morticing posts .—A carpenter can make 60 mortices

Remarks.—It is impossible for us to answer the first

question of our correspondent, owing to our entire

ignorance of the quality of his pastures, the amount of feed

which they produce, the kind of cattle kept, &c. Some of

our sea-shore stock-raisers will oblige us by answering

this inquiry.

As regards the tasks or day’s work allotted to negroes,

we find the following in Holmes’ Southern Farmer, and
consider it to be, in the main, fair, and nearly right.—

E

ds.

TASKS FOR ABLE-BODIED LABORERS.

At the different employments of the farm and planta-

tion.

per day.

Splitting garden palins;s .—500 to 3 men.

Cutting wood .— 1 cord, 8 by 4, by 4 feet.

Making rice barrels.—3*barrels a day
;
half barrels, 4 a

day.

Shingling .—A square of 10 feet.

Mowing hay .—For an experienced laborer, halfan acre

per diem.

Cradling oats or small grain .—An expert hand after a

little practice, can, with ease, cradle three acres a day
;
but

it is not uncommon for experienced hands to cradle four

and a half to five acres.

(Note.—The following tasks may under some circum-

stances be too large, and should be varied, according to

the state of land, &c., particularly in ditching, hoeing,

and listing
;
for in many places it would be easier to ditch

800 feet, than it would 500 where there are stumps, sands,

&c.)

Ditching.—GOO square feet.

Putting mud upon the bank.—600 square feet.

In making new drojins.— 15 inches wide, and 2 1-2 feet

deep, 210 feet in length.

Cleaning old drains.—6 to 10 tasks, or quarters, accord-

ing to the mud.
Cleaning old ditches.— 1 to 2 tasks, or quarters, accord-

ing to the mud.
Turning up land uoiih a hoc.—1 quarter of an acre; but

if stiff clay, it will require a third more labor.

Chopping.—One-halfan acre.

Listing ground.—Ond-half an acre is the quantity al-

lotted to each hand, but in old pastures, having a tough

sod, one-quarter of an acre is as much as they can get

through with
;
and even then with difficulty.

Bedding up.—In li^ht soil one-q'uarter and a half, to

two-qaiarters, or one-halfan acre.

Trenching.—For sitiall grain on high land, three-quar-

ters of an acre, 80 or 90 rows in each quarter. On rice

plantations, the Suiveyor’s measure is seldom made use

of. One-half acre is 150 feet each way; a quarter is 75

feet each way, which is trenched 15 inches from centre

to centre
;
this gives 60- rows in the quarter.

Covering.-—3 quarters of an acre, 80 or 00 rows in each

quarter,

Sovhng.—2 1-2 to 3 acres. Ifthe wind is high perhaps

not more than 1 to 1 1-2 acres, tliis depends on the num-
ber of trenches in an acre. (See trenching.)

Hoeing cotton, corn and potatoes.—one-half to one acre.

Hoeing rice.—om-XmM an acre upon tide lands
;
but in-

lands sometimes not a quarter.

TOPPING COTTON.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have not been in a

hurry to present, through your journal, to its readers, my
last experiment in topping cotton, seeing you always have

a stock of valuable communications on hand which might

be more acceptable to the readers of the Cultivator than

any thing I could say on any subject; but the time will

soon arrive, when if any thing has been gained by topping

cotton the readers ofyourjournal should know it, that they

may avail themselves of said information in time to profit

by a trial themselves the coming season.

In advance of giving the result of my experiment

last year, I will say : up to the last of July I have never

known a fairer prospect for heavy crops of cotton in our

section, but our hopes were soon blasted, as the drouth

had then commenced and continued until at leastone-half

of the forms had dropped off in our lowest bottom lands,

and but little was realized by the rains afterwards, conse-

quently not much was gained by topping last year. I

measuied off, as usual, one acre ofupland as good as I had

on the plantation. Topped two rows and skipped two

throughout the piece of land selected, which brings out the

following result:

Topped rows made of seed cotton 459 lbs.

Rows not topped 439

Difference 20 lbs.

One more year redeems my promise, and I then will

take leave of you on this subject. Respectfully,

E, Jjnkins.

Horse Pen, Choctaw Co
^
May, 1855.

If you have a good manure heap, protect it -with a

covering, and though you will not thereby make it any

richer, you will keep it from growing poorer.
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planting sweet potatoes on level geotjnd—
SUBSOrLIKG, &C.

Editors Southern Cultitator—In the April number

of the Cidtivator, is a communication about planting Sweet

Potatoes on level ground, an excellent method, which

ought always to be followed. Always anxious to simpli-

fy all labors, instead of complicating them, you will kind-

ly excuse me for making a few remarks in regard to the

many tools recommended for that task : first breaking up

the ground with some kind ofplow

;

then taking a shovel

plow; next running a roofer; after that using a

coulter, and at, last a scooter.

How would it do to take a real good subsoiling plow

and have the work executed in a superior way at once,

and have done with it”?

1 am a great advocate for subsoiling, a way which I

have followed for more than thirty-five years, and the

superior advantages of which but few sensible agricultur-

ists will doubt any longer. My object in penning these

lines is merely to draw attention to a plow which I am
using. It is one of John Rich’s, and called the “Wash-
ington plow.” Tw’O good horses or mules will easily run

it 15 inches deep at once, on my pine-woods land. It

cuts the furrow very perpendicular, runs it nicely hori-

zontal at the bottom, and throws the soil out as finely as a

farmer will wish; it also works itself very clean, and, con-

sidering the work it is doing, must be said to run easy. It

thus comprises most of the good qualities which can be

expected from a plow. In short, it is the best tool I ever

met with for cultivating the soil deeply. Many of my
friends have doubted the correctness of this statement, but

all who visited me and examined it for themselves have
been so fully convinced that they, in general, requested me
to order similar ones for them.

When the soil is thus thoroughly broken up (and I have
done it even with land that one year previous was over-

grown with trees) the land is in fine order for planting

any crop. Robert Nelson.
Macon, Ga., April, 4855.

of turning in a narrow compass, but wheels being of equal

height does not increase this difficulty.

As the fulcrum of the wheel is at the bottom, it follows

that its motion increases as the distance from the bottom

increases, and if a horizontal line (imaginary) be drawn,

passing through the centre of motion, the velocity of that

part above the line will be five times greater than tlie part

below.

A wagon with two inch tire will sink in the groundfour
times deeper than a four inch tire, all things else being

equal. The latter having double the space to sustain the

load and only half the weight on any given space. I

merely mention the four inch tire for the sake ofillustration,

three or three and a half being amply sufficient. Hoping
some intelligent mechanic may possibly improve on these

hints, I am gentlemen, A Blacksmith,
[in Aliss. Consen'ative.

THE WAGON.

SHEEP REARING.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Living within a few

miles of the junction of the Charleston and Memphis and

Mobile and Ohio Railroad, I am turning my attention

some little to sheep, and I wish to know, through your very

valuable paper, what quantity of ewes one buck will serve

w'ell. I have had fine luck with sheep in North Mississip-

pi, where I have lived some six years
;
have to feed

but little. Some one of your patrons more conversant with

the management of sheep, will please give their experi-

ence through your paper, and very much oblige a new
hand at the enterprise.

Most respectfully yours, &c., R. E. H.

Jacinto, Aliss., May, 1855.

Remarks.—Randall says, in his valuable “Sheep

Husbandry,” p. 1^97, that “yearling may run with 30

esves; a two year old, with from 40 to 50
;
and a tlwee

year old, from 50 to 60,” &c. By far too little attention

is paid to this subject among us, and we join our corres-

pondent in soliciting the sheep experience of our readers;

and will also be pleased to receive the articles alluded to

in his note.

—

Eds.

It is evident that the larger the wheels ofa vehicle are,

so much the lighter is the draft, until the centre of their

circumference becomes equal in height to the horse’s

breast. Besides, large v/heels produce less friction, be-

cause their velocity is less than small wheels, and the lat-

ter sink deeper in a soft road, thereby increasing the dif-

ficulty of transportation. The advantage of larger wheels
than those in common use will further appear when we
take into consideration that the fulcrum is at the bottom.

The average height of the fore-wheels is not commonly
over forty inches, which would only give the horses a

lever power of twenty inches over the weight
;
moreover

the weight is at too great a distance below the horses’

breasts. If v/e should increase the height of the wheel to

sixty inches, it would give the team a lever power of thirty

inches
;

still leaving the weight sufficiently low, making a

difference in favor of the horses of fifty per cent.

We can see no good reason why the hind-wheels should

be larger than those before. It seems to us that they

should be equal, the opinion of some wagoners to the con-

trary notwithstanding. Suppose, for instance, the fore-

wheels should be four and the hind wheels six. The in-

clination forward of the line of traction would tend to

press the load into the earth, and, consequently, increase

the difficulty of drawing. If there be any advantage in

having the wheels of different heights, why is it that the

intelligent constructors of steam cars have not availed

themselves of it I The advantage of larger wheels is

somewhat lessened, it is true, by the increased difficulty

ECONOMY IN FEEDING STOCK,

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having seen in your

Marc’n number an article from my friend. Dr Gores, (one

of the most practical planters) on the Cow Pea, m.ay I ask

you to request him to give us his mode of using the shuck

of the corn, as he used it in Alabama in the year 1842,

when he took charge of his father’s estate. That year the

crop of corn was scant and I noticed that the mules were
kept in fine order.

I have known for some that he had that peculiar tact of

keeping his mules in (some* new way) fine condition, and

this article on preserving Cow Pea hay makes me curious

to learn how he feeds the shuck to so great advantage

without cutting them up, by which nearly one-half the

usual quantity of corn is dispensed with, and the mules

kept in fine order.

I had designed calling on the Doctor, but the low stage

of the Arkansas river prevented, and the hurry which a

loss of one stage down caused. I was, however, much
pleased with this part of Arkansas and am resolved to

visit it again before I purchase elsewhere, as I learned the

Doctor is very much pleased. The lands are certainly

rich and cheap, and could I be sure of health, nothing

would hinder me from moving out. W.
Arkansas Co,, April, 1855.

^'The old way is corn and fodder.
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ANSWERS TO INQIHEIES, &C.

Burr Mill-Stone.—The specimens of rock that ap-

peared very much like Burr Mill-Stone, sent to us by Mr.

Robert, of Orion, Pike county, Ala., turned out, on the

application of chemical tests, to be carbonate of lime.

The samples ah elfervesce freely with hydrochloric acid;

Sw'EET Potatoes.—L. D.—We prefer the White Hayti

Yam to all other varieties. It yields abundantly, is of

superior quality, and keeps admirably. In planting this

variety, “draws” or even cut vines are better than the

roots, for the reason that when the “draws” are set out,

the first roots that branch off make tubers; while the po-

tato itself lies in the ground and slowly decays before any
new rootlets or tubers are formed. We have succeeded

in making table potatoes from “draws” planted as late as

the middle of July, but we prefer May and June—the

earlier the better, after the ground becomes warm, and all

danger of frost is over. When our “draws” are ready we
never wait for a “season,” but plant according to the di-

rections given in our Wo7-kfor the Month, present num-
ber.

“Cholera,” or Distemper in Poultry.—F. T. G.

—

Prevention is much better than an attempt to cure, which
generally fails. However, as you ask our advice, here it

it Keep your fowls out of the fields and woods in wet
or damp weather or until after the dew is offin the morning
—coniine them to a clean, dry, gravelly yard—put a piece

of red oak bark into their water, and let it remain, changing
fhe water every day or two. If your fowls are taken sick

and drop down helpless, feed them by hand, carefully,

with balls of corn meal dough, or baked bread, saturated

with common table mustard (‘mixed with water) ora drop
or two of a mixture called ^'Radvmy's Ready Relief You
may be obliged to continue this treatment (hand feeding)

for several days, as the fowl is too weak to pick up or as-

sist itself. We have cured many fine young Brahmas in

this way, and would advise you to try it. It is not worth
the trouble, to doctor cornraon or ordinary fowls. When-
ever we see one of these seriously affected, we cut its

head off and bury it deeply m the compost heap or ma-
nure pile.

Plaster, or Gypsum, (A. D. B.) may be profitably ap-

plied as a top dressing to Cow Peas, Melons, Turnips, Pota-

toes, &c. Mixed with ashes and salt (in the proportion
of 10 parts Gypsum, 4 of Ashes, and 1 of ISalt) it may be
US( d in the corn field with decided benefit. A small hand-
ful, or about two tablespoonsfid to the hill, sprinkled close

to the stalk, after the first hoeing, will seldom fail of pro
ducing a vigorous growth and an increased yield. Gyp-
sum, or Plaster of Paris is a sulphate of lime, and is com-

posed (100 parts) of Sulphuric Acid, 43; Lime, 33;

Water, 24. For its introduction into general use, in thi»

country, we are indebted to that eminent agriculturist, the

late Judge Peters, of Pennsylvania. The gentleman to

whom you allude in your poscript, (R. Peters, Esq., of

Atlanta), is the grandson of Judge Peters, and as a prac-

tical farmer and stock-raiser, he fully keeps up the repu-

tation of his ancestor. There is no Plaster at present in

this market. Address Wm. Allston Gourdin, Charles-

ton, S. C.

Hydraulic Rams.—Wm. B. L.—It is said (with how
much truth we do not know’, from experience,) that a fall of

ten feet will raise a column of water one hundred and
fifty feet high, at the rate of five quarts, (or a gallon and a
quarter) per minute. At this rate, there is only one part

raised to eleven wasted, where the ram is only supplied

by a two inch pipe- A larger pipe, with a larger ram,

would, doubtless, elevate all the water you need. A
gentleman of Pennsylvania claims to have recently made
important improvements in the construction of rams. His

address is J. C. Strode; Philadelphia, Pa.

Irrigation.—“Water is the life of vegetation,” as our

friend, “R. N.” truly says
;
but we are not aware that

any systematic efforts have yet been made in the South to

irrigate farms and plantations. We believe our Rice plan-

ters are the only persons who give the subject any particu-

lar attention. No country under the sun needs artificial

watering more than the parched, arid and drouth-stricken

lands of the planting States, and w'e shall rejoice to see

even a small beginning made in this matter. Ifirrigation

is beneficial in the cool, damp, rainy and foggy climate of

England, how much more necessary is it in this land of

almost perpetual heat and sunshinel It is well known,

that the roots of plants can only derive food from the soil

in liquid form; and the fertilizing materials in a soil are

decomposed and rendered soluble with a rapidity propor-

tioned to the abundance of water supplied them. “ The
quantity of water,’’ (says Mr. Knight, a noted English

gardener,) “ w;hich may be given with advantage to

plants of almost every kind, during warm and bright

weather, is, I believe, very much greater than any garden-

er who has not seen the result will be inclined to suppose

possible; and it is greater than I myself could have be-

lieved, upon any other evidence than that of actual experi-

ence.” Will not our very capable and experienced corres-

respondent, “R. N.” write out, for the benefit of our readers,

the very interesting “talk” he gave us on this important

subject, not long since I (In reference to the watering of

gardens, see article headed “Grouting, Mulching, and
Watering,” in present number.)

Missing Numbers.—A. G.—All letters relating to the

mailing or other business department of this journal, must
be addressed to Wm. S. Jones, and all communications

intended for our columns to “Editors Southern Cultivator,

Augusta, Ga.”

Plaster of Paris.—Z. D. S.—We suppose you desire

calcined Plaster. It may be obtained from almost any
Druggist. We have enclosed your note to Wm. R. Schir-

mer. Mill Stone Manufacturer, of this city.

Corn, Cob and Shuck Crusher.—E. M. M.—Address

J. Rowe, Tampa Bay, Florida. Scott’s Little Giant,

sold by Carmichael & Bean, of this city, is an excellent

Corn and Cob Crusher, but we do not think it will cut up
or pulverize the shuck, like Row'e’s. Have answered
you per mail, also.

“Holcus Saccharatus.”—L, B.—Do not be disppoint-

ed, if this “ Chinese Sugar Cane,” should prove to be

closely allied to, if not identical with, the well known
Broom Corn. It evidently belongs to that family

;
and,

as we before remarked, may prove valuable tor fodder.

Battey PoTATOE.—-J. W. B., of Woodville, Miss., and
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many others, may address J. A. Ansley, of this city,

who, we believe, has yet some of these Potatoes left.

Skinless Oats.—Jas. A. Hudson, of Jefferson, Co.,

Ark., wishes to obtain some of this variety of Oats. Who
can furnish it 1

Rape or Colza.—W. D.*W.—See article of Mr. Nel-
son, in present number.

Rescue Grass Seed.—J. H. D., P. M.—Address B. V.
Iverson, Columbus, Ga.

B^“Severaf other inquiries, received too late for present
number, will be attended to in our next.

THE GROWING CROPS—BETTER PROSPECTS!

Since our lastj this immediate region and many others

throughout the country, have been favored with repeated

and fertilizing showers; and we can make much more
cheering reports of the state of the growing crops than we
dared to hope for when our May number w*as issued. The
Corn crop has taken a new and vigorous start—Wheat,
Oats, Barley and other small grain (not previously too

much injured by the frost) have stretched upwards several

inches, and filled out their ears plumply—Cotton has

grown off finely—early planted Sweet Potatoes vines are

beginning to straggle across the ridges—Garden Veget-

ables, of all kinds, are most thrifty and promising
;
and

in sections unvisited by the scathing breath of the Frost

King, the labors of the Fruit Grower seem certain of be-

ing crowned with the most cheering success

!

Let us all, then, while rejoicing in our brightening

prospects, pu-t forth increased efforts to avert the impend-

ing scarcity and famine—let us hope for that “peace and
plenty,” which hav&been, hitherto, for many years, the

heritage of our glorious country; and let us not, above

all things, fail to return mostgrateful and heartfelt thanks

to the mercifttl Giver of all Good

!

“Rescue Grass.”—We have received from B. V. Iver-

son, Esq
,
of Columbus, Ga., a number of letters addressed

to him by gentlemen in different States, all speaking in

high terms of the merits of his “Rescue Grass.” We
have also on file a number of communications strongly

urging the other side of the question
;
but as both sides

have been quite fairly presented through our colunms,

heretofore, we do not see that any particular good can

result from further agitation of the subject.

We will, however, in our July number;-*present the

views of two gentlemen on this grass, pro-^i con, altei

which we beg to be allowed the privilq^of resting the

question for the present.

Cure for Hydrophobia.-in a ji-ecent letter, our cor-

respondent, Dr. J. L. Goree, cf Ciiminins, Arkansas Co.,

Ark., says;

“ A strong decoction of Poke Root will cure any case of
Hydrophobia (not hopelesst^^glected) which can be
produced. I have now the report of three cases cured
one in Jlississippi, one in Tennessee and one in Arkansas.
So, please proclaim it far and wide, as the disease is con-

sidered incur

If this simple and easily obtained remedy should prove

a specific for this dreadful malady, it will be a great bless-

ing to humanity. Will Dr. Goree, be kind enough to

give us, for publication, the method of administering it

and all other needful particulars?

—

Eds.

Communications have been received and are on

file from the following contributors :

Algernon—B. Brewster—L. G. Morris—Dr. J. L.

Goree—W. D. Grimes—Elisha Strong

—

B. V. Iverson
—M. L. M.—L. W. Paul—A. M. P.—L. P. S.—J. R.
Jones—J. W. B.—Dr. L. B. Mercer—J. A. H.—J.

Eichelberger—Robert Nelson—Jno. F. MosfeLY-=-S.

W. McGehee

—

R. E. H.—H. Stratton, &c., '&c. .

These and many similar favors shall receive attention

as soon as the crowded state of our columns will admit.

We beg our friends to be patient, and to make their com-

munications as short and pithy as possible during the

warm weather which is now fast approaching.

Correspondents, who prefer using initials or a

fancy signature, must, in all cases, furnish the editor*

with their real names. Hereafter we shall be obliged,

however relunctantly, to decline the communications of

all who do not give us, in a private note, their proper

names. We do not want the name for publication
;
but

as an evidence of good faith. Will our friends taka

notice of this rule?

Domestic Animals.— We have received several copie*

of a splendidly printed and finely illustrated Catalogue of

the improved Cattle, Sheep, Horses and Swine of Lewis

G. Morris, Esq., of Mount Fordham, Westchester Co.,

New York. It may be obtained by addressing iMr. Mor-

ris, as above, and all who take an interest in fine farm

stock should possess it.

We have, also, received a number of Books, Pamphlets,

&c„ from various persons, whose kindness we hope more

fully to acknowledge hereafter.

Devon Herd Book.—All who are interested in im-

proved animals, butmore especially the breeders ol'Devons,

will give attention to the advertisement of L. G. i'doRRis,

Esq., on our last page.

Agricul'jIural Books.—C. M. S^xrpN & Co., Agri-

culiqi;^! ,Book Publishers, New York, will accept our

thanks fora number of new and valuable rural publications,

a full account of which we will endeavor to give in our

next.

Read the excellent article of “Agricola, ” on th.e

^^Mavagement of Negroes,'’ r.;published by the particular

request of many of our readers, from one of our former

volumes. Read, also, the able and entirely convincing

“.Bo/,” article t)f“W. P. W.,” and many other communi-

cations ofinterest, in present issue.

Communications for our columns should always

be sent in by the lOth of the month previous to which

they are expected to appear.
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GROirriNG, MULCHING, AND WATERING!

After manuring, subsoiling or spading, pulverizing,

preparing and cultivating the garden ground properly,

the three other operations assential to complete success, are

described by the words at the head of this article.

‘ ‘ Grouting''' is a simple operation by which the roots

of plants taken up in dry weather are coated over with a

moist and (sometimes) fertilizing substance, which prevents

their dying from excessive evaporation, and gives an

impulse to their growth until their existence is rendered

certain by a shower of rain. When properly done, it is

of great utility, rendering the gardener or planter almost

independent of the “seasons.” We scarcely ever wait for

a rain, in order to transplant cabbages, tomatoes, sweet

potato draws, or any similar plant, our practice being

simply this : We take a bucket of rain water or soap

suds from the washing-tub, and stir into it enough leaf or

C'woods mould and scrapings from the cow-pen to make it

as thick as batter or thin mortar. Into this batter, we dip

the roots of sweet potato draws or any other plant, and

when they are well coated with the grouting mixture, we

set them where they are intending to stand, in a hole

made with a dibble or pointed stick, and having pressed

the earth firmly around all parts of the root, the work is

done. From 4 o’clock in the evening until sundown, is

the best time for this w’ork, as the cool dews of night

greatly assist the plant in getting a ‘jfoot-hold” in its new

locality. Should the ground be very dry, and the weather

excessively warm, we drop a handful of pine-straw or

other leaves around and over the newly-moved plant, to

“ make assurance doubly sure,” and by this method, we

seldom, if ever, lose 5 per cent, of our plants, even in the

heat ofmidsummer. The handful of leaves is lifted from

the plant, and spread around it as a mulch, as soon as the

plant is firmly rooted.

“ Miilcliing^' all our readers ought to be tolerably

familiar with, from the urgency and frequency with

which we have pressed it upon their attention. It con-

sists in surrounding the trunk or stem, and covering the

ground over the roots of fruit trees, vines, herbaceous

plants, vegetables, &c., &c,, with a thick layer of partly

decomposed leaves, pine-straw, saw dust, half rotted

chips, stable litter, moss, or any other substance that will

keep the ground moist, and by gradually decaying, give

off nourishment to the growing plant. We have found it

of the utmost value in all our horticultural operations
;

it

is a protection against both frost and drouth, and has in

numerous instances, preserved the lives of tender or half-

hardy plants that had reached us in a perishing conditior>,

after imperfect packing and a long journey. In addition

to its value as a shade and fertilizer, it keeps down the

growth of weeds, and enables the gardener or fruit-grower

to appply water copiously, even under a burning sun,

without any danger of wilting the plant or causing the

surface of the ground to bake or harden,

TFafermo-, i-egularly and abundantly, is almost indis-

pensable, in the long-continued drouths of our climate.

Rain, or pond water is best, where it can be obtained, un-

less the gardener prefers to give his plants a little extra

stimulus with liquid manure. In order to prepare this^

infuse 2 quarts of Peruvian guano or 4 quarts of hen-

house manure in a barrel of water
;
keep it well covered

and stirred up, and apply to the earth around the plant,

just before sundown^ either from the rose or nozzle of a

watering-pot. Pure rain water may be poured all over

the plant—leaves, stem and roots—but the liquid manure

must be applied directly to the roots, without touching

any other part of the plant. If your soil is unmulched,

clayey, and inclined to bake, it is advisable to loosen it up

deeply with a prong or forked hoe before applying the

water, and to select always the cool of the evening for

the job
;
but, if, on the contrary, it is well mulched and of

an open texture, the water or liquid manure may be poured

through the mulching, around’ the plant, at such times as

are most convenient. Soap suds and chamber slops, di-

luted with equal quantities of rain or pond water, are in*

valuable fertilizers, and should never be thrown away.

See, also article headed “ Arable Land, and Water in

present number.

“THE GOOD TIME COMING !”~DEATH-BLOW TG
“HARD TIMES!”

Agriculturists, and all who are at all interested in the-

products of the earth (rather a large and “respectable”

class of our “fellow- citizens”) must feel the greatest pos-

sible anxiety for the solution of the mystery hinted at in the

following attractive item of news, which we copy from an

extra or “supplement” of “TAe Dime,'' a little 10 cent

paper, published in New York. Where, now, is “Terra-

Culture” Comstock, or even Signor L.vttis, the great

Egyptian double rice-crop man I We pause for a reply;

but in the meantime, let the editor of The Dime be heard

“for his cause:”

“We beg to call your attention to the following an-
nouncement. Though it may seem incredible, we can have
no doubt of the fact

:

“WONDERFUL DISCOVERY IN AGRICULTURE!
“ There has just been discovered in England, and pa-

tented in that country, France and Belgium, a method
by which the products of agriculture can, with ease and
certainty, be increased from five to ten fold, with a great
improvement in quality. Not only are single crops, in-
creased in productiveness 300 to -500 per cent., but three
crops may be raised in a season by the increased rapid-
ity of growth produced by this method. It is applicable
to all soils, and makes the most barren fertile and pro-
lific. By this process, one acre will produce as much as
from five to ten by the ordinary method, so that a man
may support his family and even grow rich from a single
acre. (!)

“A full account of this discovery will be given in the
May number of The Dime, an illustrated monthly paper
published at Ten Cents a year, or eleven copies for One
Dollar, by Leland, Clay & Co., 321 Broadway, New
York.

“We earnestly wish to bring this discovery to the

knowledge of the whole agricultural population of the

United States, as we believe it will be of the greatest bene-

fit to thousands, and vastly increase the agricultural pro-

ducts of our country in quantity, and improve their qual-

ity.”

Oh, yes ! a system that enables a man to “ support

bis family, and grow rich from a single acre ”(!) will cer-
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j

tainly be of the “greatest benefit to thousands,” and w®

can hardly restrain our impatience to get hold of it! To

j

be sure, at the “first blush,” it is strongly suggestive of

I

Barnum and Burnham—the gigantic and Lilliputian hum-

bugs—but “we shall see what we shall see ;” and our

readers may rest assured that not a moment will be lost

in transmitting to diem this most important secret—after

we receive it!

Georgia CasHxMere Wool.—We were shown at the

who would undertake to introduce horse flesh into our

cuisine, would be more than apt to “eatch” one of the

aforesaid “Tartars.” Moihicur's idea will not work on

this side of the water—we recognize too much that is akin

to human intelligence in the horse to make a meal of him’;

and besides, in these days of Lexington' and Lecompte

races, and of long-priced “highflyers,” an equine steak

or roast would be a luxury that few except millionaires

could afford to indulge in.

Agricultural Bureau a sample of the wool of the Angora

or Cashmere goat,* sent to the Patent Office by Mr. Rich-

ard Peters, of Atlanta, Georgia. This specimen was

taken from the progeny of one of the animals imported

from Persia by Dr. James B. Davis, of Columbia, S. C,, in

1849. This wool is about 10 or 11 inches in length, of

a fine silky texture and pure w'hiteness. The clip of wool

to each animal in this country is from 4 to 4 1-2 pounds

—being a somewhat larger yield than that of Persia. The

experiment thus far has proved highly satisfactory, as the

entire flock has increased from 7 females and 2 males to

^
upwards of 50; but, unfortunately, the births, in most

instances have been males. They breed annually, and

usually give two kids at one birth. ]\Ir. Peters has recent-

ly purchased the entire stock
;
and Mr. Davis is on the

point of embarking for Asia, with the object of importing

more.— Washington Union.

National Baby Show.—Barnum is out with another

baby show announcement. Twenty-one premiums are to

be given. The finest baby under five years of age is to

receive $100
;
the finest under one year $50 ;

second fin-

est under one year, $15 : third finest under one year, $10,

&c. The finest quartern, any age, $250, and in that

style. The names and particulars of the competing babies

may be had in labels if ambitious mothers desire it.

The exhibition is to open June 5th, and close June 8th.

EATTRG HOESE FLESH!

A French philosopher, jMons. Geoffrey St. PIilaire,

Prof, at the Museum of Natural History, has just delivered

two lectures on the advantages of bringing horse flesh into

use as food. There is no reason, he declares, Avhy horse

flesh should not be eaten like the ox and the sheep
;
the

horse is herbivorous, and no deleterious element enters

into its food or structure. Its flesh, besides, is full of azote.

The ancient Germans and Scandinavians had a marked

liking for horse flesh. They preserved a certain race of

\vhite horses to be sacrificed to Odin, and after the sacri.

fice they boiled the flesh and feasted on it. The introduc-

tion of Christianity put an end to this custom, and pro-

bably led to the aversion to horse flesh which is now

generally manifested in Europe. The nomadic tribes of

Northern Asia make horse flesh their favorite food, though

they have numerous flocks of oxen and sheep.

As regards the Tartars and other “outside barbarians,’’

this may all be true
;
but, in this civilized country anyone

* We believe the Angora and Cashmere Goats to be

quite dissimilar. If we are in error, Dr. Davis or Mr.
Peters, will correct us.

—

Eds.

PLANTERS’ AND FARMERS’ LIBRARY.

A “Young Planter,” of Benton County, Ala., desires

a list of the “best and most useful books on planting, farm-

ing, stock-raising, &c.” We subjoin a priced list and

add an asterisk (*) or star, to those which we consider the

most valuable:

Farming and Gardening.—Stephen’s Book of the

Farm, $4; Allen’s American Farm Book,* $1 ;
Blake’s

Farmer at Home, $1 25; Buist’s Family Kitchen Gar-

dener,*' 75 cts.; Beatty’s Southern Agriculture,* $1 ;
Fes-

senden’s Complete Farmer and Gardener,* $l 25; The.

American Kitchen Gardener, 25 cts.; Cobbett’s American
Gardener, 50 cts.; Johnson’s Dictionary of Modern Gar-

dening,* $1 50; Thaer’s Principles of Agriculture,* $2;
McMahon’s American Gardener, $3 ;

European Agricul-

ture, by Colman, $5 ;
Wilson on the Culture of Flax, 25

cents.

Fruit Culture.—Elliot’s American Fruit Grower’s

Guide,* $ I 25; Allen on the Grape,* $1; Hoare on the

Vine, 50 cts.; Spooner on the Grape, 38 cts.; Chorlton’s

Cold Grapery, 50 cts.; Pardee on the Strawberry,* 50 cts.;

Downing’s Fruits and Fruit Trees of America,* $l 50;

Barry’s Fruit Garden,* $ I 25; Thomas’ Fruit Culturist,*

.$1
;
Cole’s American Fruit Book, 50 cts.

Manures and Composts.—Browne’s American Field

Book of Manures,* $1 25; Dana’s Prize Essay on
Manures,* 25 cts.; Dana’s Muck Manual,* $l

;
Ruffin’s

Calcareous Manures,* $1 25; Practical Treatise on
Manures,* 75 cts.

Agricultural Chemistry. Johnson’s Agricultural

Chemistry, $I 25; Johnson’s Elements of Agricultural

Chemistry and Geology,* $1 ;
Johnson’s Catechism, 25

cts.; Nash’s Progressive Farmer,* 50 cts.; Elements of

Agriculture, by Skinner, 25 cents
;
Topham’s Chemistr)®

made Easy, 25 cts.; Chaptal’s Chemistry made Easy;

$1 ;
Norton’s Scientific Agriculture,* 75 cts.: Blake's Ag-

riculture for Schools, $1 ;
Stockhardt’s Chemical Field

Lectures,* $1; Liebig’s Agricultural Chemistry, paper,*

25 cents
;
Liebig's Animal Chemistry, papei,* 25 cents;

Liebig’s Letters on Chemistry, 25 cts; Liebig’s Chemis-

try of Food, 75 cts.; Christy's Chemistry of Agriculture,

50 cents.

PIoRSES.—Youatt on the Structure and Diseases of the

Horse,* $1 25: The Horse, by Richardson, 25 cents;

Knowlson’s Horse Doctor, 25 cts
;
American Pocket Far-

rier, 50 cents; Dadd’s Modern Plorse Doctor,* $l 25.

Cattle.—Youatt and Alartin on Cattle, by Ambrose
Stevens,* $1 25; Allen’s Domestic Animals,* 75 cents;

Alilburne’s Cow; Dairj- Husbandry and Cattle Breeding,

25 cents; Enowlson’s Cattle Doctor, 25 cts.; Guenoii’s

Milch Co\v.S;* 38 cents; Farmers Barn Book, .$1 25;
Evans’ Dairyman's Alanual, $l

;
Dadd's American Cattle

Doctor,* $1.

Hogs.—Youatt and Martin on the Hog,* 75 cts.; Rich-

ardson on the Hog, 25 cts.

Sheep.—Randall’s Sheep Plusbandry,* $1 25; The
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Shepherd’s Own Book, S2; Canfield on Sheep,* $15

Youatt on Sheep,* 75 cts.; Spooner on Sheep, SI 50.

PojQLTRY.—Browne’s American Poultry Yard,* Si
;

Domestic Fowls, by Richardson, 25 cts.; Dixon and Kerr’s

Ornamental and Domestic Poultry, (colored S2 50) SI

;

Miner’s Domestic Poultry Book, 75 cts.; Illustrated Book

of Domestic Poultry,* $2 50
;
Bennett’s Poultry Book, 84

cents.

Bees.—Quinby’s Mysteries of Bee Keeping,* Si ?

Miner’s American Bee Keeper’s Manual,* SI ^5
;
The

Hive and Honey Bee, Richardson, 25 cts.; Phelps’ Bee

Keeper’s Chart, 50 cts.; Weeks on the Honey Bee, 50 cts.;

Townly on Bees, 50 cewts
;
The Cottage and Farm Bee

Keeper, 50 cts.; Huish on Bees, SI.

Flowers and Herbs.—Buist’s American Flower Gar-

den Directory,* Si 25
;
The American Florist’s Guide, 75

cts.; Buist’s Rose Manual,* 75 cts.; American Rose Cul

turists, 50 cts.; Every Lady her own Flower Gardener,* 25

cents; Browne’s American Bird Fancier, 50 cts.; Book of

Caged Birds,* SL
Architecture and Landscape Gardening.—Rich s

American Architect, SO
;

Allen’s Rural Architecture,* SI
;

Elliot’s Cottages and Cottage Life, S2; Smith’s Landscape

Gardening,* SI 25: Downing’s Landscape Gardening,*

.S3 50
;
Downing’s Cottage Residences,* S2.

We might enumerate many other valuable works, but

the foregoing will do to begin with. Our friends, C. M.

.Saxton & Co., of 152 Fulton street. New York, will send

any of them per mail, free of poslagc^ upon the receipt of

the prices annexed.

Holmes’ “Southern Farmer,” a little book of 250 pages,

published at Si by Wm. R. Babcock, of Charleston, S. C.j

is also particularly valuable for all farmers, planters and

gardeners of the South.

In this connection, we may, of course, be pardoned for

suggesting that no Southern planter’s library can be con

sidered at all complete without a set of the back volumes of

our own journal. Ten out of the twelve volumes already

completed, may be obtained from the publisher. They

contain a vast amount of invaluable information from all

the leading agriculturists of the planting States, and are

richly worth ten times their cost
;
which is only SI 50

each, for bound volumes, or SI 80, when we prepay the

postage. Address Wm. S. Jones, Augusta Ga.

Death of a Distinguished Agriculturist.—It is

with feelings of regret that we announce the death ofC.

P. Holcomb, Esq., which occurred on Thursday, the 5th

inst., at his residence, Devondale Farm, near New Castle,

Del. He was a native of Connt, and, after having studied

law, removed to Philadelphia, and soon became a pronai-

nent member of the bar in that city. In 1841 he removed

to this State, and engaged in the pursuit of agriculture,

purchased a fine tract of land, which he greatly improved,

erected an elegant mansion-house, planted fruit and orna-

mental trees, and otherwise beautified the grounds. He

was a warm advocate of improved culture, and in con-

nection with a few other public spirited gentlemen, gave

great impetus to the agriculture of our county and infused

a general rivalry among our farmers, always ready to

shoulder his part of the burthen, contributing by example

and precept to make not only two blades of grass, but

two and tliree bushels of wheat and corn, grow where

but one grew before. But how uncertain are the things

of earth. In his death society has lost one of its bright

ornaments, and agriculture one of its able advocates andf

exemplifiers.

—

Del. Rep.

PLAin: AND SOW!—’TIS NOT TOO LATE YET!

Our editorial brethren throughout the whole country

are all urging the farmers to put in abundant crops of po-

tatoes, corn, peas, and whatever may serve as a substitute

for wheat. There will be no supply from last year’s crops,,

and the farmers need not fear low prices. The next year

will furnish abundant demand for all that the soil can pro-

duce. It is, says the Philadelphia Ledger, famine and

starvation prices thut we have to fear, and not a glutted

market. The dry fall prevented many from sowing wheat

freely, and they must not rely upon what the far west may
produce to make up for their lack. Let them cover every

spot they can occupy with something that will do for tha

sustenance of man or beast, or both.

THAT BUCK-EYE, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—A writer in the Culti-

vator for April, recommends the carrying of a Buck-Eye
in the pantaloons pocket as an infallible cure for piles.

This reminds me of an infallible remedy I once heard of

for rheumatism. It was the carrying, in the pantaloons

pocket, of a certain little crooked bone of the male Raccoon.

Nevertheless, I have heard a good deal about this buck-

eye remedy, and there is a good deal of Very respectable

testimony in its favor. True, it don’t stand to reason, as

you say, and I can’t understand by what mode of opera-

tion it can possibly do any good. If it does cure, it has

some important advantages over most other remedies.

The application is extremely simple, and neither painful

nor disagreeable in any way. It is about as cheap as one
could ask, and it can do no ho.rm. Try it.

It Won’t Take.—It is said that “a patent has been ob-

tained' for the preparation ol maize leaf as a substitute for

tobacco.” It won't lake—they caidt make it nasty enoughs

Omo.
Toccopola, Miss., April, 1855.

' TO CURE FISTULA IN A HORSE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the April number
of the Cultivator I notice a communication from “Mech-
lenburg,” relative to the cure of Fistula. And as you have

placed his remedy in the columns of your invaluable

Cultivator, I presumed it would not be amiss to send you
another remedy which I think is much better than his. I

have tried the following remedy repeatedly and found it a

certain, safe and infallible one:

Take the burnt dirt from a chimney and put it in an
oven

;
beat it fine

;
then place it over the fire and pour in

a sufficient quantity of good soft soap to thin it well
;
then

bring it to a boil; mix moss or cotton with it to hold it to-

gether; put it on a cloth; girt a blanket on the horse;

place the poultice on boiling hot
;

tie the cloth over it and

keep it on until it cools; repeat it again the third day and
a cure is effected without opening. Do this as soon as

the Fistula is discovered and it will never fail. The horse

is fit for use in a few weeks. The same application will

cure the Poll Evil. I have never failed (nor has any one

who has tried this remedy) to accomplish a perfect cure

without opening the Fistula. Will you insert this for the

benefit of farmers'?

Yours with respect, J. M. Brisr,

Bastrop, La., April, 1855.
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AETHTJE’S PSESERVING CANS AND JARS.

We briefly alluded to this valuable invention in our

May number, and now present the above engraving and

subjoined description from the circular of the manufactur-

ers :

“ The cans and jars are constructed with a channel

around the mouth, near the top, into which the cover fits

loosely. This channel is filled with very adhesive cement,

prepared for the purpose, and allowed to harden. In

order to seal the vessel hermetically, it is only necessary

to heat the cover slightly^ and press it into place. It may
be opened with as much ease as it is closed, by slightly

warming the top. The ordinary tin cans, used for the

same purpose for which this is intended, cannot be closed,

as is well known, without the aid of a tinner; are difli

cult to open, and are generally so much injured in open-

ing as to be useless for future service.

“ By this simple contrivance, the process of hermetical

sealing is placed conveniently within the reach of every

individual; and fruit, vegetables and butter (if properly

prepared) may be kept, with their natural flavor unim-

paired, for an indefinite length of time.
;

“ These vessels have been thoroughly tested, during the

past summer; and their contents, after the lapse of months
have been found unchanged. At a late meeting of the

Farmers’ Club, in New York City, a can of ripe peaches,

preserved by this method, was opened, and the flavor

found unimpaired. The members of the club spoke
warmly in favor of the invention.

“Method of Preserving Fresh Fruits and Veget-
ables.—A great deal of mystery has been made of this

simple matter, and it is generally supposed that the pre-

servation of fruits and vegetables, in a fresh state, de
pends upon some process known only to the initiated

The simple agent in the work of preservation is heat. If

after the application of heat for a certain time, the article

be sealed up hermetically, it will remain unchanged for

an almost indefinite period.

“ How to Apply the Heat.—Fill the can or jar with

ripe fruit, adding a little sugar—simply enough to render

the fruit palatable—and set it in a vessel of water, either

cold or hot. Let the water boil, and continue boiling un-

til the fruit is well heated through—say half an hour

Direction has been given to simply let the water boil, but

such direction is defective, as at this time the fruit in the

centre of the vessel will be scarcely warmed. Should the

vessel be then sealed, fermentation will take place. The
heat must thoroughly penetrate the contents of the vessel.

“Another Way.—A lady of Philadelphia, whose
peaches keep beautifully, and retain all their delicious

flavor, takes half a pound of sugar to each pound of

peaches. The sugar is put into a preserving kettle, with
halfa pint of water to every pound of sugar, heated, and
the surface skimmed. Into this syrup the peaches, after

being pared, are placed, and boiled ten minutes. The
peaches are then put into the cans hot, and immediately
sealed up. The same method pursued with other ripe

fruits, will no doubt, be equally successful. Some per-

sons make a syrup of only one pound of sugar to every

four pounds of fruit.

“ FRfcsH Stewed Fruits.—All kinds of fresh stewed

fruits may be kept in these vessels. It will only be ne-

cessary to stew the fruit as for the table, adding the

amount of sugar required to make it palatable; fill up the

vessel with the hot fruit and seal at once.

“ How TO KNOW THAT THE CaN OR JaR IS HERMETI-

CALLY Sealed, and that the Contents will Keep.—If

the cans are used, the contents, as soon as they cool, will

slightly shrink, leaving a vacuum, and the top and bot-

tom of the can will become concave, from the pressure of

the external air. This shows that the sealing is perfect-

Set the can in a w'arm place, and if, after four or five days,,

the concave condition of the top and bottom remain, all is

right. But if they swell out, fermentation has commenc-
ed. As soon as this is perceived, open, and heat the

contents as at first. In glass jars, the signs of fermenta-

tion will be the forming of air-bubbles. If these do not

appear, the sealing is perfect and the contents will keep.

“The Can AND Jar may BE applied to various uses,.

—There are many purposes for which these self-sealing,

air-tight Cans and Jars may^ be used in families, as well as

by confectioners, grocers, and others, w’hich will suggest

themselves. For ordinary fruit-preserves, pickles, &c;,

they furnish a sure protection from the air. Housekeep-

ers need not fear the fermentation or “working” of their

svjeet meats, even when half the usual quantity of sugar

is ifemployed, if hermetically sealed in one ofthese air-tight

jars.

“ Advantages over the ordinary Fruit Can,—Tlie

advantages which the “self sealing, air-tight can” pos-

sesses over the ordinary tin fruit can, are ;— 1st. It may
be securely scaled by any person, in a few moments,,

without the aid of a tinner. 2d. It may be opened as

easily as it was sealed, and without the slightest injury to

the can 3d. As the lid covers the whole top of the can,

when it is removed the can may be cleaned as easily as

any other open vessel—the difficulty of cleaning the ordin-

ary fruit cans, through the small hole in the top, is well

know’n to all who have used them a second time 4tb,.

As the can sustains no injury whatever, either in sealing

or unsealing, it will last for y^ears, and is, therefore, far

more economal than the ordinary^ can used for putting up
fre-h fruits and vegetables, even though the latter may be

a trifle lower in price.

“ VVhen strawberries first appear, the househeeper

might put up a few small cans or jars, with various pro-

portions of sugar, in order to satisfy herself The result

would be knowm to her by the time this fruit is most

plentiful in the market, and she could then, with confi-

dence, increase the number. Put up with half, or less

than half, the quantity of sugar usually used, the fruit

will retain much of its natural flavor. The experiments

could embrace a very small quantity of sugar—and the

smaller the quantity needed to make the result sure, the

more natural, of course, the flavor of the fruit.

“Raspberries, cherries, plums, peaches, &c., &c.,

could be tried in turn, at small expense and trouble.

“ The hermetical sealing of the vessel is warranted^

The result will, therefore, depend upon the care and ac-

curacy with which the articles enclosed in them are put

up. If done intelligently, failures will rarely, if ever, take

place.”

DIRECTIONS FOR SEALING AND UNSEALING.
“ For Sealing.—After the vessel is filled, heat the

cover, (by laying it, edge down, upon the top of the

range or stove) hot enough to penetrate the cement, and
then press it into its place. The edge of the hd must go
down to the bottom of the channel Be careful not to>
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heat the cover sufficiently to melt the solder, A tempera-

ture high enough to melt a small piece of rosin is sufficient

Lay a weight upon the cover until the cement hardens.

The weight must be heavy enough to keep the lid firmly

down. If the sealing is perfect, the top and bottom will

become slightly concave, when the contents cool.

“For Unsealing.—Place the Can in the oven of the

range or stove, until the cement becomes quite soft. Then
remove the Can, and liftoff the cover. Letit stand until

the cement cools, when the contents may be poured out,

and the Can, after cleansing, will be ready for use again.”

Those who wish to obtain those Cans or Jars, may ad-

dress D. B. Plumb & Co., Augusta, Ga.: or Arthur,

Burnham & Co,, Philadelphia, Pa.

“EESCUE GRASS,” &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—A transcript of the

brief comment of “J. W. B.” in your April issue, on the

famous Rescue Grass, would express my experience with
it thus far. I sowed a little patch of sandy land which
had been “cow-penned,” in September last, and the grass

is now as tall as my pen, which, by the way, is not an
old-fashioned goose quill. If, however, I should continue

to write with it until I purchase another peck of Rescue
Grass seed, the inference might be fairly deduced there-

from, that it had in the mean time been metamorphosed
into a Goose's quill. Let me state, however, that I think
the seed were sown too thick and covered too deep. But
such mismanagement would not have prevented the de-

velopment of every spear. The process of development
is onward—-the seed are forming, and the spears are not
likely to topple with their load of fruit. It is standing—
not rvnning to seed.

Your strictures upon the proposed speculation of Signor
Lattis, the Egyptian rice-grower, are decidedly oppor-
tune and appropriate. It is not likely that any warming
process better than old fashioned solar rays will be dis-

covered for the fullest development of vegetation
;
and it

is simply ridiculous to talk of gathering large crops from
land and returning nothing back to it, without improving
its fertility. The elements of fertility in soils go nut in

their products, and without corresponding returns, the

process of deterioration must go on with more or less

rapidity.

Farmers must learn, sooner or later, that the habit of
borrowi.ng, perpetually, from their land and never paying
back, is barbarous—unnatural—ruinous. It involves a
shameful betrayal of trust towards the munificent Giver of

land, which retributive justice cannot foil to punish. The
ability to give without impoverishment is a supernatural
attribute. Nature’s laws, which are as immutable as their

Author, operate upon tlie principle of givingand receiving
—the common-sense principle of quid pro quo."

The remarks of Dr. Kersh, with your comments, under
the head of Geological and Agricultural Text Bonks, are
highly interesting, and not less important to the interests
of the planting public. I trust that the noble movement
of Dr. 'IerrkI/L will prove the advent of a brighter day
for the progress of scientific Agriculture. But I must stop
snort in my running commentary upon the rich contents
•ol your April number, by adding my liumble, but most
hearty “well done,” to your noble efforts in the great
cause of Agricultural advancement. T. P. L.

Darlington, S. C., April, 1855.

The vast extent of the United States is illustrated

by the fact that while the inha!>itants of New Orleans are

feasting on strawberries, people in the Nortlicrn extremity

have snow three feet in depth in their forests.
j

WHAT SHALL WE EAT?—HIGH PRICES,

“ All kinds of provisions, especially flour, beef and

butter, are again enormously high. People will soon have

to live on beans.”

—

Exchange.

Such is the piteous language of several of our cotempor-

aries, but ifno worse fate happens than that here predicted,

we shall not fear the extinction of our race by starvation

for some time to come, at least. The case is bad enough,

however, and we ask the attention of our readers to the

subject of “what kinds of food are cheapest I” which is

always a matter of interest, and especially so now. Let

us first get a clear idea of the use of food to the system.

The bodies of human and other animals, are chiefly

made up of three parts—bones, muscles and fat—and the

object of food is to supply the waste of these. Each of

these three portions of the body are nourished, enlarged,

or renovated by different kinds of food, or by different ele-

ments in the same food.

The BONES, constituting the frame-work of the body,

are mainly composed of mineral elements. Most kinds

of food, and especially the fluids we drink, contain a sup-

ply of these minerals, and we may leave them out of the

reckoning.

The MUSCLES are the lean or red flesh of warm blooded

animals—including, besides land animals, whales and
some other inhabitants of the water. It is upon tire

muscles or lean flesh that we depend for strength, or power
to labor. One person may have a large body and yet be

very weak, because of a lack of this lean muscular flesh

;

while another may have a small body, and yet be very

strong, because his flesh is nearly all muscular.

The FATTY portions of the body serve to keep up the

respiration (breathing) and to supply the system with

warmth. We know by common observation that corpu-

lent persons—those having much fat upon their bodies

—are usually ofa warmer temperament, and suffer less

from cold than those whose flesh is less in quantity, and
this chefly muscle or hard red flesh.

The waste of the muscles (lean flesh) depends upon the

amount of exertion put forth
;
the waste of the fat, upon

the amount of heat necessary to be supplied. Active

persons require more muscle-forming food. They also

breathe faster and require more fat-forming food than

hose less active, but they chiefly need muscle.

In winter the external cold rapidly exhausts the heat of

the body, and hence fat or heat producing food, is requir-

ed in greater abundance, than in summer, when muscle or

strength-producing food is most needed. Either of these

fwo parts of the body may be nourished by supplying it

with the appropriate food. The lean, and the laboring

man require different food from the corpulent or sedentry.

The v/orking animal will thrive best and perform most
work when fed with muscle forming food; ibe fattening

animal requires that tending to the accumulation of fat.

Of animal food, laboring persons—and others in warm
weather—should partake niore freely of lean meats, such
as beefsteak, while in winter those producing fat may be

consumed more freely. The usual practice among labor-

ers ofeating large quantities of fat pork while hard at

work in summer, is by no means a judicious one. Lean,

meats and those having little oil or grease, are much bet-

er adapted to their wants.

Vegetable food of different kinds contains more or

less of the elements of both muscle and fat, but the rela-

tive proportion of these is veiy difierent. Those kinds of

food containing most sto.rch, gum and sugar, yield

the most fat; those having the most gluten, alhvmtn or

/cgm'rm, yield the most muscle or lean flesh. For ex-

ample, 1 00 lbs. of fine wheat flour contain about 70 lbs.

of starch—a fat-producing element—and U lbs. only of

gluten—a muscle-forming element—7 to 1; while 100 lbs.
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of beans contain only 42 lbs. of fat-producing, and 26 lbs.

of muscle-produeing—or about 7 to 4 1-3.

In the following table we give an approximate estimate

of the average amount of each of these two kinds of ele-

ments in some of the more common kinds of vegetable

food:

Muscle-form- Pat-formin{1 Relative Husk or

100 lbs.

ing elements. elements. propor-
tion of

each.

woody-
fibre.

Barley 63 lbs. 1 to 4K 15 lbs.

Beans ...26 “ 42 1 to 1% 10 “

Beets ... 2 “ 12 a
1 to 6 0)

Buckwheat ....8 “ 54 1 to %% 25 “

Carrots ... 10 1 to 6X 3 “

Corn ...12 “ 77 a
1 to 63^ 6 “

Oats ...17 “ 66 a
1 to 4 20 “

Peas ..24 “ 52 a
1 to 2'K 8 “

Potatoes . .. 2 “ 19 li
1 to TA 4 “

Turnips (field). .

.

... 1K“ 9 1 to 6 2 “

Turnips, Swedish ... 23^“ 12 i;
1 to oA 2 “

Wheat flour ...11 “ 79 1 to 7
Wheat bran ...18 “ 6 1 to 3^ 55 “

Cheese (whole miilk)28 “ 27 cc
1 to 1

Cheese (skim-milk). 45 “ 6 1 to H
From this table we may learn something of the relative

value of different kinds of food. The first column gives

the amount of muscle-producing elements in 100 lbs.; the

second, the fat or heat-pi-oducing elements; the third, the

relative proportion of these two elements
;
and the fourth,

the husky matter, which aids digestion by stimulating to

action the stomach and alimentary canal. We see, by
the third column, that barley and oats are similar, there

being about 4 times as much fattening materials as of

muscle-forming. Beets, buckwhat, carrots, corn and tur-

nips, are also similar and are all better adapted to fatten-

ing than either barley or oats.

In potatoes and fine flour, the fat elements are in still

higher proportion.

On the contrary, beans, peas, wheat bran, and cheese,

are peculiarly adapted for producing muscles. We see,

also, that skim- milk cheese contains, in a given weight,
more muscle elements than any of the other substances.
Whole milk cheese, from which the cream or batter has
not been removed before making the cheese, contains
large amounts of both elements.

Let ussee v/hat lessons this table teaches in reference to

the wants of laboring persons during the summer season.
We will suppose that each kind of food here named con-
tains enough fat-forming materials for the wants of the

body, and estimate the cost per pound of the strength or

muscle-giving elements

:

Muscle-producing Cost of Muscle
Cost. elements. producing

elements.

Barley $1.50 per bu. 8.4 lbs. 18c. per lb.

Beans 2.50 “ 16.6 “ 15 “

Corn 1.10 “ 6.7 ‘‘ 16K‘‘
Oats 68 “ 5.2 “ 13 “

Peas 2.00 14.3 14 “

Potatoes 1..50 “ 1.6 ‘‘ 94 “ (!)

Turnips 50 “ 1.2 “ 41 “

Flour (fine) 12.00 per bbl. 22.0 “ 54 “

Flour (unbolted)l] .00 “ 24.8“ 44 “

At the prices given in our table, we can readily see

Inch of the articles named furnish the cheapest elements
of strength to the laboring man. They stand :

l,Oats; 2, Peas; 3, Beans
; 4, Corn

; 5, Barley; 6,

Turnips; 7, Wheat flour (unbolted); 8, Wheat flour (fine);

and last. Potatoes. Potatoes are principally composed of

starch and water, and while serving well for winter food,

they are little adapted to nourish and strengthen the sum-
mer laborer.

We have been unable to obtain any reliable analyses of

salt fish, to compare them with fresh beef, as we intended.

There is no doubt, however, that dry salt fish, at 5 or

6 cents per lb
,
is by far cheaper than undried beef at 10

to 15 cents per lb.

Beans are too much neglected as an article of both sum-

mer and winter food. Boiled soft—not dried up and half

charred by baking—with a little seasoning added, they

are the best substitute for meat to be found among the

vegetable articles of diet. Tney are frequently spoiled by
cooking them with too much fat pork. They contain in

themselves a large amount of oil. Boiled with a shank of
beef bone they make a nutricious soup. One bushel of

beans, costing $2.50, is probably worth more to a labor-

ing man, than four bushels of potatoes, costing $6 or $8.’

Peas, barley and oat meal are each cheaper and more
nutritious than flour.

Cabbages, though containing much water, are very

valuable as muscle-forming food.

—

American Agricultur-

ist.

HOLLOW HORN IN CATTLE.

Editors Southern- Cultivator—In your April num-
ber, I find an “inquiry” from “A Subscriber,” in relation,

to “hollow horn” in cattle, to which 1 here attempt a re-

ply.

Hollow horn is decay of the pith of the horn, and may
exist for considerable time before its effects are manifest.

Consequently, the condition of an animal is not always to

be regarded as evidence of its presence or absence. Some
profess to be skeptical concerning its existence, but I have

witnessed it in several instances.

The cause, in my opinion, is mostly exposure to cold,,

and especially cold rains. I dare say, however, that

poverty, alias “hollov/ belly,” is not unfrequently the

primary cause; as an animal is thus rendered destitute of
that degree of heat so essentially necessary to counteract

the influence of cold.

7'he symptoms are dullness of the eyes, sometimes at-

tended with dizziness
;
want of appetite; disposition to

lie down; shaking of the head; and, in the latter stage,

coldness of the horn.

To prevent it, comfortable houses or shelters protected

from northern winds are highly necessary
;
but where

these are not available, tar, applied occasionally, during

winter, around the root of the horn, will afford some pro-

tection by preventing the influence of cold on this part,

which is most susceptible.

The remedy consists in perforating the horn {on the un-

der side to prevent rain from entering it in future,') with a
gimlet ofsize sufficient to admit into its bore the pipe of a

small syringe or goose quill. Then inject into the horn a

preparation made of good vinegar and camphorated

spirits; or, vinegar, salt, and black pepper, finely pulver-

ized; or, vinegar, salt, and number six (tincture of myrrh.)

This should be done daily untd relief is obtained. I know
no particular proportion for these ingrediants. The ob-

ject is to cleanse the horn, dispel its humors and prevent

further decay. As these injections, together with waters

in the head, are discharged at the nostril, I would recom-

mend steaming the head over a preparation made by boil-

ing the green leaf of the pine tree. I have no doubt, too,

but have not tried it, that a dose or two of salts, or any
mild purgative, would be beneficial. To anoint the up-

per part of the head between the horns with spirits of

turpentine, and wrap the same with a cloth, is also of ad-

vantage. But in any kind of treatment, and the latter

especially, the animal should be kept out of rain, and com-
fortably warm. Home.spun.

g^°Two or three spoonfuls of tar or lard put into the

mouths of cattle, hoven from eating clover, will relieve.
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THE “SHOWMAN” FAKMER I—PHYFICING LAND!!-
AN ELEPHANT PLOWING!!!

One of our Northern exchanges furnishes the subjoined

humorous account of the first experiment of Barnum as

an agricultural chemist. It is worth reading

:

Barnum—the Barnum, is a Connecticut farmer. He
has a passion that way. It is his present hobby. He al-

ways has a hobby. Sometimes it is a “Fire Annihilator,”

and sometimes the Crystal Palace annihilates him.

Last year he had the hen fever. That was his hobby.

He rode it till he spent about ^2,000, and then found that

he had neither eggs or chickens for family use. His

neighbor’s hens that “stole their nests,” under the barn

or by the side of the fence, hatched more chickens than

his did, and when they were grown, they were healthy

and good to eat, while his were drooping and sickly in

their costly house.

Farming, however, was always a hobby with him. He
has been for years buying up tlie old fields around Bridge-

port and digging out the stones, covering the ground with

muck dug out of all the neighboring swamps. Then he

bought all the stable-manure that he could get hold of' in

the village and carted it out, but it did not pay
;

it was
half straw and one-fourth water, and it was expensive.

That hobby broke-down. It has broken down a thousand

times before, but the more it broke, the more old fogyism

stuck to it. It was the ancient custom of the land to plow

shallow and top-dress with stable-manure, sea-weed and

fish. Digging muck was an innovation. It was a good

thing, but it did not pay long transportation. Something

better was wanted. Somebody said, use salt. That did

not look reasonable. "What virtue was there in salt to

make plants grow 1 Somebody else said, use saltpetre.

But that was evident nonsense. Saltpetre was only to

preserve meat— it was not manure. Another wise man
told him Glauber salts were good, but a wiser one told him
that Epscra salts were better.

“Bless your soul, man,” says Barnum, “do you sup-

pose I want to physic my land 1 No, Sir
;

I want to feed

it, and make it feed me.”

So he took to the study of agriculture. He took several

learned agricu'tural papers, and read them, and—well, he

concluded that he was not the only humbug in the world.

So he went off lecturing upon humbug as a science,

under the full impression that he had been about as badly

humbugged, in the agricultural line, hens and hundred-

doliar ducks included, as lie ever humbugged anybody
with wooly horses and Feejee mermaids.

Still he v.-as net satisfied. He thought Connecticut soil

had something in it, and if it could be stimulated to give it

upa it would produce something besides daisies and rnul-

ilsns.

As he did not need to study his lecture—that came
natural—he bought Jolinsovi’.^ Chemistry, Norton’s Chem-
istry and Liebeg’s Chemistry, and devoted his leisure

hours of traveling to search out wliat was the best ami

most concentrated manure to apply to his old fields. He
had already' done one very essential thing

;
he had plow-

ed the sdil deeper than it wms ever plowed before; and

now he wanted to manure better and cheaper, umJ

make it more productive. So he studdied agricultural

chemistry. Therein lie learned these facts :

That an application of iOO lbs. Oi nitrate offotash to an

acre of land had doubled the crop of grass.

Again, he read that the same quantity of sulphate oj

soda had produced the same or a better effect.

It was also stated that sulphate of magnesia was still

better, and that remarkable effects had been produced by
^ oVni'wriate (f soda. Nitrate of sod.a had also

done wonders.

The author suggested that the farmer might procure a

portion of each of these sulphates and nitrates and mix

them together and produce a cheaper and more concen-

trated manure than super-phosphate of lime or Guano.

Full of this idea, Farmer Barnum returned to New
York, and went forthwith to a dealer in drugs, medi-

cines and chemicals, and inquired the prices of^Nitrate

of potash ?—6c, a pound
;
Nitrate of soda 1—4c.; Sulphate

of magnesia'?—2 l-2c.; Muriate of soda”?— I l-2c.

“Very well
;
put me up a hogshead ofeach.”

In due time the farmer was ready to begin to use hig

new manures, or, rather, he was first curious—even show-

men have curiosity—to see what these nitrates and sul-

phates all looked like. So he ordered the casks that had

arrived to be opened for inspection. That was soon done,

and the man, with consternation written upon his face,

came back with handsful of the contents, and reported:

“Mr. Barnum, you’re sold—humbugged. Look here

;

that was marked ‘Nitrate of potash’—what do you call

thatl”

“That ! that is saltpetre—nothing else.”

“And this'? This was marked ‘Sulphate of Soda,”’

“Why, that!— that”—and he tasted—“that—oh, pshaw
—that is Glauber salts.”

“And this—sulphate of magnesia'?”

“Bah—that is Epsom salts.”

“And shall I send them back'?”

“Yes—no—hold on. Perhaps the druggist in the vil-

lage has sent for them, and they have made a mistake,

and sent my nitrates and sulphates to him, and his physic

to me.”

So he posted down town to inquire; but no—nobody
had sent for any glauber salts

;
and so he came back to

write a letter and blow up the dealer who had so befooled

him. In the meantime the man had got the cask marked
“Muriate of Soda” opened, and reported that it contained

—ha, ha, ha—simply common salt.

“What on earth,” wrote Mr. B., to the chemist, “did

you send me Glauber salts, Epsom salts. Saltpetre and
comiiion salt, for'? Do you think I want to pickle and
preserve my land, and if I get too much salt and saltpetre,

physic it out '? Only one of the casks contain what I

ordered, and that is the nitrate of soda.”

The return mail brought the answer : “Nitrate of soda,

of course is right, because it is not known by any other

name.”

“Glauber salts is, properly speaking, sulphate of soda,

and sulphate of magnesia is nothing more nor less than

epsom salts.”

“Salt, as we use the term, is salt, but it is a very un-

meaning term, among so many salts. Muriate of soda

is the right name of our common, or table, salt.”

“And nitrate of potash is nothing but saltpetre; don’t

be afraid of it— it woift explode.”

“But it did explode,” said Mr. Barnum; “it exploded

iny ignorance. 1 had studied agricultural chemistry, but

1 did not know salt nor saltpetre. 1 do now, and I mean
to know that they are good for land

”

A..nd we mean that a few thousand other people shall

know the same thing. We do kiiow that all these things

are good and very cheap manures.

1 he same paper gives us, also, this sketch of the mode

of plowing at ‘ Iranistan,” the country seat of the great

humbug “showman

Seeing the Elephant.—Passengers wlio travel by the

New York and New Haven cars have a grand chance of

“seeing the elephant.” Going from New York, the cars

pass the farm of P. T. Barnum, a mile or so befoie reach-

ing Bridgeport, Ct. On that farm, and in plain view
from the railroad, an elephant may be seen every pleasant

day, attached to a large plow, and doing up the “subsoil-

ing” in first-rate style, at the rate of about three distinct
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double-horse teams. The animal is perfectly tractable,

i
Plis attendant .rides him, while a colored man guides the

: plow. The elephant is also used for carting large loads

= of gravel in a cart arranged purposely for him, and in

drawing stone on a stone-boat or drag, in piling up wood,

timber, &c., and in making himself generally useful.

Depth of Soil—Its Importance.—If 50 be assumed

as the value of a given soil, when it is six inches deep,.its

;

value, when of different depths is estimated by Thaer as

;

follows

;

If 3 inches deep it is worth

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Hence, each man may make an estimate for himself,

with regard to every variety of his soil, whether the cost

of increasing its depth will equal or exceed its value, after

the task is completed. It is certain that all situations will

not return the amount required to render them fertile to a

considerable depth.

WOKS FOK THE MONTE-(JUNE.)

[June (Latin, Junius) was from Juno, one of the fabled

goddesses of the Romans, and wife of Jupiter, their chief

deity. It answers to the Jewish Tammuz, the tenth of

their civil, and fourth of their sacred year. It had several

names with the Saxons, as the Sere-monath, or Dry-

month ; the Aerra-Litha, or Former-ruild-month, and also

the Midsummer, or Midsummer-month.

\

TEE PLANTATION.
Continue to -plant Corn at all favorable opportunities,

plowing up deeply a few acres after every rain, and put-

ting it into the ground in the best manner. Ourselves and

many others in various parts of the country, made very

fair crops last year after the “latter rains” of June and

July—but the sooner you plant now the better. After the

lirst hoeing, give your corn a top-dressing of Gypsum,

Ashes, and Salt—10 parts of the first, 4 of the second, and

1 of Salt. It will be of great benefit in a dry season, and

no injury at- any time. Try it, if you can obtain the

Plaster. (See remarks on Plaster or Gypsum, in Answers

to Inquiries.) Work your early Corn as often as possible,

giving the roots a deep mellow bed in which to extend

themselves, and leaving the surface level and well pulver-

ized.

Plant plenty of Cov: Peas, using Plaster as a top dress-

ing, after they are well up. It will act like magic on lands

deficient in lime. Plant, also, plenty of Pumpkins among
your Corn, or in a separate patr.h. Milch cows and hogs

relish them greatly, and they ai-e quite fattening when
boiled up with meal or bran.

Cotton will need constant and unremitting attention

during the present month. Scrape and nvould the ^lant

as soon as possible; keep the weeds down, and the

ground in a state of fine “tilth.”

Sow, in the drill, in your richest land, large quantities

of Corn and Millet for fodder, Sioeet Potato Slips should

be transplanted now as soon as possible. Dip the root

in a thick batter—made by stirring fine leaf mould and
scrapings from the cow pen into water—plant them pretty

deep and shade.the ground around them with a few hand-

fuls of leaves, and they will “grow off” finely, even in

this thirsty weather. Just before sundown is the best

time for this operation with “slips.” Wheat, Oats, and
early Millet may now be cut, and stacked up carefully on
a platform of rails raised several inches above around; or,

(which is still better) put under cover immediately.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Little can be done, the present month in the Garden,

with the exception of mulching, weeding and watering.

We regard the first operation {mulching) Q.S, of paramount
importance in this climate, and have spoken of it more
particularly elsewhere. Mulch everything—trees, shrubs,

vines and vegetables—covering the surface of the earth,

as far as the roots exfend, with four or five inches of pine

straw, chip mould, spent tan, sawdust or forest leaves

—

and you will find that trees and plants thus treated grow
much faster, and receive little or no check from the long

continued drouths of mid-summer. Water should now
be freely and regularly applied to all your growing veget^

ables, in the manner heretofore directed—leaving no mois-

ture exposed on the surface to the sun’s’ baking rays. Thi»

is an excellent time to attack the weeds, and you must
show them no quarter. Cut them down and let them die

on the surface; or, dig them up, and burn them, root,

branch and seed. Seeds of Cabbage, Cauliflower, Celery,

&c., may be sown under low arbors, made of brush and
pine tops, in order to shelter them from the fierce rays of

the sun. Wafer often, until the plants are well up, when
a little liquid manure may be used alternately with the

water, from time to time. Plant a full crop of Okra, with-

out delay. Plant Peas and Siveet Corn and Snap Beans,

for a succession. Transplant Tomatoes, Cabbages, early

Celery, &c., &c., and prick out Cdery, Cauliflowers and
Brocoli. Pinch off the leading shoots of your early To-

matoes, Dima Beans, Melons and Cucumbers, if you want
the fruit to set early; and give the plants liquid manure if

you desire large specimens. Strawberry Beds must be

kept free from weeds, well mulched with leaves or

“broom- straw” and freely watered in dry weather. If you
desire fruit, cut* off all the runners as fast as they ap-

pear, and keep the ground cool and moist. But if you .

wish to increase your the mulching may be dis-

pensed with (except immediately around the plants as di-

rected last month) and the surface must be kept clean,

open and mellow.

THE ORCHARD.
The frost has thinned out most of our fruit very

thoroughly, but such of our readers as are more fortunate,

should not,allow their young trees, especially, to bear too

heavily—thin the fruit from one-third to one-half, if the

branches are heavily laden, and the remainder will be

enough larger and finer to pay for your trouble. Peaches,

Plums, Nectarines, Apricots, &c., may now be budded, by
those who still practice budding, wjiich we have discon-

tinued, except in particular cases; preferring to graft into

good roots during the winter. Such as desire to bud the

Apricot, may use free growing and vigorous stocks of the

Chickasaw Plum with decided advantage, but the tree

must be trained low and branching, instead of tall, slender

and “spindling.” Mulch all young trees set out last

spring, and give them a copious watering occasionally.

Turn your small “shoats” into the orchard to devour fall-

en fruit, and encourage them to “root,” or loosen up the

earth, by scattering a handful of corn to them occasional-

ly, underneath the frees. Large hogs are frequently de-

structive to orchards, tearing and mutilating the branches

in their efforts to obtain the fruit, even when the ground

is thickly strewn with it.
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THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Some hardy Annuals may yet be sown, but it is rather

late. Take up bulbous roots, such as Tulips, Jifiiquills,

&,c., as soon as the leaves decay—dry and store them.

Apply liquid manure occasionally to all your choice flow

.ers. Roses should now be budded and layered—furni

o;ate with tobacco smoke to destroy the Aphis or Green fly

upon the Rose and other plants. Gather ripe flower seeds

in dry weather. Use water freely arnon'^ your flowers

whenever it is necessary. Rain water is best.

TSING-MA (CANNABIS GIGANTEA.)

Editors Southern Cultivator—This kind of hemp,

recently introduced from China, is surpassing all other

varieties of hemp in luxuriance. The lint is much finer

and better than that of the well known Italian hemp, and

can be spun as fine as flax. It has lately been introduced

into France, where, however^ the summers are not long

enough to ripen its seed. I grew it last summer, and

thought it was planted late, and the summer was exceed-

ingly dry, I obtained ripe seed v/ithout difficulty, though

the season' was too unfavorable to give it a f«ir trial. I

consider it a valuable acquisition for the hemp-growing

districts of the South. Robert Nelson.

Macon, Ga., April, 1855.

PHYSALIS EBULIS,

Editors Southern Cultivator—Several species of this

•genus are common weeds in the high, dry, sandy lands in

Georgia and South Carolina. The Physalis Alkekengi is

•considered very unwholesome. The above-mentioned

species is a native of Peru, where it is a perennial plant,

too tender, however, to endure our winters
;
but when

treated as an annual, it will grow here as easy as a Tomato.

It forms a neat little bush about two feet high, blooming

-and bearing fruit all the summer. The fruit is a yellow

berry, about the size of a cranberry, enclosed in an in-

flated calyx, whence its botanical name. Partaking of

the flavor ofthe Guava and the Pine-apple, it is a most

delicious fruit for pies. When gathered and put aside, it

will keep during the whole winter in fine condition for

-use. Being of easy cultivation, I am confident that this

plant will soon become as indispensable in our gardens as

the Tomato. Robert Nelson.

Macon, Ga., May, 1855.

FRTUTS FOE THE SOUTH —PEACHES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the March num-
Iber ofthe Horticulturist, a list of such fruits is found, as

have been recommended by the “North American Pomo-

logical Society” for general cultivation in the different

States. But, alas! how very deficient is that list in re-

gard to the Southern States 1

Having devoted my attention for years to the cultiva-

tion of fruits in Georgia, I would feel highly gratified if

my experience should be acceptable to the public. I will,

therefore, (if you will allow me a little space in your

columns*) occasionally, give you a list of such fruits as I

confidently can recommend. I admit, however, that I

fee! diffidence in my capability, and would be very glad

if a more able pen would undertake the task, which, be

fore long, must be of great importance to the South.

It is now a well established fact, that Georgia, and the

Southern States generally, are well adapted to the culti-

vation of tliefine.'t fruits, and in a short time we will have

collections of the finest varieties of native Southern fruits.

*Shall always be glad to receive any communication on
this or kindred subjects from your experienced and able

pen.—Eds.

as yet unknown in the North. The time, also, is not

very distant, when the South will be independent of

Northern Nurseries.

1 will, however, at present confine my remarks to the

Peaches. No country can boast of a better climate for

this splendid fruit than the Southern States, where Peach-

es for five months, or from May until frost, can be grown
in the highest perfection, and of such exquisite flavor, as to

throw the far-famed New Jersey peaches in the shade.

In making out a list of Peaches to be recommended for

general cultivation, distinction should be made between
those that are to be grown for market, and such as are in-

tended for family use, as some of our finest Peaches are

not firm enough to bear carriage.

A collection of Peaches, ripening in succession for five

months, must necessarily embrace more than the fifteen

varieties enumerated in the above-mentioned list, which,
also, contains some which I have rejected a long time

ago
;
while it omits several very valuable ones

;
besides,

the latest peach mentioned in that list, is the “Heath” cling,

which is ripe here by the 25th of August. From that

time, and until frost, we still have at least two pretty hot

months, during which every person would relish a good
and luscious Peach. For such late varieties, we must look

entirely to Southern Seedlings
;
and we Jftre them, large,

juicy and luscious, though strange enough, good varieties

are more plentiful in October than in September.

When the Peach orchards of Delaware, for the supply

of the Northern markets, were first started, few persons

only could form an idea of their success and profit. Since

then, railroads and steamboats have brought Georgia in

close and easy connection with the large Northern mar-

kets. An immense wealth is opened for us in those mar-

kets, which are never to be overstocked before the month
of August; and yet how very few persons are ready to

profit by the great advantages of which we are in posses-

sion !

In growing Peaches for the Northern markets, the main
object is to have early varieties which are firm enough to

bear carriage, so as to reach market in good saleable con-

dition. On the other hand, our fine late peaches would
not be duly appreciated in the North; for who would rel-

ish a Peach when the weather is cold and frosty 1 but

they will be very valuable in our Southern markets. They
will become a source of great profit in such latitudes as

are laying convenient forthe New Orleans or Mobile mar-

kets
;
besides, they will become indispensable for preserv-

ing.
^

It is my great ambition never to raise any but first-rate

articles; and, following the advice ofmy lamented friend,

A. J. Downing, I shall never go in for the largest number
of varieties, (which I must consider a great folly), but for

the best and most choice collection
;
no trouble or ex-

pense are, therefore, regarded in my Nursery.

This time, I will only mention a variety of the Peach,

which, though it is not the very earliest, and never

yet has been brought into notice, still, in my opinion, is of

great importance for a Southern fruit grower—a Peach,

which is deserving of the most extensive cultivation, it is

the

“ FLEWELLEN ” PEACH.

This noble fruit probably originated in Middle Georgia

(latitude 33 &eg.), where .it already has been grown for

many years, particularly by the late Gen. Flewellen,
from whom it takes its name. It evidently belongs to

that class, which, in the South, is known as “Indian

Blood” Peaches
;
a fruit now seldom to be met with of

good quality.

Fruit large, somewhat compressed at the top; skin

very deep dull red
;
flesh deep red, exceedingly juicy and

refreshing, with a high vinous flavor. It ripens here by

June 25th to July 1st, or a w^eek after the “Early York/'
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thus about six weeks earlier than the “Indian” Peach. It

is, unquestionably, the best and earliest clingstone in this

latitude. It is, like all clingstones, very firm, and will

bear shipping well.

The tree is of luxuriant growth and a regular bearer.

Robert Nelson.

Macm, Ga., May, 1855.

[From the Ch/ronicU <& Sentinel of May 17.]

AUGUSTA FRUIT IN CHARLESTON.

"Wk find the following notice of Mr. Redmond’s fine

Strawberries in the Charleston Courier of Monday last;

“We received on Saturday a specimen box of most

luscious strawberries, from the “Fruitland Farm” of D.
Redmond, Esq., Editor of the Southern CuUirato7\ nea^

Augusta, Ga. We are gratified to learn that if suflBcien*

encouragement be afforded him, Mr. Redmond intends to

keep our market fully supolied with this delicious fruit dur
ingthe season, at reasonable prices, and we are confident

that if all bis strawberries are of the same quality sent us,

the supply will scarcely equal the damaad.”

The Charleston Standard, of yesterday, also says :

Strawbeebieb.—We ha/e received from the editor of the

Southern Cultivator, at Augusta, Ga., a mess of most de-

lightful Strawberries. They were from his “Fruitland

Farm,” near that city, and with proper encouragement, it

is proposed to supply our city with this dilicioas fruit. We
commend his efforts to the favor of our citizens, and can

say that the samples which we had were truly fine.

Mr. R. has given this delicious fruit particular attention

for a few years past, and has now in cultivation several acres,

embracing more than thirty of the choicest varieties. Not

more than eight or ten varieties, however, are fully worthy

of general cultivation
;
and these Mr. R. intends to pro-

pagate largely. He has handed us a select list of the follow-

ing varieties, a further account of which will appear in the

July number of the Southern Cultivator.

Strawberries bob General CuLTivAnoN.— Seed

ling, (pistillate—very large, fine and productive); Mo
'

Avoy's Extra Red, or No. 1, (an enormous beirer, fruit large,

and of fine fiavor—pistillate) ;
Crescent Seedling, (very large,

prolific, a little tender—pistillate); McAvoy's Superior, {extra

large, a good bearer, hardy—pistillate—received $100 prize

from the Cincinnati Horticultural Society, in 1851) ;
Burrh

Ntw Pine, (medium size, delicious fiavor, rather too soft

for marketing—pistillate.)

As Impbegnatoes eos the above, Mr, R. prefers the

Large Early Scarlet, (staminato) and the Boston Pine, (also

staminate.)

For those who Cultivate but one Variety, LengworWs

Prolife, an hermophrodite variety of superior excellence,

is confidently recommended.

For Amateurs, who desire Varieties.—All the above,

and the following : MoyamenSing Pine,(^\^ih\\oXF)', Walk

(staminate)
;
Crimson Cows, (pistillate)

;
Jew

nei/s Seedling, (pistillate); Large White Bicton Pine (stami-

nate)
;
and Black Prince, (pistillate.)

Stbawbebries.—We were presented on Saturday last by
Mr. D. Redmond, of Augusta, Ga., Editor of the Southern

Oultlvatcr, with a sample of Strawberries, which he is dis-

posed, if properly encouraged, to supply plentifully and
cheaply to our citizens. The berries, wo are informed, are

picked from the vines directly into quart boxes, and ihej

are not bandied again until they ro'.ch the purchaser. V/t

found the sauiples to be of good size, of exquisite flavor,

and in admirable condition, and we wish Mr. Redmond
every success in his efforts to introduce this fragrant luxury
among us.

—

Charleston Mercury of May 14.

GEEENS-AND BACON.

Editors Southern Cultivator—What a terrible

drouth ! all gardens parched up, and it is almost impossible

to gather a good mess of “greens.” But noticing this great

calamity all around me, I would draw the attention ol'the

public to a few plants, which, although not new, still are

not in such general use, as they ought to be

:

RAPE, {brassica napa.')

Mr. Landreth, in his catalogue of vegetable seeds, is

evidently laboring under a great error when he says: “It

is grown in Southern gardens under the name of bollards-

or Greens, but is but a poor substitute for head cabbage.”

Surely the Rape is an excellent vegetable in its season,

and is sold in immense quantities in the European mar-
kets in the spring, a long time before the cabbage comes
into use. Again, Rape is entirely difterent from the Col-

lard of the South. The true rape is grown extensively in

Europe for the oil \vhich is pressed from its seeds, and is

considered one of the most profitable crops a European
farmer can raise. The seed, sown on rich ground in

rows, 15 inches apart, in the months of October and No-
vember (in the northern part of Europe it is sowed in

August and September) will come up readily and grow
luxuriantly, being hardy enough to stand our winters.

When the top is about 6 inches high, it is fit for cooking;

and if cut down a couple of inches above the ground, so as

not to injure the very heart, the Rape will, in about two
weeks, (according to the season) have grown sufficiently

to admit of another cropping, and soon until April, when
it will run into seed. When sown early in spring, say

January or February, I have often had it ready for cut-

ting in 4 weeks from the date of sowing, and then it will

never run to seed. In fact, it furnishes an excellent sub-

stitute for cabbage until the latter comes in. A variety of

It has been introduced lately under the name of “Colza,”

(a corruption of its German name, Kohlsaat) but the dif-

lerence is very slight. The Rape will also be found of
great importance in agriculture, furnishing an excellent

winter forage for cattle,

LETTUCE,

The season for lettuce is a very short one in the spring,

mostly because the proper way of using it is not generally

known. Many new vegetables &re introduced, puffed and
sold at high prices, not half so good as this invaluable old

customer in every garden. The lettuce, when cooked, is,

in my opinion, one of the finest “greens” in the spring,

and I am confident that no person, who tries it once, will

ever give it up again. During the hot season, when the

whole cabbage tribe is infested with myriads of insects,

the jettuce is never liable to similar attacks. It is true,

the lettuce will soon run into seed during the summer, but

even the flower-stem, when nearly a foot high, and before

the topis spreading, is, in flavor, so much like an aspara-

gus that it hardly can be distinguished. In short, the let-

tuce is an excellent, palatable and wholesome vegetable,

which ought to be grown extensively for cooking, In fact,

it spreads so much and sows itself so readily, that it is al-

most equal to weeds, and can be had nearly all the year

round.

NEW ZEALAND spiNAGE {tetragoiiia expansp,.')

It is surprising that this vegetable, by which the cele-

brated Captain Cook saved his crew from scurvey, and
which already was cultivated in England in 1772, as yet

seems to be almost unknown here in the South
;

it is even

not to be found in any of the seed catalogues of the North.

The warmer the weather the better it grows, even fully

exposed to the sun. It is of a trailing habit, with very

thick, succulent leaves, and never troubled by insects.

The leaves are the eatable part, and can be gathered very

often. In fact, u bed of twenty plants, in good rich soil,

will give a daily supply to a pretty large family, particu-

larly when it grows where it can find some moisture in

the bottom. Planted by the 1st of April in hills, 3 feet

apart. Robert Nelson.

Macon, Ga,, Aptril, 1855.
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This is one of the few Northern Apples that may be considered worthy o f a place in the catalogues with our

Southern Seedlings.

Downing says of it:
— '' A fine, large early winter fruit, which originated in the town of Hubbardston, Mass., and

is of first- rate quality. The tree is a vigorous grower, forming a handsome branching head, and bears very large

crops. It is worthy of extensive orchard culture. Fruit large, roundish oblong, much narrower near the eye. Skin

smooth, striped with splashes, and irregular broken stripes of pale and bright red, which nearly cover a yellowish

ground. The calyx open, and the stalk short, in a russetted hollow. Flesh yellow, juicy, and tender, with an
agreable mingling of sweetness and acidity in its flavor. October to January.”

“EED WARRIOE” APPLE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—This splendid South-

ern apple was first found in the orchard of Mr. Graham,
of Coosa County, Alabama, and scions of it were sent to

me by that indefatigable pomologist, Dr. W. O. Baldwin,

of Montgomery, Alabama. The fruit is very large, often

measuring fourteen inches in circumference, and covered

nearly all over with deep red. It is juicy and well flavor-

ed, and fit for the table from November till January.

Robert Nelson.

Macon, Ga., 1855.

Imntstic Cranmitii nttli HttiptH.

STRAWBERRIES AND THEIR PRESERVATION.

We find the following seasonable recipes in the May

number of Godey’s Lady's Boole

:

TO bottle fruit.

Cherries, strawberries, sliced pine-apple, plums, apri-

cots, gooseberries, &c., may be preserved, in the follow-

ing manner, to be used the same as fresh fruit:—Gather
the fruit before it is very ripe; put it in wide-mouthed
bottles made for the purpose; fill them a? full as they
will hold, and cork them tight; and seal the corks: put
some hay [broorastraw will do] in a lai ge saucepan ; set

in the bottles, with hay between them, to prevent their

touching; then fill the saucepan with wate 'to the necks

of the battles, and set it over the fire until the water is

nearly boiling; then take it off; let it stand until the
bottles are cold; then keep them -in a cool place until

wanted, when the fruit will be found equal to fresh.

STRAWBERRIES PRESERVED.

Strawberries for bottling, or preserving, except forjam,
should be ripe, but not in the least soft. Make a syrup
of a pound of sugar for each pound of fruit. The sugar
should be double-refined, although refined sugar does
very well

;
the only difference is in the color of the pre-

serve, which is not so brilliant when done with other
than crushed or loaf sugar. To each pound of sugar put
a teacup ofwater

;
set it over a gentle fire, and stir it

until it is all dissolved; when boiling hot, put in thft

fruit, having picked off every hull and imperfect berry;
let them boil very gently in a covered kettle until, by
cutting one open, you find it cooked through. That will

be known by its having the same color throughout.
Take them from the syrup with a skimmer, and spread
them on flat dishes, and let them remain until cold

;
boil

the syrup until quite thick
;
then let it cool and settle;

put the fruit into jars or pots, and strain or pour the
syrup carefully over, leaving the sediment, which will be
at the bottom"of the pitcher. The next day, cover with
several papers wet with sugar boiled to candy; set them
in a cool, airy place. StrawbCiries keep perfectly well
made with seven pounds of sugar to ten of fruit; they
should be done as directed above, and the syrup cooked
quite thick. A pint of red currant-juice, and a pound
of sugar for it, to three pounds of strawberries, make the
syrnp very beautiful.

STRAWBERRY JAM, OR MARMALADE.

Pick ripe strawberries free from every hull; put three *
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quarters of a pound of sugar to every pound of fruit

;

crush them together to a smooth mass
;
then put it in a

preserving kettle over a gentle fire
;

stir it with a wood-
en or silver spoon until it is jelly-like and thick ,• let it

do slowly for some time, then try some on a plate; if,

when cold, it is like jelly, it is enough. Put it in small

jars or tumblers, and secure as directed. Currant-juice,

with a pound of sugar to a pint, to four or five pounds
strawberries, and the required quantity of sugar, makes
the jam very nice. Half a pound of sugar for each
pound of fruit will make very fine jam, or marmalade,
which is the same, cooked until it is very thick, and re-

duced
;
take care that it does not burn.

TO PRESERVE STRAW'BERRIES WHOLE.

Another excellent wmy is to make the syrup boiling

hot; and having picked fine, large strawberries free

from hulls (or, if preferred, leave them and half an inch
of the stem on.) pour it over them

;
let it remain until

the next day, then drain it off, and boil again; return it

hot to the fruit; let them remain for another night;
then put them into the kettle, and boil gently for half an
hour; cut one in two

;
if it is done through, take them

from the syrup with a skimmer, and spread them on flat

dishes to cool
;
boil the syrup until thick and rich; then

put the fruit into glass jars
;
let the syrup cool and settle

;

then pour it carefully off from the sediment over the
fruit.

STRAWBERRIES STEWED FOR TARTS.

Make a syrup of one pound of sugar and a teacup of
water; add a little white of eggs

;
let it boil, and skim

it until only a foam rises
;
then put in a quart of berries,

free from stems and hull; let them boil till they look
clear, and the syrup is quite thick. Finish as directed
for tarts, wdth tine puff paste.

Soap, White Lead and Oil.—Mr. Editor—It is not so

generally known as it should be, that a mixture of the

above named ingredients makes an excellent coating for

gates, fences and out-buildings. The addition of the

soap (soft soap only is to be used) considerably diminish-

es the expense of the paint, without, in any degree, lessen-

ing its durability, or the facility of laying it on.

I have a house, the north-west side ofwhich was paint-

-ed with this mixture nineteen years ago, and the paint is

now much more brilliant than that put upon the other

sides at the same time, though the latter was of the best

quality of white lead and oil, and four heavy coats ap-

plied, while the soap paint I applied but two. Fences

painted with this mixture, as well as the roofs of build-

ings, for which purpose any coloring matter, or pigment

may be substituted for the lead, endure much longer, it

is ascertained, than those painted with pure oil paint.

The alkalescent qualities of the compound render them
impervious to the atmospheric influences which are the

chief causes of decay and rot. The quantity of soap to be

used can be best ascertained by experience
;
on this point

no definite rules can be prescribed .—New England Famv-
er.

French Rolls for Breakfast.— 1
pint of flour, whites

of 3 eggs, table- spoonful of butter, 2 large spoonfuls of

fresh yeast
;
milk enough to make it stiff dough. Let it

rise over night.

Cure for Founder.—A correspondent of the Ohio

Cultivator says ofa mare he had badly foundered

;

“I took her to the well, and bathed her legs and shoul-

ders well in cold water. I then had her bled in the mouth

by sticking a sharp knife in the third rib of the roof. She

bled pretty freely, swallowing most of the blood, for about

one hour. J never saw a stiffer animal attempt to walk.

I turned her out again, and the next day she was as well

-as ever, with no signs of the founder. If the horse is

likely to bleed too much, give him some flour or wheat
bran to lick.”

2iiiim'ti0nntiits.

IMPORTANT TO PLANTERS.

The Richmond FseWy (R'chmoT’d c unty, Ga ,) continues to

manufacturo WOOI EN CLOTH, for Nepro Clothing, at 12^
cents pT y *rd— fin< ing eve^y material except the wool.
Tof se wi hing to a'^ail ihemsel- es of this opportunity to procure

for their Negroes a superior article of Wi nter Clothing, have only
to wash the wool cl^-an in c Id water, and send it to the factory, or
to IMeS'se.s. f€R ANTON, ^EY.MOUR & C'o.

,
in Augusta, with instruc-

tions as to the f mou’-t of Cloth they wish made—whether heavy or
light If the wool be dirty, half a cent per yard wi I be charged for

w^ishing it. Burrs are not objectionable, as a machine is provided
for removing them.

AVool is al-'o carr'ed into Rolls, for those who make their Negro, or
other C’othing at home.
Th terras ow offered are so reasonable as to warrant a continu-

a’-ce of the liberal patronage heretofore extended ty the planting
community

T he Wool abouUl b° sent as soon after shearing as convenient, with
th« name of the owner distinctly marked o-> the bag or bale, that
all the p-dtronsof the establishment may be accommodated indue
time.

AVool sent by any of the lines of Railroad, in Georgia, or South
i^arolina, or by steamboat on the River, directed to “Richmond
Factory care of Scraston, Seymour & Co.,” wi’l meet due att'^ntion,

and the P'anter will Iwrys have his own wooZ manufactured into

Cloth and return d to him.
^P“The highest cash prices will be paid for AVOOL.

AVILLIAM SCHLEY, President R. Factory.
june5P—4t

SCiiTT’S LITTLE GIANT CGRN AND COB CRTSHER

The attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully ca'led
to this Mill, as the be t and most profitable arti le now in use.

In sett'ng up, no mechanical work is rcq'^red, it being only nefees-

sary to fasten it down to a floor or platform
No 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $f5, all compl-te, ready for attaching the ho'se.

No. 3, at i|6^, grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $76,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses
CARMICHAEL k BEAN, Agents,

Augusta, Ga.

• Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1 855,

I have been running one of Scott's Little Oi'int Corn and Coh
JVb. 4, for the last five weeks, and it performs to ray entire

swtisfaction It wa^ warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour, but I
have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to 23>^
bushels per hour. In feeding 80 horses, I save at least loO bushels of
Corn per momh, it n' w requiring only 200 bushels of Corn with the
cob, where I formerly fed 8()0. I consider it decidedly the best kind
of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not replace mine I would not
sell it for $500. I. D MATHEWS,
June65—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

P.l). GATES,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
^

And Dealer in AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHIN-
ERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.

Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cut'ers, Corn Shellers, Rearers, Horse
Pow rs and Th eshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers, and
other Agricultural Machines. JuDe.55—Cly*

DOMESTR AAIMILS AT PRIVATE SALE.

T
G MORRIS’ I lustrated Catalogue, with prices attached, of

-hor': Horned and Devon BULLS, and Bull CALVES; a few
HORSES; South T)^- w-* RAMS ;

Berkshire, Suffolk and Essex SAVINE,
will be forwarded (if de,sired) by addressing L. G. MORRIS, Ford-
ham, AA’estchester county, N Y,fr A. J. BP.CAR, 187 Broadway,
N. Y. It a’so c uitains portrait, pedigree and performance on the
Turf o' the celebrated horse, “J/onarc/i,” standing this season at the

Herdsdale Farm. June55—tf

CATAWBA GRAPE VINES.

Rooted A'INFS of three years old, raided by Mr. Charles Axt,
may be obtained by Addressing D. REDMOND,

Feb55—tf Augusta, Ga.

I
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ALBANY ACEfCl'LTLE’L WOEKS,

ON HamUtop, Liberty and Union streets
;
Warehouse and Seed

Store, removed to No. 52, Sta'e street, Albany, N. Y. The pro-

prietors of the above named establishment being the sole owners and
manufacturers of EMERY’S P.aTENT HORSa POWER, &c. All

arrangements with • ther parties for their manufacture having
expired, have formed anew copartnership, under the firm name of

Emery Brothers, and will continue the mannfactu'e and sale of

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINERY, as hereto-

fore, at the old stands of Emery & Co. By this arrangement the
united efforts and interests of the Brothers, long known to the pub ic,

are secured, and no exertions will be spared to meet the wishes of

those dealing in and using the class of implements they manufACture
their lead ng branch being the m nufacture of the justly celebrated

EMERY’S PATENT CHANGEABLE GEERED RAILROAD HORSE
POWERS, with the Machines to be propelled by it, as Threshing
Machines, Saw Mills and Machine’y generallv.

These Powers having been submitted i epeatedly to the most severe

tests and tri Is to determine their relative merits and utility with

those of every known manufacture’-, have, without exception, been
awarded the highest prizes for superiority—among which were the

following

:

N. Y. State Ag’l Society, 1854, 1«53, 1852, 1851, 1650 ;
Ohio State

Board of Agriculture, 18f4, 1858, 1852, lf-51
;
Michigan State Agri-

cultural Soci ty, 1853, 8' 2, 1f5i
;
Indiana State Agricultural Society,

1858 , Illinois State Agricultural Society, -853
;

Pennsylvania State

Agricultural Society, 18 3; Maryland State Agricultural Society,

1858 ;
Missouri State Agricu tural Society, 1658; American Institute,

1852, 185 ;
New York Crystal Palace, 'SSS; Canada Provincial

Society, 1 852, 851 ;
Connecticut State Agr cultural Fair, 1854.

WARRANTY, CAPACITY, ECONOMY, &c —The Two Horse

Power and Thresher, is capable with three or four men, of threshing

from 17 ‘i to 225 bushels of wheat or rye, and the one horse power
from 76 to 1

2*^ bushels of wheat or rye
;
or both kinds of powers, &< .,

are capable of threshing doub e that amount of oats, barley or buck-

wheat, per day, of ordinary fair yield. If the d ops be extraordi-

nary heavy or light, greater or less results will follow.

These Powers, Threshers, &c., are warranted to be of the be'-t

materials and worlmanship, and to operate at represented by this

Circular, to the satisfaction of the purchasers, together with a full

right of using them ’n any territory of t» e United States, subj-etto

be returned within three months and home tran ortation and full

purchase money refunded if not found acceptable to purchasers.

The public may rest assured the reputation he etofore earned for

our manufactures, ‘hall be full ? sustained, by using none but the best

material and workmanship ; and by strict attention to business, they

hope to merit and enjoy a continuance of the p-ttronage heretofore

so liberally bestowed, which we respectfully solicit.

N. B. All articles bear the name of “Emery” in raised letters

npon the cast iron parts, ar d however much others may resemble

them, none are genuine without this mark.
Full descriptive illustrated price catalogues sent gratis on applica-

tion. EMERY BROTHERS.
AZhanv. -Y". Y,3fnreh 15, 1855. April—3m

'“PUEE DEVON ANB SEiOE CALVES SALE

!

ONE very beautiful thorough- bred NORTH DEVON
HEIFER C.ALF, 5 months old—sire, “ Keokuk ;” dam.
“Lively Dame”—for pedigrees of which see September
number (Is' 3) S-iUtliern yjuU’vutor.

Also, a number of grade or half blood heifer and bull CALVFS, of

1854, -parious ages—all from good native cows, and sired by premium
bull “Keokuk.” purchased from the Messrs. Waineight by Judge
Warren. For particulars, &c

,
Address D. REDMOND,

May55—tf Augusta, Ga.

DEVON CHILE, MO
FSSEX EOS SALE!

The Subscriber having this day purchased from Dr. W. P. Wain-
wright, his interest in the herd of DH V N CATTLE, hitherto

owned conjointly f-y them, will continue to give his strict attention to

the breeding and raising of this increasingly popular breed. Having
now a herd of over twtnty head, bred entirely from animals of his

own importation, he is enabled to offer for sale a few young bulls

and heifers of very superior quality.

Also constantly on hand thorough bred ESSEX PIGS, descended
from the best imported stock. For full particulars as to age, price,

pedigree, &e., address C S. WAINWRIGHT,
April—3t Ehinebeck, Duchess county, N. Y.

FACTOR AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

CORNER East Bay Street and North Commercial Wharf, Charles-
ton, S. C., is prepared to make liberal advances on consignments

of COTTON, CORN, SUGAR, FLOUR, GRAIN, HAY, &c.

Geniilsie PeniYlaa Depot!
FARMERS’ PLASiER, CHARCOAL, BONE DUST, MINERAL

PHOSPHATS LIMB, SUPER PHOSPHATE LIME, &c
Alwavs on band. Sept. ’54 ly

®AMiCaAEL & BEAK,

Dealers in hardware, cutlery and agricultural
IMPLEMENTS, Augu'-ta, Ga.

We are, also, Agents f r the following articles:—SALAMANDER
SAFES, made bv Stearns & Marvin, New York; LITTLE GIANT
CORN AN!) COB MILLS; Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING
and HOSE, made b- Boston Belting Company; ATKIN''’ SELF
EAKTNG REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made bv Hoe & Co., and
Welch & Griffith’s HORvSE POWERS; PA"! MILLS, THRESHERS
and SMUT MACHINES. CARMICHAEL & BEAN,
April65—Cly Augusta, Ga,

FOR SALE!

A SEA Island Colton Plantation, containing 900 acres, 400 of

whioh is cleared and ready for cultivation
;

it is beaufifuTy
locate on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chatham county,

on a bold salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and
the fa ility for m.anuring wiih marsh and mud is unsurpassab e, the
land lying three s des on the river. The piece is situated 1 miles

from Savannah. The lands of Skiddawai- Isle, under proper culti-

vation, produces equal to any, in Corn or Sea Island Cotton. Ibis

place is situated eligibly to supply any quantity of fish and oysters

and for stock raising. Price $3,50o. Terms acc-mmodating.
Apply to S. E DUPON, Savannah.

Idle of Uope J/hroA 9, 1855. April— tf

F. McCreery,
I

R- M. Hooke,
Charleston.

1

Chattanooga.

McCRliERY & HOOKE,

COTTOW PACTOBe, COMiVH8»IO!» A»D FOBWABD-
irV«ir MEBCHAKTii, Brown’s Wharf, Charleston, S. C.

Strict attention given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the receiving and forwarding of Ereig' t, and to the
filling of order.' in this markel. Eeb55—C’y

MADACASCiR DR LOP-EARED BABBITS

!

The Subscriber, according to promise, made some time since,

when he advertised applicants (through this paper) that be
could not possibly supply them with Rabbit', till the orders on hand
were fil ed, ^-ould now inform them that he has a few extra pairs of
LOP-EARED RABBITS, of a suitable age for immediate breeding.
They are in fine health and condition. Price $15 per pair, deliver^
at the American Express office in Utica. FRANCIS ROTCH.
Morris, Otsego co.,N. F., 12, 1855. April—3t*

FAYCY LOP-EARED BABBITS.

A FEW pair of beautiful Lop-Eared MADAGASCAR RABBIT&
may be obtained by addressing the subscriber.

Marcb55—tf D . REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

GARDEN MD FIELD SEEDa—AGRICULTilBAL IMPLE-^

MENTS, &€., &c.

ALSO: COPPER, TIN, BRASS, SHEET IRON STOVES, GRATES,,
HOLLOW WARE, GAS FITTINGS, &c.

B S, WELLER, No. 85 Market Etreet,Nashville,Tenn., would re-
e spectfuUy inform the public t'-’at he has for sale, on very

reasonable terms, a full supply of all the above articles. Also

:

POULTRY, such as Shanghai, Black Spanish, Gold and Silver
Pheasant, African Bantams, Wild Indian and Sumatra Game, White
Guinea Geese, African, Bremen, Hong Kong, White Swan Goose of
China. Improved SU FOLK SWINE, &c., &c.
For particula’-s, address above. ApriUS—3t
’ GREENERS PURE WHITE WHEAT.

"

I
HAVE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will en-
gage to those who may want to purchase for seed wheat of the

nexteroo, to bedel vei-ed atthe La Grange de ot in good, strong
;

sacks, containing not more than one bushel un’ess ordered, nor less
;

than a ' alf; marked with the name of the purchaser and place of de- -'

livery. This Vv heat is of the very ea>'liest and whitest kind. Sow any ’

time in November, and cut by the 20th of May. It has been exhibit- .

ed at four different Fa rs, and have obtained a premium in every in-

stance. I have already made many engagements for the next sow-
ing at five dollars per bushel. No Delivery no p'y.

P. H. GREENE
La Grange, Ifaroh 22c?, 1855. April52—tf

C H E E 0 K
A VALUABLE LOT OF LMB FOB SALE.
THE subscriber offers for sale a very attractive and valu- jgSk

able lot of LAND, situated between three and four miles
from the flourishing city of Rome, Ga.

. The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-
land, well adapted to the growth of all the small Grains, Irish and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-
ly suitable for FRUIT-GROWING, as it is situated on an elevated .

plateau above the reach of ordinary frosts. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELET
of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for
a Country Residence

;
as the supply ©f water never diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,
and has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY TBIBERED i

with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, and ia
;

within a mile and a quarter of two good SAVe" MILLS. It also con-
tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMfc STONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.
The Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with
outbuildings—a well of good water, &c., with twenty or thirty acres !

under cultivation. i

The atte ntion of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all desir-
|

ous of a delightful situation in a salubrious and healthy climate,
[

within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the
j

above tract.

*** Pm- terms, &c., apply to the subscriber, or to Col. J. W. M. !!

BERRIEN, of Rome, Ga., who will take pleasure m poiniingr out the i

land. D. REDMOND, i

September—tf Augusta, Ga.
i
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EINSALL'S €OTIOi\ PLASTER !

PALMTR4, Lee County, Ga., )

March 12th, lSo5. f

To Cotton Planters.

XTrE 15ES1RK to call your attention to a Machine wh'ch we have
’A invented and patented for the PLANTING 01 COllON. Its

superiority over all others used for a similar purpose, consists in its

great simplicity, requiring no more experience for its use than for an

ordinary p’ow'; the cheapness of construction, the great saving of

time »nd labor in the p anting of the crop, but more especially in

the cultivah'on of it.

The certificates which we herew th presen*^ to you are from some

of the most respectable and inteligent planters in our country, who
have thoroughiy tested our Machines, and sustain us in the above

statement of the advantages it possesses. tVe are confident that

when presented to the Cotton Planters throughout the Southern

States, it will, in a short time, be universally used by them for

planting their crops.

In bri- ging these Machines before the pub’ic, we have taken every

precaution to free them fr m the liabilities of bemg associated with

the mass of patented inventions, which do not stand a practical test,

and we can a sure all who will try them that they will fully equal our

representations.

The Machines may be had of the following manu*‘acturers

Thomas J. Cheely, Augusta, Ga.; Browx, Clemexs & Co., Colum-

fcus, Ga.; J. H. Watson, Le^* co Ga.

W'm W. Cheever, Esq., A'bany, Ga., is our only Agent, who will

contract for us with parties wishing to manufacture the Machines in

any part of the united States, HANDALL & ^LERCEK.
Charles Randall, )

Leonidas B. Mercer, i

Palmyra, Lee co., Ga., Aitg. 10, ISI'4.

Gents :—Having planted your entire crops with our Cotton Drill,

please give us your candid opinion of the Machines, and particulars

as to the advantages to be derived from their use, and oblige,

Yours respectfully, RANDALL & MERCER.
To Messrs. S. D. McLendon, Wm. H. Owens, Robt, Ldndy.

Palmyra, Lee co., Ga., Aug. 12, 1854.

Gents Your favor of August If th, came duly to hand. In giving

you our opinion of your Dril's, in the first p ace we would say, we
are pleased in every particular with their operation, and as to the

advantages to be derived from their use :—the first is the saving of

n,t least one hundred and fifty bushels of Cotton Seed, in planting

each hundred acres
;
second, a saving of labor in planting, of one

horse and hand, planting from eight to nine acres per day, the

Machine opening the furrow, dropping the seed and covering as it

moves over the ground ;
thi>'d, a more perfect stand may be obtain-

ed with your Drid than by planting in the common way
;

fourth, a
saving of at least one-third in the labor of chop, ing cut

;
fifth, the

seed being put in a line notone-half an inch in width, the chopping

out can be deferred, until the season for Uce is passed, without injury

to the growth of the Cotton
;
and being in this narrow line with a

sweep or narrow rooter, you can side so close as to cover up the first

crop of grass in the Drill without injuring the stand of Cotton in the

least By this close siding nearly all hoe work may be dispensed

with, after chopping out. These we consider the principal advanta-
ges to be derived from the use of your Dr I's On a retrospect of our
last year’s experience we have no hesitation in saying that any person

with your Drills, can cultivate at least twenty five per cent, more
Cotton to each hand, with the same labor, than can be cultivated in

the common way of planting. We put that at a low figure so that no
one can say they have been deceived by ns. In the hope that these
Machines'may come into general use, we subscribe ourselves,

"Yours very truly, S D. McLEN'DON,
WM. H OWENS,
ROBERT LUNDY.

Albany, Dougherty co.. Geo. Aug. lUh, 1854.

Gents :—Yours of August ’4th, with enclosed is beforejus. In reply

we would state that we believe wny person using your Cotton Seed
Drill will realise every advantage Messrs. MeClendon, Owens &
Lundy speak of; and we fully coincide with them in their high ap-

preciation of your invention. Y’ours respectfully,

J. H W’ATSON, Lee co.

D.\YIS PACE, Dougherty co.

WM. B. Me ENDON, Randolph co.

B B. DANIELS, Lee co
Y. G. RUST, Dougherty co.

J'MFS CHEi<K, Lee co.

JEREMIAH HILLSMAN, Lee co.

To Messrs, Randall & fiercer.

Palmyra, Lee co., Aug. 10, 1864.

Messrs Randall & Mercer In reply to yours of the 6th inst.

in regard to the operat'on of your Cotton Seed Drill, I am happy to

say that after planting a portion of my crop in the old way, I was
enabled to obtain one of your Drills, with which I finished It is

what we ave long wanted, and the beautiful work it perfor'^s has
perh ps been attempted in a thousand different waj's by intelligent

planters, but with only partial success ;
yours le‘-ves nothing to be

desired
;

it deposites the seed uniformly, and constantly on a fine of
one to two seeds in width

;
saves about one-half of the labor in

plant ng, and one-third of the hoe labor in cultivating. All must use
this drill in self Defence

;
I shall, for one.

More cotton may be p anted and cultivated, and if not the labor
saved, may be turned into other channels. Yours respectfully,

j

April—tf J. h. MERCER.
|

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

.
PASSENGER TPvAINS.

LE.AVE Augusta, daily at 6 P. M. and (Sundavs excepted) at 6 A.
M.

Arrive at Augusta daily at 4.30 A, M. and (Sundays excepted) at

5 P M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 6.30 P. M. and (Sundays excepted) at 4.30

A M.
Airive at Atlanta daily at4 A . M. and (Sundavs exrepted) at 6 P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point diily (Sundays excepted) at 11 .30

A. M.
WHTH -WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Leaving Cumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 1 .00 P. M.
Arriving at “ “ “ “ 9.30 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 6..30 A M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 4.O0 P. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND LllGRANGE RAILROAD,
Leaving At'anta, dai'y at 4.3UA. M.
Arriv'ng at “ “ 6 P. M.

WHTH -WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 6.00 A. M.
Arrivingat “ 6.00 P.M.

March55—tf GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

EXTE.^’S1V£ COLLECTION OF SELECTED SOSES AND
SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA KURSERY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of -
• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new

and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His pr ces to Nunserymen will be as low as
those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also made recent additions to his

stock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-

ing varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English Walnuts and Hazle-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Came’ia Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrubs.
Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DA.HLIAS, Orders
from the country will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-
paid letters. Address F. A MAUGE.
Nov—tf Augusta, Ga.

RICH COTTON LMDS FOR SALE!
6|^HE Subscriber offers for sale Forty Thousand Acres of the most
A. productive CO ’TON LAND, in the Sout' ern country, situated
in the counti- s of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of five hun-
dred and two thousand Acres each, a part of which is partially im-
proved.

For ceHainty of crops and durability these lands are unequalled
in the Southern States Pimilar lands contiguous in cultivation, are
yielding an average of seven bales Cotton, per hand, for a series

of years, and eighteen to twenty-five bnshels Corn per acre.

Terms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five years will be
given. WM. W. CHEEVER.
Albana, Ga., March 15. 1855. April—tf

#5 THE SOUTHERN NURSERIES, @
WASniXGTO}^, ADAMS co.jriss.,

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapted to the South,
of FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS, VINES, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
&c.; and of ROSES an 1 other ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and TREES,
EVERGREENS, &c

,
all of Southern growth, and of good size.

The packing is so carefully attended to, that Trees and Plants,
Roses, cuttings for hedging, &c., are sent to all parts ot the South,
with scarcely a chance of their being injured.
Catalogues will be sent on application.
Nov-tf. THOMAS AFFLECH.

AFFLECK’S
SOUTHERN RURAL ALMANAC,

A handsome little volume, full of useful and interesting hints on
RURAIL AFFAIRS liV THK SOUTH,

WILL BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FIRST OF NOVEM-
BER. Price 1(1 cents.

AFFLECK’S COTTON PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOK—New Edition, now ready—No 1, for forty hands or less,

$2 50. No. 2, for eighty hands or 'ess, $3 00. No. 3, for one hun-
dred and twenty, hands or le~s, I’S 50.

AFFLECK’S SUGAR PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOKS—No. 1, for SO hands or less, $3 00 No. 2, for 120 hands
or less, $3 50.

These Books are now in general use amongst Planters. They
will be sent by mail, prepaid and carefully enveloped at the above
prices, and when five copies are ordered by club.s, and remitted for,

an additional copy will be sent as commission to the individual mak-
ing up the Club. Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal-
ers, to whom a liberal discount will he made.

B. M. NORMAN, Publisher,
Nov—tf 14 Camp street. New Orleans,
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SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A MONTMEiY J-OtJRNAt,,
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTUER

Eortimlture, Stock Breeding, Bees, General Farm
Economy, &,c ,

<&e.

iDMstrated witb IVamerous Elegant Engravings.

ONB DOLLAR A YEAR IN ADVaNCB

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors,

Tlae Tliirteeutli Volume will commence
JTaniiary, 1855.

iit

Tsing-Ma {cannabis gigantea)
PbysalisEdulis
Fruiisfir the South—Peaches

Augusta Fruit in Charleston

Greens—and Bacon
Hubbardston Nonsuch Apple, (illustrate d)

Red Warrior App e . .

DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RECIPES.

Strawbe'^ries and their preservation

Soap, White Lead and Oil

French Polls for Breakfast

Cure for Hoven
ILLUSTRATIONS.

Queen Bee and Worker
Three South Down Buck Lambs
The Hubbardston Apple
Arthur’s Preserving Cans and Jars

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming tt

volume of 384 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day,

Valuable Original Contributions

from many of the most intelligent and practical Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS:
One Copy, one year $1 I Twenty-Five Copies, one year.. |20
Six Copies “ “ 5

1
One Hundred “ “ “ 75

THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instance
will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money
remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

AdverriMeotentt

Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion

One square per annum Ten Dollars.
Address WILLIAM S. JONES, Aagnsra, Ga.

Persons who will act as Agents, and obtain Subscribers, will

be furnished with the paper at club prices.
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197
197
197

174
179
'96

189

DAVY’S BfVON HERD BOOK.
OW ready, a large s'^pply of both 1st and 2d v>luTr'es,bound In

.Lx one book, and con t ining all the subjects connected with t^e

Devon Herds of both of Eng'and and America, up to the present

time, and also, as a frontis piece, the beautiful engraving of the cele-

brated picture known as the “Q.uartly Testimonial,” which is a full

length portrait ofMr. Fran i-; Quartly, now living, at 91 years of age.

It is also illustrated with two anima's, prize-winnnrs in England.

Price ?1, and can be had by enclosing f- e amount to B. P. Johnson,
Correspondinv Sc'-retary of New York State Society, Albany, N. Y.;

Luth-r Tocker, Editor of the Country Gentleman, Albany, N.Y.;
Sanford Howard, Boston, Mass.; D D. T. Moore, ditcr of the W. G.

& S. Register, Rochester, N. Y
;
A. B. Allen, Editor of the American

AgHcuUvri t, N. Y.; Samuel ands, Edi or of the American Farm
er, Baltimore, Md., A M. bpangler, Editor of the Progressive Farm-
er, V\\\ado\\A\\a, Fa; D. Lee and D. Redmond, Editors of the Srtd>>-

trn Augusta, Ga , a’ d Wm. McDougall, Editor of the

Canad an Agriculturist, Toronto, Canada.
It gives me 1 leasure to state that Mr, Davy has solicited Mr. S

Howard, of the .Sos'twi CvMivator, to col’ect pedigrees and illustra-

tion« in this country for the 3d volume, at d has authorized Mr. H.
to obta’n i formation as to any and all m'stak s which may have
been made as to ihe Recor ing of American Aniroa s in Davy’s Vd
volume, and such corrections wil le made in t'^e 3d volume. The
plan propos d is that a copy of all thf pedigrees and illustrations col-

lec ed l y Mr. H
,
as the Edit w in America, shall be forwarded .to Mr

Davy, and a copy of those collected by Mr. D will be sent to Mr.
Howard in this country. The whole matter will be putilished in

America for our use, and In England for t- eir use, by which means
an American and English Devon Herd Book will be united, and the

price reasonable, as the expense of English printing and duties will

be saved Thisfoncert of action h s been brought about by Mr.
Davy’s good feeling and liberality lowaxls this country and I am
only the instrument through which Mr. Daw acts, and from this

time forth Mr. Howard will receive all communications on the sub-
ject, as wi 1 piipear by reference to his a.dvertisement.

^^P“A1) Editors who will give he above three insertions will re-
ceive a copy ofthelst, 2d and 3d volumes.

L. G. MORRI8, American Agent
JuDe55—8t for J, Tanner Davy’s Devon Herd Book.

A RARE ^ HAI^CE

For Amateurs, Market Gardeners, or Private Gentlemen.

TO BE SOLD, a Seven Acre TOWN LOT, adjoining the City of
Austin, Texas, 900 yards from the Capito', cornering on Col-

lege Hi l, on which we expect, very soon, to have aCo'leg estahli h-
ed. The Scenery sple^'did About three acres of rich Creek Bottom,
theremaind r good Upland, with a beautiful situation for building
upon, in full v ew of the Capitol, Treasury and Land OflB.ee A nev r
failing stream runs across the lower end of it, in which ’s an ex cl-

ient fall for a hydraulic ram, by which the whol > bott m can be irri-

gated. The • mire is surround* d by a sutistantial fence
; a miniture

Nursery just commenc d,and iu a high state cf cultivation
; a Yard

fenced off and a small Frame House bu It, with a " ell adjoining, and
a rtable erected. The whole to be sold on reasonable terms, with all

the improve > ents thereon, and posses ion given at any tim° the
purchaser may arrange for. Appl.v, by etter or ctherwise, to the
subscriber, on the premises, or to Raymondj Freeman & Co

, Real
Estate Brokers. WM. DAVENP RT.

Austin, Texas, March 20, ''855. June55—tf

AYRSHIRE HEIFERS FOR SALE
AT $100 EACH.

Heifer, “ PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,
18^3; Dam “ Princess Mary,” grand dam imported ‘ Mary

Queen of Scots;” sire, imported b"ll “Robert Burns” “ Pr’ncess
Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of
30 quarts.

Heifer, “MARIE LOUISE,” one and a half years old, calved
March. 18*8; dam ‘Maria Teresa,” 'y imported “Germantown,’'
grand dam “Mary Q een of Scots,” imported from Scotland

; sire,,

imported bull “R bert Burus ” “Maria Teresa” gave 20 quarts per
Qay,“Mary Queen of Scots ” gave 3 • quarts.

Jan55—tf RICHARD PFTERS, Atlanta, Ga.

SCOTT’S LiTT E GIANT COEN AND COB MILL.

N O. 8, warranted to grind 15 bushels p r hour with one horse,

price $65 all corap.^^te, reedy to attach the horse. No, 4,price $65 all corap.^^te, reedy to attach the horse,

grinds 2'J bushels per hour with two ho .«es; price $75.
CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,

April55—Cly Augusta, Ga.

7 FECIT TREES.
THE subscriber having been engaged for some time in test

ing Fruits best adapted to the Southern soil and cl mate, now
offers for sale about thirty varieties Northern, and . ai; o * i Southern,
APPLES. Also, PEAR TREES w’orked on Quince and Pear stocks.

Biggareau and Heart CHERRY TREES upon Mahaleb stocks, which
alone are found to succeed w’ell here. These Trees have all been
grafted and grown in this country, and will be found preferable to
those from Northern Nurseries. Prices generally below those cf the
North.
Catalogues sent gratis on application. Best time for transpLunting

from November to February. J, VAN BUREN.
Clarksville, Ga.i Oct., 1S58. tf
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r AGEICTTLTURAL ENGINEERING.-IRRIGATION.

A NEW “ Cornish Engine ” has been put up in the

Schuylkill Water Works, Philadelphia. The Ledger of

that city says, that the builders of the engine guarantee it

to perform the work of lifting fifty million pounds of water

one foot high with one hundred pounds of coaL

It is our purpose to visit these somewhat famous Water

Works soon, to examine in person the actual results at-

tained by the consumption of a given quantity of fuel
;
for

fifty million pounds of water is twenty-five thousand tons

of2,000 lbs. each, and will cover 25 acres one inch deep

with water.

Assuming the execution of this Cornish Engine not to

be over-estimated in the guaranty, the above stated data

are ofthe highest agricultural importance. Both Irigation

.
and Draininge are questions first of mechanics and hy-

draulics
;
and secondly of dollars and cents. All the food

of plants that enters their roots must be dissolved in water

and the needed water must go to needy plants, as the lat-

ter cannot travel, like cattle, down to a branch to drink.

What can scientific Engineering do to help the planter

water his crops when they suffer from the lack of it % It

has already done something, and it is capable ofdoing in-

finitely more. The economical lifting and distribution of

water are problems of great and peculiar interest to agri-

culturists in all warm climates
;

for the comparatively

high temperature of such climates, and the not unfrequent

arid state of the atmosphei-e, combine to render the amount

^
of water evaporated from the leaves and general surface of

plants very large. Hence, the demands of nature, under

such circumstances, are often pressing, and but scantily

met by the supply of water in the soil. In a word, agri-

cultural plants need a great deal more water than they re-

ceive to attain their highest, and perfect development.

One inch of water over the whole surface of a field is

equal to a first-rate rain
;
and wood equal to 100 lbs. of

coal, say 200 lbs. of seasoned wood, will lift 100 tons of

water 25 feet, where that elevation will suffice to spread

water over an acre of land.

AVhile some of our readers may irrigate large fields by
lifting water only 25 feet, more may do so by lifting it 50

feet. The mechanical power to do this is ©nly 400 lbs. of

dry wood per 100 tons of water, equivalent to one inch in

depth per acre over the field. Now, it will often pay to

consume 800 lbs. of dry wood to lift 100 tons of water 100

feet high, if need be, for one good irrigation of a single

acre. One hundred tons of water, so applied in an arti-

ficial shower as to permit it all to soak into the ground
about the roots of needy plants, may save a crop that
would otherwise be lost. But it will rarely be necessary
to raise one’s artificial shower 100 feet high, to get the
water over the surface of the earth. When the roofs of
high buildings and church towers are on fire in cities, it

may be necessary that fire engines worked by hand or
steam, should rain at an elevation of 100 feet—the water
being drawn from a well or cistern. The improvements
almost daily made in the handling of water in cities, as in
London, New York, Philadelphia, and elsewhere, are
worthy of the study of rural economists. In Rochester^
where this article is written, a small steam engine has-

just been put up expressly to extinguish fire in the valu-
able property within one or two hundred yards of it. This-
engine will be, doubtless, a profitable working machine,,
if it shall never be wanted to flood a building which is on-

fire
;
and so may be any engine on a farm, when from the

abundance of rain it is not often needed for purposes of
irrigation.

Near Rochester there is a steam engine of 64 horse-
power now at work in the manufacture of brick, draining-
tile, and pipes of all sizes for the conveyance of water
under ground. The engine drives a horizontal iron shafS:.

400 yards in length, which works twelve upright iron mills
for thoroughly mixing, clay, sand, and a little coal-screen-

ings. At this extensive establishment, five men dig and
haul the raw material, and manufacture thirteen thousand
brick for a day’s labor of ten hours. This task is usually
performed in less than ten hours. The Company em-
ploys ^100,000 cash capital, and is understood to be
making money. As yet the demand for drainage tile and
pipes for the close conveyance of water is not large, but it

is increasing. A single machine does the work, which
cost only $200. The tile and pipe are baked in a large

brick oven, heated much like a common brick-kiln, by
long narrow arches, with open work at the top, in which
wood is burnt. Instead of open ditches, and open mill-

races, so liable to be filled with snow and ice in winter,
and weeds and leaves in summer and autumn, pipes of
eight inches bore, made in two pieces, each a semi-circle,

are put down and covered with earth one or two feet, as.

shall be necessary to escape frost. Where more water is

needed at a mill than one large pipe will convey, two or
more, of eight inches each, are used. On small streams
that often drive over-shot, pitch-back and breast-wheels,
the loss of water by evaporation, in long, open ditches,

and the liability of their banks to break, are pretty serious
evils. Loss, by sinking into the ground and leakage, is
another drawback on the value of a lengthened open ditch,

where one wishes to save water for mechanical, or other
purposes.
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No gentleman who has travelled much over the country

and observed the present ways and means of attaining

both agricultural and mechanical ends, wherein moving

water is a material element, can doubt that there is abun-

dant room for improvement. We have seen many places

where water-power might profitably both drain land while

it was too wet, and irrigate it while it was too dry. How
-much of our cultivated land is in one or the other of these

‘ conditions! Why, then, will not the owners of such

lands wisely encourage the study of Agricultural Engi-

• neering ^ It, obviously, seeks to supply food to every

plant they grow, in the cheapest way possible. In the

next course of lectures, as founded by the munificence of

Terrell, no pains will be spared to illustrate all the

principles of this new science.

After surveying the whole ground, and considering the

•wants of Southern Agriculture, we feel at liberty to say

idi&t an increase of popular knowledge of mechanical,

dfeemical and vital forces in their application to tillage and

Msbandry, demanding skilful engineering, appears to be

: nwst needed at this time. Substantial progress may be

achieved in this direction. Water is not only the vehicle

for conveying all other alimentary substances, into the

OTOts and circulation of plants, but its own elements actu-

;atly form nearly one-half of every crop which the farmer

- or planter labors to produce. Rightly to appreciate the

^alue of water to the cultivator, he should study^ the fact

in ail its bearings, that plants elaborate their solids,

^•feether wood, seeds, or li'ht, as much from water as fiom

other sources combined. Of course, without water, no

seed can germinate, no plant can gain the thousandth part

grain in organized growth. It is the sine qua no7i ^

^

••although it may be in excess in the soil and subsoil. How

to dispose of this excess, is a proposition that never fails to

'isa.d the writer to the science of rural engineering for its

solution. It is rare, indeed, that the water which one

drain from swamps, or wet places, should be allowed

to ma to waste. It is too valuable for that, Some of the

licliest and best meadows and corn fields in the United

'‘States owe their extraordinary fertility to the salutary in-

fluence of water that has leached and washed both the

vegetable and mineral substances which lie on, and near

the surface of the ground. Water in v/ells, springs and

swamps, is often dunged vdth organic and inorganic ele-

^ments of peculiar value to soils- that need irrigation.

Sence, the importance of uniting some knoy/ledge of ana-

chemistry with that of civil engineering in the pro-

fessional education of young planters. Such as appreci-

ate the force of this reasoning, will meet with a cordial

"welcome at the Georgia University next October, if they

cs-ti make it convent to attend. R-

'WHAT SHALL WS 30 TOR AGSICULTUIIS'?

D. Lee, M. H., Hear Sir—Permit me to return my
'Itanks for your response in the Cultivator, to my letter in

sos^rence to Geological Text Books. I now write for two

-vsbiects, which will be briefly stated.

1 am solicitous to procure the Agricultural history of

Europe—particularly its present state—the causes which

kave improved it—specific aids of government—how

maoy schools of Agriculture exist in each dominion—their

'
,character—how many are supported by government, and

St what expense—what public agents and officers each

->:sfi!i;ploys in agriculture—their duties and salaries—all other

•gcvernment facilities afforded to agriculture, manufactures

-id the mechanic a'rts. I wish to get such books as will

give all this information. I have just read, with pleasure

profit, Coleman’s Travels in Europe, but his book

•.gives none of the information in regard to government aid

^sis-cept in I ranee. Just at this time we need such infor-

»!Si-a£ion in Tennessee, and I must request you to give me
^

the titles of such books as contain it, and where they can

be had.

The other subject to which I have alluded, is, How are

we to make the desired impression on the popular mind,

in favor of agricultural reform and elevation'? Measures

will never be adopted to make this a great agricultural

country, and all producers intelligent, till the people call

for it at the ballot-box. Private efforts can but produce

partial results. Eor thirty years, men of talent have been

exerting themselves, and up to this time their influence

has been felt only in their particular districts. They have

not yet controlled a single entire State, so far as to make
the fostering of Agriculture a leading object of policy.

Why is this so % Their doctrines and positions have been
correct, and of high national importance; their arguments

have been forcibly set forth, but still they have made no
popular impression calculated to do much general good.

With regret I have seen the fact for years. On the other

hand, behold the effect and excitement a politician can get

up, by a single stump speech, or a letter published in a

newspaper, couching not half the vitally important mat-

ter contained in a single article written by many of our

agricultural writers. The friends of reform ought to sift

this matter, and adopt such a course as will produce gene-

ral effect,

I have thought that a part of the failure is because we
confine our publications to the agricultural journals, and
that all appeals to the people ought to be made through

tne political newspapers. I think your articles, published

some time since in the National Intelligencer, had more
influence on the popular mind than all your able editorials

in agricultural journals, for years. For the last six

months, I have been writing upon agriculture for three

of the political papers of Nashville, and can see that I

have thus had more influence than I had produced in

twenty years by occasional communications to agricultur-

al papers.

But there is another and perhaps greater reason why
we have had so little popular influence, we have' had no

political platform. Agricultural reform must be made a

political measure; we must have an agricultural party;

politicians must see that they can elevate themselves by
the study and advocac^T- of government measures to foster s

agriculture. One single great orator, who would espouse
|

the cause in good earnest, could do more with popular
j

sentiment thaiffall of us who write for agricultural journals, '

and such a course would place him in any public station
I

he might desire. If "we could wake up and rouse some '

Henry Clay or Daniel Webster, to engage in easnest
j

in this matter, he alone could revolutionize popular senti-
j

ment in a short time. Cannot the friends of the cause find

a suitable man, who is able to defend, and willing to stake

his prospects on it '? Can we not, in all our agricultural

meetings, call out politicians, and pass resolutions to sus-

tain none but those who will support our positions ? And
,

can we not thus rally the farmers generally '? i

But what will be our platform "? I think the following

will embrace the positions of most of us :

1. A republican government holds out Equality, Liber- i

ty, and Justice, alike to all. This is its theory.

2. Our government ought to be in practice what it is in
'

theory. If it has protected, stimulated, and aided com-

merce with millions of dollars from the treasury, and to r

some extent done the same thing by duties, discriminating •

in favor of manufacturers, while nothing has been done

for agricultirre, this is a distinction, an unjust inequality

in practice, nvluch ought not to be tolerated by the fiirir--

ers,
i

3. A wise policy demands that the goveia'inent slndl
;

stimulate and aid each of the three great branches of pro-

duction : 1st, in propordon to its national iinporu.ncc
,

'fil,

in proportion to the number of p-roducers emp’-ytu n.
,
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! and 3d, in proportion to the aggregate capital invested in

j its operations.

•! 4. The agriculture of the Union employs ll-l4ths of

. the national capital, and consequently furnishes ll-14ths

I
of the revenue, while 4-5ths of our productive population

I' are farmers. In view of these facts, their receiving no aid

I from the treasury, which they mainly furnish, while the

other classes, who pay but little, are so freely and liberal-

ly aided, the inequality and injustice of such practices are

' intolerable, because it is double-dealing.

5. In view of the rapid decline of our soil, if a policy be

1 not soon adopted to husband its productive powers,

: and educate the productive classes, our nation as a mass,

i| will relapse into poverty and ignorance
;
and two of the

great elements of national strength and power will soon

be gone, namely, the intelligence and wealth of the

I people; and however numerous our population may be,

( it will be weak, and, therefore, an easy prey to foreign

ambition.

6, The most important duty of our great statesmen is to

develope and preserve the agricultural resources of the

country, and offer such facilities as will educate and ele-

Tate all classes of producers.

If we can get candidates for office to stand on this or

gome similar platform, popular sentiment will be speedily

changed, our legislation will comport with our highest in-

terests, and our nation will become the most prosperous

and powerful on earth.

I hope the Agricultural Convention, to meet in Wash-

ington City next February, in adopting a platform, will

' also resolve to support no politician who will not sustain

its platform. Respectfully,

F. H. Gordon, M. D.

P.S.—I hope to hear from you soon on both of the sub-

jects herein embraced.

Sugartree Farm, (near Rome,') \
Smith Co., Tenn., May 25, 1855, )

is like one of cotton. In both, the ground needs thorough

tillage, good seed, well planted, careful after-culture and
protection, till the fruit is ripe and gathered. Where, in

the United States, have common schools, academies and
colleges founded themselves ? On what principle, save

that of general utility, have Legislatures used public funds

to establish and maintain those institutions 7 Is it pos-

sible that a free and enlightened State will blindly limit

its aid to the mere rudiments of mental development, be-

lieving that the best talent and intellect of a community
are unworthy of scientific culture'? If human reason is

worth any thing when applied to the greatest pursuit of
all civilized nations, vrhy not systematically improve Im-
man reason in its immediate connection with said pur-
suit'?

Our best reason requires additional enlightenment
;
and

why not have the expulsion of mental darkness effected,

in pal? at least, by schools, on experimental farms, where
the whole truth and nothing but the truth shall be reveal-

ed to the understanding of every pupil '? At such insti-

tutions, all injurious errors will be detected and exposed;
while the true principles of agriculture will take a deep
and firm root in American soil, and grow pari passm
with the increase of population. Agricultural science can-

not prosper in any country unless it be wisely cultivated.

No intelligent man denies the truth of.this statement; noi"

should it be necessary to construct any “political plat-

form,” as contemplated by our able correspondent, to at-

tain the beneficent objects sought by the friends of agri-

cultural education and reform. Measures so unselfish,,

benevolent and humanizing in their nature, ought to b®
carried without being soiled with unclean party strife, or
political dirt. Thirty years’ labor, however, has failed to

found even agricultural sehool on this continent. Let
us now consider what new effort, if any, shall be made to
unite science and practice in all farming operations. L.

Remarks.—In wishing to procure a history of the pre-

sent state of Agriculture in Europe, our friend desires a

work which we fear has yet to be written. Dr. Hitch-

cock, President of Amherst College (Mass.) visited Eng-

land and the Continent a few years since, and made
special inquiry in reference to the number and character

of Agricultural Schools in Europe, the results ofwhose in-

vestigations were embodied in a report of the State Board

of Agriculture to the Legislature. We will endeavor to

procure a copy of this document for Dr. G. There were

at that time 153 Agricultural Schools in Europe, which

were generally known, and perhaps half as many more

not known, out of the neighborhood of each. In France,

there is a government minister of agriculture
;
and much

attention has been given to agricultureal statistics and

education. One must look through French agricultural

journals and public documents to glean the information

desired by our correspondent.

As our people are not much influenced by European

examples, we are inclined to believe that direct appeals to

their good-sense and patriotism is the best way to promote

“Agricultural reform and elevation ;” and such appeals

are often more affective, as suggested by Dr. G., when
made in a political journal of a large circulation, than

when presented to the public in a paper exclusively agri-

cultral, or strictly professional in its character and objects.

There are thousands of statesmen and politicians in this

country who never read an agricultural periodical, while

they study political newspapers with more or less inter-

est and care. Hence, there is wisdom in the idea of en-

lightening the public opinion, through political papers, on
rural subjects, and the duty of Legislatures to foster the

great Planting Interest. It is absurd to pretend that use-

ful knowledge of any kind will grow better without culti-

vation than with it. A valuable crop of popular wisdom

SOWING PEAS AS A PEEPASATION FOR WHEAT.

A Subscriber wrote to us a few days ago as to the pro-

priety ofsowing peas upon the stubble of this years’ wheat
crop with a view to seeding wheat upon the same land
this fall on the pea fallow.

As a public answer will be of service, we will state here
what we saw a few days ago.

The fine farm of Pichonochee, on the Chickahominy,.
five miles from Richmond, must have been observed for

several years by every one who has passed through it on
the Central Railroad. And not the least noteworthy fea-

ture is the field which lies broad side of the Railroad, be-

tween it and the swamp, with a crop of wheat, now the
third in succession, that, but for the drouth, would have
made some 25 bushels to the acre. We paid a visit to the

worthy proprietor, Mr. Matthews, to get the history of
that field, and now give it from notes made on the spot

:

Mr. Matthews purchased the '.and in the year 1849, and
seeded this particular fi^-ld in wheat in the fall of that

year. Its crop was not measured separately, but it did

not exceed seven bushels per acre as a maximum. In the

month of July, before the shocks of wheat were hauled out

of the field, peas were sown on this field, at the rate of

one bushel per acre, broadcast on the stubble, plowed in

with a one horse plow followed by a harrow, (or drag, or

rake, as wc are sorry to see it improperly called in some
places.) The peas were plowed under from the 20th of

September out, and wheat sown upon the land. The pro-

duct was twelve and a half bushels of good wheat per
acre.

In 18.52, the land was planted in corn and made six

barrels pef acre, and was again sown in wheat. In 1853,

the wheat yielded 16 bushels per acre, and was followed

by peas and wheat as before. In 1854, the crop of wheal
was twenty-three bushels per acre, and was again follow-
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ed by peas and wheat. In 1855, the wheat is cut short by

ihe drouth, but from what we saw we think it safe to esti-

mate that a in a fair season it would have made twenty-

five bushels per acre.

The land Mr. Matthews called stiff, but we who have

STIFF land thought it a light soil—clay, with a fair admix-

ture of sand. It had been previously owned by the Messrs.

Haxall, and had never been limed by them. Nor has Mr.

Matthews applied to it any other manure than what the

^^eas themselves have furnished.

Tut, whether with or without lime, it is remarkable that

six successive crops should have been removed from the

land not only without any diminution of fertility, but with

-a rapidly progressive improvement.

Whether this mode of cropping can be judiciously ap-

fjlied to all lands, we cannot say. We know from our

own experiments, at Shadwell, and from the report of Mr.

INoland’s experiments at Rox, that it would not suit the

:south west mountain lands or the dry creek lands, gener-

ally thought the best of that region in igA.lbemarle, and we
doubt whether it would be proper in any lands that are

already saturated with vegetable matter. Nor can we ven-

tture an opinion as to the time at which this rotation will

< cease to improve the land or the crop. But we are in-

clined to the belief that it wall only produce more speedily

that-exhaustion in the product of wheat which we have

Been laughed at for maintaining as a consequence of the

repeated suscession of the clover crop.

We prefer now not to encumber the statement of what

appears to us as a very remarkable fact with any theory

as to the operation of peas as a fertilizer, or the duration

af the fertility they produce.

There are not facts enough known, or if known, they

are perhaps not yet so systematized as. to authorize any-

thing of the kind. But if a few of our friends choose,

they can, in few years, by pi’oper experiments, throw a

great deal of light on this subject; and it is very evident

that such experiments can be conducted for six or eight

years without the loss ofa cent, either in time or trouble.

In looking at the statement of Mr. Matthews’ course of

<cropping, it will strike the reader as singular that whereas

after the first crop of peas, twelve and a half bushels only

of wheat was made, after the corn crop which followed

that wheat, sixteen bushels was made .—Southern Planter.

©AILS ASfD GULLIES--WASKING OE HILL SIDES-
DEEP PLOWING AND HORIZONTAL

DITCHING.

We find the following very sensible article in the Madi-

son Faviily Visitor

:

There are three things which exert a very controlling

influence upon the Agriculture of Middle Georgia : its

hiliiness, the predominance of clay in its soil, and the

want of uniformity in its climate, as exhibited in the ter-

.xible rains of spring and autumn, and the long, hotdrouths

ofsummer. From a defective system of cultivation, not

adapted to counteract the evils consequent upon these, that

portion of the State has been changed from a very fruitful

to a barren district, scarcely repaying the husbandman for

his labor. Can the process of deterioration be arrested

now, and can our lands be renovated in a manner which
shall be practicable on a large scale! It is proposed to

answer these questions by an examinetion of the three

^tilings mentioned at the outset.

First. The hilly nature of the country. This obviously

affords great facilities for the washing aw’ay of the soil,

and unless this be prevented by some means, it ^Jill with-

out doubt, in a longer or shorter time, render the lands un-

productive without the aid of any other impoverishing
> cause. It is of the very first importance, therefore, that

some steps should be taken to arrest this cause of deterior-

ation, for unless it is successfully done, every step to-

vrards improvement becomes more or less useless. Except
on very steep hill sides, it can be done with great success
by the following means

:

1st. By such a system of cropping and resting the land
as shall always keep an abundance of the roots and other

parts of plants distributed through the soil
;
the small

grain crops, from the great quantity of their fibrous roots,

would produce this result in a most excellent manner, and
should enter largely intoevery judicious system of rotation

of crops. This is the plan adopted by nature in the’ woods,
and it supceeds remarkably well there, for it is rare to see
even the steepest hill sides in our forests furrowed by
water. All are familiar also with the difference in the
washing of two fields in the spring, which have been
plowed alike in the winter, but one cropped the preceding
year with cotton, the other with wheat. What also ex-
empts fresh lands from washing but the numberless roots
they contain !

2d. By deep plowing. During a slight shower of rain,

water may run along a road, when not the slightest trace

of its running can be seen in a field along side of it. Why
is this ! Simply because, in the former the ground is

packed so hard and tight that the water cannot penetrate
readily between its particles, and hence accumulates on
its surface; virhereas, in the latter the particles of the soil

having been separated from each other by the plow, the
water sinks readily between them as fast as it falls. If

the soil be loosened to a depth of two or three inches only,

however, during a hard rain it will soon penetrate to that

depth, and meeting with a hard surface underneath simi-

lar to that of the road, will accumulate upon it, and, if

upon a slope may in time run down it and carry the soil

away, (And to show that this is fully within bounds of
probability, it may be stated that it is not a very uncom-
mon thing for two and even three inches of water to fall

during one rain in this region of country.) Now obvious-
ly the greater the depth by which the soil is broken up,
the larger the quantity of water which can be absorbed
without a disposition to run down the hard surface under-
neath, and the less the quantity which unsoaked up wull

accumulate on the surface to run freely down its slopes.

Every farmer is familiar with the fact that the clayey
spots in his fields (which are more difficult to plow, and
in consequence less perfectly broken up,) always wash
the most readily. Is this due to the fact that clay is more
readily acted upon by water than other kinds of soil !

By no means
;
in itself it is perhaps the most tenacious

and resisting of all—the washing is undoubtedly due to

the circumstances mentioned, to wit : the shallow plow-
ing.

^

.

3d. By judicious hill side ditching. And here, as an
offset to one of the most common objections to this plan

—

‘•'the ground it takes up,”—let me mention a fact which
may afford a little consolation under the eircumstances.

The hilly nature of the country, which causes the trouble

We are considering, increases the absolute extent of its

surface, the ai’ea of the sides and top of a hill being great-

er than that ofa level plain which could occupy the same
situation, supposing the hill removed. For the same rea-

son, obviously, that a road passing over the top of a
mountain would measure longer than one tunneled

through its base. Supposing a hill one hundeed yards
long in every direction through its base, and twenty yards
high in its middle, the excess of its surface over that of a
plain would amount to one-eighth of an acre. It would
seem, therefore, that we might allow a little space for

ditches. Now as to their bearing on the point in question.

When more water falls during a rain than can soak into

the ground, it must run somewhere—hill side ditches can’t

prevent that

;

their object, however, is simply to modify
the direction in which it shall run, and concomitant with
this, the fall it shall have. The washing power of water
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down the slope of a hill, depends upon two things : the

steepness and the length of it—the steeper it is, the great-

er the velocity it acquires
;
and the longer it is, the greater

the quantity that accumulates during its descent, and its

momentum or power of communicating motion to pther

bodies (its washing power, therefore,) varies as the pro-

duct of these two things—the velocity and the quantity or

mass. The steepness of our hill sides we cannot change

except by terracing, (which is impracticable on a large

scale,) but we can cut a long slope into a succession of

^hort ones, by ditching at proper inteiwals, which shall

catch the water in its downv/ard course, before it has had

time to acquire great bulk or velocity, and tui'n it into

channels where we can regulate its velocity. jNIoreover,

by running the rows between two ditches with only a

slight fall into the lower one, we can, in most cases, cause

all the water, which runs down our hills to follow such

circuitous paths and such gentle slopes, as to produce al-

most no appreciable washing.

At some future, time we propose to discuss the other

two subjects mentioned.

AGRICTJLTTJKAL WRITING AlfD READING.

There are some fifty agricultural papers in the United

States, besides a large number of newspapers which either

have agricultural editors, like the Louisville Journal and

N. Y. Tribune, or copy freely from the rural periodicals of

the day. The rapid growth of this kind of literature is- one

ofthe most auspicious signs of the times
;
for it indicates

both an increase and an elevation of knowledge in the

masses who own and cultivate the soil. That our agri-

cultural writing is not all of the best quality, nor our agri-

cultural reading entirely reliable, is plain enough to every

well informed observer. Indeed, our defects are often so

glaring with absurdity, and so injurious to the public,

that one who really feels a deep interest in the character

and permanent good of the rui’al literature of the country

can hardly abstain from exposing and condemning some

of the more mischievous errors wdth -which the agricultur-

al press everywhere teems. So far as the writer may at-

tempt anything of the kind, 4 will be with no unkindly

feeling
;
much less in a dogmatical spirit, but solely to

prevent a departure from the true principles of the most

important profession to be'found in civilized nations.

The following remarks are taken from the June num-

ber of the Nev) Englo/ud Farmer, v/here they are com-

mented upon approvingly by one of the clearest and best

informed minds connected with the agricultural literature

of the Northern States. The paragraphs are there ascribed

to Prof 31ap£s, of the Working Farmer:

“The chemist tells us by analysis, that blood is com-

posed of certain materials and water. All these materials

exist in rocks, and may be separated from them.

Now let us suppose ten square yards of soil to be fer-

tilized by 10 lbs./)f bullock’s blood, and another ten square

yards of soil to be fertilized by the constituents which analy-

sis shows to exist in 1 0 lbs. of blood, and that these constitu-

ents shall not only undergo the greatest degree of mechani-

cal division by grinding, but they shall absolutely be

placed in solution and applied to the soil, still, notwith-

standing this great mechanical sub-division, the ten yards

fertilized by the blood will yield double the amount of

crfp of that fertilized by the same constituents from the

rocks.

“As aT.other instance. Should we fertilize one piece of

1. id with the bones of an animal, previously heated to

vp I -;ess, so as to drive off the gelatine, fatty matter, etc.,

.
’

;..ve phosphate of lime only, dissolving it before its

ication in sulphuric acid, and should fertilize another
’ r piece of land with the same amount of phosphate

. ken from the rocks as at the location at Dover, N,

J., or Crown Point, Lake Champlain, and dissolve this

also in sulphuric acid, we should find that the portion fer-

tilized by the dissolved bones would yield a crop much
larger than that arising from the use of disolved phosphate

from the rock.

“This gives rise to the question. Does matter, by its

entering into animal and vegetable organisms, undergo

any changes which are important for after-progression,

but which changes are not discoverable by chemical test

or microscopic investigation 1 All experiments seem to

prove that isomeric compounds, although chemically alike

so far as analysis is capable of discovering conditions,

really do differ in their adaptability for appropriation in.

organic life, and thus the ingredients found in the blood

or bone of an animal, between the time of its leaving the

original rock and becoming blood or bone, may have oc-

cupied place in vegetable or animal life a thousand times,

at each ofwhich assimilation,growth, and decay, it may howe

been more fully suited for its present advanced purposes^

and thus the phosphate of lime and other constituents of

blood may differ in their applicability for re-appropriation,

from the same materials in a less advanced state. We all

know that when a plant or animal decays, or is consumed
in any way, that its ultimates pass back either to the soil

or the atmosphere, and are re-united in some new organic

form
;
no one particle is ever put out of existence—and

may not this be the cause why many manures are to be
found so much more effective than others of similar com-
position I

“All know that the ultimates contained in a green crop,

when applied to the soil from original sources, will pro-

duce no such result as is consequent upon the plowing
under of a green crop.

“We all know that nightsoil, urine of animals, stable

manure, etc., produce effects in vegetable growth not to

be arrived at by the use of the same constituents direct

from the rocks.”

The above reads smoothly and prettily
;
but whoever

shall adopt the theory therein propounded, and act upon
it in the preparation of manures, and the renovation of
impoverished fields, will soon lose hundreds, if not thous-

ands of dollars. It is based on no facts vshatever. It rests

solely on idle assertion
;
and this assertion on a vivid

imagination, perhaps, quickened by pecuniary interest.

Where is the evidence that “Should we fertilize one
piece of land with the bones of animals, previously heated

to redness, so as to drive off the gelatine, fatty matter, &c.,

and leave phosphate of lime only, dissolving it before its

application in sulphuric acid, and should fertilize another

similar piece of land with the same amount of phosphate
of lime taken from the rock, as at the location at Dover,
N. J,, or Crown Point, Lake Champlain, and disolve this

also in sulphuric acid, we should find that the portion fer-

tilized by disolved bones would yield a crop much larger

than that a/risingfrom the use of dissolved phosphoAe from
the rockF
The above theory may be advantageous to one engaged

in the manufacture of superphosphate of lime from cal-

cined bones, or bones not calcined in competition with
others who make their superphosi:>irate from the cheaper
phosphate found at Dover and Crov/n Point. But is that

fact a good and sufficient reason for its general promulga-
tion by the agricultural press as a principle in agricul-

ture!

It will be difficult to find a well-informed geologist who
doubts the exisistence of vertebrated animals, and others
which had sensible quantities of phosphate of lime in
their organized tissues, on this planet, millions of years
ago

;
and that from their first creation to the present mo-

ment, they have never ceased to subsist on organized food
.containing atoms ofphosphoric acid and lime. The same
is true ofatoms of water, (oxygen and hydrogen) atoms of
carbon, (coal) and atoms of nitrogen, sulphur, chlorine,
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potash and other elementary constituents of plants and

animals. How ridiculous, then, to assume without the

least proof or probability that an atom of lime, or water is

constitutionally changed every time it, perchance, exists in

the living cell of a plant, or animal for a few days, weeks,

or years 1 Who doubts that the Author of nature keeps

the atoms of pure water, and all the elements of things

lerrestial, in the same unchanged purity ^

What we earnestly desire is to keep agricultural philoso-

phers, and would-be philosophers, as closely as may be to

the inductive system of reasoning. Let the critical reader

who knows something of the difference between solids

and fluids, between combustible blood and incombustible

rocks, weigh well the following propositions :
—“Let us

suppose ten square yards of soil to be fertilized by 10 lbs.

of bullocks blood, and another ten square yards of soil to

be fertilized with the constituents which analysis shows

to exist in 10 lbs, of blood, and that these constituents

shall not only undergo the greatest degree of mechanical

division by grinding, but they shall absolutely be placed

in solution, and applied to the soil, still, notwithstanding

this great mechanical subdivision, the ten yards fertilized

with blood will yield double the amount of crop of that

fertilized by the same constituents taken from the rocks.”

Did not this humbug, like that of Signor Lattis,

appear to make converts of really intelligent men, we
should not notice it. But when this false doctrine is

travelling over the country, as scientific gospel, may we
not pertinently inquire, how Prof. Mapes will extract or-

ganized nitrogen (the most important fertilizing ingredi-

ent in blood) from any common “rock,” after he has

ground it as much as he pleases % Naked comminuted

rocks form a barren earth, (we cannot call it soil) mainly

because such rocks and earths lack the fertilizing atoms

inown to exist so largely in the “blood of bullocks.” The
case put is not, therefore, a supposible one, because the

thing supposed is as impossible in fact, as it is unsound in

theory. No scientific reader needs to be told that all ele-

mentary bodies, like iron, gold, lead, oxygen and carbon

are minerals
;
or that vegetable vitality, under fovorable

circumstances, is able to combine and organize these

minerals, (such as nature has adopted to the purpose) into

the food of animals, man included. The agriculturist

evinces his wisdom, or want of it, by the skill with

which he uses all the minerals and organized elements of

bis crops and domesticated animals. This is the test of

his scientific and professional attainments. That know-

ledge which is based on mere assertions in books or peri-

odicals, may look well on paper

;

but you may believe

one who has tried it, it will not vjork well in practice on

the farm. We yield to no one in our profound regard for

the due consideration of the conditions of elementary mat-

ter, whether solid, gaseous, or liquid, soluble or insoluble,

organized or disorganized
;
for all these ever-varying con-

ditions are elements of power and wealth in the hands

of those who know how to turn them to a profitabte ac-

count. The close and careful study of things agricultural,

is precisely what we contend for. It is equally unphilo-

sophical and injurious to agricultural progress to make
assertions like the following : “We all know that night-

soil, urine of animals, stable manure, etc., produce effects

in vegetable growth not to be arrived at by the use of the

same constituents direct from rocks.”

Instead of suggesting the possibility ofextracting night-

soil, urine and stable manure “direct from rocks,” how
much better it would be to indicate the power of certain

leguminous and other plants to imbibe the elements of

these valuable fertilizers directly from the atmosphere and

the subsoil for the use of the cultivator f In this way he

may easily increase the aggregate quantity of organized

food for man and beast on his farm, and also the materials

for making an increased amount of rich manure. But

plain, common -sense facts of this kind leave not room
enough for the full exercise of the imagination. It craves

the light and shade of more pleasing abstractions—the im-

possible changes, from year to year, of the “ultimates of

matter.” It is, however, the part of wisdom to learn what
is knowable and be content therewith, rather than neglect

that, and dive out of sight into the abyss of the “uncon-

ditioned.” L.

HOUSES AND MULES FOE THE SOUTH.

The neglect of grain crops by the cotton planters ofthe-

South, has been often and justly animadverted upon. The
maxim—“produce, if possible, all of your home supplies

at home"—cannot be too often or too deeply impressed

upon the agricultural community of the Mississippi Val-

ley South.

But there is one corollary from this maxim, which so far

we believe, has been but little agitated or .discussed. With
every natural facility for growing fine horses and mutes,.

all the cotton States (excepting a small portion of Tennes-

see) are tributary to Kentucky and the Western States for

their supplies of those useful and indispensable auxiliaries

of man, whether engaged in agriculture or commerce.

There is no reason why Tennessee, Arkansas, Missis-
' sippi, Alabama, Georgia, and Texas, should not raise all

of their own horses and mules. There is no earthly reason

why these States should not also raise all of their own
corn, hogs, cows, &c. There is, likewise, no earthly rea-

son why these States should not pay particular attention

to the improvement of the breeds of all the different kinds

of stock.

It is sometimes said that the South is not a good grazing

country, and, therefore, not suitable for growing fine stock

A moment’s consideration will show that this is the pu-...

rest “fudge.” The lowlands bordering upon every peren-

nial stream in the South—from the lordly Tennesse to the

smallest brook “singing its quiet tune,” are capable of
being made, at little expense, the finest pastures in the

world.

Look at the Tennesse river bottom
;
howmany millions

of acres are there, yet awaiting the occupancy of the graz-

ier, to whose purposes they are better suited than to those

of any other class of agriculturists ! So of Obion, Forked
Deer, Hatchie, Wolf, Tallahatchie, the upper Tombigbee,

and all the streams, large and small, ofthe South, includ-

ing the mighty Mississippi, large portions of whose im-

mense bottom are admirably adapted to all the require-

ments of the stock-grower.

When will the South be true to herself? When will

Southern men learn their true policy ? When will they

learn that everything produced at home—corn and horses,

peas and hogs, potatoes and mules, shucks and sheep,

brogans and beef—is a saving of always double, and often

quadruple, of what the same article would cost, if they

have it to buy %

—

Memphis Eagle d* Enquirer.

WHEAT GEOWING IN LOUISIANA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The extensive circula-

tion of your valuable journal throughout the South, in-

duces me to apply to you for information upon a subject

to which the intelligent farmers and planters of this Parish

are now looking with much interest—the growth of

wheat. The high price of flour and the difficulty we have

experienced in obtaining it at any price for the last twelve

months, have satisfied every body that we must put our

own shoulders to the wheel if we desire to avoid a con-

tinuance of the present state of things. Little or no at-

tention has ever been paid to the growth of wheat in this

part of the State. I do not know a single plantation or

farm on which an acre of wheat is sown, and my ac-

quaintance is general in this Parish. Yet, more than half

a century since, the Spanish government planned and
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partly carried out a scheme for supplying her military

posts, throughout the State—the settlements in the lower

part of the State—and the Havanna, with flour, to be raised

in this section of Louisiana,

We believe that the soil of our uplands is well adapted

to the growth of wheat, and we desire to give it a fair trial.

Will you give us the results of your experience and ob-

servation as to the kind of wheat best adapted to the cli-

mate of North Louisiana
;
the time of sowing, &c.'?

Believing that wheat grown in Georgia, Alabama or

Mississippi would do better than any brought from the

North or West, I would like to know where we could

apply for a good article of seed wheat for use this falH

By attention to the above requests you will oblige your

subscribers in this Parish, and particularly your subscri-

ber and correspondent, Wm. H. Henderson.

Bastrop, La., May, 1855,

Remarks,—We will endeavor to reply in full to the in-

quiries of Mr, Henderson in our August or September

number. In the meantime, let us hear from our friends

in Louisiana, who have been successful in raising Wheat.

—

^

THEY STILL COimRTJE IN THE OLD WAY.

I ALMOST despair of saying anythiqg that will be heeded

by planters—so much already from more scientific men

which has passed off like water “spilled on the ground.”

I mean in South Carolina. It is still cotton ! cotton !

!

to the neglect of other matters. I have yet only one

hope left, viz : The posture of things at present being

calculated to bring my brother farmers to reflect a little

on the highly deleterious course hitherto pursued.

I ask, shall w'e consider a moment, or shall wm con-

tinue till we are irretrievably gone^ Talk to them of the

course hitherto pursued, and they will admit the sound-

ness of the logic, but still continue the old plan. One of

the poets, perhaps Hudibras, more beautifully expresses

the idea thus

:

“ I know the right and I approve it too,

I know the wrong and, yet the wrong pursue.”

Perhaps some of my brethren may ask what is all this

fault-finding about'? I have done the best I could. 1 raise

as good crops of cotton as do my neighbors, I, like them,

plant my best land in cotton, and raise some four or eight

bales to the hand, &c. True, I have to buy my pork,

flour, and perhaps some corn, but my neighbors do the

same—we all do it. Now, my brother, let me ask you if

it would not be better in the end to plant less cotton,

raise your own pork, and make grain in abundante?

Again, I ask, what is the condition of your lands'? Are

they growing richer, or poorer '? or how stands the ac-

count 1 How much forest land have you left 1 You have

made remunerting crops of cotton—perhaps large ones

;

increased the number of your negroes
;
cut down nearly

all your wood lands; but I ask you candidly, is your es-

tate really increased ^ Would not your lands, if no\^ in

forest, be equal to your purchase of negroes '? It may be

you have kept up your lands by manuring, and your

forests standing; if so, go on with your manuring. But I

beg you to plant less cotton and more grain
;
raise your

own horses, mules and pork; keep your land in good

heart
;
plant less, wmrk better, and ifyou give it a fair tiial,

my word for it, you will find things go better, and in the

end you will say all is right. You will be able to count

more clear gain than by the old plan of cotton ! cotton !

!

Look at the condition of things now. Just contrast, the

condition of the two—the reformed and ti.e comruan mode
of doing business. Pork So to per hundred

;
corn $1

per bushel
;
flour SlO per barrel—and cotton four to sevfen

cents. But some brother will say there is something pe-

culiar in this. Wars and short crops have something to

do in bringing about this state of things! I frankly ad-

mit it. I have no doubt of it, but I believe it is admitted

by all, that “like causes produce like effects” at all times

and under all circumstances. Now, I ask, may not this

concurrence of things again happen 7 The population of

the earth is increasing and the lands are deteriorating, and

one cannot always calculate on that abundant yield as in

times past. I am not distrustful of our Creator, for he has

promised “seed to the sower and bread to the eater.”

My main object is to impress on thp minds of my
brethren what I think is sound, wholesome doctrine. God
prosper you in your laudable undertaking. I wish your

valuable journal may reach the fireside of every Southern

family. Yours, with due respect, W.
Winsboro\ S. C., Jan., 1855.

My very dear “W.,” despair not ! there are yet “7,000’*

good and faithful planters that see right, know right, and
have determined to work right—yea, and many of these

in our good old native Carolina, They are not a host

encamped altogether, but like leaven, they are located in

every district throughout the planting region. Shall I

point you to “Broomsedge,” “Panola,” “Summer,” “Maj.

Seaborns,” &c., with many other worthies of your own
State I We say, then, despair not, rather gird up your

loins, buckle on your helmet. This great work of agricul-

tural improvement that is to make our whole country

bloom as the rose of the valley, is to progress to a glorious

consummation. Even Carolina’s revolutionary hills, from

the mountain steeps to the sand beach, laved by old

ocean’s waves, shall groan as it were, under the densely

clustered fruits of an improved and scientific agriculture.

Who, you may ask, is to accomplish this glorious work %

I answer you, first, that there is but little aid to be expect-

ed from those who “sihiply admit the soundness of cur

logic.” These very clever, good natured, industrious cot-

ton growers and lancJt killers, Avill, perhaps, turn to your
next neighbor, and with a smile of contempt, ridicule

your horizontal rows, your manure banks, your improved
plows and sub^oiling. But be not deterred at this; look

you to such men as Edmund' Ruffin and.Daniel Lee, and
a thousand others in their wake, that I might name—these

men '^admit our logic” in iis^pmctice. Such are the men
to accomplish the good work. We must feel the responsi-

bility ourselves, thos^ of us who know so well the im-

portance and value of the great refofm in our agricultural

economy. Action, action, constant action. The agri-

cultural press is our sheet-anphor, our Archimedian lever.

We must sustain it, not only pecuniarily, and by placing

it in the family of every planter in the country, but with

good, sound, practical cotnmunicadons, the detail^of prac-

tical experience in the proper preparation and cultivation

of land
;
in the economy of stock raising and feeding,

and, in short, in all the practices of an improved planta-

tion economy. We must be up and doing, and v.^’e must
persevere. Too many of our good friends think that one
article a year for an agricultural journal is a great deal

—

that may be very well— it is doing well, but stop not at

that
;
do we not know that the victory is not to be won,

the reward to be gained alone “by a patient continuance

in well doing.” We must persevere. We must strive to

unite and concentrate our efforts. Whatever defects there

may be in our system of Agricultural Societies, they are cer-

tainly the best means yet devised for rural districts, thinly

populated, as is the case in the planting States, for stimu-

lating and causing planters to interest themselves in agri-

cultural improvements. It is true, that clubs in villages

or cities, where planters might meet weekly or monthly,
and discuss socially, the various practices and improve-
ments in their plantation operations, would be a means of
most valuable improvement. But our planters -are not

citizens of villages or towns and we must, therefore, eu-
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courage County and State Societies, with industrial ex-

hibitions and fairs. When shall we enjoy the pleasure of

being present at a State Fair, in the lovely city of Oaks

and beautiful Gardens— Columbia'? Araericojn Cotton

Planter.

GEOLOGY-DR. KERSH.

We append the article alluded to by Dr. Kersh,

on page 153 of our May number, copying from the Fair-

field (S. C.) Herald :

Daniel Lee, M. D.—Dear Sir.-I would like to be

understood exactly on one of the points incidently alluded

to, and upon which I entertain an opinion different from

any I have seen expressed. The modus operandi of cal-

carious manures. Mineral substances are not dhectly

nutritive
;
the same species of plant growing on diflerent

soils contain often, very disproportionate arnounts of

mineral substances in their ashes, Thevirtue of lime does

not depend upon its being applied in the condition of an

alkaline oxide or quick-lime : nor upon its power of de-

composing; but of vegetable matter. Ido not

refer to the visible supraterrestial crop of herbage
;
but

always as in the case where soils are too sterile to pro-

duce herbage, it is dependent upon their producing prim-

arily an abundant spontaneous growth of very minute

Cryptogramic vegetation through the soil. It is not prac-

tically important to say whether they encourage this

growth by retaining the nitrogen of ammonia from rain-

water or otherwise; but it is extremely important to

know that soils oTigv^oMy and Tddically sterile, can only

be brought to a condition ofdurable fertility by the agency

of mineral substances; and equally important to under-

stand, in climates where Cryptogamic vegetation is not

exuberant, other conditions of rest especially during sum-

mer months, with winter or spring crops, pasturage or

some other system ofagriculture that implies the least pos-

sible disturbance of soil are equally indispensable in pro-

moting the growth of the Cryptogramites. The presence

of superabundant moisture alters the character of chemical

as well as vital actions; and depleting a soil of so much

moisture, as is obnoxious to a crop while on the land, is

not, in general, enough to secure the most efficient action

of minerals. I propose to bring the Microscope to bear

on this subject. One other point
;

I stated the theory

suggested was ‘'generally” true of the fossiliferous as well

as the Hypogene formations. The age of the world known

as the Drift, Till, or Erratic formations, suggested by you

to form an exception, belongs in part to the Post Pliocene,

and in part to the newer Pliocene period. The Drift of

the most southern latitudes being usually of the highest

antiquity. The Drift is not, however, developed in any

part of the Western continent lower than the 38^ or 40“ of

latitude. The question of Fauna and Flora can only af-

fect the theory in one way, and I will state it fairly. Dur-

the periods that the body of land from about the central

parts of the State of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama

and Mississippi, were being deposited at the bottonis of

the Eocene, Miocene and Pliocene oceans, the species of

animals and vegetables underwent five entire revolutions

;

the old species becoming extinct, and new specks being

created successively. The Earth was as well peopled dur-

ing each of these successive epochs, both in the varkty of

animals and vegetables ofclasses and specks the most^ highly

gifted and organised

;

(man. Troglodytes, and Pithecus

excepted,) and in the numbers of individuals representing

specks at each of these successive, periods, as it is at this pre-

sent time. The exuvia of these animals are left for us to

this day
;
and finding considerable quantities ©f teeth, of

extinct Squalidse, or similar fossils through the soils at one

point, we infer the existence of small amounts of phos-

phate, as well as carbonate of lime in those soils, Chemis-

try has demonstrated the truth of the inference. There

was a misapprehension that I had maintained the soils

of the stratified fossiliferous series to be derived in all cases,.

or even in general, from subjacent Rocks

:

not entirely

so
;
but that one, conversant with the characters of the

soils and subsoils of the Hornblende rocks, (Syenite, Trap,

Hornblende, Slate,) or with the Micacious soils, (some

Granites, Gneiss, Mica Slate,) the Talcose soils
;
(Proto-

gine, Talcose Slate,) &c.; cannot fail to perceive a most

striking similarity in the soils and subsoils of any and all

of the fossiliferous formations where they approximate^

in chemical or minerological constitution to the more Pri-

mitive or Hypogene soils. The various sand Jiill soils,

resembling the loose silicious Granites; Calcarious soils

generally, primative Limestones; the Soap-stone soils

resembling Protogine; the so-called isinglass land, con-

taining the regular proportions of Potash, Alumina, and

oxide of iron met with in metamorphic gneiss, or mica

slate land. The proposition of,Albite superseding com-

mon felspar in any soil, a very frequent occurrence and

easily recognised, changing the chemistry of such soil from

potash to soda is again submitted. The nice distinctions in

Flora and Fauna by which we know the modern, very

modern, but different periods that the places where Rome

and Naples now stand were converted into land: by which

we know the infinitely more remote but still comparative-

ly recent time the Alps first reared their heads above the

waters of the Eocene ocean, or the different ages of the

Grampian Hills, Rocky or Allegheny Mountains; or by

whiph we know when the great classes of Placoid and

Ganoid fish ceased to flourish, and the Aenoids and Cy-

cloids were created; of the rise, flourish, and fall of the

families of Trilobites, Belemnites, Ammonites, or Gra-

phites
;
of the Chephalaspides or Pterodactyles, does not

affect, in a great degree, the general question.

Respectfully,
^

W. D. Kersh,

Member ofAmerican Association of Geologists and Natur-

alists.

P. S. Other papers publishing my first letter will oblige

me by copying this. W. D. K.

THE BDCK EYE REMEDY FOR PILES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice in the April

number of your journal a cure for Piles, said by your cor-

respondent “Q” to be an infallible remedy. I do not here-

by intend to question his veracity
;
but can say that he is-

most certainly mistaken. I, too, have been, like him, a

sufferer with the disease
;
and, like him, carried a buck

eye in my pocket for more than two years, and was not

at all benefitted thereby
;
and have known others to do

the same thing with the like results. I have, also, known

others who got well of the disease while trying the same

plan, and, like “Q,” were fully convinced of its efficacy.

I have, also, known some to get suddenly well without

the buck eye, and using no other remedy, and think that

this would have been the case with “Q,” and others, if

they had never seen a buck eye, and can only set down

their cases as coincidences.

As I have never seen the following remedies for bots

and fistula in horses, in print, I send them, hoping that

others may have the like success with them that I have

had. For bots, I give one pint of molasses, diluted with

milk, sufficiently thin for a drench
;

in a half or three-

quarters of an hour after, one ounce of calomel, and in

two hours after, 2 pounds salts or iK pints of castor oil I

believe this, if the animal is within the reach of medicine,

to cure—will do it. For Fistula, make about a gallon of

corn meal mush very soft, and as salt as it can be made

;

put it into a thin cotton bag and apply it perfectly hot to

the tumor. This done every alternate day for three days,

I have never known to fail of effecting a cure. The best
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znethod to keep the application to the place, is to make a

band
;
keep it on by folding a blanket sufficiently to keep

from burning the hand, and with this hold the bag con-

taining the mush
;
keep it on some 20 to 30 minutes at

the time.

A piece of blue vitriol about the size of a partridge egg

dissolved in 13^ pints of water, will cure founder, if given

within 48 hours after the animal is foundered. W.
New Prospect, Miss., May, 1855.

DEVONS FOR THE SOUTH--WINTER PASTURE

-

RANDALL’S COTTON PLANTER, &C.

Editor.s Southern Cultivator—A serious drouth has

threatened the entire failure of crops of every description

in this section of country, having had no rain from the

13lh of March up to the 18th of May, (except a slight

shower on the 14th of April)
;
since which time we have

had four or five fine rains—it has rained the greater part

of the last 48 hours—but the w'heat crop pi'oves to be

very fine; Oats, almost a total failure
;
Corn and Cotton

now look very promising, though the latter has only

come up within the last ten days.

As long as I have troubled you at all, will you please

answer the following inquiries

:

Will the Devon Cattle thrive well in this climate 1 We
have no fine cattle in this region.

What is the best winter pasture for milch cows in our

Southern climate "I

What is the price of Randall’s Cotton Planter, (now in

your advertising columns) and will it do what the Paten-

tees claim for it "I Very respectfully, L. H. H.
De Soto Co., Miss., May, 1855.

Remarks.—The Devons are better adapted to the cli-

mate of the South than any improved race of cattle that

have ever been brought here. The best winter grass for

pasturing cows is yet a mooted question—we dare not

attempt to answer this question. We like Rye, Egyptian
Oats, &c., very well. We have no practical knowledge of

the value of Randall’s Cotton Planter, but believe it to be

a good machine. Address the proprietors for terms, &c.

—Eds.

WARTS ON HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Seeing a number of
the Southern Cultivator for December, 1853, when brother

J. A. G., was the subscriber—we living together—I noticed

on page 359 a plan for curing warts on horses, viz:—To
use the actual cautery, in the form of a hot iron. Permit
me, if you please, to suggest an improvement, as I think,

which is to stick a pin into the wart and hold a lighted

candle so as to have the head of the pin in the flame. As
soon as the horse becomes unruly from the pain, let him off

from the treatment until quieted, then go through the same
process again, and again, and in a few weeks you will

find the wart cured.

The same treatment will cure the wart on persons.

And should some prefer the poke root poultice to the
|

cautery by simply poulticing a wart for a few days, say
three or four, with the pulverized roots of the poke, this

will cure them without any annoyance, save an intolerable

itching. Respectfully, J. L. G.
Curamins, Ark., Alay, 1855.

Beautiful Passage.—The following is from the pen of

Walter Savage Landor The damps of autumn sink
into the leaves and prepare them for lh6 necessity of the

j

fall; and thus insensibly are we, as years close around us,

detached from our tenacity to life by the gentle pressure of
urecorded sorrows.”

HOLLOW HORN, AGAIN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in your May
and June numbers answers to my inquiry for informa-

tion on hollow horn, and as my object was to draw a dis-

cussion on the subject for my own benefit and the benefit

of others, I will attempt a reply; and if it is taken in the

same spirit in which I write it, I am sure it will do no
harm, if no good.

As I presumed, W. R. J. says it is the hollow belly, and
nothing else. Well, if he thinks so, of course he has a right

to think as he pleases; but, as for myself, I cannot think

as I please, every time. I am compelled to think what
the force of evidence brings to my mind, and I have seen

enough to compel me to believe tl^at a fat cow or ox will

take the hollow horn. That they will remain fat after they

take it, or with the disease on them, we all know they will

not. He says : “some two years ago one ofmy neighbors

had a very fine fat cow down on the lift, and he bored her

horns and poured salt and water in them.” Now, if the

horn was not hollow I should like to know how he poured

salt and water in them. Let him bore into a horn that is

not diseased and see if he can pour water in to it.

I pronounce that one case, at least, of a fat cow having

the hollow horn, from his own testimony, and I give one

now, almost a parallel case, from my own experience. But
I shall get my yarn too long, so I will drop brother W.
R. J., for fear he may think I am quarrelling with him,

which is not the case—all for information. That the dis-

ease may affect the head and other parts of the system I

will readily admit.

Brother “HoMesPUN” talks more reasonable on the sub-

ject, but seems to think poverty has a great agency in the

disease
;
but as my object is not to quarrel, but to draw

out information, we will let that drop. He says that ex-

exposure to cold is one cause
;
that is the general opinion,

and I do not pretend to say yea nor nay. But I will give

my mode, or practice, of treatment to my oxen. I have a
large open shelter in my lot to feed my oxen under, with
trough and rack, and I invariably give my oxen their

peck of meal per day and fodder, shucks or pea vine hay
sufficient to their fill, and they are nearly always in fine

order until they become diseased, and I never have had a
cow to have the disease, and I know cows in the neighbor-

hood that were never under shelter nor ever fed through

the winter
;
and it appears that the cold would have as

great an effect on their horns as it would on one that was
well fed and in good order. A Subscriber.

P. S.—I shall try brother “Homespun’s” remedies and
give the public the result

;
for I have four subjects to ex-

periment on—out of five work steers, four of them are

now laboring under the disease.

Haneville, Ga., June, 1855.

HOLLOW HORN-A CURE!

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in the April

number ofthe Cultivator an Inquiry'^ by “A Subscriber”

asking what will cure Hollow Horn in Oxen, and as I

have not seen any reply to his inquiry, I have concluded

to furnish him and all others interested the following

simple but certain cure for that ailment, in oxen and cattle

generally, viz :—Bore the horns into the hollow at about

five or six inches distant from ^he head with a common
size gimlet, and with a suitable syringe inject a solution of

strong salt water, until the hollow is completely filled.

Repeat this once only and a pennanent cure is effected.

The hole should be made on the upper back part of the

horn, so that the water could not escape. This is, indeed,

a simple cure and doubtless is known to many farmers,

but it is, positively, a certain cure for the Hollow Horn in

Cattle, and if the inquiring “Subscriber” is not acquaint-

ed with it, he ought to be
;
hence I send it to you for pub-
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Hcation, if you deem it worth a place in your valuable

journal.

I would further remark that cattle, especially oxen, are

frequently effected with what our farmers here call “Hol-

low Tail,” or “Worm in the Tail,” which causes them to

linger very much as though they had “Hollow Horn,” and

most frequently these diseases accompany each other.

The one is known by the horns becoming very cold and

assuming a dead color, The other is known by the de-

caying of the tail bone near the bush of the tail, and can

be permanently cured by splitting the part lengthwise,

and filling the vacant place with common salt and binding

up with a strip of cloth , of sufficient strength.

These two diseases of cattle, Messrs. Editors, are very

common (or have been) in our State, and the remedies

herein prescribed have never failed to cure them, as I have

known; and if they go before the public through me, and

should be in any degree beneficial to any one, then I am
satisfied

;
but if you deem them unworthy of notice, then

you can place this sheet among your rubbish, and still I

will be satisfied. Very respectfully yours,

Jno. Randolph Harrison, Post Master.

China Hill, Fla., Maij, 1855.

HOLLOW HORN.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in your April

number of the Cultivator, an inquiry from a Haynesville

subscriber, for the cause and remedy for the Hollow Horn
in cattle. I have long thought, without ever having been

fully confirmed in the opinion, that the Hollow Horn in

cattle is caused from the freezing of the pith of the horn

from being exposed, without shelter, to extreme cold

weather. I do not know that I can give a remedy
;
but if

this be the cause I can give a preventive, which is worth

more; and that is to shelter your cattle in winter. I am
of the opinion that, in this Southern climate, if cattle are

suffered to lie in the woods during the very cold weather,

they will rarely if ever be troubled with the disease. I was
once a Georgian myself and well know the practice there,

as in many other old States, of penning cattle without shel-

ter, in a small enclosure, and that frequently in the centre

ofan extensive farm, with no surrounding woods to pro-

tect them from the cold, frosts and winds of winter. No
wonder that cattle die with the Hollow Horn from such

treatment. If I am correct, as to the cause, your Haynes-
Tille subscriber will, perhaps, be better able to prescribe a

remedy than myself; and if I am not correct, I will join

him in the inquiry, hoping some of your numerous read-

ers will give the true cause, remedy and preventive. I

have not had a case of Hollow Horn for many years, and
I always suffer my cattle, in the absence of a better shel-

ter, to resort to the woods for protection in very cold

weather.

Ifmy suggestions are worthy an insertion in your valu-

able paper, you can publish them.

Very respectfully, Chas. Cargile,

A Subscriber.

Terra Noar, Arlc., May, 1855.

A NEW GRASS (MOHA DE H0NGRIE)-STUMP PULL-
ING MACHINE, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Enclosed you will

find a gold dollar, for which send me Southern C'ldlivator.

I am not much ofa farmer, though I have been trying for

the last 25 or 30 years to do something in that way. I

am induced to take your paper to try and improve myself
and keep up with the improvements and discoveries of

the age, late as it is may be with me. If, in my inter-

course with you, I should trouble you with inquiries to

your annoyance, you can only decline to answer.
I have some to make at present, and will commence

with some grass seed, that I received from the Patent Office,

“Moha de Hongrie,” panicum germanicura. The paper

says it is a grass that resists drouth, and grows well on

dry soils
;
to be sown from May till July. I sowed the

seed about the last of April
;
there had been a very light

shower a few days before
;
the ground was fresh broken

at the time of sowing. The seed came up in a few days

;

it rained no more for nearly a month, or, perhaps, more.

They came up very well, but the hot sun killed the most

of them. They have been planted about 6 weeks, and
what is alive is now heading at about a foot high. There

has been little rain on them since they were sown
;
they,

however, have not stood the drouth as the paper said they

would. My objeet is to know if you know any thing of

the grass, and is it worth cultivating I and, if so, what is

the mode ofcultivating I or is it sown broadcast for grass

plats '?

I am informed that at the North they have a machine for

pulling up stumps, with which (with a yoke of oxen and
two men) the stumps can be removed from 2 to 3 acres

per day. If you know of such a machine, will you please

write me where they are to be had and at what cost h If

we could remove the stumps from our freshland at any
reasonable cost, it should, by all means, be done

;
for by

the time the stumps rot out, the top soil and vegetable

mould has all passed down the branches and creeks, and
it is almost impossible to horizontalize land impeded by
the stumps.

I write this in great haste. If agreeable I have several

other inquiries, about which I shall wish to avail myself

of your experience.
*

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. W. M.
MoMsfield, La., May, 1855.

Remarks.—We have had inquiries respecting this grass

(^Moha de Hongrie') from various sources, but we have no

practical knowledge of it. Most plants of the genus Fani-

fium are annuals, coarse, and of little value for grass. We
have mislaid the address of the patentee of a new stump

machine, but will publish it hereafter for the benefit of

“J. W. M.” and others.

—

Eds.

ICS HOUSES TOR PLANTERS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Can you inform me,

through your columns, of the best mode of constructing

an Ice House on the imost simple yet effectual plan for

families living in the country, say large enough fcr half a

dozen families'? ' Our summer^ are so warm, and, in many
localities, the water is so bad, which renders ice almost

indispensable. Inform me, if you please, the mode of con-

stiuctioD
;
the material used, and whether it is best to-

build under or on top of the ground.

A Subscriber.

Jefferson County, June, 1855.

Remarks.—You will find full directions for the construc-

tion ofcheap and efficient Ice Houses, in the September

number, (1855) of our paper, page 293. If you have not'

access to this number, and will so write us, we will send

you the paper, or republish the article.

—

Eds.

Saccharine Statistics.—New York produced in thr

year 1850,10,357,484 pounds of maple sugar; Vermont

produced 6,349,357 pounds, and Ohio, 4,588,109 pounds.

Almost all this large quantity is manufactured by the

rudest and most wasteful processes. The value of the

yearly crop of maple sugar in New York is nearly one

million dollars.
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BOEIZONTAL TILLAGE AND GUAKD-DRAINS, OR
HILL-SIDE DITCHES.

This is a subject upon which, we had supposed, the

Agricultural world of the South was already pretty well

informed, and that though Guard-drains were not yet

very generally employed for the protection of hill-lands,

horizontal tillage was everywhere practised. Our aston-

ishment may then be guessed at, when we found but one

plantation in Texas, during a somewhat lengthened excur-

sian in that noble State during the past spring, upon which

the rows were not run without a thought as to the lay of

the land! Guard-drains had been successfully made up-

on the same place. Those beautifully undulating Post-oak

lands, and magnificent rolling prairies were all alike be-

ing ruined, aye utterly ruined. It was really painful to

behold. The excuse was, an entire want of knowledge

as to how to lay off horizontal rows, and guard-drains.

We explained the process there to all who seemed to de-

sire the knowledge
;
and will now do so, again and still

more clearly through these pages. In nearly all of the

older Southern States, a vast proportion of the best lands

are already worn, washed and gullied to such a degree, as

to be nearly ruined for further cropping in cotton or corn

;

though yet reclaimable by the regular system we are

treating of, aided by Guano, Clover and Plaster, Bermuda
grass and Sheep. Plow far this can be profitably done,

depends much upon location, cost of labor and Guano,

and the price of cotton. The friable nature of the soil of

our hill-lands, the heavy rains with which we are so fre-

quently visited, with the continued course of clean tillage

crops which we pursue, renders a system of horizontal

tillage indispensable. It is found, however, that this

alone is not sufficient to prevent the formation of numer-

ous washes and still deeper gullies, which are cut out

upon long hill-sides during heavy rains—to the ruin not

only of the hills, but of the bottom lands, upon which the

poorer subsoil from the gullies is carried in vast quantities

covering up the richer soil of the bottoms to a depth in-'

accessible to the plow and ruinous. Guard-drains are al-

so needed, by which the accumulated waters may be car-

ried off gradually, and discharged at selected points where
they will effect the least injury.

Where the subsoil is at all porous and the land has
been broken up to a proper depth, the water that falls up-
on the immediate surface of any hill- side, will rarely cut

it into deep gullies, unless the distance it has to run is

very considerable. It is its accumulation on the gentle

slopes above, that is the cause of the damage. There the

horizontal furrows fill up with water, which runs over at

some low point, and cutting through each ridge as it goes,

gathers strength and weight by the added contents of

every furrow
;

until, by the time it reaches the brow of

the steeper hill, there is water enough rushing down to

cut a gully that cannot again be stopped, without a great

expenditure of labor.

So long as the soil contains a fair proportion of fibrous

vegetable matter, it washes but little. When this becomes

exhausted by continuous tillage, the soil loses what ten-

acity it had, and literally melts in the rain
;
the sliallow

plowings, which, even in breaking up, so rarely stir the

ground to a greater-depth than from three to four inches,

greatly aiding in the process: so that it is not at all un-

frequent to see large spaces from which the entire surface,

plowed shallow, has been washed off down to the hard^

van.

It is a fair inference, that if means are used, before

the land becomes exhausted of its leafy fibre, to carry

gradually off the surplus rain-water over what the soil,

loosened in plowing, can hold in suspension
;
and to re-

place the original vegetable matter, as it becomes broken
down and disappears from constant tillage, we may keep

our hill sides from deterioration, and even improve upon
their original condition.

The latter improvement must be effected by a judicioua

rotation of crops, which shall include green-fallows. The
former by the means of hill-side ditches, horizontal row*
and deep plowing.

Hill- side ditches cannot be laid off without a level of
some kind for determining the fall to be given. Various
instruments' are employed for this purpose. The spirit-

level is the one we have hitherto used. It is home-made,
cheap, simple and effective

;
consisting of a tripod, to sup-

port the level at a convenient height
;
of a fixed immov-

able frame which sits firmly on the tripod
;
a triangular

frame or sight-table, by means of which the level is regu-
lated. It admits of a greater extent of levelling being
done from one spot, than any other we have seen

;
but

requires more judgment in regulating by it the fall of
ditches, winding along the hill-sides than the one we now
use;

The Rafter level is the one most commonly employed,
and, though somewhat laborious in the using, is easily

made and tolerably effective. It must have a ten feet span,
and be as light as possible to have sufficient strength,

and with substance enough to prevent warping. The two
main pieces may be about seven feet long. When made,
its correctness may be tested by placing the instrument
on a level floor; suspend the plumb, which should be of
lead, and as large as a hen’s egg

;
mark the spot where

the line crosses the lower bar; reverse the position of the

feet, placing each one on the spot where the other stood

and again mark where the line crosses
;
the centre be-

tween the two marks shows the dead level. When on a
perfect level, raise one foot of the, instrument half an inch,

and make a permanent mark where the string crosses; do
the same at an inch, an inch and a half, and two inches.

Bring the instrument again level, and repeat the same w’ith

the other foot. These marks show the fall—half inch,

inch, and so on—in every ten feet. By far the greatest

extent of leveling and laying off of guard-drains, in the

Southern country has been done with this instrument.

And though upon the whole, doing the work slowly and
by no means perfectly, its simplicity is yet no slight re-

commendation.

Other instruments have been recommended, but, with

the above, are all more or less defective. We have, after
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years ofexperiment, perfected an instrument, which proves,

on trial, to be as nearly the thing that was needed as we
sought to make it.

It is a table or ring of brass which rests upon a steel

point, supported on a tripod, and which is brought in-

stantly into a true horizontal position and kept there by
a heavy plummet. I claim the combination and arrange-

ment as my own
;
and if it is found to answer fully, the

purpose intended, after a year or so of frequent use, I shall

apply for a patent and have the instruments manufactured

in as cheap a style as possible, that all may have a good

and serviceable instrument who desire one.

Thomas Affleck,

[in Southern Rural Almanac.

[to be concluded.]

SLAVERY AS IT IS!

The New York Herald holds the following sensible

and correct views on the slavery question

;

“All this mock philanthropy about human freedom,

liberty, and the horrors of Southern Slavery, is mere stulf

and nonsense. The real question is union or disunion.

The African race, whether as slaves in the South or “free

colored Americans” in the North, occupy the position,

socially and politically, of an inferior race, and properly

so, and simply because the great Creator has made them

an inferior race. In the same community with the white

man, the black, enslaved or emancipated, must forever oc-

cupy a degraded position. In a community purely Afri-

can, even the civilized black relapses again to African in-

dolence and barbarism. See Hayti
;
see Jamaica. Stop

the supplies of christianized recruits from our Southern

States to Liberia, and that republic, in the space of two or

three generations, would probably degenerate into a petty

kingdom of cannibals, with a savage beast as their ruler,

horrible and bloody as the King of Dahomey, The three

millions of the African race, the most enlightened and the

happiest in the world, are the three milllion slaves of our

Southern States,”

Sheep-Killing Dogs.—The Indiana Farmer \s “down”

on their Legislature for not enacting laws for the protec-

tion of sheep against dogs. After alluding to the negli-

gence of the “assembled wisdom” on the subject, our con-

temporary says

:

“ In the existing state of things, sheep-raisers have a

law of their own, the most important provision of which
is a well loaded and ever-ready musket. This law is of

course clandestinely enforced, which has doubtless a ten-

dency to create in the minds of boys and young men, who
are generally encouraged to become the executioners, a

disposition to violate all laws which do not correspond

with their notions of right and expediency. But enough.

The Legislature doubtless finds matter of great importance,

at least in the eyes of its members, on which to spend the

people’s money. Wonder if it ever occurs to them how
large a portion of their pay is furnished by farmers, and
how large a proportion of these are sheep-raisers 7 If the

Legislature will not afford any protection to the wool-

growers of the State, we will try to take care of ourselves

—that’s all.”

Management of Manure Heaps.,—One of our ex-

changes has a communication from Mr. Austin, Man-
chester, England, who says that upwards of a ton of

horse manure is produced in his stables daily, and the

usual odor and evaporation entirely prevented by sprink-

ling over the heap a solution of a pound of green cop-
peras in a gallon of water. This application also fixes the

ammonia and strengthens the manure.

AN ALARM CLOCK TOR PLANTATIONS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Permit me, through

the medium of your valuable paper, to inquire whether or

not, there is such a thing as a plantation Clock'? It often

happens on a plantation, that the overseer or driver, is

not at his post just at the proper time in the morning to

start all hands promptly, thereby causing confusion and
disorder, rarely restored during the day.

Now, what I want, is, an alarm clock, of sufficient size

and capacity to ring, or put in motion, a 50 or 60 pound
bell, so arranged as to alarm at any hour desired. If there

is such a thing in use, where can it be had '? If there is

nothing ofthe sort known, who will make one, or suggest

the best plan and send to the September Fairl

S. H. C.

Red River, May, 1855.

Remarks.—If your overseer sleeps at home, a common
alarm clock ought to be sufficient to awake him, at any

hour desired. If you wish a clock large enough to wake

up every person on the plantation, you can have it made

at a cost, probably, of ^30 or ^40, by addressing C,,

Jerome, Clock Manufacturer, New Haven, Conn.

—

Eds.

Cotton Rafted I—An Important Invention !—The

New York correspondent of the National Intelligencer

says : *

“'An enterprising gentleman named G. R. Griffith has

been perfecting an invention by which cotton may be got

to market and the seaboard, in spite of low water in the

Southern rivers; and he left here this afternoon for the

South to demonstrate the practicability of his invention to

the planters. The plan is very simple, being merely the

adoption of a kind ofvulcanized India rubber bag, so con-

structed that any number of them may be connected to-

gether in the fashion of a raft, and either towed down the

shallow streams by a steamer of light draught or piloted

by hands on the cotton, two mqn being able to manage
one hundred bales. Twelve inches ofwater is amply suf-

ficient for the transportation of cotton by means of these

patent floaters
;
and if they can be successfully intro-

duced the condition of the streams hereafter will be no

barrier to suplying the markets with the great Southern

staple. Mr. Griffith gave a practical exhibition of his in-

ventions at this port a few days since, and I believe en-

tirely satisfied those present ofthe feasij3ility of the plan.”

A Valuable Compost.—Near every dwelling, hut a

little out ofthe way, there should be a place, vat or cistern

prepared, where all the scrapings of the door-yard and

litter from the garden can be conveniently deposited.

Where likewise should^be thrown all the woolen rags and

other refuse stuff, such as old boots and shoes, bones, &c.^

usually committed to the flames by the neat housewife,

upon every return ofthat ever- to-be-dreaded “festival” com-
monly denominated “house cleaning !” Into this recep-

tacle throw all your brine and soap suds on washing days

and ashes and lime rubbish where leaches are emptied
;

add occasionally a wheel-barrow load of muck, loam or

turf, and you will find at the end of the year, that you

have a quantity of excellent manure, far more valuable for

many purposes than barn-yard manure.— Ontario 'Times.

Nothing is purer than modesty—nothing sweeter

than charity—nothing brighter than virtue—nothing

warmer than love. These united in one mind, form the

purest, the sweetest, the richest, the brightest, and the

most steadfast happiness.
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DOUBLE ACTING CHUSN-INQUIEY.

Editor’s Southern Cult’ivator—I recollect of having

seen, son\e years ago, in some newspaper an advertise-

ment of a churn called, if I recollect right, “the double

acting rotary churn,” in which butter could be churned

from milk in from three to five minutes, I have sought

for the advertisement in all the old and new papers I could

find and have not found it. If you or any of your sub-

scribers will inform me where and from whom suck a

churn can be obtained I shall be greatly obliged.

Yours truly, J, E, Spirlin.

Blainsvilk, Ga., .May, 1855,

DISEASE IN HOGS—WHAT IS THE REMEDY 1

Editors Southern Cultivator—Ifyou, or any of your
numerous subscribers know anything that will prevent

(for I believe to cure, after it has taken hold, is almost im-

possible) a disease common among the hogs of this coun-

try, I would be very glad to know it.

In the summer of 1850, my shoats were attacked with
something like the blind staggers, and a great many died.

I cut their tails off and remarked them
;
some few re-

covered. Seeing they were affected similar to a calf I had
some time previous, (said to be poisoned with a kind of

barren whortleberry, which I cured with strong coffee,) I

concluded to try the same remedy, and succeeded in cur-

ing every one that I drenched with it
;
some, however,

died before I could apply the remedy. Perhaps this reme-
dy may prove of benefit to the stock Mr. Andrews speaks
of in your February number.
Our hogs througjiout this region are similarly affected

now, (as to the symptoms) from small pigs to the largest

hogs, especially breeching sows, and pigs; bu^ the same
remedy will not, answer. I drenched one some time since

in three minutes after it was taken, and it, died almost

instantly, which induced me to cut it -open, and I found’

its wind pipe and liglfts (or lungs) filled with a bloody

froth
;

also, its lighxs had two holes in them, and blood

settled through them, and they were quite tender or putrid.,,

This disease prevails to an alarming extent, as far^as I can
hear from, in this country, • Out of some 70 pigs, I have
only about 20 left, and I believe all of them have had it

slightly. S. W. McGehee,
Lchi, Ark., 1855.

E^^In addition to the article in our last, on the same

subject, we present the following, from the Baltimore

Patriot

:

NUTRITIVE QUALITIES OF FOOD.

At the present time of high prices of all kinds of hu-

man food, it has been thought advisable to lay before the

public, in a plain and comprehensive form, the compara-

tive quantities of nutriment cofitained in the principal

articles used as food< The analyses have beon obtained

from the works of the.best arid most celebrated chemistg.

It is proper to state that the articles were all reduced to a

perfectly dry state by evaporating the water they contain-

ed, and then subjecting thejfn to careful cliemiifai analysis.

The following table, divided into three parts, animal food,

vegetable food, and fruit, shows Uie quantity of nutritive

matter and of water in each article, andjay^mparing one
article with another, shows the comparativ^ value of each
as food. But as all the elements of nutrition are not of the

same value, it must not be inferred that an article that

contains a large quantitity of starch for«example, is more
nutritious than one that contains asnlhjl quantity of ani-

mal fibrin and no starch. Both starch and Animal fibrin

are elements of nutrition, but they are appropriated by the

animal economy to very different purpos^, the former to

the formation of fat and animal heat, and Ae'latter to the

21^

I
supply of all the tissues, bone, mu§cle, &c. The two ele-

ments are required in very different proportions also, in

forming food, and hence bread, (though “men cannot live

upon bread alone,”) with its 15 lbs. of vegeto-anipial mat-

ter, (gluten), and its 50 lbs. of starch and 35 lbs. of water,

forms a composition of nutriment more nearly complete

than any other substance. Starch is required in a much
larger proportion than gluten, in vegetable nutriment, and
it is furnished abundantly in all kinds of grain, beans hnd
potatoes. If potatoes contained a small proportion of glu-

ten, say 5' lbs. to the 100 lbs., then their nutritive proper-

ty would compare with that of wheat flour in the proper-

tion of 22 1-2 to 90. That is, potatoes would be worth
"just one-quarter as much by weight as wheat flour. But
as they contain no gluten or caseine, and- very little al-

bumen, consequently, little if any of the elements of pro-

teine, a larger quantity of animal food of some kind is re-

quired to be combined with them than with bread, in thcr

formation of food

:

ANIMAL FOOD.

100 lbs fresh beef contain 26 lbs. nut. matter, 74 lbs water
“ “ Veal U 25 « 75 ii

“ “ Mutton (( 29 71 iC

“ “ Pork ii 24 “ 76 IC

“ “ Fowls 26 to 30“ 70 to 74
“ Fish ii 18 to 20“ 80 to. 82.

“ “ Milk il 73^-, “ 92A
“ white of Egg ii 14 “ 86 ii

vegetable substances. • *

100 lbs wheat flour contain 90 lbs nut. matter.
,
10 lbs water.

“ Corn meal 91 CC 9 CU-

“ Rice ii 86 ii 14 ii

' “ Barley meal ii 88 ii 12 it

•“ Rye flour ii - 79 'v 21 CC

“ Oatmeal ii
. 74 .

•
26 CC*

“ Potatoes ii 22>^ il *
*

77K Ci

White beans* ii 95. 5 Cl

iii Carrots ii * 10 if 90 ii

P Turnips ii
W 4K .

ii 9dA CC-

“ •Cabbage ii
, VA ii 92A cr

“ Beets nc 15 ii 85 it

« fruits. •

100 lbs Strawberries contain 10 lbs.nut. matter, 90 lbs wat.
“ Pears “

- 16 it 84 “

“ Apples ({ 17 it
• 83 It

“ Cherries il 25 ii 75 It

“ Plums ' tc 29 it 71 ce-

.

“ Apricots “ •26 ii 74 lt.

“ Peafhes it ‘ 20 ii 80 tc

“ Grapes Cl 27 it 73 tt

“ Melons Cl 3 ii 97 .
It

“ .Cucumbers .

tc 2A ii 97>^ It

N.B. It must be borne in mind that the animal substances

were all clear of bone and fresh, theH'^etables fresh and de-

prived of skins, &c., and the fruits. fresh and perfect. ‘ It

will be perceived that Muttoji is the most nictritious, as it

is acknowledged oh all hands to the most wholesome of'

aU animal food
;
that white beans are the most nutritious

of all vegetable food, and plums are the most nutritious of

all fruits; that fish is the least nutritious of solid animal

food; turnips the least so.of all -vegetables, and cucumbers

the least nutritious of all fruits. G. B. S.
,

5^^ Four articles that furnish nutriment to plants are

supplied by the atmosphere, viz : Carbonic Acid, Oxygen,.

.Nitrogen, and moisture
;
the use of the earthy parts of the

sdil^ikto furnish a'*’support and matrix for the plants^b-

vegetate in, to administer the proper quantity of water, to

promote the putrefaction of the putrescent matter, and to

serve as a solvent to prepare the food properly qualified,

for its reception by vegetables.
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THE TEEEELL PEOFESSOKSHTP.

Our friend, Williams, of the Hernando (Miss.) Advance^

thus discourses of the munificent gift of Dr. Terrell, and

its prospective advantages, and delivers an excellent rural

lecture to non-progressive farmers and planters

:

“ Dr. Terrell, of Sparta, did more good for the people of

Georgia when he established the Agricultural Professor-

ship in the State University, than if he had established a

dozen medical colleges, with as many law professorships.

We mean no disrespect to either of these important

branches of knowledge. They are useful and even indis-

pensable in this age of civilization and progress—but they

are both overstocked, filled to repletion. These branches

of learning are considered honorable as well as profitable,

because they require application of mind, persevering in-

dustry, laborious reading, &c. Farming has never been

•recognised as a science with us, and any man has thought

liimself fully qualified to make a farmer without any of

the prerequisites that attach to law and medicine. When
young men at the University of Georgia graduate in this

new department, they will have very different views of

the planter’s position. They will know that it requires

investigation and research, profound thinking, as well as

practical experience; and being acquainted with the ele-

mentary principles upon which the science is founded, they

will have a field of study before them, calling for the

ablest minds and the most constant application. When
this can be fully impressed upon our people, a man will

no more be thought to be a farmer

^

because he knows
when and how to plant corn and cotton after the usual

,practice^ than would a. justice of the peace, with a few plain

statutes and a little form-book before him, be taken for a

jurist. Notwithstanding farming is the common business

of our people, it is almost wholly unknown as a science

;

and men seemingly well informed upon other matters es-

ohew the very idea that it is a business calling for the

least research. Many go so far as to ridicule agricultural

Journals, and call them humbugs, so conceitedly wise are

they in their profound ignorance. Had these men had
training under some able agricultural chemist, like Dr. Lee,

ofthe Georgia University, and mingled with the dog Latin

and worse than dog French which Alma Mater manufac-

tured for them, a little knowledge of the constituent parts

of soils and minerals, the laws of vegetation, the decom-
position of matter, the influences of light, heat and mois-

ture, they would have had very different ideas, not only

oftheir business, but of themselves. Observing, however,

4ow their ancestors farmed, and knowing that they got

^ch at it, and being themselves in pursuit of the almighty

dollar only, they adopt the same plans, little dreaming

<daat those plans were wasteful and self-annihilating. Had
our ancestors understood and practiced agriculture as a

science suitable to the peculiarities of latitude and longi-

tude, there would not have been one deserted farm from
Jamestown to Savannah

;
Virginia, the Carolinas and

Georgia to-day w;ould have been immeasurably richer

•under the fostering and selfprotecting agency science

as applied to agriculture, than they were with all the fer-

tile elements of their primeval forests. Instead of bleak

and bare hills, frightful gulches, exhausted plains, and all

the other concomitants of poverty, every farm would have
teemed with the energies of a strong and vigorous soil. If

all these waste places were allowed to speak, when asked

•*bow come you given up to the briar and thistle V their an-

answer would be ^ignorance of the laws of agriculture.’

^ Georgia, or at least the generous and noble minded
T^rell, who endowed the Professorship, has set a worthy
•example for our Southern States to follow. In our schools

and colleges is the place to teach the principles of agricul-
ture. We hope that a new era is dawning in the history

offif cultivating the soil in the South. If other States and

other colleges will do as the State University of the Em-
pire State of the South has done, the business of farming

will soon be as tempting to the ambition of talented and

educated young men as the pursuits of law and medicine.

From the mere clod-hopping business that it now is, filled

with industrious practical men, it will engage the minds of

research and profound study, producing more on a single

acre than is now produced on three or four, with a perpetu-

ally increasing fertility, as in the rural districts of i^gland,

Belgium and Holland.”

BLESS GOD FOE TEEES.

BY MARY P-

Bless God for trees ! they lift on high

Their breezy banners to the sky.

A verdant canopy that shames
The proudest domes of regal fanes

;

And give a tide of music birth.

Matched by no other sound of earth.

Bless God for trees !—for leaf and bloom, -
i

That upland now, and glade perfume,
j

For luscious fruits in autumn time

—

For glorious lints when past their prime

—

Earth’s fairest beauty—sweetest song

Unto the greenwood tree belong
! j

Bless God for trees ! the fainting herd (

Rest ’neatli them with the warbling bird,
|

And chew the cud, and sing their song
|

While summer hours the day prolong. i

List to the music of the breeze,

And beast, and bird
;
bless God for trees

! j

Bless God for trees ! that bright green crowa !

Seems like an Eden in the town

;

As precious to the aching sight

Amid the dazzling glare of light;

As haven to the storm-tost ship.

Or streams unto the thirsting lip.

Bless God for trees ! how proud they stand— [

A temple reared by God’s own hand
;

J

Weaving a roof above our heads, i

That like another heaven outspreads
;

i

While every leaflet seems an urn, !

Which incense sweet to Him doth burn, I

Bless God for trees ! did he not deign *
, j

Aught other witness of h^s name.

The yearly miracle thfit dothes

Their naked limbs each spring with robes.

And keeps them fresh thro’ summer heat, I

The atheists cavils all could meet.

Bless God for trees ! the jeweled sky.

Their gloiy now can scarce outvie

;

And not the stars in golden pride
'

Do mortal follies more deride.

Than the proud monarch of the wood,
,

Unmoved for centuries, doing good.

Ble^'Uod for trees ! the children play

Beneath them inj;hdr glad spring day
;

And the last thought ihat lingers round

The old.manis ^ath-bed, is the sound

Of breezy rustle -in tthh tree,

’Neath yAlucH exhaled his boyish glee.

Bless God for trees! glory and might,

Beauty and strength, and life’s delight.

They symbolize unto the heart

;

And each joy and woe take part.

O’ershade the tryst of youthful love

;

And sadly mourn the grave above.

[Memphis Appeal.,
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Interior TiE
-

pkwr ^izsT.—Agriadtural Dimsion of tfie

Patent Office.—Mexican Messrs. Thompson &
Oudeslays, of SaItimoi*e, Kave advised the Patent Office

that they have lately imported a large supply of Mexican

guano, which contains from 35 to 60 pei** cent, of phos-

phate of lime. It is already an established fact, resulting

from many experiments in Maryland, that in most soils a

mixture of 250 to 300 pounds .of this fertilizer with 100

pounds of Peruvian guano per acre will act as well for the

present and better on future crops than Peruvian alone,

the cost being the same. The utility of mixing Peruvian

with Mexican guano is obvious from the fact that the

Mexican abounds in several fertilizing constituents which

are deficient in the Peruvian, so' that a mixture will pos-

sess the valuable properties ofboth.

DEEP PLOWING-—STTRPACE CTJLTOPvS—POST OAK
LAND.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the March number

of your valuable journal you extract from the Louis-

ville Journal, relative to the nursery of Messrs. Elwanger
& Barry, in which Mr. E. says to the Journal’s corres-

pondent, “He had no need of artificial watering; on the

appearance of dry weather he employed additional hands

to keep the surface of the soil constantly mcllmo by the use

of the cultivator.” You proceed to remark ;
“ This, ifa,p-

pliedin time a,nd repeated^ is the great aUd sure remedyfor

drouth, iru, ihe nursery or cornfield.”

In this couptry, drouth is what we most fear,, conse-

quently a sure remedy would be of incalculable advantage

;

but I have always beenr of th^ opinion that the CultiT^ator

xiniversally recothinended deep plovnng as the only remedy

for drouth, not surface scroiching

.

This is to me a matter

of deep interest, and I would hke to see something from

you on the subject, in the next dr some succeeding num-

ber.

In regard to the management of Post Oak Glade Land,

James Thomas gives your subscriber, of Clinton Texas,

some e'xcellent advice •, but I think my plan a better one.

These glades must first be properly ditched. Then, as

Mr. Thomas says, bed up with a Dagon plow 5 inches

deep, (or 8 inches, if he can,)- and subsoil each furrow to

the depth of 10 inches more until the bed is completed, and

see if the result does not pay for the trodble. Then fol-

low Mr. T.’s plan of cultivating. Will Mr. 'T. try tlie sub-

soiling and let me hear, of the result through the CnMva^
lor. Respectfully yours, L. P. S.

CoUinshurg, La
,
April, 1855.

Remarks.—Our correspondent is mistalceg in attribut-

ing to ourselves the language of the Journal’s correspon-

dent, which we have placed in italics
;
though we, in no

particular respect, differ from that writer in the views ex-

pressed. The Cultivator and its editors always have

‘recommended deep plowing” as the surest if not the “only

remedy for drouth and there is nothipg in the extract

alluded to, to prove that Messrs. Elwanger & Barij-j,^

BOt believe and practice deep plowing or su‘bsoilin"»l' Itis

of the after-culture that Mr. Byram is speaking-^h'^ul-

lure of thesurfdce, merely, when crops are growings and-we

believe \vith him that this, if properly and frequently prac-

liced, tends, in a great measure,- to avert the e^l effects of

drouth. Where practicable, however, the most perfect

system is this ;—Plow your land as deeply, manure as

Mghly, and pulverize as finely as possible, hef0re planting

your crop, and when your trees begin to grow vigor-

ously give them one good working with a cultivator or

iorse-hoe, and then cover the entire surface with a

SIS'

thick mulching of pine straw or any other trash that wili

keep the sun^s rays from the surface, and prevent v/eeds

growing
;
thus away with the necessity of any

further working during the season.
.
Wo know this to be

impracticable on a large scale, in field culture; but, for aL

horticultural anlateurs, gardeners, or nurserymen it is iur

valuable.—JEds. .

’

' .

THE LOCUST-CSOPS HENRY COUNTY, GA., &C;

Editors Southern Cultivator—Insdme of your num-
bers you requested some one to g?ve you a history of the

appeardnqe of the Locust. I will takp the liberty to do so,

and as, perhaps, some of your read^-s will be curious to

know where and how they originate, I will give you a
short history

:

I was plowing in the field on Saturday last, and my at-

tention was attracted by seeingthem crawling and flutter-

ing over the ground
;
this excited my curiosity, which/

caused a close examination. I found that they made their

way through the earth, then would crawl up somp bush,

stump or tree, sticking their claws in the same and shed-

ding or hatching the shell or egg, opening on the back.

After shedding they are very feeble,' (not having the use oV
their wings,) and can only crawl, and* in the course of

some half day they become invigorated and commence
flying, (the shell remains hanging where they hatch.)

They are near the size of a large horse fly, of a dark
brown glossy appearance

;
on the front part of each wing-^

is a very correct model of the letter “W.” I, to-day,

counted, on one small peach tree, some hunched and?

twenty or thirty shells hanging on the leaves and hodrf,

besides quantities lying on the gropnd, and I thiqk you
might count some five or six hundred holes in the earth

within the compass of two x-ods square, where they have
made their w'ay througfi. They appear to be coming out

promiscuously over the ea):th, though principally * about

stumps or trees. I am not able to acetount ho,w, why, dr-

from what source they spring, only that they come out oT
the ground. We anticipate serious damage to our ci^ps-

fro|;n them, though have not yet made any discoveries as tt>-

what they will prey upon for sustenance.

As regards the crops, there is a very gloomy appear-

ance, it not having rained for several week; the earth is

parched, corn and cjotton' dying, and not more than half a
stand of either; wheat ancl oats are withering, and if it

does’ not rain in the. course of one or two weeks, neither

of them will be worth cutting. The ^'ass-hoppers are ap-

^edring in vreat. numbers, and are eating up thp young
corn.

”
• .

Provisions in the country are nearly out
;
many are en-

tirely but. (We think it best to keep our cribs locked,*

for fear some that are out should be broken of their rest

at night.) It is “hard times,” and we fear worse are coi3>-

ing, though we look forward with hope to the morrow.

I am, sirs, truly yourg,

L. W. P.

Henry county, Ga., May, 1855.

CURE FOE RHEUMATISM-BLISTER WEED. •

lllbtfoRS Southern Cultivator—In the February

number of the Cultivator I see a notice (under the signa-

ture of A. T. P.,) of a cure for Rheumatism. I will state

that the vine grows in great abundance in this neighbor-

hood, and is known by the name of Blister Weed.
*

I have known it to be used in some cases with success.

Any person wishing to make a trial of it, by addressing a
few lines to me at Wekadkee P. 0., Randolph co., Ala.,

can have some sent to them by mail.

Yours truly, .T. EicHELiEROEXi
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' ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES, &C.

Patent Horse Collars.—J. P.—Tne collai* you speak

-of has not been introduced here, yet, we believe. It is

an undoubted improvement, and worthy of the attention

•ofall lovers of that noblest of quadrupeds, the HoRse. We
-.see it advertised in the Ohio Farmer, by J. W. Briggs, of

Cleveland, Ohio, to whom you should address your in-

quiries.

Lice on Cattle.

—

Farmer.—A correspondent of one of

our Northern exchanges says;—‘‘I have been very,suc-

cessful in removing lice from cattle by the use of sulphur,

given in doses of from one to three teaspoonfuls, and
from once to three times in two weeks, according to age

.and circumstances. The blood of the animal, upon which
the vermin subsist, becomes impregnated with the sulphur

-or some property contained in it, and the consequence is,

Ihave seen legions of them clinging to the hair and dead,

as you, no doubt, have seen grasshoppers sticking to a

thistle, or some other object, , after a severe frost in the

fall.”

Clover in the South.—G Y. B.—We will endeavor

to publish the very able essay of Col. Croom, of Ala., in

-our August number. A slight and late spring sowing of

Jdsike Clover, on a dry and rather clayey bank in our

garden has already made a thick growth of six or eight

inches high. It is all moonshine to talk of the climate and
.and soils of the South as not adapted to the growth of

Clover. We all know that Jjacerne grows most luxuriant-

ly among us wherever it receives the least attention, and
Red Clover, will do equally well, with proper manage-
iment.

Corn, Cob and Shuck Grinder.—C. B. McG.—We do

^ot know of any machine that will fully answer your pur-

pose, except Rowe’s, which is not portable. The “Little

fziant” and “Young America” machines crush corn and
-cobs, but not shucks. Address J. Rowe, Tampa Bay,
Fla.

Lucerne.—Geo. D. N.—Sow Lucerne in drills, 2 or 3

feet apart, last of August or first -ofSeptember—make the

ground very rich, deep and mellow—use ashes and plaster

.as a top-dressing after^ the plants are well up—keep the

ground between the rows free from weeds and well pul-

verized with a bull-tongue or cultivator. It is perennial,

and you can cut it 4 or 5 times a year, if not oftener. It

is good food for stock either green or cured. (See Southern
Cultivator Vol. 11 (1853) pages 101-194.) Sown in the
drill, 6 or 8 quarts of seed per acre is sufficient—if broad-
cast, it will require half a bushel. It will not do to pas-
ture cattle upon it, but is especially adapted for soiling.

Sunflowers.—I-. B. J.—The seeds of this plant produce

an oil said to be excellent for burning, and equal to the

best olive for the table. An acre often produces 75 to 100

bushels, if plowed deep and manured highly. A bushel

of seed will yield about a gallon of oil. Sow in 4 foot

drills, dropping 2 seed every 6 or 8 inches, and thin out to

a proper distance as the plants come up. Four of five

quarts will plant an acre. Cattle, horses and mules will

eat the leaves readily, and after the oil is pressed from the

seed, the pomace or oil cake is very fattening for animals

of all kinA Poultry are fond of the seed, after they once

get a taste of it, and it improves their flesh wonderfully.

Upon the whole, a most valuable plant, and wmrthy of

more attention than it receives among us.

Bots—Correction.—W. P. W-—Your note will appear

in our next. Thanks for your attention.

Hoo Sung

—

Elbert.—This is a Chinese vegetable, said

to have been introduced and described in Hovey’s Magcu-
zine ofHorticulture, for 1849, by Dr. Wendell, ofAlbany,
New York. It may be easily raised by sowing the seeds

in a hot bed and transplanting the seedlings to the open
ground the latter part ofMarch or first of April. It grows
about two feet high, and the succulent stems are the part

used. It is cooked and eaten in the same way as aspara-

gus, and is a very agreeable and pleasant addition to the

list of vegetable esculents.

The Horticulturist.—W. S. M.—We ordered this

magazine for you some time since
;
but some little delay

or confusion may have arisen by the transfer of its place

of publication from Rochester, N. Y., to Philadelphia. If

it fails to reach you regularly, hereafter, please let us

know.

Oregon Pea

—

J. D. J.—The seed may be had here at

50c. per quart. There is still a great diversity of opinion

as to its value. It has probably been overrated and under-

rated too much.

Wool-Grower—W. D.—The “ Wool-Grower and
Stock Register” is published by D. D. T. Moore, Roches-

ter, N. Y., at Si per annum, in advance.

WitD Onions.—“A Subsc/iber’’ wishes to know how-

to extirpate these foul -weeds. Who can tell him I

A. D. B., Blossom Hill, Caddo, Parish, La.—We will

endeavor to answer your inquiries in onr next, to the best

ofour ability.

Michigan Plow, &c—W. D. G,—This plow is too hea-vy

to use for “bedding up” land. It is chiefly valuable as a

turning-plow for old grassy fields, free from stumps and
roots. In a light soil, two good mules, with a skillful

plowboy at the handles, can run a furrow 8 or 10 inches

deep and a foot wide, completely reversing the sod and
burying all the surface trash under a layer of earth

brought up from the bottom of the furrow. 'The iMichigan

Plow has two mould-boajds, the forward one being sus-

panded from the front part of the beam—the depth of the

furrow’ is regulated by a w’heel. For the purpose men-
tioned above, it is the most perfect plow extant. If you
want a deep running, light plow, for “bedding up,” order

the “Peacock Plow, No. 1,” from Carmichael & Bean,
of this city. We will report more fully on the Holcus

Sachdralus (Chinese Sugar Cane) when we have given it
,

a fair trial. The “Canada Prolific” Corn, and “Stow’ell’s

Evergreen,” are highly recommended for fodder;, but we
never could succed with Stowell’s. (See remarlss ‘bh»Fod-

der Pulling, in “ Worhfor the MonthJ^)

Grape Culture in the South—T. S. G.—Notlfichg like

a complete treatise on Grape growing in the South has yet

been written, that we are aware of
;
nor do we believe

that the experience of our people yet furnishes tlie material

for such a treatise. In the hope of eliciting infyrmation,

we will publish your inquiries in our next, and would,
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in the meantime, refer you to such works as the follow-

ing :
—“ Practical Treatise on the Culture of the Grape,”

by J, Fiske Allen; ^‘Hoare on the Grape Vine;” “The
Culture of the Grape and Wine Making,” Robt. Buchan-
an; “The Cold Grapery,” by Wm. Charlton, &c., &c.
Also, the articles of the late Sidney Weller, and others,

in back volumes of our own and contemporary Southern
journals.

Precocious Biddies.—L. M.—Your hen story is by no
means “marvelous.” We have a Brahma pullet, hatched
latter part ofJanuary, present year, that has already laid

out her brood of eggs (some 25 or 30) and gone to setting.

She is now (June 20th) scarcely five months old ! A
black Shanghai pullet, of the same age, has also com-
menced laying. Neither of these are more than half-grown,
but they have had extra care and attention, and icAeai has
entered largely into their food. They have also had a
wide range in the fields andwmods, which, of course, was
a great advantage.

We are as, usual, obliged to defer until our next,

the answers to several inquiries receivad just as we are

g'oing to press.

Alabama State Agricultural Society.—We have re-

•ceived the List of Premiums for the First Annual Fair of

this Society, to be held in the city of Montgomery

,

from

the 23d to the 26th of October next. The list is extensive,

liberally and judicious, and should produce a fine display

'Of the agricultural, mechanical and artistfc skill of our sis-

ter State. We wish the Alabama Society the most grati-

fjfing success, and hope there will be a brisk and gener-

ous competition for the first premium on the list, which
reads thus :

—“For the largest amount of money, contri-

buted by an individual or firm, to this Society’s funds—

a

Silver Pitcher, S25.”

Crops in South Western Georgia.—A subscriber,

writing from Thomasville Ga., under date of May 30,

says

:

“ Our crops are beautiful, as most delightful showers
are now refreshing our lands, (after an exceedingly dry
spring,) and rapidly advancing vegetation. Our country
is^ also fast developing its superior advantages, and bids
fair to be the most desirable portion of the State.

Truly Yours, - C. B. M.

Physalis Edulis-^Correction.—In his article on this

new plant (June number, page 194) our friend Nelson is

made to say that “the Physalis Alkekengi is considered

very unwholesome^" where it should have read '’wholesome."

We are assured by Mr. N. that the Physalis is q[uite an

acquisition, and we hope to to ^ee it generally cultivated.

Deferred Matter.—” Brief Notes on Slrawberrid,"

and various interesting communications intended for this

number, are unavoidably laid over until our next.

New Advertisements.—The especial attention of the

reader is called to the follotving ne^^ advertisements, in

present issue

:

Fertilizers.

The Illustratsd Plorticulturist.

Td the Planters of the South.

Plantation for Sale.

Augusta Seed Store.

Merino Rams for Sale, &c.

The Season, since our la’st, has continued quite favor-

able. We have been blessed with several fine soaking

showers, and crops of all kinds, present a very cheering

appearance. Will our friends in different sections send us

brief notices of the state of the crops, as the season pro-

gresses I

Misplaced Credits.—We find a portion of our article

on Groutingf &c., (from June number, page 186) trans-

ferred to the columns of our friend, FREAs,of the German-

town Telegrayh, and credited to the Michigan Farmer

;

but, as if to sustain the doctrine of “compensation,” the

Arkansas Stfite Gazette and Democrat, of June 8, comes

to us, all the way from Little Rock, with a long piece o^

poetry that we do not remember to have ever seen before,

credited to the Southern Cultivator, All right, friends !

Only (as in this instance) give us more than you take

from us, and we cannot help being satisfied.

The poem alluded to, “The Logan Grazier,” from the

pen of Thomas Dunn English, is a good one, and as the

Cultivator has received credit for it, it shall not be with-

held from our subscribers. Look for it in our next.

Fostering all but Agriculture.—It is said that the

Agricultural Bureau which had been attached to the Patent

Office, is to be discontinued in a week or twm, the appro-

priation for it being exhausted. Most of the clerks have

been already transferred or dismissed.

We do not, however, hear that the Army and Navy

Bureaus are to be discontinued, or that there is to.be any

discharge of clerks and other worthless hangers-on from

the War Department ! It is high time that the people

should derive some benefit from the immense sums of

money yearly appropriated on all sorts of fidvolous pre-

texts by Congress. The Agricultural Bureau must not be

discontinued ! - To be sure, it has not done all that was

expected from it
;
but it keeps alive a spirit of inquiry

and interest in agriculture, and it should, not be thrown

aside until it has a longer and fairer trial.

To Correspondents.—Communications have been re-

ceived and are on file from the following and others ;

A. G, S.—H. J. A—W. R. B.—J. N. L. S.—J. B. C.—
Jolin Farrar—J. S. G.—James McCullough—George D.

Norris—W. W. A.—Farmer—W. P. W.—B. Brewster

—

J. B.—H. H. H.—W. N. W.-G. T. A.—Blanc—A. D. B.

—J. R. S.—E. S.—Mrs. W. G. E.—A. C. H.—J. D. H
,

&c., &c.

The SqcAR C^op.—We take from the Alexandria Re-

publican of the 21st ult., the following unwelcome news

concerning ftie sugar crop;

“ We have lately recei^^ed accounts of the sugaf crop

that are of a most deplorable character. It seems that the

longdroutli we ha^^e had has ruined, almost destroyed it.

The plant cane is completely dried up, leaving not the

first sign or prospect of its ever going to seed; and the

ratoon cane, fotthe most part, is equally unpromising. It

is thought that the growing crop will not turn out as much
cane as will 4)6 required for the next year, and that if the

condition ofibe crops in other parts of the State is no bet-

ter than it is here, there will not only no sugar made, but

that seed will have to be imported from abroad.”
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0U2 BOOK TABLE.

Cotton IS King: or the Culture of Cotton, and its Rela-

tion to Agriculture, Manufactures and Commerce
;
to

the Free Colored People; and to those who hold that

Slavery is in itself sinful. By an American. Cincin-

;

nati: Moore, Wilstach, Keys & Co., 25 West Fourth
St. 1855.

This little volume contains by far the most complete

and perfect summing up of the history of Cotton Culture,

Export and Manufacture, that we have yet seen
;
and

upon the “vexed question” of Emancipation, is so calm,

just and dispassionate, that it cannot fail of pouring oil

upon the troubled waters of sectional prejudice and dis-

sention. Though evidently the production of a Northern

(or Western) man, it evinces no narrow-minded bigotry to-

wards the South and her institutions, but by presenting sta-

tistical facts and arguments, commends itself to the reason

and judgment of all candid readers. It will not, probably,

please either North or South, but we think no

unprejudiced mind can rise from its perusal without ac-

knowledging the general correctness of the author’s views

and deductions. Errors of sentiment, (the result of habit

and education) may be found here and there throughout

the volume
;
but we can easily forgive these in an author

who is so evidently desirous of presenting a truthful and
correct view of his subject. We commend the volume to

the perusal and study of our readers, confidently believing

that they will each and all derive from it much information,

and find in it more to approve than to condemn.

We are indebted to the publishers for a copy, per mail

;

and the v/ork may be ordered from Jas. J. McCarter &
Co., Charleston, S. C., Thos. Dichards & Son, of this city.

The Summer-Land ; A Southern Story. By A Child of

THE Sun. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1855.

In his preface to this very entertaining volume, the

author says “With the exception of a change of names,

and the coloring of a story, a laithful endeavor has been

made to depict a true and honest picture of life and scen-

ery in the South
;
with sketches of character, customs,

etc., among the planters.” The scene opens at a school in

Paris, from -which the hero, Mr. Jan Jered, is transferred

to the sugar plantation of his father, in Louisiana. Here,

and at a summer residence in Kentucky, he spends the

greater portion of his youth in harmless and quiet rural

amusements; but, as time goes on, much of the romantic

and tragical is evolved, and his life-history grows more in-

teresting and exciting to the close, where the strictest

poetical justice is meted out to all parties. The author’s

sketches of character are well and forcibly drawn, and

his passion for the beautiful in nature everywhere appar-

ent. Though a traveller and a “man of the world,” Jan

Jered is by no means stale or hackneyed—on , the con-

trary, his limnings and lucubrations possess an unusual

freshness and originality, and the book is sure to meet

with favor among the refined and cultivated readers of

©ur sunny “Summer-Land.”

It may be ordered, per mail, from the publishers, or

llirough local booksellers.

A Practical Treatise on the Culture and Treatment ,

OF THE Grape Vine: embracing its history, with direc-

tions for its treatment in the United States of America,

in the open air, and under glass structures, with and

without artificial heat. By J. Fisk Allen. Third edition
•—enlarged and revised. New York : C. M. Saxton &
Co., Agricultural Book Publishers. 1855.

The culture of the grape is fast becoming an object of

national importance, and,much interest is everywhere felt

in the substitution and use of pure and wholesome native

wines instead ofpoisonous alcoholic liquors, and the drug-

ged and adulterated mixtures of commerce. There are

abundant reasons why we of the South should occupy a

leading position in Vine Culture, and we are pleased to-

notice, of late, a greatly increased attention to this matter-

in various sections of the country. Elsewhere, in our

present issue, will be found an account of some very su-

perior TiuZftie ?yma sent us by Robert Nelson, Esq., of

Macon, who assures us that the manufacturer, Mr, Leary,

has been very successful thus far, though his operations

have been on a limited scale. This and numerous other ex-

amples should induce all land owners to devote more at-

tention to the growth ofone of the healthiest and most de-

licious of fruits
;
and one, too, which generally rewards

the cultivator with sure crops and abundant profits. The
treatise of Mr. Allen contains a great deal of valuable in-

formation from reliable sources, and should have a place-

on the book- shelf of every fruit-grower.

It may be obtained per mail, post-paid, at ^1? Rom C..

M. Saxton &- Co., New York Citj.

The Practical Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Garden-
er’s Companion, with a Calendar. By Patrick Neill^.

LL. D., F. R. S. E., Secretary to the Royal Caledonian
Horticultural Society. Adapted to the United States.

From the Fourth Edition, revised and improved by the

author. Edited by G. Emerson, M. D., editor of
“Johnson’s Farmer’s Encyclopedia,” With notes and
additions by R. G, Pardee, author of “Manual of the

Strawberry Culture.” With elegant illustrations. New
York: C, M. Saxton & Co. 1855.

This is an English work, with very careful annotations

by the American editor. As a text-book, it is especially

valuable, treating, as it does, of many subjects not gener-

ally found in works of the kind. It is pre-eminently sug-

gestive, and the amount of information which it contains^

is quite unusual. We do not know any work of the same
size that extends over so wide a range of Fruits, Veget-

ables, Flowers, &c. It is also, very full and complete on
the subject ofHot and forcing Houses

;
heating by Steam,,

Hot Water, &c. Also, the forcing of the Grape, the Peach,.

Fig, Pine Apple, &c., &c.

It may be obtained per mail at Si 25, by addressing C.

M. Saxton & Co., New York City.

The Practical Land Drainer : A Treatise on Draining

Land, in which the most approved systems of Drainage

and the Scientific Principles on which they depend, are

explained, and their comparative merits discussed. Witks

full directions for cutting and making Drains, and re-

marks upon the various materials of which they may be
constructed. Numerously illustrated. By B. Munn,
Landscape Gardener. New York: C. M. Saxton &
Co. 1855.

While the utility of Drainage is generally recognized

and admitted, veiy few land-owners resort to it: either from.

aAvantof knowledge of the proper method, or from a
fear of incurring too great expense. As a consequence,

thousands of acres of the richest and best lands in the

South, lie entirely waste and unreclaimed—recking hot-

beds of malaria and pestilence, instead of productive

fields of snowy cotton or waving corn. The little work
before us contains full, practical directions for all manner
of draining and ditching (and incidentally, of irrigation)

and deserves a careful study by all planters and owners of
swampy lands.

It may be obtained, postage free, for 75 cents, from C.

M. Saxton & Co., as above.

Landscape Gardening, adapted to North America, with
a view to the Improvement of Country Residences,

With remarks on Rural Architecture. Fifth Edition. By
A. J. Downing. New York: C. M. Saxton & Co.

1855.

This standard production of the lamented Downing is
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so well known that any discussionof its merits is unneces-

sary. It has no rival, in this countiy, on the subjects

which it treats upon, and we doubt not, it will longremain

in its present position, a guide and leader in all matters

of tasteful rural embellishment. The present edition is

very superior in paper, type and binding, and is orna-

mented with an accurate portrait of Mr. Downing.
It may be ordered from C. M. S.axton & Co., New

York. Price S3 50.

Putnam’s Monthly has lately passed into the hands of

Messrs. Dix & Edwards, 10 Park Place, New York, and
it is simple justice to say that under tlie new management
it fully sustains the high literary character for which it has

always been distinguished. As an exponent of American
thought and opinion, it deserves well of all sections, and
will continue to receive support so long as it is conducted

in a purely National spirit. We wish the new publishers

abundant success. Terms—S3 per annum. Address the

publishers, as above.

Household Words, by Chas. Dickens, is republished,

also, by the same gentlemen, in neat monthly parts at 25
cents each. Address Dix & Edwards, 10 Park Place,

New York.

The Knickerbocker, our old favorite, continues as

scliolarlike, genial, racy and amusing as ever. It never

flags or becomes tiresome, but presents, each month,

some new and attractive feature to instruct and delight its

readers.

Terms

—

$3 per annum, Samuel Heuston, publisher.

New York.

Several other books, pamphlets, &c,, will receive

attention in our next.

Green Pastures and Lowing Herds—A travelling

correspondent of the Savannah Republican, writes thus

from Middle Tennessee:

“The best farming country we saw anywhere, is observ-

ed on approaching Murfreesboro, formerly the capital of

the State
;
and it was here that we beheld a sight which

had not before presented itself to our view—that was,
beautiful green pastures, with cattle and horses quietly

cropping the tender grass. 0, that our own sweet Georgia
had many more of these delightful landscapes than she
has!—then, with its rolling hills and bright skies, would
it be indeed a paradise”

PLANTING IN MISSISSIPPI—DEEP AND SHALLOW
PLOWING, AC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It gives me much
pleasure to add my name to the list of yoiir subscribers. 1

saw a number of your valuable paper last year for the first

time, and was so struck with its adaptedness to the wants
of every farmer and of myself in particular, that I immedi-
ately resolved to send for the bound volume of 1853, and
subscribe for the paper regularly in future.' The volume
has come to hand, beautifully bound, and with but one
fault, viz; that the Binder put in tiw July numbers and
no August number. With this single exception it is the

most complete thing of the kind that I have ever seen.

Will you be kind enough to send me the August number,
of 18.53, and the January number of 18541 1 have
ceived the Eebruary and March numbers but the January
number was omitted. As I wish to have all the volumes
bound in future, I am desirous of preserving every num-
ber.

My experience in farming is of 40 years standing, and
embraces the States of Virginia, Alabama and Missis-
sippi. I have been engaged in the culture of Tobacco,
Wheat, Cotton and Indian Corn, and have always.found

that deep plowing was half the battle. I reside at present

in what is known as the “Petit Gulf region.” Our soil

and climate are admirably adapted to the culture of cotton.

The seed from this neighborhood are eagerly sought after

and widely disseminated every year through most of the

cotton growing States, being generally known, as the

“Petit Gulf Cotton Seed.” We raise fair crops of corn, but

we have not lime enough in our soil to give us a heavy

yield per acre. Our crops range from 15 to 40 bushels

per acre. We are sadly in want of some good plow with

which we can fallow our gound to the the depth of some
eight or teninches.** The plows manufactureed here will

hardly go in the ground over jive inches. The great and
prevailing fault with the farmers in this part of the State is

that they don't plow deep enough. I don’t believe that

there is piece of ground in the country broken up six

inches deep ! The plows in bedding for corn usually

cut from two to four inches deep, when they have two
mules attached, and they think that they are doing a

great business then. I wish that every planter in Mis-

sissipi could be induced to subscribe for the Cultivator,

and would follow its suggestions. I know that we would

not then see so many moving to the West in search of

land. Our land in this neighborhood (my place especial-

ly) is a rich sandy loam, with a red clay subsoil. As
soon as the soil washes off or is exhausted by surface cul-

tivation, the field is turned out, and another cleared. The
only kinds of manure used here are cotton seed and stable

manure. I know of one or two wealthy farmers who
have experimented with guano, but it is deemed too costly

to put on corn land here. I have no doubt of its efficacy

as a stimulus to corn, and believe that every farmer can

better afford to pay even sixty dollars per ton for guano
than to cultivate poor land enough to make him corn.

I have recommended your paper highly among my ac-

quaintances and think that I shall induce a good many to

take it. Persevere, Messrs. Editors, in the noble work
you have undertaken so successfully, and I feel assured

that future generations will look upon you as benefactors.

In conclusion, I crave your pardon for having trespassed

so much upon your time, and beg that you will accept

the assurances of the highest esteem ofyour friend,

J. F. M.
Port Gibson, Claiborne, Miss., 1855.

Nutriment of Onions.—Prof. Johnson gives his opi»-

ion in favor of onions as a very nutritious vegetable, and

for laboring men, with strong digestive powers, quite

healthy.

It is not merely as a relish that onions are used so large-

ly by many people, but because they give strength as well

as a satisfaction of appetite.

Prof. Johnson ranks onions in point of nutriment witk

peas.

In our observ'ations among the city poor we have al-

ways found the onion a. favorite food, but we had gener-

ally attributed it to anot^ier cause than because it contain-

ed a large amount pf nutrim^t. It is also stimulating

and narcotic, and in cpld wearier, when eaten raw, seems
to assist to warm tlijebpdy and^ake the want o^fire less

unendurable.
*

For weak stomachs it certainly cannot be commended
as a healthy food, ifit is nutritious.— A'. Y. Tribune.

Now sublime is the virtue that still plants without

any expectation that it shall ever reap. He most eraulatoa

the Deity who plants trees lor future genferations.

*See our notice of the Michigan Double Plow, in An^
*swers to Inquiries.
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A Novel Occurrence with Bees.—Mr. V. S. Auglier,

a wagoner, relates the following curious facts about hiv-

ing a swarm of bees, during his downward trip. The

swarm was passing over a train of cotton wagons, when

all hands commenced yelling at them and cracking their

v/hips, making such another din as wagoners only can

make. The bees became confused and descended, first at-

tempting to settle under the arm of our informant, but pre-

vented from that, they then attempted to light on the un-

covered head ofone of the party, but as he did not fancy

the possibility of a thousand stings inflicted on his crani-

um, he substituted his hat, and finalljr’ got them quietly

settled on the crown. The hat was then secured on the

top of one of the loads and thus carried 6 or 8 miles to the

£rst farm house, where they,were securely hived.

—

Hous-

ton ( Texas) Telegraph, of May 7.

ladicnltiiwl lepaitmtnt.

WOEK FOE THE MONTH-(JULY.)

[July, being the fifth month of the old Roman calendar,

was originally called Quintilis,, ov ffth

;

but afterwards

received its present name (Latin, Julius) in honor of

Julius Ccesar, v/ho was born in this month. It answers

to Ab, the eleventh month of the Jewish civil, and fifth of

their sacred year. The Saxons called it Har, or Hey-

month, because in it they mowed their grass, and gather-

ed their hay-harvest

;

and also Litha-aftera, the After-mild-

month, in allusion to the mildness of the weather, or, as

some think, from “lithan,” “to sail," because at this season

they made their voyages.]

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton.—Work this crop steadily to encourage the de-

velopment and retention offorms and bolls. Shallow, sur-

face culture, with light sweeps, followed by the hoe, will

be found the best method for the accomplishment of this

object. Do not allow the grass or weeds to “ come to a

stand" either in the row or middles—wage a steady and

relentless warfare upon them during this month, after

which, they will not give you much trouble. An imple-

ment lately introduced from the North, Knox’s Horse

Hoef is by far the most perfect and complete Cotton and

Corn worker we have ever seen. It does the work of at

least 20 (some say40!) hoe hands, and is unrivalled for the

culture of all drill or row crops. Its present price, how-

ever, (S8 or SO) must prevent its general introduction, and

we only call attention to it in the hope that some inventive

genius in the South may get up a modification of it in

cheaper form—also stronger and more durable, for negro

use.

Corn.—In many sections, this important crop is already

laid by. Where it is not, however, it will be well to give

it a constant surface working until prevented by the

spreading of the blades across the rows. Allow no weeds

to appear in your corn field—both cannot flourish on the

same ground. Do not use the plow among your corn

after the first two workings. It breaks and tears up the

young rootlets, and does far more injury than good. At
the last working, sow Coio Peas broadcast, and cover

with the sweep, cultivator or harrow. Plant, also. Pump-
kins, in every second or third hill, and when well up, thin

to one plant in a hill, and work carefully.

Cow Peas should now be sown broadcast for hay, at the

rate of a bushel to six pecks to the acre. Scatter over the

surface evenly, and cover with a turning plow; or, first

plow your ground deeply, sow your seed, and drag in

with a harrow. Cow Peas intended for seed, may be

sown in drills, three feet apart.

Pumpkins may be planted as a separate crop. Prepare

the ground as for Watermelons
;
hills 10 feet apart. When

well up, thin to one or two strong plants in a hill, give

these a sprinkling of Plaster or Gypsum (a small handful

to each hill) when the dew is on
;
loosen the earth, care-

fully breaking the crust, without disturbing the plant, and

then let them run. The after work consists in shallow

surface culture, and the destruction of weeds, until the

vines cover the entire ground.

Pulling Fodder, we consider a slow, laborious and poor

business—one that “does not pay” in any w'ay, and which
should be discontinued by all enlightened and economical

planters. We confidently offer the following substitute :

Corn Fodder.—Break up, very deeply, a piece of rich-

land, harrrow it finely, and with the bull-tongue, or rooter

lay it off in drills three feet apart. In these drills scatter

corn at the rate of 40 or 50 grains to the foot, and cover

with a hoe, rake or harrow, drawn lengthwise along the-

drill. When well up, “run around it,” pretty close, with

a long rooter, and repeat after 10 or 15 days. In the

course of 10 or 15 days more, break out the entire mid-
dles with the rooter, and finally lay'by with the shovel

plow, running up and down in the same furrow, midway
between the drills. On good land, prepared and worked
in this way, the yield will be from 3 to 6 tons, (sometimes

even 10) of excellent fddder per acre. This is as much as

oan he pulled from 20 or 30 acres, in the common way, and
at one-tenth of the labor. Pound for pound, it is as good,

if not better than pulled fodder, as it contains the entire

juice and strength of the plant, which, in the other case>

has gone to the formation of the ear or grain. The loss of

weight and injury to the grain, by depriving corn stalks

oftheir leaves before all growth has ceased, is fully equal

to the value of the fodder pulled. We, therefore, desire

that our readers should abandon this “old fogy” practice,

and give drilled corn fodder a fair trial. It is not yet too

late, but should be done immediately. Any one who fair--

ly tests it, will, we are quite certain, abandon fodder pull-

ing, forever.

Curing Corn Fodder.—The proper time to cut drilled

fodder, is when all the stalks are fairly tass,eled out, or in

full bloom. It may be cut close to the ground, with a

long, sharp knife, ora sickle. Select,a dry day, commenc-
ing early in the morning, and cutting until dinner time.

As fast as it is cut, spread it thin along the row, and let ii

lie and take the sun, until after dinner, when the upper
side will be pretty well wilted. Then turn it over careful-

ly, and leave it on the ground until 5 o’clock in the even-

ing, when it must be gathered up, tied in bundles of

moderate size (say a foot through at the band) and set

up on the butt end, in shocks of 4 or 5 bundles each. The
next day, after sunrise, these bundles must be untied and
the fodder spread out again until noon, and' then turned

and sunned till evening, as before. It may then be per-

manently stacked or packed away under cover
;
and if,

while packing, the different layers are sprinkled with salt,

at the rate of say 4 quarts to an ordinary 2-horse wagon
load, it will be more highly relished by stock, and all dan-
ger of heating obviated. Many persons make a great

mystery of curing drill or broadcast corn fodder; but we
have ahvays found this simple method sure and effectual.

Cutting up corn in the field, and using the stalk and leaf

for the winter feeding of stock, has also many advantages,,

which we shall speak of more in detail hereafter.

Sweet Potatoes must now be worked carefully, throv/ing'

up some fresh mellow earth to the ridges, and destroying

all weeds. Make your last planting of “draws;” and if

the weather is very dry, before planting dip the roots in

a thin batter of muck and water—plant just at night fall

—

and manage as heretofore directed. As soon as possible,.
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prepare a rich, moist piece of land, and plant out an

abundance of cut vines to produce next year’s seed.

Turnips .—Begin toprepare for this valuable crop, which

deserves increased attention as winter food for man and

beast. Make arrangements to sow often and largely, com-

mencing early, as it is sometimes extremely difficult to get a

stand. Make your land rich, plow deeply and often, and

pulverize as finely as possible. Make your first sowing

about the 20th ofthis month, and if that should fail, try

again every fortnight until the last of September, and

your perseverence will be crowned with success. Guano,

superphosphate of lime, broken bones, or a compost .of

woods-mould or well-rotted stable manure with crushed

bones and ashes, are each and all proper fertilizers for the

turnip crop. The manure may be applied in the drill,

or put on plentifully broadcast, and plowed well in. The
Ruta Baga, Red Top (“strap leaf’), Early Flat Dutch,

YelloiG Aberdeen, NoYfolk and Globe are all good varieties

—the two first, fifth and sixth being the best for field g,u1-

ture. As food for stock, we believe the Ruta Baga is

conceded to stand foremost.

Draining and Ditching .—The richest land on the plan-

tation is often allowed to run waste, worthless and wild,

presenting only stagnant puddles of water, rank grasses,

weeds and brambles, and forming a harbor and receptacle

for snakes, lizzards, turtles and “vermin” of every descrip-

tion. Noio, during tlie “ summer solstice,” when the

ground is comparafiv’-ely dry, and the heavy field-work

over, is a good time to change these offensive blotches on
the face of Nature into cultivated fields of the most produc-

tive character. Dig wide and deep under-drains, or open
ditches* to carry off the surplus water, cut down and
grub up trees, bushes and briars, destroy noxious weeds,

&c., &c,, and plant the reclaimed ground
^
next spring in

Irish Potatoes, Upland Rice, or Corn.

Grass, and Woodland Pastures .—Select a piece of

naturally moist, good land, timbered with spreading trees

—cut down and grub out all small shrubbery, briars,

brush, &c., leaving only the large trees standing. Then
break up the ground as finely as possible, by plowing and
cross-plowing with a long, stout, sharp rooter, and seed

down heavily with WJiite Clover, Kentucky Blue, D'exas

Musquit, Herds, Italian Ray, or other grasses for looodland

pasture. Grass will not do well without plenty of mois-
ture, under our parching suns

;
and to suclvas are not able

to supply moisture and sustenance, by deep subsoiling

and liquid manure, we recommend a trial of the shade for

their pastures, meadows and lawns, as above indicated.

Weeds oMd Grass .—All crops on the plantation re-

quire particular attention during tlte present month. The
weeds—anavmy ofencroaching marauders—will ckoke up
and strangle everything, unless they are summarily dealt

with—cut down and destroy them befdre they go to seed
;

and thus prevent present and, (in a measure) future annoy-
ance from them.

THE GARDEN.
The earlier spring vegetables being now nearly all gone,

little can be done to advantage. It will be well, however,
to clear off or turn" under all weeds and the remains
of early vegetables and manure liberAlly, by way of pre-

paration for fall crops. Celery seed may yet be sown, but

the bed must be shaded from the direct rays of the sun.

Sow, also, Ruta Baga and other Turnips, as directed

under the previous head
;
Lima ox “Butter Beans;” the

Green Glazed Cabbdge; purple Egg Plant, Radishes,
Cabbage, Lettuce, Tomatoes, &c., for late crops.

Dig or plow your garden over thoroughly, and repeat

the preparatory operations of the spring. Mulch and
water young trees, slu'ubs, vines and vegetables, using the

*See notice of a new and valuable work on land Drain-
ing, under “Oar Book Table'' head, page 218.

liquid manure heretofore recommended, alternately with

pure soft water. Prepare the ground for Strawberry Beds,

during this and the next month. Select new ground near

an unfailing stream, if possible—plow deep, turning un-

der a good thick coat of leaf mould and ashes, and leave

the surface fine and mellow. We will return to the Straw-

berry Bed, giving more special directions, in our

September number. Transplant Cabbages, Cauliflow-

ers, Celery, Tomatoes, &c. Plant Melon seed for mango
pickles—also. Sweet Corn for late roasting ears. Plant

out slips or vines of the Sweet Potato without delay, and

plant also Snap Beans, for a successional crop.

THE ORCHARD.
Wherever the spring frqsts h^ve killed the fruit, there

will be a strong tendency to over-luxuriance in the gi’owth

of wood. This should be checked by cutting back or

nipping off the young shoots ofyour trees, in order to pro-

duce stronger and more vigorous bearing wood, for next

year. Destroy all injurious insects, and note carefully the

bearing qualities and peculiarities of the different neia

varieties of fruit. Those who have plenty of fimit, the

present season, are truly fortunate; and as it will be in'

brisk demand, at high prices, no trouble or care should

be spared in gathering and sending to market in the best

possible condition.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
,

Roses, Jasmines, &c., should now be budded. Annuals,.

if desirable, may be transplanted, choosing favorable

(moist) weather. Take up early Bulbs, as directed in our

last number, and plant others to flower in Autumn. Roses,.

Chrysanthemums, &c., may be propagated by layers..

Dahlids will need staking and pruning, if over-luxuriaiit.

Clip Box edging. Gather all desirable seeds, as they

ripen, and put away in close paper bags, carefully label-

ling them. Water freely, both roots and foliage, and use

liquid, manure at intervals. Keep the earth mellow, and
mulch all large herbaceous plants with woods-mould,.

leaves, or saw dust.

SOUTHERN FRUIT.~APPLES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having been fre-

quently appealed to, both by the agricultural press and in-

dividual correspondents, for our opinion of those varie-

ties of Apples, Pears and other fruits best adapted to the

soils, climate and special localities in sevei'al of the South-

ern States, we embrace this method to answer these in-

quiries to the best of our knowledge and ability. Tp
answer them satisfactorily is somewhat difficult, as suc-

cess will he varied by climate, soil and locality
;
less pro-

bably by the former than by the latter
;
many kinds which

may prove of excellent quality in a primitive region, simi-

lar to that'of a portion of middle and northern Georgia

may, perchance, lose their good 'character in the tertiary

and secondary limestone regions of the sea coast and up-

per Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi
;
whilst again with

other varieties the reverse may be the result
;
in most in-

stances it will be found that the quality of fruits is im-

proved by a transfer from a primitive to a limestone

regiorr, such as that of the States above mentioned. We
are preparerl to yield the palm to both Alabama and Mis-

sissippi in the line of fine fruits, as their soil is, beyond

question, more congenial to their full development than is

our primitive formation
;
the same will apply with equal

force to a portion of Tennessee and Kentucky.

Having paid most attention to the cultivation and ex-

amination of Apples and Pears, we shall confine this com-

munication to that of Apples, reserving our opinion orr

Pears for another, if this proves acceptable to your read-

ers.

The earliest ripening Apple we have, worthy of con-

sideration, is the Red June, a true cosmopolite—one that is.
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at home every where—and as far as w’e have seen, suc-

ceeds every where, although not of any excellence to

boast of, yet from its beautiful fiery colored coat and kind

growth is worthy a place in every collection.

Next in season are a number we would not hesitate to

recommend for almost every Southern region
;
such as the

Julien, Nautehalee, Defiance, Toccoa, Bruce’s Summer, all

ripening in July and August
;
amongst these are some of

the finest flavored and looking varieties to be found in the

United States. We have heretofore described the Julien

in your valuable paper, and will, therefore, not reiterate its

good qualities. The Nautehalee is a new variety, brought

to our notice by that enterprizing and competent Pomolo-

gist. Dr. W. 0. Baldwin, of Montgomery, Ala. Its his-

tory, as received from him and our esteemed friend and

Pomologist, Rev. J. L. Moultrie, of Union Springs, Ala.,

is, that it is an Indian Seedling, and was found on an old

place which had once been occupied by them; it is des-

cribed as being of fair size, of a golden yellow color, and

of excellent flavor. Having originated so far to the South

of us, this variety will, in allprobability, prove well adapt-

ed to southern Alabama, and Mississippi. We have

never had the pleasure of seeing a specimen of the fruit.

The opinion of the two foregoing named gentlemen needs

no endorser to render it reliable, and we hesitate not to

adopt it. The variety has hitherto been nameless, and at

the solicitation of Dr. Baldwin, we named it the Naute-

halee, or Maiden’s Bosom, by which name the Dr. calls it.

The others are all supposed, and a portion known, to be

natives of Habersham county. These we would recom-

mend for cultivation to the primitive regions of this and

other Southern States, and we know of no good reason

why they will not be well adapted to the tertiary and
secondary regions; we shall make drawings of these

varieties this summer, and shall take pleasure in publish-

ing them in our agricultural papei*s.

We could name others that possibly might bear off the

palm in some sections of country, and do not wish to have

our silence on their merits interpreted into their condem-
nation.

There are other varieties ripening in the month of June
which bear a fine reputation

;
yet, having never seen

them and having their character from rumor, we forbear to

give our own opinion of them. We have in our nursery

two varieties—one called the Striped June, the other the

Franklin June—in this situation.

It hardly becomes necessary for us to say anything in

relation to Autumn varieties, as v/hen we get into those

months it is so close on the heels of winter that all might

come under one title. We shall, therefore, briefly allude

to one or two varieties. The Disharoon is one of those, we
think, heretofore described in i\\Q Southern Cultivator. It

is of large size, with a flavor similar to that of the vaunted

Newtown Pippin. We have kept them some years until

July in good condition, but it usually becomes dry and
mealy Dy the first of December.

The Chestalee, or White Apple, is another autumn
variety that strongly recommends itself to the thrifty

housewife for its excellent culinary properties, but is

too acid for a goo^ desert fruit. It is of large size, of very

pale yellow or white color^ as its name imports
;
the tree

is vigorous, of a drooping habit, with slender wirey

branches; produces largely and uniformly; the fruit is

bone on the ends of the pendant twigs and not on spurs.

To these we could add the names of a half a dozen others,

equally as worthy of notice
;
but, should we do so, we fear,

Messrs. Editors, your readers will suspect we are smug-
ling in our catalogue under the name of a communication

;

don’t think it, however, as you shall have our advertise-

ment for publication in a few weeks.

To dispose of our winter varieties with the same flip'

pancy we have of the summer and autumn varieties would

be a pleasant recreation for us
;
but when we see such a

host of blushing and ruddy faces as those presented by
our favorites, the Nickajack, Walker’s Yellow, Cullasa-

ga. Red Warrior,Buff, McDowell’s Sweet, Caraak’s Sweet,

Horn, Rickman’s Winter, Rabun, Wall, and Mead’s Keep-

er, with a score of others, all presenting their fat sides and
delicious fragrance for recommendation, it not only ex-

cites our senses of taste and smell in no small degree, but

our wits are sadly puzzled in the choice. But here goes

:

As Walker’s Yellow and Hori» are natives of the black belt

of Georgia, together with the Red Warrior and Carter’s

Winter, we shall not hesitate to place them in the front

rank, to bear the heat of our Southern sun. Horn is a
Seedling, raised by William Rutherford, Esq., of Cul-

lodon, Monroe, co.,Ga.
;

is ofmedium size; is said to be

a fine keeping variety. Mr. R. informs us the tree is as

hardy and vigorous as the Horse Apple, which is saying

all that is needful.

The others we have mentioned are from various South-

ern States, and most of them we have tested, and can safe-

ly recommended them for extensive cultivation. The
Nickajack, Wall, Berry and Summerour stand prominent

by all who know them
;
we, therefore, give them our un-

qualified approbation.

As this article has partaken ofrather a lengthy character,

we shall close it by saying that our present prospects are

very fair for a fruit crop. Our Apples will be abundant

and fair, and we will not hesitate to put Georgia against

any Northern State to exhibit fine specimens next fall.

Pears are rather few
;
Peaches, say a half crop, suffi-

cient for eating and cooking purposes; none, however,

for drinking. Wheat, thus far, is good. Other crops are

so far behind as to be yet without character.

J. Van Buhbk.
Clarksville

^
Ga., May, 1855.

VmE CULTURE IN’ THE SOUTH—NATIVE WINE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The success in culti-

vating grapes and making wine in Ohio is so well knovvit

that the question often arises : “Can we not raise wine

in Georgia T’ Certainly we can, and good wine too. But
we have committed the same eiTor, as the first vine dress-

ers in Ohio
;
we have in vain tried to raise grapes which

were not suited to our climate. This evil is now remed-

ied.

Suffer me to give you and your readers a short descrip-

tion of a small vineyard in my vicinity. As to the qual-

ity of theicMe, I will leave it to yourselves to judge, front

the accompanying sample:

Some 12 or 14 years ago, Capt. Dyson planted a vine-

yard of about half an acre on his plantation in Monroe
CO., Ga. About half of it was planted with the here sc-

called “Warrenton” grape, a variety whose origin and
liistory has not yet been satisfactorily explained. At any
rate, however, it is well adapted to our climate. The soil

is a good loam, though not rich, and one corner of the

vineyard, which is rather rocky, always produces the

best flavored grapes. The vines are planted 10 feet apart

each way, but had for many years been badly neglected,

until A. Leary, Esq., a few years ago bought the place.

This gentlemen, though not familiar with the culture of

grapes, commenced pruning the stocks, and making wine.

His success has been perfectly satisfactorily. For the

last two years, the produce from about a quarter of an-

acre of this grape has been two hundred gallons armuaUr,

This year, the prospect is still more promising
;
though

from the fact that the vineyard had been so much neglect-

ed, it is now almost impossible to dress the vines in a

proper way. The stocks, however, look very healthy

and are loaded with fruit.

The process of making the wine is very plain, and not

differing from tlie method applied in Ohio : the ripe berries
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are picked from the stems, washed up and allowed to

stand for about 24 hours, after which the juice is drawn
oif, and the pummice pressed in a common cider press.

The juice is very abundant, leaving but a small quantity

of pummice, and after being filled into a cask, so as to

leave space for fermentation, is left to itself for about 10

days, when the fermenting process*is ceasing. Some
sugar is then added, the cask filled up, and the bung close4

tight. After some months, the wine is drawn off in anoth-

er cask, where it is to remain until wanted.

The wine resembles the Madeira, high flavored and
mild

;
and being the pure grape-juice, it is' higlily prefer-

able to the huported Madeira and Sherry wines, always
adulterated with brandy and other deleterious stuff. While
such drugged wines are constantly sold at from S3 to $4
per gallon, hlr. Leary has sold his pure wine at the very

low price of SI 50 per gallon.

Other grapes may, after a fair trial, be found valuably

here, and I am now trying several kinds
;
but I am doubt-

ful whether" we will find a better or more profitable grape

for this latitude than the Warrenton.”
Mr. Leary deserves great credit for his perseverance

and skill in producing this wine. He intends to enlarge

his vineyard considerably, finding it by far the most pro-

fitable and the surest crop he possibly can raise, requiring,

comparatively, but little labor.

I will leave it to all tillers of the soil to make their own
cyphering, and they will see for themselves what difference

of profits there is between wine and cotton. It is to be

hoped that other persons would take this hint, and thus

begin a new epoch in Southern fruit-culture.

Robert Nelson.
Macon

^
Ga., May', 1855.

Remarks.—Accompanying the above communication,

friend Nelson sent us a couple of bottles of Mr. Leary’s

wine. It is equal, if not superior to the best Madeira of

comm.erce, both in body and ai'oma, though it leaves be-

hind it none of the unpleasant effects of the adulterated

wines we import at high prices from abroad. We are

very thankful to Mr. Nelson for the foregoing clear and
practical article, and hope it will not be lost upon our

enterprising readers.

—

Eds.

FRUIT TREES, AND LOCUSTS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice that the

locusts are plenty in several sections of the country; be-

fore they leave they will puncture all the tender branches

of fruit trees and deposit their eggs
;
and my object in

writing to you is to advise« all those who find their trees

injured by them to, at once, prune them off, even if they

leave but a, bare pole. Four years ago they injured my-
fruit trees very much, particularly the Pear, tfte Apple

and Peach, and nearly ruined a thriving young orchard

of Pears and Apples. 1 commenced the first year to* cut

off part of those branches that were most injured
;
the

next year I did the same, cutang a Little farther back
;

last

year I cut them back still farther, and the present year, I

am cutting off the whole of the limbs so pifnctured, even

though some of them are as thick as my wrist, being

satisfied, from observation, that my trees would be twice

as large as they now are, had I pruned them clear back

of every wound the first year. There is no doubt of these

fects. I have paid very particular attention to the culti-

vation of fruits for the last fifteen years, and do not trouble

the public unless I can say something that will be of bene-

fit. The wounds made by the loscust will be easily seen

«pon the lower side of the tender branches of old trees and
«pon all the branches of young trees.

Respectfully, &c., J.vo. R. Stanford.
Pomona Hall, Horsham, Co., Ga., June, 1855.

FINE FRUITS AND THEIR CULTURE-

When we consider the influence the cultivation of Fruit

exercises on the health and morals of a country, as well

as on the* wealth and luxury of the people, it may be

truly said that he who deyotefe his life to the contribution

and advancement of such influences, confers as great a

benefit upon them, and follpws as honorable a calling, as

the msfn who defends his country in time of war, or falls

by the bullet, or the sword. ' A productive orchard or a

fruit garden is not only a luxury and a source of enjoy-

ment to the farmer or man of wealth, but is essential to the

health, comfort, and well-being of individuals of every

class. It affords an amusement or occupation to be covet-

ed beyond all others, and leads to nothing but good—to

nothing sensual or vicious. It can give rise to no bad

habits; but on the contrary, will serve to protect a man

from the allurements of dissipation and its consequent

evils.

Our orchard and garden fruits have followed man from

the earliest periods of civilization, and perhaps have been

more studied, and consequently better known, than any
other plants. There are two characteristics, however,

concerning their cultivation, which are of great importance

to cultivators. First, the liability of almost every sort to-

“sport” and produce varieties differing, in many cases,

more from one another than they differ from other species.

But let it be considered that when these varieties take

place, they may not always tend to deteriorate the fruit,

but may often result in an exchange of one good quality

for another, or perhaps even exhibit an improvement in

the qualities. For instance, we may, at least, expect to

obtain early fruit from the seeds of that which is early,

and from those of late fruit the reverse
;
and by parity of

reason, from large or small, from sweet or sour, from juicy

or dry fruit, we may also expect to obtain seedlings that

will, in a greater or less degree, correspond to their origin

—a result which it may eften be an object for the prudent

cultivator to secure. The second characteristic is, that

nearly every class of fruit is remarkably subject to the at-

tacks of insects and of disease; for trees, like animals,,

have inherent 'diseases, or a susceptibility to receive those

peculiar to their species. Although insects are the direct

source of many injuries to trees and their fruit, they are

frequently met with in morbid parts, feculent or putrefy-

ing from previous malady, and may be regarded as the

effecU rather than the causes of disease; and accordingly

should be treated in reference to these facts.

It may not be without interest to compare the valuation

of orchard fruits cultivated in this country at different

periods within the last fifteen years. In 1840, according

to the census of that year, the value of orchard products

was S‘7,256,904, besides 124,734 gallons ofdomestic wine.

The census of 1850 gives S7,723,180 worth of orchard

products, and 221 ,249 gallons of wine, showing only an

increase of 460,282 in value of fruit, and 90,515 gallons in

the production of wine
;
both of which are unquestion-

ably too low. The amount of domestic wine make in the

United States in 1853 may be safely estimated at 2,000,000

gallons; which, at SL would be worth $2,000,000. Add

to this $18,000,000 worth of strawberries, blackberries,

raspberries, cranberries, and orchard products, the value

of fruit, cider, vinegar, and wine, of domestic growth and

manufacture, would amount to $20,000,000 .—Patent

Office Report of 1853.
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CRAT^GUS PYRACANTHA, OR EVERGREEN THORN, FOR HEDGING.

Our engraving represents, beautifully, the best plant for hedging, wherever it will endure the winter, which we
suppose it will do as far north as Tennessee, or perhaps Kentucky. It is an evergreen, with foliage rich and dark,

«nd very dense
;
as is also its habit of growth, which is horizontal to a much greater degree than is common even

among Hawthorns : and at same time very rapid, in moderately good soil. It is, as may be seen, extremely thorny,

and the thorns very hard and sharp. The cut represents leaves, thorns, &c., of the natural size.. The wood is not

too brittle, and will bear wattling almost like a willow, when necessary to close a gap, or strengthen a weak place,

and no plant whatever, bears the shears better. In the spring it is covered with its very beautiful white blossoms,

and all through the fall and winter, with a mass of bright scarlet berries. The seeds grow readily in the hands of the

nurseryman, but the plant grows so surely and so freely from cuttings that they afford the surest and easiest mode
of propagation. In four or five years, on fair soil and under good management, it forms a perfect fence.

This plant will possess one great advantage over the Cherokee Rose or the Osage Orange, that it may be readily

trimmed by a machine, which no doubt will be perfected by some inventive genius
;
and which will operate after the

manner of the mowing machine running astraddle of the hedge, upon a high wheel and a low one, clipping the hedge
into the shape of the letter A.

Remarks.—We copy the foregoing from the Rural Almdnac, of our friend Affleck, to whom we are indebted for

the excellent engraving above. As an evergreen, the Cratcegus (or Mespilus) Pyraoantha undoubtedly possesses

some advantages over the Osage Orange, especially for ornamental hedges surrounding flower gardens, lawns, &c.
As a plantation or orchard hedge, however, we still adhere to the Osage Orange, on account of its vigorous growth,

•formidable thorns, close-grain, toughness, and great tenacity of life—though we are favorably impressed with Mr. A.’s

account of the Pyracantha, and disposed to give it a fair trial.

—

Eds. •*.

frtjit and vegetable ctiltube.

A Correspondent of the Working Farmer (H. C. V.)

thus adviseth increased attention to the products of the

garden and orchard :

But I wish to see farmers do more, and devote time,

valuable time, and money—yes, money—freely, but wise-

ly, to the production of fruits and vegetables. We do not

consume enough o'f either, and there is no fear of over-

stocking the xnarket with good articles. There are plenty

and moi-e than enough of a poor quality, engendering

sickness^Tpestilential disease and death, among the mov-
ing multitude in our great cities. The demand has in-

creased, and will continue to increase, in direct ratio with

the supply, because the community are in want of cooling,

refreshing fruits, and nourishing vegetables, in lieu of the

mass of coarse vegetable and concentrated meat diets so

freely indulged in for the want of something better. I am
not in favor of a strict vegetable regimen, but do believe

that the use of more fruits will tend to establish a better

state of health, since it is admitted by the best physicians,

that more solid food is eaten than is essential to supply

the wants of the system. Prospects for the production of

animal flesh at cheap cost are far distant, hence if a por-

tion of this can be dispensed with, in favor of the cheaper

and more healthful fruits and vegetables, the cost of living

will be lessened, and we may hope the pleasure of exis-

tence enhanced.

Jenny Lind Strayvberry.—We find the following ac-

count of this new variety, in the April number of Hovey's

Magazine of Horticulture

:

This new variety now offered for sale, has been exhibit-

j

ed before the Massachusetts Horticultural Society for

three years, and highly spoken of by the fruit committee.

I Its peculiar qualities are earliness, size and productive-

I

ness, in the former respect ripening at the same season as

the Early Virginia, nearly twice as large, and extremely

piroductive. It is also a solid berry, high colored and
handsome shape. We have repeatedly examined Mr.
Fay’s bed when in full fruit, and have been surprised at

the earliness and abundance of the crop. If it gives fhe

same satisfaction under the care of other cultivators that it

has under that of Mr. Fay, it will prove one of the most
valuable acquisitions, and will entii*ely displace that old

and, in our opinion, almost worthless vaidety, the Early

Virginia.

A Horticultural Nqvelty.—The agricultural branch
of the Patent Office has taken measures to get seeds of the

Buri^ya-bun-ya, a tree of the fir tribe, growing in Aus-
tralia. It flourishes in a region of not much greater area

than 30 miles square. It bears a cone nearly 2 feet in di-

ameter, filled with seeds the size of an olive, and of flavor

more rich and delicate than that of the pine apple. It is

so much esteemed by the natives as that they at times

travel hundreds of miles to partake of iX.— Washingtcn
Star.
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AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER PEACHES—NOTE FROM
DR. M. W. PHILIPS.

All Peache growers are well aw'are that there is an

‘'aching void” in the supply of this delicious fruit, in many

parts of the South, from about the 20th of August until

the middle of October, when the fine variety originofted

by Dr. Baldwin, of Ala., and other late kinds, begin to

ripen. Wishing to obtain a succession of first-rate sorts

to fill this interval, gy we earnestly call on our porno-

logical readers for such information as they may have on

the subject. The following, from our esteemed corres-

pondent, Dr. Philips, of Edwards’ Depot, Miss., is to the

point

;

“As to Peaches ripening in August and September and,

up to, say, the 15th of October, I think I can promise you

for that season some good fruit. I will examine some that

I have had my eye on for two years, this fall, add to my
own, if they prove good, and will be pleased to aid you in

getting any and all we have here. I have the finest col-

lection of October Peachy I know of. During this

summer, ifyou will keep me in mind ofit, I will give you

a list of varieties ripening in August, September and Octo-

ber.

“Some of these days I may drop you a line or so, on fruits;

now, I am perplexed about a stand of cotton. There has

not been rain enough for six weeks to bring up seed.

Some ofmy neighbors have perfect stands; mine will not

average three-quarters. My corn is good, considering

there was no rain. I have 190 acres in corn. The half

of which will do me, if a fair crop. I have 10 acres of

Canada Yellow, and Adams’ Early White, tasselling at

about 2 feet.”

The Odor of Flowers.—The perfume or odor of

flowers may be gathered, according to the Scientific

American, in a very simple manner, and without ap-

paratus. Gather the flowers with as little stalk as possi-

ble, and place them in a jar three parts full of olive or

almond oil After being in the oil twenty-four hours,

put them into a coarse cloth, and squeeze the oil from

them. This process, with fresh flowers, is to be repeated

according to the strength ef the perfume desired. The

oil, being thus thoroughly perfumed with the volatile

principle of the flowers, is to be mixed with an equal

quantity of pure rectified spirits and shaken every day

for a fortnight, when it may be poured off ready for use.

As this is the season for sweet scented blossoms,

this method may be practically tested and without

any great trouble or expense. It would add additional

interest to the cultivation of flowers.

THE RESCUE GRASS (CERATOCHLOA BREVIARIS-
TATA.)

According to promise, we give below two communi-

cations on this grass, and would now gladly adjourn the

matter over until another season’s trial furnishes us with

more reliable tests of its true character. Desiring, however,

to make the Cultivator the medium of all information of

interest to the agricultural public, we shall continue to

give the views of our disinterested subscribers and others

upon this grass from time to time, until its merits are de-

finitely and conclusively settled.

TEXAS OAT, alias RESCUE GRASS—EXPERIMENT WITH RYE

Editors Southern Cultivator—On the 20th of April

I cut my Rye the third time; it then being in bloom—yield,

16 lbs.) aggregate (3 cuttings) 311-4 lbs, This will close

my experiment for this season, and perhaps for ever. I

left the Oat, or Rescue, still undisturbed, that it might

fully develope itself and mature its seed. It is now nearly

dead, without ever having been cut or grazed
;
and if,

every sprig of any one row was cut, it would not weigh
5 lbs. I have abandoned it w'ith the seed in despair.

I had intended to have preserved the latter and deposit-

ed them with you for gratuitous distribution to such person*

as would have obligated themselves to repeat the experi-

ment which I have made, and report the result for publi-

cation
;
but ofthe three rows which I sowed, 60 feet long,

I do not hink I could gather a gill of seed.

As seed will probably be cheap in this neighborhood,

say Si per bushel, I will still furnish you with that quan-

tity for distribution to any of your subscribers who will

agree to renew my experiment and give the result to you
for publication in your widely extended and valuable

journal, as I do not wish to detract from its merit as com-
pared with Barley or Rye. This much I will say, how-
ever, that in the absence of either of these grains it might

be employed as a very good substitute, if grown on very

rich soil. Algernon.

the other side.

B. V. Iverson, Esq.—Sir—I sowed some of the seed

of the Ceratochloa Brcviaristata, obtained from you
through Dr. Gray, of Nashville, Tenn., on the last of Oc-

tober. It is now three feet high in some places, and head-

ed out beautifully.

Some seeds have thrown out 12 to 15 branches and it ia

very heavy grained, and must yield heavily in that line, if

this climate should mature it.

I should not be surprised if it would yield 20 to 30
bushels to the acre. This quality shoots it far ahead of
any other domesticated grass with which I am acquaint-

ed.

I invited Judge Martin, of Liberty, the other day to

see it and chew it. We did so, and came to a “tkjw, conP
conclusion that it abounds in saccharine matter—say
equal to maize.

I sowed the balance ofmy seed on the 15th of April. It

is coming handsomely, by deep plowing, sowing and
harrowing in the seed.

Where did it originate? Tell me all about it. I will

give it publicity through the Tennessee newspapers.

Remaining, most respectfully.

Turner Vaughan.
La Guardo, Tenn., May 10, 1855.

DYSPEPSIA, over-eating, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Indigestion is the

prevailing malady of civilized life. It occurs so frequent-

ly, is attended with so much suffering, and so serious are

its consequences upon the health and happiness of man-
kind, that it has the strongest claims upon our sympathy,
and deserves the serious attention of every intelligent

human being.

Dyspepsia is sometimes the consequence of disease, lo-

cated in different and remote parts of the body, over which
the individual can have no control whatever. More fre-

quently, however, it is the direct result of errors in cook-

ing and eating, and other habits which are constantly

warring against nature; and ought^to be regarded only

as “ the natural penalty for the violation of a natural

law.” But it is exceedingly difficult to convince any one,

especially one that is ailing and valetudinary, that his

mode of living is a bad one
;
or that his habits have any-

thing to do with his discomfort. He is ready to blame
anything but his own conduct with being the cause of his

suffering. And though often warned by various premon-
itions of ill health and approaching disease, he heeds

them not. Sickness may check, but cannot change his
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course. Nothing, indeed, will be likely to efiect a lasting
i

change in his conduct until death, or the dread of death

is staring him in the face i And now it is too late. Alas !

“ The life of all his blood

Is touched corruptibly,”

He falls to rise no more ! He becomes the victim of Hy-
pochondriasis. The prey of an overwhelming despon-

dency. The picture of despair.

“And with a green and yellow melancholy he sits,

Like patience on a monument smiling at grief.”

A sad picture truly. And there are man)?- such. A little

care, abstinence and self denial might save many from a

similar fate. But in general, people are more anxious to

know what will cu?-e the complaint than what will prevent

it. The latter is not diuicult, while the former is exceed-

ingly so. And it is better, alv/ays, to avoid disease, if we
can, than to be cured by the best medicine or the best

physician in the world.

We cannot understand the nature of these disorders of

the digestive apparatus which so frequently afilict our

race, unless we know something of what healthy diges-

tion is. Something of the physiology of digestion. But a

mere glance at some of the more prominent circumstances

<jonnected with this subject is all that our present limits

will allow.

The contact of food with the mucus surface of the

stomach immediately causes a fluid to flow from it, like

the outpouring of saliva from the presence of food in the

mouth. This is called gastric juice, a secretion peculiar

to the stomach, and is alv/ays acid. The food is dis-

solved by the chemical agency of the gastric juice, from

without inwards until the whole mass is completely bro-

ken down and converted into a uniform pulp, of a semi-

fluid consistence, called ; which is also acid. In

this state it passes out of the stomach to be mixed with

the bile, the pancreatic and other juices concerned in the

formation of chyle. This is digestion. Now the gastric

juice being the natural solvent of the food, it is evident

that healthy digestion cannot take place without an ade-

quate supply of the natuml solvent, for without this, the

food cannot be converted into chyme, and if there be no

chyme, there can be no digestion, because the other se-

cretions concerned in the process were designed to action

chyme, not on crude undissolved portions of food
;
hence

the whole process is defeated at the outset, from a want of

healthy gastric juice. A scanty secretion of the gastric

juice may result from various causes. Thus, it is well

known that long continued watchfulness, or excessive

fatigue, or great mental excitement will prevent the feel-

ing of hunger and destroy, for a time, the power of diges-

tion. A scanty secretion of the gastric.juice results also

from indolent and sedentary habits,**and from the habitual

consumption of more food than the system requires. It

often happens in the upper classes of society, that the se-

cretion of the gastric juice is only relatively deficient. Tne
stomach can digest tbod enough to nourish the body,„but

not enough to- satisfy tlie .pampered appetite. "When the

gastric juice has dissolikd 'q certain quantity of food, it is

saturated, and cap dissolve no more. If, then, a man eats

too much or tod oflbn, the gastric juice will be inadequate

for the complete and easy digestion of the foodAvilliom any

fault fairly attributable to the stomach. The organ is simply

overtaxed. Again-, itis well known that an acid and an

alkali cannot exist together in solution witliout mutual

decomposition. When, therefore, a full meal is taken,

which has been saturated with an alkali, the acid of the

gastric juice is neutralized or so weakened that digest.cn

is either prevented altogether, or rendered very uuTc..!.

and impertect. In all tliese, and many otb w • > c

heahhy action of the gastric juice, is \ ,

with, and indigestion is the r v ' T o r;
,

<
. .

being digested and passing out bf the stomach in two or

three hours, remains fijr a muc.a longer time. By and bye,

fermentation sets in; acids are formed; gasses are evolved.

•Sometimes the food undergoes common putrifactive

changes. Distention and a distressing sense of uneasi-

ness of the stomach come on, with severe headache—oft-

en with a feeling of chilliness—frequent eructations of

sulphurretted hydrogen—belchings—as of rotten eggs I

This is indigestion.

The great difficulty in the cure ofdyspepsia arises from

the impossibility of enforcing proper dietic rules which
are absolutely necessary, and without which it is vain to

hope for success. Dr. Watson has truly said: “We
preach in vain upon these topics.” Nevertheless, if you
would avoid the complaint, or cure it, the quantity of food

taken at one time umst be restricted within the limits of the

powers of the stomachfor complete and, easy digestion. This
rule is absolute, amd' cannot be dispensed with. Yon must
adopt it early, adhere to it with unfljnching firmness and
never allow yourselfto violate it on any account whatever.
Unless you do this, all else will be unavailing. You will

never repent of eating too little. In the next place, you
should interpose an interval five or six hours betweeu
meals, in order that the stomach may have time to per-

form its work, and an hour or two to rest in, before anoth-

er task is imposed upon it. A continual teasing of the

stomach with bits of food is very injurious. Have your
food well cooked, and let it be simple in its kind—avoid
condiments and all high seasoning

;
and make your meals

principally of one dish. Never allow your food to be
poisoned with alkalies, cream of tartar, or any other drug.

Of all the modern errors in cooking, this one of drugging
one's food, is certainly the most nonsensical, but not the

least injurious. The lavish use of alkalies is a fruitful

source of dyspepsia at the present day. It is now no un-
common thing to see children affected with the complaint

almost as soon as they are weaned and begin to eat bread.

They usually eat as much as the stomach can manage, if

the food were pure
;
but when it is saturated with an alka-

line substance, by which the acid of the gastric juice is

neutralized, it will evidently prove too much for the

weakened powers of the stomach to master.

We were designed for active beings, and a life of indo-

lence and sloth i:3 the infraction, of a natural law which
is sure to bring penalty of some kind or other. Bodily

fatigue should be avoided
;
but moderate exercise, with

agreeable occupation of the mind, promote digestion, im-
provq^l^ general health, and contribute greatly to the

preservliion of both the bodily and the mental powers.
Drink plentifully of fresh air; bathe frequently in cold

water afid rujp. well with a coarse towel. Never wear
flannel next fhelfskin. Cultivate habits of cheerfulness

;

endeavor to malte yourself as agreeable to yourself and
others as possiole, and do not torture yourself with the

notion that “all the ills which flesh is heir to” have been
bundled together and laid exclusively'upon your shoul-

ders. Look around and see if there be not others as bad
or even worse off than yourself Perhaps you can do
something for them. It may be you can in some way re-

lieve their - sufferings to some extent, and, if so, greatly

lessen your own itiiseries by doing good to others.

In general, dyspeptic people are always wanting to

take medicine; and jiTiedicine they must, and will have, of

some sort or other. They can never be persuaded that

they can ever get well unless they are continually swal-

!ovv?ing drugs. The)? arr expecting, it would seem, to find

some medicine that will cure them, and at the same time

allc^v liiem to go on in the indulgence of those habits

'.vhi. li h u e g. n-. rateu liie disorder. But such medicine
1'. . t y a b- n discovered, anfl assuredly never will be.

d.
d ;" d- are of little use in these disor-

tne so-ict observance of proper dietic
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regulations they are worse than useless. When the liver

is torpid or the bowels sluggish, an occasional dose of

some mild aprient will be useful. But I advise you to

take no medicine at all, except with the advice of a good

physician, to whom you should always apply for your

medicine. This is the only safe, as it is the only rational

course you can pursue with respect to medicine. It is not

wise nor even safe to tamper with any medicine, of which

you know nothing at all. You cannot say with certainty

that “if it does no good it will do no harm;” and if you

could, that, at the best, would certainly be very poor en-

couragement to swallow a nauseous drug. But this' is a

fatal mistake, whereon many a constitution has suffered

shipwreck. All medicine, to say the most of it, is only a

necessary evil

!

And all blind and ignorant meddling with

medicine, is usually followed by serious mischief—often

with irretrievable ruin.

Above all, have nothing to do "with any of those

monstrous quack humbugs, commonly called “ Patent

Aledicines,” no matter how many ^^vvonderful cures'^ they

have performed. They will not cure you. And you should

not, therefore, feel interested in any way about them.

The proprietors and venders of these vile preparations

know nothing of your system, your constitution or your

complaint
;
and ifthey did, they could not cure you in a

thousand years, if you were to live so long, with all the

abominable Panaceas, and the more horrible Pillgarlicks

ever invented by the whole tribe. You acknowledge that

you know nothing about them or their nasty preparations.

What assurance have you, then, that you will not be in-

jured if you tamper with them 'I Will you be so silly as

to be caught in a trap which you know, or ought to know,
has been adjusted with the utmost stretch ofskill and pre-

cion for tlrat express purpose I You profess to have an

utter abhorence for all medicine, and especially quack

medicine; yet you are continually taking medicine
;
aye,

and quack medicine, too ! What palpable contradictions

!

What strange inconsistencies! Omo.

Toccopola, Miss., May 1855.

VALUABLE EECIPES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have some valuable

recipes, and if you are not prepared with better, and

think proper, you may insert them in your invaluable

paper.

To Cure the Scours in Colts.—Keep the mare off of

green pasture; take 3 eggs, halfa pint ofwhiskey or other

spirits, 2 oz. of brown sugar, half an oz. of Laudanum
;

mix well, and pour down the colt. I will insure a cure.

To Cure the Swelling or Quinsey in Hogs.—Cut the

knot or kernel open at the jaw
;

filll the cut with salt, and

let him go.

The above I have tried, and never knew or heard of them

filing. W. S.

Ja,sper, Tcnn., May, 1855.

PLANTATION GATES—INEOKMATION WANTED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Wishing to put some

gates on my farm, I have been seeking for the best mode
of making and hanging them

;
knowing that there is a

good and a bad way of doing this, as well as other things.

On referring to the March number (1854) of your paper, I

find there the plan of one, given by “R. Ward,” of South

Carolina.

The constmction of the gate is easily understood. But
the hanging of it does not appear to me quite so plain,

(perhaps from my want of familiarity with the subject,)'

that is, if the plate is a correct representation.

Mr. Ward says : “I always gutter the head post,” &c.,

which I presumed meant cut fartly into the post. But in

the plate the post seems to be cut all the way through.

And I would suppose the gate was intended to swing
both ways, but cannot reconcile the position of the hooks
with this idea. If the gate is intended to open but one

way, and the plate is correct, against what does it shut '?

And, being self-shutting, is it not liable to be injured by
slamming*? For it seems wonderful to me that such a

gate could be slammed by negroes 20 to 40 times a day for

17 years, without being shattered all to pieces

!

I also would beg to know the best mode of hanging a

gate so as to swing both ways
;
and at the same time be

selfshutting ? and what is the best kind of hinge for the

purpose 1 Are there any good objections to such mode of

hanging gates 1 Yours, &c,, K.

Woodlands, Ga., June, 1855.

Remarks—Will Mi*. Ward or some other of our prac-

tical and experienced correspondents answer the above ?

Our bump of constructiveness (or mechanical ingenuity)

is not well developed.

—

Eds.

SMUT IN WHEAT—EFFECTS OF BLUE STONE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been a close

reader of your very valuable paper ever since I have been

a citizen of the State, and expect to be so long as I can

raise that dollar in exchange for the paper, and I have
read or heard a good deal said about the smut; and my
experience is that wheat that is sown the same year it is

raised will always have more or less smut in it, unless it is

soaked in blue stone. I am clearly of the opinion that it

is the faulty grains that produce smut. There is now and
then a head that is not well matured. Let that wheat re-

main until it is two years old and the immature, or faulty

grains, so dry up that they will not germinate
;
but sow

it the same year it is harvested and these faulty or imma-
ture seed will germinate, but are not well enough matured
to produce its kind. It is true, there is something like a
grain, but not filled out. I much prefer it to remain until

it is two years old for seed than soaking in blue stone
;
for

it is the blue stone that kills the germinating properties of

the immature grain and is so severe as to kill all that i»

not well matured. It must have its proportionable effect

Ott the well matured grain.

It is true, I am a young farmer and have had but few

years experience
;
but I never have seen a good stand of

wheat after the seed was soaked in blue stone. My ob-

ject in writing this is to give a helping hand to my brother

farmers, if possible, as I have been much assisted by you
and your contributors. Yours truly,

R. E. H.

Jacinto, Miss., May, 1855.
'

' •

Domestic Life.—What a charming picture of domestic

love has Croly drawn in the following stanzas

:

“ Domestic love, not in proud palace halls

Is often seen thy beauty to abide

;

Thy dwelling is in lowly cottage walls.

That in the thicket of the woodbines hide

;

With hum of bees around, and from the spring

Shining along through banks with harebells dyed

;

And many a bird to warble on the wing.

When morn her robe o’er heaven and earth doth fling.

O ! love of loves !—to thy white hand is given

Of earthly happiness the golden key !

Thine are the joyous hours of winter’s even.

When the babes cling round their father’s knee

;

And thine the voice that, on the midnight sea.

Melts the rude mariner with thoughts of home.
Peopling the gloom with all he longs to ^ee.

Spirit! I’ve built a shrine; and thou hast come:

And on its altar closed—forever closed thy plume !’'
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FINE WOOL FKOM ALABAMA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I send you a lock

of very fine wool, which I received a few days since from

Col. John M. Burke, of V/ilcox co., Ala. He informs

that he clipped it from his Cotswold Buck Lamb, nine

months old, and will weigh 175 lbs. live weight. He

writes me that he will shear at one year old 10 pounds of

wool.

Col. Burke raises fine stock for sale, as he informs me,

and imports every year. He imported, 2 years ago, a

’buck that weighed 420 lbs., of the Cotswold stock.

Knowing as I do, that you are in favor of the improve-

ment of fine stock, I send you this, that you may com-

ment upon it if you think proper- Comply with the above

request and oblige, Yours respectfully, &c.,

W. A.

Sparta^ Ga.

Remarks.—The sample ofwoolreceived with the above

was about 9 or 10 inches long, of tolerably fine texture,

and strong fibre. The investigations of Dr. Peter A.

Browne, Mr. Cocke rill, and many others, so conclusive-

ly prove the adaptation of our climate to the production

of the very finest wool, that “further comment is unneces-

sary.” When will our people learn wisdom enough to

kill off all the worthless, sheep-eating curs that infest the

country, and enter fairly upon the production of wool for

exportation 1—Eos.

SCUPPERNONG WTNE-GIFANO, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Though not a sub-

scriber at present, but have been and expect again to be,

I wish to be informed, through the columns of the Cultiva-

tor, how to make wine from the Scuppernong grape, with

and, particularly, without brandy. Almost every person

in this region has the vines, and but few, if any, know

how to make the wine. Some few persons make pretty

good stuff, but we have had no wine yet.

The way we use guano on corn is a half ounce to the

hill on one side of the corn, but both sides grow admir-

ably. It is ascertained to be most successful to put on

cotton the first or second plowing, by running deep* on

one side and dropping it in the furrow to be covered on

all occasions, immediately. Guano is beginning to learn

even the farmers of old Robeson something about the “law

and X\\& profits.'' Respectfully yours, &c.,

M. L. M.

Queensdale, Robeson, co., N. C., 1855.

Remarks.—Our correspondent will find a series of ar-

ticles in our volumes of 1852-3-4 on the culture of the

Scuppernong Grape and Wine making; but we believe

that no method of making wine from pure Scuppernong

juice (without brandy or other alcoholic admixture) has

yet been discovered. The process, with brandy, may be

found in our February number for 1854.— Eds.

THE PRESS.

Oh ! ever jn thy banner bright

Let truthjy^nd virtue blend

—

Be ever—ever in the right

—

Be ever labor’s friend.

His strong and honest arm shall be

•Thy bulwark in distress
;

God bless the land of liberty

—

God save your country’s Press

!

The Summer Song.—We take the following beautiful

and sensible hymn from an ancient writer, whose pro-

ductions, probably some readers are not very familiar

with

:

“Thou makest, 0 Lord, the outgoing of the morning and
evening to rejoice. Thou visitest the earth, and waterest

it; thou greatly enrichest it with tlie river of God which
is full ofwater

;
thou preparest them corn, when thou hast

so provided for it. Thou waterest the ridges thereofabun-

dantly; thou settlest the furrows thereof; thou makest it

soft with showers
;
thou blessest the springing thereof.

Thou crownest the year with goodness, and thy paths

drop fatness. They drop upon the pastures of the wilder-

ness
;
and the little hills rejoice on every side. The pas-

tures are clothed with flocks
;
the valleys also are covered

with corn
;
they shout for joy, they also sing.”

Inraeitit (EuraDiiui unit IRtiipes.

RECEIPTS, &C.

Orange Pudding.—Grate the yellow part of the rind,

and squeeze the juice of two large oranges. Stir together

to a cream, half-a-pound of butter, and half-a-pound of

powdered white sugar, and a wine glass of mixed wine
and brandy. Beat very light six eggs, and stir them
gradually into the mixture. Put it into a buttered dish

with a iDi’oad edge, round which lay a border of puff

paste neatly notched. Bake it half an hour, and when
cool grate white sugar over it.

You may add to the mixture a Naples biscuit, or two
finger biscuits, grated.

Lemon Pudding.—May be made precisely in the same
manner as the above

;
substituting lemons for oranges.

Quince Pudding.—Take six ripe quinces
;
pare them,

and cut out all the blemishes. Then scrape them to a

pulp, and mix the pulp with half a pint of cream, and
half a pound of powdered sugar, stirring them together

very hard. Beat the yolk of seven eggs, (omitting all the

whites except two,) and stir them gradually into the mix-

ture, also adding two wine"glasses of rose water. Stir the

whole together, and bake it in a buttered,dish three quar-

ters of an hour. Grate sugar over it when cold.

If you canuot obtain cream, you may substitute a quar-

ter of a pound of fresh butter stirred with the sugar and
quince.

^ «

A baked ppple pudding may be made in the same
manner.

Bite of a Rattlesnake.—Half a wine glass of olive

oil,. taken inwardly, is said to be a certain cure for the

bite of a rattlesnake and other poisonous reptiles. A little

should also be applied to the wound. Another remedy is

the following :—Take roots and branches of plantain and
hoarhound, bruised in a mortar, and the juice expressed;

of which give one larg^ sgbonful as soon as possible. In

an hour, if necessary, §ive another spoonful. Apply to

the wound a leaf of tobacco moistened in rum. This

remedy was discovered by a negro, for which his freedom

was purchased, and an annuity settled upon him by the

general assembly of Carolina.

Water Melon Butter.—Split the water melons open,

with a spoon scrape out the pulp into a cullender, and

strain the water into vessels
;
boil it down to syrup, then

put in apples or peaches, like making apple butter or any

kind of preserves. Or, the syrup may be boiled without

fruit down to molasses, which will be found to be as. fine

as the best sugar-house molasses. The season for making
this table sauce will soon beat hand, and those who wish

to partake of it should be prepared for the event,—Scienii-

dc American,
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akcrtisfineniH.

FEBTILIZERS.

Hitherto the Planters of the South have been dependent on the

North for all the artificial fertilizers they have used The New

Orleans Bone Black Company recently estabUshed in this city, with

fmilitiesfor the manufacture of manures second to none in the Lnited

States ar^prepared to fill orders for the following FERTILIZERS at

the sam * prices charged in Baltimore and New York

:

GROUND BONES.—For fruit trees and grape vines these are par-

ticularly benefi'-ial Five hundred pounds applied to an acre of ordin-

ary Dine woodland, aided by good, deep plowing, will produce a crop

of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lacds. It is ground both

fine and coarse, and is put up in barrels. The coarse is l^c per

pound—the fine and sifted, l^c. per pound. Its great durability in

the soQ renders it the cheapest manure in use.

PH0SPH.4TED GUANO.-This valuable fertilizer, composed of

equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every re-

6pect superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It is

an established fact that Guano lacss Phosphate of Lime, and, also,

that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air, which

is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal smell constant-

ly emitted by it untill its strength is gone.

Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of L me, and this, be-

sides beino- a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in the

Guano and retai' s it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial of this

fertilizer will satisfy any one of its curability and superior efficacy to

simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the acre will show

its effects for five years or more, by an annual increase of at least 10

percent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of about 200 pounds each,

at 2 cents per pound.
, . ,

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated ma-

nure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust, Gyp-

sum and Sulphate of Iron, each of which, by ifself, is a powerful fer-

^

^Ffve hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phosphate

of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial effects, to

thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.

The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may be used before or after planting of

the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hili of Corn or Cotton, has

been known to increase the yield twenty per cent. Five hundred lbs.

to an acre of cotnnionpiiiey woods land having a clay subsoil, 'will en-

.able it to yield as good a crop as any ordinary bottom land. A
single hundred pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre of meadow

land, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To Horticu-

turists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Frcit Trees at any

season of the vear. More than two tnousand bushels of Ruta Baga

Turnips have ''been raised to the acre, by the application of 206 lbs.

of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is necessary for

success
. , , ... ,

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing about

200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.

POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, turning

out over fifty thousand, barrels annually, are not able to supply the de-

mand of the market gardeners'in the vicinity of that city for thisjustly

popular manure. It is composed of night soil, deodorized and^^made

into a powder similar to Guano, and is put uji in barrels at $2.50 per

Orders by mai' or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber, will re-

ceive prompt attention, D‘C. LOMBER,
3T Poydrass street.

^“Land Plaster, Peruvian Guano and Land Lime may also be

ordered at the above address
. ^

July tr

IMPORTANT TO PLA^^TERS.

The Richmond Factory (Richmond county, Ga.,) continues to

manufacture WOOLEN CLOTH, hr Negro Clothing, at 12><t

cents per yard—finuing every material except the wool.

Those wishing tb'ayail themselves of this opportunity to procure

for their Negroes a sup^i'ior article cf Winter Clothing, have only

to wash the wool clean in cald water, ‘and send it to the factory, or

to Messes. SCRANTON, $EY*WUR & Co., in Augusta, with instruc-

tions as to the amount of Clotfii,ihey wish made—whether heavy or

light. If the wool be dirty, half a cent per yard wi'l be charged for

washing it. Burrs are not objectionable, as a machine is provided

for removing them. ^

Wool is also carded into Rolls, for those gho make their Negro, or

other Clothing at home.
The terms now offered are so reasonable as to 'warrant a continu-

ance of the liberal patronage heretofore extended ty^ the planting

community.
.

The Wool should be sent as soon after sheanng as convenfept, with

the name of the owner distinctly marked on the bag or bal^hat
all the patrons of the establishment may be accommodated indue
time. ,

Wool sent by any of the lines of Railroad,_ in Georgia, or South

Carolina, or bv steamboat on the River, directed to “Richmond
Factory, care of Scranton, Sey.mour t Co.,” will meet due attention,

and the Planter will rdways have oicn uool manufactured into

Cloth and return'd to him.
_

•
'

^p“Ihe highest cash prices will be paid for WOOL,
WILLIAM SCHLEY, Prbadent I^. Factor^-.

June55—4t
"

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1853.

Bound volumes of the CULTIVATOR for 1S53 may now be ob-

tained at this office. Price, |1 .50. Or-we will send it by mau,
post-paid, at |1.S0. Address WM. S. JONES, Augu.sta, .

TEE ILLUSTRATED HOETICUlTURiST

WILL be published on or about the 1st day of July, an elegant
illustrated monthly journal, containing 72 large royal octavo

pages, devoted to the Rural Arts and the advancement of the Science
of Horticulture in the United States.

The want of such a JIagazine has long been experienced. The
growing interest with which the rising generation view the science of
ilorticultur.-, renders such a journal as the Illinitvated Horticultur-
ist impei'atively necessary to the progress of rural affairs

;
that it is

destined to become the most popular Magazine of the kind in the
world, no one can for a moment entertain a doubt. Its extreme ele-

gance, large size, editorial ability, and that very important con-
sideration, an astonishing low price, will command for it a widely ex-
tended circulation. No expense will be spared to make it worthy of
the attention of the Americ'n people, and .a work which, in a nation-
al point of view, will do credit to its projectors' Mr. J. Van Tranken,
an Artist of acknowledged talent, has been engaged to superintend
and execute the engravings

;
this important acquisition will secure

the desideratum of unrivalled excellence in this department.
The country gentleman who has, or contemplates, constructing a

home in the country for his household gods will find the Illustrated
IlorticvXtuiIst an invaluable companion both for practical purposes,
and entertaining reading for the leisure hour. Its attractive ap-
pearance will ensure it a place, even in the parlor.

Nurserymen will find the Illustrated Ilorticidturist neces'aryto
the advancement of their interests, as its columns will, monthly, con-
tain all the latest information with regard to recent discovered fruits,

flowers, etc., both in Europe and America.
Rural Architecture will be one of the principal feat ul-es ofthe Illus-

trated Ho> ticidtxin st

;

each number will contain from two to four
engravings of Model Cottages, from designs by eminent and skillful

Architects.
The Illustraiei HoriicuHurist will also have space devoted to the

tasteful ar{ of Landscape Gardening. Engraved plans of Gardens in
every style and adapted to the peculiarities of different orders of
Architecture will accompany each number.
The Illustrated Horticulturist will be printed on the finest quality

of pearl surfaced paper, manufactured expressly. It will be issued
regularly the first of each month. The following gentlemen, eminent
for their ability in the science of Horticuhure, have been engaged to
conduct the Editorial Department: H. P. Knight, James Snowden,
and M. Focche, French Correspondent.
1 Terms, $2,<' 0 per anrum, payable invariably in advance; a libera!

discount to the Trade, Postmasters, and getters-up of Clubs.
Address C. REAGLES & CO.,

Publishers Illustratpd Horticulturist, 20S Broadway, New York.
^^Nurserymen wiU please forward their Catalogues.
^y—It*

TO THE PLANTERS OF JSE SOUTH.

The Belleville Manufacturing Companj" would call your attention
to-the different styles oi GEORGIA PLAINS, which they are

now manufacturing for tfiecomifig season, believing they are better
adapted to the wants of the South than any negro cloths manufactur-
ed at any- point north of the Potomac. They have been successfully

supplying the orders of Planters in the interior and on' the seaboard
for a number of years, and have given satisfaction in every respect,

so much so that none who have used them one season have failed to
order them afterwards

;
and the name has been considered so fair a

guaranty of their qua'ity that in many cases the Northern Manu-
facturers have endeavore.l to imitate and pass off their fabrics as
the genmnofGeorQix Plains. Having increased the capacity to

produce tfiese goods, we, therefore, desire to deal directly with the
Planters, so they may get the genuine article f r their negroes, which,
for warmth and wear, will save them more than its cost in Doctor’s
Bills. ‘

*

IVe are now making three styles, to wit:—The Heavy IVhite
Twills at ^ cents

;

the Heavy White Plains, 32 cents per
yard

;
the Brown A Plains, 21 cents per yard.

The goods delivered at the Agency in Augusta, Ga
,
and forward-

ed free of charge for forwarding, and to be settled for on receipt of
the goods, by orders on any responsible Factor or Commission Mer-
chant, payable on the 'st February next. All orders will be put up
in quantities as directed, in a bale or bales, and can be shipped from
Augusta to any point South or IVest at as Iowa rate of freight as
from any point. Planters who have no regular Factor, can give a
reference, either in Augusta, Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Mont-
gomery or New Orleans or in such place as they are known, and if

satisfactory, the order will be entered at once and the goods put up
and fori^arded at as early a date thereafter as possible.

The highest market price will be given for WOOL, delivered
in Augusta, in exchange for cloth. Address

GEORGE SCBLEY, Pres'dent,

or, S. H. OLIVES, Agent Belleville Factory,

Augusta, Ga.July55—4t

GREENE S PURE WHITE WHEAT.

I
-H.AVE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will en-
gage to tlD se who may want to purchase for seed wheat of the

nexterop, to be ' .I'vercd at the i i Grange derot in good, strono-

s_acj.s. cont 'i r - r: ’ v.n flian one bushel un’ess ordered, nor less

than a' bajf ;
t

;

'
’ ’ tlie name of .lie purchaser and place of de-

livery. T '
" U i

'

'hf- very earliest and whitest kind. Sow any
time ir* Y'. / ’

,
.1 ly the 2nth of May. It has been exhibit-

ediU: '
-- . have oliained a premium in every in-

s' -
.

’
’ 1:’ ; many engagements for the next sow-

. : - • 1 . No Delivery no pay.

P. H. GREENE
YC. Apriir2—tf
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PLANTATION FOIl SAiE.

I
OFFER f^r sale\ my PLAjfTATION, situatel in Marengo county,

Ala., nine miles south of Demopolis. The place is very produc-

tive in corn, cotton ami small grain, and the soil being very rich in

lime, I think it would produce clover admirably. I have just seeded

30 acres, on which there is a bfcautiful stand of youcg clover. The
plantation is healthy, has an abundance of stock water in every
field, and offers great advant'ges to any one wishing to raise stock

of every kind Bel'nging to and adjoining the plantation, is a large

tract of he tvily timbered pine land. There is, on the place, a horse-

power Saw Mill, wiich will cut from 120'' to 1500 feet of lumber per
day, which can he made to piy handsomely, as the demand for lum-
ber greatly exceeds the supply.

'^;.My residence is miles from the plantation, healthy, convenient to

churches and schools and in a thickly populated neighborhood. The
dwelling contains 8 rooms; all necessary outbuildings; a very large and
rich ga den

;
plenty of good water

;
pasturage and fire wood con-

venient. The whole contains 1650 acres—9 0orl,'i00 cleared, and
ander fence. As I am determined to move from this section, I will

sell a great ba’’g iin to any one for cash, or negotiable paper, bear-ng

8 per cent, interest. I would like to sell stock of all kinds, corn, fod-

der, oats, &c., at the same time.

I ma'le on the plantation, last year, seven bales of cotton to the

band, and corn to do the plantation, and the seasons were anything
but propitious. The titles are clear and indisputable, and the whole

maybe bought at the extremely low price of Twelve Thousand Dol-

lars.

My post office is Spring Hill, Marengo county, Ala., where letters,

post-paid, will receive prompt attention. I w 1 take great pleasure

in showing the place to those wishing to purchase.
July 4t JAMES R. JONFS.

CHEEOKEEI
A VALFABLE LOT OF LAND FOB SALE.
THE subscriber offers for sale a very attractive and valu-

^^able lot of LAND, situated between three and four miles

from the flourishing city of Rome, Ha.
The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of ^od up-

land, well adapted to the growth of all the small Grains, Irish and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-

ly suitable for FRUIT-GROWING, as it is situated on an elevated
plateau above the reach of ordinary frosts. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELET
©fthe purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for

a Country Residence
;
as the supply ©f water never diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,

and has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY TIMBERED
trith Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, and is

within a mile and a quarter of two‘good SAW MILLS. It also con-
tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMESTONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.

The Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with
outbuildings—a well of good water, &c., with twenty or thirty acres
under cultivation.

The attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all desir-

ous of a delightful situation in a salubrious and healthy climate,

within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the
above tract.

For terms, &c., apply to the subscriber, or to Col. J. W. M.
BERRIEN, of Rome, Ga., who will take pleasure in pointing out the
land. D. REDMOND,

September—-tf Augusta, Ga.

PURE DEVON AND CRADE CALVES FOR SALE I

ONE very beautiful thorough-bred NORTH DEVON
HEIFER CALF, 5 months old—sire, “ Keokuk ;” dam.
“Lively Dame ”—for pedigrees of which see September

• number (1853) Sovthern xhdtwator.
Also, a number of grade or half blood heifer and bull CALVES, of

1854, various ages—all from good native cows, and sired by premium
bull “Keokuk.” purchased from the Messrs. Wainright by Judge
Warren. For particulars, &c.. Address D. REDMOND,
May55—tf Augusta, Ga.

WM. ALLSTON GOFRDIN,
FACTOR AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

CORNER East Bay-Street asd North Commercial Wharf, Charles-
ton, S. C., is prepared to make liberal advances on consignments

of COTTON, CORN, SUGAR, FLOUR, GRAIN, HAY, &c.

Geniliec Peruviao Gaane Depot!
FARMERS’ PLASi'ER, CHARCOAL, BONE DUST, MINERAL

PHOSPHATE LIME, SUPER PHOSPHATE LIME, &c
Alioays on hand. Sept. ’54 ly

FOR SALE!

A SEA Island Cotton Plantation, containing 900 acres, 400 of

which is cleared and ready for cultivation
;

it is beautiful'y
locate 1 on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chatham county,
on a bold salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and
the fa ility for manuring with marsh and mud is unsurpassab e, the
land lying three sides on the liver. The place is situated 11 miles
from Savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle, under proper culti-
vation, produces equal to any, in Corn or Sea Island Cotton. This
place is situated eligibly to supply any quantity of fish and oysters
and for stock raising. Price $3,50'*. Terms accommodating.

S* S’. DUPON, Savannah.
lik qf ffope^ March 9, 1855. April—tf

CARlIICriAEL & BEAN,

DEALER" in HARDWARE, CUTLERY and AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

We are, alio. Agents f.r the following articles:—SALAMANDER
SAFES, made by Stearns & Marvin, New York; LITTLE GIANT
CORN AND GOB MILLS; Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING
and HOSE, made bv Boston Belting Company; ATKINS’ SELF
RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAW’S, made by Hoe & Co., and
W''elch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS; FAN MILLS, THRESHERS
and SMUL' MACHINES. CARMICHAEL & BEAN.
April55— Cly Aug'’sta, Ga,

F. McCeeery,
j

R. M. Hooke,
Charleston. Chattanooga.

McCREERY & HOOKE,

COTTOM FACTORS, COMMI88!0!V A«D FORWARD-
MSRCJiARiTsi, Brown’s Wharf, Charleston, S. C.

Strict attention given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the receiving and forwarding of Freig’ t, and to the
filling of orders in this market. Feb55—Cly

FANCY LOP-FARED RABBiTS.

A FEW pair of beautiful Lop-Eared MADAGASCAR RABBITS
may be obtained by addressing the subscriber.

Marcb55—tf D. REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.

SCOTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHER^

The attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully ca'led
to this Mill, as the be*t and most profitable article now in use.

In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only neces-
sary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.
No 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $65, all complete, ready for attaching the horse.
No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour; and No. 4, at $75,.

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses
CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,

Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

T have been running one of Scott's Little Giant Corn and Cob
MiUSy Nn. 4, for the last five weeks, and it performs to my entire
satisfaction. It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour, but I
have ground over 85 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to 23^
bushels per hour. In feeding 80 horses, I save at least luO bushels of
Corn per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of Corn with the
cob, where I formerly fed 800. I consider it decidedly the best kind
of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not replace mine I would not
sell it for $600. I. D MATHEWS,
June55—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

P. D. GATES,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
And Dealer in AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHIN-

ERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.
Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hces,

Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Rearers, Horse-
powers and Theshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers, and
other Agricultural Machines. June55—Cly^

DOMESTIC ARIMALS AT PRIVATE SALE.
G. MORRIS’ riustrated Catalogue, with prices attached, of
?hort Homed and Devon BULLS, and Bull CALVES

; a few
HORSES; South Dewn RAMS ;

Berkshire, Suffolk and Essex SWINE,
will be forwarded (if desired) by addressing L. G. MORRIS, Ford-
ham, Westchester county, N Y., or A. J. BECAR, 187 Broadway,
N. Y. It also contains portrait, pedigree and performance on the
Turf o'’ the celebrated horse, “il/oTiarc/i,” standing this season at the-
Herdsdale Farm. Juue55—tf

FRUIT TREES.
THE subscriber having been engaged for some time in test-

ing Fruits best adapted to the Southern soil and climat :-, now
offers for sale about thirty varieties Northern, and. same of Southern,
APPLES. Also, PEAR TREES worked on Quince and Pear stocks.
Biggareau and Heart CHERRY TREES upon Mahaleb stocks, which
alone are found to succeed well here. These Trees have all been
grafted and grown in this country, and will be found preferable to
those from Northern Nurseries. Prices generally below those of the
North.
Catalogues sent gratis on application. Best time for transplanting

from November to February. J, VAN BUREN.
ClarksviUe, Ga.^ <?cL, 1858. tf
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RiA'iJALL’S COTTOiS PLANTER !

Palmyra., Lee County, Ga., l
March 12th, 1855. j

To Cotton Planters.

RFSIHK to call your attention to a Machine wh'ch we have
Vv invented and patented for the PLANT!.' G OF COTTON. Its

superiority over all others used for a similar put pose, consists in its

great simplicity, requiring no more experience for its use than for an

ordinary plow '; the cheapness of construction, the great saving of

time and labor in the planting of the crop, but more especially in

the cultivation of it.

The certificates which we herew'th present to you are from some

of the most respectable and inte ligent planters in our country, who
have thoroughiy tested our Machines, and sustain us in the above

statement of the advantages it jmssesses. M'e are confident that

when presented to the Cotton Planters throughout the Southern

States, it will, in a short time, be universally used by them for

planting their crops.

In bri' ging these Machines before the public, we have taken every

precaution to free them from the liabilities of being associated with

the mass of patented inventions, which do not stand a practical test,

and we can a- sure all v.ho will try them that they will fuliy equal our

representations.

The Machines may be had of the following manufacturers :

—

Thomas J. Cheely, Augusta, Ga.; Brown, Clemens & Co., Colum-
bus, Ga.; J. H. Watson, Lee co.. Ga.
Wm W. CiiKEVER, Esq., Albany, Ga., is our only Agent, who will

contract for us with parties wishing to manufacture the Machines in

any part of the united States. Il.\NDALL & MERCEB.
Charles Randall, )

Leonidas B. Merger, i

Palmyra, Lee co., Ga.,Aug. 10, 18M.

Gents :—Having planted your entire crops with our Cotton Drill,

please give us your candid opinion of the Machines, and particulars

as to the advantages to be derived from their use, and oblige,

Tours respectfully, RANDALL & MERCER.
To Messrs. S. D. McLendon, Wm. H. Owens, Robt. Lundy.

Palmyra, Leeco., Ga>., Aug. 12, 1854.

Gents :—Your favor of August lOth, came duly to hand. In giving

yon our opinion of your Drills, in the first place we would say, we
are pleased in every particular with their operation, and as to the

advantages to be derived from their use :—the first is the saving of

at least one hunrired and fifty bushels of Cotton Seed, in planting

«3 C;i hundred acres; second, a saving of labor in planting, of one
horse and hand, planting from eight to nine acres per day, the

Machine opening the furrow, dropping the seed and covering as it

moves over the ground ;
thi'-d, a more perfect stand ir ay be obtain-

ed with your Drill than by planting in the common way
;

fc th, a
saving o'f at least one-third in the labor of chopping out

;
fifth, the

seed being put in a line not one-half an inch in width, the chopping
out can be deferred, until the season for lice is passed, without injury

to the growth of the Cotton
;
and being in this narrow line with a

sweep or narrow rooter, you can side so close as to cover up the fiiNt

crop of grass in the Drill without injuricg^the stand of Cotton in the

least Pv this close siding nearly all hoe work may be d-spensed

with, afcer cl-.inpingout. Thesa we consider the principal advanta-
ges to be dei iVed from the use of your Drills On a retrospect of our
last year's e -perience we ha.ve no hesitation in saying tha.t any person
with your Drills, can cultivate at least twenty five per cent, more
Cotton to each hand, with the same labor than cam be cul ivated in

the common way of planting. We put that at a low figure so that no
one can say they have been deceived by ns. In the hope that these
Slachines inny come into general use, we subscribe ourselves,

'
Tool's very truly, S D. McLEVDON,

WM. H. OWENS, ,

ROBERT LUNDY.

Albany, Pmigherty co., Geo.Avg. \UTi, 1854.

Gents :—Yours of August 1 4th, with enclosed is beforejus. In reply

we woukl state that we believe any person u-sing your tptton Beed
Drill will realise every advantage Messrs. McClendon', Owens k
Lundy speak of

;
and we fully coincide with them in their .hi^lt ap-

preciation of your invention. Yours respectfully,

J. H AVATSON, Lee co.

DAA'IS PACE, Dougherty co.

AVM. B Me END OX, Randolph co.

B B. DANIELS, Lee co.

Y. G. RUST. Dougherty co.

.T*MES CUE K, Lee co.

JEREMIAH HILLSMAN, Lee co.

To Messrs, Randall & Merger.

Palmyra, Lee co., Av.g. 10, 1S54.

Messrs Randall k Merger In reply to yours of the .^th inst.

in reg.u'd CO the operat- on of your Cotti n Seed Dvil', I ara happy to

say that after planting a portion of my crop in the old way, I was
enabled to .obtain cne of your Drills, with which I finished It is

whnt we ai ch'ngw i.v i, and the beautiful work it perfor -s has
pc 'ns ''c a’A-mpi:,! in a thousand difi'erent ways by intelligent
D’;..r. - ' ut -vtU. lily partial success

;
yours leives nothing to be

de--i : ;
it li posit- tl-e sebd uniforiidy, and constantly on a fine of

’. r .k; saves ab )Ut one-half of the labor m
t:' 'I ' -'I; I'd jf iHc hae 1 ;bor in cultivating. All must use
tb' r ''a..;; I shah, fnr one.

,
ar.'- .l and cultivated, and if not the labor

ov .! cha;.." Is, Yows respectfully,

-i-. . J. L. MERCER.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.
JjSeSliSf,

PASSENGER TRAINS.

LEAVE Augusta, daily at 6 P. M.and (Sundays excepted) at 6 A.
M.

Arrive at Augusta daily at 4.80 A. M. and (Sundays excepted) at
5 P M.
Leave Atlanta daily at G.30 P. M. and (Sundays excepted) at 4.30

A M.
Arrive at Atlanfadaily at4 A. M. and (Sundays excepted) at G P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 11 .SO

A. M.
^yITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Leaving Gumming daily (Sundays excepted) at I .(>0 P. M.
Arriving at “ “ “ “ 9.80 P.M.

AVITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 6.80 A M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 4.00 P. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND LAGRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving At'anta, dai'y at 4.30 A. M.
Arriving at “ “ 6 P. M.

WITH AVESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 6.00 A. M.
Arriving at “ 6.00 P.M.

March55—tf GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

Sr^IYE COLLECT10r\ OF SELECTED ROSES AN®
SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGUSTA KUR8EBY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of

• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new
and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His prices to .Nurserymen will be as low as
th?se of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also made recent additions to his
s'tock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-

ing varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English Walnuts and Hazle-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrubs.
Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders
from the country, will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-
paid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE.
Nov—tf Augusta, Ga

.

Rim COTTON LMDS FOE SALE!

The Subscriber offers for sale Forty Thousand Acres of the most
productive CO fTON LAND, m the Sout '’em country, situated

in the count! s of Lee, Dougherty and Bakei', in bodies of five hun-
dred and two thousand Acres each, a part of which is partially im-
proved.

For ee7^ta'nty of crops an'd rpirability these l ands are unequalled
in the So’athern States Similar lands contiguous in cultivation, are
yielding an average of seven bales Cotton' per hand, for a series

of years, and eight- en to twenty-hve bushels Corn per acre.
Te’; ms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five years will be

given WM. W. CIIEEVER.
Alhana, Ga., March 15. 1855. April—tf

#3 ; THE SOUTHERN KUESEEIES, ^
WASniNGTOy, ADAMS CO .AfTSS.,

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapted to the South,
of FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS, VINES, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
&c.; and of ROSES and other ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and TREES,
EVERGREENS, kc

,
all of Southern growth, and of good size.

The packing is so carefully attended to, that Trees and Plants,
Roses, cuttings for hedging, &c,, are sent to all parts ol the South,
with scarcely a chance of their being injured.
Catalogues will be sent on application.
Nov-tf. THOMAS AFFLECK.

AFFLECK’S
SOUTHSRlSr RURAL ALMANAC,

A handsome little volume, full of useful and interesting hints on
RURASL AFFAIRS L\ THF SOUTH,

WILL BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FIRST OF NOVEM-
BER. Price 1(1 cents.

AFFLECK’S COTTON PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOK—New Edition, now ready—No. 1, for forty hands or less,
$2 50. No. 2, for eighty hands or less, $8 00. No. 8, for one hun-
dred and twenty, hands or less, .50.

AFFLECK’S SUGAR PLANTATION BECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOKS—No. 1, for SO hands or less, 5,3 00 No. 2, for 120 hands
or les.s, -tS 50.

These Books are now in general nse amongst Planters. They
will be sent by mail, prepaid and carefully enveloped at (he above
prices, and wlien five copies are ordered by clubs, and remitted for,
an additional copy will be sent as commission to the indiYidual mak-
ing up the Club. Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal-
ers, to whom a liberal discount will be made.

B. M. NORMAN, Publisher,
Nov— tf 14 Camp street. New Orleans.
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1855! 1855!
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A MOIVTHLY JOUKNAI.,
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPEOVEMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE

HorUexCLUre, Stock Breeding, Poultry, Bees, General Farm
'' Economy,_ Sc., <£c.

Illustrated witli Wumerous Elegant Engravings.

ONE DOLLAR A IN ADVANCE.
DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

The Thirteenth Voinme will commence in
Jannai'y, 1855.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming a
volume of 384 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day.

Valuable Original Contribntions

from many of the most iiUellig&nt SuVlA practical Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS:
One Copy, one year '...$1 I Twenty-Five Copies, one year. .$20
Six Copies “ “ 5

j
One Hundred “ “ “ 75

THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instance
will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money
remitted by mail, postage paid, will he at the risk of the Publisher.

Advertiaememi

Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion ;

One square per annum Ten Dollars.
Address WILLIAM S. JONES, Auguata, Ga.

Persons who will act as Agents, and obtain Subscribers, wU)
be’furnished with the paper at club prices.

Southern Fruits—Apples
Vine Culture in the South—Native W ine

Fruit Trees, and Locusts

Fine Fruits and their Culture.

Ciatsegus Pyracantha, or Evergreen Thorn, for Hedging )
(illustrated)

Fruit and Vegetable Culture

Je’'ny Lind Strawberry
A Horticultural Novelty
August and September Peaches—Note from Dr. PhUips

.

The Odor of Flowers
The Rescue Grass

DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND RECIPES.

Orange Pudding—Lemon Pudding—Quinee Pudding.

221

224

225

Bite of a Rattlesnake Page 228

Watermelon Butter.. J

ILLUSTRATIONS.

Affleck’s Self-Adjusting Level I

Crataegus Pyracantha, or Evergreen Thorn, for Hedging
211

AYRSHIRE HEIFERS FOR SALE
AT $100 EACH.

Heifer, “ PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,
1853; Dam “ Princess Mary,” grand dam imported “Mary

Queen of Scots;” sire, imported bull “Robert Burns.” “Princess
Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of

30 quarts.
Heifer, “MARIE TOUISE,” one and a half years old, calved

March, 1853 ;
dam ‘ Maria Teresa,” by imported “ Germantown,”

grand dam “Mary Queen of Scots,” imported from Scotland ;
sire,

imported bull “Robert Burns.” “Maria Teresa” gave 20 quarts per
day, “Mary Queen of Scots ” gave 30 quarts.

Jan55—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

SCOTT’S LIT E GIANT CORN AND COB MILL.

N o. 3, warranted to grind 15 bushels p^r hour with one horse,
price $65 all complete, ready to attach the horse. No. 4,

grinds 20 bushels per hoUI with two horses
;
price $75.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
April55—Cly Augusta, Ga.

DAVY’S DEVON HERD BOOK.
I^OW ready, a large supply of both 1st and 2d volumes, bound in
xN one book, and containing all the subjects connected with the
Devon Herds of both of England and America, up to the present
time, and also, as a frontis piece, the beautiful engraving of the cele-

brated picture known as the “Quartly Testimonial,” which is a full

length portrait of Mr. Francis Quartly, now living, at 91 years of age.
It is also illustrated with two animals, prize-winnnrs in England.
Price $1, and can be had by enclosing tbe amount to B. P. Johnson,
Corresponding Secretary of New York State Society, Albany, N. Y.7
Luther Tucker, Editor of the Country Gentleman, Albany, N. Y.;
Sanford Howard, Boston, Mass.; D. D. T. Moore, Editor of the W. G..

& S. Register, Rochester, N. Y.; A. B, Allen, Editor of the American
Agriculturist, N. Y.; Samuel Sands, Editor of the American Farm-
er, Baltimore, Md., A. M. Spangler, Editor of the Progressive Farm-
er, Philadelphia, Pa ;

D.Lee and D. Redmond, Editors of the South-
ern Cultivator, Augusta; Ga., and Wm. McDougall, Editor of the
Canadian Agriculturist, Toronto, Canada.

It gives me pleasure to state that Mr, Davy has solicited Mr. S.
Howard, of the Boston Cultivator, to collect pedigrees and illustra-

tions in this country for the 3d volume, and has authorized Mr. H.
to obtain information as to any and all mistakes which may have
been made as to the Recording of American Anima's in Davy’s 2(J

volume, and such corrections will be made in the 3d volume. The
plan proposed is that a copy of all the pedigrees and illustrations col-
lected by Mr. H., as the Editor in America, shall be forwarded to Mr.
Davy, and a copy of those collected by Mr, D. will be sent to Mr.
Howard in this country. The whole matter will be published in
America for our use, and in England for tbeir use, by which means
an American and English Devon Herd Book will be united, and the
price reasonable, as the expense of English printing and duties will

be saved. This concert of action has been brought about by Mr.
Davy’s good feeling and liberality towards this country, and I am
only the instrument through which Mr. Davy acts, and from this
tirne forth Mr. Howard will receive all communications on the sub-
ject, as will appear by reference to his advertisement.
^^“All Editors who will give (he above three insertions will re-

ceive a copy of the 1st, 2d and 3d volumes.
L.G. MORRIS, American .Agent

JtineSS—8t for J. Tanner Davy’s Devon Herd Book.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE.

The Subscriber has received his regalar supply of Turnip and
other SEED required for the season, which are fresh and

genuine

:

PURPLE TOP RUT A BAGA TURNIP,
LARGE ENGLISH NORFOLK TURNIP,

LARGE WHITE GLOBE TORNIP,
EARLY FLAT DUTCH TURNIP,

RED TOP FLAT TURNIP, &c., Ac

.

July—3t J. H. SERVICE.

MERINO BAMS FOR SALE.
THE Subscriber offers for Sale several full-blood

MERINO RAMS. Having reduced the number of my
flock, I have more rams than I need. They are from two
of the best flocks in New York, and their fleeces, both in.

fineness and quantity, running from 9 to 14 lbs.

July—tf J. B. JANES, Birdgyille, Burke co.,Ga.
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THE CRITICAL STUDY OF AGRICULTURE.

The Cultivator has many readers who desire to in-

vestigate, and understand, as far as practicable, the prin-

ciples of agriculture as a scientific profession. To aid

studious planters and others in mastering the theory of

the most advanced tillage and husbandry, is a duty which

we must not neglect, even if it subjects us to the charge

of discussing themes not entirely plain to all the readers

of this journal. While it deals pretty largely in mere

recipes, or simple directions for pursuing farming opera-

tions of all kinds, it should not overlook the substratum

of all sound practice, namely, the true principles of agri-

culture, These have their origin in the nature of things,

as God has created them
;
and nothing short of the most

carefully conducted researches to unfold the essential na-

ture of things agricultural, can reveal the Laws which

should govern the daily labors of the plantation. Rocks,

soils, plants and animals, produce the multifarious and

complex results which we witness, not by mere chance,

but in obedience to natural laws enacted by an all-wise

LaW-Giver. A man of genuine science studies habitually

the sublime teachings of nature, and thereby imbibes both

knowledge and wisdom from the perennial fountain of all

V/isdom.

The substance for which farmers now pay the largest

price to increase their crops, is called ammonia, whose

action in imparting fertility to poor land is a matter of

deep interest, not less as a practical than a scientific

question. Kuhlman (see Comptes Rendus, 17, p. 1118-

1130,) remarks as follows ;

“ In order to understand fully

die action of the salts of ammonia, it is necessary to point

out the fact that they serve to facilitate the passage of other

substances into the plant. Phosphate of lime, phosphate

of magnesia, and silica, are somewhat soluble in water

containing carbonate of ammonia, and thus become ab-

sorbable. Every soil contains carbonate of lime, which
is rarely free from alkali, and this, under the influence of

the sun’s heat, decomposes the sal-ammoniac and sulphate

of ammonia, whereby soluble lime salts and carbonate of

ammonia are formeL Thus the amonia salts are not

only the chief means of supplying nitrogen to the plant.

but they also serve as a medium for facilitating the pas-
sage of those substances into the plant, which are indis-

pensable to its development. No wonder then that they
operate so favorably,”

Before proceeding to analyze the above statements, it

may not be amiss to remark that the the market value of
Peruvian Guano is regulated mainly by the amount of am-
monia contained therein

;
and to say that, ammonia itself,

is nothing more than two invisible gasses, nitrogen and
hydrogen, chemically combined.
Kuhlman is not wholly correct in saying “ every soil

contains carbonate o lime which is rarely free from alkali,’'

meaning potash and soda. It is true, the analysis of
common limestone rarely fails to give traces of a small
per centage of the alkalies named

;
but there are large

areas of arable land, and particularly in the Southern
Atlantic States, formed not from the dedris of lime and
other aqueous rocks, but from granite, and its kindred
formations in situ. In such soils, lime, magnesia, potash
and soda, exist mainly as silicates, not as carbonates,
phosphates, or sulphates. Primarily these silicates in
granitic deposits are insoluble in pure water, which is one
cause of the comparative poverty of such lands. Water,
charged with carbonic acid, or with carbonate of am-
monia, as stated by Kuhlman, both of which we always
treat as manure-water, renders lime, magnesia, potash and
soda available, and also the flint or silicic acid with which
they were combined. Silicic acid, (pure flint sand,) com-
bines with ammonia in a way to form a soluble salt, which
may easily be decomposed in the stems of wheat, corn
and cane, leaving the flint to impart solidity and strength,
to the outer tissues of the plant, while the ammonia may
partly escape into the atmosphere, and partly supply
available nitrogen to the pabulum within, which demands
this element for its organization and growth. The two
most important working agencies in all manure, whether
derived from the excrement of animals, or decaying vege-
tables consumed by them, are ammonia and carbonic
acid. This acid and alkali united, make the common
smelling salts sold in shops.

In 1852, BoussiNGAULTdetermined with his accustomed
care and accuracy, the quantity of carbonic acid in the
air enclosed in a good soil, and found it, in some cases,
to be four hundred times larger than in the atmosphere!
This is a highly interesting and suggestive fact, to one
familiar with the power of carbonated water to decom-
pose all insoluble silicates, which really form the mass of
tilled earth. So long as the soil has the proper physical
properties, from perfect comminution and porousness it
is admirably adapted to collect and condense fertilizing
gasses near the roots of needy plants. But no mere rae"^
chanical arrangement of particles will secure fruitfulness
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after phosphate of lime and magnesia, and after potash,

soda, chlorine and sulphuric acid, have been removed in

crops, or \vhere they were primarily lacking in the soil.

A good planter will not only concede this fact theoreti-

cally, but make it the basis of his system of rural econ-

omy. In his last and best work on “The Relations of

Chemistry to Agriculture,” Liebig has thus happily ex-

pressed the views which the writer has long inculcated

on this subject

:

“When it is considered that the sugar works in Wag-
haiisel alone, send annually 600,000 lbs. of potash salts

into commerce, which come from the fields of the best

cultivators of Baden, without being replaced
;
when it is

borne in mind that in North Germany every year an

enormous quantity of potatoes are grown with help of

guano, exclusively for the manufacture of spirits, and

that besides the ingredients of the guano, none of the

materials removed from these fields are restored to them,

one cannot be in doubt as to the ultimate condition of

such fields. The store of these other soil ingredients may
be ever so large

;
it is exhaustible.

“ I feel that to know is not to be able, and that to the

actual establishment of a new science, only a new gene-

ration is adapted.”

Baron Liebig knows that vast quantities of potash are

annually consumed in growing sugar beets in Baden,

and potatoes in North Germany,
;

for his keen, chemical

and physiological eye sees, that not an atom of sugar in

the beet, nor one of starch in the potato, can be formed

without the aid of a present alkali in the tissues of the

plant. But to know these pregnant facts, is “ not to be

able” to secure the restitution to the soil of this precious

alkali, for the annual production of sugar and starch, in

all coming time. Cell-labor, by which cotton seed and

lint, wheat and corn, potatoes and beets are elaborated,

is a department of agricultural physiology very little cul-

tivated in any country. The agricultural philosopher

indulges in the following suggestions :
“ The human

being demeans himself in relation to mental food like a

plant. As this must receive its food from nature not

concentrated, but infinitely diluted with water, so is it

with the human mind
;
an abstract truth acts only on the

sense and feelings when it is presented to them sufficiently

diluted, shown up in all its aspects, and covered with

dress and finery.”

In one form or another, “dress and finery” will, doubt-

less, always be more popular than dry, hard, abstract

truths. These, however, gradually lose much of their

uninviting sternness, as the popular mind becomes familiar

with the prominent features and usefulness in the every-

day duties of life. Farmers are not so unwilling to learn

how plants gain in weight when growing, as some assert.

The consumers of their great staples are more to blame

for wasting the elements of crops in cities and villages,

than the cultivators are for not finding out ways and

means to supply the loss of potash, ammonia and bones

taken out of their cultivated fields. All that eat bread and

wear clothing have an equal interest in the agricultural

resources of the community or nation to which they be-

long. The evil is not partial in its extent, but universal;

and no speciality can meet all the requirements of the

case. Greater mechanical skill in tillage may give tem-

porarily larger crops, and pass among superficial observers

for substantial progress and improvement. Such changes,

however, have no natural or scientific basis
;
they only

take a little more potash, bone dust and ammonia out of

the surface of the ground in a given time—nothing more.

The principles of universal husbandry reach to all con-

sumers, and demand ofthem restitution. Once admit the

doctrine that no one is under any moral obligation to feed

the land that feeds him, and general desolation becomes
the law of society. No cultivator can create an atom of

the raw material needed to form any crop whatever
;
and

as crops cannot possibly grow without the precise things

required by nature to build every part of the living struc-

ture, common sense fully sustains the teaching of science

in reference to the wisdom and duty of husbanding the

essential elements of human food and raiment. Instead

of making great cities like London, Paris and New York,

the recipient of the strength and the treasure of all fertile

lands, and thereby blighting the earth with the curse of

sterility, the owners of cultivated lands should compel the

denizens of cities to pay tribute to their Mother Earth,

and thus accumulate the wealth of society, not in over-

grown towns, to corrupt the few and pauperize the many,
but in millions of acres of a truly bountiful soil for the

enduring benefit ofall mankind. The surplus earnings of
human industry, the wealth of the world, is no where so

safe nor so useful as in improved lands, spread out over

broad fields, like the blest rain and sunshine of Heaven.
At present, commerce is only the half of an idea; and
that idea is mercenary, not a philanthropic, or a scienti-

fic thought. Let genuine philanthropy or science direct

commercial movements, and the soil, instead of losing so

much and receiving little in return, will be made what
Nature intended it should be, the ground store-house of

boundless riches. This moral and economical view of

agriculture, cuts off the possibility of a monopoly of

wealth; it distributes capital over continents and islands

co-extensively with the human family, and saves cities

from becoming such pestilential sinks of pollution. And
why should not the farm and the garden, the orchard and
the forest, be, in truth, as well as in theory, the favored ob-

jects of human ambition, rather than brick and mortar,,

wood and stone heaped up in cities, which a spark of fire

may destroy, and leave nothing but dust and rubbish to

the owner. It is»the glory of agricultural science to teach

man both how to diffuse wealth, and how to increase its

productiveness, for the equal benefit of all. L.

[From the. Transactions of the Agricultu ral Association of

the Slaveholding States]

THE CLOVERS AHD GRASSES OF THE SOUTH.
ADDRESS OP COL. ISAAC CROOM, OP ALABAMA.

The Chronicles of the first half of the 19th century will

present no great department of human industry, subject to-

greater reproach than that of Southern Agriculture. The
vicious system has grown out of a seemingly unlimited

extent of virgin soils, which nevertheless have been rapid-

ly subdued and exhausted. Such a temptation may fur-

nish some apology, but little justification, to the intelligent

agriculturist, accessible as he is, to the precepts and ex-

amples of better systems of husbandry, and urged, as he-

is, both by interest and duty, to adopt them.

The purpose of our Association, laudable in the highest

degree, is to arrest this downward course, to liberate our

rural economy, if economy it may be called, from the re-

proachful imputations of the past, to awaken it to a new
life and to provide that in future it shall, stimulated by
the successful examples of others, move forward in the

path which has been irradiated by science, and which
leads to the good of private and public prosperity.

To accomplish this very important result, worthy of

the highest efforts of us all, it becomes necessary to scruti-

nise the errors, thedefects and the vices of existing modes,

and to suggest and to commend to public favor the reme-

dies, the improvements and the benefits of the new ones.

With this view, the responsible duty has devolved upon
us of showing, so far as our humble ability will allow, how
far it is practicable to remove what has been to the pre-

sent time, a sore reproach to Southern Agriculture, by ad-

dressing the Association on Clovers and the Grasses

adapted to the Southern or Planting States.
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All must admit that a deficient supply of pasturage and

of hay is the opprobium of our agricultural management,

nor is it less palpable that the remedy must be sought

in the clovers and the grasses. These are not only

required for a liberal supply of stock food, but also for any

judicious rotation of crops, by which we can hope for the

renovation of our deplet'^d lands. The opinion which has

long and extensively prevailed, that clovers and the arli-

ficiS grasses are incompatible with a Southern climate,

e.xerts a blighting influence on the industrial hopes of the

South, and no labor can be more usefully bestowed than

in showing its fallacy, none more grateful to the aspira-

tions of the Southern planter.

The important question to be decided, then, is, whether

the cultivation of clovers and the artificial grasses is prac-

ticable in a Southern climate'? If this question shall be

affirmatively established, observation and experience will

indicate the most suitable varieties;- and besides, it will

assure to us a basis for furture improvement and prosper-

ity without limit or end.

And first we will speak of Clovers.

There are four species of tnese familiar to the country :

The Buffalo or Native Clover; the White, the Yellow and

the Red Clover. Reference will be made to a fifth variety,

the trifoliumincarnatum, or flesh colored Clover.

Of the two first species, viz:—The Buffalo and the

White Clover, from some observation, it is believed, that

the want of a vigorous reproductive power in their roots

connected v/ith the fact, that they disappear with the first

hot weather of spring or early summer, not to appear

again for six months, greatly disparage the value of these

plants, as a reliable resource for grazing or hay.

The Yellow Clover, if it be a Clover, being classed by

some as a Lucerne, {iiiedicago macvlata^) has recently

attracted a good deal of attention from its reported success-

ful cultivation in Greene county, Alabama.

This plant has the important recommendation of afford-

ing a large amount of green food during the winter

months, the period of greatest scarcity. It is doubtful,

however, whether its coarse and watery herbage is very

nutritious or inviting. One who has successfully grown

and fully tested it, has told us that his cows would neglect

it to feed on the first young leaves of the common brier.

It also requires a fertility and an expense of preparation

in the soil, which it is highly probable, with the addition

of lime and gypsum, would insure the growth of more nu-

tritious and valuable grasses. During tlie rigorous spells

of winter, early sown rye and barley, red clover and the

artificial grasses have their feeblest growth, and if, during

these periods. Yellow Clover will furnish a liberal supply

of succulent food, it has much to commend it to public

favor.

The trifolium iticarnatum or flesh colored Clover, is

highly spoken of by European writers. It is cultivated

extensively in France and Germany. This plant is said

to grow equally well on light or stiff soil, and to be ear-

lier and as prolific as the Red Clover and Lucerne. It is

not known whether its culture has been introduced into

the United States. Some years ago, Mr. Skinner, whose

memory is dear to American Agidcuiture, promised the

patrons of the American Farmer that he would take im-

mediate steps to procure some seed from France, but we
are not advised whether he did so, nor if he Sid, of the re-

sult of the experiment.

Of the Red Clover, there are two varieties:

—

'Y\\^trifo-

liumpiLrpureibmmapis,?iX\d\.\\t T.praf^nse. These havealso
j

been distinguished as Western and Southern Red Clover.

iMiller, a writer of authority, says:—The stalks of the

meadow trifoil, the little, early. Red Clover, are weaker,

hairy, the stepulare narrow and hairy, the heads of the

flowers are rounder and not so hairy, as those of the large

Red Clover, whose stalks are strong, almost smooth, fur-

rowed, and rise to twice the height of the other. The
heads of the flowers of trifolium purpureum mapis, are

larger, more oval and more hairy than those of trifolium

I pratensc, their petals open much wider, and their tubes are

shorter.

The trifolium p. mapis, or larger, or Western Red Clo-

ver, is believed to be far the most valuable of the two
species, and the characteristics are given to enable those

who may enter upon the Clover culture, to distinguish be-

tween them. This is more important, as the smaller or

Southern species has been generally cultivated at the

South, which is indicated by the name.

The immeasurable value of Red Clover for a successful

husbandry, has been so long and well established, botli

in Europe and America, as to command universal acqui-

escence.

Red Clover and Gypsum were both introduced into

Pennsylvania about the year 1770. To the late venerable

Judge Peters, of Philadelphia, eminent as a jurist and a

patriot, and distinguished above all others of his day for

his enterprise as an agriculturist, belongs the honor of hav-

ing first cultivated Red Clover, and of having first used

gypsum as a manure^for it. The value of gypsum as

a stimulating food for the grasses, had been accident-

ally discovered the year before in Germany, by a la-

borer who had been engaged in mixing stucco mortar.

In passing to and fro, from his cottage to his work,
through a sterile field, it was remarked, that the grass

sprung up with a remarkable luxuriance along his path.

This was supposed to be the effect of the gypsum which
dropped from his clothes. An experiment was made with
plaster of Paris, on a small plat of grass near his house,

which confirmed the supposition.

Judge Peters having learned these interesting facts, pro-

cured a small quantity of the Clover seeds which had
just been imported, and having purchased a bushel of
plaster of Paris from a maker of stucco ornaments in

Philadelphia, commenced his experiments. This was the

beginning and the basis of Clover husbandry in the

United States, which has since been productive of count-

less millions of wealth and comfort to the country, and
the blessings of which must continue to expand and in-

crease until we cease to be a civilized people.

Owing to our revolutionary war and the confusion

which for some years followed its termination, the Clover

culture did not get fairly under way before 1785 to 1790,

some 15 to 20 years after the first experiments were made.

This is proved by a communication made in the year 1787,

to the Philadelphia Society for promoting Agriculture, by
James Vaux, a cotemporary and worthy associate of Judge

Peters. Mr. Vaux says :—“Breaking up land is perfectly

understood by all our farmers, I may say to an extreme
: degree, which ought to he counteracted by the art of lay-

ing down land with artificial grass seed, otherwise the

arable land in the old counties of Pennsylvania will, in a

few years, become of little value.”

It is encouraging to the Southern Planter to reflect that

but little more than half a century has elapsed, a short

period in the life of a nation, since the older and now the

most properous counties of Pennsylvania and the other

middle States, were in the same exhausted condition of

their arable lands, which we have now so much cause to

deplore in the South.

Red Clover, lime and gypsum have been the chief

agents by w'hich the middle States have restored and in-

I

creased the fertility of their lands and attained their pre-

sent enviable and profitable husbandry. Other grasses

and other manures are most advantageously combined

with these, but their connection with every successful

system is so universal as to render it doubtful, whether

these agents or their equivalents, are not indispensable

elements.
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The question here recurs with increased interest, Are ]

these available agents in a Southern climate 'I Can Red f

Clover, by the use oflime and plaster of Paris, be success- 'i

fully grown here '? As before remarked, not only doubts, ]

but a belief to the contrary, have extensively prevailed,
j

As it is vital to the welfare of Southern Agriculture, it (

will be pardonable to occupy more time than would

otherwise be allowable in removing these doubts and dis- j

sipating this error. <

We will now attempt to establish the affirmative of this «

all absorbing question, and we confidently believe that ]

we shall make it appear beyond a rational doubt, that i

Red Clover will flourish at the South as well as at the i

North, by the use of carbonate and sulphate of lime and

other proper means, in a soil naturally or artificially good, ]

that this plant is not so much dependent in fact upon cli-
]

mate as upon a suitable soil and proper food, i

We will appeal both to circumstantial and positive
;

proof; that the cumulative evidence may be such as to
:

leave not a doubt behind. However unphilosophical this

mode of reasoning might appear in the advocacy of com- i

mon truths, the position taken is so vital to Southern wel- ;

fare that we feel we should be justified, would we pile

Pelion upon Ossa in fortifying it.

And first the circumstantial proof.

Twenty-five years ago, the same erroneous opinion we

are combating farther South, prevailed in Virginia, that

Clover would not grow in the light, sandy, acid soils of

the tide-water districts of that State. This error has long

since been exploded, and by the use of marl and gypsum.

Red Clover is now extensively and profitably grown there.

The consequence has been an entire revolution in their

agriculture, the credit of all which is due to the venerable

Edmund Ruffin. And here we are forcibly reminded of

the truth of the remark made by the sagacious Dean

Swift, more than a century ago: “That he who makes

two blades of grass grow, where but one grew before, de-

seiwes more of his country and better merits the gratitude

of mankind than the whole race of politicians put to-

gether.” Of the many noble sops of Virginia, none, after

Washington, has proved a greater benefactor or more

deserves a statue at her hands, than Edmund Ruffin.

He states, in his Essay on Calcarious IManures, that

the increased value of lands in the tide-water district of

Virginia, from 1828 to 1852, and comprising only one-

twentieth part of the whole area, has been thirty millions

of dollars, and when the whole shall have reached its

available improvement, the increased value of these lands

may reach five hundred millions, with proportional in-

crease of other capital connected with farming. Here, as

in Pennsylvania and other States, clover, lime and gyp-

sum have been the great restoratives.

Coming farther south, it has, during the same period,

been found both practicable and profitable, where the pro-

per means have been used, to grow Clover on the alluvial

soils of North Carolina similar in their texture and com-

position to those of Virginia, just described.

In Southern Italy, where the average temperature is not

below that of our region, Clover is a favorite crop for al-

ternating with rice.

It is known to have been the opinion of the late lament-

ed Poinsett, that if the rice lands of South Carolina were

sufficiently drained and protected from the influence of

salt water, many of the artificial grasses would grow well

on them, and enable the rice planter, not only to secure

an abundant supply of the best hay, but to adopt a rota-

tion of crops, as in Italy, by which his lands would be

ameliorated and his crops of rice increased. So much for

the circumstantial proof.

Next, we come to the proof positive.

In a letter written by John E. Calhoun, to the Editor of

$he American Farmer, and dated Pendleton, S. C., July,

1829, he ‘says, the cultivation of Clover has been hereto-

fore neglected from an impression that the heat of our sun

was too intense and our soil too arid for its production.

But the result ofmy little experience has, I think, clearly

proved that it will not only flourish well, but that it is^

difficult, if not impossible to eradicate it.

He goes on to say, that as early as February, 1816, he

sowed two acres in Clover. It was suffered the first year

to remain unmolested and drop its seed. The following

spring, the entire surface was covered with the most

luxuriant crop of Clover he ever saw. At the proper

time it was mowed, and all who saw it was astonished at

its product. The Timothy sown with it was remarkably firie.

The high price of cotton at that period, caused the neg-

lect of the Clover, and the land the next year was deeply

plowed with a two horse plow for potatoes, preparatory

to a cotton crcp. The fifth, sixth and seventh years, this-

piece of land was cultivated in cotton, yielding each year

not less than 1000 lbs. of green seed cotton per acre. The
ninth year thoroughly plowed and manured far a premium
crop of corn, and yielded some sixty bushels to the acre,

and would probably have made one-fourth more, but for a *

severe drouth. The following year made a fine crop of
^

rye. The next year rested—then, sown in oats in Febru-

ary, and, to his astonishment, a fine crop of Clover sue-
*'

ceeded the oats.

Mr. Calhoun very justly remarks in the conclusion of

his letter, “that he must be sceptical, indeed, who does,

not believe, in the face of such proof, that Red Clover can

be successfully cultivated, at least, in the upper districts of

South Carolina.”

Another experiment equally convincing was made by
Col. B. H. Saxon, in the Abbeville District of South Caro-

lina, the details of which are given by Thomas Parker, in

a letter to the same Editor and dated in April, 1831.

Col. Saxon sowed Clover in his plantation garden in

1823—first year permitted to remain and drop its seed

—

second year a luxuriant crop of Clover—third year in

corn; the Clover appeared to be entirely destroyed. The
fourth year wheat, and when it was cut, the Clover

was thick on that part of the ground on which it

was growing two years before. The fifth year it

was allowed to remain and grow with such luxuriance,,

as to attract general attention. It was not cut, but was
allowed to go to seed and the seed gathered. The sixth

and seventh years in corn. The eighth year in corn—the

ninth in cotton
;
and there is, he says, in the month of

April after the cotton was planted, a great deal of Clover-

on the ground.

In the same letter, Mr. Parker refers to several success-

ful attempts to cultivate Clover near the seaboard of South

Carolina, which are recorded in the first volume of the

, Southern Agriculturist.

The late Thomas J. Summer, w'hose early death Science

and Southern Agriculture have so much cause to mourn,,

also made an experiment with Red Clover in the highest

degree conclusive and satisfactory. Prompted as w'ell by

an intuitive sagacity as by a benignant heart, young Sum-

mer, turning away from the allurements of a selfish and

vulgar ambition, sought in Europe under the most emi-

nent masters, such as Liebig, Burzeluis and others, the

means of accomplishing himself in Agricultural Science,

that he migiit be qualified to aid and advance the leading

interest of his State and nation. His able analysis of the

cotton plant fully establishes his scientific attainments,

while his experiment with Red Clover no less evinces a.

capacity and an aptitude for uniting Scientific with prac-

tical Agriculture, which, had his life been spared, would

hare made him an ornament and a blessing to his country.

Asking pardon for the digression into which our feelings

have seduced us, to pay a feeble tribute to one whose aflfeo

tions and talents were devoted to our great cause, return

we now to the experiment before alluded to.
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Mr. Summer’s experiment was made on the clay land

of Pomaria, in Newberry District. By the aid of Gypsum
and cotton seed' composted in the mule stables, bountiful-

ly applied, he cut from six acres of land in a single sea-

son, sixty-two thousand pounds of Clover and Crab Grass

Hay, for which the South Carolina Institute awarded him

the Society’s medal. The cost of fertilizers, preparation

of the soil, &c., &c., was $72 for the six acres. It was

seeded in barley and clover, and the portion of the barley

left to mature yielded seventy-two and a half bushels.

These six acres continue to be the most productive on the

premises. For an expenditure of seventy-two dollars,

which was more than reimbursed by the crop of barley,

there was besides secured a crop of hay worth $155 per

acre and a permanent fertility of the previously improved

land. A striking exemplification of the value of Science,

and not less, of Red Clover.

Whether these successful and satisfactory experiments

have been followed up, or whether Clover is at the pre-

sent time grown to any extent, in the red land belt of this

State or in any other portion of it, we are unable to say.

To come still farther South, we will take the liberty of

saying, that we have been cultivating Clover for the last

ten years in the cane break or lime land of Marengo coun-

ty, Alabama, a few minutes north of 32 degrees, with

every success which could be reasonably desired.

It has afforded an abundant supply of grazing for stock

of every kind, fattening hogs, sheep, mares and colts,

horses not at work, beef cattle, calves and goats, from

March to November, and a good deal of grazing during

the other months. Hay could be made if desired. It is

grazed regularly from February to November, and irregu-

larly at odier times. During the period of regular graz-

ing, stock of every kind will keep fat without any

other food and nothing is given to them, except a little

corn to the hogs to keep them gentle and obedient to the

call of the herdsman. The land as yet has shown no dis-

position to Clover-sickness, nor was the crop ever much
finer than during the past summer, although there was

no rain on it from the 1st April to the 1st July, except,

perhaps, one or two very slight showers. Although it

cannot be doubted that moist summers are most favorable

to its perfect developement, yet when it has become well

rooted in a deep rich subsoil, it is less affected by the in-

fluence ofsunand air, tnan many other of our most valu-

able plants. It has often attained to the height of four

feet.

We cannot give a better idea of its estimated value, than

by stating that there are on the premises about one hun-

dred acres in Clover; that the land would, with a favor-,

able season, yield fifty bushels of Corn, or fifteen hundred

pounds of Cotton to the acre, which it often has done,

and that, not\yithstandins it is believed to be more profit-

able in Clover pasture than in either of these crops, to say

nothing of the saving in labor and the amelioration of the

land. As proof, we will kill 30,000 pounds of pork, not

inferior to the best Kentucky, which kept fat on it fi-om

February to first November, when they were taken off,

not to fatten, but to make their flesh hard by a corn diet

of six weeks before being killed. One-half of these hogs

were December pigs, and will weigh 200 lbs. neat. There

are now gra^ingon it seventy head of sheep, twenty head

of mares and colts, and horses not worked
;
several beef

cattle, which are all fat, and eat nothing but Clover, nor

have they had any other food since February last. Be-

sides, some 30 head of mules run on it for some two
months after the crop was laid by, having been taken off

to .put to work about the first of September. One- half of

this Clover was sown last .vinter, the remaining half is of

some ten years standing. Of the old Clover, enough dried

up in June, on the maturing of the first crop, to give a

pretty fair oover to the surface, from the inability of the

stock to consume it. When at the premises, some ten

days ago, we asked the overseer if he had not better re-

move the stock to an open field, from which the corn and
cotton had recently been gathered, and his reply was, I

see no necessity for it, as they are all fat and the Clover

is gaining on them every day. Our own inspection after-

wards, verified the truth of his statement.

We have often expressed the opinion, and still main-
tain it, that when Clover is successfully grown, it is a far

more valuable crop at the South than at the North. The
reasons are, that being a biennial plant, it requires renew-
ing every third year. This renewing is often, if not al-

ways, necessary in a Northern climate; but never at the

South, so far as our experience goes. The volunteer

plants preserve a good stand. Again
;
during some six

months of the year, the Northern soils are frozen up, or

covered with snow, while at the South, during much the

largest portion of this time Clover grows finely.

We know of other planters in the same county, who
have engaged in the Clover culture, and who are pleased

with their success and prospects.

More might be said in its behalf, and more proof ad-
duced, but we believe iRat sufficieut proof has been pre-

sented to show, not only the inappreciable value of Clover

to Southern husbandry, but besides, its adaptation to a
Southern climate, and that its growth, in truth, is not

so much dependent on climate as on the mechanical and
chemical characters of the soil.

We assume, then, that by the use of manures, lime and
gypsum. Red Clover may be profitably grown on all stiff

lands, or sandy lands lying upon clay sub-soils. John-
ston says of the plant, even in Great' Britain, that being a
deep-rooted plant, it is found to grow best in a stiff soil.

This is an ultimate fact—a habit of the plant, for which
science can as yet give ho reason, and which, so far as we
know, HO mechanical or chemical constitution of the soil

can alter.

In the Southern States, there is a large quantity of sandy,
acid lands, resting upon deep sub-soils of the same charac-

ter. These cannot be recommended for the cultivation of
Clover. If lime were supplied to these, so much might
percolate through the porous soil, beyond the reach of the

roots of the plant, as to leave it an insufficient supply of
calcareous food; and gypsum applied to such soils disap-

pears, when they are not calcareous, probably in the way
suggested by Mr. Ruffin, The gypsum is decomposed
by the strong attraction of humic acid abounding in such
soils

;
the lime combines witli it, forming humate of lime,

and the sulphuric acid forms with the iron or alumen of

the soil, sulphate of iron, or sulphate of alumina, both of
which are noxious to growing plants.

We do not wish, however, to disparage these lands, for

they are easily cultivated, and well adapted to some of

our most valuable crops, aaid may be rapidly improved by
the field pea, which has aptly been called “Southern Clo-

ver.” The only objection to tht name is, that it is calcu-

latedffo foster the erroneous opinion, that the real “simon
pure” will not succeed at the South.

To show that we have not exaggerated the merits of
Clover, we will offer a quotation made by Johnston from
Von Thaer, two of the very highest names known to agri-

cultural learning. He says:

^‘When Clover was first introduced into Germany to fill

up the year of naked fallow, in the triennial course of
cropping, its effects appeared so extraordinary, that it was
pronounced to be the limit of the art of culture. It gave
fodder for cattle during the formerly naked year, it gave
a better crop in the following year, and it was supposed
to chokd the weeds which infested the fields of grain.”

We trust we shall be pardoned for having occupied so
much time on the subject of this plant, in view of its im-
portance in every prosperous system of husbandry in this
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country and in Europe, its equal value in our own sunny

land, and of the interesting reflection, too, that if equally

available to Sonthern enterprise, it removes an incubus

from our hopes, and fills the future with bright visions of

unlimited improvement and prosperity.

Leaving the Clover proper, we come next to Lucerne,

which belongs to the same family, being a trifoil and re-

sembling Clover in its general appearance, and likewise

in the great depth of its roots, which are said often to des-

cend as much as ten feet.

Lucerne {Medicago Saliva) is earlier in its growth than

Red Clover; more rapid in its growth; is said to yield a

larger amount of green food, which is more delicate and

nutritious, and also to make a superior hay. It often

grows to the height of three feet, furnishes four good cut-

tings, and makes four and five tons of hay to the acre.

Lucerne is a native of Spain and the South of Europe,

and is the favorite grass of France, of Spain, Portugal,

and Italy; of Rio Janeiro, Brazil and of Chili.

Its deep tap root enables it to bear the long drouths and

hot sun of Southern climates.

The late Judge Buel says of this grass -“From my
own experience and the observation of others, who have

cultivated it, 1 am satisfied that an acre of good Lucerne

will feed six milk cows for five months., or from the 25lh

of May to the 25th of October, which allowing Si 50 per

month to each beast, would be S45.” This, at 7 per cent.,

would be the annual interest of $642.

He says, further, “That it bears drouth better than apy
other grass, and remains longer in the ground, being a

perrenial plant.”

Lucerne is chiefly used for green soiling, and is an ex-

hauster
;
and the superiority of Red Clover to it, consists

in the adaptation of the latter plant to the purposes of

grazing and the improvement of land.

Both the history and character of this Grass point to it

as suited to our Southern climate, and these indications

have been verified by many successful experiments

throughout the South and South West.

It has been grown as luxuriantly and yielded as large an

amount of green food to the area, in Greene county, Ala.,

as it probably would have done in New York, under the

same conditions of soil.

In treating next of the Grasses proper, it may be remark-

ed, that although it is common to class Clovers with the

Grasses, Johnston speaks of them as two classes of plants.

He says, the two classes, indeed, are related to each other,

both botanically and chemically, in the same way as Corn

plants are to the leguminous, such as the Pea and the

Bean. This classification is of some importance, as it in-

dicates the proper soils and manures for each of the

classes.

Of the artificial Grasses, those best knqwn are the large

and small Blue Grass, Orchard, Timothy, Herds, Ber-

muda and Guinea Grasses. The Musquit and Rescue
Grasses—the former a Texan, and the latter a South

American Grass—have been recently introduced,*both of

which promise to be valuable. The four first named,

viz: Blue, Orchard, Herds, and Timothy Grasses, are cul-

tivated extensively in the more elevated belts of the

Southern States, and to some extent in the middle districts.

In the more Southern and Eastern portions, also, experi-

ments sufficient to test the practicability oftheir successful

growth have already been made.

The Grasses are not deep-rooted like the Clovers, and

cannot, therefore, bear so well the influence of a hot sun.

But when sown on good soils with the necessary shade,

they flourish in the central districts of the cottQn-growing

region, and will probably do so in the Southern portion

of it. There are several large woodland lots of Blue
Grass, of Herds Grass, and Orchard Grass, containing

from ten to sixty acres each, in Marengo and Greene

counties, Ala., which have been well set and growing
finely for years, and afford a large amount of pasturage.

It is more desirable that the Grasses should grow in the

woods, for in this way they can be made productive with-
out injury to the valuable timber. In Kentucky, the wood-
land is nearly as valuable for its rich crops of Blue Grass,

as the arable land is for grain
;
and, we are informed, fre-

quently rents for four and five dollars per acre for grazing,

with a clause in the lease restraining damage to the timber.

Our idea of a model estate requires every acre of woods
to be in Blue and Orchard Grass, or Herds Grass.

The Musquit Grass has recently been introduced from
Texas, and as it is a native of an almost tropical climate
and has quite an extensive habitat in its native country,
the most sanguine hopes are entertained that it will prove
a valuable acquisition.

Mr. B. V. Iverson, of Columbus, Ga., .has lately intro-

duced a new species of Grass, which he calls Rescue
Grass, and which is very appropriately named, if it be as
valuable as he represents it.

He has had it classified by Dr. Torrey, of New York,
who calls it Ceratochloa Breviaristata, or Short Awn
Horn Grass, and says that it has the largest grain of any
known grass

;
that it is a native of the Pacific Coast

;
that

from it,s large grain it makes a very valuable hay
;
and

further, that it must prove a valuable acquision to the
South.

Mr. Iverson says that it wdll keep stock fat during the
winter and spring

;
that it is as nutritious as Barley, and

stock are as fond of it, and concludes its praises by saying
that, without reservation, it is the most valuable Grass ever
introduced into this section, or which can be introduced.
Without any design to impugn his statement or disparage
this Grass, we will say, that if it should prove half as
valuable as is represented, it will confer a blessing on the
South, and most rapidly come into public use and esteem.
The Bermuda Grass is valuable for pastures, in many

situations where other grasses and crops will not flourish,

as in exhausted fields, on gullied hill-sides, and on river
and creek bottoms, which are unfitted for cultivation by
frequent overflows. The great objection to this grass is,

the difficulty of eradicating it, when it spreads into the
adjacent cultivated fields, which it is much disposed to

do.

The Guinea Grass furnishes a large amount of green
soiling, and also roots, which are a nutritious food for

hogs, but it is liable to the same objection with the Bermu-
da Grass.

There are other foreign Grasses which may yet be im-
ported, and upon a fair trial prove valuable to us, as they
have done in Europe

;
such as the Italian Rye Grass,

Meadow, Fescue, &.c., Ac., which are so much prized in

England.

Besides the artificial Grasses, tlie South possesses trea-

sures in her native grasses which she has not yet learned
to appreciate. If proper attention were bestowed on these
the value realized would astonish us. As an illustration,

a gentleman of Autauga county, Ala., distinguished for

his successful enterprise in another department of indus-
try, told us, a few weeks ago, that 20 acres of creek bot-

tom land, he had the present year saved 10 tons of sound,
sweet Crab Grass hay, which would serve*his purposes as
well as the Northern hay, for which last he had to pay
$35 to $40 per ton by the time it reached his stable door.

His 20 acres of grass will, therefore, be worth to him
$1400 to $1600, or $70 to $80 per acre, which is the
interest on $800 to $1,000 per acre.

In conclusion, we will say, that while we lament our
W'ant of ability to do justice to this most important sub-
ject, we at the same time believe, that in view of all tlie

facts and considerations which have been presented, in

the words of Mr. Calhoun, previously quotfed, “he must
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be sceptical, indeed,” who does not believe that Clovers

and the artificial Grasses can be successfully grown in a

Southern climate. This is the great pivot upon which

our Agricultural fate turns. Settle this question in our

favor, and the future becomes bright. It gives us a foot-

hold upon which we can firmly stand, and challenge the

world to a competition in the race of human prosperity.

Without a serious rival in the great markets of the

world, in the three leading staples of Cotton, Tobacco and

Rice, with $2,000,000,000 of extra labor
;
with a country

extending from the fortieth parallel of latitude nearly to

the northern tropic, and embracing thirty degrees of longi-

tude, with every variety of soil and climate, variegated

with lofty mountains, fertile and wide spread valleys and

rolling prairies, drained by navigable rivers unequalled in

North America or Europe, with convenient and capacious

harbors, with a sea at our door which must be the path-

way ofthe world’s commercial travel, with unlimited water

power and inexhaustible supplies of Coal, Iron, Copper,

I.,ead, Lime and other valuable minerals, as also of tim-

ber; and with a population religious, intelligent, enter-

prising, energetic, and ambitious of the highest civilization

—with all those unrivalled gifts and privileges, yet lacks

the South one thing, w'hich is necessary to their full

fruition. This is an improving Agriculture
;
a system of

husbandry w’hich shall properly unite pasturage with

tillage, which will secure a liberal supply fine stock, and
a gradual amelioration of her arable lands. Without this,

as an Agricultural people, declension, and not progress,

must be our destiny. Give u^but this, however, and in

the future of our glorious country, the South may achieve

all that fancy can depict, or fable invent.

PLOWING IN TIME OF DROITTH, ITS EFFECTS, ^C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in the Cultivator

for June a communication from “J.,” of Alabama, on the

subject of stirring the earth in time ofa drouth, in which
he condemns the practice, and believes it be injurious to

the growjng crop, particularly to corn. In your remarks
on this subject you disagree with him ‘(and I am of the

opinion justly,) and invite the experience of all your
practical and observing readers on this subject. I feel in-

clined to cast in my mite, and should you think it worth
anything, let your readers have;it. I shall undertake to

give facts as they have occdrred in my experience, witliout

giving the why and wherefore, leaving that part for a
writer of higher attainments than myself.

In the first place, I will say that “J:’* is the first person
I have ever known to condemn the practice of stirring the
earth in time of drouth, particularly while the crop is

young. He speaks of “his corn being 4 or 5 inches high.”

I will say to “J.” that instead of letting his plows lie idle

at that stage of his crop, if he had had a first- rate set of
coulters and put them to work in his c6rn, running them
deep and close to the corn, r.otwithsWding the operation

might have caused his corn to wilt and ^eem to be checked
in its growth for a few days, it would have soon i::ecover-

ed the check and have been much benefiited in less than
ten days from the time ofsuch plowing. 1 am fully of the
opinion that deep plowing will raise more moisture to the

roots of growing plants than will escape by stirrino- the
surface. I have always found it to be an injury to a
growing crop of corn to let it remain too long (say more
than 20 days; before it received its regular course of plow-
ing. By letting it alone much longer than the proper
time, the roots become tough and by plowing them often
many of them will pull or break off at their source

;
which

gives the stalk a marked check in its growth, especially
if the land be dry. It is always best, if the fend be
dry or if it has been over the proper time for plowing the
corn, to go over the crop or a field, plowing one row and
leaving one, then return to the begining and plow the row

first loft; this enables the roots, in the first instance, to re-

cover somewhat from being broke or disturbed before the

roots on the opposite side have to undergo the same oper-

ation. I have always found in plowing land shortly

after a good “season,” that it would hold moisture much
longer than the land that was plowed just before a rain,

which would dry off, leaving a crust on the surface; and I
much prefer to have my potatoe ridges thrown up after

the rain has fallen, than to have it done before. The slips

will live and grow olT better
;
the same with cabbage and

collard plants, &c., &c.

I will give a case which I consider to be to the point,

and I am done. Some years ago, one of my neighbors
and myself rented a large field in company

;
we divided the

field as near as we could, as to quantity and quality
;
both

of us planted about the same time
;
a drouth set in about

the first of May
;

the land became very dry, so much so
that my neighbor concluded it was labor thrown away to

plow. I continued my operations, giving my corn its

portion. In due lime we had a good season, the last of
June; my corn was then a good deal ahead of him, when
the rain came, I had nothing to do, as soon as the land
got in stirring order, but to brush over the crop with my
harrows and lay by. He (my neighbor) had his to plow, ,

and then wait some 10 or 15 days to run over with his har-
rows and lay by. The result w\ts, I made about one-
third more corn than he did.

Pardon me, Messrs. Editors, but let me say to you that
I was glad to see your remarks, or the decision you had
made on the subject of Rescue Grass. I was glad on ac-
count of my believing that there was too much humbuggery
in the mess, and could say about as much for the Oregon
Pea. The pea I have tried to some extent.

Yours very respectfully,

John Farrar.
Atlanta, Ga., Junie, 1855.

Remarks.—Our friend rnisfakes us. We have made no
“decision” on the merits of the Re.'fcue. It remains for

those who have tested it properly to do that. Thus far,

the testimony is about equal on each side of the question.

See Col. Summer’s “ Plea for a tlumhugf in another

column.

—

Eds.

BLIND STAGGERS IN HORSES—A CITEE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I notice in the June
number of the CuUwator. your request, relative to a reme-
dy for the.“Blind Staggers in Hqrses.”

‘While I am aware it is expected of all correspondents
of an agricultural paper to state /ac/5 and T'CsuUs known
only to experience and personal observation, stilh if you
think this communication will Ju'^tify a departure from the
rule, you are at liberty to publish it. My information Ls
derived from-u tmder in horses .and his, companion, whom
I recently met -on thS public road.

One proposed selling me a very fine buggy horse,
which led to my relation of the recent loss of several
valuable horses with the ‘‘Blind Staggers.” One of the
gentlemen remarked, that, had he been present, he could
have readily curett them. I replied, that I had used many
and various remedies, as recommended, with a fiiilure in
every instance. He seeming to hesftate

;
I mentioned to

him, if he would write out a remedy and publisli it in the
Southern Culfivatnr, I thought he would be entitled
to a premium; whefeupon, he approached a horse
and began to feel on the side of the head, about^equi-dis-
tant between the eye and nostril, removing a large leader,
in part, and then said to me, to feel a small hole I
did so. He then remarked, that the stoppage or obstruc-
tion of the two holes on the side of the head, as pointed
out, caused the “Blind Staggers;” that he had never failed
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to cure the disease, even after the horse had fallen, ap-

parently to die, that he had cured a great many, &c., &c.

Ke then stated, that as soon as the horse took the dis-

• ease a slit should be cut, about an inch long, immediately

over each hole in the side of the head (I have recently in-

'spected an old horse’s skull and find the hole about three-

"eighths of an inch in diameter) and then run the fore-

‘finger in and tear the skin loose all around for an inch,

Uhen take a small spaying needle and run it up the hole

)for an inch or so, and let out the obstructing matter, which
will be very offensive if the horse has been diseased for

several days; then insert under the skin, round about, a

smfill quantity of some strong sented herb (I think he

mentioned “ Tansey and Rue,” though as to the herb he

did not seem very particular,) well heated with an equal

portion of common salt
;
this done, the horse will be well

in a few days.

His companion attested the certainty and efficacy of

the remedy. I will only add, that should any one think

proper to try the prescription, and it should prove effect-

ual, I trust he will report thereon.

My experience confirms the prevailing opinion, that

the disease called “ Blind Staggers” is produced by eating

“immature” or “ late new ground corn.” W. J. A.

Haygood County^ Tenn., June, 1855.

PLOWING IN DROUTH PHILOSOPHICAILY CON-
SIDERED.”

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the June number

of your paper is an article with the above caption, and

as you invite your “practical and observing readers” to

give their opinion on this important subject, you have

here the opinion of one who is not a practical tiller of the

.soil, and who professes to know no more of the matter

than can be learned by observation and reflection. The

present season has no doubt caused many to philosophize

•on -this subject, and among others the writer, who has

arrived at a very different conclusion from your cor-

respondent “ J.” This conclusion is, that in a dry season,

the surface of the ground (say one and-a-half inches,)

• should be thoroughly pulverized, but that deep plowing is

atjurious.

The pulverizing of the surface answers the purpose of

mulching, and prevents the moisture of the soil below

from evaporating; while deep plowing is injurious, be-

. cause it breaks the roots of the crop, and causes the

moisture of the soil, in which the plant gets its nourish-

^ment, to evaporate. Though there seems to be an

'inconsistency in this, it is only an apparent inconsis-'

'tency, which vanishes when we reflect upon the manner

dn which the moisture is abstracted from the ground.

The evaporation takes place at the surface, and the mois-

iture from below is brought to the surface by capillary

attraction. Now think of the degree of porosity at which

this attraction will go on and the matter is plain. This

hint will be sufficient for those acquainted with the laws

of natural philosophy, “ J’s” crust, which he seems to

value as a retainer of moisture, I consider to be just the

reverse, unless it covers a layer of very porous dry soil,

or is impervious to water. Another objection to the crust

is that it prevents the- air from circulating under the

ground, as well as it would if it were broken.

But to express the idea without philosophical terms,

one may easily test the matter by a simple experiment.

Fill three boxes six inches deep with earth, and.po^ir;

ever them equal quantities of water, enough to #ei'fhc’

earth thoroughly. Then pack the earth in one box, leave

two undisturbed (they will be in the condition of plowed

land after a good rain, while the first will be in tne

condition of unplowed land). As soon as the crust

forms and becomes dry, break it to the depth of ope

and one-half inches on one of the two and leave it on

the other. If my theory is right, the packed box will

dry first, the one with the crust pulverized, last. If we
add a fourth box, and stir it from the bottom occasion-

ally, it would show the effects of deep plowing. The
boxes, of course, should be exposed day and night.

P.

STANFORD’S WILDGRAS5-EGYPTIAN MULET-TROY
AND CHILI WHEAT, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am requested to

give you a statement of the growth of about an ounce of
Wild Grass seed I received from my friend Major Jno. R.
Stanford, of Clarksville, Ga. I drilled it about eighteen
inches apart in the rows; it came up and grew finely.

I sowed it in October
;
it grew finely through the winter;

in the spring it headed about four feet high. I gathered
about one peck of seed and sent it to my plantation. The
same bed 1 first planted grew finely through the winter.

I have cut it for my milch cows
;

it is now about three
feet high and headed

;
I planted a sandy land, not rich

;

I live in latitude thirty- three and a half north
;

I have no
doubt but that it is a valuable grass.

I have planted the Egyptian Millet several years, and
find it better than anything for feeding green

;
planted in

rich land, about three feet between the rows, and about
two feet in the rows, four or five .grains in a place; what
you want for seed must be put in hills, four feet apart,

and not more than about two grains jn a hill; they will

be certain to ripen and in great quantity. Horses, mules,

or cows will keep fat on this Millet, cut and given to

them without any other food. Two or three acres is

enough for forty head of mules or liorses. You may cut

after it is three feet high and you increase the qnantity

every time you cut it, and before you are over, it will be
as high the next time. I plant Doura Corn for my hogs with
the same success. I have sowed Wheat from Troy, in Asia
Minor

;
I am greatly pileased with it

;
this is the se-

cond year, from an ounce of Wheat sent me from the

Patent Office. I sow in rows, two feet apart, and work
it over once in the spring, just before it leaves the ground.

I planted one half-bushel this year; I have a small quan-
tity from Chilli, in South America

;
I planted one half-

pint
;
I have no doubt of getting a bushel of Wheat. You

may place this in the Southern Cultivator if you think

proper. I am greatly benefitted by taking it myself and
furnishing my overseer with it.

Your Old Friend, Elisha Strong,
Aberdeen, May, 1855.

CURE FOR BUND STAGGERS IN THE HORSE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—This fatal disease is,

in the West, attributed to feeding on corn of the first year’s

ground, ehargeable, perhaps, to the want of maturity, in

consequence of late planting and bad culture.

My experiment, with the facts in the case, is this. A
Missourian trader, who had from necessity fed new
ground corn, had two horses attacked. One, which was
taken some six or eight hours in advance of the other,

died
;
the survivor, then hopeless to all appearance, was

experimented on by request of the owner as follows : an
incission was made in the face, of six or eight inches to

the bone
;
a large gimblet was then bored in it, ranging

between the eyes to the hollow
;
spirits of turpentine was

freely rubbed into the cut, around the roots of the ears and
throat; next a drench containing two grains strychnine

and an enema of castor oil containing six to ten drops
croton oil was administered. An hour elapsed and the

horse yet lived, thongh crazy
;
another drench and enema

was given* and six or eight hours after though “ dead on
foot” he was composed, accepted the first food for about

fifty hours, and gradually though slowly recovered.

Mount Lebanon, La., May, 1855. Farmer.
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H0IIIZ02TTAL TILLAGE AND GUAKD-DRAINS, OE
HILL-SIDE DITCHES.

[Concluded from our July nuniher^ page 211,J

The guard drains or side-hill ditches should be first laid

off
;
and afterwards the horizontal rows.

If the land is worn, gind already much cut up with wash-

es, the difficulty of determining the position of the ditches,

and the labor of making them are infinitely greater than

when the work is done the second year after clearing.

The outlet of the intended ditch should, as a general

thing, be the place of beginning
;

its locality must be de-

termined by the facilities for letting off the accumulatd

waters with the least injury to the land—some deep hol-

low or large gully which has got beyond the possibility of

being filled up; or some sharp ridge, or long slope cover-

ed with cane or Bermuda grass. It is seldom possible to

select any location where more or less dauiage will not

be done
;
but how much better it is that such damage

should be at some point of one’s own selecting, than that

if should be distributed over the fields at a hundred points 1

It is frequently possible to empty a number of hill-side

ditches down some sharp ridgej along which a shallow

drain is made as a conductor; and which being directed,

at the foot, into the bed of some bayou will utimately fill

It up, at the same time cutting down the sharp ridge, so

that it may be plowed over.

The fall to be given varies with the nature of the

ground. The more crooked the ditch, the greater the fall.

A tolerably straight one or where the turns are long and

sweeping, will not require more than an inch and a half

in ten feet. One which winds along a series of ridges,

the turns being short and frequent, must have two inches

in ten feet. The fiill must not be increased on account of

the length of the ditch, but its.width must be greater.

When at all avoidable, let no ditch :exceed two hundred

yards in length. Better begin in the middle of the field,

and let the water run both vrays. Wherever a deep gully

occurs, let the ditch fall from it each way when practi-

cable.; the difficulties of carrying it across such a place

and rendering it secure, are thus greatly lessened. If the

water must run in one direction, more than two hundred

yards, the width of the ditch, and, of course, its capacity,

must be gradually increased. The greater depth of water

gives greater fall, and in consequence greater rapidity of

current and liability to wash. Hence it is 'better to in-

crease the width than the dejDthof the ditch, with increased

length.

According to our opiniop, the Irorizontal distance from

ditch to ditch, to insure almost entire exemption from

washing, is about forty yards. The course we shoul’d ad-

vise is, to run a ditch just above where the first washed

begin to form
;
going over as much of tlie plantation as

possible, in this way, 'one season. Then notice .where

washes begin to form below, and there run another -series

the next season. At the foot of the hill another ditch

should always be made tq protect tl^ bottoms, which are

valuable to the hill pfanler, though that value is very

greatly lessened without such protectioq. When flooded

by the water falling on the hills, it becomes completely

saturated apd the crop destroyed or seriously injured.

The guard dr^i.n prevents this, by catching th,e water and
carrying it into the creek or bayou.

Having fix^d upon the location of the hill side ditch

and upon its outlet, let an assistant, generally an ihtelli-

gent negro, take the “sight-staff,” and, after raising the

sight board to the height of, say, six feet, rest the lower

end upon the ground at the point selected for the outlet.

Then place your level in such position, as that you take

in, at a glance, when sighting over the field of the instru-

ment, the entire line of the intended ditch; whilst, at

the same li.me, you sight at the black line of the'sight-

board. There you remain, your assistant, before he re-

moves the staff, sliding the sight-board down to the six

inch mark upon the staff. He then steps forward in the

direction indicated by your hand, ten steps of about a

yard each, there raises the staff to the perpendicular;

placing it up or down hill, as you may indicate, until

the sight-board is again in the range of your vision over

the table of the level; where the staff stood he sticks

down a twig or makes a chop wnth a hoe. And thus

he goes on as far as you can clearly distinguish the

sight on the staff. When you can no longer do so dis-

tinctly, from distance or position, move your level, let

your assistant raise the sight-board on the staff, and go on
as belore.

The ditch being marked out, take a steady running two-

horse plow, and throw a heavy furrow down hill, the en-

tire length ofthe ditch. This done, return to the place of

beginning, tearing up the bottom of the furrow just made,
and throw another furrow down hill until the site of the

ditch is broken up deeply, to the width of four furrows.

The hoe-hands then follow and draw out the loose earth,

so as to form a continuous, neat bank all along the lower

side. As a bank rather than a ditch is the object aimed
at, make ffie latter no deeper than is necessary to form a

substantial bank
The work being done it is only necessary to add, that

the ditch must be kept as clear of grass, &c., as a row of

cotton. Cotton or corn may be grown on the lower part

of the bank, but cultivated solely with the hoe. At least

once a year, a shallow furrow or two may be cast along

the bottom of the ditch, drawing the loose earth out, at

same tinie, with the hoe. Breaks must be guar’ded against;

which is easily done by holding the driver responsible,

the planter or overseer keeping a look-out at the* same
time.

—

Affleck's Rural Almanac.

ICE HODSES FOE PLANTEES.

The following from the Louisville Journal, will proba-

bly furnish a satifactory answer to “ A Subscriber,” of

Jefferson County, Ga., whose^ inquiry appeared in our

July No., page 210 :

Gentlemen : I have an ice-house built above ground
upon the following plan, I find it will not keep ice, and
would be glad if you or some one of the readers of our

Journal would inform me in what mine is lacking that

prevents it from answering the purpose :

My house is about 15 feet square, 8 or 9 feet high
;
two

frames 13 inches apart, and filled in with charcoal, well

pounded in. I put about 11 inches of saw-dust in the

bottom, some wheat straw on that, filled it with ice, and
covered over with straw and saw-dust. I also have an
upper floor covered over with charcoal, 9 or 10 inches

deep, and a trap-door cut in the floor for putting the ice in

and .getting it out.

Could I get information so as to enable me to make
mine answer the purpose, it would oblige yours, respect-

fully,
. E.

Lut fojjeltc, Kf/.

So far as* our correspondent has dfescribed the plan of

his house, we can see no cause for the loss of his ice, but

suspect the difficulty is either in the want of thorough
drainage, or that the air is not entirely excluded at the bot-

tom. The air in contact with the ice in the house becomes
condensed and will escape through any opening at the

bottom, and its place will constantly be supplied with the

lighter warm air from without, and thus the ice will be
liable to rapid waste. Ice well packed in a house proper-

ly constructed melts on the surface of the mass only
;

therefore the larger the mass of ice is the less will be the

proportion of waste, and for the same reason a cube is the

most perfect form in which ice can be packed to prevent
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waste, and a cube of less than ten feet will not keep

through the summer. If an ice houee is built upon a sandy,

porous soil, no special care is required to secure

drainage, but if the soil is of a texture that will retain

moisture, it is thus rendered a good conductor, and the ice

in contact with it will melt rapidly.

We had occasion some years ago to make some inqui-

ries on the subject of ice houses of Mr. N. J. Wythe, of

Cambridge, Mass., who planned many of the extensive

commercial ice houses near Boston. Mr. W. constructs

his ice houses all above ground, with double v/alls or

frames, as described by our correspondent, except that the

space between the two walls is 2K feet at the bottom and

2 feet at the top
;
the spaces are filled with tan or saw-

dust, but charcoal is better, and a thickness of 13 inches

we should suppose sufficient to keep ice well. Mr Wythe
.sets the posts which are to form the double walls or frames

of his house in the ground.

The bottom of the house, he says, should be filled about

a foot deep with blocks of wood
;
these are leveled and

covered with wood shavings, on to which a strong plank

flocr is laid to receive the ice. Upon the beams above

the ice a tight floor is laid and covered several inches

deep with dry tan or saw dust. The roof of the house

should have a considerable pitch, and the space between

the upper floor and the roof should be ventilated by a lat-

tice window at each gable end, or something equivalent,

to pass out the warm air which will accumulate beneath

the roof.

From the hints we have given we think E. will discov-

er where his house is defective.

Those who do not enjoy the luxury of ice these hot

days will do well to preserve these directions and prepare

a house in time for next winter.

A PLEA FOE A HUMBUG.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The Oregon Pea has

attracted so much quill work of late that a man would be

regarded as insane by some, who would endorse it now,

‘as one of the greatest improvers of the soil that we could

plant in the South. We are half inclined to brave (the

odium and say, it is the very best pea for the corn planter

we have ever seen. We could not endorse the humbug at

1^80 per bushel—and, with “Broomsedge,” put our foot on

that. We have had it growing for ten years, and paid no

other regard to it than in having a few quarts annually

gathered for our seed box. We never planted it after the

first time, and when it became a ’priceless hmnbug we
saved a peck of seed. V/ith these, we planted an acre or

two of poor, dry hill-side in our peach orchard; They

grew, flourished and fell to the ground under the weight

of pods they bore. We gathered a barrel of seed amongst

our calves, Suffolks and poultry, which ran on them, and

in the v/inter plowed down the vines as a salvo to the

land preparatory to putting it in corn. The prize Devon

heifer, “Alice,” which attracted so much attention at your

Fair, for her symmetry and condition, was taken off that

Oregon Pea patch to the cars which bore her to Augusta.

Her condition was the effect of the Oregon Peas alone.

My Suffolks almost suffbcaied with fat, from gleaning the

ripe peas. And my guinea fowls, continued laying'and

hatcliing till November, furnishing me with young birds

until late in the spring.

I planted the piece of ground in corn, not suspecting

that the stock had trampled in seed enough for a stand.

The corn was plowed once and ihe.stand of peas is now
thicker than I could desire—twelve and fifteen inches

high. The corn, although it has been neglected in order

to give the peas a fair shake; is now of fine size and color,

and the peach trees have m.ade a vigorous growth. The
land has evidently been improved by tlie subversion and

shading of the pea vines. I think, for stock and manur-
ing, it is very valuable, and hence this plea which simple

justice to the much abused demands at my hand.

My Rescue Grass, and also that of several of my
friends, has come up to all that Mr. Iverson claims for it.

I gave it a fair trial, and would not be without it for any
amount. I cannot bear to see men humbug themselvee,

as so many have done, who have purchased Rescue Grass

seed, and left it to take care of itself Such men are not

lights to read by. They are blind to common sense, and

deserve failure—because it is the crop they expect to reap.

A. G. Summer.
Haveneroft,{yiear Alston^ S. C., June, 1855.

WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT FROM A BOOK
FARMER.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been a sub-

scriber to your Cultivator for over two years, and I have
never had reason to complain of it. I appreciate it above
all other journals known for its general information in

regard to tilling the soil and farm economy, so I feel it

my duty to bear some humble part in circulating it more
extensively through our land of flowers

;
therefore I send

you the name of one of ray neighbors, and the dollar

accompanying it, which J hope will reach you safe, and
you will send the Cultivator and its back numbers to

him.

I hope I shall be able to send you other names before

long, as “ book farming” is bound to take the lead. Those
dry summers have proved that deep plowing is the only

way to make com. I have made corn, plenty and to

spare, ever since I have been a subscriber to the Cul-

tivator. A. W.
Waukeenak, Fla., June, 1855.

COMBUSTION OF COTTON.

MeScSrs. Editors—I would render an essential serrice

to an important branch of Southern interest by calling

attention to a subject deserving the most serious consi-

deretion. 1 refer to the Spontaneous Combustion (ignition,

rather) of Cotton, with the cause- giving rise to it. My
attention was particularly awakened to the subject by

noticing the disastrous losses recently .on the Tennessee

and Mississippi rivers. Such accidents are far from rare,

are forever in danger of recurring, and are at all times

accompanied with great destruction of property and dan-

ger to human life. For many years it was supposed that

cargoes' of cotton on steamboats became ignited by contact

with, or proximity to, the boilers-— else from sparks falling

from tile stack pipes. But repeated accidents, together

with experiments, have finally established the fact, that

cotton frequdh'tly takes fire, especially when in considera-

ble bulk, without the presence of artificial heat. This is

undoubtedly caused by the oil of the seeds, which must

be more or less bruised during the ginning of the cotton,

and escaping, saturates the ma§s. This oil is of the class

termed vegetable'''' and siccative'" oils. This

last name it takes from its tendency to dry upon ex-

posure; linseed oil is a'gqpd illustration of the fact, and

familiar to most persons. If a given quantity of this fluid

be exposed to the atmosphere at ordinary temperature, it

will be observed gradually to diminish, and finally, losing

the mobility of a fluid, it becomes semi solid and gum-

mdus to the touch. Now it is important to observe that

this great change of consistency has not been brought

about by evaporation altogether, but is in a great mea-

sure attributable to the chemical changes the oil has

undergone upon exposure. Since the first moment the

external air had access to it, a loss commences on tlie

one side and a corresponding gain on the other. The

air loses a part of its oxygen which combines with the
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fluid while the oil loses nothing at this period beyond a

minimum of its whole elements in combination, which

escape as the vapor of the oil. M. Dansure made a

number of experiments, the result of v/hich may be found

in the Annales de Chimie et de PhisiolQgie, XLIX, 225,

to ascertain the rapidity with which fixed oils relatively

absorbed oxygen. Olive oil, recently expressed, was
exposed over mercury to an atmosphere of pure oxygen

gas, but underwent no alteration for five months, ab-

sorbing only about its own volume of the gas. The
absorption from this time proceeded with great rapidity,

so that by the end of the year it had absorbed 41 times

its bulk of oxygen, and at the close of the fourth year

the. amount absorbed was 102 tithes its volume. Tlxe

oil of hemp seed, on exposure, absorbed less than its

own volume in the course of a month, but subsequently

the absorption went forward with such rapidity that by
the end of the year the quantity equalled. 155 times its

volume. If any porous inflammable material be saturated

with oil containing so much oxygen, combustion will

rapidly ensue. Under peculiar circumstances, as where

artificial heat, even in moderate quantity is* applied, fresh

oil (linseed particularly) has been known to take up

oxygen with such rapidity as to fire the mass- in twenty-

four hours. *

Last winter, Mr. Van Rensaelear, of Albany, (I think,)

lost a valuable factory by fire. The explanation of its

occurrence given by the workmen, was, from a bundle

of cotton rags left in a vessel containing linseed oil and

turpentine, for what purpose used, I don’t remember.

Mr. V. R; being scarcely satisfied with the explanation,

placed the different articles enumerated, under similar

circumstances, when, ignition speedily ensued, demon-
strating the possibility of the accident having occurred

as stated, whether such was actually the case or not.

It is interesting to observe here, that among the fixed

oils, those extracted from the seeds^ of plants are more

remarkable for this siccaiint” or drying quality; in

other words, have the most marked afiinity for oxygen.

The experiments mentioned above evince^a w'ide differ-

ence in this particular—the oil ofdienipseed absorbing

in one year more than the olive in four times that

period. This affinity on the part of fixed oils being

known, together with the destructive resultsrfo be.,ppprc

hended when combustable matter is brought into contaqt

with them, under circumstances fiivorable m, produce

then, it becomes all interested' toT cast about for mean^ to

obviate them. The cause of the disease bteir.g known,
we must provide against futfire pases by efficient phro-

phylaxis. Prevention of tlie danger necessarily involves

the getting rid of the oil with which the cotton i^ more

or less impregnated. The meansi employed niay be ad®

dressed either to the gin in the way of protecting, up

far 'as possible, the seed from injurv^, or else to the,

cleansing of tfie mass after it has been run through the

machine. To fin-nish these, I leave, for the present, to

the ingenuity of an inventive people. If not speedily

done, however, it may be the good foi^tune of tho^e who
detected the malady also to devise the cure.

—

Southern

Tivus.

MEAITB GEASS-DEEP PLOWING IN DROUTH.

Editors Soctherx Cultiv.^tor—Enclosed please find

some seeds, and a blade of a grass, of which, for reasons

that will be Stated, I am anxious to know the kind or

variety, and whether it will be difficult to get clear of. It

kas been on the place nearly three years, and was sup-

posed to have been brought here in millet seed purchased

xn Louisville, Ky. It* has a root similar to cane or reed,

but this root is very tender. Thus far we have found ii

hard to kill, it seems to come up as well after being

turned under as before. In breaking up the ground this

spring it wiis turned completely under, but in three weeks

it was two and one-half to three feet high. Horses eat it

well, and I suppose it would make good hay, but fear it

may be hard to er^idicate. The description of the

“ Means” grass suits it.

I ht\ve just seen a communication in your CuUivalor

concerniiig the policy of plowing Corn in time of drouth.

Early this springs I thought as does your correspondent

“J,” but having nothing elsp to do plowed my Corn,

with marked benefit, I think it can do Corn no harm to

plow in dry weatlier, unless with a turn up plow; stir

the ground lightly, on top, don’t cut the roots, and no

harm w'ill be done, if every .one will only pulverize the

soil d-eep enough and fine enough before. H.

Arkansas Post, Ark., June, 1855.

Remarks.—The head of grass accompanying the above

bears a striking resemblance to the “ Mean’s” Grass,

though we are not positive that it is the same. It is hard to

eradicate; but a thorough plowing in the fall, and the

exposure of the roots to severe w’inter frosts, sometimes

proves effectual.

—

Eds,

ROTS IN HOESES.-CORRECTION.

Editors Soutfern Cultivator—One error I would
like you to correct, namely

:
you print “ Bots of the 19th

century, don’t believe in ‘ IVill o’ the Wispers.^ ” It should

read “ Will the Whispererl” This w^as a celebrated Irish

character named Sullivan, (whose soubriquet was “The
Whisperer,”) and in “ Croker’s Traditions of Ireland” he
is spoken of as a horse tamer of the most extraordinary

kind. He was vulgarly believed to possess magical power
in his “w'hispering” to a horse, and completely subduing
his most inveterate tricks and vices. The worst horse or

mule—whether previously broken or unhandled—sub-

mitted without show of resistance to the magical influence

of his art, and in the space of half-an-hour became gentle

and tractable. When sent for to tame a beast, it is said.:

“After a teic a tete of a half-hour, during which no bustle

was heard,”\the door of the stabie w^as always required

to be shut during this equine m'esmerism,) “ the signal

was made, and upon opening the'door the horse appeared

to be lying down, and the man by his side playing with

him like a child with a puppy dog. From that* time he
was found perfectly willing to submit to any discipline

‘howler repugnant to his nature before,” &c,, &c. It is

a long and interesting story, to those who like to read

such extracts, rtnd may ‘be found in*“ The History of the

Horse’,’, Ycyuatt’s compilation,

« Respectfully your friend, « W. P, W.
/s/c of Hope {near^Savannah), Oa., June, 1855,

lilANUAL LABOE^ SCHOOLS—CAUSES OF FAILUEE—
FLAN ON W^CH THEY WOULD SUCCEED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—We frequently hear

it said that a theory is good, but that it dpes not work
well; and daily we hear the theoretical and practical man
contrasted. It is evident that a thqpry which is good,

ici/l work, and a man, whose practice 's good, must be
carrying out a good theory. At the same lime, it is

equally evident that many visionary schemes acquire a
great popularity and excite the hopes of the sanguine,

which prove #impract‘icable, or, when put in ‘practice,

work very diflcrenlly, and sometimes opposite to what
had been expected.

Among uiese failures may be clas&*fed Manual LaUr
Schools, from which great results were expected, a; d
which have so signally failed, that it would be about i s
easy to in luce most men to go into a Multicaulis specv;«>
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lation, as into the establishment of a Manual Labor School,

under that name. The object of the present article is to

point out the causes of their failure and to give the out-

lines of a system founded o.n better principles.

Some who favored and patronized these schools were
men who, having reared their sons in idleness, sent them
to school as a punishment, and were sorely disappointed

that bad habits were not forced out and good, huhiis forced

in by a teacher. And that, too, at the age and under the

circumstances, which, as common sense ought to teach

any one, most encourage resistance to force. Ought it to

be expected that a boy, who has grown up unmanaged,
at home, under the absolute government of his father, with

none to encourage him in rebellion, would submit to the

limited, delegated authority of a teacher, especially when
associated with boys of the same age, among whom he

would naturally aspire to the character of a boy ofspirit

—

a hero “I

Others, again, thought that as their sons worked for

their board, the school should be a cheap one. They
were not willing to pay as much money at such a school,

as at another where no work was required of them, which

was about as reasonable as to expect that tuition fees for

two branches of study should be less than for one.

Both of these were degrading their sons to the condition

of slaves. Both were doing all in their power to excite

their pride against manual labor. They, and the teacher

often, and the trustees, showed an ultra-ignorance of hu-

man nature. Proper means were not used to excite inter-

est in the Manual Labor department, and to put it on a

level with the literary department in respectability. How
this is to be done will best appear by giving the sketch

ofa plan of a school that would succeed.

The first and indispensable element ofisuccess is a Suit-

able teacher. He should be a man who, by his talents

and learning, would command respect. “Not a novice,”

but one whose reputation was established. In addition

to talents and literary acquirements of high order, plain,

practical, common- sense should be a leading trait in his

chai-acter. He should have much of that which gave

Frankun his greatnesss—a disposition to make every

principle and fact of science and knowledge bring forth a

practical result. Ofcourse, he should have that firmness

and love of justice that would overawe the unruly
;
that

gentleness, sociability and aptness to teach that would
win the love of all.

All these qualities will not ensure succss unless com-
bined with one more, a want of whicl^ will be a sure cause

of failure. He must be far from like the college bred

gentleman, who (to use the words of a distinguished

preacher and Doctor of Divinity) “Can’t saddle a horse

without smelling his fingers for half an hour afterwards;”

in other words, he must not be ashamed nor afraid of

woi’k, but willing to lead his pupils in the labor as in the

literary and scientific departments. A man of this char-

acter, occupying the' highest position in society, teaching

the dignity of labor by precept and example, would not

fail. A school conducted by such a man would succeed.

L.

Siimterville, Ala., June, 1855.

[to continued.]
I

HISTORY OF INSECTS-THE CROPS, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am now engaged
in a microscopic examination of all the insects that are

dastructive to many of our growing crops, and* will give,

so far as I can ascertain, their history, anatomy, habitudes,
modes of generation, .&c., together with accurate draw-
ings made from the camera attached to my microscope.
Believing that this subject is of great importan,ce, and for

the sole purpose of contributing something to our know-
ledge, hovtlever imperfect that contribution may be, yet it

will stimulate others to more extensive and minute inves-

tigations ofa new field of science beneficial to the agricul-

turist, &c., if it meets with your approbation when you
receive my first communication, you can publish it in

your paper. I wish only to benefit my countrymen.*

We are now engaged in cutting Wheat, and there never

was heavier crops made; Oats are fine. Corn is very lux-

uriant, and all garden vegetables are extra. We have
had fine rains

;
Cotton looks well

;
our fruit trees are

loaded; my vines are perfectly thick with grapes, and,

indeed, we have cause to be very thankful for these great

blessings. I have noticed this spring some things which
I never saw before. Our peach trees blqomed early and
were apparently full of bloom

;
the frost came and killed

the fruit, yet in a few days the trees bloomed again, and
we have the greatest abundance of fruit. I have noticed

in a great many blosoms from two to three, and in some
few four separate cups containing fruit; this is to me
very curious.

I have some fourteen rows of sweet potatoes set out in

level ground, to test the matter
;

I have some two acres

already set out, and the vines are running across the rows.
If this desultory communication of mine will interest you
it will repay me amply for the time.

Yours very respectfully, George D. Norris.
New- Market, Madison County, Ala., June, 1855.

CORN CULTURE IN TEXAS—-HOGS—SHEEP—SEA
ISLAND COTTON, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As your paper pro-

fesses to be the medium through which farmers are per-

mitted to communicate their ideas to one anether, and free

to all who may couch their thoughts in readable language,

and as it is your request that all write something, I have
concluded to submit the remarks that follow to your judg-
ment; if you think them worthy of insertion in your
columns they are at your disposal

;
if not, you can easily

put them into the flames.

Until about a week ago, we have had, in this country, a
most unusually severe drouth, (having lasted from some-
time in February) and during this time I have had occa-

sion to notice the progress of several crops as well in my
immediate neighborhood as on the river (Guadalupe.)

I will here state that the land in my neighborhood is a

loose, black, sandy land, with a white subsoil, resembling
marl, the surface soil being from one to four feet deep

—

generally about three—the timber, what there is, being
Post Oak, Live Oak, some Pecan and Musquit, with, now
and then, Hackberry, Wild China, '&c.; the China, Pecan
and Hackberry growing principally where the ants have
Worked up the white subsoil.

The river lands are a stiff hog wallow
;
the prairie part

sparsely covered with scrubby Musquit
;
the river bot-

tom averaging about one-quarter of a mile wide, covered

with a fine growth of Pecan, Walnut, Hackberry, Elm,
Box Alder, &c.; the back lands with Post Oak.

For some time past, the' people on the river have been
almost “mad” about their lands, and had run them up to

the exorbitant price of from Si 5 to $35 per acre, in fact,

one man was so “green” as to refuse $80 per acre; during
all this time they have preached the doctrine that our
back lands were worthless, and had the idea so deeply
impressed upon the minds of all, that immigrants would
never look at them until some “loggerheads” came out

here and purchased at the nominal price of from one-half

to five dollars an acre, and'now since this drouth has set

in, “wise men” of the river country see the error of their

way, and in two months past, river Idnds have gone
down 20 per cent,, and back lands risen 50 per cent.

* We shall be very glad to publish the articles of our

correspondent, on this or other subjects

—

Eds.-
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So much for the river land mania, so completely cured

by the fair test they have had of th4ir capability to stand

drouth.

But what I intended to say was, principally with re-

gard to deep and shallow plowing of corn
;
a fair test of

both of which systems we have had, both here and on the

river, and will simply state the facts as regards the mode

of cultivation by two men in this neighborhood. About

the same results have followed similar tests on the river

lands

:

B has been living here several years; F
moved here some time in January, rented a piece ofland

from B
,
enclosed under the same fence as that

which B cultivates
;
B broke his land deep

and close
;
F- coming in late, had not time to pre-

pare his so well; B
,

in planting, after having

thoroughly broken his land broadcast, opened a furrow

very deep with a turning plow, then run a shovel as deep

as possible in the bottom of this and dropped his corn,

covered it and leveled it with a harrow. After his corn

w'as up some four inches high, F
,
having thrown

his land into high beds, opened a furrow between them,

covered with a turning plow and knocked off with board.

The corn in both pieces came up with little or no rain
;

and about the same time both commenced working.

B— run round his very shallow with a turning plow

;

Y run round his with a shovel next to the corn,

following w'ith a two-horse turning plow, as deep as the

plow (Peacock) would run, piling the dirt around the

corn as high as possible. About two weeks afterwards,

corn being about three feet high, F^ went down to

work his corn again, and asked B how he intended

to work his this time
;
he answered that he never intend-

ed to put another plow in it unless it rained, and asked

what he was going to do with his
;
he told him

to come down and see. He went down, and there were

’s hands with shovels, turning plows and hoes,

as before
;
the shovels running as close to the corn as pos-

sible, turning plows following to bank up, and the hoes

completing the ridging.

Now for the result. In about one week a light rain fell

;

P run around his corn with a turning plow about

one inch deep
;
hot, dry weather lasted about three

weeks; F -’s corn continued to grow, so that when

the rain came (about the first of June) it was seven feet

high, rich, and growing, never having wilted; B ’s

corn at the same time—about two weeks older—Was

cboutfive feet high, very irregular, silking and tasselling,

and the stalks about 30 per cent, smaller than F 's.

Now, fit may be asked, why this is so I B 's

land was much better broke at first. Why did it not,

therefore, do best "I Well, this secret scientific men have

been trying to reveal.

Although I am not, myself, very scientific, I thir;k

enough has been said by scientific men to warrant them

in the conclusion that they done enough to *let Unpreju-

diced men into the secret. •

It is a well known fact, that notMng, either ib the ani-

mal or vegetable kingdom, can thrive without access to

.air and light
;
the simple elements of whibh these impon-

derable agents are composed areas essential te the growth

and thrift of the corn plant as of man
;

an’d it is plain that

'Unless the earth is kept well pulverized these fine atoms

can never enter th% surface nor find thehr way to the ebrn

-roots'.

Now, B- -’s error did not consist it\ the thorough

breaking he gave his land at first
;
but in not keeping it

so pulverized as to admit the light and air, and had it not

been for this breaking, by which means the roots were

permitted to extend themselves downward in search pf

moisture, his corn would not have done as well as it did.

Now, I am an advocate of close, deep plowing, with

certain limits
;
but after corn has got to be 4 feet high it

would not do
;

for after that time the roots (if previously

well cultivated) will have spread so as to make deep plow-

ing seriously injurious, especially in dry weather. If,

j

however, previous to this time, it has received good culti-

vation it will need no more. What I mean by good culti-

vation •would amount to deep, thorough breaking, and
two good deep, close, plowings, followed by the hoes.

I allude, here, to the lands in our section, where neither

Crab Grass, Burrs nor Tie-Vine has taken possession, as

in some of the older States. But I believe the principle

!
of every farmer should be to plow his corn as long as it is

necessary to pulverize the soil and will not injure the

roots. So much for corn culture.

Now, I wish some information. Our large Prairies, al-

though traversed by running spring branches for every

half mile in distance, are not suitable to hog raising
;
and

our farmers, before they can raise meat, must raise corn.

Now, as it is as cheap to raise good hogs as bad ones, I

wish to know what breeds would be best adapted to this

sort of country, and which would be cheapest, taking into

consideration the amount of feed requisite, the amount
and quality of meat produced, &c.

Also, what breed of sheep are best adapted to our cli-

mate ?—which are the cheapest and most profitable, weight

and texture of wool, amount and quality of mutton, hardi-

hood, &c., all taken into account!

Now, being done with bread, meat and wool, we come
to Cotton.

Several of our planters have tried the Sea Island Cotton,

and it proves well.

Query—Is it essential that this cotton be put up in

round bags 1 Will packing, in the press generally used

for common cotton, a small amount, say 300 pounds in

the bale, injure the lint more or even so bad as the maul-
ing process generally gone through with, in making
round bags'?

I shall be glad to hear from yourselves, or from any of

your correspondents who may see fit to take notice of my
inquiries. And if there are any who have the proper

kinds of hogs and sheep for sale, let me hear from them,

too; giving all the particulars, with regard to the animals,

the chances for shipping, price,* &c.

With sincere wishes for your success, I am truly, &c.,

G. W. L.

Pleasant Hill, Gonzaks co,, Texas, Jiaie, 1855.

COTTON EIGGING FOE SHIPS.

Tnrs article, we are glad to see, continues to grow in

public favor. The Delta states that at one time, during

.the month of April, there were the following ships—all

new and of large tonnage—in the .port of New Orleans,

with a part or the whole of their running rigging and

hawsers, of cotton cordage :—North America, Escort,

ShakespeaiVe, of Boston
;
Knickerbocker, of New York;

Erie, Libetty; St. Patrick, of Thomaston, Me^ Walter

Scqtt, Civillian, Saniscott, Robt. Lane, Sea Breeze, Sewell,

of Boston. Tlie officers of all these ships were unanimous

in their testimony ii\ favor of cotton cordage for running

rigging, and many of them thought it would be adopted

I for standing also.
'

The Delta states that Donald McKay, the celebrated

ship builder at Boston, the owner and build£r of the

I

famous clipper ship Republic, is adopting cotton cordage

f/'ir all liis new ships. The large new clipper ship Caleb

i
Cushing, recently built at Newburyport, Mass.*, has all

,

her rigging, both standing and running, of cotton cordage,

j

Capt. J. P. Smith, of the ship Water Scott, gives it as his

j

opinion that it will outlast any rope, whether hemp or
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manilla. He is also quite sure the cotton rope is the

strongest of the three ropes, as by bending cotton and

manilla ropes of equal sizes together,' and heaving on it,

at the capstan, the manilla will always part first. Captain

Brown, of the ship Escort, says that he has used cotton

cordage, twenty-eight months on the ship Medora, and
found it to wear far better, on all accounts, than any other

rigging he ever used. In wet weather, likewise, it is

more pliable, and in frosty weather it is not so stiff as

manilla. After it i§ used a few months^t becomes smooth

and glossy, and works through the blocks much better

than any other rope. After the Escort was launched last

autumn, at Bristol, Me., she was made fast with two ma-
nilla lines, and three and a half inch line of cotton cord-

age seventy fathoms in length, and a very heavy blow

came up and the two manilla lines parted, and the ship

rode for more than 24 hours, and during the gale, with

this line run out its whole length, alone to hold her, and

the strain was so great that it wore and imbedded its full

size into the white oak crosstrees, without breaking a

thread in it. It is Captain Brown’s opinion that no ma-

nilla or hemp rope of the same size could have held the

ship under like circumstanses, A number of shipmaster’s

statements, all to the same purport as the above, are pub-

lished in the Delta, all going to show that cotton cordages

like cotton duck, is destined to come into general use.

THE LOGAN GEAZIEB,

A POBM OF WESTERN VIRGINIA,

BV THOMAS DUNN ENGLISH.

At dawn to where the herbage grows,

Up yonder hill the grazier goes.

Obedient to his every word,

Before him stalks the lowing herd.

Reluctant in the misty morn,

With stamping foot and tossing horn,

With lengthened low and angry moan,
Through drain and hollow, up the hill

They pass obedient to his will.

The slender ox and mighty bull

—

The grazier thinks them beautiful.

You see less beauty in the herd

Than in yon orange-tinted bird
;

You fix your better pleased gaze

On yon broad sweep of emerald maize,

Yon maples on the hill-side high,

Or on yon field of vraving rye.
j

More pleased with maize, or rye, or trees—
The graziers sight is not on these.

He sees a netted purse of gold*,

In every bellowing three-year- old.

He sees new comforts round his home, ‘

When buyers down from Tazewell corns.

He sees his cabin nigh the creek,

Its mud-daubed chimney changed to brick,

Its rude logs hid by clap-boards sawed,

Split shingles on its roof so broad
;

New puncheons on the worn-out floor,,

A picket fence before the door, ^

And cups of tin and plates of delf,

And pewter spoons adorn the shelf.

Close where the rife hangs on hooks,

On cupboard tops are rows of books

—

The Pilgrim of the dreaming John,

And Weems’s life of Marion
;

The well thumbed spe^’ches of Calhoun,
The pictured life of Daniel Boone

;

D* Aubigne’s story told so well*,

How Luther fought and CramnerfelL

To please his wife a yellow gown,

And beads to deck his daughters brown.

A jack-knife for his youngest son,

A rifle for his eldest one.

All these to him the cattle low,

As up the hill they slowly go.

He fears no ravage of disease,

’Mong brutes so strong and fat as these.

There’s salt enough for them in store,

Brought from E^anawha’s muddy shore.

The herbage on the hill is good.

The fern is thick within the wood,
There’s tender grass in yonder drain,

And pea-vinp on the summit plain.

High thought of gain that moment thrills

The grazier of the Logan hills.

He envies not the hero bold,

He cares not who may office hold.

The statesmen’s pride, the stout man’s limby

The lover’s hopes are naught to him.

His mind three things alone receives

—

His wife, his children, and his beeves.

So these may flourish and be fair,

All else around is smoke and edr.

Oh, Logan grazier, stout and strong,

Despising fraud, defying wrong.

Brave as thine ancestors who bore

The sdars of combat, long and sore’,

And fearless met in battle shock,

The wild and painted Shawanock;
True as the rifle in thy hand,

And generous as thy fertile land

—

Full oft I’ve eaten by thy side

Thy cakes of corn and venison fried

:

Oft in thy cabin as thy guest

Have stretched my weary limbs to rest.

I love to note thy honest brow.

Staunch friend and true companion thou

,

And know no manlier form is seen

Than dwells within thy coat ofjean;

Truth Alls those eyes so keenly set

Beneath thy fox skin cap,'and yet

I would not that thy lot were mine,

I would not that my lot were thine.

Guard thou thy beeves and count thy gold^

Be glad when those great herds are .sold.

For me, by midnight lamp, I pore

My manuscript in silence o’er.

Each to the path that suits his feet;

Each toil, for time is moving fleet,

And soon in linen shroud arrayed,,

Both in our narrow coffins laid.

It matters not if cattle fair^

Of making songs has been our care.

The poet’s and the grazier'.s form

Shall .feed alike the greedy worm

;

Shall pass the poet’s glowing words,

Shall pass the grazier’s lowing herds

;

And from men’s memory fade away
Both grazier’s shout and poet’s lay.

Healing Paint for Decayed Branches, or Snags, in

Forestand other Trees.—Dissolve two ounces of cor-

rosive sublimate in spirits of wine and mix with three

pints of best tar. The decayed parts to be pared off or

gouged out below the level of the surrounding sound bark,

And the wound well painted over with the above. All

limbs that require removal should be cutoff close to the

trunk, or larger branch, and treated in the same way.

—

Gard. Ovrm.
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W02n)EBS OF THE ATMOSPHEEE.

The Atmosphere forms a spherical shell surrounding the

earth to a depth which is unknown to us by reason of its

growing tenuity, as it is released from the pressure of its

own superincumbent mass. Its upper surface cannot be

nearer to us than fifty, and can scarcely be more remote

than five hundred miles. It surrounds us on all sides,

yet w’e see it not
;

it presses on us with a load of fifteen

pounds on every square inch of surface of our bodies, or

from seventy to one hundred tons on us all, yet we do not

so much as feel its weight. Softer than the finest down

—

more impalpable than the finest gossamer— it leaves the

cobw'eb undisturbed, and scarcely stirs the slightest flower

that feeds on the dew it supplies; yet it bears the fleets of

nations on its wings around the world, and crushes the

most refractory substance with its weight. When in mo-
tion, its force is sufficient to level the most stately forests

and stable buildings with the earth—to raise the waters

of the ocean into ridges like mountain.s, and dash the

strongest ships to pieces, like toys. It warms and cools

by turns the earth and the living creatures that inhabit it.

It draws up vapors from the sea and land, retains them
dissolved in itself or suspended in cisterns of clouds, and
throws them down again as rain or dew when they are

required. It bends the rays of the sun from their path to

give us the twilight of evening and of dawn—it disperses

and refracts their various tints to beautify the approach

and the retreat of the orb ofday. But for the atmosphere,

sunshine would burst on us and fail us at once—and at

once remove us from midnight darkness to the blaze of

noon. We should have no twilight to soften and beautify

the landscape—no clouds to shade us from the scorching

heat—but the bald earth, as it revolved on its axis^ would
turn its tanned and weathered front to the full and unmiti-

gated rays ofthe Lord of Day. It affords the gas which
vivifies and warms our frame;s,and receives into itself that

W'hich had been polluted by use, and is thrown off as

noxious. It feeds the flame of life exactly as it does that

of the fire— it is in both cases consumed, and affords food

of consumption
;
in both cases it becomes combined with

charcoal, which requires it for combustion, and is removed
by it when this is ovier.

“It is only the girdling encircling air,” says a writer in

the North British Revino, “that flows alx)Vfe and around
us, that makes the whole world kin. The carbonic acid

with which to-day our breathing fills the air, to-morrow
seeks its way round the world. The date trees that grow
round the falls of the Nile will drink it in by their leavies

;

the cedars of Lebanon will take of it to add to their

stature; the cocoe.-nuts of Tahiti will grow 'rapidly’’ upon
it; and the palms and bannrftis of Japtwi will change it

into flowers. The oxygen we are breathing was distilled

for us some short time ago by the magnolijts of Savan-

nah, and the gitiaf trees tlfat skirt flie Orinoco and the

Amazon—the giant rhpdodcjxlrons of the Himafdy’'irs con-

tributed to it, anch-he roses and myj'tles of Cashmere^ the

cinnamon-tree of CeyIo’’n, and the forests older than the.,

floods buried deep in the heart of Africa, Ar beliind ihd

Mountains of the Moon. The' rain we see descending*

was thawed for us out of the icebergs Vliicfi Iwve watfch-

ed the Polar stSfr for ages
;
atW the lotus !ilie.shavc soaked

up from the Nile, and exhaled as vapor, snouvs that rested

on the summit.? of the Alps.’’
*

“ The atmosphere,” says iManli, “whidi forms the out-

er surface of the habitable world, is a vast reserv'bir, into

winch the supply of food designed for living creatures is

thrown—or, in one word, it is itself the food in its simple
form of all liviqg creatures. The animal grinds down the

fibre and the tissue of the plant, cr the nutritious store that

Ras been laid Up within its cells, and converts these into

the substance ol which itsown organs are composed. The
plant acquires the organs and nmritious store thus yield-

ed up as food to the animal from the invulnerable air sur-

rounding it. But animals are furnished with the means of

locomotion and ofseizure—they can approach their food,

and lay hold of and swallow it
;
plants must await till

their food comes to them. No solid particles find access

to their frames
;
the restless ambient air, which rushes

past them loaded with the carbon, the hydrogen, the oxy-

gen, the water—everything they need in shape of sup-

plies—is constantly at hand to minister to their wants, not

only to afford them food in due season, but in the shape

and fashion in which alone it can avail them.”

EBLES FOR THE APPLICATION OF SUPERPHOS-
PHATE OF LIME.

Superphosphate of lime consists mainly of bones de-

composed by sulphuric acid. In this form it is entirely

harmless when applied about the roots of plants. But to

increase the activity of this fertilizer and add to its quali-

ties, which it possesses only in a very limited degree,

guano or suphate of ammonia is added. Ammonia is a

very active alkali, and like a quick-lime and potash,

readily combines with and destroys or seriously injures

almost every substance brought into contact with it. Con-
taining, like guano, this caustic quality in a similar, yet in

a very subdued degree, the rules for the application of

superhosphate are in a great measure similar to those for

the application of guano.

It may be sown broadcast or in drills, but in either caae

should be covered with earth by subsequent plowing or

thoroughly harrowing. The seeds or roots should never

come directly in contact with the superphosphate, though

the covering of earth may be less than for guano. When
applied as a top-dressing to grass land, it may first be

mixed wdth several times its bulk of peat or swamp muck,
that has been exposed to the air for six months ora year,

or with turf, charcoal or plaster.

From 300 to 500 pounds per acre is a liberal application

for exhausted lands^ and 200 to 400 pounds as a top dress-

ing for meadows. When applied near or arround the

hills, from half to three-fourths of a gill is sufficient for

corn and potatoes.

—

Ajh. AgrimUurist.

SCRATCHES IN HORSES-CURE FOR IT, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Believing that’ every

important or sovereign remedy sho’-.ld be made known, I

send you one for Scratches in Horsbs. It is more impor-

tant, however, for high heels (an aggravated case of

scratches in mules, caused by corning loo high the first

winter after they are weaned.)

Take a teaspoonful of arsenic; put it in half a pint of

boiling xoc.ter
\

let it remain from three to five minutes.

After it has cooled, apply with a mop to the parts affected.

“It is a cog-tain cure^' and the ml]) sovereign remedy I

ever tried on mules.

Having been in the trade 17 ^ears, I hav^ tried all, I

never kne^v two applications tb fail, and nine times out

of ton one will suffice.

Pul this recipe in/>ship shape,” and give it an insertion

in your excellent OaliJtcalor. It is, perl»ps, proper to re-

mark that no precaution is necessary after the applica-

tion. Let them “j;ip,” as usual.

I will continue to send you a subscriber occasionally.

I feel an abiding interest in your sterJhig paper. A friend

of mine to whom I sent it remarked that it was intrinsic-

ally worth S51, so he made S50 clear by the investment

This is, in fact, below tlip mark, fur he has a much neater

farm, better stock, and raises a thifd more p^ acre now
than before he was a subscriber.

.Wishing that your efforts may oe properly appreciated,

I subscribe myself as heretoforij, &c.,

Your friend, G. T. Allman.
Cor^j^rstHLe, TcTm., May, 1855.
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ANSWERS TO INQUIRIES, &C.

The Fair.—Implements, &c.—J, L. R.—The Fair

opens in Atlanta on the 11th of September, The large

Show Bill of the Society, just issued, contains the entire

Premium List, Regulations, &c., &c. We have mailed

you one. It is issued as an extra of our
,
paper, and will

go anywhere at newspaper postage. Your machine, if a

good one, will doubtless attract attention, and prove re-

munerating. Bring it to the Fair, by all means.

Strawberries.—T. S.—See Brief Notes on Straw-

herfiesf under editorial head, in present number. The
“Crescent Seedling” bore fruit until the lOth of July, this

season
;
but we do not consider it equal to Hovey’s, in all

respects. Your letter was mislaid, or it would have been
answered sooner. Will give full directions for the culture

of Strawberries in our September or October number.
Any time before the 1st, of January will do to. plant.

The Turnip Fly,—W, P,—We have not usually suf-

fered much from this pest. Remedies will be found under
the proper head in “ Work for the Months A coritemporary

also recommends the following:—“Two ounces of sulphur,

commonly called flower of brimstone, mixed with a pound
turnip seed, will effectually prevent the fly from destroy-

ing the crop. This preventive is extremely cheap, the

cost not exceeding 3 or 4 cents per acre. In mixing, em-
ploy a little rape or lamp oil, which will cause the sulphur

to adhere to the seed.”

Drying Figs,—E. M: K.—Figs make a delicious sweet-

meat 01" pres^erve, ifproperly put up in a fine syrup. They
also -make one of the best pickles we have ever eaten, and
may readily be dried for exportation, like the Smyrna
Figs of commerce. For this mode (drying) we find the

following directions in a late number of the Mobile Ad-
vertiser:—“Make water very sweet with brown sugar,

(not a syrup) and when it is quite hot put in the fruit and
let it boil for halfan hour, or until the figs assume a swol-

len appearance;* then take them out and place them in

the sun
;
repeat the operation from day to day, and after

the third time, when sufficiently dried, they may be packed
in drums; as the different layers are placed, sugar may
be sprinkled upon them, if desirable, but the fruit will be

sweet enough without it.” The recipe for Pickling Figs
will be found elsewhere in present number, and we advise

all who have the fruit to try it.

PruitTrees.—Geo. D, N,—We can probably supply

your wants in the fall.

Feed Cutters, &c.—W. C. N.

—

Seely's machine is

well spoken of. It cuts hay, straw, stalks, shucks, &c.,

&c. The ^'Little Giant" is undoubtedly one of the best

Corn and Cob Crushers in use. .You would find both of

these machines very useful and economical, -.Seely’s Feed
Cutter costs ftl8, in Baltimore, Md. It may be had from
Robbins & Bibb, of that city. The “Little Giant” is for

sale here and throughout the codntry. See advertisement..

Making Turpentine.—Flejida.—A very complete-

article on this subject will appear in our next number.

A great number of Answers are unavoidably post-

poned until our next number, by the press of matter in our
columns and the early day at which we are obliged to go-

to press.

To Correspondents.—We are obliged to defer untiL

our next an unusual number of interesting articles, at-

tached to which are the following signatures :
'

J. A. T.-t-W, Wilcox, M.D.—A. C. A.—J, M. Hatcher
—J. B. Garber—J. R. F.—Junior—Zelotes H. Mason, M,.

D.—H. H. Harris—E. Jenkins—Allen Martin—Green
Horn—A. J. Cook— Clisbe Austin—Jenkins—W. R, J.,.

&c., &c.

We return thanks to our friends for their esteemed favors,. ^

all of which shall appear in due season.

BRIEF NOTES ON STRAWBERRIES.

During the past two or three years, we have carefully

tested more than Thirty varieties of the Strawberry, and

we append a list of some of those most desirable for mar-

ket, and the garden of the amateur. It is well known

that the blossoms of the Strawberry are of a threefold

character, viz:

—

Hermaphrodite, or perfect; Stammate,.

or male
;
and Pistillate, or female. We shall, therefore,

classify each under its respective head, adding merely

such briefremarks as our own ‘experience and observation
,

suggest

:

Hermaphrodite.—The only plants of this class that v/e-

deem of especial value, are Longworth's Prolific, (some-
*

timies called “Schneicke’s Hermaphrodite”)
;
and Wcdker's-

Seedling. The “Prolific” is a remarkably vigorous grow-

er, and should, therefore, be planted on rather poor soil..

It is a good bearer, the fruit being quite large, roundish-

obovate, bright crimson, of fine flavor, and quality. The-

berries are generally from 2 to 3 inches in circumference,
,

though occasionally they grow much larger. A specimen

grown the past season by Mrs. Geo. A- Oates, of this- ^

city, measured considera,bly over four inches. Walker's
j

Seedling is generally classed among the staminates, but. |
we think the blossoms nearly or quite as “perfect” as- ,

'

those ofany other variety,. The fruit is an especial favor-

ite with us, and may be thus described : size, generally

ipedium
;
regular, uiaifor-m roundish conical or pine apple- J

shape; darlL crimson or purple in color; flesh of the

highest flavor, t'cn/ /m, parts easily from the hull, and. '.'

is excellent for market. Bears moderate crops, the frtiit

“keeping” on the vine better than most sorts. Both of'*’»

the above may be relied on for fair crops' of fruit, when .

planted singly, or in seperate beds, distinct from other ih!

varieties.

Staminate.—The staminate or male plants are now
generally used by enlightened cultivators as impregnators

for the more fruitful and productive pistillates. Some
staminates there are, however, which can be depended on

for small or medium crops of excellent fruit, and these

may be considered valuable by amateur gardeners, who-

desire a variety. The Large Early Scarlet, Boston Pine,.

British Queen, White Biqton Pine, and Prolific Hautboy

are among the best. Of these we prefer the Boston Pine

and Early Scarlet, both of which bear moderate crops of

good fruit—^the Pine having the advantage in size, and^

the Scarlet in flavor.
*
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Pistillate.—This class of plants, when properly im-

pregnated or fertilized by a due admixture of staminates,

bears abundant crops of the 'finest fruit, but if planted

separately, or isolated from the iptluence^of the male

blossom, they fail to produce any^out imperfect specimens.

We regard the fbllqwing^«s most desirable : 1st. H<iveifs
**

Seedlings—for large size, fine appearance, general produc-

tiveness and ''-good'' quality, this well-known variety has

long been a favorite, and remains so still, notwithstanding

the many rival •'* seed lings’’ that have sprung up of late

years. During the past season, tlfe Hoxey met and van-

quished ail the new Ohio strawberries, upon their oiwn
'

groupd, at Cincinnati; and the success of Mr. PffABODY

and primers in extending the bearing season from six

week's to three or fourmionths, with this plant, is well

known to most of our readers. It is scarcely necessary

to dq^crihe a variety so familiaif to all gardeners, but as

there are yet a great many people who never have seen a

berry an ip*ih and a half in diameter, or fire or six in cir-

cumfepen.e%, we will quote a few words from Mr. Pardee ;

“ The vines are vigorous, lea%'es large in rich soil, rather

flight [dark 1] green, and fruit-stalks of good length

[rather short, with us.] Fruit is very large, often five

and six, and sometimes over eight inches in circumfer-

ence(!) roundish oval, conical
;

color, rich scarlet; seeds

slightly imbedded
;
firm fiedi

;
well adapted for market,”

&c., (fcc. It is proper to state that the 5, 6 and 8 inch

berries are rarely seen, even in the gardens of the most

careful cultivators
;
but that they have been grown of

these dimensions there can be no question. ''The average

size of properly grown berries with us has been from two
and a half to three inches, tl^ough berries of four inches

in circumference are not at all uncommon. 2d, McAvoifs
Extra Red—an Ohio seedling, lately introduced, surpass-

es in prolific quality any variety that we have yet tested.

It is of large size, conical, firm flesh, light crimson or^

orange Color, somewhat deficient in flavor
;
bears carriage

and exposure well—a good'market variety. Fruit borne

in large bunches or trusses, and remarkably' abundant.

In all respects desirable for those wAo -cultivate ‘Straw-

berries on an extensive scale! • 3d. ]\'kA<CQy‘’s Supoxidr—
an Ohio prize berry, of venj lui^ge sizer; dark^ color, irre-

gular shape, conical, roundish; flesh of fair quality;

though rather tender for carrying a [ong distarfce'to mar-

ket. Deserving of further trial, and the attention of*.ama-'

teurs. 4th. Crexcnt Seedlv.iig—originated in New Or-

leans, and is worthy of more ‘extensive trial at the South. ^

This variety is valuhbfe on account of be^’ing a jgte’ crop,

when other kinds are exhausted. We havejpfcked»berries

from it until tlie lafterpartof 40*1}’, without either mulch- .

or watering, and feel confident that these ^opei^dtions

would have greatly extended the bea^irig season., .The
berries are often very large, though npt qfiiiormly so, and
their texture tfnd flavor render them' very desirable for

market. 5th. Barr^s iSevj Pine is generally regarded as

the standard of fine flavor, but oiir gi^erience htndly justi-

fies us in so ranking it. l9 is’, ifn^o^btedly, a fine beiVy,

but it Is a shy bearer with nS, and th^te 4re many others,

the flavor of which We prefer. Tastes differ, howevdr, in

this, as in all things* ejse. 6th. Black Prince—an English

variety of fair size, tfnd of a remarkably dark crimson or

blackish-purple color; flesh firm, and of a rich, musky
flavor, when fully ripe; plants vigorous and productive.

Valuable, and worthy the attention of all tasteful and curi-

ous amateurs. 7th. Crimson Cone—a very beautiful,

light crirnkon berry, of rpedium to large size
;
uniform*ly

long-conical; brisk, high and rather acid flavor* seeds

deeply imbedded, giving the surface a peculiar rasp-like

appearance
;
quite productive, dpd a showy market fruit.

D^irable in. all collections.

We might add the description of many mpre varieties,

such as Jenny's' ^cedTihg^ Moyameimng Pine, G&nesee

. Seedling, R'ivafHudson, Bishop’s OroAige, Prolijic Haut-

,
hoy, Eu.ist’s Early, Cincinnali Hudson, &c., &c., but we

^ prefer giving some oftliese further trial before offering an

opinion on their merits. The list we have presented con-

. tains nearly all desirable sorts, from which our readers

. may make their own selections
;
and, when the proper

i season for planting arrives, we shall offer a few additional

' remarks on the preparation of the ground, culture, irriga-

tion, &c, &c.

ATLANTA FAIR!

The tiliie for preparation is now short, and our friends

I
must be ‘‘up and doing.” Every arrangement will be-

ma^e by the Society, and the citizens of Atlanta to ac-

cp’mmodate properly the^ large crowd which will be pre-

sent, and all who intend' competing for the Premiums

should lose no time now in getting ready their articles or

animals. We will endeavor to publish the Rules and

Regulations of the Fair in our September number which

will be issued on the 20th of the present month. We can

;
supply applicants with a limited number of the large Show

Bills of the Society containing Premium List, Regulations^

&c.—per mail.

' The Fair ppeps on the 11th of September, at At-

;

lanta, Ga,

The Seasons and the Crops.—We hear nothing but

the most favorable, reports concerning the crops from all

sections. of the country, and trust every reader of the Cul-

Hvdtor may find himself in the condition of theffarmers of

^ East Tennessee, as described by Ivins, of {]ie Athens Post,

who says

:

- “ Last Wednesday (July 11,) v/e had such a fajl of rain

as has not been witnessed before since the births of the

oldest inhabitant. We don’t know what oirf farmers will

do' if the seaspn continues favoraJole a few weeks
more—-thp^^ will make such immense quantities of corn

that there* will not be room sufficient in the bounty to

- build, cribs to put it in.”

Da^'y’s Devon Herd-Book.—We have received from

Col, L. G. Morris, several copies of this new and valu-

able work, ^^^llich we will furnish at $1 each, or forward

gey mail, at ^ 20.’'
> 4,

Tlie volpr^e pon^ihs the^p^^grees and all other -impor-

t^t matters eonnected with I^von Cattle, bbth in Eng-

^'^d and America, up to the present time
;
and is embel-

li^ied with several beautiful engravings. Every Devon

breeder and admirer of this fine-race of cattle, should pos-

sess a copy.

The Grape Rot.—We regret to learn that the .wet

we'ather of seveisal weeks past has proved quite injurious

to the vineyards of some of our neighbors.
;
One of the

most exmnsive Vine Growers of tfie Sopth, writer us under
date ofJuly 14, as follows;

“The rot has recurred in my Isabella Grapes, and with-

in the last six days swept them of from one-ltalf to one-
third o/^their fruit.”

Our '“native” Southern variety, the Scuppernong’, is

comparatively exempt from tip® disease, and as it is a
regular and abundin^bearer, and withal of good quality,

we hope to see its culture extended. Every resident of

our favored clime skould beable to “situndqr his own vine
and fig tree” and eat the fruits thereof.
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' THE SEPTEMBEE FAIK.—PREMIUM LIST.

Owing to the inadvertent omission of a most import-

ant portion of the prizes for Horses, in the List published

in our April number, we herewith insert a correct

schedule. It will be seen that in this, as in all other de-

|)artments, the Society’s awards are most discriminating

and liberal. We hope to see the fine stock of Georgia

^nd her sister States fully represented at the Fair, w’hich,

it will be recollected, is to be held in Atlanta from the

lllhto the 14th of September:

HORSES.
FIRST OUASS—HORSES OF ALL WORK, DRAFT, <ft:0.

1. For best Stallion over 4 years old, $20
2. Second best, “ “ “ Modal.
S. Best Horse Colt 8 years old, $10
4. Second best, “ “ Medal.
5. Boat Horse Colt 2 years old, $10
6. Second beat, “ “ Medal.
7. Beat Colt, 1 year o’d, $5
5. Second bes^ 1 year old, Medal.
2. Best Mare 4 years old and over, $10

10. S^’cend b's^ 4 years old and over, ' Meda'.
n. Best Filly 8 y ea's old, $10
12. Second best 3 years old. Medal:
13. Bent Filly 2 vca's cld, $5
14. Sec md best Filly 2 years old, Medal.
15. B^st Filly 1 year old, g.o

18. Second best 1 year < Id, Medal.
17. Best B o -id Mare with Colt by her side, $10
18. Second best “ “ “ Medal.
19. B^st Brood Mare with Male Colt by her side, $10
20. Second best “ “ *• Medal.

SECOND CLASS —BLOOD HORSES.

1. For best Stallion over 4 years old, .

2. 2 1 best “ “ “
8. B ‘St Stud Colt 0 years old,
4. 21 beat “ “
6. Be^t Colt 2 vears old,
6. 2 1 best “ » “

7. B '^t Celt 1 year old,

8. 2d. best “

9. B'st tjnorougb bred Mare with Celt by her s'd'
10. 5d best “ “ “ “
11. Bist thorough bred Mare over 4 years old,
12. 2 1 best “ u ’

13. Bost F;!!v 8 years old,
14. 2.1 best

“ ‘•

15 F I'y 2 years old,
16. 2d h St *
17. Bj'-tFil’y 1 year cld,
13. 2d be.s't

* “

THIRD CLASS—MORGAN OR CANADIAN.
1. Best S’ailion over 4 years old,
2. 2 i best “ ‘'•

With ceriifica'c to ba approved by Society I

FOURTH CLASS—GEOSG/A RAISED.

B^rt pair Matched Horses,
2 1 best “ “
B^s' Single Harness Horse,
2d be.si, “

B» 8 Saddle Horse,
2 \ b?st “ “

Best heavy draft Horse Ge’d'ng,
2d best “

,
‘-I

FIFTH GLASS—SOUTHERN RAKED,
B’st pair Mateht d Horsos,
2i bo-t. “ “
B 'SI Si; g'e Ilaroesa Horse,
2lb,pst “ - ' “

Besr 8add'c Ilorse,
2i!| best

^

B:;^st pair MiUched Hgtscs—open to the world,

$20
Modal.

$10
M''dul

$10
Medtd.

$5
Medd.

$10
Med>d.

flO
Meda'.

$ 1 ')

Medal.
$8

Medal.
$5

Meda'.

$20
Medal,

$10
Meda*.

$10
Meda'.

$10
Medal.

$10
Mi'da'.

flO
Modah

$10
Meda'.

$10
Meda',

1 10

JACKS A*IdD JEHNEriES.

J}?iporlcd,

id brst. IroDorted Jack, withoertiS-

Medi

1. For ’he lar 'G'^t a.. . ^ v .

,

oates, approved by toe Society,.
2 . i or the 2 i b6.-:t imported Jack,

A,

8. For the best imported Jenuette, with certificates

approved by the Society,
. $10

4. For the 2d best impo.’-ted Jennotte, Medal
Southern Raised.

1. For the best and largest Jack, $20
2. “ » “ “ Jennstte, 10
5. “ “ “ “ Jennette, with colt by her

Bids (Georgia raised), 10

MULES.
Georgia Raised.

1. For the best pair of Mules, $S0
2. “ “ second best pair of Mules, Medal
3 « “ b-st single Mule, $10
4. “ “ second best single Mole, Medal
6. “ “ best Mule 2 years old, $5
6. “ « p <( g

Southern Baistd.

1. For the best pair of liiules, $10
2. “ “ second best pair of Mules, Medal.

DEATH or DB. WILLIAM TEBEELL,

We regret to learn, (says the Savannah Gimri>r,) that

Dr. W^iLLiAM Terrell, well knowm, not only as an en-

lightened agriculturist, but as one of the wealthiest and

most public spirited citizens of Georgia, died at his resi-

dence in Sparta, Hancock county, at half-past one o’clock,

on the morning of the 4th of July. The deceased has en-

titled himself to the gratitude of Georgia and of posterity,

by the donation of twenty thousand dollars to the Athens

College, for the establishment of a Professorship of Agri-

culture. Called by his name, it will, for all time, be his

monument. Speaking of this munificent endowment, we

remarked, last January

:

“It is due to the history of Agriculture as a Science in

this country, that we record the fact that no other person

in this great Republic has given for immediate use, to in-

crease and diffuse rural knowledge, more than one-fourth

the sum donated by the patriotic and distinguished foun-

der of the first Professorship of Agriculture in the Southern

Slates. A similar Professorship was established a few

years since in Yale College, on the gift of $5,01)0 by Mr.

Morton, whosfe son was appointed to fill the new chair

thus created. No' paternal or family lie has, in iiny way,
been associated with the munihecnce of Dr. TerrelL

View the transaction in whatever light we may, nothing

discovered but the wish and the effort of a noble mind
to arrest that tendency to impoverish the soil, which
forms so striking a feature of American Agriculture.”

The following letter from .Dr. Terheli,, to the Trustees

of the Georgia University, states, in a few words, the pur-

pose of the endowrheru ;

“To aid in this great enterprise,” (of preserving from

destruction the lands of the Southern States by bad til-

lage.) “if you will allow me to call it such, I propose to

yojur honorable body to give to Franklin College, Boipds

of the State to the amount of tweiQty thousand dollars,

the annual interest of which shall be applied permanently

as compensation for a Professor, whose duty it shall be to

deliver, in t!ie College, course df^lectures during its

terms, on ‘Agriculture as a Science; the practice and im-
provemant of different Peopje

;
on|Cjiernistry and Geolo-

gy, so far as they may be useful in Agriculture; on Ma-
nttres, Analysis of Soils and on Domestic Economy, par-

ticuhtriy referring to the Southern States the lectures to

be free.” •

We have no material^' from which to sketch the life of

this model citizen. A native of VtTilkes, when a yt^ng

man he removed Hancock county, y^hich he repeated-

ly represented in the Legislature of Georgia. Later ia
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life he serveH in the Congress of the United States
;
and

still later, in obedience to a nearly or quite unanimous

cal! of that constituency, represented the counties of Han-

cock and Baldwin in the Senate of Georgia. As a man of

refined taste, high mental culture, and extensive and varied

imformation, he had few, if any, superiors in Georgia,

while the qualities of his heart formed in all respects a fit

counterpart to the high endowments of his head. Those

who knew him best—and it is they that loved him most

—will not think it too much to say, in the oft quoted

words of the dramatist;

“This was the nobfest Roman of them all:

His life was gentle, and the elements

So mixed in him that nature might stand up,

And say to all the world, he was a man,”

The following brief note announces the painful event

which has called forth the foregoing hurried and inade-

quate tribute

:

“ Sparta. July 4, 3 A. !M,

"Our much esteemed friend. Dr. Terrell, expired quiet-

ly and without a struggle this morning, at half-past one

o’clock. A good and honest man is the noblest work of

God. I read and prayed with him, and trust he died in

the true faith.”

GRASSES FOR HAY AND GRAZING.

We cannot better introduced what we wish to say on

this subject at this writing, than by publishing the follow-

ing brief notes which explain themselves :

Pomona Hall, (near Clarksville,) Ga,, June 5, ’55.

. Dr. Danirl Lee—Dear Sir— I enclose to you a speci-

men of some of my Wild Grass, cut when in bloom
;

it is

perennial and a winter green, and I believe, the best grass

for all purposes that is known. As I am no botanist and
know that you take great ihterest in agricultural matters,

will you please classify this grass and let me know its

proper name and station. I have been cultivating it four

years; began upon less than a thimbleful of seed, obtain-

ed from a traveller, who said he gathered it in the Rocky
Mountains or Arkansas—I do not recollect which.

If you have leisure to attend to it you will greatly

.oblige one who appreciates, your devotion to agiicultural

improventenis. John R. Stanford.
P, S —A reply, direct, or through the Smihern Cv.lti-

vatoTyiH requested. J. R. S.

Atlanta, Ga., June 9,T855.

Dr. Daniel Lee—Dear Sir—'^iv. Stanford, qf Clarks-

ville, will send you some heads of his ntiv grass to classi-

fy. It is, beyond a doubt, the common “Tall Oat Grass”

of England, such as is sold in all the Northern seed stores

;

it is identical with the great grass of Col. Watkins, oJ

Huntsville, and with my Mysterious Grass, that I showed
to you in my garden several years ago. I am well

pleased with this grass, and, at tliis time, consider it the

only, hay grass for upland that, in thi^ climate, can be re-

lied on to grow high enough to cut.

Respectfully yours, R. Peters.

P.S.—The four heads enclosed are, one from Col Wat-
kins, one from Col. Stanford, one from seed out off

Northq^n seed stores, ant? one from my garden patch o!

Mysterious Grass. R. P,

Mr. Peters is right in calling the specimen furnished

by Mr. Stanford, “Tall Oat Grass,” whose botanical

iiame is Avena elalior L., and Arrena tkrenum avenaceum,
BiiAOR. The latter name is intended, doubtless, to com-

bine its two leading characteristics, viz: its avenous, or

oat features, with its arenaceous habitat, or sand-loving

habitation. These facts are not unworthy of note, as

favoring the hope that it may be constitutionally adapted

to the soil and climate of no inconsiderable part of the

Southern States.

Mr. Peters being c^^rnestly engaged in the breeding,

grazing and wintering ot fine neat stock, his opinion on
the economical value of this grass for bay and pasturage,

is entitled to great weight. It is not unknown in the

middle and Northern States; and it is there esteemed

somewhat too coarse for making the first quality of hay.

We are inclined to believe that there are a number of

varieties, and perhaps distinct species, of avenas grow-
ing wild in this country. Dr. Gray says the Avena elatior

was introduced from Europe; which Dr. Dewey, (high

authority) “doubts, as it is found in such situations in

our own country.” Meaning in places w'here nature, not

man, had planted it. Professor Gray says it is absurd-

ly called “Grass of the Andes.”

Perhaps so
;
but the association may have some value,,

nevertheless. As three and a half centuries have elapsed

since Columbus discovered this continent, and emigrants

from Europe began to bring seeds from the Old World to

the New, it is no easy task to say with certainty what
plants have been introduced, acclimated, and become
wild in this country, and what are indigenous, in many
cases. Dr. Dewey suggests the possibility of the intro--

duction of this grass into South America and New Mexi-

co from Spain. He says it is not mentioned among Sin-

clair’s English Grasses, as cultivated in England
;
while

in Muhlenburg’s Graminae, it is said to be cultivated in

New Fngland and Pennsylvania.

Ifa grass, either identical with this, or similar to it in

habit and nature, flourishes in the South of Europe, the

fact increases the chances of its doing well in the cotton-

growing States. Its coarseness and harshness, when
grown on rich land, may be softened by thick seeding,,

and early cutting for hay. This we recommend where
one does not care to save the seed of his crop.

We do not wish to criticise the remarks of any of the

writers for the Cultivator^ on grasses
;
but that some of

them are too sanguine we have no doubt. It is truly a

noble field for Experiment
;
and no one should jeopard

his reputation, or damage an imp'irtant interest by hasty,

or exaggerated statements, 'lirri'., patience and perse-

verence will develop the best grasses for the South. Our
object is to keep the subject constantly before the public ;.

for these fiesh-and manure forming, these milk and wool-

producing plants, are invaluable to agriculture.

In travelling North, we no sooner reached the marl dis-

tricts, neat- P-etersbuirg, in Virginia, and paired on over

the artificially limed farms and lime-stone lands in Mary-
land, Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New
York, than we became again deeply impressed with the

es.sential value of the calcarious element in the production

of ebreals, and all other grasses. The difl’erence between

the grass, both in quantity arid quality, grown on an acre

in Monroe county, New York, aixl Clarktjounty, Georgia,

is wonderful. Five thousand of Ketchum’.s Mowing Ma-
chines will be manufactured in Buffalo-this year, and sold

to farmers at a cost of more than five hundred thousand

dollars. A few days since the writer was present where
there were assemliled nearly two thousand farmers to

witness the trial of six or eight different machines of this

kind. Manny’s Reaper and Mower, made at Hoosic

Falls, New York, and Ketchum’s, above referred to, oper-

ated the best. Farm labor is so high and scarce, that

agriculturists buy labor-saving machines with uncommon
avidity. The harvesting of grain and hay in all countries

where these staples are extensively grown, is an important

operation. A good machine cuts from ten to fifteen acre.'^
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an a day, and is worked by two horses and a driver. The
iprice is $105.

In forming good meadows and pastures at the South,

we cannot too earnestly press upon our readers the neces-

sity of making the land rich with manure, or the free use

of ashes and lime. There are several well known grasses

which yield profitable returns on strong fertile soils; while

really poor lands never produce grass crops of any con-

•siderable value. At the present prices of horses, mules,

and neat stock of the best quality, good grazing land is

worth $100 per acre
;
and not a little in New York pays

the interest of$200 per acre. Even in the cool climate of

England and Scotland, 100 tons of green grass, (Italian

Rye grass,) have been cut from an acre in a year. Liberal

manuring will give a remunerating crop where the want
of it will ensure a signal failure. Southern farmers must

cease to let their stock drop so much of their manure in

woods and old unenclosed fields, before they can fairly

begin to make choice meadows and pastures of cultivated

grasses. In rich limestone districts, this improvidence

may exist with less apparent injury; but in all sections

where the soil is comparatively poor, a better system of

husbandry is indispensable. The New England plan of

having cellars to stables and barns for storing manure,

and to keep it out of all rains and snows, and covered

with muck or loam, to prevent loss of ammonia, is worthy

of universal adoption. It is quite as easy to make a

profitable crop of grass \yith manure, as a profitable

crop of manure with grass. Some may say that

neither of these crops is worth having; and it is pre-

cisely the sinister influence of this feeling which has done

most to desolate the planting States. But a few wish to

see here and there an oases—rich pastures of living

green, and sweet, delicious meadows, with fat, deep red

Devons to match. L.

CALIFORNIA BARLEY.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Enclosed, I hand you
a specimen, including a few ears, ofnaked barley, (known
to botanists as Hordeum Gymnodis tichum) introduced into

this country from California, and grown by Mr. E. T.

Shepard, of this city, the past season.

It is, as you will perceive, of the two rowed variety,

with exceeding long awns. Its weight, I should suppose,

would nearly equal the best wheat.

Mr. S. informs me that this specimen is not so full and

plump as the seed sown. This might be attributed to the

dry season under which it has matured, and not the

climate, as barley will accomodate itself to most any cli-

mate. We know it grows well in Europe. This species

is not so highly regarded in Europe as the six rowed,

(naked) so much esteemed there for its fertility’ and pro-

ductiveness, and also for making bread, and for pearl

barley
;
but I cannot well imagine a superior grain of this

genus. It is said by some French writers to produce

twenty-four to one in mountainous countries.

Mr. S. seeded down two acises of this grain, but as the

seed was much weevil eaten, the stand was very imper-

fect. Soil silicious, dry nature, (pine land.)

Barley is not, as you know, entirely exempt from dis-

eases, such.as smut, blight, &c., but not so liable as wheat'.

It is more subject to be injured by wet weather, whe^i in

head, than the latter. Of nutritive matter it is said to con-

tain G.a per cent., and wheat 78 per cent.

If you think this species v/orthy of being grown in the

South, please give us a few thoughts upon the subject.

Yours, very respectfully, B. A. Sorsby.
Columbus, Ga., June, 1855.

Remarks.—-Mr. Sorsby has our thanks for calling our

attention and that of the public to this recently introduced

species of barley. That it is worthy of trial at the South

is beyond question; for any kind of this grain, in skilftil

hands, rarely fails to give a good profit. In former years,

when we had a limestone farm, there was no* other crop

that gave us so cheap pork, and cheap horse-feed as

barley. For hogs, our practice has been to grind and

cook this kind of grain
;

for horses, it is ground, and the

meal mixed with w*et, chopped hay or straw'.

Barley is easily mown with a grass-cutting machine,

raked with a horse-rake, and is also easily threshed and

cleansed by horse power. The farmers of New York

raise about half of all the barley grown in the United

States, according to the census returns. It delights in a

rich soil, and we should never attempt to raise it in any

other, without a liberal dressing of manure. With good

farmers, fifty bushels per acre is about the average yield.

Cut early, speedily cured, and. well housed, the straw of

this grain answers as a substitute for hay in wintering

stock. The slovenly neglect of wheat ‘straw, and the

abundance of poor cattle which may be seen in some

parts of the country, are not credible to American agri-

culture. A plenty of good forage, will keep stock in a

growing condition all winter, give the family an abun-

dance of milk and butter, and the farm an additional sup-

ply of manure in the spring. Boiled barley, without

grinding it, makes capital feed for horses, mules, hogs,

fatting cattle and sheep. Some of our friends in New
York coin money by making fat sheep fed on boiled

barley and oats. Of course, this furnishes much fat ma-

nure. L.

Crops in Jefferson County, Ga.—‘‘A Subscriber’*

writes us from Jefferson county
,
under date of July » ;

Editors. Southern Cultivator—The crops in this

section of the State were never more promising. If the

seasons continue the present month as they have been, the

harvest for corn will truly be great.

M.anagement of Negroes.—A subscriber in Mississipa

pi, writes us as follows :

"

“ I would recommend ‘Agricola’s’ Management of
Negroes,” in the June number of the Cultivator, as the

best I have ever seen; and would amend only by releas-

ing them from packing cotton at night, requiring them in-

variably to take breakfast before going to work, and giv-

ing them another good dinner when the crop is laid by.

J. N. L. S.

A WORD FOR LARGE MULES.

In opposition to the views of Mr. Cockerill, of Tenn.
r J ,

(as heretofore published,) we have the following from

Alfred Cohen, of Kehtucky. Our own taste runs en-

tirely with the fch-mer gentleman, in favor of medium sized,

active, well-formed animals, but we desire that both sides

of the question may be presented. We quote from a late

nt^mber of the Lov.isville Journal:

Mr. Cockerill’s views, as regards the symmetry, spirit,

[

action, and stamina necsssary for a good and serviceable

mule are correct. I am myself a mule raiser, and have
also driven mules for a number of years to the several

Southern States, and use them also on my farm for the

I

different agricultural purposes. Although I do not nura-
^ her quite as m.any teams as Mr. Cockerill, still from the
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qua«tity I have handled, in different ways, I may con-

sider myself a judge. Never before have I heard the

superiority of the Tennessee jacks and mules claimed

over the Kentucky stock of that kind.

Mr. Cockerill says that we force our jacks and mules,

by a hot-bed growth, to be large animals—that we take

size only into consideration, and, owing to our treatment

we have large, coarse animals, without spirit, action, or

stamina : hence, according to Mr. C., the Tennessee jacks

and mules are more valuable and serviceable than the pro-

duce of Kentucky, under her present system. Now, it is

well known all over the United States, where mules are

I used and sold, and the stock of Tennessee as well as

other States comes in competition with Kentucky, that

the Kentucky mules always command the highest prices,

for their superior size, symmetry, style, and.action. It is

also known that Tennessee drovers, when in the Southern

markets, frequently say that their mules were purchased

in Kentucky, for the purpose of giving them reputation.

So much for the Kentucky name. It is also well known
that the best jacks they have in Tennessee were raised in

Kentucky, and we never sell our best jacks out of the

State; and, as far as our brood mares are concerned, their

superiority is so generally acknowledged that it is not

necessary for me to proclaim their merits.

I know very well that many years ago, when we first

began to raise mules, an error prev ailed here as regarded

the qualities necessary for a good mule. Then they were

generally judged by their size, und the largest mule com-

manded the highest price
;
but we have learned by ex-

perience that style, symmetry, action, and stamina are

now taken more into considera tion than size, although we
j

still have in Kentucky mules from 16 to 17 hands high

with as much style and action as a small mule can have;

and, as a sample of what Kentucky can do in that line, a

pair of mules may now beseen in New York, w'hich were
sold to a gentleman of that city by Mr. Gabriel ^alter, of

Garrard county, for 51,000. They are over 17 hands high,

and have all the style and action of fine horses.

1 suppose that Mr. Cockerill never was in Kentucky,
for otherwise, from the experience and judgment he says

he has in that kind of stock, I think he never would have

underrated our stock in the manner he has. If he wishes

to be undeceived in relation to our jacks and mules, if he

will visit Kentucky in the fall and attend some of our

county fairs, I believe he will not only reverse his opinion,

but consider himself amply repaid for his trotdjle.

It is well known that in the heavy lowlands of the

South, experience has proved that they require large

mules that can throw weight in the collar, to till their

lands, provided they have the action to sustain their

weight. Large mules are also required to* work on the

canals -in the North, they being fourKi more serviceable

than horses. They are also required for tiie^drays in the

city.

In fact, all over the South the planters have now dis-

covered by experience that the large njules'are the most

serviceable ;«'and it is difficult at present for our diovers to

sell small mules anywhere.

Cattle, horses, mules, and all other stock are gerferally

well treated in Kentucky. Without good treatment’ ^we
j

cannot expect to have good stock. We are enabled to
[

treat our stock so well, owing to the lu.xuriance of our i

bluegrass pastures—the best grass for stock—which, from

our latitude, soil, and climate, has so far done better here !

than in any othgr State. This species of grass has been i

tried in Tennessee, but it is too far south for it to do well ^

—it does not sod there as it does here, and it always burns
up during their long, dry, hot summer days.

SUGGESnONS ABOUT STATE FAIRS.

As the season is approaching when the various State

Agricultural Societies are to hold their Annual Exhibi-

tions, the attention of officers and members, and of the

agricultural community generally, is very properly direct-

ed to the subject of the proposed or anticipated manage-

ment and display on such occasions. The times And

places of holding the principal Fairs having been desig-

nated and announced, those chiefly interested— the Farm-

ers, Horticulturists and Mechanics who purpose attending

either as exhibitors or spectators—naturally desire to as-

certain as to the prominent features, and what new attrac-

tions, if any, are to be introduced. Hence, not only the

Premium Lists and Regulations will be examined careful-

ly, but many will look’ confidently for novelties and

improvements in the detailed programme of each exhibi-

tion, and that Society which shall combine the desired

items and elements in the best manner, will, other things

being auspicious, render its show the most attractive and

successful.

But, says the reader, novelties and attractions are not

indispensable; for people who desire to make money, se-

cure premiums, or advertise, or procure animals, ma-

chinery, &c., need no such inducewtent. Aye, the class

mentioned will be there—but, unfortunately for the suc-

cess of the Society, and the cause of improvement, it is

limited in number, though quite influential. The great

mass—the upper ten hundred thousand, if you please—are

prompted to attend by other and very different motives.

Many, perhaps the great majority, are induced to attend

State Fairs from the promptings of fancy—a desire to see

and hear new, strange and curious things—and hence the

more attractive the programme, the greater the interest

manifested in advance of the show, and the larger the at-

tendance. The apparent disposition of many to seek

amusement, and make simply holiday affairs of our large

shows, is not over-commendable we are aware, yet there

seems to be a necessity for it in the tastes and inclinations

of the American people. Not but what we are sufficient-

ly practical and utilitarian, for the contrary is proved by

our most prominent national characteristics. But there is

at least one cogent reason why our State Exhibition are,,

and wilf continue to be, resorted to by thousands for

amusement and recreation. We have too few holidays.

With the exceplion.ofIndependence-^the ever-glorious 4th

—we, as a nation, have scarcely a day which is univer-

sally celebrated as a holiday. True, Christinas and New-

Year are holidays in our ainxanac, but tliiey aretiot appro-

priately or generally celebrated by the great mass of the

community.*
Now, we may mistake the public inclination and senti-

ment, y|t the experience of the past indicates the nece^

sity of adding nSyelties and improvements, each year,, to

tl'e programme of our own State Society’s Exhibition.

True, we' cannot make a holiday which shall be univA'sai

throughout tlwe State—foroqly tens qf thousarfid.s, iiiStead of

hundreds of thousand,s, will be particypqjtts. The county

and town Fai;^ will,however,afford the toasses who cAinot

attend the State Show a convenieyt opportunity for u?efuT

andpleasurable recreation. We are convinced that the moi<j

novelty and amusement can be united w^th the useful and

instructive features of all our Fairs— State, County end

Town—the gremer will be their success, and the more

universal the benefit and satisfaction to corfinAinity. Let

us, thei^efore, have a holiday, or Rural Jubilee, oh the oc-

casion of every State Fair—appropriately celebrating and

commemorating the bountiful harvests gathered, and re-

ioicing in the jjrogress of Ruralists in wealth ami intelli-

*^ • * This is only true of the Northern and Eastern States.

Forty poles of 30.25 square yards each is a rood,
j

Amongusof the South, the C^rixfjjias holidays are “high
And a pole is 5 yards and a half each way.

[
carnival” for both white and black.—Eds.”
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gcncc—thoH combining amubcrncnt und pleasure with the

useful und instruclive inlorrnation derivable from the prac-

tical fcaiuren of the exhibition,

lJut while we would favor the introduction of novel and

nttractive features, we should opjiose any diminution in

the useful und in.structive deftartrnepts. On the contrary,

we should urge increased attention and di.sf)lay in those

branches of production and [»erformunce which urc most
novel, striking and instructive. 'J'he more general ojieru-

tion and trial of recent inventiotis and improvements in

the department of Agricultural Machinery, &,c., would,

among other things, add materially to the interest of the

occasion. And if arrangements could be made for dis-

cussioiTs of [iructical ynbjects, during each evening of the

Fair, the meetings would not only jjrovc attractive but

eminently bcncfudal. Instead of having simply an ad-

dress or s[)oec.h frohri sorne eminent politician or statesman,

who would probably exalt every farmer in tlie land to the

proud position of a Cincinnatus or a Washington, and talk

profoundly of the dutie.s of Congres.s toward the Agricul-

tural iniercst, yet rurely voh: for its promotion— let us

have discussjons by practical and exjiericnced men, op

the leading bramdiea and operations of Agriculture. Dis-

cussions ori su<‘.h subjeots as the Improvements of Stock,

(iruiri (Growing, the Dairy, Underdraining, Fruit Culture,

(Stc,, would, we are c.onfident, j)rovc both interesting und

profitable to thousands who attend our State exhibitions.

Ijct it only be understood that such topics arc to lie dis-

cus.'iied— tliat abh; and practical men are to preside und

open the discussions—and there (;nn he no doubt as to the

result. We arc aware that something has been attempted

m this.matter already, hut not in a systematic manner,

'riie iliscussions ought to be announced in the Society’s

programme, and the arrangements assigned to certain ofli-

cers ora committee.

This whole subject is one of jirimary importance to the

otliccrs ofoiir Stiile Agricultural Societies und thu friends

of improvement generally, und if our crude suggestions

nr« no‘t exactly to the point, we trust they may induce

those more (ixpc.ricnced to give the matter consideration.

—

Itwral Nad Yorker.

HOW TO HAVE WEAKLY CHILDEEN. '

1st. Wrap them up in an ainmdanee of llannel and

other warm clothing. Make their clothes to lit ne.atly,

und (Irawtlu ni tighthhout the shopldcrs, chest and waist!^

‘id. Keep them in doors as nipch as possible. Never
allow tlaan to nm out and romp about in the open air, as

this would proniote digesflon and excite a ’•more healthful

circulation ol the blood, ami tlicrcby tend to defeat the

«»l)ject.

3(1, Allow fliem to cat anything they want except

corn bread, hai'on and hcanft, find other similar ariicles

of coarse liiod. Always loicp a tiaipply of swcetirn'iits

and all sorts of nicknaclcs on hand, and never lot theyn be

without sonu'.thilig to eat mor«‘ than half-an hour. If they

do not iiK'line to (;at so often, encourage them to do so by

olVcriiig tlicin something (dsc, • ^

Uli. Never wash them in cold iralrr.

5th. Put tlicin t(j, sleep in ^^arm feather beck—no mat-

ter how many togotluT— th»“- more the better, (’over them

Mp with warm blankets and (pulls, and close all tlic doors

und windows, both winter and summer.

Cth, As they will fie(iu(‘nlly exhibit signs of illness,

give theut a dose of vermifuge and encourage them to cat,

7th. When your daughters have attained the age of

6ve or six it is time to apply the whalebone, starch, diic.,

so as to compress the lungs within the smallest jxissiblo

compass, and an additional skirt or two should be sus-

ptmded from the waist.

They should now be provided with u bottle of snulT,

and carefully instructed ia the art of indulging in thai*

very fashionable- luxury (iailed “ Ji'ppingy

lly the strict ob.servance of these, an(i other similar

rules which will naturally suggest themselves, your chil-

dren will spce/fily brxome dyspeptic; their teeth will

(le(;ay and fall (mt, and you will have the satislaction of

seeing them grow up mo.st beautifully delicate
;
and n(]|^

more, perhufis; tlupn four out of six wUl die of consump-

tion before tbey are thirty !

'roccupnici,, Mis.s., Jane, IHo.'i. Omo.

RiiMAitKs,—The author of the foregoing, (who hs a

gular physician,) ip a note to the Editors, says:

—

“I am aware that your journal is scarcely the proper

medium for communications of the chareicter of some that

I have sent you, and yet 1 know none more so. I wish

to give the people a^few liints eoncerning* various errors

in their mode of living, but if I publish them in medical

journals nobody but profe.ssional men will ever see

them,” * * “ The object of your journal is to

promote the prosperity and happiness of your fellow be--

ings. Well, no one can bo happy without health.

—

Colton t» not evcryUiinp;

THE SEASON IN MISSISSIPPI. .

EniTOits Southern Cultivator—The long drouth has

bid us adieu! The very interesting ceremony took place

on the evening before last, after having, for several days,

been marshaling forces by his opponents to. expel him
from the land. Several liard fought and brilliant skirmish-

es took place, in which both parties fought valliantly and
with various success, until the evening before last, a grand

assault was made by the besiegers to storm the works.

The line of battle was drawn up—the right wing resting

on the north west ! the left extending to the southeast,

probably resting upon the “Queen of the Antilles”—the

order was then given forward ! arms at a support, when
the enemy gave way and was driven completely frdm the

“Field,” without the firing of a shot ! The victory was
as complete as it was decissive. And now the late prison-

ers, hfeld "so long in durance vile; who h.ad been placed on
short allowance, although lean and haggard; seem t# be

full of life and buoyancy and hope.

Well, Colton looks well; Corn frightfully small, but

will prove to lie so much better than was promised a few

(lays since, that wc apprehend no danger of famine the

next year, in this portion of the st.dple State, P.

Ya-^oo Ooimtij, Af/.Vi, June ‘25, IH55.

HOMES FOE THE PEOPLE, IN SUBUEB AND CODNTEY.

’J’liE Villa, the JJIansion and the Cottage, adapted to^

Americah climate and wants; with examples, showing

how alter and-remodclold buildings. In a scries of one

hundred original designs. By Cervase Wheeler, archi-

tect, author of Rural Uomesj*etc,^ Cliarles Scribner, 145

Nassau street, NV'.w Y,ork. ‘

A year ago, the present volume was announced, and

when just ready for publication, the disastrou.s fire that

swc|)t away so many jirinters’ buildings in Spruce street,

destroyed the whole of the work; and, by a fatal mis-

chance, the author’s manuscript was in the printing

otlice, and so the entire fruit of brain and hand labor w’as

in a few hours, consumed. Manfully the author set to

work to re-write the book, and the present volume is the

result. A previous acquaintance with the power of Mr.

Wheeler's pen and pencil, led us to anticipate, in the

work before us, an excellence of no common order; and

weean hardly do justice to the purity of the language in

which ideas, novel and most beautiful, are clothed, nor

snlHciently extol the illustrations of the various designs.

In this day of “house-founding,” scarcely a man b«l
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j must need advice and models, such as this volume affords '

If and we consequently commend the successful efforts of

i«i the author, and wish theljook a sale as extended as it de-

I
serves.

I It is curious to see how, in architecture as in other mat-

I
ters, extremes meet. The cot of the humble laborer, in-

I

spired some faithfbl lover of the picture.sque to build a

! home like the ideal of a cottage externally, but plentifully

j

provided within with all those etcetera that go to make
I

life comfortable and luxurious. Years ago, it was the

fashion so to build; and all over Europe, at one time, the

I
fancy spread of seeking to exhibit, in the most whimsical
manner, how, v/ith a semblance of cottage form, palace

habits could be accommodated in a building. Wealthy
j

men vied with each otlier in building such little toy- i

housesj to be pleasured in for one season, and then aban-
doned to damp and spiders and rapid decay from the next.

!

At this time was the rage for fancy dairies, ornamental
houses, and all the occupations of the farm were sought

t to be sentimentalized
;
but the followers of this fashion

; soon grew weary of it, and, like other follies, it had its day.

But out ofallthis, good resulted. Attention was drawn
to the possibility, even in farm belongings, of combining
utility with beauty, and farm-life become less rude, and
its more elevating influences sedulously cultivated. The
whimsical erections, too, gave birth to a happy irregular-

ity and picturesqueness of building, immeasureably an
improvement on the square brick house, that before seem-
ed the only form in which the residence for those occu-

pying the middle rank in life could be cast.

Perhaps no country can show results so happy in this

desire to accommodate frugality of life with elegance of

manner, as can England, in the small suburban and rural

residences which receive the name of the Cottage Ornee.

The people have profited by the costly experience cf

past generations, and, whilst one never sees erected now
a perfect bijou of a small villa like that of the Durke of

Devonshire—which Horace Walpole found fault with, ’as

being “too small to live in, and too large to hang to one’s

watch chain,” though the caustic writer afterwards exhibit-

ed, in his own “ Straw'berry HiiJ,”,hov^ much ei-sier it is
j

to criticize than to excel—house.s better adapted to every-
j

day life, and at the same time exceedingly pretty and rus-

tic in their character, plentifully abound. .Sometimes
j

there is, it is true, too great an affectation ofTbe cot about
j

such suburban buildirigs, particularly W'h^ bdonging to

a wealthy man of many homes; and a passer-by is re-

minded of the cottage spoken of in the witty satire, where
the Devil quizzes such an one fdescri^iedj as

“A cottage with a double coach house

—

A cottage of gentility
;

And the devil diU ^hi

:

for his favorite sin

Is the pride that apes humility.”

Such buildings, however, w^e the type ' of a class of

houses that dots Everywhere plea-santly-living place.s

of beautiful England. . JMany a *f)hady lane reveals in iis

v/indings, glimpses of such homes, an*^ the*cnrfJjination

they present -of comeliness and comfort rnpy very advan-

tageously be studied. In this country, a want, rapidly

growing in its, imperativeness, iL being experienced of;

just such homes. Country life ten'jpts so many from the

cities to spend at least a portion of the year with tleir

familu^s iu rural retreats, that inquir;/ is awake?ied a.s to

the best mode to adopt to secure an inexpensive yet en-

joyable home, to be lived in during .summer, and, perh- ps,
|

leflto the charge of those that tend tl.c litil' Tom-noldii g j

attached to it, during the season oftiie year that city resi
!

dence is intended. !

This home, thus needed, differs materially fro;n the
j

villa or the mansion, and has requirern^iifs. too, tic^t ,»eek I

embodiment in other farms than will found in ttte farm-

house or farm-cottage.

The family seeking such a home, it i.s supposed, re-

quire one for temporary or protracted residence, at will; it

must not be a mere shell or tent, as it were a shelter for a

few weeks or months in the season, as cottages at our

fashionable watering-places are, nor yet are all the belong-

ings of a permanent home thought necessary, although the

plan should so be contrived that the house of the summer
may readily be made the family homestead for life; and
it is in this facility of afler-adaplation and enlargement

that the class of house novr under consideration posscsse*

advantages so charming and de.sirable.

Sometimes a summer-house is w'anted of but limited a«>

commodation; gentlemen fond of rfiral sports now and
then are tempted to build such a little lodge amid beauti-

ful scenery, where fishing or hunting may abound. The
loveliness of the place may tempt the family to join in tlie

occasional excursions made for such purposes
;
and, al-

though these buildings are not so frequently to be met
with here as in Europe, a want has, now and then, been

expressed for such a little sporting cottage
;
and the first

design in this section will exhibit a plan suitable for erec-

tion.

The artist, too, often needs such an abiding-place in

which to spend his summer days, and gather lessons from

the open book of nature, and in my profe.s-sional practice

1 have more than once been called upon to fui niah such a

design.

Now and then appears an illustration of such a build-

ing in the serials, or other works that touch upon arclii

tec'tural matters; but I have scarcely examined one*auch

design that was not too dreamy and unlivablc for the pur-

pose it professed to fill.

The Excellence of such a building should-be absolute

economy in construction and plan, and adajftation to ma-
terial that can be used whh greate.st facility. With these

an appropriate harmony with the surrounding scenery

should be sougfit, but there should little embellishment

that Vvoqld cause difficulty of work*man.ship to the moun-
tain laborers that the builder will be able to employ, and
the material and mode of us'fng it should be suclt as the

neighborhood most naturally suggests.

’I'he log house may be made c\ most cornfdrlable and

pio<turescfue building for a purposo> qnfl the manner
of thus constructing it .vfould scarcely interfere .with al-

most a.tky ground plat» that convenien<?e Ifed the owner u>

adopt.
^

stone abounds, a rrfbgh wall may cheaply and

quickly be built, and of this material a very beautiful con

struction pan be made. In fact, although the indwellerss

supposed to be a man of.cumvated and refined taste, the

out-door surroundings are ini^gined to bE wild and inarti-

ficial. sucli.as naturally woyld be in tho.se localises that h

portsrnan or arti.-st would be liltely to select as u placft P»r

summer sojourn. Yet ho Vudene.s.s oflh'e is intended—but

only that*'sinqfiicity that ’be- 1 finds ph^yln the country;

and so, though plahdy built and furnidied, the joituge

should be fitted in its plan, and in the decent provi^hm

for domestic con v^miem^e •that it makes, f)r occupancy by
'he owner., chat clse\t'here>woujd require all the sur

rounaings of r'-finernent and artificilil

51 ' '
^ # •

On the .sides of^a noole mounudn, who-^e ba.se dips f/>

he waves of a br'^ad river. - nd wIiO'^ g'‘<'b of verduni

de<-k' the si :*- to tlie upirio,t pertk .of its rocky crown, «

windiniT road c!iiob>.
,
with rrerpieri|ji,reaks; froin a valley

tiiat one of ti:e r''dbii_o-,ide ; of tiLC ruouiitaiii form.sin intr.r-

-jcction '’.'itn t!i<; ba -c d 'oK-t.' c-r <;f ilie ra)ig<
; girdling

U:(i shi'tin<^ . p- 'ses I long ihrMitgii other if.ouiiUiin

gorge., and little v-di' v-. u.oiil it is lost irf the- v.iridings of

its dl 'ant cour-e. 'iii’;rojd is iioi <T r/iucb travel— it

lead - f orn one li tk- hamk-t, supported by the scant b^Jji

ness p»roduced.by the s tW-M.il'.s, tliaL the tnb'jjary strfjam.s

flo'A'ing ki'.o the river i* eds, ’.o anoiacr a few di.^rant.
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On this hill-side a spot is fixed upon to build a little sum-

mer-house. The air of the neighborhood is proverbially

healthy
;
the scenery of a grandeur and changing fresh-

ness that the world elsewhere cannot surpass—and a few

farmers in the vicinity constitute just so much of a neigh-

borhood as to make a man feel he is not entirely alone, and

can depend upon a friendly hand for kindly help at need,

and the woods and waters abound with all that can con-

tribute to a sportsman’s enjoyment.

i^iot far from the site where the house is to be, is a farm

cottage, and a barn, and other outbuildings, all in some-

ViT^hat of a primitive style of finish
;
and at hand is a spot

of cleared land, sufficient to support the inmates and their

farming Stock. Back in the woods and on the fertile mar-

gins of the mountain streams, the cattle find a constant pas-

turage, and with the aid of such expenditure as the owner
of the place upon which this tenant house stands, makes
at times upon the land, the tanner contrives to gather a

comfortable livelihood, and to provide the inmates of the

summer-house with all that they require for their table

supply. This is no fancy sketch—and there are many
such places scattered about the country, where homes

such as I am about to describe may cheaply be built.

The sides of the mountain abound with a soft, shaly

stone, easily worked if cut in one direction, but splitting

into laminae if severed in line with its bed. This stone

makes a good wall, and can be found in natural slabs, that

but little labor serves to convert into lintels and sills of any

requisite thickness, for the stone readily divides in vertical

lines parallel with its bed, but is very difficult to cut

across. Thus the walls can be laid in courses of as close

a regularity as may be wished, the stones placed in the

natural direction of their bed, forming a strong and com-

pact mode of masonry. Such walls need no pointing, and

are exceedingly rural in their appearance, and as durable

as the mountain itself. In constructing them, however,

it is not desirable to carry them to any veiy great height

—and it is well known that the ratio of cost.r)f building

such stone walls, and, indeed, all walls, very rapidly in-

creases as the building advances in elevation. So a cot-

tage, with the outer walls a« low as convenience will per-

mit, is desirable for the .locality in view. But too extreme

a lowness does not permit comfortable rooms, or healthful

arrangement of the interior
;
therefore, some manner of

adding to this height is to be sought for, add may be found

hinted in many old buildings in Eurdpe, where the upper

stories overhang the lower, and the walls are built above

tlie masonry, of timber, filled in with cement or other

,

light material.

The summer-house that is designed to suit the moun-

bain site that has been sketched, has, therefore, all these

requirements to fhlfil, and the following illustrations will

show the reader the manner in which it has been done.

The building stands upon a small triangular terrace,

level upon the top, and forming a step in the downward
bend of the mountain side. The road that has been des-

cribed skirts it upon one side, and branching from this is

a by-lane which leads to the farmer’s cottage previously

alluded to, passing on the way the small stable, kennel,

and other outbuildings belonging to. the summer-house

The aspec'’ of the place is such that the travelled road is in

the rear, and the private lane branches at a point below

the side of the mountain immediately in front of the house

—but upon a lower level, and consequently screened from

sight. The outbuildings are, therefore, lower down the

mountain, but are concealed by trees and rocky elevations

from view.

Thus placed, the whole of the building is exposed to

view—the public road traversing the rear, and the sunny

and pleasant exposure being in front of the house. A
careful arrangement of "the plan, so as to afford all the

conveniences comfort in living requires to be attached to

the house—and at the same lime present not too free ar>

exposure to public view, thns becomes essential.

The plan, therefore, is disposed as follows:—The road

is in the rear, and a wagon-drive leads from it at one
point, loops round tlie house, and returns again to the

main road—previously, however, touching within a few
yards of the lane leading to the stable, and affording con-

nection between the two, by a short road from one to.the

other. To render the plan more intelligible, it is repre-

sented as upon the ground, the rear towards the road, mid
thus agreeing with the perspective sketch of the exterior

presented as following.

The above portion is taken from chapter six, “The Cot-

tage,” and is a graceful example of the author’s pleasant

and easy manner of imparting what, with less skilful man-

agement, would prove very dry and uninteresting facts.

The illustrations accompanying the chapter are beautiful-

ly adapted to the idea sought to be conyeyed, and make
one long to seek such a mountain-side and summer-house

forthwith .—Home Journal.

Cape of Horses.—Some people never or very seldom
clean their horses, and pay for it at a dear rate. Some men
will keep a team all winter and drive them about one-

quarter of the time, but never clean- them unless to get off

the tliickest.of the dirt. They never rub down the legs

of their horses, as the^ ought, to keep them from swelling

by standing in the stable. Folks talk about their horses

being stiff and foundered
;
if they would feed them more,

and drive them slower, and clean them neatly, they would
not complain of stiffness. Let a man use a curry-comb,

card and brushes, as he ought to, and he will not envy
other people’s slick horses. Some persons never comb
out a horses mane or tail

;
they complain that it pulls out

the hair, but keep them combed out all the while, and
you wont lose much hair.; this will make it grow out
thick. •

I don’t pretend to say that this, without feed, will do
much towards, keejiing a horse decent. There has been
and is a great deal of cut feed fed to horses, and is very
good feed if used right, but a horse will not keep fat on a
bushel of straw and four quarts of shorts a day, with a
little hay. The way we feed our horses, is a bushel of oat

straw with a peck of shorts and corn meal twice a day
;

and when we work them, we feed them grain at noon,
besides hay. This, with a good cleaning daily, makes
them look like mahogany pi<rs. “Don’t ever expect to

keep a horse fat at a straw stack all winter.”— Wool Grow-
er.

VirtI’e, the Friend of Health.—“ The mind has a

mighty influence upon the body, gmd operates either way,

according to the qualities of reflection. The disorders of

passion or guilt, inflame a distemper, envenom a wound,

and boil up the blood to a fever. They often baffle the

virtue of drugs and the prescriptions of art. On the other

hand, when the review pleases, when we can look back-

ward and forward with delight—to be thus satisfied and
composed is almost a cure of itself. ’Tis true, a good
conscience won’t, make a man immortal. But yet the
quiet of his mind often keeps him fr»m wearing out so-

fast. It smoothes his passage to the other world, and
makes him slide into the grave by a more gentle and
insensible motion. And when the body is shaken with-

diseases, when it bends under time and accident, and ap-

pears just sinking into ruin, ’tis.sometimes strangely sup-

ported from within. The man is propped up by the

strength of thought, and lives upon the cheerfulness and
vigor of his spirit.”
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the use oe leaves.

The office and lUility of leaves are becoming better

understood by cultivators than formerly
;

yet we find a

D-ood many still adhering to the old belief that the sun s

fays, directly shining and forming fruit, are what perfect

it, independently ot other influences.

!

On this subject, theory and practice have been invari-

kblv found in perfect accordance with each other. 1 he prin-

ciples of physiology teach us the sap of a tree, when it

basses in at tile roots, remains nearly unchanged in its up-

ward progress through stem and branches, until It reaches

Wie leaves where, being spread out in those thin organs to

ili<^ht and air, it undergoes a complete change, and thus

becomes suited to the formation of new wood and new fimit.

I Strip a rapidly growing tree of its leaves at midsummer,

land from that moment the, supply of new wood ceases

Lnd it will grow no more till new leaves are formed
;
and

if it Iws young fruit, the growth and maturity of the latter

I will cease in the same way. A few years since, a yellow

jjgao-e plum tree lost all its foliage from leaf blight, when

(I'the plums were not fully grown, and while yet destitute

;! of flavor. The fruit remained stationary and unaltered,

i until, within a few weeks, a second crop of leaves came

out. They then swelled to full size, received their crim-

j.-son dots, and assumed their honeyed sweetness of flavor.

: The object of pruning should be, therefore, to allow the

I 'leaves to grow to full size without being injured from

I

crowding.
i We find the following corroborative fact in a late number

i of the New England Farmer

;

! “We once knew an intelligent lady and one who

!
understood much about horticulture, strip her grape vines

' of a portion of their leaves, in order to let in the sun, and

j

ripen the fruit
;
but to her surprise, where the leaves re-

I mained as Nature had dispersed them, the grapes were the

I

earliest, and every way the best. This led her to inresti-

' gate the matter, when she was delighted to learn that the

! leaves were not only the 'protectors, but the caterers oi the

; fruit, constantly elaborating and supplying it with the

pabulum it required to bring it to perfection.—

I Gentleman.
_

j|

Wfi clip the following rhapsody on Roses from a

date number of the Macon Georgia Citizen. The varieties

j

.mentioned are all noted for their beauty and fragrance, and

i
should have a place in the collection of every amateur :

MR. NELSON’S ROSES.

We have on our table before us, so gorgeous a display

<of those fair creations, that w’e cannot forgo the pleasure of

a short word with them ere they go to greet the eyes of

the beautiful one for whom they were gathered. In all

-climes and in all ages the Rose has been the most ad-

mired of flowers. Its very name has a charm in it; and

ithough it might, by any other name, smell as sweet, by

none other could it sound half so soft and beautiful. No

where but in Persia does it bloom in greater perfection, or

flourish more luxuriantly than in the “Sunny South. In

Tain does one look in the Royal or other gardens of Eu-

rope, except in Italy, for such Roses as Mr. Nelson grows

at Troup Hill Nursery. Though the cold and drouth have

been exceedingly unfavorable to their development, yet,

in a few days, they will present a scene no lover of the

beautiful should fail to witness. The heart that is not

touched and softened by the contemplatation of such^ an

array of Nature’s floral ^ems, must be hard indeed. W hat

more fitting tribute can be offered, at the sj^Ji^ne of beauty

and loveliness, than a boquet of the Queeh^f Floiccrs 7

But we must proceed to the chat with ov.r Roses, ere the

fresh blush of Nature fades from their bright petals. Alas,

for the briefness of Beauty in this dull, rude world ! Even

whilst we gaze upon it and admire, it dims and fades

away !

Most conspicuous in our group is the magnificent

Souvenir de Id Malmaison, with a face as delicately beau-

tiful and softly tinted as the full orbed moon rising through

those light mists that float about the horizon of a calm

summer sea. Its enormous flowers, its gorgeous buds,

and its lu.xuriant foliage entitle it to the appellation of the

Queen of Roses. One who has only seen this noble

flower on a slight stem in a Northern green-house, about

the circumference of a silver dollar, would fail to recog-

nize the same in those mammoth productions of Troup Hill.

Next in superbness, is the beautiful Devonicmsis, with

perfume as deliciously sweet as the scented gales of Araby.

Of a light pink color, tinged with buff, its petals of a soft

delicate texture, and of an elegant form, few roses possess

more attractions than that which honors the Earl of Devon.

Its buds are unsurpassed in beauty, and its foliage is rich

and luxuriant.

Somewhat resembling the last is the Triomphe dc Lux-

embourg, curious for its coriaceous petals, and beautiful

for its pale, rosy tints shaded with light buff.

Scattered through our cluster is the Arch Duke Charles,

remarkable for its endless variety of shades and tints, no

two roses being exactly of the same hue, nor any two

parts of the same flower. Passing through all shades

from the deepest crimson to the palest pink, and varigated

with clouded spots and marbled veins, they would form a

beautiful boquet by themselves.

Beautiful Moss Rose buds nestle sweetly in the group,

and the Duchess of Kent, with its light pink, and cream-

colored centre smiles coyly upon the Giant of Battles.

Queen Victoria, hugs close to Prince Albert, and Comte

Robinski kisses the blushing cheeks of Madam Desprez.

The beautiful Hcrmosa clasps tenderly the frail Enfant d’

Ajaccio, and the Princess Clementine looks lovingly upon

the proud Edouard Desfosses.

But we are falling into a tender mood. The blushing

petals, and white buds of our gorgeous boquet are so like

the beauty and the purity of another “fairer flower,” that

we almost fancied a pair of soft eyes peering upon us from

out that group of fairy forms.

We can only mention the names of the rest. We have

the Madam Breon, the Acidalie, Lavinia, Costa Jaune

Desprez, Madam Bossanqiut, Abricote, Virginie, Saffrano,

Solf&tare, Lamarque, La Sylphide, Prinoesse Maria,

Triomphe de la Dachere, wdth its reflexed petals, and

beautifully starred centre.

Mr. Nelson has over two hundred different kinds of

roses, embracing all the best varieties known to floricul-

ture, and no one can look upon them in their prime, with-

out emotions of delight. For his industry and enthusiasm

in the beautiful department to which he is devoted, and

for the improvements he is introducing in Horticulture, in

Agriculture, and in our general taste for the beauties of the

Garden and the Conservatory, he deserves much of

Georgia and the South, A love for flowers begets a love

for all else that is good and beautiful, and no man’s life

can be altogether bad, surrounded by those blooming

“stars of earth.^’ L.

INQUIRY—WORMS IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have a valuable

horse that is subject to worms at times, and it reduces

him to a mere skeleton, notwithstanding I feed him well,

and he has a good appetite.

These worms appear to be of a whitish color, about as

laro-e as a common size broom-straw, and about one inch

lon'^. Will you or some of yoilr correspondents give us a

renfedy through the Cultivator, for the benefit of others as

well as myself I Cupio,

Jidy, 1855.
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InrticEltEittl SejiaitmeEt.

WORK FOR THE MONTH~(AXJGIJST.)

[August was originally called by the Romans, Seztiiis

or the sixth month
;
which was afterwards, by the Senate,

changed to Aug^tstus, in honor of the Emperor. It cor-

responds to the Jewish (Neh. vi. 15,) their twelfth

civil, and sixth sacred month. By the Saxons it was call-

ed the Barn-monath, or Barn-'/nonth, in allusion to the

putting in of their harvests, and also Thridda-litha, or the

Third-mildt-month ]

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton .—Where this crop is backward, keep your

plows, cultivators and sw'eeps going briskly, to destroy

the weeds, encourage a late growth, and prevent the fall-

ing of the forms. Towards the latter part of the month,

begin your preparations for picking, and as soon as the

bolls begin to open freely, set the hands at work gather-

ing. Have all seed cotton hauled in wagons from distant

fields to the gin-house, and do not require your negroes to

waste their time and strength in carrying heavy baskets.

If you wish to weigh the picking of each hand, it can be

done by the overseer before it is put into the wagonsj or

each “hand” can mark his baskets and have it weighed at

noon and night, at the gin-house.

Corn .—All early planted Corn is already laid by, in

most sections
;
but very late fields may yet receive another

careful working, and be finished with the surface open;

mellow and free from weeds.

Curing vp Corn Stalks for Fodder.—In our last num-

ber, (page 220,) we furnished some objections to the very

common practice of pulling fodder, and advised the sub-

stitution of drilled corn, which we have long found to be

an excellent and economical article both for “soiling,” (or

feeding green,) and winter hay. It is so hard to break

up old habits, however, that we scarcely expect many ol

our readers to test this matter fairly
;
and lest, with all

their fodder pulling, many may fall short of “roughness”

before next season, we will offer another hint for their

consideration. It is, to 'cut up their corn stalks at the

grcnind, as soon as the ears begin to glaze or get hard • set

up in shocks every 20 or 30 lulls thus cut, and when the

whole is perfectly dry, haul under cover, or carefully

stack up; strip off the ears at your leisure, and save all

the stalks, blades and shucks for the winter feeding of

stock. This hint is especially intended for small planters

—those who aiii} only to raise sufficient corn for their

own use, and who desire to make the most of it, and to

save all that is worth .saving. Our objections* against fod-

der pulling,, (as before stated).are that it is a slow and la-

borious process, and that the yield and weight of the

grain is lessened, by prematurely depriving the plant of

its leaves. If fodder is pulled before the grain becomes

glazed, you certainly injure the latter, and if you do not

pull until the ears are fully ripe, the fodder is nearly

worthless. The “golden mean” is to cut up your corn as

directed, just when the grain is passing from the milky

or doughy state to the hard kernel. At this period of its

growth, the plant has elaborated sufficientsap to mature the

grain perfectly after it is cut, and the surplus starch, gum
and saccharine matter which it contains will be preserved

in the stalk and leaves, instead of being changed to hard

and worthless woody fibre, as when the plant is allowed

to become perfectly dead ripe. Another advantage in

thus cuttina: up corn is, that as soon as it is hauled off,

the ground is ready for the plow, and after it has received
^

a good manuring, you can proceed immediately, with the

sowing of your Winter Oats, Rye, Barley, Clover, &c.,

&c. Let those who have scanty crops try it, even on a
small scale, and report results.

Feeding Corn Stalk Fodder.—In order to use corn with

proper economy, every farmer and planter should have
Scott’s “ Little Giantf or a similar mill for grinding

both corn and cob. To this should also be added a Feed
Cutter, suitable for cutting hay, sheaf oats, corn stalks,

&c., &c. With this latter implement, the corn stalk fod-

der, shucks, oats, hay and other “roughness” may be
finely cut up, and when mixed with a proper portion of

corn and cob meal, slightly moistened, (with an occasion-

al sprinkle of salt and ashes), you have an excellent and
cheap provender for all kinds of farm stock. Roots, such
as Turnips, Siveet Potatoes, &c., when plenty, may be
added to the foregoing from time to time, and they will be
found to give increased relish and improved health to

your animals. The “ merciful man is merciful to his

beast,” and humanity as well as self-interest dictates the

best possible care of all dumb brutes dependent upon us.

Turnips.—RxxiSi Baga, Red Top, Early Flat Dutch, Yel-

low Aberdeen, Norfolk, Globe and other Turnips should
be sown from the 1st to the 25th of this month. The
ground should be plowed very deep, and pulverized as fine

as possible. A deep, rather light and fertile .sandy loam
is best for this crop, and such soil ought to be plowed at

least 8 or 10 inches, and thoroughly harrowed. Sow in

drills from 2 to 3 feet apart, plants standing in the drill

from 6 to 10- inches. Stable manure (10 or 15 loads to

the acre) woods mould, ashes and broken bones, equal

parts (G or 8 loads to the acre) or 300 pounds of guano, scat-

tered broadcast and plowed in, will give you a good crop.

Should you wish to manure in the drill, open a wnde and
deep furrow with a long shovel plow, scatter your ma-
nure thickly along this drill, throw a flat, broad bed on
the manure with a turning-plow', and after raking the

surface smooth and even, drill in the seed as above direct-

ed. From one to one and a half pounds of seed, mixed
with sand and carefully sown will be sufficient for an acre.

Soak your seed 24 hours in lamp oil, then drain off the

oil and dry the seed with ashes or plaster, and mix with
moist sand for the convenience of separating the seeds in

sowing. If you have plenty of leached ashes, you may
top dress the ground with 10 or 15 bushels per acre, after

sowing. It will be well, also, to dust the plants when
they first come up, with a mixture of ashes, soot, plaster

and salt, (a bushel to the acre) several mornings in suc-

cession, to prevent the atta(!ks of the fly. Continue this

until they get into the rough leaf, when they may be con-
sidered out of danger. When the plants are well up, clear

out all grass and weeds with the hoe, and thin them to a
stand of from 6 to. 10 inches apart, according (o the size of
the variety. After thinning, work them out from time to

lime, until the tops shade the ground, when you may lay
them by.

Sweet Puteiocs.—Keep the earth fresh and loose around
the plants, 'and the rows entirely free from weeds until

the vines take complete possession of the patch. Lose no
time, now, in cutting and setting out vines for the produc-
tion of next year’s seed. *

Hay dndy Fodder .—Cut and carefully save drilled Corn
fodder (as directed in July number, page 220)

;
also make

all the Hay you possibly can from Crab (or Crop) Grass,
Crowfoot, Pea Vines, lops of Ground Peas, Oregon Pea,
Millet, &c., &c.

Ditching, Hauling Muck, Woodland Pastures, Straw-
berry Beds, tpc.—The dry weather of this month will be
found favorable to the ditching and draining of low, wet
lands, clearing up of swamps, cutting underbrush, digging
and fish-ponds, preparing Strawberry patches,

clearing the undergrowth of forests for woods pastures.
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hauling of muck to the compost heap, destruction, by com-

post fermenting or burning obnoxious weeds, &c., &c.

THE GARDEN
All plants of the- CavMJioiter, BrocoH or Cabbage fami-

ily, may now be set out for fall and winter use. Continue

fito transplant Celery. Full crops of the different kinds of

I
'Turnips should be sown dudng the month, as directed

ij above. Sow seeds of Beets, Snlsify, Carrots, &€., for

I winter use—shading the ground by a slight “brush arbor,”

i firom the hot sun. Radishes, Spinach, Lettuce, &c., may
!|still be sown, and Snap Beans planted for pickles. Plant,

ialso, and Cucumbers hr mangoes and pickles.

ijKeep dowii all weeds—use the hoe, and water freely.

' Plant a second or fall crop of Irish Potatoes and Peas,

s mulching both heavily with leaves. The Purple Egg
?
Plant, Tomato and Lima Bean may be planted for a late

icrop, and will come yet, with “favorable seasons.” Keep

?
your Strawberry Beds clean, open and mellow now, if

[

you desire to increase your plants, and encourage the

growth of runners by an occasional showering with soap

su Is. If you do not want runners, cut them off and turn

them under, to give back their substance to the bearing

:

plants. Give these occasionally a light top dressing of

leached ashes just before a shower, or w^ater them with a

very weak solution of potash.

THE OKCHAED AND NHE8EKY.
Peach, Nectarine and Apricot trees may be “shortened

in” or cut back one-half of this years’ growth, where the

frost has destroyed the fruit
;
but w’here the trees have

borne or are heavily laden, this operation may be deferred

until October. Budding of all stone-fruits may still be

continued, by those who adhere to this back-breaking

and head-aching practice. Insert the bud on the north side

of the stock, early in the morning, or just before night-fall,

ceasing operations in the heat of the day.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Collect seeds of all Annuals, and preserve them care-

fully. Bud Oranges and Lemons. Propagate Aloes and

the Cacti (or Cactus) by slips. Sow Bulbous rooted

flower seeds to obtain new varieties. Stake your Dahlias

and thin out the flow'ers, if too profuse. Clip Box edgings

in moist -weather. Cut and roll grass plats and lawns.

Clean up walks, put on fresh gravel, and roll smoothly.

Water your potted Annuals and other plants daily, in

hot weather. Sow Tulip and other bulb seed. Gather

all valuable seed as soon as ripe, and save for future use.

Use wader and w'eak liquid manure frequently, as here-

tofore directed.

SOUTHERN FRUITS—APPLES,

NO. II.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having omitted, in

our former article on Southern Fruit, to call your atten-

tion to an Apple, brought before the public by Dr. J. C.

Jenkins, of Natchez, Miss., I must beg the liberty of do-

ing so at this time, as the labors of the Doctor, through the

press and in the orchard, entitle him to the thanks of every

Southern Pomologist and Agriculturist. We -vv'ould that

such men as Dr. Baldwin, Rev. J. L. Moultrie, Dr. M.
W. Philips, R. Nelson, S. McDowell, St. Clair J.

Leavel, of Kentucky, and Dr, J, C. Jenkins, were to be

found in every county in every Southern State, together

W'ith many others we could name. With such exertions

as have been made by these gentlemen in the cause of

Horticulture and Pomology, much has been, and more
still will be elicited and accomplished, that cannot: fail to

place our list of Southern Seedling Fruits in a conspicuous
position before the public.

Through the exertions and enterprise of these and other

gentlemen in other Southern States and Counties we

could name, the scepticism on the question of raising

Apples in thfe South successfully, has been dispelled, and

in place of which we are now seeing broad and vigoious

orchards growing up through the length and breadth of

the South, where, but a few years since, blackberries and
persimmons constituted the variety in most localities.

The example and success, demonstrated by these pio-

neers in the cause, we are happy to add our humble testi-

mony, is having a salutary influence in creating a taste

for the more general pursuit of Pomology, and for which
the Southern States are pre-eminently adapted in soil and
climate.

But we must return to the previous question, with which
we started—the Elgin Pippin. This apple. Dr. J. C.

Jenkins informs us, has been cultivated in the vicinity of

Natchez, Mi.ss., and is supposed either to be a seedling

from the Spanish Reinette or Cameusar, or that fruit itself

so modified and changed through acclimation and long

cultivation, as to have become peculiarly adapted to that

region of country. With him, we should suppose it to be

a seedling raised by the early French or Spanish colonists,

as he has traced its history back some fifty years or more,

at which time it would have been almost impossible to

have imported living trees
;
seeds were probably planted

by the colonists, and this, one of the remaining trees pro-

duced from them. We would like, and intended, when we
commenced this article, to gjvc the specific description of

this apple as we received it from him, but on making
search we cannot find it amongst the numerous favors of

our Pomological correspondents. We are in hopes to

receive a specimen of the fruit this fall, from which to

make drawings, and should we be thus favored, will tor-

ment your readers with a view and description of it

through the medium of the columns of the Southern Culti-

vator. Suffice it to say, at this time, we are of the opinioa

it -will be found to be a valuable acquisition to our Soutli-

ern list of Apples We are now cultivating, in our

Nursery and specimen orchard, about fifty varieties of

Southern Seedling Apples, with the fruit of which we are

personally acquainted in some forty varieties, and to

which we give our unqualified approbation in preference

to the choicest varieties cultivated in the Northern Stat^.

As evidence of the superior adaptation of Southerix

Seedling varieties over Northern, we give the following:—

•

We had duplicate specimens of trees of most of the North-

ern desirable varieties, such as Peck’s Pleasant, Vande-
vere, Rhode Island Greening, Pound Royal, Minister,

Baldwin, Bellefleur, Spitzenberg, Newton Pippin, &c.,

&c. The tops of some of these we cut off last spring

(1854) and grafted with such Southern varieties as the

Nickajack, Wall, Walker’s Yellow, Cullasaga and Berry,

&c., &c.; some of which are now loaded with fruit, whilst

their mates standing beside them are still without any.

There is a singular fact connected with those regrafted

;

the tops are out-growing the stock or trunk and have U)

be staked to keep them in an upright position, and in most
instances are larger than those before mentioned. These
trees have stood where they now are for some 5 years

and made but a slow and stunted growth, whilst the

grafts worked on their mates shot out from one to four

and five feet the first year.

This, -we hold, should be sufficient to convince every
unprejudiced mind that our Southern Seedlings are the

only and best kinds for Southern soils and climate.

We have just had some fine specimens of the Earl/
Harvest Apple, a Northern variety, from our own orchard,

together with some of our well known Southern variety,

the Red June, The Early Harvest ripened some 5 or 6
days before the latter, and on comparison, side by ^de
and taste by taste, from first one and then the other, we
write down the Early Harvest as second best to the Red
June in size, flavor and appearance, whilst the latter tree

bore ten to one in number to the former.
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This being a very propitious year for fruit in this sec-

tion of country, we shall take the responsibility, from time

to time, as the varieties ripen, to make comparisons, and
if you think the result of sufficient importance to be placed

before the readers of the Southern Cultivator, they shall

be at your service
;

if not, why, just pass a resolution that

they be laid on or under the fable.*

There are a number of other new varieties not yet fairly

before the public, which, if we are not greatly mistaken,

will come in for no small share of popularity. Amongst
which, we prophecy,' such as Kentucky Red Streak, Sel-

ma, Taunton, Bonum, Pryor’s Red, with some two or three

seedlings, now bearing for the first time in our own
neighborhood, will be justly entitled to no small share. •

Lest your readers may call us a one-idea man, we will

stop this gabble about Apples, and in our next give our

experience with Pears, Should there still, however, be

any who have never seen a healthy or vigorous Apple
tree in Georgia, we can now assure them, if they will visit

Habersham county, we think we can gratify their vision

with no mean specimens, if a tree forty feet in diameter,

from one extreme limb to the other is not too diminutive

for their notice, and that, too, loaded with crimson June
Apples.

Wheat, Oats and Corn crops are all first rate. Irish

Potatoes are calling to their comrades to lay off and make
room. Fruit, a good crop—except Peaches, which were
badly killed with frost—never saw it so large and fair be-

fore, A kind Providence has opened the windows of the

store house of Heaven and is pouring down upon us of

His great abundance. J. Van Buren.
Clarksville, Ga., July, 1855,

GRAPE GROWING IN THE SOUTH.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I am desirous of in-

formation relative to the Grape culture, &c.
;
the kind

best adapted for the South; the lime for planting, the

period from planting to producing, and the mode of

culture.

I would be pleased if you would lay this subject be-

fore some of your grape growing friends, and elicit the

information wanted by private letter to my address, or

thrqugh the Cultivator if they prefer it.

Respectfully, J. S. G.

Enterprise, La., 1855.

Remark.—We commend the foregoing to the attention

of Dr. McDonnald, of Woodward, S. C. His long and

extensive experience -in Grape growing, fully qualifies

him as a guide and instructor iir this delightful branch of

pomology, and we hope he wilP respond to the wishes of

our correspondent and many others, who desire informa-

tion on this subject.

—

Eds,
—

WINE FROM NATIVE GRAPES, OR MUSCADINES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It may not be gener-

ally known that the common wild grape, will make an ex-

cellent wine. Permit me to give the readers of the Culti-

vator the process of making it

;

When the grapes are fully ripe, gather them and pick off

all the faulty and unripe grapes, and if you have time and
patience, pick them off the bunches

;
if not, they may be

pressed while on the clusters by putting them in a

sack made of some strong cloth
;
put the sack in a com-

mon cider press, and as you put in the grapes ma^ them
lightly with a wooden pestle

;
avoid mashing the seed

;

*Send us on these pomological notes, by all means. No
subject can possibly possess more interest for our readers
or ourselves,

—

Eds.

press them as long as the juice will run, then raise your
press and stir them up

;
mash and press again

; continue
the operation until the juice is entirely extracted. Put
the juice in a cask or jug, filling it full, so that when it fer-

ments the foam or froth may work out, but not full enough
for the juice to run. Keep some of the juice in another
vessel, so that you may fill up the cask every two or three
days, in order that the foam may work over. Put a
cloth over the mouth of the jug or cask to keep out flies

and other insects, but it should be loose enough to allow
the foam to work out. Let it stand until fermentation
ceases, which may require five or six weeks, but some
times not half that long. Then rack it off as long as it

will run clear
;
then put one pound of sugar and half a pint

of French Cognac brandy to the gallon
;
put it in your

jugs or cask, filling them full
;
cork it up tight, so as to ex-

clude the air entirely; then the longer it stands before
using, the better it will be.

The above process will answer for the Muscadine,
which makes a good wine

;
or for any other variety of

J. R. T.
Waltan, Co., Ga., July, 1855.

Mmmlit CrnHomij nnli MttlftB.

PRESERVING EGGS.

How to Preserve Eggs I and also a recipe appears
in the Cultivator. Permit me to give you the experience
of a practical lady on the subject.

Grease fresh eggs with lard, and pack them away in a

keg v/ith alternate layers of corn or wheat bran, small
ends downwards, and so arranged as neither to touch
each other or the sides of the keg. In this way they have
been kept perfectly sound for twelve months.
Mount Lebanon, La., May, 1855. Farmer.

Cleansing Guns.—A coi-respondent of the Scientific

American communicates the following, which may be of

value to sportsmen

:

Wash your gun barrels in spirits of turpentine, by dip-

ping a rag or sponge fastened on your gun-rod into the

liquid, and swabbing them out three or four times, when
they will be cleared from all impurities, and can be used

almost instantly, as the turpentine will evaporate and

leave the barrels dry
,
even if they are a little moist, it

will not prevent their going off, like water,. After being

washed thus, there is no danger of rust, as when water is

used. I am an old experienced gunner, and have prac-

tised this for years, and found it useful.

The American Agriculturist remarks on the above:—
“ We think, however, that a mixture of one part of spirits

.of turpentine and two or three parts strong alcohol (spirits

of wine) well shaken together, would be preferable.

Cleaned in this way^ they will dry and be ready for use

immediately.”

Killing Fowls'.—Only turkeys and geese should be

bled to death
;
the flesh of chickens becomes dry and in-

sipid from loss of blood. The best plain, says the Poul-

try Journal, is to take a blunt stick, such as a child’s bat

or wooden sword, and strike the bird a smart blow on the

back of the neck, about the third joint from the head.

Death follows in a moment.

To Preserve Dead Game.—Take out the intestines

and fill the inside with unground wheat, and place the

fowl in a heap or cask of the same grain in such a man-
ner as to insure its being completely covered. In this

way fowls may be preserved perfectly sweet for months.

The feathers should be removed.
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The Subscriber having added many additional varieties of Southern

Seedling FRUIT TRERS to his former stock, comprising some
fifty varieties of Apples, one hundred of Pears, twenty of Cherries,

twenty ofPeaches, Nectarines, &c., and being re-assured of their su-

periority over those raised in Northern Nurseries, with confidence,

founded on experience, again offers them to the attention of Southern

Farmers, Planters and Pomologists at such prices as, he hopes, will

leave no excuse for continuing to import them. Our trees are all

graft d on seedling stocks two years old before grafting, consequently

have good roots.

^p“R. K. Laughlix, Esq., 148 Carondelet street. New Orleans, is

our Agent for Mississippi. Louisiana, and Southern Alabama.
*** Catalogues fjr 1^5 sent (gratis) to all applicants.

J. VAN BUREN, Clarksville,

Aug55—4t Habersham Co., Ga.

10 THE PLASTERS OF THE SOITH.

The Belleville Manufacturing Company would call your attention

to the different styles oi GEORG’A PLAINS, which they are
now manufacturing for the coming season, believing they are better

adapted to the wants of the South than any negro cloths manufactur-
ed at any point north of the Potomac. They have been successfully

supplying the orders of Planters in the interior and on the seaboard
for a number of years, and have given satisfaction in every respect,

so much so that none who have used them one season have failed to

order them afterwards
;
and the name has been considered so fair a

guaranty of their quality that in many cases the Northern Manu-
facturers have endeavored to imitate and pass off their fabrics as
the genuine Georgia Plains. Having increased the capacity to

produce these goods, we, therefore, desire to deal directly with the
Planters, so they may get the genuine article for their negroes, which,
for warmth and wear, will save them more than its cost in Doctor’s
Bills.

We are now making three styles, to wit;—The Heavy "White
Twills at 40 cents per yard

;
the Heavy White Plains, 32 cents per

yard
;
the Brown A Plains, 21 cents per yard.

The goods delivered at the Agency in Augusta, Ga
,
and forward-

ed free of charge for forwarding, and to be settled for on receipt of
the goods, by orders on any responsible Factor or Commission Mer-
chant, payable on the 1st Fenruary next. All orders will be put up
in quantities as directed, in a bale or bales, and can be shipped from
Augusta to any point South or West at as Iowa rate of freight as

from any point. Planters who have no regular Factor, can give a
reference, either in Augusta, Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Mont-
gomery or New Orleans or in such place as they are known, and if

satisfactory, the order will be entered at once and the goods put up
and forwarded at a? early a date thereafter as possible.

^P”The highest market price will be given for WOOL, delivered
in Augusta, in exchange for cloth. Address

GEORGE SCHLEY, President,

or, S. H. OLIYER, Agent Belleville Factory,
Julv55—4t Augusta, Ga.

GREESE^S PURE WHITE WHEAT.

I
HAVE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will en-
gage to those who may want to purchase for seed wheat of the

next crop, to be delivered at the La Grange de'ot in good, strong
sacks, containing not more than one bushel unless ordered, nor less
than a t alf

; marked with the name of the purchaser and place of de-
livery. This Wheat is of the very earliest and whitest kind. Sow any
time in November, and cut by the 20th of May. It has been exhibit-
ed at four different Fahs, and have obtained a premium in every in-
stance. I have already made many engagements for the next sow-
ing at five dollars per bushel. No Delivery no pay.

P. H. GREENE
Ln Grange, March 2M, 1855. April52—tf

I.TIPORTAAT to PLAxVTtRS.

The Richmond Factory (Richmond c;)unty, Ga.,) continues to
manufacture WOOLEN CLOTH, for Negro Clothing, at V1J4

cents per yard—fincing every material except the wool.
Those wishing to avail themselves of this opportunity to procure

•for their Negroes a superior article of Winter Clothing, have only
to wash the wool clean in cold water, and send it ter the factory, or
to Messes. SCRANTON, SEYMOUR & Co., in Augusta, with instruc-
tions as to the amount of Cloth they wish made—whether heavy or
light. If the wool be dirty, half a cent per yard wi<l be charged for
washing it. Burrs are not objectionable, as a machine is provided
for removing them.
Wool is also carded into Rolls, for those who make their Negro, or

other Clothing at home.
The terms now offered are se reasonable as to warrant a continu-

ance of the liberal patronage heretofore extended by the planting
community.
The Wool should be sent as soon after shearing as convenient, with

the name of the owner distinctly marked on the bag or bale, that
all the patrons of the establishment may be accommodated indue
time.
Wool sent by any of the lines of Railroad, in Georgia, or South

Carolina, or by steamboat on the River, directed to “Richmond
Factory, care of Scraxtox, Seymour & Co.,’’ will meet due attention,
and the Planter will always have his own tcooZ manufactured into
Cloth and returned to him.
£^~The highest cash prices will be paid for WOOL.
JunefiS—4t WILLIAM SCHLEY, President R. Factory.

FERTILIZERS.

Hitherto the Planters of the South have been dependent on the
North for all the artificial fertilizers thej' have used The New

Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city, with
facilities for the manufacture of manures second to none in the United
States, are prepared to fill orders for the following FERTILIZERS at
the same prices charged in Baltimore and New York

:

GROUND BONES.—For fruit trees and grape vines these are par-
ticularly beneficial. Five hundred pounds applied to an acre of ordin-
ary pine woodland, aided by good, deep plowing, will produce a crop
of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lacds. It is ground both
fine and coarse, and is put up in barrels. The coarse is l)^c per
pound—the fine and sifted, l>^c. per pound. Its great durability in
ihesoil renders it the cheapest manure in use.

PHOSPHATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizer, composed of
equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every re-
spect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It is

an established fact that Guano lacns Phosphate of Lime, and, also,

that one half ofits fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air, whieft
is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal smell constant-
ly emitted by it untill its strength is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of L'me, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in the
Guano and retains it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial of this

fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior efficacy to

simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the acre will show
its effects for five years or more, by an annual increase of at least 10
percent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of about 200 pounds each,,

at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated ma-

nure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust, Gyp-
sum and Sulphate of Iron, each of which, by itself, is a powerful fer-

tilizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phosphate
of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial effects, to
thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may be used before or after planting of
the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hil' of Corn or Cotton, has
been known to increase the yield twenty per cent. Five hundred lbs.

to an acre of common piney woods land having a clay subsoil, will en-
able it to yield as good a crop as any ordinary bottom land. A
single hundred pound applied aaa top-dressing to an acre of meadow
land, will increase its products at least a ton -of hay. To Horticu-
turists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fn it Trees at any
season of the year. More than two ttmusand bushels of Ruta Bags.
Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of 200 lbs.

of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is necessary for
suc-ess.
The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing about

200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Ttvo large establishments in New York, turning

out over fifty thousand barrels annuall3', are not able to supply the de-
mand of the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for this justly
popular manure. It is composed of night soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50 per
barrel.

Orders by mail or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber, will re-
ceive prompt attention. D C. LOWBER,

37 I'oj’drass street.

^p“Land PI? s’er, Peruvian Guano and Land Lime may also be
ordered at the above address. July—tf

DAVY’S DliiYOxY HKRD BOOK.
"VTOW ready, a large supply of both 1st and 2d v:>lumes, bound in

X V one book, and containing all the subjects connected with the
Devon Herds of both of England and America, up to the present
time, and also, as a frontis piece, the beautiful engraving of the cele-

brated picture known as the “Quartly Testimonial,’’ which is a full

length portrait of Mr. Francis Quartly, now living, at 91 years of age..

It is also illustrated with two animals, prize-winnnrs in England.
Price $1, and can be had by enclosing tfc'e amount to B. P. Johnson,
Corresponding Secretary of New Y’ork State Society, Albany, N. Y’.;.

Luther Tucker, Emtor of the Country GentU^nan, Albany, N. 1'.;

Sanford Howard, Boston, Mass.; D. D. T. Moore, Fditor of the W. G.
& S. Rer/iffter^ Roch8?ter,’N. Y

;
A. B. Allen, Editor of the American

Agriculturvt^ N. Y".; Samuel Sands, Editor of the American Farm-
er, Baltimore, Md., A. M. Spangler, Editor of the Progressive Farm-
er^ Philadelphia', Pa

;
D. Lee and D. Redmond, Editors of the South-

ern Cultivator, Augusta, Ga,, and Wm. McDougall, Editor of the
CoMoAtian Agricuitiff)‘ist, Toronto, Canada.

It gives me pleasure to state that Mr, Davy has solicited Mr. S.

Howard, of the Cultivator, to collect pedigrees and illustra-

tions in this country for the,3d volume, and has authorized Mr. H.
to obtain information as to any and all mistakes which may have
been made as to thellecording of American Animals in Davy’s 2d
volume, and such corrections will be made in the 3d volume. The
plan proposed is that a copy of all the pedigrees and illustrations col-

lected by Mr.'H., as the Editor in America, shall be forwarded to Mr.
Davy, and a copy of those collected by Mr. D. will be sent to Mr.
Howard in this country. The whole matter will be published in
America for our use, and in England for their use, by which means
an American and English Devon Herd Book will be united, and the
price reasonable, as the expense of English printing and duties will

be saved. This concert of action has been brought about by Mr»
Davy’s good feeling and liberality towards this country, and I am
only the instrument through which Mr. Davy acts, and from this

time forth Mr. Howard will receive all commrmications on the sub-
ject, as will appear by reference to his advertisement.
^^All Editors who will give the above three insertions will re-

ceive a copy of the let, 2d and 3d volumes.
L.G. MORRIS, American Agent

Jun©55—8t for J, Tanner Davy’s Devon Herd Book.
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PLANTATION FOR SALE.

y OFFER f r sa’e, rry PLANTATION, situated in Marengo county,

jL Ala., nine miles south of Demopoli?. The place is very produc-
tive in corn, cotton and sm-«ll grai i, and the soil being very rich in

lime I think it would produce clover admirabiy. I have just seeded
8d acres, O'l which there is a beautiful stand of young clover. The
plantation is healthy, has an abundance of^stock water in every
field, and offers great advant ’ges to any one wishing to raise stock
•of every kind Pel nging to !^nd adjoining the plantation, is a large

tract of he wily timbered pine land. There is, on the place, a horse-
power Saw Mill, wt'ich will cut from I'^O ' to 15uo feet of lumber per
day, which can he made to p iy h .ndsomely,as the demand for lum-
ber greatly exceeds the supply.

My residence is 2>^ miles from the plantation, hea’thy, convenient to

churches and schools and in a thickly popuhited neighborhood. The
dwelling contains 8 rooms; all necessary outbuilding.®; a very large and
rich ga den; plenty of good water; pasturpge and fire wood con-
venient. The whole contains 165u acres—9 dor cleared, and
uniier fence. As I am determined to move from this section, I will

sell a great, ba'-gain to any one for cash, or negotiable paper, bear ng
8 per cent, interest. I would like to sell stock of al' kinds, corn, fod-

der, oats, &c., at the same tim'*.

I ma te on the plantation, last year, seven bales of cotton to the

hand, and corn to do the plantation, and the seasons were anyf' ing

but propitious. The tit'es are clear and indisputable, and the who’e

may be bought at the exrremely low price of Twelve Thousand Dol-

lars .

My post office is Spring Hill, Marengo county, Ala., where letters,

post-paid, will icceive prompt attention. Iwl take great pleasure

in showing the place to hose wishing to purchase.

July 4c JAMES R.JONFS.

CARIIGHAEL & BEAN,
T'NEALER'i in HARDWARE, CUTLERY and AGRICULTURALU IMPLEMENTS, Augu-ta, Ga.
We are, also, Agents f.r the following articles SALAMANDER

SAFES, made bv Stearns A Marvin, New Y^rk; LITTLE GIANT
CORN AND COB MILLS; Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING
and HOSE, made b -• Boston Belting Company; ATKINS’ SELF
RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made bv Hoe A Co., and
Welch A Griffith’s HORSE POWERS; FAN MILLS, THRESHERS
and SMU 1' MACHINES. CARMICHAEL A BEAN.
April55— Cly Augusta, Ga,

F. McCreery,
I

R. M. Hooke,
Charleston.

|
Chattanooga.

McCEEERY & HOOKE,
|^OTT03Sr FACTOBS, COMMSGSION AWD FORWARD-

IKG MSRCHAKTe, Brown’s V/harf, Charleston, 8. 0.

Strict attention given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the receiving and forwarding of Freig' t, and to the
filling of orders in this market. FebSS—Cly

SCUTT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHER.

attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully ca’IedX to this Mill, as the be t and most profitable article now in use.
In sett'ng up, no mechanical work is required, it being only neces-
sary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.
No 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $65, all complete, ready for attaching the horse.
No. 8, at $65, grinds 16 bushels per hour

;
and No. 4, at $T5,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses
CARMICHAEL A BEAN, Agents,

Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 8, 1886.

1 have been running one of ScoWs lAtUe Giant Com and Ood
JfiWs, A"". 4, for the last five weeks, and it performs to. my entire
satisfaction. It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per iMur, but I
have ground over 86 bushels in an hour and'a half, or equal to 25X
bushels per hour. In feeding 80 horses, I save at least lUO bushels
Corn per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of Corn with the
cob, where I formerlv fed 800. I consider it decidedly the best kind
of Crusher ever got up, and If I could not replace mine I would not
sell it for $800. I. D MATHEWS,
June65—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

CHEROKEE!
A VALTABLE LOT OF LAND FOR SALE.
THE subscriber offers for sale a very attractive and valu-^^

^^able lot of LAND, situated between three and four miles

from the flourishing city of Rome, G a.

The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-

land, well adapted to the growth of all the small Grains, Irish and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-

ly suitable for FRUIT-GROWING, as it is situated on an elevated

plateau above the reach of ordinary frosts. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELET
of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for

a Country Residence
;
as the supply ef water never diminishes, and

Is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,

and has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY TIMBERED
with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, Ac., and an abundance of PINE, and is

within a mile and a quarter of two good SAW MILLS. It also con-

tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMESTONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.

The Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with
outbuildings—a well of good water, Ac., with twenty or thirty acres

under cultivation.

The attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all desir-

ous of a delightful situation in a salubrious and healthy climate,

within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the

above tract.

For terms, Ac., apply to the subscriber, or to Col. J. W. M.
BERRIEN, of Rome, Ga., who will take pleasure in pointing out the

Und. D. REDMOND,
^ptember—tf Augusta, Ga.

PURE DEYON AND GRADE CALVES FOR SALE!
ONE very beautiful thorough-bred NORTH DEVON

HEIFER CALF, 8 months old—sire, Keokuk ;" dam.
“Lively Dame ’’—for pedigrees of which see September
number (18f8) Smithern OuWvator.

Also, a number of grade or half blood heifer and bull CALVES, of

1854, various ages—all from good native cows, and sired by premiuqi
bull “Keokuk.” purchased from the Messrs. Wainright by Judge
Warren. For particulars, Ac., Address D. REDMOND,
May5&—tf Augusta, Ga.

P. D. GATES,

COBIMI8S10N aiEBCHANT,
A ND Dealer In AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHIN-

ERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.

Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Reapers, Horse
Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers, and
other Agricultural Machines. June56—Cly*

WM, ALL8T0N GOLRDIN,
FACTOR AND COMMISSION MERCHANT,

^ORNER East Bay-Street aad North Commercial Wharf, Charles-
\J ton, S. C., is prepared to make liberal advances on consignments
of COTTON, CORN, SUGAR, FLOUR, GRAIN, HAY, Ac.

Gcnaine Peruvian Guano Depot!
FARMERS’ PLASTER, CHARCOAL, BONE DUST, MINERAL

PHOSPHATE LIME, SUPER PHOSPHATE LIME, Ac
Always on hand. Sept. ’54 ly

DOMESTIC ANIMALS AT PRIVATE SALE.
T G. MORRIS’ ITustrated Catalogue, with prices attached, of

Short Homed and Devon BULLS, and Bull CALVES
; a few

HORSES; South Down RAMS
;
Berkshire, Suffolk and Essex SWINE,

will be forwarded (if desired) by addressing L. G. MORRIS, Ford-
ham, Westchester county, N Y., cr A. J. BECAR, 187 Broadway,
N. Y. It also contains portrait, pedigree and performance on the
Turf o' the celebrated horse, “J/onarcA,” standing this season at the
Herdsdale Farm. Jane68—tf

FOR SALE!
A SEA Island Cotton Plantation, containing 900 acres, 400 of

which is cleared and ready for cultivation
;

it is beautirul'y

locate ^ on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chatham county,

on a bold salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and
the fa ility for manuring with marsh and mud is unsurpassab e, the
land lying three sides on the river. The place is situated li miles

from Savann-ah. Tne lands of Skiddaway Isle, Under proper culti-

vation, produces equal to any, in Cora or Sea Island Cotton. This
place is situated eligibly to supply any quantity of fish and oysters
and for stock raising. Price $3,60". Terms accommodating.
Apply to S, F, DUPON, Savannah.
Me of EopCf March 9, 1855. April—tf

AYRSHIRE HEIFERS FOR SALE
AT $100 EACH.

“IirEIFER, “ PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,
.jL1_ 1868; Dam “ Princess Mary,” grand dam imported “Mary
Queen of Scots;” sire, imported b”ll “Robert Burns.” “ Princees
Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of
30 qu <rt3.

Heifer, “MARIE T OUISE,” one and a half years old, calved
March, 1S58; dam ‘ Maria Teresa,” Vy imported “ Germantown,"
grand dam “Mary Qoeen of Scots,” imported from Scotland; sire,

imported bull “Robert Burns ” “Maria Teresa” gave 20 quarts per
day, “Mary Queen of Scots” gave 8" quarts.

Jan66—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
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EiNDiLL’S COTTO.^ PLANTER !

Palmyra, Lee County, Qa., »

March 12th, 1855. )

To Cotton Planters.

OB8IRE to call your attention to a Machine wh'ch we have
invented and patented for the PLANTI>G OF COTTON. Its

superiority over ail others used for a similar purpose, consists in its

great simplicity, requiring no more experience for its use than for an
crdinary p'ow

;
the cheapness of construction, the great saving of

time and labor in the planting of the crop, but more especially in

the cultivation of it. ..

The certificates which we herewith presen*^ to you are from some
of the most respectable and inte ligent planters in our country, who
have thprougbiy tested our Machines, and sustain us in the above
statement of the advantages it possesses. We are confident that

when presented to the Cotton Planters throughout the Southern
States, it will, in a short time, be universally used by them for

planting their crops.

In bri^-ging these Machines before the public, we have taken every
precaution to free them from the liabilities of being associated with

the mass of patented inventions, which do not stand a oractical test,

and we can a-sure all who will try them that they will fully equal our
representations.

The Machines may be had of the following manufacturers :

—

Thomas J. Chbely, Augusta, Ga.; Brown, Clemens & Co., Colum-
bus, Ga.; J. H. Watson, Lee co.. Ga.
Wm W. Cheevkr, Esq., Albany, Ga., is our only Agent, who will

contract for us with parties wishing to manufacture the Machines in

any part of the united States, RANDALL & MERCER.
Charles Randall, )

Leonidas B. Mercer, j

Palmyra, Lee co., Ga., Axug. 10, 1S''4.

Gaits :—Having planted your entire crops with our Cotton Drill,

please give ns your candid opinion of the Machines, and particulars

as to the advantages to be derived from their use, and oblige.

Yours respectfully, RANDALL & MERCER.
To Messrs. S. D. McLendon, Wm. H. Owens, Robt. Lundy.

Palmyra, Leeco., Ga., Aug. 12, 1854.

Gents Your favor of August icth, cnme duly to hand. In giving
.you our opinion of your Dril’s, in the first place we would say, we
are pleased iu every pa”ticular with their operation, and as to the

advantages to be derived from their use :

—

the first is the saving rf

at least one hunlred and fifty bushels of Cotton Seed, in planting

each hundred acres; second, a saving of labor in planting, of one
horse and hand, planting from eight to nine acres per day, the

Machine opening the furrow, dropping the seed and covering as it

moves over the ground ;
thi-d, a more perfect stand may be obtain-

ed with your Drill than by planting in the common wav
;

fourth, a
saving of at least one-third in the labor of chop, ing out

;
fifth, the

eeed being put in a line notone-half an inch in width, the chopping
out can be deferred, until the season for ^ioe is passed, without injury

to the growth of the Cotton; and being in this narrow line with a
sweep or narrow rooter, yon can side so close as to cover up the fir-t

crop of grass in the Dri'l without injuring the stand of Cotton in the
least. By this close siding nearly all hoe work may be dispensed

with, after chopping out. These we consider the principal advanta-
ges to be derived from the use of your Dr I's On a retrospect of our
last year's experience we have no hesitation in .°aying that any person
with your Drills, can cultivate at least twenty five per cent, more
Cotton to each hand, with the same labor than can be cultivated in

the common way of planting. We put that at a low figure so that no
one can say they have been deceived by ns. In the hope that these
^lachines may come into general use, we subscribe our-elves.

Yours very truly, S D. McLE^DON,
WM. H O'VENS,
ROBERT LUNDY.

Albany, DottgJieriy co.. Geo. Aug. 16i^, 1854.

Gents :
—Yours of August Mth, with enclosed is beforejus. In reply

we would state that we believe •• ny person using your ‘Cotton Seed
Drill wi 1 realise every advantage Messrs. Meblendon, Owens &
Lundy speak of; and we fully coincide whh them in their hi.h ap-

preciation of your invention. Ycurs respectfully,

J. H WATSON, Lee co.

DA.YIS PACE, Dougherty co.

WM. B. Me ENDOiN, Randolph co.

B B. DANIELS, Lee co

Y. G. RUST. Dougherty co.

J'MF.S CHE K, Lee co.

JEREMIAH HILLSMAN, Lee co.

To Messrs. Randall & Mercer.

Palmyra, Leeco., Aug. 10, 1854.

Messrs Randall & Mercer In reply to yours of the .''th inst.

in regard to the opei at'on of your Cotton Seed Drill, I am happy to

gay that after planting a portion of my crop in the old way, I was
enabled to obtain one of your Drills, with which I finished It is

whac we '•'ave long wanted, and the beautiful work it perfor's has
perhips been attempted in a thousand different ways by intelligent

planters, but with only ))artial success ;
yours le ves nothing to be

desired ;
it deposites the seed uniformly, and constantly on a fine of

one to two seeds in width
;

saves about one-half of the labor in

plant sg, and oDe-third of the hoe labor in cultivat ng. All must use

this drill in self flefence
; I shall, for one.

More cotton may be p anted and cultivated, and if not the labor

saved, may be turned into other channels. Yonrs respectfully,

April—tf J. L. MERCER.

GEORGIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OP SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M.and at 5 5 P.M.
Arrive at Augusta dai'y at 8.25 A. M.and at 6.19 P M.
Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M and at6.15P M.
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.60 A. M. and at 8.86 P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Onion Poiit drily (Sundays excepted) at ID
A. M. and leav ng at 2.80 P. M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.
Arriving at Gumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A M.
Leaving “ “ ‘‘ “ 8.80 P.M.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A M. and 9.50 P.M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 8.o0 P. 'v'. and 4 80 A. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND LAGRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving At anta, dai’y at 8.80 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
ArriVngat “ “ 7.65 A. M and 5.85 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLaNTI ) RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. (M.and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 8A. '^t.andSP M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

July 14, 1855. Aug.-^S-tf

EXTENSIVE COLLECTlOl^ OF SELECTED ROSES AM>
SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

ACGC8TA NURSERY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of -
• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new

and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His pr ces to Nurserymen will be as low as
those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also made recent additions to his
stock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-

ing varieties ; Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English Walnuts and Hazle-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Came’ia Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrubs.
Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders
from the country will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-
paid letters. Address F. A MaUGE.
Nov—tf Augusta, Ga.

RICH COTTON L®N»S OR SALE!

The Subscriber offers for sale Forty Thousand Acres of the most
productive CO TON LAND, n the Sout e»n country, s'tuated-

in thecounti s of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in booies of five hun-
dred and two thousand Acres each, a part of which is partially im*
proved.
For certainty of crops and durabVity theso T ards are unequalled

in the Southern States i^imilar lands contiguous in cultivation, are
yielding an average of seven bales Cotton, per hand, for a series

of yea' s, and eight en to twenty-five bushels Corn per acre.

Te. mshberal. If desired, a credit of one to five years will b©
givn. WM. W. CHEEVER.
AWann, Ga., March 15. 1855, April—tf

m THE SOUTHERN NURSERIES, m
WASmXGTOM, ADAMS CO ,MIS3.,

are now well stocked with ail the varieties best adapted to the South,
of FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS, VINES, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
&c.; and of ROSES an 1 other ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and TREES,
EVERGREENS, &c , al' of '•outhern gro^’th, and of good size.

The packing is so carefully attended to, that Trees and Plants,
Roses, cuttings for hedging, Ac

,
are sent to all parts ot the South,

with scarcely a chance of their being injured.
Catalogues will be sent on application.
Nov-tf. THOMAS AFFLECK,

AFFLECK’S
SOUTHERN RURAL ALMANAC,

A handsome little volume, full of useful and interesting hints oo
HURAL AFPAItlS l> THK *-OI TH,

WILL BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FIRST OF NOVEM-
BER. Pr ee Hi cents.

AFFLECK’S COTTON PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOK—New Edition, now ready—No 1, for forty hands or less,
.$2 50. No. 2, for eighty hands or e-s, ^3 00. No. 8, for one hun-
dred and twenty, hands or e s, $3 50,

AFFLECK’^ SUGAR PLANTAi’loN RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOKS—No. 1, for 80 hands or less, |3 00 No. 2, for 120 hands
or leas, ^3 50.

These Books are now in general use amongst Planters. They
will be sent by mail, prepaid and carefully enveloped at the above
prices, and when five copies ar • ordered by clubs, and remitted for,
an additional copy will be sent as commi.ssion to the individual mak-
ing up the Club. Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal”
ers, to whom a liberal discount will be marte.

B. M. NORMAN, Publisher,
Nov— tf 14 C&mp street, New Orleans.
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PREniUm STRAWBERRY PLANTS!
THE Subscriber will furnish, at any time after the first of

October, a limited number of the fol'owing desirable

varieties of STRAWBERRY PLANTS, at the prices aanex-
ed

:

3'aminates and Hermaphrodites.
Per Hundred.

Early Scarlet • $2
Longworth’s Prolific 8
Walker’s Seedling 8
Boston Pine 8
Genesee Seedling 2
Iowa 2
Orange Prolific 2

PutOlates.
Per Hundred.

Hovey’s Seedling $2
McAvoy’s Superior 4
MeAvoy’i Extra Red 8
Crimson Cone 8
Black Prince 4

Crescent Seedling 8

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR IN ADVANCE.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

Tlie Tliirteeiitli Voiuoie will comiueiice in
Januari^ 18 55.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming a
volume of 334 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day,

Yalaable Original Contributions

from many of the xnoit intelligent zndi practical Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS;
One Copt, one year $1

j

Twenty-Five Copies, one year .. $29
Six CdPiEs “ “ 5 [One Hundred “ “ “ 75
THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instance

will the p^er be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money
remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

AdvertiaeiBenM

Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion

;

One square per annum Ten Dollars.
Address WILLIAM S. JOIVES, Angnsts, Ga-

Persons who will act as Agents, and obtain Subscribers, will

be furnished with the paper at club prices.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound vohimes of the CULTIVATOR for 1S54 may now be ob-
tained at this ofiBce. Price, $1.50. Or we will send it by maQ,

post-paid, at $1.80. Address WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

AUGUSTA SEED STORE.

The Subscriber has received his regalar supply of Turnip and
other SEED required for the season, which are fresh and

genuine

;

PURPLE TOP RUT ^ BAGA TURNIP,
LARGE ENGLISH NORFOLK TURNIP,

LARGE WHITE GLOBE TrRNIP,
EARLY FLAT DUTCH TURNIP,

RED TOP FLAT TURNIP, &c., &e.
July—3t J. H. SERVICE

MEELYO BASS FOB SALE.
THE, Subscriber offers for Sale 3eve’’al full-blood

MERINO RAMS. Having reduced the number of my
flock', -i have more rams than I need. They are from two
of the best flocks in New York, and their fleeces, both in

fineness and quantity, running from 9 to 14 lbs.

July—tf J. B. JONES, Birdsville, Burke eo., Ga.

A RARE CHAUCE
A deduction of80 to 50 per cent, when 660 or more plants are

ordered at one time. All plants carefully packed, and sent in good
order to any part of the country. Orders, accompanied with the
money, promptly attended to. Address
AugSt^tf D. REDMOND, Auga8ta,Ga.

RESCUE GRASS SEED.

A LIMITED quantity of this SEED (crop of 1855) for sale by
D. B. PLUMB, k CO.,

Aug55—tf Augusta, Ga.

TO THE FARMERS AND PLANTERS OF THE SOUTH.

The undersigned have received the exclusive Agency for the entire
South and Southwest for the very best CORN and COB CRUSH-

ERS now in use, and the only articles of the kind that will make fine

meal, suitable fer the table—this they are guaranteed to do. These
Mills will effect a saving of 83 per cent., or fully one-third, in crush-
ing the food prepared for stock, as has been satisfactorily tested.

Price from $5U to $75. Every Farmer and Planter in the land should
have them.
Manufactured and for sale by W. P. Henert k Co ,

Meeting street,
near Line street. Charleston, S. C.; McCrekry k Hooke, Brown’s
M’harf, Charleston, 8. C.. and J. A. Ansliy, Commission Merchant,
Broad street, Augusta, Ga.

LANGLEY & CO., General Agents,
Aug55—5t Charleston, S. C., and Nashville, Term,

For Amateurs, Market Gardeners, or Private Gentlemen.

TO BE SOLD, a Seven Acre TOWN LOT, adjoining the City of
Austin, Texas, 900 yards from the Capitol, cornering on Col-

lege Hill, on which we expect, very soog, to have a College establish-
ed. The Scenery splendid. About three acres of rich Creek Bottom,
the remainder good Upland, with a beautiful situation for building
upon, in full v'ew of the Capitol, Treasury and Land Office. A never
failing stream runs across the lower end of it, in which is an excel-
lent fall for a hydraulic ram, by which the whole bottom can be irri-

gated. The entire is surrounded by a substantial fence; a miniture
Nursery just commenc d, and in a high state cf cultivation

;
a Yard

fenced off and a small Frame House built, with a Well adjoining, and
a Stable erected. , The whole to be sold on reasonable terms, with all

the improvetr ents thereon, and possession given at any time the
purchaser may arrange for. Apply, by letter or otherwise, to the
subscriber, on the premises, or to Raymond, Freeman k Co., Real
Estate Brokers. WM. DAVENPORT.

Austin, Texas, March 20, 856, June56—

SCOTT’S LITE GIANT CORN AND COB MaL.

N o. S, warranted to grind 15 bushels p'r hour with one horse,
price $65 all ccmp’nte, ready to attach the horse. No. 4,

grinds 29 bushels per hov X with two horses
;
pr’ce $75.

CARMICHAEL k BEAN, Agents,
April55—Cly Augusta, Ga.
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TENTH FAIR
OF THE

SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL.
SOCIETY!

To hcSd in Atlanta, Gs., on t!ie lltb, SSth, IStli

and lAtli of September, 1855.

REGULATIONS OP THE PAIS OP 1855.

Individuals who will pay twenty-five dollars shall be-

come life members of the Society, which entitles them,

with the immediate members of their families, to admis-

sion at all times to the Fair Grounds—to all future pub-

lications of the Society, and to compete for premiums

without charge.

Individuals paying two dollars shall be members for

one year, and exhibit articles without further charge, and

have free access to the Fair Grounds during Fair week.

On Tuesday and Wednesday of Fair week—the days

for examination by the Judges—the public will be ad-

mitted for Si
;
Thursday, 50 cents; Friday, 25 cents.

Tickets to be delivered to the gate-keeper on entering.

Children under twelve years of age will be admitted at

IMf price.

The pupils of charitable institutions will be admitted

free.

All Editors in the Southern States are invited.

Other State Agricultural Societies and Institutes are

requested to send Delegates to the next Annual Fair of

this Society, to be held at Atlanta, September I2th, 13th,

14th and 15th, 1855. Such Delegates will be presented

with a badge which %vill entitle them to the privilege of

the Grounds.

RULES FOR EXHIBITORS.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

All exhibitors at the Fair must pay and have their

animals or articles entered at the Secretary’s office before

taking them into the enclosure. All who intend to com-

pete for the premiums of the Society, must have their

articles on the ground and entered at the Secretary’s

office, at or before 5 o’clock, on Saturday evening, the

8lh of September, without fail : so that they may be ar-

ranged in their respective departments, and in readiness

for examination by the Judges on Tuesday morning, the

11th of September, at ten o’clock. Aniviah may be entered

at any time previous to nine o'clock, on Tuesday morn-
ing.

The regulations of the Society must be strictly observed

by exhibitors, otherwise the Society will not be respons-

ible for the omission of any article or animal not entered

under its rules.

No article or animal entered for a premium can ba

removed or taken away before the close of the Exhibition,

No premium will be paid on animals or articles removed
in violation of this rule. All articles and animals entered

for exhibition must have cards attached, with the num-
ber as entered at the Secretary’s office; and exhibitors, in

all cases, ' shall obtain their cards previous to placing

their articles or animals on the Fair Grounds.

All persons who intend to offer animals for sale during

the Fair, shall notify the Seci*etary of such intention at

the time ofentry

Special attention is required from competitors to the

requisitions of the Society upon Field Crops, Fat Cattle,

Hogs and Sheep, Dairy and Household Department, Pork,

Bacon, and Beef; for full written statements as required

under each department; as they are important to the
Judges in the several classes before their final decision, ^
The Executive Committee will take every precaution

in their power for the safe preservation of all articles and

stock on exhibition, and will be responsible^nly for loss

or damage that may occur during the Fair. They desire

exhibitors to give attention to their anicle.s, and at the

close of the Exhibition to attend to their removal.

INSTRUCTION TO THE JUDGES,
And the Su^erinUnienis efihe different DeparbnenU.

The Chairman of Committees selected for the next an-

nual Fair are requested to report themselves to the Secre-

tary upon the grounds of the Society, on Tuesday
morning, September llth, 1855.

In no case must the Judges award a special or discrctwn-

ary premium.

The Judges on animals will have regard to the syimne-

try, early maturity, thorough breeding, and characteristics

of the breeds which theyjudge. They will make proper

allowances for the age, feedings ajnd condition of the ani-

mals, especially in the breeding classes. They are required

not to give encouragement to over-fed, animals.
^

No stock of inferior quality shall be admitted within tno

Grounds
;
and if any shall by accident be admitted, a

committee shall be appointed to examine and rule out of

the Grounds all below a medium grade.

The animals to which premiums shall be awarded, shall

be led up for exhibition at the delivery of the premium,

and so with other articles as may be convenient, and after or
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before the delivery of the premium, each animal which

shall have taken a premium, shall be designated by some

badge of distinct on, and led into the ring and around it

for exhibition of its superiority and high quality to the

assembled crowd.

N. B. No person whatever will be allowed to interfere

with the Judges, during their adjudication
;
and any per-

son who, by letter or otherwise, attempts an interference

or bias from nisrepresentations with the Judges, will be

excluded os an honorable competitor.

The Superintendents will give particular direction to

all articles in their respective departments, and see that all

are arranged as near as may be in numerical order, to les-

sen and facilitate the labonsof the Judges in t^eir exami-

nations.

The Superintendents will attend each set of Judges in

ihcir respective departments, and point out the different ar-

ticles or animals to be exhibited
;
will attach prize cards to

the articles, or flags to the successful animals after the

Judges’ reports shall have been made up and delivered to

the Secretary.
KEPOETS OP JUDGES.

The Judges will be expected, in all cases, to withhold

premiums when the article or animal is not worthy, thounh

there be no competition. Blanks will be furnished the

Committee to fill up in making their reports.

Animals having received premiums of the Society at

previous exhibitions, will not be allowed to compete for

prizes again in the same cl,ass.

PORAGE POP STOCK.
There will be a Forage Master on the ground, who will

furnish grain and forage at market price, to the owners ol

stock.

Stalls will not be furni.shed upon the Grounds of the

Society for unruly or dangerous animals,

AWARD OP PREMIUMS.
The premiums will be awarded from the Executive

stand, at 10 o’clock on Friday morning.

SALES OP STOCK.

The Auction Sale of Live Stock will take place on

Thursday at 1 1 o’clock, A.M
;
but the animals sold cannot

be removed from the grounds until the close of the Exhibi-

tion.
• POLICE.

A well regulated Police of the Society, aided by that of

the city of Atlanta, will be on the grounds during the en-

tire Exhibic^, to preserve Older.

EXECUTIVE CGM^ITTEE.
President—Hon. Thom.as Stocks, Green.sboro’, Ga.

Vice Preside>its~\\on. M. A. Cooper, Etowah, Cass

Co., Ga; Col. P. M. Nightcvgale, Albany, Ga.

Col. J, M. D,^v!son, Woodville, Georgia.

Wm. J. Eve, Esq., Augusta, “

Col. J. S. Thomas, Bliiledgeville, “

Col. Aug. S. Jones, Savannah, “

Maj J. S. Rowland, Cartersville, “

Dr. John S. Linton, Athens, “

Richard Peters, Esq., Atlanta, "

Benj. E. Stiles, Esq., Savannah, “

Wm. M. D’Antignac, Esq
,
Treasurer, Augusta, Ga.

Dr. Jas. Camak, Secretary, Athens, Ga.

-All persons having business with the Society, or

wishing information not here furnished, will address the

Secretary at Athens till the first of September. After that

tmie, at Atlanta, Ga. James Camak, Secretary,

Athens, Ga.

An acre is 4840 square yards, or 69 yards, 1 foot.

8 1-2 inches each way
;
and 2 acres, or 8G80 square yards

are 98 yards, 1 foot 2 inches each way
;
and 3 acres are

120 yards and a half each way.

A PLEA EOR AGEICULTUEAL EDUCATION.

Something over ten years ago, the writer, as Chairma*

of the Committee on Agriculture in one branch of th^

New York Legislature, embodied some facts and sugges-

tions on the subject of educating practical farmers, wliick

having been verified by subsequent experience in that

large and populous State, may not be unworthy of con-

sideration by Southern planters. The Report from whick

we cite may be found in the sixth volume, second series,

of the Genessee Farmer for 1 845. At that time the best

Genessee wheat sold in Ruchester at from 75 to 80 cents a

j

bushel
;
corn at from 37 to 40 cents, and potatoes at from

18 to 25 cents. Since then, such has been the increase of

population, and decrease of the elements of food and rai-

ment in the cultivated land of the State, operating with

other less potent influences, that wheat is now selling in

Rochester at S‘2. 70 a bushel; corn at SU 10, and potatoes

at about the same price. Ten years ago, a poor man work-

ing out by the day or month on a farm, got a bushel of

wheat for a day’s work; now be is compelled to give

three day’s toil for the like quantity of grain or flour made <

from the same. In the purchase of potatoes, the differ-

ence is
,
equally great, and against unscientific labor.

These are pregnant facts, and are by no means peculiar .

to New York, in their most significant aspects. In the
j

document referred to we labored to show, among other

things, the essential difference between working to pro-

duce property, as by agriculture, and seeking only to ac- -

quire it, after it has been called into existence by the pro- ,

ductive industry of others. As a general thing, the latter j

class is better educated than the former, the producers,

who rarely study the science of keeping and using pro-

perty
;
hence, it is extremely apt to slip out of their pos-

session. The argument being addressed to laboring farm-

ers, run in this wise
: ;

“Surely the toiling husbandman needs, if he do not
j

deserve, as many good meals, as much good clothing and
,

as fine a house as one that merely studies to acquire, not i

produce, the good things of this world. Nevertheless,
J

the fact is notorious, that the great body of our rural pop«- *

lation somehow contrive to work a little harder and fare

\\ii\e, poorer than any other class in the community.
“We learn from reliable statistics that paupers in- •

crease among us, relatively, faster than population. The
number that live from hand to mouth, only one step from

the poor house, is increasing with fearful rapidity. There* i

are already more than five hundred thousand people in
j

this State wholly dependent on their daily labor for their
J

daily bread. If the Legislature will do as much to leach]?

the producing classes how to keep and enjoy ike entire pro~r\

ceeds of their honest toil, as it does to teach non-producers.
,

how to exchange their shadows for the working man’s

substance, nine- tenths of our growing taxes for the sup-

port of the poor and the punishment of crime, will cease .

forever. According to the official report, the direct State i

tax for the year 1844, was SVM3,iOO, This will soon be

$8,000,000, unless we cease to manufacture paupers, crimi-

nals and needless litigation,”

Our Southern readers will generally admit that there is .

something wrong in a system ofpopular education which

yields as a part of its natural fruit, increasing crops ofpau-

pers, criminals, and litigation. Now, as a comrnunitj]

consumes the fertility of its cultivated fields, and at thi
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same time increases its population, who does not see that

it nourishes in its bosom a thousand seeds of dissatisfac-

tion and malignant discord ’ After calculating with

soienliftc accuracy the amount of phosphorous in a pau-

per’s brain and nervous system, and the quantity that

must yearly enter his mouth taken from the soil, we pre-
j

dieted long ago the present Know Nothing movement

against foreign laborers and competitors in New England

and New York. The lack ofscience, and the wrong done

to arated land, are the true sources of a thousand social

and political evils. These have their living-roots in the

Earth, and no where else. Looking with deep solicitude

to the future wants of the children attending our common

schools, we said :

“It is not far from the truth to say, that 400,(300 of the

700,000 children now attending our common schools are

destined to become practical operatives in the great art

ef making into grain, grass, roots, milk, butter,

cheese, fkt, lean meat, bone, or some of the numerous

other products of rural labor, JF/ia-e that something can

be found, and Amt? the raw materials of all cultivated plants

should be combined, so as to give the largest return for

any given amount of capital and labor, are problems in

practical husbandry, which science alone can solve. The

term scie/ice is but another name for knowledge. It is,

however, usually limited in this connection to the system-

atic investigation of the laws ot nature; and of all men,

the practical farmer is most interested in understanding

and obeying these wise and salutary laws.

“To make an acre of wheat that will yield 20 bushels,

the plants must have twelve pounds of phosphorus, lo

purchase that amount of this subsUance, which forms one

of the constituents of ihe human brain, at a druggists

shop, will cost ^21 At present prices, the phospliorus

and ammonia annually thrown away in the solid and

liquid excretions of man and his domestic animals, in this

State, are worth some 620,000,000.

“All the farmers of the Empire State should rise up as

one man, and insist that the science of good husbandry

and that of keeping property, shall be taught in all their

common schools. The same mental culture which will

enable an honest tiller of the soil to double its products,

and double the value of his belter directed industry, will

also qualify him, in a good degree, to keep and enjoy a

much larger portion of the nett proceeds of his more skil-

ful industry.

“Science is the greatest leveler in the world
;
but unlike

the leveling of ignorance and brute force, it ever levels

v.jncard. It takes the highest point of mental attainment

already achieved for its standard
;
and then wisely and

humanely elevates all below up to that standard. The ob-

ject is to make the triumph otmind over matter universal

and complete.”

This object is as important at (he South as it is at the

North; and, therefore, the argument is not out of place in

the Southern Cultivator. Nor is the South entirely free

from the tendency to over stock the professions of Law

and Medicine, Mercantile, and other unproductive (in

one sense) pursuits. Hence, the following historical facts,

and calmly considered suggestions, may be worth the

space they will occupy:

“It is now' 26 years since the friends of agricultural im-

provement first made a vigorous effort to establish an ag-

ricultural College in this State. Your Committee have

before them an essay published in 1819, in this city,

(Albany) of 42 pages, advocating such an institution with

unanswerable arguments. Within the lost 26 years, there

has been taken from the public treasury about 6200,000

to prepare candidates for legal honors to study successful-

ly the science of law. We have also four well endowed
IMedical Colleges, now drawing .-$5,000 a year besides,

indeed,
.
we have so long jiaid a large bounty' on all

!)rai!che.s of unproductive industry, so called, that no

young man of luinorable aml ition will consent to toil and

...sweat, and burn in thi; suu on a farm, for Sl2 a month,

when as a clerk in a store, a bank, a broker’s office, oi as

a student in a doctor’s or lawyers’s office, he can expect

s<)on to command five dollars to one of the industrious

tarmer, and with one filth of the severe bodily labor. Is

it possible for all .ambitious young men to become profes-

sional gentlemen, and not render these professional pur-

suits utterly valueless '? If Icvarning and science are the

great highways lo honorable distinction and public favor,

’ wiiy deny' these advantages to those wlio do more than all

others to feed and clothe the whole community T’

Planters, think of the education of your sons, and wise-

ly determine wdiat position y?ou will have them occupy in

an age of advancing agricultural literature and science.

Nothing is easier than to give them an elevated stand-

point, whether for making and keeping property, or com-

manding suffrages and applause of their fellow-citizens,

in after-life. Receive not unkindly this hint, it is more

than possible to neglect human cultivation. Such neg-

lect will tell injuriously, both on a family, and the public

at large. Nothing would strengthen Southern interests so

much as the more general and thorough education of those

who ov/n the soil. It is a trite saying that “knowledge

is power;” but truism as it is, there are thousands of

voters, and sovereign rulers, who do not understand its

bearing on tb.e educational institutions ol lire country.

The improvement of these is, somehow, a most difficult

reform to accomplish, although, confessedly, one that is

much needed. What is wanted, in addition to all that the

public now have, is the plain and effective application of

science to all the industrial arts practiced by civilized

man. Such an application of all the knowledge extant,

would detract in no respect from its dignity or honor,

while it would utilize it a thousand fold Place science

in the heads and hearts of the people, instead of keeping

it out of their reach, and they w’ill love and cherish it, as

parents do their own children. The real difficulty lies in

reaching the masses. It will ever give us pleasure to

meet them at their county Fair^ and county Courts, and

talk over the true interests of the human family, whether

in cultivating n>un, or the earth from whicli he was taken,

and to which his dust muj.t return. If it were possible to

j

talk to the whole people, and cxpia;in atlength what agricul-

!
tore most needs at the South, to put to shame Northern

j

fanaticism, we feel confident that our humble plea for ag-

ricultural education would not be in vain. A kind Pro-

vidence smiles upon Southern tillage, and proclaims the

duty of planters to take the lead in the professional in-

struction of agriculturists on this continent. Do you not

feel the inspiration which forbids you to follow the Do-

Nothings at the North, who are fast dividing all their

moral and physical powers between fifty conflicting im-

placable factions 7 We have studied these factions pretty

closely, and might do the public a worse service than to

analyze and describe them, but we will not. It is not our
mission lo complain of popular folly anywhere; but a

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR.
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house divided against itself is in a bad way, whether

North or South.

^ On the important question of promoting agriculture,

there is no good reason why public sentiment at the

South should not be perfectly harmonious and united. It

is so obviously the paramount interest on which all others

depend for support, either directly or indirectly, that the

only debatable ground is the fact whether any proposed

measure will truly benefit Southern tillage and husbandry

or not. And to this simple, this plain test, we desire to

see agricultural education brought. In this matter, no

one has a right to expect wonders, much less a miracle.

Such expectations would most certainly be disappointed

A good crop of useful knowledge was never made by per-

sons so full ofexcitement as to jump to their conclusions.

Our most useful institutions grow up from small germs,

like noble forest trees, which have extended both their

roots and branches, little by little, every summer for one

or two centuries. Such institutions are really worth hav-

ing; but mark; they should grow ; else they are like dead

trees which every year become more unsound, and less

valuable. No college should be permitted to fall into

such a condition. Its friends had better engraft new

scions upon some of the most flourishing limbs, and add

a good mulching to protect the roots. It is wise to reju-

venate, or reform, but inhuman to destroy. Gladly shall

we assist in any way in our povfrer to build up und

strengthen the educational institutions of the South. They

need more funds, more pupils, and more able and earnest

teachers. In this way they will happily exhibit sub-

stantial progress, and solid growth. Whatever the people

desire to learn, and have their children learn, educational

institutions should teach. We believe they wish to learn

the principles of agriculture and of the mechanic arts
;
and

therefore we advocate the study of these branches of

knowledge in schools or universities adapted to such utili-

tarian objects. Our republicanism induces the belief that

there is nothing in learning, nothing in science, which is

either too good or too high for any common citizen to

conjniand if he pleases. L.^

TUBPMTmE.
HINTS FOR THOSE ABOUT TO ENGAGE IN ITS MANUFACTURE.

SITUATION.

Select your plantation as near a Distillery as you can

;

but you may do a very profitable business 6 or 7 miles

oft’, if the country is favorable for hauling. If the Distil-

lery is on a river, Tupentine may be hauled two or

three miles and rafted down forty or fifty miles, cheaper

than to haul to the Still over six or seven miles. Yet

persons already settled on thin pine lands, can do better

to make Turpentine and haul it ten or twelve miles, than

at anything else they make for market,

timber.

The best trees are young, thriving, on pretty good soil,

of quick growth, having the most sap-wood. If found on

low, level or moist lands, they will yield all the better.

Dry seasons ’are unfavorable for a large crop of Turpen-

tine, and, of course, trees on lands that suffer easily from

drouth, are least profitable. Old Yellow Pines run badly,

and are only worth boxing when standing amidst better

timber.

The thicker the growth stands the better, as close for-

ests are less injured by hard winds than those more open,

while the hand has less ground to walk over in attending

his task. Forests that will not afford a task of 12,000 boxes

on 200 acres or less, are hardly worth working, unless

they are very near the still, or water carriage to it.

BOXING,

As the future profit of the business depends chiefly on
doing this part of the work well, let it be carefully attend-

ed to, observing the following instructions :

tst. In our climate [Florida and Southwestern Georgia]

this work must be done between the 1st of November
and the 1st of March, or a little later if the spring is back-

ward and cold, and the Turpentine does not begin to run.

2d. The boxes must be cut loio down—in small trees

within 6 or 8 inches of the ground, and 10 or 12 inches

in large trees. This will be at the swell of the roots,

where the sap-wood is deepest, and the tree least weaken-
ed by the cut, and because the drip is more certain to fall

into the box when it is cut in the projecting wood. And
for this last reason, when the tree is not upright, a box
must never be cut on the side to which it leans.

3d. The box should be from 8 to 15 inches long, measur-
ing across the tree, according to its size. The lower edge
or rim of the chop must be a level cut, very smooth, and
have a down slope inwards of2or3 inches below the

outer edge. The depth from 3 to 4 inches, capable of

holding a quart or more, unless in a small tree. As a

general rule, the cut should extend very little into the heart-

wood,

4th. The size of the tree determines the number of

boxes it will bear and keep healthy. Trees under a foot

thick should have but one box
;
those from 1 2 to 20 inches

thick, two boxes, and never more than three in any tree.

Of course, where the trees are scattering it may be better

to cut more boxes, even ifthe trees do not last as long, than
to lose too much time with your hands.

5th. The task for prime experienced hands is from 450
to 500 boxes a week, or 75 to 80 a day. And some ex-

pert hands will gain a day and do their work well. Such
hands should he encouraged by receiving pay for extra

woi'k. But most beginners will not cut at first more than

50 boxes a day, and there is nothing gained by tasking

them too high, until they have got well used to the proper

shape and size of boxes.

CORNERING.

As soon as you stop cutting boxes, the hands should be

set to cutting corners to them. This is done by a straight

cut four or five inches up the tree from each corner of a

box, and is usually done with two blows of the axe, tak-

ing out a chip half or three quarters of an inch deep,

which makes a channel to catch the Turpentine at the

corners of the box, and serves as a guide for the chipping

afterwards. A hand will corner 500 or 600 boxes a day.

The Turpentine from the faces and corners of new’ boxes

will fill them, without further work, for your first

DIPPING,

This part of the business generally begins about the first

of April, a little earlier or later according to the season.

But before proceeding to dip, or even to corner your
boxes, each task, where there are no natural boundries,

should be marked off by blazing a line of trees. And
every task should be further divided by rows of stakes,

fifty yards apart, crossing it both ways, from side to side,

which will cut it up into squares of about half an acre.

Without this the overseer ofseveral hands cannot possibly

inspect their work wdth any accuracy
;
nor can the hands,

however faithful, avoid skipping a great many boxes in

cornering, chipping and dipping.

1st, Before you begin to dip, place your empty barrels,

35 or 40 to the task, at convenient distances, all ready to

receive the Turpentine.
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2d. Each hand will require two buckets, holding 4 or 5

gallons, so that while one is dripping into the barrel he

can work with the other and lose no time. The imple-

ment for dipping is made of iron or steel, something like

a trowel, with a wooden handle, the blade flat, G inches

wide and 9 or 10 long, with a rounded point, thin at the

edges, and a quarter of an inch thick in the centre, and

joining the handle.

3d. Dipping must commence as soon as the boxes are

pretty well filled, charging the hands to watch them,

while going over their tasks to cut corners or to chip, as

trees run veiy unequally, and many will overflow before

the rest are full.

4th. The number of dippings in a season vary from 4 to

7 as the extremes. Below 5, during the first 2 years, is

looked on as poor, and 6 as very good. An early or

backward spring or fall—long drouths during which

the trees almost stop running—or heavy driving rains

which fill the boxes with water and float out the Turpen-

tine—all have their effect on the number of dippings

—

which depend otherwise on the frequency and care with

which chipping is done. As the plantation grows older,

and the chipping extends higher up the trees, you get

fewer dippings of soft Turpentine, and a greater propor-

tion of hard or scrape.

5tii. It is not usually necessary to gather the scrape

separately, until the second winter, after the boxes stop

running. It will then be nearly equally in bulk to 2

dippings. After that it must be gathered every winter,

the bulk increasing the longer the trees are tended.

Gth. For collecting the scrape, instead of buckets, it is

better to use a box 15 or IG inches square and 10 inches

deep, supported on two short legs, so as to rest against

the tree. The best implement for gathering scrape is a,

socket spade, so that the length of handle can be varied

v/ith the height of the work. The hard scrape will re-

quire to be trodden into the barrels.

7ih. A hand should dip 1,800, to 2,000 boxes a day, or fill

5 or 6 barrels, so as to get over the his task in 6 or 8

days. It will require more time to collect the hard Tur-

pentine.

CHIPPING.

Next to careful boxing, the length of time that your

trees will continue to yield, will depend upon the manner

m which chipping is done.

1st. The instrument used is called a ‘•'hacker” or “shave'’

from its resemblance to a cooper’s round shave, only that

the cutting part should be shaped to a rounded point, an

inch, or thi’ee quarters in diameter, and be supported on a

strong spike, to be inserted in a handle of convenient

length, according to the height of the chipping.

2d. Take care that the chip extends across the tree no

wider than the box, and for new or awkward hands it will

save much waste to have perpendicular lines drawn up

the tree from each corner of the box.

3d From each of these lines the chip should be cut

in a down slope towards the centre of the box. Each fresh

chip to be cut at the upper edge. of the old one, about a

quarter of an inch deep into the wood. A narrow chip

or cut will bleed as freely as a wide one—half an inch is

sufficient. And by this means your trees can be worked

longer. If trees are skillfully chipped they will last 8 or 10

years.

4th. A good hand will chip over his task once a week.

And, as it is important to have it done by the strongest

und most expert hands, these should be kept at it regular-

ly through the season—while women qi’ inferior haflds

can dip very well. One hand can dip four tasks, while the

three best hands are kept busy chipping, and should go

over the whole four or five times between each dipping.

On this plan the boxes first full can be attended to without

interrupting the chippers.

HAULING.

One hand strong enough to load, with a pair of good
mules and suitable wagon, will haul the Turpentine dip-

ped by ten hands, an average distance of three miles—with

spare time for hauling provisions, empty barrels, &c.

And in the winter can be employed in hauling barrel

staves, plowing in oats, or preparing ground for early peas

and potatoes—so as to provide a large part of their own
forage, for himself and team.

BARRELS.

1st. The barrel is made 32 inches long, including the

chines, and the head about 17 inches across, with a little

bulge in the middle. The staves and heading of pine, to

be three-quarters or seven eights of an inch thick, secured

with six strong wooden hoops.

2d. A barrel of Turpentine must weigh 280 pounds,

and any over or under-weight is added or taken off, as

the case may be, in calculating all sales. No allowance

for weight of barrel.

3d. A cooper’s task, when working by the day or

month, is five barrels. His price twenty to twenty-five

cents a barrel for making when all materials are found

him—and when he finds all, from thirty- one ta thirty-seven

cents a piece.

4th, Heading and staves of heart pine are worth $5 a

thousand. Sap staves one-fourth less, as they are only fit

to hold the hard Turpentine or scrape. They should be

got out and hacked up and dried two or three months be-

fore being worked up. Hoop poles, about G feet long, of

hickory, white-oak or water -oak, are worth 20 to 25 cents

per hundred, delivered.

5th. In a gang of hands getting Turpentine, every fifth

man may be a cooper, and will be employed the year

through in providing hi§ own materials and keeping the

others supplied v/ith barrels.

GUARDING AGAINST FIRE.

The evil consequences of getting a Turpentine planta-

tion on fire are so great, as to justify the labor of hoeing

around the boxea, so as to clear away all the grass and
pine straw to a distance of 4 or 5 feet. This will employ
a band four or five weeks in the winter. The State

ought to protect this important interest by enacting severe

penalties against those who set out fire where it can ex-

tend among trees boxed for Turpentine.

GENERAL P^EMARKS.

The Turpentine business is considered a very healthy

employment for hands. It may be carried on with little

capital, on lands too poor for cultivation, and is, there-

fore, well suited to persons of small means. If there is

one hand, in the poorest family, able to cut boxes and
chip them afterwards, the dipping can be done by women
and half-grown children. A poor family living near a

Still or river may make something, even if they hire their

boxes to be cut, buy their barrels, and hire the hauling.

On the other hand, no business makes better returns for

common labor, take one year with another, not even the

culture of cotton and tobacco, especially when the amount
of capital employed is taken into consideration. A prime
experienced hand, in a plantation newly opened, has

gathered SGOO or STOO worth of Turpentine in a year,

-leaving a nett sum of S400 or ??500, after all deductions

for barrels, hauling, provisions, <S:c. Two hundred dol-

lars per hand, clear of all expenses, including wages tonn
overseer, is a very moderate result for, an average lot of

hands.

The usual prite for cutting good boxes is $1 per hun-

dred, and food ffir, the hand.

Twelve tlumsand boxe;^ are an average task, in chip-

ping and dipping. Extra prime hands have tended as

Ihigh as fifteen or sixteen thousand, but ordinary hands
will not do justice to more than ten thousand.
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Good trees will yield about three h»>Teis to the thousand

boxes at each dip:>ing, for the first three years, one sixtlt

of tiiis being hard or scrape the second year, and one-fifih

the third year. The proportion scrape increases as the

chipping extends higiier up the tree, until it makes halt

the crop, while the dippings of so/tt Turpentine will be re-

duced to three or even two a year. It will, therefore, be

necessary to add some new boxes to the task every year,

after the fourth, to keep up the profitable business. In

young, thrifty trees this may be done w'ithout increasing

the bounds of a task, if the number of boxes was limited at

first, as previously directed.

Virgin dip is the name given to all Turpentine gathered

the first year -from new boxes. Although the first three

dippings make much the brightest and best rosin, and on

this account is worth fifty or seventy -five cents a barrel

more than

Ycllfiw dip, which is the name of all soft Turpentine

taken from the boxes after the first year.

Hard or Scrape is the name for the Turpentine which

hardens on the face of the chipping and never reaches the

boxes. This makes a pretty fair rosin, but yields not

more than a third of the quantity of spirits, and is worth

about half price.

The evaporation of spirits from all soft Turpentine is

very rapid in hot, dry weather
;
and this makes it im-

portant to dip and deliver it at the Still without unneces-

sary loss of time.

Virgin dip will yield about five and a half gallons of

spirits to the barrel (of280 pounds,) for the first three dip-

pings, and from five and a half to six gallons later in the

season.

Yellow dip, if delivered early, will turn out six to six

and a half gallons. The scrape rarely makes as much as

three gallons, very often not more than two or two and a

half to the barrel.

On an average, all kinds will makedwo barrels of rosin

from three ofraw Turpentine.

The Distiller, therefore, will have one-third of his barrels

surplus, which, with slight repairs, will serve as well as

new ones for future dippings.

When Virgin dip is worth S2. 50 or S3. 75 a barrel,

Yellow dip is worth about S2, and the Scrape j^bout Si. 25

a barrel.

To justify the distiller in payingthe above prices, spirits

of Turpentine should be worth 40 cents a gallon in the

New Orleans market, upon the supposition that the entire

expense from the Still does not exceed 8 cents a gallon on

spirits, and 40 cents a barrel on rosin. When spirits are

selling in New Orleans at 36 cents, the Taw article is

worth 20 cents a barrel less,, at the Still, at the same rate

of expense in sending the manufactured article to market.

The distiller incurs great expense in the single article of

spirit barrels. Xhese must be iron bound, made in the

best manner, of seasoned white-oa;k, and well coated with-
'

in with glue, to prevent evaporation. They should con-

tain from 40 to 45 gallons, and when ready for use cost

little short of S2 apiece. As there must be one spirit

barrel provided to every seven of soft Turpentine, the de-

mand for these barrels will of itself open an extensive

new branch of business. Let these, by all means, be made

at home.

A word more at the close. It is said above that a Tur-

pentine plantation v/ill last 8 or 10 years. This is meant

for Florida and Southwestern Georgia. In North Carolina

with careful working, it lasts 12 or 14 years. And then

begins the business of making Tar from trees exactly pre-

pared for it, by this previous culture. This is nearly as

piofiiable as making Turpentime,,and will furnish em-

ployment for several years longer.

RsMARKs.—We are under particular obligations to

John M. Potter, Esq., of Decatur coufity, Ga
,

for a

pamphlet containing the foregoing information. We dc

not know wbo is the autlior, but doubt not the article will

be acceptable to many persons seeking information on

this important subject.

—

Eds,

CEOPS IN MISSISSIPPI.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The July number of

your valuable journal is at hand, and as you request some
information about the crops in the different sections of the-

country, I have concluded to drop you a line in com-
pliance therewith.

At this time we are receiving plentiful showers of rain,

every few days. The corn crop has generally been laid

by and it will be a good crop, judging from present ap-

pearances. My neighbors generally have put in larger

crops of corn, peas, potatoes and vegetables than usual.

I think that there will be fine crops of peas, potatoes and
pumpkins, also. The cotton crop is doing tolerable well

just now, but there cannot be a full crop, as not more-

than one-tenth of’the planters in all this region of country

have got good stands
;
some have not finished scraping

yet. I hear some of our oldest planters say that it is im-

possible, let the seasons be ever so propitious, to make a

full crop.

But I presume you know, Messrs, Editors, that the

extent of the cotton crop cannot be pronounced upon un-

til gathered and baled. Last year the seed was heavier

than the lint, and we were all disappointed in our calcu-

lations. Those young v/riters who speak so enthusiastic-

ally of the ^‘beautiful growing crops of cotton,” are not

aware, perhaps, that by this kind of praise, they are cre-

ating an impression that will ultimately prove a losing-

business to them, in lessening the price of cotton. I am a

lover of truth, but all men of experience know that ap-

pearances in the yield ol cotton are very deceitful. Nc
man can, with any degree of certainty, predict what will

be the yield of his growing crop. Yours, T. R.
Cottage Hovie, J*ffersun, Co., Miss., July. 1855.

“GEEEN HORN” WAXETK HYPEE-CEITICAL ANEu

,
PAS'ilCULAE.

Editors Southern Cultivator—lam a pretty regular

reader of several agricultural johrnals, and frequently in

their perusal have suggested to my mind certain thoughts

and inquiries, which move me strongly to write sometliing

myself, but I have never yet brought my self-confidence-

fully up to the point. There is a kind of writing, how-
ever, wluGh appears to be a‘)>retty easy-going thing, and
withal quite free—I mSan the •fa^dt-Jinding—so 1 have

determined to try my hand for once, and take that chan-

nel.

I find that many Planters complain of the introduction

of “scientific highfalutin,” into farmers’ leadings, be-

cause, say they, fafmers "are not presumed to be “high

larn’t,” and able to understand it. Well, there may be

many just occasions for'^such complaint. As where un-

usual, or foreign language is used, while that which

native, and in general use is convenient
;
but when this

fault is carried only to the use of terms or names which,

are strictly teclxnical or scientific, though the reader may
not understand them on sight, he can (if he can read at all

and has such books as all reading men ought to have)

learn or find out, easily enough, their meaning. But
worse than this is the u^e of the unscientific /aic-falutin,

if you will allow the expression. Many families and
neighborhoods have common names for things, plans of

work, &c., which are in every-day use amongst themselves,.

but which, in another State or region, are more mysteri-

ous than Greek or Hebrew, and they are not in the books.
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So that many very smart journal writers waste their in-

tended usefulness by using their domestic or plantation

vocdfnclsivy

,

which never reaches the comprehension of the

reader.

But I set out to complain of another fault amongst these

writers, which, being a practical, or rather {/^practicable

one, lias frequently bothered me not a little. 1 allude to

the want of exactness faUncss in giving descriptions,

and especially in telling us how. to do things Your cor

respondent, “K.,” gives a pretty fair instance in his refer-

ence to Ward’s Plantation Gale. And many could be

given from almost every number of these journals. Mr.

Nblso.v, for instance, is one of your most practical and
j

practicable of correspondents, and when I saw your note

of thanks to him for the “ couple of bottles,’’ and his “very
j

clear and practical article,” on Vine Culture, &c., 1 eager-
[

]y devoured it (not the wine) as one in which I felt much

interest. When I read, that the “prodv.ee of a quarter of

ayi acre IVas two hundred gallons ayinuallf' oh, how my
mouth “watered;” visions of demijohns, goblet^ and all 1

that, clustered around my eyes so thickly th it I could

scarcely see the paper to read the “simple” plan of mak-

ing it, which I intended certainly to appropriate to prac-

tical use. But I read on devoutly, “the juiee * * * after

being filled ('with whaLl)i into a cask^ so as. to, leave? space

for fermentation (how much ?) is left to itself a^out !<f

days, when the process is ceasing. Some sugar is then

added (how much sugar is some?) the cask is filled up

(with what!) and the bung closed tight. After some
months (two or ten'?) the wine is drawn off, &c.”

Now, here was a “ quandary.” After all, I must learn

to make my wine by experiment, in which my grapes

will be wasted, as well as my time and patience, and my
taste so soured with my vile production as to di.sgust me, I

fear, with th’e business, i have instanced this article no

as a full specimen of the class I complain of, but because

it is so much better than many as to call forth your com-

mendations for its clearness and practical character. “A
friend at my elbow”— that conveniepl individual—sug-

gests that you probably read the “article,” w idle C6!?trrt.‘;s-

ing that “couple of bottlei,” and so expressed yourself

under the influence of an disevssion, &c
,
ljut the

“allegation was emphatically repudiated.”

I have lon^ had in my possesion a “certain cure” for

“the fever,” which 1 did not feel competent to fi.X up for

publication, but have finally concluded to try for the

benefit of the ignorant and afllicted—two large and un-

fortunate classes of our great people. It is from the manu-

script of one of my strong-rnindxd neighbors:—“Take

a handful of boneset; put it in a skilkt oi water-, boil it a

little while, then set it off and let it steep till you begin to -

give ii,and then give a right smart dose every now and then.''

Now, Messrs. CvUivo.lor, '\i yoo think that is sufficient-

ly “clear and practical” to profit or puzzle (either will do)

yoiJir readers, please insert it in your valuable journal.

Your constant reader,

Greek Hork. -

Lnwndesboro'
,
Ala, July, 18.55.

P. S.—My wife wants to know (in getting the “perfume

•of flowers,” according to the process given by the Scien- j'

tific American, and quoted in your last) how much oil
j

must be in the jar. Jt says three parts, but how much is
!

“ a 'part ?” If it said three parts of oil and one of flowers,
!

we could understand it, hxxllhe flowers are to be put into a
i

jar three parts full. Are the parts lOths, Gihs, 4ihs, or i

what 7 In short, how full is the jar'? My little girl says !

she knows it’s three-thirds. G. H. !

Remarks.—“Green Horn” is not so “verdant” as hi.'?

name would indicate. His strictures are v/ell deserved

and well put, and for ourselves vve “own the soft impeach-

ment” and acknowledge the truth of everything out the

insinuation respecting the influence of those “two bottles*

upon our judgment. We thank him for repudiating that

“allegation” and dare that “elbpw friend” of his to the

proof A little good-humored raillery often effects more

than solid argument, and “ Green Ilu'rn's" pen should not

be allowed to he idle — Eds.

FISH PONDS IN SOUTH CAROLINA.

A correspondent of the Failfield (S. C.) Herald says :

Mr. Editor; Seeing a statement in the Soil of the

Smih, taken from the Southern Cultivator, that a Mr.
Kill, living near Augusta, Georgia, had succeeded in rais-

ing fi.sh in a pond of his own consii uction, I concluded,

as Van Buren once said of General Jackson, “ to follow

in his footsteps.” Accordingly, having within a few hun-

dred yards of my house a favorable spot, (a smtdl narrow

gorge in the hill witii several bold springs breaking forth)

I commenced in December last, with one fellow to dig out

in the upper side and throw up a dam on the lower, so as

to enclose a square Space of seventy by forty five feet.

This I accomplished at a cost of twenty-five dollars. In

the deepest part of this pond, I have four feet of water,

and two in the shallowest. About two months since I

placed in this pond some .six or seven hundred perch and
a few small brim and moi mouths. I'he latter being very
small, will not deposit their eggs till next spring. Tho
perch, liowever, have already commenced bedding and
hatching, and the pond is now literally alive with thou-

sands of the finny tribe, from those scarcely percept ibie to

the naked eye, to those an inch long, &c. These fiah I

feed with crumbs ofbread, homrnony. shreds of meat, and
the entrails of fowls, pigs, birds, rabbits, &c., chopped
fine.

I am very sanguine of success, and hope ere long, not
only to be able to report the fact, but toTurnish my table

constantly with this new rare delicacy in this region.

f t strikes me, Mr. hditor, that every planter ought to

have this nehessary (for it will prove a necessary as well

a.s luxury to have a'n abundance of fresh fish alsvays at

command) about him, e=*pecially when -it can be hud, for

so small 'an outlay of labor and rnom y.

As the propagation of fish, is just now, exciting a good
deal of attention, will \ ou be so good as to publisli such

facts occasonally, as you may find in your exch-anges,

calculated to throw light upon the subject, and oblige

A Subscriber.

P. S. If any more of your subscribers are disposed to

try their luck in this line, 1 will take [deasure, if 1 suo-

ceed, in furnishing them next spring with a start from my
pond.

CURE FOR POLL EVIL IN THE HORSE-

Editors Southern Cuutivator— Having been a sub-
scriber to your valuable Agricultural paper since January
last, and finding that you are disposed to insert any and
every thing that pertains to the advancement or welfare

of the community, I will give you my experience in curing

*the Poll Evil in that most valuable animal, the Horse.

Having once traded fora horse, after retiiniing home
I discovered that he had tlie Poll Evil. I made a lij,rge

plaster of white lead and put it on; in some 6 days
it, dropped off it.^e If. And qll the time I owned him it

never returned.

It you think this worthy ofinote in your valuabfepaper

you are at liberty to insert it.
,

1 remain yours. &.c , Lewis Y. Folsom.
Gainesville

,
Joly, i8.55.

2^" Four roods are a^jacre, each containing 1'210

square yards, or 34.785 yardjor 34 yard 28 inch’s each side.
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only during the day. For common farm Gates the frame

can be low and set parallel with the tracks, as shown by

the Gate in the distance, allowing high and bulky loads

to pass without obstruction.

These Gates are so constructed as to be applicable to

railways, when the cars are drawn by horses.

A model and drawings can be seen at No. 308 Broad-

way.
Terms.—On remittance to Fowler & Wells, United

States Patent Agents, 308 Broadway, N. Y., of Seven

Dollars for a Plain Gate, or Ten Dollars for an Ornamen-

tal Gate, the fixtures and right of use, with printed direc-

tions sufficiently plain to enable any ordinary mechanic

to construct them, will be forwarded.

An order for .5 Gates w'ill be filled for Si less on each

gate. An order for 10 gates will be filled .$2 less on -each

gate.

The Eliabethtcncn Gazetteer thus speaks of it;—Mr.

Enos Woodruff, of this city, has recently received a patent

for an invention of his, which, to say the least of it, is an

ingenious one. It is a Selfacting Gate, simple in its con-

struction, and can be made at a trifling e.xpense. The
Gate is so constructed that the carriage wheels, in passing

over levers, open the gate, and on passing other levers on

the inside close and latch it again, without the delay or

trouble of stopping. These gates are proof against the

ingenuity of the most unruly cattle, and cannot possibly

be opened by them. A simple apparatus is attached to

the gate for the accopamodation of persons on horseback,

or on foot, obviating the necessity of a small gate. The
simplicity of these gates, the ease and certainty of action,

together with their comparatively trifling expense^ cannot

fail to recommend them to all who would avoid the great

annoyance, and often danger, of alighting to open and

close their entrance gates. The invention is highly com-

mended by the Managers of the Arrrerican Institute, and

other practical men who have examined it.

Fowlers & Wells, 308 Broadway, N. Y.j are agents for

the sale of this gate, to whom all communications should

be addressed.

Elizabeth CiTTrN. J., Jufie, 185.5.

Mr. Kno^ Woodrvff—Dear Sir— It is with great pica-

,

sure that I communicate to you the contfort, Convenience,

and trouble saving your Patent Seff-acfihg Gate has af
forded me. While I candidly acknowledge my prior

strong doubts as to tl'.eir performing in every respect as

you confidently asserted, I chnnot biTt admit my prejudice!?

are entirely removed, and that the Gate works so well

that all who have driven through*(and they are pnany)

could not but expres's their unbbiinded admiration. In-

:

deed, I doubt v.^hether a common gate. wHl be used, when i

this one is generally arid fully before the public. i

Abel S. HgTPiELa
|

CEOPS IN WHITFIELD CO., GA.—A GOOD FAEMEE-

Editors Souther.n Cultivator— I think I shall b#

benefited many hundreds of dollars by information I, and
those in my employ get and have gotten from agricultur-

al papers; and, to us, yours is of more importance than

all the others put together.

I keep up eight or ten shoats on my place, and feed

them on what would be thrown away and injurious, and
kill as we want, and when they get too large for table use^

in the summer, turn them over for bacon.

I keep a boiler (and on one place two) on each place,

put up on a proper furnace, holding from one to two hun-

dred gallons. I have all the water from the kitchen,

dairy, pantry, &c., saved and thrown into the boiler daily;

also the refuse vegetables, &c,, and it would do you go^
to see my saucy pigs.

I made, last year, manure enough In my pig pen lo

manure two acres of land, as well as land ought to be ma-
nured.

I now have three acres of corn planted, (the 3d and I3ih

of July) according to the instructions given in your July

number, for forage. You ought to see it. The first plant-

ed is two and a half feet high, and the last planted is tern

inches.

I have five acres of Ruta Baga Turnips up, and I am
planting, to-day, five more. I will plant twenty on my
places up here

;
and will, if I have seasons, make fat

cattle, sheep and hogs, and make manure enough to pay
for the work in making them fat, besides.

I have, in front of my house, an old field, called poor

when I bought the place. I plowed fifteen acres of it, two
years ago, with a large two house plow, and subsoiled it

with a subsoil plow with two horses, and planted tha

ground in Turnips; I made a fine crop. Last year tha

field (75 acres) was put in Oats. There were no weeds
on account of drouth. In October tlie land was turned up
with a two horse plow, and all the manure from the lot

(oa this place) hauled out on the field in the winter and
spring on the poorest places. I told my manager if he

would manure and manage the field so as to make it pro-

duce 40 bushels of corn per acre, I would give him S30.

To-d?iy he caljed and told me I might select any teh acres

in the, field atone place, and -if it did not average 30

bushels per acre he wpuld .givB me .S30,,ifI would give

him $20 if it did. I have, no dopbt tlie management and
manpre, on that oae field, will make from COO to 800

bu.shols of (;orn th^‘ y€ar more than it would have dono

in the u^al waypf planting an5 cultivating. I mupt.stop,

or my half sheet will be over full.

I think you ought to double your subscription list next

year. Believe me, ruy dear sirs, your friend truly,

p. L. w. :

Wki/Ju.ld Co., Go.., July, 1855,

We have already mentioned thaixiur fellow-eilizenj Mr, I

Enos Woodruff, has secured a patent fora self-actiiig gate,
j

and we are happy to learn that it combines all tho-£fdvan-
j

tages that its inventor claims for it. The apparatus is
j

very simple, not liable to get out of order, and tnCvgate can
j

be constructed for a very small cost, if desired. One ofj

these gates has recently been construeteJ at Mr. A. S.
j

Hetfield's “Paradise,” and is worth an examination by all I

who have occasion for carriage-ways upon their premises.

—A', y. Journal.

half a mil^, or 680 yards each way, is ICO acres; a r^uar-

ter ofa mile, or 440 yards each way, is a park or farm of

.forty acres
;
and a furlong, or 2*20 yard.s each way, is

about 10 acres.

DOTS OE NO DOTS—AGAIN.

Editor.s Southern* Cultivator—Not long since, I hjet

a "mule, in whom, when opened, only one hot and one

worm aDout 8 inches in length, could be found, and yet

the whole of the stomach was gone except a small part,

say twice the size of a man’s hand, next to the throat and

that was a mere gauze-work, full of holes, I gave her

several different kinds of medicine; but I have been in-

formed by two physicians that the medicines I gave her

could not have produced that effect. Sometimes she

would act as though slie had bots and again as though she

had cholic; occasionally turning her upper lip up. My
neighbors have lost mulesand horses in the same manner.

Question—What is the disease ? and whatis theremedy

for it! T.C.C,

I

MiUdaU, Miss., 1855.
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A CHAPTER ON LOCUSTS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—T noticed in your

^ly number “L. W. P.” essays to inform your readers
!

* when and how” the Locust “originates.” This is an

interf sting question, and one (as regards our Locust) that

is now engaging the study of Naturalists—wiser and bet-

ter heads than mine, and, 1 fear, than that of our friend

«lso.

My attention was called to this in.sect this spring by ray

Kttle girl (5 years old) who pointed out to me the holes in

Uie ground, the bugs on the fence and the perfected insect

fluttering about, just as described. She seems to have

been as well posted up on the Locust question as your

eorreepondent, and, I think, perhaps better; for she ex-

pressed no apprehensions whatever as to the safety of the

«oming crops from that source. On the contrary, from

ahe manner in which she handled them, she evidently

considered them a very harmless thing. Since this 1 have

observed, to a limited extent, the habits of this insect, and

aoticed your request for information, but did not con-

sider the facts in my possession of sufficient extent to ven-

Jure an opinion—“when and how.” But as the tree has

already been hacked, perhaps a few more licks with the

Jiatchet may leave so much the less for some pondrous

axe which shall come after. I will then, in as short a space

as may be, give you my observations. If they weigh any-

thing, throw them in
;

if not, credit me with the inten-

tion.

The insect your correspondent terms Locust, is, in fact,

BO Locust at all, being deficient in the masticatory appar-

att^sivvhich is an essential characteristic of the true Locust.

It ‘bvideiiiry is a species of the genus Cicada, and we will

«al! it Cicada AfMYicana until some competent authority

disputes the right. The Cicada Aviericana may be found

in fohr different stages of development. The egg— the

worm—the bug, and the fly—(don’t criticise my terms,

I’m no naturalist). The eggs “may be found now imbed-

ded in the surface w'ood of small, tender twigs. There

they remain until spring, when they hatch, forming a

small white worm (2d stage). This worm, under my
observation, does not prey upon vegitation of any kind to

an appreciable extent. When about a half an inch in

length, they may be seen suspended from the limb by
web which they are spinning, and by means of whft^)i';

they let themselves down to the ground and enter tlife']

«arth. They then envelope themselves in a ball of CaVth

mingled with slime, given off from their bodies, and lie

dormant—how long deponent saith not. The next we
learn of (he Cicada, it perforates the ground, as described

by “L. W. P and exhumes itself, in large numbers fre-

quently, in the third, or bug stage, fully matured. It

erawls (has ho wings) up on trees, stumps, or fences and

fastens its claws or feet firmly and permanently in the

wood. In a few hours the bug splits open on the back and
disengages the perfected insect in the fourth or fly stage.

Male and female having peculiar distinguishing charac-

teristics. Both are provided with a long tubular proboscis,

similar in appearance to that of the common house fly,

saving the enlargement at the point. This tube is flexed

tap under the liody, between the legs, and so close to the

body as to escape notice, unless on close inspection. The
male only emits the singing sound, which all have ob-

served. This comes from an exceedingly beautiful and

intricate harmonican-like apparatus upon the back which
vibrates for a length of time from the least quantity of air

expired through it by the insect. This sound, although

loud at first, becomes louder and still more deafening as

the insect grows older. The female is armed behind with
« long, firm, hard, needle shaped instrument with which
ll perforates the young, tender limbs, only, of the tree,

Aplitting the bark and penetrating the wood in a slanting

<&rectioa. Into this hole the egg is deposited and there

remains until the succeeding spring, when the same series

of transformations again commence. The female Cicada

may be seen boring these holes
;
she first splits the bark

and then entering the point of her needle in the wood,

gives it a slight rotary motion gradually pressing it down-

wards and backwards. When completed it has the same
appearance as if done with an awl by hand.

How long a time is occupied in the completion of these

metamorphoses and reproduction of the perfect Ci/uida, is

not yet known. An impression generally obtains lhati;

occupies some years
;
some say fourteen, and that these

insects are never seen at intermediate periods. This, my
observation contradicts. They may be seen in limited

numbers any year. It is possible, perhaps probable, that

the of this year may not return to us for seven or

fourteen years to come, while that of six or thirteen years

ago would return next year, and so on. It is also true

that they appear some years in vastly larger numbers than-

others. Some years we have an abundant, overflowing

wheat crop and others scarcely make seed. The fly

comes out of the bug, a large, plump, fat fellow, perfectly

swiming in grease. It gradually declines in weight until

at death it is but a mere shell, exceedingly light. This

decline in weight keeps pace indirect inverse ratio with

the increasing sonorous noise of their song, in conse-

quence of the gradually enlarged capacity of their air cavi-

ties, These facts strongly corroborate the inference which-

observation leads to, that the fly eats nothing, but is sus-

tained from its own store of adipoise matter gradually con-

sumed or burned out, as the oil in the lamp. The flame

flickers and is gone when the last drop of available oil is

consumed. The duration of the Cicada Amcrica^ui in the

fly stage is not exceeding two weeksi

Baron Cuvier, in his “Animal Kingdom,” speaking of

the genus Cicada, tells us “the Greeks devoured the pu-

par (bug) which they called Tettigometrae, as well as the

perfect insect (fly)- Before coupling, the males were pre-

ferred, but afterwards the females were selected, being fill-

ed with eggs. I have, recently conversed with a gentle-

man, an old inhabitant of this section of country, who in-

forms me that the Cherokee Indians were accustomed to

eat them and considered them, in the fly plage before de-

positing the egg, a very great ^plicacy. He has eaten

'f%^ivlnmself, and pronouj;^ce?S them first best, surpassed

'jby the hind^iqg of a frog, fried in batter. The
iLnaians/jiqo|i,tj|&m' when first lioerated from the bug stage

and puLth.em in a pan, frying them in their own fat, which

is so abundant as to almost entirely cover the crisj;)ed in-

sects.

It has grown into a proverb among our farmers that

“ihe Locust year is always a good crop year.” It proves

so at least in the hog crop. When plenty m the woods i-hey

furnish a valuable aliment for this animal, not surpassed

in importance, perhaps, by the acorn crop even, which all

our farmers prize so highly. The fotty matters of the

Cimda need but slight transformation in the stomach of

the hog, until stored away in the form of nice, clean lard.

The Cicada' Americana, by puncturing the elm in

Eastern countries, causes the sap to exude, and concret-

ing on the bark forms the saccharine purgative substance

called Manna, an important article in the drug mark' t.

Tile fears expressed by your oorreapondent for the safety

of his coi n and cotton are really quite laughable. I would
say to him, whenever he has any apprehension ofdamage
to his crops from the ravages of worms, bugs, flies or

other insect, if he will, with a microscope or magnifying

glass,examine the mouth, he can soon satisfy himself. Froni'

an insect provided only with sucking apparatus, like the

common housefly, there is no danger, generally speakings

of injury to vegetation. But when you find a moutli

filled with teeth, knives or saws, then you may look out

Such an examination redeems, forever, the character of
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the Cicada from his suspicion. They hurt nobody but

lone old Bachelors, who eat hearty suppers and spend

wakeful nights, who have no patience with crying babies

or other musical animals. The wound inflicted on the

young shoots ofthe tree does it no perceptible injury. An
impression prevails in a few counties in our State that the

Cicada lays its egg in the fruit of the common blackberry.

That the berries, when eaten, carry w’ith them the egg to

the stomach and there hatch, infesting the stomach and

intestines with a virulent species of worm, highly destruc-

tive of health and even life. Hence, the use of blackberries

is interdicted altogether during the “Locust year.” 1 need

scarcely say that I consider this all an old woman’s whim
In the first place, there is no reason to believe the egg is

deposited in the berry; on the contrary, there is abundant

reason to disbelieve it. And supposing it is, and a child

eats the berry. As w'ell might we expect the hens egg

eaten to-day to resist the action of that powerful agent, the

gastric juice, and in its due time (three weeks) hatch and
bring forth a veritable Shanghai in the child’s belly, as to

suppose that tliese little eggs lie in the child until spring

and bring forth worms.
A rumor prevailed in our community this spring that

many children had been stung by Locusts and become
seriously ill, and that one had died in consequence. Non-
sense ! When will our people learn torea.son a little on

these things, in place of following, blindly,, the dxxit

of an old “Granny ]”•

I have some brief notes of observations on the habits of

insects injurious to vegetation,. which infest the kitchen

garden, together with some suggestions in the way of

remedy, when you get a little over the Locust question. I

am afraid to hit you with both at once.

Respectfully, R. B.

Rccme, G^z., July, 1855.

Qokry.— Hasn’t money enough, in the way of time,

paper and ink, been spent on the Bots’ question to buy
a microscope that w'ould set it forever at rest %

COEN AND COB MEAL FOR HORSES.

0ns of the editor of the yiichigan Farmer has been ex-

perimenting on corn and cob meal, as horse feed, for a

couple of months, exclusively, and with the following re-

sults. After one month’s feeding’, febrile symptoms were

occasionally observed in one pf Uie hor^s, such as short

and quick breathing. &c.

On stating the case to Dr. Dadd, the skillful veterinary

surgeon, of Boston, it elicited the follownng Valuable letter

The importance of occasional change of food which it

recommends, is not sufficiently attended to by ourfatmers-

in feeding their stock

:

“As regards your horse, I would (if hts is no better)

change the diet immediately. He is probably suffering

from acute.or perhaps cA/onzcindigestion^which is-very apt
to occur in animals when kept too long on one kind of diet

“No facts in dietetics is beptpr.esta*\jlished than thai.of
•the impossibility of long su^taing health, er even life on
one kind of diet. It fails to supjio'rt nutrition. (See Lie
big and Carpenrcr) The bhimals experirnented upon,
after a certain' ^rength of time, seerneci willing to endure
‘starvation ratji^ Hmo ,li,ve on qne. kirfcf'of cfiet. As re-

gards the w'lll-'vxrfcf for ^ome
time- on highry nutfitmlfs arlicles, such ns oats, barley,

corn meal, »Scc., but they’ finally induce febrile diseases
s,\\Cc\ Uiminilis (inflammation of the foot,) rheumatism,
founder, &c. They do not require, so much of the flesh-

making principle as the young and growinganirnal, which
not only rfquires sufficient carbon in the form of food
-to renovate the tissues, but also enough for growth and
development.

“The adult, however, requires a greater variety of food

than the latter, to support the integrity of his organixation,,

consequently, as you have fed your horse on corn and cob

meal all winter, there may be a disproportion between the

amount of carbon, (in the form of food,) and the oxygea
respired, hence his digestion must be deranged, or carbon^
in the form of fat, is deposited in the various tissues.

“A fat horse, of course you are aware, is not the on®
for fast work nor fatigue, and, the emaciated excepted,
is more likely to become sick, from the least excilinfir

cause.

“On the other hand, an excess of carbonaceous material

deranging the stomach—it holding sympathetic relation

with the brain—is apt to terminate in staggers, &c. It

should be known to horsemen that an adult horse ought
not to increase in weight from year to year

;
the food may

may be proportioned to work, any increase of flesh or
fat, is a signal to dip a lighter band into the meal bag; that

is, if you want to keep disease and death at bay.

“It pays to fatten cattle, sheep and swine, because the
result, is dollars and cents; but you may depend that it is

losing a spec, to flatten horses
;

for among such I have
the most practice, their disease being more difficult to

control than when occuriug in others, in fair working
order.

“As regards com and cob meal, 1 think it operates itt-

juriously on a great many horses.

“In the first place tftey do not always masticate it prt^
perly, it being soft and easily insalivated,, they are apt to
bolt it, as the saying is; it then runs into fermentation, re-

suiting in flatulent or spasmodic cholic.

“In order to obviate the difficulty, the meal ought tob®
mixed with cut hay or straw, articles that must be masti-

cated ere swallowed. Should the digestive organs be de-

ranged, meal ferments very rapidly, inducing flatulency.

“1 should not object to giving a horse a feed of corn and
cob meal occasionally, mixing it with cut hay and a litil®

salt. Salt is a good anulseptie— prevents fermentation

—

affords by the decomposition in the stomach, muriatic acid

and soda; aids digestion and prevents the generation of
worms.

“ The best remedies for restoring the digestive function®

are

:

“ ‘Powdered Gentian, I oz. Powdered Ginger ^ oz.

do. Salt, 2 oz. do. Charcoal, 1 oz.’

“Mix, divide into 8 fnirts and give one with the food^

night and morning.”—Fa. Farm Jmmal.

DEOTJTH-DEEP PLOWING AND SURFACE CULTUER

Editors Southern CuL,Tiv.iTOR—In- this region of
country, the great enemy we have to contend with is

drouth, and the true secret of cultivation is that mode beet
•calculated to counteract its direful effects.

iMyneighliors knowing I have but little practical ex-
perifence, confidently predict a failure, and call me a
“book farmer,” ixc., and fleiing conscious of the want of
practical experience, I hijve some doubts of success, al-

though my operations are founded upon true scientific

principles.

Knowing you to be deeply versed in the science 'of

Agriculture, I piopose to submit my jilan qf cultivation to

your consideration, and ask your opinion of its correct-

ness.

“A dense body receives and mdiates heat slower than
a more porous one ;” and moisture obeys precisely th®
same law.

“Water will rise, in a capillary tube of 1-1 00th of a»
inch in diameter, five and three tenths of an inch; in one
of l-l(K)0th of an inch, fifty three inches, and so on, ia.

inverse proportion.”

These two facts are the basis ofmy theory. As a coww-
quence, then, the der:per the land is broken and the moM
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thoroughly it is pulverized the greater the quantity, and
the higher the moisture will rise, for this process increases

idle number and diminishes the size of the capillary tubes.

It is true that a porous body radiates heat and moisture

fester than a more dense one
;
but the moisture evaporated

by radiation is largely overbalanced by the increased cap-

illary action, leaving altogether out of view the advantage

gained by the earlier radiation of heat at night, thus facili-

tating the formation of dew upon the surface, which the

porous land much more readily absorbs. This is the

philosophy of surface culture during the prevalence of a

drouth (if the land has been deeply and well broken up)

by frequently stirring the surface, the crust formed by the

sun and dew is destroyed, and the heat absorbed during

the day is sooner radiated at night. It was a long time

before I could reconcile this surface culture with capillary

attraction, absorbtion and radiation of heat and moisture

consequent upon deep plowing ; it seemed to be antagon-

istic, but, properly considered, it is but part and parcel of

the same thing, and perfectly in accordance with the laws

governing them
;

for as you pulverize the surface of deep

plowed land you lessen the size of the capillaries; thus

inducing the moisture to rise higher, and, at the same
lime, you lessen the power of radiation, because the finely

pulverized surface approaches density,

I commenced deep plowing last season, I broke up
the land full six inches, and subsoiled about 40 acres six

or seven inches deeper. I candidly confess that my ex-

pectations were not fully realized last season, but think I

understand the reason, viz : The deep culture was not

continued late enough—the commencement of the season

was dry; after the 1st of May, excessively wet until

about the middle of July, after which we had no rain for

eight weeks and one day. The grass threatened at one

time to take entire possession, and forced me to cultivate

with a view to its destruction alone, and when the rains

eeased and the land was sufficiently dry to ploWf deep my
team was too much exhausted to do so.

This season has been peculiarly adapted to test the

efficacy of deep plowing, having been dry from the begin-

ning, the ground has not been saturated since the plows
started before the 1st of January, indeed we have not had

a “a good season,” The old fogies admit my crop to be

the best in the neighborhood on similar land, both corn

and cotton, but refuse to ascribe it to the true cause

—

deep plowing. The cotton on the subsoiled portion is

felly 50 per cent, better than on similar deep plowed, but

not subsoiled land. The cotton crop is now in a con-

dition when farmers usually run over with sweeps, and

lay by
;
but I intend doing what the "old fogies” say is

the worst policy of all, and that is, to run at least three

furrows with a bull-tongue as deep as possible, but not

near enough to injure the roots, then sweep and lay it by,

unless a heavy rain should form a crust on the surface

before the plants shade the land. The cotton is beginning

to mature its fruit and henceforth needs more moisture

than at any time previously.

The arguments in favor of deep plowing are just as

strong ofa wet season—the rain water is more readily ab-

sorbed—permeates the land deeper, retains all its fertilizing

properties and holds them as v/ell as the moisture longer

for the sustenance of the plant, which under scratching

system would run off and be lost, besides washing the

soil with it. The roots of the plants would penetrate deeper

—farther from the effects of the sun, and of an excessively

wet season not be halfso liable to be scalded or drowned.
I must apologize for the length of this letter, I had no

idea of writing so much when I began, A reply, either,

through the columns of the Cultivator or privately, will

confer a favor on Yours respectfully, L. P. S.

CoUinslmg, La.^ June, 1855,

Bjbmares,—The theory of ouf correspondent is, in all

essential particulars, the same that we have held and ad-

vocated for many years, and will be found in practice^.

fully to realize his expectations. We should be delighted

to know that all our readers understood and practiced iu

We hold, also, that both Corn and Cotton should be sur-

face-worked repeatedly by harrows, cultivators or horse-

hoes, until the blades or branches interlock so that the-

further passage of horses or mules is impossible.

—

Eds.

EGYPTIAN OATS.

A CORRBSPONDEKT in the January number of the Ar/ieri-

can Cotton Planter, enquired for information "on the cul-

ture and raising of Egyptian Oats,” to whom Mr. Thomas

Affleck, of Mississippi, replies as follows:

" This oat is a large, plump, white grain, differing frona

any of some thirty odd varieties of oats I procured from

Scotland one season and grew here, and excelling them-

all in thrifty growth, and resistance of frost—what say

you anti-habitationists to that fact 7 and yield of plump,,

well filled grains. It was originally introduced, it is posi-

tively asserted, from Egypt to this country, many years-

ago, perhaps forty or more. I have had them weigh, re-

peatedly, over 42 lbs. per streaked bushel. They require-

good land, of course, to yield well; and land in which
lime is present. Cotton seed, however, will produce them

on almost any soil.

The Egyptian Oat should be sown not later than 1st

September, if possible, or from middle of August to first

of October. They may be grazed during winter
;
but I

am doubtful of the good effect on young stock, unless the

extent of oats to be grazed is large in proportion to the

quantity of stock. If allowed to become fully ripe before

being cut, enough drop to seed the ground again
;

or if

they are fed down by stock. In either case they should

be plowed in shallow, and peas sown broadcast immedi-

ately after and hoed in well. In fact, both operations

should go on at once, as at that season we often lack rain,

and the ground, when newly turned up, would have
moisture enough to sprout the pea. By the time the peas

are eaten down, there will be a fine stand of oats, to which
the pea vine will serve as a fine manure a la Gurney, I

have seen this process carried on through three years in

the same field—s«lf-sowed oats again followed by self-

sowed Tory peas, and s.o on. The soil was greatly im-
proved, so that the crop of corn which followed was a

superb one. The peas and oats were eaten off by stock,

however, each time. The first sowing of peas may be

drilled and tended, if desired. Plaster or gypsum—(sul-

phate of lime) is a specific manure for the peas, as for all

leguminous plants, and will force a noble crop upon the

poorest land.

HY2)E0PH0BIA~H0W TO USE POKE EOOT—EEEDING
SHUCKS, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The mode of ad-

mistering the Poke Root is to make a strong decoction,

and give a wine glass full when the patient feels the parox-

ysm coming on, and it will relax the spasm immediately.

My mode of feeding the shuck to stock is simply to wet
with cold water and suffer itto remain fi’om six to twenty-

four hours, and the coim should be put in soak in molasses

or whisky barrels for twenty-four hours before using, and

any man using in this way that cannot keep a fat team

should quit planting. I save all my shucks, and, for fear of

injury, pack in bales with strips of timber at bottom and

top, and not a shuck do I throw away. They are far pre-

ferable to fodder for mules. Respectfully,

Jas, L. Gorfe
Cummins, Ark., July, 1855.
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& FLOW FOE DEEP TILLAGE—TO “J. F. »L” AOT)
OTHEES.

BorroRs Southbrn Cultiyator—I obseryed in the July

samber of your journal a communication from “J. F.

M.** dated at Port Gibson, Miss., making inquiries for

“gome good Plow with which we can fallow our ground

to the depth of some 8 or 10 inches.” For his informa-

ton as well as any others who might be influenced by my
judgment, I will state that I believe 1 can recommend one

which will fully answer their wishes. This plow, I be-

lieve, I introduced into this section of the country, and

through my recommendation several hundred have been I

sold, and all whom I have heard express their opinion

speak very favorably ofthem. They are manufactured by

Messrs. Garrett & Cottman, Cincinnati, Ohio, and

numbered from 1 to 8. The No. 1 is for one horse and

No. 2 for two horses to cultivate w'ith after breaking up.

1 use No. 7 to break up my land and it turns a furrow at

least 12 inches deep and 10 or 12 inches wide. To do this

in a proper manner, I use three strong mules abreast.

They are attached to the plow by means of a treble-tree,

which is ironed at each end also about a third of the way
from one end, and consequently two-thirds from the other.

}

This last is attached to the clevis. A double-tree having

2 single-trees is attached to the short end and a single-tree

to the long end. These must be constructed in good pro-

portion, so as to allow the mules to travel with ease,

and the ablest and most experienced men to do the plow-

ing. These plows measure, from the bottom of the share

to the bottom of the beam, 17 inches, so that, with the

learn and hand which I have described, a furrow' of from

12 to 13 inches deep can be turned without any difiiculty.

Care, however, must be taken that the furrow is turned

full and complete, that a track may be made for the suc-

ceeding furrow.

Land, however, that has a compact or clayey subsoil,

and has never been plowed deep, it probably would be

difficult to plow 12 inches deep at first. In that case it

probably would be best to get down gradually to the re-

quired depth. I do my breaking up usually immediately

after a hard rain when the subsoil is saturated with water,

but of course the land not too wet to do good plowing. I

use no plows but those having “steel moulds,” which I

consider a very important desideratum. When I w’ish to

break up solid, it is done in “Lands” of widths which are

not inconvenient, say 12 or 15 yards. When I wish to

plow by row's, two or three furrows are turned in the

water furrow with a No. 2 plow, then the ridge plowed out

with a No. 7.

Although the share of this plow can be repaired as easy

as any, it is important, to keep them in 'good order, that

none but an experienced blacksmith be allowed to work on

them, that their original form may be maintained. Then

Avith proper care, they W'lll do’ good service four or five

years.

I formerly used subsoil plows, but have abandoned

them, preferring the foregoing method for different reasons

in breaking my soil.

Any further information on this subject required, I will

readily give.

I am your friend and obedient servant,

W. Wmqox, M.D.
finest Feliciana, La., July, 1855.

1 TREATMENT OF PKAIEIE LAND, OE PLOWING IN
DEY WEATHER.

[ Editors Southern Cultivator—I have written to

I
you before about theoretical farming. What I shall say here

I will be exclusively on Prairie land. I have been taught

' from my earliest recollection to the present time, that

plowing land in dry weather would make the moisture

rise
;
which, I believe, it will, on land that has much sand

in it, but my experience has taught me to believe it has

the contrary effect on Prairie land. The inculcation of

the former theory has caused many Prairie farmers to in-

jure their crops by plowing during the protracted drouth,

continued here from the 5th of April until the 28th of May.
Early inculcations are hard to eradicate; consequently

many persons go against their better judgment.

All experienced Prairie farmers know that Prairie land

dries as deep as it is stirred in dry weather; yet many of

them will plow to make the moisture rise. This shows
the importance of studying the constituents or nature of

the soil. The precedent necessitates a full and elaborate

description of the nature of Prairie land
;
but let it suffice

for the present to say that these lands, when wet, can be

waxed like wheaten dough, and if dried in that condition

i apparently they will become as hard as a brick
;

if wet af-

ter they become thoroughly dried, they will slack and
become like ashes. The surface of these lands go through

those changes as often as they are trod or worked too wet,

and dried in that condition. When wet they will bog as

deep as they have been stirred. After these lands become
dry it takes a good deal of rain to settle the ground. Ifa

sufficiency of rain has not fallen to settle the beds they

will neither stand dry nor wet weather. Corn or cotton

planted on such beds in dry weather will not come up un-

til it rains; if it does it will suffer, the ground having but

little capacity for containing moisture in that condition

—

such beds in wet weather become saturated with water,

the ground then being in a slacking condition, I have no
better comparison for it than “mush.” Corn or cotton on
such beds will turn yellow. As the subsoil absorbs but

little of the water that falls, it has to evaporate or drain

through the surface until it reaches the low places or ditch-

es
;
consequently it is very necessary to have the rows in

a draining position. The capacity these lands have for

containing moisture consists in the fineness of the surface.

The ground will Avax very near the top of a fine pulverized

surface, during the most protracted drouths of these

regions. In demonstration of this I will delineate my
management of the present crop. The winter being very

j
favorable, I got all of my land bedded in due season for

planting—planted in time to get a tolerable good stand

both corn and cotton
;
early in April, I ran one furrow in

the middle of every row, both of corn and cotton, then put

up my plows, and continued going over both corn and
cotton with the hoes. Every person that saw my crop

said it stood the drouth as well or better than those that

plowed their crop. It is evident that it stood the rain bet-

ter. Yours, &c., A. J. Cook.

I/nmdes County^ Miss., July, 1855.

SCOURS IN COLTS.

Editors Southern Cultiv-vtor^I see a recipe in your

I

July number frorn a Jasper friend, for the cure of scours

I
in colts. I thinkirny friend is entirely off the track

;
for to

kill a colt I think nothing, more neces^ry than to give it

such a dose; and I only appeal to the reasoning of every

common mind to prove it. And had my friend thought for

a moment he would have known that all that was neces-

sary was to take the mare off of' verduj'g and feed her on
provender; ahd, if the colt would lick nieal, give it a

handful of parked meal, instead of phy^icing the poor

creature to death, like two-thirds of mankind do their

horses, when they shoAV symptoms of cholic, or. gome
other pain.

It is a lamentable fact that Avhen a hqrse takes sick, if

the disease does not kill him, his owner will come as near

it as possible, by giving him every remedy that he ever

heard of being given for such .symptoms.

Yours truly, G. S. Q.
ReadyviUe, Juiy, 1855.
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NORTH DEVON COW,

^‘BIRTHDAY/’ (38)* 10 Years old.

Winner of the 1st prize at the New York State Show in 1853 and 1854. 1st prize at the Devon Agricuharal Shtm
at Exeter in 1848, and 1st prize at the Barnstaple and iS^orth Devon Cattle Show in 1848, as one of a dairy of cows.

She was sired by “Proctor ’ (109), dam. “Taunton” (410), and is the property of L, G. Morris, Esq., of Mount Ford-

ham, N Y., by whom she was selected and imported.

Our friend, Mr. R. Peters, of Atlanta, who is well known as a breeder and importer of Devons, was so much pleased

with the above Cow, as a srmiple of the rnilkin;^ Devons of the “Patterson” order, that he has obtained from Eng-

land, at great cost, through J. Tanner Davy, Esq Editor of “ Devon Herd Book,” two very superior cows,

fuV’ (762), a grand-daughter of ••.^47 and “ Gaictij^' (196), a .daughter of ''BtM'ihdayP

The.se animals are, in ail respect^, very fine
;
and their biooii must add greatly to the milking qualities of the verj

remarkable herd already in the possession of Mr. Petl'rs.

* See Davy’s “ Devon Herd Book,” page. 33.

A HOME,

Ip we were to tell a number of our friends that they

ddn’t know what a “Immc” is, they would grow some-

what indignant—perhaps, use hard words. And yet it

maybe I'emarked that the number of persons who know
what a genuine home is, by e.xperienee, is surprisingly,

few. One man in good circumstances will tell us that, he

has a fine house of his own,. in which every comfort and

convenience is provided. He has a wife. and children

there also, and they give life to the place. Very true. But
does he prefer that home, thus furnished and thus enliven-

ed to every place in the world '? Does he sigh when the
j

hour for leaving comes, and smile vvhen he is permitted to

return % Does he love to sit by the cheerful house-fire and

fondle the children; entering into all their little disputes

with a curious interest'? Does he take particular note of

the birds in the cage, and the cat near the fire 7 If not,

he has no home, in the de'arest sense of that dearest of

words. If his mind is altogether absorbed in the dusty

ways of business—if he hurries from the house in the

morning, and is loth to return at night—if ‘while he is at

home, he continues to think of the journal and ledger, and
repulses the advances of the prattling of children, he has

no home
;
he only has a place where he lodges and takes

his meals.

Ah ! happy is he who knows and appreciatee the full

bliss ofhome
;
whose heart is warmed and humanized by

Its cheerful influence, and who feels how superior in pur-

ity of pleasure are all its enjoyments fo the turmoil

lights ofout-door life. Thrice happy is such a man He
discovered the 'only Paradise this world can now afford.

It is only such a man who can have a deep and sincere

pity for the unfortunate creatures, who are homeless. He
regards them as beings cut off from the best influences of

fhe-carth, and exposed to the;, action of all the darker

waves of life. He feels keenly for him who has no fire-

side—no dear ones to welcome him with smiles, and prat-

tel over the little history of the day—no tongue to soothe

when-he^vy cares have troubled the. mind and rendered

the heart sore
;
and the sympathy of such a man is not

slow to overflow in acts of benevolence. A good home

is the source of the fount^iin of charity in the heart.

Our advice to those who have no homes, such as we
have described above, is, to get them as soon as possible*.

They can never be contented and substantial citizens, nor

thoroughly happy men; until they follow this counsel

Get homes! Fill them with the objects of love and en-

dearment, and seek there for the pure delights which tiii-

world besides cannot afford.

—

Exchange.

__— —
To MAKE Paste that will keep for a Year.—Disrofvo

slowly in water two square inches of glue and an equal

quantity of alum. Mix and boil with flour, as usnal, and
then, when nearly cold, stir in two teaspoonfuls of oil oS
cloves or lavender— the whole to make a pint of

Keep in a well covered vessel
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& REPLY TO “HOLLOW HORN,” AGAIN.

&>rroRa Sodthrrn Ccltitator—I see in the July num-

ber of the CvlUvator “ A subscriber ” has come out again

•• the “Hollow Horn he is hard down wnth a “ sharp

fltick” pointing at me. He says, how-evcr, “and as my
•bject was to dr*w a discussion on the subject for my

•WA benefit and the benefit ofothers, 1 will attempt a reply,

and if it is taken in the same spirit in which I write it, 1

am sure it will do no harm if no good.” I must say to

Aim, I am “thar,” too
;
but when malice, anger and hard

words are used in a discussion, on any subject, I am not

‘thar.” He says if I think it is the “Hollow Belly,” of

eourse I have the right to think as I please
;
but as for him-

oelfhe ct\nnot think as he pleases every time; this is a

little ’strange somehow, is it notT

In reference to what I said about one of my neighbor’s

iows he says “Now, if the horn was not hollow 1 should

like to know how he poured salt and water in it. Let

Aim bore intoa horn that is not diseased and see if he can

pour water into it.” Ti-ue, this cow’s horns was not hol-

low, but he poured salt and water in the hole he made

with the gimlet. Just as plain as “A Subscriber” would

put a clevis pin in the hole he bored at the end of his

plow beam. He says: “I pronounce that one case at least

of a fat COW' having the hollow horn from his own testi-

mony.” I see no testimony in what I have said to prove

that a fat ox or cow will take the hollow horn, but alto

gether to the reverse, notwithstanding he is trying to make

me mean what I never said. And now', in conclusion, I

will use his words, “so 1 will drop brother ‘A Subscriber,’

for fear ho may think I am quarrelling with him, which is

sot the case— all for information.” W. R. J,

1655.

TO COTTON PLANTERS.

Fs[R?^i>e AND Fellow Citizens—As Fourth of July

amd office seeking orators say, “Hear me for our cause.”

Tlie crop of 1852 was 3,262,882 bales; that of 1853

was 2,93U,027 bales, short of the preceding, 332,655

bales.

Up to June 25th (the latest data's received) the crop of

1852 received was 3,152,198. The crop of 1853, received

to date, was 2,761,041 bales. The crop received to date

of 1854 is 2,59 1,687. Suppose even the amount received

between this and September 1st, the close of the cotton

year, with our water courses all lower than usual at this

season, should equal the receipt of last year, within the

same period, say 170,983 bales, w'hich, added to present

Teceipts, give our 1854 crop—2,762.670 bales*, or a crop

less than 1852 of 389,728 bales— less than the iSTJ'erop of

167,357 bales, which is a deficit, if the tJirce last crops had

been equal, ofstock on bund of 557/185 bales. A maUer

worth your inquiry.

The question is, W’Tiatcan we 'lt> to better.our condiiion

—to enhance the value of the staple and injure no man '?

We know that the price at which cotton iyis rangx'd the

two past years (5 to 9 cents) wHl not pay. No one ^hcvulij

quote the extreme highest rates, because they are fancy

prices, and proceed from extrinsic ci,rcumst?incf s. We
quote the price that some two-thirds of the crop sell at,

and would
^ if you. send your merch&ntl, the t'wo and a half

or three million of bales—all stricilp F'air. Suppose w'e

do add to our stock in trade every year, if t^oes not proye

that we can afford to make cotton at b to 7.cdnts. A man
with a well ordered plantation W’ould inerpase his capital

even should he only feed and clothe, though only show-
ing an increase from his operations, and he might then

get poorer; for his work stock and land might wear and

tear more than the increase. So, then, what shall we do ?

Permit us to advise. Even at this date provide feed
;

now sown, will make feed for borsee, mules and

cows Pick cotton more careful
;
see your gins do not

nap or cut. All cotton picked in good weather, before

frost, dry carefully and pack away close for 10 or 20 day*
before ginning—except for seed—then gin out, pack and
send to market, say an eighth of the crop 'per moiUh. The
crop that is leafy, after drying well, pack it away and
leave it there 3 to 6 months, noticing from time to time, so

if heating, that all may be colored alike. This mode, it is

believed, will give time for the leaf to decay so much, that

when ginned, the most of it will pass off as dust, and the

weight will oe better preserved, color and softness and
strength restored. In connection, those who are not com-
pelled to draw bills to settle up and pay off, should not

draw a dollar on crops.

Our cotton must be bought. This war story is all stuff.

War or no war, people must be clothed; manutacturers

must work to pay interest; operatives must be fed.

England can better pay jG 1 00,000,000
;
or kill off a few

bundled thousand a year in defending the Crescent, in bear

bailing, than lose our cotton crop. And every bale we make
must be worked up. Reports to the English Parliament

show, beyond ail cant, that cotton pays all expenses and
a profit of 50 to 1 00 per cent. Yet we barely live.

The next thing is, let every man be certain to raise corn

to sell. This will insure meat in every county in the

Soudi, for where corn is to spare there hogs delight to as-

semble. Plenty of bread, seems to ensure fat and
heakhly anil cheap stock. If any SLate in the cotton

region will make corn in such abundance as not to sell

for five years, the result will be, that the profit will be seen

in a saving almost equal to a cotton crop—nett proceeds of
’54 or ’55—from hogs, mules, horses and cauie, and the

health and increase of negroes. It is so with individuals

and why not of communities'? Let any man notice the

individual w’ho always has corn to spare, using liberally at

Dome, and he w'ill see the man who increases most rapidly,

taking land, negroes, stock and all, into account.

Preserve health of negroes, by good houses, good cloth-

ing, good food and fair w’ork hours, teaching them to ob-

serve all duties to God and man,, and our word for it, we
will hear little more of low prices and fear of want.

Yours with all due respect,

^ A Carolini.in, West.

HomPvIONy is an article that no family desirous of

practicing economy can do without It costs only half

the price per pound of flour and contains no moistui*e,

while the best of flour holds from twelve to sixteen lbs. of

w’ater in a barrel. Cracked wheat is excellent for seden-

tary persons. That and Graham flour should be used in

preference,, at the same price per pound, to white flour,

,becau.':e it is more healthy and nutritibus. One luindred

i pounds of Gi'idiam flour is worth as much in a family as

one hundred and thirty-Umee pounds of supferfine white

flour. Corn pneal costs less than half the price of flour. It

j
is worth twice as much. It is not so 'economical in sum-

i mer, because it take^ so much fire to cook it. The first

^gk;at eVror-in corn hieal is in grinding it too much, and
the next in not cooking it enough. Corn meal mush
should boil two hours* it is better if boiled four, and not

fit to eat if boiled less than -one hour.

Syrup r5. Butter.—The Portsmdii/h Jonm-ol say^:—
A pound of butter now posts from 30 to 40 cents

—

and a

g^allon of excellent sugar house syrup can bfe bought for 40

.
dents. That iheltuter is the most economical all will allow

!' — that it is the most healthy for family use, to those who
have a Yankee taste, none w'ill dispute. Many prefer it

without regard to the economy. There is nearly as much
nutriment in a pound of syrup as in a pound of butter

—

one, however, costs about twelve times as much as the

other.
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ANSWEES TO mQXIIEIES, &C.

Grape Culture.—Ichabod H., P. M.—Try the Scup-

pernong, the Warrenton, the Catawba and the Isabella,

Prune the first in the fall, soon after gathering the grapes;

the others may be pruned any time from the fall of the leaf

until January.

Lucerne.

—

G. H. F.—See article on this very valuable

grass in present number. The Lucerne is perennial. We
might send you a small quantity per mail—the postage,

prepaid, will be 6 cents per ounce—not prepaid, 10 cents.

Agricultural Papers, South.—T. E. M.—Your in-

quiries were au'.wered per mail.

Fruit Preserving Cans.—W. H. K.—The agents, D.

B. Plumb & Co., forwarded you a gross of these cans

—

we, also, advised you of the shipment, per mail.

Leveling Instrument.—Rev. W. J.—Your drawing

and description will be very acceptable to our readers.

The missing number has been sent per mail.

Guenon on Milch Cows.—R. PI, M.—The paper you

desired, with cuts, was forwarded per mail.

Trees, Shrubs, &c., for Texas.

—

A. H. P.—These

articles can be shipped you safely via Montgomery and

New Orleans to Port Lavaca.

Texas Native Grapes.—J. S. D.—Your letter and the

seed was received, with many thanks. We wrote you,

in reply, but have, never received an answer,' Did you

get our letter 7

Milch Cows.—S. S.—Address R, Peter.s, Atlanta, Ga.,

or Col. Wade Hampton, Columbia, S. C.

Ice Houses.—J. R. F.—See our August number, page

241.

Blue Stone Soak for Wheat.—W. S.—Use one ounce

or an ounce and a quartersof Blue Stone dissolved in water,

to each bushel of seed, carefully drying the latter, after-

wards, before sowing.

Analysis of Soil, Marl, &c.—J. A. J.—Direct your

samples of Marl to the senior editor. Dr. Daniel Lee,

Athens, Ga. A package containing one or two pounds

will be sufficient. Send per express, writing Dr. Lee, per

mail, at the same time.

Buckwheat and Sainfoin.—“A Subscriber,” D, C.

T.—We know very little of the culture of Buckwheat in

the South; at the North, it is sown in June or July, at

the rate of from 3 to 6 pecks per acre. The yield is vari-

able and uncertain. It should be harvested as soon as

the early heads begin to ripen—if left till fully ripe, much
of it scatters and is lost. The grain is ground into flour,

and used mainly for the well-known griddle cakes. Sain-

foin (hedysarum cniobrychis) is a native of Europe. It has

never been much cultivated in this country. It is best

adapted to strong, calcarious land, upon which it often

yields large crops of good fodder. It is worth trying here^

by way ofexperiment.

Southern Cultivator for 1854,—A. C., M.D.—The
numbers you speak of were never received. We will send

you a bound volume of 1854, prepaying the postage, at

Sil 80.

“Fertilizers” vs. Barn Fard Manure,—M. W,

—

Have you collected all the leafmould, swamp muck, ashes,

stable manui’e and yard scrapings of your plantation, and
composted them in your stable lot, with animal urine,

chamber slops, soap suds, &c., &c.7 If you have ex-

hausted all these, and if you live contiguous to a rail road

and a good market, you may invest some of your surplos

funds in guano, superphosphate, poudrette, bone dust, &c,,

&c., with fair hopes of a profitable return—but not othee-

wise.

Shingle Machines,—D. R. W.—We do not know of a
better one than The general agent for this

State is Thos. P. Stovall, of this city, who can give yo«.

all desirable information.

Clover,—R. S.—See Col. Croom’s Essay in our August
number. We cannot recognize the heads you sent us, a»

belonging to any variety of Clover known to us.

Mares—Rescue Grass—Dean Cotton—Oats, &n.—
A. D. B.—We can give no opinion regarding the mare
you speak of, as we do not clearly understand the mean-
ing of the term, “gill-flirted,”' as applied to her. See back
numbers for various articles on the Rescue and Musquit
Grasses. The “Dean Cotton” is highly spoken of in Texas
and the Southwest, It has not been introduced here, yet,

to any extent. We consider the Egyptian Oats our best

winter variety. Brooinsedge'’’ is excellent authority for

the value of the implements referred to. Would have

answered your inquiries per mail, but we really cannot

find time to reply to one-tenth of the letters we receive in

that mode.

Vild Onions.—Can any of our readers tell us how to

extirpate them I An old friend and subscriber in Han-
cock Co,, Ga., wishes to know.

Corn Silks of Different Colors.—J. M. H., a 6u!>-

scriber, says

:

“A lady asked me a question the other day, which, as

I was unable to answer, I will ask you. Why is it that

a field of corn, all of the same kind, Acs red and white silks ?

It is ,something I bad never thought of before, and, as lara

a little curious to know myseif, would like to see an
answer in the Cultivator.'^^

It is more than probable that there is some mixture in

such corn. If perfectly the cobs and silks will, we
think, generally be found of an identical color throughout.

What say our experienced corn planters I

Grass Seed.—J, B. C.—We can tell nothing of the

variety ofyour grass from the sample of seed sent. Where
does it grow 1 Is it annual or perreniall What is the

character of its stalk and leaf! Can you send us a dried

sample of the entire plant I

Grafting vs. Budding.—R.—We prefer root-grafting ia

the winter, fbr the Apple, the Pear, the Peach, the Plum^
in short, everything but the Cherry. Splice-grafiing is far

less tedious than budding, much more certain, produces

a finer tree, and it seems to us, possesses every advantage.

It can be done within doors, by the fireside, of stormy

days or evenings, with great expedition, after a little prac-

tice. At the proper season, we will give the modus operaTuk.,

so that the least experienced tyro can succeed,

“Rescue Grass.”—S. O., writes us “Your paper for

1854, cost me ^6— of which I paid for B. V. iTEReov'K
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celebrated ‘Rescue Grass.’ I followed his directions, but

could never get it over four inches high, on land that has,

this year, produced 40 to 50 bushels of corn. Worse

than humbug.” g_^°Now, we cannot allow the cost of

the Rescue to be added to that of the CultivatoT, for the

simple season that we never endorsed the merits of that

grass or recomniended it to our readers. It is true, we
published Col. Iverson’s statement respecting it, leaving

every one to form his own opinion of it, and those who
chose, to test it. That was all. If our friend was disap-

pointed in it, we are sorry
;
but he cannot reasonably

hold us responsible. Many have spoken in very high

|iraise of the “Rescue”—we have, in our drawer, a num-
ber of favorable letters addressed to the vender of the seed

and to ourselves, which we defer for the present.

—

Another year will test the matter satisfactorily. We are

not aware that Mr. P. has, in any publication, ever spoken

against the Suffolk breed of swine, though possibly he may
have done so.

Turning and Subsoil Plows.—J. A. E.—The Peacock

plows may be ordered from the “Nashville Manufacturing

Company,” or from their agents, Messrs. Carmichael &•

Bean, of this city. The same Company can also fur-

nish you a very han^y and efficient Subsoil Plow. “For-

man’s Patent Plow” is well spoken of by many cotton

planters. Prof. J, H. Fitten, of this city, owns the right

for a large district. R. L. Allen, of New York, faimishes

a great variety of plantation plows, on reasonable terms.

Will our readers, generally, throughout the Cotton Planting

States, give us briefly their views and practical knowledge
of turning and subsoil plows 1

Knox’s Horse PIoe.—F. M. F.—Tliis implement is

drawn by one horse or mule. It cuts up all weeds cleanly

and perfectly, leaving them on the surface to perish. It

is 20 or 24 inches wide. It is made by Ruggles, Nourse,

Mason & Co., Boston, Mass. For drill or row culture,

it surpasses in economy and efficiency any implement we
have ever seen.

Egyptian Millet.—W. J. B.—Not having any of the

seed, we enclosed your note and the postage stamps to

Mr. Strong, and hope he will comply with your request.

Barley.—A. C.—This grain requires a very rich soil.

It may be sown from October to December, attherRte.of

4 or 5 pecks per acre, on strong land, deeply plowed and

well pulverized with the harrow. It can be cut green and

fed to your stock in spring, or if allowed to ripen, the

grain may be either soaked or ground. Either way, it is

equal if not superior to corn for horses or mules. We can

procure you a small, quantity of'seed, to begin with. Your
letter on “Rescue Grass” willuppear in our next.

Strawberry Plants.—R. G. H.— See article in our

last (page 248) and advertisement in present number. We
can furnish the sorts you desire, in October.

Insects, &c.— Quaro.—Your letter will appear in our

next.

Stump Pulling Machines.—In answer to the inquiry

of one of our subscribers, in a former number, we would
state that W. W. Willis, of Orange, Massachusetts, ad-

vertises an Improved Slump Extractoir,- that is said to be

very effectual. Price, from S125 to S1.50 ;
but it can be

made cheaper from a model by those, who have a black-

smith and carpenter of their own. Address' W. W. Wil-
lis, Orange, Franklin Co., Mass.

Japan Lily.—D. B. D.—This Lily is propagated by off-

setts from the main root or bulb, and seed. Address J.

Van Buren, Esq., Clarksville, Ga., or Hovey & Co.,

Boston, Mass.

Farm Buildings, Horse-Powers, &c.—G. H.—For
various plans of Barns, Stables, &c., see Allen’s Rural
Architecture,—also Downing’s Country Houses, iScc. &c.
We have no suitable illustrations, or we would gladly

comply with your request. The venders of the “ LiWn
Giant,'' furnish the necessary horse-power, with the

machine For the Thresher, &c., order an endless chain

Horse-Power, through your nearest hardware merchant.

Michigan Plow.—W. D. G.—This plow is too heavy

for ordinary bedding. It takes two stout mules to pull it.

Is is particularly adapted to grass or sward land, and very

efficient for turning under trash, weeds, &c.

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS, &C , RECEIVED AT THIS OFFICE.

“ Hints for those about to engage in getting Turpen-

tine,” from John M. Potter, Esq. “Prospectus andRegn-

lations of the Boston Veterinary Institute,” from Dr. Geo.

H. Dadd. “The Knickerbocker.” “Putnam’s Monthly."

“The Horticulturist,” from the new publisher, Robbrv

Pearsall Smith, Philadelphia, Pa. “An Analysis giving

the comparison of the Mineral ingredients of Indian Corn^

and Wool of Long Staple Black-Seed Cotton, with thoee

of the Leaves of the Common Yellow or Piteh Pine and

Red Oak. From St. John’s, Berkley, neighborhood of th«

Santee Canal, (S. C.) Made for the Black Oak Agricul-

cural Society.” By Prof C. U. Shephard. “Journal of

theU. S. Agricultural Society, for 1855,” from W. S. King,

Esq., Secretary. “ On the Sewage of London,” from

Jos. Harris, Esq., Associate editor of “Countiy Gentle-

man.” “Address delivered at the State Fair of the East-

ern Division of Tennessee, at Knoxville.” By F. S.

Heiskell, President of the Knox County Agricultural

Society. “The Constitution, Officers and Premium List

of the Onondaga (N. Y.) Agricultural Society, for 1855,

"

H. D. Didama, Esq., Secretary. “Breeding Cattle for

Fattening,” “The Dairy Interest of the State,” “The Great

Drought of 1854,” and “Rain, Evaporation and Filtration,’*

from B. P. Johnson, Esq., Secretary of New York State

Agricultural Society. “List ofpremiums offered at theThird

Annual Fair of the Virginia State Agi’icultural Society.’

“Premium List of the Third Annual Fair of the State

Agricultural Society of Norfli Carolina.” “ Plousehold

Words,” for July. “The, Rabbit Fancier.” By C. N.

B.ement
;
from C. M. Saxton & Co., New York.

To Correspondents.—Our present issue contains as

unusual number of original communications, all of which

will be found of great practical interest to our readers.

We are not a little proud of our unrivalled crops of con-

tributors, and grateful for their continued favors. The
following are on file, and will be attended to hereafter,

—

J. S. D.—Jeakins—B. B.—Harry Camp—L.—A. C.

—

Quaro—C. P. B. Martin.-^A Subscriber—Junior— Zelotehi

H. Mason, M.D.—A. D.—A. C. A., &c., &c.

Noah Warlick’ Improved Patent Plow.—We are in-

debted to M^ftssrs. Muse, Willia.ms A Co., of La Fayfette,

Ala., for one of these Plows, with a subsoil point. We

intend giving it a fiir trial, and will report upon it here-

after.

Many articles prepared for present number are un-

avoidable postponed until our next
;

in which also may

be expected a Report of the Fair at Atlanta, &c., &c.
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Gbohqia.—The Tenth Annual Fair of the “ Southern

Central Agricultural Society,” will be held in Atlanta

during the week commencing on the 10th of September.

We are informed that the preparations ol the Society and

<he citizens of Atlanta are progressing on a scale that

promises a most interesting exhibition, and the comforta-

fble entertainment of the masses in attendance. Atlanta

h a central point, accessible for everybody
;
and now

when the prospects of Agriculturists are so bright and

eheering, all should relax for a brief season, after the

jwmmer’s toil, and covte to the Fair, determined to make

it a grand rural jubilee and holiday.

Alabama.—The farmers, planters, mechanics, indeed

etil thepeople of our spirited sister State, (including the

fedies—“ God bless them,”) are earnestly engaged in pre-

paring for the first Fair of their Society, to be held in

Montgomery, from the 23d to the 26th of October. '‘'Here

«€ Rest," (the English translation of the beautiful Indian

name, Alabama^ no longer applies to the Agricultu-

rists of that State, who by recent manifestations of well-

directed energy have proven themselves to be decidedly

progressive, in the best sense of the word.

Tennessee.—The Fair of the Eastern Division of Ten-

ttessee will open at Loudon on the 23d day of October.

Railroad facilities are doing wmnders for this fertile and

beautiful region
;
and we hope to see its agricultural im-

provement keep pace with the locomoti%*e. The Fair of

Ae Middle and Western Division will be held in Nash-

ville, from the 1st to the 6th of October.

South Carolina.—A large and highly respectable

body of Agriculturists assembled in Convention at Co-

himbia on the 8th of August, and remained in session

iwo days. A regular report was made, suitable resolu-

tions adopted, a Stc^te Agricultural Society formed, with

Constitution, &-c. Much interest was felt and manifested in

cause, and from the character of the gentleman engaged

in the work, we augur the most favorable results. The

Society meets again on the Second Tuesday in November.

North Carolina.—The long slumber of the Rip Van

Winkle State is over, and she is now thoroughly awake to

the importance of improving both the soil of her territory,

and the minds of her people. The Fair at Raleigh, last

year was a decided triumph
;
and the forthcoming Fair

promises to equal or surpass it in interest. It is also to be

beld in Raleigh from the i6th to the 19th of October.

Virginia, with her powerful and generous State Society,

aobly leads the van, and bids fair to revolutionize the

entire system of soil wasting in the glorious “ Old Do-

vsinion.” We rejoice at the liberality and spirit that hhs

#ius far characterized this Society. It cannot fail of suc-

•ess. The Fair, for the present year, will be held in

SLchmond from the 30th October to 2d of November.

iLORioA, LouiBi.tNA, MISSISSIPPI .AND Texas, are (as

Ifee politicians say) “yet to be heard from ;” and we
i»pe they will all give rousing “ majorities” for agricul-

improvement

COTTON PLANTERS’ CONVENTION.

In accordance with a resolution of the last “Southera

Commercial Convention,” a Convention of Cotton Plan-

ters assembled at Cooper’s Well, Mississippi, on the 4th

of July to hear the report of a select committee which had

been charged with the business of considering the expedi-

ency and practicability of establishing a direct system of

trade between the Southern States and Europe. The con-

vention was in session two days, but we are not aware

that any measure of particular importance was adopted.

The Hon. J. J. McRae, the Governor of the State, presid-

ed. At the opening of the convention, Mr. C, G. Baylor^

the projector of the scheme, and who recently visited

Europe on behalf the select committee to make arrange-

ments for testing its feasibility, explained at some length

h s plan of operations. He proposes to establish in Ger-

many the principal cotton depot or factorage, with a

branch in New Orleans, possessing a capital of several

million dollars, safely deposited, so that the planters

should have ample assurances of its solvency and ability

in every emergency to insure them against losses. After

some discussion of this plan, and of various propositions

urging Southern people not to purchase goods of Massa-

chusetts manufacturers, and Southern lawyers not to aid

in the collection of debts due to citizens of that State, a

committee was appointed to investigate the scheme for

direct trade, and the convention adjourned, to meet at

Jackson in January next. The commercial portion of the

newspaper press does not speak encouragingly of the lead-

ing object of this convention, it being deemed almost

impossible to change the channels of a great commerce.

DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

Those who study and improve the every-day operations-

of civilized life are at once the most practical and useful

of all reformers. Regarded as a science. Domestic Econ-

omy has the highest claims to the consideration of all

thoughtful persons, and presents a boundless field of re-

search, and numberless defects which demand either a

cure or prevention. Social and household maladies come

not directly under the head of medical, agricultural, or

theological studies, and are apparently more neglected than

many evils of far less consequence to the human family.

“Common things” more, far more, than things uncommon,

require a change for the better. Among thousands of

families, it is common to want good fire-wood at tl'.e door,

where it is needed for cooking daily and indispensable

food. This lack of fuel delays each meal, causes many

laborers to lose time, which is money: while it exhaust-

the' patience and spoils the temper of the suffering cook.

Many a valuable servant has been ruined for life, because

the master or overseer failed to provide, as in duty bound,

wood for cooking or washing, when these services were

exacted. Servants either fall into the vicious habit of

loitering by the way in picking up fuel, or they spoil by

burning, or rawness, half the bread and meat which they

pretend to cook.

The writer has taken some pains to learn how the mil-

lion live, as the ba.sia of reform in domestic economy. In-
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credible is the amount positively wasted and thrown away

in kitchens whose owners suppose themselves too poor to

buy shovel and tongsto handle fire with, and whose cook-

ing apparatus and table furniture would be dear at the

price of a single barrel of corn. It i3 a mistake to believe

that poor people are generally the best economists. In

nine cases out of ten, so far as our observations have ex-

tended, both North and South, it is the want of economy

that keeps young and healthy families poor in this country,

however I$w their circumstances when they start in life

Doing every thing at a disadvantage, and never studying

the ways and means of improvement with which a good

providence has blessed them equally with the rest of

mankind, they toil, and fret, and grumble through an un-

happy existence, and die after propagating another gene-

ration to follow in the footsteps of their parents.

No one, we believe, has patented a Thinking Machine;

but a popular invention of the kind might be very useful.

Wise thinking ever precedes wise action; and it is the

dearth of the former that impairs the home economy of the

masses, in all nations. When biting frost and gnawing

hunger moves the natural instincts within us, man essays

to think fora purpose. It is the pressure of immediate

necessity that reforms the conduct of the million, where

reform is most needed, if reformed at all. Nothing short

of this fact, amounting to a general law, will satisfactorily

account for the universal improvidence of civilized, Chris-

tian communities. Man’s natural improvidence is the

grand obstacle to his progress in domestic economy. He

is slow to see this iinprovidence, to make it the subject of

serious thought, and, therefore, he remains, from age to age,

the same poorly housed, poorly clad; and poorly fed ani-

mal that he was in the days of Aerah.am. How’ to reach

a higher standard of comfort without an increase. of labor,

is the problem to be solved. One of its phases may be

^hus plainly and truthfully stat.ed ;

This article is written in the house of a tenant farmer in

the District of Columbia
;
and both he and bis wile are

native Americans.

Their economy permits several chickens toroost^on the*

head-board over the bed on which they sleep, ev<ery night;

the excuse being that foxes catch their chickens if not

brought into their sle^eping room. Domestic guano is a

valuable article
;
but its deposit, by dung-hiil fovyls, on

or in one’s bed, is carry household econora.y to a length

that but few will folldw.‘

The reckless breaking of door hinges and windows,

wagons, carts, harness, plows, harrows, cultivators, axes,

shovel, spades, hoes, and blhor tools -and implements of

tillage and husbandry, provokes a lecture on bad econo

my. Habits of negligence and wastefulness in this matter

cause the loss of millions every year. No other spirit a|:i

pears so industrious as that of destruction, both in doors

and out, especially if the owner of thb premises is much of

his timeout of the country.

An absent man may find it dl^cult, if not impossible to

enforce rules of good economy
;
but one who is able to

stay on his farm the year rounH, is happily exempt from

all the evils ofabsenteeism. He has but to study rural

economy in all its bearings on his interest and duty

master the science, and govern his estate according to its

best precepts. The perfection of domestic economy,

whether in town or country, is to be substantially rich,

comfortable, and independent, with whatever means one

may possess. One may be nominally well to-do in ths*

w'orld, yet if largely in debt, it may spoil his system o?k‘

economy in escaping sacrifices and make- shifts for a time^

and lead him into evil practices, in spite of his better judg-

ment. Families living in cities, who go to market and

purchase at the highest retail prices, almost every meal

they eat, aptly illustrate one feature of poor domesii*

economy. They are the victims of popular pride, begot'

ten by Poverty on the harlot Fashion. Pride, poverty and

fashion are patent elements of discord in the domestic

circle, as every reader will bear witness. They affect

American agriculture in a thousand ways to the equal in-

jury of the soil and those who own and cultivate it. The

man who is the slave of pride, of fashion, or of poverty*

endures a degree of bondage more galling and exacting

than any other. He really has not time left at his disposal

for study and wise thinking. Hence, his inability to sever

the chains that bind his limbs, and to shake off the incu-

bus that sits ever on his breast when he lies down to sleep

and forget his troubles. The inner man must be educated

in greater freedom from the tyranny of fashion, which is

the living embodiment of the ignorance of the past, befor©

our domestic habits can be easily reformed.

In seasons of plenty, like the present, vegetable and.

animal food in the greatest abundance should be well cured

and stored away to meet future wants. Dried meats, po-

tatoes, beets, pumpkins, peaches and other fruits may be

kept for years.

In 100 pounds of Irish potatoes, as dug frorp the earth,

t.here are about 75 pounds of 'water. In sweet potatoes*

and in esculent roots, and most fruits, the per centage of

water is still larger. The best lean meat taken from ti»

ox, a sheep, or a hog, is nearly three- fourths water
;
and

how one can bes^t remove the excess of water from the

'curd’s obtained or obtainal>fe ffqrfi rnilk, f/otn l.mtUir,

vegetables, fruits, dereals and ificaUi, to preserve them, in-

volves nrany interesting questions in rural economy.

Curdsdurve long been pressed into .solid cheese to jVesefve

them fiir future use
;
and in sabplying the English and

French armie^ at the s^eige pf Sevastopolnvith much need-

ed vegetables, ,,the hydraulic press^is sucgc^ully employ-

ed. Cooking, drying and pressing are im'portant arte im

domestic ecoVfomy. The nutritive projlfcrties df lOl) lbs. of

turnips may, by simply slicing and drying them, be coa-

den.sed into lO lbs. Cabbages may be? consolidated "from

five to one. Garden vegetables and fruits arc no loiiget

to be regarded as peculiarly perishable 'commoditie*.

Horticulture is to supply its great,, staples for e^pqit, lik»

those of cotton, tobacco, rice, corn and wheat. Tiw
science of feeding rnankirfd is in its inlancy, tind, ther&-

fore, likely to grov.-and improve as human wants stimm-

late the inventive genius and researches ol’ the age, Puv©
solidified milk is now curried round the globe for dai^
use of the common sailor, dissolved in distilled water. He
may have fresh peaches, too, with hisrailK Uie yearrouad*
aa he circumnavigates the round world, I*.
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PICKLED FIGS.

Thb following recipe was alluded to on page 348,

August number, but inadvertently omitted in making up

our pages for the press. We give it now, with the re-

mark that we do not know of a superior pickle or relish,

Bor one which will “ keep ” with so little trouble. Let

every good Southern housewife try it

:

Select figs of a fair size and good quality—the common

fcirge white variety is excellent. When they are just

swelling to ripen, but not soft, pick them without bruis-

ing, and let them stand in salt and water for two or

Ifcree days. Then take them from this pickle, put them

in a glass or earthenware jar, (not glazed) and pour over

BO as to entirely cover them, scalding hot vinegar, sweet-

ened with good brown sugar, at the rate of one pound

to the gallon, and highly flavored with unground mace

gloves, pepper and allspice. (The sugar and spices should

be put into the vinegar before it is set over the fire to heat.)

If the figs are entirely immersed in this preparation, and

put away in a cool place, they will keep good a year or

more, although they are fit for use in a few days.

STATE AGEICULTURAL SHOWS FOE 1865.

Name. Where Held. Date.

Georgia, Atlanta .Sept. 10—14
Vermont, Rutland .

“ 11-13
Canada East, Sherbrook it 11—14
Khode Island, Providence .

“ 11— 15

do Horse and Cattle, Providence.

.

11—15
New Hampshire, 12—14
New Jersey, Camden 18—21
Ohio, Columbus it 18—21
Pennsylvania, Harrisburg u 25-28
West Virginia, Wheeling. .

it 26—28
Kentucky, Paris tf 25—28
Tennessee, Nashville 1—6
New York Elmira ti 2—5
Michigan, Detroit it 2—5
Connecticut, Hartford .

a 9—11
Illinois, Chicago tt 9—12
Canada West, Coburg. . . .< 9—12
Iowa, Fairfield ,

“ 10—
North Carolina, Raleigh 16—19
Indiana, Indianapolis it 17—19
East Tennessee, Loudon a 23-25
Alabama, Montgomery ti 23—26
Maryland, Baltimore a 29—
Vivgina, Richmond . “ 30—

[to 2d Nov.

FAIR LADIES, AED LADIES AT THE FAIE!

Fully endorsing the very sensible and pertinent views

inculcated in the following article from the Southern Times,

we take pleasure in adapting them to our ov/n State Ex-

hibition, just- now approaching. For the past few years,

the tasteful contributions of the fair wives and daughters

of the South, have formed one of the most charming and

attractive features of our Fairs,and we trust the coming

occasion will be honored as richly and appropriately as

heretofore ;

“Every man who takes an interest in the approaching
5tate Fair, feels the importance of enlisting the Ladies in

its behalf. They can do a great deal towards its success.

There are so many ways in which they can exert influ-

ence on public opinion and engage the active sympathies

of the community in favor of the Fair, that it is scarcely

possible for us to exaggerate the aid which they can ren-

der, in their own sphere, to the enterprise. The hand of
woman is not strong and rough like the hand of man, but

it can more easily touch the heart of the world and inspire

it to action. A woman’s thought is always contagious

;

it is quickly communicated and sure to reproduce itself in

whatever form it may operate. The main thing that we
want in connection with the Fair is, the energetic support
of the public, and we are confident that the enthusiasm of
the ladies will be essential to secure this end. No one
doubts that the movement will be of vast service to the

State. It already has the judgment and approbation of
the people on its side. But judgment and approbation,
though excellent in their way, are not the working forces

that move mankind. What we need is a living, generous,
ardent impulse infused into it—just such an impulse as
comes from the household where woman reigns.

Apart from this general relation to the movement, our
Ladies can contribute directly to its advancement by the
preparation of articles of taste and utility for the exhi-
bition. Modern industry has so much enlarged their field

of activity, that they can show skill and ingenuity in vari-

ous connections. The needle is now an instrument of
genius and art, as well as of humble, domestic service. In
some hands it is as creative as the chisel of the sculptor or
the pencil of the painter. Our Ladies fully understand
what can be done in this particular, and as there is a
special department in the forthcoming exhibition for the
display of their handwork, we hope that it will present a
large array of such objects as gratify the eye of taste and
the sense of the beautiful. A word, too, in behalf of the
homelier things of household economy. If these are not
branches of Art in its legitimate sense, they nevertheless

afford a constant exercise for the best of common-sense.
No woman of mind feels that her talents are either wasted
or unprofitably employed in the offices of home-life. To-
be a first-rate housekeeper is not beneath the ambition of
any sensible and noble woman. It is her business—as
much so as it is for man to engage in mechanical, mercan-
tile, or professional pursuits. To view it as a menial
things—a drudgery, is to put contempt on God’s law for

the practice of industry and the formation of character.

Happily for us, our Southern women generally appreci-

ate this part of their duty
;
and, so far as our observation

extends, there is a growing disposition to increase the
comfort and attraction of their homes. Domestic economy
is certainly receiving more attention than formerly. There
is more thougnt bestowed on it; and as a necessary con-
sequence, our modes of living, even whh the same outlay,

are much more delightful. We trust that the State Fair
will bear testimony to their zeal in this matter. It will

be observed that the Committee has offered prizes in this

department and we should be glad to see a general com-
petition for them. By all means, let us have the Dairy
and the Pantry fully represented. A woman’s art, if

skilfully exercised, can make the most common article of
daily life a luxury. She has genius enough to dignify and
adorn any thing that her hand touches, and, for our part,

v/e shall be dissatisfied with any sort ofa State Fair, if our
women do not distinguish themselves in it. Pray, then.

Ladies of Georgia, take hold of this enterprise with the

warmth of your heart in every finger, and let it be a close,

firm, unyielding grasp. Do all you can to promote its

success. Our men will make it represent the farm, the

field, the factory, but let us beg, that you strive to render

it a fit exponent of Georgia Life in the person and pride of
Woman.”

A Surveyor’s chain is 4 poles or 6G feet, divided

intp 100 links of 7.92 inches. A square chain is 16
square poles

;
and 10 square chains make an acre.
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THE FAIB—EVENING OB NIGHT SESSIONS,

ifr hat been proposed that the Cotton and Corn Plan-

ters, Horticulturists, Breeders of Fine Stock and the pro.

motors of other leading interests—each hold erening ses-

aons during the Atlanta Fair, at some conrenient place

ia that city. At those meetings, all matters pertaining to

fee special business of those in attendance could be dis-

cussed, and a great amount of practical information elicit-

ed- Such meetings have been held by other Societies with

the best results, and we hope to see them inaugurated at

euf coming Fair.

The Fair and the Rail Roads.—The usual arrange-

ments for carrying articles and live stock intended for ex-

bition free, and passengers at half price, will be entered

into with the different Rail Roads leading to Atlanta.

PEODUCT OF WHEAT IN MISSISSIPPI,

Editors Southern Cultivator—Conversing with a

friend, last week, about the crops of the year, he gave me
some accounts, which I thought deserved publishing, and

asking his consent, he gave it. The county, Attala, on

Malone Creek, Attalaville P. 0.:

Wm. T. Dolso.v sowed 23^ bushels, product bushels.

J. H. Williams “ 3 “ “ 933^ “

Some lands have produced 15% bushels per acre. One

crop, owned by my informant, Mr. Williams, of 25 acres,

has given 310 bushels when threshed, and very certain

that there was enough, not tlireshed, to make 400 bushels.

We are now paying in Vicksburg S14 50 per barrel, and

if 5 bushels wheat make a barrel, this last 25 acres will

average some S40 per acre, and freight paid market. Why
will not farmers and planters in the wheat region of

Mississippi grow more wheat] Suppose the price should

only ensure $20 per acre, can they not do better than

by growing cotton on same lands, considering the advan-

tage of stock and the expense of a cotton plantation 1

Yours, &c., M. W. Philips,

Edwards, Miss.^ July, 1855.

THE CBOPS-WEEAT IN MISSISSIPPI—TURNIPS, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in your last

number that you request your friends to give you short

notes upon the weather and crop§ in different regions of

our sunny South. The wheat crop was unusually fine

with us this year—averaging some 20 bushels per acre.

We soak our wheat in blue stone, and sow in October

and November, about a half bushel per acre* and get a

fine stand. Your correspondent, “R. E. H.,” Jadinto,

Miss., perhaps has his water too strong of blue stone,

which may possibly prevent a good stand. My experi-

ence is, that wheat, intended for seed, should get fully

ripe before cutting; then simply flqat off the small or light

grains and sow in good weather and in good order, and
you will not See any smut.

Owing to the dryness of the sj)ring, the Oat crop was
almost an entire failure.

The Corn crop was never more promising than now.
The Cotton crop, in many places„is quite likely and in

others a bad stand prevails. We have had plenty of ruin

for some time
;
but just now begin to need more.

While I am writing I will here indorse the plan of Col.

E. Jenkins, of Horsepen, Miss., for raiding Turnips, and
would say that no farmer need be without them, as there

is no difficulty in raising them. As you say, they can be

raised upon manured land
;
and I know that they can be

raised to profit upon good fresh unmanured land. Last

year we cleared off six acres in August (the large trees

being killed in the spring) and plowed or rather scratched

the ground both ways, it being so hard and dry that we

could do no more, and sowing a common teacup of seeds

per acre, harrowed in, about the 20th of August. Well,

from this half prepared ground we wintered 3 yoke of

oxen and 4 milch cows, and greatly aided in the fattening

of a large quantity of pork, and in the spring when they

commenced running up we could not miss those previous-

ly used. We then took up what we wished for seed and

transplanted them in the garden and turned the stock

upon the remainder (having another patch for spring

greens) which in two weeks greatly fattened the entire

steck of the farm.

Some of the turnips taken up for seed measured twenty-

six inches in circumference and weighed five and three-

quarter pounds. If land thus prepared will make such-

Turnips, what would it do if well prepared ]

Yours truly, Y. N. S.

Lindsey's Creek, Miss., July, 1855.

HOLLOW HORN—LETTER FROM CALIFORNIA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I will take the liber-

ty of suggesting a few thoughts on the subject of Hollow

Horn. I have known fat cattle to have the Hollow Horn

as well as poor; indeed it is often the case that the dis-

ease makes them poor before it is known what is the mat-

ter with them
;
though the poor and ill-treated are most

subject to it. I think it is caused by injury or cold, any

thing that will produce inflammation in the part, often simi-

lar to a frost bite, the circulation becomes impeded and de-

composition follows. I have never known cattle, wellfed,^

kindly treated and properly protected from cold and wet,

to have it. It is easily cured by pouring a tablespoonful

of spirits of turpentine on the head between the horn&

where the head and neck joins, or by simply boring a

gimlet hole in the horn, so as to let the air into the dis-

eased part
;

it should be bored on the under side to pre-

vent water from getting in it. If the horn is cold you

may rely on it that it is diseased, whether the animal be

fat or poor. When the disease is very bud, the eyes be-

comes sunken and weak.

The Hollow Tail is equally as fatal, which can easily be

known by taking it in the hand and pressing firmly be-

tween the thumb and fingers, the bone appears to have

disappeared entirely, sometimes for several inches. Split-

ting with a pocket knife or other instrument will relieve

It. at once.

Stucktm, Califarnda, 1855.

HOLLOW HORN—MORE ABOUT IT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in every num-

ber of your valuable work, more and more said in relation*

to hollow horn in cattle, and t live in a country where a

great many cattle are raised and have some expeVience in

tiiat disease, both as to its origin and cure
;
also a pre-

,

ventive. This disease is caused many ways
;

it is caused

by over heat in some cases, particularly with the working

I ox ;
and stock cattle that get but a scanty portion of food

through winter and spring are subject to it more or less;

therefore, hunger and cold weather will produce it beyond

a doubt.

I would recommend every farmer to provide his cattle

with good sheltering if he wishes to winter his stock in

his farm, for I have noticed that cattle are more apt to

take this disease in plantations than in the woods; 1 sup-

pose it is because they are more exposed to the cold and

rain in fields than in woods.

I see in your July number that Mr. S. Randolph Har-

rison speaks of the hollow tail. I believe, from experi--were better to use a bushel, or five pecks.—

E

ds.
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«nce, that the hollow horn produces the disease in the tail

;

for I have never seen a case of hollow tail but what tiie

horns were hollow. I agree with Mr. Hakrison as to the

symptoms and in his mode of curing, only I deem it un-

necessary to fill the horns with salt and water. Just pour

on the horn a little spirits of turpentine to prevent the

flies from interfering with it. This should be attended

to every day for a week and the horn examined where it

was bored. Sometimes they fill up with blood and dirt,

it should be kept opened well. Your correspondents

speak frequently of a preventive; they mostly recommend
good feeding and good sheltering, &c,; but that we must

do with stock of all kinds.

My preventive, Messrs. Editors, is to do away with

the horned stock entirely and raise butrheads. The no-

horns never have this disease at all. They are more

hardy and generally better disposed. This has been

fairly tried on the road from Tennessee and Kentucky to

Virginia by beef dtovers. They pay one dollar more per

head for the buttheads than the horned stock.

1 could mention many more advantages that the butt-

heads possess over the horned cattle, but for fear that 1

weary you I shall close. Respectfully, A. S.

Brooklyn, Ala., July, 1855.

SEA ISLAND COTTON IN TEXAS—HOW GIN AND
PBEPAEE IT FOE MAEKET?

Editors Southern Cui.tivator —You, or some one of

your subscribers, will oblige me and many others in tliis

vicinity by publication, in your very valuable paper, of

some information as to the best and most economical

mode of preparing long staple cotton for market. From
experiments made it has been found that this region of

country is well adapted to the growth of Sea Island cotton,

and u nutnber of us have planted it, believing that the

Parkhurst G.n would separate the lint from the seed with

out injury. But, from the best information had, it is sup

posed that this gin will not answer the purpose. An agent

has just passed over tins country for the purpose of selling

McCarthy’s gins; but there are so many humbugs iiow-

a-<iays I am afraid of new things. Is this the best gin

for the long staples 1 Ifitis, I would like to know how
much per day it will gin 1— what power it will take to

work' it?—and what is the price of them in Georgia or

CaroHna ?

An m-ticleon the culti\hition, picking, gining, packing,

&c., and the state of the rn.irket, present and pl•0!^pet‘tive,^

of Long Staple Cottons would be read with mu'rh interest

by the subscribers to the CxallivaXor in this region of

country.

Very respectfully your obedient servant,

‘
. P. VV. BhuW4V.

Cdlctlo, Goliad Co., J'cxns, Ju'ty, ljB55.

VVill some ofour Sea Isfitnff friends be kind enough

to answer the inquiries of Mr. BROWfJ, through the CaUi-

vator^ .Fanners and Planters should neglect no oppor-

tunity of teaching each otiier,— Eds.

A GOOD EXAMPLE-6UGAE CEO? OF LOUISIANA;

Editors Southern Cui.tiv.ator—Several of your sub-

scribers liappening to meet in Alexandria a short time

-since, (your humble servant being one of the number) and
the good tnat bad and was likely to continue to arise

from the circulation ory(>ur valuable piper being the topic

of conversation, we resolved, among ourselves, each to

add, if possible, one new subscriber to your subscription

hst; and from the enclosed you will see that I have kept
my promise, hoping, as I fervently do, that th« balance
may also succeed.

1 wish some of our old and experienced Sugar Pfenters

in Louisiana could be induced to give you, for publication,

their experience in the saving of sugar cane for seed; the

best mode of planting; cultivating, &c.

The Sugar crop on Red River cannot possibly exceed a

half crop, and it is thought by some that it will not be^

on an average, more than a third, owing to the seed cane

spoiled. 1 have neither the talent nor education for it, or

1 should make a strenuous effort to arouse the Sugar plan*

ters upon the subject of saving seed cane, and, if possibly

endeavor to guard against the recurrence of the calamity

that has befallen the sugar interest in Louisiana the pre-

sent season. With the best wishes for your success, I re-

main, Your friend and obedient servant,

G. G. MoE
Alexandria, La., July, 18.55.

FODDER PULLING DEFENDED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—It is not pleasing fw
me to differ in opinion from those whom I hold to be cor-

rect in nearly every opinion advanced, but I am one of

those who must be convinced by reason before I give in t*

any opinion you believe or expressed. In the July num-
ber of the Cultivator, you say that the saving of fodder

in the usual way is a useless practice,* and that the plant-

ing of a separate piece of land for that purpose is far pre-

ferable. Now, in this we differ widely, and I would say,

why give up that already made? viz : the fodder on your
corn crop, for a new crop that, of course, would need ad-

ditional cultivation and have to save it many limes while

your corn or CO ton nedded work; and more than that*

the stalks of corn I find hard to cure, and while we can

make a crop of corn, fodder and peas on the same land

and have the balance of our land in pastures for our stock

there will never be in the South many separate crops of

corn and peas made expressly for fodder and hay.

1 make much better peas to plant them with my cor*

crop in hills between the rows, say from the 25lh of May
t » the 1st of June and give them one working which the

corn 'aLogets inlaying it by, and I pulled and saved, last

.year, fifty stacks of fodder in one week, enough to do my
plaiifation twelve months, and also made corn to sdl, and
the fodder saved in a leisure time when nothing needed

work. Some think that taking the blades off injurrs cora.

i admit it will do so if judle'd too green
;
but by waiting

until the milk leaves the grain and the shuck commences
to turn yeliqvv I think little or no injury is done to it. A
^iece of good land prepared and sow^ed in some suittfblo

grass for hay—and kept a,s a meadow for that purpose

—

would, no doubt, meet the, farmer’s views better than yojir

plan; but sepafatg' crops of ce)rn and peas cultivated for

tiidder and hay especially, \^il!, I think, I'Kver be prs.e-

ticed rndch in the South while t he sanie land brings to per-

fection all under the same cultiyL

Peas are called the clover of the South, and much advaa-

tage, no dbuot, njay be derived by sowing them on worm
lands and turning them under while green, as a fertilizer.

All farmers shouKl endeavor to keep up their land by

horizontal plosving, hill-side ditching and manuring
some sort

;
after thejt, the one who makes the most by, the

least labor I consider the best farmer. E. JiNKiNm.

Horse Pen, Ckoctaic Co.,̂ Miss
,
July, 1855.

* We did not say “useless”—our language was, “Fod-

der pulling, we consider a slow, laborious and poor bnal-

ness,” &c. For our reasons see “ fri>rkfor the AJouthf im.

July and August numbers. Let our correspondent tact

the loss of weight and substance from the grain, by
fodder pulling, one or two seasons—trying, at the

time, a few acres of drilled corn for green forage and hay
—and, our word for it, he will acknowledge himself

vinced.—Ecs.
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tffiB ‘‘RESCUE’* Ain) TALL OATS GRASSES IN
PENNSYLVANIA.

Ebrross Socthern Cultiyhtor—

A

s seyernl of your

Amtkern correspondents have given their experience of

&o“R«scue” Grass, in the July number the CuUii'oior, it

May wot be amiss to give a short notice of its “prospects”

im this section—latitude 40'^ north.

Through the kindness of Mr. Iverson, I received a pack-

-age of the seed by mail last autumn. Doubting its hardi-

aess, to withstand our cold winter, as a precautionary

aieasure, I sowed only one-half the eeed in the fall
;

it

aame up well, but the very dry condition of the ground

prevented it from establishing itself as it would have done
had the soil been more moist. The result was, that, from

drouth or cold, or both, every plant perished. The bal-

ance of the seed I sowed about the 1st of April
;
this grew

and is now in flower, promising to produce an abundance
•f seed

;
it is from six to twelve inches high; is very

sparce in leaves, and would, consequently, produce a very

hght crop of pasture or hay. Comparing it with our

Timothy or Red Clover, it will produce less than one
tenth of either of these grasses. Consequently, it will be

•f no value so far north.

In this connection, I may also mention a species of
wild gra.ss sent me by Mr. Stanford, of your State, and I

which he designates as “Wild Oat Grass,” said to have
l>een found in the mountains of Arkansas, or Rocky '

Mountain.s—uncertain which locality. This grass w’as I

«owed alongside of the “Rescue;”' is much hardier, and
withstood our severe w'inter—slightly injured. It is now,
both fall and spring sowing, in flower; grows two to three

feet high, wdth a profusion of leaves
;

it would cut a heavy
swath, and may become valuable for pasturage or hay.

From its close resemblance to our “Tall Meadow Oat,” 1

•onsider it to be clo.sely related to that variety of grass.
Both of these grasses, from their early inflorescence,

May possibly prove to be annual, or barely biennial
;
and

if so, would not be near so vtiluabie as perennials. Should
the “Wild Out Grass” remain on the ground without de
teriorating for two or three years, it may become a valu
able acquisition to our list of grasses, and peculiarly so to

fce South. Respectfully, J. B. Garber.
Columbia, Pa., July, ISoo.

RESCUE GRASS—BROMUS—CKEAT, &C.

He, however, being unable to satisfy himself, sent a speci«

men to Dr. Torrky, an eminent and well know'n botan-

ist, and Professor in the University of New Y'ork, who
informed him that the name of the grass was Ceratochloa

Breviaristata, (short awned horn grass,) and referred him
to Hooker’s late work on Botany, for a full description of it.

I could not find this genus in any of my botanical book*

and, of course, came to the conclusion that it was a new
genus and something super-excellent. But when it began

to blossom and go to seed I could examine it for myself,

which I did, and found all its botanical characters to agree

with Bromus, a family of grasses described by Lin.N£US^

and contained in all the books of Botany. The elder

Pliny, in his Natural History, speaks of a grass which he
calls Bromos and is translated wild oats. 1 inn.el's re-

tained the name for this particular family of grasses and
his Biomus Secalinus is what we call Chiat, a pest in

wheat fields. The Ceratochloa, if 1 am not very much
mistaken, is only a new species of Bromus, and first cousin

to Cheat. It is a real winter grass, seeds itself, spi’eads

and grows vigorously. 1 "would advise small grain farmer#

to beware of it.

Let a field be sowed in Rescue Grass in the fall and pas-

tured or fallowed the next winter, spring and summer and
the succeeding autumn sowed down in wheat, there would
most certainly ensue a contest between tlie grass and
wheat and the victory would be on the side of the grass.

Bromus is a better name than Ceratochloa and means the

same thing except the horn, which does not hold good be-

cause there is no resemblance between the awns of the

grass and the horns of c.atile. It may, with more pro-

priety, be called Biomus Breviaristata—Short Awned
Broom grass. If I am mistaken, I am very willing lo be

corrected. Botanists are much too fond of endeavoring to

signalize themselves by altering and giving new names
to old genera thereby making confusiou and retarding im-

provement. Respectfully, your obedient servant,

W. W. A.
Staieburg, S. C., July,\Sbo.

P. S.— I send you, enclo.sed, specimens of Cheat, takers

from my wheat field, and of the Rescue Grass, which I ob-

tained from Col. IvKRsoN. You will see the family like-

ness. You must not judge the size ot the Rescue (irass by
the specimen. I chose small stalks to go in niy letter.

W. W. A.

EorroRs Socthern Cultivator— I bought from Col. B
T. Iverson a peck of his Rescue Grass seed at $5, and
sowed it according to his directions the first of JSeptember
bst The ground was very dry and hard and was not
plowed suificienily deep. It wrs, however, put in

pretty good order, and the seed sowed in drills 18 or 20
inches apart. It did.not come up for .several weeks and,
onsequenty, had but a ,short sjeasc^J ifor its growth. Be-
tween December and the first ol'April if was lioed three

times. It grev,' finely and looke^ wdl. rinop-gh tf^ winter
The ground was tolerably rich^bi^ nyt,manured. On the

£lst of May,.observing the see4'‘tQ dippping vary fas't.'

although a considerable portion 'af it vv/js snll green, 1 had
it tut with reap-hookS can fuljyand ptu'yi a barn wii’n a
light floor, where it remained until ilie first of thi^ month
A fourth of the seed must have^ropped. The ground was
tovered with it. I soved a little over sen bushels of seed.

bushds, when cleaned, weighed pounds. 1 have"
fto doubt, if sewed in giood ground, that it wi 1 make a

gcHxf winter pasture. Being an aiinuah giass it may re
quire' more labor than cotton planters ,cap afford to put on
« for hay.

PvEMEDY FOE BLEND STAGGERS IN HOGS.

Editors So-uthf.rn Cui.tivator— I see in the July num-
ber of the Cvliivn/or a. request of S W. McGkhek, of

Arkansas, requesting information in relation to diseased

hogs. 1 feel confident from long experience that if it is

the Blind Staggers he alludes lo, I can inforn) not only
him but all others of my brothers how to cura the worst

c^es of that kind I ever saw.

I'aivc-one small teaspoonful each, of table salt and cay-

eime pgper (common red pt pper willdo) and mix togeiher;

i^ke the diseased liog and split the skin in the center of

! tji§ fore head, opposite to the brain, with a knife, to the

j

bovie, say one-half to two inches- long, making a small iu-

serlion, tacji way, between llie boneiiiid the flesh and put

the salt and pepper in
;
draw the flesh togetlier, taking

one stiich with a needle and thread to hold it logciher in

the center, then apply soft tar to dra.vv it and keepOff flies,

and my e.xperience tor 25 years ensures you a cure. ^

I have no doubt but it would cure similar disease in all

other animals. Clisbe Austin.
PunneL Hill, Ga., July, 1855.

Further experiments are neccssai-^ to prove i^ u.sefu!

•ess in renovating worn-out lands. Col. Iverson gave it

Ak) ttaine of Rescue Grass, but he applfed to a friepd who
b a botanist to give him its botanical name aijd character.

Serenity op Mi.nd.— Serenity of mind is nothing worth

unless it has been earned. A man should be at once sus-

ceptible of passion; and able to subdue it
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DISEASE IN HOGS, AND A EEMEDY.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the July number
of the Cultivator, I noticed a communication from S. W.
McGehee, I'especting a disease in his hogs, which has

proved fatal.

Having suffered a similar loss a few years since, I will

give my experience, in hopes that he and others may be

benefitted. During a long wet spell in the spring I noticed

that my hog and shoats were affected with a cough, ap-

peared languid and refused their feed
;
some would have

the staggers and in a short time die
;
those having the

cough only, would rapidly become worse
;
heave dread-

fully and in a few days die, apparently from suffocation.

I tried a number of remedies without effect, and on open-

ing the hogs discovered all the appearances ofpheumonia
as presented in post mortem examinations in the human
subject. In the meantime I obtained Clater & Youatt’s

Cattle Doctor, by Skinner, in whieh I found a descrip-

tion of “Inflamation of the Lungs, or Rising of the Lights,”

and, on page 241, directions for bleeding in the leg as fol-

lows : “A largar quantity of blood, however, can be ab-

stracted from the vein on the inside of the tore-arm about

an inch above the knee. The application of cold water

with a sponge, will generally stop the bleeding without

difficulty, or at least so far arrest it that no harm will be

done if it should continue d little longer.” In bleeding I

tied the leg above the knee with a rope, sufficiently tight

so that the vein became full, then feeling on the inside of

the leg, just above the knee, I found the vein, and, with a

sharp pen-knife, split the skin, which brought the vein in

full view, which I then opened and suffered the blood to

run until it became of a bright red color. I bled in both

legs at the same time, if the hog was large
;

I then turned

them in a dry lot with shelter and fed upon wheat bran,

mast, or Oats.

The above plan is the only effectual treatment accord-

ing to ray experience. Yours truly, M .

Daklonega, Ga.,July, 185-5.

CTJLTUEE OF LUCERNE.

We have been informed by Mr. Lewis Mabry, of this

city, that he has cultivated Lucerneregularly for more than

forty years with the most satisfactory success, it has in-

variably supplied him with the greatest abundance of

green food of the richest quality for soiling cows, and it

makes a hay in all respects equal to clover. There are

plants now in Mr. Mabry’s yard which have been there

for forty years. He has usually had about two acres of

ground in lucerne and his mode of cultivation is as fol-

lows :
•

The land should be well and deeply prepared, as the

plants send down -their tap roots to a great depth.

The soil should be dry and rich. The time for sowing

the seed is in September, and they should be sown broad-

cast. They soon vegetate, and the plants continue to

grow vigorously during the fall, and acquire sufficient

strength to W'itlistand the severity of the coldest winters.

In the spring they start off to grow in advance of all other

vegetation, and take entire possession of the ground. If

the seed is sowed in the spring, the grass will overtop and

smother the lucerne, unless it is drilled, in which case it

requires frequent and carel'ul workings. It should not be

so'wed with any other crop. When sowed in the fall, it

will furnish two cuttings the next season. The second

season it will be fully established, and yield as many as

four cuttings, which it will continue to do for four years.

By the expiiation of that period it will begin to die out in

patches, and another sowing should be made. The plants

should not be suffered to bear seed any further than is

necessary for new growings.

On the whole, Mr. Mabry considers Lucerne as invalu-

able, particularly on small farms, from the great quantity

of food it supplies; thus enabling the possessor of only u

few acres to keep a number of cows, which, in their turn,

furnish abundant means of enriching the land, besides, af-

fording the owner the luxury and profits to be derived

from a good dairy. We would especially recommend to

our farmers in the neighborhood of the city to make the

experiment. With milk at a sixpence a quart, and butter

at 50 cents—never less than 37}^ cents a pound, the ad-

vantages to be derived from a dairy appear to us to b«

very decided.

Mr. Mabry informs us that the Alfalfa clover, about

which we made some inquiry a few weeks ago, is nothii»g

else than Lucerne .—Southern Farmer.

DYSPEPSIA

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your Mississippi

correspondent “Omo,” is down upon nostrums and nos-

trum venders, to which your writer, also from Mississip-

pi, says Amen and Amen. These vile pests of society

care no more for your health, kind reader, than do the

stay-makers. They make their nostrums that they may
make money, and so do your corset, lace jacket makers

;

neither of whom—the makers or venders—know who
will use, nor care they, provided they be paid. From
Old Swain, of Panacea memory, through Bull and Town-
send, down to the last subterfuge to steal money out of your

pockets none of them ever made a nostrum that they cared

one iota about, only thatit mightadd to their sales. “Omo,”

from his writings, must be an M.D., and is not likely to

do the good that his warning ought to, as many silly

people will think he is actuated by a sordid motive. Too

many of our race think no man is stirred up to do a

good thing without having self-interest in view. Of

course, we excuse all such for unkind surmises; they are

ignorant of generous impulses, of public spirit, of “doing

unto others as ye would they should do unto you.” Your

writer is also an M.D. since March 1829, from Pennsyl-

vania University, but never being able to overtake the pro-

fes.sion. in three years pursuit, quit the hunt and took to

the cotton patch Knowing something of Dyspepsia,

caused by the habit of smoking tobacco, and too rapid eat-

ing, he offers his counsel, and without charge. He would

say
,
don't take physic, even “ the advice vj a good,

pkvdr.ianf but if you will take it, it is better, it is right to

kifl yourself scientifically
;

therefore, you sIiQuld always

ayply ft>r your medicine ” to an M.D. Use water to the

whole body, with a towel every morning; wipe dry w'ith

a coarse towel
;
take, soon after, a little moderate exer-

cise in the open air, and form the habit of taking a

. tumblerful of cold water before breakfast. Let your diet

be plain and simple, as little of varieties, condiments,

‘sweet uieats, deserts, fabricated liqueurs, &c., &c., as the

servants of our farms are allowed. Be certain to take

exercise daily, the hoe, rake and axe, is the best. The

sun has a healing influence, not at its heat; and heart in its

light and cheeiful beams. Be not afraid of a little sun-

burning. Be hea’thy, and care not to be fair,

^ An Old M.D.

SNAKE BITES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Your July number,

received this evening, contains recipes for Snake Bites,

on page 228. Allow me to add an old one, which has

again and again, been published, and wiiich should be

published yearly, to keep all people in remembrance. It

is the free use of ardent spirits, an article, though, too

often pernicious from its quantity, yet in this case more

advantageous from its being in every vicinity, if not in the

.
possession of every family. Not so with olive oil or plaai-

I

tain and hoarhound.
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A few years since I was informed by a friend, whose

word was reliable, that he had seen a cure effected by the

copious use of whiskey, in an Indian family, even where

swollen tongue and intense thirst had existed. 1 called

attention thereto through our press, wdiich soon passed

from paper to paper, and I have the gratification to learn

that even in our own vicinity life has been preserved from

such newspaper readings. The same recipe appeared in

the old American Farmer^ I think, even, perhaps, 10 years

before I heard it related, which, I presume, escaped my
attention, from its exceeding simplicity—seeming un-

reasonable. I have heard of frequent cures, and now be-

lieve that whiskey is a sure relief, if it can be administered

in time. 1 learn that if the patient can be made intoxi-

cated the danger is past. The idea is, to use it as a

uses it, to make one below the level of the brute
;

for it is

said that man alone becom.es below the brute by liquor.

Yours truly, M. W. Philips.

Edwards, Miss., Jidif, 1855.

SMUT W WHEAT—LOCUSTS—WILL COW PEAS KILL
HOGS?

Editors Southern Cultiv.\tor—I design offering a few

thoughts on three differents subjects, in. this single sheet,

hence must be very paragraphic.

Smut in Whe.\t.—In answer to E. E. H., upon tliis

subject, in the July number of the Cultivator, I would say

I am not a very extensive wheat grower
;
I raise only for'

my own use. I always sow the wheat raised the same

year, and never had a head of smut in my life, that I know

of. How long this may be the case I cannot tell. It is

rapidly encroaching upon the planters in this country. I

keep my wheat in a small framed house built for the pur-

pose, which holds about 300 bushels, the top of which

rolls off upon small wheels let into the plate holding the

roof This roofis run ofif every day during the hot weather

until the wheat is as dry as powder. It is my own inven-

tion, made to keep clear of weevil. I have used it some

six years with the most perfect success. Whether it will

prove sufficient to keep out smut in the future I am not

prepared to say, but would recommend it to R. E. H., and

all other wheat growers. I am ready to give any farther

information in my possession, if desired. I am so pleased

with this method of putting up grain, that I have, built

others for seed oats and stock peas.

Locusts.—I intended to have replied to some Ohio

Editor, who, as I learned from an extract in some of the

newspapers, was, in a very praiseworthy manner, seek-

io«- information in reference to those parts of the country

where the locusts would make their appearance this year.

This was not the year for them in the western division of

tlie State of Tennessee. If I have' reasoned correctly they

will make their appearance herq in 1859; that wdll com-

plete the cycle of 13 years which has governed them

since the time of my limited observation. They were

here in great abundance in the year 1833. All over the

country, in the year 184G, they were equally as abund^t,

except on the lands which had been cleared prior to 1833.

When they make their next return I presume thfey will

not appear to any extent on the lands which were opened

previous to 1846. Orchards which have been set since

1846 in this country upon lands cleared before that time,

I do not think will be much troubled by them. I

know they have the power of locomotion, but whether

they gather to any great extent upon trees and shrubs re-

moved from the place when they come out of the earth is

a question; perhaps your correspondent, J. R. S., can in-

form us.

Will Cow Peas Kill Hogs?—There is yet another

question upon which I wish to be heard, for the benefit

of all the readers of the Cultivator
;
I need information my-

self, and perhaps you, Messrs. Editors, or some of your

numerous and experienced correspondents can give it.

‘The question is, “Will stock peas kill hogs?” I am
quite unwilling that any planter should get into the same
scrape that I did in the winter of 1853. I intended to set

forth my experience on this subject before now, but the

pea crop of 1854 was so trifling all through this country

that I thought there was but little chance of any damage
from excess of that article. The present crop bids fair to

do much better, and the time is now close at hand when
all on this question should be known. I design present-

ing a simple narrative of facts and let every one draw his

own conclusions. I had about one hundred acres in corn
well set in peas with a cross fence dividing, and a plenty

of water. Previous to putting the fattening hogs in, some-
time in October, I had a quantity of peas pulled up and
cured and stacked on long poles placed in forks, then poles

one above the other wuth the peas lashed over these poles.

Commencing on the bottom pole in the first set of forks

about two or three feet high, and then the second, some five

feet, and the third and last pole, about seven feet from the

ground, which, when finished, makes a most beautiful

stack, resembling what is termed a top stack—broad at

the ground and tapering almost to a point at the top. All

things completed, I put in about 100 head of fattening, hogs
in one-half of the field, which remained about six weeks
without any damage from peas. They were taken out

and put on corn to complete the fattening and the stock

hogs let into the field with the cross fence down that they

might have the benefit of the other half. They fattened

very kindly and seemed to do remarkably well. When
the winter had far advanced and the peas had nearly failed,

I sent a boy down every day or two, to throw over some
of the stacked peas to the stock in general. In riding

around the field I soon discovered se,veral dead hogs, and
enquired of the feeder how it had occurred. He attributed

it to the horning of the cattle when he went to feed. I

concluded if that were the only cause, that was not suf-

ficient to take the trouble to separate them and haul the

peas to them, and told him to open some holes in the pens
around the stacks and let all the smaller ones in, and did

not give myself much concern about it, as every thing

was as fat as could be desired. Some days after this I

rode over the field to see how the stock looked, and, to my
great dismay, I found about 100 dead. Out of 100 shoats

(about the proper size to mark) put in, I could not find but

about 30 living, and these included, mostly, some shy

ones which had never got in the pen. They were lying in

the pens where the peas were
;
piled up sometimes three

deep. It is clear to my mind that the stacked peas killed

them. None died till they were fed with them, and those

died most that eat most. I hastened to get them away,
and ^ few died after taking them from the peas. I con-

tinued to feed horses and oxen on them and they did

well Can- any body explain?

We have raised the largest crop of wheat in this county

ever before known. Corn crops were never more promis-

ing> Oats are trifling. Cotton is a little better than com-
mon. Respectfully, J. A. T.

Nefcr Brqwnsville, T'cnn., 1855.

GATE LATCHES.

Editor.s Southern Cultivator—Two of the indispen-

sable good things about a good farm are good gates and

good latches.

If I can do so without the aid of cuts, I desire to give

your readers some instructions for making an excellent

latch; one that will resist all attempts from cattle, and

never fail to secure your gate, however much it may sag.

Get out a piece of wood just tfiree feet long and two inches

square. Now, with your square measure off fourteen

inches, and with your pencil strike a line, from this line

commence bcYilling off till you reach the end of your piece
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at one half of its thickness, which operation will give it

somewhat the appearance of one half of a wedge. Now,
you perceive, this will never do for a laich, as it now
stands, so we must go to work and make it spring

;
to do

this take your square and pencil and draw another line,

half an inch from the first one you made, and about lour

<or five inches from the other end make another, then take

your drawing knife and work down between these twt)

marks till you have reduced it to the thicknfes of a little

over half an inch; after you have done this your work
should locik as if it had been laid off with a gradle rocker.

Now, by nailing tne bevilied side of this piece on the.front

•of your gate frame and near the bottom, you will see that

the top end stands off from the gate, and by presssing it

to and from the ghte you will perceive that it springs, but

to give it strength we must do a little more to it. Get out

another piece twelve inches long, two wide and half an

inch thick. This sh.ould be made of hard wood, and mor-

ticed in your latch, before you have nailed it in place,

some two or three inches irom the top, and as this piece

must run through the gate frame, you.must make a mor-

tice through the frame and sufficiently large to allow this

handle to play freely. To use this latch, the gate should

not be hung in the usual way, viz: instead of swinging

between the two posts, it must strike against the post,

(which siiould be at least twelve inches in size and left

round, about one-fouith from the edge. You may use the

common catcl!,oniy you must'driye it in the post up and

down, so that the latcii may catch it as it sijrikes tJie* post

By inclining your' posts a little the gate will' plose itself

To use this latch for a gate that opens both ways, place

your posts so farapart that your gate may swing between

them, but your catch is to be let in the post so that the

latch may catcuin passing. To rn^ike this catch, get out

a piece som,e ten or eleven inches long, and after rounding

it something like a cradig-rocker, make a notch wide and

deep enough to receive your latch, ntul your work is done

My post office is 'aw Dust, Columbia co., Ga., at which
place I may be addressed by any requiring further infor-

mation. ,
Respectfully, J. M. Hatcher.

Richmond Co., Ga., July. 1855.

larticalttiral Sifiaxtinint.

WOES FOE THE MOKTH-fSEPIEMBEE.)

[September, now the ninth, was anciently the seventh

month, as is indicated by its name, which is derived from

septem. signifying seven. It answers to Tushri, or Ethan-

im, (1 Kings viii. 2,) the first month of the civil and the

Mventh of the sacred year of the Jews. Our Saxon acces-

tors called it Gerst month, or Barley-month, because bar-

ley ripened with them at this season, and also Harfe.st-

monath, or Harvest-month

THE -PLANTATION.
Cotton will now begin to open fully, and all hands

must be set to picking, without delay. See that the lint

is picked clean, and free from trash
;
and do not gather

it immediately after a rijin. It will dry better upon the

stalk, than any where else, and nothing is lost by letting

it rest for a day or two. Let your Gin and Press be of the

best patterns, and in complete order; and see that all

operations connected with the ginning, pressing and get-

ting ready for market are performed in the most thorough

and perfect manner.

Coio Peas.—After a shower, and white waiting for your

Cotton to become dry enough to pick, set the hands to

gathering, drying and putting Peas away.

Rye, Clover, Encerne, Barley and Winter Oats may be

sown the latter part of this month.

Turnips.—If not already sown, or if your first sowing

did not come up well, lose no time now in putting in Rut*

Baga, Yellow Aberdeen, Strap Leaf Red Top, large Nor-

folk and other Turnips. (See directions in July and Au-

gust numbers.)

Hay.— Cut, cure and put away an abundance of hay,

for the winter food of stock, fhould you be short of fod-

der, make hay from Sweet Potato vines. Do not cu

them until just before the first frosts in October, at which
lime the tubers will probably have ceased growing—cur»

the vines well, put them away under cover, and you will

find that your cows, mules and even horses, will eat them
with a good relish. Good fodder may also be made from

the tops of the Pindar or Ground Pea, if .cut or pulled be-

fore they wither.

Weeds, Brush, &.c., may now be cut up, swampy land

drained, woodlands prepared for pasturage, «S:-c., &c., aa

heretofore directed.

THE GARDEN.
ofall kinds, if not already sown, should be

put in without delay. (See August number for full direc-

tions.) A full crop of Onio7is, to plant out in October,

may now be sown. Sow genuine European seeds of

Carrots and Beets any time this month. Sow, also,

European Cabbage seed. Set out all the Brocoli and

Cojnlifuower plants you may have on hand. Plant Snap
Beans, and, if the weather is favorable, you will get a

supply for pickles in October. Spinage, Lettuce, Radishes,

Cress, Mustard, tf-cg may now be sown. Celery should

be transplanted, and in dry weather haul earth to tha

stems of that which you have heretofore transplanted.

STRAWBERRY BEDS.

Strawberry beds, or patches may now be prepared, and
vines planted at any time during the fall or winter. A
cool, moist, soil, rich in vegetable matter, suits the Straw-

berry best, in our Southern climate. Subsoil the ground,

or spade it as deep as possible, turning under an abundant

supply of swamp muck, decomposed leaves, wood ashes,

pulverized charcoal, and a little well rotted stable manure.

Harro\fr or rake the surface, making it fine and even, and
set-your plants in rows 3 feet apart, and 1 foot to 18

inches in the row. After the plants become well rooted,

cover the whole ground with partly decomposed leaves

from the forest, leaving nothing exposed but the leaves

and fruit stalks of the plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN AND SHRUBBERY.

Remove layers of the Carnation. Plant Bulbous roots

for early blooming, last of this month. Plant cuttings of

the Chmjsanthemum. Plant Anemones also. Dress your
borders, and trim and plant edgings. Spade and fork over

vacant places, and prepare for future use. Plant cuttino-s

of Heart s Ease, and trim off dead leaves from old plants.

Clip Hedges of Privet, &c. Plant out seedlings—also

Polyanthuses, Ramtniculuses, &c,, &c. Gather all seeds

as soon as ripe, and store away carefully in a dry, shady

place.
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A New Flowering Shrub.—We are und«r especial

obligations to our correspondent, J. Van Buren, Esq
,
of

Clarksville, Ga., for a beautiful picture of a new species

ci Rhododendron, supposed to be almost entirely unknown

to scientific botanists. The drawing represents the stalk,

leaf and flower, faithfully colored from nature, and of ex-

quisite finish. We should be delighted to offer a fac

simile it to all our lady readers
;
but as our type and

printers ink possess none of the “magic skill,” of our

friend’s brush and pencil, we shall be obliged to forego

that pleasure, and present merely the history and descrip

tion of this superb shrub, which Mr. V. B has kindly

furnished. This article will appear in our next number.

New Hedge Plant.— It is said that a shrub has been

discovered near San Antonio, Texas, called Guisachi,

which bids fair to equal the Osage Orange or Cherokee

Rose for hedges in the South. The spines or thorns are

very numerous and formidable, which is a great desider-

atum in the formation of live fences. This subject is

worthy of experiment by all those who are situated near

regions where this plant can be obtained, and if success-

ful it should be made known to the public.

PATENT OFFICE NOVELTIES.

A New Oil Plant.—The small tree (CaUiglionia lo-

baia) known in Peru under the name of “Pinonfeello,” and

cultivated about Surco, Huacho, and Sambageque, also

growing wild in considerable abundance in those regions,

it has been ascertained, yields a valuable oil well adapted

to the purposes of illumination. Its bean like fruit, or

seeds, when roasted, have an agreecble flavor, preferable

to that of the olive. When eaten raw, the ethereal oil

generated between the kernel and the outer skin is a strong

cathartic, the effects of which can only be counteracted by

drinking cold water. It has been ascertained that the

seeds will grow in Baltimore; and ^loubtiess plantations

of this tree might be formed in many parts of the South

from which vast quantities of oil might be produced, and

thus add another link to the great chain of our national

wealth. We understand that the Patent Office, has taken

measures to procure some of ^le seeds of this tree for trial

in the South and South-west.— WashbTgtoji Union.

The Jujube Tree.—The seeds of this tree were import-

ed a short time since from tffe South of Europe for experi-

ment in the South, It grows in the form of a shrub of

middle size, bearing a red oval fruit about as large as

olives, inclosing a stone of the same shape. They are

sweet, but only eaten amon;^us in the form of a pas'te. In

Algiers, the fruit ripens in the month of June, and is much
sought after by the inhabitants, who consume large quan-

tities, both fresh and dried as well as in the form of a de-

licious paste.

[We have, in this vicinity, a number ofJujube trees, that

I

have borne fruit for years.

—

Eds. So. Cult.] •

I
Cuttings' OF the Zanth Currants,—There have been

I
introduced from France the cuttings of the Zante currant

j —a variety of small grape—which have been distributed

: in the Middle and Western States. This variety, of fruit,

i BO well knoi^ n as entering into the composition of^ some
parts of domestic cookery, should it succeed, will add to

j

the numerous varieties of choice fruit which have been in-

i troduced within the last few years into our country.

It Chufas, or E.arth Almonds.

—

There have lately

been procured from the south of Spain a barrel of Chufas

I

for public distribution. This is a new esculent in this

country, known to botanists under the name of Cyperivs

escoknlns. It grows spontaneously in the light, humid
•soils of Spain, and is also cultivated in Germany and the

south of France. Itgrows to a height of about three feet,

on a triangular stalk or bush, wiih spreading head, bearing

yellow flowers, which are succeeded by long ears. Ihe
roots are fibrous, of a reddish color, bearing small tubers

about the size of a common bean, and are known to the

Sp.miards by the name of “chufas.” If planted in May
or June they are ready to be harvested in October. They
resemble, in taste, a delicious < hestnut or cocoanut, and
like them may be eaten raw or cooked. They are chiefly

employed for making an orgeat {urchata do chvfas )—

a

delightful, refreshing drink, much used in J^pain, Cuba,
and other hot climates where it is known. When mashed
to a flour, which is white, sweet, and very agreeable to

the taste, it imparts to water the color and richness of milk.

At Almacero and Alborayo, considerable attention is de-

voted to the cultivation of this plant, eight acres of land

yielding a profit of $'3)500 in five months. This may be

attributed, in a degree, to the advantages of irrigation on
the sandy soil of that region.

The following extract is from a letter dated New Orleans,

May 9, 1855, from an officer in the army to the Commis-

sioner of Patents:

“I send you herewith some seeds for distribution, used

here in the cure of the bite of the mad dc^g. It is consider-

ed as an effectual remedy in the parish of St. Bernard of

this State, and the cures which are stated to have been ef-

fected from their use are certainly very remarkable, i

regret not being able to give you their botanical name,
l)ut the plant is a tropical one, coming from IVIexico—

I

believe from the department of To'oasca. The seeds are

called here, ‘grairies coutre la rage,' and are used as fol-

lows:

“Three of them are broken up or pounded into small

pieces, and put into a wineglass of tne best sherry (Xeres,)

and allowed to steep for abour 24 liours, and thffii being

well stirred up, swallowed by the patient. The dose is

repeated three times a day for about 9 days, when the

person or animal may be considered as cured. J am told

that even dogs that have been bitten by a rabid animal

have been cured by this treatment, or by putting a larger

quantity of these seeds in their food.

“The seed must be soaked in water 24 hours before

planting, and the plant must be protected from the rays of

the sun while still young'and tender. It resembles much
the okra plant, afid should be planted late in the spring.”

A Horticultural Novelty.—The agricultural branch

of the Pa tent,Office has taken measures to procure seeds

of the,Bun-yg buiiiva, a U'ee of the fir tribe, growing in

Australia,vdiere it flourishes in a region of not much greater

area than thirty miles ^uare. Jt beat's a cone nearly two
leet in diameter filled with seed the size of an olive, and
of flavor more rich and delicate than that of the pine apple.

It is so much esteemed by the natives that they at tunes

irayel hunreds of ipiles to partake of it.— Washington

Star.

The Cork Tree.—About a hogshead of acorns of the

cork oak have been introduced ffom the South of Europe,

-and distributed in ilic Middle and Southern States for ex-

pei'iment, or to test their a'daptation to the climate. This
tree, in its native country, wliere it is an evergreen, usual-

ly grows to the height of 20 to 30 feet, but in England
ilu-re are specimeris which exceed 50 feet in height, with

a diameter of more than 3 feet. The sul>stance familiarly

known to us as cork, is the epidermis, or outer bark, and
sometimes grows 2 or 3 inches thick. Should the experi^

merit succeed, it will be a subject of great national impor-
**

lance that plantations should be established in various

parts of the country for the purpose of growing this useful
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substance, particularly in the event of a war between this

country and Europe, in consequence of which the supply

would be cutoff.— Union.

Fig Cuttings.—In addition to the cuttings before men-

tioned, there have been imported from the south of France

some choice varieties of the Fig. They are designed for

experiment in Southern and southwestern States, where it

is known that this product thrives well. As the fig is a

great luxury, either in its green or dried state, we trust

that before many years it will be multiplied to thatdegree

which will render it as common in Southern markets as

the orange or any other fruit. From some experiments

made in Alabama, it is found that, with sufficient enter-

prise and a judicious expenditure of capital, figs can be

cultivated with great profit by drying, for the supply of

other States.

THE ELOWEES OF TEXAS.

The editor of the Texian Advocate thus describes the

floral beauties of the forests.and prairies of that fertile

region:

Texas is emphatically the land of flowers
;
and April is

the month in which they exhibit their varied loveliness in

the most ample profusion. Whilst it is necessary for the

lovers of flowers in other climes to cultivate them careful-

ly, to protect them from northern blasts and untimely

frosts, our prairies, and even our wood lands are one vast

flower-garden, of rare beauty and rich fragrance. Dur-

ing the spring months, our wild flowers present a great

variety of colors—red, violet and pink predominating. But

as the season advances, and the sun’s rays become more
intense, yellow and white become the prevailing colors,

and are frequently so brilliant and numerous as to pain

the eye of the traveller with the intensity of their dazzling

splendor.

We love flowers. Theyare intimately associated in our

remembrance with a happy period of existence, 'when all

scenes were delightful—when the stern realities of life

were unexperienced and unknown.

“ ’Twas a lovely thought to mark the hours

As they floated in light away.

By the opening and the folding flowers

That laugh to the summer’s day.

Oh ! let us live, so that flower by flower,

Shutting in turn may leave

A lingerer still for the sunset hour,

A charm for the shaded eve.”

Plants in a Bed-Eoom.—Mr. D. Beaton, in the Cottage

Gardener, remarks that ‘'although it is quite true that plants

do vitiate the air of a room to comparatively a- fractional

degree, it is equally well ascertained that they consume

and destroy a very great deal of foul .air
;
and that with-

out foul air, such as would kill a man, plants could not

be kept alive at all. We gardeners know this fact from

every day experience
;
we cannot grow plants so well, or

so quickly, in the sweetest air, as in a stinking, hotbed.

All the animal creation vitiate the common air every time

each one breaths the breath of life, or life-sustaining air,

and were it not that all the vegetable kingdom depends on

this vitiated air for part of theis subsistence, and a great

part, tod, -this,wmuld have been at an end as soon as ani-

mals covered the ’face of the earth. Therefore, and with-

out the shadow of a doubt, plants are the best purifiers of

all the agents that have yet been known to cleanse the

air of^a bed room, or any other room in a house, provided

always that such plants are not in bloom, or at least do

not bear bloom wdth a strong scent.”

WORKING GIRLS.

The Pittsfield (Mass.) CuUurist takes a practical and

Yankee-like view of this very desirable “institution

“ Happy girls ! who cannot love them 1 with cheeks
like the rose, bright eyes, and elastic step, how cheerful

they go to work.
“ Our reputation for it, such girls will make excellent

wives. Blessed, indeed, will those men be who secure

such prizes. Contrast tliose who do nothing but sigh all

day and live to follow the fashions
;
who never earn the

bread they eat, or the shoes they wear
;
who ore languid

and lazy from one week’s end to the other. Who but a
simpleton and a popinjay would prefer one of the latter,

it he were looking for a companion. Give us the working
girls. They are worth their weight in sold. You never
see them mincing along, or jumping a dozen feet to steer

clear ofa spider or fly
;
they have no affectation, or silly

airs, or trying to show off to better advantage, and you feel

as if you were talking to a human being, and not to a
painted 0/ fallen angel. If girls knew how sadly they
miss it, while they endeavor to show off their delicate

hands and unsoiled skins, and put on a thousand airs,

they would give worlds for the situation of the working
ladies who are so far above them in intelligence, in honor,
in everything, as the heavens are above the earth. Be
wise, then, you who have made fools ofyourselves throuo-h

life. Turn ov^r a new leaf, and begin, though late, to

live like human beings
;
as companions to immortal men,

and not as playthings and dolls. In no other way can
you be happy, and subserve the designs of your exist-

ance.”

Corn Cake.—A special premium was awarded to Mrs.

Charles W. Wampole, at the late Fair of the Montgomery

County Agricultural Society for a corn cake, made after

the following recipe:

“Take the whites of 8 eggs
;
one-fourth pound each of

corn starch, flour and butter
;
half pound sugar; one tea-

spoonful of cream of tartar
;
half teaspoonful of soda.

Flavor with almond to suit the taste.”

SiintrtiBfmeiitii.

FRIITLAISD 1^!JRSEE¥.

THE Subscriber offers for Fall and Winter Planting (1855-C)
the following desirable articles

:

APPLE, PEAR, PEACE, APRICOT, NECTARINE, PLUM
AND CHERRY trees, a limited number of rare and superior
sorts mostly propagated by himself and worked on Southern seedling
stocks. Prices—Apple and Peach trees, 25 cents each

;
Apricot,

Nectarine, Pear, Plum and Cherry trees, 50 cents.

KGS—Four or five choice varieties, including the Celestial, Ati-
cnfnt, Blno.k Genoa, Ac., &c., 5u cents each.

GRAPES—The genuine Catawba, from the Ohio vineyards; also
Weller’s &c. 5" cents each.

QUINCES—The Orange variety, well rooted and strong plants, at
25 cents.

STRAWBERRIES—More than thirty varieties, including all the
most desirable. (See separate advertisement of select sorts, in pre-
sent number.) Prices, from |1 to .$3 per hundred.

BLACKBERRRIES—The genuine New Koche’le or “Seacor'a
Mammoth.” Berries of extra size and flavor. Well rooted plants at
50 cents e&ct),

POMEGRANATES—The sub-acid, or sweet variety, at 25 and
50 cents each, according to size.

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS EOR HEDGING--^ large quan-
tity of vigorous plants, of 1 a'nd 2 years growth, af $5 to $8 per
thousand.

OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW- Cuttings of the famous
Beveridgii at $10 per thousand, or $2 per single hundred. Also, the
Viroinalls, at .$5 per thousand, or $1 per hundred.

Orders will also be rereived for choice ROSES, ORNAMENT-
AL SHRUBS and TREES, EVERGREENS, VINES, GREENHODSB
PLANTS, .?c.,&c. Address D REDMOND,

Sep55—tf Augusta, Ga.
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FRUIT k’SD ©R?li'OIE5TAL TREES.

{AUTUMN OF 1855.)

«?% OUR new wholesale Catalogue or Trade List for the Autumn

^^of 1S.55 is ready and wdl re sent yiatis to all who enclose a

smmp The stock now on the ground^ is of the finest de cription,

and by far the largest that h s ever been offered in this country.

Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters can be supplied on very advan-

tageous terms, and'tliey will find it to their interest to consult our

List and ex.s.mine stock before purchasing. O n- arrangements for

packing and shipping^are socomp'ete t' at weean forward packages

to the most remote parts of the Uni ed States with safety.

.^ny of the following Catalogues will be sent to all v.'ho apply and

enclose a stamp for each
: ....... .

No 1 —A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruitn No. 2- A Descriptive

Catalogue of Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Ro^es, &c. No. 8—A Cata-

logue of Dahlias, Verbenas, Petunias, and select new Greenhouse and

Be^dding P ants, published every spring. No 4 - A Wholesale Priced

Catalogue for Nurse.’-ymen and Deal rs. No. 5—A Supplemental

Catalogue of Fruits—containing prices of Fruit Trees for 1S&4 and

1855, a°nd List of new varieties. EbWANGER & BARRY,
Sep55- 2t Mount Hope Nur^er es, Rochester, N. Y.

TO MEN ©F TASTE im CAPITIL.

The Subscriber, wishing to remove to Southwestern f^eorgia, pro-

pose 3 to sell his place near CaveSpring, in Vann’s Valley, Floyd

County, Ga., cm aining 317 ,mres, more or less, returned 1st" qualify

Oak and Hickory, mostly of sod, and surface not sui'ject to wa‘h. Some
160 acres are under good tillage, the remainder generally well tim-

bered. It has several springs of cool, blue limestone water
;
two con-

stant streams ;
an effective water power, without hurtful damming

;

orchards of many we 1 selected V rieties, especAl'y of Apples, and a

ia ge and commodious brick Dweih'ng, surrounded by fine scene y,

and within a mile of the village long noted for its moral and education-

al advantages. All who have examined the p-emises concur n the

opinion that this place .combines the elements of Beanty, Fertility,

Convenience and Healthfulness" to an extent seldom, fever, equaded
in this country. But c me aiid seef or yon.rsel ves, and the character,

location and resources of the place can hardly fpl : o satisfy you that

it is a No '.article, not subject to the fiuctuations of the market.

For terms, apply on the premise:. W. D. C • WDR? Y,

Cave Spring, July iU, 1 Sf5.
_

Sep55—1 1*

FRESE I.TIPORTED TURr^IP SEED.

I
HAV^ just received a large lot of fresh imported English TUR-
NIP SEED, to wliich I call the attention of al Planters and

Gardeners Sjuth. Among the assortment are Large Flat Dutch,

Large G1 be. Large Norfolk, Red Top and Hanover. For sale, in

quantities to suit purchasers, at only $1 per pound. Orders from
the country solicited.

Sep55—2t WM. H.iJNES, Broad-st., Avgusta, Ga.

t.S2^.SIi?PHSRD-S DOGS, SIIfiEP, PlCiS.

FOR sale, a ver^- 'uperior and well trained igf--
—-O

.English SHEPHERD’S DOG, imported by the

subfcriber last season. Also, a fine lot of COTSWOLD
iSHEEP, Buck Lambs, and ^UFFOLK PIGS. Address

Sep55 -- 3t JOHN GILES, South Woodsto k, Conn.

1855 ! SURSEEY. 1855 !

The Subscriber bating added many additional varieties of Southern
Seedling FRUIT TPiERS to his former stock, comprising some

fifty varieties cf Apples, one hundred of Pears, twenty of Cherries,

twentv of Peaches, Nectarines, &c., and being re-assured of thbir su-

periority over those raised in Northern Nurseries, with confidence,

founded on experience, again offers them to the attention of Southern
Farmers, Planters and Pomologu»ts at such p ices as, he hopes, will

leave no excuse for continuing to import them. Our trees are all

graft d on seedling stocks two years old before grafting, consequently
have good roots.

R. K. LiCGHLix, Esq., 148 Carondelet street. New Orleans, is

our Agent for Mississippi. Louisiana, and Southern Alabama-.
Catalogues f.r i^5 sent (gratis) to all applicants.

J. VAN BUKEN, Clarksville,

Aug55—4t Habersham Co., Ga.

CARniCUAEL & BEAN,

Dealers in hardware, cutlery and agricultural
IMPLEMENTS, AuguHa, Ga.

We are, also. Agents for the following articles:—SALAMANDER
SAFES, made by Stearns & Marvin, New York; LITTLE GI.\NT
CORN AND COB JHLLS

;
Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING

and HOSE, made bv Boston Belting Company; ATKINs’ SELF
RAKING REAPER'; CIRCU'LAR SAWS, made by Iloe & Co., and
Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS; FAN MILLS, THRESHERS
and SMUr MACHINES. CARMICHAEL & BEA^T.
April.55-Cly Augusta, Ga,

i'. McCreerv, 1 11. ^r. Hooke,
Charleston.

]
Chattanooga.

McCREERY & HOOKE,

COTT!??: P.icsoas, CO.M-M'SSIOV AUD FORWARD.
Brown’s Wharf, Charleston, S. C.

Strict attention given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the receiving and forwarding of Freig t, and to the
.^ing of orders in this market. FebSo—Oly

TO THE Pfi.ANTERS OF THE SOUTH.

The Belleville Manufacturing Company would call your attention
to the di terent styles oi GEORGIA PLAINS, which they are

now manufacturing for thecotning season, believing they are better-

ad -pted to the wants of the South than any negro cloths manufacture
ed at anj'- point north of the Potomac. Tliey have been successfully-

supplying the orders of Planters in the interior and on the seaboard
for a number of years, and have given satisfaction in every respect,

so much so that none who have used them one season have failed to

order them afterwards
;
and the name has been considered so fair a

guaranty of their quality that in many cases the Northern Manu-
facturers have endeavored to imitate and pass off their fabrics aj»

the genuine Georgia PLnino. Having increased the capacity to

produce these goods, we, therefore, desire to deal directly with the
Planters, so they may get the gee nine article f r their negroes, which,
for warmth ani wear, will savt; them more than its cost in Doctor’s
Bills.

We are now making three s’yles, to wit:—The Heavy White
Twills at 40 cents per yard

;
the Heavy White Plains, 32 cents per

yard; the Brown A Plains, 21 cent.- per yard.
The goods delivered at the Agency in Augusta, Ga

,
and forward-

ed free of charge for forwarding and to be settled for on receipt of
the goods, by orders on any responsible Factor or Commission Mer-
chant, payable on the ’st Peuruary next. All orders will be put up
in quantities as directed, in a bale or bales, and can be shipped from
Augusta to any point South or West at as Iowa rate of freight as
from any point. Planters who have no reg'-lar Factor, can give a
reference, either in Augusta, Charleston, ?avannah. Mobile, Mont-
gomery or New Orleans or in such place as they are known, and if

satisfactory, the order will be entered at once and the goods put up
and for-rarded at ns early a date thereafier as possible.

The highest market price will be given for WOOL, delivered
iu Augusta, in exchange for cloth. Address

GEORGE SCHLEY, Pres'dent,

or, S. H. OLIVER, Agent Belleville Factory,
Jul-5.5—4t Augusta, Ga.

IJIPOETANT TO PLANTERS.

The Richmond Factory (Richmond county, Ga.,) continues to
manufacture WOOLEN CLO.TH, for Negro Clothing, at 12)^

centaper y ord—finoing every material except the wool.
Those wi hing to avail themselves of this opportunity to procure

fot- their Negroes a superior article cf Winter Clothing, have only
to wash the wool clean in culd water, and send it to the factory, or
to Messes. FCR ANTON, fEY’MOUR & Co., in Augusta, with instruc-
tions as to the b mount of Cloth they wish made—whether heavy or
light If the wool be dirty, half a cent per yard wi 1 be charged for
Washing it. Bui-rs are not object!: nabl?, as a machine is provided
for removing them.

V/ool is also carded into Rolls, fo: those who make their Negro, or
other Clothing at home.
Thi terms row offered are so reasonable as to warrant a continu-

ance of the liberal patronage heretofore extended ty the planting
community.
The Woolahou’d be sent as soon after shearing as convenient, with

thename of the owner distinctly marked oi the bag or bale, that
all the patrons of the establishment may be accommodated indue
time.
Wool sent by any of the lines of Railroad, in Georgia, or South

Carolina, or by steamboat on the Elver, directed to “Richmond
Factory care of Scranton, SEy.MOun & Co.,” wi'l meet due attention,
and the Planter will always have Ms own uooZ manufactured into
Cloth and return'd to him.
^^”The highest cash prices will be paid .<br WOOL.
June55—4t WILLIAM SCHLEY, President R. Factory.

PURE TVMETE WHEAT.

I
HAVE a very superior kind of WHITE AVHEAT that I will en-
gage to those who may v/ant to purchase for seed wheat of the

nexterop, to be delivered at the La Grange de ot in good, strong
sacks, containing not more than one bushel unless ordered, nor less
than a r alf ;• marked with the name of the purchaser and place of de-
livery. This Wheat is of the very earliest and whitest kind. Sow any
time in November, and cut by the 20th of Maj% It has been exhibit-
ed at four different Fa rs, and have obtained a premium in every in-
stance. I have already made many engagements for the next sow-
ing at five dollars per bushel. No Delivery no p'>y.

P. H. GREENE
Txi Grn/nae, MareJ). 22c7, 185,5. April52—tf

PURE DEVON AND <iRADE CALVfiib FOR SALE!
ONE very beautiful thorough-bred NORTH DEVON

HEIFER CALF, 5 months old—sire, “ Keokuk ;” dam
„ _ .. .Lively Dame”—for pedigrees of which see September

number (IsfS) Southern ^^uWvuior.
Also, a number of grade or half blood heifer and bull C'ALVFS, of

1854, various ages—all from good native cows, and sired by premium
bull “Keokuk.” purchased from the Messrs. WAixRicuT bv Jutlo-e
V'.ARREN. For particulars, &c

,
Address D. REDMOND,

°

May55—tf Augusta, Ga.

mi. ALUSTON (iOURDIN,^

FACTOR AND COiMMISSION MERCHANT,

CORNER East Bay Street and North Commercial Wharf, Charles-
ton, S. C., is prepared to make liberal advances on consignmentB

of COTiON, CORN, SUGAR, FLOUR, GRAIN, IIAY, &c.
Genuine Peruvian Guano Depot!

FARMERS’ PLaSIER, CHARCOAL, BONE DUST, MINERAL
PHOSPHATE LIME, SCPER PHOSPHATE LIME, he

Always on hand. 8epi. ’54 ly
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FEKTILlZEaS,

Hitherto the Planters of the South have been dependent on the

North for all the artificial fertilizers the3' have used The New
Orleans Rone RIack Companv recently establbhed in this city, with

facilities for the manufacture of manures seeoml to nonein the United
Sta’es, are prepared to fill orders for the following FERt'lLlZfclKS at

the sam* prices charged in Baitimore and New York;
GROUND BONES.—For fruit trees and gr pe vines these are par-

ticularlv beneh''ial Five hundred pounds applied to an acre of ordin-
ary pine woodland, aided b" good, deep plow ng, will produce aorop
of Cotton as large as anj^ of the best bottom la ds. It is ground both
fine and coarse, and is ))ut up in b rrels. The coarse is per
pound—the fine and sifted, 'X '• per pound. Its great durabili'y in

the soil renders it the cheapest manure in use.

PHOsPHaTED GUANu—

T

hin valuable fertilizer, composed of

equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bene Dust, is, in every re-

spect, superior and far more lasting th n Guano used by itse f It is

an established fact that Guano lac s Phos bate of Lime, and, also,

that one'half ofiis fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air, which
is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal smell constant-
ly emitce 1 by it untill its strong h is gone.
Bone Dust is notldng ra<-re than Phosphate of L me, and this, be-

sides’ being a strong and valuable m i U' c, fixe "he Ammonia in the
Guano and retai s it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial of this

fertilize^ will satisfy any one of its '’urabsiity and superior efficacy to

simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the acre wid show
its effects for five years or more, by an annu il i crease of at least 10

percent, in the crop j. Put up in barrels of about liOU pounds each,

at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OP LIME.—TMs highly concentrated ma-

Siure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Du-t, Gvp-
sum and Su'phate of Iron, each of which, by itself, is a powerful fer-

t lizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super Phosphate
of Lime hive bem found to be fully equal, in benefici .l effects, to

thirty wagon loads of ord nary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It m^y be used bef re or after planting of

thecrop. A tablespoouful put in »-ach liil of Corn or Cot’en, has
been known to increase the yield twenty per cent. Five hundred lbs.

to an acre of common piney woods land having aclay su soil, will en- I

able it to yield as good a crop as any oruinar\ bottom land. A
single hundred pf'und applied as a top-dress’ng to an acre of meadow
land, will increase its pi-oducts at least a ton of hay. To Horticu-
turists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fr it Trees at any
season of the year. More than two tf ous.^nd bm-h Is of Ruta Bwga
Turnips have teen raised to he acre, by the application of 2(6 lbs.

of this fertilizer. For Garden croijs, it is all that is necessary for

sue ess.

The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up '*n barrels containing about
200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, turning

out over fifty thousand ban els annually, are not able t ' supply the de-
mand of the market Gardeners in the vicinity of that cHy for thisjustly

popufe. manure. It is composed of night soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at .5u p^r
barrel.

Orde s by mai' or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber, will re-

ceive prompt attention. D C. LO^^BER,
37 ‘ oydrass street.

^^Land PPs'er, Peruvian Guano and Land Lime may rlso be
ord red at the above address. July— tf

’ SALE!

A SEA Island Cotton Plantation, containing 900 acres, 400 of
whioh is cleared and ready f’)r coliivation

;
it is beautifully

locate * on the west end of Skiddaw'ay Island, in Chatham county,
on a bold salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and
the fa ility lor matiuring wiffi marsh and mud is unsurpassab e, th6
land ij'ing three sides on the river. The place is situated 1' miles

from savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle,'under proper culti-

vation, produces equal to any, in Corn or Sea Island Cotton. Obis
place is situated eligibly to supply any quantity of fish and oysters

and for stock raising. Price $3,50 •. Terms acorraraedating.

ipplyto -S. F. DUPON, Savann h.

/ate fif nope, 3Pirch 9, 1S55. Ap il— tf

BOMESTIiC AiVl„eiLS AT FEIVATE

PLANTiTiO.\ FOli SA1 E.

I
OFFER f r sale, my PLANTATION, situate'’ in Marengo county,
Ala., nine miles sf)Uth ol Deiiiopoli^. The place is vt ry produc-

tive in corn, cotton an 1 sm-Gl gtai
,
and the soil being veij- lich in

lime 1 think it woul-t produce clover admitabiy. I have just sttcied
8" acres, o wirch thei e is a > cautiful land of you. g clover. The
plantation is healihj

,
has an abundance of iiock w- ter in every

field at. d offers great advant gestoanyone w ishing to lai^e eto<‘k

of every kind Hel nging to nd adjoi' ing thr- plantation, is a laige
tract of heavily timbered pine land. There is, on the place, a loi sc-

power Saw Mill, w ich will cut from UO to l5i’(i feet, cf lumber per
day, w'dich can he made to pay h ndsomely, as the demand Or lum-
ber greatly exceeds the supply.
My residence is 21’^ miles fi-om the plantation, hea'thy,c^nvpmen(' to

churches and schools = rid in a thick y populated neighberh' od The
dwelling containsS rooms; all necessary outbuilding-; a veiy large and
rich ga den; plenty of good water; pastur ge and fire wood con-
venient. The whole contains ’ 6.50 acres— 9 o o' 1,‘"0 cleared, and
under fence. As I am determined to move from this secti< n, I will

sell a grea’ ba'g-in to any one for ca.-h, or negotiable i‘>a)ier, oear r g
8 per cent, interest. I would like to sell stock of al kinds, corn, fod-
der, oats, &c., at the same tim .

I made on the plantation, last Tear, seven b -Iesof cotton to the
hand, and corn to do th- plantation, and the seasons were anyt ing
but propitious The tit’es are clear and indi putable, and the wPoe
may be bought at the ex remely low price of Twelve Thousani Dol-
lars

Mv post office is Spring Hill, Mareng'r county, Ala , where letters,
post-paid, will eceive prompt attention. } wl ake great plea ure
in .‘^bowing the placeto h ise wl.-hing to purchase.
July 4c JAMFSR. JON’^'S.

SChTI’S LITTLE €LIST CGSiS MS) COB €SlUbU£B>

The attention of Planters and Strrk-Feeders 's resrectfnl'y ca led
to this Mill, as the be t and most pr titalile ai ti le now in use.

In sett ng up, no m chani' al work is rtq ired, it being only neces-
sary to fasten it down to a flo'.r or platfo’ra
No 2 will crush lo bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $55, al c^mpl te. r^-ady for attacl ing the h > se.
No. 8, at $6“’, grinds 15 bushels

) er hour; and No. 4, at $75,
grinds 2u bushels per hour w.th two horses

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, A gents,
Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, iSf5.

I have been running one of Litt’e CH it.t (J rn arid Co7>
Md/s for he last five weeks, an ' it p“vforms lo my entire
satisfaction It wa warranted to grind bushtls per hour b"t I
have ground over 35 bu/hels in an hour and a half, or equal to
bushels t er hour. In feeding SO horses, I save at least 1 bushels of
Corn per m< n h,it n' w requirinv only 2(i(‘ bushels of Coro with tlie

cob, where I form, rl fed .Siki I con-i er it decidedly the best kind
of Crusher ever got up, and if I could, not replace mine I wruld not
sell it for $” 00. I D MAT HEMS,
JuneSo— tf Proprietor of the Augusta 0 ' mbuses.

GIIiOlliGSA HAILUGAW.

CHANGE OF FCHFDULE.

J
G MOKRfS’ I lrstrated Catalogue, with prices attached, of

y'9 hori Horned and Devon BULLS, and Bull CALVES; a few
HORSES; South D'- w:' RAMS ; Berkshire, Suffolk and Essex SIVINE,
will be forwarded- ('f desired) by addressing L. G MORRIS, Ford-
ham, Westchester county, N Y,'!* A. J. BECAR, 187 Broadway,
N. Y. It a’so c Plains portrait, pedigree and performance on the
Turf o' the celebrated horse, “A/totarcA,” standing this season at the

Herdsdale Farm. June5f—tf

ATBSiSiaE'HEIFEBS FOR SALS
AT $100 EACH.

Heifer, “PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,
18t3; Dam “Princess Mary,” g.^and dam imported ‘ Mary

Queen of S ots;” sire, impo:tedb 11 “Robert Burns” “ Pr'ncess
Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of
80 qu - ns.

Heifer, “MARIE OUISE ” one and a half years old, calved
March, 1S5S; dara ‘ Maria Teresa,” ty imported “Germantown,”
grand dam “Mary Q een of Fcot«,” importtd from Scotland; sire.
Imported bull “R: bert Burns ” “Maria Teresa ” gave 2a quarts per
day , “M ary Queen of Scots ” gave 8 qn arts.

Jan&5—tf RICHARD P.ETERB, Atlanta, Ga.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A.' M. and at 5 5 P.M.
Arrive at Augusta dsi y at 8.2.5 a M f nd a i

6.T9 P M.
Leave Atlonta daily at 8.5(1 A. M and atC.l.'^P M.
Arrive at Atlanta daily at?.5o A M.and at3.c6P.M.

C0N5 EGTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
An-ivingand leaving Onion Point duly (t undays excepted) at ID
A. M. and leav ng at 2..S(i P M.

WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH
Arriving at Gumming daily (^undays ercepted) ai 9 A M.
Leaving “ “ “ 3.i (' P M,

WIUHFOUTH CARC LTN’A TRAINS
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.-. 0 A M. and 9.*ti r. M.
AiTiving at augusta daily at 3.*P P. • ard 4 3" A. M,

WITH ATLANTA AND LAGRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving At ana, dai’y at 3. .8*' A. M. and 4.45 P. M
Arrivng at “ “ 7.55 A, M and.5.^5'.M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLaNTI KaILc OaD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. * . and 6 P. M

,

Arrivingat “ -A.' pndSP M.
GEO. TONGE, General Superintendent.

July 14, 1855, Augt5— tf
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SlAi)iLL>i COTTOA PllNTEK 1

Palmyri, Lee County, Ga,,
^

March I2th, .abb. t

To Cotton Planters.

K D«<B!nK to call your attention toa Machine wh'ch we h<»ve I

inven'edand patenieil for the PLANTI.sG OP CuTTON' Its

superiority over all others used for a siiuilav purpose, consists in its
j

great si.iipiicity, requiring no more experience for its use than for an ,

oniinarv i)'ow ;
the cheapness of construction, the great saving of

j

time -ml 1 ibor in the planting of the crop, but more especially in
j

the cultivation of it.
!

The certificates which we herew th presen to you are from gome i

of the most respeitable and inte ligent iilanters in our country, who

have thoroughly t-sted our Machines, and su-tain us in the above

statement of the advantages it possesses. We are confident that

when presented to the Cotton Planters throughout the Southern

Stites, it will, in a short time, be universally used by them for

planting their crops

In bri ging these Machines before the pub'ic, we ’’ave taken every

precaution to free them fr m the li iliiiities of be ng associated with

the mass of patented inventions^ which do not stand a i ractical test,

and we can a sure ali v^ho wiU try them that they wid ful.y equal our :

representations.

The Machines may be had of the fo’lowing manu'actUrers

ThO-uas j. Chcklv, .Augusta, Ga
;
Brown, Cle;.\i.cns & Co

,
Colum

bus, Ga; J. H. Watson, Lee <-.o Ga,

W’m \V. Cheever, Psq., Albany, Ga., is our only Agent, who will

contract for us with parties wishing to manufacture the .Maclnnes in

any part of the united States. RaND.LLL A MEilCLK.
Charles Randall, >

Leonidas B. Mercer, j

m THE SOUTHERN NURSERIES, ^
WASUmO TO±V, A DA }IS CO JfISS.,

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapted fothe South,

of FRUIT TKEKS and SIItlUBS, VINES, STRAW'BEKRY PLANTS,
&c.; and of llUSESan I otlier oRNA.MENTAL SHRUBS and TREES,
evergreens, Ac ,

al’of -outhern growth, and of good size.

The packing is so carefully attemied to, that Trees and Plants,

Roses, cuttings for hedging, Ac
,
are sent to all parts ol the South,

with scarcely a ch ince of their being injui'ed.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

Nov— tf. THOMAS AFFLECK.

1-

AFFLECK’S
SOUTHERN RURAL ALMANAC,

A handsome little volume, full of useful anil intere.sting hints on
5i^ TH,

WILL BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FIRST OF NOVEM-
BER. Pr ce H' cents.

AFFLECK’S COTTON PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOK—New Edition, now ready—No 1, for forty hands or lesS,

$2 fin. No. 2, for eighty hands or e-s, $3 DC. No. 8, for one hun-
dred and tventy. bands or 'e s, ?3 50.

SUGAR PLANTATICN RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOKS—No. 1, for 60 hands or less, 00 No. 2, for 120 hanua
or less, (jio fiO.

These Books are now in general use amongst Planters. They
will be sent by mail, prepaid and carefully enveloped at the above
prices, and wlien five copies are ordered by clubs, and remitted for,

an additional copy will be sent as comtidssion to the individual mak-
ing up the Club. Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal-

ers, to whom a liberal discount will be made.
B. M. NORMAN, Publisher,

Nov— tf 14 Camp street. New drleans.

CHESOEEE!
A mUlELE iOT OIT .LASD FOR SHE.

.5??^ THE subscriber offers for sale a very attractive and valu-

^^ablelotof LAND, situated between three and four miles

from the flourishing city of Rome, Ga,
The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-

land, well adapted to the growth of ali the small Grains, Iri.-h and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover,-Ac., and peculiar-

ly suitable for FRUI'l’-GROWiNG, as it is situated on an elevated
plateau above the reach cf ordinary f osts. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELET
econd, a saving of labor in planting, of one

j
of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margio

hT'se and hand, planting from eiglit ta nine acre.s per <iay, the i of this’ Lakelet a fibrdk one of the most attractive sites imaginable for

;

the furrow, dropping the seed and covering as it a Country Residence; as the supply ef water never diminis

Palmyra, Lee co., Gn,,Aug. 10, 18'4.

(tEsrs :
—Having planted your entire crops with our Cotton Drill,

jolease give us your candid opinion of the lachines, and part’culafs

as to tlm adv ititage.s t > be der.ved from then- use, and otih'ge.

Yours re pcctfully, RANDALL & MERCER.
To Messrs. S. D. McLlxdox, W.w. H. Owe-ss, Robt. Lc.ndy.

Palmyra, Leeco., Ga., Aug. 12, 1Sfi=>.

Gexts Your favor of August l^th, cmneduiy to hand. In giving

you our opinion of your Drii s, in the- first p ace we would say, we
are pleased i’u every pa'iicuhir with their operation,. and as to the

.advantages to be derived from f'leir use -the first is the saving- < f

at least one hun 'red and fifty bushels of Cotton Seed, in planting

e cn hundred acres

r narrow rooter, you can side so dose as to cover up me nr t
; easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purpo.ses.

rrass in the Dri 1 without injuring the stand of Cotton in the
i Improvemcots consist of a very comfortable Log House, with

5y this close siding nearly all hoe work may be d-spensed
Q-jtbuildings—a well of good water, &c., with twenty or thirty acre*

Machine opening
moves over the ground ;

thi d, a more perfect stand way be obtain

ed with your Dri I than by planting in >the common wav ;
fourth, a

saving of at least one-third in the i ibor of chop ing out
;

fifth, the

seed being put in a line not one- half an inch in width, 'he chopping

out can be deferred, until the season for Hce is passed, without injury

-to the growth of the Cotton
;
and being in this narrow line with a

sweeo or narrow rooter, you can side so close as to cover up the fir t

crop of gr

le ist By
with, after ch->piu‘agout These we consider the principal advanta^

ges to be derived from the use of your Dr.l's On a retrospect of our

last year’s C'perience we have no hesitation in .«a.ving that any person

with your Dri Is, can cultivate at least twenty five per cent more
•Cotton to each hand, with the same labor than can be cultivated in

the common way of planting. Avv put that at a low figure .so that no
one can say they have ^’cen deceived by ns. In the hope that these

Machines may come into .general use, we subscribe our-elves,

Yours very truly, S D McLEs’DON,
MM. H 0 YENS,
ROBERT LUNDY.

Albany, Dougherty uo.. Geo. Avg.l(ith,libA.

Gents Yours of August ’4th, with enclosed is before us. In reply

we would state that We believe --my pers-'n using your Cotton Seed

Drill wi 1 realise every advin'rtge .Messrs. MeUlendon, Owens &
Lundv speak of; and we fully coincide with them in their bi^h ap-

nreciallon of your invention. Yours respectfully,

.T H W.ATSON, Leeco.
D \YL> PACE, Dougherty co.

M'M B Me END ON, Randolph co.

B B DANIELS, Lee co
Y. G. RUST, Dougherty co.

J >ME6 CHE -K, Lee co.

JEREMIAH HILLSMAN, Lee CO,

To Alessra. Randall .t Mekcek.

diminishes, and
is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,
and has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY TIMBERED
with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, and Is

within a mile and a quarter of two good SAW MILLS. It also con-
i
tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LIMESTONE, which

F.

under cultivation.

The attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all desir-

ous of a delightful situation in a salubrious and healthy climate,
within easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the
above tract.

For terms, &c., apply to the .subgcriber, or to Col. J. W. M.
BERRIEN, of Home, Ga., who will take pleasure m pointing out the
land. D. REDMOND,

September—tf Augusta, Ga.

I

COLLEiTiO.II OF S£LECTt;D AND
SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

A?J«LfeTA KUftSKRY.
A. MAUGE would respectfully inform theamateurs of

Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new
and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His pr ces to Nurserymen will be as low as
those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also m-^de recent additions to his
stock of FRUIT TREE.-', and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-

ing varieties : Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, EhglGh Walnuts and Haz’.e-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Came’ia Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrubs.
Also, CO varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHL! .AS. Orderst
from the country will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully pmeked and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-
paid letters. Address F A MAUGE.
Nov—tf .\ngiisti. Ga.

Palmyra, Lee co , Aug. 10, 1S54,

Messhs Randall & Mercer In reply to yourg of the .'ith inst.

in regard to the orierafon of your Cotton Seed Diill, I am happy to

say that after planting a portion of my crop in Oie old way, I was
-e-m 111 d to 'btain one of your Drills with which I finished It is

wl.at -ve avol-ng'.v nte-i, and the beautiful work it perfor“8 has

pe.h ip-. been attempted in a thon.-iund different ways by intelligent

planters, but with only partial sucre s
;

yours le ves nothing to be
desi ed

;
it deposites 'the seed unifi-rmly, and constantly on a line of

one to two seeds in width
;

saves about one-half of the labor

p'.mt ng, and one-third of the hoe I 'bor in cultivat ng. All must use

this d ih in self defence
;

1 shall, for one.

More cotton may b-i p anted and cultivated, and if not the labor , Cultivators, Plows, ?traw Cut ers, Cc rn Slielleis, Rea ei

saved, Tsavbi^ turned into other channels. Yours respectfully,

Apiil—tf J. L. MERCER

C 0

P. 1). GATES,

MISSION M E R f II A IV T,

n A ND Dealer in AGRICULTURAL LMPLEMENTS and MACHIN-
!
-ui. ERY, No. 12 Bi-oidway, New York.

Ke'chu-^’o Mowing Machines, Hay Pres'es Horse Ilcea,

Horse
Pow rs and Th eshers, Con. Lined Thresherp and AVinnowtrs, and
other Agricultural Machines. JunefiS—Clj*
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S0IJTMEEN CULTIVATOR,
A MONTMtiY

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTURE

EoHiculture, Stock Breeding, Poultinj, Bees, General Farm
Economy, &c., &g.

IIMstraied wMSi Nameroas Elegant EngraYisgs.

ONB DOLLAR A YBAR IN ADVANCE.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

Tlte TliirteeiAlfe Volume will commence in
.Yanxiary, 1865.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming a
volume of 334 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all tbe current agricultural topics of tbe day,

Valnafele Original Contribatioiis

from many of the most intelligent ‘practical Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS;
One Copt, one year $1 I Twenty-Five Copies, one year.

. $20
Six Copies “ “ 5

1
One Hundred “ “ “ 75

THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instance
will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying 'Banks received at par. All money
remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

AdV€3Ftl*®IK©ntffl

Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion;

One square per annum Ten Dollars.
Address WILLIAM S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

Persons who will act as Agents, and obtain Subscribers, wiD
be furnished with the paper at club prices.

SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR TOR 1854.

BOUND volumes of the CULTIVATOR for 1S54 may now be ob-
tained at this^office. Price, $1.50. Or we will send it by mail,

post-paid, at $1.80.' Address WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

MCUSTl SEED STOHE.

The Subscriber has received his regalar supply of Turnip and
other SEED required for the season, which are fresh and

genuine

:

PURPLE TOP RUT ^ BAGA TURNIP,
LARGE ENGLISH NORFOLK TURNIP,

LARGE WHITE GLOBE TrRNIP,
EARLY FLAT DUTCH TURNIP,

RED TOP FLAT TURNIP, &c., &c.
July—St J. H. SERVICE.

PEE3IIUM STEAWlSmiY PLANTS!

money, promiitly attended to. Address
AugSo—tf D. REDMOND, AugnstaiGa.

TO THE FARMERS AND PLANfEES GF TEEhSOUTH

The undersigned have received the exclusive Agency for thetunti re

South an i. Southwest for the very best CORN an^d COB-C’RUSH-
ERS now in use, and tbe only articles of the kind that willHiake fine

meal, suitable for the table—this they are guaranteed tb' do'. These
Mills will effect a saving of 33 per cent., or fully bn e-third, in crush-
ing the food prepared for stock, as has been satisfactorily tested.

Pr ce from $56 to $75. Every Farmer and Planterin the land should
have them.
Manufactured and for sale by W. S. Henert & Co

,
Meeting street

near Line street, Charleston, S. C.; McCrbery k Hooke, Brown’s
Wharf, Charleston, S. C., and J. A. Anslky, Commission Merchant,
Broad street, Augusta, Ga.

LANGLEY k CO., General Agents,
Aug56—5t Charleston, S. C., and Nashville, Term,

MEETO EAI18 FOE SALE,
the Subscriber offers for Sale several full-blood

MERINO Rams. Having reduced the number of my
flock, I have more rams than I need. They are from two

gD-ljSsJelia of the best flocks in New York, and their fleeces, both in
fineness and quantity, running from 9 to 14 lbs.

July—tf J. B. JONES, Birdsville, Burke co., Ga.

mm COTTON Lmm m salei

The Subscriber offers for sale Forty Thousand Acres cf the mos4
productive CO * TON LAND, in the Sout*‘ern country, situated

in the counties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of five hun-
dred and two thousan(l Acres each, a part of which is partially im-
proved.
For certainty of crops and dxirability these Lands are unequalled

in the Southern States. Similar lands contiguous in cultivation, are
yielding an average of seven bales Cotton, per hand, for a series

of years, and eighteen to twenty-five bushels Corn per acre.

Terms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five years will be
given. WM. W. CHEBVER.
Albany, Ga., March 15. 1855. April—tf

EEgCUE GRASS SEEP.

A LIMITED quantity of this SEED (crop of 1855) for sale by
D, B. PLUMB, k CO.,

Aug55—tf Augusta, Ga.

SCOTT’S LITTIE GIANT CORN AND COB MILL.

NO . 8
,
warranted to grind 15 bushels p'^r hour with one horse,

price $65 all comp’ete, ready to attach the horse. No. 4,
grinds 2 j bushels per hoCJf with two horses

;
price $75.

CARMICHAEL k BEAN, Agents,
April56—Cly Augusta, Ga.
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.WHEAT CULTURE IN THE SOUTHERN STATES.

rejoice to know that the cultivation of Wheat in

,the Southern Stales meets with such encouragement as is

^feely to make it a valuable staple in a new system of ro

lation of crops. should be considered in cotfmection

with planti^j^f^pUfcthe natural and the cumulative wants

of the soil, as well as the almost universal desire for Wheat

bread. Ast<|^w3|l.e of human food, in no part of the

world^lTR^t^mnk^:id*vo!antarily lessened their daily con-

sumption of Wheat, because they preferred bread made of

the meal of maize, 15^, rye, barley, oats, or any other

cereal. On the contrary, thousands of families in all the

-States, to say nothing of the daily bread of the masses in

iffurope, annually consume less meal and more Wheat flour,

as their means enable them to consult their taste. On good

Wheat land, one can raise a bushel of Wheat quite as

cheaply, as one of corn; but such land is not common,

and of course 100 pounds of flour cost more labor than a

dike quantity of meal, to most producers. If they had all

the experience and skill in growing Wheat wliich they

possess in the cultivation of com, such an increase of

knowledge would enable them to reduce the first cost of

a bushel of Wheat nearly one half. This valuable know-

iedge will lie acquired, sooner or later, for the increasing

rmiliions are sure to perpetuate an increasing market for

this grain.

In Dr. Schmitz’s translation of Nir.nuaR’.s “ Lectures

on Ancient History,” may be found the following re-

marks: (Vol. f, p Id) “Man was first created at Baliylon

corn [wheat.] there grew w''Vl

;

and the new race of being^

there found the first necess. ry food, especially Wlieai

Tiiis tradition is the rr.ore reniarkaide because several

naturalists have made the observation that com [Wheat]

does not grow wild in any part ofthe world. I do noi

ktiow wlir-tlter by a process of im[)rovemenl our garden

fruits can be derived fro n wil l fruit; it is well known,

howi ver, that the noble Vine Grapes grow wild in Col di; .s

Whence, then, does C jrn ct)tne'! My opinion is that

DANIEL LEE, M. D., .and D. REDMOND. Foutors.

God made direct provision for man
;
something was giver*

to all, real Wheat to the Asiatics, and Maize to the Ameri-

cans.”
®

We cite the above, not so much to record in these pages

the “opinion” of so ripe a schc'lar and so careful an ob-

server us N’f.durr, in reference to “the direct provision

made for man” by his Creator, as to indicate the fact that

the warm valley of the Euphrates, if not that of the Nile,

is the earliest known habitat of the Plant under consider-

ation. The fact that Egypt has been able to feed indefin-

ite millions at home on Wheat, and export a large surplus

for three thousand years, prove.s tiiat our Southern cli-

mate should be at least as friendly to the cultivation and

growth of this grain as any north of us, so fitr as^m^era-
tare effects the crop. The uncertainty of getting timely

rains i'=i, probably, the most serious impediment and risk

encountered by the Southern Wheat grow'er. He has not

the waters of the Nile nor of the Euphrates to^irrigate his

land v/hen it suffers from protracted dry weather. If a

kind Providence sends him fruitful seasons he is grateful

for the same; but when the “early and latter rain” fail,,

he has bo remedy. There is, however, us gooil a chances

for Wheat as for corn or cotton, and }>erhaps a better one

than for either, as Wheat is ripe in May, and some months

in advance of cotton and corn. Wheat is liable to injury

by insects and parasitic plants
;
but not more so than cor»

and cotton.

Not to dwell on hazards and casualiiies which are too

numerous and important not to be named, we remark that

every one who sows wheat should see that the land is^eelR

prepared far the seed. Defective plowing will certainly tell

against the hm-vest. The most commnji defects in plow-

ing are :— 1st, leaving a part of the ^il unbrokci'^ 26, not

stirring it to a sufficir-nt depth, and ,'h],n->ot killing grass,

weed.s, husho.s ami other hostile plants wliich. growing,

absorb much of the strength of the eavtli Foul wheat

fiel is are rarely, if ever, profiiaolc. There are soil.-, whicH

it is unwise (o plow deeply immef'i -tely l-i fore seeding,

for the subsoil is niiturally sour, or life. ess, r. nd can only

c amelinrateil by mmiy montlis exposure to the sun, rain,

im' gases, afier t!,py h .ve been plowed Liming gener-

.illy ba-it, n.s tliH improve merit of sucb lands; but whether

limed or not, they ought to be thoroughly pulverised to
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the depth of several inches. A good seed-bed is not to be

dispensed with by any who intend to deserve a fair crop

;

and what constitutes a good bed for wheat few cultivators

need to be informed. In strong land, it should be mellow-

ed by the implements of tillage at least eight inches
;
and

twelve would be still better.

Next in importance to thorough cultivation is manuring.

By the liberal use of manure, English farmers have raised

the average yield ofwheat, in the last thirty years, from 15

to nearly 30 bushels per acre. In the making ofmanure,

a system ofplant-rotation, including renovating crops, has

many advantages. It develops all the latent elements of

fertility by Subjecting the soil to the recuperative powers

;

1st, of all natural agencies
;
2d, of the best culture, and 3d,

of such plants as draw largely on the atmosphere or sub-

soil, or both, for their nourishment.

Whatever manure one may have, either domestic or im-

ported, should be thoroughly incorporated with the tilled

earth before sededing. In this way, every root and rootlet

of growing Wheat finds its appropriate food within its

reach, and the young plants tiller and spread till the

ground is fully covered, and bears its maximum of grain.

Speaking of the best cultivated forty acres in Great Britain,

tke last number of the London Agricultural Gazette says

that besides \iteTgnng forty-eight cows, that part ofthe farm

cultivated in wheat yields “eighty-five bushels per Scotch

acre.” In the same leading article the editor makes the

following pregnant suggestions :—“Fertility is, in fact, no

mere function or quality of soil
;

it is capable oiquantitive

estima^H, and is directly due to the quantity of fertiliz-

ing mmier present.”

Every lover of the soil should sow and plant with a

clear appreciation of the things^ and their whereabouts,

which are fo form his expected crop. If the land needs

manure, cease not to study and labor to obtain a due quan-

tity of this raw material for making grain. Two hundred

pounds of Peruvian guano is a fair allowance per acre in

this country; although three and four hundred are not

tmfrequently used in England,

It is important to cover seed wheat at a uniform depth,

which cannot be done with a common harrow so well as

with a wheat-drill, or the plow- In the Genesee country

they use wheeled cultivators and gang-plows for putting

in seed. For twenty years, the use of small plows for

putting in wheat, in place of harrows, has been steadily

on the increase. The ground is well harrowed before the

seed is sown. Some sow on the furrows, after plowing;

and by drawing the harrow across the furrows, the seed

is mainlj thrown ani^ covered between them, and comes

up in rows like drilled wheat. To enable the roots of

young plants to take a firmer hold of earth, and prevent

their drying in dry weather, it is wise to roll the ground

immediately after seeding. It is apt to be too light and

open, if not compressed by the roller.

Many valuable experiments have been tried to ascer-

tain the right quantity of seed to put upon an acre. Planted

in drills and hand-hoed like corn, six to eight pints of

wheat to the acre have given the best returns, A gallon

•fgood seed, properly distributed will make plants enough

for an acre; but as there is some difficulty in this, from

4 to gallons are the safer quantity to put on an acre.

Mr. Mechi, of England, uses a bushel, or eight gallons;

another cultivator claims that his crop will exceed all

others when harvested, with only six pints of seed per
acre. Hitherto, English farmers have been famous for the

vast amount of^ed sown upon a given area; some ap-

plying five and^ffx bushels of oats and barley, and three

or four of wheat per acre. During the reaction, it is na-

tural that many should go into the opposite extreme.

To prevent smut, all seed should be steeped thj;ee or

four hours, and not longer, in a brine made of common
salt, or in copperSs water, or a solution of blue-stone,

(sulphate of copper). By keeping seed too long in these

powerful salts, we have seen the germs of wheat killed,

to the serioffb injury of the crop.

We think quite as good results are attained by washing
seed in a solution of common salt as in blue vitriol, or

green vitriol. Either will destroy the living principle in

all parasitic plants that infest the seeds of cereals. - ^
In selecting seed, the writer may remark ttefot jdie haS

grown over i^^ty varieties of wheat, and reg^dS i^'e “inl^

proved white flint” as the best, all things considered.

That advertised in this and fomer numbers of the Cultivator

by Mr. P, H. Greene, of La Grange, Ga., appears, from
a sampH' sent to us, to be an acclimated variety of the

white flint, and doubtless deserves the commendations
which it has received at several agricultural fairs. It is

well to change one’s seed occasionally; i. e., procure
wheat grown on a different, and if possible, a better soil.

All things having life are endowed with certain coi^ti-

tutional powers, which are subject to deterioration, and*

may be weak or strong, healthy or unhealthy, according
to the circumstances with which they are surrounded.
Where one has both the best of wheat-land and the best

of seed, he can gain nothing by changing, either. Few,
however, are so well off; and all shou^Try^Jo improve
their system of tillage and husbandry. A pea ci'dp*plowed

in, will generally aid in giving a better crop of wheat.
Wood ashes spread over the ground in any quantity from
25 to 100 bushels per acre are valuable to strengthen the

soil. L. •

SEA ISLAND COTTON-ITS CULTUEE AND MANAGE-
MENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I give you such in-

formation in reply to the request of your correspondent

Mr. P. W. Brown, of Texas, as I can
;
but if, as is very

probable, you get better from any other source, you need

not publish mine. As I suppose that Mr. Brown’s Sea

Island Cotton is not of the extra fine quality, the McCar-
thy’s Gin is decidedly the very best and most economical

one for his purposes. This Gin is used by many, if not

most, of the producers of the very finest Long Cotton, but

it is generally believed to injure the quality of such cotton;

yet that it is the best Gin for the preparation of the com-

mon and middling qualities of Long Cottons, seems now
to be acknowledged as a fixed fact. It is made only in

Charleston, and sold by Wm. M. Lawton & Co., Agents

for the patentee. The price is $125 per Gin, in Charles-

ton. It will gin from 150 to GOO pounds per day, accord-

ing to the speed and regularity with which it is driven

and fed
;
but when ginning more than 200 pounds per

day is supposed to injure the staple. Each gin is light

work for one small horse or mule. The same power or

machinery that will drive a Saw Gin will drive this Gin.

As I do not suppose that Mr. Brown would be willing

or able to take as much pains with his cotton as we do
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with our fine cottons, I will mention only such parts of

our system as would be likely to suit him. As to the cul-

tivation of Long Cotton, it differs little if anything from

that of Short Staple necessarily, though we do cultivate

very differently and much more expensively. As soon as

our cotton begins to open we put out a few hands, gener-

ally elderly women and children, to pick it, getting from

10 to 20 pounds per hand daily, and as it opens more

freely more hands are added, until all hands are employed,

and we continue to pick as long as we can get 1.5 to 20

pounds per hand a day, stopping occasionally to gather

other crops when compelled, hly highest pickings sel-

dom exceed 80 pounds, and that only to the best pickers.

The cotton that is picked one day is left in the sheets until

earlv next morning, when it is spread out on a large board

scaffold (or floor exposed all day to the sun) and looked

over, each sheet by its picker, until about 7 or 8 o'clock,

or until the dew has dried off the cotton in the field, when

the pickers leave the cotton spread out on the scaffold in

the care of a weakly, but trusty hand, and go to picking

again. The cotton tn thescaffold is turned over occasion-

ally through the day and put up at sunset or when ever

any shower of rain comes on. When taken from the scaf-

fold it is thrown open into some room until properly cured,

which is known by the seed cracking under pressure. It

is then carefully packed away in bulk, in some close

room. The hands are directed to pick the cotton out of

the fields free from leaves, dirt, (tc., and as each picking

bag is emptied into the sheet, the cotton is looked over

and all motes, leaves and dirt picked out; then it is spread

out in the sheet in the sun until they stop in the afternoon

at sunset. Before ginning, the cotton from the bulk is

looked over and all leaves, stained or imperfect cotton, or

other trash, is picked out. The task for this varies from

50 to 300 pounds of cotton to each hand, according as it is

desired to do the work nicely or not. The finer the staple,

the more troublesome and important this first cleaning, for

unless this is done properly, the cotton can never again be

properly cleaned without much extra time and labor. It

is then ginned, and if it is desired to put it up clean, it is

next moted—the task varying from 25 of fine cotton to 100

or 150 pounds of commoner quality per day. This mote-

ing is done only by the most careful woman, and fine cot-

ton is again overhauled by two or three of the most care-

ful moters before it goes to the bag, which must be round,

otherwise, owing to the prejudices of the buyers, it will

not sell for anything near its value. Long Cotton is never

packed in square bales, though we planters believe that

pressing must injure the staple less than the pestle
;
but

in this we have to yield to the prejudices ofthe buyers.

Some of my neighbors, who cultivate the common Sea

Island Cotton, after picking it with some little care, pass

it through the whipper, when they have oae, which whips
out the dust and some of the leaves, &c., sometimes hav-

ing one woman or two behind the whipper to pick out

yellow and rotten leaves, &c., as well as they can, after

which it is passed through the IMcC.iRTHY Gin, packed

and sent to market. Ofcourse, such cottons have proved

hard to sell, and have brought comparatively much lower

prices than cottons that were finer and better prepared.

Planters producing such ?;ottons have to contend with a

po%verful competition from Florida, w'here it can be pro-

duced much more abundantly and cheaply thtin with us.

As Long Cotton is purely an article of luxury, the price

of it varies from year to year, and frequently does not de-

pend merely upon the quality produced. 1 have sold the

same quality of cotton at seventeen cents and again at fifty-

one cents. A prophet, who could foretell anything about

the future of Long Staple Cotton, has not yet risen that we
have heard of, in this region, therefore, nothing can be

said wdth any certainty, but as the section of country suit-

ed to the production of this staple is very limited, the pro-

duction cannot be materially increased while its consump-
tion must gradually increase as its value becomes known.
Small steam engines are being used about here for ginning

cotton and with so much satisfaction by those w’ho have

tried them that the number of engines is being increased,

every year. They have proved much cheaper and more
reliable than mule power for this purpose. Engines of 3,

5, 8 and 12 horse power are very substantially made, with

strong wheels, axles and tongue for moving them, by Mr.
Wm. Lebby, of Charleston, at such reasonable prices that

they are the ones most used. Others of cheaper and slight-

er construction, but still well adapted to plantations, are

made at the North, delivered in New York City at about

S80 to S90 per horse power, also portable. Messrs De-
VEAUX & Heyward, of Charleston, will order the latter.

Yours respectfully, R. C.

Beaufort, S. C., Sept

,

1855.

METEOROLOGY FOR EAEMSES—LIEUT. MAURY'S
LETTER,

Editors Southern Cultivator—In a recent number

of the American Farmer, Lieut. IM. F. Maury, U. S. N.,

makes a proposition to the Farmers of America, having

in view Meteorological Statistics and Charts for the land,

on a plan similar to those gotten up by him for the sea.

The value of such statistics in an agricultural and sanitary

point of view must be evident to all. I quote some sug-

gestions from a letter recently received from Lieut.

Maury, hoping to elicit an interest in this project on the

part of the Executive Committee of our State Agricultural

Society, and Agriculturists generally.

‘T am glad to find in you such a hearty second to my
proposition. The matter is now fairly before the farmers

and it is for them to say whether or no I shall have the

help needful to enable me to carry it out. There are hun-

dreds, I might say thousands of public-spirited citizens

like yourself in all parts of the country who'^are ready to

lend me aid by their co-operation as fellow-laborers and

observers. But what can I do with their observations,

unless government will order them to be discussed and

authorize their publication 7 I might put them away in.

the pigeon holes ofmy desk, but I apprehend that they

would do very little there towards the advancement either

of agricultural or sanitary Meteorology. Meteorological

observations are of very little use in pigeon holes, indeed

they are as useless as the old log-books and sea-journals

were in old sea-chests and garrets, until I was autliorized

to ask for them, discuss tliem and publish the results, then

it was found that they contained information that enabled

us, in one sense, to compress the world and put it into a

smaller compass for the business of trade, and enable ves-

sels to accomplish, almost in weeks, voyages that it form-

erly took them months to perform.

“ The improvement in the ways and channels of com-

munication that have taken place by land and sea, even

in our life-time, have so dimished, in one sense, the size

of this globe of ours, that one may now ‘put a girdle round

about the earth’ in less than half the time it could be done

when we were boys. "When the battle of Navarino w’as

fought, it took the news (and it was brought by the swift-

est messengers of the day) 90 days to reach the United

States. Now, there is no market-place or fortress any
where on the sea shores of this wide world that is so far

off but what news can reach us from it in less than 90

days. Vessels taking advantage of the increase of knowl-

edge concerning the ‘winds and currents of the sea,’ and
trusting to their canvass alone, are now continually in

the habit of making a voyage to the antipodes and of com-

pleting the run from the farthest port in Australia to
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i-un<pe or ihe United States in less than 90 days; indeed

some of the long-legged, swift- footed clippers have nearly

perfornned voyages of circumnavigation in but little over

half that time.

“I'hus while winds and storms have enabled traders to

fetch and carry in half the time or less, they did before

and so reduced the compass of the world to half its former

dimensions in time, they have on the other hand brought

markets that were before completely inaccessable and

placed them within easy reach of the producer, and so

enlarged the world by increasing its capacities to sustain

population. The opening of new markets or making old

ones more accessable is a great thing for the farmer. 1

had the pleasure, not longsince, of meeting with one who
was so situated moreover, that while he enjoyed these ad-

irantages he could appreciate for himself and his neigh-

bors the benefits arising from them. Tobacco had been

4he staple of his part of the country, but with these new
market facilities he and his neighbors, he told me, had

gone largely into breadstufFs also.

‘Do you grow less Tobacco than formerly T I asked.
“ ‘No,’ was the reply.
“ ‘Whence comes the labor for producing the bread

slufFs—do you import it V
“ ‘No’—our laboring force is the same, and we get it

for the breadstuff, simply by giving another turn to the

screw.
“ Thus, you observe, that these improvements in com

merce and navigation have a stimulating effect upon pro-

duction and help the farmer to make ‘two blades of grass

to grow where but one stood before.’ It appears, there

fore, that farmers as well as merchants and sailors have

been benefiited by the ‘wind and current charts,’ and the

i mprovemenls to which they have led. It would seem,

then, that they have a great interest in the Meteorology

©f the sea. Now, if their interest in Marine Meteorology

be so considerable, how much more so must it not be in

Agricultural and sanitary Meteorology 'I Why will noi

the farmers, therefore, ask that the government will

authorize me to do as much for the Meteorology of the

land as I have been permitted to do for that of the sea 1

“And this, my dear sir, brings me exactly to the point

where you and all other farmers may help out this good

cause. Will not the farmers and planters of Georgia, as

well as those of every other Staie, ask their Representa

iives in Congress simply to extend that degree of encour-

agement to Agricultural Meteorology that has been so

cheerfully, and may 1 not say beneficially, extended to

Sea Meteorology 1 By so doing, you and they might en-

able me to accept your kind ofFer to co-operate and ob-

serve gratuitously.”

“N.B.—Will not your State Agricultural Society take

action in the premises, and commend the policy, by reso

lotion, to the favorable consideration of your Representa-

tives in Congress'? Such action on the part of the Society

of every State would procure for the plan, certainly, a

trial.” R. B.

Rome^ Ga., 1855,

PLAlJTATIOli AHD FARM GAm
Editors Southern Cultivator—I herewith send you

a rough draught of my farm gate, with the latch, described

in your September number, attached. The upright lever,

which may be used or not, is useful enough to open your

gate when you are on horseback. I use scantling 3 by 4

and 5 by 5^ in length—the slats are 1 by 4 wide and

10 feet long—7 slats wuth one good brace is ail-sufficieni

for an excellent gate. A stout wrought iron nail, made in

the shop, should be driven through the slats and brace

and well clinched, as represented in the cut; but if pir.s

are used, let them be made with a head, and securely

wedged on the opposite side, for which purpose they

should be allowed to come through seme hall inch. Let

the slats be pinned through the .scanting also. For these

gales any kind of hinge will answer, but 1 prefer one made
ofl^ by iron, and fitted astride of the back scantling,

and secured in its place with two wrought rails on either

side. For the top lunge, 1 use a square large enough to

slip over the scantling, letting it test on the top slat, and
secure it with one nail, on either side.

It will be seen that these gates may be made without

using a single nail, still 1 would give preference to the

nails, for the reason that they require no wedging. I

have two or three made without nails, v^hich have been

swinging in their places for the last six years, and no
sign yet of any disposition to sag. If prel'eried, a

twelve inch at the bottom, v/ith two tenons on each end
may be used, but with this five slats will be enough.

Rcspectlully, J. M. Hatcher,

Remarks.—We were not able to have the drawing sent

us engraved for present number, but any information

needed may be obtained by addressing Mr. Hatcher, at

Saw Dust, Columbia County, Georgia.

—

Eds.

BARLEY—SESCUE GRASS—GRAPES, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—Will you or some of

your subscribers give me some information concerning

Bailey '?* Is it equal or superior to rye or wheat as cured

fodder'? Does it bloom as early as either 1 Does it require

strong land, dry or moist'? Which is the best time to sow

it? and, finally, where can good seed be obtained? and

what quantity is commonly sown to the acre? The

beard of the rye will sometimes effect or even kill mules,

when fed much on it, and for that reason I would like to

substitute another grain. Oats are too uncertain.

While on the subject of grain, will you allow me to say
a word concerning the Rescue Grass. About the year
1841 or ’42, 1 do not remember which, a friend of mine,
formerly of St, Thomas Parish, Charleston District, return-

ed fromTi xas, his now home, on a visit to his family
;
he

distributed among his friends seeds of a grass which he
called “Texas Oats.” I came in fora small share, through

a mutual friend. I sowed it very carefully in a well pre-

pared spot in a flower garden. It yielded very heavy grain,

bull did not like it on account of its being so very short,

scarcely a foot high. I have tried it in other places with

no better result. It still comes up yearly in my flower

garden, where I allow it to remain for the verdure it gives

us during winter. Frost has no effect upon it. It comes
up in November and December, remains very small until

the early spring, shoots up for seed at the same time as

Rye, and dies in June. I have called it by the name of

Texas Oats, until last spring, when a friend and neighbor

of mine asked me to look at his patch of the celebrated

Rescue Grass. To my surprise i recognized the identical

Texas Oats I had had in my garden for twelve or four-

teen years, not higher and no more valuable than mine.

This grass may do better elsewhere, but I fear Mr
Iverson will have to yield, “R^cue or no Rescue.”

The Grapes in our vineyards are ripening fast. The
rot has disappeared. It has, this season, only affected the

Isabella. The others are splendid. A. C.

S. C., Auz., 1855,

To Cure Broken Horns.—Remove the mutilated horn,

and bind the slump with a cloth well tarred or pitched
;

any fabric will do to bind with, if the wounded part be

first well covered with warm pitch.

* See article on Rye and Barley in present number.—
Eds,
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WORMS ni nOBSES—A CERTAIN REMEDY.

Editors Southern Cuetivatop. —In the the July num-

ber of the Cultivator, desires a remedy for worms

I

in horses, and I will give him one which I think is certain

in its results.

I
About two years ago, I incidenlly came across a Mcdi-

!
eal journal, published in the West, in which was a com-

I

niunication from a physician, stating that previous to

starting on atrip of twenty miles, he noticed his horse

eating the young shoots of the China Tree, after driving

about ten miles, his horse commenced dunging frequently

: and at each time passed a large number of worms and

bolts. In a few days the horse commenced mending in

flesh, and his hair became slick and glossy. He then

tried the same remedy on another horse with the same

result.

Knowingthat the China Tree root and berries are good

anthelmintics, I was induced to converse with a number

of farmers on the subject. One remarked, “my mother kept

a number of horses on the plantation, and now 1 can

understand why it was that her horses were healthy and

she seldom lost any by disease, while our neighbors had

, sickly horses and often lost them. I frequently noticed our

horses eating the China berries, as there was a number of

the trees growing in the horse lot.” Another one stated,

“I save, each year, China berries, and keep some always

in my feed trough and my horses are not troubled with

worms.”
Such is the concurrent testimony of a number of others

! respecting the use of the China Tree, for the purpose of

expelling worms from horses. I intend to plant the trees

in my horse lot. Respectfully,

Zelotes H. Mason, M.D.
Dahlonego., Ga., August-, 1855.

BLIND STAGGERS IN HORSSS-GOEEECTION.

Editors Southern Cultiv.^tor—In your August num-

ber, under the caption of “Blind Staggers in Horses—

a

cure,” I notice several typographical errors. One, per-

haps, should be corrected, as I would have my informant

correctly reported, though the result might not be difficult.

In the part alluded to, instead of “well heai-ed^^ with an

equal portion of common salt, it should read, ^'wcU beaten,'^

&c. I am aware that I write a hand very difficult to read,

I

and am pleased that your compositor, in the letter I have

written for your paper, has been so correct.

Respectfully, H. J. A.
Toulon, August, 1855.

CROPS nT ALABAMA—HEDGES—OSAGE ORANGE,
CHEROKEE ROSE, CRATAEGUS

I PYRACANTHA, &C.

I
Editors Southern Cultivator—Our prospects for

I

crops of both cotton and corn, are now promising— the

I

corn crop is now safe beyond contingencies, and will be

I

the best ever made in this section. I mean by this that

there is more than the usual quantity of land planted in

!
corn, and it is good on every variety of soil. Much of the

cotton did not come up before the middle of May, but

i that which did come up early is looking unusually well,

I

while the late crop is now beginning to grow off.

1 am astonished that one of your taste in rural matters

!

should prefer the Osage Orange to all other plants for a

hedge. For my part I much prefer the Cherokee Rose to

the Osage Orange. 1 have seen hedges 12 feet high of

the latter in Texas, growing in the wild unpruned state,

[

and they present an uncouth, jagged, naked appearance,

not at all “a thing of beauty,” though a very effeciive bai-

I

tier to any kind of depredators. But so is the Cherokee

[

Rose formidable to slock, while with its evergreen leaves

I

and flowers of snow, it is beautiful. Unlonuo-

ately it has never received the care, as it needs little,

wliich is bestowed on other liedges. i have the Crataegus

Pyracantha, growing finely, five years old last spring, and

it is a very peifect hedge in every sense of the word, and
is strong and tough, protected v/iih thorns, which renders

it an object of terror to little darkies, its delicate white-

flowers in spring and scarlet berries in autumn and green,

leaves in wintrr, render it always attractive,while it is the

receptacle of all the eggs on the plantation— the Turkeys,

Guineas and Shanghais, all resorting to it. I have about

400 yards of this hedge and will recommend it as a good
hedge for any enclosure, planiation or garden. I can

gather several bushels ofseed in a short time, and if any of

your subscribers wi.sh to experiment with it I will send a

lew of the seed to any one who will subscribe to the Cot -

ton Planter published at Montgomery by Brittain &>

Blue, or who will procure a new subscriber to the South-

ern, OidUvaior. Truly yours,

Jenkins,

Montgomery, Ala., July, 1855.,

Remarks.—We have keard^try favorable accounts of

Cherokee Rose Hedges in Alabama and Mississippi,on rich

prairie soils, where they were allowed to spread several

yards in width, and as many high
;
but we never saw u.

hedge of that plant that came up to our notion of what a

defensive and ornamental hedge should be. The strag-

gling, trailing growth of the Cherokee Rose seems to us a

radical defect, so far as fitness for a hedge is concerned.

The plants are not strong enousk to bear their own weight,

and hence it is impossible to keep it in trim shape and

within bounds, without furnishing a support for it. We.

are not by any means insensible to the beauty of its ever-

green foliage and delicate flowers
;
but these are shared in

an equal degree by many other pknts; among which

may be mentioned the Macartney Rose, which is of a

closer and den.ser habit. There are a multitude of plants

that seem well adapted to hedging, and experience can

only enable us to decide upon the best. The Osage Orange

—'with its vigorous growth; toughness and density of

woody fibre; dark, rich, glossy foliage, and formidable

thorns—would be perfect if it wes an evergreen, Tho

“wild, unpruned” hedge, seen by our correspondent in

Texas, cannot, of course, be regarded as a fair specimen. A
hedge is mainly an artificial production, and its beauty is

entirely dependent upon the taste and skill of the grower.

The CraicegMs Pyracantha promises well
;
but it is not a

really handsome evergreen—the foliage often assuming a

dingy or coppery hue, which detracts greatly from it.s

beauty. We had never thought of its economical uses,

as a hen's nest, until “Jenkins” alluded to it; but, query,

is it not a perplexing and hand scratching operation to

hunt out and secure the said eggs? We should greatly

prefer the regular poultry-house fixtures as a receptacle

for the “hen fruit” yielded by cur “biddies.” The Jujube

tree would make a very beautiful and formidable hedge,

but it is yet quite rare. We shall, in a future number,

publish an article on Hedges from the Horticulturist, with

some remarks on the adaptation of the several plonls men-

tioned, to the South. Our correspondent and others will

oblige us by contributing further notes of their experience,

for publication.—

E

ds.
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CEOPS IF AEKAFSAS—PLOWING- IN TIME OF DEY
V/EATHES, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In consequence of

the great failure of the corn crops last year, there was
more wheat sown in Arkansas last fall than ever before

in one season
;
the yield has been better than usual; so

that, Vv'hereas corn and corn meal have been selling for

months past at ffom 5?! 50 10 $>2 per bushel, wheat can

.now be bought (and that of the best quality) at S'l per

bushel. So, you see, that the suffering wliich was at the

doors of many people has been dispelled.

Corn crops are generally more promising than usual,

which is in part owing to the continued dry weather in

the months of March, April and May. If May had given

us anything near the quantity of rain that we had in the

corresponding month of last year, and had been followed

with the amount of rain we have had in June, our crops

would now be suffering severely. The reason is this: a

great quantity of rain in May would have saturated and

baked the ground together compactly, which would have

rendered the land unfit for enduring the dry weather in

June; on the other hand, during the dry months of

March, April and May our fields have been repeatedly

and thoroughly plowed, the land has been'kept loose and

light, consequently the unprecedented heat which we ex-

perienced in April and May did not penetrate the loose

and well plowed soil so as to evaporate the moisture

therefrom. During all this month, though we have had

but little rain, the plow and the hoe easily found their

way to moist earth
;
hence our crops have not suffered.

What is the secret taught by these facts '? It is the

same which was preached for ten years by old Edmund
Ruffin, through the Farmer^s Register, and has been

again and again repeated to the many readers of the

Southern CuUivator through its richly filled columns : that

a thoroughly and deeply plowed soil, and that kept in

loose condition, will endure a drouth which cannot be

successfully met by a hard, badly tilled surface.

I have been away from home the most of my time for

nearly two years past, so that I have not had an oppor-

tunity to read the Cnltixator as regularly as 1 wished, but

do not value its contents the less on that account.

I have made daily Meteoric Notes at my residence dur-'

ing several years past, in part for my own amusement,

and in part for their publication, hoping that some useful-

ness might be derived ffom them. If you would consider

such matter worth a place in your paper I propose to fur-

nish extracts from my tables for its columns
;

if not, my
feelings shall not be moved at a rejection of my proposi-

tion. Yours truly, Allen Martin.

]Sear Little Rock, Arkansas, July, 1855.

Remarks,—We shall be much pleased to receive the

notes alluded to by Mr. Martin, for publication.

—

Eds.

This article was unavoidly crowded out of our

September number, but we hope its suggestions may still

be of some value to our readers :

SEGUEING COEN AND COEN FODDSS.

INIaize being the most important agricultural staple of

the United States, how to gather and secure for future use

its various products, are questions of universal interest,
j

The amount of corn badly damaged in the field and in the

crib, and the annual loss sustained by the unwise manage-

ment,’ or perfect neglect of the blades, stalks and shucks of

this plant; can only be appreciated by those who are fa-

miliar with this department offarm economy as it is prac-

ticed over our widely extended republic. In some places,

autumnal sickness, to a serious extent, prevents farmers

trom ppying that timely care to securing fodder, and even

corn itself, which they would otherwise give to this crop.

Fall plowing for sowing wheat, rye, barley, oats and grass

seed, often interfered with corn-harvest, and the extensive

curing of nutritious forage from this great American cereal

at the season when that labor ought to be performed.

Whatever cause may induce the cultivator to neglect any

part of this most useful plant, such neglect impairs in no
degree the intrinsic value either of the grain or offal of

maize.

Judging from the experience and practice of extensive

corn-growers in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Ken-

tucky, where we have seen corn sold at ten cents a bushel

or fifty cents a barrel, it can be best shucked in the field

from the hill, and thrown into the capacious body of a

large wagon, which is moved along by a team as the

hands advance, and clear a given number of rows. There

is quite as much slight-of-hand and professional art in

shucking corn as there is in picking cotton.

Where the saving of shucks is an object, corn should be

early gathered, that the shucks may be taken out of the

weather at the earliest practicable moment. The same re-

marks apply to the early gathering of blades and topping

of stalks. In order to make the most of the crop for forage,

the whole is cut up near the ground at the North, while the

plants are yet green, just after the seeds are glazed. The
grain matures in the shock, while the fodder is worth for

feeding stock quite as nouch as the corn, being housed

as soon as it is cured. Every year we are amazed at the

waste of money by Southern farmers in allowing their

grain crops to stand for weeks and montlis in the fields

where they grew, in small stacks or shocks. In this way,
wheat, rye and oat straw is nearly ruined for all feeding
purposes

;
and corn forage fares no better. This unac-

countable disregard ofone’s best interest in valuable crops,

after they have been grown and half harvested, is the
main cause of so much poor stock in all the planting
States. Cattle, horses, mules, sheep and hogs must have
good treatment every day of their lives, before they can
approach perfection in form, and the highest profit to the
owner and breeder. Corn-plants, raised expressly for for-

age, cut, cured and housed at the right time, make cheap
and excellent hay, equal to the best that is ever made from
timothy, or any other grass. With first-rate management,
the capabilities of corn for feeding man and all his domes-
ticated animals can hardly be over-estimated. Indeed, it

approaches so nearly to a free gift of Nature, that many
appear to think that the harvest ofcorn may be indefinitely

postponed without loss in fodder or grain. Pulling fod-

der and putting it up in small stacks to stand for months,
is bad economy. Eveiy plant and leaf, cured as forage,

ought to be immediately put into a large stack, if circum-
stances prevent its being well housed. A large stack, if

properly constructed, will keep corn blades, stalks and
shucks nearly as well as a barn. We have seen sixty

tons put into a single stack, which was still further pro-

tected by a covering of straw. Of course, juicy corn stalks

will rot if put up in this way; but when duly dried, they
will keep as well as a bundle of dry blades, or one of
wheat. Timely care and proper industry are greatly

needed in making the most of a crop of corn. Those of
our readers who are feeding hogs for market, should push
them now, and get them early to the consumer

;
for meat

will fall in price in a few months. L.
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AGKICUITTJRAL PROSPECTS SOUTH—THE CROPS, &C.

The Columbia Carolinian of August 25, says: “One

bale of new cotton was received yest|rday^by the Green-

ville and Columbia Railroad from the plantation of Capt.

T. Q. J. Robertson of this District, and bought by Richard

Anderson at 121^ cents, weight 508 lbs.; quality middling

fair.”

A correspondent of the Savannah Journal Courier

writing from near Forsyth, Monroe county, Ga., under

date of the August 22d, says that the cotton crop, though

subject still to many drawbacks, is looking remarkably

well, and promising much the largest crop ever made.

Another correspondent of the same paper, writing from

Tallahassee, Fla., under date ofAugust 20, says

:

“ Our crops are not equal to the promise we had a few

weeks since. Many fine looking stalks of corn are found,

since they have been stripped of their blades, to offer no-

thing but an overgrown shoot
;
and although the crop is

ample for the consumption of the country, it will not be

near so large as we at once anticipated.

“ The cotton crop has shedded much from excessive

rains in July and the early part of August, and now, from

a sudden cessation, accompanied by a burning sun, the

earth is hard and crusted, and the old lands are threaten-

ed to rust badly. I do not consider my prospect to-day

good for more than two-thirds of what it was three weeks

since. Whether my neighbors are as bad off as myself I

know not.”

The Eutaw (Ala.) Observer of the 18th of August

says

:

“The wet weather during the two weeks preceding

this, caused the cotton to shed a great many squares, and

many places we hear the boll-worm has done great harm.

But if the present weather continues, we are informed

there will be an unusually fine crop. Many planters will

commence picking next week, and if we felt competent to

make a suggestion, we would say there is as much in

gathering a crop as there is in making it, A great many
good farmers neglect this important part of the year’s

work, and the consequence is, the fall rains set in, about

the time the first opening should have been housed, and

then it is trashy and clings to the burr, and a hand can-

not pick near as much in a day. The cotton picked early

is nicer and brings invariably a better price
;

if our farm-

ing friends would have three or four apartments, and keep

the different pickings separate, it would more than pay

them for the trouble. The cotton thus separated should

be ginned and picked to itself. But it is the custom of

many to pay little regard to this matter, and the loss is in

the sale of the cotton.”

The Shreveport (La.) Gazette 11th of August.,

reports the crops doing well. Rain had fallen in abun.

dance and the weather was pleasant.

The Homer (Clairborne parish. La.) Advocate of the 8th

of August, says

:

“Our cotton crop is suffering very much for want of

rain. The corn crop is made, such as it is. It is now
generally conceded that there will not be a full average

crop of either corn or cotton made in this parish this sea-

son.”

The Natchitoches Chronicle of the 11th of August

says :

“ Our planters are now busily engaged in picking cot-

ton
;
from all appearances we think the crop in our parish

will prove an average one. A sufficiency of corn has been

made.”

A letter to the Concordia Intelligencer from Black

River, Concordia parish, says:

“The crop of corn in this section of the parish will be
uncommonly large this year. The rains interferred some
with the curing of fodder, but still enough has been secured

for ordinary consumption.

“The cotton crop has suffered from the rains—many
forms and young bolls have' shedded off, and the showers

have caused some blooms to fall in consequence of wet-

ting the inside and producing a formation which destroyed

the nascent boll. The rust has also damaged some fields

more than has formerly been known here. Recently the

rot has made its appearance here in the cotton fields, and

is continuing to spread and increase, as it usually has

done in former years.”

The Point Coupee Echo, of the 18th of August, says.'

“Visiting, a short time since, both the upper and lower
portion of our parish, we had an opportunity of seeing the

condition of the crops On the Archafalaya they are

looking finely, and rarely have we seen such crops of cot-

ton. Sufficient rains had fallen to greatly benefit both the

corn and cotton, and the yield of the former has been
larger than anticipated.

“On the Grosse Tete, we are sorry to say, the rot has
made its appearance on some of the places, but not to

any considerable extent. Quite a number of the planters

have commenced picking their cotton, and some of them
in gathering their corn find that they have made more
than they have room for. Those who, on account of the

drouth, were compelled to plow up their first crop and
re-plant, have succeeded remarkably well. The second

crop is looking extremely well and promises a yield supe-

rior to that planted several months previous.”

The Memphis Whig of the 14th of August says:

—

“From almost every portion of this region of the cotton

growing country we hear very favorable reports of the pros-

pects of the crop, which is now fast maturing and open-
ing, ready for the pickers to commence operations in the

field. While the growth is very luxuriant, the stocks are

well filled from top to bottom with bolls, blooms and
squares, and the more matured bolls are opening rapid-

ly.”

The Vicksburg V/hig of the 18th of August says :—

“We have conversed with several planters living in the

vicinity during the last week in I’elation to the growing
cotton crop. They are all of the opinion that the crop

will be a short one. They say the late dry weather on
the hill lands has caused all the late blooms to fall off

—

consequently, there is no cotton on the stalk only what is

nearly matured—therefore, the picking season will soon

be -over, and the crop alight one. We believe the river

lands are all more or less affected in the same way.”

Bear Grass.—The Pilatka (Fla.) Sun says:—“Dr.

Sweaberg and another gentleman have been sojourning

in our town a few days, on their return from an explora-

tion of the country on the river above this place. They
selected this season as the most unfavorable that they

might see the worst condition of the country. The ob-

ject of Dr Sweaberg is to establish a number of German
families, to cultivate the Bear grass and Sisal hemp, which
he believes can be profitably cultivated for cordage and
sail-cloth. The bear grass can be cheaply prepared by a

chemical process so as to be of very fine fiber, from which
a very good quality of cloth is fabricated.

He is satisfied with the country and the precticability

of the enterprise. We were not before aware of the value

of the bear grass, and are inclined to think it possible that

at no distant day it may equal in value the cotton crop

now shipped fiOin East Florida.
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NORTH DEVON BULL,

‘^FKANK QUARTLY/’^^ (205),

BriED by J\!r. Joiu^r Q,1'arti.v. Winner of the 1st prize as tin ag^ti Bnll at the New York State Show in 1854.
fei prize as a two-year old at the New York State Show in iBOd. and Ut prize ot the Atnericau institute in l85S.
:Si««5€! by Earl of Exeter (3-8), sire Baronet (G), dam Curly (961, by Favorite (4o), &.c.

Catted March, l85t , Bred by Mr, John Q'JAaTi.Y, of MoHand, Devon. Property of and selected by L. G. Morris,
»» Toi’dham, IVew York, in 1859'.

Sire, Earl of Exeter (38), gvandsire Baronet (6); dam Curly (96) by Favorite (43), grand dam Pretty Maid (366),
dam Curly, great great grand dam CMd Curly.

B.—Curly and her dara' were esieouicd by Mr. Fra.n’cis Quartly two of the best cows he ever bred.

-^Davy's D€<i’'on Rcrd Book.

BYE MiB B.aB,LSY FOE WmiSE FAST17EAGE.

LivtNG'in about thie same latitude as your correspon-

dent in Texas who is desirous of knowing the qualities of

and Barley for winter pasturage, and having had

3010© experiertoc in winter pasturage, I will give lam the

hoj3ing it may have the effect to induce further ex-

perience among some of your numerous readers in this

tisetiora.

I have ascertained Ci'om experiments that September a5:!d

€k;itober are the best sea.sons for sowing rje and bariey for

ipi'mter pasturage. And if sown in rich soil it will be

s&itable for pasturing in January, and can be constantly

jjastiired until April or May, when it. becomes tough, and

'jibov/E a tendency to go to seed. It should then be turned

witlja large plow 8 or 10 indies deep, and the land

»i?i be in a good condition for a summer crop. If the

ry® h left to go to seed the .straw is of little value and it is

Ti-©2 liked by stock, and has out litde nutriEnent. As re-

gasQs the comparative value of rye and baidey, rye has

psefgrence, being more tender and nutritious. Biirley has

tiit® advantage of a more rapid growth at fir t, but it decays
-miles and does md grtiw a.s tctpidly as the rye after hav
ref; been fed off, and d-e rye is j (referred by stock

l.&ad, a few year.s since, a field of rye and one of bar-

Ti^.a.t'»joining The enclosure was open so (hat the stock

ce^jid feed itiLoth or either, tursd, I found (hey ate tlie rye

off close to the ground, v,'hilst tiie barley was from 6 to 8
trsches higli. I also tried the experiment of keeping a
milch cow for a week on the different pastures, and I

found the week’s p>asture on the rye had the preference
both in quantity and quality of milk and butter, since
which titne I have abandoned the barley pasture and only
sown rye, I have also been experimenting with several
of the northern varieties of grasses, such as Timothy,
Os-chard grass, Kentucky Blue grass, Lucerne, Red and
White Clover, kalian Rye grass, Iverson Rescue, and the
South American Evergreen. The seed of the latter I pro-
cured last fall froin Dr. N. B. Cloud, editor of the Ameri-
can Cotton P!a'!itci% and which 1 am inclined to think is

the best adapted to our section of any of the varieties I

have tried Although the past winter has been a very
unpropitious season for grasses, having been very dry
and colli, still this variety has continued to grow, and af-

forded good pasturage all the spring, and is still looking
well, iiuving now commenced to go to seed. I intend
saving all the seed I can for further experitnents this fall.

My experiments with red and white clover have also been
very satisfactory, and have convinced me tiiat, with the

use of proper fertilizers and care in preparing the ground,
we can grow as fine crops of clover here as in any other
part of (lie Union. I sowed my clover alinuf the first of
November last, which, by (he by, is aiiout one month
since, ;uid it is now from 8 (C 10 inches high, and in bloom ;

but to get a good stand of clover for a permaKeiit winter
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pasture, it should not be pastured the first year, i am al-

so cultivating a native summer grass I found in my garden

and intend saving the seed, T have just measured a stalk

of it, which measured 4 feet 8 inches, and is very tender

and juicy, and I am inclined to think it a superior sum-

mer grass.

I am convinced from my observations and experiment,

that, with the proper fertilizers and cultivation, ours is

the great grass growing section ol the United Slates, and

if the eastern people who have for years past furnished

this section with hay, could make one half the quantity to

the acre that we can from our native grasses, they would

have made fortunes by the trailic
;
but the high price the

eastern hay commanded here the past few years, has di-

rected the attention ofa fi3w to the cultivation of the dif-

ferent varieties ol ibreign and native grasses, and I hope

the results of these experiments v/i!l prove so favorable

that in a few years such an article as eastern hay will not

be found or known in our markets, P. B. Pomekoy,
[tVi Country Goillemaii.

MobiLc,Jiine2b, 1855.

HOG RANGES,

When you speak to a cotton planter about raising his

own meat, and enough to supply his doctor, merchant,

blacksmith, &c., he will, without hesitation, tell you that

it will not pay. He can make more by planting cotton,

even if he has to buy his own meat, or the greater part of

it. This we admit is true, wiien cotton ranges at better

prices than at present, provided he iias to feed liis hogs

exclusively on corn and peas. But we do not admit the

necessity of tliis process of making bacon. Tiiere is a

much cheaper process tlian this opened to ai! the planters

of this counti y, and a better one than to make cotton, and

pay freight to Savannah, and then pay freight on hogs

from Tennes.see. Some of our cotton planters have long

since got a partial insigiit into this p’an, and the result

lias been that they arc much better oil’ than those who buy
their own bacon. The most llirifty planters in Hancock,
are those who raise their own Hour and pork, at the risk of

raising less cotton, and yet there is a plan by which they

can raise it much cheaper than they do.

Every farmer should have a hog range attaclied to his

farm. It should have a good stream of running water,

and might embrace from ten to one hundred acres, accord-

ing to the amount of pork to be raised. The major part

should be a forest which would answer tiia double pur-
pose of raising timber for wood and acorns for your hogs.

All the undergrowth should be cut out and burned. The
dead trees cut down and split for wood and rails, as well

us all the thick growth of saplings, pines, gums, dog-

woods, and in fact all but oaks, hickories, walnuts, mul-
berries, persimmons, &c. The oaks .should not stand

thick, but let in plenty of air and sun, and they will bear

much better One oak siandiu'r thus isolated will bear

as much as half a dozen crowded. Particular attention

should be paid to persimmon trees, in saving all that might
bear. They will prove of immense value.

Now for the orchard part. As many as you please.

Plant plum trees that will ripen in May, June and July
and some even later, in squares six feet each way, and
they will soon cover the ground. Set out peach trees ten

feet each way, of such kinds a.s vdll ripen from June to

October, and try and plow them twice a year if po.ssible,

and you will have fruit that will gladden the heart of a
porker. Farmers who will begin this fail by tran.s-

pianiing all the volunteer peach trees about their premises
will, in three years, have a 6ne orchard for their hogs.

With such a ling range, the farmer would have but little

need to make drafts upon his crib, only in quantities to

keep his hogs tame. The acorns, hickory nuts, &.c.,

would keep them during the winter and Bpring, and

peaches, with the gleaning of the oat and wheat feelds,,

would keep them till fall. Then the pea crop and the

simmons would bring them up lo acorn lime again. Pei-

tatoes,. ground pea.s, turnips, mulberries,' blackbemcs:,

muscadines, would help, and the result would be, in-

stead ol sending olf hundreds annually to Kentucky

Tennessee for pork, it would return into your own pockets

in various ways. You wottid not only save your bacot',

but you would increase the value of your farm, the amovw!!*!.

of such a firm, with no such appendage. V/ho will try

it?

—

Central Gcarginn.

^iiTEEAT CTLTURE—BLIJE STONE OR RLU2
ICE HOUSES, &0.

EDiTons SouTHEiiN CuL^rivuTOR—-Having but

years exnericnce in farming, and one only in the cukare

of wheat, 1 desire some particular information in regard [«•

that article, since my ed’orts ihi« year have been atteaded

with a total tailure. J observe from the July number

the Cuiliuator that you intend answering the inquiries of

a corre.‘pondeni in Loui.siapu relative to the subject; Ut

wliich time you will highly favor me if you are able to*

explain ihecaui'e of smut in Wheat and how it may he

obviated.

I itave made many ittquiriss, but it has not been sabs*

factorily accounted ;br to rne. isawa communication

iVom a Southern Planter, in the Mc'/nphis Appeal, recora-

mending the use of blue vitriol as a soak— 1 lb. to four

or live bushels, soaked J iiours—which course i pursued

sowed the Kith oi Noveinbcr, which, 1 w-as aware, wac
too late by one month, or more, perhaps; hut not know-
ing at the time how to .sow it in cotton avithout injuring

if, was induced to put k oil until the cotton was piekccs

out.

Some persons tell me that blue ston.c and vitriol are Gne

and the same thing, which is possible, only that vkrio¥,

possesses much greater strength, i paid four times the

price of blue stone for iL

1 also desire that you re- publish the at tide in regard

the construction of cheap and efficient ice houses, for tlic

benelit of new subscribers. Hoping to obtain some inlbr-

malion from yourself or some practical farmers, beliewujiig;

as ido that “in a muiiiiude of counselors there i.s safety,” I

subscribe myself,

Yours v/ith the highest esteem,

F-Eliuious LmsHT?..

R.a3.i.A RRs --Our article on Wheat will be foundin present;

number. The article oti Ice Houses was published in our

August number. You used too much Blue Stone. Ott«

ounce and a quarter in solution, is sufiicient for a busheS

of seed wheat—sleep for an hour, and dry by .spreading

out, before sowim;.—Ens.

AcRicunTunE in Michioan.—The Agricultural College

at Lan.sing, the capital of Michigan, is a new experimeuL
The State has purchased a farm of T30 acres, with the in-

tention of establishing a regular college thereon, in whkh
all branches ofknowicdge connected with agriculture wiB
be taught free of expense for tuition. Every Legislative

district is to send a number of stndents, who shall not.

only study, but they shall also actually work four hours &
day.

Corn from Africa.— 'i’he £n.'t-on 'Pravcllcr -says:

—

“We nave before us a sample ofeorn, from a lo' 292 bags,

brought to this city a few days since, from Winnebah,
coast of Africa. The importation of this useful article

from that quarter, is a circtwrislance we had never before

heard ol. The corn resembles our white Southern oorn^

nut the kernels are somewhat srnalier. it is said lo

well”
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Galls on Horses.

—

A writer in the Wool Grower

says:—“ A cooling application that will toughen the skin

before use, and prevent inflammatory action when used,

is what is needed for the work-horse. From long experi-

ence, I have found these results to follow the use of spirits

saturated with alum. I keep a bottle ofalum and whisky
in the stable and bathe the part pressed by the hames, or

breast collar, and also the back, for several days before

the horses commence their spring work, and also along

through the season occasionally, when tliere is special

danger of scalding the breast. I have thus passed entire

seasons, employing constantly not less than five horse

teams in farming uses, and have not lost the service of a

horse a single day, for years together, on account of sore

back or breast. This remedy will enable a sore to heal,

although the animal continues in constant use.”

We publish the following by request of the author,

and commmend its suggestions to the consideration of our

readers

:

AGRICTTLTT7EAL EDUCATION.

Columbus, ^Oth March, 1855.

Rev. C. P. B. Martin—Dear Sir ;—Your esteemed favor

of the 17th inst., has been received. You will please ac-

cept my thanks for the concern which you are manifest-

ing in the promotion of the great agricultural interests of

the country. I think your plan is not only beautiful in

theory, but well suited to impart valuable information,

and perfectly practicable in its adaptation to the wants of

the country. It is difficult, however to anticipate what

public sentiment will approve, and it occurs to me that it

might be well to elicit expressions of opinion by a little

agitation of the subject before the public, and I, therefore,

suggest the propriety of publishing your letter, and tender

to you the privilege of the columns of the Soil ofthe South

for such additional thoughts as you may desire to offer, in

support of the plan. This will probably draw out others,

and in this way, the whole subject may be discussed

and the public mind be prepared for its adoption. I have

not thought sufficiently on the subject to very confidently

offer an opinion, but should be glad to have the question

examined, and see some move made for the training of the

young men of our country, to meet the emergency which

our wretched systems of culture has forced upon us. You

will please excuse me for not saying more on this subject

now, as it is one which concerns the whole country, and I

hope you will consent to let them have the benefit ofwhat

either of us have to say,

I am very respectfully, your obedient servant,

James M, Chambers.

Synodical College, April 1855.

CoL. Chambers—Dear Sir :—Having reflected upon the

suggestion of your note to allow my letter to you of March

17th to go into the Soil of the South, I have concluded to

submit it to you for publication, hoping that by so doing,

it may contribute, at least so far as suggestions are con-

cerned, to the awakening of thought and deeper interest

among the people of the State upon the subject of which

it treats—Agricultural Education.

Yours, very truly,

Carlisle P. B. Martin.

Col. James M. Chambers—Dear Sir:—The interest

you have manifested in efforts to promote agricultural im-

provement and the opportunity your position as editor of

the Soil of the South has given you to judge correctly con-

cerning tlie practicability of the plans which may be en-

tered upon for that purpose, induce me to address you

and ask your opinion respecting the probable success of

&n enterprise, which I have long desired to carry into

operation
;
bnt concerning the success of which, though all

agree as to its desirableness and usefulness, there has never-

theless obtained among my friends, to whom I have sub-

mitted my plan a difference of opinion. The enterprise,

to which I refer is a scientific and practical college con-

nected with Agriculture. That you may be able to form

a correct judgment concerning the enterprize, I will lay

my plan before you a little more fully :

first item.
' The Course ofStudy.

T. The English Language.—hi its Orthography, its

Grammar, its Rhetoric, its Logic.

II. The Earth.—Its Geography, Mineralogy, Geology

and Chemistry.

III. Number and Quantity.—Embracing Arithmetic,

Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Surveying, Civil En-
gineering.

IV. Natural and Moral Science.—Embracing Natural

Philosophy, Meteorology, Botany, Chemistry, Agricul-

tural Chemistry, Ethics.

V. Intellectual Philosophy, Political Economy.
VI. Ancient and Modern Languages, when desired.

SECOND ITEM.

In connection with the Institution, I propose to have a

Farm, say, oftwo hundred acres of land, to be cultivated

in the most careful and scientific manner, and every ope-

ration of the farm to be made the subject of daily ob-

servation and note by the students. A regular note-book is

to be used by each student for the daily record of every

operation, and an hour each day is to be appropriated for

farm inspection as much as for recitation in the school-

room. Observations will also be made and notes taken

concerning the weather, the amount of rain, and other

phenomena in meteorology.

I do not deem it necessary to enter into a minute expla-

nation of the application or the carrying out of this plan

in detail to you, for you will at once perceive that it em-
braces the character of the soil, the kind of manures used,

and the manner ofpreparing them, as also the mode and
time of applying them

;
the manner of plowing, the kind

of plow
;
the time of plowing

;
the time and manner of

planting
;

the culture
;
the result.

The carrying out of the plan just sketched will be a

scientific school, for all the knowledge acquired would be

classified, science being clasified knowledge; it would
also be api-actical school, for all the knowledge acquired

would be at once applied. Agricnltural Chemistry, in

some form or other, would be a subject of daily study.

With the smaller students, such a text book as Johnston’s

“Agricultural Catechism” would be used, and with the

larger or more advanced scholars Gray’s Agricultural

Chemistry, or some other of equal value, as Johnston’s

Leibig’s, Waring’s, &c.

I do not propose to make it a Manual Labor School ;

the labor of the farm is to be performed by farm hands as

on any other plantation. The Farm and all operations

thereon are, so far as the school is concerned, merely for

observation, illustration and experiment. It is to be tlie

great laboratory of the school—it is to be its “cabinet”

and “herbarium.” This being the case, you at once per-

ceive that Botany, Mineralogy, Geology and Agricultural

Chemistry will be taught practically.

I do not propose in this communication any argu-

ment to show the advantages, distinctive and characteris-

tic, which must result from an education conducted on this

plan. They lie so apparent, it seems to me, upon the

very surface of the system, that I only wonder that all tlie

schools in the land have not been modeled upon this prac-

tical idea. I will, however, simply add the remark, that

the distinctive characteristics of the plan of education I

propose, 3X0 observation, expeiiment 3.06
.
practical applica~

tion. For this purpose, in addition to the facilities aftbrd-
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ed the students in their regular duties on the farm grounds,

I would have them make annual excursion, for botanic

and geological study. 1 wish to see a system of educa-

tion established which shall develop more fully the powers

of observation, of correct reasoning, ofjust analysis and

of drawing correct conclusions from the facts observed

and the analysis made. And would not the system I am

I

laying before you accomplish these ends 1 Is it not based

j

upon the true Baconian Philosophy, of induction of prin-

jl
ciples and practice from observed facts 1 Who can esii-

j

mate the amount of useful knowledge a youth would ac-

1
quire in three or four years, say from fourteen to eighteen

years of age, under such a system of observation and ex-

:)
periment as I have mentioned 1 Would he not know

2 arithmetic 7 Could he not survey a fields Would he

“ not be familiar with Botany, Mineralogy, Geology, and

;;

Chemistry 7 Would he not be familiar with the compo-

-i
sition of soils and manures 7 and of plants and grains 7

I; We have had exhibited in Georgia within the past

;

year, a noble illustration of the high estimation in which

i

agricultural knowledge is held by one of our most dis-

j

tinguished citizens. I allude, of course, to the liberal en-

: dowment of the Terrell Professorship in the State Univer-

sity for Agricultural Chemistry by Dr. Terrell, of Sparta.

I can speak of this donation, so fur as the ayiimns of the

endowment is concerned, in none other than in terms of

the highest commendation, but I cannot think, however,

that the mode of applying it is altogether the most effec-

tive and best calculated to accomplish the end' desired.

Had the same amount of money been expended in found-

ing an Institution such as I have sketched, it does strike

me that it would have accomplished a much larger

amount of good. It is true, a learned and competent Pro-

fessor has been found in Dr. Lee to fill the Chair, yet we
know, that what we learn practically in all the sciences

—

Botany, ^Mineralogy, Geology and Chemistry—which

sciences are xhtfrayne v:ork and sonl of agriculture, is of

infinitely more value to us than the demonstrations of the

lecture room, however learned and beautiful. These, we
know are soon forgotten. What we most want to advance

the noble science of agriculture is the blending together of

the demonstrations of the lecture room and the demonstra-

tions of practice. Let the student see the operations as

well as learn the fact.

Much good sense is found in a short article in the Janu-

ary number of the Soil of the South, taken from the IVork-

ivs; Farmer, called “Agricultural Education.” Its recom-

mendations tally with my plan. Please let me hear from

you at your earliest convenience. If I have failed to make
myself fully understood, I shall be happy to write you
again. I am just out of bed from an attack of Neuralgia,

and I am scarcely able to write at all.

Very truly, your obedient servant,

Carlisle P. B. Martin,

Synodical College, Griffin, Ga., March, IS.3.5.

[Soil of the South.

CKOPS IN NORTH ALABAalA-

Editors Southern Cultivator— I have read your re-

qv;est—that your friends should send you brief accounts

ofthe condition of the growing crops from their respective

neighborhoods.

I have never written a line for an agricultural paper in

my life, but as I believe the farmers in this county are

just at this time too much engaged in politics to attend to

your request, or even their own farms, I have taken up a

feather just to tell you that we have now, after a long

drouth in the early part of the season, a very fine prospect
j

for an abundant crop of corn, if not of cotton. The corn

is well grown where it has been carefully tilled, and is
j

shooting and silking, and the rain is now pouring down
in torrents, and soaking well-plowed ground thoroughly,

which, for the month previous, has been sufficiently

watered; and the present rain will make an excellenJ

crop if we should get no more. Colton that was planted

early, say from the 6th to the 15th of April, looks fine, and
is blooming and boiling; but later cotton came up very

irregularly, and a good stand was not obtained till the

latter part of May, when a rain came and brought up the

seed. Of course the late planting cannot yield abundantly,

unless the fall season should be very propitious. The
wheat crop is harvested, and very abundant, more so than

for many years. Late oats are very good, and have gener-

ally been, or being, cut; but the winter or early variety,

owing to the unusual spring drouth, did not grow very

high nor head well. Yours truly. Junior.

North Alabama, July, 1855.

FOR FARMERS-ONE ACRE OF lAND.

Editors Southern Cultivator—If you think the fol-

lowing worthy of a place in the columns of your valuable

journal, insert it for the benefit of its numerous readers

:

4.8-iO square yards exactly one acre, neither more
or less, but the very thing itself

69.57 yards square, or C9 yards and inches each

way, is nearly one acre.

208.71 feet square, or 208 feet and 83^' inches each way,
is nearly one acre.

2,5043^ inches square is one acre nearly.

A piece of land 10 by 484 y'ards; or 20 by 242 y’ards
;

or.30 by lOli^ yards; or 40 by 121 yards; or 50 by
96 4-5 yards; or 60 by 80^ yards

;
or 70 by 69 1-7 yards

;

or 80 by 663^ yards; or 90 by 57 7-9 yards; or 100 by
48 2-5 yards, is exactly one acre, neither more or less.

Yours respectfu^lly, A. L. McC ..

Selkirk, S'. C., Sept., 1855.

ORIGIN OF VARIOUS TREES, PIA1>TTS AND SHRUBS.

AVheat was brought from the central table-land of
Thibet, where its representative yet exists as a grass, with
small, mealy seeds.

Rye exists wild in Siberia.

Oats wild in North Africa.

Barley exists wild in the mountains of Himalaya.
Millet, one species is a native of India, another of

Egypt and Abyssinia.

jMaize was brought from America.

Canary Seed from the Canary Islands.

Rice from South Africa, whence it was taken to India,

and thence to Europe and America.

Peas are of an unknown origin.

Lentils grow wild on the shores of'the Mediterranean.

Vetches are natives of Germany.
Chick-Pea was brought from the South of Europe.
The Garden-Bean from the East Indies.

The Horse-Bean from the Caspian Sea.

Rape-Seed and Cabbage grow wild in Sicily and
Naples.

The Poppy was brought from the East.

The Sunflower from Peru.

The Lupin from the Levant.

Flax or Linseed is, to Southern Europe, a weed in the

ordinary grain crops.

The Nettle is a native of Europe.

"Woad is a native of Europe.

Madder came from the East.

Dyer’s V/eed grov/s in Southern Germany.
Safflower came from Egypt.

Dill is an Eastern plant.

Hops, Mustard, and Caraway Seed com.e to perfection

as wild plants in Germany.

Anise was brought from Egypt and the East Archipela-
go.
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Coriander grows wild near the Mediterranean.

Saffron came from the Levant.

The Onion out of Tgypt.

C hickory grows wild in Geirnany.

Tobacco is a native of Virginia and Tobago; another
isipecies has also been f)und wild in Asia.

Hemp is a native of Persia and the East Indies.

The Garden Cress is from Egypt and the East.

The Currant and Goosebeny came from Southern
Europe.

The Peat and Apple from Europe.

The Cherry, Plum, Olive, and Almond came from Asia
Minor.

The Mulberry Tree from Persia.

The Peach and Walnut from the same.

The Quince from the Island of Crete.

The Citron from Media.

The Chestnut from Media.

The Pine is a native of America.

The Horse Chestnut from Thibet.

Celery originated in Germany,
The Chestnut came from Italy.

Parsley was first known in Sardinia.

Tiie Pear and Apple are from Europe.

The Spinach was first cultivated in Arabia.

The Gourd is probably an Eastern plant.

The Cucumber came from the East indies.

The Radish is a native of China and Japan,

Peas are supposed to be of Egyptian origin.

Plorse-radish came from the .south of Europe.

The Zealand flax shows its origin by its name.

Dyer’s weed is
f
peculiar to southern Germany,

The Jerusalem Artichoke is a Brazilian product,

The Cranberry is a native ofEurope and America.

The Parsnip is supposed to be a native of Arabia.

The Potatoe is a well known native of Peru and Mexi-

co.

The Whortleberry is a native of both Asia and Europe.

Buckwheat came originally from Siberia and Tartrry,

Linseed originally appeared as a weed in the ordinary

grain crops of southern Europe.

Turnips and Mangold Wurtzels, came from the shores of

the Mediterranean.

The white Turnip is supposed to be a native of Ger-

many.
The Can*ot is, by some, supposed to have been brought

from Asia, others, however, maintain it to be a native of

ibie same country as the turnip.

CoNPiDENCU IN One’s Self.—When a crisis befalls you
and the emergency requires moral courage and noble man-
hood to meet it, be equal to the requirements of the mo-

ment and rise superior to the obstacles in your path. The
universal testimony of men, whose experience exactly co-

incides with yours, furnishes the consoling reflection that

difficulties may be ended by opposition. There is no

iflessing equal to the possession of a stout heart. The
magnitude of the danger needs nothing more than a greater

©Sort than ever at your hands. If you prove recreant in

the hour of trial, you are the worst of recreants and de-

serve no compassion. Be not dismayed or unmanned,

when you should be bold and daring, unflinching and

resolute. The cloud whose threatening murmurs yoii

lisr with fear and dread is pregnant with blessing, and

the frown whose sternness now makes you shudder and

&emHe, will ere long be succeeded by a smile of bewitch-

ing sweetness a«d benignity. Then be strong and manly

;

laippose equal forces to open diflicullies
;
keep a stiffupper

tip, and trust in Providence. Ureafe?^
achieved by tJiose who are tried. Tlie condition W iHat

aclfievement is confidence ki one's —Richymnd
JposL

PEAS AHB S'WEET POTATOES FOR FATTENING HOGS.

Mr. Nathan Winslow, of Perquimons county, fattens

his hogs for slaughter and sale, as well as for his own con-

sumption, almost entirely on peas and sweet potatoes.

From the 1st to the 15th of September, the hogs are

turned on a pea field. At the same time, a small portion

ofsweet potato ground is close at hand, and the hogs are

turned therein every day. This is done because he deems
it better for the health of the hogs. Every night alternate-

ly the hogs are turned into the pea field and the potatoes

—new portions of the latter being brought in as the first

enclosed are exhausted. Thus kept on the peas and po-

tatoes alone (for he supposes they get very little from the

woods) the hogs become very fit. For change of food

and late in the tlittening, swill is added to the food, made
of turnips boiled with a little corn meal and seasoned with

salt. r. Winslow is confident that all the corn consumed
during the whole time of fattening does not exceed the

average of a peck for each hog. Therefore the fattening

is due in a very slight degree to corn, and almost entirely

to the peas and potatoes. Peas alone will fatten very con-

siderably, but not enough to make good pork. But with

potatoes the hogs are not only made very fat, but their fat

is even more firm and white than ot hogs fattened on com.
After cold weather requires that potatoes should be dug,

they are boiled before being fed to the hogs Mr. Wins-
low is a very large and successful raiser of hogs and seller

of pork I learn from others that his pork, fattened as

above stated, is deemed the best in the markets .—Smitkcrn

Planter. ^

LEVELING OE GRADING lliSTETJMENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator.—According to my
promise, I send you a description of a Leveling, or, more

properly, a Grading Instrument that I have invented. The

drawing that accompanies this communication represents,

as attached to a measuring compass, the part that I call

my invention. It is a figure of my own instrument as

first made, the compass having been made for its ordinary

use before I devised the attachment. I will tell what the

instrument consists of, and then describe my construction

of it. And from the description of the manner in which

it was constructed, it will be seen tliat its operation and

indications will necessarily be with mathematical accu-

racy :

It consists, first, of a compass that Strides thrsd feet

(This was the stride ofmy compass at first, and I prefer it
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to four or five feet, because three is a common measure of

both 13 and I5, which are the ordinary strides of the

rafter levels. And so the compass level can be used with

great convenience in connection with levels of 13 and of

15 feet stride.) The other parts are (see Fig. 1.) a, a flat

circular piece of pewter inches in diameter, of an

nch thick; a piece of brass hooping 1 1 inches long

tapered off at one end. and an inch wide at the other end.

(These parts, a and b, are connected with each other)
;
c

a graduated scale. Mine is divided into 24 parts— 12 on

each side from the centre, o. Nov/ see Fig. 2. It repre-

iFtg. 2 .)

sents the parts, a and b of Fig. 1— the letters of the two

figures correspond with each other. It also shows at a

piece of wiie passed at right angles through b, 9 inches

from it.s point, and soldered to b in that position. This

wire is about I inch long, and is finished at its ends with

a shoulder, the object of which will be seen further on
;
so

will the design of the bends in b, above the wire d. The

wire is of such size that after it is worked down to form

the shoulder, the round tenon resulting is as large as a

smiddling size brad- awl.

I proceed now to the construction. The cross-piece e

of the compass (Fig. I,) is to be mortised through from

top to bottom with a mortise inch wide, 3 or 4 inches

long. Through the centre of this cross-piece, crosswise

to the mortise, a hole is to be bored with inch centre-

bit. It is best to bore it before the mortise is made. After

the mortise is finished, the wood that lies above the bored

hole must be removed by sawing down from the upper

edge of the cross-piece two parallel strokes as far apart as

the diameter of the bored hole. Then provide two pieces

of brass hooping, about as wide as the cross-piece is thick

from top to bottom, and of equal length with it (though

2 inches longer than the mortise will answer.) Through

tire centre of these pieces drill a hole as large as a com-

rnon brad-awl. Drill several other holes for small screws,

making none within two inches of the central hole, guard-

ing, also, against any of the screw-holes being opposite to

each other. The central holes are next to be opened out

to one edge of the pieces by filing with the edge of a flat

file from the edge of the pieces down to the hole—guard

against the file’s running suddenly into the hole, and

tiiereby injuring the roundness of its opposite side. The

-two brass pieces being thus prepared, screw one of them

to one side of the cross-pieces, adjusting the central hole

exactly upon the bored hole in the cross-pieces, with the

notche from the central hole turned upward, so as to coin-

cide with the notch from the hole in the cross-piece. After

securing one brass piece to its place, put on the other on

the opposite side, and secure it like the former one. Be

particular to have the central holes opposite to each

other.

Next comes the pewter weight, a, and its attachment to

the index, b. To form it, take a cylindrical block, such

as merchants receive ribbons on, press the end of an

inch into earth, sufficiently moist to retain the impression

made
;
then, having melted the pewter, pour it into the

impression. A better form for the weight would be the

double convex, as being still less liable to disturbance by
wind in the direction that might affect its indications. By
a little management, the weight might be moulded upon

the index, b. But, if this should not be convenient, they

are easily connected by running a tenon saw into the

edge of the pewter weight, in the direction parallel with

its flat surfaces, as if the intention were to divide it into

two equal circular pieces. A half inch is deep enough to

run the saw. Now, slip the wide end of the inde.x into

the slit made in the weight and solder it there, or secure

it with two rivets. There must not be any motion be-

tween them after they are once fixed. The next step is to

make the hole in the brass piece, b, for the wire, d, (Fig,

2). It must be drilled at 10 inches from the point. The
wire to be passed through it must now be laid across the

two brass pieces on the sides of the cross piece of the

compass, and just at the notch or slit that runs into the

central holes. Its ends may there be accurately marktd
for the shoulders, and then the round tenons must be form-

ed on them. When the wire has been so prepared that it

will drop down into the slits and rest, with freedom to

turn, in the central holes, the shoulders preventing it from

moving much endwise, it may be taken out and passed

through the hole prepared for it in b^ allowing it to project

equally on both sides. In this situation let itbe soldered to

b. The weight could now be put through the mortise in

the cross-piece and suspended by the transverse piece in

the central holes, were it not that the upper end of the in-

dex, Zi, would be interfered with by the frame of the com-

pass. To obviate this, the piece h, must be bent twice,

as seen in Fig. 2. The first bend is just above the wire.

The second is made far enough from the first to admit of

the piece being restored, by this second bend, to its form-

er direction, without striking against the frame. It should

not be more than ^ of an inch from the first bend, how-
ever, ns the piece would be reduced too much in length.

The point o^b is now to be finished off at exactly 9 inches

from the (centre of the) transverse wire. A thin piece of
stuff, such as a piece of segar-box, is now to be secured

to the compass,* so that its upper edge shall be somewhat
above the point of the index, when the weight has been

passed down through the mortice, and the ends of the wire

are in their proper place, in the central holes of the two
brass pieces on the sides of the cross-piece. Now, with

a pencil held exactly at the point of the index b, an arc of

a circle must be described on the thin piece of wood, c.

At this stage of the work, it will be best to lay by the

instrument itself, and make a scale on a piece of paper, to

be transferred, in the manner I shall describe, to the scale

board, c. The straw-colored paper of which envelopes

are made, and which can be obtained from booksellers, is

excellent for work of this sort. It can be got in large

pieces without folds Provide a piece of this, or some
other paper, large enough to admit of a circle being des-

cribed on it by means of a pair of dividers opened to the

exact distance of 9 inches. In the absence of dividers,

carrying a pencil, the following is a convenient and cor-

rect mode of making the desired circle;—Take a piece of

stout paper (if it has been varnished, or covered with th«

solution of shellac, all the better)
;
cut a strip of it about as

wide as a finger, and lay down on it a rule or square

edgewise, so that the length of 9 inches can be accurately

dotted off on the paper. With the strip of paper still ly-

ing on a table or board, make a pin hole through each of

the dots. The holes will be nine inches apart, and you
will be prepared to make your circle of the size required,

ft will be much more convenient to have your paper

listened by the edges to a board or smooth table. Paste

will answer to fasten it with. Breathe some time upon
It; and while it is yet as moist as the breath can make it.

*I would recommend that this piece be covered by pa-

per secured to it by a solution of shellac in alcohol. And
vhen the instrument is finished, cover the paper and all

the scale-board (side and edges) with this same solu-

tion.
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paste the edges down. It will then lie evenly. Now,
take your strip of paper, and lay it on the paper you in-

tend to work on, placing one pin hole where you mean to

have the centre of your circle. Put a pin into that hole,

and tap it sufficienlty to make it stick in the table. Then
put the point of a pencil, well sharpened, through the

other pin hole, and by means of the pencil carrying the

paper around the pin, as a centre, describing the circle on

the paper. Now, from the centre of the circle draw a

line through the circumference, and another line across

this, just where this cuts the circumference. These two
lines must be drawn perpendicular to each other, and they

will necessarily be so, if the last one drawn intersects the

first just where the first crosses the circle, provided the

last just touches the outside of the circle. This, however,

must not be relied on as the means of making the lines

perpendicular, for, though true in theory, it is almost im-

D

C
{Fig. 3.)

practicable. In Fig 3 may be seen this part of the work,
with all the rest that is required to prepare the scale that

is to be transferred to the instrument. This figure is not

drawn on the same scale as Fig. 1 . For being designed

to show that equal divisions on the tangent becomes un-

equal on the arc, it was necessary to enlarge the scale.

It will also be seen by means of this figure that the differ-

ence between the first three or four divisions is scarcely

perceptible. And I have found that, with a 9 inch index

and inch divisions for 1 foot elevation or depression,

that one might easily fall into the error that they would
continue equal. But to proceed with the work, the line

A B is to be divided into quarters of inches, laying off the

divisions each way from the point of insertion with the

line C D. Then, with much precision, draw lines from

these several divisions on A B, to the centre of the circle.

The points where these lines cut the circle, are to be

transferred to the circle made on the scale-board, c, of the

compass. The best way to do this, is to cut your paper
from the board or table, and then, with a sharp pair of

scissors, to cut exactly around on the line that forms the

circle. The round edge, so obtained, is then to be laid up
to the circle on the scale and the divisions are to be dotted

off on the circle of the scale. But it is all-important that

the starting place of this scale be right. This is easily

found. Take your compass with its v/eight suspended as

in Fig 1, and set its feet on a floor. Mark around its feet,

on the floor, with a pencil. Without moving it, look at

the circle on the scale, c, and just where the index is at

,

the circle make a fine pencil-mark. Now lift up your com-
pass and place each foot of it on the floor, exactly where
the other foot stood when you made the pencil-marks on
the floor. Without moving the instrument, look again at

the circle and index. If the floor should happen to level

your index will be again at the same place on the circle,

and this place will be your starting point in marking ofT

your scale. If, however, (as in all probability will be the

case) the floor is not level your index will point to some
other place on the circle. Make a fine pencil mark here

also, as in the other trial. Now find the middle point be-

tween the two marks and dot it
;
this will be your stajrt-

ing place. Take the paper that you cut out, and place

its round edge up to the arc of the circle on your scale-

board, taking care to put the end of the line, that was
drawn from your centre to 0

,
exactly to the place that

you have found for your starting place, and d®t off your
divisions numbering them each way from the starting-

point, which must be marked 0. The instrument is now-

finished.

When its feet are set down, if one is an inch higher

than the other, the index will be at 1
,
on the side of the

higher foot, and will indicate a dilTerence of one inch in

three feet, or four in twelve, or five in fifteen. If you want
the divisions of your scale to be subdivided into halves

and quarters, this must not be done by making equal sub-
divisions on the scale itself

;
but they must be made equal

on the line A B, Fig. 3, and then treated like the other

divisions. This will put them on the circle of Fig. 3;
from which they may be transferred to the scale on the

compass.

I have given directions for making an instrument, the

compass of which strides three feet. For this reason, I

say make the length of the index, from the axis on which
it turns to its point, 9 inches, and then divide your line,

A B, into quarter's of inches. The principle on which this

ts done is as simple as it is mathematically correct—the

ratio of 9 inches (the radius of the circle in Fig. 3, and
also the length of the index and radius of the circle on
the scale-board) to 36 inches (the stride of the compass-

or radius of such a circle as it would describe) is 4; and
the ratio of of an inch to 1 inch is 4. The line B A, fig..

3, is a tangent of the circle in that figure; and a line

drawn from one foot of the compass (when standing on
the ground) perpendicular to the earth, is a tangent to the

circle ofwhich the compass describes an arc, when, with

one foot stationary the other is raised or lowered, as is

the case in the use of the instrument, at every inequality

in the ground. Hence the divisions of these tangents

must bear the same proportion to each other that the radii

of the two circles (f. e., the length of the index and stride

of the compass) bear to each other. In making an instru-

ment of other dimensions than those of the one I have
described, all the variation from any directions, formaking
the scale and index, is to take a different length for the

index; or, should it be preferable to take the same as be-

ing a convenient length, than the divisions ofthe line A B,

Fig. 3, must be varied so as to agree with the difference

of stride between the compass, or rafter level to be used,,

and one of 3 feet stride. By this rule the divisions of the

line A B for an instrument of 4 feet stride would be into

3-16 ofan inch each. It would be better, however, to re--

tain the divisions of the line into fourths, and to make the

index correspond, by making it one-fourth of the stride

(i. e
. ,

for 4 feet make it 1 foot.) The index might be made
even 6 inches, by making the divisions of line A B ig of

an inch instead of a 3^ for an instrument of 4 feet, or 4S
inches, 6 being 3^ of 48.

Now, that part of the instrument which has no neces-

sary connection with the compass as such, can be just as

well attached to a rafter
;
and whatever ration in inches

exists between the stride of the rafter, and the length of

the index from the point on which it is swung, (z. e., the
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wire that passes through it) the same will exist between

the divisions of the scale and a standard inch. Thus, a

9 inches index and inch scale on a 12 feet or 144 inches

rafter, will show, for every division of the scale 4 inches

elevation or depression of one foot of the rafter equal,

therefore, to 4 inches in 12 feet; for 144 inches divided by

9—16. But as the scale is not in inches, but in fourths

of inches, so the 16 is 16-4—4 inches. And this corres-

ponds with the indications of the same instrument when

attached to a 3 feet compass
;

1 inch elevation or depres-

sion for every 3 feet, which is 4 inches for every 12 feet.

Let me, then, in concluding the descriptive part of this

article, suggest a modification of the above instrument,

whereby it may be rendered convenient of attachment to

any kind of frame.

Provide a piece of well dressed and seasoned plank

about % of an inch thick and 10 inches wide. Take a

point at midway between the two ends and half an inch

from one edge, and upon this point, as a centre, describe a

circle with a radius of 4 inches or a little more. Cut the

circle so formed, and your piece will then have a semicir-

cular hollow in one edge. Now secure two such pieces

of brass hooping, as were fastened to the cross-piece of

the compass, on the edge of your board hollowed out, (one

piece on each side). They will extend across the semi-

circular hollow, and will face each other. The central

holes must be opposite to each other, and should be about

halfway accross the hollow. The weight and index can

then be suspended as upon the compass, and a circle

drawn and graduated as already described. A few holes

for screws will make it ready for attachment. After des-

cribing the circle by means of the index, it would be well

to cut away the excess of wood for about of an inch be-

yond the circle, and to make the 0 point on the arc of the

circle about midway between the extremeties of the arc.

And now, as this point is supposed to be fixed upon,

some address is requisite in attaching the instruments to

a rafter, so that when it is level the index may be at 0.

For this purpose, secure the instrument by one screw

only, as nearly in its right pssition as the judgment will

enable you to do—the rafter being on a floor and held in

a working position. Mark on the floor, with a pencil,

around both feet of the rafter. Witliout disturbing the ar-

rangement, observe where the index is, and make a fine

,
pencil-mark on the circle. (The divisions of the circle

m-wst not be used). Now turn the rafter, and put each foot

where the other stood. Without disturbing the arrange-

ment, observe and mark again the place indicated by the

index. If it should not be exactly the same as the other,

find the middle between the two indications and mark it

with a fine pencil. This is the point at which your index

will stand ifyou now place your rafter on a level. But

you require your index to be at O when your rafter is

level, or none of its indications on the scale will be cor-

rect. We will now adjust this matter. If your rafter,

by mere accident, is on a level at the place where you set

at; your index will point to the same place after reversing

the feet of the rafter, that it pointed to before reversing

them; and you will not have to make a second and third

mark ;
you can then also keep your rafter in this place

until you have done the work, which in this position, is

nothing more than turning your instrument upon its one

screw until 0 comes to the point of your index, and then

securing it by the other screws. If, however, your rafter

was not level, and consequently you had to make a

second mark, and then a third between the first and second

;

then you must have a wedge slipped under the lower foot,

until the third or middle mark comes to the point of the

index. Now hold the level in this position, and turn yowr

instrument on its screw until 0 comes to the point of the

index
;
and then secure the instrument in this position

with the other screws. The rafter is now ready for use.

Every division on the scale is equivalent to 4 inches; for

as the 9 inches radius is equal to the 1-16 of the 144

inches radius, so 1-16 of an inch on the scale would be

equivalent to 1 standard inch. But your divisions, being

fourths instead of sixteenths, are of four times the value,

hence, instead of being equivalent to 1 inch, they are

equivalent to 4 inches.

For the satisfaction of those persons who may not be

disposed to examine the reasoning in this article, I will

state that my comapass level has actually worked most

successfully in every kind of grading that is done on a

farm. And, for sake of proof, I attached the compass,

with the instrument on it, to a 12 feet rafter with spirit

level, and tested, by actual experiment, its indications

with known elevations of 1 foot of the rafter, and found

them to correspond most accurately.

My instrument is the work of my own hands, with no

other knowledge of the use of tools, than I have acquired

by indulging a natural fondness for using them. I believe

that a mechanic would find it profitable to make, for sale,

so much of the instrument as may be attached -to a rafter

or compass, marking on each the value of the divisions of

the scale to a given stride. And from this their value to

any other stride could easily be found. For example, sup-

pose the instrument to be marked 1 inch to 36 inch stride,

meaning that on a compass of 3 feet, or 36 inches stride,

the divisions of the scale are equivalent to 1 inch; then, to

ascertain their value on a rafter of 12 feet, or 144 inches,

make the statement 36 inches stride to 144 inches, as 1

inch val. to 4 inch val.

The advantages of this Level are more than I can point

out at the end of this long article. I would briefiy say,

however, that, unlike the spirit level, it shows the

amount of elevation or depression, and therefore can be

used for any grade, varying it at pleasure, without any
re-adjustment. And if, injrunning horizontal furrows, or

hill-side drains, a stump or tree, or hole not sufficient to

warrant a change in the direction, should come in the

way of the foot of the instrument, it may be placed on

either side of the obstacle, and the index will show how
much too high or too low it is; and at the next step a com-

pensation is easily made if there was loss, or, if there was
gain, as much may be deducted

;
and this, too, without

the least detention. This may be done with the plumb

and line level, provided it has a scale. But unfortunately

if it has, it must necessarily be so low down, to be very in-

convenient to observe
;
and it is liable also to be interfered

with by bushes. The plumb-line is also liable to dis-

turbance by wind, and is altogether an awkward thing,

for you cannot help it much in settling. But you can

make my level settle by a touch of the finger, easily made,

as it is raised to a convenient height. Another advan-

tage over the spirit level is, that, by means of mine, you
can decide, between several points, which is the highest,

or lowest, and what the difference is. In this way, you
may ascertain what direction flowing water will takei

Now, with the spirit level we can find that a point, as A,
is lower than B, but to know whether B is higher or low-

er than the rest of the surrounding surface, the entire

level must be lifted and its feet so placed that a compari-

son may be made between B and the surrounding surface.

And then when you have thus found that C is Jiigher than

B, you do not know whether it is as high as A. But sup-

pose my level to be used—one foot may be kept on A,
while the other is carried around a full circle, and the

relative heights of all the points touched may be read of

from the scale. The lowest is fixed on as the course of

running water going from A. I have found great practical

advantage in this peculiarity of my instrument. But, like

others, they are more readily appreciated in practice than

in reading any description of the instrument or its appli-

cation. Wm. Johnson.

Glenwoodj Tuscaloosa, Co.^ Ala.^ August^ 1855,
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AUGUSTA. QA:

VOL. XIII, KO. lO OirrOS^JH, 1865.

Answers to iNauiaiES, Notices to Correspond-

ents, and many very interesting communications, are

Bnavoidably deferred till our next.

TENTH ANNUAL FAIR
OP THE

SOUTHEHH CEHTEMi AGEICULTUEAL SOCIETY, OF
GEORGIA.

The Tenth Fair of our Central Society, opened at AUan-

on the 11th of September, and continued four days. The

number of visitors from all parts of the South was very

great
;
and considering the earliness of the season, and the

extreme warmth of the weather, we cannot but regard the

exhibition as quite respectable. Without attempting to

enter into a detailed account of the various articles on

exhibition, we will endeavor briefly to present a genera!

T?iew of the different departments:

Horses, Jacks and Mcces.—There was an unusually

large, and a very fair show of all these animals, especially

the former; which were out in greater force than on any

previous occasion. The average number of good horses

the ground was quite gratifying; but we are not aware

that any of very marked or peculiar excellence were pre-

sented.

Cattle.—The greatest deficiency of the show was ap-

parent in this department, which fell far short of public

expectation. The only animals worthy of note were the

well- known Devons of R. Peters, of Atlanta, Dr. Harden,

of Watkinsville, and Col. Watts, of Cartersville. The
latter gentleman also presented some samples of the Short

Horn, or Durho.m; and grades of both these breeds, na-

tives, &c., v.tere shown by others.

Sheep.—Col J. W. Watts, of Cartersville, Ga., pre-

sented some very good samples of the fine-wooled French

and Spanish Merino^ Broad Tail Sheep, &c,; and su-

perior spec^.fns of the active and vigorous South Doion^

were sho«inil#y R. Peters, Esq
,
of Atlanta.

Ca'^imere trOATs.—The exhibition of these rare, beauti-

ful and highly useful animals attracted very great atten-

tion, and v/as, in fact, one of the most redeeming fea

lures of the live stock department. Several of the pure

Cashmeres, with grades or cro.sses upon the common
stock, were shown by R. Peters, Esq

,
of Atlanta, v/ho

now possesses nearly all the thorough bred females of this

kind in the country The original importer. Dr. James B
Davis, of Columbia, S. C

,
had, also, on exhibition a pen

of three-quarter bred Cashmere s^h. Thibet Shawl Bucks,

which attracted much notice and admiration. Samples of-

Caskmere cloth, and knit socks of various degrees of fine-

ness, woven from the fleece of the pure animals and tbeir

crosses, were shown by Mr. Peters, who thus practical-

ly answered the “cwi honoT so frequently propounded by
those who are ever ready to throw obstacles in the ‘way
of progress and improvement. We would advise all

such non- progressives to “clear the track” when they see

the “big horns” of the looming in the distance;

for there is unquestionably about these animals an intrinsic

value and a vigorous vitality that will enable them to

make their way rapidly into public favor. We cannot

help regarding them as by far the most important additioii-

to our domestic animals that has been made within our

recollection. We have a chapter upon the introduction of

the Cashmere Goat, and its general character and uses,

for a future number of this journal.

Swine.—The show of Swine was very meagre—the

only animals worthy of note being the fine samples of
Berkshire and Black Essex, shown by Mr. Peters, of

Atlanta.

Poultry, Rabbit.s, Pigeons, &c.—This branch of the

exhibition, heretofore so full of attraction for “all sorts” of
people, presented a lamentable falling off. No attempt
was made by any person to get up such a varied collec-

tion as would command the Society’s premium, and the

consequence was a general lack of interest in the subject

and the withholding of all premiums by the Committee.
When we consider the almost universal attachment lelt for

poultry, pigeons, rabbits, and such “small deer,” and their

aggregate value, usefulness and importance throughout

the country— to say nothing of that inherent attraclive-

ness and possessibility, so lacking in many other and larger

domestic animals—we cannot but think that a more liber-

al and discriminating policy on the part of the Society-

would have been productive of much more satisfactory re-

sults. The only note-worthy contributions to this de-

partment v/ere made by Mr. Carter, of Calhoun, Mr,
Heggie, of Atlanta, and Master Jos. Thompson, Jr., of
the same place. The two former exhibited several varie-

ties of Game and other fowls, and the latter presented

some fine Dorkings, Shanghais, Brahmas, Fantail Pigeons,

Madagascar Rabbits, &c. A pair of large Hong Kong or

Great Chinese Geese, and a coop of Brahma fowls,

from D. Redmond, of Augusta, were also added to the

exhibition, near its close.

Ladies’ Department.—The number of articles pre-

sented in the Ladies’ Hall was not as great as on former

occasions, but their quality exhibited a marked improve-
ment. As it would be entirely useless for us even to at-

tempt a description of the many rare and beautiful contri-

butions that dazzled the eye on every side, we shall be
obliged to leave the tout ensemble of this bower of taste and.

elegance, to the imagination of our readers, which will,

need to be vivid indeed, to do it anything like justice.

Agricultural Implements and Machinery.—With
the exception of a nev/ machine for cleaning storm-stain-

ed Cotton—an improved Threshing Machine, and a few
Plows of different patterns, we saw nothing of especial

interest in this department.

Samples of Field Crops, Vegetables, &c.— It was per-

haps, too early in the season, to look fora full show of
farm products; but we noticed fine samples of Sea Island

and Upland Cotton on the stalk, white and yellow Corn,
Wheat of various kinds, Rice from the seaboard. Barley,

Oats, Rye, Millet, Cow Peas, Sweet and Irish Potatoes,

Garden Seeds, Pumpkins, Squashes, Beets, Onions, Cab-
bages, &.C., &c. We also noticed one bale of pressed

Herd’s Grass Hay, from Fpper Georgia, but could not

find the Colton interest represented by a single “bag” cf.

the “great staple.”
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Fruit.—We now come to the “crowning glory” of the

Fair, and that branch of all others upon which we most

love to linger. Truly hath Pomona’s great disciple, the

lamented Downing, said, that “ 'Pine fruit u the jhncer of

commodities,' it is the most perfect union of the us^fid and

tile beautiful that the earth knows;” and sure are we,

that all who thronged the Hall, and feasted their

eyes upon the ripe and glowing products of ihe

orchard, garden and greenhouse, would most hearii-

ily and enthusiastically subscribe to that happily-ex-

pressed sentiment. Some slight idea may be formed

of the extent and richness of this magnificent show,

when we state that there were on exhibition over sixty

varieties of Pears, forty or fifty of Apples, ten or twelve of

Grapes; and Phans, Peaches, Quinces, Pimegranates,

Pigs, Olives, &c., &c., without number. Tiie princi|)al

contributors, were Rev. H L Dkank. of Gritfin; J. V.v.n

Burbn, of Clarksville
;
Ch.vrlks Axt, of Washington-

Rev. R. Johnson and W. H. Thur.v.ond, of Atlanta, and

Harry Camp, of Covington. Splendid hot house Grapes

were presented from Capt. Lyons, of Columbia, 8. C.,

through Col. G. Summer, who ofiTered, also, several na-

tive Apples of unusual excellence, tiaving elsewhere par-

ticularly spoken of the Catawba Grapes of Mr Axr, we
need only here advert to them as among the most at-

tractive features of the department, which upon this

occasion, at least, won its full share of public regard

and consideration. Indeed, we are rejoiced in being able

to state that the Fruit Show of the present year has never

even been approached at any former exhibition in the

South; and that the cultivation of fine and well-proved

varieties, and the production of new native Seedlings by

nurserymen and amateurs, ha^ received thereby an im-

pulse which must lead to the most important and gratify-

ing results. Deeniing this matter one of peculiar iriteres',

we take pleasure in publishing elsewhere tlic Report ofthe

Committee on Fruits, &c which was kindly furnished us

by the Secretary for publication.

The spirit and improvement manifested in this depart-

ment and the very convincing proofs exhibited of the ca-

pacity of our climate and soils for the production of all the

finest varieties of fruit, were alone sufficient to redeem the

defects and short comings of all other departments, and to

stamp the Atlanta Fair of 1855 as anything but a failure.

We here close our hurried notes for the present; with

I’ne intention of presenting a more satisfactory synopsis of

the general result of the exhibition, by publishing the

award of Prizes, if possible, in our next issue.

1
PLANTING IN JEFFERSON AND RICHMOND-BAR-

;
BECUES, &C.

' Availing ourselves of a kind invitation fromL, C.

I

Warren, Esq., of this city, we accompanied him, some

weeks ago, to his extensive plantation near Louisville,

i
Jefferson county, Ga. The entire tract owned by Mr.

Warren embraces about four thousand acres, of which

fourteen hund.red are about equally divided between Cot-

ton and Corn, the present season. Tiie whole plantation

is under the especial supervision of that prince of mana-

i
gers. Major foH.N M. Douglass, assisted by his son in law,

I Mr. Elijah Sykes
;
and the fine, clean, heavy crops, lat

mules and happy negroes fully attested the industry, care

and attention of these gentlemen. The arated lands of

Mr. Warren are generally of a very Irgiu though fertile

eharacter, easily worked during all kinds of weather, and

not disposed to pack or bake. The quantity of land cul-

tivated by each hand and mule, the past season, was fro.m

fifty to sixty acres{!) and when we state that that almost

unheard of “task” was as v/ell cultivated as land ever is

on our large plantations, and that the entire force of

negroes and mules were, on the first of August, in really

‘‘prime order,” we think little further can be said in praise

of Major Douglass and his management under the pre-

sent system.

That the system of heavy and continuous cropping

above alluded to, has injured his lands and operated

as a bar to many desirable improvements, however,

Mr. Warren is fully aware; and it is his intention to

comn.ence, without delay, the work of reform, by running

guard -drains and hill- side ditches, cultivating less land,

plowing deeper, raising more small grain, establishing

pastures for stock, manuring, planting orchards, &-c., &c.

With available means, and every facility for making the

improvements hinted at, we see no reason why Mr. W.
should not fully succeed

;
and we most heartily wish

him a complete realization of all the progressive plans re-

lating to this very fine estate.

Before leaving the hospitable shades of the “Milton

Place,” we participated in a most excellent Barbecue given

by Mr. W/.rrf,.n to his friends and servants. At this very

agreeable entertainment, we met many of the intelligent

and enterprising planters of Jefferson and Burke, and

formed a number of very pleasant acquaintances, which

we hope to extend and strengthen hereafter.

One week subsequently, we attended the “annual meet-

ing” of Wm. J. Eve, Esq
,
near this city. .Mr. E. is well

known as a most energetic and successful planter, and
his anniversaries are anticipated with much pleasure by
all his friends in this region. Previous to the commence-
ment of the festivities, we rode with Mr. E through his

Corn crop, which is certainly one of the finest we have

ever seen. It consists of a tfuatsand acres, and if it does

not harvest from thirty to forty thousand bushels of Corn,

we shall be much disappointed. Mr. Eve has, also, about

one hundred and sixty acres of Cow Peas, for hay and
seed, and all the other details of his plantation culture

and management are on a scale equally large and success-

ful.

Of the Barbecue and the enjoyment which grew out of

it, we could say much, but at present we have neither

time or space. Suffice it to say, that the guests, one and

all, entered into it with the true spirit of cordiality and
good-fellowship—that the negroes, whose “spread” was
equally liberal and satisfying, presented the most cheer-

ful appearance of health and happiness—and that we came
away with only the single regret that such delightful

occasions as these are not more common throughout the

length and breadth of our land.

CTILTTJEE OF GRAPES.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I find in nearly every

number of the Cultivator something upon Grape Raising

and Wine Making, but very little about the character of

land adapted to the vines or the varieties suitable for dif-

ferent latitudes and localities; in fine, I am interested in

the subject and wish to make an experiment, and will be

obliged to any one who will give me some inf()rm<aiion on

this head, or inform me whether living where Ido (in the

Mississippi Bottom in Arkansas, latitude grapes of

any profitable kind can be raised. I shall expect to hear

from you in your next issue.

Respectfully, &c., B.

Remarks.—See the various articles on Grape Culture,

in present number. All our native varieties will, doubt-

less, grow well with you, but the hills arc better suited to

vineyard purposes than valleys or bottoms.

—

Eds.
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AGBICULTUBAL FAIB8.

This is the season of Agricultural Fairs, and we hope

they will be sustained and kept up with proper spirit

throughout the South. Attend all your State and County

Shows, with samples of the products of your plantations,

farms, gardens, orchards, nurseries, stables, flocks, herds,

poultry yards, &c., &c. Make careful comparisons with

your neighbors, and see if you are not in many things a

“little behind the times ” If so, lose no time in catching up

by procuring the best of everything pertaining to your

favorite pursuit. Our Agricultural Societies are worthy of

a generous support. They have conferred vast benefits on

the country by the dissemination of improved farm stock,

seeds, fruits, agricultural implements^ labor-saving ma-

chinery, &c., and a taste for improvement and progress in

rural life
;
and we who are most interested in such im-

provement and progress, must see that they do not languish

for want of our assistance.

ME. AXrS GKAPES—GEOEGIA VINEYAEDS—SOGTH-
EEN WINE.

In our September number of the year 1853, (page 280)

we briefly adverted to the beginning of what we must

consider the Grape Growing and Wine making era of

Georgia
;
and it now affords us peculiar pleasure to record

tbe progress already made, and the future promise of the

enterprise.

As we then stated, Mr. Charles Axt, (a native of the

Vine Growing District of the Rhine,) profoundly impress-

ed with the peculiar fitness of our soils and climate for die

growth of the Grape and Wine making, eagerly sought to

enlist our people in the enterprise. At first he made very

slow progress. It was almost a new business— it had never

been well tested—our people did not understand it, and

Mr. Axt’s then imperfect knowledge of our language, pre-

cluded anything like a free communication of the infor-

mation which he evideatly possessed. For two or three

years, (from 1850 to 1853) he met with very little encour-

agement, and a man less sanguine and persevering, would

have given up in despair. Not so, Mr. Axt, however

—

he knew he was right—and he pressed steadily onward.

The results of his efforts thus far, are most gratifying

and encouraging. He has now quite a number of very

promising young vineyards in Middle and Cherokee

Georgia, Alabama and South Carolina; and it is only

necessary that planters of taste and intelligence should be

made aware of the main features of his system, and witness

some of the results, to arouse among them a very general

interest in the subject. With the view of imparting what

we know of Mr. A.’s operations thus far, we will briefly

state what we witnessed at the

VINEYARD OF DR. W. Q. ANDERSON.

feet apart in the rows. The cuttings of Mr. Axt are very

long (18 to 24 inches) and the ground must be thoroughly

broken and pulverized in order that they can be easily

pushed down so deep that only o«e eye is left above the

surface. Of the 500 cuttiugs first planted for Dr. Ander-

son, only about 140 survived the late frosts and drouth,

and these 140 vines now constitute the Doctor’s ex-

perimental vineyard.

We visited thisvineyard on the 23d of August,in com-

pany with Mr. Axt, Hon. M. A. Cooper, of Cass, Mr.

Bacon, of Troup, and M. P. Calloway, Esq., of Wilkes;

and we are confident that the general feeling of the party was

that of most agreeable surprise. The vines, which were

trained to plain wooden horizontal supports, were literally

laden with heavy, blushing clusters of the most beautiful

and poetical of all fruits—the bloom-covered Grape—and the

fine, strong, bearing-canes, huge, healthy leaves, and large,

sound bunches, with no sign of rot or mildew, all proved

conclusively the benefits of deep culture and proper train-

ing. We counted the number of clusters on several vines,

and found an average of over 40 on each. According to

the estimate of Mr. Axt, forty such clusters will produce

at least a gallon of wine—so that the quarter acre of Dr.

A., with scarce one-third of a fair stand of vines, will pro-

duce 140 gallons of wine the present season. The proper

number of vines for an acre, on Mr. Axt’s plan, is sixteen

hundred
;
and that number of gallons (1600) of wine, may

we think, be safely counted on from an acre of properly

managed vines, the third year. With good care, the yield

will increase thereafter, from year to year; and Mr. Axt

has no hesitation in pledging himself to produce twenty-

five hundred (2500) gallons of good wine from an acre of

vines, the fifth year after planting. Estimating this wine

at the lowest possible figure (SI per gallon) and allowing

only one-half of Mr. Axt’s estimate (1250 gallons) we

have S1250 for the production of one acre of ground, in one

season—a result not often attained in tire regular routine

of Cotton and Corn planting

!

We have no desire to put “too fine a point” upon this

matter, or in ‘the least degree to mislead our readers.

Neither do we believe in any “royal roads” to fortune. VV e

merely tell what we saw, and give our own impressions of

the matter. We desire to see some portion of the capital,

and much of the taste and skill of our country diverted

from the old time-worn track that leads to the everlasting

and omnipotent cotton-bag; and, to that end, stand ready

to encourage any enterprise which will give our planters

and their poor, worn lands more time for rest and improve-

ment. The culture of the Grape and the making of W ine

promises to do this; and also to prove a most efficient aux-

iliary to the cause of temperance, sobriety and good mor-

als,* and it, therefore, has our heartiest good wishes and

This experimental vineyard of Dr. A., is located at

his dwelling, 7 miles from Washington, Wilkes Co., Ga.

It is on the summit of a slight elevation—the surface soil

of a dry, gravelly nature, and the subsoil a red clay. In

the winter of 1853, one-quarter of an acre was thorough-

ly trenched, two spades deep, and 500 cuttings of the

Catawba Grape were planted in 7 foot rows, cuttings

*It is universally co»ceded that the inhabitants of wi^e

making districts are remarkably free from the drunkenness

so prevalent in countries where distilled alcoholic liquors

are in common use
;
and the united testimony of physicians

and physiologists goes to prove that pure u'ine, in moder-

ate quantities, may in most cases, be drank with positive

benefit.
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co-operation. We hope to live long enough to see the

old “washed” and “gullied” hill-sides of Georgia and the

neighboring States, yielding tons of luscious Grapes and

hogsheads ofpure and invigorating Wine, The vine fair-

ly revels in this climate—it adapts itself readily to almost

every variety of soil, and with proper skill in planting

and training will succeed anywhere in the South. All that

is necessary is to start right—the main expense being

the preparation of the ground. Mr. Axt is making ar-

rangements to procure experienced vine dressers to aid

him in his business, and where sufficient encouragement

is offered him by individuals or companies, he will assume

full charge of their vineyards from the trenching of the

ground to the bottling of the wine. His terms are by no

means unreasonable, and those who desire to negotiate

with him, may do so through the editors of this journal,

or by addressing him at Vv^ashington, Wilkes County,

Georgia,

Had we time and space, we would gladly go into more

particular details of this veiy interesting subject
;
but we

are obliged to leave it for the present, with the promise of

returning to it hereafter, at an early day. The various

articles on Grape culture in course of publication, will, we

trust, have a tendency to arouse an increased interest

in the enterprise. It only needs a fair investigation to

I

convince ail intelligent men of its success and profit.

I

P. S.—Since writing the above, we have had the plea-

[

sure of meeting Mr. Axt at the Atlanta Fair, where he

i
exhibited two large baskets full of his unrivalled Catawba

I
Grapes, and freely shared them with many visitors, who

will gladly testify to their excellence. The new President

j

of the Society, (Hon. Mark A. Cooper), in his opening

!
Address, commended the enterprise to public attention

i in very strong terms; and the Committee on Fruit, as

as will be seen elsewhere, signified their appreciation of

Mr. A.’s efforts by a most favorable report, and the

i'
award of a Silver Pitcher,

^ Mr. Axt has now several hundred gallons of Catawba

) Wine in preparation, and connoiseurs will soon have an

opportunity of comparing it with the new crop of Long-

weRTH, and other vintners, native and foreign. We shall

carefully note the progress of this last stage of the enter-

i prise, and inform our readers of the result.

imiTED STATES AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.—EXHI-
BITION FOR 1855.

' A Grand Exhibition of Stock— ^Torses, Cattle, Sheep

||

and Swim—open to competition to all the States of the

|l Union, and to the British Provinces, will be held by the

‘United States Agricultural Society,” in the city of Boston,

on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, October

i ‘23d, 24th, 25th and 2Gth.

' Twenty thousand dollars have been guaranteed by pa-

: triotic gentlemen of Boston and its vicinity to defray the

f
expenses; the city of Boston has generously granted to

I the Society for present use, a fine public square of fifty

I

acres; and $10,000 will be offered in premiums in the

I various departments.

!

The previous exhibitions of this Society—at Spring-

1
held. Mass., in 1853, and at Springfield, Ohio, in 1854

—

' were eminently successful, and no efforts will be spared
‘ to make the present show, combining as it does, the four

great departments of farming stock, superior to its prede-

cessors.

The Premium List, with the Rules of the Exhibition,

will be forwarded to all who will address the President,

or Secretary, at Boston, to that effect.

It is earnestly hoped that all breeders and owners of

fine stock, will feel it to be a duty, as it certainly is for

their interest to contribute to the show.

The List of Entries, Exhibitors and Award of Premiums

and all the proceedings of the Exhibition will be published

in the Journal of the Society, for 1855. Annual members

of the Society, who desire to receive the Journal, should

renew their subscriptions

Marshal P. Wilder, President.

William S. King, Secretary.

PLANTERS’ CLUB OF HANCOCK COUNTY.

The Annual Fair of this very spirited and enterprising

Society will be held in Sparta, Ga., on the 25th, 26th and

27th days of October, 1855.

Their exhibition at the same place, last year, was con-

sidered in the highest degree creditable and successful, and

we have no doubt the forthcoming show will be still better.

Let all who can, come up from “Old Hancock” and the

neighboring counties, and bring samples of their skill and

industry for comparison with the products of their neigh-

bors.

GEORGIA WINE.

An old, experienced and (we think) not over-enthusi-

astic friend, expresses the following opinion, in which

we perfectly coincide

:

“I feel confident that you and I will live to drink plenty

of Georgia Wine, of better quality than Ohio can ever pro-

duce; but we are in our feeble infancy yet. Let us, how-
ever, come to full strength, and we will see the now un-

fruitful hillsides produce a wine equal, if not superior, to

the best Hungarian brands. The Georgian Wines will,

in quality, be equal to the famous Muesher, Ruster, Car-

lowetzer, Tokay, and many others, as yet unknown in

America.”

To all of which we say “so mote it be,” and may the

time come speedily.

“Yearbook of Agriculture.”—See the advertisement

of this forthcoming volume, in present number. It cannot

fail to be a work of great interest and value, and we hope

it will be widely circulated. Price $1. Address Childs

& Peterson, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Verbena.—This beautiful flower is not as widely

known or cultivated as it deserves. We were not aware,

until we received the Catalogue of Dexter Snow, of

Chicopee, Mass., that any one person in America was

devoting to it his entire time and especial care. It seems

that Mr. S. is doing so, however, and that his list em-

braces over three hundred of the choicest varieties. Sec

his advertisement in present number.

Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c.—The season for-

planting is now approaching, and we need not tell our

readers that trees grown in the South are far preferable to

those from the North. See the different advertisements in

our columns, and send your orders in time. The sooner

trees are planted, after the fall of the leaf, the better.
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GRASSES.

Editors Southern Cl ltivator—Enclosed you will

find a sprig of grass. Will you be so kind as to inform

me, either by letter or through the columns of the Culti-

vator, what it is '? I presume it is either Bermuda or South

Carolina Wire Grass. Does it mature seed'? If not, what

danger would there be in planting it on an isolated pas-

ture ? Is it not a valuable grass for sheep pasture 1 Your

attention to this matter will greatly oblige,

You IS most respectfully, J. W. W.
CartcrsvUlc, Ga., August, lSb5.

The sample of grass sent with the above letter is, we

doubt not the common Bermuda, and Cynodon dactyloa of

botanists. It does not mature seed in the Southern States

;

but it is abundantly supplied with organs of reproduction,

nevertheless, in its very extended stolonilerous roots.

These are endowed with great tenacity of life; and in ad-

dition to their natural habit of spreading in all directions

in rite soil, the plow and the harrow aid in their wider dis-

tribution by carrying broken pieces of stolons and roots

from one place to another. Most planters regard Bermu

da grass as a nuisance to be avoided if possible. It is,

however, the most reliable grass for stock we have yet

seen in Georgia
;
and the writer is about to plant it on his

form for grazing purposes.

Mr. Affleck higldy commends it for making hay. It

may grow tall enough on rich land for meadows, but on

common upland in this State, it is too low and creeping

to cut for hay. A. liberal use of manure will go far to

remedy this defect. It has- an important advantage over

^'Crab grass” in not requiring the ground to be plowed

every year to obtain a fair crop. With proper care to

keep up the fertility of the soil, a luxuriant Bermuda pas-

ture may be indefinitely prolonged without breaking the

sward. For directions for planting, see an article from

the pen of Mr. Affleck, in the April number, present

volume, of this journal.

Editors Southern Cultivator— I enclose to you some

seed and a sprig of grass which came up in my yard

(from grass that came from New York enclosing crockery-

ware). It is a beautiful yard grass
;
and I think, if plant-

ed on wet soil, would make a good pasture, as cattle are

very fond of it. Ifyou have leisure to attend to it, please

let me know its name and qualities and whether it is

annual or biennial, and you will greatly oblige one who

appreciates your zeal in agricultural improvement. An
answer through the Cidtivator will oblige

A Subscriber.

CavifbcUtn-n, Miss., Avgvst, 1855.

We are unable at present to give the botanical name of

the grass sent in the letter above copied. It may have

been imported from England or France into New lork

around crockery, as it came to Mississippi. We have a

collection of twenty eight genera, and sixty-two species of

the most common grasses grown in the Northern State.'^,

.and Great Britain, but the specimen before us differs fmi.".

them all The organs of fructification in many grasses

are so small and obscure that a simile sample, folded and

rubbed in a letter, is not sufficient to enable one to detect

even with a good magnifying g]as.s, its true species and

character. No seed came in the letter, or in the glumes cf

the plant. As its stem is but a few inches in length, it

would seem to be too small to yield a large crop alone.

With other grasses, it may be valuable.

Loudon remarks (see page 886) that “the best gra.ss

pastures, those which are most productive and nutritive,

are such as are found in countries that have least cold in

winter, and no excess of heat in summer. Ireland, Britain

and a part of Holland and Denmark, may equal or surpass

any countries in the world in this respect; but in every

zone where there are high mountains, there are certain

positions between the base and summit, where from the

equability of the temperature, turf may be found equal to

that in marine islands. It is a singular circumstance with

regard to grasses, that in the greater part ofNorth Ameri-

ca. the sorts that grow naturally on the plains are almost

all annuals, and consequently with the first frost they die,

and the ground remains naked until a fresh crop rises

from tlie selfsown seeds the next spring. Nearly the

same thing may be said of Poland and Russia, with the

exception of the banks of rivers, and the mountains.”

Perennial grasses, whether for i?razing or hay, are vast-

ly better than the annuals It is only on large prairies,

plains, or other commons, that much depastured annual

glasses are able to maintain themselves without cultiva-

tion. Without tillage, a pasture or meadow of “Crab-

grass,” or “Crow foot” would be short lived. Col. Stan-

ford evinced the sagacity of a shrewd farmer when he

fixed his attention upon the perennial character of his

“Wild grass;” and his friend. Mr. E Strong, also com-

mends it for “ growing finely through the winter” in the

August number of the Cultivator. Miss Kent gives the

following glowing description of the Tall Oat Grass, in

Loudo.n's Magazine of Natural History :
—“I have seen

it six feet high, with leaves two feet long, and more than

one inch wide, with its panicle of flowers gently drooping

to one side, at least 18 inches in length, and so finely

polished that, but for their green color, we might think it

was comjjosed of silver oats. Yet it is not green
;
neither

is it white, nor golden color, nor purple, but it is a union

of all these; it is the offspring of silver and of gold, of the

amethyst and the emerald. It is indeed very variable;

but in the full pride of its beauty, this grass is truly

magnificent.”

Prudent men will be careful not to expect too much of

aay one grass. It is fir a wise purpose that nature fur-

nishes a great variety of herbage to all graminiferous ani-

mals. Beside the grasses, sheep eat some 200 species of

plants. No two yield food precisely alike Hence, peas,

beans, lupins, clover, turnips, cabbages, carrots, beets,

pumpkins, and all the cereal gasses, are fed to domestic

animals with success. What mixture of grasses will form

the best permanent pasture in Georgia, in the latitude and

climate of Athens, is infurmation which we should gladly

ieceive"? Can any indigenous or acclimated Blue grass

mainUiin itself in conjunction with the Bermuda'? Will

not the latter “run out” every competitor growing side hy

side with it'? Any suggestit.ns on this subject by such as

have had experience in forming pernianeiil pastures, or

meadows, will gratify the wishes of many besides ihc

writer.
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If the Crockery grass of our friend keeps green in win

ter like Oat grass and Blue grass, he may consider it pe

rennial; but if the frost kills it in the autumn, it is an

annual. L.

Crops in CHEROKr:E, Georgia.—A friend, writing from

Rome, Ga., under date of August 2lst, says :

“Our wheat crop is pouring in rapidly, and peace and

plenty is the order of the day, with large Jinticipations for

the future. Corn never better. Cotton looks well—a good

average—rather too much rain for cotton. Wheat has

been sold in our streets at 75c.; but has now gone back to

SI 10, notwithstanding the large amount wfTering. Every-

thing ha.s done well with me this year. My Irish potatoe

crop has been extraordinary for me, but 1 fear not for

others, generally.”

New York State Fair.
—

'ihe Filieenth Fair of this

Sourishini' Society will be held in Elmira,^ from the 2d to

5th of this month. V\'e arc under especial obligations to

the Corresponding Secretary, B. P. .Johnson, Esq
,
for a

kind invitaeion to attend, which we are reluctantly

obliged to decline, owing to the pressure of other engage-

ments.

American Linen.—Tlie Providence Journal mentions
having seen in that city some specimens of flax in the

stages of manufacture, fiom llie coarse raw material dress-

ed without rotting, to the yarn fine enough to spin No.
100, and the woven cloth handsomely finished and beaiui

fully bleached. Twine, thread and other manufactures of

flax were also exhibited. The Scientific Avierican be-

lieves this to be the first fine linen chuh and thread wliich

have been manutactured in this country; linen twine
and slioentakers’ coarse thread liave been extensively

manufactured, but not a single yard of American linen

has been exhibited at any of our fairs. By tiie new pro
cess of bleaching and spinning, the manufactured article

am be afforded at much reduced prices.

Tennessee Wheat.— It is stated tliat large quantities of

Tennessee wheat are this season, for the first time, being
sent to tlie New York market. At Murfreesboro^ where
some thousands of bushels are in store ready for transpor
tation, it is represented as being worth 80 cent.s per busheJ
and the cost of taking it to New York is 50 cents. Wheat
is sold in the latter market at $2 10 per bushel, by which
it would appear that the New York merchant or shipper
pockets a profit of 80 cents on every bushel of Tennessee
wheat he sells.

Poultry Cholera, or Distemper.— Messrs. Coulter
& ScooTK.i, of the Ei^ffietd Advertiser, offer the following,

which they pronounce an infallible remedy for the

chicken distemper;—“8lit the skin on the back of the

head and open it with the knife around the scull, and fill

tile pocket thus made, with half a teaspoonful of fine salt.”

West Tennessee —The Division Fair of West Tennes-
see, will be held at JjrJcsm, on the 23d of October.

The Rice Harvest.— We learn that the planters on
Pon Pon are already deep in tlieir harvesting operations.
We presume it is the case elsewhere, though we have not
express information. A specimen of rice heads and stalks
gathered from the plantation of Mr. John R Matthews,
Pon Pon, affords a very favorable promise of the new
crop. Two of the stalks measure more than six feet, and
one of the heads is fifteen and a half inches in length
ihe produce of this year promises to be a good average,
and if the weather continues favorable during the period
of harvesting, the quality of the rice will be excellent.

—

Charleston Mercury^ Aug, 29.

Short Horn Durhams.— Mr. R. A. Alexander, of

Wwodford, Ivy., has visited all the herds of short-horn

cattle in England lately, and shipped for this country 48

of the best animals selected therefrom, as also 22 South

Down Sheep. He is said to be the largest importer of

short horn cattle in America, and every year he spends

several months in England, to attend the Fairs there and

purchase the best animals.

UkrticttltEifll ilepartnifnt.

WORK FOR THE MONTH—(OCTOBER

)

[October derives its name from the Latin word octo,

ci’uhf,, indicating the place it helc in the. Roman Calendar.

To the Jews it was Itnown as Bid, signifying decay, as

in the fall of the leaf, (1 Kings vi. 38,) or Marchesxnn,i'i's

it was called after the captivity
;
the second month of their

and eighth oi xhdw' sacred, year. The Saxons called

ir Teotha monath, or Tenth-month, and also Winler-fyllitli

Wintcr-beginiiing
]

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton Picl'iiig will now require almost the entire force

of the plantation. Press forward vigorously, and endea-

vor to get your crop ginned, packed and ready for market

before the coming on of winter rains and bad roads. Let

every operation connected with the putting up of Colton

be performed in the most careful manner, as the market

value is often materially influenced by seemingly slight

defects in management. The premium bales atone of our

Augusta Fairs were presented hy alacly, who owed her suc-

cess entirely to careful personal supervision of the ginning

and picking of her Cotton. The skillful handling and

proper putting up, even of inferior grades, will be found

to “pay” in the long run.

Corn .—Gather your Corn, and put away securely in

airy, tight roofed and well locked cribs. Do not be too

lavish of it in feeding—do not waste a grain, or fling it out.

carelessly to your stock, because this iiappens to be a great

Corn year. Husband it carefully—feed generously and

plenti'ully, but not thoughtlessly or wastefully. Next

year, we may be visited by another long drouth. Save

carefully all your surplus Corn for that contingency. In

this connection, we cannot too strongly urge the economy

of using machines like the “Little Giant” and Rowe's

Mill for cracking botli corn and cob. (See account of these

machines elsewhere.)

Cov) Peas .— Gather and store away all these as soon as

possible. Sack your seed peas, and keep in a dry, airy

place.

Sweet Potatoes .—This crop may be dug the latter part

of this month, or as soon as the vines are wilted by the

first frost. A contemporary gives us the following indi-

cation of the ripeness or maturity of the Sweet Potato:

—

“Pull several [lotatne.s from difTerent parts of your patch,

break them and give them time to dry, and if the fresh

broken parts dry 'over perfectly while, the potato is ripe

and should be ilug. But if of a darkisli hue, the potato

is not ripe and should be left to ripen. If dug when ripe

they will keep, if not they will rot ” Pul up your Potatoes

in small “basks” (25 to 50 bushels) and reject all cut or

bruised roots. See, also, that they are perfectly r/ry before
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banking. Let the foundation of the banks be 12 or 18

inches higher than the surrounding surface, on an ele-

vation, where water will not settle, or stand.

Egyptian and other Winter Oa/s, Rye, Barley, Clover,

Lucerne, and other hardy grasses should be sown at once.

Plow deep, pulverize finely and manure heavily for all

these crops, if you desire proper remuneration for your

labor.

Hay.—Many varieties of native grass are yet worth

gathering, to eke out scanty winter supplies. Pindar and

Svjeet Potato vines are good fodder, when properly cured

and stored away.

Turnips.—It is late for field crops of Turnips
;
but, if

your early sowings have failed, try again now. We have

known good crops made after the first of October. Bring

your growing Turnips to a proper stand, and keep the

ground clean and open.

Pumpkins should be gathered as soon as ripe, and stored

on well-aired scaffolds or tiers of rails, one above the

other, so far apart that the layers of pumpkins cannot

touch or rest upon each other. Put up in this way, with

a slight covering or protection from frost they will keep

nearly all winter. There should be a water tight roof

over the scaffolds, and straw may be used as a protection

from frost. Placed in a heap or pile, pumpkins soon decay

and become worthless. Before feeding to your stock they

should be boiled up with a sprinkling of meal or bran.

Hedges of the Osage Orange, Cherokee and Macartney

Rose, Honey Locust, Evergreen Thorn, {Cratcegns Pyra-

eantha) Pyrus Japonica, &c., &c., may be set out the

latter part of this month, or as soon as the leaves of de-

ciduous trees fall. The proper preparation of the ground

for Hedges will be treated of in our next.

THE GARDEN.
Sow Cabbage, Turnips, Parsnips, Lettuce, Carrots,

Radishes, &c., &c. Haul plenty of manure on your gar-

den, have it well spaded, burying under all enriching ani

mal or vegetable matter. Transplant Brocoli, Cabbages,

Celery, ^'Collards,^^ &c. Dress and manure your Aspara-

gus beds, not forgetting to give them a liberal top-dressing

of salt, before spring. Save all old bones, soap-suds, dead

leaves, decaying vegetables, &c., &c., and make up into

compost heaps for future use. Plow and subsoil your

ground for the planting of young orchards, directions for

which will be given our November number.

THE STRAWBERRY PATCH.
The best soil for this delicious fruit is a sandy or even

a gravely loam, moist, and rich in vegetable manure. An
excellent compost for an acre of ground would be GO

bushels of leafmould from the woods, 20 bushels of leach-

ed ashes, 5 bushels lime, and 3 or 4 quarts of salt. Mix

thoroughly, let it stand 2 or 3 days, scatter broadcast and

plow in. Then harrow or rake the surface, making it fine

and- set your plants in rows 3 feet apart, and 1 foot to 18

inches in the row. After the plants become well rooted,

cover the whole ground with partly decomposed leaves

fro.m the forest, leaving nothing exposed but the leaves

and fruit stalks of the plants. See “Notes on Strawber-

ries,” in our August number.

FINE APPLES AND PEARS.

We are indebted to that very zealous pomologist, J.

Van Buren, Esq., of Clarksville, Ga., for a box contain-

ing the following and several other varieties of Apples

:

Southern.—Julien, first rate, ripens 1st to 15th of

August. Habersham, good, ripe 15th to last of July.

Toccoa, or Muskmelon, first rate, with a sprightly flavor,

ripens middle to last of August. Chestatee, late, good

keeper, cooking apple, ripens 1st to 15th September.

Ray's Sweet, good, ripens 15th to last of August. The

Cane Creek Sweet, Summer Sweet, and several other va-

rieties, were so badly decayed that we were unable to form

an opinion of their quality.

Northern.—The following Northern varieties (and

nearly all others from that region,) ripen prematurely in

this climate, and will not keep any length of time. In-

deed, many of them, with Mr. Van Buren and ourselves,

roton the tree, and seldom producea perfect specimen:—
Baldwin, Hubardston Nonsuch, Dutch Mignonne, Roxbury

Russett, &c.

From this it will appear plain to all intelligent Fruit

Growers that, if we wish late keeping apples, we must

plant our own native Southern Seedlings, such as the

Shockley, Summerour
,

Cullasaga, Nickajack, &c., all of

which have been figured and described in these pages by

Mr, Van Buren. A few trees of those rare new sorts of

apple may be obtained from that gentleman and others,

who intend propagating largely to supply the demand

next season.

The box also contained a few Bartlett Pears, of fine

size and delicious flavor. They were over ripe when re-

ceived, but the melting, sugary richness was still there,

and after the first taste, nothing could save the remainder

from instant “destruction.”

In regard to Fruit prospects in Habersham, Mr. Van

Buren gives us the following cheering intelligence :

“We are abound! ig in every species of fruit. Our trees

are so tired with holding up such enormous loads that

many ofthem are breaking down. Apples are in such

clusters and so crowded that they are quarrelling and
pushing one another off the trees ! 1 never saw so great

a quantity, nor of so fine and fair quality as we have this

season.

“When the time arrives I will send you some speci-

mens ofour Winter fruit.”

NATIVE GRAPES-LETTER FROM DR. McDONNALD.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In your August num-
ber I read the communication signed “J. S. G.” request-

ing information with regard to the cultivation of the

Grape and of the kinds best adapted to the South, with an

editorial referring directly to me, rec|uesting that I would

respond to the wishes of “our correspondent and many

others who desire information on this subject.” Imay not

refuse the call, and will, with due brevity, afford all neces-

sary information (omitting for the present the culture of

the Grape). I v/ill confine my remarks to those species of

the Grape which have been most generally under my ob-

servation. This would be best understood by stating the

kind cultivated in my vineyard, to wit

:

The Isabella, of which I have two or three varieties,
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yields an abundance of beautiful fruit, when they do not

rot. This year one-half of the crop was destroyed by that

disease. Whether the rot is caused by insects or simply

by adverse changes in the weather, is unknown
;
but the

fact is so, that vines adjoining each other in the same row
will be affected differently—the one will have its fruit

destroyed, and the other not. Again, sometimes the

branches on one side of the same vine will have its fruit

rotted and the fruit on the opposite branches continue

sound—in other cases, one part of a bunch will rot and

the rest of the grains on the same bunch will remain per-

fect to maturity. All this looks like the work of insects,

and not to the effect of certain soils or even changes of

weather, although the last may be necessary to the de-

velopment of certain animalcula and their propagation.

The Isabella makes a fine claret.

The Warren Grape is a much more luxuriant grower

and a greater bearer than the Isabella, the bunches are

large and the berries of medium size, with little or no

pulp. It make a fine wine, the flavor being between Port

and Sherry
;
but it also suffers from the rot. The rot oc-

curred in the Warren Grape on the 10th of June, and

passed off in five or six days with the loss of a fourth or

perhaps a third of its fruit
,
whilst the Isabella was but

slightly touched; and yet later on the 1 6th of July, it recur-

red in the Isabella, and swept oft' one-half of its fruit, but

did not reappear in the Warren,

The Burgundy Grape bears the largest bunches of the

three, and the fruit is the sweetest of all these grapes.

The grains are of medium size, free of pulp, the bunches

sometimes weighing a pound. It does not rot, but is very

much injured by bees and wasps, the skin being so thin

that they prefer it to all others. It does not have as much
fruit as the Warren, and requires four years to come into

bearing. It makes a fine rich wine, quite superior to the

Warren.

The Blue Grape, or, as it has been termed by some, the

“Black July,” is a poor bearer, and, though it does not

rot, it is very much destroyed by birds. It makes a wine
similar to Port. It is a native of North Carolina.

I have two varieties of Rose Crtapes. One has been

called the Bland's Madeira, but whether that is its proper

name I have not been able to satisfy myself, as hitherto 1

paid but little attention to it
;
but this year I have noticed

that it is an abundant bearer of large berries, pale red and
fair sized bunches, free from rot I have not made wine
of it, but will do so this year.

The Catawba, I am little acquainted with. Among a

variety of native vines from North Carolina, I imported a

Catawba from Dr. Welt^er. Those Catawba vines are

now in full bearing and free from rot, and are identical

in the appearance of the wood, stalk and leafwith the 1000

vines which I obtained (through the polite attention ofR.

Buchanan, Esq., of Cincinnati) from the Nursery of

Kelly, Evans & Co., of Cincinnatti, Ohio. They are free

from rot with me, but they occasionally rot in Ohio,

The Scuppernong vines occupy a separate vineyard of

four or five acres, planted ten by twenty feet. They are

not liable to spring frosts, as they bloom very late, but a

cold change will at the early formation of fruit cause the

grains to shed off. The crop of these will be very light

this year, in consequence of the cool nights in June. The
fruit of this grape has a peculiar rich aroma, but it will

not make a good wine without the addition ofsugar. The
wine, when thus made, is of the quality of Champagne.
The Herbcrtiont, it seems, is amongst my collection, but

its culture was not extended, as it came to me from a

Nursery in New York, under the name of“Guignard,” and
again as tlie “Red Hamburg.” The culture was not ex-

tended as the fruit was not as sweet as others
;
some

few vines, however, got scattered in the vineyard, and the

originals continued to grow, when a friend of mine who

knew the Herbemoni enlightened me as to its real name.

There is more fruit on one of those vines than on any
other in the vineyard, and not a particle of rot about them

.

I have Mr. N. Longworth’s authority for saying that it

makes a pleasant wine like the Spanish Manzanilla.

Now that my basket of Grapes has been freely present-

ed to your “correspondent and others,” I think that they

can make a fair selection. For myself, I must confess that

I like them all. And although I have a great many
French Grape Vines in bearing, I would not exchange the

most indifferent of the former for the best of the latter, for

open culture.

The culture of the Grape and the making of Wines in

the primitive style, without any addition of foreign matter

to pure juice, may form another article, when more at

leisure. Respectfully, &c.

James C. W. McDonnald, M D.

Woodieard, S. C., August, 1855.

A NEW RHODODENDRON.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I send you a draw-

ing of a flowering evergreen shrub, recently discovered on

some of the mountains in Macon county. North Carolina,

which, in point of beauty and magnificence, is second only

to Magnolia Grandiflora.

It is a nameless and undescribed variety of Rhododen-

dron
;
there is, however, a traditionary account of its dis-

covery some 60 years since, by a botanist by the name of

Fraser, then exploring this country, under the patronage

of the then Emperor Paul, of Russia. Fraser died sud-

denly on his return to St, Petersburgh, which, probably,

is the cause of an account of it never having been pub-

lished.

The annual burning of the forests in which it grows,

usually destroys it so that it is extremely difficult to find

a specimen ofit. Some four or five years since, however,

S. McDowell, Esq., of Franklin, Macon coanty. North

Carolina, re-discovered this truly gorgeous plant, and for

a year or two past has been engaged in propagating them,

by removing the plants to his garden near that place. The
shrub grows to the height of 4 or 5 feet and is of easy cul-

tivation
;
the foliage is larger and more rich than that of

the Pontic varieties with which we have compared it; the

panicles of flowers, too, are larger and more brilliant in

color. Mr, McDoa^ell sent us a box of the flowers in

June, which we compared with those of Ponticum, which

we fortunately then had in bloom, and which were inferi-

or to it in all respects. The foliage also differs from if,

being larger and heavier, having golden yellow foot stalks

and mid-rib, the peduncles to the flowers being hkew'ise

of the same color, whilst those of Ponticum are green
;
the

under surface of the leaves are nearly white and of a vel-

vety texture, differing from R, Maximum and R. Cataw-
biensein not becoming ferruginous. No native American
flower can exceed it in habit and beauty, and it must be-

come a popular acquisition to the shrubbery and flower

garden, being sufficiently hardy to endure any climate.

Its color is a bright crimson approaching towards scarlet

;

the panicles are composed of a large number of flowers,

from 20 to 30, forming a conical mass nearly as large as a

man’s head
;
the contrast between these and its dark-green

foliage is very rich and magnificent, and can only be con-

ceived of by being seen.

The labors of !Mr. McDowell have been both arduous
and unremitting in transferring these plants to his

grounds, as they have only been found on the tops of the

highest and most inaccessible mountains, the only ap-

proach being on foot; he has employed men to bring them
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some 6 or 7 miles on their shoulders, it being the only

mode of conveyance practicable. Specimens of flowers

and leaves have been sent to many of our most celebrated

Botanists and cultivators of Rhododendrons, and, as yet,

all have failed to identify it with any previously known,
and it will probably prove to be a new species.

We hope the industry and labors of Mr. McDowell
may meet with a suitable reward in the sale of his noble

plant
;
and those who procure them, we will guarantee,

will never regret having done so. J. Van Buren.
Clarksville, Ga., August,

N.B.—The drawing I send you is a fac simile of a medi-

um sized panicle of flowers sent me fey Mr. McDowell.
J. V. B.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FRUIT TREES,
HEDGE PLANTS AND FRUITS, &C., AT THE

ATLANTA FAIR, SEPT. U—14, 1855.

Your Committee congratulate the Society upon the steady

progress which the cultivation of Fruits has made within

a few years past. With the disadvantages of destructive

frosts and uncongenial seasons, this exhibition has excelled

all preceding ones, and due interest has been awakened

which will soon render us independent of all parts of the

world. A proper and correct knowledge of Fruits and

their nomenclature, habits of growth and proper culture,

will testify to the world, in a short time, that our region

v/ill furnish superior advantages, in fruit culture, to any

other section of the globe
;
and it is a pleasure to your

Committee to communicate these gratifying facts.

Your Committee take great pleasure in bringing to the

notice of the.Southern people the very successful opera-

tions of Mr. Charles Axi, of Washington, Georgia, in the

cultivation of the Catawba Grape, for wine purposes. Mr
Axt has labored under many disadvantages, and in the

face of opposition and discouraging circumstances, has

produced on exhibition here, the most superior specimens

of this grape ever seen in Georgia, and we doubt if they

have been excelled any wherein the United States; thereby

proving that, with skill and proper culture, we have soil

and clitmte admirably adapted to the profitable produc-

tion of this valuable variety. A branch of enterprise will

inevitably be established by the crowning success of Mr.

A.’s experiments, which will add incalculably to the

wealth, comfort and morals of our people, and in view of

these great results, the Committee recommend that a

special premium of a Silver Pitcher of the value of twenty-

five dollars be presented to Mr. Axt, thereby endorsing

his extraordinary exertions and testifying to his suc-

cess.

Wev/ould notice a collection of beautiful Pears, contri-

buted by Mr. A. H Ernst, of Cincinnati, Ohio, through

the kindness of Mr. Thurmond, of Atlanta. They exhibit

the perfection to which this superior fruit has been

brought, and presenting over sixty varieties, show that the

attention which is now excited in behalf of pear-culture

will lead to very gratifying results in the South, which we
believe is the true home of this delicious of orchard pro-

duct.

Mr. Harry Camp, of Covington, Ga
,
presented Rhodes’

Pearmain Apple, produced by Col. Mercer Rhodes, of

Newton Co., and the Royal Pearmain, two very superior

varieties, and the Committee respectfully suggest that he

be awarded a special premium of^^lO.

Dr. Moyer, of Talboiton, Ga
,
presented a very beauti-

ful and superior Seedling Apple, for a name, and we
have designated it -'Mary Aloyei-y

Col. A. G. Summer, of Alston, So. Ca., presented for

exhibition a remarkably beautiful and superior Winter

Apple, known as the Hoover"—a native of Lexington

District, So. Ca.; which we suggest should be presented

as a competitor for the prize offered next year for the

best new Southern Seedling Apple.

A. G. Summer, Chairman.

[For awards of Prizes in this department, see Premium
List, to be published in our next number.]

Training of Trees.—The editor of the HorticuUuraJ,

Review, says

:

“Trees with low heads do bear sooner and better, and

will bear longer, than whip stalks and bean poles. ]n

our prairies, low headed trees are the only ones that can

hold up their heads, or hold on their fruit. They are

naturally shaped Rruit Bearers, but they are miserably

unpopular with that class of purchasers who ‘know more
about trees than the men who raise them.’ This is a mo.st

important subject; and fruitgrowers will never repent

but once, if they prune their frees up high. Like most
tyros we began so, too

;
and it has inflicted one perpetual

sorrow upon us. The low tree is healthier, not subject to

affections of the bark or insects, not injured by wind.s, the

fruit is easier gathered
;

in fact, every reason is in favor of

low growth. We now try to form a head not higher than

three feet from the ground, for apples, letting the branches

grow out.”

Wheat and Wevil.—At this particular time, v/hen

the united hosts of speculators have combined to rob the

honest farmer of the just earnings of his labor, it may hot

be generally known that wheat may be threshed out,

cleaned, put away in the barn, and given a pretty thick

covering of pine leaves (more commonly known as pine

tags) and it will remain in this state for years, entirely

exempt from that great enemy, Wevil. Of course the

wheat should be bulked in a dry state, and after covering

with the pine tags, it will be kept cool and free from

danger.

Tlie above information was obtained some years since

from Mr, James B, Cocke, of Prince George county, Va.,

an experienced farmer, who, by means of the pine tags,

as above, has been enabled to ’keep his crop of wheat in a

complete stale of preservation for years
;

this being also

the experience of a Surrey Farmer,
\in South Side Denwernt.

The Tomato —T. Jefferson Randolph, in an address

before the Agricultural Society of Albermarle county, Va..,

lately delivered, stated that Mr. Jefferson could recollect

when the tomato was cultivated as an ornament to the

flower gardens, called love apple, and deemed poisonous.

It was eaten by one individual, a foreigner, whose pe-

culiar constitution, or the formation of whose stomach

was supposed to resist its deleterious effects!

Peaches from Cuttings.—A gentleman of this city has

presented us with a sam}Je of peaches, raised in his gar-

den from cuttings planted in the autumn of 185!. They
are of large size and remarkably fine flavor, and deter-

mine, most satisfactorily, a matter which has been dis-

puted, that peaches can be raised from cuttings.— Charles-

ton Mercury, Aug. 0, ’55.

Profit of Underdr.-mning —Mr. W^m Chamberlain,

of Lower Red Hook, N. Y., drained i’5 acres of land, at an
expense of SCO per acre, and the first three crops paid

the whole expense, including eost of cultivation. He may
then hereafter look fora profit of ^20 pi r aove on each

crop. Last season p art of this ground yielded 7.5 bnshels

of corn, and n part .700 bushels of potatoes, while on ad-

jacent undrained fields the crops were nearly ruined by
the drougth.
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SICKLY -WOMEN.

There is a chapter in i\liss Beecher’s new work (Let

ter to the People on Health and Happiness,) that presents

the “Statistics of Female Health.” No one can read it

without being amazed at the fearful progress of disease

among the women of our country Of late years, public

attention has been earnestly called to this subject and

nu.nerous facts, calculated to show the havoc, which is

spreading the ills of suffering and death throughout our

households, have been sternly arrayed before the Ameri

can people. But we have seen nothing which conveyed

so strong an impression as this statistical table.

Miss Beecher has taken great pains by travel, corres-

pondence and other means to familiarize herself with this

subject and to obtain reliable data concerning its facts.

The results indicate, that wherever an investigation was

had, not more than one-fourteenth of American Women are

strong and perfectly healthy. This is the maximum
under the most favorable circumstances, which came un-

der observation. The “delicate and diseased” are some-

times nine in ten and “habitual invalids present a frighi-

fal freqency.” The author gives the results of her personal

observation. She has “nine married sisters and sisters

in-law
;

all of them are either delicate or invalids except

two.” She has “fourteen married female cousins and not

one of them but is either delicate, often ailing or an in-

. valid.” “fn my wide circle of friends and acquaintance,”

says she, “all over the land out of my family circle, the

same impression is made. In Boston, 1 cannot remember

but one married female friend, who is perfectly healthy.

\n Hartford, Conn., lean think of only one; in New
Haven, Brooklyn, New Vork City and Cincinnati, but one.’

She states further, that in “my imme»se circle of friends

and acquaintances all over the Union, so many as ten

htdies born in this century and country” cannot be recall

ed, who are perfectly sound, healthy and vigorous.

Miss Beecher makes some very sensible remarks on

the causes of this serious decline in the health of Ameri
can Women. She thinks, that the larger portion of our

wives and moti.ers have too many cares and burdens

There is too heavy a tax on their nerves and brains. A
^rreat deni of mischief is also done by improper habits of

living—by the waist of air and exercise—by pernicious

dressing and other false social customs. Her observations

here are very forcible. If others are free from perplexing

cares and duties, they indulge themselves too much and
<hus exhaust their strength in sheer indolence.

We are glad that this work has been published. It is

extremely difficult to awaken any effective degree of at-

tention to (his important matter, but the public mind must
be operated on until its sensibilities are thoroughly

-'.roused to the magnitude of the evil. Three things ought

10 done at once, viz :

First. The false habit of overworking and r!o.sely con-

fining girls for so many hours in school ought to be broken
down.

Second. Much more attention ought to be given to

diet and dress.

Third. Exercise should be made agreeable, inspiring

and a regular part of every day life. Whaf we especial-

ly end particularly want is more for the muscles to do and
jess for the nerves, and to doit, we ought to make recre-

ation and amusement as rational as possible. The larger

part of our pleasures are slowly suicidal. We go into

society just at the time and just in the way we ought not

to go; and we eat, drink and sleep pretty much as if eat

ing, drinking and sleeping w'ere tributary to death instead

ef life .—SoiUhern Times.

The Hair.—Ur. Cazenoe, of the Hospital of St. Louis,

Paris, has published a valuable paper on the hair, in which

he says the most healthy mode of dressing the hair of fe-

(uales, especially young ones, is to let it be as loose as pos-

sible, or arranged in large bands, so as to allow the air to

passthrough them. It is a great mistake to plat the hair of

children under eleven or twelve years of age. The pro-

cess of platting more or less strains the hairs in their

roots; pulling them tight tends to dejtrive them of their

requisite supply of nulriincnt, and checks their growth.

Pile liair ol'girls should also not be cut nor thinned, but

merely shortened.

INSECT PESTS—CAN THEY BE DESTSOYEDI

Editors Southern' Cultivator—You have shown

yourselves so willing and competent lo assist, through the

columns of the Cidiieator^ all applicants for instruction

and advice, that I am encouraged to ask your friendly aid

in the same way. For two years 1 have devoted iny lei-

sure time to my garden and fruit trees, and though con-

fined to narrow limits in both time and space, J have en-

gaged in this employment with the greatest interest and

enthusiasm. I have, however, met with one difficulty

which has greatly disheartened me, and well nigh defeated

my efforts.

That difficulty has been the ravages of the insccl tribes,

against which 1 have not been able to find an effectual

remedy, and I have perseveringly tried a great many.
First and worst has been various species of the aphis. I

could fiad you a dozen dift'erent sorts of them in the com-
pass of my umall garden. My cabbages, winter and
spring, young end old, have been actually destroyed by
them. i>o were my watermelon vines, both the early and
the late planted, and much of my okra. My only
quince tree has had every leaf on it blasted by a species

peculiar to itself. They attacked my plum and apple
trees, and grape vines. I have applied salt, ashes, ley,

soot, snuff, tobacco watter, and guano w’ater, and have
I
found it easy to destroy multitudes

;
but they multiply

I

with such rapidity as to baffle my efforts. Iftwo or three

escape, they are as numerous after twenty-four hours as
before. Attached to the underside of the leaves, too, it is

very difficult to reach them with any meaa.s at my com-
mand. Indeed, I could do nothing with those which at-

tacked my watermelon vines. They seem to flourish

equally well in hot or cold weather, and were as numer-
ous on my winter aabbage in December and January, as
they have been in March and April.

My Tomatoes are attacked by a worm which appeared
this year in June; it is a green worm, with diagonal
stripes of white on the sides, and a stiff horn on the rump,
curving downwards. It sometimes comes in great num-
bers and eats the young branches, leaves, blossoms, and
fruit, and in a little while will strip a plantation of toma-
toes naked and bare. When lull grown it is as large as
my finger. I have discovered no remedy for it but to pick
it ofl and kill it. It usually feeds from sun down lo sun
up, and, b^ing very nearly the color of the tomatoes, can
be found only by a c'ose search.

My Mv.skviclons, of all sorts, are always ruined in Au-
gust and the last ofJuly by a green worm, an itich or an
inch and a quarter long, which eats into ihe rn-.lon and
feasts on the delicious treat I j« tended for rriyscif.

Many of my S'roMhernj plants were killed, and all of
them injured in the winter and spring, by a worm which
burrowed a hole just at the root, and seemed to live there
and eat the roots. This rascal I have never seen, as he
committed his depredations late at night.

The.! f es and ends of the twigs of my fine plum trees
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are eaten by something, I know not what. I have never

been able to find it, day or night, and know it only by its

ruinous effects.

Is there any means to prevent rose bushes and pome-

granate trees from throwing up suckers I

How can the Paradise Apple be best propagated 1 What
would you do with a valuable plum or apple tree which
does not grow thriftily, but has no apparent disease and is

in a good soil

I have been attempting to train an apple tree to a trel-

lise, but the boughs which I have tied down for this pur-

pose 7i‘ill not grow at their extremity, and will throw up
shoots at every bud, which after innumerable rubbings

and pinchings persevere with indomitable pertinacity in

growing upwards. What can I do with it 1

Quaro.

Selma, Ala., Sept., 1855.

Remarks.—The case of our correspondent is a hard one,

indeed—almost hopeless, it appears to us. Perhaps our

friend, R. B., of Rome, Ga., may be able to prescribe an

effectual dose for the maurauding herds Quaro complains

of. Will R. B. give us his camphor-water remedy, or

other suggestions 1

Downing says the following mixture will destroy the

wooly aphis:—Three-quarters (%) of an ounce ofsulphur-

ic acid, mixed with seven and a half ounces (1)^ oz.) of

water. It should be rubbed into the parts of the tree af-

fected, by means of a piece of rag, tied to a stick, the

operator taking care not to let it touch his hands or clothes.

A strong decoction of Aloes, it is said, will also drive

away almost every variety of insect. These, with the

forthcoming recipes of R. B,,and the salt, ashes, ley, soot,

snuff, tobacco-water, guano-water, &c., of Quaro ought

to kill off some of them. Let them be tried, at all events.

Paradise stocks, fi3r the apple, may be obtained from all

large Nurseries—propagate the Paradise by layers. We
do not know any method of preventing the Rose and

Pomegranate from suckering—it seems to be natural to

most varieties of these plants. Dig in around your Plum

or Apple tree a mixture of lime, ashes, muck and stable

manure, and then mulch it with forest leaves or straw. If

that does not make it grow, it should be ‘'cut down and

cast into the fire.” We see no reason for training trees to

trellices or espaliers, in this climate. Let them grow as

standards, branching out near the ground.

—

Eds.

MURRAIN IN CATTLE-A REMEDY.

Editors Southern Cultivator—For several years I

have been a reader of the Southern Cultivator, I will say

that I have, from no other source, received so much valu-

able information as I have from the pages of the Cultivator.

But upon the subject of Murrain in Cattle, I have never

found a remedy or a preventive. This is a malady that

kills our cattle by scores annually, and ifa remedy can be

found it will be of great value. I do not know that I have

a remedy, but I believe so, I will give it for the benefit of

all that may have Murrain amongst their stock, who may
wish to try it. And if their efforts are attended with alike

success they will never regret it. When you first discover

the animal is attacked, which is not difficult to determine,

lose no time in preparing a drench. The drench is one
quart of the juice of Jamestown weed, and one teaspoonful

of saltpetre. This is enough for a grown cow or ox—for

small cattle X K quantity is sufficient. Ifadminis-

tered in time, 9 out of 10 will get well.

I see that much is said about the Hollow Horn in Cattle.

I think some of the remedies much worse than the disease.

For instance, the plan of boring a gimlet or augur hole in

the horn of a cow is a great evil, and a dangerous

practice. I am of the opinion, Messrs. Editors, that all

the cases of hollow horn that occur are caused by exposure

to the rains and sleets of winter and early spring,

and for the want of plenty of food—they have the hollow

belly, and henoe the hollow horn necessarily ensues, as

well as the hollow tail. If the following rules are observed,

the hollow horn will never be found:

1st, Let no man keep a greater number of cattle than

he can keep in good order during the winter and spring,

say until the middle of April.

2d. protect them from the rains and cold winds,

3d. Cover their horns well with tar every two weeks,

and my experience is that the hollow horn never makes a

victim ofany of my cattle. But I do not wonder, Messrs.

Editors, that men’s stock die with hollow horm, hollow
tail, &c., when they have nothing to eat but a few shuche
thrown out in the mud—no stables. The woider with
me is that they do not all die of hollow belly, hollow horn,

and hollow tail. I know one man that has 27 milch cows
and does not get as much milk and butter as 4 good cows
will yield, properly attended to, because they are all of

the limber tail stock. Respectfully yours, &c.

L. G. W.
Top of the Hill, Sept., 1855.

Remarks,—We would advise a little caution in the use

of our correspondent’s remedy. The Jamestown or ‘*Jim-

son” weed {Datura Stromionium—“thorn apple”) is a

powerful poison, and a quart of the juice seems to us any-

thing but a homcepathic dose. It will, probably “either

kill or cure,” and may be tried in extreme cases, com-

mencing with half of the above dose.

—

Eds.

THE LAMPAS IN HORSES.

A Correspondent of the New York Spirit of the

Times inquires as to the burning for the Lampas, and

whether that is the only cure for it. With the hope that

we may perhaps save one horse from the unnecessary

and terrible torture of the burning iron, we undertake to

reply

:

Burning for the Lampas is as good and humane a reme-
dy as is suffocation between two feather beds for hydro-
phobia—both have been practiced by the ignorant, and
both are effectual. The horse, to be sure, survives the
infliction, while the feather-bed patient is bound to die.

But both of these barbarous remedies('?) have long been
discarded by civilized and intelligent men.
We have occasionally had cases of this complaint in our

stable, and have always attributed it to over-feeding. But
in no single case, however bad, within our knowledge and
experience, has it resisted a course of bran mashes, con'
tinned for a day or two

;
with the addition, in one or two

instances, of a purgative of salts or aloes. (The first

thought of our farm hands always was, to take the animal
to the blacksmith’s to be burned.)

Youatt says: “The bars occasionally swell and rise to
a level with and even beyond the edge of the teeth. They
are very sore, and the horse feeds badly on account of the'

pain he suffers from the pressure of the food on them.
This is called the Lampas. It may arise from inflamma-
tion of the gums, propagated to the bars, when the horse
is shedding his teeth—and young horses are more subject

to it than others—or from some slight febrile tendency in
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the constitution generally
;
as when a young horse has

lately been taken up from grass, and has been over-fed or

not sufficiently exercised. At times, it appears in aged

horses
;
for the progress of growth in the teeth of the horse

is continued during the whole life of the animal. In a

ntaiority of cases, the swelling will soon subside without

medical treatment, or a few mashes and gentle alteratives

will relieve the animal. A few slight incisions across the

bars with a lancet or a penknife will relieve the indamma-

tion and cause ths swelling to subside; indeed this scari-

hcation of the bars in Lampas will seldom harm, although

it is far from being so necessary as is supposed. The

brutal custom of the farrier, who scars and burns down
the bar with red hot iron, is most objectionable. It is tor-

turing the horse to no purpose, and rendering that part

callous, on the delicate sensibility of which all the safety

and pleasure ofriding and driving depend. It may be pru-

dent, in case of Lampas, to examine the grinders, and

more particularly the tushes, in order to ascertain whether

either of them is mashing its way through the gum. If it

is so, two incisions across each other should be made on

the tooth, and the horse will experience immediate re-

lief.”

In lancing the gum for a coming tooth it is much better

to nick the gum at the side rather than upon the edge

above the advancing tooth. This is practised with young
children by most physicians. Any one troubled with a

tender and swollen instep can comprehend the rationale of

this. If he cuts his boot upon the point of pressure, he

finds the foot puffing up more and more, but when he

makes a few incisions on either side of the boot, near the

sole, the pressure ceases and his instep is at once relieved.

Practical Farmer.

We wish every farrier and blacksmith in the land who

has been guilty of the barbarous practice of mutilating

tire mouths of horses with a hot iron for the cure of Lam-

pas, would read the foregoing and be convinced of the ig-

norance under which he has labored.

MANUAL LABOR SCHOOLS.

[Continuedfrom Angust number^ page 243 ]

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having briefly men-

tioned the causes of failure in these institutions, and des-

cribed the teacher necessary to insure success, it remains

to say something of the plan of operation—n»t the details,

but only the general principles on which they should be
conducted.

In the first place, the price of board and tuition should

not be put down to a teacher-starving point—on the con-

trary, it should be liberal. There should be no distinction

between the pupils. No one’s money should purchase

the least exemption from the regular duties, nor should

any extra duties be allowed to procure exemption from

the money payment. It may be expedient to have difler-

ent classes of students in some countries, but not in this.

The number of students should not be large, especially at

the beginning
;

nor should any of dftubtful moral charac-

ter be admitted. After a few sessions, when a sufficient

nucleus (so to speak) has been formed and properly drilled,

a large number might be admitted and less rigidness

might be used in the selection.

Each student should be required to labor a certain

number of hours, according to the precept and exo^viple, of

the principal. Precept, in this case, will be useless with-

out example. Whatever is made should belong to the
students, the teacher taking an equal share with them.
Whether the share of any should be applied to paying for

his board or not, would be settled between the student

and his parent or guardian. It is absolutely necessary

that the pupil see that the teacher neither gets, nor sh«ws
a disposition to get, the proceeds of his labor.

A certain proportion of the proceeds of the labor could

be set apart to be given as prizes to the most deserving,

and a failure in punctuality or in diligence could be pun-
ished by a diminution of the distributive share of the cul-

prit. Any unruliness should be visited with immediate
expulsion, and the share of any one expelled at any time

should be forfeited and divided among the others or added
to the prizes.

At the examinations either monthly, quarterly or semi-

annually, all the operations of the Labor department

should be inspected and criticised by competent judges.

These are- the principles on which an Agricultural

School might be conducted with an assurance of success.

The details could be easily adjusted, and possibly, I may,
at more leisure, or when more violently attacked with
an “itch of writing,” give those that have suggested them-

selves to me. L.

Sumterville, Ala., August, 1855.

N.B.—Can some of your subscribers give a good and
cheap plan for a kiln for drying fruit It is rather late

for this season, but I, for one, would be glad to have a

plan to study over, and get ready for the next. L.

DON’T BELIEVE IN BOTS KILLING HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see in your last

number the question introduced, “Bots or no Bots.” I

presume nearly all men believe bots do frequently kill

horses and mules. My experience is, they do not. I

have owned, on an average, over 50 head of horses and

mules for the last 20 odd years, and have never lost one of

either by bots. Mine have as many complaints, I pre-

sume, as common, with such symptoms as most people

would call Bots, which I always treat as colic, and with

success. Yours respectfully,

Samuel Griswold.
Griswoldville, Ga., August, 1855.

A NEW IMPLEMENT.

Dr. Cloud—Dear Sir :— I do not remember to have
called the attention of your readers to Yost’s Patent Turn
Plow and Scraper. It is now on trial in Hinds, Mississip-
pi, and has given such satisfaction, that two planters,
John F. Watson and McKinney L. Cook, have bought the
right. They are planters, and show a commendable
spirit in bringing out an implement which, with a hand
and horse, can do the same work of two. A Mississippi
Patent, and owned by Mississippians. Only 70 plows
have been made and distributed for experiment. N. B.
Ward, a citizen of this county, purchased of Mr. Yost,
before he sold to W. and C., the right to four counties, for
15 months, SbOO. Mr. W. sold 100 plows—engaged them
in one day. This is stated only to show how planters es-
teemed the implement upon trial.

I learn that the owners charge $10 at this time. Any
planter near Montgomery can procure one from me, on
condition he tries it, reports through the press, and de-
posits it in Montgomery for examination. 1 am actuated
alone by the spirit of doing good to planters. All the
owners are ray peisonal friends, it is true, biv. such inter-
est, it is hoped, no one would suppose would actuate any
one to do a wrong. At all events, I onlyofter for trial—

I

will have to pay $10 for another. M. W. Phillips
[iu American Cotton Planter.

Edieards,Miss.,lSblb.

Put a spoonful ofhorse raddish into a pan of milk,

and it will remain sweet for several days.
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5lkerti3tiiicnt0.

TEN THOUSAND CHOICE TEEES!
THE SubscribiT oflrfi’s for fall Mini Win' er Planting CISSC-G)

following' desirable trees shruiis, vinrp, «c :

"^"apples,—

A

select list, of eaily, medium and late varieties, in-

cluitliig m mV (if the ncw and supei i r S aitiiern seed lings, heretofore

4escv[\')ti‘~l\n SinWcefn C'ulti" tor 2o cents » ach
;

$'20 per hundred.

PEAES — Idvarfs and ti anOards, ma' y choice varieties. 5 cents

each ; f4(i per hundred. Extra large trees, ijd.

PEACHES —A succe Sion from .lune till Octo' er, including many
native eedl iigs 2oeeiits e eh; ^^Vdperhu divd.

APRICOTS, NECTARINES, PLUMS A?3D CEERBIES, tf

the!) stvni te . &' cents each ; ^40 per hundi ed.

PIGS—Several choice varnties, including the Ckledial A'i-

cart. < If'- G'O'^&c., &c.,5' cents ach

GRAPES—The genuine cC, V)ba, from Axt’s vinevards
;
also

We ler’s '-I -w pe-' o !/, (fee 5 cents each ; per hundred.

QUINCES—The Orange variety, well rooted and strong plants, at

25 cents.

STRAWBERRIES-More than thirty Premium varieties, includ-

in all tile most desirable (See sep rate advertisement of select

sort®, ill present number.) Prices, 0 cents per dozen, or from $1 to

$3 per hundred
BLACEBERRRIES—The genuine New Roche’le or “Seacors

Mamuiutli.” Bellies of extra size and flavor. Well rooted plants at

50 cents each.

POM GRANATES—The sub-acid, or sweet variety, at 25 and

60 cents each, accnroii g to size.

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FORHEDGING—A large quan-

tity of V gorous plauts, of 1 aini yoars gvowtij, at $5 to per

thousand,
;

OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW-Cuttings of the famous

IBevcridgii at filo per thousand, or$z per single hundred. Also, the

Vir iiid’is, at per thou.«and, or $ per hundred
jtSf^Orders will also be re- eived for choice ROSES, ORN 'MENT-

AL SHRUBS and TREES, EVERGRUii.NS, VIAES, UHEENHOUSE
PLANTS, >ic., (fee. Address D REDMOND,

Oct .5— tf Augusta, Ga .

TO FAiiMKES ALL OTH'^^rS OTHIESTEO ii\

Agi^ksilture, MoitkuStare, * «.

WILL he pnbli hed in October, '’855, he YEAR BOOK OP AGRI-
CULTURE; or, The Annual of ' gncultural Pro r.ss and

Discov ry, for 855. Exhibiting the most important discoveries and
improvements in Agripultural Mechanics, Ag iculturO and Hoiticul-

tural Botany, Agricultural and Economic Geology, Agiicultural Zoo-

logy, Meteorology, et-,., toarether vvi.'h St-tist'cs of Am ri an Growth
and Product! n

; a L st of Recent Agricultural Publications; Agric ul-

tural Patents, wi h Notes by the E(iitor nnth Progress of merican

and Foreig ' Agficu'tu' e, for the year 18 .5, by David A . Wells, A M
member of the Boston Society of Natural History, formerly Chemist

to the Ohio Stat Board of Agriculture; Editor of the Annual of

Scientific Discovery, Farail ar Science, > c , &c.

It evident t at a publication of ihis character, giving a complete

and condense I vi wofthe progre s of every department of Agricul-

tural ci nee, f-ee from technica' and unnecessary scientific descrip-

tions, and systematically arrange 1 sons to present at one view all

Tec nt Agricultural Facts, Discoveries, Theories and " pplicatinns,

must be a mo-t acceptable volume to every on“ in erested in the Cul-
tivation of th“ Soil, or th*^ diffusion of ns f d knowledge.

The “Year Book of Agriculture” w 11 be published in a handsome
octavo vo ume, comprsing upwa dsof 3 •' page®, and wi'l contain an
elegant Steel Portrait of a disiingu'shed agi'icul urist, together with

fine illus'rations of new Agricultural Machines, Stock, Fruit, <fec.,

tog -ther wi h a series of beautifully colored Engi-avings.

Although the p iblicafj n of this work will be attended with very
heavy expenses, it will be issued at he low price of ,$ 5ii, thereby
enabling every F rmer and Planter to possess a copy.

On receipt of the published price it will be rent free per mall, to

any part of the Uirited States. As the sa’e will be V( ry large, all

os"(iers ^hould be sent in immediately. A liheral deduciion to dubs.
.Address CHILDS & PET RSON,

124 Arch st., Philadelphia.

A'' ENTS wanted to sell the above valuable work.
Oci.5 —'f

G11EE:?S2’S PUi^E WMiTE WOEAT.

I
HAVE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will en-
gage to those who may want to purchase for seed wheat of the

nextero , to bedel'vered atthe La Grange de ot in good, strong
sacks, containing not more than one bushel un'ess ordered, nor less

than a alf ; marked with the name of the purchaser and place of de-
livery. This Wheat is of the very ea' liest and v Rest kind. Sow any
time in November, and cut by the 20th of May It has been exhibit-

ed at four different Fa rs, and have obtained a iremium in ev^ry in

stance. I have a ready made many engagements for the next sow
ing at five dollars per bushel. No Delivery no p y

P. H GREENE
Ln <2,^. '’R5.5. AnrirV—If

VFJtEEUS,
| HE Subscriber wou’d re.‘pectfi<l y i' vite He atlenthn of Ploristn

andt.I! lovi r.® of thi beau iful bedding plant to his extensive
collection, nu be ing u wal(l^ of 3ol varieties, and comi rising every
varie'y woithy ofcultiv t on thai has been Sent out, uj) to the pre-
sent time. ti icefi om$ to 3 per dozen.

Descriptive Catalogues sent to all -q plicants. enclosing a iiency
sla' p. As I e devotes his ti..' e excliisiveij lo the raisngofthis par-
ticular flower, he le Is e nfident that he can give entiie s tisfaction.

Fine -trong and web wood d pl.ntsread^ to send Sout br the
middle or last of ecto'oer. Address dEXTER NOW,

Oct —ot* Cl icopee, Hampden Co . Ma3^Echuset^8.

(
't M. SAXTON, 11:2 Fulton street New York, jiublished thefoLow

icg

B90.KS FOE THE COraiRY,
Sent free of postage to any part of the United States.

1 Browne’s Ame’ ican Field Pook of Manures. $1 2.5.

2 Brown ’s A erican I’nultry Yard, t" er.iy sixth thousand, $1.
8 Browne’s mer'ean Bir ’ Pun ier. c'oih. ’'Oc.

4

Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor, cloth, ijl.

5

Dana’s Hiuck Manual, cloth, # 1 .

6

Dana’s Prize E-say on ^Manures, ''5 cts.

7

f-rioe'^hardr’s Ch^n ic 1 Field Lectures, fl.

8

Blake’- Farm rat Home, $1 25,

9

Duift’s American F'- wer Garden Directory, $1 26,

10

Buist’s Family Kip hen Gardener, 'l-'c.

11

Norton’s Eleme fs of Scientific and Practical Ag'icn’ture 6'’c.

12 Johnston’s C techi-mof Agricultural Cher- istry, for shools, 75o.
18 Johnston’s Elements of AgricuPui-a rhemi^tr- and Geo ogy, ?1.
^4 Johns^ton’s Lectere.! on Agricultural Chemistry and Geology,

15 Downing’s T andscape Gardening ifi3 ,5d

Ifi Fessenden’s Complete Fi'rmer and Gardener, $1 2"'.

17

Frs enden’s American Kitchen Gardener, 2rc., cloth EOc.

18

Nash’s Progressive P rmer, 6" o^nts.

19

Richardson’s Pomestic Fowl.®, 25c.
2* Pichardsonon the Horse; Varieties Breeding, Ac., 25 cts.
21 Richardson on the Disease® and Management of 'he Hog, 25 cts,
2’ Rich rdson on the truction of the Pests of the Farm, 25 ots.
23 Richardson on the Hive and Honey Bee, 25 cts
24 Milburn and Stevens o" the Cowand Daily Husbandry, 26 cts.
25 Skinner’s Flemont’ of Agriculture, 25c,
26 'Toiibam’s Chemistry ma'’e ea®.v for the Use of Farmers, 25 cts.
27 A’len’s Treatise on theCuItur rfthe Grape, if!'.

28 APen on the Diseases of Domestic Animals, 75c.
29 Allen’s A merican Farm Book, $1.
80 Allen’s Rural Architecture, 25.
S' Pardee on the Cultivation of the Strawberry, Ac., 50 cts.

32

Pedder’s Farmer’.® Land Measurer, 50 cents.

33

Phe'ps’ Bee-Keeper’s Chart, 25 cents

34

Guenon’s Treatise on Milch Cow®,’llustrated, 38 cts,
8 “' Gunn’s Domestic Med'cine, a b- ok for every married person, §8
86 Randa'l’s She°p Husbandry, i|1 25 ^

87 Youatt Randall and Skint er’s Shep’ errl’s own Book, $2.
f S Y( uatt on the Bree'^s and Management of She-ep, 75c.
39 Youatt on the Horse, $1 25.
4' Youatt, Mai tin, and Stevenson Catrie. $’ 2.5.

41

Youatt and Martin on the Brteds and Management of the Hog,
75 cents

42

Munn’s Practical Land Drainer .50 ct .

43

Stephens’ B' ok of ilie Farm, oomn’efe, 45" illustrations, $4.

44

The Architect
; or. Plans fur Gorntry Dwellings. $6

45 Ihaer, Shaw, and Johnson’s Pi-jr.-ipies of Agriculture, ¥2.

46

Smi'h’s Londscape Gardening, Parks and Pleasaie Grounds,
$1 25

47

"Weeks on the Honey Bee, 50 cents.

48

Wil'-on on 'he Gultivation of Flax, 25 cents.

49

Miner’s American Bee Keeper’.® Manual, $1.

50

Quinby’s My.^iteries of ! ee Ke p'ng, $1.
6 Gottage and Farm Bee Keeper 50 cents.
.'"2 Elli tt's Am rican Fruit-Gr wer’s Guide, fl 26.
5.8 The American FI rist’s Guide, 7^ ce' fs
f4 Every Lady her own Flower Ga dener, 25 cents, cloth, 50 cts.
.55 The American Rose Culturi-t, paper, 2"' cents, cloth, 50 cents.
56 Hoareon he Gultivation oftheVine, to cts.
t? Chorlton’s Cold Grapery, from direct A merican Practice, SO cte.
58 Saxton’s Rural Hand Rooks, 2 vols., $2 f 0.
f 9 Beinent’s Rahb t Fancier, tP cents.
6’ Reeme'in’s Vine-Dresser’s Manual, 60 cts.
61 Neill’s Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Gardener’s Companion,

Oct5'—2t

185,51 CILOlimG aJURSERY. 1855!

SH PHERU’S DUGS, PiG'ij &c.

FOR sale, a ver 'uperior and well trained
English SHEPHERD’S DOG, imported by the
sub<criher last seas n. elso, a fine lot of COTSWOLD
SEESPj Buck Lambs, and ‘^UPFGLK PIGS. Address

Sfc ^TQILN GTLE3, South Wood£to,k, Cena.

HE Subscriber having added many additional varieties ofSouthern
Seedline FRUIT TREFS to his former stock, C' mprisii g sonKB

fifty varieties of Apples, one hundred of Pears, twenty of Cherries,
twent of Peaches, N(Ctarines, &c., and being re-assured of theirsu-
periori'y over fh se raked in Northern Nurstries with confidence,
f unded on experience, again offers them to the attention of Southern
Farmers, Planters and Pomologists at such p ices as, he h' pes, will

eave no excuse for contin ing to import them. Our trees are all

graft d on seedling stocks twoye^rsold before g' afting, consequently
have good roots.

R. K. L.1CGHLIN. Esq., 148 Carondelet street, New Orleans, is

our Aeent for Mississippi Louisiana, and Souihen Alabama.
Catalogues Lr 1865 sent (gratis) to all applicant.®.

J. VAN BUREN, Clarksville,

Aus5&— HatariiUU Cw., C.*v
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Tdfc SeiE TiFIC K5EVEVTM ¥EiF.
Splendid ^ ttgravings and Prizes,

TH^ Eleventh Ann ml volume of this useful publication commences
on the I 'th day of September next
Scientifi". AmeH a is an ill strated' Periodical, devoted

chiefly to the pr ,mulgatJon of information re ating to the various
Wecha k and Chemie Arts, Jnd sMial Manuf 'Ciures, Agriculture,
Pa rnts, Invent! ns Engineering, Millwork, and all interests whi li

t' e light of Practical tcienceis cilculated to advance, lleport,^ of
X] ti. Patents granted are also published every week, includiiig Oflicial
Oopie of all the P itent ( laiins, together with news and information
open thons nd? of other subjects.

The contr butors to the 6' i-nt'ijia American are a-ong the most
eminent, scientific and practical men of the times The edi oiial de-
partment i un.versal y acknowledged t be conduc ed with g eat
abili y. and to be distinguij ed, not only for the excellence and
truthfulness of its discu-sions, i ut for the fear essn ss with which
erior is combatted and false theories are exploded.
Jlechamcs, Inv. n ors. Engineers, Che • ists. Manufacture -, Agri-

culturists, md people <f every profession in life, will finci theVs'ofVTt-
tilic, Amerii in, to beofgieat value in iheir re pretive callings. Its

suggestion will save them huri-'reiis of dollars aimnallcounsel am
besides afth ding tnem a c ntin lal source of knowledge, the experi-
enoe of which is beyond necuni iry estimat .

’

The "'iis'Ufic Arix-'Hcan. ispubli>Jied once a week; every num-
ber cont ins eight large quarto p-^ges, forming annually a complete
and spleu id vol me, illustrated w th several hundred original en-
gravings. .Specimen copies sent gratia.

TtK.v.8 —Single Subsci ipt ons, n a year or for six months. Five
copies for six months, $4 ;

for a year, +8
For further Club rates and fo • sta ement of the fourte n large cash

prizes, offered by ihe publi hers, ScieuNjic Arne icun
touthern, Westein and Canada money or Post Office Stamps taken

it par for sub criptions. laiuers shoul ’ be directed (post paid) to
MU.NN & CO., 1 2 1 Fulton st., New York

Messrs Jlunn & Co., have been, for many \ ears,'6xtens v. ly
engaged in procuring patents o new inveri ion, and will advise in-

ventors, without charge, in regard tot e no e ty of their iin rove-
Oct 5— tf

75.000 i'itt'i'l' TK.EES

^ OP Southern growth and perfectly ad,apted to this climate, are^now offered for sale at ihe Miss ssippi Nurseries, Persons in
•aiitof superior FUUIT TKEFS at mederate prices would do well to
jendin their orders early. Wr can upply the .-epp e in 480 varieties
from 1 to 4 y ars old

; the Pear in 4 varieties, bi th Standard and
Dwarf fi 0 n i to 8 y'ears old

;
the Peach in 10 varieties fr m 1 to S

years old, and o her fruits in all the best varieties. The cel brated
Southern Seedling A PPL tS and new European PEARS can be tup
plied in 1 mited quilities.

er Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants, and all orders
promptly attended to Address C. M. SWASEY & CO ,

Yazoo C t-. Miss

FECIT A¥S> ^>FfV.l.EESTlL TREES.
{AUTUMN OF 1S55)

OUR new wholesale Catalogue or Trade List fortheAutnmn^of 1 .)5i 8 ready and w 11 -e sent <j,nii.s\o all who cnckse a
stamp. 1 he stock now on the ground is of the finest de cription
and by far the largest that h .s ever been offered in this country.

’

Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters can be supplied on very advan-
tageous levms, and they will find it to their interest to consult our
List and ex-iminestocK before purchasing. 0 r arrangements for
packing and sluppmg are so complete t at weciin forward packages
to the most remoie parts of the Uni edv^tates with safely.
-^nyofthe following CaLtlogues will be sent to all who apply and

enclose a stamp for each :

No. 1 A Descuptive G.italogue of Pruitc No. 2 A Descriptive
Caialogiie of Ornamenial Trees, 8hrubs, Ro es, Ac. No. 8- A Oaffi-
kgue of Dahlias, Verhenas, Petunias, and select new Greenhouse andHeddmg P ants, published every spring. No 4 A V/holesalc Priced
C .laioguefor Nurse-ymen and Deal rs. No. .h—A Fir phmental
Caialogue of Fruits—-CO tainiiig pricc.'J of Fruit Tre. .s for i8.-^4 and
18 5, and List of Dew varieties. ELM ANGER A HARRY
Sepo5- 2t Slonnt Hope Nur er-es, Rochester, N.V.

FRtSH ITIPORIEI) Tl EiMlP St ED.

[
received a large lot of fresh imported English TUR-

t MF chLD, to wlich I call the attention of al Planters and
Gardeners 8 uth. Among the a.s.-ior[ment -ire Large Flat Dutch
Lciige G1 be, Large Norfolk, Red Top and Hanover. For sale in'
quantities to suit purchasers, at only $1 per pound. Orders from
the country solicited.

8ep-'5-2t M'M. HAINE?, Broad-st., Argusta, Ga.

CAlUliCHAEL & BEAIV,

DEALER'! in HARDWARE, CUTLERY and AGRICULTURAL
IMPLEMENTS, Augu ta,Ga.

.
^ ’’ following articles :—SALAMANDER

^AlLS, made by Stearns & Marvin, New Y> rk ; IdTll.E GIANT
COR.NI AND COB MILLS; Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING
and HOSE, made b Boston Belting Company; ATKIN."’ SELFRAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made bv Hoe & Co and
Melch & Griffith’s HOltSE POWERS; FAN MILLS, TlIRFSllERS
and SMUl MACHINES. CARMICIlAtL & BEAN.

Augusta, Ga,
ApriloS- Cly

AGRICULTI RAL MACHINES AND f31PLE3IEx\TS.

S
MUT MACHINES -Luck’s or Pilkington’s—the he-t and cheapest
made. Pri e fihl. HORSE POWERS and THRESHERS

; Allen’s
ludEmery’s superior PnolessCi a'nan i iaplin’s or Eddy’

, Trit ble’s
Herd dus and other CIRCULAR HORSEPOWERS. THRESHERS
lihor with ut Separators GRAIN MILLS, CORN S'dlHLLERS.'
PLOWS rf a 1 kinds, STKA V CUTl'ERS, &c Also, a general as ort-
»rotof the besf made and most approved Agric-ltura! and Hcrticul-
tira) I.MP1.EMENTS Field and Garden SEEDS, GUANO, BuNE
DUiT, &c. For sale by R L. aLLEN,

0cf»‘—8t* leg and ’gi Water street. ^ ew York.

O THE PiAATEHS DF T. E SOiTH.

T
he Belleville Manufactming Company would call your attention
titbediff'.-rent styles oi GEORG A PLAINS, which they are

so» manufacturing for the coming season, believing f iey are better
adapted to the wants of the South than any negro cloths manufactur-

point norih of the Putoma'^*, j he.v have been successful! v
applying the orders of Planters in the interior and on the seaboard
Lranu.uber of years, and have given satisfaction in every respect,
» much so that none who have used them one season have failed to
wJerihem afterwards

; and the natn has been considered so fair a
paranty 01 their quality that in many cases the Northern iviawu-
worrrs have emleavore l to imitate and pass ofl' their fabrics as
Me genuine Oe'ir(jii Plain'), Having increased the capacity to
pfwace these goods, we, therefore, d sire to deal directly with the
Ellers, so they may get the ge- nine article f r their negroes, whi< h,
wtirmth ani wear, will save them more than its cost in Doctor’s
nils.

We are now making three styles, to wit:—The He vy White
™ill3at4' cents per yard

;
the Heavy White Plains, 82 cents per

B’d; the Brown A Pla ns, 2i cent- per yard.
The goods delivered at the Agency in August’, Ga ,

and frrward-
W free of charge for forwarding and to be seit’ed for on receipt of
'^tgoodq by orders on at y responsible Factor or Commiss'on Mer-
ttint, p yable on the 1st Fem uary next. All orders will be put up
"R 'liniities as directed, in a bale or bales, and can be shipped from
Gfuata to any point South or West at as Iowa rate of Ireight as
®any point. Planters who have i.o reg lar Factor, can give a
•^rence ei her in AuguMa, : harle-ton, 'avannah. Mobile, Mont-
rm^or New Orleans ur in such place as they are known, and if

>rf ctory, the order will be ente'ed at once and the goods put up
at 8 early a date thereaf.er as possible.

^The highest market price will be g'Ven for WOOL, delivered
BAogmta, in exchange for cl- th. Address

GEORGE SCHLEY, P es dent,

j. or, fe. U. OLIVER, Agent Belleville Factory,

Augusta, Ga.

Pl'RE DEVON AND GRADE CALVKS FOR SALEJ
'

beautiful thorough- bred NORTH DEVON
old— sire, “Keokuk;” dam.

bively Dame”—for pedigrees of which see September
-•nrsMtAncntifl.. number (la' 8) & uilutm \^xUi''Oii1.or.

bull CALVFS of

k;-!
good native co« s, and sired by premium

bu-1 Keokuk.” purchased Irom the Messrs. Waimucht bv JudeoWARREN. For parficulars, -Ac
,
Address D. REDMOND

^g-'sta, Ga.

ed

;

Fistmaien.
Per Hundred

Hovey’s Seedling ^2
cAvoy’s Snpeiior b

.McAvoy’s Ex ra Red... 8
Crimson Cone q
Black Prince 3
Crescent Seedling 3

Prfi-;iriliUM hTMAWBtllRV P^ANISI
Subscriber will furn sh, at any time alter the first of

October, a hmi'ed number of the foloning desirable
varieties of STRAWBERRY PLANTS, at the prices aLnex-

S aniinates and IIerma) h> odite^.

_ , „ Ber Hundred.
Early Scarlet
Longworth 's Prolific 3
Walker’s Seedling
Boston Pine 8
Genesee Seedling

. V.V.2
Iowa

.*!!l
Orange Prolific V.V.' V.I

^

A deduction of 3b per rent, when 5 0 or more plants* 'are
orderea at one time. All plants carefu ly packed, and sent in good
order to any part of the South. Order.--, accompan ed w th the
money. prornpUy at! ended to. Address

,

Aug55—tf D REDMOND, Augusta, Ga.
PAltillEK'i AAD PlAN«ER!> GE TUE SGt'iH.pEE undersigned have received the exclusive Agency for the entireA South an Southwest for the very best CORN and COR CRUSH-ERS now m use, and the only articl s of the kind that w il- make finemeal, t^uitable for the table—this they are gua> anteed to do. These

•

’ sv ill effect a sa ’ingofSS per cent., or fully one-third, in crush-
ing the food pr pared for stock, as has been satisfactorily tested.
Pi e fron ^ to $75. Every Farmer and Planter in the land shouldhavet’em.
Manufactured and for sale by W. F. Henrry & Co

, Meeting street

vuK**
Charleston, S. C.; McCkekry & Hooke, Brown’s

Wharf, Charleston’ S. C.. and J A. Aksley, Commission Merchant
Broad street, Augusta, Ga, ’

. Langley & CO., General Agents,AugCO—5t Charleston, 8. C., and Nasi ville, Tenn.

F. McCreery,
I

K M. Hooke,
Charleston,

| Chattanooga,

McCREERY & HOOKE,

COTTOSr FACT OH8,COi>IMI8^lO:V A>D PPRWABD-.
Ii\<4 MKHCa aNTs, Brown’s Wharf, Charleston, 8. O.

Strict attention given to Ihe sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the receiving and forwarding 0/ Preig t, and to the
filling of orders in this market. Feb55—Cly
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FERTILIZERS.

riTHERTO the Planters of the South have been dependent on the

North for all the artificial fertilizers they have used The N ew

Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city, \yith

facilities for the manufacture of manures seeond to
*

States, are prepared to fill orders for the following FERIILIZbRS at

’^he same prices charged in Baltimore and New York

:

GROUND BONES.—For fruit trees and grape vines these are par-

ticularly beneficial Five hundred pounds applied to an acre of ordin-

ary pine woodland, aided bv good, deep plowing, will produce acrop

of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom lar ds. It is ground both

fine and coarse, and is put up in barrels. The coarse is 1}^c per

pound—the fine and sifted, per pound. Its great durability m
;he soil renders it the cheapest manure in use.

PHOSPllATED GUANO.—This valuable fertilizer, composed of

equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every re-

spect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It is

an established fact that Guano lac-s Phosohate of Lime, and, also,

that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air, which

is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal smell constant-

ly emitted by it untill its strength is gone.
, . • u

Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of L me, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in the

Guano and retai' s it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial of this

fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior efiicacy to

simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied to the acre will show

its effects for fiv'e years or more, by an annual increase of at least 10

percent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of about 200 pounds each,

at 2 cents per pound.
. . i

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—Tbis highly concentrated ma-

nure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust, Gyp-

sum and Sulphate of Iron, each of which, by itself, is a powerful fer-

^F?ve hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super -Phosphate

of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial effects, to

thirty wagon loads of ord'nary Stable Manure.

The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may be used before or after planting of

the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hih of Corn or Cotton, has

been known to increase the yield twenty per cent. Five hundred lbs.

to an acre of common piuey woods land having a clay subsoil, will en-

able it“ to yield as good a crop as any ordinary bottom land. A
6in<^le hundred pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre of meadow

land, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To Horticu-

turists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fruit Trees at any

season of the year. More than two thousand bushels of Ruta Baga

Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of 200 lbs.

of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is necessary for

**^^116 Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing about

200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
•

POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, turning

out over fifty thousand barrels annually, are not able to supply the de-

mand of the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for thisjustly

popular manure. It is composed of night soil, deodorized and made

into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50 per

barrel.
, , ..

Orders by mall or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber, will re-

ceive prompt attention. D C. LOWBER,
37 Uoydrass street.

gs^Land Plaster, Peruvian Guano and Land Lime may also be

ordered at the above address. July tf

' FOR SALE!

A SEA Island Cotton Plantation, containing 900 acres, 400 of

which is cleared and ready for cultivation ;
it is beautifully

located on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chatham county,

on a bold salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and

the fa' ility for manuring with marsh and mud is unsurpassable, the

land lying three sides on the river. The place is situated 41 miles

from Savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle, under proper culti-

vation, produces equal to any, in Corn or Sea Island Cotton. This

jDlace is situated eligibly to supply any quantity of fish and oysters

and for stock raising. Price $3,50o. Terms accommodating.

Apply to S- F. DUPON, Savannah.

Me of Hope, March 9, 1855. April-
'

-tf

DOMESTIC AMMALS AT FRIVATE SALE.

L G MORRIS’ I lustrated Catslogue, with prices attached, of

• Phort Horned and Devon BULLS, and Bull CALVES; a few

HORSES; South Down RAMS
;
Berkshire, Suffolk and Essex SWINE,

will be forwarded (if desired) by addressing L. G. MORRIS, Ford-

ham, W'estchester county, N Y., or A. J. BECAR, 187 Broadway,

N. Y. It also contains portrait, pedigree and performance on the

Turf o*' the celebrated horse, standing this .‘season at the

Herdsdale Farm. June55 tf

AYfllSHIES MEIFEilS FOE SALE
AT SlOO EACH.

PLANTATION FOR SALE.

I
OFFER for sale, my PLANTATION, situated in Marengo county,

Ala., nine nules south of Demopolis. The place is very produc-

tive in corn, cotton and small grain, and the soil being very rich in

lime, I think it would produce clover admirably. I have just seeded

30 acres, on which there is a beautiful stand of young clover. The

plantation is healthy, has an abundance of stock water in every

field, and offers great advantages to any one wishing to raise stock

of every kind Belonging to and adjoining the plantation, is a large

tract of heavily timbered pine land. There is, on the place, a horse-

power Saw Mill, which will cut from 1201* to 1500 feet of lumber per

day, which can be made to pay handsomely, as the demand for lum-

her greatly exceeds the supply.

My residence is 2)^ miles from the plantation, healthy, convenient to

churches and schools and in a thickly populated neighborhood. The

dwelling contains 8 rooms; all necessary outbuildings; a very large and

rich garden; plenty of good water
;
pasturage and fire wood con-

venient. The whole contains 1650 acres—9' 0 or 1,000 cleared, and

under fence. As I am determined to move from this section, I will

sell a great bargain to any one for cash, or negotiable paper, bearing

8 per cent, interest. I would like to sell stock of all kinds, corn, fod-

der, oats, &c., at the same time.

I made on the plantation, last year, seven bales of cotton to the

hand, and corn to do the plantation, and the seasons were anything

but propitious. The titles are clear and indisputable, and the whole

may be bought at the extremely low price of Twelve Thousand Dol-

lars. t

My post office is Spring Hill, Marengo county, Ala., where letters,

post-paid, will ’ eceive prompt attention. Iwl take great pleasure

in showing the place to those wishing to purchase.

July 4t JAMES R. JONFS.
,

S€t)TT’S LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COS CRTSHEB. '

The attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully ca'led

to this Mill, as the beit and most profitable article now in use.

In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only neces-

sary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.

No 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold;

for $65, all complete, ready for attaching the horse.
\

No. 8, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour
;
and No. 4, at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses
CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,

Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1865.

I have been running one of Scott'6 Little Giant Com and Cob

A/iZZs, A’b. 4. for ihe last five weeks, and it performs to my entire

satisfaction It was warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour, but I

have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to 23^

bushels per hour. In feeding 80 horses, I save at least loO bushels of

Corn per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of Corn with the

cob, where I formerly fed 8iM). I consider it decidedly the best kind

of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not replace mine I would not

sell it for $500. I- D MATHEWS,
June55—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

GEORtJIA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OP SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and at 5 '5 P.M.
Arrive at Augusta daily at 3.25 A. M. and a 1 6.79 P. M.

Leave Atlanta daily at 8.50 A. M. and at 6.15 P M.
Arrive at Atlanta daily at 2.50 A. M. and at 3.86 P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point diily (Sundays excepted) at Iv

A. M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.
WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Arriving at Cumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A M.

Leaving “ “ “ “ 3.80 P.M.

I
JEIFER," PARAGON,” one and a half years old, calved March,

JL 18.58; Dam “ Princess Mary,” grand dam imported “Mary
Queen of Scots;” sire, imported b''- 11 “Robert Burns.” “Princess

Mary ” gave 18 quarts per day, “ Mary Queen of Scots ” upwards of

so qu'^rts.

Heifer, “MARIE TQUISE,” one and a half years old, calved

March, 1S53
;
dam ‘ Maria Teresa,” by imported “ Germantown,”

grand dam “Mary Queen of Scots,” imported from Scotland
;

sire,

imported bull “Robert Burns.” “Maria Teresa” gave 20 quarts per
day, “Mary Queen of Scots ” gave 30 quarts.

Jan55—tf RICHARD PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

WITH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.
Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A. M. and 9.50 P. M.

Arriving ativugusta daily at 8.00 P. and 4.30 A. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND LAGRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta, dai'y at 3.80 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.

Arriving at “ “ 7.55 A. M. and 5.85 F. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. M.and 6 P. M.
Arriving at “ 3 A. M. and 3 P. M. ....

GEO. YONGE, General Superintended.

July 14, 1866. Aug65-tf
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COI'IOjX PLAW iiiR I

Palmyra, Lee County, Ga., *

March 12th, 1S56. J

M THE SOUTHERN NURSERIES, m
WASHING TOK, ADAHS CO .MISS.,

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapted to the South,
of FRUIT TREES and SHRUBS, VINES, STRAWBERRY PLANTS,
&c.; and of ROSES and other ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS and TREES,
EVERGREENS, &c ,

all of Southern growth, and of good size.

The packing is so carefully attended to, that Trees and Plants,

Roses, cuttings for hedging, Ac., are sent to all parts ol the South,
with scarcely a chance of their being injured.

Catalogues will be sent on application.

Nov—tf. THOMAS AFFLECK,

To Cotton Planters.

WE DESIRE to call your attention to a Machine which we have
invented and patented for the PLANTI.NG OF COTTON. Its

superiority over all others used for a similar purpose, consists in its

gr^t simplicitv, requiring no more experience for its use than for an

ordinary plow ;
the cheapness of construction, the great saving of

time and labor in the planting of the crop, but more especially in

the cultivation of it.
, x

The certificates which we herewith presen^ to you are from some

of the most respectable and intelligent planters in our country, who

have thoroughiy tested our Machines, and sustain us in the above

statement of the advantages it possesses. lYe are confident that :

^

when presented to the Cotton Planters throughout the Southern
' nv T“qrKn*"As'TT<ruV''ABOrT TUV nv vnVFM

Sates, it will, in a short time, be universally used by them for

|

'^^^g^j^^^rlcenJ^ems
-NOVEM-

pl^ting their
we have taken everv I

AFFLECK’S COTTO.N PLANTATION RECORD ACCOUNT
In bringmg the&e .lachines

of bein? associated with i

BOOK—New Edition, now ready—No. 1, for forty hands or less,
precaptioyto free them fi-om the liabihties of being associated with

| 50. No. 2, for eighty hands or less, 00. No. 8, for one hun-
the mass-of P^^^^nted inventions, which do not sm

^ twenty, hands or le>s, 60.
and wVi can assure all wio will try them that they wiU fully equal our PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
representations. ^ ! BOOKS—No. 1, for 80 hands or less, |3 00 No. 2, for 120 hands
The Mac^inef^ffliRjje Bad of the following manufacturers:— ©r less, $3 50.

AFFLECK’S
SOUTHERN RURAL ALMANAC,

handsome little volume, full of useful and interesting hints
ULli.\L AFFAIllg IX THE KOLTH,

'Thomas J. CHEEL-sf,.Ai^fti, Ga.; Brown, Clemens k Co., Colum-

iRus, Ga.; J’.,H.f6VAtsoN,Leeco.,Ga.

Wm W. .Cheewer, Esq., Albany, Ga., is our on^y Agent, who will

contract fdVhis with parties wisliing to manufa«ture^he Machines in

aSart of the unitk States. RANDALL k MERCER.
C^rEes Randall, I

Mercer, i*’j>iibNiDiS B.

PaLmyra, Lee co., G)]k, Aug. 10, 1864.

Gents Having planted your entire crops with our fcotton DnHli

ive us your candid opinion of the Machines,please give us your c£

as to the advan^geS fo'E

Yours respectfully.respec^uliy, v

To Messrs. S. D.4^RcLenq^, H. 0

opmion I

be derived from
.•.CRaWaLL it^ERCT

s, Ro'bt. Lundy.

Gents YoAJ
you ourmpinion o

are plea^d injve.

advantages to p
at least one hundr

These Books are now in general use amongst Planters. They
will be sepf by mail, prepaid and carefully enveloped at the above
prices, and when five copies are ordered by clubs, and remitted for,

an additional copy will be sent as commission to the individual mak-
ing up the Club, Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal-

ers, to whom a liberal discount will be made.
B. M. NORMAN, Publisher,

Nov—tf 1 4 Camp street. New Orleans.

CHEROKEE!
. 1 VALUABLE LOT OF LASD FOR SALE.

THE subscriber offers for sale a very attractive and vain-

?F*able lot of LAND, situated between three and four miles
from/'lfce flourishing city of Rome, Ga.
The tract contains Three Hundred and Twenty acres of good up-

land, well adapted to the growth of all the small Grains, Irish and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c., and peculiar-
ly suitable for FRUIT-GROWING, as it is situated on an elevated
plateau above the reach of ordinary frosts. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELET
ofihe purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
o^ihis Lakelet affords one of the most attractive sites imaginable for

a Country Residence
;
as the supply ef water never diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterranean springs,

and has nB perce^lfible inlet or outlet. The tract is

U' HEAVILY TIMBERED
with Oak, Hi^forji, Chestnut, Ac., and an abundance of PINE, and is

within a mile an'^ quarter of two good SAW MILLS. It also con-
tains dh inexh^,ustible quarry of superior LIMESTONE, which
may easily be made available for Agricultural and Building purposes.
The Improvements consist of a very comfortable Log House, with

1 hoe work may De aispensed
j

outbuildings—a well of good water, Ac., with twenty or thirty acres
consider the principal advanta-

Palmyra, Lee co., Ga., Aug. 12, 1S54.

gust 10th, came duly to hand. In gi\f&g

ujpwnlls, in the first place we would say, we
rticular with their operation, and as to the

:d from their use :—the first is the saving of

and fifty bushels of Cotton Seed, in planting

each hundred acres; second, a saving of labor in planting, of one

horse and hand, planting from eight to nine acres per day, the

Machine opening the furrow,^opping the seed and covering as it

moves over the ground ;
third^a more perfect stand may be obtain-

ed with your Drill thanby planting in the common way
;

fourth, a

saving of one-third in the labor of chopping out
;

fifth, the

seed being put in a line notone-half an inch in width, the chopping

out can be deferred, until the season for lice is passed, without injury

to the growth of the Cotton ;
and being in this narrow line with a

sweep or narrow rooter, you caiiteide so close as to cover up the first

crop of grass in the Dril^iti^j^U||jknjuring the stand of Cotton in the

least. By this close sidiMgw
with, after chopping out.^Bfe
ges to be derived from the use of your Drills. On a retrospect of our

1 Xhe attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and all desir-

last year’s experience we have no hesitation in saying that any Mrson
I g,tuation in a salubrious and healthy climate,

with your Drills, can cultivate at least twenty five per cent, more
|

easy reach of the best society, is particularly invited to the
Cotton to each hand, with the same labor, than can be cultivated in

;

^j.i^

the common way of planting. We put that at a low figure so that no : * 'i:Forterm<,*Ac., apply to the subscriber, or to Col. J. W. M.
one can say they have been deceived by ns. In the hope that these bbrRIEN, of Rome, Ga., who will take pleasure in r>"in(ti:^ o ut the

land.
Septembur-

Jotton Seed A.
a,^wens A •® , ‘r,
i»,^igh ap-

;
^ rare

lolpn CO.

Machines may come into general use, we subscribe ourselves,

Yours very truly, S D. McLENDON, I

M’M. H. OVyENS,
RO^RT LUNDY.

Albany, Dongheriy co., GeotAUg. 16fA, 1354.

Gents :—Yours of August 1 4th, with enclosed is bufore;us. In reply

we would state that we''believe ^.nj- person usLag^yeur Cotton

Drill, will realise every advmtage Messrs. BleClendon,

Lundy speak of; and we fully coincide with th^ in theiv,

predation of your invention.
co

DAVIS P.ACE, Dougherty c

AV.AI. B. Mc’-ENDON, Randolpl

B. B. DANIELS, Lee co

Y. G. RUST, Dougherty CO.

^ JAMES CHEEK, Lee co.

JEREMIAH HILLSMAN, Lee co.

To Messrs. Randall A Mercer.

Palmyra, Lee co., Aug. 10, 1854.

Messrs Randall A Mercer -.—In reply to yours of the 5th inst.

in regard to the operation of your Cotton Seed DrUl, l a™ happy to
Afifirp<s«

say that after planting a portion of my crop m the old way, I wm paid letters. Address

'Enabled to obtain one of your Drills, with which I finish^!. It is
|

what we have long wanted, and the beautiful work it perforcis has

perhaps been attempted in a thousand different ways by intelligent
,

Planters, but with only partial success ;
yours leaves nothing to be 1

desired ;
it deposites the seed uniformly, and constantly on a fine of

,

one to two seeds in width
;

saves about one-half of the labor in

planting, and one-third of the hoe labor in cultivating. All must use

this Wm in self defence ;
I shall, for one.

Mdr^'cotton may be planted and cultivated, and if not the labor

saved, may be turned other channels. Yours r^espectfuDy ^

April—tf 0

nini^L
D. l^DMO.'®
j(B^ ugustii. Ga.

EXTENSIVE COLLECTIO.N OF SELECTED^O^S A.\I)

SOUTHERN R.ATSED FRUIT TREE37 ^
AL(il8T.4. XUIISEUV. ^

MAUGE would respectfully infmap thtiJH^ -urs of

Pcplli.cf^*of Di-WRoses, that he has now a supsrUcpll
varieties, which he will be happyfe^pupply to ^uch

servny will be as a->

hes will b - L'irn-

lilition.'i to h;3
of the follow-

iiH s, .\pricot-,

alnuu and Uazlc-

as may desire them. His prices to Nurs'

those of any Nursery at the North, and his I

' erally of a larger size. He has also mad
I stock of FRUIT TREE.S, and can now supply
' ing varieties: Apples, Rears, Quinces, Peaches’

Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English

nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia .Taponica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, Ac., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrub,-.

Also, 60 varieties of the most rp-e and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders

from the country will be promptly attended to, and Tree,'- and Shrubs
carefully packed and directe'l.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent grati.< to all post-
- F. A. MAUGE.

Augusta, (,a.

J. L. MERCER.

P. D. GATES,

COMMISSION M F. R C II .1 N T,

And Dealer in AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and .MACHIN-
ERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.

Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, H^rse Ilces,

Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Reai ers. Horsey

Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers, and
other Agricultural Machines. June55—Clj*
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Rot'ticiiUwe, Stock Bfce/9ivQ, Poultni^ Bees, Generai Fcu''in
fCro'/unvy. d'c , <&(.

ilSagfratfd EN'ln.! at Engravings

ONE DOLLAR a Y±.^LJb< 12SI ADVit-KCE.

DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

TMe Tlairteesiila wiii comsuence ijs

.S 53.23 ^.lary, 1855.

and Horticulturistsjn every section of the Souib and

^ TEEMS:

Thk Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty- two pagEs^ a
volume of 834 nages in the year Itcontain-i a mnc> g)^te)'?(mp.uat
of reading matter than any Agriculturaljfjjuima! m fh^oiu-h^m-
bracing, in gddition to all the current totvfcs of the day,

¥a!oiay® Odglaal €on|r^l^©iib(
^

. a .,

from many of tlie most intdligeid and 7)/’ac^Av/Z.pj^t<^.FginnerL4
RMtest.

*

* VOne Copt, one'yeatfc^...?! I Twenty-Five Copies, one ye»A.' '
5

1
One HuNimED “

IM will be rigidty adherai to, and in noinsfa
it unless the money accompanies the order

eie-paying Banks rkeived at' par. All money^
' tage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

H •
dver-fwetTteesB. ji

Inserted a t e ^4weiv^^i^j^|l«|^j^ingertio'hV
One square per'%nmjHi TB^OLLARs/*R»fe-^^Vi.;;f "<»

Addres,3 AAliJJAM S Arjgnata, Gb.
Persons who will act as Agents, anc^btain Si^cribers, vrilC

;

-be M-nished wjrfithe paper at club pric^«a^ ’

.j
'

Six Copies
THE CASH

will the paper/;

The Bills of a
'

S.McSOtlilEIlJf’ Ct[JLTI¥AT0§!^_.^

T
)0*U,ND volumes of the CULTIVATOR for 1S5.4 now be ob-
j tained at this oflSce. Price, $1.50. Or we wjll send it by mail,

Xiost-paid, at $1.80. Address WM.’S. JONES,"Augusta, Ga.

THE Subscriber offers^ S>r SdW ‘ fieve si|
;
fall-Wood

MERINO RsMS. Havia? reduced the nW^r of mt
flock, I have more rams t^n I need They are from two
lof the best flocks, in. New! York, and their fleeces, both i*

fineness and quantity, ru’ ningfrom 9ld.l4 lbs.

July—tf J. B. JOA^, Birdsville, Burke co.,Ga-

RiCH COTT'^N LilJSD^^a SALE I

POMARIA 1855-6,

1 ^ pplE TREES, embracing, 150 varieties, am^anvj^^
f f the best Southern kinds.

PEARS, bqfh St ndardand Dwmrf.
CHERRIES, both Standard and Dwarf.

PE.VCHSat CTARINFS, APRICOTS, PLUMS, FIG^ GRAPE
ATNES, Si1|R0R TiLFR-'. and all other Fruits. RASPBERRY and
STRAWBERRY PLA^S, in variety.

3,000 fJil'^ES of tif^most o^brated kinds ; Ornamental Deciduoi

TREES and SH UBS'; RAi^l EVERGREENS, &c.

Catilog es ?eat.on ‘Application. We can forward packages
Dy E.vpress, whicli^ill g,<j|gure!y, and with desnatch. Address

SUMMER & CRAMM ND,
Oct'*—3t Pomaria, S. C.

f’Tdll’E Subscriber offers for sale Forty Thousand Acres of the most
i %;|!|it^uctive C 1 TON LAND, n the Sout em country, situated
in th"eounti s of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies,of five hun-
dred ai^j^'p thousand xAcres each, a part of which is 'partially iro-

of crops and durability these T ands are un^ualled
in th'e^^^mrn States ' imilar lands contiguous in-cultivation, are
yielding aniaverage of seven bales Cotton, per hand, for a series

of yea-’S, ^f^^ht' en to twenty-five bushels Corn per acre.

Te ; ms- ^.desired, a credit of one to five years will be
givpn WM. W. CHE EVER.

4
Albany, 1855. April—tf

^iEA8S 8ERf9-

A SUPPLY of Fresh Red and IVhitc CLOVER, HERDS GRAB'S.A TIMOriTY GRAS'S, BLUE GRASS. EGYPTIAN MILLET
SE' D. Just received and for sale in q^ntitifs to ui^ purchasers.

IVM. MAIN 'iS,

Oefi'—"t 217 Broad St., Augusta;

FtESCl'S mm ssvr>.

TI^MTEB quantity of this SEED (crop of 1855) fo- sale by
D, B. PLUMB, & CO.,

Aug'^S—tf August*. Ga.

gCOTT’B MTT-E flAYF C«’B IWIL .

1“ bnsbels p r hour with one hors'",

J. V pr'ct* hH comi)’''t‘', ready to attach the horse. No. 4,

gr lids 2 bushels per hoc 3 with tw<i ho ses
;
pr'ce $75. _

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
April55—Cly’ Augusta, Ga,

T
LTANT to VL\NJ»m*

HE RRIl^ond H^ry (Rc>mor;d county, Gi ,) continues to t

’ n^^lActur“A%3WfEN CLCTH, Hr Nesro CDthing, at 12^ J
centdBBB^'Td— fi'i' ing e-‘e-y material except the wool.*

to a“ail ’hemseGes of f'uis opportunity to precure
fo*- their Negroes a superior article cf Wi ter Clothing, have only
to wa*-!! the wool ’-’ 'an in c Id wa*e'’, and.s- nd it to the fact ry,j

toMes'PS SCRAN’OV, '''EYVOUR&G>,'in Augusta, wi'h i-sti

ti u.s as to the mou- 1 of Cloth they wish made—whether h€av|
I'ght 'f the wool he dir'y, half cent per j’ 'rd wi I ’ e charger
washing it. Burrs ar r.ot o'ojecti nabl,

,
as a ma hine is provide'E

for remov'ng them.
Wool is al o ed ir to Rolls, fo those who moke their Negro, or

other 0 ( thing • t home.
Th terms ow offered rre so reasonable rs fo waiTart a continn-

^

a-ce cf the libera! patronage hereiofore extended ly the planting
'

commu’ it- i||
' he Wool ou’d b se?'t a® .soon after shearing as convenient, with

th** nawe of the ownqt distinctly m u k^d o the bag or hair, that

vH the p tronsef ti e establishoieut may be accommodated in dne
time.
Wool cent by .anv of the Hpfes of Railroad, in Georgia, or South

arofina, or by steambo;ft <ui th’ ,B!v?', dire', ted to “Rirlm.i-.iJ

F ct-'V c re oi Scranton, FEY2iouji‘'&(Co.,” wi 1 meet due a't Jj||rr

'HRit•rd the Pnnter wj'I Iw ys have his 'c/icn 7<col m nufaYuicr
.loth and ret rn d to hi

The hig’kjeRcash prices will he paidrf.'f^OO^ .

.Junes*—4t ' WILLIAM S0HLEY;vT.resident K. Factory.
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TO THI^ planters, FARMERS, HORTICULTURISTS

an/ RURAL RESIDENTS OF THE SOUTH!

Ano*ier number of our journal will complete the pre-

sent vt'ume. The Southern Cultivator \s now thoroughly

and pfmanently established, having been before the pub-

lic thirteen years, though (wc regret to say) many of

our jjople who cultivate and gain their living from the

soil/re still apparently ignorant of its value.

Yu, however, who have perused its pages for any

]eiT^h of time, are now competent to judge of its merits;

an we doubt not, will feel willing to point out its pecu-

lieadvantages to your friends and neighbors, who have

n yet become acquainted v/ith its aims, objects and

ulity.

These aims and objects are, briefly, to improve the Agri-

dture and Horticulture of these Southern States, and to

ontribute, as far as possible, to the enjoyment, elevation

nd profit of those who 'are endeavoring to build up our

great and important rural interests.

Judging from numerous and constantly-repeated words

of approval which w’e are daily receiving from subscribers

in all parts of the South, we believe the Cultivo.for is

properly appreciated and doing much good wherever it is

known and circulated. There is yet, however, (as before

stated) a large class of agriculturists in the South wiio

have scarcely even heard of it
;
and to reach this class,

we request the assistance of all our present readers and

subscribers.

To extend its circulation, it has been usual with some of

:)ur zealous friends and co-workers to go about among

heir friends and neighbors and fo^rm dubs, which often

lumberfrom twenty to one hundred, or even more.

We are aware that many otherwise sensible people

ave imbibed a prejudice against what they style “book

rming;” bvit as well might they decry and condemn

took doctoring,” “book lawyering,” “book preaching”

d all other descriptions of learning gleaned from books,

hen it is remembered that “book farming” is generally

5 recorded experience and practical deduction of om-

it, wisest and most successful agriculturists, who great-

enlarge their audience by voting out instead oi spcak-

iug their views and opinions, and who thus place on per-

il manent and enduring record much that would otherwise

die with them and be lost forever; it must be evident that

all such prejudice as we have alluded to has no good foun-

dation, and is unworthy of this age of improvement and
progress.

With the hope, then, of increasing the circulation and
usefulness of the Cultivator throughout the South, we con-

fidently rely upon the vigorous aid and co-operation of all

our present subscribers
;
each of whom, we trust, will add

many new names to his own, and forward to us before the

beginning of our next volume, in January, 1856.

TERMS OF THE CULTIVATOR.
One Copy, 1 year... SI 1 Tuxniy-five Copies, 1 year.S'JO
Six Copies, “ ... 5 I 07ie Hundred “ “

. 75
And, by way of offering further inducements to exer-

tion, and as a slight remuneration to those who may be
disposed to exert themselves in our behalf, we cheerfully

offer the following

PREMIUJVIS.

1. For every Fifty Dollars sent us, we will forward

Fifty Copies of ilie Cultivator for one year, as we may be
directed, and award the person who sends the money
Fifteen Dollars worth of choice Fruit Trees or Books of

his own seiectic’.i.

2. For Twenty-Five Dollars, w'^e will send 25 copies of

the CidUcatvr, and S/ in choice Fruit Trees or Books, as

before.

3. For Fifteen Dollars, 15 copies of the Cultivator, and
S'l in Fruit Trees or Books.

4. Fpr Ten Dollars, 10 copies of the Cultivator and
S'2 50 in Fruit Trees or Books.

5. For Five Dollars, 6 copies of the Cultivator, or 5
copies and .$1 25 in Trees or Books.

In all cases where it is not convenient to send trees

or books, or where the parties prefer it, we will send
the cash, or they can retain the proper proportion, as
above, in remitting.

SyThe postage on the Cultivate, when prepaid at the
office where it is received, is only about six cents per year I

Sample numbers always sent gratuitously, when desired.

Large sums of money may be sent in checks or drafts,

payable to Wm. S. Jones. The Bills of all specie paying

I
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Banks received ai. par. All tnoncy remiUed by jnai!, posb

ags paid, wiii be at the risk of the Publisher.

Rbadkr! will you not use your influence to form a

€ 153*0 at once, in your vicinity, and forward us the list be-

fore biyyinning of our new volume, in January 1

.Address; V/m. S. Jonro, ,
i}n

.

^EE TERMS OR LAST PARE.

IMfistabai! tlr'CeiiGiiiii otil) .jlliscdianr,.

OaASSKS FOR THE SOUTH.
G'JIHEA CiEASS-MEAllS GRASS.

UY K; JOHN BACHMAN, ». l>., OF CH ABLKSTON.

Epitorr Southfhn Cf'f.TiVATOR— In my yesferday’s

."visit to the Agricultural Fair nt Atlanta, the pleasure I de-

rived from meeting with many old tVitnds, and otliers

^known to me by characters, and whom I was desirous of

meeting, was somewhat marred on bemg reminded of my

OAVJi negligence, in not IrjAuiig refdied to several corres-
j

pondents, who, for two years past, have written to me for

my' opinion of the grass recently introduced into the

Southern States, uadt-r the name of Guinea Grass. 1 I'.ave

several excuses which rny partial friends', among th.e rest

Col. SuivuvjKK, who had written very pressingly on the

subject, would, I am sure, readily accept
;
but I think it

the best and shortest mode to plead guiliy to the charge of

negligence, to promise amendment and to give an evidence

ofit in this corotriunication, which I am sure you will

publish, iffor no otixer purpose tban that of enabling me

to tnuke an apology to those who were entitled to better

treabneBit at my hands.

I’o nrturn to tlie grass, I will endeavor in somewhat of

-a professioiial habit, to show ;

1st. What it js not.

2nd. What it is.

l3rd. Offer a few reflections on this singular and provi-

- dential production

4. It is not the Guinea Grass. Of this I can speak very

positively. The Guinea Grass {flolms Polycyamnvi) bears

a general outward resemblance to this variety— it is not

unlike it in the shape of the leaves and in the rapidity of

its growth, but in ail other essential particular.^ it dilTers

very w-ktely. J culdvaled a square in my garden in

Charleston, of the true Guinea Grass for more tban 25

ye-ars. J procured the seeds from my neighbor, the late

.Mr. Poinsett, having, at that time, no other object in

A view than that of obtaining for ray herbarium specimens

ofa gra.ss that had contributed so largely to (he then pros-

'^oerKy of Jamaica and other West India isi-ands. So lux-

uriant, however, was its growth, that I was induced to cul-

fivate it as green food for ray cows and horses- The great

diiticulty was in preseiving the seeds, which dropped as

soon as they ripened, and the roots were invariably killed

by the first frost of winter. At length, I adopted the plan

of taking up a boxful of roots and i-emoving them to the

green house during the Avinter, to be sub-dividfid and trans

;
planted in spring. Such, however, AA'as the character of

'the delicate fibrous roots th*at, like those of the lemon

grass, {A.ndrrypogG-n, ^ch<z%(miliui) similarly constituted,

a great majority of the plants perished by the re

snoval. hly next end only successful plan Avas to

; GUiTe'r a small patch to remain uncut, and run to

-seed, these, being very caducous, fell to the ground

as fast as (hey ripened. The eartlx was, in autumn, cover-

ed with straw to prestu've the seeds from frost. On being
removed and the ground raked over in spring the seeds
vegetated, and the little plants were set- out in rows.
When, however, the F.gyplion Millet was introduced, the
seeds of which were easily preserved, J substituted it for

t!ie Guinea Grass. The true Gni'ijea Grass is a tropical

plant—has a xielicate fibrous root iille the Avheat and rice,

atid not lulieimis, idee liic vaiicty which now, very impro-
perly, goes undm- the same name. The latter has also a
light sa-i[)e rumiing fongitudiiKiIly apng the midrib of the
leaves, by whicti it may easily be distinguished. There
are many otlier cliaraciers which it k scarcely necessary
to notice, here, that dra'vv a iiroad lilje of separation be-
tween these two very distinct spedes. As the grass
rccendy caliivated under the name oil Guinea Grass is a
diflerent specie.'^, it is right ami propA that our present
cultivated grass should not usurp a ihme to which it is

not legiinna'ely emitled. All honestl men prefer to be
calk'd by their projier names and an rg.’Vt.s alv/ays awak-
ens suspicion. Our boutliern planters Ivould be laughed
at were they to send specimens of tliis vtriety to

Fnrope as tin.' Guinea (irass. ! will, before I cose this

letter, give fartlier reasons wliy this erroneous narn should

j

no longer be •ettiined.

’2. What is il l In an address I delivered t Co-
lurnliia, S. C

,
during (lie meeting of tlie Legislajre in

18.53, [added a m.Ue, c'h tlie Grasses, in wliich
. inci-

dendy leilrred to tliis variety, named Guinea 'rass,

which i had then not seen, in these Avords: “ am
inclined to th.inK tlnit the productive grass unde the
above name, spoken of by gentlemen in the inte'er

as producing no seed and is not injured by frost, ‘an

scarcely be Guinea Grass, and must be some Oier

species.*’ The opportunity has now been afforded toie

of proving iliat rny conjectures Avere Avell founded.

To save our Cotton planters from falling into hysterig

on having the ghost of an old enemy conjured up befi?

their affrighted imaginations, I vidil premise by sayinj

that it is one of the most productive grasses th

has, as yet, been cultivated in our Southern countrA

and that there is no danger of its spreading in the Cotto

fields.

The grass is a distinct and, evidently, a permanen
variety of the yianiclcd Millet \^So-rghv.’m kalapcmc') and a

native of Nubia, Syria and Greece, and is, in fact, a vari-

ety which has sprung out of the old and much bated and
mis-named Means Grass.

When this grass Aims originally introduced, I pursued

tlie plan I usually adopt under similar circumstances. I

finst endeavoised to find out its name, and the country in

wliidi it had uriginated. After much trouble, I found it

described in a single line in Linn.eus’ I2lh Edition.

{Ilnlcus kalapcvse, in Tom. .3, page Gfifl). I next

submitted it to the test of an experiment. I planted

it in a square in my town garden. The soil was rich
;

and the product was immense—equal to that of the best
j

Guinea (;s'rass or Egyptian Millet. It possessed, however,

tsvo properties that prevented me from recommending it.

The seeds came up wherever they Avere dropped, and the

tubers threw out runners, like the Nut Grass, and extend-

ed in one instance, by rny own measurement, to the dis- I

tance ©f thirty feet. In deference to the very reasonable
j

fears of my neighbors who were threatened, as they
i

erroneously supposed, by an enemy more annoying than
'

the Nut Grass or Canada Thistle, I had the whole bed

rooted up, which Avas no difficult task. My neighbors i

were as thankful for the riddance, as my pig was for an '

abundant supply of his choice food. One other slight dig-
'

ing up of stragglers exterminated the last root
;

so, having

only kept it for an experiment, as a man keeps a rattle-

snake or a pet bear for his own amusement, I could look
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the terror-stricken gardeners and planters in the face, and

say with Macbeth to the ghost of EANCtuo :

“ Thou canst not say I did it

;

“ Never shake thy gory locks at me.”

The notes of execration that were re-echoed from the

seaboard to the mountains, against this pest, had scarcely

subsided when anew discovery was announced. It was

a grass possessing all the abundant growth of the hleans

Grass, having neither seed or runners, which was restrict-

ed to the bed where it was planted. This was a desider-

atum. Now for the name. As it bore some resemblance

to the Guinea Grass, that name was improperly applied to

it. It was stated that the true Guinea Grass had been

planted by the side of it, and that, in time, all were alike.

The same results were produced in my own garden with

the Means Grass by the side of the Guinea Grass. The
secret was that the latter was killed in winter and the

former lived. There was no blending, but a supplanting

of species.

When the specimens of this peculiar grass were sent to

me by my friend. Col. Summer, I was absent from home

;

the labels had been misplaced and I had no opportunity

of examining it until yesterday, when I saw it in a lot at

Atlanta, cultivated by Mr. Peters, from which I was sup-

plied with specimens of the roots, stalks, and the infertile

florets.

My first examinations were directed to the inquiry

whether it might not prove to be a hybrid between the

Means Grass and the Guinea Grass, or some other species.

Hybrids, it is known, are infertile; but they possess

characteristics which assimilate them to both species, and

plainly show their double origin. This, therefore, could

be no hybrid, since it resembled the Means Grass and no

other.* The character of the roots is very peculiar, and

belongs to few other species of grass, and to none with

whom this could have hybridized.

It was not difficult to ascertain that this was a variety

of the Means Grass, possessing such peculiarities as to

call forth questions veiw interesting to the physiologist.

Varieties are known to spring up in all animals aM plants

subjected of domestication or culture. All our improved

breeds in domesticated animals and poultry are varieties,

produced not by the slow process of gradual change, but

by the sudden and inexplicable appearance of varieties

that, by being kept separate, will continue to perpetuate

the same varities to the end of time. The same may be

said of all cur vegetables, grains, cottons, &c. Some of

these varieties are peculiarly striking, as is the case with

corn v.diere each grain is covered by a separate husk—the

pomegranate cotton, and the remarkable varieties in many
kinds oftVuiis. Occasionally a variety s[)rings up which

bears fruit, with infertile seeds. 1 have frequently seen

tliis in the Apple, Pear and Plum, and once in a Per-

sinnncn tree. Such a variety could only be propagat-

ed by any of the modes of grafumg, which is simply

an extension and perpetuation of that particular plant,

and could be elFected in no other way since it bear.s

no seed. The Utile fruit called the currant, bearing

no seed, was produced in Zante, on the Mediterranean,

from the common grape (toYhs of that country.

It has been perpetuated for many ages and is an essential

ingredient in puddings and cakes in every part of the

civilized world where luxury' abounds In all probability,

a single plant only of this variety w-'S prc 'need from seed,

but it has been multiplied and perpetuated by layers, cut-

tings, &c. It is, therefore, the same vine, every layer be-

*AU old subscribers ot the Cultivatcr will remember

that this is the grass spoken of by P. L- Duncan, >hq.,

of Greenville, S. C., at page 1G2, vol. 11, of iliis journal.

—Eds.

ing only a part of the old plant. Our common Strawberry

belongs to the class Icosandria, containing stamens and
pistils on the same plant and in the same c.alyx. In some
of the varicii»?s, staminate or male plants a.s tliey are called,

are prodneed. These, when transplanted, as far as my
observation goes, never produce pistilate, or fruit-bearing

plants. Thus, a bed of sirawbt rrie.s without any fruit

may be perpetuated. One of our common shade trees in

Charleston, with the ridiculous English name of “Tree of

Heaven,” {AUantu^ plandnUmi) in its native country,

China, belongs to the class Polyg-arnia, viz : having male

and female flowers in dillcrent parts of tlie same trees, or

on different plants.

In our Southern States, all the trees of this species t have

examined have become dioecious, viz : all the male or

staminate flowers are on one tree, and all the fertile florets

on another; thus throwing the plant completely ottt of its

original class and order. The female tree bears many
seeds which are pests in our gardens; I removed all tlie

latter, leaving tfie former, and I now have the benefit of the

shade without tlte annoyance of the seedlings. I have given

these examples to show that the production of in-

fertile varieties of plants is not peculiar to the variety

of grass under consideration, and that when produced they

may be perpetuated to the end of time by the roots or cut-

tings. i have not an opportunity at present of examining

the seedless variety of the Bermuda Grass, but strongly

suspect that it is a seedling variety produced from the

Bermuda Grass, {DigUuria ductylon.')

The Rose bush wiiich produces what is called the Green

Rose, is a variety which originated from the seeds of the

common Daily Rose. It has been known for fifteen or

more years. It was produced, as I was informed, in

Wilmington, N. C. 1 saw it in Columbia and had a plant

in Charleston. In this case the seeds produced a variety,

in which the stamens, pistils and petals were transformed

into leaves, possessing the form of the rose, with the bright

green color of the leaves. The petals of this singular pro

duction, were, in reality, no longer flowers, with the aid-

ing properties of the petals of the rose, but leaves with the

persistence and durability of the leaves of the Rose bush.

This variety cannot be propagated by seed, for it bears

none, but has been increased by the usual modes of bud-

ding, grafting; &c. The process in nature, in the produc-

tion of this variety, is precisely the same as in this new
variety of grass, and the extensive cultivation by tubers is-

similar to that of muliiplying liu; plant by layers or by

grafting.

The question, whether this variety of grass will, under

any circumstances, be brought to produce fertile seeds,

and thus restore to our co.st tlie old and dreade<' c- rniy.

tiie Means Grass, i.s not positively settled in my mind
;
uf

though my experience in all other varieties, is iofavorof its

continuing just as it is at present, infertile and witl.out the

long runners of tiie Ivituns Grass. I have never known,

varieties to return without an intermixture; nor can I con-

ceive how r.n infertile pl-ant, propagated fioin the root, can

pioduce fertile florets by any mode of liansplaining. 1 have

however, seen a single limo in the male Ailanius Tree pro-

ducing itmalc flowers, which, howev r, : -d not, as fir as 1

could ascertain, bear seeds. A.n Ailantus Tree of this

transformed male variety which 1 saw in C ui ieston -JO

years a o, and was the only tree of the species for 20 years

afterwards in the city, throw out many ^-onts, which were

transplanted, 'i hey all proved male trees, like the purent.

Under any circumstances, should a strangling shoot pro-

duce fertile seed, contrary to expectation, the plaiit tlmt

has it may be ea.sily removed. I am so fRr satisfied tliut

this plcrt will retain it.-i peculiarities anti not return tc

the Meaiib Gross, that 1 have concluded, through the kind-

neess of my friend, Mr. Peters, to cuhivate n bed in uiy

garden with it.
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It is not my intention to trouble you or your readers

with any account of tlie product of this grass, or its mode
of culture. This has, as I am informed, been done in your

journal by various correspondents. The small field 1 saw
planted at Mr. Peters’ could not be exceeded in luxuri-

ance. My experience, however, in regard to all grasses

is in favor of good soils to produce a fine growtii of any
kind of grass.

As this variety has been vcvy inaccurately named, and
as it should be distinguished by some English name, whicli

ought to be generally adopted, I would propose tor it the

name of T.ic S::edless pavuded Millet. 1 would further

suggest that the Means Grass be called by its true name,
Panicled Millet {_sorgkarih halapense). This will avoid

much confusion. Miay 1 not farther suggest a hint that

our cultivators, in future, do not itifiict on the public any
new names for true species—such as Rescue Grass, Mas
quet, Mysterious Grass, Texas Oat Grass, &c. Varieties

they are fully entitled to aarne., but the de.signation of

species, to avoid confusion, should be left to tlie Botanist,

v/hose examinations will enable him to find that, iti almost

every chse, the plant has been named already, and that,

therefore, a new name would only create p>erpiexity and

C infusion,

A thought Iras occurred to me whilst penning th.is com-

cornmumcation. Our gardeners and cotton jdutUers have

Jet tall some rather rough expressions in reterence to the

so-called Means Gnoss and those who introduced it. Tiiey

good-naturedly, I trust, and m half a joke, tin-eaiened to

lynch any man who would introduce it into their neighbor-

hood. AH this v/hile, my good friends, Providence, who
is better to ti.s than our fears, was preparing the way to

give you, through the medium of this doomed plant, one

of the most valuable summer grasses, as you admit, that

you have ever cultivated. The Wild Crab and Wild Pear

which I have plucked from their native woods, are so acrid

that they will screw up the mouth like a green persimon.

They, however, were organized to produce varieties, and

are the parents of all those delicious varieties of Pears

and Apples, which were recently exhibited at your Fair

at Atlanta. So in regard to the Potatoe, the Carrot, the

Cauliflower and all the other cultivated plants. So, also,

in domesticated animals and poultry, as the Merino Sheep,

Cashmere and Angora Goats, V/oburn and Suffolk Pig,

Bremen Geese, Aylesbury Duck, the Shanghai Fowl, &c.,

whose v/ild originals still existing, abundantly testify. God
is the creator of species, and he requires of his intelligent

creatures that they cultivate and improve tliem, that they

may minister to their support, their comfort and happi-

ness.

Inasmuch as I am inclined to believe that we at

the South are, or soon will be, in possession of a sufficient

number of summer grasses to furnish us with an abun-

dance of pasturage and hay, a very important desideratum

is to find one or more species adapted to winter pasturage.

1 intended when I commenced this letter to have furnished

you with a few notes on the winter grasses that are now
or may be cultivated with a prospect of success. But, as

I have already swelled this letter to an unexpected size,!

will only give a list of them, with the true scientific and

English names of those which it is important for the farm-

er to know, at the same time pointing out the erroneous and

unnecessary names, wiiich • only create confusion. The
climate and soil of our Southern States is in the higher and

mountainous parts of the country assimilated to that of the

Northern States, and is favorable to the culture of wheat,

&c., and will in time become a grazing country
;
whilst our

lower country, which is best adapted to cotton and rice,

present a different soil and climate : hence some of the

grass, such as Clover, Timothy, &c., are less adapted to

ithe sandy soil and warmer climate of the seaboard. The
following are the Winter grasses v/hich at present occur

to me. Having, however, no immediate access to Botani-
cal books, I am obliged to draw on a fading memory to
aid me in the recollection of their true names and cannot
speak with a certainty of perfect accuracy:

E.igli&h Names.
1. Barley, Eye, Oats,

Wiieat.
2 I.ucei ae.

3 Spotted Bledick.

4 (Jldllian Lacei'iie.

5 l.u eiue
G Common '•edG.’i'’r.

7 White Clover.
S Orchard Grass.

Cocksl'oot (trass.

9 Short Awue 1 iJorn
Grass.

10 Ivild Eye. Lime
Grass.

11 Italian Rye Gr,3.ss.
12 Common Itye Gra s.

13 Meadow Soft Grass
14 Lewis Grass.

15 Mea'’ow Oat-like
Grass.

I-”' Hard Grass
17 American Canary

Gi-ass.
I

Classical Names,

JAd icn CIO N fird
Me Ur«(./o M i Mdta.
Medi. a'jo ?

MediA-,rg(, JudraUf.
TriJ' linvi PrfUnAe.
Tnfoli mil

Dactyli« Glomeraia.

Names that
should be omittei.

French Clover.
Ye’low Clover.
Afalfa
Yeilovr Clover.

i

)

j-
Cirat :cMca brevixt i tata. Rescue Grass,

j-
Elijir.us Virginiem,

LoUnm ralicvm.
L’limv. Peieu, e.

Uokuis LOTXf UH.
Stipa Sparta.

1 T Ueruvi patm'.ri
[Tony. Av.-'na jxinL.

(

ifi.s\ A'

,

J }-ii 'enn, Edi- ft.

Rvtboiia (Jemi iata.

PliUla', in Ameii'Mna.

Mosqueet Grass.
Musqueet Gra.ss.

13 Common Oat like [AnPenaih rumaran DdHYa^Grass^Mv'-
[a eum.

1 terious Grrss, ’ Miu-
J t quet Grass.

Several of my triends near Cinuleston, as well as my-
self, are now culuvutmg the Short Horn Grass, the
common Oat Grass, the Lewis Grass and some others,
to test their adaptation to our soil and their produc-
tiveness. The notes I have made on the Winter
Grasses adapted to our Southern climate will perliaps be
worth publishing, when the result of these experiments
are ascertained

;
at present they afford notliing of much

value. I will just observe in regard to the kinds noticed
under the head of No. 1. They were productive in the
ordea- above stated—the Barley furnishing the greatest pro-
duct ofgreen food. 2. The Lucernes have succeeded bet-

ter with me than the Clover. 4. The Chilian Lucerne, if I
should judge from a single gigantic specimen in my gar-
den, will probably be found to be so marked a variety that
I would recommend its culture, since I regard it as having
become naturalized to a climate somewhat similar to our
own. 9. Some gentlemen have written to me to inquire
whether the Short Awned Horn Grass was the same
species as that called the Tall Oat Grass of Texas. They
are very distinct and widely separated species. 13. The
Meadow Soft Grass, notwithstanding it succeeded in a
few places in the South, generally dies out about the
second season—unless it is planted in the garden and the

roots separated in spring, by which mode I have some-
times preserved it for several years. Sinclair says:
“Cattle prefer almost any other grass to tliis; it is seen in

pastures with full grown, perfect leaves, while the grasses

that surround it are cropped to the roots. Its nutritive

matter consists entirely of mucilage and sugar, while the
nutritive matters of grasses most liked by cattle are either

sub-acid or saline”—(Hort. Gram. 164. No. 14.) Lewis
Grass {Stipa Sparta). This species has, in some way,
been lost sight of by those who have written to me on the

subject of grasses. The specimens they sent to me sup-

posing tiiat they were Lewis Grass were all of one species,

viz: The Common Oat like Grass. The specimens, how-
ever, given to me by Mr. Cloud at Columbia, S. C., at the

meeting of the Society and Legislature in tlie autumn of

1853, were not the Oat Grass. I have, at this moment, lying

before me the very bundle of this grass with Mr. Cloud’s
name attached. This is the species I have referred to,

Stipa Sparta. Its history is as follows :—The Stipa Junc-

ca is a native grass of Europe. Muhlenburg (lescribes

it as inhabiting Canada, (p. 182). It is given in Eato.n

(p. 57.) Nuttall, in his travels in Missouri; found what
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he supposed to be this plant, and thus describes it:—“The
Stipa Juncca of Europe (as described by Linn^us) with

‘the awns nearly straight and without pubesence.’ The
African variety figured by DasroNTAixs, has twisted pu-

bescent awns, and blunt seeds; the iMissouri plant has a

nerved, chaffy, loose calyx tiliforinly accundnaied to more
than double the length of the seed, which last is acutely

stipitated, almost one third of its length, tlie stipe pubes-

cent, the seed rather obtuse, distinctly articulated to the

awn which is smooth and slender, scarcely contorted and

nearly half a foot in length. This species grows very

‘Com.monly on the grassy plains of Missouri.'’ A speci-

men of this grass was found in herbarium of our famed

pioneer traveller, Lewis. Believing that it was not the

European species, I sent to Prof Gray, of Boston, one

of the very specimens kindly presented to me by Mr,

•Cloud, at the same time stating that I propose calling it

S. Lewisi. Lewis’ Grass, after the first discoverer. He
agreed with me about its being the iMissouri plant des-

cribed by NuTTALL,and also that it was the same species

as that found in Lewis’ herbarium, but informed me that

it had already been described by Tri.vius under the name
<of Stipa Sparta. I have found the Latin description in

“ Kunth’s Enumeratio Plantarium Tom. 1, p. 179.” He
draws the following distinction between the European
and American species :

—“The American species has the

glumes twice as long as the perianth. The European,

(viz : Juncca) has the glumes longer than the perianth by a

third. The awms of the American is more than three times

-as long as the glumes while the European has the awns
six times as long as the glumes.” I must here add, how-
ever, that Prof Gray has some doubts whether the Euro-

pean and American species may not yet be found identi-

cal.

The difference between this species and the Oat like

Grass can be detected at a glance by the very long awns
of the Lewis’ Grass, which are fully five times the length

of the Oat like Grass. Indeed, they belong to different

genera. No. 16 is an admirable pasture grass, relished

by cattle above all other grasses. It succeeds admirably

at Mr. O’Hear’s cattle farm, and on our whole seaboard.

It is, however, a short grass, only fit for grazing, and is

said not to flourish beyond the atmosphere of the ocean.

No. 17. This species has for many years existed on the

plantation of Mr. Mathews, on James’ Island. He repre-

sented it as green in winter and an excellent winter and

• spring grass. Elliott says
:
(vol. 1, p. 10*2) “This plant

appears to be worth cultivating as a spring grass. I have

seen it on James’ Island in a dry soil.” No. 18. Arrhem.a-

theruvi Avenaccum—Beam’s Common Oat like Grass

—

(Lindley’s System, p. 305.) Holcus Avenaceus, Scop

—

(English Botany t. 813). Avena elatior, Linn. Avena
elatior

—

(Muhlenburg’s Catalogue, Dr. Eaton’s Botany,

p. 48). Arrhenatherum avenaceus

—

(Hooker’s British

Flora, p. 39, Dr. Gray’s Botany of the Northern States.)

This is one of the species cultivated by iMr. Stanford, Mr.

Cloud, Mr. Peters and others, and highly recommended.

By some Botanists it has been supposed to be a species dif-

fering from the European. I have compared specimens,

with those from Pennsylvania—those found in an unculti-

vated state on the borders of the Santee, and also those sent

to .me by Mr. Stanford, and can find no characters by

which they differ. One Botanist, I am informed, has ex-

pressed an opinion, that, although of the same species, it

may have originated in America, from the fact of its wide

diffusion. To this may be remarked that we have no evi-

dence that the same species has in any instance been cre-

ated in two widely separated localities. The fact that

this species is only naturalized in a few localities in the

Atlantic States and the rapid manner in which seeds are

spread v/ill easily account for its general extension, and

leads to the conclusion that it was brought to this country

among other seeds. It was, therefore, a rare species in

Pennsylvania in the time of iNk hi.enrurg, and is express-

ly given as cultivated—(p. 1^3';. I regard it, therefore,

as the European species transplar.tt d at an etulv period

into America, having become naturalized, and flourishing

most in soils best adapted to its growth, more especially

in the far We.^t.

I regard Nos. 9, M, 17 and H as winter grasses that

are deserving of the careful cuhivaiion anil tlie juuient ex-

periments of ilic AgricultuiAi In CNUukision, 1 cannot
but express the liope that it may not be regarded as too

presumptuous if a gentle him should be triven to plant-

ers not to condemn hastily, any grass if it has not suc-

ceeded on the first trial. 8oils and culture differ. The
man who, with a poor, badly cultivated soil, should pro-

nounce the cultivation of Corn a humbug, because he has

only succeeded in making 3 bushels to the acre, might be

regarded as having prmiounccd a hasty decision.

Yours truly, John B.\( iiaiAN,

Waulesa, Whitfield Countv, Ca., S-.pt. 11, is.').").

Charleston, S. C, Oct. 3d, 1S5.').

Editors Southern Cultivator—Having arrived at

home and received the proof sheets of the above, I have
had leisure as well as an opportunity of consulting au-

thorities, and comparing specimens, I believe my desig-

nation of the species as given above, wliioh was nearly all

I intended in the article, will be found correct.

If I have not already tresspassed too much I will

yet crave your indulgence whilst I make a few suggestions

that may be of some benefit to farmers, more especially

those who arc desirous of cultivating the grasses for pa.s-

turage and hay, and of renovating their soils by a rotation

of crops.

1. Preserve speciuiens of the rarwus grasses, in order

that you may, at all times, know what you are cultivating,

and that you may be saved from imposition or other dis-

appointments. For this purpose prepare a volume of

folio size, with alternate leaves of soft, spongy and com-
mon writing paper. On the soft paper, on the right, at-

tach your specimens of grasses. On the top border, the

breadth of the paper, paste a strip of writing paper an
inch broad, on which the name of the genus should be

written. The specimen having been pressed for a week
between several folds of spongy paper and changed once

or twice into dry paper, must now, in its dried state, be

carefully pasted on the right page of your book—a strip

of paper with the name of the species attached fastens the

stem of the plant to the paper near the bottom. On tlie

opposite, or left side, containing the writing paper, you
make your notes on the species—your experiments in cul-

tivating it, &c. I'he Book must be paged. An alpha-

betical index of each genus directs to the page where the

specimen can, in a moment, be referred to. I have seen

in England, Germany and France small volumes in which
the various grasses were pasted on one side of tlie page,

and on the other, printed descriptions and directions, iu

the language of the several countries, giving the names,

qualities and mode of cultivation. A work of this kind,

like that of Ravenei.l on the JIusci, would be invaluable

in our country.

2, I^l the S'lul’i raise her turn (I'rass Sxds. 'i'hi.s will

save them not only c.xpenscs, but secure tlicm against

many impositions and disapj)ointmcnt.-i, as the secd.s when
old, have lost their vegetative powei.'<. Tlicre is in raid-

ing our own grass seeds another advaninge which ap-

pears to have i.^eeii; in a great mea.surc, oa r-rloodied. You
will, in this case, by successive sowing of Southern gras.s

seeds, produce varieties of gl asses springing out of Euro-

pean ov Northern species, adapted to your own soil and
climate. Our poniologists of C^arolina, Georgia and Ala-

bama—the two brolheis Si mmer, Van Buken, Dr. Bald-
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GKAPE CULTUEE IN NORTH CAROLINA.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see by the August

number of your much esteemed paper, an inquiry relative

to Grape Culture in the South, over the signature of

“J. S. G.” If you will permit me to give him my views

on the subject, through your valuable paper, I will en-

deavor to do so, if you think any benefit will be derived

from them, I have been all my life working in and at-

tending to my father’s (S. Weller) Vineyard and Nurse-

ry, and since his death I have taken the management

thereof

He (J. S. G.) first wishes to know what kind of Grapes

are best adapted for the South '? I answer, unhesitatingly,

the Scuppernong Grape Vines are the best, for the fol-

lowing reasons

:

1st. This vine is the most thrifty in growth, on any
kind of soil, poor or rich. After they get fairly started,

they will grow on ordinarily good soil, upon a scaffold 10

feet high, and will cover two, three or four feet, all around,

in one season, owing, almost altogether to the strength of

the soil.

2d. They will produce at least three-fourths more
grapes on the same land than any other grape vines I

have ever known, or of which I have ever heard
;
having

tried from 150 to 200 kinds, including a good many foreign

kinds
;
besides, I have known one vine to produce enough

grapes to make 50 gallons of wine.

His second inquiry is, what time is best for plantingjl

There are different opinions on this subject; some think

autumn, some spring
;
but I think, as they are very hardy

vines, enduring a great deal of cold without receiving any
material damage, that any time between fall and early

spring will do. It is, however, not best to wait till the

sap is too far gone when planted in the spring to admit

of their receiving enough to promote growth, &c.

The third inquiry is, what period from planting to pro-

ducing 'I That is somewhat owing to the strength of the

soil
;
if the soil on which they are planted is good, they will

commence producing in two or three years, and increase

prodigiously every year afterwards.

The fourth inquiry is, how are they to be cultivated 'I

Set them out about 20 feet apart, and while they are young,

beans, cotton or any thing of that kind can be cultivated

with them till the vines have obtained too large a size to

admit of anything being cultivated underneath. By that

means, the vines will be cultivated sufficiently, but care

should be taken to keep them clear of grass and weeds
during the whole summer. After they become too large

to admit of anything being cultivated with them, keep

them clear of grass and weeds as before stated by a plow
that will go no deeper than to scarify or root up th,e grass

and weeds.

Prune them while young, till the body gets to be about

ten feet high, then let them branch off in every direction

without pruning. I make a variety of kinds of wine

from the Scuppernong Grape, that sells from one to four

dollars per gallon, according to quality. It always sells

betrer than wine made of other grapes : moreover, the

Scuppernong wine is in greater demand in the South than

any other wine made of native grapes. Hoping I have

answered Mr. “J. S. G.’s” inquiries satisfactorily, I sub-

scribe myself Most respectfully,

John H. Wbller.
BrinkleijviUe, N. C,, S&pt., 1855.

Vermin on Animals and Trees.—It is stated by Ras-
pail, one of the best French chemists, that a solution of

aloes, washed over the trunks and branches of trees with

a brush, will destroy all vermin on plants and trees.

OUR LATE (GEORGIA)

To Charles Query, Esq.:

My Dear ChoMes—Your esteemed favor u and.

Many thanks for the box of dried Figs, and the toys for

the children. I suppose you cured the figs by the recipe

I gave your lamented father a few years
;
ago, viz.:—By

boiling the fruit when nearly ripe for a ffiw minntes in

syrup, and drying on tin sheets in the sun.

I know not how I can answer your letter better than by
replying to your several questions as they occur.

You ask me if the exhibition was not a poor one, com-
pared with those we have had in former years. It was so

in some respects. The early season at which the Fair

came off, excluded from the grounds what should always
be a prominent feature in an Agricultural Exhibition. I

mean the Field Crops. It is very gratifying on such oc-

casions, to see bags of Corn, Potatoes, Wheat, Rice and
the like, challenging attention. The exhibition of Stock

also, was not as large as usual. For this we are indebted,

in a great measure, to the unaccommodating spirit dis-

played by the managers of the State Road, who charged

freight on all animals brought over that Road. Of course,

where the freight amounted to more than the value of the

premium, and owners were not flush of money, both the

people and the stock stopped away, thus lessening our

dividends on the only Rail Road in which we have any
interest. For this cause, and this alone, a number of us,

Democrats, determined not to vote for Johnson at the

late election. Nor will we ever vote for a man who is

blind to the Agricultural interests of the country

.

You ask why I did not show my “fine bull, Nero

For a good reason. T think Nero the best bull in the

Southern States, and you think so too
;
and so think all

the gentlemen who have bred from him. His form is per-

fect and his pedigree satisfactory to all the Devon fanciers

in our neigborhood. But Nero’s father, old “Jugurtha,’^

you will remember, was a very docile animal, always

poking about the kitchen door and sticking his nose into

the pots. On one occasion, he got his nose a good deal

black. Now, it so happened that “Cleopatra,” the mother

of Nero, was in a “certain way” at the time, by which
accident the black nose of Jugurtha was entailed on my
bull. This statement I had from the lips of Gen. Alber-
GOTiE, who bred Nero, and you know that there is not a

man of stricter veracity in the county. The bull might

have been ruled out on account of the dark appearance

about his nose, which would have injured the reputation

of the stock of fifty persons who have bred from him.

It was nothing but the apprehension of the same thing

that kept Simon Kicklighter from showing the finest

Devon Cow I have ever laid my eyes on. With her first

calf, she gave fifteen quarts and a half pint of the best milk

—measured after the froth had fallen. But his cow has a

little white about her udder, which mark, the books tell

us “is sometimes passed over” in Devonshire; but which

we know would condemn a cow at our Fair. He would

not send his Durham Cow, because he expected Col 2

Wade Hampton, of South Carolina, to take the first

^ premium, and no premium was offered for the second

best.

You ask me why John did not receive a premium for

his Cabbages '? There was none offered, and although

sonae of the heads weighed 12 pounds each, he concluded

that he would not travel a hundred miles and pay for

the honor of showing a dozen heads of Cabbage. Joseph

came to the same conclusion about his Beets. The truth

is, the boys never saw the Premium List until a week be-

fore the Fair, or they would never have given so much at-

tention to their vegetables.

Jane concluded that as she was going with her mother
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she would take her jar of Apple Jelly along. She would

not enter it for a premium, because none was offered. It

was very gratifying to her to know that good judges pro-

nounced it the best jar of Jelly on the table. The premium

in that department was offered for.tUh largest collection,

and was contended for by only Uvo .persoms

and Orange Tree for S’w^an 1 There was no

Oreen-House plants on the ground. Theremre no Green-

Houses in Atlanta; and th6 premium offei-ed for plants did

not justify persons in bringing them from a distance. I

regret this as much as you can, for I did not only lose the

opportunity of purchasing, but I was mortified to see the

exhibition shorn of one of its most attractive features.

The Fowls you ordered, I could not procure for love

nor money. Instead of the long streets of coops which

we have been accustomed to see, always thronged v/ith

admirers, there were but a few coops, very much out of

A NEW USE FOE ZINC—ITS PRESEKVATIVE PRO-
PERTIES. ,

' “ '

r^T has alwqys 0ays the t'kfii'jmr) been an ob-

jeot to .prevent the ^ecay orjotting of wood, cordage, of
clotli,valid such. like articles. This decay, or rotting, is

You wish to know why 1 d.d not purchase tho Ga-mellias
wood tneaJbummous matter &c., ifm a condition to be

acted upon Sy a proper degree of heat, and a supply of
air, occasion decay speedily

;
any process by which these

soluble ingredients may be driven off, or changed in their

character, will prevent the decay, and of course insure a
longer continuance of its use. In fact, if decay from rot-

ting or decomposition could be wholly prevented, suqIi

articles would continue in use until wholly worn out by
the abrasion and continual separation of particle from
particle, by the friction and blows it receives while being
used.

Several schemes have been recommended by which the
sight, and only an indifferent collection offowls altogether, articles desired to be preserved, have been filled with
There was but one premium offered in that department

and that was for the largest and best collection of fowls.

Of course, all expected Mr. Rrdmo.vd to lay his hand on

that premium. But the premium was so small that it

would not have justified the expense he would have been

subjected to, in making up a creditable collection; and

every one who is acquainted with the gentlemen knows
that he would not be content to show a falling off, in a

field in which he has won so many laurels.

You ask me what sort of bommittees we had? I saw
but little of them. Some, I know, were composed of in-

telligent gentlemen, who understood what they were

about, as was very evident from their Reports. Against

others I heard great complaints. The Report of one of

the Committees was so unsatisfactory that nji^lhpr

appointed to undo its work.

I h^ard a Report read, ip which a low-cpuntry pi'oduc^

was denied a premium, on the ground, as was alleged in

the Report, that It was unfit for up-country cuhifre. Thits,

proving that the Comhiittfee was igfioriwit of the objedl of

the Society, which is to develop all the resources of the

Southern States, and this Report was made with a number
of premiums for low-country products staring them in the

face (!)
-

In some respects, our Fair exhibited a decided improve-

ment on every one we have had. The display of Fruit

chemical agents, the action of which with the albumen,
i or other soluble matters, was to change them into insoluble

and unfermentable material. Kyan, aq Englishman, re-

commended some years ago, the impregnating such things

with a solution of corrosive sublimate, which is a chlo-

ride of mercury. This would accomplish the purpose,

and the process is known by the name of “Kyanizing.”
It is, however, so expensive^hat it is sot very often used.

Hpnee, substitutes have been tried—such as solutions of

blue vitriol, of white vitriol, and of copperas, but with not

so complete success as with the chloride of mercury.
INIore recently. Sir William Burnett has been experi-

nieciting witlr chloride of zinc, and found it to be equally

good as thejhloridfe of mdveury and a great deal cheap-

ft HOt only pi’events rot; mildew and combustion in

wo<5d, canvas^, cbrdJugq, ootton, woolen, &c., &d., buti^

very excell^it for pm'ifyrBg and destroying the pOlsOnotfg

odors of vaults; cellats, hospitals, chamber vessels, ^tfd

the like.* We qivote tlie following statements from th?;

A'msrUait'T/aveUer: - -

“We understand that convinced of the great utility of

the chloride of zinc, extensive preparations have been

made for its manufacture* by the Roxbury Chemical Com-
pany, and the Manufapturibg Companies at Lowell are

erecting extensive apparatus for the purpose of Burnett-

izing timber.

The following are st.-A.ed some of the peculiarities
was the best ever seen in Georgia. Grapes. Pears, Apples, I , , ^

” r c” -d . ..

.. . , r, j T^-
’

1
and advantages of Sir >Tilliam Burnett s patent process :

Qiunces, Peaches, Pomegranates, Olives and higs were i .
i j j .1 • . 1, . * r j t.

,
r,., • , r 1 T. 1 M • r It hardens and greatly improves the texture of wood. It

shown. 1 his department of the Exhibition, lor variety • .
'

. 1
• -.i .1saown. iiiis aepartinent ot tlie e^xiiioition, tor variety

and excellence, would have been creditable to any Pomo-
logical Society in the country. Several new Applts of

great excellence were presented and named, and a very

valuable Winter Pear.

Our Secretary, Dr. J. Caukk, of Athens, has proved

liirnself to be a gentleman of system, energy, and judg-

ment. Under his administration, the grounds were pro-

vided with a strong and vigilant police. The articles in

the several departments were admirably, arranged, and

under the cace of polite and efficient officers.

Our next Fair will be later in the season
;
in the mean

time, the Premium List will undergo a complete overhaul-

ing, and, no doubt, will be made encouraging to a much
larger class of exhibitors. The Executive Committee, I

am informed, will take measures to secure intelligent and
efficient Committees for every department. In short, no
trouble will be spared to give satisfaction to all parties,

and to make our exhibitions better and.better every year.

Make arrangements for a large show next year. Your
family will hardly be in the same plight again so soon.

Expect me over in a few days. Yours sincerely,

Timothy Tugmutton.
J3riar Patchy Ga, Oct., 1855.

enters into permanent combination with the ligneous

fibre
;
and does not come to the surface of the wood by

efflorescence, like other crystallizable salts
;

and no

amount of washing or boiling in water will remove the

chemical compound so formed. It preserves wood and
other articles from the adherence of animal and vegetable

parasites, and also from the attacks of insects. It com-
pletely preserves wood from wet and dry rot. It renders

the wood perfectly uninflammable, when used of a certain

requisite strength. The effect of the preparation on can-

vas, cordage, cotton, &c., is to preserve these articles from

mildew and rot; it<>renders them more pliable, does not

in the slightest degree discolor them, and washing or boil-

ing in water will not remove the combination from their

fibres.

“Woolen prepared by this process will be preserved

from mildew and rot; it will not be attacked by moths;

and washing or boiling will not remove the combination

from it. It is used for the preservation of anatomical sub-

jects
;
and green hides are effectually preserved from de-

composition, by being subjected to the process. It com-
pletely neutralizes the offensive effluvium arising from

bilge-water on board ships. Iron or other metals are not

oxidated or dissolved, either when immersed in the so-
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lution, or imbedded in wood prepared in it. It also pre-

serves paper.

“In regard to the non-infxamniahle properties which it

imparts to wood, it has been found that the softest timber
is most effectually acted upon for the purpose. It has
been found very valuable for railway sleepers, &c

,
from

the durability which it imparts. Cordage, so prepared,
has been found to be one-twelfih and canvas two- thirds
stronger than the unprepared, whilst it also makes sails

softer and lighter to work.”

DEOUTH—BEEP PLOWine, ETC.

Editors Southern Cultivator—The past year of pro-

tracted drouth, elicits inquiry into the better mode of cul-

ture and the reason therefor. The one, though not as im-..

portant as the other, has* importance enough to demand
thought, for man, unfettered by a blind following of prac

tice, or by indolence, must inquire, “Why is it correct

that sucn a policy is pursued T’ “Why not the opposite

practice f ’

That deep and thorough tilth, a perfect pulverization
to the,|depth ot plowing, and that as deep as is possible, is

the best practice, few will controvert. A perfect tilth, and
as deep as can be eftected, maybe more costly than pru-
dence or economy will warrant, may be selfevident,
though not in opposition fo the fact that it is best as to
product. A full and free exposure to sun and airis neces-
sary to secure healthy .growth and perfection in animal
and vegetable life, is equally true; the exception, some
plants do best in a shade: some animals, females of our
race for instance, can live out a puny and sickly existence
to, old age, are but exceptions

;
and so exceptions may be

brought up. as to the product from tilth and caltivation.
"When^ land is .thoroughly drained, and with a per^ct
tilth oi over two feet it may be expected to resist drouth,
and superabundant water better than the opposite-^that
is, will produce most, wet or dry. Because roots of plants
have a wider range to such food, more moisture in dry
weather and less water in wet weather, the surplus ofwater
sinks uovvn and runs ofi, leaving the upper soil porous
and permeable to aii;, Somepiauis grow best in water,
but an exception to the rule.

The question, from whence comes the moisture in a
long protracted drouth of months? hasnot yet been settled,
some affirming that “moisture rises,” others that “mois-
ture falls.” It the practice be correct,- and returns prove it,

the many, who care only for the profit, seem to be indiffer-
ent. that truth lies bet'ween, we will undertake to affirm,
and if forced to either horn of the proposition prefer
moisture deposited from the air.

To the reasons: In digging a hole for a post in the
month of August, near three feet deep, the earth is hard
and dry

;
equal qaaniitie.s of earth and powder mixed

will not prevent the latter from burning as if in the air

—

if grains and powder be in a just proportion, the flash is

immediate. If this is so, where is the moisture to rise 1

On the other hand, All a decanter with ice water; stop
close and wipe it dry

;
place it in a room 18 feet sqnare on

a table; the day clear, hot and dry; in an hour, or less,

the decanter will be wet with dew, and the moisture will

run down its sides and wet the cloth. Whence proceeds
this, moisture I Just so may it exist in the earth, if the
latter be finely divided so as to admit air, for air will pass
in a vacuum in Nature being an absurdity.

By plowing deep and pulverizing as thoroughly as
plow, harrow and roller can do it, the earth does not be-
come heated so deep, and cools off earlier at night, be-
comes cooler than the surrounding air; thence acts as the
condenser, as in the decanter instance, and causes the
dew point to be reached earlier and a greater deposit of

dew. 'At this date, the dew on cotton is so great that

drops from every leaf as if a light shower of rain had fall-

en, This shows how much moisture Is in the air. Land
deep and thoroughly plowed, may not show as much-
moisture on the surface as would a plank or a brick, be-

cause the light and porous top soil receives all heat readi-

ly—why we should keep light earth around plants in the
spring—but the under surface beipg shaded and cooler
must condense more moisture. The finer the soil, the more
air, and the finer the air tubes, though admitting of a
greater elevation of moisture from below, also admitting,

ot a larger deposit— the more cool surface exposed to air.

For a similar reason, adense shade to lancLwill preserve
it moist longer (the land in proper tilth) and a deposit

of fertilizing material from the air will also be a result. If

a deposit be formed in caverns, in dark cellars sufficient

to make the manufacture of saltpetre profitable, why not

,a deposit in land thoroughly plowed 12 inches deep I We
know here that iron or steel instruments, knives, forks,

&c., will rust from moisture, though securely enveloped
in cotton, woolen or paper. V/hy not moisture in the air

permeating this, twelve inches ofearth 1

Yours with respect, p, Ridek.
Hinds Co., Miss., Sept., 1855.

TES CAEEGZ^ OF PLAITS.

BY ROBERT NELSON, A. NJ., OF MACOjN, CA.

Editors SotTHERN Cultivator—From whence origin-

ates the carbon in plants 1 A question which is not pro-

pounded because the objects I am about to present are

new; Taut because I know that I have things to advance

>’hit]L ccunflict with views heretofore adopted in agricui-

tare. My object is, mainly, to inquire into the origin of

that carbon which forms eh elementary constituent of

every plant.

It may be pre-supposed that no one will consider the

plant capable of producing carbon or carbonous bodies.,

inasmuch as the whole field of scientific cherni^ta jr doee

not furnish a single instance where one elementary sub-

stance can, in any way, be transformed into another. It

is, consequently, evident that the carbon ofi the plant

must originate from associations, whence it is absorbed

by the pla-nt and used for its nourishment. But, as we-

furthermore know that besides carbonic acid and humus,
there is no carbonous bodies found in the as.socjations of
plants, that is in air, water affd earth, the inquiry must, of
course, be confined to this one point : whether it is the car-

bonic acid, or the humus, or botli, that yield the carbon 1

I will first speak of humus, and seek to answer the ques-

tion, whether the plant can, in any possible manner,
absorb hurnus from the earth '? and then illustrate every-

thing, for and against the supposition that humus is need-

ed for the nourishment of the plant, that is, for producing

carbon.

Can humus, ora humusate, be absorbed by the plant ?

Tliis question must forthwith be answered in the affirma-

tive, inasmuch as we know that the plant absorbs all such

matter as is soluble in water when coming within the

boundaries of its roots
;
and that humus, or hurausates, are-

soluble in water. But I must here observe, that because a

plant absorbs anything, it is not, therefore, a settled fact

that it really needs what it absorbs for nourishment; oa

the contrary, there are several ways in which the plant

may again abstract what it cannot use, and even return it

into the earth from whence it was taken. No one will,

therefore, doubt that the plants absorb a solution of humus,

or a humusate, when dissolved in water; and now it only

remains to inquire, whether humus and humusates do, in

consequence of their carbon, tend to nourish the pfianl.in,
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such a sense as lias lieretofora prevailed respecting this

subject.

We know that humus is produced by the fermentation

of the constituent parts of vegetable and animal manures;
and we also know that the jdants grow luxuriantly in

such soils as are well manured, and are, consequently,

rich in humus. Our present inquiry, however, does not

concern the favorable effect of manure and humu.s on

vegetable life in particular, but we are simply to inquire

wliether the carbon of humus is used for yielding the car-

bon contained in plants or notl

The favorable effect of manure, and especially ofhumus,
does not here prove that it is its carbon which produces this

effect; inasmuch as humus contains many other things

besides carbon, which might possibly be valuable to the

plant. Humus, such as it is found in the earth, can give

no aid in procuring carbon for the plants, or, more pro-

perly, the carbon in the plants is not received by them in

the form of humu.s or a humusate; which we will now
endeavor to es ablish.

We may sow seed in pure sand and be able to rear

plants which, indeed, have not the power of developing

themselves perfectly, l>ut in which we, nevci theless, may
trace a content of carbon, which can in no wise be attri-

buted to the absorption ot humus from the eartli, just be-

cause there is none sucli in the earth. It might here be
\

said, that' the seed may itself generate humus; but if we
even take this for gratited, there' will he nothing gained
by it

;
foe tjiere is more carbon in the plant than there was

in (lie seed origiiKtlly. There must, consequently, be

another source to tlie vegetable carbon, than humus. And
{IS regards liyacinths, iei.s well known that the bulbs of

these plants may, without humus, in mere water, be made
to yield a ju'ofusion of leaves, stehis and flowers, the carbon
of which cannot have originated from present huii'.us, and
must, consequently, be talxen froih elsewhere, i>ut in

maintaining the fact that, .vegetable carbon must have
another .source than humus, we are not limited to sucji

in.signiticant tests
;
on the contrary, nature, does, in this

respect, oiler us very considerable and proper proof. 1

mean our immense fore.st3 .

Let us imagine ourselves as bejng in a forest on sand-

stone rocks, where the pine attains to a powerful growth,
and we shall here and there observe, in the cracks of

w'holly naked rocks, a strong pine-stem shoot forth, which
is far from being rooted in humus soil. From whence, it

will be asked, do these*]Dlants take their carbon'? for there

is no humus in the soil, or in every case so little, that its

carbon does not amount to more than a few ounces, while
the weight of the carbon in a single tree amounts to hun-
dreds. Here, too, we must look for some other source
to the cari.)on, for it cannot be humus. And, as it is with
a single tree, so it is with forests of many mile’s extent.

The humus, which is tlicre found in the earth, isevidently

produced by fallen leaves, twigs and branches, and by
the ci)j»picc, which grows at the bottom; all the carbon
hereiti must, therefore, still he ascribed to the forest tree’s

content thereof; and now the question is asked : From
whence have all the trees of the forest deriveil their car-

'Ixui'? The answer is now and ever: in no wise from the

humus of the soil
;

for the forest, instead of decreasing, in-

•creascs in humus, by means of the vegetable extension.

Consider, moreover, the meadows. Wh.at an amount of

carbon is annually taken away in the form of hay, and
what are we then doing towards giving the earth restitu-

tion for the carbon of which we have deprived it,

and which was present in it as liumus'? Perhaps some
-one will answer : that the grass-roots remain in the soil,

and that humus is formed by their decomposition; so far

so good ! but from svhence comes the carbon which these

vToots contain 1

1 have several times, in the vicinity of the Alps, wit-

nessed the mowing of grass, where the cattle could not

reach it on account of the steepness of the place. These
places, consequently, are yearly deprived of a certain

quantify of carbon in the form of a hay, and are, in no
manner, compensated therefor. This carbon must, accord-
ing to the prevailing opinion, have been present in the

soil humus. But it is not difficult somewhat nearly to de-

termine the quantity of humus in the soil of these steep

mountains. It could not be large; for everywhere the

naked rock was visible. But take any number, however
large, we are enabled to calculate how much carbon it

contains, and it is clear as day, that if the carbon of the

hay is derived from the humus, there must finally come
a time when carbon will be v/anting, because the humus
is consumed, and with it the source of carbon dried up. If!

now, taking such suppositions for granted, would have said

to the shepherd, who went to his home with a heavy grass-

burden, he whose fiither and grandfather already reaped in

this place, and whose children and children’s children

will do the same thing;, if I now said to him -.-—“Friend

!

you are annually coming down with a large qtKiniity of

grass
;
see that you carry humus up there, or you will

soon have a sorry crop!” what would he have answered

me ”1 Sure, he would have at least considered me a fool.

Every one would Imve agreed with him, and yet I strictly

adhered in my remark to tlie maxim, that the carbon of

the grass was owing to the humus in the soil.

IVIoreover, do not believe that the humus in such manure
cfs we carry out into our fields, contains so much carbon

as we annually take away again in the form of grain. It

will undoubte'dly seem so to seme, who confine them-

selves to experience, from which they know, that he who
manures well reaps well. And still they are mistaken !

Hcrtf, too, the carbon of the crop exceeds the carbon of the

manure—a fact which can, in no way, be doubted, inas-

much as it i.s founded on chemical analysis of both manure

and crop. Thus, even if it is admitted that all the humus of

the manure has relinquished its carbon to these plants,

there must nevertheless be some other source of the car-

bon.

Direct experience, therefore, speaks against the idea of

humn.s being used as such for the purpose of yielding car-

bon to the plants. But we may employ the same proof

in still another way, and even admit, although contrary to

the most decisive analyses, that the crop contains no more

carbon than was found in tf.e manure, or even less.

When humus, namely, either as such, or as a humusate,

is to be absorbed by the plant in order to be. decomposed

and yield its carbon, then it must evidently be dissolved

in water, inasmuch as iiccordiug to experience solutions

only of one or other body can be absorbed by the plant.

But here we immediately meet with new inconveniences,

while humus is dissolved with great difficulty only, and

there being foftnd no humusates which can easily be dis-

solved in the soil. For, even supposing that some soil

may contain so large an amount of humus as to make its

carbon more than sufficient for satisfying the plant’s de-

mand on carbon, then a quantity of humus corresponding

to the requirements of the plant, will, nevertheless, need

more water for its solution than the usual quantity of rain

can yield. Thus, it is evident that the humus of the soil

cannot, as such, be absorbed by the plant in a quantity

sufficient for yielding carbon.

When, now, we are able to show that plants may pro-

duce carbon without the presence of humus in the soil;

that, in many cases, the plant contains more carbon than

the humus of the soil
;
that grains alw'ays contain more car-

bon than the manure; that two soluble humusates are not

easily found in the soil
;
that such humusates as are with

difficulty soluble, require for their solution more water

than falls in the form of rain
;
and finally, that the humus

of the soil, and, consequently, its carbon may become
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more and more increased by means even of the vegetable

kingdom
;
then v/e need no longer speak of the necessity

of humus in vegetable life, so jar as it is considered to fur-
nish the plant with carbon*

( To he Concluded?)

CULTURE OF COTTOiS^-SELECTION OF SEED.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have been, for the

last eight years, a regular subscriber and reader of the

Southern Cultivator, and have all the volumes since that

date either bound or on file for binding. And here let me
record upon its pages my testimony that I have derived

important advantages from it by way of agricultural .edu-

cation
;
and, in brief, that both I and my soil have been

tultivated by it. When I began to plant Cotton I was en-

tirely Ignorant of everything appertaining to it. Endeav-

oring to learn by inquiring of others, I soon found such a

mass of incongruous and incompatible opinions that I felt

compelled to rely mostly upon observation for what I had

to learn. -That course I adopted and still continue, finding

frequent aid and encouragement in the pages of the Culti-

vator. I have been planting twelve ^i-ears, and as yet

have communicated but little of my experience. Soon

after I began to learn, ‘m^v fingers began to itch for the pen’

to tell, through the Press, what appeared to me of impor-

tance. But secoiid thought suggested: “ Wait a little,

perhaps it is not new, or perhaps it is the exception— not

the rule. Think more; try again. I’m o’er young to

teach yet.” So the editor, the printer and the public*have

been spdred. *
' * '

S@me conclusions, my p\servation and roasonihg have'
brought me to, that I think cannot be too often or too ur-
geutly presented the minds of Cotton planters.

Second to n©tliin| else, in my opinion, is the necessity
,©f purifying and keeping distinct each variety of seed
planted, I am satisfied that to obtain a full crop fora
suCcesBion of years, it is not only necessary to adopt the
best varieties, but to exclude all worthless vaideties, so that
every plant may contribute its full share and' quality of
staple. This is the-only means of bringing each variety to i

a practical test as to the quantify and quality ofstaple, and
!

dheir adaptation to difterent ^nds of land and different

parallels of latitude..

It is^ perhaps, also possible to avoid, in a great pie.asure,

someprms of disease, dt is not yet^a-Tcertained how the
disease, of late years so destructive, called' the Rot, is pro-
paga'ied. Perhaps a tendency to that disease is hereditary,
Ifke coj^eumption, lurking in the sap out of which the
tissues are organized, till the plant arrives at a c#rtain
degree of rnatunity when it is rapidly developed by a few
da,ys of favoring weather. If so, it may be exhausted or
arteae^ kept at bay by selection. I have ascertained that
the type of stalk, of maximum productiven^s, may be im-
proved by seleotiofi.

' ''

For ten years, I have not planted a single crop except
from carefully selected se‘ed. ^

I have done this, looking
for remuneration solely to the increased yield which I

expect, and in which I have not been disapointed. I have
tried almost all th,e “fancy,” or, “crack” seed that have in

*The utility of humus is, therefore, limited to two quite
essential points

: (1.) That it loosens the earth by means of
its lightness and friability, so that the roots of plants may
the better spread therein

;
and (2) that it is, as it were, a

store-house, from which the plant is gradually supplied with
carbonic acid, together with the nourishing salt-solutions.

various ways obtained an ephemeral fame; but have con-
fined the principal part of my crop to two varieties, to

which, since 1850, I have added a third, which I esteem
very highly as an early opener, late grower and great
bearer. I have given it the characterisic name of “Crowd-
er,” for it bears crowding on the land

;
it crowds the

squares and bolls on the stalk; it crowds the planter to

early and rapid picking, and, finally, crowds out a crop.

The Prolific Pomegranate is rny other favorite variety.

This cotton I have planted and kept very pure for several

years, under the name of “Olive,” which name Iliad givun
it for my own convenience before it was known by the

name of Pomegranate, and which I prefer only because it

is short and easy to speak My other variety is INIasto-

don, of which I plant a small portion of my crop every
year for late picking, and do not pick a lock of it till I

have picked every boll of the other kinds. I then, gener-

ally in January, gather it without pains, getting good
weights; pass it through a very common gm, and sell it

in New Orleans for from twent
3
r-five to fifty per cent, more

than any other cotton. These threb varieties of cotton I

have in unusual purity
;
and as the result of my pains,

my stalks are now loaded and bowing down with bolls,,

notwithstanding I have been visited with most unprece-

dented drouth the whole season, and plant on Prarie land

twenty-five years under hard cultivation, without manure..

It would be hard to imagine a more intractable soil than

mine, or one more dependent upon seasons
;
yet my aver-

age crop, for a series of years, has been a standard bale

(400 lbs.) to the acre, and ten bales to the hand, made
picked and ginned without help. I do not boast of this

result, as I am confident it might be surpassed with my
seed, on other lands in my immediate neighborhood. But
taking the land and otluCT circumstances into view, it

pqinjts clearly to the Tidyantages to be derived from long

puiiifiad ge.ed. I am. frequently asked^v/hy I do not sell

my seed I and I generally reply : that therfe has been so

much humbuggery in Cotton seed that I do not like to

t^ke the trouijie to bring my seed into notice. In short,

that Cotton see(^.will not sell now at speculative priees^

and to sell them at merely remunerative prices, costs more
than they come to.

I have been told thaf there are many large planters

^'ho; if they kne.w the value of ray seed, would be glad to

furnish themselves at reasonable prices every year, or at

,
least, e\'iery two or three years, as they could not give so
much care and attention to selection as I have done. I am
.unwilling to enter the list of cotton seed speculators with
a long array pf certificates and recommendations; but

will simply say that I shall keep the three above named
varieties pure for my own use

;
and if any one v/ishes to-

begin seleoting with seed already long selected and very
pure, he can have them at a price that will make them
cheap to him. I wanted to say something more upon the

type of the cotton plan t, but, having already tresspassed

upon your space too far, must defer my remarks for the

present, but will give them, if you request, at some future

day. A. W. Washburn.
Yazoo City, Miss., 1855.

[Let us, by all means, hear from you on the “type of

the cotton plant.”—

E

ds.]

To Kjiep Milk Sweet.—A. Boyd, a correspondent, in-

forms us that he has practised a peculiar method with
much success, preserving milk sweet in the pans. It

simply consists in placing a piece ofnew hammered iron,

or three twelve penny nails in each tin pan, then pouring

the warm milk on them. He believes that electricity has

something to do with producing the result. He had triad

many experiments before he hit upon this, which he found

to preserve the milk sweet for a longer time than other

plans tried by him .—Scientific American^
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PREMIUMS
AWARDED AT THE FAIR OF THE SQUTHERN

CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, HELD
IN ATLANTA, GA., SEPT- 10-15, 1855.

1st. FIELD CROPS.
[Note.—The Premiums in thi.s department sro to be

decided by certificates, at the nAjclinf^ the Ezecutlve

Committee, in Atlanta, DecerEb?r 20th, 1S55 ]

2d. samples of field CP.OPS.

J. T. Payne, Cobb co.
;
best Bread Corn, fU»

Wm. Wright, DeKalh co.; best Slock Corn, 10

M. A. Cooper, Etowah; beet stmplcs of Wheat, 1852,

’f4, 55, ^ 5

D.aniel Johnson, D*Kalb co.; bsst Yam Potatoes,

(white) ^
J. Merritt. Cobb co,

;
best bushel of Oats, 5

J.F. Green, Gordon co.; boet bushel of Rye, 5

E. T. Shepherd, Muscogee.; best bushel of Birlcy, 5

J. B. Gordon, Troup co.
;
best bushel of Irish.Potatocs, 5

FRUITS.
Jarvis Van Burou, Ilabor.^ham co.

;
best and largest

collection of table Apples, $10

Jarvis Van Bureu, Habersham
;

best collection of

Southern Seedling Apples, 10

W. H. Thurmond, Atlanta; best late Southern Seell-

ling App'es, (Oconee Greening) 5

H. Camp, Newton co.; for beautiiul Apples, (a special

premium)* ’ 10

Rey. 1-7. L. Deane, Griffin; largest and b^t collection

of Pears, 10

J. Van Buren, Haboreham co.; largest and boat col-

lection of Southern Seedling Pears, 5

W. H. Thurmond, Atlanta
;
borl single Seedling Pear, 5

•J. Van Buren, Habersham CO.
;
best diaincos,

,
5

W. H. Thurmond, Atlanta; best collection of Native

Graphs, 5

Gaol. H. Lyon?, Columbia, S. C.
;

best foreign Mbfc
Grppo (Black Hamijurc) - 5

Capt. H. Lyons, C lumbie, S. C. best foroigfl Wi’inp

Grar»o, the Muscat of Alexandria, ' 5

Charla# Axf,
( facial premium) lor sp«c^p*ful euJtiya*

tion ef Grap4s in Vineyard, • • 25

FRUIT TREES, PLA.NT«, &c!

D. Reduiood, Augnstu; greatest variety of Strawbe-hy

plant*, 81 liinda,

Rev. R. Johnson, AllantP
;
Urgost colleciicn of Ozago

Orange plant-",
_

7^'

D. Redmon*', A-ugast»
;
largost and b6st co lection cf

Osier Willow, 1^

W. S. Yat*s Augusta, (a Blind Man); for the best

Osier X-askot*, 5

HORTICULTURE.
Rev. E. Johnson, Atlanta; greatest variety of garden

Vegetablftii grown hy ?«raoH,
^

$1C

Rev. it. Johnson, Atlanta
;
for a cow Vogct'*b.3, (Japan

Pea) -

Mrs. G. W. Fish, Og’.elhoips; largest ©oilccVi^n of

ffjrdatt‘)i»e«*d*, If*

FLORICULTURE. ^

W. S. Thiwrrond, Atlanta; best eollectson of Dab-lias,. $5

W. H. Thurmoccj, Atlanta; best eollection of Roses, 6

SB. CATTLE.
First Claf^—Dexons.

R. Pet-ere, Atlanta, best Bull 3 veers cld, $20

W. P. Barden, Clark co., best Bull 2 ye*^re old, 10

J. W. W-atts, Cass co., OTSt Bull 1 ye*r old, 5

R. Peters, Atlanta, best cow 3 years old, 10

R. Pet*r», “ Heifer aalf 6 months old, Plate

K. Pelws, “ Bull calf 6 months old, Plate

Secend ^^iSs—Durhams or Short Horns.

J. G. Young, Cass, best Bull 1 year old, $5

J.C. Y(ungr, “ “ Gow 3 years old, 10

J.C. Young, “ “ Heifer 1 year ©Id, Plat®

J.W. WaUi, “ “ Bull calf 6 months or upwards, Plate

Fat Cattle.

E. Parsons, Atlanta, best single fat Steer, $25

4th. horses.
First Class—Horses of all Work.

P. G.Morrow, Wa'i on co., best Stallion over 4 years old, $20

T. Thompson, DeKalb, 2d best Stallion Plate

B.F. Harris, Richmond CO.,
“ “ 3 years old 10

J. MeWt orter, Walker, 2d b?Bt Stallion Plate

James Wilson, Cobb, best Colt 1 year old, 5

J. Carroll, Gwinnett, best Filly 2 years old, 6

J. McCarty, » 2d “ Plate

H. Mitchell, “ best Filly 1 yecT old, $5
B P. Sigmond, Newton co.; best Brood mare with colt

by,her sid^ ' 10
Z. R. Jf'ues, DeK«!b. 21 best Plato
H. R. Eannib, best Erood mare over 4 years 10

Second CUiss—Blood Horses.

•T. C. Aycock, Case co., be^t Colt 1 year old, $5
G R. Rossrr, FaKon, 2d best “ Plate
0. A. HamilU'n, Case.co “ FiUy 1 year old,' 5

C. Hamilton, “ 2d • do Plate
[Note.—Most 'of t,be Horses entered under this Jead

Were deficient in Pedigree, and were ruled out, under the
strict rule governing this ciass. Exhibitors should attend
to this ma^er.]

Tfiifd Class— Canadirw^.
A. Cook, Tsnneesee, best Sttidon 4 years old, $20

Fourth Class— Georgia, Raised. «
M. E. Hereto, best single Harne‘-B*Horse $10
W. M&lony, Cobb co., 2d best “ do Plc,ta

J. N. Hegr'.e, Marietta, best Saddle Horse lo
J. F. Trippe, Monroe, boel heavy draft Horso, 10
S. Morris, iiarietts, 2d best, ,do Piate

Fifth C^ss— SoutKem Raised.

H. T. Greenwood, N. .0., best pair muebed Eorees, $10
J. A. Pane. Clark co. 2f best *• Piste

D. D'-'merest, Atlacto, Best sing’e hrmess Eoite, 10

J. R. Tower, Cass co., 2d best .
“ Plato

M. E.Heygie, Atlanta, best Saddle Hcr?o 10
H. T. Greenwood, N. O 2d best “ Plate

5ie. JACKS AND JENNETTS.
.'^nuihe'n Raised.

W. W. Ocksey, Walton co., lest and largest Jack,

(<jnp)
,

$10
A» C-rr, At' tins, best JenneV, *

' 10

W. VV*. Cooksey, Walton so., best J«nnelte witlre colt

,
by her sid®, 10

6th. mules.
Geergia Kmsed.

.J. N.Cravc’^, At’auta, best Mu)o'2 y<,ar» 0 !d, $5
W. Berry, ftenry ®o., best pair !du!», • 20

S^th^ii IxaiS-gi. •

J. H . Ilegf if?, iflari^t: J, best (4. MuTes, ’’ $l0

7xru. eCEER.
First Class—Henir o*.

J. W. W»tt",<Cf.He eo., beet pen, censiating of Bucks,

Ewo« ard Lambs, * $10

J. W. WaIF.s, Case CO., 2d best db '
• Plate.

ifecond Class—South *Downs.

K. Pe'ers, Atlanta, best pen, consftuicg pi Buck, Ewe
and Lambs, , > * $10

Third C'a s-*Long Wools. •

J. W. Wftts, he-t pen. Buck's, .£wa end Lambs,
(New Oxi’ordshi'es,) « •

, $10

J. W, 'Wat’s, 2d lest, Bucks, Ewa and *Lambs,
(Broad Tail) Plato.

Fo urth Class—Natives and Grades
W. Walts, Cass CO., best pen, Bock, Ewe and Lsml*, $10

E. Pwsone, At'ants, 2d best pen, “
^

Rate.

wooi.
J. W. Watts, Cass co., best sample of*Wool, (Merino

and Now Cxfordsbir-e,) • ‘ $15
R. Peters, Atlanta, beat sample ofW ool, (South Down,) 5

CASHMERE GOATS.
R. Petots,' Atlanta, best Buck and Ewe, (Thorough

Bred.) ^
$10

Scott Davis, S. C., best Buck and Ewe, (Grad©*,) 5

SHEPHERD’S DOG.
E. Peters, Atlanta, best-Shecherd’s Dog, - $5

8th. SWINE.
Second Class—Berkihires.

,R Peters, Atlanta, best Boar, $5
.( *i “ “ Sow, 5

Third Class—Black Msex.

E. Peters, Atlanta, best Boar, * . • $5
K “ “ “ Sow, I 6

PORK, BACON AND BEEF.
G. W. Waring, Habersham, co.—best Bacon Ham,

regardless ©f eg©—premium silver cup ’ $5
I. T. Lenoir, Roane co., Tenn.—best half dezen Bacon

Earns, rfgardles* of age—premium (cup) 5

I. T. Lenoir, Roane co., Tenn.—best half dozen Bacon
Shoulders',

_

6

A. M. Coaart, Atlanta—best Bacon Sides, 5
DAIRY.

Ml B. R. M. Young, Cass cc.—best jar fresh Butter (cup) $5
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Mr?. E. M. Young, Ca-ss cc.—bsjst firldc of Batter, 6

montlis of.d (cnp) |5
HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT.

Mrs. I. T. Lsnoir, Tenn.—bsst 30 ib?. Leaf Lard (cup) |5
Mvs. A. M.Cozart, Atlanta, Ga.—best bcx hard Soap

(cup) I

Mr.'?. A. M. Nash, Atlanta, Ga.—be.3t 10 Ibe. soft Soap
tCUp) £

Mrs. A, M. Cczart, Atlanta, Ga.—bsat box of bar Soap
(cop) 5

Miss Mary Clark, Walton co.—beat box Toilet Soap
(eup)

, 5
I/!rs. J. Van Buren, Ciarkeavillo, Ga.—best box Tallow
Candles, "

5
Mrs. S. C. Elam, Atlanta, Georgia -best Corn Bread

(premlusn) 3
Mrs. J. S. Rowland, Cass co.—loaf of Light Bread
(premium) 3

Mrs. I. T. Lonolr, Terni.—best Dried Apples, 3
Mro. B. F. Boraar, Atlanta—drum-dried Figs, 2
Mrs. A. Means, Oxford—largest collection of .rellies,

Prcserv'fs, Pickles, Jams, Catsups, Syrnps, Cordials,
&C., made and exhibited by one person, 10

Mrs. G. W. Fish, Oghthorpa—lO varieties of Vinegar, 10
SOUTHERN DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.

Mrs.J, S.Rosylaad, Cats co; best pair Woolen Blankets
icep) ' ^10

Mrs. J.S, Lowland, Cass co; beat pair Colton Blankets
(cup) 10

Mrs. J,. S,. Rowland
j Cass co; bast 10 yards Woolen

Negro Cloth (cap) 5
Mrs. J.S. Kcwiarid Cass co; \->93t, Carpeting (cup) 10
Mrs,. M. A. Seago, Atlanta; best Coverlet—wool or
mixed (cup)

,
' 5

Mrs. ,L S. Rowland, Css's co
;
boat Cotton,Comfort (cur ) 5

Mrs. Kiiiiftn, Atjauta, beet pair^of Woolen Socks (Gap) 1
Mrs. J.S. Sowk^nd, Cass oo; beat 10 yards Woolen

'

Jeans (cup)
Mm. J. S. Rowland, Cass co; best piece Diaper (cup)

110

$20
25
5

10
5
10

$10

20

|2

Mrs. Wm. Ssmlord, Baldwin, Coverlet—cotton cr
mixed (cap)

Mi'S E. Horton, Griffin: best Cotton Socks
Mrs. J. S. Rowland, 0.ss co; 10 yards.Fl 'noel (cup)
Mrs. J. S. Eowiahcl, Cass co ; best piece of Plaid (sur)

’
-

Miss M. H. Berry? Henry co.; feest Sewing Silk
J, H. Newton, Athens

; best Raw Siik 2
Maised Worsted Worh, Tapestri/ Wor\ dc.

Mrs. A. W. Stone, Atlanta
;
Piano Covers (cup) $io

Miss S. A. Eiightower, Barne&vilie
;
Table Covers (cup) 5

Miss EB'f Csino, LaGrange
;
Chair Cover Plate

Miss L, Htmse!!, .M'-notta
; Ottoman " «

Miss M. J. Powell, Atlanta
;
Footstool Cover “

Mrs. A. N, Stone, Adianta
;
Hearth Rug «

Miss L, J. Head, Augssta
; Lam.p Mat “

Embroidery in SiLl\ FLosh^ Gham-Stitch or Braid.
Mrs. J. Stovall, Augusta

;
best Shawl Plate

Airs. 'Naison, Atlanta
;
Mantle

Mrs. Stovall, Augusta; Child’s Dress «

Knitting^ Nettirg, cr Orolchrt in Ihread.
Georgia ItsStilatloa for the Blind, Macon, Ga.

; be3t
Child’s S9ckB Plate

J. H. Newton, Athens
;
best Counterpane “

Ga'Drgia laaSitatioE for tJie Biina
;
be^t Tidy “

French Needle Worlc.
Mrs. G. N. Simmons, Griffin

;
most beautiful H:wid-

kerchief
'

Mrs. G. W. Goss, Augusta; beautiful Collar and
Chemisette Plate

Patch Warh in Cotton.
Mrs. J. S. Rowlaad

;
best Pulch Work Quilt in Cotton

(prem, plate) |5
Mrs. 8. Fair, Columbia, 8. C.; best Patch Work

Quilt, in Silk, (prem, place) 5
Mrs. D, Low, Heard 00.; b^t Raised Work Quilt,

(prem. plate) 5
Miss M. J. Powell, Atlanta; best imitation Marseilles

Quilt
5

Mrs. J. A. Clark, Walton co.; woven Counterpane 5
Nee^^ Shell and Fancy Worh, Spanish and American.

H. J. Rose, Macon
;
best Collar Plats

Miss Mary Fish, Macon; best Handkerchief «
Mrs. J. A. Harris, Richmond co.; beat Cliild’s Dress “
Mrs. Jj. Graves, Nswton co,; best ladies’ Cloak $10

Wax and Shell Worh.
Miss Maria L. Srgwn, LaGrange; beet work in Fruit Plate

Georgia Icstitnte for blind; beat Shell Work,
Special Premiums ordered by Secretary.

Mrs. Orr, Athens
;
for beautiful Muff ftom down of

Pea-fowl
Miss Annie 8. Leake, Griffin

;
for various articles

made with the toes, (she being with out arms;
MECHANICAL PREMIUMS.
Southern Farming Implements.

Worlick & Williams, Alabama, for seven varieties of
Plows,

W inship & Co., Madison, best Cotton Gin,

„
“ “

.

“ » Wheat Fan,
Harvy &. GarHngton, Newton county, best Thresher,
J. McCook, Baltimore, Corn and Cob Crusher,
Jno. Simpson, Atlanta, Moveable Horse Fowe’*,

MANUFACTURES OF LEATHER.
Miller & Andrews, Atlanta, best Carriage Harness,
Miller & Andrews, Atlanta, best Gentleman’s Saddle,
H. Tomlinson, McDonough, best one dozen Brogan
Shoes,

H. Tomlinson, McDonough, best half dozen pairs
Gentlemen’s Shoes,

Marietta Leather Company, best and largest collaotion
of Leather,

Marietta Leather Company, best side Sole, Upper
and Harness, (e.ach)

Marietltt Leather Company, best half dozen sides Calf
Skins,

3. F.Swanton, Decatur, best side Oil Dressed Whang
Leather,

B. F. Swanton, Decatur, best dozen Dressed Sheep
Skins, •

Marietta Company, best Dressed Goat Skins,

MANUFACTURES IN WOOD AND IRON.
Kirkpatrich, Atlanta, best Bureau,

A. J. & J. S. Williams, DeKalb, best set of Chairs,
J. Winship, Atlanta, best Window Sash and Blinds,
J. Winship, A-tlanla, best Panel Door,
J* R; Wallace & Bro., Alianta, best one dozen Cedar
Buckets,

R. H. May, 'Atlanta, best Buggy,
Atlanta Iron Work?, best Castintr,

“ “ “ “ Grist Mill Irons,
M. A. Cooper, Etowah, best Nails, Nos. 4 to 10,

SOUTHERN MADE MACHINERY.
F. M. Allen, Burke county, best Ropa Twisting Ma-
chine, *

F . M.. Allen, Burke county, best Improved Gin Gear-

^ ^ .
10

Gordon & Smilbwick, Burke county, Grist Mill, 10
T, E. Farris, Atlanta, Shingle Machine (Gudes & Co-
man’s Patent.) 5

J. J. Celt, Athens, Patent Churn, 5
MANDFACTDBES IN STONE AND MARBLE.

Sloan & Oatman, Atlanta, best Marble Monument, $5
CHEMICAL MANUFACTURES, &C.

Smith & Ezsard, Atbnta, bast Castor Oil, $8
W. 1. Young, Opelika, vary suparior L'me, 10

FINE ARTS.
John Msier, Atlanta; btst specimen Animal Painting

in oil from nature |20
JohnMaier, Atlanta; best specimen Fruit Painting

(oil) 5
Miss Mous Brown, LaGrange

;
bast fancy Landscape

Painting (od) 5
Mrs. A. A. Sharpe, Atlanta; best Painting (water
colors)

Southern Manufactures, other than Domestic.
Laurenceville Manufac. Co

;
best bale Oanabnrgs (cup)

Athens Manufacturing Co
;
best bale Kersey’s (cup)

Athens Mauufaciuricg Go
;
best bale Plains (cup)

Athens Manufactunng Co
;
best bale of Yarns (cup)

WINES.
Mrs. Gather, Oxford, best Wine (cap)
Mrs. Davison,IWocdvilie

; blend Madeira Wine, (cup)
Mri. Nelson, Macon

;
3cl best wine

Mrs. S. Rose, “ Seuppernong wine
[Between the 1st and 2i Bpscimens the Committee differ-

ed as to which was the better
;

at the close of the trial it
was found that all of the No. 2 was consumed showing the
severity of the itisA.— Committee.]

MISCELLANEOUS AND SPECIAL PREMIUMS.
C. W . Dill ; test Dauguerreotypes *5
Hanleiter & Co

;
Blank-Book Binding &c. 5

Jones, David & Campbell, Atlanta
; Dentistry 6

L. Weises, Atlanta; Ornamental centre piece for par-
lor ceiling (plaster of Paris)

6
5

$5
6
5
5

5
10
10
5

10
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l!apa CO.

Athene.
Bibb CO.

Haucoctc c^.

1/00 CO.

Mrt-. H. Branmollcr, Atlanta ; Ornamertu! Hair "W'Dik $!)

Sloan & Oatmao, AtlaUa; Maiblo Scnlotiue 5

Mrs. A. W. Stone, Atlanta; Loathor Work Piclara

Framo
J.C. Lommins, Atlanta; Georgia-made Segars 5

Mrs. Bowman, HjlU co
;
fly brasb 5

E. Chapman, Augusta
;
iijiproved horse shoea, s’x pat-

terns •*’

"W. H. Jonee, At’anfa
;
best sack of m^al 1

Pioneer Manufacturing Co
;
best Prinlicg and Wrap-

ping Paper. 5

J. P. Medlj, Columbie, Tenu
;
improved Buggy cca-

nection
,

5

W. Hnmphrevp, Savannah ;
Meta‘ic p^Hsh ‘ 2

P. H. Green, LiGrange
;
best sack of Fjour 2

J. W. Read, Ogl-thorpe^o
;
Raftcr-Gufie 5

Dr. A. Mean?, Oxford; newly invent d tn’rular I/£mp-

S aud, Dili;ation Stand, Gla^s Stand /or demons rat-

ing planetary rcvolutiors 2'

The above is a correct copy of reports ao rendered b.,

the Committees.
J. CAMAK, See. S. C. A . S.

OFFICERS OF TH3 BOrTHERN CENTRA!. AGRICUT TCRAI. POCtLTV

FOR THE ERSUINO YEAR.
Bon. M. A. Cooper, President.

Col. P. M, Nightingale, 1st Vice Presidenr.

D. W. Lewis, Eiq
,

* 2;l Vico President.

Executive Committee.
Col. J. M. Davi-on, Green eo. •

W. J. Eve, E:q.. Anguda.
Richard Peters; E-'q., Atlanta.

Col. J. S. Thomas. Baldwin co.

MpJ. j. S. Rowland,
Dr! J. S. Linton,
J J. Gresham, E-'q.,

Col.' John Bonner,
Dr. L. Mercer,

V. M. D’Andgnac, Treasurer.
J. Gimak. Sooreti ry.

DeUgdies appointed by the President to Vu Agricul-
tural r£

ALAEAiiA,—1st dist, Mr. McAloin'; 2, J-hr A. Jones,
Esq.; 8, A.Gp.nldirg E-q,: 4, P. H. Gro^n, E-r.; 5, G.
Bsrron. E-q.; 6, As ury KuU, E q.; f

,
D. V\ . Lawia, K q.;'

8, Dr. John Sim^.
Tennessee —G. W. Garmany, E o., Col. John

Nathan Ba-s, Esq.. Mr. Megoe, f t M '•“iv.e hrr.) J. S.

Rowland, E q.. J. I. Colt. ; sq.. James .M. Davison, Esq,,
Dr. Wm. E. Dearing; (Sib dist.,) J, II. Dye, (S:h,) John
Bridges, (Stb.)

SocTQ Ca-oc.tna — Lspgdon Cho.vfB. Esq., W.F. Craw-
ford, Eoq., Hugh Lawson. E a.. (Moii 'O'lco.,) Map Eon
ham, Dr. Jas.Camak. I'r Ja-. Whi't^n. Cob A. Pope.

NEW YCRK AND GEORGIA.

Iris the common boost ofthe people of the North thnt

they are making more rapid progress in population,

Wealth and internal improvements 'than the people of the

South, and it is generally conceded that t^ey have justand

substantial grounds for theip iioasting.* But it is a curious

flict that the progress ofthe State of Georgia, the Empire
State of the South, for over 60 years, has been in a greater

ratio than of New York, tlie boastful Finptire State of the

North. In the year 1700, the population of Georgia was
8*2,000, and in the year 1850 it was 060,000, an^ncrease of

eleven fold in sixty years. In 1790, the population of New
York was 340,000, and in 1850 it was 3,097,000, being an

increase of only nine fold in sixty years. This fact puts to

flight the boasted superior advancement of at least one

State, and that the wealthiest and most populous.

The companson would be still more favorable for

Georgia, if tlie fact were taken into calculation, that but

few foreign immigrants find their way to her borders,

whilst New York annually receives her thousands and tens

of thousands of such accession. In 1850, there were in

Georgia, of foreign born citizens, only 6,488 of all colors,

whilst in New Y'ork the foreign born population aggre-

gated 655,9*20. Deduct the foreign born from the natives,

and the increase of the population of Georgia would still

be nearly eleven fold in sixty years, whilst the Increase of

the native population of New York would not be quite

seven fold in sixty years,

—

Carolina Tunes.

THE BEY ROT 12? COITOIT.
f

Editor.s Sowthern Cu:/r!V.<TOR—Permit me, in behllf

of myselfand neighbors, to make knwwn tiie existent, of

a disease in our cotton to a much gjrester extent than ever

betbre known by us, c.al!©.-! the “dry rot,”*and ask you

some questions asr to the probable cause.

The disease we speak of attacks the foji bolls-. 'Phe

seed and lint first rot and turn black; then a sure or scale-

appears, resembling a puncture with a sharp instrument.

Tiiis extends quite over the surface of t!ie boll, very

freqi.K^tly—afier the disease has itkktn j^issession of the

wlu4e pod— iT opens iu prongs ahd'pfe.seiUs a thoroughly

rotten state in all its ]»arls.' So fijr as the writty’s obser-

vation extends it, is most injurious to sandy soils, and

these it appears nidst malJgDant in those fields wliich have

been longest in cultivatioti. It is seen, however, in places

wdicre tlie lands liave been well manured and cultivated.

I arn informeil the lithe or cane ba-ahe lai)d« are suffering

to some extent will/ it. . •
*

In this vicinity, if is fidt as a sr rious'drawbavk on our

crops .h'om lOO lu 300 pounds p» r acre, all of our cro^s

will sutfer from it, and this after tlie boliii seemed to have

matured, lleiice, vve have conversed on tlie subjc'-t a

goo ! deal, and ttie wa itef has concbKlfd to call your atten-

tion To it, and ask, if the cause is Known to yourself or

older planters than wo are. The efK!c'ffic inquiry or in-

(Hiiries wo would ask of your better judgement, are.

•.vlicilicr ihi.s.rot is probably caused !iy peculiarity of soill

Or, is it the result of tfle scasoiTs (tJi« se iiuve of late been

Uniterm)'? Or tlie mode of cuilff alion
;
has thi.s influenced

Is there any reason to crt ^^ii tlie. conjecture that one
aril lyof qotton i? more linn anrifher to iliis distase?

Mils year, the rot is doiikg so rmich hiu tn tq our cotton as

to call fiir examination and rcrmaly, and if it should in-

crease its ravages Irmu year to year it would be felt as a

serious evil.

1 fiope the readers of tlie Culti calur

,

as wcM as your-

selves, will give attention lb the .siildecx— all jfl.intirs are

interested, atka-t in one puinf, and that is a.s the extent of

trie injury. Very respeclAilly, I subscribe myself,

Benu.

Alabama, Ocl., 1855.

PiK.MiRKs.—The senihr ediio.*' will rep-y-fo these in-

quiries' in our next. Time and space are both lucking, at

present.—Eos.

IiVDRorfioBiA.—It is said that hi every insfanee^where

a peison is bitten by a rnad do^, small postviles make their

appearance sooner or later tn tli^e underside of the longue,

but generally in from six to nine days. These postujes

must be opened whlh a sharp pointed instrunfent, as they

are too tough to break of themselves
;
and th§ matter must

be discharged and spit out,.or it w'ill be reabsorbed, which
reabsorption is said to cause (he paroxysms termed hydro-

phobia. The above is the substance of a communication

which appeared in the New Orleans Tropic some years

since, from the pen of a Southern physician, who says;

“In 1832 I was called to visit a negro woman who had

been bitten by a mad dog and by pursuing the treatment

here laid down 1 was successful in curing her. This

course is the same that was recommended by Professor

Marochiti, of Moscow, in 18'20, and proved effectual, and
my first intimation of this mode ivas from an Eng-
lish magazine published forty years ago, containing a com-

munication from a gentleman recently retunied from Tar-

tary, where mad dogs are common and this method of

treatment usual and suecessful.”
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AHSWEKS TO COSKESFOFBSHTS.

H. D.—Many thanks for your very kind invitation.

We hope yet to have the pleasure of visiting you at your
homestead on the old Cahaba River. Shall always be

glad to receive and publish your favors.

Cat.vwba Vineyards.

—

W. H.—Address Mr. Charles
Axt, Washington, Wilkes Co., Georgia.

Table Fowls.—G. M. B.—The best pure bred fowl fott

all practical purposes is the Brahma, and the very 'best

“cross,” for table' use, is the Brahma and Dorking. At
least, this is the result of our somewhat extensive experi-

ence.

Cotton Gins and 'Presses.—P. L. E.—Parkhurst’s Gin

produces beautiful cotton, but it i's too slow and liable, to^

clog. We regard the Bullock Pfes’s as far Superior to the'

•common, old-fashioned screw. •

,

Fruit Trees.—A. P. G.—See different advertisements

of our Southern Nurseries in present number. See, also,

Workfor the Month, and hints on Transplanting, else-

where, in present number.

Corn Crushers, &c.—W. D. G.—We do not think

much of the machine you allude to, and would advise you
to order the “Little Giant.” See advertisement. Your
other inquiries answered per mail, and papers sent.

Morus Nigra, or Chine.se Black Mulberry.—An es-

teemed friend and correspondent wishes to ic&w if this

has been cultivated with success in the South. Can any'

of our readers give us information respecting it 1

Rice Mills.—A subscriber at Warm Springs asks:

—

“Can you inform me what would be the probable cost of

a small Rice Mill, of simple construction, and one of the

cheapest order, without any of the running gear F’ Will

some ofour seaboard readers answer f

Nut Grass.—T. H. A.^The grass you complain of is,

doubtless, that awful s<'.oavgQ., mit gra^s. We know all

about it, here; and a Premium of several tliousand dollars

could easily be raised as a reward to any one who would
furnish a cheap plan for its extermination. Plow your
ground several times during the winter, turning up the

roots to the action of the frost—sow the infested ground
down thickly in smail grain (oats, barley or rye,) to be

followed, immediately, by a heavily broadcast crop of

cow peas, these again to be followed by another crop of

small grain, and so on for a few years, with the repeated
winter plowing and exposure to frost—or, keep it con-
stantly hoed down, and do not allow it to go to seed—dig
a broad deep ditch, all around the ground infested, and do
BOt let it cross the assigned limits. These are the only
remedies for nut grass that we know, short of digging the

ground two spades deep and carefully sifting out every

one of the nuts or roots—a much too slow and expensive

process, where it has spread over any large extent of land.

Grass Seed.—W. E. J.—We handed your order to Mr.

Haines, who advertises Grass Seed in present number. It

is yet early enough for your purpose. Will endeavor to

procure you the Box edging, when desired.

Soap Making.— of Miss.—We will publish your

article, and endeavor to give the information you require,

in our next.

Disolved Bones.— G. W. L.—Use diluted Sulphuric

Acid, ^ee Southern Cultivator \o\. 11, page 142, Bones

thus prepared, form an excellent manure.

Postage Stamps— W. H. T.—Yours received. All

correct.

Grass Seed.—N. G. S.—Handed your letter to a dealer

in Grass Seed, who will reply to it.

LujCerne.—J. H. W,—The seed you desired was for-

warded per mail, Oct. 27,

|^“Other inquiries will be answered in our next, and

commissions attended to as soon as we can find time.

CASHMERE GOATS.

R. Pete-rs, Esq., of Atlanta, in a private letter, thus

alludes to the hardiness and frugality of this valuable

stocks

“I am better pleased every day with my Cashmere

Goats. They are now living and growing fat on the seed

of ‘rag weed’—a plant which no other animal will eat.”

We are also indebted to Mr. Peters for several samples

of wool from some of his half-blood kids (raised from the

commira Goat and a Cashmere Buck.) These samples,

which- may be seen at our office, are really of astonishing

fineness and length of fibre; and when we consider the

undoubted value of this wool for manufacturing purposes

—the hardy character of the Goat—its exemption from

nearly all diseases— its dog-defying character—and its

superiority in almost every respect over the sheep, so

far as vigor and stamina are concerned—we are con-

strained to repeat, with increased confidence, our declar-

ation of last month, that the Cashmere Goat is by far the

most important and valuable addition that has been made

to our domestic animals within the past century. In con-

currence with this opinion, we are pleased to mention the

name ofthat profound scholar Rnd zealous naturalist, Rev.

Dr. Bachman, of Charleston, whose allusion to their value

will be found near the close of his very able article on

Southern Grasses, in present number.

We also'learn that Dr. Jas. B. Davis, of South Carolina,

passed through this city recently, with fifteen three-quar-

ter bred Cashmere ewe kids, 7 months old, and one pure

bred 2 year old Cashmere Buck: having sold the lot (16)

to a gentleman of Gallatin., Tenn,, -for the handsome sum

of Pour Thousand Dollars— the kids ratftd at S200 each,

and the Buck at $1000.

It will be observed that Mr. Peters offers a few half-

blood Cashmere Bucks for sale. See advertising columns.

|^“ The editor of the Ohio Farmer mentions as hav-

ing seen at Cincinnati, Duchesse D’Angouleme pears that

would weigh over a pound, on trees only two years old

from the bud.
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The Season—Drouth.—With the exception of one or

two slight showers, we have had an uninterrupted drouth

for nearly or quite two months, in this vicinity. There

never has been a more propitious season for cotton picl>-

ing, and the quality of the crop thus far received is very

superior. All other agricultural interests, however, are

beginning to suffer sadly, and we hope soon to be blessed

with good, heavy, soaking rains. Oct, ‘2Gth.

New Advertisements.—The attention of the reader is

directed to the following :

Randall & Mercer’s CoRon Seed Drill.

Patent Self-Sharpening Straw and Shuck Cutter.

Downing Hill Nursery, Atlanta, Ga.

Fruitland Nursery, Augusta, Ga.

Premium Strawberry Plants.

Agricultural and Mechanical Implements, &c.

Troup Hill Nursery, Macon, Ga.

Grade Cashmere Goats.

Black Essex Pigs.

Fashionable Clotjring—J, JM. Newby & Co., Augusta,

Ga. •

Devon Grade Heifers for sale.

Hovey’s Seedling Strawberry Plants,

Bessnian’s Garden, ,

Grass Seeds, &c,, &c., &c.

FORMAN’S PATENT IRON PLOW.

After giving this Plow a very fair and impartial trial, ^

we can truly say that, we regard it as a most valuable im-

provement on all conwipn wpod^q implements of the kind,

now in use. For general etficienty and convenience, as'

well as special adaptation to deep tillage or subsoiliv", we

know of nothing that.^urpasses it; while, on the score of

economy and durability, it is altogether unrivalled. No

Plow with which we are familiar is so tve well calculated

to resist the careless and destructive usage of plantation

negroes, and we dqubt not that its general introduction

would be of very great pecuniary benefit to the planting

interest of the South. We will endeavor to give an en-

graving and more particular description of this Plow in

our next. I. C. Fitten 6c Co., of this city, are the Gener-

al Agents for this se«ti«n
;
and the Plow« may also be ob-

tained hero at the different hardware stores.

GRADING INSTRUMENT.

Editors Southern Cultivator—All who use a Level

or Grading Instrument should feel gratified to Rev. W.m.

Johnson, for his excellent description of his instrument,

which seems (to me at first view) to be the best yet con-

trived. I think, however, that in laying oft' his arc he

errs in laying it off by tangents instead of Uy sines. Cer-

tainly, as the foot of the instrument is raised, the sine

measures the difference of level. As Mr. J. seems to be

a scientific man, I for one, would be glad if he would ex-

amine his demonstration of the principle of his level, and

rectify the error, if there be one. "
B. P. B.

Rancid butter, it is said, may be rendered sweet

and good by churning it in new milk. Try it.

To Correspondents.—The articles of the following

correspondents are on file for insertion in future numbers

of our journal

:

Frog Level— S.—J. H.—I. W. Briggs—R. Buchanan

—

H. Speaks—W. W. R.—Dora—J. B. B.—H. L. T.—W.
G. B.—A. S.— S. M. B.—R.—L. G. W.—B. B.—H. C.

—A Subscriber—J. L. L.—A. D.—Omo— J. P. M.—A.

M. R.—A. C. A.—T. R.—Saccharine—T. H.—S. B. M.—
Sam-C. W. E-—W. T.—E. P.—A. J. A.—W. H.—Den-
ton Offutt—J. L. G., &c. &c.

Several articles in type are unavoidably postponed until

our next.

Veterinary Jour*;al.—We are pleased to see this £fble»

magazine revived. All breeders of horses, cows, sheep,

swine and other domestic animals, should subscribe for it.

It is published monthly in Boston, Mass., by S. A. Thomp-

son, and edited by Prof. Geo. H. Dadd. Terms—Si per

year, in advance.

“ A Word about pEfeTin^ERs, and D<rection for

Using them.”—This is the title of a small pamphlet sent

us by D. C. Lowber, Esq., of 04 Magazine street, New
Orleans. It contains some valuable information, and may

be ordered from Mr. L. per mail, by enclosing him a post-

age stamp.

A Large Apple.—We are indebted to JMrs. R. S. ]\IcE!-

roy, of Pickens District, for a present of the largest apple

that has, as yet, come under our observation. It is four-

teen inches in circumference, and'weighs one pound and a

quarter, and only a fair sample of her own raising. It is

called the ^uft" apple. Whilst stopping at her residence u

few evenings since, we were shown quantities of the above

apple, and, taking them all in fill,, we are sure they were
the afeuncl^st and finest looTting apples w^; ever saw.

—

Geeffn ille {S. C.)' Knierpritr.

A “Housekeeper” will find her inquiries answered

in the following article ;

TO PRESERVE QUINCES.

The orange qui/iee is the best to preserve. Pee’, and core

the quinces
;
weigh them

;
put a pound of sugar to a

pound of fruit. Brril the quinces very tender in water.

When all are cooked, make a syrup of the water and
sugar; then put in as many of the quinces as the syrup

Will cover, and let them boil about thirty minutes. Take
them out to cool on a flat dish and put in more, until all

arfe boiled. Then’ boil up the syrup again, and strain it

hot over the quinces in a jar. Ifyou wish to increase the

quantity without additional expense, have as many swe^t

ajiples cored, quartered and pared as will weigh one-third

as much as the quinces. When the quinces are done, put

in the apples.and boil them soft. Put quinces in the jar

alternately. The flavqr of the quinces will penetrate ih'e

apples.

Quince IMarmalade.—Pick out the poorest of th.e

quinces
;
pare, core and boil them in as little water as will

cover them. When soft, take them out. Weigh them be-

fore boiling, and put a pound of sugar to a pound of Iruit.

Mash up the fruit, and boil the fruit and sugar together;

then strain through a coarse sieve, and put it up in small

jars.

Quince .Telly.—Prepare quinces as above
;
cut them in

small pieces, and boil them in water w’ith the seeds, cores,

and parings about one hour. Strain through a sieve;

measure a pint of juice to a pound of sugar; boil these to-

gether about twenty minutes, and strain into moulds. The
quinces strained out will make good, marmalade with the

addition of sugar.

—

American Cook Book.
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ALABAMA STATE FAIE-POSTPOITEMENT.

In consequence of sickness in Montgomery, tke Fair

of the Alabama Society is postponed until the 20/.A of

November, viihen it is confidently expected that all danger

of infection will be over. It will then be held in Mont-

gomery, according to previous arrangement.

It is our intention to witness the Fair inauguration of

our sister State, unless unavoidably prevented; and we hope

to meet there, and become personally, acquainted with

many of our now unknown friends and readers.

SETTn^G GUT OEUHAEES-TEAUSPLAHTIHG FEUIT
AIJD OEFASIENTAL TEEES.

If you wish to enjoy Fruit of the finest kind, from trees

of your own planting, begin setting them out noio. The

establishment of a good and perfect orchard, containing a

s'iiccessum of all the best Fruits adapted to the South—from

the earliest to the latest —is so easy, in our most favorable

climate, that it seems a wonder to us that any land-owner,

v/ho has the comfort and welfare of his family and human-

ity at heart, should be without one. A contemporary, who
is engaged in the praiseworthy work of propagating and

disseminating the choicest varieties of Fruit Trees, has

truly said :
—“ The man who plants an orchard, erects his

own monument
;
and su»ch a monument, built by his ov/n

hands, reflects greater honor upon his memory than

towering marble sculptured by his posterity.” It was a

maxim ol the Romans, that ‘-old men must plant trees,'

for young men were not wise enough;” but, alas! we fear

that neither old men or young aVepverburdened with trfee-

planting wisdom, wherever the all-powerful cotton plant

holds sway. Let us not be misunderstood—cotton is a

glorious plant, and we yield to no one in proper estima-

tion of its value
;
but that its cullivatidn throughout the

South has beeij pushed onward to the almost total exclu-

sion of many products which contribute very largely to

the comfort and luxury of life, no one vl'ill deny.

In our ^.ttention to Fruits, particularly, we are far be-

hind our neighbors of the North, though our advantages

in climate, length of the growing season, number of varie-

ties, &c., surpass their’s, immeasurably. For instance:

in the vicinity of Augusta, we have the Apple, Pear,

Peach, Pium, Nectarine, Apricot, Quince, Cherry, Grape.,

Strawberry, Raspberry, Blackberry, Melon, and other

hardy fruits, common to more Northern climates, growing

side by side with the Fig, the Pomegranate, the Jujube

and the Olive—all denizens of the warmer, semi-tropical

latitudes
;
while, a short distance south of us, the Orange,

the Lemon, the Lime, the Guava and the Banana flourish

equally well. With all our advantages of climate, there-

fore, and with every variety of soil and exposure—with

the markets of the whole world thrown open, and, as it

were, “brought to our very doors,” by the all potent aid of

steam, on land and sea— is it not surprising that the South

has not poured olive “oil and wine,” fresh fruit and dried,

and many other luxurious dainties, into the laps of less

favored Northern nations, long ere thisl

That she has not done so heretofore is to us, indeed, a

marvel and a wonder
;
but that our people should con-

tinue indifferent to their own enjoyment and interest in

this matter much longer, seems hardly possible, when vre

reflect upon tlie success which has everywliere attended

all well-directed efforts in Fruitgrowing, in every section of

the South, as evinced for a few years past at our Agricul-

tural and Horticultural exhibitions, and through the

columns of our own and other journals of similar charac-

ter.

It is not impropable that the failures which have often

attended the introduction of Northern and European trees

into the South, have had a discouraging effect upon many

persons v.?ho were desirous of cultivating Fruit; but now

that we are beginning to establish large Nurseries for

the propagation and sale of Southern Seedling Fruits, and

the proper acclimation of Northern and.foreign varieties,

there can be no possible drawback upon the prosecution

of this delightful pursuit, except indifference, indolence,

and the want of proper information.

This information it has been and will be our aim to

communicate to our readers from tirne to time, and as the

season for transpLnling trees and shrubbery is now close

at hand, a few suggestions as to tlfe best manner ofper-

formipg that important operation, may not be unaccept-

able:

TRANSPLANTING TREES AND SHRUBBERY.

1. Thx Time.—When the leaves have fallen, and after

the first good, soaking fall rains, is the best time for

transplanting Fruit and all deciduous ornamental tree, in

the South; but any tim^' before February will do.

' f?. Pfeparatioh of the Groun'd.^li not naturally dry,

your land must be thoroughly drained. Then plow and

cross-plow, stirring up the subsoil and pulverizing the

earth as deeply as possible. The subsoil plow, following

in the furrow made by a good common double turning-

plow, ought to do this work well, if properly used. On

fresh, new land, no manure will be needed
;
but, on poor,

old fields, it will be nece.ssary either to turn under a good

crop of pea vines, or to give the land a heavy top-dressing

of compost formed of stable manure, woods mould, broken

bones, ashes, lime, &c., being careful to bury all fertiliz-

ing matter well at the final plowing. Then harrov/ youT

ground finely, stake it off at the proper distance for the

trees, and prepare these for planting.

3. Preparation of the This consists in cutting

off smoothly, with an upward slant, the ends of all broken

or bruised roots, and cutting in the limbs or branches to

correspond with the loss which the roots have sustained.

The tap root should, also, be cut off smoothly, leaving

rather a concave space between the lateral or side roots.

4. Planting — Dig your holes at least 4 feet across and

2 feet deep—throw the surface soil on one side and the

subsoil on the other, and mix with tl*e latter a small pro-

portion of the compost before mentioned, or some good

rich mould. Then throw the surface soil into the bottom

of the hole and fill up nearly to the surface with the re-

mainder, raising the earth in the form of a mound upon

the centre of which the tree is to be placed at about the

same depth it stood while in the Nursery. It must then

be held steadily while the finely pulverized earth is sifted
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in ull around even the smallest roots, all of whicli must be

spread out in their natural position, and the earth com-

pacted by a bucket of water, whep the hole may be niled

up and the soil pressed down gently with the foot. If this

is properly done, the tree will need no staking.

5. MuAching .—This is all-important, and consists in

spreading all around the tree for the space of 3 or 4 feet,

a thick layer (0 inches) of old pine straw, dead leaves or

coarse litter of any kind, and sprinkling over it a few

shovelsful of earth to keep the wind from blowing it away.

Trees, thus treated, have, with us, stood the severest

drouths without any injury whatever, while those not

mulched have perished.

G. Pruning and Cultivating.— \V\u\q the trees arc

young, namely: for the first 2 or 3 years, they may
easily be made to assume the proper low, spreading form,

by heading back the leading shoots and cutting out in-

terlacing limbs, but after the third year little pruning will

be necessary. The ground should also be carefully culli-

vatcd insv/eet potatoes, cow peas, pIndars and other low

growing hoed crops, fora few years, gre»t caution, being

exercised in so plowing as not to injure either trunk or

roots; but, after the trees come into bearing and begin to

spread, an occasional crop of cow peas, for turning unjL,

.is alone admissable.

THE WHEAT CHOP OF 1855.

Evkry new calculation of the quantity of wl.eat to be

garnered in the United States the present year, seems to be

on the ascending scale. No one thipks (stiys the Roches-

ter Democrat) of reducing the sum given by the'.censjis

takers. In 1850, Uio amount of tlje crop is stated officially

to have been within a fraction of 1^0,000,000 bushels.

That was a productive year, and the crop of Ohio was
nearly 30,000.000 bushels. JMr. Cist, editor Af a com-

mercial paper in Ohio, puts down the total of this year of

that State at 40,000,000, and computes the whole yield ol

the States and Territories at 885,000,000. Mr. Cist has,

for thirty years, been engaged as a stalician, and places a

good deal of confidence in ins own figures. He retrards

the seven States, Olno, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis-

consin, Iowa and i\Ii.ssouri, as the chief wheat growing

States, from whence comes all the surplus sent abroad, the

others barely producing enough for their own supply, and

his calculation is based upon the probable yield in tl^ise

sections. This mode of computing the supply is not

understood, he thinks, in the Atlantic States, and hence

they are liable to err in their judgments.

With all the high estimates of the harvest, however,

prices are provokingly slow in “coming down the best

home-made Flour being now (Oct. 22d) worth S‘l 1 per

barrel, in Augusta.

Thk Horticulturist, for October,*is an excellent num-

ber; and, under the new management, sustains, in all

respects, its previously high reputation. It shoud be sub-

scribed for and carefully perused by all loveis of Fruits,

Flowers and fine Gardens. It is now published in Phila-

delphia, Pa., at the low price of S2 per annum. Address

R®bt.JP. Smith, Nos. 17 and 19 Minor st., Philadelphia, Pa-

“The New York Horticultural REViE^tf,'’ is the title

of a new IMonthly Magazine of 72 pages. It is “devoted

to the Rural Arts and the advancement of the science of

Horticulture in the United States,” and the first number
opens with a vigor and spirit which augurs well for its

usefulness and success. It is edited by C. Keagles, Esq.

,

assisted by H. P. KxigHt, Jas. Snowden and D. W. Ray,
all practiced writers and experienced horticulturists. It

may be ordered directly from the editor (C. Reagles, 208
Broadway, New lork City) or through the agents. Geo.

A. Oates iScBro., Augusta,^ Qp. Terms—;ir2 per year;

single numbers, 20 cents.

“Affleck’s Southern Rural Al.manac,” for 1856, con-

tains a great variety of useful niattar for farmers and

planters. It may jje ordered from all Booksellers, or di-

rectly from the editor, THo^us Affleck, Washington,
Miss. Price 12^ cents.

STATE AGEICTJLTTTRAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH CARO-
LH^A.

It will be seen from the following letter of our friend,

Col. Summer,' tliat the State Society of South Caroliria will

meeX in Columbia, on the 13th of November. W^ehope it

will be numerously attended, and that a spirit of unanin.-

ity and progressive improvement may prevail :

Tfie annual meeting of the* State Agricultiwal Society
will take place in Columbia, on Tuesday, the 13th of
November.

All Agriculturat, Horticultural and Mechanical Socie^
ties are invited to send delcgaies.

The Uistrici Commiitees arc requested to make returns
fo their respective lists of sMbscription by that day. Col.
.\rihin: STmkins, 'oT Edgefitjd, wjll deliver tl^e Anniver-
sary Address. The I-^xejiutive Committee will meet on
Monday at 0 A. M.Jor the transaction of Imsiness. Punc-
tual attendance of all Members is earnestly solicted.

A G. SuM.MER, Sec. Ex. Com.

Southern Grasses.—We trust that all who fee! arf In-

terest in the establishment of pastuies and meadoV'S for the

sujiport ol our valuable jive slock, will carefully reaivl and
ponder on the very able article of our venerable and
learned friend, Rtv. Dr. Bachman, of Charleston, which

forms one of the opening chapters of present number. We
feel very great pleasure in being able to promise our readers

an occasional comnuinication on subjects of similar inter-

est, Irom the same distinguished pen.

WATER-MEADOWS, AND IRRIGATION GENERALLY.

The West of England is becoming famous for the skill

displayed in bringing water fi-om uplands on the hill skle

at very high levels, and the economy of the process when
compared with the costly apparatus and works used for

irrigation in other quarters of the world. The jouriAal of

the Bath and West of England Agricultural Society inrorn-is

us that “so highly have the advantages of water-meadow’s

been valued in some of the southern counties that as much
as i:30, .elO or A50 per acre has, in many cases, been ex-

pended in forming them by casting the whole surface of

the ground into high regular ridges, with gutters along

their crests, and along the valleys between them—the

former to bring the water on, and the latter to carry it off
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when it has overflown the slopefe of the ridges. In our

o^n districts it has long been the practice to water our

land in a manner cpiite as efflcacious as that to which we

have alluded, but at an outlay of a little more than one-

tenth of that of our neighbors. This we have done by

means of our catch-nieadows, which have commonly been

laid out at an expense not exceeding four or five pounds

per acre,’’

The system of irrigation practiced by the members of

this enterprising Society, and fostered by its premium-s, ap-

pears to us entirely practfcable in the Southern, as well as

in the Northern States. The principle adopted in making

catch-meadows is applicable to the improvement of land

for ail tilled crops,*and it is, therefore, worthy of our best

consideration. Rain, as it drops froi^t the clouds, is a

well known fertilizer; and after water has passed some

distance over the surface of the earth, or through its outer

strata, it liolds in solution both the mineral and organic

elements of all cultivated plants. Educated farmers,

knowing this fact, lead it along the natural inclination of

the ground in ditches, in such a manner a^s to kepp^it at

the highest passible elevation along the field which is to

be watered; and cutting gutters one below another fo

catch the water as it flows down over the land, and dis-

tribute it regularly over each successive portion. In some

cases, the {process is to cut a number of side branches to

take water from the leading ditches in various directions,

<nnd t® direct streams into these laterafcuts by means of

“stops,” according to the part of the field which it is-

ieai-red fo irrigate. If the supply of water is insufficient to»

cover Uie whole surface of the la.nd, oheportioh is watered

at a time, wliich is m«re expensi,ve than watering the

whole by a single ope«atio«. Experience has proved that

^the heavy rains in autumn fuimish the most fertilizing

watei’, owing, probably, to the greater disintegration of

decaying plante,- animals, mould and minerals, in summer

mnd autifmn, than in winter and spring.

Aftor the wator fs brought to the field for distribution, a

carriage'-guitter 1 foot wide and 6 inches deep, having a

descent ®f 1 foot in 39G along the highest attainable ground,

is to be filled with water. As it approaches its termina-

tion, the-gutter is made narrower than a foot, so as not to

convey more water to the most distant part of the field

than is distributed t© t-hat part where the water first en-

ters. The vokme, or dimensions df this Reading gutter,

are iaimh smaller than these formerly used. The sides

an'd bottoms of larger gutters absorb too much, so that a

small stream cannot be broadly diffused over the surface.

' Parallel v/ith the main gutter, and on either side of it,

v^here the land descends on both sides of it, smaller gut-

-lers .are cut, 'perfectly level from end lo end, to catch the

watena's it .trickles over the ground from the central one>

and source of supply. All the side gutters being on a

water level, they will all ©verflow at once, when filled,

and thus distribute the fertilizing water very equally over

the whole field. Long experience and study have lessen-

ed the cost and labor of cutting these gutters, which is

done by horse-power, and with implements, which we
will briefly describe. The sides of all gutters are cut by

two knives that stand like coulters in plow beams, and

are adjusted to cut six inches (more or les.s) in depth, and

one foot or less in width.

A plow made to fit the desired width of the gutter cuts

the sod, or earth at the bottom, and lifts the mass that

leaves a space for the gutter when removed. The sod. .:'r

loos« earth removed, should not form a bank by the side

of the channel in which the water is to be caught, and t-o

flow, but be equally spread over the ground, or hauled off.

Gutter-plows are easily constructed, to cut the sides of the

small ditch and throw out the earth as the implement ad-

vances. In laying out the work, a spirit level is not

used, but a simple wooden compass standing five feet

high, with the limbs four feet apart on the ground, hav-

ing a cross-bar. and a plumb line suspended from the top.

The cross-piece has a notch in the centre, and the gutterer

has only to put one foot of the compass on the earth and

turn ilie other round and note the place of the line on the

cross-bar to find the Vi^ater level, or the nearest approxi-

mation to it. The instrument so elaborately described by
Rev. Mr. Johnson, in our last, appears worthy of trial.

To mark out water-courses and excavate them with a plow,

at proper distances from each other, is an operaiion with-

in the skill of every farmer. Experience from year to

year demonstrates the great profit of u.sing running water

as a vehicle for conveying fertility to soils that lack the

same. Springs and mountain streams are rich in all the

^l§i'«f nts of crops, which should not be permitted to run

to waste, but conducted into fields for the production of

agricullui’al staples. At present, running water is im-

poverishing millions of acres by washing the surface

soil into branches, creeks, rivers and the ocean, aided

by shallow tillage, often up and down steep side

hills. Instead of removing the cream of arated land

off ©lie’s plantation, water should be made to add

largely to the natural resources of the farm. Its evapor-

ation ’on the-surfac^, after it has risen either by capil-

lary attracticfii, or in springs from a considerable depth

irr the earth, rarelyffails to enrich the soils by the salts,

and humic substances left as a residuum. In a district

where na lime i©ck lies within 500 feet of the surface, we
have seen so much of this mineral brought up dissolved

in water, as to form large beds ot tvffa by the escape of

free carbonic acid. This acid holds common carbonate of

lime in solution in water. 'L.

BaititEltiiiDl Stpiimtnt.

WORK FOR THE MONTH—(HOVEMEER.)

[November is so named from the Latin novcm, mne
;

it

being the ninth month of the Roman Calendar. It cor-

res^ionds to the Jewish Chirleu, (Neh. i. L) which signi-

fies c/iiZZe<Z; the Z/ar^Z month of their tZL'/Z, and ninth of

their sacred, year. The Saxons called it Wint-monath, or

Wind-month, and also Blot-monath, Blood or Sacrifice-

month, as they then offered sacrifices of animals.]

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton Picking sheuld be entirely finished by the mid-

dle or latter part of this month, in order that the planter

and kis force may have a little “breathing space” before

the beginning of the next year’s labors. It may also be

advisable to heed well the suggestions in our last number,

respecting the ginning, packing and general preparation

of the crop for market; for the price it brings will be found

to depend as much upon this as upon the length or fine-

ness of staple.

Sweet Potatoes should be dug and carefully banked or
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lioused immediately, as directed in our last. If you are

not quite ready to dig, it is better to cut the vines close

down to the ground as soon as the frQst kills them : as the

roots are often injured by allowing the frozen tops to re-

main attached to them.

Snudl Grain, such as Rye, Barley, Egyptian and

Black Winter Oats, must be sown as soon as possible,

now, if you desire early spring pasturage and “soiling”

forage. Hardy Winter Grasses, such as Clover, Lucerne,

Tall Oat, Guinea, (or Rescue, &c., &t., must

also be put in the ground at once. Plow deep, pulverize

finely and manure heavily for all tliese crops, or your

labor is thrown away.

Hedges of the Osai^e Orange, Honey Locust, Cherokee

and Macartney Rose, Evergreen Thorn, {Cratergus pyra-

cantha) &.C., &c., should now be set out, in the most

thorough and careful manner. (.Set article of 3Ir. Pitkin

on this subject, elsewhere.)

Emit Trees, of all the choicest varieties, of

growth, should be planted now, as soon as the ground is

well moistened by the early fall rains. If you delay until

spring, you will be too much hurried with other work to

give this important matter the proper attention,^ and it

may not be done at all. Remember ’ that all trees (except

some of the cvcrgccns of the fir tribes), succeed best in the

South when planted fn fall or early winter— that by plant-

ing now, you gain a year in the bearing of ydur fruittrees,

and that, ifyou will take the proper pain* at fir.st, there

is little to di» aficinv^ards—“put in one tree moi'e,it will grow

while you’re 'sloioipingl” (.Sbef rcFnailts oif Trahi^^l’anibr"

on ;u*(Sther p«-gc.) . • ,
•

’

TUE GAKDEN AND NUPSF.^Y.
Sow Cahhage., Turnips, Pansnips, L''ttucc, Carrots,

Radishes, &,c., ifcc. Haul plenty of manure on your gar-

den, have it well spaded, jurying under all enriching «iii-

1

mal or vegetable matter. Transplant Brocoli, Cabbages^

Celery, ’g Collards,"' &c. Dress and manure your Aspara-

gus beds, not forgetting to givetherh a liberal top-dressing

of salt, before spring. Save all old bones, soap-suds, dead

leaves, decaying vegetables, See., &c., ^nd make-up iiyto

compost heaps for future i««. Plow and subsoil your

ground for the planting of young Orchards and Nurser-

I
ies, and provide a supply of roots and stocks for the pro-

pagation ol all new and desirable varieties of Fruit adapt-

ed to our Southern climate. *
^

THE STEAWBEEEY PATCH.
The best soil for this delicious fruit is a sandy or even

a gravely loam, moist, and rich in vegetable ma^iure. 'An

excellent compost for an acre of ground would be GO

bushels of leafiiiould from the woods, 20 bushels of leach-

ed ashes, 5 bushels lime, and 3 or 4 quarts of salt. (This

same lU'oportion may be observed for any given quantity of

land.) IMix thoroughly, let it stand 2 or 3 days, scatter

broadcast and plow in. Then harrow or rake the surface,

I
making it fine and set your plijints in rows 3 feet apart, and

1 foot or 10 inches in the rdw. After the plants become well

rooted, cover the whole ground- with partly decomposed

leaves from the forest, or even chopped up pine or broom

straw, leaving nothing exposed but the leaves and fruit stalks

of the plants. Our choice of varieties* was indicated in our

August number, but we %vill briefly recapitulate: Pistii.-

LATKS, (or female blossom) : Hovey's Seedling, McAvoips/

Extra Red, Crescent Si.cd.ling, Black Prince, McAvogs

Superior, CruiKson Cone. ST»v>!rNA'»E^ ^r,* PIermaphro*-

j»m>Cn.uflo»of •UfdssonV)': Longk'orth's ProUfiV,

Boston Blm, Walkers Seedling, Evi'i>/ ^c.arlet. Six oj

eight reevvs €'f Piuitillattis to one rGw**^ Staminates is about

the proper prop«»#ci on
;
or better still, to av«id all duMgev

«»f mixing, arrange your beds tha'se

Pistilldtcs. St.ami nates. P (Situates.

* * * ;i; *

:^: * * * * *

5^: 5*: *

-.1: * * * *

* * * ^ *

* * * ^ ^

Ao. 1

.

•o

It will be seen that Nos. 1 and 3, c®ntaining Pistillate pknts, are fertilized or fructified by the Staminate plants

in the centre bed, No. 2, froRi which they are separated by alleys G feet wide—these alleys to be kept scrupulously

free fir»ni all runnew, especially those thrown ©flf by the Staminate plants in the centre. The beds maybe made

of any required size. The stars (*) represent the plant's in foot rows, 12 or 15 inches apart in the row.
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THE OSAGE ORAIJGE FOR KEDGIHG—-MODE OF
CULTURE, TRIMMING, ETC., ETC.

Wr were just preparing an article on this subject (in

accordance with our promise of last month,) when we were

favored with the following excellent letter from our friend,

11. W, Pitkin, Esq., who is well known as one of the

pioneers and most earnest advocates of Hedging, in this

country. We cheerfully give place to it, and commend its

suggestions to all who would substitute beautiful, pcrma-

nc7it and protective hedges for the perishable and unsightly

xig-zag rail fences in common use After some general

remarks, Mr. P. says :

“The enterprise [hedging] has never looked more encour-

aging then it does this year. I have never seen the hedges

in the West look so beautifully and thriving be.fore. Last

season was ahard one, and tested their capability of endur-

ing drouth. And it was remarked by all, that when every-

thing wnis dried up. the hedges did rjot seem to suffer. In

the hist 4 months, i have probably viov/ed some 300 miles

of hedge in various stages of giowth and perfection. 1

hiive never yet seen a person in any latitude who has

properly sgi good plants on i'ood soil, cultivated and trimm-

ed properly, who is not only pleased, but yierfectiy charm-

ed with the result. There is nothing on a firm which the

proprietor takes move jileasure in showing than liis hedge.

With the right treatment, a liedge can niways be turned

out in August of the 4th season, or three and a half years

from the setting. Many persons, have tried to raise tlie

bug bear, that hedges required suc'i peculiar care and at-

tention tliat common farmers would never succeed in

growing tliem. Wiiy, sir, some of tlie finest hedges I have

seen this year were made by plain ipen, who had little but

common-sense to guide them, and
.
certainly nvuiliipg

themselves of others’ expedience., with directions, plain and

simple, for thei^’ guidance. Otjjer iTi,en of gobci common
sense can do the samn thing. The great secret to com-
{ffete success in hed,ge- making lies in doing the work well

and at the proper time.

1st. Prepare your ground for the hedge row, by plow-

ing a strip 1 0 feet wide (or 8 feet will do) and plow it

deep— no matter how deep—and su'osoil beiow tluit if pos-

sible. Not one man in five who set.s a hedge, prepares

lii.s ground thoroughly. If the soil is poor, make it rich.

2d. bet your plants cZa.s't'/?/— not more than six inche.s

apart There i^ little danger of crowding them. It is

vastiv easier to fill up spaces with trunks than brandies.

All the most experienced Hedge-growers now advocate

close a»:‘tting. Some of them even contend for 4 inches as

the proper dista^tce. [Right or ten inches is clo.se enough,

on good land, in the South.— Eos.]

3d. See that every nlant grows, or if any fa]l to grow,

he .Nto’e to set another right in. Fur this purpose, there

should always be some plants in reserve. Nothing is

more unsightly than ;i hedoe I'nii oi’ gaps. It is an ea.sy

m itter to fill them at the proper lime
;

luit extremely diffi-

cult wlieti neglected for a year two. Whatever else you

to do in making vour hedge, do not fail the second

spring to go over it and fill up every vacant space with

a good sni-ong plant. Neglect here, is fatal to our com-

plete success.

4th. Cultivate on botli sides of the row, f. e., plow and

hoe it as well as you would a row of corn,

5th. Trim so as to give your hedge the triangular siiape.

When finished, the base to be three and a half feet wide,

and the sides six feet high. By giving it this shape all

the branches, from the bottom to the top, have an equal

chance at the air, the light and the rain
;
and the bottom

will not thin out for the want of them, as it is likely to do

when given the perpendicular shape. The first season do

not cut at all
;
we want to get a strong root formed, and

this we ean do only by letting the top grow for a season.

The second spring, or one year from the setting, cut all

down as close to the ground as you can mow them. In

May, cut three inches above. Third spiring, or two years

from setting, cut six inches above the May cutting, or

nine inches from the ground. In May, cut nine inches

above that.

Fourth spring, xiut twelve inches above the May cut-

ting, or thirty inches from the ground, and in May fifteen

inches above this. By August, this season, your hedge

will turn stock. A short scythe will be found as good an

implement to trim with as any. Let it rest upon the right

hand, and as you walk along cut half way to the centre

of the row. Come back on the other side, and cut the

other half in the same way. The ground branches should

be cut very sparingly, as the object is to have them spread

out on the ground and become strong and thorny.

Tlie labor of trimming hedges we find much less than

was at first anticipated. An active man will clip a mile

in a day, and as two cuttings is all that is required in a

year, it will be perceived that the expense is less than the

keeping up of any other fence.

I did not thinic of writing an article for your paper when
I commenced

;
but what I liave written is at your service.

Truly yours, H. W. Pitkin.

mSECTS PESTS IN THE GARDEN AND ORCHARD-
REPLY TO ‘‘QUARO.”

Editors Sopthern Cultivator—Your correspondent,

“Quaro,” on page 321 of the Cultivator, presents a de-

plorable account of want of success in his horticultural

elTorts. I, too, have experienced, to some extent, the dif-

ficulties of wlijch he co^rnplains, and been almost wholly

disappointed in rny turnip crop, thrsfall, occasioned by the

jravages of an insect. It had bejm my intention to trouble

you with an article—perhaps two or three—upon the

habits of certain insects which infect our gardens, and offer

suggestion from my own experience, in the way of remedy.

My absence from liome, and not having my notes at hand,

will prevent my doing so, at least until spring.

I will, however, say a few v/ords to “Qu.aro,” on some

of tire remedies whicli I have met with in the columns of

the Cultivator, and elsewhere,and reduced to practice with

somewhat variable ^success, and submit, also, a few sug-

gestions original wilii myself.

I cultivate Calhiagc, liberally in my gardens and devote

more attention to them than, perhaps, any otiier vegetable.

Persons whose means of observation are more extended

(halt my own assure me tliat tliey meet with no better

sampies of lliat vegetable anywliere, Buncombe included.

1 have weigiied sunivur cabbage this season ten and lialf

[lounds, clean heads. My winter variety reach often fif-

teen to seventeen and a half pounds. Notwitlistanding

tlie bugs, I known no reason wliy “Qoaro” should not

grow the same at Selma, Ala., with similar treatment and

gniat seed. It may be proper for me to remark, that I plant

seed of my own growili, wiiich have been cultivated by

my gardener for nineteen or twenty years, and greatly

jiterer them to all others.

Of rny mode of culture, it will be unnecessary to speak

here. Should your correspondent desire it, 1 will furnish

it to him, cheerfully, at another time.

In a systematic war of extermination on the insect tribes,

I woulvi reco.mmend him to begin with confidence and a

full determination to give them no quarter. Let him buy

several dozen common black porter bottles (I get them at

20 cents a dozen)
;

tie a string or wire in a loop around

the neck of each, and hang them along the garden fence
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and one on each fruit tree; make a mixture of cobalt dis-

solved in water, one pint; molasses, a half pint, and pour

a wineglassful in each bottle. Efnpty out the bugs, flies,

&c., once or twice a week, as they accumulate, and re-

plenish the bottles. This will accomplish part of the bat

tie. You may now drive down a good stake in the centre

of your garden, say three feet high; on the td^ of this

nail a platform of planks, say thirty inches square
;
cover

this an inch or two deep with sand. Now instruct your

gardener to build a lightwood fire on this every niglA dur-

ing the season in which you see the moths, millers or but

t^rflies infesting your grounds. If you will observe you,

Avill find them fly into this fire in large numbers, and be

consumed.

V'ou should, also, during the cold freezing weather of

winter, have yoiw garden soil frequently turned over and

exposed to frost— the more frequently this is done, the bet-

ter. This will be about all you can do in a general way.

You must now come to particulars. For cabbages, notlgng

will wholly supetcede the necessity for the operation ol

worming iliem.

This should be done dwily^ and is by no means so great

an undertaking as one might at first suppose. The elderly

lady who weeded her cranium hut once a year, found it a

terrible spot of work. Those whose heads are treated to

that lu.xury daily, find no such diflb'ulty. Well, you break

-

off an under leaf from each cabbage and fJace it on top of

the head. In the morning, bright and early, visit your

garden, and if there is any worms about your plants you
will find most, if not all, on this detached leaf. Provide

yourself with a p»an of good soap-suds and a brush nr

large feather; lift off these leaves atid brush the worms
into your pan. Should you see any others on the plant,

treat them in like manner. This plan is infallible, mid 1

have found no other answer ns well.

For vines and young plants, I have tried soot, sulphur,

lime, plaster, &c., sometimes with succe.^s, but ofiener

without. 1 am of opinion the best thing tlv<t can lie dust

ed over young filants is a common article of Scotch :»nulf

This may be put in a tin cup or mustard bo.x and^i small

piece ol gauze ofany kind tied over the top. Tints armed,

dust the snuflTightly over your plants.

Get a few pounds of guano
;
prepare tlie gunno-whter

as suggested frequently in back numbers of the CuUii^it >r
]

wafer your plants with this, say, once a week. The
small quantity of ammonia which this contains is olmoxi-

ous to insects, but the dose is so it^finitessiiual as m he

scarcely worth taking into the account of remedies. You
will experience a full compensation, however, in the in-

creased vigor of your plants.

My camphor remedy, whicli I have not yet fully test-

ed, but which I consider a valuable one, is this:— Put

into a barrel a quarter of a pound of caniphor*in pieces,

say, of the size ofa hickory nut; fill up with water; let it

stand until next day; draw off as much as you may need

to water your plants, and fill up the barrel again for next

watering. The camphor will be slowly absorbed by ilip

water and will probably last the whole season through.

If you should find your camphor water too weak for your
purpose you may add to your barrel of water a* cupful or

more of strong ky. This will increase the solubility of

the camphor and make the water stronger, and, of course,

more offensive to insects.

1 have another remedy of equal value. Procure from
your Druggist one or two pounds of cheapest Cape Aloes;
to one pound add one gallon of water and one pound of

salereetus or pearlash, or what is equally as good, dissolve

the pound of aloes in a gallon of ley. Of this solution add
to a barrel of water, say, one pint

;
mix thorougly and use

as the camphor water. The solution of aloes in ley will

be the proper wash for your fruit trees. The aloes should

not cost you over 50 cents a pound
;
camphor, ordinarily,

about 50 ce\its
;

it will now cost you probably 70 or 75
cents. These are fhe usual prices with us.

So mnph for experience. Now a little theory. If you
would get your Druggist to procure for you 50 pourids of

the cheapest arsenic; dust it over your manure pile and
incorporate thoroughly, and thus lei it find its way info

your garden soil, you will soon be rid, in a great degree,

of these pests. It should be laid down to you at 10 cents

a pound, or at most* 1 5 cents. Don’t be afraid of poison-

ing yourself or family after it gets’into the manure pile.

Vegetation does not take up arsenic from the soil, and if

you should chance to have a dirt-eater an»ong*your gang,
he would hardly poison himself after the first year’s culti-

vation of the soil. I

Were I situated as you are, I should, by all mean?,
adopt the three 'general remedies indicated above as the

main feature, and one or mgre of the special remedies as

your time and inclination may dictate. Those ofa general

character will, in a few years of perse\*ering elfort, rid

yourself and your near neighbors^of the necessity for the

special ones. R. B.

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 1855. )

{fornicrly. Runic, Ga.) 3

Rkm.arks.—

T

his is a capital article! Plain, direct,

pointed and practical. No opening for a single stricture

from our fiiceiious and caustic friend, “Grkf..m IIou.n.”

We trust “R, B.” will favor us with many more “ol the

same sort.”

—

Eds. ,

THS V/ARKER and HEIUJEMONI’S ISADEERA
GRAPE VINE?.

Editors Southrrn Cultivator—The Warren Grape

is now attracting considerable attention from amateurs

and nurserymen,*, bqth *as a table and Avine grape. Its

hardiness, great prolifii.Micss and eminent qualities for the

table, render it a dcserving’favoriic with those who are so

fortunate as to be acquainted with its qualities. 1 have

lately received letters from the most distinguished wine-

makers and grape-culiurists of Ohio, who seem to be in

doubt as to its true identity. Some suppo.se it to be the

same as tire HerbeiTumt’s Madeira,while others contend that

it is dift'erent. ]Mr. Downing says that it Avas brouglit

into notice by Mr. Prince, of FJushing, Long Island. I

have always understobd that it was taken from the woods

in Georgia. “Who shall decide when doctors disagree

Mr. Downivg, also, supposes that it may prove identical

with the Lenoir and Tdissouri Grape. Of the latter I know-

nothing; ionly fram the iot'/cs) but if the Lenoir, with

which I am acquainted, be genuine, (and I believe it is)

there is a striking difference in many respects.

Now, the object of this esmmunioation is to get at the

true origin and history of those two grapes, viz: the War-

rcJi or Warrenton, and the Hcrbeniont’s Madeira, and let

it be no longer a mooted question.

For the sake of Horticulture and Ponnilogy, I earnestly

hope that you, Messrs. Editors, and all others avIio know

anything of these grapes, that Avill shed light upon theii'

origin and history, Avill speak out through the Cultivator

How are we to do more for Fruit-Culture than by a

proper and correct classification of Southern Fruits, and

correcting their heretofore very imperfect nomenclature X

Yours, W. H. Thurmond.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct., 1855.
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From the Few Yoric Shipping and Commercial List.

COTTON CEOP OF THE UNITED STATES.

' NEW ORLEANS.
Export—rTo Foreign Ports * • •

* I/ 67,947

Coav-^twise 202,317

Stock, 1st September, 1855 89,425

Deduct—Stock, 1st September, 1854 24,121

Received from Alabama 82,087

Received from Florida 4,147

Received from Texas 16,690

MOBILE.
Export—To Foreign Ports 340,314

Coastwise 11^792
Consumed in Mobile 1,688

Burnt at Mobile 1 603

Stock, 1st September, 1855 28,619

Deduct—Received'from NewOrleans and Texas 35

Slock, 1st September, 1854 29,278

TEXAS.
Export—To Foreign Ports 16,160

Coastwise 64,720

Stock, 1st September, 1855 2,062

Deduct—Stock, 1st September, 1854
FLORIDA.

Export—To Foreign Ports 35,018

Coastwise 101,996

Stock in Apalachicola, 1st September, 1855 166

Deduct—Stock in Apalachicola, 1st September, 1854
GEORGIA.

Exports—To Foreign Ports—Uplands, 176,194
Sea^Islands 6,993

Coastwise—Uplends .k 195,714
Sea Islands 7,474

Stock in Savannah, 1st September, 1 855 i 2,180

Stopk in Augusta, 1st September, 1855 I,7u7

Deduct—Stock in Savannah and Augusta, 1st September, 1854
SODTH CAROLINA,

Exports from Charleston—To Foreign Ports—Uplands 296,798
• Sea Islands 'U. 13^680

Coastwise—Uplands '

*. 193,450
Sea Islands 5,771

Burnt at) Chur lesion 371
Stock in Charleston, 1st Sept. 1855- 2,085

Bales. Tqt^l. 1854,

1,309,689

77,045
1,232,644 1,346,925

483,908

29,813

82,942
2 205

137,180
583

450.595

80,737

136,597

633,634

110,325

155,444

390,212
11 518

378,694 .316,005

Export from Georgetown—To Northern Ports

Deduct—Stock in Charleston, 1st September, 1854
Received from Florida' .

Received from Savannah

NORTH CAROLINA.
E sport—To Foreign Ports

Coastwise

VIRGINIA.
Export—To Foreign Ports
Coastwise, and rrumufii -tured (taken fiomtiie ports)

Stock, 1st September, 1855

Deduct-Stock, 1st September, 1851

Received at New York by New York & Erie Omai
“ “ ‘‘ “ “ Railruail

“ Baltimore and Philadelphia, from Tennessee, &c

Total Crop of the United States

Decrease from last year, bales

Decrease from year before

522,158
4 500

17,931

2,887

7,468

59

26 OSD

126,658

27,886

499,272

26,139

416,754

11,524

1,459
29,7A1

,

55'-

31,750

75
31,000

877
6841

6,600j

2,847,389

21,936

1,182
2,25S

8,990

2,930,027

, 82,688
415,543

Cotupa'atwe cf t^rowtb.

Crop ot BeiiH.S.
1

Crop ot Ba es. * rop oi B iies. Crep of Bales. Crop of Bales.
1854—5...,.2 847,339 1848—9... 1842-3 ...2,378,875 1836-7.... .L4*?2,930 1880—1 ..1,088,848
1853-4.....2.930,027 U47—8... ..2,347 634 1841—2 ...1,688,674 1835_G.....1,360,726 1829 30 .. 976,845
1852-3... .3,262,882

1

1846—7... ..1.778,051 1849—1 1834—6... .1.254,828 1828—9.... . , 8.57,744
1851—2... .3,015,029

1

184-—6... ..2.100,537 18H9 40 ...2,177,885 1883-4... .1,205,894

.1,070,488

1827—8 .. 720.598
1850—1... .2 355,257 i1 1844—5... ..2,894,603

1

1888—9 ...1 360,632 1832—8... 1826—7 . . 957,231
1849-50...,.2,096,706

1

1843—4...
1821—5...

..2,080 409
.. 569,249

1

18S7--8 1881—2...
1823-4...

. 987,477

. 509,158
1825—6.,.. .. 720,027
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Export to Foreign Ports from September ], 1854, to Angust 31, 1855.

FROM
TO GREAT
BRITAIN.

TO
FRANCE

TO N.

EUROPE
OTHER

F. PORTS. TOTAL.

New Orleans
Mobile

717,326
215.248

8,926

28,068
171,998
204,102

59

178,823
111,090

1,570
5,320

8,106
70.658

62,682

8,257

5,664
1,680
3.08S

13.700

109,164

5,716

1,U67,947

840,311
16,160
35,018
183,167

315,478
59

1,459
1,582
300

279,885
2,878

Florida
Savannah
Charleston 27,020
North Carolina
Virginia *’**.... 1,459

91Baltimore 1,491
300

200,967
1,284

Philadelphia
New Y ork 84,366 87,124

1,555
7,378

84

Grand Total 1,549,716

1,608,750

409,981

374,058
185,209

165,172
149,362
176,165

2,244,209

2,319,148Total last year

Decrease ^ 54,084 29,972 26,806 74,939
Increase 85.873

C'oDsamptloD.

Total Crop of tbe United States as before stated .. BALES 2 X47 8SQ
Add—Stocks on hand 1st September, 1854—In Southern Ports 85,486

In Northern Ports 50,117

iOOyVKJO

Makes a supply of 2,982,942
Deduct ihtrffrom—llho exports to Foreign Ports

Less Foreign included

2,248,818
Stocks on hand 1st September, 1865—In Sonthern Ports

In Northern Ports

Burnt at New York, Boston and Philadelphia
1^0|000

2,704

2,889,358

Taken for home use 598,584

Quantity Contumed by and In tbe Hands of Manufactarers, North of Virginia.

Bales

.

, -

Bales. I

1

Bales

.

Bales. Bales ..

1854—5.... ....598,584 1848—9 .618,089 1842—3 ...32.5,129 1836—7......222.540 1830—1
1868—4.,.. ....610,571 1847—8 .581,772

11

1841—2 1885—6......236,738 1829-30
1852—8.... 1846—7 .427,967

1[

1840—1 ...297,283 1884—5. ...216,888 1828—9
1851—2.... 1845—6 .422,697

11

1889-40 1888—4......196,418 1827—8
1850—1.... 1844—5 .889,006 188S—9 1882—3......194,412 1826—7 ...108,483
1849-50.... 487,769 1848—4 .846.744

11
1887—8 ...246.063 1831—2......178,800

We give below onr usual Table of the amount of Cotton consumed the past year in the States South and West of
Virginia, and not included in the receipts at the ports. We have decreased the estimate as a whole, from the
ear previous, but give it only for what it purports to be, an estimate, which we believe approximates correctness. Thus:

1848. 1849. 1860. 1851. 1862. 1853. 1854. 1855.
North Carolina bales 15,500 20,000 20,000 13,000 15,000 20,000 20,000 18,500
South Carolina 6,000 15,000 15,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 12,000 10,500
Georgia 6,Q00 20,500 27,000 18,000 22,000 20,000 23,000 20,500
Alabama 6,000 7,000 6,000 4,000 5,000 5,000 6,000 5,500
Tennessee 12,000 12,000 12,000 8,000 7,000 6,000 6,000 4,000
On the Ohio, &c 80,500 85,400 27,500 12,000 16,000 80,000 38,000 26,000

Total to September 1 .bale^. .. .75,000 110.000 107,500 60,000 75,000 90,000 106.000 85.000

To which, if we add (for the past year) the stocks in the interior towns, (5000 bales,) the quantity detained in the
interior, and that lost on its way to market, (unusually large the past year—about25,000 bales,) to the crop as given
above, received at the shipping ports, the aggregate will show, as near as may be, the amount raised in the United States

the past season—say, in round numbers, 3,178,000 bales, (after deducting the 34,000 bales new crop received this year
to Ist inst.) against 8,000,000 for the year 1853-4

; 3,360,000 for the year 1852-3; 3,100,000 for the year 1851-2, and
2,450,000 for the year before.

In reference to the consumption of cotton in the country, the past year, both North and South, it will be seen that
it has fallen off, although the production has been pretty nearly the same; this may be accounted for, primarily,, by
the partial failure of the crops of cereals in 1854, the consequent high prices of breadstuffs and provisions, and the
general pressure for money felt by all classes in all sections of the country.
The quantity of new cotton received at the shipping ports to the 1st September amounted to 84,079 bales, against

1,890 last year
;
716 in 1862-8, and 5125 the year before.' Thus it will be seen that the quartity of new cotton received

at the ports to 1st September, this year, is largely in excess of last year; but it is an admitted fact, that at that date
there remained of last year’s crop, (detained in the interior by low river, caused by an unprecedented drouth,) a very
large quantity, say 250,000 bales

;
some estimates are a little lower, but others even higher

;
and had the cotton thus

detained been brought to market and added to la'it year’s crop, it would have approximated the great crop of 1852-3; as
it is, it will doubtless soon come forward, and materially swell the aggregate for 1855-6—should not a similar state of
things exist next season.

It may be well to observe, that the preceding statement of the crop is that of the United States, as a whole, and does
not purport to give the crops of the States, though the shipments, stocks, &c., are necessarily arranged under the
different leading shipping ports or States, as the case may be. It is well known, that by the extension of railroads,
and other means of transit, oftentimes, large quantities of cotton, grown in one State are received at, and shipped from,
the sea ports of another, and this, to a heater or less extent, is tbe case with every cotton growing State in the Union.
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In order to keep pace with the very decidedly pro-

gressive spirit of the age, we give the following articles

{from some of our Northern exchanges,) on the last new

“hobby” of the day :

FEMALE EQITESTEIAEISM,

The epidemic offemale equestrianism is upon us. A Fair

without female competition in the ring, is no Fair. Encour-

agement in female riding and driving is very well, but the

danger to be apprehended grows out of that nationality of

ours which tends to running every new thing “into the

/around.” Too often the riding and driving ring at our

fairs only needs the addition of tan bark and a clown to

make it an amateur circus. As one advance step in the

physical education of American women, we are glad to see

attention directed generally to the healthful and graceful

eaercise of boys and girls, young men and young women,
on horseback

;
and competition in the ring, although con-

iiaed to but few directly, will necessarily create a sort of

excitement upon the subject which already has produced

beneficial EOiults. Now, it needs only to guard j^ainst too

“fast” riding.

We have been not a little amused at the report of the

“Hiding 'Committee” at the Onondaga (N, Y.) County

Fair, as reported in tko Syvacuie J(iurnal. It seems that

the committee, instead of deciding upon the horsemanship of

others, mounted their owh “hobbies,” and away they went*

each one in chase or his own fancy, as to stylei and dress

of the equestrians. The report says:

“ With some, the Amazonian style found favor
;

others
thought a less bold and dashing style best comported with
the delicacy of the sex

;
while yet a third class admired an

equal blending of the twc. Your honorable President
wisned it to be distinctly understood that no dangerous,
break-neck, dare-devil kind ol riding was to be encourag-
ed. Some preferred long flowing robes and a hat and veil,

giving as a reason for their preference that long skirts
were graceful and the hat best kept the hair in order, the
veil adding sufficient grace to make it womanly; others
were firm in their regard for short skirts, full Turkish
trousers and boots, insisting that such a dress made up in
safely what it lacked in grace ; some liked straw hats

;

some flat caps
;
indeed there was as great diversity of

opinion expressed as there usually is when any committee
WHOt to make a platfo rm.”

Whether any were in favor of ladies adopting the Pana-
ma Isthmas style, or the circus style, the report does not
say. The commiiteo, however, examined history, and
came to the profound conclusion that riding is of “ very
ancient date, though very little (if a y) known before the
flood,” and that tne autliootie account of riding to
some purpose was that of Eebe-cca.

The committee, having got confused and embarrassed in
^;he mazes of history and soriptnro, awarded eleven pre-
u iuiLS, promising other prcmicms next jear to the ua-
-successfui competitors. The first premium was for “skiilul-

’y managing different horses,” the second for the “extreme
beauty with which she sat and rode;” third, for “ladylik®
dignity of riding;” fourth, “fer spirited, fearless riding;”
fifth, “for graceful stylish, carriage;” sixth, “rap d, yet ex-
tremely beautiful riding-;” 'seventh, “for modest, unassum-
ing, dignified style;” eighth, lor riding a pony which was
“managed beautimilv;” ninth, for “whose horse was obsti-

nate, but was at length compelled to obey his fair rider;”
tenth, “who only requires a little more practice to make
her a good horfaswomac;” and, eleventh, “who was not
lacking in skill and fearisssness, but who was most un-
lonunata in her selection of a horse.”
Each of these committee men, at the winding up of the

exercises, sbou!d,have been tied to the aporn strings of his
favorite rider, and trotted around the ring,— Gleviland
Mirala..

eibsig and driving liatch, by ladies.

The great Agricultural Fair of the State of New York, at

Elmira, closed with.a grand floral ball on Friday eve’g, Oct.

5, given beneath a mammoth tent, by the citizens, followed

em Saturdsy by highly interesting equestrian performances,

in which a number of ladies participated, in the presence of

some 6,0C0 spectators. We give the following particulars

from the N. Y. Irib-une:

At 10 o’clock, A. M., the ladies who had entered for the
prizes, convenpd at Haight’s Hotel, where they formed
in line. Fourteen of them were mounted on horses and
four others in wasrons, each lady being accompanied by
one gentleman. The procession proceeded to the Fair
ground, escorted by the committee and the gentlemen in
waiting. Each lacy was attired in a riding habit varying in
color from the others, and forming altogther, a very pleasing
and attractive appearance. Arriving at the grounds they
were warmly received by the assembled multitude. On as-
sembling around the judges stand, and after answering to
their names, they received some instructions from the chair-
man of the judges, Col.S. G. Hathaway.
The Tribune here gives the names of fourteen ladies who

were competitors for riding on horseback, (one from Eng-
land,) and eight for driving in open buggy. The account

then says

:

The ladies on horseback were first sent out in couples,
and for more tnan an hour and a half the skillful and grace-
ful management of the horses was witnessed by the multi-
tude with intense intares', and at times their approbation
broke forth in enthusiastic applause. During the exercise,
Mrs. Stephens, while testing her horse at full speed, was
precipitated over his head in consequence of the animal
com'cg to a sudden halt. Mrs. S. landed on terra firma
without injury, and in a moment after was making good
time around the course. Her riding was admired by all.

Miss A. M. Alexander, an excellent rider, was also

thfOv'.-n, in consequence of the breaking of the bridle,

but was not injured.

An exciting trotting match came off between Mrs. C. M.
Stephens and Mrs. M. Conover. The riding of the ladies

and the speed of the horses was very nearly equal, and
each temporary advantage one gained over the other drew
forth the approbation of the audience.
Miss H. T. Chapman was fortunate in the possession of

a very spirited and well trained animal, which enabled her
to display superior skill in the management, and by many
it was thought she had no equal present.

A contest took place between Mrs. Conover, Mrs. O.
C. Childs, and Miss E. Council. This was a close contest,

but Miss Council bore off the palm, and received the appro-
bation of the audience.

Little Miss Eliza Ann Taylor, of Ontario county, a slight

formed child, eight years of age, was the favorite. She sat

upon a large iront-grey horse, with perfect ease and ele-

gance, and as firm as if she had been fastened to the saddle.

In one instance where some five or six ladies on the courc©
were striving to taka the lead, little Miss Taylor’s horse
appeared to enter the centest, and as if conscious of hia

precious burden, steadily increased his speed, with an,

easy motion, passing one, then another, uniil, on the third

time round, the coniestants were all distanead, and then
dashed up in front of the judges’ stand, amid the spontane-
ous cheers andapplause of all who were 'witnesses.

In the driving, greater skill and maniigemeat was
shown than in the riding. M ;£s A. Finch, a little girl 10
years of vge., Bufprissd those piessnt by dri-ring a fl.ie pair

of prize horses. Mrs. F, S. Norton, of Onondaga county,

in riding, could not display her skill to good advantage, in

conseqaenee of having been providsd wi:h an inferior

horse. lu the, driving match, she was more fortunate in

beir^ provided with a very spirited horse. In driving

around the ring, in company with others, the horse broke
up, and showed a disposition to dash feff, regardless of
restraint, when a large number of spectators made a rush to

stop him, but were kept back by the owner, and Mre.
Norton appeared to have perfect control. Shortly after

the hind axle broke down, but by coolne'-s and good
mansjgemont ‘he horse was promptly stopped. An exciting

trotting match came off, in which Miss Demsrest and Mrs.
Whitney dro^^e, each lady availing bei iseif of every advant-
age that offered. The first bear, the horses continued neck
and neck, but on the second and third time around, Miss
.Demarost came in ahead. The driving of Mrs. P. Kinney,
Mias Stephens and Mrs. 8. Miller w?-.!= also excellent, and
those ladies also received a portion of the applause.

About 1)4 o’clock, Col. Hathaway came forward and com-
plimented the ladies for the highly creditable manner in
which t' ey had acquitted them selves, and remarked that

the duties of the Judges were delicate, and they would find

it very difficult to award the premiums, there being so many
who were certainly entitled to the first. Ha then closed by
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Rtatioir that the Jndpres would announce tho premiums at

the Haight House, at 4 o’clock, P. M., at which time there

was a large galherng in the halls, and the foUowing pre-

miums were announced :

To the beet rider on Hor^ebacTc.—1st. Mrs. M. Conover,

Onondaga co., $100: 2d, Mrs. H. T. Chapman, Yates co.,

$50; 8d, Mrs.O. C. Child?, Onondaga co., $25;4ih. Miss E.

Council, Onondaga co., $15; (and made up to $50 by the

committee) 6th, Mrs. J. B. Clark, Chemung co., $10; 6th,

Little Miss Tavlor, Ontario co., vdiseretionary) $15.

To ihe b‘st Driver in Open Bvggy.—Ist. Mies E. Demur-

est, Chemung co., »75; 2d, Mrs. F. 8. Norton, Onondago
CO., $30;8d, Mrs. V. Whiting, Pa., $20; 4th. Miss C. M.

Stephens, Cayuga co., $15; 5th, Miss P. Kinney, Seneca

CO., $10.
Ducretionary Premiums— C. Wilcox, Chemung co.,

$10; Mrs, J. H. Kodgers, Chemung co., $10; Miss A. M.

Alexander, Wilkesbarre, Pa., $10; Miss 8. C. Kodgers,

Livingston co., $10; Miss Franky Weyburn, Ontario co.,

$10; Mrs. 8. Minier, Chemung co., $10.

female HOESEMANSHIP at the OHIO STATE
FAIK.

Dear “Spirit”—The Ohio State Fair, just clo.scd,

brought together the best stock of horses and cattle ever

before exhibited in conjunction, in America. Among the

old lurfers were Imported Monarch, and Kentucky Grey

Eagle, both now owned in Ohio. These, witli our Cad-

muses, Trustees, Bellfounders, Black Hawks, &c., made

up a show of royal blood exceeding any former Exhibi

lion.

But I took up my pen to speak of the new feature of

femak horseman skip, which is becoming general at nearly

all our Agricultural Fairs, and has done more to create

and suppfy a demand for good saddle-horses than anything

else yet brought forward.

On the last day of the State Fair (Friday, Sept. 21st,)

the Slate Board yielded the use of the driving ring (one-

fourth of a mile in circumference) for two hours, from 1

1

A. M. to 1 P. M., for equestrian exercises, under direction

of Col. S. D. Harris, Editor of the Ohio CultiuiUrr.'

Promptly at the hour, the Military Bund, accompanied by

the members of the State Board of Agriculture and several

distinguished guests, took up a position in the centre of

the area, when the band struck up a grand march, and

the procession of equestrians entered, twenty-eight in

number, each lady escorted by her cavalier, riding upon

her right. The ptocession was led by Col. Harris, escort-

ing his daughter, Jennie. The crx-alcade wheeled to the

rio-ht and circled to the left around the whole enclosure,

which was densely surrounded by many thousand eager

spectators.

After the first and second circuits had been made upon

an easy gallop, the troop reined into the area, and the

gentlemen, uncovering, saluted the State Board'and the

Band, circling around them upon the same place and then

returned to the track. The gentlemen then countermarch-

ed, the ladies still going forward, and meeting, at a brisk

gallop, on the opposite side of the ring, each gentleman

wheeled in with his partner, and kept the pace forward

wiih her until arriving at the other side of the circle, when

the ladies countermarched in the same way, and again

joined their escort on the opposite side. The whole party

then countermarched, by an outward wheel from front to

rear, and also in open order from rear to front, by inward

wheel. A variety of other evolutions were executed in

fine style, when the gentlemen were withdrawn, and the

ladies took the track to themselves, and soon began to

manifest a disposition to show some fast riding; and as

they were well mounted, and skillful riders, they were

permitted to have tlieir own way, and such a way it was

as made the forty thousand spectators hold their breath in

astonishment!

Some of the horses were old racers, and the ladies were

determined to get at their best speed. Where all succeed-

so well, it would be invidious to particularize. Among
those who chanced to have the fastest horses were the

accomplished young Miss Pelton, of Turnbull county,

who sustained her reputation of being one of the hand-

somest riders in the State. ‘]\lrs. Cornwell, of Columbiana

Co., upon her Arabian stallion, Hassan—trained by her-

self—was equal to any emergency, and had the reputation

of being the best horsewomen upon the ground.

A desire was expressed for a match between ^Mrs. Storn-

baugh, of Columbus, and IMrs. White, of Portsmouth, who
seem to have the two fastest horses. The two ladies took

the track with their escorts, and after curvetting a couple

of rounde, struck a full pace, Mrs. White being then some
ten rods in advance, which distance she held during the

first round
;
at the second round, Mrs. S. began to close

the gap, the animals literally flew, and it was hard to tell

which was horse and which was petticoat ! the escort, in

the mean time, having been left behind like drift-wood.

At the end of the second round, Mrs. S. shot post Mrs.

W. like an arrow, and led the race for half a round, when
Mrs. W., unable to stop her horse, asked Mrs. S. to hold

up, and Mr. W., taking a cut across the erea, seized his

wife’s horse by the bridle, and in half a round more had
it under control, and thus the match ended. The whole

exhibition elicited unbounded applause, and was conclud-

ed without the slightest accident to mar the pleasure of the

scene.

At the conclusion of the riding. Col. H. presented each

female competitor with a handsome copy of the Lady's

Eifucstrian Manual, and the State Board having reserved

seats at the public table on the grounds, they were escort-

ed to the pavillioii, and sat down to dinner, all in the best

humor, with the flush of exercise painting roses upon

their cheeks, and making their pulses leap in healthful ex-

citement. So we do these things in Ohio,

Truly, Scioto, '

\in Spirit ofthe Times.

Columbus, O., Sq)t.2\, 1855.

FODDER PTJLLING-ITS EFFECTS ON THE CROP, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the September

number of your journal, in reply to my objections to Corn

stalk Fodder, Pea Hay, &c., advocated by you in the July

number, you say you did not use the word ^‘useless" ap-

plied to Pulling Fodder. By examination, I discover you

are right. Your language, though, was this: “We con-

sider it a slow, laborious and poor business - one that

‘does not pay’ in any way, and which should be discon-

tinued by all enlightened and economical planters.” If I

have missquoted your language, I have given you the

meaning, which is about the same. I will now say, in

advocating the common practice of Pulling Fodder, Hiiat

unless your acre of corn,-planted and cultivated expressly

for fodder, is worth as much as my acre, planted for corn,

fodder and peas, you are recommending that, of course,

which does not pay us for our labor. When you speak of

cultivating, we look for the profit and the easiest way of

obtaining it. We might plant our cotton lands in Indigo,

but we can’t make it pay as much by it as we can to

plant for Cotton. This is the reason we cannot take y<fur

advice in planting and cultivating expressly for fodder,

even if the pulling of the fodder oii'our corn injured it to

amount of the fodder (which I do not admit, and am well

satisfied is not the case). We had better, then, cut and

save Crab Grass hay, or prepare meadov/s for that pur-

pose, which need no cultivation, than to take from our

corn crops one acre intended for Corn and Peas, to plant

for fodder alone, which could not realize to us one-iourth

the profit that the same land would do in Corn and Peas.

We don’t cultivate for the fun of it
;
but it is ihe profit, that

sweetens labor; and the intention of your journal is to
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assist us in lightening the burden put upon Adam and his

posterity for disobedience.. But to have this curse resting

upon us, and the able Editors of the CuUivalor against

us, we would be in a deplorable fix.

Before I close, 1 wish to correct some errors in my com-

munication in the September number, page 28(1, which, if

it has any meaning at all, causes me to speak in rather

light terms of the Editors of the Cullivatfjr : this has never

been my intention, neither was it rny language. The

words are in the 5th line— believe or expressed.'' Those

words should not have been inserted
;
and the word

•especially, in the 34th line, should have been expressly.

Now, Messrs. Editors, as we are inquiring for the easiest

and most profitable way of cultivating, and for those pro-

ducts that bring in the most money, I will conclude with

the appropriate words of Davy Crockkt, “first be sure

you are right, then go ahead.'"’ E. Jixkins.

Horse Pen, Choctav) Co., Mixs., Sept., 1855.

•- P. S.—We have made, bountiful crops of Wheat and

Corn, in this county; and Cotton is doing about as well

as could be expected, but half of it is too late to make a

full crop. It has now a luxuriant weed, but it needs more

time than it will get to make more than a half crop.

E. J.

PtEMARKS.—Our respected correspondent evidently does

not understand our position on this question as rve intend-

ed to be understood. The main feature of our proposition

was, simply, that the pvlUnx of the fodder before the corn

wasfully matured, ivjurcd the grodn In the full omumnt of

the value of the fodder, and that, theiefore, it was not a

ipaying operation, so long as from 3 to 8 tons of good corn-

-stalk fodder alone could be raised on one acre well manured

arid properly cultivated. This latter fact We know by

exjkricnce ; but as our correspondent seems to doubt the

.injury to his corn from stripping off the fodder, we will

-call upon the stand a “disinterested witness,” IMr. J. H.

Batte, who furnishes the following article to the Eich-

/•mond, Va., Southern Planter, of a late date:

PULLING FODDER INJURIOUS TO CORN.

IMessbs. Editors—During the past year I made an ex-

periment to test the effect which the pulling of fodder

would have upon the corn from which it was pulled. The
result surprised me not a little: and as I think the exppi-

ment a valuable one, I herewith send you a full statement

of the manner of conducting it, and tlie result. I selected

portion ofmy corn field in winch the rows ran perpen-

dic'ularly to a road, and counted sixty rows along the

roaU.' “T'thdn measured seventy yards along the rows on

eadh sllle’ df theqiiece designed for tlie experiment, and

markim^Sff a ^im'e parallel with the road at seventy yards

distan^t'ofn «:• This embraced 4,200 hills, from the al-

ternate of which the fodder was stripped to the top,

leaving thcmtermedi.ate rows untouched. After the fod-

d|;rwas cured, I weiglied it arid found that I Irad just 200

pounds, which, at $1 25 per cwt., is worth S'2 50.

'Phe two parcels of corn were kept entirely separate un-

til tlfe test was fully made, which was done in the follow-

ing imanner

:

Plaving the two piles before me. and wishing to ascer-

tain the number of ears in each parcel, I commenced with

that from which the fodder was pulled, and counted 75

ears into a basket, from each draft, until I had weighed

the whole' of it. 1 then went tlirough the same process

with that from which no fodder was pullled.' By this

counting I found that I had upwards of 100 ears more in

the portion from which the fod'der was not pulled, Tiiis

surplus I divided between the two parcels, so as to equal-

ize the numbe's;, and found that 1 had 1,111) pounds in the

former, and 1,3G2 pounds in the latter portion, being an
increase of 243 pounds in favor of not pulling fodder.

I then shelled the same quantity from each parcel, to

ascertain the portion to be deducted for husks. This
amounted to one-fifth in each case.

The result gave 195 pounds of shelled corn, in the place

of 200 pounds of fodder, which was suffered to remain on
the stalks.

This lacks 1 pound of being 03^ bushels, which, at 80
cents, would give $'2 80; showing a loss of 30 cents,

which is equal to 48 cents per acre, besides the labor of

pulling and securing the fodder.

To show that no exaggeration existed in this experiment,

the ears were counted, and the number equalized, as be-

fore stated. The inequality may be accounted for in two
ways. First, many ears were broken off in pulling the

fodder; and secondly, many were prevented from maturing
from having the fodder pulled from the stalks.

It maybe supposed that this fodder was pulled too soon.

In the common acceptation of the term such was not the

case. I suffered it to stand until it was thoroughly ripe,

or what is termed suffering for the want of pulling.

This experiment shows an entire loss of 18 bushels to

the hundred, or one-sixth part of the crop. The above

was an experiment allotted to me by the Prince George’s

Hole and Corner Club, of which I am a member. If you
think it worth publishing, you are at liberty to use in that

way. J. H. Batte.

SkeifeeratntH.

FKITILIID WFESESil.

TEN THOUSAND CHOICE TREES!
THE Subscriber offers for Fall and Winter Planting (1S55-6)

'^rfthe following desirable trees, shrubs, vines, &c.:

APPLES.—A select list, of early, medium and late varieties, in-

cluding many of the new and superi jr Southern seedlings, heretofore
dtsmhQ&xnSfyuthernCuliivator 25 cents each; $20 per hundred.

PEARS —Dwarfs and Standards, many choice varieties. 50 cents
each

; $40 per hundred. Extra large trees, $1.

PEACHES.—A succession from June till Octoner, including many
native seedlings. 25 cents each; $20 per hundred.

APRICOTS, NECTARINES, PLUMS AND CHERRIES, of
the best varietie.-^. 50 cents each; $40 per hundred.

FIGS—Several choice varieties, including the Celestial, Ali-
caiit, Blaeh Genoa, &c., &c., 50 cents each.

GRAPES—The genuine Cat'iwba, from Axt’s vineyards
;
also

Weller’s&;?<’^;per7io'i(7, &c. 5" cents each
; $80 per hundred.

QUINCES—The Orange variety, well rooted and strong plants, at
25 cents.

STRAWBERRIES—More than thirty Premium varieties, includ-

ing all the most desirable. (See separate advertisement of select

sort?, in present number.) Prices, £0 cents per dozen, or from $1 to

$3 per hundred.

BLACKBERRRIES—The genuine New Rochelle or “Seacor’s
Mammoth.” Berries of extra size and flavor. Well rooted plants at
50 cents each.

POMEGRANATES—The sub-acid, or sweet variety, at 25 and
50 cents each* according to size,

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FORHEDGING-A large quan-
tity of vigorous plants, of 1 and 2 years growth, at $5 to $8 per
thousand.

OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW—Cuttings of the famous
Be>veridgu at $10 per thousand, or $2 per single hundred. Also, the
Yiminalis, at $5 per thousand, or $1 per hundred.
^^“Orders will also he received for choice ROSES, ORNAMENT-

AL SHRUBS and TREES, EVERGREENS, VINES, GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, ^^c., Ac.

ifW” The vaiious Railroads diverging in almost every direction

from Augusta, afl'ord ample laOlities for shipping to any part of the
South. Trees will be carefully packed and forwarded by express or
otherwise, with safety and despatch.
^^"From middle of October until first of Fehruar'y is the proper

time for transplanting— the earlier in the winter the better. Pur-
chasers will be furnished with such (printed) directions for the plant-
ing and management of Tiees, dbc., as will (if strictly followed) in-
sure success. Address D. REDMOND,

Oct55—tf Augusta, Ga.

Hmm tlSADE lEiFERS FOR SALE.
SEVERAL GRADE or HALF DEVON HEIFERS, of

various ages, from excellent Milking Cows, and sired by
the prize Bull, “Keokuk,” whose pedigree was published
in September number (1853) of Southern Cidtivator,

For particulars of price, iV;c., address D. REDMOND,
Nov55—tf Augusta, Ga.
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UINDALL & TlERCEitS tOlTOA SEEi> DitILL.
|

* I L Hiinters have realized the want of a ni chine to drill Cotton
J\^ Sefd » itii resjularly and certainty. One that would operate
e(iu ally well on ev. ry kind of land, and at the same time he so simple

I

in coustructi n and operation that it could he u.sed by negroes with-
j

out the liahi'ity of getting out of order. A Dr.ll which we think pos-

sesses all these qualities, we now olfer to the planting conimunity.
|

After a thorough trial.for the last two .years, in different hands, on alt

kinds of laud, we would state some of the advantages to be derived
j

fr an their use : :

l-t. The saving cf Seed, whirh will amount to enough in planting '

each hundred acres, to pay for the machine
2iul. The saving of labor in planting, one horse and hand only

;

being required to open the furrow, drop the seel and cover from
j

seven to nine acres per day
!

8rd. The great saving of labor in chopping out, the seed being de-
i

posited in a line one after another. I

4th. The great saving in subsequent hoe werk, owing to the fact
i

that any good plow hand can, in siding, cover all the first crop of

grass in the drill, however small the cotton may be, without injuring

the stand
These advantages all farmers will appreciate; and below we give I

some certificates, from which the pubhe can learn how our Drills are I

appreciated by gentlemen of the first standing in our seition of the

State—all practical farmers who have thoroughly tested tliem and
are consequently fully competent to decide on their merits. We are
now prepared to di.spose of our rights to Counties and States on favo'-

able terms. Here isan opjiorlunity for a large number of young
men to make fortune/, as the rights we olfer are for a machine which '

« very planter South will be obi ged to have, and this is the Jirst Cotton '

seed Drill ever invented winch possessed advantages sufficient to

bring itself into general use Mr. J. P. STUOZIKK is our Travelling
Agent, to dispose of the Patent Right for Counties and States.

CERTIFICATES.

This is to certify that I planted one hundred aad sixty acres of 1

cotton with Randall & Mercer’s Planters, and I consider them sujierior
i

to anything of the k n 1 I have ever seen or tried. Tire saving of ;

seed alone would paj’ for the machines in a season or two, and I

think a hand can do one-third more hoeing than he could in cott;n

planted the common way, S. L. BARIIER.
Lee County, Ga.,Jaly, 3,1855.

Messrs Randall & Mercer—GentloTcn In reply to yours of

th's date, I can s y with satisfaction, that I have u.-en your Cotton
Seed Drills on the farm of D. A. Vason. Ksq., with great .‘•access. I

conrider them to be of great value. They are a saving of about one-
third of the labor of cuidvating, about two or three busliels of seed
to the acre in planting, and a great .saving of labor in planting, as
they open the furrow, drop and cover the seed witti one torse and
lumd. I tliink them wortli one hundred dollars a jiiece to anj’ plant-

er that plants full crops of cotton As for my.self, I would not plant
j

a crop of cotton withou'; them for no consideration in the boun-'.sof i

reason. Yours, very respectfully, A J. DA11K8DALK.
LeeCouniy, Ga.yJidyVUh^l'abb.

I have used Randall & Mercer’s Cotton Pl.anter two s'easons, and
j

•consider them of great value to the farmer. I save seed enough
each year to jiay for the Planters, then I .save at least one-third the !

labor'of cultivation, as the cotton is sowed in so narrow a li e that I

with good plowing there i.s but little hoe work needed. 1 here is hHo
a saving of hands and horses in plantin.g. I slmnld say they were I

worth one hundred dollars each, and recommend every farmer to ^

•use them. S D. McLE.SDOX. '

Lee County, Ga. July 9, 1855.

j

have been overseeing for Mr S. D. McLendon, the present
,

j^ear, and fully concuriiu his statement above.
DAVISO.V WARREN.

Messrs. Randall & Mercer—Gentlemen :—I used one of your
Cotton Seed Drills the p st spring, and 1 feel four fold paid for what
it cost me. To give your Drill a fair trial, I plant d every other row
with the Drill and the intervening rows I planted as well as ever
eott .n wasplanteil before your Drill came intj use. The result was, !

that in the row planted w.th your Dr II I got a more perfect stand,

and 1 think it grew off in •ch better, besides I re^^lized a great saving
iu the labor of working over my cotton the two first times. 1 shall

•continne to use them as long as I plant cof.ou,

I remain yours, &c., JES?E COCix.
Lee Comity, Ga.

This is to certify that I used one of Randall & Piercer’s Cotton Seed
Drills last year in planting my crops and was well pleased. I have
used five of them tue present .vear, p vntiug my entire crop, and am
still better pleased. There is a saving of between two and thr^e
bushels of seed to the acre in planting, beside.^, one horse and
one hand with these drills does the work of three hands and two !

horses. Tlien there is a saving of two thirds of the hoe work, the
j

•cotton being in so straight and narrow a row. I consider the u worth
one hundred dollars each to any planter, and recommend all to pur-
chase and use them, WM II. OWEN8.

Doiighei'ty County, Ga., July 1C, It 55.

Messrs Randall & Mercer—Gentlemen :—In reply to yours, I will

only say I have used three of your Cotton Seed Drills, and consider
them of great value, from the fact that in the use ofthem I saved from
two to three bushels of seed to each acre planted, ani at least one-
third of the labor of cultivation, not requiring one-half as much hoe
work as the old way of planting. I never expec to plant cotton with-

out them, if I can get them at any price. I have planted eight acres

lier day to each Drill. They are simple—easi y managed, and there
is no difficulty abo .t getting a good stand. Very respectfully.

Lee County, Ga.,Juy 12, 1S55.

W.M. F. HAMRICK.

Messrs. Randall & Mercer—Gentlemen:—I have used eight of
your Cotton Seed Drills, manufactured by J. H. Watson, on Col.
Joseph Bond’s Fowl Town Plantation. I am much pleased with them,
Itaving realized great saving of seed, of labor in planting and cnoj/-
ping out, and the hands at the first siding could go over at least one-
third more in a day, and do better work than in cotton planted in the
best way I could pl^nt with colter and block. I have no hesitation
in g ving it as ra opinion that in the use of your Drills there is a sav-
ing of one-third of the labor ofcultivating a cotton crop. Col. Bond
is p’eased with them and will continue their use.

rr
Yours respectfully, .TAMES CHEEK.

Fowl Iown, Ga., July 9, 1S55.

This 15 to certify that I have used two of Randall i- Mercer’s Cotton
Planters, and have no hesitation in saying that they i\i 1 do. The
saving of l<xbor in jilanting is an object, the savin? of seed is an’object
acd the cotton stands in such a nan ow drill that it may almost be
kept clean without the hoes. There is nothing to equal them in
planting cotton. VV. B. REYNOLDS.
Lee County, Ga., JttXij>\, 1S55.

Deeming the above a suflacient amount of evidence as to the
great value of our Drills, we would simply state that any information
desired concerning them or the patent, can be obtained by address-
ing us at tVis filace. RANDsLL k MERCER.
Puhuyra, Ledco., Ga., Kov., 1S55.—tf

DOUiMNG HILL KlftSE&Y.
THIS establishment hasbeen greatly enlarged during the past

J.. _ season, and low embraces one of the largest and oe'-t collection
ol FRUIT TREES, \ INESj &c., in the South. It is the determination
of t e proprietors (and they are now preparing) to extend their opera-
tions so as to compete, in extent, quantity and variety, with anv
Nursery in the whole country; and they sincerely hope that the
Soufhein country will patronize, with a fair liberality, this u eful and
necessary branch of industry, and not give the preference to Northern
Nurseries, as has lrtl,erto been the custom.
M'e haveon hard a very 1 .rge stock of TREES, consisting of 150

varieties of A jiples, iucluciug 75 Soutliern variciies
;
91 ol Pears; 'J5

of Plums
;
2o of Cherries

;
12 of Nectarines

;
Almonds, Figs, Rasp-

berries, Mulberries, Pomegranates, Grap s, (luinces and Strawber-
ries

;
a line and large colle tionoi Roses cn their own roots, together

with a few choice Green-House and Evergreen Plants; Shrubbery
ic., itc.

’

This being one of the finest local ties in the South for the propaga-
tion and raising of Fruit Trees, combined with its shipping facilitfes,
enahliiigus to send jiackages to every part of the country, renders it

a desirable po nt from which to order them. The greatest care and
<ii ligence w ill, at all limes, observed to please and satisfy those
who will be kind enough to ol) ige us with their orders.
^0^ Descriiitive Catalogues on application.

W. II. THURMOND & Co.,
^ov65— tf Atlanta, Ga.

TROIP HILL Xl VSfcRY, flAtOY, Ca.
THE SUHSCIBER ofTcrs for sale aline assortment of grafteil

FRUIT TREKS of superior qualiiy, comprising all the best new
Southern varieties.

'I he collection of Ever looming ROSES is unrivalled in the South.
Further—30 new varieties of CllRYS ANTHEMUMS; tO v'arieties
of VERBENAS, the best on both sides of the Atlantic; DAHLIAS,
EVERGREENS, etc., etc. Ad.ress ROBERT N tLSON,
Nov55—tf Macon, Ga.

KLACK ESSEX
FOR SALE, a few pairs, three to four mrnths old. at $20

Fi’i' Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to^.'t^.^K^per pan
other— they cannot be made to lake the mange, and

are tree from cutanec s eruptions and d sesse of the lungs, to which
hogs are so liable when confined in d v pens in a Southern climate.

Nov65- If Address R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

J. M. A EWBY Si CO.

,

{Ausnsta, Go..)

rXDER THE UXirED STATES HOTEL.

H ave just received the largest arul chricest lot of fine CLOTHING
they have ever olfered to their customers and the public. Those

in want of tne newest styles of goods are invited to call and look at
hem. Also, a fine lot of Boys’ and Youths’ CLOTHING.

Novtb—3t

PATEAT SElF-SHAaPEi\IYTr STRAW AYiP SHUCK
Cutlers.

TTTE call the attention of Planters to our Self-Sharpening Straw
1 \ and Shuck CUTTERS. The only Knife which will cut Shacks

Stalks and Straw to perfection, and sharpen itself.

Nov55—St JOHN & THOS. A. BONES.

GRADE CASHMERE COATS.

I
T'OK SALE, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each.

[Nov55—tf] Address R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
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FERTILIZERS.

Hitherto the Planters of the South have been dependent on the
North for all the artificial fertilizers they have used. The New

Orleans Bone Black Company recently established in this city, with

facilities for the manufacture of manures seeond to none in the United
States, are prepared to fill orders for the following FERTILIZERS at

the sam-' prices charged in Baltimore and New York

:

GROUND BONES.—For fruit trees and grape vines these are par-

ticularly beneficial Five hundred pounds applied to an acre of ordin-

ary pine woodland, aided bv good, deep plowing, will produce acrop
of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom la*- ds. It is ground both
fine and coarse, and is put up in barrels. The coarse is l^^c per
pound—the fine and sifted, 13^ ^ per pound. Its great durability in

the soil render.s it the cheapest manure in use.

PHOSPIIATED GUANu.—This valuable fertilizer, composed of

equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every re-

spect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It is

an established fact that Guano lac s Phosohate of Lime, and, also,

that one half ofits fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air, which
is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal smell constant-

ly emitted by it untill its strengih is gone.
Bone Dust is nothing raci’e than Phosphate of Irme, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in the
Guano and retails it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial of this

fertilizer will satisfy any one ofits durability and superior efficacy to

simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied tc the acre will show
its effects for five years or more, by an annual increase of at least 10
percent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of about 200 pounds each,

at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.—This highly concentrated ma-

nure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust, Gyp-
sum and Sulphate of Iron, each of which, by itself, is a powerful fer-

tilizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phosphate
of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial effects, to

thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may be used before or after planting of

the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hil of Corn or Cotton, has
been known to increase the yield twenty per cent. Five hundred lbs.

to an acre of common pinty woods land having aclay subsoil, will en-
able it to yield as good a crop as any ordinary bottom land. A
single hundred pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre of meadow
land, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To Horticu-
turists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fruit Trees at any
season of the year. More than two thousand bushels of Ruta Baga
Turnips have been raised to ' he acre, by the application of 206 lbs.

of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is necessary for

success
The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing about

200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, turning

outover fifty thousand barrels annually, are not able to supply the de-
mand of the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for thisjustly

popula*- manure. It is composed of night soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50 per
barrel.

Orders by mai' or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber, will re-

ceive prompt attention. D C. LOWBER,
87 Poydrass street.

f^"Land Plaster, Peruvian Guano and Land Lime may slso be
ord'-red at the above address. Jul y— tf

LITTLE CilANT AN® COB CRUSHER.

rr^HE attention of P antei’s and Stock-Feeders is respectfully ca'led

J*,. to this Mill, as the be t and m'-st pr^ fitable arti le now in use.

In sett ng np, no m chanical work is required, it being only neces-

sary to fasten it down to a floor or ifiatform

No 2 Will crush bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $f5, all complete, ready for attaching the ho^se.

Ko.3, at$G5, grinds 15 bushels per hour; and No. 4, at $75,
grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses

CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Agents,
Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1855.

T have been running one of Scott's Little Gi'ivt Ccrn and Cob
3fi7/s, 4, for Hie last five weeks, and it performs to my entire

satisfaction. It wa warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour but I

have ground over 35 bushels in an hour and a half, or equal to 233^
bushels ner hour. In feeding 30 horses, I save at least It’O bushe's of

Corn per nioiuh, it ii' w requiring only 200 bushels of Corn with the
cob. where I foi incrlv fed 300. I consider it decidedly the best kind
of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not replace mine I would not
sell it for $500. I. D MATHEWS,
June55— tf Proprietor of th? Augusta Om i ruses, ,

EXTE3<SIV£ COLLECTiO!? OF SELECTED R0SE3 AA»
SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

AUGCSTA ISt llgERY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of
• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new

and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His prces to Nurserymen will be as lowaa
those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also made recent additions to his
stock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-
ing varieties: Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,
Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English Walnuts and Haz'Ie-
nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, Ac., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrubs.
Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders
from the country will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Pioses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-
paid letters. Address F. A. MAUGE.
Nov tf Augusta, Ga.

P. D. GATES,
COMBIISSIOBT MERCHANT,

And Dealer in AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHIN-
EBY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.

8^" Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presses, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Reapers, Horse
Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers, and
other Agricultural Machines. June55—Cly*

75,000 FRIIT TREES
OF Southern growth and perfectly adapted to this climate, are

^[^now offered for sale at the Mississippi Nurseries. Persons in
want of superior FRUIT TREES at moderate prices would do well to
send in their orders early. We can supply the App’e in 480 varieties
from 1 to 4 years old

;
the Pear in 45(> varieties, both Standard and

Dwarf, from 1 to 8 years old
;
the Peach in iro varieties from 1 to 3

years old, and other fruits in all the best varieties. The cel brated
Southern Seedling APPLES and new European PEARS can be sup-
plied in limited qualities.

Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants, and all orders
promptly attended to. Address C. M. SWASEY & CO

,—6t Yazoo CHy, Miss.

AGRICULTURAL MACHIAES AND JiHPLEJIIEATS.

S
MUT MACHINES— Luck’s or Pilkington’s—the best and cheapest
made. Price $60. HORSE POWERS and THRESHERS

; Allen’s
and Emery’s superior Fndless Chain an i Taplin’s or Eddy’s, Trimble’s,
Bogavdus and other CIRCULAR HORSE POWERS. THRESHERS,
with or without Separators. GRAIN MILLS, CORN SHFLLERS.
PLOWS of a'l kinds, STRAW CUTTERS, &c. Also, a general as'^ort-
ment of the best made and most approved Agricultural and Horticul-
tural IMPLEMENTS. Field and Garden SEEDS, GUANO, BONE
DUST, &c. For sale by R. L. ALLEN,

Oct55—3t* 189 and 191 Water street. New York.

e.tRIIICeAEL & BEA^^

Dealers in hardware, cutlery and agricultural
IMPLEMENTS, AuguHa, Ga.

We are, also, Agents f.r the following articles:—SALAMANDER
SAFES, made by Stearns & Marvin, New York

; LITTLE GIANT
CORN AND COB MILLS; Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING
and HOSE, made b- Boston Belting Company; ATKINS’ SELF
RAKING REAPER

;
CIRCULAR SAWS, made by Hoe & Co., and

Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS; FAN MILLS, THRESHERS
and SMU I’ JLACHINES. CARMICHAEL & BEAN.
April55- Cly Augusta, Ga,

TEt AID @F JUE £OUia.

The undersigned have received the exclusive Agency for the entire
South an Southwest for the very best CORN and COB CRUSH-

ERS now in use, and the only articles of the kind that will make fine
meal, suitable for the table—this they are guaranteed to do. These
^jibs vill effect a sa 'ingofBS per cent., or fully one-third, in crush-
ing the food pr pared for stock, as has been satisfactorily tested.
Pr c ' from $51' to $75. Every Farmer and Planter in the land should
have Uem.

Manufiictured and for sale by W. Hexury & Co ,
Meet’ng street,

near Line street. Charleston, S. C.; McCreery & Hooke, Brown’s
Wharf, Charleston, S. C., and J. A. Ansley, Commission Merchant,
Broad street, Augusta, Ga.

L4.NGLEY & CO., General Agent?,
Aug55—5t Charleston, S. C., and Nashville, Tenn,

GEEE^E^S FUKE WHITE WHEAT.

I
HATE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will en-
gage to those who may want to purchase for seed wheat of the

nextcion, to bedel veied atthe La Gr-tnge de ot in good, strong
sacks, containing not more than one bushel un'ess ordered, nor less
than a ’ alf; marked with the name of the purchaser and place cf de-
livery. This Wheat is of the very eat best and v Test kind. Sow any
time in November, and cut by the 20th of May. It has been exhibit-
ed at four oifferent Fa i s, and have obtained a (remium in every in-
stance. I have already made many engagemt-its for the next sow-
ing at five dollars per bushel. No Delivery no p-w.

P. H. GREENE
La GrcTiffe, March 22d, 1855. Aprilf2—(f
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{»UffPHEUl>'S DO<iS, PiiiS, b.t,

FOK sale, a verv ^uperio^• and well trained i:i,

FnglL-<h{^lll-;i*lli:iU)’ri DUG, imported by tlie.^£i^::^
sul)5cril)er last seuam. Also, aline lot of CUTov\ulD
SHEKF, Duck Lambx, and i'L'FPnhK TIGS. Address

at JOHN GILES South U’o<alxto k, Conn.

VEilKE\AS.

The Suh-'criber would respectful'y invite the attention of Florists

and all lovers of llii'j beautiful bedtiing i^lant to his extensive
eolloction, nncube'ing u^warsH of 3n0 varieties, and coini risiug every
variety worthy ofcultiv tion that has been sent out, ui) to the pre-
sent time. Price from $1 to S3 per dozen.

Descriptive Oatalogues sent to all B|>|)licaiUs. enclosing a penny
Btamp. As he devotes his time e.xcliisively to the raising of ihi.s' par-
ticular flower, heferlscontident that he can give entire s tisfaclioii.

Fine strong and well wooded plants ready to send Sout by the
roiddle or last of uctober. Address DKXTKIl cNOW,

Oct'f—3t* Chicor>ee, Hampden 0>.. IMassacInisetts.

^ THE SOU'JTIERN NURSERIES,
H'ASirnVGTOJf, JDAilS < 0 .Jfl.SS.,

are now well stocked with all the varieties best adapted to the South,
M' FUUITTltKKS and SHKUJiri, VINES, STKAWDEItliV PLANT^
Ac.; and of ItO.SES an 1 otlior OKlNAMENTAL SHHUDS andTliEES,
BVKRGltEENS, &c , all of Southern growth, and of good size.

The jiacking is so carefully attended to, that Tree.x and Plants,
Roses, cuttings for hedging, Ac

,
are sent to all parts oi the South,

with scarcely a chance of their being injured.
Oatalogues will be seut on application.
Nov -of. TIJO.MAS AFFLECK.

AFFLECK’S
SOUTHERN RURAL ALMANAC,

A handsome little volume, full of useful and interesting hints on
lltilAL A P FA 1 118 l\ tup: t-OLTlI,

WII,L BE ISSUED AS USUAL ABOUT THE FHlST OF NOVE.M-
RER. I’rice 10 cents.

AFFLECK’S COTTON PLANTATIO.V RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOK—New Edition, now ready— .No 1, for lorty hands or less,

i‘2 Nt). 2, for eighty iiands or le-iS, ^3 l)J. No. 8, for one hun-
dr.'d and twenty, hainis or le.s, f8 50.

AFFLECK’S SUGAR PLANTATION RECORD AND ACCOUNT
BOOKS—No. 1 ,

for 60 hands or less, 18 00 No. 2, for 120 bauds
or less, -tU oO.

These Boolcs are now in gf neral use amongst I’Unters. They
will be sent by mail, prepaid and carefully envelope<l at the above
iwices, ami wlien five copies are on!or« d by cbibs, and remitted for,

..nn additional copy will be sent as commission Ui Hie individual mak-
iag up the Club. Orders solicited from Booksellers and other deal-
•ers, to whom a liberal discount will be made.

B. M. XOK.MAN, Publisher,

_ Nov— tf 14 Camp .street. New Hrleans.

CHEROKEE!
A V.ILIABLE I.OT OF LAAD FOR SALE.
THE subscriber olTers forsale avery attractive and valu-#»k

lir^ able lot of LAND, situated betwten three aud four miles
P om the tlourushing city of Rome, Ga.
The tract contains Three llundreil and Twenty acres of good up-

’auil, well adapted to the growth of ali the small Gra ns, Iri^h and
Sweet Potatoes, Peas, the Grasses, such as Clover, &c.,and peculiar-
ly suitable for FRUlT-GROWINti, as it is situated on au elevated
plateau alKive the reach cf ordinary f-osls. A beautiful

NATURAL POND OR LAKELEl'
of the purest water, occupies the centre of the tract. The margin
of this Lakelet affords one of the most aUraotive sites imaginable for
a Country Residence

;
as the supply of water novtr diminishes, and

is of great depth and clearness. It is fed by subterraceau springs,
aud has no perceptible inlet or outlet. The tract is

HEAVILY il.MBKilLD
with Oak, Hickory, Chestnut, &c., and an abundance of PINE, end is

withiu a mile and a quarter of two good 8AW MILLiS. It also con-
tains an inexhaustible quarry of superior LlMfeSTONE, which
may ea.sily be made available for Agricultural aud Building purposes.
The Improveuieut.s consist of a very comfortable Log House, wifcli

wttbuildinp—a well of good water, &c., with twenty or thirty acres
-ooder cultivation.

The attention of Fruit-Growers, Stock Raisers, and a!! deslr-
ou.s of a deligiitful situation in a salubrious and liealthy climate,
within easy reach of the best society, is particularly inviterl to the
above tract. - 1). REDMOND,

September—tf _ Augusta, Ga.

imi f.LOA!HI.\4iJfiR.hEiiiS. LS.>.5

!

^r'llE Subscriber having added many additional varieties of Southern
JL Seedling FItUlT TREES to his former stock, comprising some

fifty varieties of Apples, one hundred of Peaiv, twenty of Cherries,
twenty of Peaches, Nectarines, A'C., and being re-assured of their su-
|v.;riority over tlu’se raised in Northern Nurscrie.s with confidence,
founded on experience, again,offers them to the attention of Southern
Farmers, nautei-s and Pomologists at .such piices as, he hopes, will

lea V0 no excuse for cantin ling to import them. Our trees are all

graft d on seedling stocks two years old before grafting, consequently
have good roots.

R. K. L.iuGnLtN, FiSq., 148 Carondelet street, New Orleans, is

our Agent for Mississippi, Louisiana, and Southern Alabama.
Catalogues f;r 1855 sent (gratis) to all applicants.

J. VAN BUKEN, Clarksville,
Aag55—4t Habersham Co., G a.

C M. SAXTON, 152 Fulton street New York, published tliefollon-
• iug

BOORS FOR THE CCOTEY,
Sent free of postage to any part of the United States.

1 Browne’s American Field Book of ilanures, 25.
2 Brown-’s A erican Poultry Yard, twenty sixth thousand, $1.
8 Browne’s merican Bir I Fancier, cloth, f Oc.
4 Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor, cloth, $1.
5 Dana’s Muck Manual, cloth, #1.
G Dana’s Prize Essay on Manures, 25 cts.
7 Stockhardt’s Chemical Field Ltetures, ^1.
3 Blake’o Farmir at Home, 25.
9 Buist’s American Flower Garden Directory, $1 S.5.

10 Buist’s Family Kitchen Gardener, 75c.
11 Norton’s Elements of Scientific and Practical Agriculture 6'c.
12 Johnston’s C techism of Agricultural Chemistry, for shools, 75c,
18 Johnston’s Elements of Agricultura Chemistv\ and Geo'ogy,?!.
1“^ ‘uhns^ton’s Lecture i on Agricidtural CheniLstry aud Geology,

l.’S Downing’s landscape Gardening 50.
IG Fessenden's Complete Farmer and Gardener, .$1 2 ’'.

17 Fes=enden’s t»niencan Kitchen Gardener, 25c., cloth 50c.
IS Na.sh’s Progressive!’ inner, 60 cents.
19 Richardson’s Domeiti^ Fowls, 2.5c.

29 Richardson on the Horse; Varieties, Breeding, Ac., 25ct9.
21 Richardson on the Disease.^ and Management of the. Hog, 25 cts.
21 Richiirds<)n on the Pesti uction of the Pest.s of the Farm, 25 cts.
28 Richardson on the Hive and Honey Bee, 2.5 cts
24 Milburn and Stevens on the Cow and Dairy Husbandry, 25 etg.
25 Skinner’.s Elements of Agriculture, ‘iac.

26 Topliam’s Chemistry made easy for the Use of Farmers, 25ets.
27 Allen’s Treatise on the Culture of the Gnape, ^i'.

28 .Mien on the Diseases of Domestic Animals, 75c.
29 Allen’s American Farm Book, |;1.

30 .'Mien’s Rural Architecture, $1 25.

S' Pardee on the Cultivation of the Strawberry, Ac., 50 cts.
32 P.^flder’s Farmer’s Land Measurer, 50 oents.
88 Phelps’ Beo-Keepor’s Chari, 25.cent8.
8-1 Guenon’s Treatise on Milch Cows, illustrated, 88 cts.
8.^ Gunn’s Dome.stic Med'cine, a brok for every married person, $8.
8G Randall’s j'hei'p Husbandry, 81 25.
87 Youatt Randall and Skinner’s Shep^'erd’s own Book, $2.
88 Youatt on the Bree; s and ^laDflgemeut of Sheep, 75c.
89 Youatt on the Horse, 25.
4'» Youatt, Marlin, and Stevens on Cattle. $’ 2.*i.

41 Youatt and Marlin on the Brte<’s and Management of the Hcg,
75 cents

42 Munn’s )’ractio;il Land Drainer, 50 ct .

43 Stephens' Bccik of the Farm, complete, 4.50 illustrations, i}i4.

44 The Architect ;
or. Plans for Country Dwellings, $6

4.5 Thaer, Shaw, and Johnson’.s Principles of Agriculture, ?2.
46 Sjiiiih’.s lajndhcajKj Gardening, Parks and Plcasuie GioubcIs,

25.

47 Weeks on the Honey Bee, 50 cents.
4S Wilson on the Cultivation of Flax, 25 con's.
49 Miner’s American lie** Keeper’s Manual, ^^1.

60 (iuinby’.H Mysteries cf i ec Ke ying, ^l.
>5' Cottage and Farm Bee Keeper, .50 certs.
52 Elli tt .s Am rican Fruit-Gr wtr’s Guide, 25.
58 The American Florist’s Guide, 75 cents.
.'"4 Every Lady her own Flower Gardener, 25 cents, cloth, 50 cts.

55 The American Rose Cuhiiri.‘t. paiic.r, 2'> cents, cloth, 50 cents.
66 lloareon 'lie Cultivation of the Vine, 50 cts.

.57 Chorlton’s Cold Grapery, from direct American Practice, 60 cts.

5.8 .sJaxton’s Rural Hand Book.x, 2 vols., ijo ;o.

59 Bement’s Rabb't Fancier, ft' cents.

6 ' Recmelin’.s Vine-Dresser’.x Manual, CO cts.

61 Neill’s Fruit, Flower aud Veg . table Gardener’s Companion, Jl,
OctS'—2t

UGVIiy'S TXAriTS,

iA / IAA STF.WVBEPKY PL.\NT3, one year old
;
warrantod te)

. « 4 Fi F bear ' ext spring, 'f planted according to the dire^;-

tions^ which will l e furnis’' ed Printexi directions for their culture
will be sent wi h tbe plants when ordered. Orders from the country
solicited. I’rice $2 per bundled. WM. UAINE.S Broad st.,

N'l v55—tf Augusta, Ga.

CRASS PEEDS

T
VLUEGRA88: HERDS GR.'VSS; R!'D and WHITE CLOVER;
» 5'imothy, Orchard, Lucerne and Musquite GRASS SEEDS, in

quintities to suit purchasers. For £ a e by WM. H.aiNES,
Nov‘f—tf Augusta, Qa.

Foil SALE!

V
SEA I.dand Colton PJantaticn, containing 950 acres, 450 of

which is cleared and ready for cultivation
;

it is beautifully

locate ' on the west end of Skiddaway Island, in Chatham county,
on a. bold salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and
the fa'ility for raantfi-ing with marsh aud mud is unsurpassable, the

I-.'.nd lying three sides on the river. The place is situated 1'. miles

from Savannah. The lands of Skiddaway Isle, under proper culti-

vation, produces equal to an^'-, in Corn or Sea Island CotHn. This
place is .situated eligibly to supply any quantity of fish anfl oystcin

and for stock raising. Price $8,60i». Terms accommedating;
Apply to 3. P. DliPON, Savannah.

lole of napCj March 9, 1S55. April—tf
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rCircnlarl To the Planters, Farmers, and Horticulturists of

Page 329

PLANTATION ECONOMY AND MISCELLANY.

Grasses for the South—Guinea Grass—Means Grass .... . .Page 339

Mah’ure. . . .Guinea Fowls vs. Rats “

Yermin on Animals and Trees .... Our late (Georgia) Fail;,. . “ ,336

A new use for Zinc—its Preservati'/e Properties, kc “ 387

Drouth—Deep Plowing, &c The Carbon of Plants “ 388

Culture of Cotton—selection of seed, &c “ 340

Premiums awarded at the late Georgia Fair “ 341

New York and Georgia The Dry Rot in Cotton.. .Hydro-

phobia “ 343

Cotton Crop of the United States “ 3!2

Female Equestrianism.... R'ding and Driving Match by
Ladies “ 3f4

Female Horsemanship at the Chio State Pair. .. .Fodder

Pulling—its effects on the Crops, &c '. “ 353

EDITORIAL.

Answers to Correspondents.—Cashmere Goats.—The Season

—

Drouth, &c —New Advertisements.—Forman’s Patent Plow.

—

Grading Instrument, &c —Alabama Sta^e Fair—Postponement —
Setting out Orchards—Transplanting Fruit and Ornamental Ti’ees.

—The Wheat Croo of 1855, &c., &c.—State Agricultimal Society of

South Carolina.—Water-Meadows and Irrigation generaliy.

[Page 344 to 348

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
Work for the Month Page 34S

The Osage Orange for Hedging—Mode of Culture, Trimming,

&c Insect Pests in the Garden and Orchard—reply to

“Quaro.” “ 350

The Warren and Herbemont’s Madeira Grape Vines “ 851

Grape Culture in North Carolina “ 836

PREllUm STRAWBERRY PLANTS !

Now is the time!!

THIRTY Premium varieties, including such choice kinds

'asHOVEY’S SEEDLING, LONGWORTH’S PROLIFIC,Mc-
lAVOY’S SUPERIOR, BLACK PRINCE, CRESCENT SEED-
’LING, CRIMSON CONE, Ac., Ac., may be obtained in large

or small quantities, from the subscriber. Plants properly set out in

November or December, will bear abundant crops of fruit the fol-

lowing spring. See November number of Souihern CuUveator for

full directions, which will be furnished to all purchasers. Price of

Plants, 50 cents per dozen, or from $1 to $3 per hundred. The
plants can be packed so as to go almost any distance in perfect con-

dition, A\\\2iv\QiiQs warranted trite toname^ and orders prompt-
ly attended to. Address : D. REDMOND,
Nov55—tf Augusta, Ga.

AGRICTLTIJRAL ANB MECHANICAL OIPLEMENTS!
Machanics’ and Builders’ Materials^ Hardware,

Cutlery; and Furnishing Goods!!
WE have now in store, and will continue to

keep a large assortment of the most approved
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, for Southern

3 use, consisting of single and two horse Turning
Plows, 15 varieties; Double Michigan, Double Mould Board and Hill

Side Plows
;
Subsod Plows, several kinds

;
Forman’s Patent Plow

;

Cultivators; Harrows, 3 kinds
;
Corn Shellers, 6 kinds; Straw Cut-

ters, 10 sizes and kinds
;
Road Scrapers

;
Horse Hoes

;
Horse Pow-

ers and Threshers, 5 varieties of each
;
Fan Mills

;
Grain Cradles

;

Grass Scythes and Handles
;
Smut Machines

;
Bush Hooks; Pruning

and Hedge Shears
;
Pruning Saws and Chisels

;
Sausage Meat Cut-

ters and Stuffers
;

Farmers’ Boilers, for boiling food for stock

;

Churns
;
Hay and Garden Rakes

;
Hay and Manure Forks

;
Hoes,

Spades, Shovels, Grain Scoops, Wheel-Barrows, Field and Garden
Rollers; Corn Planters; Scales; Store, Warehouse and Depot
Trucks

;
Well and Horse Buckets

;
Pump Chain and Fixtures

;
Rock

Salt for Stock.
We keep extra POINTS for our Plows, and will furnish, at

short notice, such parts of Plows and other implements as may be
wanted to replace broken Jfjeces.

Gentlemen’s and Boy's T(K)L CHESTS oomplete, Ac.
We are also Agents for selling the following articles:—SCOTT’S

LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHERS, universally admitted
to be the best Crushers ever invented, and in the use of which, for

feeding stock, a saving of one-third is made, as has been proved be-
yond dispute ;

Hoe & Co.’s and Welch & Griffith’s CIRCULAR SAWS
and SAW GUMMERS

;
Stearns & Marvin’s celebrated Fire, Powder

and Burglar Proof SALAMANDER SAFES
;
ROTARY SMOOTHING

IRONS, heated with Alcohol—no family should be without this very
useful article.

All the above are ofiered for sale at fair and regular prices, in
connection with our extensive stock of Hardware and Cutlery.
Nov55-6t CARMICHAEL & BEAN, Augusta, Ga.

MERINO BAMS FOR SALE.
THE Subscriber offers for Sale several full-blood

merino Rams. Having reduced the number of my
flock, I have more rams than I need. They are from two
'of the best flocks in New York, and their fleeces, both in

hneness and quantity, running from 9 to 14 lbs.
uuly—tf j. JONES,. Birdsville, Burke co,, Ga,

1855! 1855!
SOUTHERN CULTIVATOR,

A MONTHEiY JOURNAIi,
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IJIPEOVEMENT OF SOUTHERN AGRICULTURB

Eofi/icult/iire^ Stock Breeding., Poultry, Bees, General Farm
Economy, <&e., &c.

lUnstrated with Nnmerous Elegant EngraTings.

ONE DOLLAR A YEAR IN ADVANCE.
DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

Tlie Tliirteentli Volume will commence in
J^anuary, 1855.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, forming a
volume of 384 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day,

Yalnable Original Contribntions
from many of the mostJwfeWpmi practical Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TEEMS:
One Copt, one year $1 i Twenty-Five Copies, one year .

.
$20

Six Copies “ “ 5
|
One Hundred “ “ “ .. J5

THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instatiee

will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.

The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money
remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

A dvertiaements
Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion

;

One square per annum Ten Dollars.
Address WILLIAM S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

pg- Persons who will act ak Agents, and obtain Subscribers, will

be furnished with the paper at club prices.

BESSSMAN’S GARDEiY!

Augusta; Ga.

THE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale a very choice and rare collec-

^^tion of Hardy Ornamental Plants, embracing all the fine old and
best new varieties of Everblooming ROSES

;
also, an unrivalled col-

lection of EVERGREENS, of every variety
;
Deciduous Ornamental

TREES and PLANTS
;
and a collection of GREEN HOUSE PLANTS,

unequalled in the South.
^^All orders promptly attended to, and plants packed to go any

distance in safety. Any informationn required will be cheerfully

given. Address ; J. W. BESSMAN,
Mov56—4t Augusta, Ga.

SOUTHERY CULTIVATOR FOR 1854.

Bound volumes of the CULTIVATOR for 1854 may now be ob-
tained at this office. Price, $1.60. Or we will send it by mail,

post-paid, at $1.80. Address WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.

RICH COTTON LANDS OR SALE!

The Subscriber offers for sale Forty Thousand Acres of the most
productive CO * TON LAND, in the Southern country, situated

in the counties of Lee, Dougherty and Baker, in bodies of five hun-
dred and two thousand Acres each, a part of which is partially im-
proved.
For certainty of crops and durability these Lands are unequalled

in the Southern States. Similar lands contiguous in cultivation, are
yielding an average of seven bales Cotton, per hand, for a s&ries
of years, and eighteen to twenty-five bushels Corn per acre.
Terms liberal. If desired, a credit of one to five years will be

given. • WM. W. CHEEYER.
Albany, Ga., March 15. 1855. April—tf

CLOVm AND OTHER GRASS SEED,

A SUPPLY of Fresh Red and White CLOVER, HERDS GRASS,
TIMOTHY GRASS, BLUE GRASS, EGYPTIAN MILLET

SEED. Just received and for sale in quantities to suit purchasers.

WM. HAINES,
Oct55—2t 217 Broad st., Augusta.

RESCUE GRASS SEED.
LIMITED quantity of this SEED (crop of 1 855) for sale by

D. B. PLUMB, & CO.,
Aug55—tf Augusta, Ga.

POMARIA NURSERY, 1855-6.

j^ll 10,000 APPLE TREES, embracing 150 varieties, and many
of the best Southern kinds. 2El!

PEARS, both St'indard and Dwarf.
CHERRIES, both Standard and Dwarf.
PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, PLUMS, FIGS, GRAPE

VINES, SERVICE TREES and all other Fruits. RASPBERRY and
STRAWBERRY PLANTS, in variety.

8,000 ROSES of the most celebrated kinds
; Ornamental Deciduous

TREES and SHRUBS
;
RARE EVERGREENS, &c.

Catalogues sent on application. We can forward packages
by Express, which will go surely, and with desnatch. Address

SUMMER & CRAMMONP,
Octlf—3t Pomaria, 3- G.
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I

TO THE PLANTERS, FART,IERS, HORTICULTURISTS,

AND RURAL RESIDENTS OF THE SOUTH! !

• I

This numl::er of our journal 'i^mplctes the present
j

rolunie. The Southern Cvttivntor is now tlioroughly i

and permanently established, liaving been before the pub-
|

lie ^ov thirteen ycar$, (wc regret to say) many of
j

our people who cultivate and gain tlicir living from the i

soil, arc still apparently'ignorant of its value.
|

You, however, who have perused its pagc.s for any
j

length of time, are now corcy^etent to judge of its merits;

.and, we doubt not, will fcel'wllling to point out its }>ecu-

liar advantages to your friends and neighbors, who have

not yet become acquainted with its aims, objects and

utility.

These aims and objects are, briefly, to improve the Agri-

culture and Horticulture of these Southern States, and to

contribute, as far as possible, to the enjoyment, elevation

and profit of those who are endeavoring to build up our

great and important rural interests.

Judging from numerous and constantly-repeated words

of approval which we are daily receiving from subscribers

in all parts of the South, we believe the Cultivatar is

properly appreciated and doing much good wherever it is

known and circulated. There is yet, however, (as before

stated) a large class of agriculturists in the South who

hare scarcely even heard of it-, and to reach this class,

we request the assistance of all our present readers and

'Subscribers.

To extend its circulation, it has been usual with some of

our zealous friends and co-workers to go about among

their friends and neighbors and form clubs, which often

numberfrom twenty to one hundred, or even more.

We are aware that many otherwise sensible people

.
have imbibed a prejudioe against what they style “boolc

farming;” but as well might they decry and condemn

“book doctoring,” “book lawyering,” “book preaching”

and all other descriptions of learning gleaned from books.

When it is remembered that “book farming” is generally

the x'ecorded experience and practical dcd-ucticni of our

best, wisest and most successful agriculturists, who great-

ly enlarge their audience by wiliHg osit instead of ipeak-

ing their views and opinions, and wlm thus place on per-

manent and enduring record much that would otherwise

die with them and be lost forever; it must be evident that

all such prejudice as we have alluded to has no good foun-

dation, and is unworthy of this age of improvement and

progress.

With th.e hope, then, of increasin.g the circulation and

usefulness of the CuHivotor throughout the South, we con-

fidently rely upon the vigorous aid and co-operation of all

our present subscribers
;
each of whom, we trust, will add

niany 'nev: names to his own, and forward to us before the

beginning of our next volume, in January, 1856,

TEFxMS OF THE CULTIVATOR.
One C'py, 1 year.. .§1 I Tu-enty-jlvc Copies, 1 year.S'iN)

Six Copies, “ ... 5 1 One Hundred “ “
. 75

And, by way of offering further inducements to exer-

tion, and as a slight remuneration to those who may be

disposed to exert themselves in our behalf, we cheerfully

olfer the following

PREMIUMS.
1. For every Fifty Dollars sent us, we will forward

Fifty Copies of the Cultivnior for one year, as we may be

directed, and award the person who sends the money

Fifteen Dollars worth of choice Fruit Trees or Books of

his own selection.

2. For Twenty-Five Dollars, we will send 25 copies of

the Cultivator, and S7 in choice Fruit Trees or Books, as

before.

3. For Fifteen Dollars, 15 copies of the Cultivato-r, and

S4 in Fruit Trees or Books.

4. For Ten Dollars, 10 copies of the Cultivate and

$2 50 in Fruit Trees or Books,

5. For Five Dollars. G copies of the Cultivator, or 5

copies and Si 25 in Trees or Books.

In all cases where it is not convenient to send trees

or books, or where the parties prefer it, we will send

the cash, or they can retain the proper proportion, as

above, in remitting.

2^°The postage on the Cultivator, when prepaid at the

office where it is received, is only about six cents per veart

Sample numbers always sent gratuitously, when desired.

Large sums of money n.ay be sent in checks or drafts*

payable to Wm. S. Jones. The Bills of all specie p*yi*g
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Banks received at par. All money remitted by mail, post-

age paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

Reader ! will you not use your influence to form a

Club at once, in your vicinity, and forward us the list be-

fore the beginning of our new volume, in January ?

Address; Wm. S. Jones, Augusta, Ga.

SEE TERMS ON LAST PAGE.

^kitWintt (Bcnnnm^ null

A CHAPTER ON FISH—FISH PONDS AND ARTI-
FICIAL FISH BREEDING.

BY REV. JOHN BACHMAN, D. D., OF CHARLESTON.

Read before the State Agricultural Society of South Caro-

lina, at Columbia, 1855.

Editors Southern Cultivator—As considerable in-

terest has recently been excited in Europe in reference to

the subject of Artificial Fish Breeding, and as some in-

quiries have been addressed to the Editors of our Southern

Agricultural journals, and several applications been made

to us, individually, in regard to artificial ponds for the

breeding of fresh-water fish, we will, as far as we are able,

comply with the wishes of our agricultural friends by

giving a few hints on the general subject ofFish and Fish

Breeding. Our views are principally the result of person-

al observation and experience, extending through a long

course of years, on a subject which, although pursued in

broken intervals of time, has greatly interested us. We
j|pmise by stating to our readers that we have neither

ti^e or space in this article to treat any part of this sub-

j^t fully. We shall frequently only state our convic-

tions, which, in our minds, are facts, without entering into

any details of facts and arguments. To treat this subject

fully would require volumes, A hint, however, thrown

out at random awakens a train of thought in the reflect-

ing mind, leading to farther observation and experiment,

and often to beneficial results.

The seas and the rivers, as well as the earth and the air,

are peopled with living things. All were created for the

support and comfort of man, ofwhom God said : “Let us

make man in our image, after our likeness
;
and let them

have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl

of the air and over the cattle and over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.”

And now the first naturalist received his commision, more
imposing than all the parchments issued by the most
learned societies in the world, in these memorable v/ords

:

“And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast

of the field, and every fowl of the air and brought them to

Adam to see what he would call them
;
and whatsoever

Adam called every living creature that was the name
thereof.” The office of the naturalist has, therefore, it

must be conceded, claims to the highest antiquity and the

sanction of the Supreme Ruler ofthe world.

Could we but dive into the waters and study the in-

stincts and habits of fishes, and write their biographies as

we do those of men, of quadrupeds and birds, we would
find ourselves traversing a new world and be enabled to

write a very interesting chapter on those now blank pages
in the history of nature, which remain for future observing
naturalists to fill up. When they do appear, the ever inquis-

itive mind ofman will have opened to him a new fountain

of knowledge. There he will read of instincts and habits

and passions, of conjugal attachments and parental protec-

tion, of the love and the hate—the sociality of some species

and the ferocity and interminable warfare of other tribes;

in a word, the world within the ocean and beneath the

waters of the streams and the lakes, is peopled with races

whoseinstincts lead them to engage in various pursuits, and
where the ravenous fishes are designed like ravenous beasts

and birds of prey; to check the too rapid multiplication of

some species and preserve an equilibrium in this world
of waters.

Among those appointed agents to controll these masses
that people the waters, is man himself He is charged

with a commission to study their names and habits, to

appropriate them to his use, and by a law of nature he is

permitted to derive the same pleasure in the pursuit that

is derived from all other researches after knowledge.

It must be admitted that every effort that has a tendency

to multiply and cheapen food and thus afford support to

millions of our race, must secure the countenance and ap-

probation of the philanthropist at all times. We are

scarcely aware of the immense numbers of the human
race that are supplied with cheap and whosesome food

from the waters of the seas, the lakes, rivers and streams.

The most important cities of the world are maritime. The
sea, not only giv^ wings to commerce, but it furnishes us

with the oil that reeds our lamps—the turtles and terra-

pins—the lobster, the crab, the prawn, tire parent of the

shrimp—and other crustacise—the oyster and other shell

fish, and an endless variety of the finny tribes, which
serve to cheapen our markets and afford wholesome food

to the poor and delicacies to the rich. Very sad and dis-

tressing would be the conditiou of millions of the inhabi-

tants of large maritime cities, if the waters should cease

to yield up their treasures to the craving appetites of

men.

Before we sat down to write a few thoughts on the sub-

ject of fishes and their propagation, we obtained the

“Treatise on Artificial Fish Breeding, translated and Edit-

ed by W. H. Fry,” published by Appleton& Co.,N. Y.,

under a hope that we possessed, in this work, all that was
essential on this subject. It is a creditable translation of

the reports on the subject, made to the French Academy
and the French Government in favor of the two fishermen,

Gehin & Remy, who re-discovered this mode of artificial

fish breeding—the particulars of the previous discovery

as pursued in England, together with a translation of

portions of Jacobus full and explicit Essay on the same
subject, written nearly a century ago, are also given, to

which are added several sensible papers extracted from

Bell’s Life in London, by two anonymous authors.

We find, however, that nearly the whole book, although

the translations and selections are fair and creditable, is

devoted to instructions in breeding a single species—the

Salmon. It may, therefore, prove a valuable guide to the

inhabitants in the vicinities of Nortjiern rivers
;

but, as

we fear, the salmon can never, even by artificial breeding,

be introduced into our Southern waters, the Vk^ork, except

as a guide to the breeding of other species, will be of no
particular benefit to us.

We may, perhaps, here be excused for offering a few

brief allusions to some ofthe statements contained in that

work. In a note to the preface, a slur is thrown on men
of science, who are dubbed “Judges, Doctors, Professors.’^

-.
1; if. if- if if

The obfuscated vanity of a few bewildered fogies who can

there make speeches ofv/hich they know nothing, or read

dull translations from the French or Dutch,” &c. This

might have been omitted without any injury to the sale of

the book, as we will show presently. In another part of

the work the Editor, Gadenier, in puffing the worthy

French fishermen, says:—“The discovery of Gehin &
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Remv is a great fiict for humanity parallel with the intro-

duction into France of tlie potato,” (p. 22.) Again :

—

“Forever will the discovery ofGEUiv &/ Ramy he a fruit-

ful fict for humanity, one of the greatest discoveries of

ancient or modern times ;
a discovery which we place even

above that of LEVKniicn,” cScc., (p. 23). d’his is rather ex-

travagant praise. We aredisposed to admit that the two

fishermen had* re-discovered a long known aiid long

and successfully practiced series of facts, which without

their knowledge, had been published in every minute dc-

Uul, in four different languages, nearly a hundred years

before—we are disposed also to admit that their plain

statements of facts induced the French government to en-

courage the process of stocking their rivers with Salmon
;

we moreover acknowledge the justice and propriety of the

reward bestowed on the fishermen, viz : an annual pension

of 1,‘200 (rancs to Remy and 500 francs to Gehin, with 10

francs a day for travelling expenses and a tobacco factory

to each. All this was generous and laudable, but the

simpletons, both in France and New York, who sneered

at men of science for their ignorance and “fogyism,” in

suffering the two illiterate fishermen to carry off the palm

of what they term “one of the grandest discoveries of

ancient or modern times,” which “it took 0,000 years to

find” ought to have known what the report of ^NIilne Ed-

wards, will,at least in part, inform them, that tlie discovery

liad long been made by a man of science in Germany,

after a long series of experiments, which eventuated in the

most perfect success. Inasmuch as many of the details

are contained in the work above referred to, we will only

mention a few facts and refer to the dates.

Jacobi, an eminent German naturalist, after having been

engaged thirty years in experiments on Artificial Fish

Breeding communicated his discovery to Fourkroy in

1758. His communication was written in the German
language. A Latin translation was furnished by Count

de Goldstein. Its title was “An Essay on the Artificial

Fecundation of Fishes Eggs, and on the Employment of

the process of Stocking Rivers and Ponds.” In 1703 full

details were published in the Journal de Hamvre, The
whole process ofJacobi was carried on near Nortalem, in

the Kingdom of Havover. He not only stocked the river

with salmon by his artificial process, but rendered them an

object of considerable commerce. England, in order to

reward his services, granted him a pension, (See Soiree’s

Helvetiennes, Amsterdam, 1771
,
p. If)'.).) An abridged

account was published at Berlin in 1701. The French
version was published by order of the Academy of Sciences

in France, in 1773.

The detads of the process of .Jacobi are as full, in every

particular, as these now published in France as the results

of the discoveries of of Remy & Gehin. This is now f«lly

admitted by the scientific men of France
;
indeed, they

have re-published Jacobi’s experiments, and the essential

points are faithfully given in the little work before us, as

translated by M. Coste, (pp. 29—40.)

But this is not all. England is ahead of France in this

whole matter of artificial fish breeding. Yarrall’s admir-

able work, in 2 volumes, on the History of the British

Fishes, was published in London in 1830. In his Pre-

face (vol. Jst, p. 24) he refers to the Essay of Dr. Walker,
of Edinburg, on the Natui-al History of the Salmon, who
had quoted the experiments of Jacobi, and had found that

“this artificial fecundation can be accomplished with the

roe and melt of fishes which have been dead two and
even three days.” In 1830, Shaw commenced his experi-

ments on artificial Salmon breeding in Great Britain after

the process described by Jacobi, and was perfectly suc-

cessful. In 1838 we happened to be in London and at-

tended the meetings of the Zoological Society, of which we
were a corresponding member. The whole subject which
had awakened interest in consequence of the decline of

salmon in most of their rivers, was there discussed and
regularly published in their proceedings. The whole
process of artificial fish breeding was fully understood and
familiarly spoken of as facts well known to men of science
and successfully practiced, not only in tianover, but in

Great Br.tain. Our own experiments on other species in

America excited no surprise. The simple knowledge of
the fact, that the eggs of the fish become fertilized by the

effusion of the milky substance ofthe male, which may be
seen in clear water any Hay in spring, on the breeding
places of our perch and other species, will lead to all the

results that have followed. The mode pursued by Jacobi,

by the English naturalists, and the French fishermen,

were precisely the same. A male and a female salmon
were taken whilst the latter was in the act of spawning.
The roe was, by a pressure on the abdomen, expelled

from the female and the milky substance, called melt, from
the male in the same manner. These eggs, now impreg-
nated by this artificral process, were carried to a pool or

basin, where, in the course of from 50 to 110 days, the

young fry appeared. The eggs of fishes may be assimi-

lated to the seeds of plants and may, therefore, be trans-

ported to long distances. If placed in their natural element,

under favorable circumstances,they will produce young, as
the seeds of a plant will germinate and grow. jMr. Gehin
only commenced his investigations in 1842, and it was not

until 1818 that the Academy of Science was apprised of
the claims of the fishermen of Bresse. Long before that,

the scientific men of England had been stocking their

rivers with Salmon and Salmon Trout. Mr. Boccius, in

1841, introduced, by this process, 120,000 into the streams

near Uxbridge, and on the following year 2,000,000 of

Trout in the streams in the county of Hertford, and pub-
lished a book on his method ofstocking streams.

Thus, it appears that the diminution of Salmon from
year to year in the waters of England and France awak-
ened a desire to restore this constantly increasing loss.

England sought to do this by the lights which the science

of Germany had afforded and placed, in full detail, into

her hands. The French fishermen, we charitably believe,

re-discovered it by the study of simple nature, to which
the philosopher, us well as the peasant, must resort in the

investigation of truth
;
as far as this, they also were men

of science. France would have obtained her information

in a few months without the aid of the fishermen, and it is

very surprising that, if they had forgotten what their learn-

ed Academy had published, in regard to this discovery in

Germany, they should so long have been ignorant of the

published account of what had been done and was doing

across the channel. The discovery of Jacobi has, no
doubt, been reproduced in many instances in every coun-

try without the slightest knowledge of Jacobi or his writ-

ings. Whilst, therefore, we award due praise to the fisher-

men, let us not be unmindful of the previous labors of the

scientific men of Germany and England.

The next important inquiry that presents itself, is, how
far can this method ofartificial fish breeding be applied to

those fishes of the seas, that are articles of commerce, in

the capturing of which thousands of hardy seamen are

employed, and whose exposed and often perilous labors,

supply food for millions ofour race I

A mere glance at the habits of these species of fish will

convince us that, with a very few exceptions, no great ad-

vantage can be derived from this discovery in the breeding

and transplanting of the finny tribes. They, in their pro-

duction, must be left to the operation of Nature’s own
laws, and the fishermen must pursue and capture them on
their own watery domains. We. confess, however, that

we would be pleased to hear of experiments made to intro-

duce into the waters of our Southern sea coast the spawn
of the Turbot and the Sole from English seas, and a few
superior fishes from the Mediterranean coast. The fishes
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on the European seas have their representatives of the

same geius along our own coast, and, in many instances,

are identical on both sides of the Atlantic, The Ameri-

can Continent is colder than Europe under the same lati

tude
;
there is a difference of from ten to tv/elve degrees

;

we are not, therefore, to be governed in comparing the

two continents by parellels of latitude but by the tempera-

ture. Massachusetts possesses the temperat'ure of that ol

Denmark; Washington, that of Bordeaux; and the Caro-

linas, that of Lisbon, Madrid, &c. The fishes of com-
merce are about equally distributed in the seas of both

continents; according to the above temperatures. On
the coast of Great Britain and the North of Europe
the principal species of the fisheries are the Herring

(^Clupea kerang'us), the Mackerel (^Scomber vulgartis),

the S'had {Alosa jinta and Aloso. commiis), the Mul-

let {Mugil eapito), the Sole {Solea vulgaris), the Turbot

{Rliombus maximus), the Lamprey marinus),

the Halibut {Hippoglossiis vulgaris), the Haddock {Morr-

hua csglefinus), the Pilchard {Clupea pitckardiis) a small

species of Herring—usually about 7 inches in length. It

requires from 2,500 to 3,000 grown fish to fill a hogshead.

Yarrell mentions (vol. 2nd, p. lOG) that in one case

2,200 hogsheads were captured in one haul of their im-

mense sea seines, and Borlase records another instance

where 3,000 hogsheads were taken. The Sturgeon Aci-

penser siurio). The roe of this fish is greatly sought after

by the Italians. The Cavear or Kavia is prepared from it.

It is used as butter in Muscovey and Holland. The greatest

Sturgeon fishery in the world is in the mouth of the Volga,

in the Caspian Sea. The Salmon {Salmo salar), the Sal-

mon Trout
;
to this might be added the

Flounder and Plaice {Plaiessa vulgaris),

and a few others. It should be observed that thei’e are

several species in each of the several genera to which

these species belong. Nearly all of these fish, with the

exception of the Salmon and the Trout, deposit their spawn
in the waters (more or less deep) of the ocean. They are

furnished with a great abundance of eggs, which require

no protection from man. Black counted five hundred and

forty thousand ova in a female Mackerel. The numbers

in these several species although they have declined in

some years, and on some of the fishing grounds, have in-

creased in others. The products of the ocean appear in-

exhaustible, and their multiplication is not dependent on

the artificial aid of man.

It is far different, however, with the Salmon and the

Salmon Trout. These ascend rivers for the purpose of

spawning, and, being valuable fishes, their numbers were

reduced by the cupidity of man, and now, by artificial

means, they are re-stocking their rivers, which, we be-

lire, will result in success.

Let us now come nearer home and take a passing glance

at our own fisheries and fish on this side of the Atlantic

From the United States census we learn that our country

employs 9,025 men engaged in the fisheries, and that in

addition to the immense consumption in America, our ex-

ports in fish for 10 years down to 1853, amounted to

;$7,002,227.

We have, in America, the Herring, the Mackerel, the

Cod, the Haddock, the Shad, and, indeed, are represented,

although in different species, by all the genera that con

stitute the fishes of commerce in Europe. Their Salmon

are more abundant than ours. Our Shad are infinitely

finer and more plentiful than theirs—in Mackerel and

Herrings, the two countries are about equal. Our Cod

are more abundant. Of the flat fisii—or Plaice family—

their Turbot and Sole are superior to ours. The Halibut

is the same species along the shore of both continents.

The Salmon in our country is identical with that ol

Europe. It does not exist South of the Connecticut river

(lat. 411^), and we doubt whether it ever was found in
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any quantity in the Hudson. There were no obstruction.?
in the river and no steamboats to disturb the waters fifty

years ago, and we never saw or heard of the Salmon, and
we have only an account of one or two that have since
been captured. The European rivers that abound in
Salmon are short and their waters are fresh to the ocean,
admitting the Salmon to find a ready access. The Hudson
is saltfor a hundred miles from the ocean and the tide rises

for 150 miles. From this cause, or from its being already
too far to the South,Salmon are not found in its wafers.
In the Connecticut River, the Salmon is becoming scarcer
every yfear, in consequence of the erection of weirs and
mill-dams and other obstacles to its ascent in the spawn-
ing season; and the New York market is supplied with
Salmon principally from the Kenebec River, in Maine.
Salmon spawn might easily be transported from the Kene-
bec River to the upper waters of the Hudson. The possi-
bility of success is at least deserving of a fair trial. With
a little attention and judicious laws, rigidly enforced, the
Connecticut River could be made to yield a great abun-
dance of Salmon.

The American Shad (Alosa sapidisshna) is the most
valuable of our spring fishes in America. It enters our
rivers from Alabama to Maine. We believe that the Shad
return to the several rivers vrhere they were spawned.
Although it is the same species along our whole Atlan-
tic coast, yet each river seems to have its variety, so
that our fishermen speak confidently of being able to
point out those from theEdisto and those of the Savannah
Rivers, those of the Delaware and those that come from
the Schuylkill. We believe that the Shad do not cross the
Gulf Stream, which is avoided by all but cosmopolite or
tropical fishes—that they do not migrate far along our
coast, and that they remain in the ocean contiguous to

their several rivers, which latter they ascend for the pur-
pose of spawning. Neither do we believe that the ac-

count of Herring, represented by Pennant, Anderson
and the early writers as taking up their winter quarters in

the Arctic Circle, then making th^ ir way first to the Shet-
land Islands and from thence along the coasts of Europe
and America is entitled to any credit, for the following

reasons

:

1st. None of our voyagers could find the Herring in the

Arctic s«as.

2nd. There is no fishery for them either in Iceland or
Greenland.

3rd. They are found in deep water, at all seasons, along
the coasts of Europe and America.

4th. The Herrings are nearly all of different species

along the opposite coasts.

5th. Instead of coming from the North, both the Her-
ring and the Shad enter Southern rivers long before they
are heard of farther to the North. The Shad appears in

our markets, in Georgia and Carolina, in January and
February; in New York on the beginning of April, and
in Massachusetts in May.

We perceive that, by a Bill introduced into the New
York Senate, every fisherman is required to impregnate

the spawn of two dozen female fish with the milt of the

same number of males, toward the close of the fishing

season, and plant the same on his fishing ground in the

presence of a Justice of the Peace. As this applies princi-

pally to the Shad, they seemed to have overlooked one

material fact in Natural History. This species spawns ex-

clusively in fresh water. The Shad that supply the New
York markets are at present principally taken in gill nets

that stud the shallows and bars of the Hudson for a hun-

dred miles. Here the water is salt The ova w’ould not

be sufficiently matured and the whole labor of planting

them would be a dead loss. If these legislators had gone
higher up the river and looked out for the sj'awning

grounds of their daily diminishing Shad, they would have
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been enabled to discover the cause and enact wiser laws afford a large catalogue. Among the best are the Crevalle
lor the prevention of the growing evil. Filiy years n^o.UBnlhrolccviusjfanipanns'). Two species of Whiting (<7w-
these fine fish were caught with the seine by thousands,

I hrinvs liUoralis et Ufdburnus). We recollect havin'g been
re niile.s above vV aterford, the head of iiavigaiion.

j

invited by a friend in Xew York to acffour or fiv

We frequently saw them sold at one dollar per Itundred.

Their spawning grounds were at the feet of the various

falls of the large streams that constituted the sources ol

the river. We several times witnessed the process ol

spawning at the foot of the floosac Falls. Ihe iiliad liad

crowded together to the nwinljer ol many thousatids in an

immense basin whose waters were in some places twenty

ompany him to one
of their famous restorateurs, to join him in a plate of the
most delicious fish that came to their markets, called, by
way of distinction, the King fish. He proved himself an
epicure. It was, however, our Carolina Whiting. The
Drum {Pagnuias r.krcm 'n'). The Sheep- head oxis).

The Sailors’ Choice {Lariuias fasciafus). Tire Croker
{Micropogon undulaivs). The Yellow Tail {Hnnoprion

feet deep, where the sides of the rocks were covered with The Black Fish; Sea Bass: Rock Fish-
foam and the atmosphere was filled with the spray of the the Mullet, and many others: some fine flavored fishes

rushing torrent. The waters seemed swelling with the ' are also brought to us alive from the Florida coast,

constant wheeling and turning of these fishes. They
i Having given a glance at the saltwater fishes, let U£

slapped the w-ater wutli their tails and appeared, by violent
j

direct our attention to those that may with a ^rea"^
muscular actions, to be engaged in disincumbenng tli^tni-

1

probability of success, be multiplied in a fresh water fish-
selves of their spawn Ihey were so much occupied in

|

p^nd. We will here enter a little into a detad of our p^r-
their own work that they were regardless of the presence

j

30^^! experience-our disappointments, with some Ld
of man, and ran heedlessly into scoop nets which secured

, success with other species-in order that others may
them at the rate of an hundred in an hour. xMen standing

| against our mistakes and consequent disappoint-
011 the rocks were securing them with their spears, and

^

^ents, and improve on and profit by
an Indian boy was shooting his barbed arrow at random I

t., 11 . 1 ..
^

boy

into the water and brought them out with a line which

was attached to the arrow. Thus, whilst the work of

multiplication was progressing that of destruction was not

our successes.

In 1604, whilst yet a school boy, we applied to and ob-
tained the ready consent of an indulgent father to con-

! Struct a fish-pond agreeable to our own imperfect notions

idrr 'Tftw weeks ™ ^.s subjec. Ti. was .e„ ndles above Troy,

might be seen floating down the '‘’p
\ River'.

“

"veYartwoVb^cl's in%iew,'Yfe.‘ wh“hX"
appeiired quite reasonable, was that of having always at
hand a supply of fresh fish for the table; the other, and

others with attenuated bodies and disproporiioned heads

ready to die, from the e.xhausting process of spawning.

A writer in the Sew York Times says, “whereas it used

to be a common thing to draw ICOO Shad at a haul, the

fisherman now gets sometimes one or two fish in his net.”

No wonder! They have shut out the Shad from their

breeding places above. Where no spawn is deposited

there can be no fish. The dam below Waterford was

which we did not much speak of, was an irrepressible de-
sire to study the habits of the finny tribes. We were not
then aware that any book had been written on fishes. A
never failing brook ran near our residence, the waters of
which had been appropriated to no other purpose than
that of sometimes turnin'

thrown across the river and a miserably constructed apron
|

stream, but less cold than other streams in the neighbor-
-iirao thn \i7 Prp> to ncppnH T'hp invpntnrc i 11*1 • ii ^ ^ — owas erected where the fish were to ascend. The inventors

of this contrivance seemed to think that the Shad would j

hood, which contained the Brook, or Speckled Trout. By
I

the aid of two of our father’s negroes, a dam was thrown
mount a water-fall as the Salmon leaps up a cataract,

i across the valley ofabout forty yards in extent It was at
The Shad is now no longer sought after above the dams

j

first constructed with the cheapest materials—slabs and a
and other obstructions to ascent, and is accordingly di

The fact that the Perch and other fishes are diminishing

in the same proportion in that, now, great river of steam-

boats and commerce, the Hudson, may, we think, be

easily accounted for. Their spawning beds are situated

on the long line of shallows, called “flats,” that exist, a

little removed from the channel, between Dutchess county

. broad bank of earth. We candidly admit that we can
give no instructions in the mysteries of dam building,

j

Suffice it to say, it was the most perplexing job we ever
undertook. The slightest crevice in the bank, no larger

j

than a goose quill, would, in a night, increase to the thick-

I

ness of an arm, and presently out rushed the water through
a ready made sluice of the size of a hogshead. Patience,

^ . . .
• i

however, and a little more experience, finally surmounted
and Albany. There, in their quiet waters, covered with

| every difficulty, and our dam never gave us much trouble
the broad leaves of floating plants, they, in the peaceful

j

afterwards. The water, in a few weeks, filled the pond to
days of the Knickerbockers, multiplied unmolested. It we

| overflowing. It was seven or eight feet deep in the chan-
now take our stand on the shore we will hear the puff of ^el, gradunfly shallowing to the shores, and covered about
one steamer after another hurrying past each other m

|

three acres. The sluice way, or mouth of the dam throu-h
every direction. The boat passes and is nearly out of sight

) ^hich the waters escaped, was near the surface, with a
when the water becomes agitated at your feet and wave

^

gate 8 feet wide, with brass wires, perpendicularly insert-
after wave, that had been lilted up by the paddles of the

| ed, 4 to the inch. 'J'he ^ides and upper end of the pond
steamer, comes bounding on the shores, disturbing the

,
..-ere planted with water grasses- Arrow Heads ILa-ut-

beds and covering up with the mud ofa constantly agitat-
j

i^rca), the Yellow Water Lilly {Nuphar kaimiana), "and
ed river, the spawn of the Perch

In our Southern States the fishes that, run from the sea

to the rivers for the purpose of spawning are not numer-

I o her acquatic plants, such as grew, in the neighborino-

I

mill ponds. At long intervals during that and thelbllow-

g year, as the laborers found leisure time, a broad bank
ous. The Shad, the Hock fish, called the Striped Bass at 1 was thrown up on the sides, planted with willows and
the North, {Labrace lineahis), x.\-\c Sturgeon (Acfpcii-

j

other trees, affording a shade lor the fish, a quiet retreat

ser') are the pricipal ones. Our Southern Sea Bass {Cur-
j

for the student and a pleasant green bank for the seat of
vina ocellala), a highly esteemed fish, is found acending

|

ilie angler. Two pair of domesticated Summer Ducks and
our rivers, not only in brackish, but oftentimes in fresh

|

a pair of Canada Geese, the outer joint of the win<» of each
VV o ntaxm ir\ tlio tircifovo /%f nnr» 1 v .-v L. ! . i .waters. We have, in the w-aters of our Souihern sea-

board, an abundance of fine fish, but we have not a suf-

ficient number of fishermen, nor do they possess all the

improvements in nets, or the skill of European fishermen.

VVe have no .space to enumerate the species; they would

having been removed, were the only birds allowed to
navigate the waters.

We now commenced stocking our pond with the ma-
terials thatw'ere within reach. Our first tflbrt was quite
successful. The waters of a mill-pond, a couple of miles

''•k
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distant, wei'e about to be let oii for the purpose of repair- I

ing the race-way
;
of this the proprietor ga%^e us notice,

{

The fish, after the main body of water iiad run off, were

congregated in shallow holes and were taken by hundreds

in scoop nets. They were composed of Cat Fish, Eels,

ihe Mud Sucker and a variety of smaller species that go

under the name of Chubs, Shiners, Mud-Fish, &c. A
long wagon, containing tour barrels placed upright with the

upper end open and nearly filled witii water, was liie

vehicle of transportation. Tiie fish v/ere placed in these

barrels as soon as taken from the pond. In the course of

a day, several trips of the wagon carried a much greater

Ajuantity offish than was necessary to stock half a dozen
{

ponds. We had now an abundance of fish, as a few only

of the smaller ones had perished— it being a cool day.

Sut, unfortunately, they were not the fish we prized, or

whose habits we particularly desired to study. We long-

ed for lai'ger game and better fish. Our next resort was
'to the Hudson River. By offeung a man who was in the

habit of setting what is called a dyke net, his market price,

•which v/as a mere tritle, we induced him to preserve all

ihe fish he cauglit and keep them in a large floating car to

await our seiiding for them. Through, this means, we pro-

cured large numbers of the fish we wanted, such as the

Teliov/ Perch, oo.r greatest favorite
;
the AVhiie Perch

;
the

Pond Perch or Sun-Fish; the large River Sucker and

several smaller species that are classed among tiie Chub,

d>ace, Roach, &c. These hardy fish we found no farther

trouble in conveying over a stumpy road than that of re-

snoving a few bucketsfui of water at the various brooks

that crossed the road and replenishing the barrels with

ffesh water. From two brooks that ran through the

woods not a mile distant, we obtained a number of Brook
Trout, about 30 ofwhich were placed (alive) in tlie pond.

Later in the season we made two attempts at obtaining

the Shad and one with the Herring. These proved fail-

I'jres. Notwithstanding all our efforts in taking them

from the seine, and placing them carefully in the hogshead

filled with water, they all died in a few minutes. It we
had then known what we discovered by accident a few

weeks afterwards, we might have tried a more successful

•experiment with the eggs. They, however, were probab-

ly not yet sufficiently matured, nor do we now believe

'ibat either the Herring or the Shad will ever become na-

laraiized to, or breed in, fresh water ponds.

[
Concluded in our Jo.nnary number.

]

THE COST OF RAISING COTTON.

Messrs. Editor :—Knowing, from the regular perusal

©fyour paper, )hat you do not desire to circulate errone-

.ous iaformation, I take the liberty of correcting a very

Incorrect statement which appeared in your tri-weekly

issue of the 28th ultimo, in a communication headed “The
Gulf States of our Union and the Valley of the Mississip-

pi.” The misstatement, doubtless an unintentional one,

©ceurs in the following paragraph :

“^The cost of raising cotton is four cents a pound
;
one

bale of five hundred pounds to the acre is considered a

iair crop. A twenty acre field yielding twenty bales, or

•ien thousand pounds, at eight cents a pound, only yields

a profit ol four liundred dollars.”

The true state of the case can best be reached by taking

case ofan improved plantation of the most available

sise and with a proper number of slaves upon it, and

3Bakmg the estimates from that basis. This is a most

fevorable way of making the estimate to exhibit the largest

profit; for it is well known to every experienced planter

—aad how dearly some have purchased their experience I

“ibat the expenses incident to the opening and improv-

of a plantation for several years after the undertaking

is begun, eat up all the profits and often leave a load of

debt behind, sometimes forcing a sale of the whole proper-

ty, which thus leaves the hands of the original proprietor

!

to fall into those of some wiser man who has eschewed
the toil and hazard of opening a new place.

A plantation of sixteen hundred acres, one thousand of
which is cleared land, and has the necessary cabins and
other buildings necessary for carrying on a place of that

size, is worth from forty to sixty dollars per acre, accord-

ing to locality. Estiuiating its value at the lowest rate,

say SIO per acre, and it makes S'G4,000, To work this

place to advantage—that is, to cultivate seven hundred
and fifty acres in cotton and two hundred and fifty in corn,

peas, potatoes, &c— will require a force of 75 effective

I
hands, which, with the young and old, who do not go to

the field or work, who would ordinarily be united to the

75 hands, would constitute about 130 or 140 slaves on the

place, who, at an average S'GOO a piece, would be worth
about S75,000; 50 mules worth Si 30 each, would make
SO,400 more; 100 head of cattle may be estimated at

Si,200
;
300 hogs may be estimated at S700 ; 12 yoke of

oxen at S600 ;
wagons, farming utensils, furniture, black-

smith and carpenter's tools, and all the other necassaries,

including gin-stands, mill, &c., may be estimated (and it

is an under estimate) atS2;000; so that any one, by
simply adding these difi’erent amounts, will see that the

entire value of such a place as I have supposed will be

about S 150,000 ; and tliis upon the supposition that the

place is worked without a steam engine to gin the cotton

with.

Such a place, with favorable seaeons, will make ten

bales to the hand, or about one bale to the acre, and some-

times when everything is prosperous, an early spring and

a late dry fall, as many as twelve bales to the hand, and

in some very extraordinary instances even as high as

fifteen bales have been gathered. But on an overage of

ten seasons every experienced planter will agree that

eight bales to the hand is an outside estimate, making a

crop of about six hundred bales
;
and taking 8 cents as the

average price per pound, which for swamp cotton is again

a full estimate, and the gross income for a single bale of

400 pounds, which is the well-known uniform weight,

will be S32, and the whole crop $19,200, exclusive of the

cost of shipping, and soiling the crop, which amounts to

at least $'2 50 per bale in every case, and where the place

is distant from market nearer twice that; leaving say a

nett income of about $18,000. From this must now be

deducted the cost of cultivating the place, overseer's

wages, feeding, clothing, and doctoring the negroes, sup-

plying wear and tear of tools, and losses of mules and

stock, altogether, on a place of the size I have named, not

falling short of $6,000, many planters estimating their ex-

penses at $100 to the hand, which would make $7,500,

Taking it at the former sum and we have the nett profits

of such a place as I have described amount to $12,000,

being just aimutan interest of 8 per cent, on the value of

the capital invested.

This, Messrs. Editors, I believe a fair statement of the

profits of the cotton planter
;
and you can now see how it

comports with the fancy sketch of your correspondent. If

I have exaggerated at all it has been in giving too favor-

able an aspect to the side of A Planter.

{National Intelligencer.

Vklcsbiirg, July, 1855.

Sulphur.—Sulphur is a good aperient for sheep, in

doses of one or two ounces. It is more valuable, however,

as keeping the bowels in a relaxed state when they have

been opened by other medicines. It is the basis of every

ointment for the cure of mange, and is useful in the com-

mon scate. It enters also into the composition of the

best alterative powders.

—

RoMdall.
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PLOWING IN TIME OF DROUTH PHILOSOPHICALLY
CONSIDERED.

Editors Southkr.v Ccdtivator— In your number of

June last, 1 bad an article under the above title. It was

followed by some editorial remarks, which represented

my theory as “directly at variance with the p)ractice and

teachings of our most distinguisiied agriculturists; nearly

all of whom contend that the oftener the earth i.s stirred,

and the more finely its parts are pulverized in dry weather,

the greater the amount of moisture it will attract from the

atmosphere.” My great respect for the source from which

file above stricture emanated, deterred me from any

furdier remarks on this subject, until I should have gone

t U-ough a series of experiments, for the sole purpose of

either establishing or overthrowing my theory. Experi-
enced agriculturists encouraged me. An extensive planter

remarked that if he had all the corn that had been lost by
too much plowing* he would not have to plant another
grain.

But I proceed to the detail of my experiments. These
were in progress when a correspondent in your August
number suggested some experiments, which where open

,

to several objections that would, in nine cases out of ten,

1 lead to fallacies; e. pouring equal quantities of water

1

over boxes filled to the depth of six inches with earth. As
' I took every precaution and used all carefulness in the

whole of my experiments, I cannot conceive how there

could have been any error. A friend was interested in

what was going on, and he was a constant observer. In
order, however, that your readers may have the means of

;

judging upon the liabities to error, and by way ofeliciting
1 any suggestions to those who may feel disposed to re-

^

peat my experiments, I give them with rather a tedious

1

particularity.

' The balance being of the first importance, I must des-

I cribe the one which I constructed and used. I procured i

a piece of well seasoned wood, ‘2G inches long, 2 inches
wide and 1 inch thick. Through the middle of it, in the

I

direction of its thickness, I bored a hole large enough to

1 admit the point of a compass-saw. Introducing the saw,
!

I made a slit transversely to the depth of about a half

1
inch. Then, withdrawing it, I introduced it again with

I

the edges reversed, and sawed as before. By this means
' I had an opening, into which I next drove the blade ofi

1 a stout carving knife, deprived of its handle, and having I

: a fine straight edge of steel. It was a blade of such !

thickness that there was no elasticity between the parts
of it, on which it was to rest. At equal distances from

!
this blade, towcirds the end of my beam, I attached appro-
priate hooks with perfect freedom ofmotion on fixed points.
At right angles to a line passing through these points, I set

I

up an index whose point was vertical to the knife-edge,

I

when the beam was in place and horizontal. My knife-edge
was next made to rest on two flat smooth steel surfaces
made stationary in a horizontal position. And in a verti-

cal direction, behind the beam when in its place, was se-
cured a piece on which a vertical line was drawn from
that point of the steel face on which one end of the knife-
blade rested. This balance far exceeded my expectations.
I could get no other of equal delicacy on which I could
suspend so great a weight as I wished to operate with.
When loaded with seven pounds on each end of the beam,
it turned with one grain.

*Note by the Editors.—We never advocated the use
ofthei^W as the best system of after-culture. Our plan
is, to plow deep before planting, and afterwards keep the
surface open and mellow by shallow culture with the culti-
vator or horse-hoe.

U LTIVATOR.

TCxpcriment \st.—I suspended from each end of the
beam tin buckets 7 inches deep, 5 inches in diameter,
and counterpoised them. I then took them to the spot
from which 1 meant to procure the earth. The earth was
in just such a state of moisture as v.'e consider favorable
for sowing small seeds. I removed about 3 inches depth
of earth, and then began to fill the vessels, which I did by
taking it all from one .hole, and putting it into the buckets

I

about a hall ti’owellul alternately into each, until they

I

were nearly filled. 1 subsequently reduced the cjuantity

j

in each to 7 pounds. My comparisons were to be direct,

I i. e., between the buckets (along with their contents) with-
out the intervention of weights, which from this time,
through all the experiments, were employed only to re-

store the equilibrium whenever disturbed. The buckets
were, therefore, kept suspended on the beam. The whole
was placed in a situation exposed to the sun and air and
dews. At the time of counterpoising the portions of earth
I put into each bucket an iron stirrer. These were simply
two large nails selected with reference to equality of
weight. The stirrers were always left in the buckets, so
as to guard against the removal of the smallest portion of
earth. The buckets were left in one condition (;neither

being disturbed) for twenty-four hours. At the end of
that time they were still in equilibrium. Being thus satis-

fied of the similarity of circumstances, I commenced stir-

(plowing) the earth in oiie of them. The atmosphere
was very humid

;
and the portions of earth (balance stand,

<i:c.,) were frequenly taken in, to avoid the rain falling into

them. this viaist condition of the atmospluere lo.sted,

the stirred earth gained daily in weight. But a change
came on almost imperceptibly, as the atmosphere became
drier

;

and, on the fourth day, the gain was lost again,

and the equilibrium restored. I continued to stir the same
portion until it was a decided loser, the sun being bright

in the day and the dews heavy at night. There was one
morning, after a very heavy dew, when the gain was so

perceptible that I found by restoring the equlibrium, that

it was five grains. And this was not equal to half the

loss of the day before. Several times during all the ex-

periments, there w’as no perceptible difference between the

indications in the morning and those in the evening.

Experiment 2d.— I stirred the other bucket (now the

heaviei*) leaving the first undisturbed. It lost very rapidly.

It hccarnc the lighter one in the course of the day.

Conclusion from these experiments : AVlien the atmos-

phere is in a certain state of humidity, the pulverized earth

absorbs moisture. When the atmosphere reaches a cer-

tain state of dryness, the stirred earth gives off its mois-

ture. I think my experiments, with their variations, do

most clearly establish as a fact, that the atmosphere does

reach such a state of dryness that the plowing of the

ground may cause it to lose more moisture than it gains.

And my observation of the weather during my experi-

ments satisfies me that this state of the atmosphere is by
no means unusual.

But there is something else that is not taken into ac-

count in the above experiments. And it might be sup-

posed that if its influence had been in play, it would have
so changed the results that the very contrary conclusions

might have been established. I mean capillary attraction.

Your correspondent, “P,” in the August number, refers

to this. The next experiment was designed to meet this

contingency.

Experiment od.—I perforated the bottom of each bucket
with a hole ^ of an inch in diameter. Through these

holes I passed equal quantities of lamp wick, taken from
the same ball, and so arranged, in the doubling and re-

doubling, that the portions, when formed, were composed
of no two pieces that were consecutive in the spinning.

This I conceived gave me every chance for having the

portions for the two buckets, of equal tightness. They
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were ot equal length. 1 pa.ssed 4 indies of their length

npinto the buckets while empty, leaving 2 inches out be-

low. I then made a litt le stand v/ith 4 legs 2 inches long,

which, with the thickness of the piece, came to nearly 3

inches. Two large holes were cuitlirough this little stand.

The stand was then placed into a large tub and leveled by
3L spirit-level. This was clone by adjusting the tub itself, i

with the stand in it holding the level, it is evident that,

in this connection, when water was poured into the tub

its surface w.ould continue parallel with the top of the

stand. The water was poured in until it nearly reached

the lower side of the stand. The buckets, previously pre-

pared with earth and counterpoised as for the other ex-

periments, were now set upon the stand, the wicks pass-

ing freely through the holes in the stand down into the

water. There they remained 24 hours (neither of them
stirred). At the end of that time they were taken back

to the balance, and found still to be in equilibiiurn. They
were then returned to the stand in the water, and 07ie was
stirred frequently during 48 hours. At the end of that

lime they were hung on the beam. Tke stirred portion

'required to restore the equilibrium.

Kxvmment Ath .—The equilibrium being restored by
fhe addition of weights, the buckets were placed again on

the stand and the other bucket was stirred, leaving the

former undisturbed for 48 hours. The stirred portion re-

quired 140 grains to restore the equilibrium. The atmos-

phere was dry during both these last experiments.

I further conclude, then, that even with the aid of capil-

lary attraction, the loss of moisture by plowing in a dry

state of the atmosphere is more than the gain.

As to* what “P.” says about the increased porosity giv-

ing greater capillary attraction, I think he has only to re-

member that he speaks of my crust as not being impervi-

ous to moisture, and then to connect with this fact, the

established fact that capillary attraction is exercised to a

greater degree through many small tubes than through a

few large ones. My pervious crust approaches a series

of smaiUubes. This loose, pulverized, soil resembles a

series of larger tubes.

I had an opportunity, during the above experiments, of

maldng an observation in another quarter, which I found
to b© of use in its bearing on the subject of inquiry. I

had a littl« work, in the way of grading, going on, and
one morning I observed that a portion of the earth that

had been broken up the day before was as raoist as if it

bad been exposed to mist, while other portions, also work-
ed the day before, were not more moist, to appearance,

than fhs eaFlfe that had not been dug—-by no means damp,
f in reEesfemg on this fact I called to mind that the damp
ipottiiojis had been spaded quite late in the evening; and

4he other portions were those that had been worked

hiTOUgh the day. I thought the inference to be warranted,

that the earth which was turned over in the latter part of

the day had not become so heated as to expel its own
moisture

;
but, on the contrary, was so reduced in temper-

ature as to condense the vapor of the air, and thus to form

dew. And from this it would appear that the stirring of

the earth in dry weather, would be less liable to render

the earth drier, if it could be done in the latter part of the day.

I believe if my experiments should be repeated by a

sufficient number of persons, with the care I used, there

could remain no doubt in regard to the correctness of my
theory, as advanced in your number of June. Will not

others take interest enough in the matter to make some

Ixials 1 J .

Alaba^na, August, 1855.

Remarks.—

W

e are thankful to '‘J.” for this very inter-

esting detail of his important experiments, and hope others

equally qualified will pursue the investigation of the sub-

ject still farther.—E )

EUEAL IVIETSOEOIOGY—“SUN DEAWING WATER.”

Editors Southern Cultivator— Observing, one after-

noon, the peculiar appearance of the sun's rays, that are

commonly regarded as the “sun drawing up water.” I

pointed it out to Mr. Brown, and asked if he believed it, as

people commonly did 4 “Certainly,” was his plump re-

ply, with a challenging “Don't you V’ In vain did I ad-

vance scientific doubts—lhat it was reflection of light, &c.

Mr. Brown impatiently interrupted me with, “why, look in

the road here, captain, at these little frogs jumping about;

they fell only earlji- this morning in the rain. "Why, a big

rain caught me once in my swamp-field and I ran under

a big beech tree to get out of it, when, a-vip, came a terra-

pin, right out of the heavens, as big as my hand, and sunk

half of himself in the mud, not five feet from me.” “But,”

j

I suggested, “don’t you think these frogs, if they do fall

with the rain, are probably taken up by a strong wind—

a

whirl-wind perhaps—and raised a little while and then

dropped T’ “That may be, captain,” said Mr. Brown,
“and, if it wasn’t for what I've seen and heard about this

thing, I might be inclined to believe it. Once I was com-
ing over the Ferry and the sun commenced drawing rain

from right around us. I tell you it was a hard matter get-

ting along. 1 just mashed my hat over my ears and caught
hold of the bottom of my buggy with one hand and the

middle long bar of the flat with the other. The water rose

as thick as the thickest rain you ever saw, and we couldn’t

see the other side of the river. But the flat hands, they were
used to such things, and, after taking off their shoes, so

that their feet might fit closer to the boat, they just pushed
right through as hard as they could. But Bill Dickens
says that he was once fishing at Gray’s Landing when the

sun commenced drawing up water all ’round him. He
waited a while, when he got uneasy and paddled off as

hard as he could, for shore. He found it mighty hard

pulling
;

it seemed like it wanted to take him, boat and
all. He had just got to the bushes when it took his hat,

any how, and he was so scared he never thought to look

up to see it sailing to the skies. 'When he got safe on land

he looked up, but it had got hid in a great big cloud

above.” “Did he ever get it again T’ was my inquiry,

while Mr. B. took a long breath, anxious to know the up-

shot of the adventure. “"Why, yes,” was his reply. “He
hadn’t been on ground long before a rain came on, right

where he was, and after it was over he thought he would

see if it had fell, and, sure enough, as there hadn’t been a

bit of wind to carry it off, it had fell and lodged against

some willow limbs in the river, not twenty yards below

where it had rose from. Good evening, captain, I hope

you may never be caught in the sun drawing up water,”

and Mr. Brown rode away. Frog Level.

A NOVEL OPERATION IN OBSTETRICS.

An esteemed correspondent at Philadelphia sends

us the following rather singular statement

;

Editors Southern Cultivator—You may, perhaps

think it worth a corner in yonr paper to publish the fol-

lowing singular statement which I received from “mine

host,” not long since, at a boarding-house in Philadel-

phia, He told me that while living in New Jersey he had

a cov/ in the parturient state. Finding her natural pow-

ers unable to effect the last act of reproduction, several

men went to her assistance, exercising the most forcible

traction, but without success. Upon this he sent for Dr.

C ,
of Warren county, N. J., and requested him to

perform the Caesarian operation. The worthy doctor de-

nounced all “cutting,” but promised if the treatment was
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left at his disposal, that he would relieve the patient safe-

ly. Upon this hein^ acceded to, the doctor had the cow

(on lier side) lashed by the horns to a post and the men

I
to exert themselves to hold her in a steady position, while

|

[

he placed u noose around the head at>d shoulders of the

I

calf, in xiteru, to which he attached a horse and with a

I

whip started him. Heroic as this operation seemed, the

I

cow, Mr. R. assured me, was safely delivered and re-

i

covered; but the calf was dead. S.

;

ROLAND OATS AND MEXICAN WILD POTATO.

Editors Souther.v Cultivator—I herewith send you

a sample of the celebrated “White Poland Oats.” They

; are 25 per cent, heavier and ten (10) days earlier than any

i
other variety with which I am acquainted

;
will yield

about the same number of bushels per acre as the common

sorts, and grow 6 to 8 inches taller in the same field and

with the same culture.

The first grown in this State, to my knowledge, was

from a small sample by mail, which a friend sent me from

an Eastern State. They are now considerably sought

after for seed, at from one to three dollars per bushel, and

the demand never yet supplied. A majority of those ofler-

f ed and sold for seed are more or less mixed with other

I

and inferior varieties by the inattention of farmers gener-

t
ally to the very important point of preserving seed of good

I grains and vegetables pure.

1 liave endeavored to keep them pure, having raised no

other variety on the farm since I commenced with these,

some six years ago. I shall be pleased to forward to any

gentleman who wishes, any quantity by mail for the post-

age (G eents per ounce). One pound of these oats will

})roduce from I to 10 bushels, according to the manner of

planting and cultivation. I raised a half a bushel from a

half an ounce. One grain has been known to produce

' 2000 in one season.

For field culture one to one and a half bushels will seed

an acre. Whereas the common varieties are usually sown

at the rate of three to four bushels per acre.

1 will, also, send, by mail, one or more tubers of the

“Mexican Wild Potato,” corresponding in weight with

. the amount of postage sent for the same, to any person

desiring them.

This variety has lately been introduced into this coun-

try. The first product was not to exceed 3 inches in

length and ^ in diameter for the best specimens; but

with each succeeding crop they have increased in size and

length until we frequently find specimens 7 to 0 inches

long, and the quality is much superior to any other now
known. 1 herewith send two tubers. As to yield, they

fully equal any other good Irish potato. From one po

tato of this variety I dug 121 pounds this fidl.

Any person wishing to avail themselves of this oppor-

,
tunity to obtain the above seed, have only to enclose the

* amount they wish expended in postage on either or both

of the varieties named, giving their post-office address and

directing to 1. W. Briggs,

West Macedon, Wayne C<>., X. Y.

Remarks.—This is a very fair ofter Mr. Briggs will

do all he promises. His Oats and Potatoes are both very

WANT OF PRECISION CENSURED-SCIENCE IN AGRI-
CULTURE, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I was struck by an

article in your September number, signed “Green Horn.”

The writer certainly takes a common-sense view of the

i

subject, and his humor trenches deep into an evil, which

is general and highly perplexing. It is an evil not con-

fined alone to the literature of Agriculture, but pervades

^

also the books on Medicine, Farriery and almost all

!

Sciences or Arts, where prescriptions or directions are

given for the benefit of others. A venerable dame “cun-

ning in simples,” or even the family physician, when call-

I ed in to a suffering infant, will prescribe “a little Paregoric,

I

a little Dalby, or a little something else ;” but how much

I

is that The same little 10 drops of Paregoric

j

that will relieve one infant, may seriously endanger the

I life of another. And thus it is from the saving of life down

1 to the boiling of a pudding ! A “little sugar,” a “little

I flour,” “as much spice eis will give a graieful flavor,'*

J

“boiled down to a proper consistency,” “simmer from 5

t to 15 minutes.” These and the like crudities are sufficient-

I ly appalling to any aspirant after culinary honors. If, in

the nature of things, we cannot be perfectly mathcmaticaX

I

in the language of our directions, let us at least strive af-

1
ter perfection, and come as near the mark as possible.

I

In regard to what your facetious correspondent says, on

j

the subject of introducing “Scientific highfalutin” in Ag-

j

ricultural works, 1 have thus much to remark: If Agri-

culture is a science, and a complex one, too, and if it em-

braces in its circle, Comparative Anatomy, Chemistry,

Entomology, Botany, Meteorology, Mechanics, and almost

all useful sciences known to men, how, I ask, can an ag-

riculturist, at all imbued with the learning of his profes-

I

sion, refrain from writing scientific articles for the pages

j

of an Agricultural journal'? The Physician and the

j

Lawyer never dream of writing any other than scientific

! articles for the columns of their respective journals, and

j

shall the Agriculturist be denied the same liberty 1 It

I
may be said that planters and farmers are not generally

i educated in science, and, then fore, communications in-

tended for them should be couched ic plain language.

This is true, so far as it goes; but I hold it to be tlie

duty of every free ichite man in this country to be ac-

quainted (at least) with the elements of literature and

science. It is a duty which he owes to himself and to his

country, and no stone should be left unturned to acquire

this education, especially in a Republic, where everything

1 depends on the mental and moral culture ofeach individu-

1 al, and in a profession like Agriculture, which embraces

so much of science, and in which so much is yet lobe dis-

covered by scientific research.

Still, 1 say, should the farming public continue to re-

main in scientific iirnoranee, let those who are able

superior, and deserve a trial in this climate.—

E

ds. amongst us write and continue to write tec/mteo/ articles,

and if they are worth anything, they will soon enough be

Hogs Rooting.—To pievtnt hogs from rooting, cut

across the nose, just above the gristle of the snout, by

which you will sever the nasal tendon, by wliich the

operation is performed. Then split the gristle of the nose

up and down the face, and the work is done. For the

long-nosed, flap-eared breed, cut the nose off eighteen

inches above the snout.

translated for the benefit of the public

I would fain touch upon other topics, but “brevity is the

soul of wit,” and I, therefore, seal up; giving you these,

my sentiments, for what they are worth.

I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,

J. St. Julian Guerard.

Bluffton, S C., Sejd., 1855.

(
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DESIGN FOR IMPROVING COUNTRY RESIDENCES.

To lay out a rural residence satisfactorily, it is necessary to study the form and location of the ground, as well as

to consult with, and ascertain the particular requirements of the family. It would be an easy matter to offer a series

ofdesigns, many ofwhich might be useful to those in need. I conceive, however, that it will serve a more useful pur-

pose to select, occasionally, sketches as they occur in practice, as many opportunities are presented of taking advan-

tage of existing features and turning them to account in the general improvement. Individual taste must be recog-

nised in the disposition of the various adjuncts to a dwelling. While some desire the purely ornamental character to

predominate, others have more utilitarian objects in view. The most numerous class are those who wish to have a

little of everything—vegetables, fruit, flowers and ornamental trees—as shown in the following design. It was re-

quired to arrange the ground, although limited in extent, so as to appropriate a small spot for flowers, as well as have

a few ofdre most desirable ornamental trees disposed on the lawn with convenient walks for their inspection. Flower-

ing shrubs had also to be kept in view
;
a small space was also desired for cultivating some of the smaller kinds of

fruits
;

and, lastly, a portion had to be reserved for vegetable culture

:

In arranging these various parts, the principle of

distinctiveness, has been kept prominently in view.

On the west side, the short walk leading from the

street to the principal entrance of the house leads

through a small flower garden, consisting of a few
simple figures geometrically arranged. The grape

arbor forms a very appropriate division between
the ornamental and vegetable ground, and its prox-

imity to the house renders it useful and convenient

as a shady resort in summer. The open space of

grass forms a relieving contrast to the groups of

trees and shrubs, and suggests a feeling of extent

;

a principle that is seldom adopted in small places,

although it is most important; the same space of

ground dotted over with plants would appear con-

fused,p'nonotonous and confined. The fruit garden,

which is separated from the ornamental planting

by an arbor vitaj hedge, is adapted for dwarf pear

trees, strawberries and raspberries. The pears are

arranged parallel to the walks, enclosing a space

for strawberries. The raspberries are planted on

a narrow border close to the fence. Dwarf apple

and Pomegranate bushes are planted along the

wnlks in the vegetable garden, the v/hole being ex-

cluded from the stable yard and road by an ever-

green hedge.

REFERENCE TO PLAN.

A—House. B—Barn. C—Rose clumps. D—
Central figures of flower garden. E—Lawn. F

—

Grape arbor. G—Vegetable grounds. H—Fruit

department. K—Yard. L—Piazza. S—Rustic

seat. V—Vase. The ground measures 120 feet by

^200 feet.

The entire ground is level and elevated
;
in order,

^therefore, to improve the architectural appearance

g^of the house, the first floor is elevated three feet six

^inches above the surface, and connected with it by

a small turf terrace.

A few of the principal trees are named below,

with reference to their location. Owing to the

method I have adopted in indicating the position

of the plants on the lawn, I could not convenient-

ly refer them to numbers on so small a scale. They

are selected chiefly in regard to color and diversity

of foliage. Those nearest the walks are mostly

deciduous shrubs, planted sufficiently wide apart to allow full development. An annual pruning in of the strong-

est branches will improve their appearance when thus arranged, but not clif'ped into a formal shape. The masses of

shrubbery shown by distinct outlines are thickly planted in the first instance, attention being given m the arrange-

ment with a view to a gradual thinning out of the least desirable, as may be found necessary to allow space for the

more select kinds. The line of shrubbery included between the walk and boundary north and east of the house is

planted in like manner, with the addition of a few hemlock and Norway spruce firs and other small sized evergreens

on Duroose to shelter from cold winds.
, T\/r i- ti i

Theklowing named trees are placed as indicated by the figures on the plan: 1-Magnoha purpurea, Purple

Ma^^nolia 2— Magnolia conspicua, Chandelier Magnolia. 3-4—Cedrus Deodar, Deodar Ce ar. 5 6 Abie^ cana-

densis, Hemlock Spruce. 7—Liquidamber styraciflua, Sweet Gum. 8—Fagus sylvatica P^^purea, Purple Beech.

9—Acer campestrc, English Maple. 10—Chionanthus Yirginica, Virginia Fringe Tree 11 Magrmlia tiipetala

Umbrella Magnola, 12—Rhus cotinus, Mist Bush. 13—Cytiscus laburnum, Golden Cham. 14 Virgilea lutea

S' 10 SO ±0.
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Vellow Wood. 15—Halesia tretrapteru, Silver Bell IG

—

Larix Europea, European Larch. 17—Cehis occidentalis,

Nellie Tree. I8—Acacia julibrissin, the Julibrissin Tree.

19—Juglans regia, Madeira Xul. 20— Berberis purpurea.

Purple Berberry. 21—Pyrus Japouica, Jujian Quince.

22— Buxus sempervirens arborea,Trec Box. 29—Euony-

nius Japonica, Evergreen Euonymus. ;

Ai D in Ihe flower garden, a plant of the weeping cher-
|

ry, and stars shows the j)Osiiion of sugar maples for
|

shade. Wii.i.iam Saunders,
|

Landscape Gardener, Germantown.
• \ HorticalLurist. !

DRY ROT IN COTTON.
|

If the Cotton Plant should sufler as much from prema-
j

ture decay in the course of a few years, as the Potato

Plant has, the occurrence will not surprise us. Gangrene, :

whether “dry” or otherwise in vegetable and animal lis-
'

sues, arises commonly, either Irom the weakening of vital

force by improper nourishment, the presence of a poiso-

nous substance, or frotn some unknown constitutional
;

defect. The source of “kanker,”—which attacks truits and

fruit trees, of the potato rot, and the rot in the seed and

lint of Cotton is involved in great obscurity. Whatever

may be the primary exciting cause, either of the prema-

ture extinction of life in the parts affected, and of their

rapid dissolution, the warmth and humidity of the sur- :

rounding atmosphere may be such as to favor the de.struc-

tive increase of the malady. All living beings are crea-

tures of circumstances
;
with many of which the wisest

are yet unacquainted. We know that inflamed flesh is

apt to mortify; and that the dead limbs of a man like '

those of a tree, may even drop ofl’ by purely vita! and

chemical processes. Nature has many secrets in vegetable ,

and animal life and death that human science may never

penetrate, nor reveal. But this fact should not prevent

our stuvlying all the phenomena of vitality as displayed

in cultivated plants and domesticated animals. English

farmers find it impossible to grow common red clover on

land where this plant has flourished for a half century,

without being able to assign any good reason for the fact
,

that the soil is now “clover sick.” A rhavnc of crops, in

all such cases, has been the best remedy, where others

failed. The fastest horses, with the largest constitutional

resources niay be broken down by over woi k
;
and why

may not the vital resources of the Cotton Plant be over-
,

tasked by those who seem willing to drive cotton culture !

as one drives a free horse till he tails dead and rots ?

The over-feeding of an animal is a poor remedy for

pushing him beyond his natural powers of enduran'C ;

and by a parity of reasoning, to surcharge the ves.sels and

cells of a plant with liquid manure, is not a proper pre-

ventive of “rot” in its sound or diseased system. Potatoes

rot most when thus treated.

According to our ideas- diseases in vital organs and

functions are seldom viewed so philosophically as the

present advanced state of physological science render^

practicable. If we were to say that the earth and climates,

including air and water, produce murrain in cattle far

more in some localities than in others, as similar elements

of disease produce bilious affections in the human family,

the true sources of these well known maladies would be

but poorly explained. Unquestionably, many causes often

CO operate to weaken the vital principle in plants and
animals; and the early deatli and dissolution of a single

cell in the fruit of a cotton plant, are doubtless sufficient

to bring on the chemical disorganization of the whole boll

if not of the whole plant. The rotting, or decay of every

tissue is purely a chemical process, however this disor-

ganizing operation may have originated.

If we have read the agiicultural literature of civilised

nations aright, such diseases as the blight on pear trees,

the premature rotting of apples, potatoes, and other vege-

tables, and the rot in cotton, are not likely to diminish in

the aggregate until farmers know more of the laws of

nature, and of the true principles of farm economy, than

they now do. They can not systematically obey laws of

which they know little ot nothing. So long as farmers ill

Western New York raised potatoes on fresh virgin soils,

they were exempt from the potato rot as a prevailing dis-

temper; and we fear that as cotton is cultivated year after

year on the gradually deteriorated laiids of the South,

there is no strength of vitailty in this weed to pirotect it;

itidofmilelti

,

Lpm constitutional deterioration, and its

natural consequences

In an excellent article on “Cotton culture and selectioa

of Seed'" in our last issue, IMr. A. W. Washburn, of Yazoo,

i\Iiss. says that his crop averages a bale of cotton ofi400

lbs. to the acre, although he plants “on prairie land

twenty-five years under hard cultivation, without manure.”
He makes ten bales to the hand : and probably is not at

all injured by the rot. 8uch facts speak well for the na-

tural resources of his .soil
;
but “hard cultivation” for 25 or

30 years more without manure may so change the physi-

cal and chemical properties of this land as to weaken the

cotton plants which grow therein; and their seed, planted

in districts where the rot prevails will yield crops equally

subject to the malady. If our cotton rotted, as described

by ‘ Beaver Bend” in our last number, we should grow, or

obtain from another, seed produced on fresh land to plant

hereafter. T he land an which cotton wms to he cultivated

should be plowed an inch or two deejier than usual to give

the growing plants the ^>pncfit of a better pasture in fresh

earth. The subsoil is oflen full of virgin, fertilising re-

sonrees, wdiich superficial, shallow tillage never reaches,

riiere is a striking analogy between the heallhypasturage

of domesticated plani.s and dome-sticated animals. If

unchanged into new% and iVe.sh pastures, cattle soon eat

down, and finally kill nut, tlmse nutritious grasses and
hcrl'S best adapted to form pure blood, sound flesh, nerves

and bones. T hey may .still subsi.st, and propagate their

kind, for several generations; but under far less favor-

able circumstances, and more subject to casualities. The
over croppir;g of their land is a similar folly. It parts

with some clement of vegetable nutrition, unseen and
unappreciated by the cultivator, and there is left to him a

disordered soil yielding cotton plants of unnatural,unsound

grow'th, which Nature disowns, Vitality deserts, and

Chemical Laws speedily resolve into their original

elements. As every thing that lives, de.cay.s or “rots,’

sooner or later, it is a question of time and circumstance

when, and June this final result shall be attained. A rea-

sonable supply of potash in the soil is know-n to promote

the healthy growth of the woody fibre in plants, (which

forms the lint of cotton and a part of its seed) and also

favors the perfect organization of stapch, sugar, oil and

the so-called protien compounds
;
therefore let w'ood ashes

be applied to the “sandy land” where cotton rots.

It is an unwise, a bad system of cultivation that makes

so many old and deserted fields in tlie cotton growing

States. Nature never gets tired of growing crops of forest

trees even on the very poorest lands of the South. This

fact IS full of instruction. Man wantonly violates her

laws, and disease in a thou.'^ahd forms is sent to chastise

him into better conduct. How far Providence will punish

the impoverishment of arable lands, we have all yet to

learn. It will, however, be sufficient to compel a reform

in our present system of tillage and husbandry. If one

degree of rot, of “murrain,” or other calamity, is insuffi-

cient to bring us back to the strait and narrow path of

agricultural duly, another, and still another degree of

chastisement will be added, until penitent, and willing to

obey the laws of his Creator, man will properly feed the

land that both feeds and clothes him. L.
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CLOSE OE THE VOLUME.

The present number closes our Thirteenth volume and

the year 1855. We have several new and important

features to introduce into our next volume, and hope

to have the support and co-operation of all our pre-

sent subscribers and a great number of new ones. Read

the Circular on first page, of present number, and see

how large a list of names you can forward us before the

first of January, 1856. All the promised premiums will

be most cheerfully and pi'omptly awarded.

EEKEW YOUE SUBSCRIPTIOHS

!

We may be pardoned for suggesting to all our readers

the necessity of promptly renewing their subscriptions for

the next volume (1856) at the earliest convenient day
;
so

that we may arrange our new subscription books properly

Our terms are strictly $1 per annum in advance^ and.

these who fail to receive the paper after the present num-

ber, can easily renew their acquaintance with it by re-

mitting us that trifling sum, with their proper Post Office

address.

|^°We prefer, in all cases, that money be sent directly

to us—our profits being so very small that we cannot

afford to pay heavy commissions or percentage. When

properly mailed (in presence of the Post Master,) or re-

gistered^ v/e take all risks and assume all losses, iid-

dress W. S. Jones,

Augusta, Ga.

TO OUE VALUED CONTEIBUTORS.

With the closing number of the Thirteenth Volume of

the Cultivator, we return our unfeigned thanks to the

faithful band of correspondents who have enriched our

pages from month to month with the records of their ex-

pea'ience and the suggestions of their minds. We hope

all of them will continue with us, and that many new

ones may be added to the list for the next volume.

We earnestly request every subscriber or reader who

thinks he can communicate anything of value to his breth-

ren in planting, farming, horticulture, stock-raising or

X
^
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general plantation economy, to make the columns of our

journal his medium for that purpose. If we do not pub-

lish all communications as soon as received, our friends

are not to suppose that we deem them of no value. It is

our aim to publish every worthy article as soon as pos-

sible after it reception
;
but our columns are so crowded,

often, that months elapse after a communication reaches

us before the proper opening presents itself

We have still in our drawer for the next volume, many

Articles of merit, which will be published as soon as pos-

sible.

GEORGIA CATAWBA V/IEE.

On the 12th of November, a large party of gentlemen

of this city and vicinity, met for the purpose of sampling

some Native Wine made by Mr. Ch.^rles Axt, at his

vineyards in Wilkes Co., Georgia. The Wine presented

was the pure juice of the Cataw^ba Grape, only about eight

W'eeks from the vintage, and of the quality known as

“Still Catawba.” It was very fairly and impartially test-

ed, side by side wdth several older brands, from some of

the most noted Ohio vintners : and the best judges present

unanimously pronounced it superior in aroma and purity

of flavor to any native samples yet presented to their

notice
;
and predicted for it the highest degree of excel-

lence, when it shall have attained the proper age. If it

were necessary to give w^eight to this decision, we might

mention the names of several of the gentlemen present,

who are no less favorably known for their connoisseur-

ship in wines, than for their sound judgment and capacity

in all practical matters of business
;
but we forbear, as the

occasion was altogether informal and extempore.

The enterprize of Grape growing and Wine making

may now be considered most auspiciously inaugurated in

Georgia and the South
;
and it only remains for those who

prefer the and udwlesome juice of the grape to the

vilely adulterated mixtures of commerce, and wdio wish

to aid in the successful development of a most important

and promising enterprize, to give the matter their coun-

tenance and support at the outset; and thus secure to the

South, in a few years, an entirely new source of large in-

come and profit.

Mr. A. still contracts for the planting and culture of

Vineyards and the making of Wine, and will visit any

neighborhood where he can engage 12 acres or more. His

address is Charles Axt, Crawfordville, Georgia.

Late Peaches!—We had the pleasure of “sampling,”

on the 30th of October, a very good and fair sized free-

stone Peach, from the orchard of Mr. D. Redmond, near

this city. From the appearance of the fruit, it might have

been left on the tree at least a week longer without injury,

and as Mr. R’s earliest Peaches ripen about the 15th of

June, we can thus enjoy a succession of this delicious

fruit for more than four months. The Peach alluded to

differs from “Baldwin’s October” in being a w'eek or ten

days later; and as it is undoubtedly a seedling, Mr. R.

proposes naming it the November Free.—Augusta

Chronicle, Nov. 4.
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SOUTHERN CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Dr. Dani nr., of Decatur, having laid before the Society a

coniniunication from Lieutenant ]\I.\ura', U. S. N., on the

subject of extcndin;^ to the land a system of .AL-teorologi-

cal Observations similar to those which have been insti-

tuted on the se t. 'The Communication having been read,

the following Resolutions, iri response, were adopted :

Resolved^ That the Southern Central Agiicultuial So-

ciety cordially approves of (lie plan proposed by Lieut.

^Maury, in the August number of the American Farmer^

for extending to the land

^

for tlje benefit of Agriculture,

the system of Meteorological observations, which has done

so much for navigation and commerce.

Resol'ced^ That we commend the plan to the favorable

notice of our brother planters in other States, and request

the members of Congress of our own State to procure that

degree of encouragement for Agricultural and Sanitary

JMeteorology which has been so wisely and beneficially

extended to the Meteorology of liie sea.

Resolved, That the Secretary of tb.is Society be instruct-

ed to forward a copy of these resolutions to each member
of Congress from this State.

J. Camak, Secretary, S. C. A. S.

Allaula, Ga.SepL, 1955.

[We will publish the letter of Lieut. IM.a: ay in our

January number.
|

The Rai.ns !—The long drouth, noticod in our last, was

broken about the 7th of Xovemberby a genera’, rain. It

extended over the country for several hundred miles, and

was everywhere most cordially w’elcomed. .Many of the

rivers are now in good boating order, and the earth is in

fine condition for plowing, sowing w inter grain, planting

orchards, and idl other agricultural and horticultural

operations. Let our readers "take time by the forelock',”

and prepare all ground for next year’s crops as early ns

possible. (See " Work for the Month.'')

The Rural Annual and HoRTicuLTURAr. Directory,

is the title of a little volume just issued by our friend,

Vick, of the Genesee Farmer. It contains directions for

the preparation of the ground for the Orchard and Fruit

Garden, Planting, Pruning, &c.; with list of Fruits recom-

mended by the American Pomological Society, and the

several State Societies. Also, plain directions for making

and planting the Lawn and Flower Garden, and a cata-

logue of the Nurserymen in the United States and Canada
;

illustrated with GO engravings, representing various forms

of trees, leaves, and fruits, designs for plantations, prun-

ing trees and grape vines, &c., &c. It is, in short, a per-

fect horticultural vade mecum, and is well worth four

times its price, which is only 25 cents, or S- per dozen.

Address, James Vick, Jr
,
Rochester, New York.

Ofiio State Fair.—The receipts of the Ohio State Agri-

cultural Fair, held a short timesince, amounted to

about S10,000 exclusive of $3,000 contributed by the citi-

zens of Columbus. The premiums distributed amount to

SG,000. It is stated that S6,000 were offered and refused

for one of the bulls exhibited. Another was held at S-T,-

000, and two others at S3,000 each. The owners of a

cow also refused an offer of $1 ,800. There were eleven

imported bulls exhibited, the aggregate value of which

amounted to $25,200, and ten cows valued at $12,400.

Flsii Ponds and Fish Breeding.—Read the very

valuable article of our learned friend. Dr. Bachman, in

present number. It treats on a subject of great interest to

all residents in the country, and we are sure our readers

will join us in thanking Dr. B. for the labor and research

which lie has bestowed upon it. The conclusion of the

essay will appear in our January number.

The Alabama Fair —We hope to have the pleasure of

attending this initiative exhibition of our sister State, but

the early day at which we are obliged to go to press (15th

of Nov.) will, of course, preclude all notice of it until

the i.ssue of our January number.

«

The General Index for Present Volume, prepared

with much care, forms a portion of this number. It can

easily be detached and placed in its proper place, at the

beginning of the volume, by cutting the leaves in the

usual way.

X..IRGE Apple.—The Ei^tor of the Wilkes Republican

,

has been shown an apple measuring l-i 1-2 by 14 3-4

inches in circumference, and weighing 21 1-2 ounces

—

over 1 1-4 pounds.
*

LutcERYET!—Our friend; J. Van Buren, of ITaber-

sliam, sends us an account of an apple raised in his

vicinity measuring c'lpktccn ‘inches and w'eighing thirty

ounces ! Have any of our readers ever seen a larger one '?

MADAGASCAR OR BRAHMIN CATTLE.

We find the following in the Norwich (Conn.) Courier,

1
and should imagine, from the description that the animal

}

alluded to must be closely allied to the Brahmin stock of

our friend, Dr. Davis, of 8o. Ca. Who can furnish us a

1 full and particular description of the Madagascar cattle ?-

The Madaga.scar Bull.—No animal at our County

Fair attracted more attention tlian a beautiful ^Madagascar

bull, the property of Thomas Fitch, Esq., of New Lon-

don. This animal, as we learn, was brouglu to New
London by Capt. Wm. R. Brown, in command of the

whale ship Hannah Brewer, in the summer of 1854, and

is represented to have been two years old last February.

He w'as purchased from the "Ebony King” of the Island

of iMadagascar, and selected from his herd of some thou-

sands in number. The whalemen who visit that island

state that this breed of cattle olten grow to a very large

size—that they frequently purchase bullocks there weigh-

ing 1100 and 1200 pounds—that the cows produce a

much richer milk than is ever seen in the United States

—

fill' superior to the milk of the celebrated. "Alderney.”

The most marked peculiarity of the animal’s form, is a

large high hump on his fore shoulder. His shape, with

this exception, is strikingly beautiful. He has a fine back

and quarters, clean, delicate limbs, hair as fine, short and

glossy as our best blood horses. The skin, on close ex-

amination, is found to be nearly an orange color, indica-

ting the rich quality of the milk from such stock. By the

natives of Madagascar he is called the "Sacred Bull.”

The animal at our Fair is supposed to be the only full-

lilooded Madagascar bull ever imported into the United

Stales. We shall be curious ta see what sort ol animals

a cross of this Madagascar bull with some of our own

I

breeds will produce.
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GARGET, OR SORE TEATS IN COWS.

Editors Southern Cultivator—If any of the readers

of the Cultivator, through its pages, would inform us of

a remedy for the Sore Teats, or Bag, in milch cows, they

would confer a great favor and profit on many of us, as

that impediment is very prevalent and affecting (or in-

jurious) in this section of country, and probably elsewhere.

Also, we wish to know of an antidote for Crickets, as

they are only a shade less annoying than the Locusts of

Egypt were. R. K. B.

Webster, Texas, Oc^.,1855.

RICE~ITS CULTURE, &C.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I have made this

season a considerable quantity of Rice and wish in after

years to turn my attention to the production of this article

on a more extended scale, but before doing so desire some

information on the subject of cleaning it and preparing it

for market
;
and I hope you may be able to give me the

modus operandi in the rice districts, or put me on the

track of obtaining it.

What I mostly wish to know is the sort of mill or

machinery which takes off the chaff and the prices of

the different kinds used, if there be such different varieties.

I would be pleased also to learn the manner of cutting

the crop as I have thus far used the ordinary reap hook.

If you are prepared to give an opinion as to profits of

lands cultivated in Rice as compared with Cotton at, say,

8 cents, I will thank you' for such opinion.

Very truly yours, &c., H. D.

Haruburg, Ala., Nov. 1855.

[Will our friend, “R, C.,” of Beaufort, or some other of

our Bice planting subscribers, be kind enough to reply to

the enquiries of H- D., through our columns, and oblige

US'? Pending these replies, and to oblige our friend, “H.

D.,” we give the following advertisement a gratuitous in-

sertion.

T© Rice Planters.—The subscribers are desirous of

calling the attention of those interested in the Hulling of

Rice, to their newly invented Machine, which surpasses

all others now in use. The advantage of these Macliines

consists in its simplicity, durability, and the great amount
of work which it will perform without the least injury to

the grain. The Machines are portable, and well adapted

to hand or steam power; can be transported ready for use.

These Machines can be made to hull from 20 to 500

bushels per day—varying according to size. All neces-

sary information will be given by addressing the Inven-

tors, at their Manufactory, 114 Cliff-street, New York
City. Robert & John E. Anderson.

Do our Rice Planters know anything, practically, of

this machine, and will they report on its merits, compared

with others

—

Eds.]

Sweet Potatoes are excellent in making bread, and

makes a pie nearly or quite as good as the squash. It

has a peculiar, agreeable flavor, and is called easy of

digestion, is wholesome and nutritious.

The recipe for making pies of the sw’eet potato is as

follows :—Boil soft, peel and mash them. To every quar-

ter of a pound, put one quart of milk, three tablespoon-

fuls of butter, four beaten eggs, together with sugar and
spices to the taste.

The sweet potato is an excellent crop for milch cows,
and they are very fond of them.

PLANTING IN JEFFERSON—LETTER FROM MAJOR
DOUGLASS.

The following letter from a friend in Alabama, and the

reply of Major Douglass, will explain themselves. Major

D. is the very competent and gentlemanly manager of

Mr. Warren’s plantation, to which brief allusion was
made in our October number :

Editors Southern Cultivator—In the Oct. number
of the Southern Cultivator, or page 3l3, you state that

L. C. Warren, Esq., cultivates, in cotton and corn, from

fifty to sixty acres to each hand and mule
;
which has

much surprised me, and, no doubt, many others.

One of my neighbors, who about half cultivates his

crops, says he can cultivate 40 acres, to the hand and
mule, which I doubt very much; but, I do not doubt his

ability to cultivate 30 acres to the hand and mule, in the

way he does it : which would not be done by any ope of

his neighbors.

Will you please inform me by letter, or through the

columns of the Sonthern Cultivator, how Mr. Warren
cultivates from 50 to 00 acres to the hand and mule, the

kind of land cultivated, the kind of stock and implements

employed &c., &.c.

Your ob’t servant. N. T. S,

Forkland, Ala., Oct. 1855,

Upon receipt of the above comunication, we addressed

Major Douglass, who replies as follows ;

D. Redmond

—

Dear Sir : In answer to your request, I

give the following statement:

The amount of land cultivated is about 14 hundred

acres, and it is equally divided in corn and cotton. The
number of hands is 44, and 22 mules, employed in the

culture of the same. The mode of culture is as follows :

The corn land was well broken with Turning Plows, in

the winter and planted 5 1-2 15y 3 ft,—plowed first time,

by running an 8 inch plow next the corn and finished

with 18 and 22 inch “Buzzards” and well hoed,—2nd
time, run an 18 inch Buzzard next the corn, and finished

with the 22 inch Buzzard; 3rd time run the Turning
Plow next the corn and follow with the same and finish-

ed with the 22 inch Buzzard, which leaves the corn in a
situation that 1 am not ashamed to show to the world.

For cotton, I bed- my land with good Turning Plows

and plant the 1st of April
;
work first time by running the

bar of my Turning Plow next the cotton, and hoe—2nd
time, run 18 inch Buzzard next to the cotton and left until

hoed second time; and then split the middle. For 3rd

working, plough with 18 inch Buzzard next the cotton

and finish with 22 inch—4th and 5th time in the same
manner.

Our soil is light as you know
;
our mules are good, and

they are well driven.

Truly yours, John M. Douglass,

Milton Place, Jefferson Co. Ga., Nov. 1855.

The Cranberry Cure for Erysipelas.—The New
Haven Palladium records another case of the complete

cure of Erysipelas by the simple application of raw cran-

berries pounded fine. The patient was a young lady

;

one side of her face had become so swollen and inflamed

that the eye had become closed and the pain excessive. A
poultice of cranberries was applied, and, after several

changes, the pain ceased, the inflammation subsided, and

in the course of a couple of days every vestige of the dis-

ease had disappeared.
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THE GOOD OF A PIPE.
|

Editors Southern Cultivator—A smoking tobacco
|

pipe is good for a horse, a sick or cholicy horse or mule,
|

As a remedy for spasmodic cholic in horses, it is un-

doubtedly a remedy of considerable value, and well worth

a trial.

Get a common tobacco pipe and stem, or a larger than

common pipe and stem, plug up the end intended for the

mouth, and drill two or three holes near said end in the

sidesof the stem for the egress of smoke. Fill the pipe

with good dry tobacco, fire it well and insert the stem well

up the rectum of the horse and as soon as the tobacco is

consumed refill the pipe until a few (3 to 5) pipes full

are administered, when the spasmodic strictures of the

intestines become relaxed, the bowels begin to act kindly

and naturally, and the the horse relieved, begins to eat.

Bob Short, 31. D.

Piney Woods, Oct., 1855.

In accordance with the promise in our November No
,

page 345, we present a cut of this very valuable implement.

It is figured above with one of the subsoil points attached,

but the plow is so made that any number of other points
|

of divers forms and for different purposes, can be substi-

tuted in a moment. Among the points or shares furnish-

ed with the plow,when desired, are the following. Subsoil

points, of different forms; turning shares
;
medium ditto;

sweeps or grass killers
;
openers, or double turning shares,

&c. &c. I. C. Fitten & Co., of this city, are the general

Agents.

A SHORT LETTER ON EXTRAVAGANCE.

“ A little house, well filled.”

Our houses are too large and too costly. We have,
j

usually, one or two rooms that are merely for show
;
a

parlor, perhaps two, with folding doors between that are

only open for company, that are too nice for children to

play in, too large to be warmed readily in winter, in short,

like a dandy, too nice for anything useful. And, then,

often, there is a part of the house unfinished, a large attic

which might accommodate a whole family, occupied now

by a few old boxes of white beans, and a few bunches of
J

catnip and penny-royal, and some broken chairs and a

cradle. This upper story was probably put on because

you wanted a house as large as your neighbor’s. Now, a

house should, in some measure, fit a family, as a suit of

clothes should fit an individual. Although it is not, per-

haps, always safe to count your children before they are

born, and, therefore, the capacity of your house must often

be by estimation, yet everywhere are houses going up,

with a perfect understanding that a considerable part of

the room is to be useless, either kept for an annual party,

or to remain unfinished. If we who plan and build such

houses, would reflect upon it fairly, we should see that no

rational man would entertain for us any more^espect for

living in a house which we do not fill, than for wearing a

suit of clothes made for a person twice our size.

Let us have “a little house, well filled,” with no spare

room except a chamber for our friends, and no lumber

room of a garret, for ghosts and rats and mice to inhabit.

The thousand dollars which even careful men generally

expend in building “a house to live in,” merely to conform

to fashion, or an architectural whim, costs the poor wife

and children many a lecture upon penny economy, which

might otherwise have been spared. And when you have

built or purchased a house too large for your wants, the

evil has but commenced. Your large and numerous rooips

require large and numerous carpets, and curtains, and

sofas, and other adornings. But this is not all, nor the

worst of it. The house and the furniture must betaken

oft’, swept and dusted daily, and scrubbed and scoured

spring and full, when hnu.'^c cleaning time comes round.

You must either pay for help to do all this, or what is

perhaps more common, allow additional burdens to fall on

your wife, who has already a ceaseless round of cares. A
sensitive or even a just man should see that, in this land,

where servants are an expensive luxury, at best, his wife

have comfort and leisure, and a selfish man may soon

learn that hetrannot lead a peaceful and happy life with

a woman who is overrun with hard work and family

cures. We think if oui reader himself is not open to cen-

sure in the particulars named, he may find plenty of his

neighbors to whom our remarks will apply.

And then, again, we are extravagant in our household

furniture. The ladies must come in for a share of our

lecture on this topic. The furniture of a house is mainly

for use and comfort. Carpets jmd sofas and chairs and

tables are chiefly designed to promote warmth and quiet

and physical enjoyment in some way. A carpeted floor

is warmer in w'iutcr, and children make less disturbance

on it than bare boards
;
and, besides, they require much

less labor to keep them in nice order. Let comfort, then,

be regarded, principally in selecting furniture.

But a nice perception of the fitness of things which is

good taste— the faculty ol producing harmony bctwi en the

occupants of the house and the house itself, and between

the house and the furniture and surroundings— this is

what you do not buy at the upholsterer’s, this is beyond

price, and a matter, madam, in which it is your province

to excel. Let the furniture say, as plain as things can

speak, this house is for the comfort of those wdio live in-

side of it and not for mere callers and stangers. This car-

pet is not too good for the children to roll on, this arm-

chair will not be soiled by being occupied, and the bright

sun-light may vi.sit the inmates in the morning, bringing

health and cheerfulness, without fear that it will fade the

brilliant colors of the silk and velvet. If, when your house

is built and furnished, you have money to spare for articles

of mere taste and luxury, the world is full of books and

pictures, and a thousand other things, which will afibrd to

a refined and cultivated mind far more rational enjoyment

than a whole warehouse of gilded mahogany
On the whole, we tliinkthe ambition which is common

among all classes, to live, in large houses, elegantly fur-

nished, is leading us daily into embarrassments and dis-

comforts, which as a thoughtful and rational people, we
ought not bnger to suffer.
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BLIND STAGOERS IN HORSES.

Editors Southern Cultivator—I see an inquiry in

your Cultivator for a remedy for the Staggers (or blind

Staggers,) in horses. From some experience and good

information, the best remedy of which 1 have any know-
ledge is this

:

So soon as you are satisfied that the horse has the Stag-

gers, bleed severely on both sides of the neck— then pour

in a teaspoonful of the spirits of Hartshorn in one of

his ears (or both if the horse be very bad); be careful to

tie or confine the horse some way, lest he might kill you,

or himself, or both. I doubt not but that the above is tlie

best remedy for the Staggers known—as much as the

Staggers in horses is an alarming epidemic, particularly in

ihe South, you will please give this room in your Cultiva-

tor. Yours truly,

R. K, Bradshaw,
Webster, Texas, Oct. 1855.

PHOSPHORIC ACID IN THE OLDER ROCKS.

Dr. Daubeny, Professor of Agriculture in the Univer-

sity of Oxford, has paid particular attention to the interest-

ing subject of Phosphoric Acid as it exists in both igneous

and aqueous rocks, in combination with lime, iron, alumi-

na and other bases. The importance of this acid, in form-

ing the skeletons of all the higher orders of animals, and

the seeds, leaves and stems of all nutritious plants, is well

known. Compared with iron, chlorine, lime, soda, pot-

ash, magnesia, and other elements of crops, phosphorus

maybe regarded as a precious- mineral. It is worth, in

its pure state, from two to three dollars a pound—a fact

which abundantly proves its scarcity in that condition.

Granite and other primitive rocks are not without phos-

phoric acid
;
but it exists in such minute proportions that

it cannot be extracted without costing more than its weight

in pure gold, which is often taken from the same rock.

Prof Daubeny adopted the following ingenious pro-

cess for demonstrating the presence of this acid in “some

of the older rocks” where the amount was too small to be

appreciated by the ordinary chemical tests :—He ground

down to an impalpable powder fragments of rocks, and

planted barley in the pulverized mass. With the aid of

water, and the other purely organic elements of the plant,

it grew
;
and when carefully analysed, it yielded more

phosphoric acid than the seed contained. Tillage and at-

mospheric agencies developed in a few weeks, or months,

a fertilizing element from a recently compact, crystalized

rock, which the high heat and concentrated acids of the

chemist failed to bring out even to the degree of “a trace.”

This result illustrates a principle, applicable alike to

scientific agriculture and the quantitive analysis of soils,

for which the writer has long contended, namely, that

Time is an element of commanding power in the matter of

fertility and the growth of plants Time did not create

from nothing the phosphoric acid which the growing

barley extracted from finely comminuted granite
;
but it

served to consummate certain chemical changes in mineral

compounds, resulting in the formation of the phosphate of

lime and magnesia, as they are found in good soils, and in

plants that grow thereon. Barren soils often contain the

elements of fruitfulness in a latent state, which science and

art can profitably develop, and render available to the cul

tivator. Among these latent elements, the earthy ma-

terials from which human bones are formed are not the

least worthy of consideration. Burning granitic rocks,

and even common clay, with fragments of lime stone, pro

raises, by the results of .some experiments, to decompound

the phosphates of iron and alumina, which are worthless
for agricultural purposes in that condition, and produce
the phosphate of lime. Judging from the composition of
many rocks and soils which abound in Georgia, they
have more need of lime than phosphoric acid to work the

purposes of the Creator Before this mineral acid v/ill dis-

connect Itself from alumina or iron, or manganese, it must
be brought in contact with the alkaline earths, lime, or

magnesia, or the alkalies, potash or soda. This is one
reason why these alkalies and alkaline earths are so essen-

tial to fertility. Similar remarks apply equally to sulphur-

ic acid which forms a poison to crops when combined
with iron to a considerable amount in the soil, or with
alumina. W^’ith lime it forms gypsum—a well known fer-

tilizer.

Going back to the earlier ages of our planet, we find

very few remains of either animals or plants until after

vast masses of lime and soda had been separated from

igneous rocks. Indeed, the present advanced knowledge
of vegetable and animal physiology fails to indicate the

possible subsistence of living beings before the disintegra-

tion, chemical decomposition and re-composition of the

primitive crust of the earth.

The dynamics of geology are much better understood

than either its paleontology or chemistry; or in plainer

language, the mechanical forces of volcanoes, earthquakes,

frosts, heat, tides, washing rains, rivers, and moving water

generally, have been more elaborately and successfully

studied than the conditions under which all the successive

races of plants and animals have lived and died. There
was, probably, never formed a single nerve, nor muscle,

which did not have phosphorus as one of its organized

elements. Pduscles and nerves are made, not from their

constituents in a mineral form as they are found in rocks,

air, and dissolved in water, but from constituents as they

exist organized in plants, or in the flesh of animals. A
plant can subsist and flourish on food that will fail to

nourish any animal, although the animal may feed and

fatten on the plant whose disorganized elements ai'e

poisonous.

The farmer who acquires a correct knowledge of the

changed and changing conditions of phosphoric acid in

“the older rocks,” in the more recent sedimentary forma-

tions, in soils, in plants, and in animals, will be prepared

to use this costly fertilizer to a much better p^dvantage

than one who has not such information. He will have

clearer and truer notions of all the mechanical operations

of tillage, and see why coarse materials in cultivated earth

are unfriendly to its permanent fruitfulness. Dr Dau-

beny had no hope of drawing the earthy part of bones

directly from a rock without grinding it to a powder near-

ly as fine as the particles of fine clay. It must be in a con-

dition to imbibe and condense gasses for chemical pur-

poses. The atmosphere is a vast store house of choice

chemicals, and nature uses them with unerring skill in

clothing our fields with the most luxuriant herbage. The

good husbandman has but to study and obey her laws, to

command the highest success. L.

To Cure Sheep Skins with the Wool on.—Take 1

teaspoonful ofalum and 3 of saltpetre, pulverize and mix

well together
;
then sprinkle the powder on the flesh side

of the skin and lay the two flesh sides together leaving the

wool outside. Then fold up the skins and hang them in

a dry place, gin 2 or 3 days, as soon as they are dry take

the m and scrape, them with a blunt knife till clean and

supple. This completes the process, and makes a most

excellent saddle cover. Other skins, which you desire

to cure with the hair on, may be treated in the same w'ay.

We can speak in favor of the above recipe. It does all

it promises. Sue h skins make excellent mats for in- doors.

—Farmer's Companion.
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Jt^*Few readers can be aware until they have had
|

occasion to test the fact, how,much labor of research is

often saved by such a table as the following—the work of
|

one now in his grave. If “History is Poetry,” as one
j

who is a true poet himself forcibly remarks, then here is

“Poetry Personified.”

—

[Harper.
j

I COT

ICII

1C‘20

1623

1624

1627

1635

1635

1636

1650

3670

1682

1733

1701

1702

1706

1802

1811

1816

1817

1818

1810

lo20

1821

3836

1836

1845

iai5

1846

1848

1850

®otliciiltttrQl Dfjiartiiifitt.

WORK FOR THE MONTH—(DECEMBER.)

[December derives its name from the Latin I'ecemjcn;

as, in the Roman year, instituted by Romulus, beginning

with March, it was the tenth month. It answers to the

Jewish Tcbclk, (Esther ii. 16,) which signifies min/, and

is the fourth of their civil and tenth of their sac/cd year.

By the Saxons it was named Aerra-tleola, or Before-

Christmas.]

Virginia first settled by the English.

JN'ew York first settled by the Dutch.

Massachusetts settled by the Puritans.

New Hampshire settled by Puritans.

New Jersey settled by the Dutch.

Delaware settled by Swedes and Fins.

Maryland settled by Irish Catholics.

Connecticut settled by the Puritans.

Rhode Island settled by Roger Williams.

North Carolina settled by the English.

South Carolina settled by the Hugenots.

Pennsylvania settled by VV^m. Penn.

Georgia settled by Gen. Oglethorpe.

VeTmont admitted into the Pinion.

Kentucky
Tennessee

Ohio

Louisiana

Indiana

Mississippi

Illinois

Alabama
IHaine

Missouri

Michigan

Arkansas
Florida

Texas
Iowa
Wisconsin

California

THE PLANTATION.
Cotton Picking ought now to be finished as soon as

|

;possible, and the balance of the crop packed, and sent

forward to market, so that the planter and his hands may

have a little leisure before commencing the next years

labors. The planting of “our great staple” is a drudgery

at best
;

but it is made more laborous than necessary, by
j

the “never ending, still beginning” system of most our
j

planters. Let our readers who are so deeply interested,

begin the reform at once.

Corn land of last year, intended for the same crop next

year, should be broken up thoroughly and deeply
;

and,

if stiflf, bedded up and exposed to the amelorating influence

of the winters rain and frost. Plow ac/oss the furrows

of last year; and subsoil, if possible. Land cannot be

made too deep or rich for corn—it is a gross and exacting

feeder. Clear up, also, some good new, fresh land for the

coming Corn crop.

Wheat, Rye, Oats and Barley may also be sown yet,

but the sooner the better. Note what has been heretofore

said about thorough preparation of the soil, and put your

seed in right. Manure heavily, plow deep, and pulverize

as fine as possible.

Fruit Trees of all kinds should be set out during De-

cember and January, if possible. For directions, see our

November number, page 346
;
and for the proper selection

of trees, consult the different Southern Nurserymen

whose advertisements will be found in our pages. One

good Southern seedling fruit tree, worked on a native

Southern stock, is worth half a dozen of dwarfish, slow-

growing Northern trees. The time for importing Fruit

trees is past and gone forever—henceforth the current

sets from the South, northward— trees raised in Georgia

being now sent to supply orders from North Carolina and

Virginia.

Hedges of all kinds should note be planted. See direc-

tions in Nov. number.

With the closing year, close up all accounts; open new

books, and make a fresh and energetic start with the new

era which is now dawning upon us.

THE GARDEN.
Sow Cabbage, Turnips, Parsnips, Lettuce, Carrots,

Radishes, &c., &c. Haul plenty of manure on your gar-

den, plow it over deeply; or, better still, have it well

spaded, burying under all enriching animal or vege-

table matter. Transplant Brocoli, Cabbages, Celery,

^'Collardsf^ &c. Dress and manure your Aspara-

gus beds, not forgetting to give them a liberal top-dressing

of salt, before spring. Save all old bones, soap-suds, dead

leaves, decaying vegetables, &c., &c., and make up into

compost heaps for future use. Plant choice Fruit Trees,

selecting varieties which are known to be adapted to the

South. Our Southern Nurserymen, have paid especial at-

tention to the piopagation of choice native varieties, and

will doubtless, be able to supply all orders.

Straicbcrry Beds, for spring bearing, may also still be

planted, according to directions given last month.

THE NUESERY.
Propagate all the choicest and best varieties of Southern

fruits, by grafting and from cuttings. The Quince, the

Fig, the Grape and the Pomegranate grow readily by the

latter method, when planted in moist, shady ground; and

the Apple, Pear, Plum, &c., may be successfully grafted

on good, strong seedling stocks.

SUGAR GROWING—THE DATE PALM, &C.

In regard to the Chinese Sugar Ca.yie (Holcus Sacchara-

tus'), the editor of the New Y’ork Tribune writes, from

Paris, under date of July 17 :

I have just had a conversation with Mr. Wray, an in-

telligent English planter from Natal, (South Africa,) who
has been a sugar-grower in both the East and West Indies,

and who is confident that a plant known among the Kaf-

fres as the Ipify might be advantageously naturalized and

grown in all temperate climates for the production ofsugar.

He says it will grow wherever Indian Corn will ripen,
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though it likes a hot, bright summer
;

that two crops a

year may be harvested in our Cotton States and one in any

part of our country south of 45°
;
that it does not require

replanting ofiener than the Hop, (say four times a century)

and that it will yield three to four thousand pounds of

choice sugar to the acre at each harvest. A plant similar

in species but inferior in kind has recently been brought

hither from Northern China, and is doing well. The ex-

pressed and boiled juice of this plant has hitherto been

supposed incapable of granulation, but Mr. W. has dis-

covered a process which obviates this difficulty. I hearti-

ly trust this subject will I'eceive due attention in America,

and I think Mr. Brown, in the Agricultural Department

of our Patent Office, can give further information with re-

gard to it.

Mr. Wray is also confident that the Date Palm may
and ought to be naturalized and extensively grown in our

Southern States. He says it begins to produce five years

after planting, (the ground being devoted to corn, cotton

or other crops meantime,) and that, with very little at-

tention thereafter, it will yield five tons per acre of fair

sugar. Will not the South look into this %

The Boston Transcript, of a late date, contains the fol-

lowing :

A New Sugar Plant.—The forthcoming Agricultural

Report of the Patent Office, will contain an interesting ac-

count of a new variety of sugar plant, which, it is thought,

may be introduced with advantage into our country. The
plant is called the Sorgo Sucre, and has been cultivated to

a considerable extent in France. Under the auspices of

the Patent Office the seeds of it have been distributed in

various parts of the United States. The Sorgo Sucre grows
very much like Indian Corn, and in rich lands attains a

height of from two to three yards. It is an annual in

France, but it is believed that in the Southern United

States its roots would survive the winter and send up new
shoots in the spring.

The juice which is contained in the stalk of the plant

furnishes sugar, alcohol and a fermented drink analagous

to cider. The proportion of sugar contained in the juice

is from 10 to 16 per cent., and about one-third part is un-

crystalized. Although in a Northern climate this last pro-

perty would be an obstacle to the extraction of the crys-

talized part of the sugar, yet it adds much to its facility of

readily fermenting, and consequently to the amount of

alcohol which may be produced from it. In a Southern

climate the proportion of uncrystalized sugar would be

less.

It is thought that the Sorgo may take the place of the

sugar cane in the more northern of the Southern States,

where the latter is annual. Its molasses is identical with

that manufactured from the eane, and its stalks and
leaves furnish nutricious forage for animals. In the

manufacture of brandy or alcohol the uncrystalized sugar

can be turned to excellent account. Experiments have

shown that the central part of the stalk contains the

greatest amount of saccharine matter, and that the best

time to cut it is when the seeds are in a milky state. The
ripeness of the seeds, however, does not appear to lessen

much of its productions of sugar.

Remarks.

—

We raised several stalks of Chinese Sugar

Cane, the past season, in our garden. They grew to the

height of 10 or 11 feet, bearing large panicles of seed, some-

what similar to Bioom Corn. The stalks contained a great

quantity of very sweet cane-like juice, of a very pleasant

vinous flavor. That it would make a large per cent, of

excellent sugar, we have no doubt—the only difficulty, as

above hinted, being in the granulation. This process

will soon be understood, however; and in the meantime

the juice can be converted into fine syrup or molasses.

We shall continue the cultivation of this plant as green

forage for stock, li not for sugar making. From some

partial experiments, we are inclined to think it will bear

repeated cuttings,like Millet, but we await another season's

trial before pronouncing fully on this point.

—

Eds. So.

Cult.

THE STANWICK NECTARINE.

The sensation created in England and France by the

introduction of the Stanwick Nectarine in 1846 has had
few parallels

;
but it has subsided on discovering that the'

climate was not entirely favorable to its perfection. In

our own country, however, sufficient time has not elapsed

fully to test its capabilities
;

it is still hoped that it may
succeed on the walls of open gardens. At its first appear-

ance it was supposed it was “destined to thow out of cul-

tivation most of the stone fruits so highly prized by Euro-

peans
;
also, that the Peaches of Paris, as well as the

Nectarines of the island of Jersey, were tasteless and
worthless when placed by the side of the Stanwick Nec-

tarine.”

We have received a single fine specimen this season

from Mr. Caleb Cope, successfully fruited by his gardener,

Jerome Graff, and present an outline of the fruit.

This Nectarine fruited for the first time in the United

States, at Mr. Cope’s, a year ago. The fruit was exhibit-

ed at a stated meeting of the Pennsylvania Horticultural

Society, but the committee on the fruit failed to give a des-

cription, though the curiosity of our horticulturists was
excited to know something respecting it. The only notice

taken was the award of one dollar Mr. Cope’s gardener.

It seems to do well hei’e, except its liability to crack—

a

feature from which it may be exempt when allowed to

mature in a cold house: this will be soon tried, as two

plants are now growing in Mr. C.’s cold vinery. The
plant from which our figured specimen was plucked is

small, growing in a ten inch pot. Last year it had five

beautiful Nectarines upon it, some of them slightly crack-

ed
;
the present season it produced but three, two of which

decayed before maturity. The plant has labored under

great disadvantages, in being forced two successive sea-

sons, and without being shifted. In the flavor of the fruit

we think it far surpasses any previous variety known to

our cultivators. It has nothing of the insipidity of the

Nectarine, and less than usual of its peculiar odor
;

it may
be pronounced a smooth skinned Peach of the most deli-

cate character, exceedingly tender, rich, juicy and sugary,

without the slightest trace of the flavor of prussic acid.

When we speak of the odor of the common Nectarines, we
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do so disparagingly, for the smell and the beauty of the

fruit have hitherto comprised its principal value * The

plant is growing on a Peach stock, and the fruit may be

said to equal in size any of the melting varieties. jNIr.

Graff deserves great credit for its introduction.

It may be as well to reproduce here some of the particu-

lars respecting this novelty from the Journal of the Lon-

don Horticultural society. Fruit of this new and extra-

ordinary production was received August 2‘Jth, 1840,

from Lord Prudhoe, in whose garden at Stan wick park it

had ripened. He obtained the variety from stones given

him by the vice-consul at Aleppo, then residing near Su-

edia, in Syria, whose favorable climate is peculiarly suit-

able for the cultivation of Asiatic or European fruits. The

vice-consul, Mr. Barker, brought to England Peaches and

Nectarines with sweet kernels like a nut, probably never

heard of till their existence was announced by him. 'J he

fruit of the Peach and Nectarine, partaking so much as it

does of the qualities of the bitter Almond, must have been

very deleterious in its unimproved state, it was consider-

ed unlikely that amelioration would be carried much farth-

er. For at least a century, little improvement has been

effected, and in every variety hitherto the kertiels have

proved intensely bitter. But at last this is overcome; in

the specimen above described, the deleterious quality con-

sidered inherent in the species has disappeared.

The tree on its own roots is a strong and robust grower

and continues to grow late in autumn, and has hitherto

retained its leaves in England throughout the winter.

Lord Prudhoe’s gardener has no doubt that wlien worked

on Apricot, Plum, or Almond stocks, it will prove quite

hardy there, and bear well even in the North. The origi-

nal price was fifty dollars a plant.

What say our hybridizers can be done to give it an

American constitution'?

—

Horticulturist.

VERBENAS.

Thk cultivation of the Verbena in this country is of

comparative recent date. It is a native of the hills in the

A'icinity of Buenos Ayres, South America, growing

through an extensive tract of country in great profusion.
|

It was first introduced into this country by Robert Buist
|

of Philadelphia, and from the original Vcrhrna Cham- i

edrifoliaox Mdindris have, been raised almost innumer-

able splendid varieties, embracing every color and tint.

It is one of the richest ornaments of the flower garden. Its

value is greatly enhanced from the fact that it blooms pro-

fusely from early Spring to late in Autumn, until the

ground becomes hard frozen; it always looks healthy,

bright and vigorous, having the advantage of not being

affected by the sudden changes of temperature or by

moisture. The habits of all varieties are similar, they

being naturally prostrate creeping plants, taking root

freely wherever the stems come in contact with the ground,

and sending forth large clusters of beautiful flowers. The
Verbena is a useful as well as a highly ornamental plant

in forming masses, groupings, mounds, or borders.

Their natural tendency to trail, the brilliancy and

elegance of their blossoms, which they scatter in great

profusion wherever the parent stem runs, make them

highly desirable for the uses above named, as as well as

decorative for the green- house or parlor. The past season

has been productive of many beautiful varieties com-

prising some of the richest gems in cultivation. The
raising of these flowers is now attracting great attention,

and they will probably ere long form one of the leading

attractions at our floral exhibitions. They are easily

cultivated and cared for, as they grow vigorously and

* We do not, by any means, agree to this—the Nectar-

ine, with us, is a most delicious fruit.—Eds.

with full native health in our soil which seems eminently

I

congenial to their growth. They are easily raised from

j

cuttings or from seed. The best soil for them is brown
loam, fine white or silver sand, and well rotted chip dirt,

I

with a little stable manure that has been well rotted and
I

reduced fine; they do not require much manuring. A
! rather poor but open soil seems best adapted to the per-

!

feeling of this flower; if too rich soil is used they are apt

j

to grow too much foliage and the flowers are fewer and
not so rich in color.

In preparing the ground for them it would be well to

I

mix a little lime or ashes in the soil to kill the lice that

I

often attack them at the roots
;

if these should fail, to-

;

bacco water may be used with perfect success. By for-

I

ming a small cavity around the plant affected, and pour-
ing in the decoction round the roots, it wilU positively

I exterminate the lice and not injure the plants in the least.

Two or three applications will be sufficient, as the tobacco
is vegetable, and may be used very strong with perfect

safety. The Verbena seems particularly adapted to our
hot dry climate, although they retain their brightness
undimmed in rainy weather

;
they should however be

fully exposed to the sun, as it is very essential to their

growth and beauty of blossom.

A little care and attention in cultivating this beautiful

plant will be amply repaid in the unrivalled beauty with
which it will clothe the flowery garden, and in the glad-

ness which it will give in viewing its brilliant blossoms,
after all other gems of the garden have been nipped and

I

despoiled by the frosts of Autumn.

—

Dexter Suoids Cata-
! loguc.

i

•

! North Carolina Fruits.—Who has not heard of the

j

prolific soil of Buncombe'? (w'e do not mean in the matter

of eloquence merely.) It is said that the Irish potatoes of
that region are the best in the United States

;
and w'e have

heard much from travellers of the excellent quality of the

fruits. We can believe even more than we have heard,

after examining a specimen of apples with which we have
been complimented by Nlessrs. Johnstone, formerly of this

j

State, who have engaged in farming on the French Broad
River—a region alike dear to the seekers after the pictur-

! esque and the fruitful. The largest specimens of these

apples weigh over ‘20 ounces, and they are of a fine flavor.

A country that can produce such fruits is worth cultivat-

ing, and we may look forward with anxious hope to the

time when improved means of transportation w'ill substi-

tute in our market the abundant and delicious fruits of

North Carolina for those which we now get sparingly

from a more distant region.

—

Charkstnn Mercury.

THE CARBON OF PLANTS.

BY ROBERT NELSON, A. M., OF JMACON, GA.

{Concludedfrom November number, jmgc 338.)

Editors Southern Cultivator—In consideration of

w’hat has thus far been said, there remains nothing for us

to do but to inquire: whether the carbonic acid of the

atmosphere is capable of yielding the requisite amount of

carbon to the living vegetable kingdom '? Before deciding

this point, we will carefully consider everything for and

against this supposition.

In support of the proposition, that the carbonic acid of

the atmosphere furnishes the plants with their requisite

carbon, may be mentioned, chiefly, the circumstance,

that, as the vegetable carbon must originate from some-

where, and it does not come from the humus in the soil,

it can only be from the carbonic acid, inasmuch as we do
not, independent of humus and carbonic acid, know of
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any carbonous body with which the plant comes in con-

tact.

Moreovet', we must observe that carbonic acid is found

in water, in which it is also soluble; both of which facts

speak much for the above-mentioned supposition. For
carbonic acid is found everywhere in the atmosphere,

which is constantly supplied anew: and all water, wher-

ever it is collected, contains carbonic acid. No one has,

as yet, attempted to prove that a plant did ever grow under

a perfect exclusion of carbonic acid. But the most effectual

proofof the plant’s subsistance by means of carbonic acid.

I am inclined to see in the circumstance, that while the

plant is absorbing carbonic acid, it gives off oxygen
;
and

thus a chemical activity is evidently called forth, to which
we must pay strict attention. Chemistry, the science

which is alone competent to give judgment in this expul-

sion of oxygen, knows of no other explanation than that

the decomposition of water and consequently expulsion of

oxygen is effected only by means of the carbonic acid,

which is absorbed and made use of for the formation of

the carbonous constituents.

I will finally introduce a relative experiment, in order

more fully to support the proposition, that carbonic acid

yields the carbon of the plant. “In spite of the innumer-

able quantity of works on the nourishment of plants,” says

a German professor of Botany, “nothing has, thus far,

been more uncertain than the views of the requisite sub-

stances for vegetable nourishment; and this from the simple

fact, that the matter v/as commenced at the wrong end, ex-

periments and researches being lavished on fully develop-

ed plants, instead of first seeking the laws for the simplest

cases. But the simplest and most natural object for such

inquiries is Protocacus viridis or some other conferva

which consists of one or a few cells, contains all the usual

substances requisite for cellular life live freely swimming
in the water. These, in order to grow, need nothing but

pure water(l) that may absorb carbonic acid and ammonia
from the atmosphere, in which both of these are always

found, and perhaps a very small quantity of non-organic

salts, the necessity of which in the life of these simple

plants, is in conformity with the higher order of plants,

pre-supposed only, but is not proved. They do, however,

thrive more luxuriantly in water impregnated with a

larger and larger quantity of carbonic acid, than in water

mixed with a solution of mud, consequently with a solu-

tion of humus and humusates. In the latter they do not

even thrive as well as in pure water—sufficient proof of

how non-essential these constituents are to the life of the

cell.”

Considering what has thus far been said of the subject

under consideration, we might almost here pass a final

iudgment
;
but, as it is my intention to be wholly impartial,

we shall still have to inquire into what may be said against

the supposition, that the plants are nourished by means of

carbonic acid.

Not long after the supposition had been advaitced, that

the expulsion of oxygen of the living plants by the opera-

tion of light is very closely related to the absorption of

carbonic acid, it was found that the same plant expels car-

bonic acid at night, but absorbs oxygen, and now certain

people did not hesitate at once to place these day and-

night-occurrences in vegetable life side by side For,

without inquiring into the relation of the quantity of the

expelled and absorbed oxygen and carbonic acid, it was
asserted that the oxygen, which is absorbed at night,

should be the same that is again expelled by day, and
that, vice versa, the carbonic acid which, is expelled at

night, could be regarded only as that absorbed by day.

It is easily perceived, that, if the case did not really

stand thus, then the idea of the carbonic acid supplying

the plant with carbon, would be wholly out of the ques-

tion
;
for equal quantities of expelled carbonic acid drawn

from equal quantities of absorbed carbonic acid leave no

carbonic acid which might be used for the nourishment of
plants. But the case does not stand thus. Indeed, we
are not to doubt the above-mentioned effect, that oxygen
is absorbed and carbonic acid expelled at night; but the

experiment has proved that the oxygen, which is expelled
by day when a plentiful supply of carbonic acid is pre-
sent, amounts to more; so that it is a necessary conse-
quence of vegetable life, that there is formed an air more
rich in oxygen. One of the relative experiments is the
following:—A grass -turf, four inches square, was laid in
a porcelain bowl which swam on the water of a large

basin and covered with a large glass bell (230 cubic
inches),’ so that a certain quantity of air became excluded
from the air without, at the same time with the grass. The
grass was now and then moistened and carbonic acid added
to the water on which the bow! swam. After the lapse of
eight days, during which time the growing grass had, of
course, been exposed to the interchanging influences of
day- light and night, the capacity of the air had increased
thirty cubic inches, and analysis taught that the confined
air contained four per cent, of oxygen more than the air

without. It is evident that this result could not have been
obtained if at night there had been absorbed as much oxy-
gen as was expelled by day. The same is the case with
carbonic acid.

It was, moreover, a great error to attempt to correct

these nightly occurrences with those that happen in the
day-time. The plant does, at all times, both day and
night, perform alternate operations with its associations

and their constituents, and as a consequence of this alter-

nate operation, a continual absorption and expulsion ofone
or other among these constituents takes place. Thus, in

order to give an example, there happens both night and
day a quantity of oxidations of vegetable substances, con-
sequently occurrences, whereby oxygen is taken from the

association; but the decrease thus occasioned in the at-

mospheric oxygen cannot be observed by day, because the

oxygen that is given off from the living plant under the

effect of light amounts to a far greater quantity. Accord-
ing to the above-mentioned experiment, the air does, con-

sequently, ill spite of this continual oxidation, receive

more oxygen back again than is taken from it. As re-

gards the carbonic acid, this, too, is absorbed both day
and night by the living plant; but it is only in the day-
time that this is used for the nourishment of the plant : at

night, on the central y, it is not used by the plant, but re-

turns into the air together with the water, that is constant-

ly evaporating from the surface of the leaves, consequent-

ly pursuant to a purely mechanical law, and there is no
reason to suppose that it is the same carbonic acid which
is absorbed by day.

I have, at last, got so far as to be able to pass a decisivo

judgment upon ihe question propounded at tJie beginning
of this essay, namely, whether it is the humus of the earth,

as such, or the carbonic acid of the air, that yields the

carbon used by the plant I But it seems to me I may be
spared the trouble, inasmuch as the answer—that it can

be nothing but the carbonic acid—is too evident that I

should have need to make use of logic. For wm have seen

that plants may grow without humus; that humus, pro-

vided it is really found in the soil, is most often present in

so small a quantity that its contents cf carbon is far from
sufficient fer coveting the carbonous constituents of the

vegetation in this soil; and, finally, that, even if it were
found plentifully in the soil, it would be wanting sufficient

water for its solution. Hence, we conclude that it is not

humus from which the vegetable carbon originates. On
the other hand, we recognised in car(>onic acid the

body which provides the plant with the requisite car-

bon, because it is constantly present in ^he associations-

of the plant, and is alwmys replenished
;
and, finally

, be-

cause oxygen is expeiled while it is absorbed by tJie plant,

wdiich must be regarded as a proof of the fact, that car-
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bonic acid is made use of fui the production of the carbon-

ous constituents of tlic plant.

Thus, 1 think, it has been made evident that it is not

humus, but carbonic acid only tiiut supplies the plants

with their requisite carbon.

SituertisraieEts.

FliriTL4\D UliSERY.
TEN THOUSAND CHOICE TEEES!

THE Subicriotr oilers lor r’al I au't Winter Planting (lao5-6)

^T’the following desirable trees, shrubs, vines, ’&c.:

^“aIpPLES.—

A

select list, of early, medium and late varieties, in-

cluding in inyof the new and suiteri r Southern se€dli..g^, hereU.'fijnj

described in S'mtA^irn Oultinator id cents e.-icli
;
$2(» per hundred.

PEARS.—Dwarfs and Siandards, mat y choice varieties, oo cents

eucli
; f4y per huiidrei;. Extra large trees, ^1.

PEACHES.—A succession from Jure till Octci-er, including many
native seedbu^. ild cents e>ich ; $20 per hundred.

APRICOTS, NECTARINSS, PLUMS AND CHERRIES, of

the b St varu ties. 00 centi Cacli ;
$-lU per liundred.

FIGS—Several choice varieties, including the Celestial A i-

cavi, Ceno'!,i.c., .tc., .all cents each.

GRAPES—The genuine i at-^U'ha, from Axt’s vineyards
; also

Weller’s &c. 0 cents each ; $10 per hundred.

QUHTCES—The Orauge variety, well rooted and strong plants, at

25 cents.

STIIAWEERRIES—More than thirty Premium varieties, includ-

ing all the most desirable. (See separate ;td\cnisemcnt of select

sorts, in present number.) Pneos, tO cents per do^en, or from f 1 to

$3 per hundred
BLACKBERERIES—The genuine New AnchHlc or “Seacor's

Hlarumoth.” Beiries of extra size and liavor. Well rooted plants at

50 cents each.

POMEGRANATES—The sub-acid, or sweet variety, at 25 and

50 ceuw each, according to Hi/.o.

OSAGE ORANGE PLANTS FOR HEDGING—A large quan-

tity of vigorous plants, of 1 ami 2 years growtn, at |6 to $b per

thousand,

OSIER OR BASKET WILLOW-Cuttings of the famous
Bevet-idgii at $1() per thousand, or .^2 per single hundred. Also, the

ViminaliJi, at $.5 per thousand, or $i per hundred.
Orders will also be received for choice ROSES, ORN A>TENT-

AL SHRUBS and TREES, EVERGREENS, VINES, GREENHOUSE
PL.VNTS, ^c., &c.

The various Railroads diverging in almost every direction

from Augusta, afford ample fa ilities for shipping to any part of the

South. Trees will be carefully packed and forwarded by express or

otherwise, with safety and despatch.
pgy~FroLii middle of October jntil first of February is the proper

time for transplanting—the eaidicr in the winter the better Pur-
chasers will be furnished with such print'd) directions for the plant-

ing and management of 2'/ec6, tfec., as will (if strictly followed) in

sure success. Addres.i O. REDMOND,
Oct55—tf Augusta. Ga.

1855! ISTKSEIJY. 1855 !

^r'llK 8ub.scriber having adder! mauy additional varieties of Southern
X Seedling FRUIT TREES to his former stock, comprising some

fifty varieties of Apples, one hundred of Pears, twenty of Cherries,

twenty ofPeaches, Nectarines, &c., and being re-a.ssured of tluir su-

periority over those raised in Northern Nurseries, with confidence,

founded on experience, again offers them to the attention of Southern
E’armers, Plantei-a and Pomologists at such prices as, lie hope.s, will

le;ive no excuse for contincing to import them. Our trees are all

graft d on seedling stocks two years .dd before grafting, consequently
have good roots.

K. K. Laughlin, Esq., 14S Oarondelet street. New Orleans, is

onr Agent for Mississippi, Louisians, and Southern Alabama.
Catalogues fjr 1^5 sent (gratis) to all applicants.

J. VAN BUkiEN, Clarksville,

AugNi—4t Habersham Co., (in.

A SEA Island Cotton Plantation, containing OOO acres, 400 of

which is cleared and ready for cultivation
;

it is beautifully

located on the west end of Sklddaway Island, in Chatham county,

on a bold salt water river, the health of which is unquestionable, and
tlie fa ility for manuring with m^v..-h and mud is unsurpa-ssable, the
laud lying three sides on the river. The place is sitaated 11 miles

from Savannah. Tne lands of Skiddaway Isle, under proper culti-

vation, produces equal to any, in Corn o’* Sea Island Cotton. This
place is situated eligibly to supply any quantity > f fish and oyster.^

and for stock raising. Price $3,50U. 'rerms accon'modating.
Apply to S. F DUPON, Savannah.
Ide of ITope^ Mtrch 9, 1 855^^ April—tf

THE Subscriber would respeotful'y invite the attention of Florists

and all lovers of this beau'iful' bedding plant to his extensive
collection, numbering upwards of 300 varieties, and comprising every
variety worthy of cultiv t'on tliat has been sent out, up to the pre-

sent time. Price from $i, to $3 per dozen.
Descriptive Catalogues sent to all applicants, enclosing a penny

stamp. As He devotes his time exclusively to the raising of this par-

ticular flower, he feels confident that lie can give entire satisfaction.

Fine strong and well wood-'d plants ready to semi Sout‘ by the
middle or last of October. Address DEXTER SNOW,

Oct5v—3t* Chicopee, Hampden Co.. Massachusetts.

«3RIGI\iiL NOVEL BY xY. P. WILLIS.
THE HOME 'JOURNAL FOR 1S58.

NEW AND BRILLIANT SERIES.
j^N the fifth of J.onuary n xt, the fir.‘'t number of the New Series

^ for 13 of this well known Family Newspaper will be issue •,

'.vith new t.vpe and new attr ctioris; the principal one is of the kind
which h.as been proved, by both American and i uropean perio icals,
o be the most acceptable and popul:- r, viz t- A Novel in Serial num-
bers. The life is “PA L FANE; or PARTS OF A LIFE ELSE
UNTOLD, a Novel,” by N. P. Willis

In addition to this newfeatcre, a series cf original sketches, songs
and ball ds by G. P. Morris and an original in verse,
to n ied upon fact, called “The Story of a S ar,” by J. M. Field, are
among the indu< ement- for new subscribe, s to commence with the
first Lumter of the year.

Besides the coVtribu ions and labor of the Editors, the Home Jour-
nal wit; c-ODtain the F r ign and omesti • Correspondence of a large
listif con ributors—the s/v£cc of the E ropean Magazines—the selec-
tions of the mos intcrestmg pubiicat onsof the d'ly— the br ef novels
the p'qu ntstorles— the sparkling wit and amusing anecdote— the
news and gossip of the Paris! n papers the peisonal ketches of
pubic ch.ar’cter*—the stirring scenes of theriorld we live in—the
chn nicle of the news for 1 dies— the fashions the f cts and outlines
of news— the pick of Euglish information—the wt humor and pathos
of the times— Lhe e says on life, literature, society and monels, j ud
the usual yariety of carefcl clioos ugafrora the wi deruess of Ingbsh
p<-ri(.dical literatuie. critici.-m poetry, etc. Wene d not lemind our
readers that we have aho one or two unsurpassed correspondents
in ihvfiL'luonnhUi ’oebiy of i\ eio YoH\ who w 11 give u early news
of e ery new fc iture of style and elegance among the leaders of the
gay world
Tkrjis.—

F

or onecopy, $2 ; for three copies, $5— or one copy for
three yeaf-s, $-5 always in advance.

fc:ub.‘:cribe without del y Address
MORRIS & WILLIS,

FApors and Prop jV o a, 1^ 7 FuHor-ftirof . F uc Y^rk

DEVOY GH.llH: ^ EiFEHS FOE SALE.

various ages, from excellent Milking Cows, and sired by
the jirize Bull, “Keokuk,” whose pedigree was published
in September number (18t8) of Southern Cultivator,

For particulars of price, ic., address D. REDMOND,
Nov55—tf f, ugusU, Ga.

F. ilcCnEicuV,

Charleston,

R. M. Hooke,
Chattanooga.

McCREERY & HOOKE,

C
tOTTOW FACTORS, C:O.M.MI8tNK)i\ AWD FORWARD-
' MKUCHANTh, Brown’s Wharf, Charleston, S. C.

Strict attention given to the sale of all Country Produce and
Manufactures, to the receiving and forwai'ding of Freig' t, and to the
filling of orders in this market. Feb55—Cly

DOMESTIC INITIALS AT PBIVITE SALE.

r
G MORRIS’ 1 lustrated Catalogue, wiih prices attached, of

A* 'hort Horned and Devon BULLS, and Bull CALVES; a few
HORSES; South Dewo RAMS ; Berkshire, Suffolk and Essex SWINE,
will be forwarded (if desired) by addressing L. G. MORRIS, Ford-
ham, Westchester county, N Y,tr A. J. BECAR, 1&7 Broadway,
N. Y. It a'so contains portrait, pedigree and performance on the
Turf o"the celebrated horse, “J/onorcA,” standing this season at the
Uerdsdale Farm. JuneSS—tf

(iKOlUiJA RAILROAD.

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE.

PASSENGER TRAINS.

Leave Augusta, daily at 6 A. M. and at 5 P.M.
Arrive at Augusta dai'y at 5 A. M. and at 6 P. M.
Leave Atlanta daily at S.50 A- M and at 6.15 P M.
Arrive at Atlanfadaily at2.50 A M.and at3.86P. M.

CONNECTING WITH ATHENS BRANCH.
Arriving and leaving Union Point daily (Sundays excepted) at 10

A, M. and leaving at 2.30 P. M.
WITH WASHINGTON BRANCH.

Arriving at Gumming daily (Sundays excepted) at 9 A M.
Leaving “ “ “ “ 3. SO P.M.

W’lTH SOUTH CAROLINA TRAINS.

Leaving Augusta daily at 9.20 A M. and 9.50 P. M.
Arriving at Augusta daily at 3.00 P. and 4.3o A. M.

WITH ATLANTA AND LAGRANGE RAILROAD.
Leaving At anta, dai'y at 3.80 A. M. and 4.45 P. M.
Ai’riving at ** i -55 A. M and 5.S5 P. M.

WITH WESTERN AND ATLaNTI ' RAILROAD.
Leaving Atlanta daily at 9 A. rv-i.and 6 P M.
Arriving at “ A. . and 3 P M.

GEO. YONGE, General Superintendent.

July 14, 1855. Aug'5—tf

SOITKERY CELTIVATOR FOR 1854.

r
)OUND volumes of the CULTIVATOR for l?5f may now be ob-

> t . ned at this office. Price, $1 .50. Or we will send it by mail,

post-paid, at $1.80. Address WM. S. JONES, Augusta, Ga.
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RANDALL & MERCER’S COTTON SEED DRILL.

A I L Planters have realized the want of a machine to drill Cotton
Seed with regularly and certainty. One that would operate

equally well on evrry kind of land, and at the same time be so simple
in construction and operation that it could be used by negroes with-
out the liability of getting out of order. A Drill which we think pos-
sesses all these qualities, we now offer to the planting community.
After a thorough trial for the last two years, in different hands, on all

kinds of land, we would state some of the advantages to be derived
from their use

:

1st. The saving of Seed, which will amount to enough in planting
each hundred acres, to pay for the machine
2nd. The saving of labor in planting, one horse and hand only

being required to open the furrow, drop the seed and cover from
seven to nine acres per day

3rd. The great saving of labor in chopping out, the seed being de-
posited in a line one after another.

4th. The great saving in subsequent hoe work, owing to the fact

that any good plow hand can, in siding, cover all the first crop of

grass in the drill, however small the cotton may be, without injuring
the stand
These advantages all farm.er3 will appreciate

;
and below we give

some certificates, from which the pubhc can learn how our Drills are
appreciated by gentlemen of the first standing in our section of the
State—all practical fanners who have thoroughly tested them and
are consequently fully competent to decide on their merits. We are
now prepared to dispose of our rights to Counties and States on favo -

able terms. Here is an opportunity for a ’arge number of jmung
men to make fortunes, as the rights we offer are fora machine which
every planter South will beobl'ged to have, and this is the first Cotton
seed Drill ever invented which possessed advantages sufficient to

bring itself into general ute Mr. J. P. STEOZIER is our Travelling
Agent, to dispose of the Patent Right for Counties and States.

CERTIFICATES.

This is to certify that I planted one hundred and sixty acres of

cotton with Randall & Mercer’s Planters, and I consider them superior
to anything of the k nJ I have ever seen or tried. The savirg of

seed alone would pay for the machines in a season or two, and I

think a hand can do one-third more hoeing than he could in cotton
planted the common way, S. L. BARBER.
Lee Couvty^ Ga.,July, 3, 18?5.

Messrs Randall & Mercer—Gentlemen : — In reply to yours of

this date, I can Siiy with satisfaction, that I have used your Cotton
Seed Drills on the farm of D. A. Vason. Esq., with great success. I

consider them to be of great value. They are a saving ofabout one-
third of the labor of cultivating, about two or three bushels of seed
to the acre in planting, and a great saving of lai>or in planting, as
they open the furrow, drop and cover the seed with one torse and
hand. I think them worth one hundred dollars a piece to any plant-

er that plants full crops of cotton. As for myself, Iwoufd not plant
a crop of cotton without them for no consideration in the bounds of

reason. Yours, very respectfully, • A. J. BARKSDALE.
LeeCouniy, Ga., July 12th,

1 :kave used Randall & Mercer’s Cotton Planter two seasons, and
consider them of great value to the farmer. I save seed enough
each year to pay for the Planters, then I save at least one-third the
labor of cultivation, as the cotton is sowed in so narrow a line that
with good plowing there is but little hoe work needed. There is Iso

a saving of hands and horses in planting. I should say they were
worth one hundred dollars each, and recommend every farmer to

use them. S. D. McLENDON.
Lee County, Ga. July 9, 1855.

have been overseeing for Mr. S. D. McLendon, ihe present
year, and fully concur^in his statement above.

DAVISON WARREN.

Messrs. Randall & Mercer—Gentlemen :—I used one of your
Cotton Seed Drills the p *st spring, and I feel four fold paid for what
5t cost me. To give your Drill a fair trial, I plant d every other row
with the Drill and the intervening rows I planted as well as ever
cott :;n was planted before your Drill came into use. The result was,
that in the row planted with your Dr 11 1 got a more perfect stand,

andl think it grew off much better, besides I realized a great saving
in the labor of working over my cotton the two first times. I shall

continue to use them as long as I plant cotton.

I remain yours, &c., JESSE COCK.
Lea County, Ga.

This is to certify that I used one of Randall & Mereer’s Cotton Seed
Drills last year in planting my crops and was well pleased. I have
used five of them the present year, p anting my entire crop, and am
still better pleased. There is a saving of betsveen two and three
bushels of seed to the acre in planting, besides, one horse and
one hand with these drills does the work of three hands and two
horses. Then there is a saving of two thirds of the hoe work, the
cotton being in so straight and narrow a row. I consider them worth
one hundred dolln-s each to any planter, and recommend all to pur-
chase and use them. WM. H. OWENS.
Dougherty County, Ga., July 16, 1855.

Messrs Randall & Mercer—Gentlemen In reply to yours, I will

only say I have used three of your Cotton Seed Drills, and consider
them of great value, from the fact that in the use of them I saved from
two to three bushels of seed to each acre planted, and at lesstone-
third of the labor of cultivation, not requiring one-half as much hoe
work as the old way of planting. I never expect to plant cotton with-
cut them, if I can get them at any price. I have planted eight acres

per day to each Drill. They are simple—easi y managed, and there
is no difficulty about getting a gocd stand. Very respectfully,

^ WM. F. HAMRICK.
Lee County, Ga.,Juy 12, 18^5.

Messrs. Randall & Mercer—Gentlemen :—I have used eight of
your Cotton Seed Drills, manufactured by J. H. Watson, on Col.
Joseph Bond’s Fowl Town Plantation. I am much pleased with them
having realized great saving of seed, of labor in planting and chop-
ping out, and the hands at the first siding could go over at least one-
third more in a day, and do better work than in cotton planted in the
best way I could plant with colter and block. I have no hesitaCon
in g ving it as mv opinion that in the use of your Drills there is a sav-
ing of one-third of the labor ofcultivating a cotton crop. Col. Bond
is p’eased with them and will continue their use.

^ ^ respectfuDy, JAMES CHEEK.
Lbwl Town, Ga., July 9, 1855.

This is to certify that I have used two of Randall* Mercer’s Cotton
Planters, and have no hesitation in saving that they vildo. The
saving of labor in planting is an object," the saviner of seed is an’object
ard the cotton stands in such a narrow drill that" it may almost be
kept clean without the hoes. There is nothing to eoual them in
planting cotton w. B. REYNOLDS.
Lee County, Ga., July 1, 1855.

Deeming the above a sufficient amount of evidence as to the
great value of onr Drills, we would simply state that any information
desired concerning them or the patent, can be obtained by addre=!S-
ing us at this place. RANDaLL & MERCER.
Palmyra, Leeco., Ga., Xo'c., 1855.—tf

$S
DOWISVC Hill. KIESERI.

^ THIS establishment has been greatly enlarged during the past
jl^season, and low embraces one of the largest and Lie>t collection

of FRUIT TkEES, vines, &c.,in the South. It is the determination
of f- e proprietors (and they are now preparing) to exter d their opera-
tions so as to compete, in extent, quantity and variety, with any
Nursery in the whole country; and they sincerely hope that the
Southern country will patronize, with a fair liberality, this useful and
necessary branch of industry, and not give the preference to Northern
Nurseries, as has hitherto been the custom.
We have on har d a very l^jrge stock of TREES, consisting of 150

varieties of Apples, inclu.ing 75 Southern varieties; 91 of Pears - 25
of Plums; 20 of Cherries

;
12 of Nectarines; Almond^ Figs, Rasp*

berries, Mulberries, Pomegranates, Grap s, Quinces and StiWbVr-
ries

;
a fine and large colle'-tion o: Roses on their own roots, together

with a few choice Green-House and Evergreen Plants; Shrubbery
&c., &c.

’ ’

This being one of the finest local ties in the South for the propaga-
tion and raising of Fruit Trees, combined with its shipping facilitfes,
enabling us to send packages to every part of the country, renders it
a desirable po nt from which to order them. The greatest care and
diligence will, at all times, be observed to please and satisfy those
who will be kind enough to ob ige us with their orders.

Descriptive Catalogues on application.

W. H. THURMOND & Co.,
Noy55—tf Atlanta, Ga.

TROliP HILL M5-'SES¥, MACON, Ca.
THE SUPSCIBER offers for sale a fine assortment of grafted

^JCPRUIT TREES of superior quality, comprising all the best new
Southern varieties.

'! he collection of Ever' looming ROSES is unrivalled in the South.
Further— 30 new varieties of CHRYS ANTHEMUMS; 50 varieties
of VERBENAS, the best on both sides of the Atlantic; D.AHLIAS
EVERGR FENS, etc., etc. Adoress ROBERT NELSON,

’

Macon, Ga.

BL4CK ESSEX PIfJS.

'

FOR SALE, a few pairs, three to four months old at $20
per pair. For Lot Hogs, I consider this breed superior to
any other—thej^ cannot be made to take the mange, and

are free from cutaneoi s eruptions and d sesse of the lungs, to which
hogs are so liable when confined in diy pens in a Southern climate.

Not55— tf Address R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.

J. M. NEWBY CO.,

{A^Lsnsta, Go,.)

UNDER THE UNITED STATES HOTEL.

B ate just received the largest and choicest lot of fine CLOTHING
they have ever offered to their customers and the public. Those

in want of t'm newest styles of goods are invited to call and look at
hem. Also, a fine lot of Boys’ and Youths’ CLOTHING.

Novf5—3t

PATRIOT SElF-SMARPENIi\0 STRAW AND SHUCK
Cutters.

E call the attention of Planters to our Self-Sharpening Straw

Nov55— tf

W and Shuck CUTTERS. The only Knife which will cut Shucks
Stalks andStraw to perfection, and sharpen itself.

Nov55—3t JOHN & THOS. A. BONES.

GRADE CASHMERE dOATS,

I7OR SALE, a few half blood BUCKS at $30 each.

U [Nov55—tf] Address R. PETERS, Atlanta, Ga.
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FERTILIZERS.

HITIIEIITO the Planters of llie South have been dependent on the

Nortti for all the artificial fertilizers they hare used The New
Orleans Roue Black Company recently established in this city, with

facilities for the manufuctureTOf manures second to none in the United

States, are prepareil to Dll orders for the followin" FEllTlLIZEPiS at

the saia^ prices charged in Baltimore and New York ;

GItOUNO BONKS.—For fruit trees and grape vines these are par-

ticularly beneficial. Five hundred pounds ai)plied to an acre of ordin-

ary pine woodland, aided bv good, deep plowing, will ))roduce a crop

of Cotton as large as any of the best bottom la^ ds. It is ground both

fine and coarse, and is put up in b irrels. The coarse is per

pound—the fine and sifted, per pound. Its great durability in

the soil renders it the cheapest manure in use.

PIlOSPllATED GUANO —This valuable fertilizer, composed of

equal parts of Peruvian Guano and fine Bone Dust, is, in every re-

spect, superior and far more lasting than Guano used by itself. It is

an established fact that Guano lac'is Phosohate of Lime, and, also,

that one half of its fertilizing qualities are dissipated in the air, which

is plainly to be perceived by the strong ammoniacal smell constant-

ly emitted by it untill its streng'h is gone.

Bone Dust is nothing more than Phosphate of L me, and this, be-

sides being a strong and valuable manure, fixes the Ammonia in the

Guano and retai'^s it until it is absorbed by the plants. A trial of this

fertilizer will satisfy any one of its durability and superior efficacy to

simple Guano. Three hundred pounds applied tc the acre will show
* its effects for five yetlrs or more, by an annual increase of at least 10

percent, in the crops. Put up in barrels of about 2O0 pounds each,

at 2 cents per pound.
SUPER-PHOSPIlATK OF LIME.—This highly concentrated ma-

nure is composed of Animal Matter, Sulphuric Acid, Bone Dust, Gy])-

sumand Sulphate of Iron, each of which, by itself, is a powerful fer-

tilizer.

Five hundred pounds, or about two barrels of this Super-Phosphate
of Lime have been found to be fully equal, in beneficial effects, to

thirty wagon loads of ordinary Stable Manure.
The convenience of this article consists in its small bulk and con-

sequent ease of handling. It may be used before or after planting of

the crop. A tablespoonful put in each hil' of Corn or Cotton, has
been known to increase the yield twenty per cent. Five hundred lbs.

to an acre of common piney wooils land having a clay subsoil, w ill en-

able it to yield as good a crop as any ordinary bottom land. A
single hundred pound applied as a top-dressing to an acre of meadow
land, will increase its products at least a ton of hay. To llorticu-

turists, it is invaluable, as it may be applied to Fruit Trees at any
season of the year. More than two thousand bushels of Ruta Baga
Turnips have been raised to the acre, by the application of 206 lbs.

of this fertilizer. For Garden crops, it is all that is necessary for

success.
The Super-Phosphate of Lime is put up in barrels containing about

200 pounds, and is sold at 2 cents per pound.
POUDRETTE.—Two large establishments in New York, turning

out over fifty thousand barrels annually, are not able to supjtly the de-
mand of the market gardeners in the vicinity of that city for thisjustly

popular manure. It is composed of night soil, deodorized and made
into a powder similar to Guano, and is put up in barrels at $2.50 per
barrel.

Orders by mail or otherwise, addressed to the subscriber, will re-

ceive prompt attention. D C. LOWBER,
37 Poj’drass street.

B5^Land Plaster, Peruvian Guano and Land Lime may also be
ord*'red at the above address. .July— tf

SCaTT’S LITTLE (ilAXT CORA AAD COB CRISUER.

The attention of Planters and Stock-Feeders is respectfully ca’led
to this Mill, as the beH and most profitable article now in use.

In setting up, no mechanical work is required, it being only neces-
sary to fasten it down to a floor or platform.
No 2 will crush 10 bushels per hour with one horse, and it is sold

for $55, all complete, ready for attaching the horse.
No. 3, at $65, grinds 15 bushels per hour; and No. 4, at $75,

grinds 20 bushels per hour with two horses
CARMICU.VEL & BEAN, Agents,

Augusta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga., April 3, 1S55.
1 have been running one of Scoifs Little Giint Corn and Cob

J/fZ7.s’, 4, for the last five weeks, and it performs to my entire
satisfaction. It wa‘< warranted to grind 20 bushels per hour, but I
have ground over 35 bushels iu an hour and a half, or equal to
bushels per hour. Iu feeding 80 horses, I save at least lOO bushels of
Corn per month, it now requiring only 200 bushels of Corn with the
cob, where I formerly fed 300. I consider it decidedly the best kind
of Crusher ever got up, and if I could not replace mine I would not
sell it for $500. I. d MATHEWS,
June55—tf Proprietor of the Augusta Omnibuses.

,

1
EXTENSIVE COLLECTION OF SELECTED ROSES AND

I SOUTHERN RAISED FRUIT TREES.

I

AUGUgTA I^LRSEllY.

F a. MAUGE would respectfully inform the amateurs of
• Roses, that he has now a superb collection of new

I

and rare varieties, which he will be happy to supply to such
as may desire them. His prices to Nurserymen will be as low"*^
those of any Nursery at the North, and his Rose Bushes will be gen-
erally of a larger size. He has also made recent additions to his

I

stock of FRUIT TREES, and can now supply fine sorts of the follow-
I

ing varieties: Apples, Pears, Quinces, Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots

^

Plums, Cherries, Soft Shelled Almonds, English Walnuts and Hazle-
;

nuts.

Also, GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Camelia Japonica, Orange
and Lemon Trees, &c., and hardy flowering and Ornamental Shrubs.
Also, 60 varieties of the most rare and beautiful DAHLIAS. Orders

;

from the countiy will be promptly attended to, and Trees and Shrubs
carefully packed and directed.

Catalogue of Roses and Fruit Trees will be sent gratis to all post-
paid letters. Address p. a.. MAUGE.
Nov t f Augusta, Ga.

P. D. GATES,
COMMISSION .MERCHANT,

And Dealer in AGRICULTUR.^L IMPLEMENTS and MACHIN-
ERY, No. 12 Broadway, New York.

Ketchum’s Mowing Machines, Hay Presres, Horse Fees,
Cultivators, Plows, Straw Cutters, Corn Shellers, Rea; ers, Horse
Powers and Threshers, Combined Threshers and Winnowers, and
other Agricultural Machines. June55 Cly*

7.>,000 FRI IT TREES
OF Southern growth and perfectly adapted to this climate, are

*T*now offered for sale at the Mississippi Nurseries. Persons in
want of superior FRUIT TREKS at moderate prices would do well to
send in their orders early'. We can supply the Apple in 480 varieties
from 1 to 4 years old

; the Pear in 45(t varieties, both Standard and
Dwarf, from 1 to 8 years old

;
the Peach in IfO varieties from 1 to 3

years old, and other fruits in all the best varieties. The cel brated
Southern Seedling APPLES and new European PEARS can be sup*
plied ill limited qualities.

Priced Catalogues sent to all applicants, and all orders
promptly attended to. Address C. M. SWASEY <fe CO ,

OctV—6t Yazoo City, Miss.

AERlCtLTl RAL MACHINES AND IMPLEMENTS.
O MUT MACinNFi<— Luck’s or Pilkington's—the best and cheapest
U? made. Price .$60. HORSE POWERS and THRESHERS

; Allen’s
and Emery’s superior Fndless Chain and Taplin’s or Eddy’s, Trimble’s,
Bogardus and other CIRCULAR HORSE POWERS. THRESHERS,
with or without Separators. GRAIN MILLS, CORN SHELLERS.
PLOWS of all kinds, STRAW’ CUTTER.'^, ic. Also, a general assort-
ment of the best made and most approved Agricultural and Horticul-
tural IMPLEMENTS. Field and Garden SEEDS, GUANO, BONE
DUST, 4c. For sale by R. L. ALLEN,

Oct55—8t* 169 and 191 Water street, New York.

CARMICHAEL & BEAN,

Dealers in hardware, cutlery and agricultural
IMPLEMENTS, Augusta, Ga.

IVe are, also, Agents for the following articles :—SAL.AMANDER
SAFES, made by Stearns 4 Marvin, New York; LITTLE GIANT
CORN AND COB .MILLS; Indian Rubber BELTING, PACKING
and HOSE, made bv Boston Beltintr Company; ATKINS’ SELF
RAKING REAPER; CIRCULAR SAWS, made bv Hoe & Co., and
Welch & Griffith’s HORSE POWERS; FAN MILLS, THRESHERS
and SMUr MACHINES. CARMICHAEL & BEAN.
April55— Cly Augusta, Ga,

TO THE FARMERS AND PLANTERS OF THE SOCTH.

The undersigned have received the exclusive Agency for the entire

South ana Southwest for the very best CORN and COB CRUSH-
ERS now in use, and the only articles of the kind that will make fine

meal, suitable for the table—this they are guaranteed to do. These
fv:ills will effect a saving of 33 per cent., o'r fully one-third, in crush-
ing the food prt-pared for stock, as has been satisfactorily tested.

Price from $50 to $75. Every Farmer and Planter in the land should
have tbem.
Manufactured and for sale by W. P. Hexeet & Co ,

Meeting street,

near Line street, Charleston, S. C.; McCreery & Hooke, Brown’s
Wharf, Charleston, S. C.. and J. A. Axsley, Commission Merchant,
Broad street, Augusta, G a.

LANGLEY & CO., General Agents,

Aug55—5t Charleston, S. C., and Nashville, Tenn,

«R££!^E’S PURE WHITE WHEAT.

I
HATE a very superior kind of WHITE WHEAT that I will en-

gage to those who may want to purchase for seed wheat of the

next crop, to be delivered at the La Grange depot in good, strong

sacks, containing not more than one bushel unless ordered, nor less

than a half; marked with the name of the purchaser and place of de-

livery. This Wheat is of the very earliest and r ntest kind. Sow any
time in November, and cut by the 20th of May, It has been exhibit-

ed at four different Fau’s, and have obtained a premium in every in-

stance. I have already made many engagemeuts for the next sow-
ing at five dollars per bushel. No Delivery no pay.

P. H. GREENE
La Grange, Mdrc7t,22d, 1S55. April52—tf
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Exchange Papers will greatly oblige us by calling

the attention of their Agricultural readers to the beginning

of our new volume in January, i856 ;
the terms of our

paper, its general scope, aims, and character, etc.

1^" To those who have heretofore kindly published

our Prospectus and aided us by friendly notices, and who

may be disposed to continue so to do, we return our best

thanks
;
and will endeavor to deserve their commendations

COITCEHTS OF DSCEMBSE NUMBSE.

rOircnlar] To the Planters, Farmers, and Horticulturists of

the South Page 861

PLANTATION ECONOMY AND MLSCELLANY.
A chapter on Fish—Fish Ponds and Artificial Fish Breeding. Page.362

The Cost of Raising Cotton Su’phur 866

'Plowing in time of Orouth philosophically considere i 367

Rural Meteorology—“Sun Drawing Water.”

.

. A novel ope-

ration in Obstetrics “ 868

Poland Oats and Mexican Wi'd Potato Hogs Rooting “ 869

Want of Prechion Censored—,'cienceia Agriculture “ 869

Design for Improving Country Residences (illustrated) “ 370

Dry Rot in Cotton “ 871

Madagascar, or Brahmin Cattle “ 373

Harget, or Sore Teats in Cows “ 874

Rice—its Culture, &c .Sweet Potatoes Planting in

Jefferson—Letter from Major Douglass The Cranberry

Cure for Erysipelas “ 374

The good of a Pipe Forman’s Patent Iron Plow Stock,

(illustrated) A short letter on Extravagance “ 376

Bi nd ^taggers in Horses Phospho ic Ajcid in the Older

Rocks To Cui'e Sheep Skins wif' the wool on, Ac “ 376

EDITORIAL.
Close of the Volume.—Renew Your Subscriptions.—To our valued

Cbntributors —Georgia Catawba Yv’ine.—Late Peaches —South-

ern Central Agricultural Society.—The Rains.—The Rural, Annuil

and Horticultural Directory.—Ohio State Fair —Fish Ponds and

Fish Breeding.—The Alabama Fair.—The General Index for pre-

sent Volume.—Large Apples Pages 372 to 37S

HORTICULTURAL DEPARTMENT.
Work for the Month Page p7
Sugar Growing—the Date Pa'm, &c ‘ 877

The Stanwick Nectarine (illustrated) “ 378

Verbenas . . . North Carolina Fruits The Carbon of Plants “ 379

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Design for Improving Country Residences Page 870

Forman’s Patent Iron Plow Stock “ 875

The Stanwick Nectarine “ 378

PBE8IIIJIH STSliWSERliY PLANTS!

Now is the time!!

THIRTY Premium varieties, including such choice kinds

•as HOVEY’S SEEDLING, LONGWORTH’S PROLIFIC, Mc-
,AVOY’S SUPERIOR, BLACK PRINCE CRESCENT SEED-
'LING, CRIMSON CONE, &c., Ac., may be obtained in large

or small quantities from the subscriber. Plants properly set out in

November or December, will bear abundant crops of fruit the fol-

lowing spring. See November number of Southern Oulti/cator for

full directions, which will be furnished to all purchasers. Price of

Plants, 50 cents per dozen, or from $I m $3 per hundred The
plants can be packed so as to go almost any distance in perfect con-

dition. All varieties icarranted true to name^ and orders prompt-

ly attended to. Address : D. REDMOND,
Nov55—tf Augusta, Ga.

SESHSMAN’S GAIIBEN!

Augasfta, Ga,

THE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale a very choice and rarecollec-
'^^tion ''•f Hardy Ornamental Plants, embracing al' the fine old and
best new varieties of E-erbloom-ng ROSES; also, an unrival’ed col-

lectio.i of EVERGREENS, of every variety
;
Deciduous Ornamental

TREES and PLANTS ;
and a collection of GREEN HOUSE PLANTS,

unequalled in the South.

All orders p omptly attended to, and plants packed to go any
•distance in safety. Any informationn required will be cheerfully

given. Address: J. W. BE^SMAN,
MovS5~4t Augusta, Ga.

MERINO) iSi'lS FOE SALE.
THE Subscriber offers for Sale seve'-al full-blood

MERINO R=ijMS. Having reduced the number of my
flock, I have more rams than I need. They are from two
>of the best flocks in New York, and their fleeces, both in

fineness and quantity, ru-ningfrom 9 to 14 lbs.

.Inly—tf J. B. JONES, Birdsville, Burke co.. Ga

GRASS SEEDS

T>LUE GRASS; HERDS GRASS; RED and WHITE CLOVER;
i Timothy, Orchard, Lucerne and Slusquite GRASS SEEDS, in

quantities to suit purchasers. For sa'eby WM. H.AINB8,
Nov55—tf Augusta, Ga.

1856 ! 1356!
SOPTSERN CULTIVATOR

A IflWNTIILlir J-OUKIVAI.
DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE IMPROVEI.'ENT OF SOUTHERN AGBICULTURH 1

Roi'tieuLtnj.re^ Stock Jireedi'ng, PmtUr-y, Beee^ Gm.eial Farm
*1

Fcooiorny, efic.,

IIl5istira{«’'d Elegrint EograTings.

iNE DOLLAR A. iiM ADVANCE.
DANIEL LEE, M. D., and D. REDMOND, Editors.

|

T3ie FoiurteeiatSi will commence in 1

J 1856.

The Cultivator is a large octavo of Thirty-two pages, fonning a
volume of 384 pages in the year. It contains a much greater amount
of reading matter than any Agricultural journal in the South—em-
bracing, in addition to all the current agricultural topics of the day,

¥aiual>lc Original Cootritjulions

i

from many of the most intdligent ^xiApracUoal Planters, Farmers,
and Horticulturists in every section of the South and Southwest.

TERMS;
One Copt, one year $1 I T-wentt-Five Copies, one year.. $2d
Six Copies “ “ 5

|

One Hundred “ “ “ 75
THE CASH SYSTEM will be rigidly adhered to, and in no instance

will the paper be sent unless the money accompanies the order.
The Bills of all specie-paying Banks received at par. All money

;

remitted by mail, postage paid, will be at the risk of the Publisher.

A dvor»iiie!7ient9 J
Inserted at One Dollar per square of twelve lines, each insertion

;
1

One square per annum Ten Dollars. ’
1

Address Vv ILLSAM S. JOVEg. Augnsta, Ga.
Persons who will act as Agents, and obtain Subscribers, will i

be furnished with the paper at club prices.

AGRierLTFRAL AND ME"HiNI€AL DIPLE3IENTS!

Machaiiks’ and Sisiiders’ Materials, Hardware,
Cifitkry, and FaralsMng Goods!!

WE have now in store, and will continue to
keep a large assortment of the most approved
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, for Southern
use, consisting of single and two horse Turning

Plows, 15 varieties
;
Double Michigan, Double Mould Board and Hill

Side Plows; SubsoT Plows, several kinds; Forman’s Patent Plow;
Cultivators; Harrows, 3 kinds

;
Corn Shellers 6 kinds; Straw Cut-

ters, 10 sizes and kinds
;
Road Scrapers

;
Horse Hoes; Horse Pow-

ers and Threshers, 5 varieties of each; Fan Mills; Grain Cradles;
Grass Scythes and Handles

;
Smut Machines

;
Bush Hooks; Pruning

and Hedge Shears; Pruning Saws and Chisels
;
Sausage Meat Cut-

ters and Stuffers
;

Farmers’ Boilers, for boiling food for stock

;

Churns; Hay and Garden Rakes; Hay and Manure Forks
; Hoes,

Spades, Shovels, Grain Scoops, Wheel-Barrows, Field and Garden
Rollers; Corn Planters; Scales; Store, Warehouse and Depot
Trucks

;
vVell and Horse Buckets

;
Pump Chain and Fixtures

;
Rock

Salt for Stock.
gi^^We keep extra POINTS for our Plows, and will furnish, at

short notice, such parts of Plows and other implements as may be
wanted to replace broken pieces

Gentlemen’s and Boy's TOOL CHESTS complete, .*c.

We are also Agents fn- selling the following articles:—SCOTT’S
LITTLE GIANT CORN AND COB CRUSHERS, universally admitted
to be the best Crushers ever invented, and in the use of which, for
feeuing stock, a saving of one third is m-'de, as has b^en proved be-
yond dispute ;

Hoe & Co.’s and Welch & GrilSth’s CIRCULAR SAWS
and SAW GUMMEKS

;
Stearns & Marvin’s celebrated F're, Powder

and Burglar Proof SALAMANDER SAFES; ROTARY SMOOTHING
IRONS, heated with Alcohol— no family should be without this very
useful article.

All the above are ofiered for sale at fair and regular prices, in
connection with our extensive stock of Hardware and Cutlery.

Nov55—6t CARMICHAEL & BE^iN, Augusta, Ga.

eOFEI’S SbEDLf':G STPA\TEESEI PLANTS.

JO STRAWBERRY PLANTS, one year old
;
warranted to

bear 'ext spring, f planted according to the direc-

tions, which will be furnis> ed Printed directions for their culture
will be sent with the plants when ordered,
solicited. Price $2 per hundred.
N v55—tf Augusta, Ga.

red. Order:, from the country
WM. HAINES Broad st., •

PGM:‘aEIA rtijRSI'RT, 18.55-6.

in,0tt0 APPLE TREES, embracing 150 varieties, and many
of the best Southern kinds.

PEARS, both St ndardand Dwaif.
CHERRIES, both Standard and Dwr.rf.

PEACHES, Ni-'CTARINFS, APRICOTS, PLUMS, FIGS, GR.APH
VINES, S518VICE TREE^ and all other Fruits. RASPBERRY and
ST RAWBE RRY PLANTS, in variety. '

8,00'* ROSES of the most celebrated kinds ; Ornamental Deciduous 11

TREES and SH UBS
;
RARE EVERGREENS, &c.

'

,

by Express

Oct55—St

Cataloguf 8 sent on application. We can forward packages
j

•ess, whuh will go surely, and with despatch. Address I

SUMMER & CRAMMOND,
Pomaria, S.C.
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